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PREFACE.

Who follows truth carries his star in his brain. Even so bold a thought is no inappropriate motto for an intellectual workman, if his heart be filled with loyalty to God, the Author of truth and the Maker of stars. In this double spirit of independence and submission it has been my desire to perform the arduous task now finished and offered to the charitable judgments of the reader. One may be courageous to handle both the traditions and the novelties of men, and yet be modest before the solemn mysteries of fate and nature. He may place no veil before his eyes and no finger on his lips in presence of popular dogmas, and yet shrink from the conceit of esteeming his mind a mirror of the universe. Ideas, like coins, bear the stamp of the age and brain they were struck in. Many a phantom which ought to have vanished at the first cock-crowing of reason still holds its seat on the oppressed heart of faith before the terror-stricken eyes of the multitude. Every thoughtful scholar who loves his fellow-men must feel it an obligation to do what he can to remove painful superstitions, and to spread the peace of a cheerful faith and the wholesome light of truth. The theories in theological systems being but philosophy, why should they not be freely subjected to philosophical criticism? I have endeavored, without virulence, arrogance, or irreverence towards any thing sacred, to investigate the various doctrines pertaining to the great subject treated in these pages. Many persons, of course, will find statements from which they dissent,—sentiments disagreeable to them. But, where thought and discussion are so free and the press so accessible as with us, no one but a bigot will esteem this a ground of complaint. May all such passages be charitably perused, fairly weighed, and, if unsound, honorably refuted! If the work be not animated with a mean or false spirit, but be catholic and kindly,—if it be not superficial and
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pretentious, but be marked by patience and thoroughness,—is it too much to hope that no critic will assail it with wholesale condemnation simply because in some parts of it there are opinions which he dislikes? One dispassionate argument is more valuable than a shower of missile names. The most vehement revulsion from a doctrine is not inconsistent, in a Christian mind, with the sweetest kindness of feeling towards the persons who hold that doctrine. Earnest theological debate may be carried on without the slightest touch of ungenerous personality. Who but must feel the pathos and admire the charity of these eloquent words of Henry Giles?—

“Every deep and reflective nature looking intently ‘before and after,’ looking above, around, beneath, and finding silence and mystery to all his questionings of the Infinite, cannot but conceive of existence as a boundless problem, perhaps an inevitable darkness between the limitations of man and the incomprehensibility of God. A nature that so reflects, that carries into this sublime and boundless obscurity ‘the large discourse of Reason,’ will not narrow its concern in the solution of the problem to its own petty safety, but will brood over it with an anxiety which throbs for the whole of humanity. Such a nature must needs be serious; but never will it be arrogant: it will regard all men with an embracing pity. Strange it should ever be otherwise in respect to inquiries which belong to infinite relations,—that mean enmities, bitter hatreds, should come into play in these fathomless searchings of the soul! Bring what solution we may to this problem of measureless alternatives, whether by Reason, Scripture, or the Church, faith will never stand for fact, nor the firmest confidence for actual consciousness. The man of great and thoughtful nature, therefore, who grapples in real earnest with this problem, however satisfied he may be with his own solution of it, however implicit may be his trust, however assured his convictions, will yet often bow down before the awful veil that shrouds the endless future, put his finger on his lips, and weep in silence.”

The present work is, in a sense, an epitome of the thought of mankind on the destiny of man. I have striven to add value to it by comprehensiveness of plan,—not confining myself, as most of my predecessors have confined themselves, to one province or a few narrow provinces of the subject, but including the entire subject in one volume; by carefulness of arrangement,—not piling the material together or presenting it in a chaos of dream-theories, but group-
ing it all in its proper relations; by clearness of explanation,—not leaving the curious problems presented wholly in the dark with a mere statement of them, but as far as possible tracing the phenomena to their origin and unveiling their purport; by poetic life of treatment,—not handling the different topics dryly and coldly, but infusing warmth and color into them; by copiousness of information,—not leaving the reader to hunt up every thing for himself, but referring him to the best sources for the facts, reasonings, and hints which he may wish; and by persevering patience of toil,—not hastily skimming here and there and hurrying the task off, but searching and re-searching in every available direction, examining and re-examining each mooted point, by the devotion of twelve years of anxious labor. How far my efforts in these particulars have been successful is submitted to the public.

To avoid the appearance of pedantry in the multiplication of foot-notes, I have inserted many authorities incidentally in the text itself, and have omitted all except such as I thought would be desired by the reader. Every scholar knows how easy it is to increase the number of references almost indefinitely, and also how deceptive such an ostensible evidence of wide reading may be.

When the printing of this volume was nearly completed, and I had in some instances made more references than may now seem needful, the thought occurred to me that a full list of the books published up to the present time on the subject of a future life, arranged according to their definite topics and in chronological order, would greatly enrich the work and could not fail often to be of vast service. Accordingly, upon solicitation, a valued friend—Mr. Ezra Abbot, Jr., a gentleman remarkable for his varied and accurate scholarship—undertook that laborious task for me; and he has accomplished it in the most admirable manner. No reader, however learned, but may find much important information in the bibliographical appendix which I am thus enabled to add to this volume. Every student who henceforth wishes to investigate any branch of the historical or philosophical doctrine of the immortality of the soul, or of a future life in general, may thank Mr. Abbot for an invaluable aid.

As I now close this long labor and send forth the result, the oppressive sense of responsibility which fills me is relieved by the consciousness that I have herein written nothing as a bigoted
partisan, nothing in a petty spirit of opinionativeness, but have intended every thought for the furtherance of truth, the honor of God, the good of man.

The majestic theme of our immortality allures yet baffles us. No fleshly implement of logic or cunning tact of brain can reach to the solution. That secret lies in a tissueless realm whereof no nerve can report beforehand. We must wait a little. Soon we shall grope and guess no more, but grasp and know. Meanwhile, shall we not be magnanimous to forgive and help, diligent to study and achieve, trustful and content to abide the invisible issue? In some happier age, when the human race shall have forgotten, in philanthropic ministries and spiritual worship, the bigotries and dissensions of sentiment and thought, they may recover, in its all-embracing unity, that garment of truth which God made originally "seamless as the firmament," now for so long a time torn in shreds by hating schismatics. Oh, when shall we learn that a loving pity, a filial faith, a patient modesty, best become us and fit the facts of our state? The pedantic sciolist, babbling of his clear explanations of the mysteries of life, suggests the image of a monkey, seated on the summit of the starry sphere of night, chattering with glee over the awful prospect of infinitude. What ordinary tongue shall dare to vociferate egotistie dogmatisms where an inspired apostle whispers, with reverential reserve, "We see through a glass darkly"? There are three things, said an old monkish chronicler, which often make me sad. First, that I know I must die; second, that I know not when; third, that I am ignorant where I shall then be.

"Est primum durum quod seio me moriturum: Secundum, timco quia hoc nescio quando: Hinc tertium, flebo quod nescio ubi manebo."

Man is the lonely and sublime Columbus of the creation, who, wandering on this Spanish strand of time, sees drifted waifs and strange portents borne far from an unknown somewhere, causing him to believe in another world. Comes not death as a ship to bear him thither? Accordingly as hope rests in heaven, fear shudders at hell, or doubt faces the dark transition, the future life is a sweet reliance, a terrible certainty, or a pathetic perhaps. But living in the present in the humble and loving discharge of its duties, our souls harmonized with its conditions though aspiring beyond them, why should we ever despair or be troubled overmuch? Have we not eternity in our thought, infinitude in our view, and God for our guide?
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PART FIRST.

HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL INTRODUCTORY VIEWS.

CHAPTER I.

THEORIES OF THE SOUL'S ORIGIN.

Pausing, in a thoughtful hour, on that mount of observation whence the whole prospect of life is visible, what a solemn vision greets us! We see the vast procession of existence flitting across the landscape, from the shrouded ocean of birth, over the illuminated continent of experience, to the shrouded ocean of death. Who can linger there and listen, unmoved, to the sublime lament of things that die? Although the great exhibition below endures, yet it is made up of changes, and the spectators shift as often. Each rank of the host, as it advances from the mists of its commencing career, wears a smile caught from the morning light of hope, but, as it draws near to the fatal bourne, takes on a mournful cast from the shadows of the unknown realm. The places we occupy were not vacant before we came, and will not be deserted when we go, but are forever filling and emptying afresh.

"Still to every draught of vital breath
 Renew'd throughout the bounds of earth and ocean,
The melancholy gates of death
 Respond with sympathetic motion."

We appear,—there is a short flutter of joys and pains, a bright glimmer of smiles and tears,—and we are gone. But whence did we come? And whither do we go? Can human thought divine the answer?

It adds no little solemnity and pathos to these reflections to remember that every considerate person in the unnumbered successions that have preceded us, has, in his turn, confronted the same facts, engaged in the same inquiry, and been swept from his attempts at a theoretic solution of the problem into the real solution itself, while the constant refrain in the song of existence sounded behind him, "One generation passeth away, and another generation cometh; but the earth abideth forever."
The evanescent phenomena, the tragic plot and scenery of human birth, action, and death, conceived on the scale of reality, clothed in

"The sober coloring taken from an eye
That hath kept watch o'er man's mortality,"

and viewed in a susceptible spirit, are, indeed, overwhelmingly impressive. They invoke the intellect to its most piercing thoughts. They swell the heart to its utmost capacity of emotion. They bring the soul to its bended knees of wonder and prayer.

"Between two worlds life hovers, like a star
'Twixt night and morn upon the horizon's verge.
How little do we know that which we are!
How less what we may be! The eternal surge
Of time and tide rolls on, and bears afar
Our bubbles: as the old burst, new emerge,
Lash'd from the foam of ages: while the graves
Of empires heave but like some passing waves."

Widely regarding the history of human life from the beginning, what a visionary spectacle it is! How miraculously permanent in the whole! how sorrowfully ephemeral in the parts! What pathetic sentiments it awakens! Amidst what awful mysteries it hangs!

The subject of the derivation of the soul has been copiously discussed by hundreds of philosophers, physicians, and poets, from Vyasa to Des Cartes, from Galen to Ennemoser, from Orpheus to Henry More, from Aristotle to Frohschammer. German literature during the last hundred years has teemed with works treating of this question from various points of view. The present chapter will present a sketch of these various speculations concerning the commencement and fortunes of man ere his appearance on the stage of this world.

The first theory to account for the origin of souls is that of emanation. This is the analogical theory, constructed from the results of sensible observation. There is, it says, one infinite Being, and all finite spirits are portions of his substance, existing a while as separate individuals, and then reassimilated into the general soul. This form of faith, asserting the efflux of all subordinate existence out of one Supreme Being, seems sometimes to rest on an intuitive idea. It is spontaneously suggested whenever man confronts the phenomena of creation with reflective observation, and ponders the eternal round of birth and death. Accordingly, we find traces of this belief all over the world; from the ancient Hindu metaphysics whose fundamental postulate is that the necessary life of God is one constant process of radiation and resorption, "letting out and drawing in," to that modern English poetry which apostrophizes the glad and winsome child as

"A silver stream
Breaking with laughter from the lake Divine
Whence all things flow."

The conception that souls are emanations from God is the most obvious way of accounting for the prominent facts that salute our inquiries. It
plausibly answers some natural questions, and boldly eludes others. For instance, to the early student demanding the cause of the mysterious distinctions between mind and body, it says, the one belongs to the system of passive matter, the other comes from the living Fashioner of the Universe. Again: this theory relieves us from the burden that perplexes the finite mind when it seeks to understand how the course of nature, the succession of lives, can be absolutely eternal without involving an alternating or circular movement. The doctrine of emanation has, moreover, been supported by the supposed analytic similarity of the soul to God. Its freedom, consciousness, intelligence, love, correspond with what we regard as the attributes and essence of Deity. The inference, however unsound, is immediate, that souls are consubstantial with God, dissevered fragments of Him, sent into bodies. But, in actual effect, the chief recommendation of this view has probably been the variety of analogies and images under which it admits of presentation. The annual developments of vegetable life from the bosom of the earth, drops taken from a fountain and retaining its properties in their removal, the separation of the air into distinct breaths, the soil into individual atoms, the utterance of a tone gradually dying away in reverberated echoes, the radiation of beams from a central light, the exhalation of particles of moisture from the ocean, the evolution of numbers out of an original unity,—these are among the illustrations by which an exhaustless ingenuity has supported the notion of the emanation of souls from God. That "something cannot come out of nothing" is an axiom resting on the ground of our rational instincts. And seeing all things within our comprehension held in the chain of causes and effects, one thing always evolving from another, we leap to the conclusion that it is precisely the same with things beyond our comprehension, and that God is the aboriginal reservoir of being from which all the rills of finite existence are emitted.

Against this doctrine the current objections are these two. First, the analogies adduced are not applicable. The things of spirit and those of matter have two distinct sets of predicates and categories. It is, for example, wholly illogical to argue that because the circuit of the waters is from the sea, through the clouds, over the land, back to the sea again, therefore the derivation and course of souls from God, through life, back to God, must be similar. There are mysteries in connection with the soul that baffle the most lynx-eyed investigation, and on which no known facts of the physical world can throw light. Secondly, the scheme of emanation depends on a vulgar error, belonging to the infancy of philosophic thought, and inconsistent with some necessary truths. It implies that God is separable into parts, and therefore both corporeal and finite. Divisible substance is incompatible with the first predicates of Deity,—namely, immateriality and infinity. Before the conception of the illimitable, spiritual unity of God, the doctrine of the emanation of souls from Him fades away, as the mere figment of a
dreaming mind brooding over the suggestions of phenomena and apparent correspondences.

The second explanation of the origin of souls is that which says they come from a previous existence. This is the theory of imagination, framed in the free and seductive realm of poetic thought. It is evident that this idea does not propose any solution of the absolute origination of the soul, but only offers to account for its appearance on earth. The pre-existence of souls has been most widely affirmed. Nearly the whole world of Oriental thinkers have always taught it. Many of the Greek philosophers held it. No small proportion of the early Church Fathers believed it. And it is not without able advocates among the scholars and thinkers of our own age. There are two principal forms of this doctrine; one asserting an ascent of souls from a previous existence below the rank of man, the other a descent of souls from a higher sphere. Generation is the true Jacob's ladder, on which souls are ever ascending or descending. The former statement is virtually that of the modern theory of development, which argues that the souls known to us, obtaining their first organic being out of the ground-life of nature, have climbed up through a graduated series of births, from the merest elementary existence, to the plane of human nature. A gifted author, Dr. Hedge, has said concerning pre-existence in these two methods of conceiving it, writing in a half-humorous, half-serious, vein, "It is to be considered as expressing rather an exceptional than a universal fact. If here and there some pure liver, or noble doer, or prophet-voice, suggests the idea of a revenant who, moved with pity for human kind, and charged with celestial ministries, has condescended to

4 Soil his pure ambrosial weeds
With the rank vapors of this sin-worn mould,

or if, on the other hand, the 'superfluity of naughtiness' displayed by some abnormal felon seems to warrant the supposition of a visit from the Pit, the greater portion of mankind, we submit, are much too green for any plausible assumption of a foregone training in good or evil. This planet is not their missionary station, nor their Botany Bay, but their native soil. Or, if we suppose they pre-existed at all, we must rather believe they pre-existed as brutes, and have travelled into humanity by the fish-fowl-quadruped road with a good deal of the habits and dust of that tramp still sticking to them." The theory of development, deriving human souls by an ascension from the lower stages of rudimentary being, considered as a fanciful hypothesis or speculative toy, is interesting, and not destitute of plausible aspects. But, when investigated as a severe thesis, it is found devoid of proof. It is enough here to say that the most authoritative voices in science reject it, declaring that, though there is a development of progress in the plan of nature, from

the more general to the more specific, yet there is no advance from one type or race to another, nor hint that the same individual ever crosses the guarded boundaries of genus from one rank and kingdom to another. Whatever progress there may be in the upward process of natural creation or the stages of life, yet to suppose that the life-powers of insects and brutes survive the dissolution of their bodies, and, in successive crossings of the death-gulf, ascend to humanity, is a bare assumption. It befits the delirious lips of Beddoes, who says,—

"Had I been born a four-legg'd child, methinks
I might have found the steps from dog to man
And crept into his nature. Are there not
Those that fall down out of humanity
Into the story where the four-legg'd dwell?"

The doctrine that souls have descended from an anterior life on high may be exhibited in three forms, each animated by a different motive. The first is the view of some of the Manichean teachers, that spirits were embodied by a hostile violence and cunning, the force and fraud of the apostatized Devil. Adam and Eve were angels sent to observe the doings of Lucifer, the rebel king of matter. He seized these heavenly spies and encased them in fleshly prisons. And then, in order to preserve a permanent union of these celestial natures with matter, he contrived that their race should be propagated by the sexes. Whenever by the procreative act the germ-body is prepared, a fiend hies from bale, or an angel stoops from bliss, or a demon darts from his hovering in the air, to inhabit and rule his growing clay-house for a term of earthly life. The spasm of impregnation thrills in fatal summons to hell or heaven, and resists all drags a spirit into the appointed receptacle. Shakspeare, whose genius seems to have touched every shape of thought with adorning phrase, makes Juliet, distracted with the momentary fancy that Romeo is a murderous villain, cry,—

"O Nature! what hast thou to do in hell
When thou didst lower the spirit of a fiend
In mortal paradise of such sweet flesh?"

The second method of explaining the descent of souls into this life is by the supposition that the stable bliss, the uncontrasted peace and sameness, of the heavenly experience, at last wearies the people of Paradise, until they seek relief in a fall. The perfect sweetness of heaven cloys, the utter routine and safety tire, the salient spirits, till they long for the edge and hazard of earthly exposure, and wander down to dwell in fleshly bodies and breast the tempest of sin, strife, and sorrow, so as to give a fresh charm once more to the repose and exempted joys of the celestial realm. In this way, by a series of recurring lives below and above, novelty and change, larger experience and more vivid contentment, are secured, the tedium and sickening satiety of fixed happiness and stagnant protection are modified by relishing draughts of hardship and tart touches of pain, the insufferable monotony of immortality broken
up and interpolated by epochs of surprise and tingling dangers of probation.

"Mortals, behold! the very angels quit
Their mansions unsusceptible of change,
Amid your dangerous bowers to sit
And through your sharp vicissitudes to range!"

Thus round and round we run through an eternity of lives and deaths. Surfeited with the unqualified pleasures of heaven, we "straggle down to this terrene nativity." When, amid the sour exposures and cruel storms of the world, we have renewed our appetite for the divine ambrosia of peace and sweetness, we forsake the body and ascend to heaven; this constant recurrence illustrating the great truths, that alternation is the law of destiny, and that variety is the spice of life.

But the most common derivation of the present from a previous life is that which explains the descent as a punishment for sin. In that earlier and loftier state, souls abused their freedom, and were doomed to expiate their offences by a banished, imprisoned, and burdensome life on the earth. "The soul," Plutarch writes, "has removed, not from Athens to Sardis, or from Corinth to Lemnos, but from heaven to earth; and here, ill at ease, and troubled in this new and strange place, she hangs her head like a decaying plant." Hundreds of passages to the same purport might easily be cited from as many ancient writers. Sometimes this fall of souls from their original estate was represented as a simultaneous event: a part of the heavenly army, under an apostate leader, having rebelled, were defeated, and sentenced to a chained bodily life. Our whole race were transported at once from their native shores in the sky to the convict-land of this world. Sometimes the descent was attributed to the fresh fault of each individual, and was thought to be constantly happening. A soul tainted with impure desire, drawn downwards by corrupt material gravitation, hovering over the fumes of matter, inhaling the effluvia of vice, grew infected with carnal longings and contagions, became fouled, incrassated, and clogged with gross vapors and steams, and finally fell into a body and pursued the life fitted to it below. A clear human child is a shining seraph from heaven sunk thus low. Men are degraded cherubim.

"Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting:
The soul that rises with us, our life's star,
Hath had elsewhere its setting,
And cometh from afar."

The theory of the pre-existence of the soul merely removes the mystery one stage further back, and there leaves the problem of our origin as hopelessly obscure as before. It is sufficiently refuted by the open fact that it is absolutely destitute of scientific basis. The explanation of its wide prevalence as a belief is furnished by two considerations. First, there were old authoritative sages and poets who loved to speculate and dream, and who published their speculations and dreams to reign over
the subject fancies of credulous mankind. Secondly, the conception was intrinsically harmonious, and bore a charm to fascinate the imagination and the heart. The fragmentary visions, broken snatches, mystic strains, incongruous thoughts, fading gleams, with which imperfect recollection comes laden from our childish years and our nightly dreams, are referred by self-pleasing fancy to some earlier and nobler existence. We solve the mysteries of experience by calling them the veiled vestiges of a bright life departed, pathetic waifs drifted to these intellectual shores over the surge of feeling from the wrecked orb of an anterior existence. It gratifies our pride to think the soul "a star-travelled stranger," a disguised prince, who has passingly alighted on this globe in his eternal wanderings. The gorgeous glimpses of truth and beauty here vouchsafed to genius, the wondrous strains of feeling that haunt the soul in tender hours, are feeble reminiscences of the prerogatives we enjoyed in those eons when we trod the planets that sail around the upper world of the gods. That ennui or plaintive sadness which in all life's deep and lonesome hours seems native to our hearts, what is it but the nostalgia of the soul remembering and pining after its distant home? Vague and forlorn airs come floating into our consciousness, as from an infinitely remote clime, freighted with a luxury of depressing melancholy.

"Ah! not the nectarous poppy lovers use,  
Not daily labor's dull Lethean spring.  
Oblivion in lost angels can infuse  
Of the soil'd glory and the trailing wing."

How attractive all this must be to the thoughts of men, how fascinating to their retrospective and aspiring reveries, it should be needless to repeat. How baseless it is as a philosophical theory demanding sober belief, it should be equally superfluous to illustrate further.

The third answer to the question concerning the origin of the soul is that it is directly created by the voluntary power of God. This is the theory of faith, instinctively shrinking from the difficulty of the problem on its scientific grounds, and evading it by a wholesale reference to Deity. Some writers have held that all souls were created by the Divine fiat at the beginning of the world, and laid up in a secret repository, whence they are drawn as occasion calls. The Talmudists say, "All souls were made during the six days of creation; and therefore generation is not by traduction, but by infusion of a soul into body." Others maintain that this production of souls was not confined to any past period, but is continued still, a new soul being freshly created for every birth. Whenever certain conditions meet,—

"Then God smites his hands together,  
And strikes out a soul as a spark,  
Into the organized glory of things,  
From the deeps of the dark."

This is the view asserted by Vincentius Victor in opposition to the dogmatism of Tertullian on the one hand and to the doubts of Augustine
on the other. It is called the theory of Insufflation, because it affirms that God immediately breathes a soul into each new being: even as in the case of Adam, of whom we read that "God breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and he became a living soul." The doctrine drawn from this Mosaic text, that the soul is a divine substance, a breath of God, miraculously breathed by Him into every creature at the commencement of its existence, often reappears, and plays a prominent part in the history of psychological opinions. It corresponds with the beautiful Greek myth of Prometheus, who is fabled to have made a human image from the dust of the ground, and then, by fire stolen from heaven, to have animated it with a living soul. So man, as to his body, is made of earthly clay; but the Promethean spark that forms his soul is the fresh breath of God. There is no objection to the real ground and essence of this theory, only to its form and accompaniments. It is purely anthropomorphitic; it conceives God as working, after the manner of a man, intermittently, arbitrarily. It insulates the origination of souls from the fixed course of nature, severs it from all connection with that common process of organic life which weaves its inscrutable web through the universe, that system of laws which expresses the unchanging will of God, and which constitutes the order by whose solemn logic alone He acts. The objection to this view is, in a word, that it limits the creative action of God to human souls. We suppose that He creates our bodies as well; that He is the immediate Author of all life in the same sense in which He is the immediate Author of our souls. The opponents of the creation-theory, who strenuously fought it in the seventeenth century, were accustomed to urge against it the fanciful objection that "it puts God to an invenust employment scarce consistent with his verecundious holiness; for, if it be true, whenever the lascivious consent to uncleanness and are pleased to join in unlawful mixture, God is forced to stand a spectator of their vile impurities, stooping from his throne to attend their bestial practices, and raining down showers of souls to animate the emissions of their concupiscence."

A fourth reply to the inquiry before us is furnished in Tertullian's famous doctrine of Traduction, the essential import of which is that all human souls have been transmitted, or brought over, from the soul of Adam. This is the theological theory: for it arose from an exigency in the dogmatic system generally held by the patristic Church. The universal depravity of human nature, the inherited corruption of the whole race, was a fundamental point of belief. But how reconcile this proposition with the conception, entertained by many, that each new-born soul is a fresh creation from the "substance," "spirit," or "breath" of God? Augustine writes to Jerome, asking him to solve this question. Tertullian, whose fervid mind was thoroughly imbued with materialistic
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notions, unhesitatingly cut this Gordian knot by asserting that our first parent bore within him the undeveloped germ of all mankind, so that sinfulness and souls were propagated together. Thus the perplexing query, "how souls are held in the chain of original sin," was answered. As Neander says, illustrating Tertullian's view, "The soul of the first man was the fountain-head of all human souls: all the varieties of individual human nature are but modifications of that one spiritual substance." In the light of such a thought, we can see how Nature might, when solitary Adam lived, fulfill Lear's wild conjuration, and

"All the germsens spill
At once that make ingratitude man."

In the seventh chapter of the Koran it is written, "The Lord drew forth their posterity from the loins of the sons of Adam." The commentators say that God passed his hand down Adam's back, and extracted all the generations which should come into the world until the resurrection. Assembled in the presence of the angels, and endued with understanding, they confessed their dependence on God, and were then caused to return into the loins of their great ancestor. This is one of the most curious doctrines within the whole range of philosophical history. It implies the strict corporeality of the soul; and yet how infinitely fine must be its attenuation when it has been diffused into countless hundreds of millions! Der Urheim theilt sich ins Unendliche.

"What! will the line stretch out to the crack of doom?"

The whole thought is absurd. It was not reached by an induction of facts, a study of phenomena, or any fair process of reasoning, but was arbitrarily created to rescue a dogma from otherwise inevitable rejection. It was the desperate clutch of a heady theologian reeling in a vortex of hostile argument, and ready to seize any fancy, however artificial, to save himself from falling under the ruins of his system. Henry Woolner published in London, in 1655, a book called "Extraction of Soul; a sober and judicious inquiry to prove that souls are propagated; because, if they are created, original sin is impossible."

The theological dogma of traduction has been presented in two forms. First, it is declared that all souls are developed out of the one substance of Adam's soul; a view that logically implies an ultimate attenuating diffusion, ridiculously absurd. Secondly, it is held that "the eating of the forbidden fruit corrupted all the vital fluids of Eve; and this corruption carried vicious and chaotic consequences into her ova, in which lay the souls of all her posterity, with infinitely little bodies, already existing." This form is as incredulous as the other; for it equally implies a limitless distribution of souls from a limited deposit. As Whewell says, "This successive inclusion of germs (Einschachtelungs-Theorie) implies that each soul contains an infinite number of germs." It necessarily ex-
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cludes the formation of new spiritual substance: else original transmitted sin is excluded. The doctrine finds no parallelism anywhere else in nature. Who, no matter how wedded to the theology of original sin and transmitted death, would venture to stretch the same thesis over the animal races, and affirm that the dynamic principles, or animating souls, of all serpents, eagles, and lions, were once compressed in the first patriarchal serpent, eagle, or lion? That the whole formative power of all the simultaneous members of our race was concentrated in the first cell-germ of our original progenitor, is a scientific impossibility and incredibleness. The fatal sophistry in the traducian account of the transmission of souls may be illustrated in the following manner. The germs of all the apple-trees now in existence did not lie in the first apple-seed. All the apple-trees now existing were not derived by literal development out of the actual contents of the first apple-seed. No: but the truth is this. There was a power in the first apple-seed to secure certain conditions; that is, to organize a certain status in which the plastic vegetative life of nature would posit new and similar powers and materials. So not all souls were latent in Adam’s, but only an organizing power to secure the conditions on which the Divine Will that first began, would, in accordance with His creative plan, forever continue, His spirit-creation. The distinction of this statement from that of traduction is the difference between evolution from one original germ or stock and actual production of new beings. Its distinction from the third theory—the theory of immediate creation—is the difference between an intermittent interposition of arbitrary acts and the continuous working of a plan according to laws scientifically traceable.

There is another solution to the question of the soul’s origin, which has-been propounded by some philosophers and may be called the speculative theory. Its statement is that the germs of souls were created simultaneously with the formation of the material universe, and were copiously sown abroad through all nature, waiting there to be successively taken up and furnished with the conditions of development.⁸ These latent seeds of souls, swarming in all places, are drawn in with the first breath or imbied with the earliest nourishment of the new-born child into the already-constructed body which before has only a vegetative life. The Germans call this representation panspermium, or the dissemination-theory. Leibnitz, in his celebrated monadology, carries the same view a great deal further. He conceives the whole created universe, visible and invisible, to consist of monads, which are not particles of matter, but metaphysical points of power. These monads are all souls. They are produced by what he calls fulgurations of God. The distinction between fulguration and emanation is this: in the latter case the procession is historically defined and complete; in the former case it is momentaneous. The monads are radiated from the Divine Will, forth through
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the creation, by the constant flashes of His volition. All nature is composed of them, and nothing is depopulated and dead. Their naked being is force, and their indestructible predicates are perception, desire, tendency to develop. While they lie dormant, their potential capacities all unwrapped, they constitute what we entitle matter. When, by the rising stir of their inherent longing, they leave their passive state and reach a condition of obscure consciousness, they become animals. Finally, they so far unwind their bonds and evolve their facultative potencies as to attain the rank of rational minds in the grade of humanity. Generation is merely the method by which the aspiring monad lays the organic basis for the grouped building of its body. Man is a living union of monads, one regent-monad presiding over the whole organization. That king-monad which has attained to full apperception, the free exercise of perfect consciousness, is the immortal human soul. Any labored attempt to refute this ingenious doctrine is needless, since the doctrine itself is but the developed structure of a speculative conception with no valid basis of observed fact. It is a sheer hypothesis, spun out of the self-fed bowels of à priori assumption and metaphysic fancy. It solves the problems only by changes of their form, leaving the mysteries as numerous and deep as before. It is a beautiful and sublime piece of latent poetry, the evolution and architecture of which well display the wonderful genius of Leibnitz. It is a more subtle and powerful process of thought than Aristotle’s Organon, a more pure and daring work of imagination than Milton’s Paradise Lost. But it spurns the tests of experimental science, and is entitled to rank only among the splendid curiosities of philosophy; a brilliant and plausible theorem, not a sober and solid induction.

One more method of treating the inquiry before us will complete the list. It is what we may properly call the scientific theory, though in truth it is hardly a theory at all, but rather a careful statement of the observed facts, and a modest confession of inability to explain the cause of them. Those occupying this position, when asked what is the origin of souls, do not pretend to unveil the final secret, but simply say, everywhere in the world of life, from bottom to top, there is an organic growth in accordance with conditions. This is what is styled the theory of epigenesis, and is adopted by the chief physiologists of the present day. Swammerdam, Malebranche, even Cuvier, had defended the doctrine of successive inclusion; but Wolf, Blumenbach, and Von Baer established in its place the doctrine of epigenesis. Scrupulously confining themselves to the mass of collected facts and the course of scrutinized phenomena, they say there is a natural production of new living beings in conformity to certain laws, and give an exposition of the fixed conditions and sequences of this production. Here they humbly stop, acknowledging
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that the causal root of power, which produces all these consequences, is an inexplicable mystery. Their attitude is well represented by Swedenborg when he says, in reference to this very subject, "Any one may form guesses; but let no son of earth pretend to penetrate the mysteries of creation."

Let us notice now the facts submitted to us. First, at the base of the various departments of nature, we see a mass of apparently lifeless matter. Out of this crude substratum of the outward world, we observe a vast variety of organized forms, produced by a variously-named but unknown Power. They spring in regular methods, in determinate shapes, exist on successive stages of rank, with more or less striking demarcations of endowment, and finally fall back again, as to their physical constituents, into the inorganic stuff from which they grew. This mysterious organizing Power, pushing its animate and builded receptacles up to the level of vegetation, creates the world of plants.

"Every clod feels a stir of might,
An instinct within it that reaches and towers,
And, grasping blindly above it for light,
Climbs to a soul in grass and flowers."

On the level of sensation, where the obscure rudiments of will, understanding, and sentiment commence, this life-giving Power creates the world of animals. And so, on the still higher level of reason and its concomitants, it creates the world of men. In a word, the great general fact is that an unknown Power—call it what we may, Nature, Vital Force, or God—creates, on the various planes of its exercise, different families of organized beings. Secondly, a more special fact is, that when we have overleaped the mystery of a commencement, every being yields seed according to its kind, wherefrom, when properly conditioned, its species is perpetuated. How much, now, does this second fact imply? It is by adding to the observed phenomena an indefensible hypothesis that the error of traduction is obtained. We observe that human beings are begotten by a deposit of germs through the generative process. To affirm that these germs are transmitted down the generations from the original progenitor of each race, in whom they all existed at first, is an unwarranted assertion and involves absurdities. It is refuted both by Geoffroy St. Hilaire's famous experiments on eggs, and by the crossing of species. In opposition to this theological figment, observation and science require the belief that each being is endowed independently with a germ-forming power.

Organic life requires three things: a fruitful germ; a quickening impulse; a nourishing medium. Science plainly shows us that this primal nucleus is given, in the human species, by the union of the contents of a sperm-cell with those of a germ-cell; that this dynamic start is imparted
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from the life-force of the parents; and that this feeding environment is furnished by the circle of co-ordinated relations. That the formative power of the new organism comes from, or at least is wholly conditioned by, the parent organism, should be believed, because it is the obvious conclusion, against which there is nothing to militate. That the soul of the child comes in some way from the soul of the parent, or is stamped by it, is also implied by the normal resemblance of children to parents, not more in bodily form than in spiritual idiosyncrasies. This fact alone is sufficient reply to the lines of the Platonizing poet, wherein a mere prejudice is made to assume the semblance of an argument:—

"Wherefore who thinks from souls new souls to bring,
The same let press in the sunne-beames in his fist
And squeeze out drops of light, or strongly wring,
The rainbow till it die his hands, well prest."

"That which is born of the flesh is flesh: that which is born of the spirit is spirit." As the body of the child is the derivative of a germ elaborated in the body of the parent, so the soul of the child is the derivative of a developing impulse of power imparted from the soul of the parent. And as the body is sustained by absorbing nutrition from matter, so the soul is sustained by assimilating the spiritual substances of the invisible kingdom. The most ethereal elements must combine to nourish that consummate plant whose blossom is man's mind. This representation is not materialism; for spirit belongs to a different sphere and is the subject of different predicates from matter, though equally under a constitution of laws. Nor does this view pretend to explain what is inherently transcendent: it leaves the creation of the soul within as wide a depth and margin of mystery as ever. Neither is this mode of exposing the problem atheistic. It refers the forms of life, all growths, all souls, to the indefinable Power that works everywhere, creates each thing, vivifies, governs, and contains the universe. And, however that Power be named, is it not God? And thus we still reverently hold that it is God's own hands

"That reach through nature, moulding men."

The ancient heroes of Greece and India were fond of tracing their genealogy up directly to their deities, and were proud to deem that in guarding them the gods stooped to watch over a race of kings, a puissant and immortal stock,—

"Whose glories stream'd from the same cloud-girt founts
Whence their own dawn'd upon the infant world."

After all the cunningest researches that have been made, we yet find the secret of our spirit-beginning shrouded among the fathomless mysteries of the Almighty Creator, and must ascribe our birth to the Will of God as piously as it was done in the eldest mythical epochs of the world. Notwithstanding the careless frivolity of skepticism and the garish light of science abroad in this modern time, there are still
stricken and yearning depths of wonder and sorrow enough, profound and awful shadows of night and fear enough, to make us recognise, in the golden joys that visit us rarely, in the illimitable visions that emancipate us often, in the unearthly thoughts and dreams that ravish our minds, enigmatical intimations of our kinship with God, prophecies of a super-earthly destiny whose splendors already break through the clouds of ignorance, the folds of flesh, and the curtains of time in which our spirits here sit pavilioned. Augustine pointedly observes, "It is no evil that the origin of the soul remains obscure, if only its redemption be made certain." Non est periculum si origo animae lateat, dum redemptio clareat. No matter how humanity originates, if its object be to produce fruit, and that fruit be immortal souls. When our organism has perfected its intended product, willingly will we let the decaying body return into the ground, if so be we are assured that the ripened spirit is borne into the heavenly garner.

Let us, in close, reduce the problem of the soul's origin to its last terms. The amount of force in the universe is uniform. Action and reaction being equal, no new creation of force is possible: only its directions, deposits, and receptacles may be altered. No combination of physical processes can produce a previously non-existent subject: it can only initiate the modification, development, assimilation, of realities already in being. Something cannot come out of nothing. The quickening formation of a man, therefore, implies the existence, first, of a material germ, the basis of the body; secondly, of a power to impart to that germ a dynamic impulse,—in other words, to deposit in it a spirit-atom, or monad of life-force. Now, the fresh body is originally a detached product of the parent body, as an apple is the detached product of a tree. So the fresh soul is a transmitted force imparted by the parent soul, either directly from itself, or else conditioned by it and drawn from the ground-life of nature, the creative power of God. If filial soul be gotten by procession and severance of conscious force from parental soul, the spiritual resemblance of offspring and progenitors is clearly explained. This phenomenon is also equally well explained if the parent soul, so called, be a die striking the creative substance of the universe into individual form. The latter supposition seems, upon the whole, the more plausible and scientific. Generation is a reflex condition moving the life-basis of the world to produce a soul, as a physical impression moves the soul to produce a perception.

But, however deep the mystery of the soul's origin, whatever our conclusion in regard to it, let us not forget that the inmost essence and verity of the soul is conscious power; and that all power defies annihilation. It is an old declaration that what begins in time must end in time; and with the metaphysical shears of that notion more than
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once the burning faith in eternal life has been snuffed out. Yet how obvious is its sophistry! A being beginning in time need not cease in time, if the Power which originated it intends and provides for its perpetuity. And that such is the Creative intention for man appears from the fact that the grand ideas and beliefs in all ages issuing from his mental organization have borne the stamp of an expected immortality.

The speculative naturalist should beware of so immersing his thoughts in the physical phases of nature as to lose a believing hold on living entities of consciousness, indestructible centres of personality. For then he loses the chief motive which propels man to begin, even here, by virtue and culture, to climb that ladder of life whose endless sides are affections, but whose discrete rounds are thoughts.

CHAPTER II.

HISTORY OF DEATH.

Death is not an entity, but an event; not a force, but a state. Life is the positive experience, death the negation. Yet in nearly every literature death has been personified, while no kindred prosopopoeia of life is anywhere to be found. With the Greeks, Thanatos was a god; with the Romans, Mors was a goddess: but no statue was ever moulded, no altar ever raised, to Zoé or Vita. At first thought, we should anticipate the reverse of this; but, in truth, the fact is quite naturally as it is. Life is a continuous process; and any one who makes the effort will find how difficult it is to conceive of it as an individual being, with distinctive attributes, functions, and will. It is an inward possession which we familiarly experience, and in the quiet routine of custom we feel no shock of surprise at it, no impulse to give it imaginative shape and ornament. On the contrary, death is an impending occurrence, something which we anticipate and shudder at, something advancing toward us in time to strike or seize us. Its externality to our living experience, its threatening approach, the mystery and alarm enwrapping it, are provocative conditions for fanciful treatment, making personifications inevitable.

With the old Aryan race of India, death is Yama,—the soul of the first man, departed to be the king of the subterranean realm of the subsequent dead, and returning to call after him each of his descendants in turn. To the good he is mild and lovely, but to the impious he is clad in terror and acts with severity. The purely fanciful character of this thought is obvious; for, according to it, death was before death, since Yama himself died. Yama does not really represent death, but its arbiter and messenger. He is the ruler over the dead, who himself carries the summons to each mortal to become his subject.
In the Hebrew conception, death was a majestic angel, named Sammaël, standing in the court of heaven, and flying thence over the earth, armed with a sword, to obey the behests of God. The Talmudists developed and dressed up the thought with many details, half sublime, half fantastic. He strides through the world at a step. From the soles of his feet to his shoulders he is full of eyes. Every person in the moment of dying sees him; and at the sight the soul retreats, running through all the limbs, as if asking permission to depart from them. From his naked sword fall three drops: one pales the countenance, one destroys the vitality, one causes the body to decay. Some Rabbins say he bears a cup from which the dying one drinks, or that he lets fall from the point of his sword a single acrid drop upon the sufferer's tongue: this is what is called "tasting the bitterness of death."

Here again, we see, it is not strictly death that is personified. The embodiment is not of the mortal act, but of the decree determining that act. The Jewish angel of death is not a picture of death in itself, but of God's decree coming to the fated individual who is to die.

The Greeks sometimes depicted death and sleep as twin boys, one black, one white, borne slumbering in the arms of their mother, night. In this instance the phenomenon of dissolving unconsciousness which falls on mortals, abstractly generalized in the mind, is then concretely symbolized. It is a bold and happy stroke of artistic genius; but it in no way expresses or suggests the scientific facts of actual death. There is also a classic representation of death as a winged boy with a pensive brow and an inverted torch, a butterfly at his feet. This beautiful image, with its affecting accompaniments, conveys to the beholder not the verity, nor an interpretation, of death, but the sentiments of the survivors in view of their bereavement. The sad brow denotes the grief of the mourner, the winged insect the disembodied psyche, the reversed torch the descent of the soul to the under-world; but the reality of death itself is nowhere hinted.

The Romans give descriptions of death as a female figure in dark robes, with black wings, with ravenous teeth, hovering everywhere, darting here and there, eager for prey. Such a view is a personification of the mysteriousness, suddenness, inevitableness, and fearfulness, connected with the subject of death in men's minds, rather than of death itself. These thoughts are grouped into an imaginary being, whose sum of attributes are then ignorantly both associated with the idea of the unknown cause and confounded with the visible effect. It is, in a word, mere poetry, inspired by fear and unguided by philosophy.

Death has been shown in the guise of a fowler spreading his net, setting his snares for men. But this image concerns itself with the accidents of the subject,—the unexpectedness of the fatal blow, the treacherous springing of the trap,—leaving the root of the matter untouched. The circumstances of the mortal hour are infinitely varied, the heart of the experience is unchangeably the same; there are a
thousand modes of dying, but there is only one death. Ever so complete an exhibition of the occasions and accompaniments of an event is no explanation of what the inmost reality of the event is.

The Norse conception of death as a vast, cloudy presence, darkly sweeping on its victims, and bearing them away wrapped in its sable folds, is evidently a free product of imagination brooding not so much on the distinct phenomena of an individual case as on the melancholy mystery of the disappearance of men from the familiar places that knew them once but miss them now. In a somewhat kindred manner, the startling magnificence of the sketch in the Apocalypse, of death on the pale horse, is a product of pure imagination meditating on the wholesale slaughter which shall deluge the earth when God's avenging judgments fall upon the enemies of the Christians. But to consider this murderous warrior on his white charger as literally death, would be as erroneous as to imagine the bare-armed executioner and the guillotine to be themselves the death which they inflict. No more appalling picture of death has been drawn than that by Milton, whose dire image has this stroke of truth in it, that its adumbrate formlessness typifies the disorganizing force which reduces all cunningly-built bodies of life to the elemental wastes of being. The incestuous and miscreated progeny of Sin is thus delineated:

"The shape,—
If shape it might be call'd that shape had none
Distinguishable in member, joint, or limb,
Or substance might be call'd that shadow seem'd,
For each seem'd either,—black it stood as night,
Fierce as ten furies, terrible as hell,
And shook a dreadful dart: what seem'd his head
The likeness of a kingly crown had on."

But the most common personification of death is as a skeleton brandishing a dart; and then he is called the grisly king of terrors; and people tremble at the thought of him, as children do at the name of a bugbear in the dark. Yet how clear the sophistry of this is! It is as if we should identify the trophy with the conqueror. Death is not a skeleton, but skeletons are what our bodies will become when we die. Are the vestiges left in the track of a traveller the traveller himself? All these representations of death, however beautiful, or pathetic, or horrible, are based on superficial appearances, misleading analogies, arbitrary fancies, perturbed sensibilities, not on a firm hold of realities, insight of truth, and philosophical analysis. They are all to be brushed aside as phantoms of nightmare or artificial creations of fiction. Poetry has mostly rested, hitherto, on no veritable foundation of science, but on a visionary foundation of emotion. It has wrought upon flitting, sensible phenomena rather than upon abiding substrata of facts. For example, a tender Greek bard personified the life of a tree as a Hamadryad, the moving trunk and limbs her undulating form and beckoning arms, the drooping boughs her hair, the rustling foliage her voice. A modern poet,
endowed with the same strength of sympathy, but acquainted with vegetable chemistry, might personify sap as a pale, liquid maiden, ascending through the roots and veins to meet air, a blue boy robed in golden warmth, descending through the leaves, with a whisper, to her embrace. So the personifications of death in literature, thus far, give us no penetrative glance into what it really is, help us to no acute definition of it, but poetically fasten on some feature, or accident, or emotion, associated with it.

There are in popular usage various metaphors to express what is meant by death. The principal ones are, extinction of the vital spark, departing, expiring, cutting the thread of life, giving up the ghost, falling asleep. These figurative modes of speech spring from extremely imperfect correspondences. Indeed, the unlikenesses are more important and more numerous than the likenesses. They are simply artifices to indicate what is so deeply obscure and intangible. They do not lay the secret bare, nor furnish us any aid in reaching to the true essence of the question. Moreover, several of them, when sharply examined, involve a fatal error. For example, upon the admitted supposition that in every case of dying the soul departs from the body, still, this separation of the soul from the body is not what constitutes death. Death is the state of the body when the soul has left it. An act is distinct from its effects. We must, therefore, turn from the literary inquiry to the metaphysical and scientific method, to gain any satisfactory idea and definition of death.

A German writer of extraordinary acumen and audacity has said, "Only before death, but not in death, is death death. Death is so unreal a being that he only is when he is not, and is not when he is." This—paradoxical and puzzling as it may appear—is susceptible of quite lucid interpretation and defense. For death is, in its naked significance, the state of not-being. Of course, then, it has no existence save in the conceptions of the living. We compare a dead person with what he was when living, and instinctively personify the difference as death. Death, strictly analyzed, is only this abstract conceit or metaphysical nonentity. Death, therefore, being but a conception in the mind of a living person, when that person dies death ceases to be at all. And thus the realization of death is the death of death. He annihilates himself, dying with the dart he drives. Having in this manner disposed of the personality or entity of death, it remains as an effect, an event, a state. Accordingly, the question next arises, What is death when considered in this its true aspect?

A positive must be understood before its related negative can be intelligible. Bichat defined life as the sum of functions by which death is resisted. It is an identical proposition in verbal disguise, with the fault that it makes negation affirmation, passiveness action. Death is not a dynamic agency warring against life, but simply an occurrence. Life is the operation of an organizing force producing an organic form according to an ideal type, and persistently preserving that form amidst the
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incessant molecular activity and change of its constituent substance. That operation of the organic force which thus constitutes life is a continuous process of waste, casting off the old exhausted matter, and of replacement by assimilation of new material. The close of this process of organicic metamorphosis and desquamation is death, whose finality is utter decomposition, restoring all the bodily elements to the original inorganic conditions from which they were taken. The organic force with which life begins constrains chemical affinity to work in special modes for the formation of special products: when it is spent or disappears, chemical affinity is at liberty to work in its general modes; and that is death. "Life is the co-ordination of actions; the imperfection of the co-ordination is disease, its arrest is death." In other words, "life is the continuous adjustment of relations in an organism with relations in its environment." Disturb that adjustment, and you have malady; destroy it, and you have death. Life is the performance of functions by an organism; death is the abandonment of an organism to the forces of the universe. No function can be performed without a waste of the tissue through which it is performed; that waste is repaired by the assimilation of fresh nutriment. In the balancing of these two actions life consists. The loss of their equipoise soon terminates them both; and that is death. Upon the whole, then, scientifically speaking, to cause death is to stop "that continuous differentiation and integration of tissues and of states of consciousness" constituting life. Death, therefore, is no monster, no force, but the act of completion, the state of cessation; and all the bugbears named death are but poor phantoms of the frightened and childish mind.

Life consisting in the constant differentiation of the tissues by the action of oxygen, and their integration from the blastema furnished by the blood, why is not the harmony of these processes preserved forever? Why should the relation between the integration and disintegration going on in the human organism ever fall out of correspondence with the relation between the oxygen and food supplied from its environment? That is to say, whence originated the sentence of death upon man? Why do we not live immortally as we are? The current reply is, we die because our first parent sinned. Death is a penalty inflicted upon the human race because Adam disobeyed his Maker's command. We must consider this theory a little.

The narrative in Genesis, of the creation of man and of the events in the Garden of Eden, cannot be traced further back than to the time of Solomon, three thousand years after the alleged occurrences it describes. This portion of the book of Genesis, as has long been shown, is a distinct document, marked by many peculiarities, which was inserted in its present place by the compiler of the elder Hebrew Scriptures somewhere

---

2 Spencer, Principles of Psychology, pp. 364-373.
between seven and ten centuries before Christ. Ewald has fully demonstrated that the book of Genesis consists of many separate fragmentary documents of different ages, arranged together by a comparatively late hand. Among the later of these pieces is the account of the primeval pair in paradise. Grotesfend argues, with much force and variety of evidence, that this story was derived from a far more ancient legend-book, only fragments of which remained when the final collection was made of this portion of the Old Testament. Many scholars have thought the account was not of Hebrew origin, but was borrowed from the literary traditions of some earlier Oriental nation. Rosenmüller, Von Bohlen, and others, say it bears unmistakable relationship to the Zendavesta which tells how Ahriman, the old Serpent, beguiled the first pair into sin and misery. These correspondences, and also that between the tree of life and the Zoroastrian plant hom, which gives life and will produce the resurrection, are certainly striking. Buttmann sees in God's declaration to Adam, "Behold, I have given you for food every herb bearing seed, and every tree in which is fruit bearing seed," traces of a prohibition of animal food. This was not the vestige of a Hebrew usage, but the vegetarian tradition of some sect eschewing meat, a tradition drawn from South Asia, whence the fathers of the Hebrew race came. Gesenius says, "Many things in this narrative were drawn from older Asiatic tradition." Knobel also affirms that numerous matters in this relation were derived from traditions of East Asian nations. Still, it is not necessary to suppose that the writer of the account in Genesis borrowed any thing from abroad. The Hebrew may as well have originated such ideas as anybody else. The Egyptians, the Phoenicians, the Chaldeans, the Persians, the Etruscans, have kindred narratives held as most ancient and sacred. The Chinese, the Sandwich Islanders, the North American Indians, also have their legends of the origin and altered fortunes of the human race. The resemblances between many of these stories are better accounted for by the intrinsic similarities of the subject, of the mind, of nature, and of mental action, than by the supposition of derivation from one another.

Regarding the Hebrew narrative as an indigenous growth, then, how shall we explain its origin, purport, and authority? Of course we cannot receive it as a miraculous revelation conveying infallible truth. The Bible, it is now acknowledged, was not given in the providence of God to teach astronomy, geology, chronology, and the operation of organic forces, but to help educate men in morality and piety. It is a religious, not a scientific, work. Some unknown Hebrew poet, in the early dawn

---

8 Tuch, Kommentar über Genesis, s. xcvi. 4 Zur ältesten Sagenpoesie des Orients, Zeitschrift der deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft, band viii. ss. 772-779.
6 Mythologus, (Schöpfung und Sündenfall,) band i. s. 157.
6 Article "Adam," in Encyclopaedia by Erasch and Gruber.
of remembered time, knowing little metaphysics and less science, musing upon the fortunes of man, his wickedness, sorrow, death, and impressed with an instinctive conviction that things could not always have been so, casting about for some solution of the dim, pathetic problem, at last struck out the beautiful and sublime poem recorded in Genesis, which has now for many a century, by Jews, Christians, Mohammedans, been credited as authentic history. With his own hands God moulds from earth an image in his own likeness, breathes life into it,—and new-made man moves, lord of the scene, and lifts his face, illuminated with soul, in submissive love to his Creator. Endowed with free-will, after a while he violated his Maker's command: the divine displeasure was awakened, punishment ensued, and so rushed in the terrible host of ills under which we suffer. The problem must early arise: the solution is, to a certain stage of thought, at once the most obvious and the most satisfactory conceivable. It is the truth. Only it is cast in imaginative, not scientific, form, arrayed in emblematic, not literal, garb. The Greeks had a lofty poem by some early unknown author, setting forth how Prometheus formed man of clay and animated him with fire from heaven, and how from Pandora's box the horrid crew of human vexations were let into the world. The two narratives, though most unequal in depth and dignity, belong in the same literary and philosophical category. Neither was intended as a plain record of veritable history, each word a naked fact, but as a symbol of its author's thoughts, each phrase the metaphorical dress of a speculative idea.

Eichhorn maintains, with no slight plausibility, that the whole account of the Garden of Eden was derived from a series of allegorical pictures which the author had seen, and which he translated from the language of painting into the language of words. At all events, we must take the account as symbolic, a succession of figurative expressions. Many of the best minds have always so considered it, from Josephus to Origen, from Ambrose to Kant. What, then, are the real thoughts which the author of this Hebrew poem on the primal condition of man meant to convey beneath his legendary forms of imagery? These four are the essential ones. First, that God created man; secondly, that he created him in a state of freedom and happiness surrounded by blessings; third, that the favored subject violated his Sovereign's order; fourth, that in consequence of this offence he was degraded from his blessed condition, beneath a load of retributive ills. The composition shows the characteristics of a philosopheme or a myth, a scheme of conceptions deliberately wrought out to answer an inquiry, a story devised to account for an existing fact or custom. The picture of God performing his creative work in six days and resting on the seventh, may have been drawn after the septenary division of time and the religious separation of the Sabbath, to explain and justify that observance. The creation of Eve out of the side of Adam was either meant by the author as an allegoric illustration that the love of husband and wife is the most powerful of social bonds, or as
a pure myth seeking to explain the incomparable cleaving together of husband and wife by the entirely poetical supposition that the first woman was taken out of the first man, bone of his bone, flesh of his flesh. All early literatures teem with exemplifications of this process,—a spontaneous secretion by the imagination to account for some presented phenomenon. Or perhaps this part of the relation—“and he called her woman [manness], because she was taken out of man”—may be an instance of those etymological myths with which ancient literature abounds. Woman is named Isha because she was taken out of man, whose name is Ish. The barbarous treatment the record under consideration has received, the utter baselessness of it in the light of truth as foundation for literal belief, find perhaps no fitter exposure than in the fact that for many centuries it was the prevalent faith of Christendom that every woman has one rib more than man, a permanent memorial of the Divine theft from his side. Unquestionably, there are many good persons now who, if Richard Owen should tell them that man has the same number of ribs as woman, would think of the second chapter of Genesis and doubt his word!

There is no reason for supposing the serpent in this recital to be intended as a representative of Satan. The earliest trace of such an interpretation is in the Wisdom of Solomon, an anonymous and apocryphal book composed probably a thousand years later. What is said of the snake is the most plainly mythical of all the portions. What caused the snake to crawl on his belly in the dust, while other creatures walk on feet or fly with wings? Why, the sly, winding creature, more subtle, more detestable, than any beast of the field, deceived the first woman; and this is his punishment! Such was probably the mental process in the writer. To seek a profound and true theological dogma in such a statement is as absurd as to seek it in the classic myth that the lapwing with his sharp beak chases the swallow because he is the descendant of the enraged Tereus who pursued poor Progne with a drawn sword. Or, to cite a more apposite case, as well might we seek a reliable historical narrative in the following Greek myth. Zeus once gave man a remedy against old age. He put it on the back of an ass and followed on foot. It being a hot day, the ass grew thirsty, and would drink at a fountain which a snake guarded. The cunning snake knew what precious burden the ass bore, and would not, except at the price of it, let him drink. He obtained the prize; but with it, as a punishment for his trick, he incessantly suffers the ass's thirst. Thus the snake, casting his skin, annually renews his youth, while man is borne down by old age. In all these cases the mental action is of the same kind in motive, method, and result.

The author of the poem contained in the third chapter of Genesis does not say that man was made immortal. The implication plainly is
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that he was created mortal, taken from the dust and naturally to return again to the dust. But by the power of God a tree was provided whose fruit would immortalize its partakers. The penalty of Adam’s sin was directly, not physical death, but being forced in the sweat of his brow to wring his subsistence from the sterile ground cursed for his sake; it was indirectly literal death, in that he was prevented from eating the fruit of the tree of life. “God sent him out of the garden, lest he eat and live forever.” He was therefore, according to the narrative, made originally subject to death; but an immortalizing antidote was prepared for him, which he forfeited by his transgression. That the writer made use of the trees of life and knowledge as embellishing allegories is most probable. But, if not, he was not the only devout poet who, in the early times, with sacred reverence believed the wonders the inspiring muse gave him as from God. It is not clear from the Biblical record that Adam was imagined the first man. On the contrary, the statement that Cain was afraid that those who met him would kill him, also that he went to the land of Nod and took a wife and built a city, implies that there was another and older race. Father Peyrère wrote a book, called “Preadamite,” more than two hundred years ago, pointing out this fact and arguing that there really were men before Adam. If science should thoroughly establish the truth of this view, religion need not suffer; but the common theology, inextricably built upon and intertwined with the dogma of “original sin,” would be hopelessly ruined. But the leaders in the scientific world will not on that account shut their eyes nor refuse to reason. Christians should follow their example of truth-seeking, with a deeper faith in God, fearless of results, but resolved upon reaching reality.

It is a very singular and important fact that, from the appearance in Genesis of the account of the creation and sin and punishment of the first pair, not the faintest explicit allusion to it is subsequently found anywhere in literature until about the time of Christ. Had it been all along credited in its literal sense, as a divine revelation, could this be so? Philo Judaeus gives it a thoroughly figurative meaning. He says, “Adam was created mortal in body, immortal in mind. Paradise is the soul, piety the tree of life, discriminative wisdom the tree of knowledge; the serpent is pleasure, the flaming sword turning every way is the sun revolving round the world.”

Jesus himself never once alludes to Adam or to any part of the story of Eden. In the whole New Testament there are but two important references to the tradition, both of which are by Paul. He says, in effect, “As through the sin of Adam all are condemned unto death, so by the righteousness of Christ all shall be justified unto life.” It is not a guarded doctrinal statement, but an unstudied, rhetorical illustration of the affiliation of the sinful and unhappy generations of the past with their offending progenitor, Adam, of the believing and blessed family of
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the chosen with their redeeming head, Christ. He does not use the
word death in the Epistle to the Romans prevailingly in the narrow
sense of physical dissolution, but in a broad, spiritual sense, as appears,
for example, in these instances:—"To be carnally-minded is death;" "The
law of the spirit of life in Christ hath made me free from the law of sin
and death." For the spiritually-minded were not exempt from bodily
death. Paul himself died the bodily death. His idea of the relations
of Adam and Christ to humanity is more clearly expressed in the other
passage already alluded to. It is in the Epistle to the Corinthians, and
appears to be this. The first man, Adam, was of the earth, earthly, the
head and representative of a corruptible race whose flesh and blood were
never meant to inherit the kingdom of God. The second man, Christ
the Lord, soon to return from heaven, was a quickening spirit, head and
representative of a risen spiritual race for whom is prepared the eternal
inheritance of the saints in light. As by the first man came death, whose
germ is transmitted with the flesh, so by the second man comes the resur-
rection of the dead, whose type is seen in his glorified ascension from
Hades to heaven. "As in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be
made alive." Upon all the line of Adam sin has entailed, what other-
wise would not have been known, moral death and a disembodied descent
to the under-world. But the gospel of Christ, and his resurrection as the
first-fruits of them that slept, proclaim to all those that are his, at his
speedy coming, a kindred deliverance from the lower gloom, an investi-
ture with spiritual bodies, and an admission into the kingdom of God.
According to Paul, then, physical death is not the retributive conse-
quence of Adam's sin, but is the will of the Creator in the law of nature,
the sowing of terrestrial bodies for the gathering of celestial bodies, the
putting off of the image of the earthly for the putting on of the image
of the heavenly. The specialty of the marring and punitive inter-
ference of sin in the economy is, in addition to the penalties in moral
experience, the interpolation, between the fleshly "unclothing" and the
spiritual "clothing upon," of the long, disembodied, subterranean resi-
dence, from the descent of Abel into its palpable solitude to the ascent
of Christ out of its multitudinous world. From Adam, in the flesh,
humanity sinks into the grave-realm; from Christ, in the spirit, it shall
rise into heaven. Had man remained innocent, death, considered as
change of body and transition to heaven, would still have been his por-
tion; but all the suffering and evil now actually associated with death
would not have been.

Leaving the Scriptures, the first man appears in literature, in the
history of human thought on the beginning of our race, in three forms.
There is the Mythical Adam, the embodiment of poetical musings, fanci-
ful conceits, and speculative dreams; there is the Theological Adam, the
central postulate of a group of dogmas, the support of a fabric of con-
troversial thought, the lay-figure to fill out and wear the hypothetical
dresses of a doctrinal system; and there is the Scientific Adam, the first
specimen of the genus man, the supposititious personage who, as the earliest product, on this grade, of the Creative organic force or Divine energy, commenced the series of human generations. The first is a hypostatized legend, the second a metaphysical personification, the third a philosophical hypothesis. The first is an attractive heap of imaginations, the next a dialectic mass of dogmatisms, the last a modest set of theories.

Philo says God made Adam not from any chance earth, but from a carefully-selected portion of the finest and most sifted clay, and that, as being directly created by God, he was superior to all others generated by men, the generations of whom deteriorate in each remove from him, as the attraction of a magnet weakens from the iron ring it touches along a chain of connected rings. The Rabbins say Adam was so large that when he lay down he reached across the earth, and when standing his head touched the firmament; after his fall he waded through the ocean, Orion-like. Even a French Academician, Nicolas Fleurion, held that Adam was one hundred and twenty-three feet and nine inches in height. All creatures except the angel Eblis, as the Koran teaches, made obeisance to him. Eblis, full of envy and pride, refused, and was thrust into hell by God, where he began to plot the ruin of the new race. One effect of the forbidden fruit he ate was to cause rotten teeth in his descendants. He remained in Paradise but one day. After he had eaten from the prohibited tree, Eve gave of the fruit to the other creatures in Eden, and they all ate of it, and so became mortal, with the sole exception of the phoenix, who refused to taste it, and consequently remained immortal.

The Talmud teaches that Adam would never have died had he not sinned. The majority of the Christian fathers and doctors, from Tertullian and Augustine to Luther and Calvin, have maintained the same opinion. It has been the orthodox—that is, the prevailing—doctrine of the Church, affirmed by the Synod at Carthage in the year four hundred and eighteen, and by the Council of Trent in the year fifteen hundred and forty-five. All the evils which afflict the world, both moral and material, are direct results of Adam's sin. He contained all the souls of men in himself; and they all sinned in him, their federal head and legal representative. When the fatal fruit was plucked,—

"Earth felt the wound, and Nature from her seat,
Sighing through all her works, gave signs of woe
That all was lost."

Earthquakes, tempests, pestilences, poverty, war, the endless brood of distress, ensued. For then were

"Turn'd askance
The poles of earth twice ten degrees and more
From the sun's axle, and with labor push'd
Oblique the centric globe."

Adam's transcendent faculties and gifts were darkened and diminished
in his depraved posterity, and all base propensities let loose to torment, confuse, and degrade them. We can scarcely form a conception of the genius, the beauty, the blessedness, of the first man, say the theologians in chorus.11 Augustine declares, "The most gifted of our time must be considered, when compared with Adam in genius, as tortoises to birds in speed." Adam, writes Dante, "was made from clay, accomplished with every gift that life can teem with." Thomas Aquinas teaches that "he was immortal by grace though not by nature, had universal knowledge, fellowshipped with angels, and saw God." South, in his famous sermon on "Man the Image of God," after an elaborate panegyric of the wondrous majesty, wisdom, peacefulness, and bliss of man before the fall, exclaims, "Aristotle was but the rubbish of an Adam, and Athens the rudiments of Paradise!" Jean Paul has amusingly burlesqued these conceits. "Adam, in his state of innocence, possessed a knowledge of all the arts and sciences, universal and scholastic history, the several penal and other codes of law, and all the old dead languages, as well as the living. He was, as it were, a living Pegasuses and Pindus, a movable lodge of sublime light, a royal literary society, a pocket-seat of the Muses, and a short golden age of Louis the Fourteenth!"

Adam has been called the Man without a Navel, because, not being born of woman, there could be no umbilical cord to cut. The thought goes deep. In addition to the mythico-theological pictures of the mechanical creation and superlative condition of the first man, two forms of statement have been advanced by thoughtful students of nature. One is the theory of chronological progressive development; the other is the theory of the simultaneous creation of organic families of different species or typical forms. The advocate of the former goes back along the interminable vistas of geologic time, tracing his ancestral line through the sinking forms of animal life, until, with the aid of a microscope, he sees a closed vesicle of structureless membrane; and this he recognises as the scientific Adam. This theory has been brought into fresh discussion by Mr. Darwin in his rich and striking work on the Origin of Species.12 The other view contrasts widely with this, and is not essentially different from the account in Genesis. It shows God himself creating by regular methods, in natural materials, not by a vicegerent law, not with the anthropomorphitic hands of an external potter. Every organized fabric, however complex, originates in a single physiological cell. Every individual organism—from the simple plant known as red snow to the oak, from the zoophyte to man—is developed from such a cell. This is unquestionable scientific knowledge. The phenomenal process of organic advancement is through growth of the cell by selective appropriation of

11 Strauss gives a multitude of apposite quotations in his Christliche Glaubenslehre, band 1. s. 681, sect. 51, ff.
12 The most forcible defence of this hypothesis is that made by Herbert Spencer. See, in his volume of Essays, No. 2 of the Haythorne Papers. Also see Oken, Entstehung des ersten Menschen, Isis, 1819, ss. 1117—1123.
material, self-multiplication of the cell, chemical transformations of the pabulum of the cell, endowment of the muscular and nervous tissues produced by those transformations with vital and psychical properties.

But the essence of the problem lies in the question, Why does one of these simple cells become a cabbage, another a rat, another a whale, another a man? Within the limits of known observation during historic time, every organism yields seed or bears progeny after its own kind, Between all neighboring species there are impassable, discrete chasms. The direct reason, therefore, why one cell stops in completion at any given vegetable stage, another at a certain animal stage, is that its producing parent was that vegetable or that animal. Now, going back to the first individual of each kind, which had no determining parent like itself, the theory of the gradually ameliorating development of one species out of the next below it is one mode of solving the problem. Another mode—more satisfactory at least to theologians and their allies—is to conclude that God, the Divine Force, by whom the life of the universe is given, made the world after an ideal plan, including a systematic arrangement of all the possible modifications. This plan was in his thought, in the unity of all its parts, from the beginning; and the animate creation is the execution of its diagrams in organic life. Instead of the lineal extraction of the complicated scheme out of one cell, there has been, from epoch to epoch, the simultaneous production of all included in one of its sections. The Creator, at his chosen times, calling into existence a multitude of cells, gave each one the amount and type of organic force which would carry it to the destined grade and form. In this manner may have originated, at the same time, the first sparrow, the first horse, the first man,—in short, a whole circle of congeners.

"The grassy clods now calved; now half appear'd
The tawny lion, pawing to get free
His hinder parts, then springs as broke from bonds,
And rampant shakes his brinded mane."

Each creature, therefore, would be distinct from others from the first.

"Man, though rising from not-man, came forth sharply defined." The races thus originated in their initiative representatives by the creative power of God, thenceforth possess in themselves the power, each one, in the generative act, to put its typical dynamic stamp upon the primordial cells of its immediate descendants. Adam, then, was a wild man, cast in favoring conditions of climate, endowed with the same faculties as now, only not in so high a degree. For, by his peculiar power of forming habits, accumulating experience, transmitting acquirements and tendencies, he has slowly risen to his present state with all its wealth of wisdom, arts, and comforts.

By either of these theories, that of Darwin, or that of Agassiz, man, the head of the great organic family of the earth,—and it matters not at all whether there were only one Adam and Eve, or whether each
separate race had its own Adams and Eves,\footnote{33 The Diversity of Origin of the Human Races, by Louis Agassiz, Christian Examiner, July, 1850.} not merely a solitary pair, but simultaneous hundreds,—man, physically considered, is indistinguishably included in the creative plan under the same laws and forces, and visibly subject to the same destination, as the lower animals. He starts with a cell as they do, grows to maturity by assimilative organization and endowing transformation of foreign nutriment as they do, his life is a continuous process of waste and repair of tissues as theirs is, and there is, from the scientific point of view, no conceivable reason why he should not be subject to physical death as they are. They have always been subject to death,—which, therefore, is an aboriginal constituent of the Creative plan. It has been estimated, upon data furnished by scientific observation, that since the appearance of organic life on earth, millions of years ago, animals enough have died to cover all the lands of the globe with their bones to the height of three miles. Consequently, the historic commencement of death is not to be found in the sin of man. We shall discover it as a necessity in the first organic cell that was ever formed.

The spherule of force which is the primitive basis of a cell spends itself in the discharge of its work. In other words, “the amount of vital action which can be performed by each living cell has a definite limit.” When that limit is reached, the exhausted cell is dead. To state the fact differently: no function can be performed without “the disintegration of a certain amount of tissue, whose components are then removed as effete by the excretory processes.” This final expenditure on the part of a cell of its modification of force is the act of molecular death, the germinal essence of all decay. That this organic law should rule in every living structure is a necessity inherent in the actual conditions of the creation. And wherever we look in the realm of physical man, even “from the red outline of beginning Adam” to the amorphous adipocere of the last corpse when fate’s black curtain falls on our race, we shall discern death. For death is the other side of life. Life and death are the two hands with which the organic power works.

The threescore simple elements known to chemists die,—that is, surrender their peculiar powers and properties, and enter into new combinations to produce and support higher forms of life. Otherwise these inorganic elemental wastes would be all that the material universe could show. The simple plant consists of single cells, which, in its development, give up their independent life for the production of a more exalted vegetable form. The formation of a perfectly organized plant is made possible only through the continuous dying and replacement of its cells. Similarly, in the development of an animal, the constituent cells die for the good of the whole creature; and the more perfect the animal the greater the subordination of the parts. The cells of the human body
are incessantly dying, being born off and replaced. The epidermis or scarf-skin is made of millions of in-sensible scales, consisting of former cells which have died in order with their dead bodies to build this guardian wall around the tender inner parts. Thus, death, operating within the individual, seen in the light of natural science, is a necessity, is purely a form of self-surrendering beneficence, is, indeed, but a hidden and indirect process and completion of life.  

And is not the death of the total organism just as needful, just as benignant, as the death of the component atoms? Is it not the same law, still expressing the same meaning? The chemical elements wherein individuality is wanting, as Wagner says, die that vegetable bodies may live. Individual vegetable bodies die that new individuals of the species may live, and that they may supply the conditions for animals to live. The individual beast dies that other individuals of his species may live, and also for the good of man. The plant lives by the elements and by other plants; the animal lives by the elements, by the plants, and by other animals: man lives and reigns by the service of the elements, of the plants, and of the animals. The individual man dies—if we may trust the law of analogy—for the good of his species, and that he may furnish the conditions for the development of a higher life elsewhere. It is quite obvious that, if individuals did not die, new individuals could not live, because there would not be room. It is also equally evident that, if individuals did not die, they could never have any other life than the present. The foregoing considerations, fathomed and appreciated, transform the institution of death from caprice and punishment into necessity and benignity. In the timid sentimentalist’s view, death is horrible. Nature unrolls the chart of organic existence, a convulsed and lurid list of murderers, from the spider in the window to the tiger in the jungle, from the shark at the bottom of the sea to the eagle against the floor of the sky. As the perfumed fop, in an interval of reflection, gazes at the spectacle through his dainty eyeglass, the prospect swims in blood and glares with the ghastly phosphorus of corruption, and he shudders with sickness. In the philosophical naturalist’s view, the dying panorama is wholly different. Carnivorous violence prevents more pain than it inflicts; the wedded laws of life and death wear the solemn beauty and wield the merciful functions of God; all is balanced and ameliorating; above the slaughterous struggle safely soar the dove and the rainbow; out of the charnel blooms the rose to which the nightingale sings love; nor is there poison which helps not health, nor destruction which supplies not creation with nutriment for greater good and joy.

By painting such pictures as that of a woman with “Sin” written on her forehead in great glaring letters, giving to Death a globe entwined by a serpent,—or that of Death as a skeleton, waving a black banner over the world and sounding through a trumpet, “Woe, woe to the inhabit-
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ants of the earth!" by interpreting the great event as punishment instead of fulfilment, extermination instead of transition.—men have elaborated, in the faith of their imaginations, a melodramatic death which nature never made. Truly, to the capable observer, death bears the double aspect of necessity and benignity: necessity, because it is an ultimate fact, as the material world is made, that, since organic action implies expenditure of force, the modicum of force given to any physical organization must finally be spent; benignity, because a bodily immortality on earth would both prevent all the happiness of perpetually-rising millions and be an unspeakable curse upon its possessors.

The benevolence of death appears from this fact,—that it boundlessly multiplies the numbers who can enjoy the prerogatives of life. It calls up ever fresh generations, with wondering eyes and eager appetites, to the perennial banquet of existence. Had Adam not sinned and been expelled from Paradise, some of the Christian Fathers thought, the fixed number of saints foreseen by God would have been reached and then no more would have been born.\(^\text{15}\) Such would have been the necessity, there being no death. But, by the removal of one company as they grow tired and sated, room is made for a new company to approach and enjoy the ever-renewing spectacle and feast of the world. Thus all the delightful boons life has, instead of being cooped within a little stale circle, are ceaselessly diffused and increased. Vivacious claimants advance, see what is to be seen, partake of what is furnished, are satisfied, and retire; and their places are immediately taken by hungry successors. Thus the torch of life is passed briskly, with picturesque and stimulating effect, along the manifold race of running ages, instead of smouldering stagnantly forever in the moveless grasp of one. The amount of enjoyment, the quantity of conscious experience, gained from any given exhibition by a million persons to each of whom it is successively shown for one hour, is, beyond all question, immensely greater and keener than one person could have from it in a million hours. The generations of men seem like fire-flies glittering down the dark lane of History; but each swarm had its happy turn, fulfilled its hour, and rightfully gave way to its followers. The disinterested beneficence of the Creator ordains that the same plants, insects, men, shall not unsurrenderingly monopolize and stop the bliss of breath. Death is the echo of the voice of love reverberated from the limit of life.

The cumulative fund of human experience, the sensitive affiliating line of history, like a cerebral cord of personal identity traversing the centuries, renders a continual succession of generations equivalent to the endless existence of one generation; but with this mighty difference,—that it preserves all the edge and spice of novelty. For consider what would be the result if death were abolished and men endowed with an earthly immortality. At first they might rejoice, and think their last,

\(^{15}\) Augustine, Op. Imp. iii. 198.
dreadest enemy destroyed. But what a mistake! In the first place, since none are to be removed from the earth, of course none must come into it. The space and material are all wanted by those now in possession. All are soon mature men and women,—not another infant ever to hang upon a mother's breast or be lifted in a father's arms. All the prattling music, fond cares, yearning love, and gushing joys and hopes associated with the rearing of children, gone! What a stupendous fragment is stricken from the fabric of those enriching satisfactions which give life its truest value and its purest charm! Ages roll on. They see the same everlasting faces, confront the same returning phenomena, engage in the same worn-out exercises, or lounge idly in the unchangeable conditions which bear no stimulant which they have not exhausted. Thousands of years pass. They have drunk every attainable spring of knowledge dry. Not a prize stirs a pulse. All pleasures, permuted till ingenuity is baffled, disgust them. No terror startles them. No possible experiment remains untried; nor is there any unsounded fortune left. No dim marvels and boundless hopes beckon them with resistless lures into the future. They have no future. One everlasting now is their all. At last the incessant repetition of identical phenomena, the unmitigated sameness of things, the eternal monotony of affairs, become unutterably burdensome and horrible. Full of loathing and immeasurable fatigue, a weariness like the weight of a universe oppresses them; and what would they not give for a change! any thing to break the nightmare-spell of ennui,—to fling off the dateless flesh,—to die,—to pass into some unsounded realm,—to lie down and sleep forever; it would be the infinite boon!

Take away from man all that is dependent on, or interlinked with, the appointment of death, and it would make such fundamental alterations of his constitution and relations that he would no longer be man. It would leave us an almost wholly different race. If it is a divine boon that men should be, then death is a good to us; for it enables us to be men. Without it there would neither be husband and wife, nor parent and child, nor family hearth and altar; nor, indeed, would hardly any thing be as it is now. The existent phenomena of nature and the soul would comprise all. And when the jaded individual, having mastered and exhausted this finite sum, looked in vain for any thing new or further, the world would be a hateful dungeon to him, and life an awful doom; and how gladly he would give all that lies beneath the sun's golden round and top of sovereignty to migrate into some untried region and state of being, or even to renounce existence altogether and lie down forever in the attractive slumber of the grave! Without death, mankind would undergo the fate of Sisyphus,—no future, and in the present the oppression of an intolerable task with an aching vacuum of motive. The certainty and the mystery of death create the stimulus and the romance of life. Give the human race an earthly immortality, and you exclude them from every thing greater and diviner than the earth.
affords. Who could consent to that? Take away death, and a brazen wall girls in our narrow life, against which, if we remained men, we should dash and chafe in the climax of our miserable longing, as the caged lion or eagle beats against his bars.

The gift of an earthly immortality conferred on a single person—a boon which thoughtless myriads would clasp with frantic triumph—would prove, perhaps, a still more fearful curse than if distributed over the whole species. Retaining his human affections, how excruciating and remediless his grief must be, to be so cut off from all equal community of experience and destiny with mankind,—to see all whom he loves, generation after generation, fading away, leaving him alone, to form new ties again to be dissolved,—to watch his beloved ones growing old and infirm, while he stands without a change! His love would be left, in agony of melancholy grandeur, "a solitary angel hovering over a universe of tombs" on the tremulous wings of memory and grief, those wings incapacitated, by his madly-coveted prerogative of deathlessness, ever to move from above the sad rows of funereal urns. Zanoni, in Bulwer's magnificent conception, says to Viola, "The flower gives perfume to the rock on whose breast it grows. A little while, and the flower is dead; but the rock still endures, the snow at its breast, the sunshine on its summit." A deathless individual in a world of the dying, joined with them by everbereaved affections, would be the wretchedest creature conceivable. As no man ever yet prayed for anything he would pray to be released, to embrace dear objects in his arms and float away with them to heaven, or even to lie down with them in the kind embrace of mother earth. And if he had no affections, but lived a stoic existence, exempt from every sympathy, in impassive solitude, he could not be happy, he would not be man; he must be an intellectual marble of thought or a monumental mystery of woe.

Death, therefore, is benignity. When men wish there were no such appointed event, they are deceived, and know not what they wish. Literature furnishes a strange and profound, though wholly unintentional, confirmation of this view. Every form in which literary genius has set forth the conception of an earthly immortality represents it as an evil. This is true even down to Swift's painful account of the Struldbrugs in the island of Laputa. The legend of the Wandering Jew, one of the most marvellous products of the human mind in imaginative literature, is terrific with its blazoned revelation of the contents of an endless life on earth. This story has been embodied, with great variety of form and motive, in more than a hundred works. Every one is, without the writer's intention, a disguised sermon of gigantic force on the benignity of death. As in classic fable poor Tithôn became imm mortal in the dawning arms of Eôs only to lead a shrivelled, joyless,
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16 Bibliographical notice of the legend of the Wandering Jew, by Paul Lacroix; trans. into English by G. W. Thornbury. Gräße, Der ewige Jude.
repulsive existence; and the fair young witch of Cumae had ample cause to regret that ever Apollo granted her request for as many years as she held grains of dust in her hand; and as all tales of successful alchemists or Rosicrucians concur in depicting the result to be utter disappointment and revulsion from the accrued prize; we may take it as evidence of a spontaneous conviction in the depths of human nature—a conviction sure to be brought out whenever the attempt is made to describe in life an opposite thought—that death is benign for man as he is constituted and related on earth. The voice of human nature speaks truth through the lips of Cicero, saying, at the close of his essay on Old Age, "Quodsi non sumus immortales futuri, tamen existimavi hominem suo tempore optabile est."

In a conversation at the house of Sappho, a discussion once arose upon the question whether death was a blessing or an evil. Some maintained the former alternative; but Sappho victoriously closed the debate by saying, If it were a blessing to die, the immortal gods would experience it. The gods live forever: therefore, death is an evil. The reasoning was plausible and brilliant. Yet its sophistry is complete. To men, conditioned as they are in this world, death may be the greatest blessing; while to the gods, conditioned so differently, it may have no similar application. Because an earthly eternity in the flesh would be a frightful calamity, is no reason why a heavenly eternity in the spirit would be other than a blissful inheritance. Thus the remonstrance which may be fallaciously based on some of the foregoing considerations—namely, that they would equally make it appear that the immortality of man in any condition would be undesirable—is met. A conclusion drawn from the facts of the present scene of things, of course, will not apply to a scene inconceivably different. Those whose only bodies are their minds may be fetterless, happy, leading a wondrous life, beyond our deepest dream and farthest fancy, and eternally free from trouble or satiety.

Death is to us, while we live, what we think it to be. If we confront it with analytic and defiant eye, it is that nothing which ever ceases in beginning to be. If, letting the superstitious senses tyrannize over us and cow our better part of man, we crouch before the imagination of it, it assumes the shape of the skeleton-monarch who takes the world for his empire, the electric fluid for his chariot, and time for his sceptre. In the contemplation of death, hitherto, fancy inspired by fear has been by far too much the prominent faculty and impulse. The literature of the subject is usually ghastly, appalling, and absurd, with point of view varying from that of the credulous Hindu, personifying death as a monster with a million mouths devouring all creatures and licking them in his flaming lips as a fire devours the moths or as the sea swallows the torrents, to that of the atheistic German dreamer, who converts nature into an immeasurable corpse worked by galvanic forces, and that of the

18 Thomson's trans. of Bhagavad Gita, p. 77.
HISTORY OF DEATH.

bold French philosopher, Carnot, whose speculations have led to the theory that the sun will finally expend all its heat, and constellated life cease, as the solar system hangs, like a dead orrery, ashy and spectral, the ghost of what it was. So the extravagant author of Festus says,—

"God tore the glory from the sun's broad brow
And flung the flaming scalp away."

The subject should be viewed by the unclouded intellect, guided by serene faith, in the light of scientific knowledge. Then death is revealed, first, as an organic necessity in the primordial life-cell; secondly, as the cessation of a given form of life in its completion; thirdly, as a benignant law, an expression of the Creator's love; fourthly, as the inaugurating condition of another and higher form of life. What we are to refer to sin is all the seeming lawlessness and untimeliness of death, all the lingering sicknesses preceding it, and the wrenching tortures sometimes accompanying it. Had not men sinned against God's laws, all would naturally reach a good old age and pass away without suffering. Death is benignant necessity; but the irregularity and pain associated with it are an inherited punishment.

Physical death is experienced by man in common with the brute. Upon grounds of physiology there is no greater evidence for man's spiritual survival through that overshadowed crisis than there is for the brute's. And on grounds of sentiment man ought not to shrink from sharing his open future with these mute comrades. Des Cartes and Malebranche taught that animals are mere machines, without souls, worked by God's arbitrary power. Swedenborg held that "the souls of brutes are extinguished with their bodies." 19 Leibnitz, by his doctrine of eternal monads, sustains the immortality of all creatures. Coleridge defended the same idea. Agassiz, with much power and beauty, advocates the thought that animals as well as men have a future life. 20 The old traditions affirm that at least four beasts have been translated to heaven; namely, the ass that spoke to Balaam, the white foal that Christ rode into Jerusalem, the steed Borak that bore Mohammed on his famous night-journey, and the dog that wakened the Seven Sleepers. To recognise, as Goethe did, brothers in the green-wood and in the teeming air,—to sympathize with all lower forms of life, and hope for them an open range of limitless possibilities in the hospitable home of God,—is surely more becoming to a philosopher, a poet, or a Christian, than that careless scorn which commonly excludes them from regard and contemptuously leaves them to annihilation. This subject has been genially treated by Richard Dean in his "Essay on the Future Life of Brutes."

But on moral and psychological grounds the distinction is vast between the dying man and the dying brute. Bretschneider, in a beautiful sermon on this point, specifies four particulars. Man foresees and provides

20 Contributions to the Natural History of the United States, vol. i. pp. 64–66.
for his death: the brute does not. Man dies with unrecompensed merit and guilt: the brute does not. Man dies with faculties and powers fitted for a more perfect state of existence: the brute does not. Man dies with the expectation of another life: the brute does not. Two contrasts may be added to these. First, man interts his dead with burial-rites, rears a memorial over them, cherishes fondest recollections of them which often change his subsequent character and life: but who ever heard of a deer watching over an expiring comrade, a deer-funeral winding along the green glades of the forest, or a mermaid-funeral in the coral-groves of the sea? The barrows of Norway, the mounds of Yucatan, the mummy-pits of Memphis, the rural cemeteries of our own day, speak the human thoughts of sympathetic reverence and posthumous survival, typical of something superior to decaying dust. Secondly, man often makes death an active instead of a passive experience, his will as it is his fate, a victory instead of a defeat. As Mirabeau sank towards his end, he ordered them to pour perfumes and roses on him, and to bring music; and so, with the air of a haughty conqueror, amidst the volcanic smoke and thunder of reeling France, his giant spirit went forth. The patriot is proud to lay his body a sacrifice on the altar of his country's weal. The philanthropist rejoices to spend himself without pay in a noble cause,—to offer up his life in the service of his fellow-men. Thousands of generous students have given their lives to science and clasped death amidst their trophied achievements. Who can count the confessors who have thought it bliss and glory to be martyrs for truth and God? Creatures capable of such deeds must inherit eternity. Their transcendent souls step from their rejected mansions through the blue gateway of the air to the lucid palace of the stars. Any meaner allotment would be discordant and unbecoming their rank.

Contemplations like these exorcise the spectre-host of the brain and quell the horrid brood of fear. The noble purpose of self-sacrifice enables us to smile upon the grave, "as some sweet clarion's breath stirs the soldier's scorn of danger." Death parts with its false frightfulness, puts on its true beauty, and becomes at once the evening star of memory and the morning star of hope, the Hesper of the sinking flesh, the Phosphor of the rising soul. Let the night come, then: it shall be welcome. And, as we gird our loins to enter the ancient mystery, we will exclaim, with vanishing voice, to those we leave behind,—

"Though I stoop
Into a tremendous sea of cloud,
It is but for a time. I press God's lamp
Close to my breast: its splendor, soon or late,
Will pierce the gloom: I shall emerge somewhere."

21 Umbreit, über das Sterben als einen Akt menschlich-persönlicher Selbständigkeit. Studien und Kritiken, 1837.
CHAPTER III.

GROUND OF THE BELIEF IN A FUTURE LIFE.

It is the purpose of the following chapter to describe the originating supports of the common belief in a future life; not to probe the depth and test the value of the various grounds out of which the doctrine grows, but only to give a descriptive sketch of what they are, and a view of the process of growth. The objections urged by unbelievers belong to an open discussion of the question of immortality, not to an illustrative statement of the suggesting grounds on which the popular belief rests. When, after sufficient investigation, we ask ourselves from what causes the almost universal expectation of another life springs, and by what influences it is nourished, we shall not find adequate answer in less than four words: feeling, imagination, faith, and reflection. The doctrine of a future life for man has been created by the combined force of instinctive desire, analogical observation, prescriptive authority, and philosophical speculation. These are the four pillars on which the soul builds the temple of its hopes; or the four glasses through which it looks to see its eternal heritage.

First, it is obvious that man is endowed at once with foreknowledge of death and with a powerful love of life. It is not a love of being here; for he often loathes the scene around him. It is a love of self-possessed existence; a love of his own soul in its central consciousness and bounded royalty. This is an inseparable element of his very entity. Crowned with free will, walking on the crest of the world, enfeoffed with individual faculties, served by vassal nature with tributes of various joy, he cannot bear the thought of losing himself, of sliding into the general abyss of matter. His interior consciousness is permeated with a self-preserving instinct, and shudders at every glimpse of danger or hint of death. The soul, pervaded with a guardian instinct of life, and seeing death's steady approach to destroy the body, necessitates the conception of an escape into another state of existence. Fancy and reason, thus set at work, speedily construct a thousand theories filled with details. Desire first fathers thought, and then thought woos belief.

Secondly, man, holding his conscious being precious beyond all things, and shrinking with pervasive anxieties from the moment of destined dissolution, looks around through the realms of nature, with thoughtful eye, in search of parallel phenomena further developed, significant sequels in other creatures' fates, whose evolution and fulfilment may
hapsy throw light on his own. With eager vision and heart-prompted imagination he scrutinizes whatever appears related to his object. Seeing the snake cast its old slough and glide forth renewed, he conceives, so in death man but sheds his fleshly exuvia, while the spirit emerges, regenerate. He beholds the beetle break from its filthy sepulchre and commence its summer work; and straightway he hangs a golden scarabaeus in his temples as an emblem of a future life. After vegetation's wintry deaths, hailing the returning spring that brings resurrection and life to the graves of the sod, he dreams of some far-off spring of Humanity, yet to come, when the frosts of man's untoward doom shall relent, and all the costly seeds sown through ages in the great earth-tomb shall shoot up in celestial shapes. On the moaning sea-shore, weeping some dear friend, he perceives, now ascendant in the dawn, the planet which late he saw declining in the dusk; and he is cheered by the thought that

"As sinks the day-star in the ocean-bed,
And yet anon repairs his drooping head,
And tricks his beams, and with new-spangled ore
Flames in the forehead of the morning sky,
So Lycidas, sunk low, shall mount on high."

Some traveller or poet tells him fabulous tales of a bird which, grown aged, fills its nest with spices, and, spontaneously burning, soars from the aromatic fire, rejuvenescent for a thousand years; and he cannot but take the phenix for a miraculous type of his own soul springing, free and eternal, from the ashes of his corpse. Having watched the silkworm, as it wove its cocoon and lay down in its oblong grave apparently dead, until at length it struggles forth, glittering with rainbow colors, a winged moth, endowed with new faculties and living a new life in a new sphere, he conceives that so the human soul may, in the fulness of time, disentangle itself from the imprisoning meshes of this world of worms, a thing of spirit-beauty, to sail through heavenly airs; and henceforth he engraves a butterfly on the tombstone in vivid prophecy of immortality. Thus a moralizing observation of natural similitudes teaches man to hope for an existence beyond death.

Thirdly, the prevailing belief in a future life is spread and upheld by the influence of authority. The doctrine of the soul's survival and transference to another world, where its experience depends on conditions observed or violated here, conditions somewhat within the control of a select class of men here,—such a doctrine is the very hiding-place of the power of priestcraft, a vast engine of interest and sway which the shrewd insight of priesthoods has often devised and the cunning policy of states subsidized. In most cases of this kind the asserted doctrine is placed on the basis of a divine revelation, and must be implicitly received. God proclaims it through his anointed ministers: therefore, to doubt it or logically criticize it is a crime. History bears witness to such a procedure wherever an organized priesthood has flourished, from primeval
pagan India to modern papal Rome. It is traceable from the dark Osirian shrines of Egypt and the initiating temple at Eleusis to the funeral fires of Gaul and the Druidic conclave in the oak-groves of Mona; from the reeking altars of Druidic conclave in the oak-groves of Mona; from the reeking altars of Mexico in the time of Montezuma to the masses for souls in Purgatory said this day in half the churches of Christendom. Much of the popular faith in immortality which has prevailed in all ages has been owing to the authority of its promulgators, a deep and honest trust on the part of the people in the authoritative dicta of their religious teachers.

In all the leading nations of the earth, the doctrine of a future life is a tradition handed down from immemorial antiquity, embalmed in sacred books which are regarded as infallible revelations from God. Of course the thoughtless never think of questioning it; the reverent piously embrace it; all are educated to receive it. In addition to the proclamation of a future life by the sacred books and by the priestly hierarchies, it has also been affirmed by countless individual saints, philosophers, and prophets. Most persons readily accept it on trust from them as a demonstrated theory or an inspired knowledge of theirs. It is natural for modest unspeculative minds, busied with worldly cares, to say, These learned sages, these theosophic seers, so much more gifted, educated, and intimate with the divine counsels and plan than we are, with so much deeper experience and purer insight than we have, must know the truth: we cannot in any other way do so well as to follow their guidance and confide in their assertions. Accordingly, multitudes receive the belief in a life to come on the authority of the world's intellectual and religious leaders.

Fourthly, the belief in a future life results from philosophical meditation, and is sustained by rational proofs. For the completion of the present outline, it now remains to give a brief exposition of these arguments. For the sake of convenience and clearness, we must arrange these reasonings in five classes; namely, the physiological, the analogical, the psychological, the theological, and the moral.

There is a group of considerations drawn from the phenomena of our bodily organization, life and death, which compose the physiological argument for the separate existence of the soul. In the first place, it is contended that the human organization, so wondrously vitalized, developed, and ruled, could not have grown up out of mere matter, but implies a pre-existent mental entity, a spiritual force or idea, which constituted the primeval impulse, grouped around itself the organic conditions of our existence, and constrained the material elements to the subsequent processes and results, according to a prearranged plan. This dynamic agent, this ontological cause, may naturally survive when the fleshly
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organization which it has built around itself dissolves. Its independence before the body began involves its independence after the body is ended. Stahl has especially illustrated in physiology this idea of an independent soul-monad.

Secondly, as some potential being must have preceded our birth, to assimilate and construct the physical system, so the great phenomena attending our conscious life necessitate, both to our instinctive apprehension and in our philosophical conviction, the distinctive division of man into body and soul, tabernacle and tenant. The illustrious Boerhaave wrote a valuable dissertation on the distinction of the mind from the body, which is to be found among his works. (Every man knows that he dwells in the flesh but is not flesh. He is a free, personal mind, occupying and using a material body, but not identified with it.) Ideas and passions of purely immaterial origin pervade every nerve with terrific intensity, and shake his encasing corporeity like an earthquake. A thought, a sentiment, a fancy, may prostrate him as effectually as a blow on his brain from a hammer. He wills to move a palsied limb; the soul is unaffected by the paralysis, but the muscles refuse to obey his volition: the distinction between the person willing and the instrument to be wielded is unavoidable.

Thirdly, the fact of death itself irresistibly suggests the duality of flesh and spirit. It is the removal of the energizing mind that leaves the frame so empty and meaningless. Think of the undreaming sleep of a corpse which dissolution is winding in its chemical embrace. A moment ago that hand was uplifted to clasp yours, intelligent accents were vocal on those lips, the light of love beamed in that eye. One shuddering sigh,—and how cold, vacant, forceless, dead, lies the heap of clay! It is impossible to prevent the conviction that an invisible power has been liberated; that the flight of an animating principle has produced this awful change. Why may not that untraceable something which has gone still exist? Its vanishing from our sensible cognizance is no proof of its perishing. Not a shadow of genuine evidence has ever been afforded that the real life-powers of any creature are destroyed. In the absence of that proof, a multitude of considerations urge us to infer the contrary. Surely there is room enough for the contrary to be true; for, as Jacobi profoundly observes, "life is not a form of body; but body is one form of life." Therefore the soul which now exists in this form, not appearing to be destroyed on its departure hence, must be supposed to live hereafter in some other form.

A second series of observations and reflections, gathered from partial similarities elsewhere in the world, are combined to make the analogical argument for a future life. For many centuries, in the literature of many nations, a standard illustration of the thought that the soul survives the decay of its earthly investiture has been drawn from the metamorphosis
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of the caterpillar into the butterfly. This world is the scene of our grub-state. The body is but a chrysalis of soul. When the preliminary experience and stages are finished and the transformation is complete, the spirit emerges from its cast-off cocoon and broken cell into the more ethereal air and sunnier light of a higher world's eternal day. The emblematic correspondence is striking, and the inference is obvious and beautiful. Nor is the change, the gain in endowments and privileges, greater in the supposed case of man than it is from the slow and loathsome worm on the leaf to the swift and glittering insect in the air.

Secondly, in the material world, so far as we can judge, nothing is ever absolutely destroyed. There is no such thing as annihilation. Things are changed, transformations abound; but essences do not cease to be. Take a given quantity of any kind of matter; divide and subdivide it in ten thousand ways, by mechanical violence, by chemical solvents. Still it exists, as the same quantity of matter, with unchanged qualities as to its essence, and will exist when Nature has manipulated it in all her laboratories for a billion ages. Now, as a solitary exception to this, are minds absolutely destroyed? are will, conscience, thought, and love annihilated? Personal intelligence, affection, identity, are inseparable components of the idea of a soul. And what method is there of crushing or evaporating these out of being? What force is there to compel them into nothing? Death is not a substantive cause working effects. It is itself merely an effect. It is simply a change in the mode of existence. That this change puts an end to existence is an assertion against analogy, and wholly unsupported.

Thirdly, following the analogy of science and the visible order of being, we are led to the conception of an ascending series of existences rising in regular gradation from coarse to fine, from brutal to mental, from earthy composite to simply spiritual, and thus pointing up the rounds of life's ladder, through all nature, to the angelic ranks of heaven. Then, feeling his kinship and common vocation with supernal beings, man is assured of a loftier condition of existence reserved for him. There are no such immense chasms, vacant yawning, as that would be between our fleshly estate and the Godhead. Nature takes no such enormous jumps. Her scaling advance is by staid and normal steps.

"There's lifeless matter. Add the power of shaping,
And you've the crystal; add again the organs
Wherewith to subdue sustenance to the form
And manner of one's self, and you've the plant:
Add power of motion, senses, and so forth,
And you've all kinds of beasts; suppose a pig.
To pig add reason, foresight, and such stuff,
Then you have man. What shall we add to man
To bring him higher?"

Freedom from the load of clay, emancipation of the spirit into the full range and masterdom of a spirit's powers!

5 Butler, Analogy, part i. ch. 1.
Fourthly, many strong similarities between our entrance into this world and our departure out of it would make us believe that death is but another and higher birth. Any one acquainted with the state of an unborn infant—deriving its sole nutriment, its very existence, from its vascular connection with its mother—could hardly imagine that its separation from its mother would introduce it to a new and independent life. He would rather conclude that it would perish, like a twig wrenched from its parent limb. So it may be in the separation of the soul from the body. Furthermore, as our latent or dim-groping senses were useless while we were developing in embryo, and then implied this life, so we now have, in rudimentary condition, certain powers of reason, imagination, and heart, which prophesy heaven and eternity; and mysterious intimations ever and anon reach us from a diviner sphere,—

"Like hints and echoes of the world
To spirits folded in the womb."

The Persian poet, Buzurgi, says on this theme,—

"What is the soul? The seminal principle from the loins of destiny. This world is the womb; the body, its enveloping membrane. The bitterness of dissolution, dame Fortune's pangs of childbirth. What is death? To be born again, an angel of eternity."

Fifthly, many cultivated thinkers have firmly believed that the soul is not so young as is usually thought, but is an old stager on this globe, having lived through many a previous existence, here or elsewhere. They sustain this conclusion by various considerations, either drawn from premises presupposing the necessary eternity of spirits, or resting on dusky reminiscences, "shadowy recollections," of visions and events vanished long ago. Now, if the idea of foregone conscious lives, personal careers oft repeated with unlost being, be admitted,—as it frequently has been by such men as Plato and Wordsworth,—all the connected analogies of the case carry us to the belief that immortality awaits us. We shall live through the next transition, as we have lived through the past ones.

Sixthly, rejecting the hypothesis of an anterior life, and entertaining the supposition that there is no creating and overruling God, but that all things have arisen by spontaneous development or by chance, still, we are not consistently obliged to expect annihilation as the fate of the soul. Fairly reasoning from the analogy of the past, across the facts of the present, to the impending contingencies of the future, we may say that the next stage in the unfolding processes of nature is not the destruction of our consciousness, but issues in a purer life, elevates us to a spiritual rank. It is just to argue that if mindless law or boundless fortuity made this world and brought us here, it may as well make, or have made, another world, and bear us there. Law or chance—excluding God from

6 Bretschneider, Predigten über Tod, Unsterblichkeit, und Auferstehung.
7 James Parker, Account of the Divine Goodness concerning the Pre-existence of Souls.
the question—may as easily make us immortal as mortal. Reasoning by analogy, we may affirm that, as life has been given us, so it will be given us again and forever.

Seventhly, faith in immortality is fed by another analogy, not based on reflection, but instinctively felt. Every change of material in our organism, every change of consciousness, is a kind of death. We partially die as often as we leave behind forgotten experiences and lost states of being. We die successively to infancy, childhood, youth, manhood. The past is the dead; but our course is still on, forever on. Having survived so many deaths, we expect to survive all others and to be ourselves eternally.

There is a third cluster of reasonings, deduced from the distinctive nature of spirit, constituting the psychological argument for the existence of the soul independent of the body. In the outset, obviously, if the soul be an immaterial entity, its natural immortality follows; because death and decay can only be supposed to take effect in dissoluble combinations. Several ingenious reasons have been advanced in proof of the soul's immateriality,—reasons cogent enough to have convinced a large class of philosophers. It is sufficient here to notice the following one. All motion implies a dynamic mover. Matter is dormant. Power is a reality entirely distinct from matter in its nature. But man is essentially an active power, a free will. Consequently there is in him an immaterial principle, since all power is immaterial. That principle is immortal, because subsisting in a sphere of being whose categories exclude the possibility of dissolution.

Secondly, should we admit the human soul to be material, yet if it be an ultimate monad, an indivisible atom of mind, it is immortal still, defying all the forces of destruction. And that it actually is an uncompounded unit may be thus proved. Consciousness is simple, not collective. Hence the power of consciousness, the central soul, is an absolute integer. For a living perceptive whole cannot be made of dead imperceptive parts. If the soul were composite, each component part would be an individual, a distinguishable consciousness. Such not being the fact, the conclusion results that the soul is one, a simple substance. Of course it is not liable to death, but is naturally eternal.

Thirdly, the indestructibleness of the soul is a direct inference from its ontological characteristics. Reason, contemplating the elements of the soul, cannot but embrace the conviction of its perpetuity and its essential independence of the fleshly organization. Our life in its innermost substantive essence is best defined as a conscious force. Our present existence is the organic correlation of that personal force with the phy-
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sical materials of the body, and with other forces. The cessation of that correlation at death by no means involves, so far as we can see, the destruction or the disindividualization of the primal personal force. It is a fact of striking significance, often noticed by psychologists, that we are unable to conceive ourselves as dead. The negation of itself is impossible to consciousness. The reason we have such a dread of death is that we conceive ourselves as still alive, only in the grave, or wandering through horrors and shut out from wonted pleasures. It belongs to material growths to ripen, loosen, decay; but what is there in sensation, reflection, memory, volition, to crumble in pieces and rot away? Why should the power of hope, and joy, and faith, change into insanity and oblivion? What crucible shall burn up the ultimate of force? What material processes shall ever disintegrate the simplicity of spirit? Earth and plant, muscle, nerve, and brain, belong to one sphere, and are subject to the temporal fates that rule there; but reason, imagination, love, will, belong to another, and, immortally fortressed there, laugh to scorn the fretful sieges of decay.

Fourthly, the surviving superiority of the soul, inferred from its contrast of qualities to those of its earthy environment, is further shown by another fact,—the mind's dream-power, and the ideal realm it freely soars or walks at large in when it pleases. This view has often been enlarged upon, especially by Bonnet and Sir Henry Wotton. The unhappy Achilles, exhausted with weeping for his friend, lay, heavily moaning, on the shore of the far-sounding sea, in a clear spot where the waves washed in upon the beach, when sleep took possession of him. The ghost of miserable Patroclus came to him and said, “Sleepest thou and art forgetful of me, O Achilles?” And the son of Peleus cried, “Come nearer: let us embrace each other, though but for a little while.” Then he stretched out his friendly hands, but caught him not; for the spirit, shrieking, vanished beneath the earth like smoke. Astounded, Achilles started up, clasped his hands, and said, dolefully, “Alas! there is then indeed in the subterranean abodes a spirit and image, but there is no body in it.” The realm of dreams is a world of mystic realities, intangible, yet existent, and all-prophetic, through which the soul nightly floats while the gross body slumbers. It is everlasting, because there is nothing in it for corruption to take hold of. The appearances and sounds of that soft inner sphere, veiled so remote from sense, are reflections and echoes from the spirit-world. Or are they a direct vision and audience of it? The soul really is native resident in a world of truth, goodness, and beauty, fellow-citizen with divine ideas and affections. Through the senses it has knowledge and communion with the hard out-world of matter. When the senses fall away, it is left, imperishable denizen of its own appropriate world of idealities.

11 Schubert, Die Symbolik des Trannes. 12 Iliad, lib. xxiii. ll. 60-105.
Another assemblage of views, based on the character of God, form the theological argument for the future existence of man.\textsuperscript{13} Starting with the idea of a God of infinite perfections, the immortality of his children is an immediate deduction from the eternity of his purposes. For whatever purpose God originally gave man being,—for the disinterested distribution of happiness, for the increase of his own glory, or whatever else,—will he not for that same purpose continue him in being forever? In the absence of any reason to the contrary, we must so conclude. In view of the unlimited perfections of God, the fact of conscious responsible creatures being created is sufficient warrant of their perpetuity. Otherwise God would be fickle. Or, as one has said, he would be a mere drapery-painter, nothing within the dress.

Secondly, leaving out of sight this illustration of an eternal purpose in eternal fulfilment, and confining our attention to the analogy of the divine works and the dignity of the divine Worker, we shall be freshly led to the same conclusion. Has God moulded the dead clay of the material universe into gleaming globes and ordered them to fly through the halls of space forever, and has he created, out of his own omnipotence, mental personalities reflecting his own attributes, and doomed them to go out in endless night after basking, poor ephemera, in the sunshine of a momentary life? It is not to be imagined that God ever works in vain. Yet if a single consciousness be extinguished in everlasting nonentity, so far as the production of that consciousness is concerned he has wrought for nothing. His action was in vain, because all is now, to that being exactly the same as if it had never been. God does nothing in sport or unmeaningly: least of all would he create filial spirits, dignified with the solemn endowments of humanity, without a high and serious end.\textsuperscript{14} To make men, gifted with such a transcendent largess of powers, wholly mortal, to rot forever in the grave after life's swift day, were work far more unworthy of God than the task was to Michael Angelo—set him in mockery by Pietro, the tyrant who succeeded Lorenzo the Magnificent in the dukedom of Florence,—that he should scoop up the snow in the Via Larga, and with his highest art mould a statue from it, to dissolve ere night in the glow of the Italian sun.

Thirdly, it is an attribute of Infinite Wisdom to proportion powers to results, to adapt instruments to ends with exact fitness. But if we are utterly to die with the ceasing breath, then there is an amazing want of symmetry between our endowments and our opportunity: our attainments are most superfluously superior to our destiny. Can it be that an earth house of six feet is to imprison forever the intellect of a La Place, whose telescopic eye, piercing the unfenced fields of immensity, systematized more worlds than there are grains of dust in this globe?—the heart

\textsuperscript{13} Aebl, Unsterblichkeit der menschlichen Seele, sechster Brief.

\textsuperscript{14} Ulric, Unsterblichkeit der menschlichen Seele aus dem Wesen Gottes erwiesen.
of a Borromeo, whose seraphic love expanded to the limits of sympathetic being?—the soul of a Wycliffe, whose undaunted will, in faithful consecration to duty, faced the fires of martyrdom and never blenched?—the genius of a Shakspeare, whose imagination exhausted worlds and then invented new? There is vast incongruity between our faculties and the scope given them here. On all it sees below the soul reads "Inadequate," and rises dissatisfied from every feast, craving, with divine hunger and thirst, the ambrosia and nectar of a fetterless and immortal world. Were we fated to perish at the goal of threescore, God would have harmonized our powers with our lot. He would never have set such magnificent conceptions over-against such poor possibilities, nor have kindled so insatiable an ambition for so trivial a prize of—dust to dust.

Fourthly, one of the weightiest supports of the belief in a future life is that yielded by the benevolence of God. Annihilation is totally irreconcilable with this. That He whose love for his creatures is infinite will absolutely destroy them after their little span of life, when they have just tasted the sweets of existence and begun to know the noble delights of spiritual progress, and while illimitable heights of glory and blessedness are beckoning them, is incredible. We are unable to believe that while his children turn to him with yearning faith and gratitude, with fervent prayer and expectation, he will spurn them into unmitigated night, blotting out those capacities of happiness which he gave them with a virtual promise of endless increase. Will the affectionate God permit the ox-hoof of annihilation to tread in these sparrow-nests of humanity so snugly ensconced in the fields of being? Love watches to preserve life. It were Moloch, not the universal Father, that could crush into death these multitudes of loving souls supplicating him for life, dash into silent fragments these miraculous personal harps of a thousand strings, each capable of vibrating a celestial melody of praise and bliss.

Fifthly, the apparent claims of justice afford presumptive proof, hard to be resisted, of a future state wherein there are compensations for the unmerited ills, a complement for the fragmentary experiences, and rectification for the wrongs, of the present life. God is just; but he works without impulse or caprice, by laws whose progressive evolution requires time to show their perfect results. Through the brief space of this existence, where the encountering of millions of free intelligences within the fixed conditions of nature causes a seeming medley of good and evil, of discord and harmony, wickedness often triumphs, villany often out-reaches and tramples ingenuous nobility and helpless innocence. Some saintly spirits, victims of disease and penury, drag out their years in agony, neglect, and tears. Some bold minions of selfishness, with seared consciences and nerves of iron, pluck the coveted fruits of pleasure, wear the diadems of society, and sweep through the world in pomp.

15 M. Jules Simon, La Religion Naturelle, liv. iii.: L'Immortalité.
The virtuous suffer undeservedly from the guilty. The idle thrive on the industrious. All these things sometimes happen. In spite of the compensating tendencies which ride on all spiritual laws, in spite of the mysterious Nemesis which is enthroned in every bosom and saturates the moral atmosphere with influence, the world is full of wrongs, sufferings, and unfinished justice. There must be another world, where the remunerating processes interiorly begun here shall be openly consummated. Can it be that Christ and Herod, Paul and Nero, Timour and Fénelon, drop through the blind trap of death into precisely the same condition of unwaking sleep? Not if there be a God!

There is a final assemblage of thoughts pertaining to the likelihood of another life, which, arranged together, may be styled the moral argument in behalf of that belief. These considerations are drawn from the seeming fitness of things, claims of parts beseeching completion, vaticinations of experience. They form a cumulative array of probabilities whose guiding forefingers all indicate one truth, whose consonant voices swell into a powerful strain of promise. First, consider the shrinking from annihilation naturally felt in every breast. If man be not destined for perennial life, why is this dread of non-existence woven into the soul’s inmost fibres? Attractions are co-ordinate with destinies, and every normal desire foretells its own fulfilment. Man fades unwillingly from his natal haunts, still longing for a life of eternal remembrance and love, and confiding in it. All over the world grows this pathetic race of forget-me-nots. Shall not Heaven pluck and wear them on her bosom?

Secondly, an emphatic presumption in favor of a second life arises from the premature mortality prevalent to such a fearful extent in the human family. Nearly one-half of our race perish before reaching the age of ten years. In that period they cannot have fulfilled the total purposes of their creation. It is but a part we see, and not the whole. The destinies here seen segmentary will appear full circle beyond the grave. The argument is hardly met by asserting that this untimely mortality is the punishment for non-observance of law; for, denying any further life, would a scheme of existence have been admitted establishing so awful a proportion of violations and penalties? If there be no balancing sphere beyond, then all should pass through the experience of a ripe and rounded life. But there is the most perplexing inequality. At one fell swoop, infant, sage, hero, reveller, martyr, are snatched into the invisible state. There is, as a noble thinker has said, an apparent "caprice in the dispensation of death strongly indicative of a hidden sequel." Immortality unravels the otherwise inscrutable mystery.

16 Dr. Chalmers, Bridgewater Treatise, chap. 10.
Thirdly, the function of conscience furnishes another attestation to the continued existence of man. This vicegerent of God in the breast, arrayed in splendors and terrors, which shakes and illumines the whole circumference of our being with its thunders and lightnings, gives the good man, amidst oppressions and woes, a serene confidence in a future justifying reward, and transfixed the bad man, through all his retinue of guards and panoplied defences, with icy pangs of fear and with a horrid looking for judgment to come. The sublime grandeur of moral freedom, the imperilling dignities of probation, the tremendous responsibilities and hazards of man's felt power and position, are all inconsistent with the supposition that he is merely to cross this petty stage of earth and then wholly expire. Such momentous endowments and exposures imply a corresponding arena and career. After the trial comes the sentence; and that would be as if a palace were built, a prince born, trained, crowned, solely that he might occupy the throne five minutes! The consecrating, royalizing idea of duty cannot be less than the core of eternal life. Conscience is the sensitive corridor along which the mutual whispers of a divine communion pass and repass. A moral law and a free will are the root by which we grow out of God, and the stem by which we are grafted into him.

Fourthly, all probable surmisings in favor of a future life, or any other moral doctrine, are based on that primal postulate which, by virtue of our rational and ethical constitution, we are authorized and bound to accept as a commencing axiom,—namely, that the scheme of creation is as a whole the best possible one, impelled and controlled by wisdom and benignity. Whatever, then, is an inherent part of the plan of nature cannot be erroneous nor malignant, a mistake nor a curse. Essentially and in the finality, every fundamental portion and element of it must be good and perfect. So far as science and philosophy have penetrated, they confirm by facts this à priori principle, telling us that there is no pure and uncompensated evil in the universe. Now, death is a regular ingredient in the mingled world, an ordered step in the plan of life. If death be absolute, is it not an evil? What can the everlasting deprivation of all good be called but an immense evil to its subject? Such a doom would be without possible solace, standing alone in steep contradiction to the whole parallel moral universe. Then might man utter the most moving and melancholy paradox ever expressed in human speech:—

"What good came to my mind I did deplore,
Because it perish must, and not live evermore."

Fifthly, the soul, if not outwardly arrested by some hostile agent, seems capable of endless progress without ever exhausting either its own capacity or the perfections of infinitude. 18 There are before it unlimited

---

18 Addison, Spectator, Nos. 3 and 210.
truth, beauty, power, nobleness, to be contemplated, mastered, acquired. With indefatigable alacrity, insatiable faculty and desire, it responds to the infinite call. The obvious inference is that its destiny is unending advancement. Annihilation would be a sequel absurdly incongruous with the facts. True, the body decays, and all manifested energy fails; but that is the fault of the mechanism, not of the spirit. Were we to live many thousands of years, as Martineau suggests, no one supposes new souls, but only new organizations, would be needed. And what period can we imagine to terminate the unimpeded spirit’s abilities to learn, to enjoy, to expand? Kant’s famous demonstration of man’s eternal life on the grounds of practical reason is similar. The related ideas of absolute virtue and a moral being necessarily imply the infinite progress of the latter towards the former. That progress is impossible except on condition of the continued existence of the same being. Therefore the soul is immortal.19

Sixthly, our whole life here is a steady series of growing preparations for a continued and ascending life hereafter. All the spiritual powers we develop are so much athletic training, all the ideal treasures we accumulate are so many preliminary attainments, for a future life. They have this appearance and superscription. Man alone foreknows his own death and expects a succeeding existence; and that foresight is given to prepare him. There are wondrous impulses in us, constitutional convictions prescient of futurity, like those prevailing instincts in birds leading them to take preparatory flights before their migration. Eternity is the stuff of which our love, flying forward, builds its cooing nest in the eaves of the universe. If we saw wings growing out upon a young creature, we should be forced to conclude that he was intended some time to fly. It is so with man. By exploring thoughts, disciplinary sacrifices, supernal prayers, holy toils of disinterestedness, he fleldes his soul’s pinions, lays up treasures in heaven, and at last migrates to the attracting clime.

"Here sits he, shaping wings to fly;
His heart forebodes a mystery;
He names the name eternity."

Seventhly, in the degree these preparations are made in obedience to obscure instincts and the developing laws of experience, they are accompanied by significant premonitions, lucid signals of the future state looked to, assuring witnesses of its reality. The more one lives for immortality, the more immortal things he assimilates into his spiritual substance, the more confirming tokens of a deathless inheritance his faith finds. He becomes conscious of his own eternity.20 When hallowed imagination weighs anchor and spreads sail to coast the dim shores of the other world, it hears cheerful voices of welcome from the headlands and discerns beacons burning in the port. When in earnest communion with our

19 Jacob, Beweis für die Unsterblichkeit der Seele aus dem Begriffe der Pflicht.
20 Theodore Parker, Sermon of Immortal Life.
inmost selves, solemn meditations of God, mysterious influences shed from unseen spheres, fall on our souls, and many a "strange thought, transcending our wonted themes, into glory peeps." A vague, constraining sense of invisible beings, by whom we are engirt, fills us. We blindly feel that our rank and destination are with them. Lift but one thin veil, we think, and the occult Universe of Spirit would break to vision with cloudy crowds of angels. Thousand "hints chance-dropped from nature's sphere," pregnant with friendly tidings, reassure us. "Strange," said a gifted metaphysician once, "that the barrel-organ, man, should terminate every tune with the strain of immortality?" Not strange, but divinely natural. It is the tentative prelude to the thrilling music of our eternal bliss written in the score of destiny. When at night we gaze far out into immensity, along the shining vistas of God's abode, and are almost crushed by the overwhelming prospects that sweep upon our vision, do not some pre-monitions of our own unfathomed greatness also stir within us? Yes: "the sense of Existence, the ideas of Right and Duty, awful intuitions of God and immortality,—these, the grand facts and substance of the spirit, are independent and indestructible. The bases of the Moral Law, they shall stand in every tittle, although the stars should pass away. For their relations and root are in that which upholds the stars, even with worlds unseen from the finite, whose majestic and everlasting arrangements shall burst upon us—as the heavens do through the night—when the light of this garish life gives place to the solemn splendors of eternity."

Eighthly, the belief in a life beyond death has virtually prevailed everywhere and always. And the argument from universal consent, as it is termed, has ever been esteemed one of the foremost testimonies, if not indeed the most convincing testimony, to the truth of the doctrine. Unless the belief can be shown to be artificial or sinful, it must seem conclusive. Its innocence is self-evident, and its naturalness is evidenced by its universality. The rudest and the most polished, the simplest and the most learned, unite in the expectation, and cling to it through every thing. It is like the ruling presentiment implanted in those insects that are to undergo metamorphosis. This believing instinct, so deeply seated in our consciousness, natural, innocent, universal, whence came it, and why was it given? There is but one fair answer. God and nature deceive not.

Ninthly, the conscious, practical faith of civilized nations, to-day, in a future life, unquestionably, in a majority of individuals, rests directly on the basis of authority, trust in a foreign announcement. There are two forms of this authority. The authority of revelation is most prominent and extensive. God has revealed the truth from heaven. It has been exemplified by a miraculous resurrection. It is written in an infallible book, and sealed with authenticating credentials of supernatural purport. It is therefore to be accepted with implicit trust. Secondly, with some, the authority of great minds, renowned for scientific
knowledge and speculative acumen, goes far. Thousands of such men, ranking among the highest names of history, have positively affirmed the immortality of the soul as a reliable truth. For instance, Goethe says, on occasion of the death of Wieland, "The destruction of such high powers is something which can never, and under no circumstances, even come into question." Such a dogmatic expression of conviction resting on bare philosophical grounds, from a mind so equipped, so acute, and so free, has great weight, and must influence a modest student who hesitates in confessed incompetence. The argument is justly powerful when but humanly considered, and when divinely derived, of course, it absolutely forecloses all doubts.

Tenthly, there is another life, because a belief in it is necessary to order this world, necessary as a comfort and an inspiration to man now. A good old author writes, "the very nerves and sinews of religion is hope of immortality." The conviction that there is a retributive life hereafter is the moral cement of the social fabric. Take away this truth, and one great motive of patriots, martyrs, thinkers, saints, is gone. Take it away, and to all low-minded men selfishness becomes the law, earthly enjoyment the only good, suffering and death the only evil. Life then is to be supremely coveted and never put in risk for any stake. Self-indulgence is to be secured at any hazard, little matter by what means. Abandon all hope of a life to come, and "from that instant there is nothing serious in mortality." In order that the world should be governable, ethical, happy, virtuous, magnanimous, is it possible that it should be necessary for the world to believe in an untruth?

"So, thou hast immortality in mind?
Hast grounds that will not let thee doubt it?
The strongest ground herein I find:—
That we could never do without it!"

Finally, the climax of these argumentations is capped by that grand closing consideration which we may entitle the force of congruity, the convincing results of a confluence of harmonious reasons. The hypothesis of immortality accords with the cardinal facts of observation, meets all points of the case, and satisfactorily answers every requirement. It is the solution of the problem,—as the fact of Neptune explained the perturbations of the adjacent planets. Nothing ever gravitates towards nothing; and it must be an unseen orb that so draws our yearning souls. If it be not so, then what terrible contradictions stagger us, and what a chilling doom awaits us! Oh, what mocking irony then runs through the loftiest promises and hopes of the world! Just as the wise and good have learned to live, they disappear amidst the unfeeling waves of oblivion, like snow-flakes in the ocean. "The super-earthly desires of man are then created in him only, like swallowed diamonds, to cut slowly through his material shell" and destroy him.

21 Lewis, Influence of Authority in Matters of Opinion.
The denial of a future life introduces discord, grief, and despair in every direction, and, by making each step of advanced culture the ascent to a wider survey of tantalizing glory and experienced sorrow, as well as the preparation for a greater fall and a sadder loss, turns faithful affection and heroic thought into "blind furies sling ing flame." Unless immortality be true, man appears a dark riddle, not made for that of which he is made capable and desirous: every thing is begun, nothing ended; the facts of the present scene are unintelligible; the plainest analogies are violated; the delicately-rising scale of existence is broken off abrupt; our best reasonings concerning the character and designs of God, also concerning the implications of our own being and experience, are futile; and the soul's proud faculties tell glorious lies as thick as stars. Such, at least, is the usual way of thinking.

However formidable a front may be presented by the spectral array of doubts and difficulties, seeming impediments to faith in immortality, the faithful servant of God, equipped with philosophical culture and a saintly life, will fearlessly advance upon them, scatter them right and left, and win victorious access to the prize. So the mariner sometimes, off Sicilian shores, sees a wondrous island ahead, apparently stopping his way with its cypress and cedar groves, glittering towers, vine-wreathed balconies, and marble stairs sloping to the water's edge. He sails straight forward, and, severing the pillared porticos and green gardens of Fata Morgana, glides far on over a glassy sea smiling in the undeceptive sun.

CHAPTER IV.

THEORIES OF THE SOUL'S DESTINATION.

Before examining, in their multifarious detail, the special thoughts and fancies respecting a future life prevalent in different nations and times, it may be well to take a sort of bird's-eye view of those general theories of the destination of the soul under which all the individual varieties of opinion may be classified. Vast and incongruous as is the heterogeneous mass of notions brought forth by the history of this province of the world's belief, the whole may be systematized, discriminated, and reduced to a few comprehensive heads. Such an architectural grouping or outlining of the chief schemes of thought on this subject will yield several advantages.

Showing how the different views arose from natural speculations on the correlated phenomena of the outward world and facts of human experience, it affords an indispensable help towards a philosophical analysis and explanation of the popular faith as to the destiny of man
after death, in all the immense diversity of its contents. An orderly arrangement and exposition of these cardinal theories also form an epitome holding a bewildering multitude of particulars in its lucid and separating grasp, changing the fruits of learned investigation from a cumbersome burden on the memory to a small number of connected formulares in the reason. These theories serve as a row of mirrors hung in a line of historic perspective, reflecting every relevant shape and hue of meditation and faith humanity has known, from the ideal visions of the Athenian sage to the instinctive superstitions of the Fejee savage. When we have adequately defined these theories,—of which there are seven,—traced their origin, comprehended their significance and bearings, and dissected their supporting pretensions, then the whole field of our theme lies in light before us; and, however grotesque or mysterious, simple or subtle, may be the modes of thinking and feeling in relation to the life beyond death revealed in our subsequent researches, we shall know at once where to refer them and how to explain them. The precise object, therefore, of the present chapter is to set forth the comprehensive theories devised to solve the problem, What becomes of man when he dies?

But a little while man flourishes here in the bosom of visible nature. Soon he disappears from our scrutiny, missed in all the places that knew him. Whither has he gone? What fate has befallen him? It is an awful question. In comparison with its concentrated interest, all other affairs are childish and momentary. Whenever that solemn question is asked, earth, time, and the heart, natural transformations, stars, fancy, and the brooding intellect, are full of vague oracles. Let us see what intelligible answers can be constructed from their responses.

The first theory which we shall consider propounds itself in one terrible word, annihilation. Logically this is the earliest, historically the latest, view. The healthy consciousness, the eager fancy, the controlling sentiment, the crude thought,—all the uncurbed instinctive conclusions of primitive human nature,—point forcibly to a continued existence for the soul, in some way, when the body shall have perished. And so history shows us in all the savage nations a vivid belief in a future life. But to the philosophical observer, who has by dint of speculation freed himself from the constraining tendencies of desire, faith, imagination, and authority, the thought that man totally ceases with the destruction of his visible organism must occur as the first and simplest settlement of the question.¹ The totality of manifested life has absolutely disappeared: why not conclude that the totality of real life has actually lost its existence and is no more? That is the natural inference, unless by some means the contrary can be proved. Accordingly, among all civilized people, every age has had its skeptics, metaphysical disputants who have mournfully or scoffingly denied the separate survival of the soul. This

¹ Lalande, Dictionnaire des Athées Anciens et Modernes.
is a necessity in the inevitable sequences of observation and theory; because, when the skeptic, suppressing or escaping his biassed wishes, the trammels of traditional opinion, and the spontaneous convictions prophetic of his own uninterrupted being, first looks over the wide scene of human life and death, and reflectingly asks, What is the sequel of this strange, eventful history? obviously the conclusion suggested by the immediate phenomena is that of entire dissolution and blank oblivion. This result is avoided by calling in the aid of deeper philosophical considerations and of inspiring moral truths. But some will not call in that aid; and the whole superficial appearance of the case—regarding that alone, as they then will—is fatal to our imperial hopes. The primordial clay claims its own from the disanimated frame; and the vanished life, like the flame of an outburnt taper, has ceased to be. Men are like bubbles or foam-flakes on the world's streaming surface; glittering in a momentary ray, they break and are gone, and only the dark flood remains still flowing forward. They are like tones of music, commencing and ending with the unpurposed breath that makes them. Nature is a vast congeries of mechanical substances pervaded by mindless forces of vitality. Consciousness is a production which results from the fermentation and elaboration of unconscious materials; and after a time it absolutely deceases, crumbling into its inorganic grounds again. From the abyss of silence and dust intelligent creatures break forth, shine, and sink back, like meteor-flashes in a cloud. The generations of sentient being, like the annual growths of vegetation, by spontaneity of dynamic development, spring from dead matter, flourish through their destined cycle, and relapse into dead matter. The bosom of nature is, therefore, at once the wondrous womb and the magnificent mausoleum of man. Fate, like an iron skeleton seated at the summit of the world on a throne of fresh-growing grass and mouldering skulls, presides over all, and annihilation is the universal doom of individual life. Such is the atheistic naturalist's creed. However indefensible or shocking it is, it repeatedly appears in the annals of speculation; and any synopsis of the possible conclusions in which the inquiry into man's destiny may rest that should omit this, would be grossly imperfect.

This scheme of disbelief is met by insuperable objections. It excludes some essential elements of the case, confines itself to a wholly empirical view; and consequently the relentless solution it announces applies only to a mutilated problem. To assert the cessation of the soul because its physical manifestations through the body have ceased, is certainly to affirm without just warrant. It would appear impossible for volition and intelligence to originate save from a free parent mind. Numerous cogent evidences of design seem to prove the existence of a God by whose will all things are ordered according to a plan. Many powerful impressions and arguments, instinctive, critical, or moral, combine to teach that in the wreck of matter the spirit emerges, deathless, from the closing waves of decay. The confirmation of that truth becomes irresistible when
we see how reason and conscience, with delighted avidity, seize upon its adaptedness alike to the brightest features and the darkest defects of the present life, whose imperfect symmetries and segments are harmo-
niously filled out by the adjusting complement of a future state.²

The next representation of the fate of the soul disposes of it by re-
absorption into the essence from which it emanated. There is an eternal
fountain of unmade life, from which all individual, transient lives flow,
and into which they return. This conception arose in the outset from
a superficial analogy which must have obtruded itself upon primitive
notice and speculation; for man is led to his first metaphysical inquiries
by a feeling contemplation of outward phenomena. Now, in the mate-
rival world, when individual forms perish, each sensible component re-
lapses into its original element and becomes an undistinguishable portion
of it. Our exhaled breath goes into the general air and is united with
it: the dust of our decaying frames becomes part of the ground and
vegetation. So, it is strongly suggested, the lives of things, the souls
of men, when they disappear from us, are remerged in the native spirit
whence they came. The essential longing of every part for union with
its whole is revealed and vocal throughout all nature. Water is sullen in
stillness, murmurs in motion, and never ceases its gloom or its com-
plaining until it sleeps in the sea. Like spray on the rock, the stranding
generations strike the sepulchre and are dissipated into universal vapor.
As lightnings slink back into the charged bosom of the thunder-cloud,
as eager waves, spent, subside in the deep, as furious gusts die away in
the great atmosphere, so the gleaming ranks of genius, the struggling
masses of toil, the pompous hosts of war, fade and dissolve away into the
peaceful bosom of the all-engulfing Soul. This simplest, earliest philo-
sophy of mankind has had most extensive and permanent prevalence.³
For immemorial centuries it has possessed the mind of the countless
millions of India. Baur thinks the Egyptian identification of each
decdeeased person with Osiris and the burial of him under that name, were
meant to denote the reception of the individual human life into the
universal nature-life. The doctrine has been implicitly held wherever
pantheism has found a votary, from Anaximander, to whom finite crea-
tures were “disintegrations or decompositions from the Infinite,” to
Alexander Pope, affirining that

“All are but parts of one stupendous whole,
Whose body nature is, and God the soul.”

The first reasoners, who gave such an ineradicable direction and tinge
to the thinking of after-ages, were furthermore driven to the supposition
of a final absorption, from the impossibility, in that initiatory stage of
thought, of grasping any other theory which would apparently meet the

¹ Drossbach, Die Harmonie der Ergebnisse der Naturforschung mit den Forderungen des Mensch-
lchen Gemütthes.
² Blount, Anima Mundi; or, The Opinions of the Ancients concerning Man’s Soul after this Life.
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case so well or be more satisfactory. They, of course, had not yet arrived at the idea that God is a personal Spirit whose nature is revealed in the constitutive characteristics of the human soul, and who carries on his works from eternity to eternity without monotonous repetition or wearisome stagnancy, but with perpetual variety in never-ceasing motion. Whatever commences must also terminate, they said,—forgetting that number begins with one but has no end. They did not conceive of the universe of being as an eternal line, making immortality desirable for its endless novelty, but imaged it to themselves as a circle, making an everlasting individual consciousness dreadful for its intolerable sameness,—an immense round of existence, phenomena, and experience, going forth and returning into itself, over and over, forever and ever. To escape so repulsive a contemplation, they made death break the fencing integument of consciousness and empty all weary personalities into the absolute abyss of being.

Again: the extreme difficulty of apprehending the truth of a Creator literally infinite, and of a limitless creation, would lead to the same result in another way. Without doubt, it seemed to the naïve thinkers of antiquity, that if hosts of new beings were continually coming into life and increasing the number of the inhabitants of the future state, the fountain from which they proceeded would some time be exhausted, or the universe grow plethoric with population. There would be no more substance below or no more room above. The easiest method of surmounting this problem would be by the hypothesis that all spirits come out of a great World-Spirit, and, having run their mortal careers, are absorbed into it again. Many—especially the deepest Oriental dreamers—have also been brought to solace themselves with this conclusion by a course of reasoning based on the exposures, and assumed inevitable sufferings, of all finite being. They argue that every existence below the absolute God, because it is set around with limitations, is necessarily obnoxious to all sorts of miseries. Its pleasures are only “honey-drops scarce tasted in a sea of gall.” This conviction, with its accompanying sentiment, runs through the sacred books of the East, is the root and heart of their theology, the dogma that makes the cruellest penances pleasant if a renewed existence may thus be avoided. The sentiment is not alien to human longing and surmise, as witnesses the night-thought of the English poet who, world-sated, and sadly yearning, cries through the starry gloom to God,—

“When shall my soul her incarnation quit,
And, readopted to thy blest embrace,
Obtain her apotheosis in thee?”

Having stated and traced the doctrine of absorption, it remains to investigate the justice of its grounds. The doctrine starts from a premise partly true and ends in a conclusion partly false. We emanate from the creative power of God, and are sustained by the in-flowing presence
of his life, but are not discursions from his own being, any more than beams of light are distinct substances shot out and shorn off from the sun to be afterwards drawn back and assimilated into the parent orb. We are destined to a harmonious life in his unifying love, but not to be fused and lost as insentient parts of his total consciousness. We are products of God's will, not component atoms of his soul. Souls are to be in God as stars are in the firmament, not as lumps of salt are in a solvent. This view is confirmed by various arguments.

In the first place, it is supported by the philosophical distinction between emanation and creation. The conception of creation gives us a personal God who wills to certain ends; that of emanation reduces the Supreme Being to a ghastly array of laws, revolving abysses, galvanic forces, nebular star-dust, dead ideas, and vital fluids. According to the latter supposition, finite existences flow from the Infinite as consequences from a principle, or streams from a fountain; according to the former, they proceed as effects from a cause, or thoughts from a mind. That is pantheistic, fatal, and involves absorption by a logical necessity; this is creative, free, and does not presuppose any circling return. Material things are thoughts which God transiently contemplates and dismisses; spiritual creatures are thoughts which he permanently expresses in concrete immortality. The soul is a thought; the body is the word in which it is cloathed.

Secondly, the analogy which first leads to belief in absorption is falsely interpreted. Taken on its own ground, rightly appreciated, it legitimates a different conclusion. A grain of sand thrown into the bosom of Sahara does not lose its individual existence. Distinct drops are not annihilated as to their simple atoms of water, though sunk in the midst of the sea. The final particles or monads of air or granite are not dissolvably blended into continuity of unindividualized atmosphere or rock when united with their elemental masses, but are thrust unapproachably apart by molecular repulsion. Now, a mind, being, as we conceive, no composite, but an ultimate unity, cannot be crushed or melted from its integral persistence of personality. Though plunged into the centre of a surrounding wilderness or ocean of minds, it must still retain itself unlost in the multitude. Therefore, if we admit the existence of an inclusive mundane Soul, it by no means follows that lesser souls received into it are deprived of their individuality. It is "one not otherwise than as the sea is one, by a similarity and contiguity of parts, being composed of an innumerable host of distinct spirits, as that is of aqueous particles; and as the rivers continually discharge into the sea, so the vehicular people, upon the disruption of their vehicles, discharge and incorporate into that ocean of spirits making the mundane Soul."4

Thirdly, every consideration furnished by the doctrine of final causes as applied to existing creatures makes us ask, What use is there in calling forth souls merely that they may be taken back again? To justify their creation, the fulfilment of some educative aim, and then the lasting fruition of it, appear necessary. Why else should a soul be drawn from out the unformed vastness, and have its being struck into bounds, and be forced to pass through such appalling ordeals of good and evil, pleasure and agony? An individual of any kind is as important as its race; for it contains in possibility all that its type does. And the purposes of things, so far as we can discern them,—the nature of our spiritual constitution, the meaning of our circumstances and probation, the resulting tendencies of our experience,—all seem to prophesy, not the destruction, but the perfection and perpetuation, of individual being.

Fourthly, the same inference is yielded by applying a similar consideration to the Creator. Allowing him consciousness and intentions, as we must, what object could he have either in exerting his creative power or in sending out portions of himself in new individuals, save the production of so many immortal personalities of will, knowledge, and love, to advance towards the perfection of holiness, wisdom, and blessedness,—filling his mansions with his children? By thus multiplying his own image he adds to the number of happy creatures who are to be bound together in bands of glory, mutually receiving and returning his affection, and swells the tide of conscious bliss which fills and rolls forever through his eternal universe.

Nor, finally, is it necessary to expect personal oblivion in God in order to escape from evil and win exuberant happiness. Those ends are as well secured by the fruition of God’s love in us as by the drowning of our consciousness in his plenitude of delight. Precisely herein consists the fundamental distinction of the Christian from the Brahmanic doctrine of human destiny. The Christian hopes to dwell in blissful union with God’s will, not to be annihilatingly sunk in his essence. To borrow an illustration from Scotus Erigena, as the air when thoroughly illumined by sunshine still keeps its aerial nature and does not become sunshine, or as iron all red in the flame still keeps its metallic substance and does not turn to fire itself, so a soul fully possessed and moved by God does not in consequence lose its own sentient and intelligent being. It is still a bounded entity, though recipient of boundless divinity. Thus evil ceases, each personality is preserved and intensely glorified, and, at the same time, God is all in all. The totality of perfected, enraptured, immortalized humanity in heaven may be described in this manner, adopting the masterly expression of Coleridge:

"And as one body seems the aggregate
Of atoms numberless, each organized,

So, by a strange and dim similitude,
Infinite myriads of self-conscious minds
In one containing Spirit live, who fills
With absolute ubiquity of thought
All his involved monads, that yet seem
Each to pursue its own self-centring end."

A third mode of answering the question of human destiny is by the conception of a general resurrection. Souls, as fast as they leave the body, are gathered in some intermediate state, a starless grave-world, a ghostly limbo. When the present cycle of things is completed, when the clock of time runs down and its lifeless weight falls in the socket, and "Death's empty helmet yawns grimly over the funeral hatchment of the world," the gates of this long-barred receptacle of the deceased will be struck open, and its pale prisoners, in accumulated hosts, issue forth, and enter on the immortal inheritance reserved for them. In the sable land of Hades all departed generations are bivouacking in one vast army. On the resurrection-morning, striking their shadowy tents, they will scale the walls of the abyss, and, reinvested with their bodies, either plant their banners on the summits of the earth in permanent encampment, or storm the battlements of the sky and colonize heaven with flesh and blood. All advocates of the doctrine of psychopannychism, or the sleep of souls from death till the last day, in addition to the general body of orthodox Christians, have been supporters of this conclusion. 6

Three explanations are possible of the origination of this belief. First, a man musing over the affecting panorama of the seasons as it rolls through the year,—budding life alternating with deadly desolation, spring still bringing back the freshness of leaves, flowers, and carolling birds, as if raising them from an annual interment in winter's cold grave,—and then thinking of the destiny of his own race,—how many generations have ripened and decayed, how many human crops have been harvested from the cradle and planted in the tomb, might naturally—especially if he had any thing of the poet's associating and creative mind—say to himself, Are we altogether perishable dust, or are we seed sown for higher fields,—seed lying dormant now, but at last to sprout into swift immortality when God shall make a new sunshine and dew omnipotently penetrate the dry mould where we tarry? No matter how partial the analogy, how forced the process, how false the result, such imagery would sooner or later occur; and, having occurred, it is no more strange that it should get literal acceptance than it is that many other popular figments should have secured the firm establishment they have.

Secondly, a mourner just bereaved of one in whom his whole love was garnered, distracted with grief, his faculties unbalanced, his soul a chaos, is of sorrow and fantasy all compact; and he solaces himself with

the ideal embodiment of his dreams, half seeing what he thinks, half believing what he wishes. His desires pass through unconscious volition into supposed facts. Before the miraculous power of his grief-wielded imagination the world is fluent, and fate runs in the moulds he conceives. The adored form on which corruption now banquetes, he sees again, animated, beaming, clasped in his arms. He cries, It cannot be that those holy days are forever ended, that I shall never more realize the blissful dream in which we trod the sunny world together! Oh, it must be that some time God will give me back again that beloved one! the sepulchre closed so fast shall be unsealed, the dead be restored, and all be as it was before! The conception thus once born out of the delirium of busy thought, anguished love, and regnant imagination, may in various ways win a fixed footing in faith.

Thirdly, the notion which we are now contemplating is one link in a chain of thought which, in the course of time and the range of speculation, the theorizing mind could not fail to forge. The concatenation of reflections is this. Death is the separation of soul and body. That separation is repulsive, an evil. Therefore it was not intended by the Infinite Goodness, but was introduced by a foe, and is a foreign, marring element. Finally God will vanquish his antagonist, and banish from the creation all his thwarting interferences with the primitive perfection of harmony and happiness. Accordingly, the souls which Satan has caused to be separated from their bodies are reserved apart until the fulness of time, when there shall be a universal resurrection and restoration. So far as reason is competent to pronounce on this view considered as a sequel to the disembodying doom of man, it is an arbitrary piece of fancy. Philosophy ignores it. Science gives no hint of it. It sprang from unwarranted metaphors, perverted, exaggerated, based on analogies not parallel. So far as it assumes to rest on revelation it will be examined in another place.

Fourthly, after the notion of a great, epochal resurrection, as a reply to the inquiry, What is to become of the soul? a dogma is next encountered which we shall style that of a local and irrevocable conveyance. The disembodied spirit is conveyed to some fixed region, a penal or a blissful abode, where it is to tarry unalterably. This idea of the banishment or admission of souls, according to their deserts, or according to an elective grace, into an anchored location called hell or heaven, a retributive or rewarding residence for eternity, we shall pass by with few words, because it recurs for fuller examination in other chapters. In the first place, the whole picture is a gross simile drawn from occurrences of this outward world and unjustifiably applied to the fortunes of the mind in the invisible sphere of the future. The figment of a judicial transportation of the soul from one place or planet to another, as if by a Charon’s boat, is a clattering and repulsive conceit, inadmissible by one who apprehends

7 Lange, Das Land der Herrlichkeit.
the noiseless continuity of God's self-executing laws. It is a jarring mechanical clash thrust amidst the smooth evolution of spiritual destinies. Nor is such a supposition necessary to secure the ends of moral compensation to the good and the bad. That compensation is no better secured by imprisonment or freedom in separate localities than it is, in a common environment, by the fatal working respectively of their interior forces and states of character, and their living relations, healthy or diseased, with all things else. Moreover, these antagonist kingdoms, Tartarean and Elysian, defined as the everlasting habitations of departed souls, have been successively driven, as dissipated visions, from their assumed latitudes and longitudes, one after another, by progressive discovery, until now the intelligent mind knows of no assignable spot for them. Since we are not acquainted with any fixed locations to which the soul is to be carried, to abide there forever in appointed joy or woe, and since there is no scientific necessity nor moral use for the supposition of such places and of the transferrence of the departed to them, we cannot hesitate to reject the associated belief as a deluding mistake. The truth, as we conceive it, is not that different souls are borne by constellationary apparitions to two immured dwellings, manacled and hurried into Tophet or saluted and ushered into Paradise, but that all souls spontaneously pass into one immense empire, drawn therein by their appropriate attractions, to assimilate a strictly discriminative experience. But, as to this, let each thinker form his own conclusion.

The fifth view of the destination of the soul may be called the theory of recurrence. When man dies, his surviving spirit is immediately born again in a new body. Thus the souls, assigned in a limited number to each world, continually return, each one still forgetful of his previous lives. This seems to be the specific creed of the Druses, who affirm that all souls were created at once, and that the number is unchanged, while they are born over and over. A Druse boy, dreadfully alarmed by the discharge of a gun, on being asked by a Christian the cause of his fear, replied, "I was born murdered;" that is, the soul of a man who had been shot passed into his body at the moment of his birth. The young mountaineer would seem, from the sudden violence with which he was snatched out of his old house, to have dragged a trail of connecting consciousness over into his new one. As a general rule, in distinction from such an exception, memory is like one of those passes which the conductors of railroad-trains give their passengers, "good for this trip only." The notion of an endless succession of lives on the familiar stage of this dear old world, commencing each with clean-wiped tablets, possesses for some minds a fathomless allurement; but others wish for no return-pass on their ticket to futurity, preferring an adventurous abandonment "to fresh fields and pastures new," in unknown immensity, to a

8 Schmidlin, Diss. de Multiplici Animarum Reditu in Corpora.
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renewed excursion through landscapes already traversed and experiences drained before.

Fourier's doctrine of immortality belongs here. According to his idea, the Great Soul of this globe is a composite being, comprising about ten billions of individual souls. Their connection with this planet will be for nearly eighty thousand years. Then the whole sum of them will swarm to some higher planet.—Fourier himself, perhaps, being the old gray gander that will head the flock, pilot-king of their flight. Each man is to enjoy about four hundred births on earth, poetic justice leading him successively through all the grades and phases of fortune, from cripplehood and beggary to paragonship and the throne. The invisible residence of spirits and the visible are both on this globe, the former in the Great Soul, the latter in bodies. In the other life the soul becomes a sharer in the woes of the Great Soul, which is as unhappy as seven-eighths of the incarnated souls; for its fate is a compound of the fates of the human souls taken collectively. Coming into this outward scene at birth, we lose anew all memory of past existence, but wake up again in the Great Soul with a perfect recollection of all our previous lives both in the invisible and in the visible world. These alternating passages between the two states will continue until the final swooping of total humanity from this exhausted planet in search of a better abode.10

The idea of the recurrence of souls is the simplest means of meeting a difficulty stated thus by the ingenious Abraham Tucker in his "Light of Nature Pursued." "The numbers of souls daily pouring in from hence upon the next world seem to require a proportionable drain from it somewhere or other; for else the country might be overstocked." The objection urged against such a belief from the fact that we do not remember having lived before is rebutted by the assertion that

"Some draught of Lethe doth await,
As old mythologies relate,
The slipping through from state to state."

The theory associated with this Lethean draught is confirmed by its responsive correspondence with many unutterable experiences, vividly felt or darkly recognised, in our deepest bosom. It seems as if occasionally the poppied drug or other oblivious antidote administered by nature had been so much diluted that reason, only half baffled, struggles to decipher the dim runes and vestiges of a foregone state;—

"And ever something is or seems
That touches us with mystic gleams,
Like glimpses of forgotten dreams."

In those excursive reveries, fed by hope and winged with dream, which scour the glens and scale the peaks of thought-land, this snug nook of hypothesis must some time be discovered. And, brought to light, it has

much to interest and to please; but it is too destitute of tangible proof to be successfully maintained against assault.\(^1\)

There is another faith as to the fate of souls, best stated, perhaps, in the phrase perpetual \textit{migration}. The soul, by successive deaths and births, traverses the universe, an everlasting traveller through the rounds of being and the worlds of space, a transient sojourner briefly inhabiting each.\(^2\) All reality is finding its way up towards the attracting, retreating Godhead. Minerals tend to vegetables, these to animals, these to men. Blind but yearning matter aspires to spirit, intelligent spirits to divinity. In every grain of dust sleep an army of future generations. As every thing below man gropes upward towards his conscious estate, "the trees being imperfect men, that seem to bemoan their imprisonment, rooted in the ground," so man himself shall climb the illimitable ascent of creation, every step a star. The animal organism is a higher kind of vegetable, whose development begins with those substances with the production of which the life of an ordinary vegetable ends.\(^3\) The fact, too, that embryonic man passes through ascending stages undistinguishable from those of lower creatures, is full of meaning. Does it not betoken a preserved epitome of the long history of slowly-rising existence? What unplummed abysses of time and distance intervene from the primary rock to the Victoria Regia! and again from the first crawling spine to the fetterless mind of a Schelling! But, snail-pace by snail-pace, those immeasurable separations have been bridged over; and so every thing that now lies at the dark basis of dust shall finally reach the transplendent apex of intellect. The objection of theological prejudice to this developing succession of ascents—that it is degrading—is an unhealthy mistake. Whether we have risen or fallen to our present rank, the actual rank itself is not altered. And in one respect it is better for man to be an advanced oyster than a degraded god; for in the former case the path is upwards, in the latter it is downwards. "We wake," observes a profound thinker, "and find ourselves on a stair: there are other stairs below us, which we seem to have ascended; there are stairs above us, many a one, which go upward and out of sight." Such was plainly the trust of the author of the following exhortation:

\begin{quote}
"Be worthy of death: and so learn to live  
That every incarnation of thy soul  
In other realms, and worlds, and firmaments  
Shall be more pure and high."
\end{quote}

Bulwer likewise has said, "Eternity may be but an endless series of those emigrations which men call \textit{deaths}, abandonments of home after home, ever to fairer scenes and loftier heights. Age after age, the spirit—that glorious nomad—may shift its tent, fated not to rest in the dull
Elysium of the heathen, but carrying with it evermore its twin elements, activity and desire."

But there is something unsatisfactory, even sad and dreary, in this prospect of incessant migration. Must not the pilgrim pine and tire for a goal of rest? Exhausted with wanderings, sated with experiments, will he not pray for the exempted lot of a contented fruition in repose? One must weary at last of being even so sublime a vagabond as he whose nightly hostelries are stars. And, besides, how will sundered friends and lovers, between whom, on the road, races and worlds interpose, ever over-take each other, and be conjoined to journey hand in hand again or build a bower together by the way? A poet of finest mould, in happiest mood, once saw a leaf drop from a tree which overhung a mirroring stream. The reflection of the leaf in the watery sky-hollow far below seemed to rise from beneath as swiftly as the object fell from above; and the two, encountering at the surface, became one. Then he sang,—touching with his strain the very marrow of deepest human desire,—

"How speeds, from in the river's thought,  
The spirit of the leaf that falls,  
Its heaven in that calm bosom wrought,  
As mine among yon crimson walls!  
From the dry bough it spins, to greet  
Its shadow on the placid river:  
So might I my companions meet,  
Nor roam the countless worlds forever!"

Moreover, some elements of this theory are too grotesque, are the too rash inferences from a too crude induction, to win sober credit to any extent. It is easy to devise and carry out in consistent descriptive details the hypothesis that the soul has risen, through ten thousand transitions, from the condition of red earth or a tadpole to its present rank, and that,—

"As it once crawl'd upon the sod,  
It yet shall grow to be a god;"

but what scientific evidence is there to confirm and establish the supposition as a truth? Why, if it be so,—to borrow the humorous satire of good old Henry More,—

"Then it will follow that cold-stopping curd  
And harden'd moldy cheese, when they have rid  
Due circuits through the heart, at last shall speed  
Of life and sense, look thorough our thin eyes  
And view the close wherein the cow did feed  
Whence they were milk'd: grosse pie-crust will grow wise,  
And pickled cucumbers sans doubt philosophize!"

The form of this general outline stalks totteringly on stilts of fancy, and sprawls headlong with a logical crash at the first critical probe.

The final theory of the destination of souls, now left to be set forth, may be designated by the word *transition*. It affirms that at death they

---

14 Taylor, Physical Theory of Another Life, ch. xii.
pass from the separate material worlds, which are their initiating nurseries, into the common spiritual world, which is everywhere present. Thus the visible peoples the invisible, each person in his turn consciously rising from this world's rudimentary darkness to that world's universal light. Dwelling here, free souls, housed in frames of dissoluble clay,—

"We hold a middle rank 'twixt heaven and earth,
On the last verge of mortal being stand,
Close to the realm where angels have their birth,
Just on the boundaries of the spirit-land."

Why has God "broken up the solid material of the universe into innumerable little globes, and swung each of them in the centre of an impassable solitude of space," unless it be to train up in the various spheres separate households for final union as a single diversified family in the boundless spiritual world? The surmise is not unreasonable, but recommends itself strongly, that,—

"If yonder stars be fill'd with forms of breathing clay like ours, 
Perchance the space which spreads between is for a spirit's powers."

The soul encased in flesh is thereby confined to one home, its natal nest; but, liberated at death, it wanders at will, unobstructed, through every world and cerulean deep; and wheresoever it is, there, in proportion to its own capacity and fitness, is heaven and is God. All those world-spots so thickly scattered through the tree of universal space are but the brief sheltering-places where embryo intelligences painfully clip their shells, and whence, as soon as fledged through the discipline of earthly teaching and essays, the broodlet souls take exulting wing into the mighty airs of immensity, and thus enter on their eternal emancipation. This conjecture is, of all which have been offered yet, perhaps the completest, least perplexed, best recommended by its harmony with our knowledge and our hope. And so one might wish to rest in it with humble trust.

The final destiny of an immortal soul, after its transition into the other world, must be either unending progress towards infinite perfection, or the reaching of its perihelion at last and then revolving in uninterrupted fruition. In the former case, pursuing an infinite aim, with each degree of its attainment the flying goal still recedes. In the latter case, it will in due season touch its bound and there be satisfied,—

"When weak Time shall be pour'd out
Into Eternity, and circular joys
Dance in an endless round."

This result seems the more probable of the two; for the assertion of countless decillions of personalities all progressing beyond every conceivable limit, on, still on, forever, is incredible. If endless linear progress were the destiny of each being, the whole universe would at last become

15 Taylor, Saturday Evening, pp. 95-111.
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a line! And though it is true that the idea of an ever-novel chase attracts and refreshes the imagination, while the idea of a monotonous revolution repels and wears it, this is simply because we judge after our poor earthly experience and its flagging analogies. It will not be so if that revolution is the vivid realization of all our being's possibilities.

Let us briefly recapitulate these strange speculations. The problem of our fate, and of its relation to the entire course of material existence, may be solved in seven ways. First, there is a constant succession of growth and decay. Second, there is a perpetual ebb and flow of personal emanation and impersonal absorption. Third, there is an ever-recurring series of the same eternal entities, a fixed number continually reborn. Fourth, all matter may be sublimated to personal spirit, and immortal souls alone remain to denizen boundless space. Fifth, the power of death may cease, all the astronomic orbs be fully populated and enjoyed, each by one everlasting generation of fit inhabitants,—the present order continuing in each earth until enough have lived to fill it, then all of them, physically restored, dwelling on it endlessly, with no more births nor deaths. Sixth, if matter be not transmutable to soul, when that peculiar reality from which souls are developed is exhausted, and the last generation of incarnated beings have risen from the flesh, the material creation may, in addition to the inter-stellar region, be eternally appropriated by the spirit-races to their own free range and use, through adaptations of faculty unknown to us now; else it may vanish as a phantasmal spectacle. Or, finally, souls may be absolutely created out of nothing by the omnipotence of God, and the universe may be infinite: then the process may proceed, without let or hinderance, forever.

But men's beliefs are formed rather by the modes of thought they have learned to adopt than by any proofs they have tested; not by argumentation about a subject, but by the way of looking at it. The moralist regards all creation as the work of a personal God, a theatre of moral ends,—a just Providence watching over the parts, and the conscious immortality of the actors an inevitable accompaniment. The physicist contemplates the universe as constituted of atoms of attraction and repulsion, which subsist in perfect mobility through space, but are concreted in the molecular masses of the planets. The suns are vast engines for the distribution of heat or motion, the equivalent of all kinds of force. This, in its diffusion, causes innumerable circulations and combinations of the original atoms. Organic growth, life, is the fruition of a force derived from the sun. Decay, death, is the rendering up of that force in its equivalents. Thus, the universe is a composite unity of force, a solidarity of ultimate units which are indestructible, though in constant circulation of new groupings and journeys. To the religious faith of the moralist, man is an eternal person, reaping what he has sowed. To the speculative intellect of the physicist, man is an atomic force, to be liberated into the ethereal medium until again harnessed in some organism. In both cases he is immortal: but in that, as a free citizen of the ideal world; in this, as a flying particle of the dynamic immensity.
PART SECOND.

ETHNIC THOUGHTS CONCERNING A FUTURE LIFE.

CHAPTER I.

BARBARIAN NOTIONS OF A FUTURE LIFE.

Proceeding now to give an account of the fancies and opinions in regard to a future life which have been prevalent, in different ages, in various nations of the earth, it will be best to begin by presenting, in a rapid series, some sketches of the conceits of those uncivilized tribes who did not—so far as our knowledge reaches—possess a doctrine sufficiently distinctive and full, or important enough in its historical relations, to warrant a detailed treatment in separate chapters.

We will glance first at the negroes. According to all accounts, while there are, among the numerous tribes, diversities and degrees of superstition, there is yet, throughout the native pagan population of Africa, a marked general agreement of belief in the survival of the soul, in spectres, divination, and witchcraft; and there is a general similarity of funeral usages. Early travellers tell us that the Bushmen conceived the soul to be immortal, and as imappalable as a shadow, and that they were much afraid of the return of deceased spirits to haunt them. They were accustomed to pray to their departed countrymen not to molest them, but to stay away in quiet. They also employed exorcisers to lay these ill-omened ghosts. Meiners relates of some inhabitants of the Guinea coast that their fear of ghosts and their childish credulity reached such a pitch that they threw their dead into the ocean, in the expectation of thus drowning soul and body together.

Superstitions as gross and lawless still have full sway. Wilson, whose travels and residence there for twenty years have enabled him to furnish the most reliable information, says, in his recent work,¹ "A native African would as soon doubt his present as his future state of being." Every dream, every stray suggestion of the mind, is interpreted, with un-

¹ Western Africa, ch. xii.
questioning credence, as a visit from the dead, a whisper from a departed soul. If a man wakes up with pains in his bones or muscles, it is because his spirit has wandered abroad in the night and been flogged by some other spirit. On certain occasions the whole community start up at midnight, with clubs, torches, and hideous yells, to drive the evil spirits out of the village. They seem to believe that the souls of dead men take rank with good or bad spirits, as they have themselves been good or bad in this life. They bury with the deceased clothing, ornaments, utensils, and statedly convey food to the grave for the use of the revisiting spirit. With the body of king Weir of the Cavalla towns, who was buried in December of 1854, in presence of several missionaries, was interred a quantity of rice, palm-oil, beef, and rum: it was supposed the ghost of the sable monarch would come back and consume these articles. The African tribes, where their notions have not been modified by Christian or by Mohammedan teachings, appear to have no definite idea of a heaven or of a hell; but future reward or punishment is considered under the general conception of an association, in the disembodied state, with the benignant or with the demoniacal powers.

The New Zealanders imagine that the souls of the dead go to a place beneath the earth, called Reinga. The path to this region is a precipice close to the sea-shore at the North Cape. It is said that the natives who live in the neighborhood can at night hear sounds caused by the passing of spirits thither through the air. After a great battle they are thus warned of the event long before the news can arrive by natural means. It is a common superstition with them that the left eye of every chief, after his death, becomes a star. The Pleiades are seven New Zealand chiefs, brothers, who were slain together in battle and are now fixed in the sky, one eye of each, in the shape of a star, being the only part of them that is visible. It has been observed that the mythological doctrine of the glittering host of heaven being an assemblage of the departed heroes of earth never received a more ingenious version. Certainly it is a magnificent piece of insular egotism. It is noticeable here that, in the Norse mythology, Thor, having slain Thiasse, the giant genius of winter, throws his eyes up to heaven, and they become stars. Shungie, a celebrated New Zealand king, said he had on one occasion eaten the left eye of a great chief whom he had killed in battle, for the purpose of thus increasing the glory of his own eye when it should be transferred to the firmament. Sometimes, apparently, it was thought that there was a separate immortality for each of the eyes of the dead,—the left ascending to heaven as a star, the right, in the form of a spirit, taking flight for Reinga.

The custom, common in Africa and in New Zealand, of slaying the slaves or the wives of an important person at his death and burying

2 Shortland, Traditions of the New Zealanders, ch. vii.
them with him, prevails also among the inhabitants of the Feejee Islands. A chief's wives are sometimes strangled on these occasions, sometimes buried alive. One cried to her brother, "I wish to die, that I may accompany my husband to the land where he has gone. Love me, and make haste to strangle me, that I may overtake him." Departing souls go to the tribunal of Ndengei, who either receives them into bliss, or sends them back, as ghosts, to haunt the scenes of their former existence, or distributes them as food to devils, or imprisons them for a period and then dooms them to annihilation. The Feejees are also very much afraid of Samiulo, ruler of a subterranean world, who sits at the brink of a huge fiery cavern, into which he hurls the souls he dislikes. In the road to Ndengei stands an enormous giant, armed with an axe, who tries to maim and murder the passing souls. A powerful chief, whose gun was interred with him, loaded it, and, when he came near the giant, shot at him, and ran by while the monster was dodging the bullet.

The people of the Sandwich Islands held a confused medley of notions as to another life. In different persons among them were found, in regard to this subject, superstitious terror, blank indifference, positive unbelief. The current fancy was that the souls of the chiefs were led, by a god whose name denotes the "eyeball of the sun," to a life in the heavens, while plebeian souls went down to Akea, a lugubrious underground abode. Some thought spirits were destroyed in this realm of darkness; others, that they were eaten by a stronger race of spirits there; others still, that they survived there, subsisting upon lizards and butterflies. What a pitious life they must have led here whose imaginations could only soar to a future so unattractive as this!

The Kamtschadales send all the dead alike to a subterranean elysium, where they shall find again their wives, clothes, tools, huts, and where they shall fish and hunt. All is there as here, except that there are no fire-spouting mountains, no bogs, streams, inundations, and impassable snows; and neither hunting nor fishing is ever pursued in vain there. This lower paradise is but a beautified Kamtschatka, freed from discommoding hardships and cleansed of tormenting Cossacks and Russians. They have no hell for the rectification of the present wrong relations of virtue and misery, vice and happiness. The only distinction they appear to make is that all who in Kamtschatka are poor, and have few small and weak dogs, shall there be rich and be furnished with strong and fat dogs. The power of imagination is very remarkable in this raw people, bringing the future life so near, and awakening such an impatient longing for it and for their former companions that they often, the sooner to secure a habitation there, anticipate the natural time of their death by suicide.

4 Wilkes, Narrative of the U. S. Exploring Expedition, vol. iii. ch. 3.
5 Jarves, Hist. of the Sandwich Islands, p. 42.
6 Christoph Meiners, Vermischte Schriften, thl. i. sects. 163-173.
The Esquimaux betray the influence of their clime and habits, in the formation of their ideas of the life to come, as plainly as the Kamtscha-
dales do. The employments and enjoyments of their future state are rude and earthy. They say the soul descends through successive places
of habitation, the first of which is full of pains and horrors. The good,
—that is, the courageous and skilful, those who have endured severe
hardships and mastered many seals,—passing through this first residence,
find that the other mansions regularly improve. They finally reach an
abode of perfect satisfaction, far beneath the storms of the sea, where
the sun is never obscured by night, and where reindeer wander in great
droves beside waters that never congeal, and wherein the whale, the
walrus, and the best sea-fowls always abound.\(^7\) Hell is deep, but heaven
deeper still. Hell, they think, is among the roots, rocks, monsters, and
cold of the frozen or vexed and suffering waters; but

\[\text{"Beneath tempestuous seas and fields of ice}
\text{Their creed has placed a lowlier paradise."}\]

The Greenlanders, too, located their elysium beneath the abysses of
the ocean, where the good Spirit Torngarsuk held his reign in a happy
and eternal summer. The wizards, who pretended to visit this region at
will, described the disembodied souls as pallid, and, if one sought to
seize them, unsubstantial.\(^8\) Some of these people, however, fixed the
site of paradise in the sky, and regarded the aurora borealis as the play-
ing of happy souls. So Coleridge pictures the Laplander

\[\text{"Marking the streamy banners of the North,}
\text{And thinking he those spirits soon should join}
\text{Who there, in floating robes of rosy light,}
\text{Dance sportively."}\]

But others believed this state of restlessness in the clouds was the fate
only of the worthless, who were there pinched with hunger and plied
with torments. All agreed in looking for another state of existence,
where, under diverse circumstances, happiness and misery should be
awarded, in some degree at least, according to desert.\(^9\)

The Peruvians taught that the reprobate were sentenced to a hell
situated in the centre of the earth, where they must endure centuries of
toil and anguish. Their paradise was away in the blue dome of heaven.
There the spirits of the worthy would lead a life of tranquil luxury. At
the death of a Peruvian noble his wives and servants frequently were slain,
to go with him and wait on him in that happy region.\(^10\) Many authors,
including Prescott, yielding too easy credence to the very questionable
assertions of the Spanish chroniclers, have attributed to the Peruvians a
belief in the resurrection of the body. Various travellers and writers
have also predicated this belief of savage nations in Central Africa, of

\(^7\) Prichard, Physical Hist. of Mankind, vol. i. ch. 2. \(^8\) Egede, Greenland, ch. 18.
\(^9\) Dr. Karl Andree, Grönlund. \(^10\) Prescott, Conquest of Peru, vol. i. ch. 3.
certain South Sea islanders, and of several native tribes in North America. In all these cases the supposition is probably erroneous, as we think for the following reasons. In the first place, the idea of a resurrection of the body is either a late conception of the associative imagination, or else a doctrine connected with a speculative theory of recurring epochs in the destiny of the world; and it is in both instances too subtle and elaborate for an uncultivated people. Secondly, in none of the cases referred to has any reliable evidence been given of the actual existence of the belief in question. It has merely been inferred, by persons to whose minds the doctrine was previously familiar, from phenomena by no means necessarily implying it. For example, a recent author ascribes to the Feejees the belief that there will be a resurrection of the body just as it was at the time of death. The only datum on which he founds this astounding assertion is that they often seem to prefer to die in the full vigor of manhood rather than in decrepit old age.\(^{11}\) Thirdly, we know that the observation and statements of the Spanish monks and historians, in regard to the religion of the pagans of South America, were of the most imperfect and reckless character. They perpetrated gross frauds, such as planting in the face of high precipices white stones in the shape of the cross, and then pointing to them in proof of their assertion that, before the Christians came, the Devil had here parodied the rites and doctrines of the gospel.\(^{12}\) They said the Mexican goddess, wife of the sun, was Eve, or the Virgin Mary, and Quetzalcoatl was St. Thomas.\(^{13}\) Such affirmers are to be cautiously followed. Finally, it is a quite significant fact that while some point to the pains which the Peruvians took in embalming their dead as a proof that they looked for a resurrection of the body, Acosta expressly says that they did not believe in the resurrection, and that this unbelief was the cause of their embalming.\(^{14}\) Garcilaso de la Vega, in his "Royal Commentaries of the Peruvian Incas," says that when he asked some Peruvians why they took so great care to preserve in the cemeteries of the dead the nails and hair which had been cut off, they replied that in the day of resurrection the dead would come forth with whatever of their bodies was left, and there would be too great a press of business in that day for them to afford time to go hunting round after their hair and nails.\(^{15}\) The fancy of a Christian is too plain here. If the answer were really made by the natives, they were playing a joke on their credulous questioner, or seeking to please him with distorted echoes of his own faith.

The conceits as to a future life entertained by the Mexicans varied considerably from those of their neighbors of Peru. Souls neither good nor bad, or whose virtues and vices balanced each other, were to enter a

\(^{11}\) Erskine, Islands of the Western Pacific, p. 248.
\(^{12}\) Schoolcraft, History, &c. of the Indian Tribes, part v. p. 93.
\(^{13}\) Squier, Serpent-Symbol in America, p. 13.
\(^{14}\) Acosta, Natural and Moral History of the Indies, book v. ch. 7.
\(^{15}\) Book ii. ch. 7.
medium state of idleness and empty content. The wicked, or those dying in any of certain enumerated modes of death, went to Mictlan, a dismal hell within the earth. The souls of those struck by light-
ning, or drowned, or dying by any of a given list of diseases,—also the souls of children,—were transferred to a remote elysium, Tlalocan. There was a place in the chief temple where, it was supposed, once a year the spirits of all the children who had been sacrificed to Tlaloc invisibly came and assisted in the ceremonies. The ultimate heaven was reserved for warriors who bravely fell in battle, for women who died in labor, for those offered up in the temples of the gods, and for a few others. These passed immediately to the house of the sun, their chief god, whom they accompanied for a term of years, with songs, dances, and revelry, in his circuit around the sky. Then, animating the forms of birds of gay plumage, they lived as beautiful songsters among the flowers, now on earth, now in heaven, at their pleasure. It was the Mexican custom to dress the dead man in the garb appropriated to the guardian deity of his craft or condition in life. They gave him a jug of water. They placed with him slips of paper to serve as passports through guarded gates and perilous defiles in the other world. They made a fire of his clothes and utensils, to warm the shivering soul while traversing a region of cold winds beyond the grave. The following sentence occurs in a poem composed by one of the old Aztec monarchs:—"Illustrious nobles, loyal subjects, let us aspire to that heaven where all is eternal and corruption cannot come. The horrors of the tomb are but the cradle of the sun, and the shadows of death are brilliant lights for the stars."

Amidst the mass of whimsical conceptions entering into the faith of the widely-spread tribes of North America, we find a ruling agreement in the cardinal features of their thought concerning a future state of existence. In common with nearly all barbarous nations, they felt great fear of apparitions. The Sioux were in the habit of addressing the deceased at his burial, and imploring him to stay in his own place and not come to distress them. Their funeral customs, too, from one extremity of the continent to the other, were very much alike. Those who have reported their opinions to us, from the earliest Jesuit missionaries to the latest investigators of their mental characteristics, concur in ascribing to them a deep trust in a life to come, a cheerful view of its conditions, and a remarkable freedom from the dread of dying. Charlevoix says, "The best-established opinion among the natives is the immortality of the soul." On the basis of an account written by William Penn, Pope composed the famous passage in his "Essay on Man:"—

4 Lo! the poor Indian, whose untutor'd mind
Sees God in clouds and hears him in the wind.

16 Clavigero, History of Mexico, book vi. sect. 1.
17 Ibid sect. 39.
18 Prescott, Conquest of Mexico, vol. i. ch. 6.
Their rude instinctive belief in the soul's survival, and surmises as to its destiny, are implied in their funeral rites, which, as already stated, were, with some exceptions, strikingly similar even in the remotest tribes.\(^{19}\)

In the bark coffin, with a dead Indian the Onondagas buried a kettle of provisions, a pair of moccasins, a piece of deer-skin and sinews of the deer to sew patches on the moccasins, which it was supposed the deceased would wear out on his journey. They also furnished him with a bow and arrows, a tomahawk and knife, to procure game with to live on while pursuing his way to the land of spirits, the blissful regions of Ha-wah-ne-u.\(^{20}\) Several Indian nations, instead of burying the food, suspended it above the grave, and renewed it from time to time. Some writers have explained this custom by the hypothesis of an Indian belief in two souls, one of which departed to the realm of the dead, while the other tarried by the mound until the body was decayed, or until it had itself found a chance to be born in a new body.\(^{21}\) The supposition seems forced and extremely doubtful. The truth probably lies in a simpler explanation, which will be offered further on.

The Winnebagoes located paradise above, and called the milky way the "Road of the Dead."\(^{22}\) It was so white with the crowds of journeying ghosts! But almost all, like the Ojibways, imagined their elysium to lie far in the West. The soul, freed from the body, follows a wide beaten path westward, and enters a country abounding with all that an Indian covets. On the borders of this blessed land, in a long glade, he finds his relatives, for many generations back, gathered to welcome him.\(^{23}\) The Chippewas, and several other important tribes, always kindled fires on the fresh graves of their dead, and kept them burning four successive nights, to light the wandering souls on their way.\(^{24}\) An Indian myth represents the ghosts coming back from Ponemah, the land of the Hereafter, and singing this song to the miraculous Hiawatha:

\[\text{Do not lay such heavy burdens} \\
\text{On the graves of those you bury,} \\
\text{Not such weight of furs and wampum,}\]

\(^{19}\) Baumgarten, Geschichte der Völker von America, xliii. haupts.: vom Tod, Vergräbniss, und Trauer. \\
\(^{20}\) Clarke, Onondaga, vol. i. p. 51. \\
\(^{21}\) Müller, Geschichte der Amerikanischen Urreligionen, sect. 66. \\
\(^{22}\) Schoolcraft, History, &c. of the Indian Tribes, part iv. p. 240. \\
\(^{23}\) Ibid. part ii. p. 135. \\
\(^{24}\) Ibid. part v. p. 64; part iv. p. 55.
Not such weight of pots and kettles;  
For the spirits faint beneath them.  
Only give them food to carry,  
Only give them fire to light them.  
Four days is the spirit's journey  
To the land of ghosts and shadows,  
Four its lonely night-encampments.  
Therefore, when the dead are buried,  
Let a fire, as night approaches,  
Four times on the grave be kindled,  
That the soul upon its journey  
May not grope about in darkness."\(^\text{25}\)

The subject of a future state seems to have been by far the most prominent one in the Indian imagination. They relate many traditions of persons who have entered it, and returned, and given descriptions of it. A young brave, having lost his betrothed, determined to follow her to the land of souls. Far South, beyond the region of ice and snows, he came to a lodge standing before the entrance to wide blue plains. Leaving his body there, he embarked in a white stone canoe to cross a lake. He saw the souls of wicked Indians sinking in the lake; but the good gained an elysian shore, where all was warmth, beauty, ease, and eternal youth, and where the air was food. The Master of Breath sent him back, but promised that he might at death return and stay.\(^\text{26}\) The Wyandots tell of a dwarf, Tcha-ka-bech, who climbed a tree which grew higher as often as he blew on it. At last he reached heaven, and discovered it to be an excellent place. He descended the tree, building wigwams at intervals in the branches. He then returned with his sister and nephew, resting each night in one of the wigwams. He set his traps up there to catch animals. Rising in the night to go and examine his traps, he saw one all on fire, and, upon approaching it, found that he had caught the sun!

Where the Indian is found believing in a Devil and a hell, it is the result of his intercourse with Europeans. These elements of horror were foreign to his original religion.\(^\text{27}\) There are in some quarters faint traces of a single purgatorial or retributive conception. It is a representation of paradise as an island, the ordeal consisting in the passage of the dark river or lake which surrounds it. The worthy cross with entire facility, the unworthy only after tedious struggles. Some say the latter are drowned; others, that they sink up to their chins in the water, where they pass eternity in vain desires to attain the alluring land on which they gaze.\(^\text{28}\) Even this notion may be a modification consequent upon European influence. At all events, it is subordinate in force and only occasional in occurrence. For the most part, in the Indian faith mercy swallows up the other attributes of the Great Spirit. The Indian dies

---

\(^{25}\) Longfellow, Song of Hiawatha, xix.: The Ghosts.  
^{26}\) Schoolcraft, Indian in his Wigwam, p. 79.  
^{27}\) Loskiel, Hist. Mission of United Brethren to N. A. Indians, part i. ch. 3.  
without fear, looking for no punishments, only for rewards. 29 He regards the Master of Breath not as a holy judge, but as a kind father. He welcomes death as opening the door to a sweet land. Ever charmingly on his closing eyes dawns the prospect of the aboriginal elysium, a gorgeous region of soft shades, gliding streams, verdant groves waving in gentle airs, warbling birds, herds of stately deer and buffalo browsing on level plains. It is the earth in noiseless and solemn metamorphosis. 30

We shall conclude this chapter by endeavoring to explain the purport and origin of the principal ceremonies and notions which have now been set forth pertaining to the disembodied state. The first source of these particulars is to be sought, not in any clear mental perceptions, or conscious dogmatic belief, but in the natural workings of affection, memory, and sentiment. Among almost every people, from the Chinese to the Araucanians, from the Ethiopians to the Dacotahs, rites of honor have been paid to the dead, various offerings have been placed at their graves. The Vedas enjoin the offering of a cake to the ghosts of ancestors back to the third generation. The Greeks were wont to pour wine, oil, milk, and blood into canals made in the graves of their dead. The early Christians adopted these "Feasts of the Dead"—as Augustine and Tertullian call them—from the heathen, and celebrated them over the graves of their martyrs and of their other deceased friends. Such customs as these among savages like the Shillooks or the Choctaws are usually supposed to imply the belief that the souls of the deceased remain about the places of sepulture and physically partake of the nourishment thus furnished. The interpretation is farther fetched than need be, and is unlikely; or, at all events, if it be true in some cases, it is not the whole truth. In the first place, these people see that the food and drink remain untouched, the weapons and utensils are left unused in the grave. Secondly, there are often certain features in the barbaric ritual obviously metaphorical, incapable of literal acceptance. For instance, the Winnebagoes light a small fire on the grave of a deceased warrior to light him on his journey to the land of souls, although they say that journey extends to a distance of four days and nights and is wholly invisible. They light and tend that watch-fire as a memorial of their departed companion and a rude expression of their own emotions; as an unconscious emblem of their own struggling faith, not as a beacon to the straying ghost. Again, the Indian mother, losing a nursing infant, spurs some of her milk into the fire, that the little spirit may not want for nutriment on its solitary path. 31 Plato approvingly quotes Hesiod's statement that the souls of noble men become guardian demons coursing the air, messengers and agents of the gods in the world. Therefore, he adds, "we should reverence their tombs and establish solemn rites and offerings there;" though by his very

29 Schoolcraft, History of Indian Tribes, part ii. p. 68.
30 Ibid. pp. 403, 404.
31 Andreæ, North America, p. 246.
statement these places were not the dwellings or haunts of the freely-circuiting spirits.  

Not by an intellectual doctrine, but by an instinctive association, when not resisted and corrected, we connect the souls of the dead in our thoughts with the burial-places of their forms. The New Zealand priests pretend by their spells to bring wandering souls within the enclosed graveyards. These sepulchral folds are full of ghosts. A sentiment native to the human breast draws pilgrims to the tombs of Shakspeare and Washington, and, if not restrained and guided by cultivated thought, would lead them to make offerings there. Until the death of Louis XV., the kings of France lay in state and were served as in life for forty days after they died. It would be ridiculous to attempt to wring any doctrinal significance from these customs. The same sentiment which, in one form, among the Alfoer inhabitants of the Arru Islands, when a man dies, leads his relatives to assemble and destroy whatever he has left,—which, in another form, causes the Papist to offer burning candles, wreaths, and crosses, and to recite prayers, before the shrines of the dead saints,—which, in still another form, moved Albert Dürer to place all the pretty playthings of his child in the coffin and bury them with it,—this same sentiment, in its undefined spontaneous workings, impelled the Peruvian to embalm his dead, the Blackfoot to inter his brave’s hunting-equipments with him, and the Cherokee squaw to hang fresh food above the totem on her husband’s grave-post. What should we think if we could foresee that, a thousand years hence, when the present doctrines and customs of France and America are forgotten, some antiquary, seeking the reason why the mourners in Père-la-Chaise and Mount Auburn laid clusters of flowers on the graves of their lamented ones, should deliberately conclude that it was believed the souls remained in the bodies in the tomb and enjoyed the perfume of the flowers? An American traveller, writing from Vienna on All-Saints’ Day, in 1855, describes the avenues of the great cemetery filled with people hanging festoons of flowers on the tombstones, and placing burning candles of wax on the graves, and kneeling in devotion; it being their childish belief, he says, that their prayers on this day have efficacy to release their deceased relatives from purgatory, and that the dim taper flickering on the sod lights the unbound soul to its heavenly home. Of course these rites are not literal expressions of literal beliefs, but are symbols of ideas, emblems of sentiments, figurative and inadequate shadows of a theological doctrine, although, as is well known, there is, among the most ignorant persons, scarcely any deliberately-apprehended distinction between image and entity, material representation and spiritual verity. 

If a member of the Oneida tribe died when they were away from home, they buried him with great solemnity, setting a mark over the grave; and

---

21 Republié, book v. ch. 15.  
33 R. Taylor, New Zealand, ch. 7.  
34 Meiners, Kritische Geschichte der Religionen, book iii. absch. 1.
whenever they passed that way afterwards they visited the spot, singing a mournful song and casting stones upon it, thus giving symbolic ex-
pression to their feelings. It would be absurd to suppose this song an inca-
tation to secure the repose of the buried brave, and the stones thrown to
prevent his rising; yet it would not be more incredible or more remote
from the facts than many a commonly-current interpretation of bar-
barian usages. An amusing instance of error—well enforcing the need of
extreme caution in drawing inferences—is afforded by the example of
those explorers who, finding an extensive cemetery where the aborigines
had buried all their children apart from the adults, concluded they had
discovered the remains of an ancient race of pigmies! 25

The influence of unspeculative affection, memory, and sentiment goes
far towards accounting for the funeral ritual of the barbarians. But it
is not sufficient. We must call in further aid; and that aid we find in
the arbitrary conceits, the poetic associations, and the creative force of
unregulated fancy and imagination. The poetic faculty which, supplied
with materials by observation and speculation, constructed the complex
mythologies of Egypt and Greece, and which, turning on its own re-
sources, composed the Arabian tales of the genii and the modern litera-
ture of pure fiction,—is particularly active, fertile, and tyrannical,
though in a less continuous and systematic form, in the barbarian mind.
Acting by wild fits and starts, there is no end to the extravagant conjec-
tures and visions it bodies forth. Destitute of philosophical definitions,
totally unacquainted with critical distinctions or analytic reflection,
absurd notions, sober convictions, dim dreams, and sharp perceptions
run confusedly together in the minds of savages. There is to them no
clear and permanent demarcation between rational thoughts and crazy
fancies. Now, no phenomenon can strike more deeply or work more
powerfully in human nature, stirring up the exploring activities of intel-
lect and imagination, than the event of death, with its bereaving stroke
and prophetic appeal. Accordingly, we should expect to find among
uncultivated nations, as we actually do, a vast medley of fragmentary
thoughts and pictures—plausible, strange, lovely, or terrible—relating to
the place and fate of the disembodied soul. These conceptions would
naturally take their shaping and coloring, in some degree, from the scen-
ery, circumstances, and experience amidst which they were conceived
and born. Sometimes these figments were consciously entertained as
wilful inventions, distinctly contemplated as poetry. Sometimes they
were superstitiously credited in all their grossness with full assent of soul.
Sometimes all coexisted in vague bewilderment. These lines of separa-
tion unquestionably existed: the difficulty is to know where, in given
instances, to draw them. A few examples will serve at once to illustrate
the operation of the principle now laid down, and to present still further
specimens of the barbarian notions of a future life.

Some Indian tribes made offerings to the spirits of their departed heroes by casting the boughs of various trees around the ash, saying that the branches of this tree were eloquent with the ghosts of their warrior sires, who came at even time in the chariot of cloud to fire the young to deeds of war. There is an Indian legend of a witch who wore a mantle composed of the scalps of murdered women. Taking this off, she shook it, and all the scalps uttered shrieks of laughter. Another describes a magician scudding across a lake in a boat whose ribs were live rattlesnakes. An exercise of mind virtually identical with that which gave these strokes made the Philippine Islanders say that the souls of those who die struck by lightning go up the beams of the rainbow to a happy place, and animated Ali to declare that the pious, on coming out of their sepulchres, shall find awaiting them white-winged camels with saddles of gold. The Ajetas suspended the bow and arrows of a deceased Papuan above his grave, and conceived him as emerging from beneath every night to go a-hunting. The fisherman on the coast of Lapland was interred in a boat, and a flint and combustibles were given him to light him along the dark cavernous passage he was to traverse. The Dyaks of Borneo believe that every one whose head they can get possession of here will in the future state be their servant; consequently, they make a business of "head-hunting," accumulating the ghastly visages of their victims in their huts. The Caribs have a sort of sensual paradise for the "brave and virtuous," where, it is promised, they shall enjoy the sublimated experience of all their earthly satisfactions; but the "degenerate and cowardly" are threatened with eternal banishment beyond the mountains, where they shall be tasked and driven as slaves by their enemies. The Hispaniolians locate their elysium in a pleasant valley abounding with guava, delicious fruits, cool shades, and murmuring rivulets, where they expect to live again with their departed ancestors and friends. The Patagonians say the stars are their translated countrymen, and the milky way is a field where the departed Patagonians hunt ostriches. Clouds are the feathers of the ostriches they kill. The play is here seen of the same mythological imagination which, in Italy, pictured a writhing giant beneath Mount Vesuvius, and, in Greenland, looked on the Pleiades as a group of dogs surrounding a white bear, and on the belt of Orion as a company of Greenlanders placed there because they could not find the way to their own country. Black Bird, the rambunctious chief of the O-Ma-Haws, when dying, said to his people, "Bury me on yonder lofty bluff on the banks of the Missouri, where I can see the men and boats passing by on the river." Accordingly, as soon as he ceased to breathe, they set him there, on his favorite steed, and heaped the earth around him. This does not imply any believed doctrine, in

36 Browne, Trees of America, p. 328.
38 Earl, The Papuans, p. 132.
40 Edwards, Hist. of the West Indies, book i. ch. 2.
42 Falkner, Patagonia, ch. 5.
our sense of the term, but is plainly a spontaneous transference for the moment, by the poetic imagination, of the sentiments of the living man to the buried body.

The unhappy Africans who were snatched from their homes, enslaved and cruelly task'd in the far West India islands, pined under their fate with deadly homesickness. The intense longing moulded their plastic belief, just as the sensation from some hot bricks at the feet of a sleeping man shaped his dreams into a journey up the side of Ætna. They fancied that if they died they should immediately live again in their fatherland. They committed suicide in great numbers. At last, when other means had failed to check this epidemic of self-destruction, a cunning overseer brought them ropes and every facility for hanging, and told them to hang themselves as fast as they pleased, for their master had bought a great plantation in Africa, and as soon as they got there they would be set to work on it. Their helpless credulity took the impression: and no more suicides occurred.44

The mutual formative influences exerted upon a people's notions concerning the future state, by the imagination of their poets and the peculiarities of their cline, are perhaps nowhere more conspicuously exhibited than in the case of the Caledonians who at an early period dwelt in North Britain. They had picturesque traditions locating the habitation of ghosts in the air above their fog-draped mountains. They promised rewards for nothing but valor, and threatened punishments for nothing but cowardice; and even of these they speak obscurely. Nothing is said of an under-world. They supposed the ghosts at death floated upward naturally, true children of the mist, and dwelt forever in the air, where they spent an inane existence, indulging in sorrowful memories of the past, and, in unreal imitation of their mortal occupations, chasing boars of fog amid hills of cloud and valleys of shadow. The authority for these views is Ossian, "whose genuine strains," Dr. Good observes, "assume a higher importance as historical records than they can claim when considered as fragments of exquisite poetry."

"A dark red stream comes down from the hill. Crugal sat upon the beam; he that lately fell by the hand of Swaran striving in the battle of heroes. His face is like the beam of the setting moon; his robes are of the clouds of the hill; his eyes are like two decaying flames; dark is the wound on his breast. The stars dim-twinkled through his form, and his voice was like the sound of a distant stream. Dim and in tears he stood, and stretched his pale hand over the hero. Faintly he raised his feeble voice, like the gale of the reedy Lego. 'My ghost, O'Connal, is on my native hills, but my corse is on the sands of Ullin. Thou shalt never talk with Crugal nor find his lone steps on the heath. I am light as the blast of Cromla, and I move like the shadow of mist. Connal, son of Colgar, I see the dark cloud of death. It hovers over the plains of Lena."

---

44 Meiners, Geschichte der Religionen, buch xiv. sect. 765.
BARBARIAN NOTIONS OF A FUTURE LIFE.

The sons of green Erin shall fall. Remove from the field of ghosts. Like the darkened moon, he retired in the midst of the whistling blast."

We recognise here several leading traits in all the early unspeculative faiths,—the vapory form, the echoless motion, the marks of former wounds, the feeble voice, the memory of the past, the mournful aspect, and the prophetic words. But the rhetorical imagery, the scenery, the location of the spirit-world in the lower clouds, are stamped by emphatic climatic peculiarities, whose origination, easily traceable, throws light on the growth of the whole mass of such notions everywhere.

Two general sources have now been described of the barbarian conceptions in relation to a future state. First, the natural operation of an earnest recollection of the dead; sympathy, regret, and reverence for them leading the thoughts and the heart to grope after them, to brood over the possibilities of their fate, and to express themselves in rites and emblems. Secondly, the mythological or arbitrary creations of the imagination when it is set strongly at work, as it must be by the solemn phenomena associated with death. But beyond these two comprehensive statements there is, directly related to the matter, and worthy of separate illustration, a curious action of the mind, which has been very extensively experienced and fertile of results. It is a peculiar example of the unconscious impartation of objective existence to mental ideas. With the death of the body the man does not cease to live in the remembrance, imagination, and heart of his surviving friends. By an unphilosophical confusion, this internal image is credited as an external existence. The dead pass from their customary haunts in our society to the imperishable domain of ideas. This visionary world of memory and fantasy is projected outward, located, furnished, and constitutes the future state apprehended by the barbarian mind. Feuerbach says in his subtle and able Thoughts on Death and Immortality, "The Realm of Memory is the Land of Souls." Ossian, amid the midnight mountains, thinking of departed warriors and listening to the tempest, fills the gale with the impersonations of his thoughts, and exclaims, "I hear the steps of the dead in the dark eddying blast."

The barbarian brain seems to have been generally impregnated with the feeling that every thing else has a ghost as well as man. The Gauls lent money in this world upon bills payable in the next. They threw letters upon the funeral-pile to be read by the soul of the deceased.45 As the ghost was thought to retain the scars of injuries inflicted upon the body, so, it appears, these letters were thought, when destroyed, to leave impressions of what had been written on them. The custom of burning or burying things with the dead probably arose, in some cases at least, from the supposition that every object has its manes. The obolus for Charon, the cake of honey for Cerberus,—the shadows of these articles would be borne and used by the shadow of the dead man. Leonidas

45 Pomponius Mela, De Orbis Situ, iii. 2.
saying, "Bury me on my shield: I will enter even Hades as a Lacedaemonian," must either have used the word Hades by metonymy for the grave, or have imagined that a shadowy fac-simile of what was interred in the grave went into the grim kingdom of Pluto. It was a custom with some Indian tribes, on the new-made grave of a chief, to slay his chosen horse; and when he fell they supposed

"That then, upon the dead man's plain,
The rider grasp'd his steed again."

The hunter chases the deer, each alike a shade. A Feejee once, in presence of a missionary, took a weapon from the grave of a buried companion, saying, "The ghost of the club has gone with him." The Iroquois tell of a woman who was chased by a ghost. She heard his faint war-whoop, his spectre-voice, and only escaped with her life because his war-club was but a shadow wielded by an arm of air. The Slavonians sacrificed a warrior's horse at his tomb. Nothing seemed to the Northman so noble as to enter Valhalla on horseback, with a numerous retinue, in his richest apparel and finest armor. It was firmly believed, Mallet says, that Odin himself had declared that whatsoever was burned or buried with the dead accompanied them to his palace. Before the Mohammedan era, on the death of an Arab, the finest camel he had owned was tied to a stake beside his grave, and left to expire of hunger over the body of his master, in order that, in the region into which death had introduced him, he should be supplied with his usual bearer. The Chinese—who surpass all other people in the offerings and worship paid at the sepulchres of their ancestors—make little paper houses, fill them with images of furniture, utensils, domestic, and all the appurtenances of the family economy, and then burn them, thus passing them into the invisible state for the use of the deceased whom they mourn and honor. It is a touching thought with the Greenlanders, when a child dies, to bury a dog with him as a guide to the land of souls; for, they say, the dog is able to find his way anywhere. The shadow of the faithful servant guides the shadow of the helpless child to heaven. In fancy, not without a moved heart, one sees this spiritual Bernard dog bearing the ghost-child on his back, over the spectral Gothard of death, safe into the sheltering hospice of the Greenland paradise.

It is strange to notice the meeting of extremes in the rude antithetical correspondence between Plato's doctrine of archetypal ideas, the immaterial patterns of earthly things, and the belief of savages in the ghosts of clubs, arrows, sandals, and provisions. The disembodied soul of the philosopher, an eternal idea, turns from the empty illusions of matter to nourish itself with the substance of real truth. The spectre

45 Translation of Greek Anthology, in Bohn's Library, p. 58.
46 Wilkinson, Dalmatia and Montenegro, vol. i. ch. 1.
47 Lamartine, History of Turkey, book i. ch. 10.
48 Crantz, History of Greenland, book iii. ch. 6, sect. 47.
49 Northern Antiquities, ch. 10.
50 Kidd, China, sect. 3.
of the Mohawk devours the spectre of the haunch of roast venison hung over his grave. And why should not the two shades be conceived, if either?

"Pig, bullock, goose, must have their goblins too,
Else ours would have to go without their dinners:
If that starvation-doctrine were but true,
How hard the fate of gormandizing sinners!"

The conception of ghosts has been still further introduced also into the realm of mathematics in an amusing manner. Bishop Berkeley, bantered on his idealism by Halley, retorted that he too was an idealist; for his ultimate ratios—terms only appearing with the disappearance of the forms in whose relationship they consist—were but the ghosts of departed quantities! It may be added here that, according to the teachings of physiological psychology, all memories or recollected ideas are literally the ghosts of departed sensations.

We have thus seen that the conjuring force of fear, with its dread apparitions, the surmising, half-articulate struggles of affection, the dreams of memory, the lights and groups of poetry, the crude germs of metaphysical speculation, the deposits of the inter-action of human experience and phenomenal nature,—now in isolated fragments, again, huddled indiscriminately together—conspire to compose the barbarian notions of a future life.

CHAPTER II.

DRUIDIC DOCTRINE OF A FUTURE LIFE.

That strange body of men, commonly known as the Druids, who constituted what may, with some correctness, be called the Celtic priesthood, were the recognised religious teachers throughout Gaul, Armorica, a small part of Germany on the southern border, all Great Britain, and some neighboring islands. The notions in regard to a future life put forth by them are stated only in a very imperfect manner by the Greek and Roman authors in whose surviving works we find allusions to the Druids or accounts of the Celts. Several modern writers—especially Borlase, in his Antiquities of Cornwall¹—have collected all these references from Diodorus, Strabo, Procopius, Tacitus, Caesar, Mela, Valerius Maximus, and Marcellinus. It is therefore needless to cite the passages here, the more so as, even with the aid of all the analytic and constructive comments which can be fairly made upon them, they afford us only a few general views, leaving all the details in profound obscurity. The

¹ Book ii. ch. 14.
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substance of what we learn from these sources is this. First, that the Druids possessed a body of science and speculation comprising the doctrine of immortality, which they taught with clearness and authority. Secondly, that they inculcated the belief in a future life in inseparable connection with the great dogma of metempsychosis. Thirdly, that the people held such cheerful and attractive views of the future state, and held them with such earnestness, that they wept around the newborn infant and smiled around the corpse; that they encountered death without fear or reluctance. This reversal of natural sentiments shows the tampering of a priesthood who had motives.

A somewhat more minute conception of the Druidic view of the future life is furnished us by an old mythologic tale of Celtic origin.\(^2\) Omitting the story, as irrelevant to our purpose, we derive from it the following ideas. The soul, on being divested of its earthly envelop, is borne aloft. The clouds are composed of the souls of lately-deceased men. They fly over the heads of armies, inspiring courage or striking terror. Not yet freed from terrestrial affections, they mingle in the passions and affairs of men. Vainly they strive to soar above the atmosphere; an impassable wall of sapphire resists their wings. In the moon, millions of souls traverse tremendous plains of ice, losing all perception but that of simple existence, forgetting the adventures they have passed through and are about to recommence. During eclipses, on long tubes of darkness they return to the earth, and, revived by a beam of light from the all-quickening sun, enter newly-formed bodies, and begin again the career of life. The disk of the sun consists of an assemblage of pure souls swimming in an ocean of bliss. Souls sullied with earthly impurities are to be purged by repeated births and probations till the last stain is removed, and they are all finally fitted to ascend to a succession of spheres still higher than the sun, whence they can never sink again to reside in the circle of the lower globes and grosser atmosphere. These representations are neither Gothic nor Roman, but Celtic.

But a far more adequate exposition of the Druidic doctrine of the soul's destinies has been presented to us through the translation of some of the preserved treasures of the old Bardic lore of Wales. The Welsh bards for hundreds of years were the sole surviving representatives of the Druids. Their poems—numerous manuscripts of which, with apparent authentication of their genuineness, have been published and explained—contain quite full accounts of the tenets of Druidism, which was nowhere else so thoroughly systematized and established as in ancient Britain.\(^3\) The curious reader will find this whole subject copiously treated, and all the materials furnished, in the "Mvyrian Archaeology of Wales," a work in two huge volumes, published at London at the beginning

---

\(^2\) Davies, Celtic Researches, appendix, pp. 558-561.

\(^3\) Sketch of British Bardism, prefixed to Owen's translation of the Heroic Elegies of Llywarch Hen.
of the present century. After the introduction and triumph of Christianity in Britain, for several centuries the two systems of thought and ritual mutually influenced each other, corrupting and corrupted. A striking example in point is this. The notion of a punitive and remedial transmigration belonged to Druidism. Now, Taliesin, a famous Welsh bard of the sixth century, locates this purifying metempsychosis in the *Hell of Christianity*, whence the soul gradually rises again to felicity, the way for it having been opened by Christ! Cautiously eliminating the Christian admixtures, the following outline, which we epitomize from the pioneer of modern scholars to the Welsh Bardic literature, affords a pretty clear knowledge of that portion of the Druidic theology relating to the future life.

There are, says one of the Bardic triads, three circles of existence. First, the Circle of Infinity, where of living or dead there is nothing but God, and which none but God can traverse. Secondly, the Circle of Metempsychosis, where all things that live are derived from death. This circle has been traversed by man. Thirdly, the Circle of Felicity, where all things spring from life. This circle man shall hereafter traverse. All animated beings originate in the lowest point of existence, and, by regular gradations through an ascending series of transmigrations, rise to the highest state of perfection possible for finite creatures. Fate reigns in all the states below that of humanity, and they are all necessarily evil. In the states above humanity, on the contrary, unmixed good so prevails that all are necessarily good. But in the middle state of humanity, good and evil are so balanced that liberty results; and free will and consequent responsibility are born. Beings who in their ascent have arrived at the state of man, if, by purity, humility, love, and righteousness, they keep the laws of the Creator, will, after death, rise into more glorious spheres, and will continue to rise still higher, until they reach the final destination of complete and endless happiness. But if, while in the state of humanity, one perverts his reason and will, and attaches himself to evil, he will, on dying, fall into such a state of animal existence as corresponds with the baseness of his soul. This baseness may be so great as to precipitate him to the lowest point of being; but he shall climb thence through a series of births best fitted to free him from his evil propensities. Restored to the probationary state, he may fall again: but, though this should occur again and again for a million of ages, the path to happiness still remains open, and he shall at last infallibly arrive at his preordained felicity, and fall no more. In the states superior to humanity, the soul recovers and retains the entire recollection of its former lives.

We will quote a few illustrative triads. There are three necessary purposes of metempsychosis: to collect the materials and properties of
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4 Herbert, Essay on the Neo-Druidic Heresy in Britannia.
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ey every nature; to collect the knowledge of every thing; to collect power towards removing whatever is pernicious. The knowledge of three things will subdue and destroy evil: knowledge of its cause, its nature, and its operation. Three things continually dwindle away: the Dark, the False, the Dead. Three things continually increase: Light, Truth, Life.

These will prevail, and finally absorb every thing else. The soul is an inconceivably minute particle of the most refined matter, endowed with indestructible life, at the dissolution of one body passing, according to its merits, into a higher or lower stage of existence, where it expands itself into that form which its acquired propensities necessarily give it, or into that animal in which such propensities naturally reside. The ultimate states of happiness are ceaselessly undergoing the most delightful renovations, without which, indeed, no finite being could endure the tedium of eternity. These are not, like the death of the lower states, accompanied by a suspension of memory and of conscious identity. All the innumerable modes of existence, after being cleansed from every evil, will forever remain as beautiful varieties in the creation, and will be equally esteemed, equally happy, equally fathered by the Creator. The successive occupation of these modes of existence by the celestial inhabitants of the Circle of Felicity will be one of the ways of varying what would otherwise be the intolerable monotony of eternity. The creation is yet in its infancy. The progressive operation of the providence of God will bring every being up from the great Deep to the point of liberty, and will at last secure three things for them: namely, what is most beneficial, what is most desired, and what is most beautiful. There are three stabilities of existence: what cannot be otherwise, what should not be otherwise, what cannot be imagined better; and in these all shall end, in the Circle of Felicity.

Such is a hasty synopsis of what here concerns us in the theology of the Druids. In its ground-germs it was, it seems to us, unquestionably imported into Celtic thought and Cymrian song from that prolific and immemorial Hindu mind which bore Brahmánism and Buddhism as its fruit. Its ethical tone, intellectual elevation, and glorious climax are not unworthy that free hierarchy of minstrel-priests whose teachings were proclaimed, as their assemblies were held, “in the face of the sun and in the eye of the light,” and whose thrilling motto was, “The Truth against the World.”

The latest publication on the subject of old Welsh literature is “Taliesin; or, The Bards and Druids of Britain.” The author, D. W. Nash, is obviously familiar with his theme, and he throws much light on many points of it. His ridicule of the arbitrary tenets and absurdities which Davies, Pughe, and others have taught in all good faith as Druidic lore and practice is richly deserved. But, despite the learning and acumen displayed in his able and valuable volume, we must think Mr. Nash goes wholly against the record in denying the doctrine of metem-
psychosis to the Druidic system, and goes clearly beyond the record in charging Edward Williams and others with forgery and fraud in their representations of ancient Bardic doctrines. In support of such grave charges direct evidence is needed; only suspicious circumstances are ad-
duced. The non-existence of public documents is perfectly reconcilable with the existence of reliable oral accounts preserved by the initiated few, one of whom Williams, with seeming sincerity, claimed to be.

CHAPTER III.

SCANDINAVIAN DOCTRINE OF A FUTURE LIFE.

Many considerations combine to make it seem likely that at an early period a migration took place from Southern Asia to Northern Europe, which constituted the commencement of what afterwards grew to be the great Gothic family. The correspondence of many of the lead-
ing doctrines and symbols of the Scandinavian mythology with well-
known Persian and Buddhist notions— notions of a purely fanciful and arbitrary character—is too peculiar, apparently, to admit of any other explanation. But the germs of thought and imagination transplanted thus from the warm and gorgeous climes of the East to the snowy moun-
tains of Norway and the howling ridges of Iceland, obtained a fresh de-
velopment, with numerous modifications and strange additions, from the new life, climate, scenery, and customs to which they were there exposed. The temptation to predatory habits and strife, the necessity for an in-
tense though fitful activity arising from their geographical situation, the fierce spirit nourished in them by their actual life, the tremendous phenomena of the Arctic world around them,—all these influences break out to our view in the poetry, and are reflected by their results in the religion, of the Northmen.

From the flame-world, Muspelheim, in the south, in which Surtur, the dread fire-king, sits enthroned, flowed down streams of heat. From the mist-world, Niflheim, in the north, in whose central caldron, Hvergelmir, dwells the gloomy dragon Nidhogg, rose floods of cold vapor. The fire and mist meeting in the yawning abyss, Ginungagap, after various stages of transition, formed the earth. There were then three principal races of beings; men, whose dwelling was Midgard; Jötuns, who occupied Utgard; and the Æsir, whose home was Asgard. The Jötuns, or demons, seem to have been originally personifications of darkness, cold, and storm,—the disturbing forces of nature,—whatever is hostile to
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fruitful life and peace. They were frost-giants ranged in the outer wastes around the habitable fields of men. The Æsir, or gods, on the other hand, appear to have been personifications of light, and law, and benignant power,—the orderly energies of the universe. Between the Jötuns and the Æsir there is an inimplacable contest. The rainbow, Bifröst, is a bridge leading from earth up to the skyey dwelling-place of the Æsir; and their sentinel, Heimdall,—whose senses are so acute that he can hear the grass spring in the meadows and the wool grow on the backs of the sheep,—keeps incessant watch upon it. Their chief deity, the father Zeus of the Northern pantheon, was Odin, the god of war, who wakened the spirit of battle by flinging his spear over the heads of the people, its inaudible hiss from heaven being as the song of Ate let loose on earth. Next in rank was Thor, the personification of the exploding tempest. The crashing echoes of the thunder are his chariot-wheels rattling through the cloudy halls of Thrudheim. Whenever the lightning strikes a cliff or an iceberg, then Thor has flung his hammer, Mjölnir, at a Jötun's head. Balder was the god of innocence and gentleness, fairest, kindest, purest of beings. Light emanated from him, and all things loved him. After Christianity was established in the North, Jesus was called the White Christ, or the new Balder. The appearance of Balder amidst the frenzied and bloody divinities of the Norse creed is beautiful as the dew-cool moon hanging calmly over the lurid storm of Vesuvius. He was entitled the "Band in the Wreath of the Gods," because with his fate that of all the rest was bound up. His death, ominously foretold from eldest antiquity, would be the signal for the ruin of the universe. Asa-Loki was the Momus-Satan or Devil-Buffoon of the Scandinavian mythology, the half-amusing, half-horrific embodiment of wit, treachery, and evil; now residing with the gods in heaven, now accompanying Thor on his frequent adventures, now visiting and plotting with his own kith and kin in frosty Jötunheim, beyond the earth-environing sea, or in livid Helheim deep beneath the domain of breathing humanity.}

With a Jötun woman, Angerbode, or Messenger of Evil, Loki begets three fell children. The first is Fenris, a savage wolf, so large that nothing but space can hold him. The second is Jörmungandur, who, with his tail in his mouth, fills the circuit of the ocean. He is described by Sir Walter Scott as

"That great sea-snake, tremendous curl'd,
Whose monstrous circle girds the world."

The third is Hela, the grim goddess of death, whose ferocious aspect is half of a pale blue and half of a ghastly white, and whose empire, stretching below the earth through Niflheim, is full of freezing vapors

2 Thorpe, Northern Mythology, vol. ii.

3 Oehlenschlärger, Gods of the North. This celebrated and brilliant poem, with the copious notes in Frye's translation, affords the English reader a full conception of the Norse pantheon and its salient adventures.
and discomfortable sights. Her residence is the spacious under-world; her court-yard, faintness; her threshold, precipice; her door, abyss; her hall, pain; her table, hunger; her knife, starvation; her man-servant, delay; her handmaid, slowness; her bed, sickness; her pillow, anguish; and her canopy, curse. Still lower than her house is an abode yet more fearful and loathsome. In Nastrond, or strand of corpses, stands a hall, the conception of which is prodigiously awful and enormously disgusting. It is plaited of serpents' backs, waffled together like wicker-work, whose heads turn inwards, vomiting poison. In the lake of venom thus deposited within these immense wriggling walls of snakes the worst of the damned wade and swim.

High up in the sky is Odin's hall, the magnificent Valhalla, or temple of the slain. The columns supporting its ceiling are spears. It is roofed with shields, and the ornaments on its benches are coats of mail. The Valkyrs are Odin's battle-maids, choosers of heroes for his banquet-rooms. With helmets on their heads, in bloody harness, mounted on shadowy steeds, surrounded by meteoric lightnings, and wielding flaming swords, they hover over the conflict and point the way to Valhalla to the warriors who fall. The valiant souls thus received to Odin's presence are called Einheriar, or the elect. The Valkyrs, as white-clad virgins with flowing ringlets, wait on them in the capacity of cup-bearers. Each morning, at the crowing of a huge gold-combed cock, the well-armed Einheriar rush through Valhalla's five hundred and forty doors into a great court-yard, and pass the day in merciless fighting. However pierced and hewn in pieces in these fearful encounters, at evening every wound is healed, and they return into the hall whole, and are seated, according to their exploits, at a luxurious feast. The perennial boar Sehrimnr, deliciously cooked by Andrimnr, though devoured every night, is whole again every morning and ready to be served anew. The two highest joys these terrible berserkers and vikings knew on earth composed their experience in heaven: namely, a battle by day and a feast by night. It is a vulgar error, long prevalent, that the Valhalla heroes drink out of the skulls of their enemies. This notion, though often refuted, still lingers in the popular mind. It arose from the false translation of a phrase in the death-song of Ragnar Lodbrok, the famous sea-king,—"Soon shall we drink from the curved trees of the head,"—which, as a figure for the usual drinking-horns, was erroneously rendered by Olaus Wormius, "Soon shall we drink from the hollow cups of skulls." It is not the heads of men, but the horns of beasts, from which the Einheriar quaff Heidrun's mead.  

No women being ever mentioned as gaining admission to Valhalla or joining in the joys of the Einheriar, some writers have affirmed that, according to the Scandinavian faith, women had no immortal souls, or, at all events, were excluded from heaven. The charge is as baseless in this
instance as when brought against Mohammedanism. Valhalla was the exclusive abode of the most daring champions; but Valhalla was not the whole of heaven. Vingolf, the Hall of Friends, stood beside the Hall of the Slain, and was the assembling-place of the goddesses. There, in the palace of Freya, the souls of noble women were received after death. The elder Edda says that Thor guided Roska, a swift-footed peasant-girl who had attended him as a servant on various excursions, to Freya's bower, where she was welcomed, and where she remained forever. The virgin goddess Gefjone, the Northern Diana, also had a residence in heaven, and all who died maidens repaired thither. The presence of virgin throngs with Gefjone, and the society of noble matrons in Vingolf, shed a tender gleam across the carnage and carousel of Valhalla. More is said of the latter—the former is scarcely visible to us now—because the only record we have of the Norse faith is that contained in the fragmentary strains of ferocious Skalds, who sang chiefly to warriors, and the staple matter of whose songs was feats of martial prowess or entertaining mythological stories. Furthermore, there is above the heaven of the Æsir a yet higher heaven, the abode of the far-removed and inscrutable being, the rarely-named Omnipotent One, the true All-Father, who is at last to come forth above the ruins of the universe to judge and sentence all creatures and to rebuild a better world. In this highest region towers the imperishable gold-roofed hall, Gimle, brighter than the sun. There is no hint anywhere in the Skaldic strains that good women are repulsed from this dwelling.

According to the rude morality of the people and the time, the contrasted conditions of admission to the upper paradise or condemnation to the infernal realm were the admired virtues of strength, open-handed frankness, reckless audacity, or the hated vices of feebleness, cowardice, deceit, humility. Those who have won fame by puissant feats and who die in battle are snatched by the Valkyrs from the sod to Valhalla. To die in arms is to be chosen of Odin,—

"In whose hall of gold
The steel-clad ghosts their wonted orgies hold,
Some taunting jest begets the war of words;
In clamorous fray they grasp their gleamy swords,
And, as upon the earth, with fierce delight
By turns renew the banquet and the fight."

All, on the contrary, who, after lives of ignoble labor or despicable ease, die of sickness, sink from their beds to the dismal house of Hela. In this gigantic vaulted cavern the air smells like a newly-stirred grave; damp fogs rise, hollow sighs are heard, the only light comes from funeral tapers held by skeletons; the hideous queen, whom Thor eulogizes as the Scourger of Cowards, sits on a throne of skulls, and sways a sceptre.

5 Keyser, Religion of the Northmen, trans. by Pennock, p. 149.
6 Pigott, p. 245.
made of a dead man's bone bleached in the moonlight, over a countless multitude of shivering ghosts. But the Norse moralists plunge to a yet darker doom those guilty of perjury, murder, or adultery. In Nastrond's grisly hall, which is shaped of serpents' spines, and through whose loopholes drops of poison drip, where no sunlight ever reaches, they welter in a venom-sea and are gnawed by the dragon Nidhög. In a word, what to the crude moral sense of the martial Goth seemed piety, virtue, led to heaven; what seemed blasphemy, baseness, led to hell.

The long war between good and evil, light and darkness, order and discord, the Æsir and the Jötuns, was at last to reach a fatal crisis and end in one universal battle, called Ragnarök, or the "Twilight of the Gods," whose result would be the total destruction of the present creation. Portentous inklings of this dread encounter were abroad among all beings. A shuddering anticipation of it sat in a lowering frown of shadow on the brows of the deities. In preparation for Ragnarök, both parties anxiously secured all the allies they could. Odin therefore joyously welcomes every valiant warrior to Valhalla, as a recruit for his hosts on that day when Fenris shall break loose. When Hákon Jarl fell, the Valkyrs shouted, "Now does the force of the gods grow stronger when they have brought Hákon to their home." A Skald makes Odin say, on the death of King Eirik Blood-Axe, as an excuse for permitting such a hero to be slain, "Our lot is uncertain; the gray wolf gazes on the host of the gods;" that is, we shall need help at Ragnarök. But as all the brave and magnanimous champions received to Valhalla were enlisted on the side of the Æsir, so all the miserable cowards, invalids, and wretches doomed to Hela's house would fight for the Jötuns. From day to day the opposed armies, above and below, increase in numbers. Some grow impatient, some tremble. When Balder dies, and the ship Nagelfra is completed, the hour of infinite suspense will strike. Nagelfra is a vessel for the conveyance of the hosts of frost-giants to the battle. It is to be built of dead men's nails: therefore no one should die with unpaired nails, for if he does he furnishes materials for the construction of that ship which men and gods wish to have finished as late as possible.

At length Loki treacherously compasses the murder of Balder. The frightful foreboding which at once flies through all hearts finds voice in the dark "Raven Song" of Odin. Having chanted this obscure wail in heaven, he mounts his horse and rides down the bridge to Helheim. With resistless incantations he raises from the grave, where she has been interred for ages, wraight in snows, wet with the rains and the dews, an aged vala or prophetess, and forces her to answer his questions. With appalling replies he returns home, galloping up the sky. And now the crack of doom is at hand. Heimdall hurries up and down the bridge Bifröst, blowing his horn till its rousing blasts echo through the universe.
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The wolf Skoll, from whose pursuit the frightened sun has fled round the heavens since the first dawn, overtakes and devours his bright prey. Nagelfra, with the Jötun hosts on board, sails swiftly from Utgard. Loki advances at the head of the troops of Hela. Fenris snaps his chain and rushes forth with jaws so extended that the upper touches the firmament, while the under rests on the earth; and he would open them wider if there were room. Jörmungandur writhes his entire length around Midgard, and, lifting his head, blows venom over air and sea. Suddenly, in the south, heaven cleaves asunder, and through the breach the sons of Muspel, the flame-genii, ride out on horseback with Surtur at their head, his sword outflashing the sun. Now Odin leads forward the Æsir and the Einheriar, and on the predestined plain of Vigrid the strife commences. Heimdall and Loki mutually slay each other. Thor kills Jörmungandur; but as the monster expires he bevels a flood of venom, under which the matchless thunder-god staggers and falls dead. Fenris swallows Odin, but is instantly rent in twain by Vidar, the strong silent one, Odin’s dumb son, who well avenges his father on the wolf by splitting the jaws that devoured him. Then Surtur slings fire abroad, and the reek rises around all things. Iggdrasill, the great Ash-Tree of Existence, totters, but stands. All below perishes. Finally, the unnamable Mighty One appears, to judge the good and the bad. The former hie from fading Valhalla to eternal Gimle, where all joy is to be theirs forever; the latter are stormed down from Hela to Nastrond, there, “under curdling mists, in a snaky marsh whose waves freeze black and thaw in blood, to be scared forever, for punishment, with terrors ever new.” All strife vanishes in endless peace. By the power of All-Father, a new earth, green and fair, shoots up from the sea, to be inhabited by a new race of men free from sorrow. The foul, spotted dragon Nidhögg flies over the plains, bearing corpses and Death itself away upon his wings, and sinks out of sight.\(^\text{10}\)

It has generally been asserted, in consonance with the foregoing view, that the Scandinavians believed that the good and the bad, respectively in Gimle and Nastrond, would experience everlasting rewards and punishments. But Blackwell, the recent editor of Percy’s translation of Mallet’s Northern Antiquities as published in Bohn’s Antiquarian Library, argues with great force against the correctness of the assertion.\(^\text{11}\) The point is dubious; but it is of no great importance, since we know that the spirit and large outlines of their faith have been reliably set forth. That faith, rising from the impetuous blood and rude mind of the martial race of the North, gathering wonderful embellishments from the glowing imagination of the Skalds, reacting, doubly nourished the fierce valor and fervid fancy from which it sprang. It drove the dragon-prows of the Vikings marauding over the seas. It rolled the Goths’ conquering squadrons across the nations, from the shores of Finland and
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\(^{10}\) Keyser, Religion of the Northmen, part i. ch. vi.

\(^{11}\) Pp. 497-503.
Skager-Rack to the foot of the Pyrenees and the gates of Rome. The very ferocity with which it blazed consumed itself, and the conquest of the flickering faith by Christianity was easy. During the dominion of this religion, the earnest sincerity with which its disciples received it appears alike from the fearful enterprises it prompted them to, the iron hardihood and immeasurable contempt of death it inspired in them, and the superstitious observances which, with pains and expenses, they scrupulously kept. They buried, with the dead, gold, useful implements, ornaments, that they might descend, furnished and shining, to the halls of Hela. With a chieftain they buried a pompous horse and splendid armor, that he might ride like a warrior into Valhalla. The true Scandinavian, by age or sickness deprived of dying in battle, ran himself through, or flung himself from a precipice, in this manner to make amends for not expiring in armed strife, if haply thus he might snatch a late seat among the Einheriar. With the same motive the dying sea-king had himself laid on his ship, alone, and launched away, with outstretched sails, with a slow fire in the hold, which, when he was fairly out at sea, should flame up and, as Carlyle says, “worthily bury the old hero at once in the sky and in the ocean.” Surely then, if ever, “the kingdom of heaven suffered violence, and the violent took it by force.”

CHAPTER IV.

ETRUSCAN DOCTRINE OF A FUTURE LIFE.

Although the living form and written annals of Etruria perished thousands of years ago, and although but slight references to her affairs have come down to us in the documents of contemporary nations, yet, through a comparatively recent acquisition of facts, we have quite a distinct and satisfactory knowledge of her condition and experience when her power was palmiest. We follow the ancient Etruscans from the cradle to the tomb, perceiving their various national costumes, peculiar physiognomies, names and relationships, houses, furniture, ranks, avocations, games, dying scenes, burial-processions, and funeral festivals. And, further than this, we follow their souls into the world to come, behold them in the hands of good or evil spirits, brought to judgment and then awarded their deserts of bliss or woe. This knowledge has been derived from their sepulchres, which still resist the corroding hand of Time when nearly every thing else Etruscan has mingled with the ground.\(^1\) They hewed their tombs in the living rock of cliffs and hills, or reared them
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\(^1\) Mrs. Gray, Sepulchres of Etruria.
of massive masonry. They painted or carved the walls with descriptive and symbolic scenes, and crowded their interiors with sarcophagi, cinerary urns, vases, goblets, mirrors, and a thousand other articles covered with paintings and sculptures rich in information of their authors. From a study of these things, lately disinterred in immense quantities, has been constructed, for the most part, our present acquaintance with this ancient people. Strange that, when the whole scene of life has passed away, a sepulchral world should survive and open itself to reveal the past and instruct the future! We seem to see, rising from her tombs, and moving solemnly among the mounds where all she knew or cared for has for so many ages been inurned, the ghost of a mighty people. With dejected air she leans on a ruined temple and muses; and her shadowy tears fall silently over what was and is not.

The Etruscans were accustomed to bury their deceased outside their walls; and sometimes the city of the living was thus surrounded by a far-reaching city of the dead. At this day the decaying fronts of the houses of the departed, for miles upon miles along the road, admonish the living traveller. These stone-hewn sepulchres crowd nearly every hill and glen. Whole acres of them are also found upon the plains, covered by several feet of earth, where every spring the plough passes over them, and every autumn the harvest waves; but the dust beneath reposes well, and knows nothing of this.

"Time buries graves. How strange! a buried grave! Death cannot from more death its own dead empire save."

The houses of the dead were built in imitation of the houses of the living, only on a smaller scale; and the interior arrangements were so closely copied that it is said the resemblance held in all but the light of day and the sound and motion of life. The images painted or etched on the urns and sarcophagi that fill the sepulchres were portraits of the deceased, accurate likenesses, varying with age, sex, features, and expression. These personal portraits were taken and laid up here, doubtless, to preserve their remembrance when the original had crumbled to ashes. What a touching voice is this from antiquity, telling us that our poor, fond human nature was ever the same! The heart longed to be kept still in remembrance when the mortal frame was gone. But how vain the wish beyond the vanishing circle of hearts that returned its love! For, as we wander through those sepulchres now, thousands of faces thus preserved look down upon us with a mute plea, when every vestige of their names and characters is forever lost, and their very dust scattered long ago.

Along the sides of the burial-chamber were ranged massive stone shelves, or sometimes benches, or tables, upon which the dead were laid in a reclining posture, to sleep their long sleep. It often happens that on these rocky biers lie the helmet, breastplate, greaves, signet-ring, and weapons,—or, if it be a female, the necklace, ear-rings, bracelet, and other
ornaments,—each in its relative place, when the body they once encased or adorned has not left a single fragment behind. An antiquary once, digging for discoveries, chanced to break through the ceiling of a tomb. He looked in; and there, to quote his own words, "I beheld a warrior stretched on a couch of rock, and in a few minutes I saw him vanish under my eyes; for, as the air entered the cemetery, the armor, thoroughly oxydized, crumbled away into most minute particles, and in a short time scarcely a trace of what I had seen was left on the couch. It is impossible to express the effect this sight produced upon me."

An important element in the religion of Etruria was the doctrine of Genii, a system of household deities who watched over the fortunes of individuals and families, and who are continually shown on the engravings in the sepulchres as guiding, or actively interested in, all the incidents that happen to those under their care. It was supposed that every person had two genii allotted to him, one inciting him to good deeds, the other to bad, and both accompanying him after death to the judgment to give in their testimony and turn the scales of his fate. This belief, sincerely held, would obviously wield a powerful influence over their feelings in the conduct of life.

The doctrine concerning the gods that prevailed in this ancient nation is learned partly from the classic authors, partly from sepulchral monumental remains. It was somewhat allied to that of Egypt, but much more to that of Rome, who indeed derived a considerable portion of her mythology from this source. As in other pagan countries, a multitude of deities were worshipped here, each having his peculiar office, form of representation, and cycle of traditions. It would be useless to specify all.² The goddess of Fate was pictured with wings, showing her swiftness, and with a hammer and nail, to typify that her decrees were unalterably fixed. The name of the supreme god was Tinia. He was the central power of the world of divinities, and was always represented, like Jupiter Tonans, with a thunderbolt in his hand. There were twelve great "consenting gods," composing the council of Tinia, and called "The Senators of Heaven." They were pitiless beings, dwelling in the inmost recesses of heaven, whose names it was not lawful to pronounce. Yet they were not deemed eternal, but were supposed to rise and fall together. There was another class, called "The Shrouded Gods," still more awful, potent, and mysterious, ruling all things, and much like the inscrutable Necessity that filled the dark background of the old Greek religion. Last, but most feared and most prominent in the Etruscan mind, were the rulers of the lower regions, Mantus and Mania, the king and queen of the under-world. Mantus was figured as an old man, wearing a crown, with wings at his shoulders, and a torch reversed in his hand. Mania was a fearful personage, frequently propitiated with human sacrifices. Macrobius says boys were offered up at her annual festival for

² Müller, Die Etrusker, buch iii. kap. iv. sects. 7-14.
a long time, till the heads of onions and poppies were substituted.\textsuperscript{3} Intimately connected with these divinities was Charun, their chief minister, the conductor of souls into the realm of the future, whose dread image, hideous as the imagination could conceive, is constantly introduced in the sepulchral pictures, and who with his attendant demons well illustrates the terrible character of the superstition which first created, then deified, and then trembled before him. Who can become acquainted with such horrors as these without drawing a freer breath, and feeling a deeper gratitude to God, as he remembers how, for many centuries now, the religion of love has been redeeming man from subterranean darkness, hatred, and fright, to the happiness and peace of good-will and trust in the sweet, sunlit air of day!

That a belief in a future existence formed a prominent and controlling feature in the creed of the Etruscans\textsuperscript{4} is abundantly shown by the contents of their tombs. They would never have produced and preserved paintings, tracings, types, of such a character and in such quantities, had not the doctrines they shadow forth possessed a ruling hold upon their hopes and fears. The symbolic representations connected with this subject may be arranged in several classes. First, there is an innumerable variety of death-bed scenes,—many of them of the most touching and pathetic character, such as witnesses say can scarcely be looked upon without tears, others of the most appalling nature, showing perfect abandonment to fright, screams, sobbing, and despair. The last hour is described under all circumstances, coming to all sorts of persons, prince, priest, peasant, man, mother, and child. Patriarchs are dying surrounded by groups in every posture of grief; friends are waving a mournful farewell to their weeping lovers; wives are torn from the embrace of their husbands; some seem resigned and willingly going, others reluctant and driven in terror.

The next series of engravings contain descriptions and emblems of the departure of the soul from this world, and of its passage into the next. There are various symbols of this mysterious transition: one is a snake with a boy riding upon its back, its amphibious nature plainly typifying the twofold existence allotted to man. The soul is also often shown muffled in a veil and travelling-garb, seated upon a horse, and followed by a slave carrying a large sack of provisions,—an emblem of the long and dreary journey about to be taken. Horses are depicted harnessed to cars in which disembodied spirits are seated,—a token of the swift ride of the dead to their doom. Sometimes the soul is gently invited, or led, by a good spirit, sometimes beaten, or dragged away, by the squalid and savage Charun, the horrible death-king, or one of his ministers; sometimes a good and an evil spirit are seen contending for the soul; sometimes the soul is seen, on its knees, beseeching the aid of its good genius and grasping at his departing wing.

\textsuperscript{3} Saturnal. lib. i. cap. 7. \textsuperscript{4} Dennis, Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria, ch. xii.
as, with averted face, he is retiring; and sometimes the good and the evil spirits are leading it away together, to abide the sentence of the tribunal of Mautus. Whole companies of souls are also set forth marching in procession, under the guidance of a winged genius, to their subterranean abode.

Finally, there is a class of representations depicting the ultimate fate of souls after judgment has been passed. Some are shown seated at banquet, in full enjoyment, according to their ideas of bliss. Some are shown undergoing punishment, beaten with hammers, stabbed and torn by black demons. There are no proofs that the Etruscans believed in the translation of any soul to the abode of the gods above the sky, no signs of any path rising to the supernal heaven; but they clearly expected just discriminations to be made in the under-world. Into that realm many gates are shown leading, some of them peaceful, inviting, surrounded by apparent emblems of deliverance, rest, and blessedness; others yawning, terrific, engirt by the heads of gnashing beasts and furies threatening their victim.

"Shown is the progress of the guilty soul

From earth's worn threshold to the throne of doom;
Here the black genius to the dismal goal
Drags the wan spectre from the unsheltering tomb,
While from the side it never more may warn
The better angel, sorrowing, flees forlorn.

There (closed the eighth) seven yawning gates reveal
The sevenfold anguish that awaits the lost.
Closed the eighth gate,—for there the happy dwell.
No glimpse of joy beyond makes horror less."

In these lines, from Bulwer's learned and ornate epic of King Arthur, the dire severity of the Etruscan doctrine of a future life is well indicated, with the local imagery of some parts of it, and the impenetrable obscurity which enwraps the great sequel.

CHAPTER V.

EGYPTIAN DOCTRINE OF A FUTURE LIFE.

In attempting to understand the conceptions of the ancient inhabitants of Egypt on the subject of a future life, we are first met by the inquiry why they took such great pains to preserve the bodies of their dead. It has been supposed that no common motive could have animated them to such lavish expenditure of money, time, and labor as the process of embalming required. It has been taken for granted that only some recondite theological consideration could explain this pheno-
menon. Accordingly, it is now the popular belief that the Egyptians were so scrupulous in embalming their dead and storing them in repositories of eternal stone, because they believed that the departed souls would at some future time come back and revivify their former bodies, if these were kept from decay. This hypothesis seems to us as false as it is gratuitous. In the first place, there is no evidence of it whatever,—neither written testimony nor circumstantial hint. Herodotus tells us, "The Egyptians say the soul, on the dissolution of the body, always enters into some other animal then born, and, having passed in rotation through the various terrestrial, aquatic, and aerial beings, again enters the body of a man then born." There is no assertion that, at the end of the three thousand years occupied by this circuit, the soul will re-enter its former body. The plain inference, on the contrary, is that it will be born in a new body, as at each preceding step in the series of its transmigrations. Secondly, the mutilation of the body in embalming forbids the belief in its restoration to life. The brain was extracted, and the skull stuffed with cotton. The entrails were taken out, and sometimes, according to Porphyry and Plutarch, thrown into the Nile; sometimes, as modern examinations have revealed, bound up in four packages and either replaced in the cavity of the stomach or laid in four vases beside the mummy. It is absurd to attribute, without clear cause, to an enlightened people the belief that these stacks of brainless, eviscerated mummies, dried and shrunken in ovens, coated with pitch, bound up in a hundredfold bandages, would ever revive, and, inhabited by the same souls that fled them thirty centuries before, again walk the streets of Thebes! Besides, a third consideration demands notice. By the theory of metempsychosis—universally acknowledged to have been held by the Egyptians—it is taught that souls at death, either immediately, or after a temporary sojourn in hell or heaven has struck the balance of their merits, are born in fresh bodies; never that they return into their old ones. But the point is set beyond controversy by the discovery of inscriptions, accompanying pictures of scenes illustrating the felicity of blessed souls in heaven, to this effect:—"Their bodies shall repose in their tombs forever; they live in the celestial regions eternally, enjoying the presence of the Supreme God." A writer on this subject says, "A people who believed in the transmigration of souls would naturally take extraordinary pains to preserve the body from putrefaction, in the hope of the soul again joining the body it had quitted." The remark is intrinsically untrue, because the doctrine of transmigration coexists in reconciled belief with the observed law of birth, infancy, and growth, not with the miracle of transition into reviving corpses. The notion is likewise historically refuted by the fact that the believers of that doctrine in the thronged East have never pre-

served the body, but at once buried or burned it. The whole Egyptian theology is much more closely allied to the Hindu, which excluded, than to the Persian, which emphasized, the resurrection of the body.

Another theory which has been devised to explain the purpose of Egyptian embalming, is that "it was to unite the soul permanently to its body, and keep the vital principle from perishing or transmigrating: the body and soul ran together through the journey of the dead and its dread ordeal." This arbitrary guess is incredible. The preservation of the body does not appear in any way—not even to the rawest fancy—to detain or unite the soul with it; for the thought is unavoidable that it is precisely the absence of the soul which constitutes death. Again: such an explanation of the motive for embalming cannot be correct, because in the hieroglyphic representations of the passage to the judgment the separate soul is often depicted as hovering over the body, or as kneeling before the judges, or as pursuing its adventures through the various realms of the creation. "When the body is represented," Champollion says, "it is as an aid to the spectator, and not as teaching a bodily resurrection." Hundreds of paintings in the tombs show souls undergoing their respective allotments in the other world while their bodily mummies are quiet in the sepulchres of the present. In his treatise on "Isis and Osiris," Plutarch writes, "The Egyptians believe that while the bodies of eminent men are buried in the earth their souls are stars shining in heaven." It is equally nonsensical in itself and unwarranted by evidence to imagine that, in the Egyptian faith, embalming either retained the soul in the body or preserved the body for a future return of the soul. Who can believe that it was for either of those purposes that they embalmed the multitudes of animals whose mummies the explorer is still turning up? They preserved cats, hawks, bugs, crocodiles, monkeys, bulls, with as great pains as they did men. When the Canary Islands were first visited, it was found that their inhabitants had a custom of carefully embalming the dead. The same was the case among the Peruvians, whose vast cemeteries remain to this day crowded with mummies. But the expectation of a return of the souls into these preserved bodies is not to be ascribed to those peoples. Herodotus informs us that "the Ethiopians, having dried the bodies of their dead, coat them with white plaster, which they paint with colors to the likeness of the deceased and encase in a transparent substance. The dead, thus kept from being offensive, and yet plainly visible, are retained a whole year in the houses of their nearest relatives. Afterwards they are carried out and placed upright in the tombs around the city." It has been argued, because the Egyptians expended so much in preparing lasting tombs

5 Bonomi and Arundel on Egyptian Antiquities, p. 46.
6 Pl. xxxiii, in Lepsius' Todtenbuch der Ägypter.
7 Pettigrew, Hist. of Egyptian Mummies, ch. xii.
8 Lib. iii. cap. 24.
and in adorning their walls with varied embellishments, that they must have thought the soul remained in the body, a conscious occupant of the dwelling-place provided for it. As well might it be argued that, because the ancient savage tribes on the coast of South America, who obtained their support by fishing, buried fish-hooks and bait with their dead, they supposed the dead bodies occupied themselves in their graves by fishing! The adornment of the tomb, so lavish and varied with the Egyptians, was a gratification of the spontaneous workings of fancy and affection, and needs no far-fetched explanation. Every nation has its funeral customs and its rites of sepulture, many of which would be as difficult of explanation as those of Egypt. The Scandinavian sea-king was sometimes buried, in his ship, in a grave dug on some headland overlooking the ocean. The Scythians buried their dead in rolls of gold, sometimes weighing forty or fifty solid pounds. Diodorus the Sicilian says, “The Egyptians, laying the embalmed bodies of their ancestors in noble monuments, see the true visages and expressions of those who died ages before them. So they take almost as great pleasure in viewing their bodily proportions and the lineaments of their faces as if they were still living among them.”

That instinct which leads us to obtain portraits of those we love, and makes us unwilling to part even with their lifeless bodies, was the cause of embalming. The bodies thus prepared, we know from the testimony of ancient authors, were kept in the houses of their children or kindred, until a new generation, “who knew not Joseph,” removed them. Then nothing could be more natural than that the priesthood should take advantage of the custom, so associated with sacred sentiments, and throw theological sanctions over it, shroud it in mystery, and secure a monopoly of the power and profit arising from it. It is not improbable, too, as has been suggested, that hygienic considerations, expressing themselves in political laws and priestly precepts, may at first have had an influence in establishing the habit of embalming, to prevent the pestilences apt to arise in such a climate from the decay of animal substances.

There is great diversity of opinion among Egyptologists on this point. One thinks that embalming was supposed to keep the soul in the body until after the funeral judgment and interment, but that, when the corpse was laid in its final receptacle, the soul proceeded to accompany the sun in its daily and nocturnal circuit, or to transmigrate through various animals and deities. Another imagines that the process of embalming was believed to secure the repose of the soul in the other world, exempt from transmigrations, so long as the body was kept from decay. Perhaps the different notions on this subject attributed by modern authors to the Egyptians may all have prevailed among them at different times or among distinct sects. But it seems most likely, as we have said, that
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9 Kenrick, Ancient Egypt, vol. i. ch. xxii. sect. iii.
10 Lib. i. cap. 7.
Scheme of embalming first arose from physical and sentimental considerations naturally operating, rather than from any theological doctrine carefully devised; although, after the priesthood appropriated the business, it is altogether probable that they interwove it with an artificial and elaborate system of sacerdotal dogmas, in which was the hiding of the national power.

The second question that arises is, What was the significance of the funeral ceremonies celebrated by the Egyptians over their dead? When the body had been embalmed, it was presented before a tribunal of forty-two judges sitting in state on the eastern borders of the lake Acherusia. They made strict inquiry into the conduct and character of the deceased. Any one might make complaint against him, or testify in his behalf. If it was found that he had been wicked, had died in debt, or was otherwise unworthy, he was deprived of honorable burial and ignominiously thrown into a ditch. This was called Tartar, from the wailings the sentence produced among his relatives. But if he was found to have led an upright life, and to have been a good man, the honors of a regular interment were decreed him. The cemetery—a large plain environed with trees and lined with canals—lay on the western side of the lake, and was named Elisout, or rest. It was reached by a boat, the funeral barge,—in which no one could cross without an order from the judges and the payment of a small fee. In these and other particulars some of the scenes supposed to be awaiting the soul in the other world were dramatically shadowed forth. Each rite was a symbol of a reality existing, in solemn correspondence, in the invisible state. What the priests did over the body on earth the judicial deities did over the soul in Amenthe. It seems plain that the Greeks derived many of their notions concerning the fate and state of the dead from Egypt. Hades corresponds with Amenthe; Pluto, with the subterranean Osiris; Mercury psychopompos, with Anubis, "the usher of souls;" Eacus, Minos, and Rhadamanthos, with the three assistant gods who help in weighing the soul and present the result to Osiris; Tartarus, to the ditch Tartar; Charon's ghost-boat over the Styx, to the barge conveying the mummy to the tomb; Cerberus, to Oms; Acheron, to Acherusia; the Elysian Fields, to Elisout.\(^{12}\) Kenrick thinks the Greeks may have developed these views for themselves, without indebtedness to Egypt. But the notions were in existence among the Egyptians at least twelve hundred years before they can be traced among the Greeks.\(^{13}\) And they are too arbitrary and systematic to have been independently constructed by two nations. Besides, Herodotus positively affirms that they were derived from Egypt. Several other ancient authors also state this; and nearly every modern writer on the subject agrees in it.

The triumphs of modern investigation into the antiquities of Egypt,

\(^{12}\) Spineto on Egyptian Antiq. Lectures IV., V.

\(^{13}\) Wilkinson, Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians, 2d Series, vol. i. ch. 12.
unlocking the hieroglyphics and lifting the curtain from the secrets of ages, have unveiled to us a far more full and satisfactory view of the Egyptian doctrine of the future life than can be constructed from the narrow glimpses afforded by the accounts of the old Greek authorities. Three sources of knowledge have been laid open to us. First, the papyrus rolls, one of which was placed in the bosom of every mummy. This roll, covered with hieroglyphics, is called the funeral ritual, or book of the dead. It served as a passport through the burial-rites. It contained the names of the deceased and his parents, a series of prayers he was to recite before the various divinities he would meet on his journey, and representations of some of the adventures awaiting him in the unseen state. Secondly, the ornamental cases in which the mummies are enclosed are painted all over with scenes setting forth the realities and events to which the soul of the dead occupant has passed in the other life. Thirdly, the various fates of souls are sculptured and painted on the walls in the tombs, in characters which have been deciphered during the present century:

"Those mystic, stony volumes on the walls long writ, Whose sense is late reveal’d to searching modern wit."

Combining the information thus obtained, we learn that, according to the Egyptian representation, the soul is led by the god Thoth into Amenthe, the infernal world, the entrance to which lies in the extreme west, on the farther side of the sea, where the sun goes down under the earth. It was in accordance with this supposition that Herod caused to be engraved, on a magnificent monument erected to his deceased wife, the line, "Zeus, this blooming woman sent beyond the ocean." At the entrance sits a wide-throated monster, over whose head is the inscription, "This is the devourer of many who go into Amenthe, the lacerator of the heart of him who comes with sins to the house of justice." The soul next kneels before the forty-two assessors of Osiris, with deprecating asseverations and intercessions. It then comes to the final trial in the terrible Hall of the two Truths, the approving and the condemning; or, as it is differently named, the Hall of the double Justice, the rewarding and the punishing. Here the three divinities Horus, Anubis, and Thoth proceed to weigh the soul in the balance. In one scale an image of Thmei, the goddess of Truth, is placed; in the other, a heart-shaped vase, symbolizing the heart of the deceased with all the actions of his earthly life. Then happy is he

"Who, weighed 'gainst Truth, down dips the awful scale."
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14 Das Totenbach der Egypter, edited with an introduction by Dr. Lepsius.
15 Ch. ix. of Pettigrew's History of Egyptian Mummies.
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Thoth notes the result on a tablet, and the deceased advances with it to the foot of the throne on which sits Osiris, lord of the dead, king of Amenthe. He pronounces the decisive sentence, and his assistants see that it is at once executed. The condemned soul is either scourged back to the earth straightway, to live again in the form of a vile animal,—as some of the emblems appear to denote;—or plunged into the tortures of a horrid hell of fire and devils below,—as numerous engravings set forth; or driven into the atmosphere, to be vexed and tossed by tempests, violently whirled in blasts and clouds, till its sins are expiated, and another probation granted through a renewed existence in human form.

We have two accounts of the Egyptian divisions of the universe. According to the first view, they conceived the creation to consist of three grand departments. First came the earth, or zone of trial, where men live on probation. Next was the atmosphere, or zone of temporal punishment, where souls are afflicted for their sins. The ruler of this girdle of storms was Pooh, the overseer of souls in penance. Such a notion is found in some of the later Greek philosophers, and in the writings of the Alexandrian Jews, who undoubtedly drew it from the priestly science of Egypt. Every one will recollect how Paul speaks of "the prince of the power of the air." And Shakspeare makes the timid Claudio shrink from the verge of death with horror, lest his soul should, through ages,

"Be imprison'd in the viewless winds,
And blown with restless violence round about
The pendent world."

After their purgation in this region, all the souls live again on earth by transmigration. The third realm was in the serene blue sky among the stars, the zone of blessedness, where the accepted dwell in immortal peace and joy. Eusebius says, "The Egyptians represented the universe by two circles, one within the other, and a serpent with the head of a hawk twining his folds around them," thus forming three spheres, earth, firmament, divinity.

But the representation most frequent and imposing is that which pictures the creation simply as having the earth in the centre, and the sun with his attendants as circulating around it in the brightness of the superior, and the darkness of the infernal, firmament. Souls at death pass down through the west into Amenthe, and are tried. If condemned, they are either sent back to the earth, or confined in the nether space for punishment. If justified, they join the blissful company of the Sun-God, and rise with him through the east to journey along his celestial course. The upper hemisphere is divided into twelve equal parts, corresponding with the twelve hours of the day. At the gate of each of these golden segments a sentinel god is stationed, to whom the newly-arriving soul must give its credentials to secure a passage. In like
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18 Liber Metempsychosis Veterum .Egyptiorum, edited and translated into Latin from the funeral papyri by H. Brugsch.
manner, the lower hemisphere is cut into the same number of gloomy sections, corresponding with the twelve hours of the night. Daily the chief divinity, in robes of light, traverses the beaming zones of the blessed, where they hunt and fish, or plough and sow, reap and gather, in the Fields of the Sun on the banks of the heavenly Nile. Nightly, arrayed in deep black from head to foot, he traverses the dismal zones of the damned, where they undergo appropriate retributions. Thus the future destiny of man was sublimely associated with the march of the sun through the upper and lower hemispheres. Astronomy was a part of the Egyptian's theology. He regarded the stars not figuratively, but literally, as spirits and pure genii; the great planets as deities. The calendar was a religious chart, each month, week, day, hour, being the special charge and stand-point of a god.

There was much poetic beauty and ethical power in these doctrines and symbols. The necessity of virtue, the dread ordeals of the grave, the certainty of retribution, the mystic circuits of transmigration, a glorious immortality, the paths of planets and gods and souls through creation,—all were impressively enounced, dramatically shown.

"The Egyptian soul sail'd o'er the skyey sea
In ark of crystal, man'd by beamy gods,
To drag the deeps of space and net the stars,
Where, In their nebulous shoes, they shore the void
And through old Night's Typhonian blindness shine.
Then, solarized, he press'd towards the sun,
And, in the heavenly Hades, hall of God,
Had final welcome of the firmament."

This solemn linking of the fate of man with the astronomic universe, this grand blending of the deepest of moral doctrines with the most august of physical sciences, plainly betrays the brain and hand of that hereditary hierarchy whose wisdom was the wonder of the ancient world. Osburn thinks the localization of Amenhe in the west may have arisen in the following way. Some superstitious Egyptians, travelling westwards, at twilight, on the great marshes haunted by the strange gray-white ibis, saw troops of these silent, solemn, ghostlike birds, motionless or slow stalking, and conceived them to be souls waiting for the funeral rites to be paid, that they might sink with the setting sun to their destined abode.

That such a system of belief was too complex and elaborate to have been a popular development is evident. But that it was really held by the people there is no room to doubt. Parts of it were publicly enacted on festival-days by multitudes numbering more than a hundred thousand. Parts of it were dimly shadowed out in the secret recesses of temples, surrounded by the most astonishing accompaniments that un-

19 L'Univers, Égypte Ancienne, par Champollion-Figeac, pp. 123-145.
21 Monumental History of Egypt, vol. i. ch. 8.
rivalled learning, skill, wealth, and power could contrive. Its authority commanded the allegiance, its charm fascinated the imagination, of the people. Its force built the pyramids, and enshrined whole generations of Egypt's embalmed population in richly-adorned sepulchres of everlasting rock. Its substance of esoteric knowledge and faith, in its form of exoteric imposture and exhibition, gave it vitality and endurance long. In the vortex of change and decay it sank at last. And now it is only after its secrets have been buried for thirty centuries that the exploring genius of modern times has brought its hidden hieroglyphics to light, and taught us what were the doctrines originally contained in the altar-lore of those priestly schools which once dotted the plains of the Delta and studded the banks of eldest Nile, where now, disfigured and gigantic, the solemn

"Old Syhinxes lift their countenances bland
Athwart the river-sea and sea of sand."

CHAPTER VI.

BRAHMANIC AND BUDDHIST DOCTRINE OF A FUTURE LIFE.

In the Hindu views of the fate of the human soul, metaphysical subtlety and imaginative vastness, intellect and fancy, slavish tradition and audacious speculation, besotted ritualism and heaven-storming spirituality, are mingled together on a scale of grandeur and intensity wholly without a parallel elsewhere in the literature or faith of the world. Brahmanism, with its hundred million adherents holding sway over India,—and Buddhism, with its four hundred million disciples scattered over a dozen nations, from Java to Japan, and from the Ceylonese to the Samoyedes,—practically considered, in reference to their actually-received dogmas and aims pertaining to a future life, agree sufficiently to warrant us in giving them a general examination together. The chief difference between them will be explained in the sequel.

The most ancient Hindu doctrine of the future fate of man, as given in the Vedas, was simple, rude, and very unlike the forms in which it has since prevailed. Professor Wilson says, in the introduction to his translation of the Rig Veda, that the references to this subject in the primeval Sanscrit scriptures are sparse and incomplete. But no one has so thoroughly elucidated this obscure question as Roth of Tübingen, in his masterly paper on the Morality of the Vedas, of which there is a translation, by Professor Whitney, in the Journal of the American
Oriental Society. The results of his researches may be stated in few words.

When a man dies, the earth is invoked to wrap his body up, as a mother wraps her child in her garment, and to lie lightly on him. He himself is addressed thus:—“Go forth, go forth on the ancient paths which our fathers in old times have trodden: the two rulers in bliss, Yama and Varuna, shalt thou behold.” Varuna judges all. He thrusts the wicked down into darkness; and not a hint or clue further of their doom is furnished. They were supposed either to be annihilated, as Professor Roth thinks the Vedas imply, or else to live as demons, in sin, blackness, and woe. The good go up to heaven and are glorified with a shining spiritual body like that of the gods. Yama, the first man, originator of the human race on earth, is the beginner and head of renewed humanity in another world, and is termed the Assembler of Men. It is a poetic and grand conception that the first one who died, leading the way, should be the patriarch and monarch of all who follow. The old Vedic hymns imply that the departed good are in a state of exalted felicity, but scarcely picture forth any particulars. The following passage, versified with strict fidelity to the original, is as full and explicit as any:

Where glory never-fading is, where is the world of heavenly light,
The world of immortality,—the everlasting,—set me there!
Where Yama reigns, Vivasvat's son, in the inmost sphere of heaven bright,
Where those abounding waters flow,—oh, make me but immortal there!
Where there is freedom unrestrain'd, where the triple vault of heaven's in sight,
Where worlds of brightest glory are,—oh, make me but immortal there!
Where pleasures and enjoyments are, where bliss and raptures ne'er take flight,
Where all desires are satisfied,—oh, make me but immortal there!

But this form of doctrine long ago passed from the Hindu remembrance, lost in the multiplying developments and specifications of a mystical philosophy, and a teeming superstition nourished by an unbounded imagination.

Both Brahmans and Buddhists conceive of the creation on the most enormous scale. Mount Meru rises from the centre of the earth to the height of about two millions of miles. On its summit is the city of Brahma, covering a space of fourteen thousand leagues, and surrounded by the stately cities of the regents of the spheres. Between Meru and the wall of stone forming the extreme circumference of the earth are seven concentric circles of rocks. Between these rocky bracelets are continents and seas. In some of the seas wallow single fishes thousands of miles in every dimension. The celestial spaces are occupied by a large number of heavens, called “dewa-lokas,” increasing in the glory and bliss of their prerogatives. The worlds below the earth are hells, called “naraka.” The description of twenty-eight of these, given in the Vishnu Purana, makes the reader “sup full of horrors.”

---

"Books of Ceylon"³ tell of twenty-six heavens placed in regular order above one another in the sky, crowded with all imaginable delights. They also depict, in the abyss underneath the earth, eight great hells, each containing sixteen smaller ones, the whole one hundred and thirty-six composing one gigantic hell. The eight chief hells are situated over one another, each partially enclosing and overlapping that next beneath; and the sufferings inflicted on their unfortunate occupants are of the most terrific character. But these poor hints at the local apparatus of reward and punishment afford no conception whatever of the extent of their mythological scheme of the universe.

They call each complete solar system a sakwala, and say that, if a wall were erected around the space occupied by a million millions of sakwalas, reaching to the highest heaven, and the entire space were filled with mustard-seeds, a god might take these seeds, and, looking towards any one of the cardinal points, throw a single seed towards each sakwala until all the seeds were gone, and still there would be more sakwalas, in the same direction, to which no seed had been thrown, without considering those in the other three quarters of the heavens. In comparison with this Eastern vision of the infinitude of worlds, the wildest Western dreamer over the vistas opened by the telescope may hide his diminished head! Their other conceptions are of the same crushing magnitude. Thus, when the demons, on a certain occasion, assailed the gods, Siva—using the Himalaya range for his bow, Vasuке for the string, Vishnu for his arrow, the earth for his chariot with the sun and moon for its wheels and the Vedas for its horses, the starry canopy for his banner with the tree of Paradise for its staff, Brahma for his charioteer, and the mysterious monosyllable Om for his whip—reduced them all to ashes.⁴

The five hundred million Brahmanic and Buddhist believers hold that all the gods, men, demons, and various grades of animal life occupying this immeasurable array of worlds compose one cosmic family. The totality of animated beings, from a detestable gnat to thundering Indra, from the meanest worm to the supreme Buddha, constitute one fraternal race, by the unavoidable effects of the law of retribution constantly interchanging their residences in a succession of rising and sinking existences, ranging through all the earths, heavens, and hells of the universe, bound by the terrible links of merit and demerit in the phantasmagoric dungeon of births and deaths. The Vishnu Purana declares, "The universe, this whole egg of Brahma, is everywhere swarming with living creatures, all of whom are captives in the chains of acts."⁵

The one prime postulate of these Oriental faiths—the ground-principle, never to be questioned any more than the central and stationary position of the earth in the Ptolemaic system—is that all beings below the Infinite One are confined in the circle of existence, the whirl of

³ Upham's trans. vol. iii. pp. 8, 66, 150.
⁴ Vans Kennedy, Ancient and Hindu Mythology, p. 429.
⁵ P. 286.
births and deaths, by the consequences of their virtues and vices. When
a man dies, if he has an excess of good desert, he is born, as a superior
being, in one of the heavens. According to the nature and degree of
his merit, his heavenly existence is prolonged, or perhaps repeated many
times in succession; or, if his next birth occurs on earth, it is under
happy circumstances, as a sage or a king. But when he expires, should
there, on the other hand, be an overbalance of ill desert, he is born as a
demon in one of the hells, or may in repeated lives run the circuit of
the hells; or, if he at once returns to the earth, it is as a beggar, a leprous
outcast, a wretched cripple, or in the guise of a rat, a snake, or a louse.

"The illustrious souls of great and virtuous men
In godlike beings shall revive again;
But base and vicious spirits wind their way
In scorpions, vultures, sharks, and beasts of prey.
The fair, the gay, the witty, and the brave,
The fool, the coward, courtier, tyrant, slave,
Each one in a congenial form, shall find
A proper dwelling for his wandering mind."

A specific evil is never cancelled by being counterbalanced by a greater
good. The fruit of that evil must be experienced, and also of that
greater good, by appropriate births in the hells and heavens, or in the
higher and lower grades of earthly existence. The two courses of action
must be run through independently. This is what is meant by the phrases,
so often met with in Oriental works, "eating the fruits of former acts,"
"bound in the chains of deeds." Merit or demerit can be balanced or
neutralized only by the full fruition of its own natural and necessary
consequences. The law of merit and of demerit is fate. It works irre-
sistibly, through all changes and recurrences, from the beginning to the
end. The cessation of virtue or of vice does not put an end to its effects
until its full force is exhausted; as an arrow continues in flight until all
its imparted power is spent. A man faultlessly and scrupulously good
through his present life may be guilty of some foul crime committed a
hundred lives before and not yet expiated. Accordingly, he may now
suffer for it, or his next birth may take place in a hell. On the contrary,
he may be credited with some great merit acquired thousands of gene-
ration ago, whose fruit he has not eaten, and which may bring him good
fortune in spite of present sins, or on the rolling and many-colored wheel
of metempsychosis may secure for him next a celestial birthplace. In
short periods, it will be seen, there is moral confusion, but, in the long
run, exact compensation.

The exuberant prodigiosity of the Hindu imagination is strikingly
manifest in its descriptions of the rewards of virtue in the heavens and
of the punishments of sin in the hells. Visions pass before us of beauti-
ful groves full of fragrance and music, abounding in delicious fruits, and
birds of gorgeous plumage, crystal streams embedded with pearls, un-

---

ruffled lakes where the lotus blooms, palaces of gems, crowds of friends and lovers, endless revelations of truth, boundless graspings of power,—all that can stir and enchant intellect, will, fancy, and heart. In some of the heavens the residents have no bodily form, but enjoy purely spiritual pleasures. In others they are self-resplendent, and traverse the ether. They are many miles in height, one being described whose crown was four miles high and who wore on his person sixty wagon-loads of jewels. The ordinary lifetime of the inhabitants of the dewa-loka named Wasawartti equals nine billions two hundred and sixteen millions of our years. They breathe only once in sixteen hours.

The reverse of this picture is still more vigorously drawn, highly colored, and diversified in contents. The walls of the Hindu hell are over a hundred miles thick; and so dazzling is their brightness that it bursts the eyes which look at them anywhere within a distance of four hundred leagues. The poor creatures here, wrapped in shrouds of fire, writhe and yell in frenzy of pain. The very revelry and ecstasy of terror and anguish fill the whole region. The skins of some wretches are taken off from head to foot, and then scalding vinegar is poured over them. A glutton is punished thus: experiencing an insatiable hunger in a body as large as three mountains, he is tantalized with a mouth no larger than the eye of a needle. The infernal tormentors, throwing their victims down, take a flexible flame in each hand, and with these lash them alternately right and left. One demon, Râhu, is seventy-six thousand eight hundred miles tall: the palm of his hand measures fifty thousand acres; and when he is enraged he rushes up the sky and swallows the sun or the moon, thus causing an eclipse! In the Asiatic Journal for 1840 is an article on "The Chinese Judges of the Dead," which describes a series of twenty-four paintings of hell found in a Buddhist temple. Devils in human shapes are depicted pulling out the tongues of slanderers with redhot wires, pouring molten lead down the throats of liars, with burning prongs tossing souls upon mountains planted with hooks of iron reeking with the blood of those who have gone before, screwing the damned between planks, pounding them in husking-mortars, grinding them in rice-mills, while other fiends, in the shape of dogs, lap up their oozing gore. But the hardest sensibility must by this time cry, Hold!

With the turmoil and pain of entanglement in the vortex of births, and all the repulsive exposures of finite life, the Hindus contrast the idea of an infinite rest and bliss, an endless exemption from evil and struggle, an immense receptivity of reposing power and quietistic contemplation. In consequence of their endlessly varied, constantly recurring, intensely earnest speculations and musings over this contrast of finite restlessness and pain with infinite peace and blessedness,—a contrast which constitutes the preaching of their priests, saturates their sacred books, fills

their thoughts, and broods over all their life,—the Orientals are pervaded with a profound horror of individual existence, and with a profound desire for absorption into the Infinite Being. A few quotations from their own authors will illustrate this:—

"A sentient being in the repetition of birth and death is like a worm in the midst of a nest of ants,—like a lizard in the hollow of a bamboo that is burning at both ends."9 "Emancipation from all existence is the fulness of felicity."10 "The being who is still subject to birth may now sport in the beautiful gardens of heaven, now be cut to pieces in hell; now be Maha Brahma, now a degraded outcast; now sip nectar, now drink blood; now repose on a couch with gods, now be dragged through a thicket of thorns; now reside in a mansion of gold, now be exposed on a mountain of lava; now sit on the throne of the gods, now be impaled amidst hungry dogs; now be a king glittering with countless gems, now a mendicant taking a skull from door to door to beg alms; now eat ambrosia as the monarch of a dewa-loka, now writhe and die as a bat in the shrivelling flame."11 "The Supreme Soul and the human soul do not differ, and pleasure or pain ascribable to the latter arises from its imprisonment in the body. The water of the Ganges is the same whether it run in the river's bed or be shut up in a decanter; but a drop of wine added to the water in the decanter imparts its flavor to the whole, whereas it would be lost in the river. The Supreme Soul, therefore, is beyond accident; but the human soul is afflicted by sense and passion. Happiness is only obtained in reunion with the Supreme Soul, when the dispersed individualities combine again with it, as the drops of water with the parent stream. Hence the slave should remember that he is separated from God by the body alone, and exclaim, perpetually, 'Blessed be the moment when I shall lift the veil from off that face! the veil of the face of my Beloved is the dust of my body.'"12 "A pious man was once born on earth, who, in his various transmigrations, had met eight hundred and twenty-five thousand Buddhas. He remembered his former states, but could not enumerate how many times he had been a king, a beggar, a beast, an occupant of hell. He uttered these words:—'A hundred thousand years of the highest happiness on earth are not equal to the happiness of one day in the dewa-lokas; and a hundred thousand years of the deepest misery on earth are not equal to the misery of one day in hell; but the misery of hell is reckoned by millions of centuries. Oh, how shall I escape, and obtain eternal bliss?'"13

The literary products of the Eastern mind wonderfully abound with painful descriptions of the compromises, uncleannesses, and afflictions inseparably connected with existence. Volumes would be required to furnish an adequate representation of the vivid and inexhaustible ampli-

9 Eastern Monachism, p. 247.
10 Vishnu Purana, p. 568.
11 Hardy, Manual of Buddhism, p. 454.
fication with which they set forth the direful disgusts and loathsome terrors associated with the series of ideas expressed by the words conception, birth, life, death, hell, and regeneration. The fifth chapter in the sixth book of the Vishnu Purana affords a good specimen of these details; but, to appreciate them fully, one must peruse dispersed passages in a hundred miscellaneous works:

"As long as man lives, he is immersed in afflictions, like the seed of the cotton amidst the down. . . . Where could man, scorched by the fires of the sun of this world, look for felicity, were it not for the shade afforded by the tree of emancipation? . . . Travelling the path of the world for many thousands of births, man attains only the weariness of bewilderment, and is smothered by the dust of imagination. When that dust is washed away by the bland water of real knowledge, then the weariness is removed. Then the internal man is at peace, and obtains supreme felicity."

The result of these views is the awakening of an unquenchable desire to "break from the fetters of existence," to be "delivered from the whirlpool of transmigration." Both Brahmanism and Buddhism are in essence nothing else than methods of securing release from the chain of incarnated lives, and attaining to identification with the Infinite. There is a text in the Apocalypse which may be strikingly applied to this exemption from further metempsychosis:—"Him that overcometh I will make a pillar in the temple of my God, and he shall go no more out forever." The testimony of all who have investigated the subject agrees with the following assertion by Professor Wilson:—"The common end of every system studied by the Hindus is the ascertainment of the means by which perpetual exemption from the necessity of repeated births may be won." In comparison with this aim, every thing else is utterly insignificant. Prahálda, on being offered by Vishnu any boon he might ask, exclaimed, "Wealth, virtue, love, are as nothing; for even liberation is in his reach whose faith is firm in thee." And Vishnu replied, "Thou shalt, therefore, obtain freedom from existence." All true Orientals, however favored or persecuted by earthly fortune, still cry night and day upwards into the infinite, with outstretched arms and yearning voice,—

"O Lord, our separate lives destroy! Merge in thy gold our souls' alloy; Pain is our own, and Thou art Joy!"

According to the system of Brahmanism, the creation is regularly called into being and again destroyed at the beginning and end of certain stupendous epochs called kalpas. Four thousand three hundred and twenty million years make a day of Brahma. At the end of this day the lower worlds are consumed by fire; and Brahma sleeps on the abyss for a night as long as his day. During this night the saints, who in high Jana-loka have survived the dissolution of the lower portions of the

14 Vishnu Purana, p. 650. 15 Sankhya Karika, preface, p. 3. 16 Vishnu Purana, p. 144.
universe, contemplate the slumbering deity until he wakes and restores the mutilated creation. Three hundred and sixty of these days and nights compose a year of Brahma; a hundred such years measure his whole life. Then a complete destruction of all things takes place, every thing merging into the Absolute One, until he shall rouse himself renewedly to manifest his energies.17 Although created beings who have not obtained emancipation are destroyed in their individual forms at the periods of the general dissolution, yet, being affected by the good or evil acts of former existence, they are never exempted from their consequences, and when Brahma creates the world anew they are the progeny of his will, in the fourfold condition of gods, men, animals, and inanimate things.18 And Buddhism embodies virtually the same doctrine, declaring "the whole universe of sakwalas to be subject alternately to destruction and renovation, in a series of revolutions to which neither beginning nor end can be discovered."

What is the Brahmanic method of salvation, or secret of emancipation? Rightly apprehended in the depth and purity of the real doctrine, it is this. There is in reality but One Soul: every thing else is error, illusion, misery. Whoever acquires the knowledge of this truth by personal perception is thereby liberated. He has won the absolute perfection of the unlimited Godhead, and shall never be born again. "Whosoever views the Supreme Soul as manifold, dies death after death." God is formless, but seems to assume form; as moonlight, impinging upon various objects, appears crooked or straight.19 Bharata says to the king of Sauriva, "The great end of all is not union of self with the Supreme Soul, because one substance cannot become another. The true wisdom, the genuine aim of all, is to know that Soul is one, uniform, perfect, exempt from birth, omnipresent, undecaying, made of true knowledge, dissociated with unrealities."20 "It is ignorance alone which enables Maya to impress the mind with a sense of individuality; for as soon as that is dispelled it is known that severality exists not, and that there is nothing but one undivided Whole."21 The Brahmanic scriptures say, "The Eternal Deity consists of true knowledge." "Brahma that is Supreme is produced of reflection."22 The logic runs thus. There is only One Soul, the absolute God. All beside is empty deception. That One Soul consists of true knowledge. Whoever attains to true knowledge, therefore, is absolute God, forever freed from the sphere of semblances.

The foregoing exposition is philosophical and scriptural Brahmanism. But there are numerous schismatic sects which hold opinions diverging from it in regard to the nature and destiny of the human soul. They may be considered in two classes. First, there are some who defend the

19 Vishnu Purana, p. 252.
20 Vans Kennedy, Ancient and Hindu Mythology, p. 201.
21 Vans Kennedy, Ancient and Hindu Mythology, p. 201.
idea of the personal immortality of the soul. The Siva Gnâna-Pótham "establishes the doctrine of the soul's eternal existence as an individual being."\(^{23}\) The Saiva school teach that when, at the close of every great period, all other developed existences are rendered back to their primordial state, souls are excepted. These, once developed and delivered from the thraldom of their merit and demerit, will ever remain intimately united with Deity and clothed in the resplendent wisdom.\(^{24}\) Secondly, there are others—and probably at the present time they include a large majority of the Brahmans—who believe in the real being both of the Supreme Soul and of separate finite souls, conceiving the latter to be individualized parts of the former and their true destiny to consist in securing absorption into it. The relation of the soul to God, they maintain, is not that of ruled and ruler, but that of part and whole.

"As gold is one substance still, however diversified as bracelets, tiaras, ear-rings, or other things, so Vishnu is one and the same, although modified in the forms of gods, animals, and men. As the drops of water raised from the earth by the wind sink into the earth again when the wind subsides, so the variety of gods, men, and animals, which have been detached by the agitation of the qualities, are reunited, when the disturbance ceases, with the Eternal."\(^{25}\) "The whole obtains its destruction in God, like bubbles in water." The Mâdâvâ sect believe that there is a personal All-Soul distinct from the human soul. Their proofs are detailed in one of the Mâha-Upanishads.\(^{26}\) These two groups of sects, however, agree perfectly with the ancient orthodox Brahmins in accepting the fundamental dogma of a judicial metempsychosis, wherein each one is fastened by his acts and compelled to experience the uttermost consequences of his merit or demerit. They all coincide in one common aspiration as regards the highest end, namely, emancipation from the necessity of repeated births. The difference between the three is, that the one class of dissenters expect the fruition of that deliverance to be a finite personal immortality in heaven; the other interpret it as an unwalled absorption in the Over-Soul, like a breath in the air; while the more orthodox believers regard it as the entire identity of the soul with the Infinite One.

Against the opinion that there is only one Soul for all bodies, as one string supports all the gems of a necklace, some Hindu philosophers argue that the plurality of souls is proved by the consideration that, if there were but one soul, then when any one was born, or died, or was lame, or deaf, or occupied, or idle, all would at once be born, die, be lame, deaf, occupied, or idle. But Professor Wilson says, "This doctrine of the multitudinous existence or individual incorporation of Soul clearly contradicts the Vedas. They affirm one only existent soul to be dis-

\(^{24}\) Ibid. vol. iv. p. 15.
\(^{25}\) Vishnu Purana, p. 287.
\(^{26}\) Weber, Akademische Vorlesungen über Indische Literaturgeschichte, s. 160.
tributed in all beings. It is beheld collectively or dispersedly, like the reflection of the moon in still or troubled water. Soul, eternal, omni-present, undisturbed, pure, one, is multiplied by the power of delusion, not of its own nature." [27]

All the Brahmanic sects unite in thinking that liberation from the net of births is to be obtained and the goal of their wishes to be reached by one means only; and that is knowledge, real wisdom, an adequate sight of the truth. Without this knowledge there is no possible emancipation; but there are three ways of seeking the needed knowledge. Some strive, by direct intellectual abstraction and effort, by metaphysical speculation, to grasp the true principles of being. Others try, by voluntary penance, self-abnegation, and pain, to accumulate such a degree of merit, or to bring the soul into such a state of preparedness, as will compel the truth to reveal itself. And still others devote themselves to the worship of some chosen deity, by ritual acts and fervid contemplation, to obtain by his favor the needed wisdom. A few quotations may serve to illustrate the Brahmanic attempts at winning this one thing needful, the knowledge which yields exemption from all incarnate lives.

The Sankhya philosophy is a regular system of metaphysics, to be studied as one would study algebra. It presents to its disciples an exhaustive statement of the forms of being in twenty-five categories, and declares, "He who knows the twenty-five principles, whatever order of life he may have entered, and whether he wear braided hair, a top-knot only, or be shaven, he is liberated." "This discriminative wisdom releases forever from worldly bondage." [28] "The virtuous is born again in heaven, the wicked is born again in hell; the fool wanders in error, the wise man is set free." "By ignorance is bondage, by knowledge is deliverance." "When Nature finds that soul has discovered that it is to her the distress of migration is owing, she is put to shame by the detection, and will suffer herself to be seen no more." [29] "Through knowledge the sage is absorbed into Supreme Spirit." [30] "The Supreme Spirit attracts to itself him who meditates upon it, as the loadstone attracts the iron." [31] "He who seeks to obtain a knowledge of the Soul is gifted with it, the Soul rendering itself conspicuous to him." "Man, having known that Nature which is without a beginning or an end, is delivered from the grasp of death." "Souls are absorbed in the Supreme Soul as the reflection of the sun in water returns to him on the removal of the water." [32]

The thought underlying the last statement is that there is only one Soul, every individual consciousness being but an illusory semblance, and that the knowledge of this fact constitutes the all-coveted emancipation. As one diffusive breath passing through the perforations of a flute is distin-

---
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guished as the several notes of the scale, so the Supreme Spirit is single, though, in consequence of acts, it seems manifold. As every placid lakelet holds an unreal image of the one real moon sailing above, so each human soul is but a deceptive reflection of the one veritable Soul, or God. It may be worth while to observe that Plotinus, as is well known, taught the doctrine of the absolute identity of each soul with the entire and indistinguishable entity of God:—

"Though God extends beyond creation's rim,
Yet every being holds the whole of him."

It belongs to an unextended substance, an immateriality, to be everywhere by totality, not by portions. If God be omnipresent, he cannot be so dividedly, a part of him here and a part of him there; but the whole of him must be in every particle of matter, in every point of space, in all infinitude.

The Brahmanic religion is a philosophy; and it keeps an incomparably strong hold on the minds of its devotees. Its most vital and comprehensive principle is expressed in the following sentence:—"The soul itself is not susceptible of pain, or decay, or death; the site of these things is nature; but nature is unconscious; the consciousness that pain exists is restricted to the soul, although the soul is not the actual seat of pain." This is the reason why every Hindu yearns so deeply to be freed from the meshes of nature, why he so anxiously follows the light of faith and penance, or the clew of speculation, through all mazes of mystery. It is that he may at last gaze on the central Truth, and through that sight seize the fruition of the supreme and eternal good of man in the unity of his selfhood with the Infinite, and so be born no more and experience no more trouble. It is very striking to contrast with this profound and gorgeous dream of the East, whatever form it assumes, the more practical and definite thought of the West, as expressed in these lines of Tennyson's "In Memoriam":—

"That each, who seems a separate whole,
Should move his rounds, and, fusing all
The skirts of self again, should fall
Remerging in the general Soul,

"Is faith as vague as all unsweet:
Eternal form shall still divide
The eternal soul from all beside,
And I shall know him when we meet."

But is it not still more significant to notice that, in the lines which immediately succeed, the love-inspired and deep-musing genius of the English thinker can find ultimate repose only by recurring to the very faith of the Hindu theosophist?—

"And we shall sit at endless feast,
Enjoying each the other's good:
What vaster dream can hit the mood
Of Love on earth? He seeks at least
We turn now to the Buddhist doctrine of a future life as distinguished from the Brahmanic. The "Four Sublime Truths" of Buddhism, as they are called, are these:—first, that there is sorrow; secondly, that every living person necessarily feels it; thirdly, that it is desirable to be freed from it; fourthly, that the only deliverance from it is by that pure knowledge which destroys all cleaving to existence. A Buddha is a being who, in consequence of having reached the Buddhahship,—which implies the possession of infinite goodness, infinite power, and infinite wisdom,—is able to teach men that true knowledge which secures emancipation.

The Buddhahship—that is, the possession of Supreme Godhead—is open to everyone, though few ever acquire it. Most wonderful and tremendous is the process of its attainment. Upon a time, some being, perhaps then incarnate as a mosquito alighting on a muddy leaf in some swamp, pauses for a while to muse. Looking up through infinite stellar systems, with hungry love and boundless ambition, to the throne and sceptre of absolute immensity, he vowed within himself, "I will become a Buddha." The total influences of his past, the forces of destiny, conspiring with his purpose, omnipotence is in that resolution. Nothing shall ever turn him aside from it. He might soon acquire for himself deliverance from the dreadful vortex of births; but, determined to achieve the power of delivering others from their miseries as sentient beings, he voluntarily throws himself into the stream of successive existences, and with divine patience and fortitude undergoes every thing.

From that moment, no matter in what form he is successively born, whether as a disgusting bug, a white elephant, a monarch, or a god, he is a Bodhisat,—that is, a candidate pressing towards the Buddhahship. He at once begins practising the ten primary virtues, called paramitas, necessary for the securing of his aim. The period required for the full exercise of one of these virtues is a bhumi. Its duration is thus illustrated. Were a Bodhisat once in a thousand births to shed a single drop of blood, he would in the space of a bhumi shed more blood than there is water in a thousand oceans. On account of his merit he might always be born amidst the pleasures of the heavens; but since he could there make no progress towards his goal, he prefers being born in the world of men. During his gradual advance, there is no good he does not perform, no hardship he does not undertake, no evil he does not willingly suffer; and all for the benefit of others, to obtain the means of emancipating those whom he sees fastened by ignorance in the afflictive circle of acts. Wherever born, acting, or suffering, his eye is still turned towards that Empty Throne, at the apex of the universe, from which the last Buddha has vaulted into Nirwána. The Buddhists have many scriptures, especially
one, called the "Book of the Five Hundred and Fifty Births," detailing
the marvellous adventures of the Bodhisat during his numerous trans-
migrations, wherein he exhibits for each species of being to which he
belongs a model character and life.

At length the momentous day dawns when the unweariable Bodhisat
enters on his well-earned Buddhahship. From that time, during the rest
of his life, he goes about preaching discourses, teaching every prepared
creature he meets the method of securing eternal deliverance. Leaving
behind in these discourses a body of wisdom sufficient to guide to salva-
tion all who will give attentive ear and heart, the Buddha then—his
sublime work of disinterested love being completed—receives the fruition
of his toil, the super-essential prize of the universe, the Infinite Good.
In a word, he dies, and enters Nirwāna. There is no more evil of any
sort for him at all forever. The final fading echo of sorrow has ceased
in the silence of perfect blessedness; the last undulation of the wave of
change has rolled upon the shore of immutability.

The only historic Buddha is Sakya Muni, or Gótama, who was born at
Kapila about six centuries before Christ. His teachings contain many
principles in common with those of the Brahmans. But he revolted
against their insufferable conceit and cruelty. He protested against
their claim that no one could obtain emancipation until after being born
as a Brahman and passing through the various rites and degrees of their
order. In the face of the most powerful and arrogant priesthood in the
world, he preached the perfect equality of all mankind, and the conse-
quent abolition of castes. Whoever acquires a total detachment of affec-
tion from all existence is thereby released from birth and misery; and
the means of acquiring that detachment are freely offered to all in his
doctrine. Thus did Gótama preach. He took the monopoly of religion
out of the hands of a caste, and proclaimed emancipation to every
creature that breathes. He established his system in the valley of the
Ganges near the middle of the sixth century before Christ. It soon
overran the whole country, and held sway until about eight hundred
years after Christ, when an awful persecution and slaughter on the part
of the uprising Brahmans drove it out of the land with sword and fire.
"The colossal figure which for fourteen centuries had bestridden the
Indian continent vanished suddenly, like a rainbow at sunset."33

Gótama's philosophy, in its ontological profundity, is of a subtlety and
vastness that would rack the brain of a Fichte or a Schelling; but, popu-
larly stated, so far as our present purpose demands, it is this. Existence
is the one all-inclusive evil; cessation of existence, or Nirwāna, is the
infinite good. The cause of existence is ignorance, which leads one to
cleave to existing objects; and this cleaving leads to reproduction. If
one would escape from the chain of existence, he must destroy the cause
of his confinement in it,—that is, evil desire, or the cleaving to existing

33 Major Cunningham, Bhilsa Topes, or Buddhist Monuments of Central India, p. 168.
objects. The method of salvation in Gôtama’s system is to vanquish and annihilate all desire for existing things. How is this to be done? By acquiring an intense perception of the miseries of existence, on the one hand, and an intense perception, on the other hand, of the contrasted desirableness of the state of emancipation, or Nirwána. Accordingly, the discourses of Gôtama, and the sacred books of the Buddhists, are filled with vivid accounts of every thing disgusting and horrible connected with existence, and with vivid descriptions, consciously faltering with inadequacy, of every thing supremely fascinating in connection with Nirwána. “The three reflections on the impermanency, suffering, and unreality of the body are three gates leading to the city of Nirwána.”

The constant claim is, that whosoever by adequate moral discipline and philosophical contemplation attains to a certain degree of wisdom, a certain degree of intellectual insight, instead of any longer cleaving to existence, will shudder at the thought of it, and, instead of shrinking from death, will be ravished with unfathomable ecstasy by the prospect of Nirwána. Then, when he dies, he is free from all liability to a return.

When Gôtama, early in life, had accidentally seen in succession a wretchedly decrepit old man, a loathsome diseased man, and a decomposing dead man, then the three worlds of passion, matter, and spirit seemed to him like a house on fire, and he longed to be extricated from the dizzy whirl of existence, and to reach the still haven of Nirwána. Finding ere long that he had now, as the reward of his incalculable endurances through untold eons past, become Buddha, he said to himself, “You have borne the misery of the whole round of transmigrations, and have arrived at infinite wisdom, which is the highway to Nirwána, the city of peace. On that road you are the guide of all beings. Begin your work and pursue it with fidelity.” From that time until the day of his death he preached “the three laws of mortality, misery, and mutability.” Every morning he looked through the world to see who should be caught that day in the net of truth, and took his measures accordingly to preach in the hearing of men the truths by which alone they could climb into Nirwána. When he was expiring, invisible gods, with huge and splendid bodies, came and stood, as thick as they could be packed, for a hundred and twenty miles around the banyan-tree under which he awaited Nirwána, to gaze on him who had broken the circle of transmigration.34

The system of Gôtama distinguishes seven grades of being: six subject to repeated death and birth; one—the condition of the rahats and the Buddhahship—exempt therefrom. “Who wins this has reached the shore of the stormy ocean of vicissitudes, and is in safety forever.” Baur says, “The aim of Buddhism is that all may obtain unity with the original empty Space, so as to unpeople the worlds.”35 This end it seeks

35 Symbolik und Mythologie, th. ii. abth. 2, s. 467.
by purification from all modes of cleaving to existing objects, and by contemplative discrimination, but never by the fanatical and austere methods of Brahmanism.Edward Upham, in his History of Buddhism, declares this earth to be the only ford to Nirwána. Others also make the same representation:—

"For all that live and breathe have once been men, And in succession will be such again."

But the Buddhist authors do not always adhere to this statement. We sometimes read of men's entering the paths to Nirwána in some of the heavens, likewise of their entering the final fruition through a decease in a dewa-loka. Still, it is the common view that emancipation from all existence can be secured only by a human being on earth. The last birth must be in that form. The emblem of Buddha, engraved on most of his monuments, is a wheel, denoting that he has finished and escaped from the circle of existences. Henceforth he is named Tathágata,—he who has gone.

Let us notice a little more minutely what the Buddhists say of Nirwána; for herein to them hides all the power of their philosophy and lies the absorbing charm of their religion.

"The state that is peaceful, free from body, from passion, and from fear, where birth or death is not,—that is Nirwána." "Nirwána puts an end to coming and going, and there is no other happiness." "It is a calm wherein no wind blows." "There is no difference in Nirwána." "It is the annihilation of all the principles of existence." "Nirwána is the completion and opposite shore of existence, free from decay, tranquil, knowing no restraint, and of great blessedness." "Nirwána is unmixed satisfaction, entirely free from sorrow." "The wind cannot be squeezed in the hand, nor can its color be told. Yet the wind is. Even so Nirwána is, but its properties cannot be told." "Nirwána, like space, is causeless, does not live nor die, and has no locality. It is the abode of those liberated from existence." "Nirwána is not, except to the being who attains it."36

Some scholars maintain that the Buddhist Nirwána is nothing but the atheistic Annihilation. The subject is confessedly a most difficult one. But it seems to us that the opinion just stated is the very antithesis of the true interpretation of Nirwána. In the first place, it should be remembered that there are various sects of Buddhists. Now, the word Nirwána may be used in different senses by different schools.37 A few persons—a small party, represented perhaps by able writers—may believe in annihilation in our sense of the term, just as has happened in Christendom, while the common doctrine of the people is the opposite of that. In the second place, with the Oriental horror of individuated

36 For these quotations, and others similar, see Hardy's valuable work, "Eastern Monachism," chap. xxii., on "Nirwána, its Paths and Fruition."
existence, and a highly-poetical style of writing, nothing could be more natural, in depicting their ideas of the most desirable state of being, than that they should carry their metaphors expressive of repose, freedom from action and emotion, to a pitch conveying to our cold and literal thought the conceptions of blank unconsciousness and absolute nothingness.

Colebrooke says, "Nirwána is not annihilation, but unceasing apathy. The notion of it as a happy state seems derived from the experience of ecstasies; or else the pleasant, refreshed feeling with which one wakes from profound repose is referred to the period of actual sleep." A Buddhist author speculates thus:—"That the soul feels not during profound trance, is not for want of sensibility, but for want of sensible objects." Wilson, Hodgson, and Vans Kennedy—three able thinkers, as well as scholars, in this field—agree that Nirwána is not annihilation as we understand that word. Mr. Hodgson believes that the Buddhists expect to be "conscious in Nirwána of the eternal bliss of rest, as they are in this world of the ceaseless pain of activity." Forbes also argues against the nihilistic explanation of the Buddhist doctrine of futurity, and says he is compelled to conclude that Nirwána denotes imperishable being in a blissful quietude. Many additional authorities in favor of this view might be adduced,—enough to balance, at least, the names on the other side. Koeppen, in his very fresh, vigorous, and lucid work, just published, entitled "The Religion of Buddha, and its Origin," says, "Nirwána is the blessed Nothing. Buddhism is the Gospel of Annihilation." But he forgets that the motto on the title-page of his volume is the following sentence quoted from Sakya Muni himself:—"To those who know the concatenation of causes and effects, there is neither being nor nothing." To them Nirwána is. Considering it, then, as an open question, unsettled by any authoritative assertion, we will weigh the probabilities of the case.

No definition of Nirwána is more frequent than the one given by the Kalpa Sútra, namely, "cessation from action and freedom from desire." But this, like many of the other representations,—such, for instance, as the exclusion of succession,—very plainly is not a denial of all being, but only of our present modes of experience. The dying Gótama is said to have "passed through the several states, one after another, until he arrived at the state where there is no pain. He then continued to enter the other higher states, and from the highest entered Nirwána." Can literal annihilation, the naked emptiness of nonentity, be better than the highest state of being? It can be so only when we view Nothing on the positive side as identical with All, make annihilating deprivation equivalent to universal bestowment, regard negation as affirmation, and, in the last synthesis of contradictions, see the abysmal Vacuum as a

Plenum of fruition. As Oken says, "The ideal zero is absolute unity; not a singularity, as the number one, but an indivisibility, a numberlessness, a homogeneity, a translucency, a pure identity. It is neither great nor small, quiescent nor moved; but it is, and it is not, all this." 

Furthermore, if some of the Buddhist representations would lead us to believe that Nirwāna is utter nothingness, others apparently imply the opposite. "The discourses of Buddha are a charm to cure the poison of evil desire; a succession of fruit-bearing trees placed here and there to enable the traveller to cross the desert of existence; a power by which every sorrow may be appeased; a door of entrance to the eternal city of Nirwāna." "The mind of the rahat" (one who has obtained assurance of emancipation and is only waiting for it to arrive) "knows no disturbance, because it is filled with the pleasure of Nirwāna." "The sight of Nirwāna bestows perfect happiness." "The rahat is emancipated from existence in Nirwāna, as the lotus is separated from the mud out of which it springs." "Fire may be produced by rubbing together two sticks, though previously it had no locality: it is the same with Nirwāna." "Nirwāna is free from danger, peaceful, refreshing, happy. When a man who has been broiled before a huge fire is released, and goes quickly into some open space, he feels the most agreeable sensation. All the evils of existence are fire, and Nirwāna is that open space." These passages indicate the cessation in Nirwāna of all sufferings, perhaps of all present modes of existence, but not the total end of being. It may be said that these are but figurative expressions. The reply is, so are the contrasted statements metaphors, and it is probable that the expressions which denote the survival of pure being in Nirwāna are closer approximations to the intent of their authors than those which hint at an unconscious vacancy. If Nirwāna in its original meaning was an utter and infinite blank, then, "out of that very Nothing," as Max Müller says, "human nature made a new paradise."

There is a scheme of doctrine held by some Buddhist philosophers which may be thus stated. There are five constituent elements of sentient existence. They are called khandas, and are as follows:—the organized body, sensation, perception, discrimination, and consciousness. Death is the dissolution and entire destruction of these khandas, and apart from them there is no synthetical unit, soul, or personality. Yet in a certain sense death is not the absolute annihilation of a human existence, because it leaves a potentiality inherent in that existence. There is no identical ego to survive and be born again; but karma—that is, the sum of a man's action, his entire merit and demerit—produces at his death a new being, and so on in continued series until Nirwāna is attained. Thus the succession of being is kept up with transmitted responsibility, as a flame is transferred from one wick to another. It is

41 Elements of Physiophilosophy, Tulk’s trans. p. 9.
evident enough, as is justly claimed by Hardy and others, that the limitation of existence to the five khandas, excluding the idea of any independent individuality, makes death annihilation, and renders the very conception of a future life for those now living an absurdity. But we are convinced that this view is the speculative peculiarity of a sect, and by no means the common belief of the Buddhist populace or the teaching of Gôtama himself. This appears at the outset from the fact that Gôtama is represented as having lived through millions of existences, in different states and worlds, with preserved identity and memory. The history of his concatenated advance towards the Buddhship is the supporting basis and the saturating spirit of documentary Buddhism. And the same idea pervades the whole range of narratives relating to the repeated births and deaths of the innumerable Buddhist heroes and saints who, after so many residences on earth, in the hells, in the dewa-lokas, have at last reached emancipation. They recount their adventures; they recollect copious portions of their experience stretching through many lives.

Again: the arguments cited from Buddha seem aimed to prove, not that there is absolutely no self in man, but that the five khandas are not the self,—that the real self is something distinct from all that is exposed to misery and change, something deep, wondrous, divine, infinite. For instance, the report of a debate on this subject between Buddha and Sachaka closes with these words:—"Thus was Sachaka forced to confess that the five khandas are impermanent, connected with sorrow, unreal, not the self."42 These terms appear to imply the reality of a self, only that it is not to be confounded with the apprehensible elements of existence. Besides, the attainment of Nirwána is held up as a prize to be laboriously sought by personal effort. To secure it is a positive triumph quite distinct from the fated dissolution of the khandas in death. Now, if there be in man no personal entity, what is it that with so much joy attains Nirwána? The genuine Buddhist notion, as seems most probable, is that the conscious essence of the rãhat, when the exterior elements of existence fall from around him, passes by a transcendent climax and discrete leap beyond the outermost limits of appreciable being, and becomes that Infinite which knows no changes and is susceptible of no definitions. In the Kâ-gyur collection of Tibetan sacred books, comprising a hundred volumes, and now belonging to the Cabinet of Manuscripts in the Royal Library of Paris, there are two volumes exclusively occupied by a treatise on Nirwána. It is a significant fact that the title of these volumes is "Nirwána, or Deliverance from Pain." If Nirwána be simply annihilation, why is it not so stated? Why should recourse be had to a phrase partially descriptive of one feature, instead of comprehensively announcing or implying the whole case?

Still further: it deserves notice that, according to the unanimous affirma-

tion of Buddhist authors, if any Buddhist were offered the alternative of an existence as king of a dewa-loka, keeping his personality for a hundred million years in the uninterrupted enjoyment of perfect happiness, or of translation into Nirwána, he would spurn the former as defilement, and would with unutterable avidity choose the latter. We must therefore suppose that by Nirwána he understands, not naked destruction, but some mysterious good, too vast for logical comprehension, too obscure to Occidental thought to find expression in Occidental language. At the moment when Gótama entered upon the Buddhahship, like a vessel overflowing with honey, his mind overflowed with the nectar of oral instruction, and he uttered these stanzas:

"Through many different births
I have run, vainly seeking
The architect of the desire-resembling house.
Painful are repeated births.
O house-builder! I have seen thee.
Again a house thou canst not build for me.
I have broken thy rafters and ridge-pole;
I have arrived at the extinction of evil desire;
My mind is gone to Nirwána."

Hardy, who stoutly maintains that the genuine doctrine of Buddha's philosophy is that there is no transmigrating individuality in man, but that the karma creates a new person on the dissolution of the former one, confesses the difficulties of this dogma to be so great that "it is almost universally repudiated." M. Obry published at Paris, in 1856, a small volume entirely devoted to this subject, under the title of "The Indian Nirwána, or the Enfranchisement of the Soul after Death." His conclusion, after a careful and candid discussion, is, that Nirwána had different meanings to the minds of the ancient Aryan priests, the orthodox Brahmans, the Sankhya Brahmans, and the Buddhists, but had not to any of them, excepting possibly a few atheists, the sense of strict annihilation. He thinks that Burnouf and Barthélemy Saint-Hilaire themselves would have accepted this view if they had paid particular attention to the definite inquiry, instead of merely touching upon it in the course of their more comprehensive studies.

What Spinoza declares in the following sentence—"God is one, simple, infinite; his modes of being are diverse, complex, finite"—strongly resembles what the Buddhists say of Nirwána and the contrasted vicissitudes of existence, and may perhaps throw light on their meaning. The supposition of immaterial, unlimited, absolutely unalterable being—the scholastic ens sine qualitate—answers to the descriptions of it much more satisfactorily than the idea of unqualified nothingness does. "Nirwána is real; all else is phenomenal." The Sankhyas, who do not hold to the nonentity nor to the annihilation of the soul, but to its eternal identification with the Infinite One, use nevertheless nearly the same phrases in describing it that the Buddhists do. For example, they say, "The soul
is neither a production nor productive, neither matter nor form."\(^43\) The Vishnu Purana says, "The mundane egg, containing the whole creation, was surrounded by seven envelops,—water, air, fire, ether, egotism, intelligence, and finally the indiscrete principle."\(^44\) Is not this Indiscrete Principle of the Brahmans the same as the Nirwāna of the Buddhists? The latter explicitly claim that "man is capable of enlarging his faculties to infinity."

Nāgasēna says to the king of Sāgal, "Neither does Nirwāna exist previously to its reception, nor is that which was not, brought into existence: still, to the being who attains it, there is Nirwāna." According to this statement, taken in connection with the hundreds similar to it, Nirwāna seems to be a simple mental perception, most difficult of acquirement, and, when acquired, assimilating the whole conscious being perfectly to itself. The Asangkrata-Sūtra, as translated by Mr. Hardy, says, "From the joyful exclamations of those who have seen Nirwāna, its character may be known by those who have not made the same attainment." The superficial thinker, carelessly scanning the recorded sayings of Gôtama and his expositors in relation to Nirwāna, is aware only of a confused mass of metaphysical hieroglyphs and poetical metaphors; but the Buddhist sages avow that whose, by concentrated study and training of his faculties, pursues the inquiry with adequate perseverance, will at last elicit and behold the real meaning of Nirwāna, the achieved insight and revelation forming the widest horizon of rapturous truth ever contemplated by the human mind. The memorable remark of Sir William Hamilton, that "capacity of thought is not to be constituted into the measure of existence," should show the error of those who so unjustifiably affirm that, since Nirwāna is said to be neither corporeal nor incorporeal, nor at all describable, it is therefore absolutely nothing. A like remark is also to be addressed to those who draw the same unwarrantable conclusion of the nothingness of Nirwāna from the fact that it has no locality, or from the fact that it is sometimes said to exclude consciousness. Plato, in the Timeœus, stigmatizes as a vulgar error the notion that what is not in any place is a nonentity. Many a weighty philosopher has followed him in this opinion. The denial of place is by no means necessarily the denial of being. So, too, with consciousness. It is conceivable that there is a being superior to all the modes of consciousness now known to us. We are, indeed, unable to define this, yet it may be. The profoundest analysis shows that consciousness consists of co-ordinated changes.\(^45\) "Consciousness is a succession of changes combined and arranged in special ways." Now, in contrast to the Occidental thinker, who covets alternation because in his cold climate action is the means of enjoyment, the Hindu, in the languid East, where repose is the condition of enjoyment, conceives the highest blessedness to con-

\(^{43}\) Sankhya Karika, pp. 16–18.  
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sist in exemption from every disturbance, in an unruffled unity excluding all changes. Therefore, while in some of its forms his dream of Nirwāna admits not consciousness; still, it is not inconsistent with a homogeneous state of being, which he, in his metaphysical and theosophic soarings, apprehends as the grandest and most ecstatic of all.

The etymological force of the word Nirwāna is extinction, as when the sun has set, a fire has burned out, or a lamp is extinguished. The fair laws of interpretation do not compel us, in cases like this, to receive the severest literal significance of a word as conveying the meaning which a popular doctrine holds in the minds of its believers. There is almost always looseness, vagueness, metaphor, accommodation. But take the term before us in its strictest sense, and mark the result. When a fire is extinguished, it is obvious that, while the flame has disappeared, the substance of the flame, whatever it was, has not ceased to be, has not been actually annihilated. It has only ceased to be in a certain visible form in which it existed before: but it still survives under altered conditions. Now, to compare the putting out of a lamp to the death of a man, extinction is not actual destruction, but a transition of the flame into another state of being. That other state, in the case of the soul, is Nirwāna.

There is a final consideration, possibly of some worth in dealing with this obscure theme. We will approach it through a preliminary query and quotation. That nothing can extend beyond its limits is an identical proposition. How vast, then, must be the soul of man in form or in power!

"If souls be substances corporeal,  
Be they as big just as the body is?  
Or shoot they out to the height ethereal?  
Doth it not seem the impression of a seal  
Can be no larger than the wax?  
The soul with that vast latitude must move  
Which measures the objects that it doth descry.  
So must it be upstretch'd unto the sky  
And rub against the stars."

Cousin asserts that man is conscious of infinity, that "the unconditional, the absolute, the infinite, is immediately known in consciousness by difference, plurality, and relation." Now, does not the consciousness of infinity imply the infinity of consciousness? If not, we are compelled into the contradiction that a certain entity or force reaches outside of its outermost boundary. The Buddhist ideal is not self-annihilation, but self-universalization. It is not the absorption of a drop into the sea, but the dilatation of a drop to the sea. Each drop swells to the whole ocean, each soul becomes the Boundless One, each rahat is identified with the total Nirwāna. The rivers of emancipated men neither disembogue into the ocean of spirit nor evaporate into the abyss of nomenity, but are blended with infinitude as an ontological integer. Nirwāna is unexposed and illimitable space. Buddhism is perfect disinterestedness, absolute self-surrender. It is the gospel of everlasting emancipation for all. It
cannot be that a deliberate suicide of soul is the ideal holding the deepest desire of four hundred millions of people. Nirvana is not negation, but a pure positive without alternation or foil.

Some light may be thrown on the subject by contemplating the successive states through which the dying Gotama passed. Max Muller describes them, after the Buddhist documents, thus:—"He enters into the first stage of meditation when he feels freedom from sin, acquires a knowledge of the nature of all things, and has no desire except that of Nirvana. But he still feels pleasure; he even uses his reasoning and discriminating powers. The use of these powers ceases in the second stage of meditation, when nothing remains but a desire after Nirvana, and a general feeling of satisfaction arising from his intellectual perfection. That satisfaction, also, is extinguished in the third stage. Indifference succeeds; yet there is still self-consciousness, and a certain amount of physical pleasure. In the fourth stage these last remnants are destroyed; memory fades away, all pleasure and pain are gone, and the doors of Nirvana now open before him. We must soar still higher, and, though we may feel giddy and disgusted, we must sit out the tragedy till the curtain falls. After the four stages of meditation are passed, the Buddha (and every being is to become a Buddha) enters first into the infinity of space, then into the infinity of intelligence, and thence he passes into the third region, the realm of nothing. But even here there is no rest. There is still something left,—the idea of the nothing in which he rejoices. That also must be destroyed; and it is destroyed in the fourth and last region, where there is not even the idea of a nothing left, and where there is complete rest, undisturbed by nothing, or what is not nothing." Analyze away all particulars until you reach an uncolored boundlessness of pure immateriality, free from every predicament; and that is Nirvana. This is one possible way of conceiving the fate of the soul; and the speculative mind must conceive it in every possible way. However closely the result resembles the vulgar notion of annihilation, the difference in method of approach and the difference to the contemplator's feeling are immense. The Buddhist apprehends Nirvana as infinitude in absolute and eternal equilibrium: the atheist finds Nirvana in a coffin. That is thought of with rapture, this, with horror.

It should be noticed, before we close this chapter, that some of the Hindus give a spiritual interpretation to all the gross physical details of their so highly-colored and extravagant mythology. One of their sacred books says, "Pleasure and pain are states of the mind. Heaven is that which delights the mind, hell is that which gives it pain. Hence vice is called hell, and virtue is called heaven." Another author says, "The fire of the angry mind produces the fire of hell, and consumes its possessor. A wicked person causes his evil deeds to impinge upon himself,

46 Not disgust, but wonder and awe, fathomless intellectual emotion, at so unparalleled a phenomenon of our miraculous human nature.
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and that is hell.” The various sects of mystics, allied in faith and feeling to the Sufis, which are quite numerous in the East, agree in a deep metaphorical explanation of the vulgar notions pertaining to Deity, judgment, heaven, and hell.

In conclusion, the most remarkable fact in this whole field of inquiry is the contrast of the Eastern horror of individuality and longing for absorption with the Western clinging to personality and abhorrence of dissolution. The true Orientalist, whether Brahman, Buddhist, or Sufi, is in love with death. Through this gate he expects to quit his frail and pitiably conscious self, losing himself, with all evil, to be born anew and find himself, with all good, in God. All sense, passion, care, and grief shall cease with deliverance from the spectral semblances of this false life. All pure contemplation, perfect repose, unsullied and unrippled joy shall begin with entrance upon the true life beyond. Thus thinking, he feels that death is the avenue to infinite expansion, freedom, peace, bliss; and he longs for it with an intensity not dreamed of by more frigid natures. He often compares himself, in this world aspiring towards another, to an enamored moth drawn towards the fire, and he exclaims, with a sigh and a thrill,—

“Highest nature wills the capture;  
‘Light to light!’ the instinct cries;  
And in agonizing rapture  
Falls the moth, and bravely dies.  
Think not what thou art, Believer;  
Think but what thou mayst become;  
For the World is thy deceiver,  
And the Light thy only home.”

CHAPTER VII.

PERSIAN DOCTRINE OF A FUTURE LIFE.

The name of Zoroaster is connected, either as author or as reviser, with that remarkable system of rites and doctrines which constituted the religion of the ancient Iranians, and which yet finds adherents in the Ghebers of Persia and the Parsees of India. Pliny, following the affirmation of Aristotle, asserts that he flourished six thousand years before Plato. Moyle, Gibbon, Volney, Rhode, concur in throwing him back into this vast antiquity. Foucher, Hölty, Heeren, Tychsen, Guizot, assign
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his birth to the beginning of the seventh century before Christ. Hyde, Prideaux, Du Perron, Kleuker, Herder, Klaproth, and others, bring him down to about a hundred and fifty years later. Meanwhile, several weighty names press the scale in favor of the hypothesis of two or three Zoroasters, living at separate epochs. So the learned men differ, and the genuine date in question cannot, at present at least, be decided. It is comparatively certain that, if he was the author of the work attributed to him, he must have flourished as early as the sixth century before Christ. The probabilities seem, upon the whole, that he lived four or five centuries earlier than that, even,—"in the pre-historic time," as Spiegel says. However, the settlement of the era of Zoroaster is not a necessary condition of discovering the era when the religion commonly traced to him was in full prevalence as the established faith of the Persian empire. The latter may be conclusively fixed without clearing up the former. And it is known, without disputation, that that religion—whether it was primarily Persian, Median, Assyrian, or Chaldean—was flourishing at Babylon in the maturity of its power in the time of the Hebrew prophets Ezekiel, Jeremiah, and Daniel, twenty-five hundred years ago.

The celebrated work on the religion of the ancient Medes and Persians by Dr. Hyde, published in 1700, must be followed with much caution and be taken with many qualifications. The author was biased by unsound theories of the relation of the Hebrew theology to the Persian, and was, of course, ignorant of the most authoritative ancient documents afterwards brought to light. His work, therefore, though learned and valuable, considering the time when it was written, is vitiated by numerous mistakes and defects. In 1762, Anquetil du Perron, returning to France from protracted journeying and abode in the East, brought home, among the fruits of his researches, manuscripts purporting to be parts of the old Persian Bible composed or collected by Zoroaster. It was written in a language hitherto unknown to European scholars,—one of the primitive dialects of Persia. This work, of which he soon published a French version at Paris was entitled by him the "Zend-Avesta." It confirmed all that was previously known of the Zoroastrian religion, and, by its allusions, statements, and implications, threw great additional light upon the subject.

A furious controversy, stimulated by personal rivalries and national jealousy, immediately arose. Du Perron was denounced as an impostor or an ignoramus, and his publication stigmatized as a wretched forgery of his own, or a gross imposition palmed upon him by some lying pundit. Sir William Jones and John Richardson, both distinguished English Orientalists, and Meiners in Germany, were the chief impugners of the document in hand. Richardson obstinately went beyond his data, and did not live long enough to retract; but Sir William, upon an increase of information, changed his views, and regretted his first inconsiderate zeal and somewhat mistaken championship. The ablest defender of Du Perron was Kleuker, who translated the whole work from French into German,
adding many corrections, new arguments, and researches of great ability. His work was printed at Riga, in seven quarto volumes, from 1777 to 1783. The progress and results of the whole discussion are well enough indicated in the various papers which the subject drew forth in the volumes of the "Asiatic Researches" and the numbers of the "Asiatic Journal." The conclusion was that, while Du Perron had indeed betrayed partial ignorance and crudity, and had committed some glaring errors, there was not the least ground for doubt that his asserted discovery was in every essential what it claimed to be. It is a sort of litany; a collection of prayers and of sacred dialogues held between Ormuzd and Zoroaster, from which the Persian system of theology may be inferred and constructed with some approach to completeness.

The assailants of the genuineness of the "Zend-Avesta" were effectually silenced when, some thirty years later, Professor Rask, a well-known Danish linguist, during his inquiries in the East, found other copies of it, and gave to the world such information and proofs as could not be suspected. He, discovering the close affinities of the Zend with Sanscrit, led the way to the most brilliant triumph yet achieved by comparative philology. Portions of the work in the original character were published in 1829, under the supervision of Burnouf at Paris and of Olshausen at Hamburg. The question of the genuineness of the dialect exhibited in these specimens, once so freely mooted, has been discussed, and definitively settled in the affirmative, by several eminent scholars, among whom may be mentioned Bopp, whose "Comparative Grammar of the Sanscrit, Zend, Greek, Latin, Lithuanian, Gothic, and German Languages" is an astonishing monument of erudition and toil. It is the conviction of Major Rawlinson that the Zoroastrian books of the Parsees were imported to Bombay from Persia in their present state in the seventh century of our era, but that they were written at least twelve centuries earlier.1

But the two scholars whose opinions upon any subject within this department of learning are now the most authoritative are Professor Spiegel of Erlangen, and Professor Westergaard of Copenhagen. Their investigations, still in progress, made with all the aids furnished by their predecessors, and also with the advantage of newly-discovered materials and processes, are of course to be relied on in preference to the earlier, and in some respects necessarily cruder, researches. It appears that the proper Zoroastrian Scriptures—namely, the Yasna, the Vispered, the Vendidad, the Yashts, the Nyaish, the Afrigans, the Gahs, the Sirozhah, and a few other fragments—were composed in an ancient Iranian dialect, which may—as Professor W. D. Whitney suggests in his very lucid and able article in vol. v. of the Journal of the American Oriental Society—most fitly be called the Avestan dialect. (No other book in this dialect, we believe, is known to be in existence now.) It is difficult to say when
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these documents were written; but in view of all the relevant information now possessed, including that drawn from the deciphered cuneiform inscriptions, the most probable date is about a thousand years before Christ. Professor R. Roth of Tübingen—whose authority herein as an original investigator is perhaps hardly second to any other man's—says the books of the Zoroastrian faith were written a considerable time before the rise of the Achaemenian dynasty. He is convinced that the whole substantial contents of the Zend-Avesta are many centuries older than the Christian era. Professor Müller of Oxford also holds the same opinion. And even those who set the date of the literary record a few centuries later, as Spiegel does, freely admit the great antiquity of the doctrines and usages then first committed to manuscript. In the fourth century before Christ, Alexander of Macedon overran the Persian empire. With the new rule new influences prevailed, and the old national faith and ritual fell into decay and neglect. Early in the third century of the Christian era, Ardesthir overthrew the Parthian dominion in Persia and established the Sassanian dynasty. One of his first acts was, stimulated doubtless by the surviving Magi and the old piety of the people, to reinaugurate the ancient religion. A fresh zeal of loyalty broke out, and all the prestige and vigor of the long-suppressed worship were restored. The Zoroastrian Scriptures were now sought for, whether in manuscript or in the memories of the priests. It would seem that only remnants were found. The collection, such as it was, was in the Avestan dialect, which had grown partially obsolete and unintelligible. The authorities accordingly had a translation of it made in the speech of the time, Pehlevi. This translation—most of which has reached us written in with the original, sentence after sentence—forms the real Zend language, often confounded by the literary public with Avestan. The translation of the Avestan books, probably made under these circumstances as early as A.D. 550, is called the Hužváresch. In regard to some of these particulars there are questions still under investigation, but upon which it is not worth our while to pause here. For example, Spiegel thinks the Zend identical with the Pehlevi of the fourth century; Westergaard believes it entirely distinct from Pehlevi, and in truth only a disguised mode of writing Parsee, the oldest form of the modern Persian language.

The source from which the fullest and clearest knowledge of the Zoroastrian faith, as it is now held by the Parsees, is drawn, is the Desatir and the Bundehesh. The former work is the unique vestige of an extinct dialect called the Mahabadian, accompanied by a Persian translation and commentary. It is impossible to ascertain the century when the Maha-

2 Ueber die Heiligen Schriften der Arier. Jahrbücher für Deutsche Theologie, 1857, band ii. ss. 140, 147.

badian text was written; but the translation into Persian was, most probably, made in the seventh century of the Christian era. Spiegel, in 1847, says there can be no doubt of the spuriousness of the Desatir; but he gives no reasons for the statement, and we do not know that it is based on any other arguments than those which, advanced by De Sacy, were refuted by Von Hammer. The Bundeshesh is in the Pehlevi or Zend language, and was written, it is thought, about the seventh century, but was derived, it is claimed, from a more ancient work. The book entitled "Revelations of Ardai-Viraf" exists in Pehlevi probably of the fourth century, according to Troyer, and is believed to have been originally written in the Avestan tongue, though this is extremely doubtful. It gives a detailed narrative of the scenery of heaven and hell, as seen by Ardai-Viraf during a visit of a week which his soul—leaving his body for that length of time—paid to those regions. Many later and enlarged versions of this have appeared. One of them, dating from the sixteenth century, was translated into English by T. A. Pope and published in 1816. Sanscrit translations of several of the before-named writings are also in existence. And several other comparatively recent works, scarcely needing mention here, although considered as somewhat authoritative by the modern followers of Zoroaster, are to be found in Guzeratee, the present dialect of the Indian Parsees. A full exposition of the Zoroastrian religion, with satisfactory proofs of its antiquity and documentary genuineness, is presented in the Preliminary Discourse and Notes to the Dabistán. This curious and entertaining work, a fund of strange and valuable lore, is an historico-critical view of the principal religions of the world, especially of the Oriental sects, schools, and manners. It was composed in Persian, apparently by Mohsan Fani, about the year 1645. An English translation, with elaborate explanatory matter, by David Shea and Anthony Troyer, was published at London and at Paris in 1843.

In these records there are obscurities, incongruities, and chasms, as might naturally be anticipated, admitting them to be strictly what they would pass for. These faults may be accounted for in several ways. First, in a rude stage of philosophical culture, incompleteness of theory, inconsistent conceptions in different parts of a system, are not unusual, but are rather to be expected, and are slow to become troublesome to its adherents. Secondly, distinct contemporary thinkers or sects may give expression to their various views in literary productions of the same date and possessing a balanced authority. Or, thirdly, the heterogeneous conceptions in some particulars met with in these scriptures may be a result of the fact that the collection contains writings of distinct ages.

when the same problems had been differently approached and had given birth to opposing or divergent speculations. The later works of course cannot have the authority of the earlier in deciding questions of ancient belief: they are to be taken rather as commentaries, interpreting and carrying out in detail many points that lie only in obscure hints and allusions in the primary documents. But it is a significant fact that, in the generic germs of doctrine and custom, in the essential outlines of substance, in rhetorical imagery, in practical morals, the statements of all these books are alike: they only vary in subordinate matters and in degrees of fulness.

The charge has repeatedly been urged that the materials of the more recent of the Parsee Scriptures—the Desatir and the Bundehesh—were drawn from Christian and Mohammedan sources. No evidence of value for sustaining such assertions has been adduced. Under the circumstances, scarcely any motive for such an imposition appears. In view of the whole case, the reverse supposition is rather to be credited. In the first place, we have ample evidence for the existence of the general Zoroastrian system long anterior to the rise of Christianity. The testimony of the classic authors—to say nothing of the known antiquity of the language in which the system is preserved—is demonstrative on this point. Secondly, the striking agreement—in regard to fundamental doctrines, pervading spirit, and ritual forms—between the accounts in the classics and those in the Avestan books, and of both these with the later writings and traditional practice of the Parsees, furnishes powerful presumption that the religion was a connected development, possessing the same essential features from the time of its national establishment. Thirdly, we have unquestionable proofs that, during the period from the Babylonish captivity to the advent of Christ, the Jews borrowed and adapted a great deal from the Persian theology, but no proof that the Persians took any thing from the Jewish theology. This is abundantly confessed by such scholars as Gesenius, Rosenmüller, Stuart, Lücke, De Wette, Neander; and it will hardly be challenged by any one who has investigated the subject. But the Jewish theology being thus impregnated with germs from the Persian faith, and being in a sense the historic mother of Christian theology, it is far more reasonable, in seeking the origin of dogmas common to Parsees and Christians, to trace them through the Pharisees to Zoroaster, than to imagine them suddenly foisted upon the former by forgery on the part of the latter at a late period. Fourthly, it is notorious that Mohammed, in forming his religion, made wholesale draughts upon previously existing faiths, that their adherents might more readily accept his teachings, finding them largely in unison with their own. It is altogether more likely, aside from historic evidence which we possess, that he drew from the tenets and imagery of the Ghebers, than that they, when subdued by his armies and persecuted by his rule from their native land, introduced new doctrines from the Koran into the ancestral creed which they so revered that
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neither exile nor death could make them abjure it. For, driven by
those fierce proselytes, the victorious Arabs, to the mountains of Kirman
and to the Indian coast, they clung with unconquerable tenacity to their
religion, still scrupulously practise its rites, proudly mindful of the
time when every village, from the shore of the Caspian Sea to the outlet
of the Persian Gulf, had its splendid fire-temple,—

"And Iran like a sunflower turn'd
Where'er the eye of Mitra burn'd."

We therefore see no reason for believing that important Christian or
Mohammedan ideas have been interpolated into the old Zoroastrian
religion. The influence has been in the other direction. Relying then,
thought with caution, on what Dr. Edward Röth says, that "the certainty
of our possessing a correct knowledge of the leading ancient doctrines
of the Persians is now beyond all question," we will try to exhibit so
much of the system as is necessary for appreciating its doctrine of a
future life.

In the deep background of the Magian theology looms, in mysterious
obscurity, the belief in an infinite First Principle, Zeruana Akerana. Ac-

cording to most of the scholars who have investigated it, the meaning
of this term is "Time without Bounds," or absolute duration. But Bohlen
says it signifies the "Uncreated Whole;" and Schlegel thinks it denotes
the "Indivisible One." The conception seems to have been to the people
mostly an unapplied abstraction, too vast and remote to become pro-
mminent in their speculation or influential in their faith. Spiegel, indeed,

thinks the conception was derived from Babylon, and added to the
system at a later period than the other doctrines. The beginning of
vital theology, the source of actual ethics to the Zoroastrians, was in the
idea of the two antagonist powers, Ormuzd and Ahriman, the first ema-
nations of Zeruana, who divide between them in unresting strife the
empire of the universe. The former is the Principle of Good,—the per-
fecition of intelligence, beneficence, and light, the source of all reflected
excellence. The latter is the Principle of Evil,—the contriver of misery
and death, the king of darkness, the instigator of all wrong. With
sublime beauty the ancient Persian said, "Light is the body of Ormuzd;
Darkness is the body of Ahriman." There has been much dispute
whether the Persian theology grew out of the idea of an essential and
eternal dualism, or was based on the conception of a partial and tem-
porary battle; in other words, whether Ahriman was originally and
necessarily evil, or fell from a divine estate. In the fragmentary docu-
ments which have reached us, the whole subject lies in confusion. It is
scarcely possible to unravel the tangled mesh. Sometimes it seems to
be taught that Ahriman was at first good,—an angel of light who, through
envy of his great compeer, sank from his primal purity, darkened into
hatred, and became the rancorous enemy of truth and love. At other
times he appears to be considered as the pure primordial essence of evil.
The various views may have prevailed in different ages or in different schools. Upon the whole, however, we hold the opinion that the real Zoroastrian idea of Ahriman was moral and free, not physical and fatal. The whole basis of the universe was good; evil was an after-perversion, a foreign interpolation, a battling mixture. First, the perfect Zermana was once all in all: Ahriman, as well as Ormuzd, proceeded from him; and the inference that he was pure would seem to belong to the idea of his origin. Secondly, so far as the account of Satan given in the book of Job—perhaps the earliest appearance of the Persian notion in Jewish literature—warrants any inference or supposition at all, it would lead to the image of one who was originally a prince in heaven, and who must have fallen thence to become the builder and potentiates of hell. Thirdly, that matter is not an essential core of evil, the utter antagonist of spirit, and that Ahriman is not evil by an intrinsic necessity, will appear from the two conceptions lying at the base and crown of the Persian system:—that the creation, as it first came from the hands of Ormuzd, was perfectly good; and that finally the purified material world shall exist again unstained by a breath of evil, Ahriman himself becoming like Ormuzd. He is not, then, aboriginal and indestructible evil in substance. The conflict between Ormuzd and him is the temporary ethical struggle of light and darkness, not the interenee ontological war of spirit and matter. Röth says, "Ahriman was originally good: his fall was a determination of his will, not an inherent necessity of his nature." Whatever other conceptions may be found, whatever inconsistencies or contradictions to this may appear, still, we believe the genuine Zoroastrian view was such as we have now stated. The opposite doctrine arose from the more abstruse lucubrations of a more modern time, and is Manichaean, not Zoroastrian.

Ormuzd created a resplendent and happy world. Ahriman instantly made deformity, impurity, and gloom, in opposition to it. All beauty, virtue, harmony, truth, blessedness, were the work of the former. All ugliness, vice, discord, falsehood, wretchedness, belonged to the latter. They grappled and mixed in a million hostile shapes. This universal battle is the ground of ethics, the clarion-call to marshal out the hostile hosts of good and ill; and all other war is but a result and a symbol of it. The strife thus indicated between a Deity and a Devil, both subordinate to the unmoved Eternal, was the Persian solution of the problem of evil,—their answer to the staggering question, why pleasure and pain, benevolence and malignity, are so conflictingly mingled in the works of nature and in the soul of man. In the long struggle that ensued, Ormuzd created multitudes of co-operant angels to assail his foe, stocking the clean empire of Light with celestial allies of his holy banner, who hang from heaven in great numbers, ready at the prayer of the righteous man to hie to his aid and work him a thousandfold good. Ahriman, like-
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wise, created an equal number of assistant demons, peopling the filthy
domain of Darkness with counterbalancing swarms of infernal followers
of his pirate flag, who lurk at the summit of hell, watching to snatch
every opportunity to ply their vocation of sin and ruin. There are such
hosts of these invisible antagonists sown abroad, and incessantly active,
that every star is crowded and all space teems with them. Each man has
a good and a bad angel, a ferver and a dev, who are endeavoring in every
manner to acquire control over his conduct and possession of his soul.

The Persians curiously personified the source of organic life in the
world under the emblem of a primeval bull. In this symbolic beast
were packed the seeds and germs of all the creatures afterwards to
people the earth. Ahriman, to ruin the creation of which this animal
was the life-medium, sought to kill him. He set upon him two of his
devs, who are called "adepts of death." They stung him in the breast,
and plagued him until he died of rage. But, as he was dying, from his
right shoulder sprang the androgynal Kaiomorts, who was the stock-root
of humanity. His body was made from fire, air, water, and earth, to
which Ormuzd added an immortal soul, and bathed him with an elixir
which rendered him fair and glittering as a youth of fifteen, and would
have preserved him so perennially had it not been for the assaults of the
Evil One. Ahriman, the enemy of all life, determined to slay him, and
at last accomplished his object; but, as Kaiomorts fell, from his seed,
through the power of Ormuzd, originated Meschia and Meschiane, male
and female, the first human pair, from whom all our race have descended.
They would never have died, but Ahriman, in the guise of a serpent,
seduced them, and they sinned and fell. This account is partly drawn
from that later treatise, the Bundehesh, whose mythological cosmogony
reminds us of the Scandinavian Ymer. But we conceive it to be strictly
reliable as a representation of the Zoroastrian faith in its essential
doctrines; for the earlier documents, the Yasna, the Yeshts, and the
Vendidad, contain the same things in obscure and undeveloped ex-
pressions. They, too, make repeated mention of the mysterious bull,
and of Kaiomorts. They invariably represent death as resulting from
the hostility of Ahriman. The earliest Avestan account of the earthly
condition of men describes them as living in a garden which Yima or
Jemschid had enclosed at the command of Ormuzd. During the golden
age of his reign they were free from heat and cold, sickness and death.
"In the garden which Yima made they led a most beautiful life, and
they bore none of the marks which Ahriman has since made upon men."
But Ahriman's envy and hatred knew no rest until he and his devs had,
by their wiles, broken into this paradise, betrayed Yima and his people
into falsehood, and so, by introducing corruption into their hearts, put
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an end to their glorious earthly immortality. This view is set forth in
the opening fargards of the Vendidad; and it has been clearly illustrated
in an elaborate contribution upon the "Old Iranian Mythology" by
Professor Westergaard. 13 Death, like all other evils, was an after-effect,
thrust into the purely good creation of Ormuzd by the cunning malice
of Ahriman. The Vendidad, at its commencement, recounts the various
products of Ormuzd’s beneficent power, and adds, after each particular,
"Thereupon Ahriman, who is full of death, made an opposition to the
same."

According to the Zoroastrian modes of thought, what would have been
the fate of man had Ahriman not existed or not interfered? Plainly,
mankind would have lived on forever in innocence and joy. They would
have been blessed with all placid delights, exempt from hate, sickness,
pain, and every other ill; and, when the earth was full of them, Ormuzd
would have taken his sinless subjects to his own realm of light on high.
But when they forsook the true service of Ormuzd, falling into deceit
and defilement, they became subjects of Ahriman; and he would in-
flict on them, as the creatures of his hated rival, all the calamities in
his power, dissolve the masterly workmanship of their bodies in death,
and then take their souls as prisoners into his own dark abode. "Had
Meschia continued to bring meet praises, it would have happened that
when the time of man, created pure, had come, his soul, created pure
and immortal, would immediately have gone to the seat of bliss." 14
"Heaven was destined for man upon condition that he was humble of
heart, obedient to the law, and pure in thought, word, and deed." But
"by believing the lies of Ahriman they became sinners, and their souls
must remain in his nether kingdom until the resurrection of their
bodies." 15 Ahriman’s triumph thus culminates in the death of man
and that banishment of the disembodied soul into hell which takes the
place of its originally-intended reception into heaven.

The law of Ormuzd, revealed through Zoroaster, furnishes to all who
faithfully observe it in purity of thought, speech, and action, "when body
and soul have separated, attainment of paradise in the next world," 16
while the neglecters of it "will pass into the dwelling of the devs," 17—
"after death will have no part in paradise, but will occupy the place of
darkness destined for the wicked." 18 The third day after death, the soul
advances upon "the way created by Ormuzd for good and bad," to be
examined as to its conduct. The pure soul passes up from this evanescent
world, over the bridge Chinevad, to the world of Ormuzd, and joins the
angels. The sinful soul is bound and led over the way made for the
godless, and finds its place at the bottom of gloomy hell. 19 An Avestan
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and the Viraf-Nameh give the same account, only with more picturesque fulness. On the soaring bridge the soul meets Rashne-rast, the angel of justice, who tries those that present themselves before him. If the merits prevail, a figure of dazzling substance, radiating glory and fragrance, advances and accosts the justified soul, saying, "I am thy good angel: I was pure at the first, but thy good deeds have made me purer;" and the happy one is straightway led to Paradise. But when the vices outweigh the virtues, a dark and frightful image, featured with ugliness and exhaling a noisome smell, meets the condemned soul, and cries, "I am thy evil spirit: bad myself, thy crimes have made me worse." Then the culprit staggers on his uncertain foothold, is hurled from the dizzy causeway, and precipitated into the gulf which yawns horribly below. A sufficient reason for believing these last details no late and foreign interpolation, is that the Vendidad itself contains all that is essential in them,—Garotman, the heaven of Ormuzd, open to the pure,—Dutsakh, the abode of devs, ready for the wicked,—Chinevad, the bridge of ordeal, upon which all must enter.21

Some authors have claimed that the ancient disciples of Zoroaster believed in a purifying, intermediate state for the dead. Passages stating such a doctrine are found in the Yeshts, Sades, and in later Parsee works. But whether the translations we now possess of these passages are accurate, and whether the passages themselves are authoritative to establish the ancient prevalence of such a belief, we have not yet the means for deciding. There was a yearly solemnity, called the "Festival for the Dead,"—still observed by the Parsees,—held at the season when it was thought that that portion of the sinful departed who had ended their penance were raised from Dutsakh to earth, from earth to Garotman. Du Perron says that this took place only during the last five days of the year, when the souls of all the deceased sinners who were undergoing punishment had permission to leave their confinement and visit their relatives; after which, those not yet purified were to return, but those for whom a sufficient atonement had been made were to proceed to Paradise. For proof that this doctrine was held, reference is made to the following passage, with others:—"During these five days Ormuzd empties hell. The imprisoned souls shall be freed from Ahriman's plagues when they pay penance and are ashamed of their sins; and they shall receive a heavenly nature, the meritorious deeds of themselves and of their families cause this liberation: all the rest must return to Dutsakh."22 Rhode thinks this was a part of the old Persian faith, and the source of the Roman Catholic doctrine of purgatory.23 But, whether so or not, it is certain that the Zoroastrians regarded the whole residence of the departed souls in hell as temporary.

The duration of the present order of the world was fixed at twelve
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thousand years, divided into four equal epochs. In the first three thousand years, Ormuzd creates and reigns triumphantly over his empire. Through the next cycle, Ahriman is constructing and carrying on his hostile works. The third epoch is occupied with a drawn battle between the upper and lower kings and their adherents. During the fourth period, Ahriman is to be victorious, and a state of things inconceivably dreadful is to prevail. The brightness of all clear things will be shrouded, the happiness of all joyful creatures be destroyed, innocence disappear, religion be scoffed from the world, and crime, horror, and war be rampant. Famine will spread, pests and plagues stalk over the earth, and showers of black rain fall. But at last Ormuzd will rise in his might and put an end to these awful scenes. He will send on earth a savior, Sosiosch, to deliver mankind, to wind up the final period of time, and to bring the arch-enemy to judgment. At the sound of the voice of Sosiosch the dead will come forth. Good, bad, indifferent, all alike will rise, each in his order. Kaimorts, the original single ancestor of men, will be the firstling. Next, Meschia and Meschiane, the primal parent pair, will appear. And then the whole multitudinous family of mankind will throng up. The genii of the elements will render up the sacred materials intrusted to them, and rebuild the decomposed bodies. Each soul will recognise, and hasten to reoccupy, its old tenement of flesh, now renewed, improved, immortalized. Former acquaintances will then know each other. "Behold, my father! my mother! my brother! my wife!—they shall exclaim." 24

In this exposition we have—following the guidance of Du Perron, Foucher, Kleuker, J. G. Müller, and other early scholars in this field—attributed the doctrine of a general and bodily resurrection of the dead to the ancient Zoroastrians. The subsequent researches of Burnouf, Roth, and others, have shown that several, at least, of the passages which Anquetil supposed to teach such a doctrine were erroneously translated by him, and do not really contain it. And recently the ground has been often assumed that the doctrine of the resurrection does not belong to the Avesta, but is a more modern dogma, derived by the Parsees from the Jews or the Christians, and only forced upon the old text by misinterpretation through the Pehlevi version and the Parsee commentary. A question of so grave importance demands careful examination. In the absence of that reliable translation of the entire original documents, and that thorough elaboration of all the extant materials, which we are awaiting from the hands of Professor Spiegel, whose second volume has long been due, and Professor Westergaard, whose second and third volumes are eagerly looked for, we must make the best use of the resources actually available, and then leave the point in such plausible light as existing testimony and fair reasoning can throw upon it.

In the first place, it should be observed that, admitting the doctrine

24 Bundehesh, ch. xxxi.
to be nowhere mentioned in the Avesta, still, it does not follow that the belief was not prevalent when the Avesta was written. We know that the Christians of the first two centuries believed a great many things of which there is no statement in the New Testament. Spiegel holds that the doctrine in debate is not in the Avesta, the text of which in its present form he thinks was written after the time of Alexander. But he confesses that the resurrection-theory was in existence long before that time. Now, if the Avesta, committed to writing three hundred years before Christ, at a time when the doctrine of the resurrection is known to have been believed, contains no reference to it, the same relation of facts may just as well have existed if we date the record seven centuries earlier. We possess only a small and broken portion of the original Zoroastrian Scriptures; as Roth says, "songs, invocations, prayers, snatches of traditions, parts of a code,—the shattered fragments of a once stately building." If we could recover the complete documents in their earliest condition, it might appear that the now lost parts contained the doctrine of the general resurrection fully formed. We have many explicit references to many ancient Zoroastrian books no longer in existence. For example, the Parsees have a very early account that the Avesta at first consisted of twenty-one Nosks. Of these but one has been preserved complete, and small parts of three or four others. The rest are utterly wanting. The fifth Nosk, whereof not any portion remains to us, was called the Do-az-ah Hamast. It contained thirty-two chapters, treating, among other things, "of the upper and nether world, of the resurrection, of the bridge Chinevad, and of the fate after death." If this evidence be true,—and we know of no reason for not crediting it,—it is perfectly decisive. But, at all events, the absence from the extant parts of the Zend-Avesta of the doctrine under examination would be no proof that that doctrine was not received when those documents were penned.

Secondly, we have the unequivocal assertion of Theopompus, in the fourth century before Christ, that the Magi taught the doctrine of a general resurrection. "At the appointed epoch Ahriman shall be subdued," and "men shall live again and shall be immortal." And Diogenes adds, "Eudemus of Rhodes affirms the same things." Aristotle calls Ormuzd Zeus, and Ahriman Haides, the Greek names respectively of the lord of the starry Olympians above, and the monarch of the Stygian ghosts beneath. Another form also in which the early Greek authors betray their acquaintance with the Persian conception of a conflict between Ormuzd and Ahriman is in the idea—expressed by Xenophon in his Cyropaedia, in the dialogue between Araspes and Cyrus—of two
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souls in man, one a brilliant efflux of good, the other a dusky emanation of evil, each bearing the likeness of its parent.\textsuperscript{29} Since we know from Theopompus that certain conceptions, illustrated in the Bundehesh and not contained in the fragmentary Avestan books which have reached us, were actually-received Zoroastrian tenets four centuries before Christ, we are strongly supported in giving credence to the doctrinal statements of that book as affording, in spite of its lateness, a correct epitome of the old Persian theology.

Thirdly, we are still further warranted in admitting the antiquity of the Zoroastrian system as including the resurrection-theory, when we consider the internal harmony and organic connection of parts in it; how the doctrines all fit together, and imply each other, and could scarcely have existed apart. Men were the creatures of Ormuzd. They should have lived immortally under his favor and in his realm. But Ahriman, by treachery, obtained possession of a large portion of them. Now, when, at the end of the fourth period into which the world-course was divided by the Magian theory, as Theopompus testifies, Ormuzd overcomes this arch-adversary, will he not rescue his own unfortunate creatures from the realm of darkness in which they have been imprisoned? When a king storms an enemy's castle, he delivers from the dungeons his own soldiers who were taken captives in a former defeat. The expectation of a great prophet, Sosiosch, to come and vanquish Ahriman and his swarms, unquestionably appears in the Avesta itself.\textsuperscript{30} With this notion, in inseparable union, the Parsee tradition, running continuously back, as is claimed, to a very remote time, joins the doctrine of a general resurrection; a doctrine literally stated in the Vendidad,\textsuperscript{31} and in many other places in the Avesta,\textsuperscript{32} where it has not yet been shown to be an interpolation, but only supposed so by very questionable constructive inferences. The consent of intrinsic adjustment and of historic evidence would, therefore, lead to the conclusion that this was an old Zoroastrian dogma. In disproof of this conclusion we believe there is no direct positive evidence whatever, and no inferential argument cogent enough to produce conviction.

There are sufficient reasons for the belief that the doctrine of a resurrection was quite early adopted from the Persians by the Jews, not borrowed at a much later time from the Jews by the Parsees. The conception of Ahriman, the evil serpent, bearing death, (\textit{die Schlange Angra-mainyus der voll Tod ist.}) is interwrought from the first throughout the Zoroastrian scheme. In the Hebrew records, on the contrary, such an idea appears but incidentally, briefly, rarely, and only in the later books. The account of the introduction of sin and death by the serpent in the garden of Eden dates from a time subsequent to the commencement of the Captivity. Von Bohlen, in his Introduction to the Book of Genesis, says

\textsuperscript{29} Lib. vi. cap. i. sect. 41.
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\textsuperscript{31} Fargard XVIII., Spiegel's Uebersetzung, s. 236.
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the narrative was drawn from the Zend-Avesta. Rosenmüller, in his commentary on the passage, says the narrator had in view the Zoroastrian notions of the serpent Ahriman and his deeds. Dr. Martin Haug—an acute and learned writer, whose opinion is entitled to great weight, as he is the freshest scholar acquainted with this whole field in the light of all that others have done—thinks it certain that Zoroaster lived in a remote antiquity, from fifteen hundred to two thousand years before Christ. He says that Judaism after the exile—and, through Judaism, Christianity afterwards—received an important influence from Zoroastrianism, an influence which, in regard to the doctrine of angels, Satan, and the resurrection of the dead, cannot be mistaken. 23 The Hebrew theology had no demonology, no Satan, until after the residence at Babylon. This is admitted. Well, is not the resurrection a pendant to the doctrine of Satan? Without the idea of a Satan there would be no idea of a retributive banishment of souls into hell, and of course no occasion for a vindicating restoration of them thence to their former or a superior state.

On this point the theory of Rawlinson is very important. He argues, with various proofs, that the Dualistic doctrine was a heresy which broke out very early among the primitive Aryans, who then were the single ancestry of the subsequent Iranians and Indians. This heresy was forcibly suppressed. Its adherents, driven out of India, went to Persia, and, after severe conflicts and final admixture with the Magians, there established their faith. 24 The sole passage in the Old Testament teaching the resurrection is in the so-called Book of Daniel, a book full of Chaldean and Persian allusions, written less than two centuries before Christ, long after we know it was a received Zoroastrian tenet, and long after the Hebrews had been exposed to the whole tide and atmosphere of the triumphant Persian power. The unchangeable tenacity of the Medes and Persians is a proverb. How often the Hebrew people lapsed into idolatry, accepting Pagan gods, doctrines, and ritual, is notorious. And, in particular, how completely subject they were to Persian influence appears clearly in large parts of the Biblical history, especially in the Books of Esther and Ezekiel. The origin of the term Beelzebub, too, in the New Testament, is plain. To say that the Persians derived the doctrine of the resurrection from the Jews seems to us as arbitrary as it would be to affirm that they also borrowed from them the custom, mentioned by Ezekiel, of weeping for Tammuz in the gates of the temple.

In view of the whole case as it stands, until further researches either strengthen it or put a different aspect upon it, we feel forced to think that the doctrine of a general resurrection was a component element in the ancient Avestan religion. A further question of considerable interest
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arises as to the nature of this resurrection,—whether it was conceived as physical or as spiritual. We have no data to furnish a determinate answer. Plutarch quotes from Theopompos the opinion of the Magi, that when, at the subdual of Ahriman, men are restored to life, "they will need no nourishment and cast no shadow." It would appear, then, that they must be spirits. The inference is not reliable; for the idea may be that all causes of decay will be removed, so that no food will be necessary to supply the wasting processes which no longer exist; and that the entire creation will be so full of light that a shadow will be impossible. It might be thought that the familiar Persian conception of angels, both good and evil, fivers and devs, and the reception of departed souls into their company, with Ormuzd in Garotman, or with Ahriman in Dutsakh, would exclude the belief in a future bodily resurrection. But Christians and Mohammedans at this day believe in immaterial angels and devils, and in the immediate entrance of disembodied souls upon reward or punishment in their society, and still believe in their final return to the earth, and in a restoration to them of their former tabernacles of flesh. Discordant, incoherent, as the two beliefs may be, if their coexistence is a fact with cultivated and reasonable people now, much more was it possible with an undisciplined and credulous populace three thousand years in the past. Again, it has been argued that the indignity with which the ancient Persians treated the dead body, refusing to bury it or to burn it, lest the earth or the fire should be polluted, is incompatible with the supposition that they expected a resurrection of the flesh. In the first place, it is difficult to reason safely to any dogmatic conclusions from the funeral customs of a people. These usages are so much a matter of capricious priestly ritual, ancestral tradition, unreasoning instinct, blind or morbid superstition, that any consistent doctrinal construction is not fairly to be put upon them. Secondly, the Zoroastrians did not express scorn or loathing for the corpse by their manner of disposing of it. The greatest pains were taken to keep it from disgusting decay, by placing it in "the driest, purest, openest place," upon a summit where fresh winds blew, and where certain beasts and birds, accounted most sacred, might eat the corruptible portion: then the clean bones were carefully buried. The dead body had yielded to the hostile working of Ahriman, and become his possession. The priests bore it out on a bed or a carpet, and exposed it to the light of the sun. The demon was thus exorcised; and the body became further purified in being eaten by the sacred animals, and no putrescence was left to contaminate earth, water, or fire. Furthermore, it is to be noticed that the modern Parsees dispose of their dead in exactly the same manner depicted in the earliest accounts; yet they zealously hold to a literal resurrection of the body. If the giving of the flesh to the dog and the vulture in their case exists with this belief, it may have done so with their ancestors before.
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Nebuchadnezzar swept the Jews to Babylon. Finally, it is quite reasonable to conclude that the old Persian doctrine of a resurrection did include the physical body, when we recollect that in the Zoroastrian scheme of thought there is no hostility to matter or to earthly life, but all is regarded as pure and good except so far as the serpent Ahriman has introduced evil. The expulsion of this evil with his ultimate overthrow, the restoration of all as it was at first, in purity, gladness, and eternal life, would be the obvious and consistent carrying out of the system. Hatred of earthly life, contempt for the flesh, the notion of an essential and irreconcilable warfare of soul against body, are Brahmanic and Manichean, not Zoroastrian. Still, the ground-plan and style of thought may not have been consistently adhered to. The expectation that the very same body would be restored was known to the Jews a century or two before Christ. One of the martyrs whose history is told in the Second Book of Maccabees, in the agonies of death plucked out his own bowels, and called on the Lord to restore them to him again at the resurrection. Considering the notion of a resurrection of the body as a sensuous burden on the idea of a resurrection of the soul, it may have been a later development originating with the Jews. But it seems to us decidedly more probable that the Magi held it as a part of their creed before they came in contact with the children of Israel. Such an opinion may be modestly held until further information is afforded or some new and fatal objection brought.

After this resurrection a thorough separation will be made of the good from the bad. "Father shall be divided from child, sister from brother, friend from friend. The innocent one shall weep over the guilty one, the guilty one shall weep for himself. Of two sisters one shall be pure, one corrupt: they shall be treated according to their deeds." Those who have not, in the intermediate state, fully expiated their sins, will, in sight of the whole creation, be remanded to the pit of punishment. But the author of evil shall not exult over them forever. Their prison-house will soon be thrown open. The pangs of three terrible days and nights, equal to the agonies of nine thousand years, will purify all, even the worst of the demons. The anguished cry of the damned, as they writhe in the lurid caldron of torture, rising to heaven, will find pity in the soul of Ormuzd, and he will release them from their sufferings. A blazing star, the comet Gurtzscheer, will fall upon the earth. In the heat of its conflagration, great and small mountains will melt and flow together as liquid metal. Through this glowing flood all human kind must pass. To the righteous it will prove as a pleasant bath, of the temperature of milk; but on the wicked the flame will inflict terrific pain. Ahriman will run up and down Chinevad in the perplexities of anguish and despair. The earth-wide stream of fire, flowing on, will cleanse every spot and every thing. Even the loathsome realm of darkness and torment shall be bur-
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nished and made a part of the all-inclusive Paradise. Ahriman himself, reclaimed to virtue, replenished with primal light, abjuring the memories of his envious ways, and furling thenceforth the sable standard of his rebellion, shall become a ministering spirit of the Most High, and, together with Ormuzd, chant the praises of Time-without-Bounds. All darkness, falsehood, suffering, shall flee utterly away, and the whole universe be filled by the illumination of good spirits blessed with fruition of eternal delight. In regard to the fate of man,—

Such are the parables Zartusht address'd
To Iran's faith, in the ancient Zend-Avest.

CHAPTER VIII.

HEBREW DOCTRINE OF A FUTURE LIFE.

On the one extreme, a large majority of Christian scholars have asserted that the doctrine of a retributive immortality is clearly taught throughout the Old Testament. Able writers, like Bishop Warburton, have maintained, on the other extreme, that it says nothing whatever about a future life, but rather implies the total and eternal end of men in death. But the most judicious, trustworthy critics hold an intermediate position, and affirm that the Hebrew Scriptures show a general belief in the separate existence of the spirit, not indeed as experiencing rewards and punishments, but as surviving in the common silence and gloom of the under-world, a desolate empire of darkness yawning beneath all graves and peopled with dream-like ghosts.¹

A number of important passages have been cited from different parts of the Old Testament by the advocates of the view first mentioned above. It will be well for us to notice these and their misuse before proceeding farther.

The translation of Enoch has been regarded as a revelation of the immortality of man. It is singular that Dr. Priestley should suggest, as the probable fact, so sheer and baseless a hypothesis as he does in his notes upon the Book of Genesis. He says, "Enoch was probably a prophet authorized to announce the reality of another life after this; and he might be removed into it without dying, as an evidence of the truth of his doctrine." The gross materialism of this supposition, and the failure of God's design which it implies, are a sufficient refutation of it. And,

¹ Boettcher, De Inferis Rebusque post mortem futuris ex Hebræorum et Graecorum Opinionibus.
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besides the utter unlikelihood of the thought, it is entirely destitute of support in the premises. One of the most curious of the many strange things to be found in Warburton's argument for the Divine Legation of Moses—an argument marked, as is well known, by profound erudition, and, in many respects, by consummate ability—is the use he makes of this account to prove that Moses believed the doctrine of immortality, but purposely obscured the fact from which it might be drawn by the people, in order that it might not interfere with his doctrine of the temporal special providence of Jehovah over the Jewish nation. Such a course is inconsistent with sound morality, much more with the character of an inspired prophet of God.

The only history we have of Enoch is in the fifth chapter of the Book of Genesis. The substance of it is as follows:—"And Enoch walked with God during his appointed years; and then he was not, for God took him." The author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, following the example of those Rabbins who, several centuries before his time, began to give mystical interpretations of the Scriptures, infers from this statement that Enoch was borne into heaven without tasting death. But it is not certainly known who the author of that epistle was; and, whoever he was, his opinion, of course, can have no authority upon a subject of criticism like this. Replying to the supposititious argument furnished by this passage, we say, Take the account as it reads, and it neither asserts nor implies the idea commonly held concerning it. It says nothing about translation or immortality; nor can any thing of the kind be legitimately deduced from it. Its plain meaning is no more nor less than this: Enoch lived three hundred and sixty-five years, fearing God and keeping his commandments, and then he died. Many of the Rabbins, fond as they are of finding in the Pentateuch the doctrine of future blessedness for the good, interpret this narrative as only signifying an immature death; for Enoch, it will be recollected, reached but about half the average age of the others whose names are mentioned in the chapter. Had this occurrence been intended as the revelation of a truth, it would have been fully and clearly stated; otherwise it could not answer any purpose.

As Le Clerc observes, "If the writer believed so important a fact as that Enoch was immortal, it is wonderful that he relates it as secretly and obscurely as if he wished to hide it." But, finally, even admitting that the account is to be regarded as teaching literally that God took Enoch, it by no means proves a revelation of the doctrine of general immortality. It does not show that anybody else would ever be translated or would in any way enter upon a future state of existence. It is not put forth as a revelation; it says nothing whatever concerning a revelation. It seems to mean either that Enoch suddenly died, or that he disappeared, nobody knew whither. But, if it really means that God took him into heaven, it is more natural to think that that was done as a special favor than as a sign of what awaited others. No general cause is stated, no consequence deduced, no principle laid down, no reflection added. How,
then, can it be said that the doctrine of a future life for man is revealed by it or implicated in it?

The removal of Elijah in a chariot of fire, of which we read in the second chapter of the Second Book of Kings, is usually supposed to have served as a miraculous proof of the fact that the faithful servants of Jehovah were to be rewarded with a life in the heavens. The author of this book is not known, and can hardly be guessed at with any degree of plausibility. It was unquestionably written, or rather compiled, a long time—probably several hundred years—after the prophets whose wonderful adventures it recounts had passed away. The internal evidence is sufficient, both in quality and quantity, to demonstrate that the book is for the most part a collection of traditions. This characteristic applies with particular force to the ascension of Elijah. But grant the literal truth of the account: it will not prove the point in support of which it is advanced, because it does not purport to have been done as a revelation of the doctrine in question, nor did it in any way answer the purpose of such a revelation. So far from this, in fact, it does not seem even to have suggested the bare idea of another state of existence in a single instance. For when Elisha returned without Elijah, and told the sons of the prophets at Jericho that his master had gone up in a chariot of fire,—which event they knew beforehand was going to happen,—they, instead of asking the particulars or exulting over the revelation of a life in heaven, calmly said to him, "Behold, there be with thy servants fifty sons of strength: let them go, we pray thee, and seek for Elijah, lest peradventure a whirlwind, the blast of the Lord, hath caught him up and cast him upon one of the mountains or into one of the valleys. And he said, Ye shall not send. But when they urged him till he was ashamed, he said, Send." This is all that is told us. Had it occurred as is stated, it would not so easily have passed from notice, but mighty inferences, never to be forgotten, would have been drawn from it at once. The story as it stands reminds one of the closing scene in the career of Romulus, speaking of whom the historians say, "In the thirty-seventh year of his reign, while he was reviewing an army, a tempest arose, in the midst of which he was suddenly snatched from the eyes of men. Hence some thought he was killed by the senators, others, that he was borne aloft to the gods." If the ascension of Elijah to heaven in a chariot of fire did really take place, and if the books held by the Jews as inspired and sacred contained a history of it at the time of our Savior, it is certainly singular that neither he nor any of the apostles allude to it in connection with the subject of a future life.

The miracles performed by Elijah and by Elisha in restoring the dead children to life—related in the seventeenth chapter of the First Book of Kings and in the fourth chapter of the Second Book—are often cited in proof of the position that the doctrine of immortality is revealed in the
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Old Testament. The narration of these events is found in a record of unknown authorship. The mode in which the miracles were effected, if they were miracles,—the prophet measuring himself upon the child, his eyes upon his eyes, his mouth upon his mouth, his hands upon his hands, and in one case the child sneezing seven times,—looks dubious. The two accounts so closely resemble each other as to cast still greater suspicion upon both. In addition to these considerations, and even fully granting the reality of the miracles, they do not touch the real controversy,—namely, whether the Hebrew Scriptures contain the revealed doctrine of a conscious immortality or of a future retribution. The prophet said, "O Lord my God, let this child's soul, I pray thee, come into his inward parts again." "And the Lord heard the voice of Elijah, and the soul of the child came into him again, and he revived." Now, the most this can show is that the child's soul was then existing in a separate state. It does not prove that the soul was immortal, nor that it was experiencing retribution, nor even that it was conscious. And we do not deny that the ancient Jews believed that the spirits of the dead retained a nerveless, shadowy being in the solemn vaults of the under-world. The Hebrew word rendered soul in the text is susceptible of three meanings: first, the shade, which, upon the dissolution of the body, is gathered to its fathers in the great subterranean congregation; second, the breath of a person, used as synonymous with his life; third, a part of the vital breath of God, which the Hebrews regarded as the source of the life of all creatures, and the withdrawing of which they supposed was the cause of death. It is clear that neither of these meanings can prove any thing in regard to the real point at issue,—that is, concerning a future life of rewards and punishments.

One of the strongest arguments brought to support the proposition which we are combating—at least, so considered by nearly all the Rabbins, and by not a few modern critics—is the account of the vivification of the dead recorded in the thirty-seventh chapter of the Book of Ezekiel. The prophet "was carried in the spirit of Jehovah"—that is, mentally, in a prophetic ecstasy—into a valley full of dry bones. "The bones came together, the flesh grew on them, the breath came into them, and they lived and stood on their feet, an exceeding great army." It should first be observed that this account is not given as an actual occurrence, but, after the manner of Ezekiel, as a prophetic vision meant to symbolize something. Now, of what was it intended as the symbol?—a doctrine, or a coming event?—a general truth to enlighten and guide uncertain men, or an approaching deliverance to console and encourage the desponding Jews? It is fair to let the prophet be his own interpreter, without aid from the glosses of prejudiced theorizers. It must be borne in mind that at this time the prophet and his countrymen were bearing the grievous burden of bondage in a foreign nation. "And Jehovah said to me, Son of man, these bones denote the whole house of Israel. Behold, they say, Our bones are dried, and our hope is lost, and we are cut off."
This plainly denotes their present suffering in the Babylonish captivity, and their despair of being delivered from it. "Therefore prophesy, and say to them, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I will open your graves and cause you to come up out of your graves, O my people, and bring you into the land of Israel." That is, I will rescue you from your slavery and restore you to freedom in your own land. The dry bones and their subsequent vivification, therefore, clearly symbolize the misery of the Israelites and their speedy restoration to happiness. Death is frequently used in a figurative sense to denote misery, and life to signify happiness. But those who maintain that the doctrine of the resurrection is taught as a revealed truth in the Hebrew Scriptures are not willing to let this passage pass so easily. Mr. Barnes says, "The illustration proves that the doctrine was one with which the people were familiar." Jerome states the argument more fully, thus:—"A similitude drawn from the resurrection, to foreshadow the restoration of the people of Israel, would never have been employed unless the resurrection itself were believed to be a fact of future occurrence; for no one thinks of confirming what is uncertain by what has no existence."

It is not difficult to reply to these objections with convincing force. First, the vision was not used as proof or confirmation, but as symbol and prophecy. Secondly, the use of any thing as an illustration does by no means imply that it is commonly believed as a fact. For instance, we are told in the ninth chapter of the Book of Judges that Jotham related an allegory to the people as an illustration of their conduct in choosing a king, saying, "The trees once on a time went forth to anoint a king over them; and they said to the olive-tree, Come thou and reign over us;"—and so on. Does it follow that at that time it was a common belief that the trees actually went forth occasionally to choose them a king? Thirdly, if a given thing is generally believed as a fact, a person who uses it expressly as a symbol, of course does not thereby give his sanction to it as a fact. And if a belief in the resurrection of the dead was generally entertained at the time of the prophet, its origin is not implied, and it does not follow that it was a doctrine of revelation, or even a true doctrine. Finally, there is one consideration which shows conclusively that this vision was never intended to typify the resurrection; namely, that it has nothing corresponding to the most essential part of that doctrine. When the bones have come together and are covered with flesh, God does not call up the departed spirits of these bodies from Sheol, does not bring back the vanished lives to animate their former tabernacles, now miraculously renewed. No; he but breathes on them with his vivifying breath, and straightway they live and move. This is not a resurrection, but a new creation. The common idea of a bodily restoration implies—and, that any just retribution be compatible with it, it necessarily implies—the vivification of the dead frame, not by the introduction of new life, but by the reinstalment of the very same life or spirit, the identical consciousness that before ani-
mated it. Such is not represented as being the case in Ezekiel's vision of the valley of dry bones. That vision had no reference to the future state.

In this connection, the revelation made by the angel in his prophecy, recorded in the twelfth chapter of the Book of Daniel, concerning the things which should happen in the Messianic times, must not be passed without notice. It reads as follows:—"And many of the sleepers of the dust of the ground shall awake, those to life everlasting, and these to shame, to contempt everlasting. And they that are wise shall shine as the brightness of the firmament, and they that turn many to righteousness, as the stars for ever and ever." No one can deny that a judgment, in which reward and punishment shall be distributed according to merit, is here clearly foretold. The meaning of the text, taken with the connection, is, that when the Messiah appears and establishes his kingdom the righteous shall enjoy a bodily resurrection upon the earth to honor and happiness, but the wicked shall be left below in darkness and death. This seems to imply, fairly enough, that until the advent of the Messiah none of the dead existed consciously in a state of retribution. The doctrine of the passage, as is well known, was held by some of the Jews at the beginning of the Christian era, and, less distinctly, for about two centuries previous. Before that time no traces of it can be found in their history. Now, had a doctrine of such intense interest and of such vast importance as this been a matter of revelation, it seems hardly possible that it should have been confined to one brief and solitary text, that it should have flashed up for a single moment so brilliantly, and then vanished for three or four centuries in utter darkness. Furthermore, nearly one-half of the Book of Daniel is written in the Chaldee tongue, and the other half in the Hebrew,—indicating that it had two authors, who wrote their respective portions at different periods. Its critical and minute details of events are history rather than prophecy. The greater part of the book was undoubtedly written as late as about a hundred and sixty years before Christ, long after the awful simplicity and solitude of the original Hebrew theology had been marred and corrupted by an intermixture of the doctrines of those heathen nations with whom the Jews had been often brought in contact. Such being the facts in the case, the text is evidently without force to prove a divine revelation of the doctrine it teaches.

In the twenty-second chapter of the Gospel by Matthew, Jesus says to the Sadducees, "But as touching the resurrection of the dead, have ye not read that which was spoken unto you by God, saying, I am the God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob? God is not the God of the dead, but of the living." The passage to which reference is made is written in the third chapter of the Book of Exodus. In order to ascertain the force of the Savior's argument, the extent of meaning

it had in his mind, and the amount of knowledge attributed by it to Moses, it will be necessary to determine first the definite purpose he had in view in his reply to the Sadducees, and how he proposed to accomplish it. We shall find that the use he made of the text does not imply that Moses had the slightest idea of any sort of future life for man, much less of an immortal life of blessedness for the good and of suffering for the bad. We should suppose, beforehand, that such would be the case, since upon examining the declaration cited, with its context, we find it to be simply a statement made by Jehovah explaining who he was,—that he was the ancient national guardian of the Jews, the Lord God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. This does not seem to contain the most distant allusion to the immortality of man, or to have suggested any such thought to the mind of Moses. It should be distinctly understood from the outset that Jesus did not quote this passage from the Pentateuch as proving any thing of itself, or as enabling him to prove any thing by it directly; but as being of acknowledged authority to the Sadducees themselves, to form the basis of a process of reasoning. The purpose he had in view, plainly, was to convince the Sadducees either of the possibility or of the actuality of the resurrection of the dead:—its possibility, if we assume that by resurrection he meant the Jewish doctrine of a material restoration, the reunion of soul and body; its actuality, if we suppose he meant the conscious immortality of the soul separate from the body. If the resurrection was physical, Christ demonstrates to the Sadducees its possibility, by refuting the false notion upon which they based their denial of it. They said, The resurrection of the body is impossible, because the principle of life, the consciousness, has utterly perished, and the body cannot live alone. He replied, It is possible, because the soul has an existence separate from the body, and, consequently, may be reunited to it. You admit that Jehovah said, after they were dead, I am the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob: but he is the God of the living, and not of the dead, for all live unto him. You must confess this. The soul, then, survives the body, and a resurrection is possible. It will be seen that this implies nothing concerning the nature or duration of the separate existence, but merely the fact of it. But, if Christ meant by the resurrection of the dead—as we think he did—the introduction of the disembodied and conscious soul into a state of eternal blessedness, the Sadducees denied its reality by maintaining that no such thing as a soul existed after bodily dissolution. He then proved to them its reality in the following manner. You believe— for Moses, to whose authority you implicitly bow, relates it—that God said, “I am the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,” and this, long after they died. But evidently he cannot be said to be the God of that which does not exist: therefore their souls must have been still alive. And if Jehovah was emphatically their God, their friend, of course he will show them his loving-kindness. They are, then, in a conscious state of blessedness. The Savior does not imply that God said so much in substance,
and it may be admitted that Moses intended to teach, or even knew, any thing like it, but that, by adding to the passage cited a premise of his own, which his hearers granted to be true, he could deduce so much from it by a train of new and unanswerable reasoning. His opponents were compelled to admit the legitimacy of his argument, and, impressed by its surpassing beauty and force, were silenced, if not convinced. The credit of this cogent proof of human immortality, namely, that God's love for man is a pledge and warrant of his eternal blessedness—a proof whose originality and significance set it far beyond all parallel—is due to the dim gropings of no Hebrew prophet, but to the inspired insight of the great Founder of Christianity.

The various passages yet unnoticed which purport to have been uttered by Jehovah or at his command, and which are urged to show that the reality of a retributive life after death is a revealed doctrine of the Old Testament, will be found, upon critical examination, either to owe their entire relevant force to mistranslation, or to be fairly refuted by the reasonings already advanced. Professor Stuart admits that he finds only one consideration to show that Moses had any idea of a future retribution; and that is, that the Egyptians expressly believed it; and he is not able to comprehend how Moses, who dwelt so long among them, should be ignorant of it. The reasoning is obviously inconsequential. It is not certain that the Egyptians held this doctrine in the time of Moses: it may have prevailed among them before or after, and not during, that period. If they believed it at that time, it may have been an esoteric doctrine, with which he did not become acquainted. If they believed it, and he knew it, he might have classed it with other heathen doctrines, and supposed it false. And, even if he himself believed it, he might possibly not have inculcated it upon the Israelites; and the question is, what he did actually teach, not what he knew.

The opinions of the Jews at the time of the Savior have no bearing upon the point in hand, because they were acquired at a later period than that of the writing of the records we are now considering. They were formed, and gradually grew in consistency and favor, either by the natural progress of thought among the Jews themselves, or, more probably, by a blending of the intimations of the Hebrew Scriptures with Gentile speculations,—the doctrines of the Egyptians, Hindus, and Persians. We leave this portion of the subject, then, with the following proposition. In the canonic books of the Old Dispensation there is not a single genuine text, claiming to come from God, which teaches explicitly any doctrine whatever of a life beyond the grave. That doctrine as it existed among the Jews was no part of their pure religion, but was a part of their philosophy. It did not, as they held it, imply any thing like our present idea of the immortality of the soul reaping in the spiritual world what it has sowed in the physical. It simply declared

---

the existence of human ghosts amidst unbroken gloom and stillness in the cavernous depths of the earth, without reward, without punishment, without employment, scarcely with consciousness,—as will immediately appear.

We proceed to the second general division of the subject. What does the Old Testament, apart from the revelation claimed to be contained in it, and regarding only those portions of it which are confessedly a collection of the poetry, history, and philosophy of the Hebrews, intimate concerning a future state of existence? Examining these writings with an unbiassed mind, we discover that in different portions of them there are large variations and opposition of opinion. In some books we trace an undoubting belief in certain rude notions of the future condition of souls; in other books we encounter unqualified denials of every such thought. "Man lieth down and riseth not," sighs the desponding Job, "The dead cannot praise God, neither any that go down into darkness," wails the repining Psalmist. "All go to one place," and "the dead know not any thing," asserts the disbeliefing Preacher. These inconsistencies we shall not stop to point out and comment upon. They are immaterial to our present purpose, which is to bring together, in their general agreement, the sum and substance of the Hebrew ideas on this subject.

The separate existence of the soul is necessarily implied by the distinction the Hebrews made between the grave, or sepulchre, and the under-world, or abode of shades. The Hebrew words bor and keber mean simply the narrow place in which the dead body is buried; while Sheol represents an immense cavern in the interior of the earth where the ghosts of the deceased are assembled. When the patriarch was told that his son Joseph was slain by wild beasts, he cried aloud, in bitter sorrow, "I will go down to Sheol unto my son, mourning." He did not expect to meet Joseph in the grave; for he supposed his body torn in pieces and scattered in the wilderness, not laid in the family tomb. The dead are said to be "gathered to their people," or to "sleep with their fathers," and this whether they are interred in the same place or in a remote region. It is written, "Abraham gave up the ghost, and was gathered unto his people," notwithstanding his body was laid in a cave in the field of Machpelah, close by Hebron, while his people were buried in Chaldea and Mesopotamia. "Isaac gave up the ghost and died, and was gathered unto his people;" and then we read, as if it were done afterwards, "His sons, Jacob and Esau, buried him." These instances might be multiplied. They prove that "to be gathered unto one's fathers" means to descend into Sheol and join there the hosts of the departed. A belief in the separate existence of the soul is also involved in the belief in necromancy, or divination, the prevalence of which is shown by the stern laws against those who engaged in its unhallowed rites, and by the history of the witch of Endor. She, it is said, by magical spells evoked the shade of old Samuel from below. It must
have been the spirit of the prophet that was supposed to rise; for his body was buried at Ramah, more than sixty miles from Endor. The faith of the Hebrews in the separate existence of the soul is shown, furthermore, by the fact that the language they employed expresses, in every instance, the distinction of body and spirit. They had particular words appropriated to each. "As thy soul liveth," is a Hebrew oath. "With my spirit within me will I seek thee early." "I, Daniel, was grieved in my spirit in the midst of my body:" the figure here represents the soul in the body as a sword in a sheath. "Our bones are scattered at the mouth of the under-world, as when one cutteth and cleaveth wood upon the earth;" that is, the soul, expelled from its case of clay by the murderer's weapon, flees into Sheol and leaves its exuviae at the entrance. "Thy voice shall be as that of a spirit out of the ground:" the word āov here used signifies the shade evoked by a necromancer from the region of death, which was imagined to speak in a feeble whisper.

The term rephaim is used to denote the manes of the departed. The etymology of the word, as well as its use, makes it mean the weak, the relaxed. "I am counted as them that go down into the under-world; I am as a man that hath no strength." This faint, powerless condition accords with the idea that they were destitute of flesh, blood, and animal life,—mere umbræ. These ghosts are described as being nearly as destitute of sensation as they are of strength. They are called "the inhabitants of the land of stillness." They exist in an inactive, partially-torpid state, with a dreamy consciousness of past and present, neither suffering nor enjoying, and seldom moving. Herder says of the Hebrews, "The sad and mournful images of their ghostly realm disturbed them, and were too much for their self-possession." Respecting these images, he adds, "Their voluntary force and energy were destroyed. They were feeble as a shade, without distinction of members, as a nerveless breath. They wandered and flitted in the dark nether world." This "wandering and flitting," however, is rather the spirit of Herder's poetry than of that of the Hebrews; for the whole tenor and drift of the representations in the Old Testament show that the state of disembodied souls is deep quietude. Freed from bondage, pain, toil, and care, they repose in silence. The ghost summoned from beneath by the witch of Endor said, "Why hast thou disquieted me to bring me up?" It was, indeed, in a dismal abode that they took their long quiet; but then it was in a place "where the wicked ceased from troubling and the weary were at rest."

Those passages which attribute active employments to the dwellers in the under-world are specimens of poetic license, as the context always shows. When Job says, "Before Jehovah the shades beneath tremble," he likewise declares, "The pillars of heaven tremble and are confounded at his rebuke." When Isaiah breaks forth in that stirring lyric to the King of Babylon,—
"The under-world is in commotion on account of thee,
To meet thee at thy coming;
It stirreth up before thee the shades, all the mighty of the earth;
It ariseth from their thrones all the kings of the nations;
They all accost thee, and say,
Art thou too become weak as we?"—

he also exclaims, in the same connection,—

"Even the cypress-trees exult over thee,
And the cedars of Lebanon, saying,
Since thou art fallen,
No man cometh up to cut us down."

The activity thus vividly described is evidently a mere figure of speech; so is it in the other instances which picture the rephaim as employed and in motion. "Why," complainingly sighed the afflicted patriarch,—"why died I not at my birth? For now should I lie down and be quiet; I should slumber; I should then be at rest." And the wise man says, in his preaching, "There is no work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom, in Sheol." What has already been said is sufficient to establish the fact that the Hebrews had an idea that the souls of men left their bodies at death and existed as dim shadows, in a state of undisturbed repose, in the bowels of the earth.

Sheol is directly derived from a Hebrew word, signifying, first, to dig or excavate. It means, therefore, a cavity, or empty subterranean place. Its derivation is usually connected, however, with the secondary meaning of the Hebrew word referred to, namely, to ask, to desire, from the notion of demanding, since rapacious Orcus lays claim unspARINGLY to all; or, as others have fancifully construed it, the object of universal inquiry, the unknown mansion concerning which all are anxiously inquisitive. The place is conceived on an immense scale, shrouded in accompaniments of gloomy grandeur and peculiar awe;—an enormous cavern in the earth, filled with night; a stupendous hollow kingdom, to which are poetically attributed valleys and gates, and in which are congregated the slumberous and shadowy hosts of the rephaim, never able to go out of it again forever. Its awful stillness is unbroken by noise. Its thick darkness is unecheered by light. It stretches far down under the ground. It is wonderfully deep. In language that reminds one of Milton's description of hell, where was

"No light, but rather darkness visible,"

Job describes it as "the land of darkness, like the blackness of death-shade, where is no order, and where the light is as darkness." The following passages, selected almost at random, will show the ideas entertained of the place, and confirm and illustrate the foregoing statements. "But he considers not that in the valleys of Sheol are her guests." "Now shall I go down into the gates of Sheol." "The ground clave asunder, and the earth opened her mouth, and swallowed them up, and their houses, and all their men, and all their goods: they and all that appertained to them went down alive into Sheol, and the earth closed
upon them." Its depth is contrasted with the height of the sky. "Though they dig into Sheol, thence shall mine hand take them; though they climb up to heaven, thence will I bring them down." It is the destination of all; for, though the Hebrews believed in a world of glory above the solid ceiling of the dome of day, where Jehovah and the angels dwelt, there was no promise, hope, or hint that any man could ever go there. The dirge-like burden of their poetry was literally these words:—"What man is he that liveth and shall not see death? Shall he deliver his spirit from the hand of Sheol?" The old Hebrew graves were crypts, wide, deep holes, like the habitations of the troglodytes. In these subterranian caves they laid the dead down; and so the Grave became the mother of Sheol, a rendezvous of the fathers, a realm of the dead, full of eternal ghost-life.

This under-world is dreary and altogether undesirable, save as an escape from extreme anguish. But it is not a place of retribution. Jahn says, "That, in the belief of the ancient Hebrews, there were different situations in Sheol for the good and the bad, cannot be proved."5 The sudden termination of the present life is the judgment the Old Testament threatens upon sinners; its happy prolongation is the reward it promises to the righteous. Texts that prove this might be quoted in numbers from almost every page. "The wicked shall be turned into Sheol, and all the nations that forget God,"—not to be punished there, but as a punishment. It is true, the good and the bad alike pass into that gloomy land; but the former go down tranquilly in a good old age and full of days, as a shock of corn fully ripe cometh in its season, while the latter are suddenly hurried there by an untimely and miserable fate. The man that loves the Lord shall have length of days; the unjust, though for a moment he flourisheth, yet the wind bloweth, and where is he?

We shall perhaps gain a more clear and adequate knowledge of the ideas the Hebrews had of the soul and of its fate, by marking the different meanings of the words they used to denote it. Neshamah, primarily meaning breath or airy effluence, next expresses the Spirit of God as imparting life and force, wisdom and love; also the spirit of man as its emanation, creation, or sustained object. The citation of a few texts in which the word occurs will set this in a full light. "The Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the spirit of existence, and man became a conscious being." "It is the divine spirit of man, even the inspiration of the Almighty, that giveth him understanding." "The Spirit of God made me, and his breath gave me life."

Ruah signifies, originally, a breathing or blowing. Two other meanings are directly connected with this. First, the vital spirit, the principle of life as manifested in the breath of the mouth and nostrils.

5 Biblical Archaeology, sect. 314.
And they went in unto Noah into the ark, two and two of all flesh in whose nostrils was the breath of life. Second, the wind, the motions of the air, which the Hebrews supposed caused by the breath of God. “By the blast of thine anger the waters were gathered on an heap.” “The channels of waters were seen, and the foundations of the world were discovered, O Lord, at the blast of the breath of thy nostrils.” So they regarded the thunder as his voice. “The voice of Jehovah cutteth out the fiery lightnings,” and “shaketh the wilderness of Kadesh.” This word is also frequently placed for the rational spirit of man, the seat of intellect and feeling. It is likewise sometimes representative of the character and disposition of men, whether good or bad. Hosea speaks of “a spirit of vile lust.” In the Second Book of Chronicles we read, “There came out a spirit, and stood before Jehovah, and said, I will entice King Ahab to his destruction. I will go out and be a lying spirit in the mouth of all his prophets.” Belshazzar says to Daniel, “I know that the spirit of the holy gods is in thee.” Finally, it is applied to Jehovah, signifying the divine spirit, or power, by which all animate creatures live, the universe is filled with motion, all extraordinary gifts of skill, genius, or virtue are bestowed, and men incited to forsake evil and walk in the paths of truth and piety. “Thou sendest forth thy spirit, they are created, and thou renewest the face of the earth; thou takest away their breath, they die and return to their dust.” “Jehovah will be a spirit of justice in them that sit to administer judgment.” It seems to be implied that the life of man, having emanated from the spirit, is to be again absorbed in it, when it is said, “Then shall the dust return to the earth as it was, and the spirit shall return unto God who gave it.”

Nephesh is but partially a synonym for the word whose significations we have just considered. The different senses it bears are strangely interchanged and confounded in King James’s version. Its first meaning is breath, the breathing of a living being. Next it means the vital spirit, the indwelling life of the body. “If any mischief follow, thou shalt take life for life.” The most adequate rendering of it would be, in a great majority of instances, by the term life. “In jeopardy of his life [not soul] hath Adoniah spoken this.” It sometimes represents the intelligent soul or mind, the subject of knowledge and desire. “My soul knoweth right well.”

Lev also, or the heart, is often used—more frequently perhaps than any other term—as meaning the vital principle, and the seat of consciousness, intellect, will, and affection. Jehovah said to Solomon, in answer to his prayer, “Lo, I have given thee a wise and an understanding heart.” The later Jews speculated much, with many cabalistic refinements, on these different words. They said many persons were supplied with a Nephesh without a Ruah, much more without a Neshamah. They declared that the Nephesh (Psyche) was the soul of the body, the Ruah (Pneuma) the soul of the Nephesh, and the
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Neshamah (Nous) the soul of the Ruah. Some of the Rabbins assert that the destination of the Nepesh, when the body dies, is Sheol; of the Ruah, the air; and of the Neshamah, heaven.\(^6\)

The Hebrews used all those words in speaking of brutes, to denote their sensitive existence, that they did in reference to men. They held that life was in every instance an emission, or breath, from the Spirit of God. But they do not intimate of brutes, as they do of men, that they have surviving shades. The author of the Book of Ecclesiastes, however, bluntly declares that "all have one breath, and all go to one place, so that a man hath no pre-eminence above a beast." As far as the words used to express existence, soul, or mind, legitimate any inference, it would seem to be, either that the essential life is poured out at death as so much air, or else that it is received again by God,—in both cases implying naturally, though not of philosophic necessity, the close of conscious, individual existence. But the examination we have made of their real opinions shows that, however obviously this conclusion might flow from their pneumatology, it was not the expectation they cherished. They believed there was a dismal empire in the earth where the rephaim, or ghosts of the dead, reposed forever in a state of semi-sleep.

"It is a land of shadows; yea, the land

Itself is but a shadow, and the race

That dwell therein are voices, forms of forms,

And echoes of themselves."

That the Hebrews, during the time covered by their sacred records, had no conception of a retributive life beyond the present, knew nothing of a blessed immortality, is shown by two conclusive arguments, in addition to the positive demonstration afforded by the views which, as we have seen, they did actually hold in regard to the future lot of man. First, they were puzzled, they were troubled and distressed, by the moral phenomena of the present life,—the misfortunes of the righteous, the prosperity of the wicked. Read the Book of Ecclesiastes, the Book of Job, some of the Psalms. Had they been acquainted with future reward and punishment, they could easily have solved these problems to their satisfaction. Secondly, they regarded life as the one blessing, death as the one evil. Something of sadness, we may suppose, was in the wise man's tones when he said, "A living dog is better than a dead lion." Obey Jehovah's laws, that thy days may be long in the land he giveth thee; the wicked shall not live out half his days: such is the burden of the Old Testament. It was reserved for a later age to see life and immortality brought to light, and for the disciples of a clearer faith to feel that death is gain.

There are many passages in the Hebrew Scriptures generally supposed—and really appearing, upon a slight examination, not afterwards—to teach doctrines different from those here stated. We will give two

---

\(^6\) Tractatus de Anima a R. Moscheh Korduero. In Kabbala Denudata, tom. i. pars ii.
examples in a condensed form. "Thou wilt not leave my soul in Sheol: . . . at thy right hand are pleasures for evermore." This text, properly translated and explained, means, Thou wilt not leave me to misfortune and untimely death: . . . in thy royal favor is prosperity and length of days. "I know that my Redeemer liveth: . . . in my flesh I shall see God." The genuine meaning of this triumphant exclamation of faith is, I know that God is the Vindicator of the upright, and that he will yet justify me before I die. A particular examination of the remaining passages of this character with which erroneous conceptions are generally connected would show, first, that in nearly every case these passages are not accurately translated; secondly, that they may be satisfactorily interpreted as referring merely to this life, and cannot by a sound exegesis be explained otherwise; thirdly, that the meaning usually ascribed to them is inconsistent with the whole general tenor, and with numberless positive and explicit statements, of the books in which they are found; fourthly, that if there are, as there dubiously seem to be in some of the Psalms, texts implying the ascent of souls after death to a heavenly life,—for example, "Thou shalt guide me with thy countenance, and afterward receive me to glory,"—they were the product of a late period, and reflect a faith not native to the Hebrews, but first known to them after their intercourse with the Persians.

Christians reject the allegorizing of the Jews, and yet traditionally accept, on their authority, doctrines which can be deduced from their Scriptures in no other way than by the absurd hypothesis of a double or mystic sense. For example, scores of Christian authors have taught the dogma of a general resurrection of the dead, deducing it from such passages as God's sentence upon Adam:—"From the dust wast thou taken, and unto the dust shalt thou return;" as Joel's patriotic picture of the Jews victorious in battle, and of the vanquished heathen gathered in the valley of Jehoshaphat to witness their installation as rulers of the earth; and as the declaration of the God of battles:—"I am he that kills and that makes alive, that wounds and that heals." And they maintain that the doctrine of immortality is inculcated in such texts as these:—when Moses asks to see God, and the reply is, "No man can see me and live;" when Bathsheba bows and says, "Let my lord King David live forever;" and when the sacred poet praises God, saying, "Thou hast delivered my soul from death, mine eyes from tears, and my feet from falling." Such interpretations of Scripture are lamentable in the extreme; their context shows them to be absurd. The meaning is forced into the words, not derived from them.

Such as we have now seen were the ancient Hebrew ideas of the future state. To those who received them the life to come was cheerless, offering no attraction save that of peace to the weary sufferer. On the other hand, it had no terror save the natural revulsion of the human heart from everlasting darkness, silence, and dreams. In view of deliverance from so dreary a fate, by translation through Jesus Christ to the splen-
dors of the world above the firmament, there are many exultations in the Epistles of Paul, and in other portions of the New Testament.

The Hebrew views of the soul and its destiny, as discerned through the intimations of their Scriptures are very nearly what, from a fair consideration of the case, we should suppose they would be, agreeing in the main with the natural speculations of other early nations upon the same subject. These opinions underwent but little alteration until a century or a century and a half before the dawn of the Christian era. This is shown by the phraseology of the Septuagint version of the Pentateuch, and by the allusions in the so-called Apocryphal books. In these, so far as there are any relevant statements or implications, they are of the same character as those which we have explained from the more ancient writings. This is true, with the notable exceptions of the Wisdom of Solomon and the Second Maccabees, neither of which documents can be dated earlier than a hundred and twenty years before Christ. The former contains the doctrine of transmigration. The author says, "Being wise, I came into a body undefiled." But, with the exception of this and one other passage, there is little or nothing in the book which is definite on the subject of a future life. It is difficult to tell what the author's real faith was; his words seem rather rhetorical than dogmatic. He says, "To be allied unto wisdom is immortality;" but other expressions would appear to show that by immortality he means merely a deathless posthumous fame, "leaving an eternal memorial of himself to all who shall come after him." Again he declares, "The spirit when it is gone forth returneth not; neither the soul received up cometh again." And here we find, too, the famous text, "God created man to be immortal, and made him to be an image of his own eternity. Nevertheless, through envy of the devil came death into the world, and they that hold of his side do find it." Upon the whole, it is pretty clear that the writer believed in a future life; but the details are too partially and obscurely shadowed to be drawn forth. We may, however, hazard a conjecture on the passage last quoted, especially with the help of the light cast upon it from its evident Persian origin. What is it, expressed by the term "death," which is found by the adherents of the devil distinctively? "Death" cannot here be a metaphor for an inward state of sin and woe, because it is contrasted with the plainly literal phrases, "created to be immortal," "an image of God's eternity." It cannot signify simply physical dissolution, because this is found as well by God's servants as by the devil's. Its genuine meaning is, most probably, a descent into the black kingdom of sadness and silence under the earth, while the souls of the good were "received up."

The Second Book of Maccabees with emphasis repeatedly asserts future retribution and a bodily resurrection. In the seventh chapter a full account is given of seven brothers and their mother who suffered marty-

7 Cap. vii. 20. 8 Cap. ii. 23, 24.
dom, firmly sustained by faith in a glorious reward for their heroic fidelity, to be reaped at the resurrection. One of them says to the tyrant by whose order he was tortured, “As for thee, thou shalt have no resurrection to life.” Nicanor, bleeding from many horrible wounds, “plucked out his bowels and cast them upon the throng, and, calling upon the Lord of life and spirit to restore him those again, [at the day of resurrection.] he thus died.” Other passages in this book to the same effect it is needless to quote. The details lying latent in those we have quoted will soon be illuminated and filled out when we come to treat of the opinions of the Pharisees.  

There lived in Alexandria a very learned Jew named Philo, the author of voluminous writings, a zealous Israelite, but deeply imbued both with the doctrines and the spirit of Plato. He was born about twenty years before Christ, and survived him about thirty years. The weight of his character, the force of his talents, the fascinating adaptation of his peculiar philosophical speculations and of his bold and subtle allegorical expositions of Scripture to the mind of his age and of the succeeding centuries, together with the eminent literary position and renown early secured for him by a concurrence of causes, have combined to make him exert—according to the expressed convictions of the best judges, such as Lücke and Norton—a greater influence on the history of Christian opinions than any single man, with the exception of the Apostle Paul, since the days of Christ. It is important, and will be interesting, to see some explanation of his views on the subject of a future life. A synopsis of them must suffice.  

Philo was a Platonic Alexandrian Jew, not a Zoroastrian Palestinian Pharisee. It was a current saying among the Christian Fathers, “Vél Plato Philonizat, vel Philo Platonizat.” He has little to say of the Messiah, nothing to say of the Messianic eschatology. We speak of him in this connection because he was a Jew, flourishing at the commencement of the Christian epoch, and contributing much, by his cabalistic interpretations, to lead Christians to imagine that the Old Testament contained the doctrine of a spiritual immortality connected with a system of rewards and punishments.  

Three principal points include the substance of Philo’s faith on the subject in hand. He rejected the notion of a resurrection of the body and held to the natural immortality of the soul. He entertained the most profound and spiritual conceptions of the intrinsically deadly nature and wretched fruits of all sin, and of the self-contained welfare and self-rewarding results of every element of virtue, in themselves, independent of time and place and regardless of external bestowments of

9 Cap. xiv. 46.  
10 See a very able discussion of the relation between the ideas concerning immortality, resurrection, judgment, and retribution, contained in the Old Testament Apocrypha, and those in the New Testament, by Frisch, inserted in Eichhorn’s Allgemeine Bibliothek der Biblischen Literatur, band iv.stück iv.
woe or joy. He also believed at the same time in contrasted localities above and below, appointed as the residences of the disembodied souls of good and of wicked men. We will quote miscellaneous various passages from him in proof and illustration of these statements:—

"Man's bodily form is made from the ground, the soul from no created thing, but from the Father of all; so that, although man was mortal as to his body, he was immortal as to his mind." 11 "Complete virtue is the tree of immortal life." 12 "Vices and crimes, rushing in through the gate of sensual pleasure, changed a happy and immortal life for a wretched and mortal one." 13 Referring to the allegory of the garden of Eden, he says, "The death threatened for eating the fruit was not natural, the separation of soul and body, but penal, the sinking of the soul in the body." 14 "Death is twofold, one of man, one of the soul. The death of man is the separation of the soul from the body; the death of the soul is the corruption of virtue and the assumption of vice." 15 "To me, death with the pious is preferable to life with the impious. For those so dying, deathless life delivers; but those so living, eternal death seizes."

He writes of three kinds of life, "one of which neither ascends nor descends but cares to ascend, groping in the secret recesses of Hades and rejoicing in the most lifeless life." 16 Commenting on the promise of the Lord to Abram, that he should be buried in a good old age, Philo observes that "A polished, purified soul does not die, but emigrates: it is of an inextinguishable and deathless race, and goes to heaven, escaping the dissolution and corruption which death seems to introduce." 17 "A vile life is the true Hades, despicable and obnoxious to every sort of excration." 18 "Different regions are set apart for different things,—heaven for the good, the confines of the earth for the bad." 19 He thinks the ladder seen by Jacob in his dream "is a figure of the air, which, reaching from earth to heaven, is the house of unembodied souls, the image of a populous city having for citizens immortal souls, some of whom descend into mortal bodies, but soon return aloft, calling the body a sepulchre from which they hasten, and, on light wings seeking the lofty ether, pass eternity in sublime contemplations." 20 "The wise inherit the Olympic and heavenly region to dwell in, always studying to go above; the bad, the innermost parts of Hades, always laboring to die." 21 He literally accredits the account, in the sixteenth chapter of Numbers, of the swallowing of Korah and his company, saying, "The earth opened and took them alive into Hades." 22 "Ignorant men regard death as the end of punishments, whereas in the Divine judgment it is scarcely the beginning of them." 23 He describes the meritorious man as "fleeing to God and receiving the most intimate honor of a firm place in heaven; but the reprobate man is dragged below, down to the very lowest place, to Tartarus itself and pro-
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found darkness." 25  "He who is not firmly held by evil may by repentance return to virtue, as to the native land from which he has wandered. But he who suffers from incurable vice must endure its dire penalties, banished into the place of the impious until the whole of eternity." 26

Such, then, was the substance of Philo's opinions on the theme before us, as indeed many more passages, which we have omitted as superfluous, might be cited from him to show. Man was made originally a mortal body and an immortal soul. He should have been happy and pure while in the body, and on leaving it have soared up to the realm of light and bliss on high, to join the angels. "Abraham, leaving his mortal part, was added to the people of God, enjoying immortality and made similar to the angels. For the angels are the army of God, bodiless and happy souls." 27 But, through the power of evil, all who yield to sin and vice lose that estate of bright and blessed immortality, and become discordant, wretched, despicable, and, after the dissolution of the body, are thrust down to gloom and manifold just retribution in Hades. He believed in the pre-existence, and in a limited transmigration, of souls. Here he leaves the subject, saying nothing of a resurrection or final restoration, and not speculating as to any other of the details. 28

We pass on to speak of the Jewish sects at the time of Christ. There were three of these, cardinaly differing from each other in their theories of the future fate of man. First, there were the skeptical, materialistic Sadducees, wealthy, proud, few. They openly denied the existence of any disembodied souls, avowing that men utterly perished in the grave. "The cloud faileth and passeth away: so he that goeth down to the grave doth not return." 29 We read in the Acts of the Apostles, "The Sadducees say there is no resurrection, neither angel nor spirit." At the same time they accepted the Pentateuch, only rejecting or explaining away those portions of it which relate to the separate existence of souls and to their subterranean abode. They strove to confound their opponents, the advocates of a future life, by such perplexing questions as the one they addressed to Jesus, asking, in the case of a woman who had had seven successive husbands, which one of them should be her husband in the resurrection. All that we can gather concerning the Sadducees from the New Testament is amply confirmed by Josephus, who explicitly declares, "Their doctrine is that souls die with the bodies."

The second sect was the ascetical and philosophical Essenes, of whom the various information given by Philo in his celebrated paper on the Therapeutae agrees with the account in Josephus and with the scattered gleams in other sources. The doctrine of the Essenes on the subject of our present inquiry was much like that of Philo himself; and in some par-

28 See, in the Analekten of Keil and Tschirner, band i. stiick ii., an article by Dr. Schreiter, entitled Philo's Ideen über Unsterblichkeit, Auferstehung, und Vergeltung.
29 Lightfoot in Matt. xxii. 23.
ticulars it remarkably resembles that of many Christians. They rejected
the notion of the resurrection of the body, and maintained the inherent
immortality of the soul. They said that "the souls of men, coming out
of the most sublime and pure air, are bound up in their bodies as in so
many prisons; but, being freed at death, they do rejoice, and are borne
aloft where a state of happy life forever is decreed for the virtuous; but
the vicious are assigned to eternal punishment in a dark, cold place."^39
Such sentiments appear to have inspired the heroic Eleazar, whose
speech to his followers is reported by Josephus, when they were besieged
at Masada, urging them to rush on the foe, "for death is better than
life, is the only true life, leading the soul to infinite freedom and joy
above."^31
But by far the most numerous and powerful of the Jewish sects at that
time, and ever since, were the eclectic, traditional, formalist Pharisees:
eclectic, inasmuch as their faith was formed by a partial combination of
various systems; traditional, since they allowed a more imperative sway
to the authority of the Fathers, and to oral legends and precepts, than
to the plain letter of Scripture; formalist, for they neglected the
weightier spiritual matters of the law in a scrupulous tithing of mint,
cumin, and anise-seed, a pretentious wearing of broad phylacteries, an
uttering of long prayers in the streets, and the various other hypocritical
priestly paraphernalia of a severe mechanical ritual.

From Josephus we learn that the Pharisees believed that the souls of
the faithful—that is, of all who punctiliously observed the law of Moses
and the traditions of the elders—would live again by transmigration into
new bodies; but that the souls of all others, on leaving their bodies, were
doomed to a place of confinement beneath, where they must abide for-
ever. These are his words:—"The Pharisees believe that souls have an
immortal strength in them, and that in the under-world they will expe-
rience rewards or punishments according as they have lived well or ill
in this life. The righteous shall have power to live again, but sinners
shall be detained in an everlasting prison."^32 Again, he writes, "The
Pharisees say that all souls are incorruptible, but that only the souls of
good men are removed into other bodies."^33 The fragment entitled
"Concerning Hades," formerly attributed to Josephus, is now acknow-
ledged on all sides to be a gross forgery. The Greek culture and philo-
sophical tincture with which he was imbued led him to reject the doc-
trine of a bodily resurrection; and this is probably the reason why he
makes no allusion to that doctrine in his account of the Pharisees. That
such a doctrine was held among them is plain from passages in the New
Testament,—passages which also shed light upon the statement actually
made by Josephus. Jesus says to Martha, "Thy brother shall rise
again." She replies, "I know that he shall rise in the resurrection, at

^30 Josephus, De Bell. lib. II. cap. 8.
^31 Ibid. lib. vii. cap. 8.
^32 Antiq. lib. xviii. cap. 1.
^33 De Bell. lib. II. cap. 8.
the last day." Some of the Pharisees, furthermore, did not confine the privilege or penalty of transmigration, and of the resurrection, to the righteous. They once asked Jesus, "Who did sin, this man or his parents, that he was born blind?" Plainly, he could not have been born blind for his own sins unless he had known a previous life. Paul, too, says of them, in his speech at Cesarea, "They themselves also allow that there shall be a resurrection of the dead, both of the just and of the unjust." This, however, is very probably an exception to their prevailing belief. Their religious intolerance, theocratic pride, hereditary national vanity, and sectarian formalism, often led them to despise and overlook the Gentile world, haughtily restricting the boon of a renewed life to the legal children of Abraham.

But the grand source now open to us of knowledge concerning the prevailing opinions of the Jews on our present subject at and subsequent to the time of Christ is the Talmud. This is a collection of the traditions of the oral law, (Mischna,) with the copious precepts and comments (Gemara) of the most learned and authoritative Rabbins. It is a wonderful monument of myths and fancies, profound speculations and ridiculous puerilities, antique legends and cabalistic subtleties, crowned and loaded with the national peculiarities. The Jews reverence it extravagantly, saying, "The Bible is salt, the Mischna pepper, the Gemara balmy spice." Rabbi Solomon ben Joseph sings, in our poet's version,—

"The Kabbala and Talmud hoar
Than all the Prophets prize I more;
For water is all Bible lore,
But Mischna is pure wine."

The rambling character and barbarous dialect of this work have joined with various other causes to withhold from it far too much of the attention of Christian critics. Saving by old Lightfoot and Poeck, scarcely a contribution has ever been offered us in English from this important field. The Germans have done far better; and numerous huge volumes, the costly fruits of their toils, are standing on neglected shelves. The eschatological views derived from this source are authentically Jewish, however closely they may resemble some portion of the popular Christian conceptions upon the same subject. The correspondences between some Jewish and some Christian theological dogmas betoken the influx of an adulterated Judaism into a nascent Christianity, not the reflex of a pure Christianity upon a receptive Judaism. It is important to show this; and it appears from several considerations. In the first place, it is demonstrable, it is unquestioned, that at least the germs and outlines of the dogmas referred to were in actual existence among the Pharisees before the conflict between Christianity and Judaism arose. Secondly, in the Rabbinical writings these dogmas are most fundamental, vital, and pervading, in relation to the whole system; but in the Christian they seem subordinate and incidental, have every appearance of being ingrafts, not
outgrowths. Thirdly, in the apostolic age Judaism was a consolidated, petrified system, defended from outward influence on all sides by an invulnerable bigotry, a haughty exclusiveness; while Christianity was in a young and vigorous, an assimilating and formative, state. Fourthly, the overweening sectarian vanity and scorn of the Jews, despising, hating, and fearing the Christians, would not permit them to adopt peculiarities of belief from the latter; but the Christians were undeniably Jews in almost every thing except in asserting the Messiahship of Jesus: they claimed to be the genuine Jews, children of the law and realizers of the promise. The Jewish dogmas, therefore, descended to them as a natural lineal inheritance. Finally, in the Acts of the Apostles, the letters of Paul, and the progress of the Ebionites, (which sect included nearly all the Christians of the first century,) we can trace step by step the actual workings, in reliable history, of the process that we affirm,—namely, the assimilation of Jewish elements into the popular Christianity.

CHAPTER IX.

RABBINICAL DOCTRINE OF A FUTURE LIFE.

The starting-point in the Talmud on this subject is with the effects of sin upon the human race. Man was made radiant, pure, immortal, in the image of God. By sin he was obscured, defiled, burdened with mortal decay and judgment. In this representation that misery and death were an after-doom brought into the world by sin, the Rabbinical authorities strikingly agree. The testimony is irresistible. We need not quote confirmations of this statement, as every scholar in this department will accept it at once. But as to what is meant precisely by the term "death," as used in such a connection, there is no little obscurity and diversity of opinion. In all probability, some of the Pharisaical fathers—perhaps the majority of them—conceived that, if Adam had not sinned, he and his posterity would have been physically immortal, and would either have lived forever on the earth, or have been successively transferred to the home of Jehovah over the firmament. They call the devil, who is the chief accuser in the heavenly court of justice, the angel of death, by the name of "Sammael." Rabbi Reuben says, "When Sammael saw Adam sin, he immediately sought to slay him, and went to the heavenly council and clamored for justice against him, pleading thus:—'God made this decree, 'In the day thou eatest of the tree thou shalt surely die.' Therefore give him to me, for he is mine, and I will kill him; to this end was I created; and give me power over all his descend-
When the celestial Sanhedrim perceived that his petition was just, they decreed that it should be granted."

A great many expressions of kindred tenor might easily be adduced, leaving it hardly possible to doubt—as indeed we are not aware that any one does doubt—that many of the Jews literally held that sin was the sole cause of bodily dissolution. But, on the other hand, there were as certainly others who did not entertain that idea, but understood and explained the terms in which it was sometimes conveyed in a different, a partially figurative, sense. Rabbi Samuel ben David writes, "Although the first Adam had not sinned, yet death would have been; for death was created on the first day." The reference here is, as Rabbi Berechias explains, to the account in Genesis where we read that "darkness was upon the face of the deep," "by which is to be understood the angel of death, who has darkened the face of man." The Talmudists generally believed also in the pre-existence of souls in heaven, and in a spiritual body investing and fitting the soul for heaven, as the present carnal body invests and fits it for the earth. Schoettgen has collected numerous illustrations in point, of which the following may serve as specimens. "When the first Adam had not sinned, he was every way an angel of the Lord, perfect and spotless, and it was decreed that he should live forever like one of the celestial ministers." "The soul cannot ascend into Paradise except it be first invested with a clothing adapted to that world, as the present is for this world." These notions do not harmonize with the thought that man was originally destined for a physical eternity on this globe. All this difficulty disappears, we think, and the true metaphorical force often intended in the word "death" comes to view, through the following conception, occupying the minds of a portion of the Jewish Rabbins, as we are led to believe by the clues furnished in the close connection between the Pharisaic and the Zoroastrian eschatology, by similar hints in various parts of the New Testament, and by some quite explicit declarations in the Talmud itself, which we shall soon cite in a different connection. God at first intended that man should live for a time in pure blessedness on the earth, and then without pain should undergo a glorious change making him a perfect peer of the angels, and be translated to their lofty abode in his own presence; but, when he sinned, God gave him over to manifold suffering, and on the destruction of his body adjudged his naked soul to descend to a doleful imprisonment below the grave. The immortality meant for man was a timely ascent to heaven in a paradisal clothing, without dying. The doom brought on him by sin was the alteration of that desirable change of bodies and ascension to the supernal splendors, for a permanent disembodiment and a dreaded descent to the subterranean glooms. It is a Tal-
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RABBINICAL DOCTRINE OF A FUTURE LIFE.

medical as much as it is a Pauline idea, that the triumphant power of the Messiah would restore what the unfortunate fall of Adam forfeited. Now, if we can show—as we think we can, and as we shall try to do in a later part of this article—that the later Jews expected the Messianic resurrection to be the prelude to an ascent into heaven, and not the beginning of a gross earthly immortality, it will powerfully confirm the theory which we have just indicated. "When," says one of the old Rabbins, "the dead in Israelitish earth are restored alive," their bodies will be "as the body of the first Adam before he sinned, and they shall all fly into the air like birds."

At all events, whether the general Rabbinical belief was in the primitive destination of man to a heavenly or to an earthly immortality,—whether the "death" decreed upon him in consequence of sin was the dissolution of the body or the wretchedness of the soul,—they all agree that the banishment of souls into the realm of blackness under the grave was a part of the penalty of sin. Some of them maintained, as we think, that, had there been no sin, souls would have passed to heaven in glorified bodies; others of them maintained, as we think, that, had there been no sin, they would have lived eternally upon earth in their present bodies; but all of them agreed, it is undisputed, that in consequence of sin souls were condemned to the under-world. No man would have seen the dismal realm of the sepulchre had there not been sin. The earliest Hebrew conception was that all souls went down to a common abode, to spend eternity in dark slumber or nerveless groping. This view was first modified soon after the Persian captivity, by the expectation that there would be discrimination at the resurrection which the Jews had learned to look for, when the just should rise but the wicked should be left.

The next alteration of their notions on this subject was the subdivision of the under-world into Paradise and Gehenna,—a conception known among them probably as early as a century before Christ, and very prominent with them in the apostolic age. "When Rabbi Jochanan was dying, his disciples asked him, 'Light of Israel, main pillar of the right, thou strong hammer, why dost thou weep?' He answered, 'Two paths open before me, the one leading to bliss, the other to torments; and I know not which of them will be my doom.'" 5 "Paradise is separated from hell by a distance no greater than the width of a thread." 6 So, in Christ's parable of Dives and Lazarus, Abraham's bosom and hell are two divisions. "There are three doors into Gehenna: one in the wilderness, where Korah and his company were swallowed; one in the sea, where Jonah descended when he 'cried out of the belly of hell;' one in Jerusalem, for the Lord says, 'My furnace is in Jerusalem.'" 7 "The under-
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world is divided into palaces, each of which is so large that it would take a man three hundred years to roam over it. There are distinct apartments where the hell-punishments are inflicted. One place is so dark that its name is 'Night-of-Horrors.' 9 "In Paradise there are certain mansions for the pious from the Gentile peoples, and for those mundane kings who have done kindness to the Israelites." 10 "The fire of Gehenna was kindled on the evening of the first Sabbath, and shall never be extinguished." 10 The Egyptians, Persians, Hindus, and Greeks, with all of whom the Jews held relations of intercourse, had, in their popular representations of the under-world of the dead, regions of peace and honor for the good, and regions of fire for the bad. The idea may have been adopted from them by the Jews, or it may have been at last developed among themselves, first by the imaginative poetical, afterwards by the literally believing, transference below of historical and local imagery and associations, such as those connected with the ingulping of Sodom and Gomorrah in fire and sulphur, and with the loathed fires in the valley of Hinnom.

Many of the Rabbins believed in the transmigration or revolution of souls, an immemorial doctrine of the East, and developed it into the most ludicrous and marvellous details. 11 But, with the exception of those who adopted this Indian doctrine, the Rabbins supposed all departed souls to be in the under-world, some in the division of Paradise, others in that of hell. Here they fancied these souls to be longingly awaiting the advent of the Messiah. "Messiah and the patriarchs weep together in Paradise over the delay of the time of the kingdom." 12 In this quotation the Messiah is represented as being in the under-world, for the Jews expected that he would be a man, very likely some one who had already lived. For a delegation was once sent to ask Jesus, "Art thou Elias? art thou the Messiah? art thou that prophet?" Light is thus thrown upon the Rabbinical saying that "it was doubted whether the Messiah would come from the living, or the dead." 13 Borrowing some Persian modes of thinking, and adding them to their own inordinate national pride, the Rabbins soon began to fancy that the observance or non-observance of the Pharisaic ritual, and kindred particulars, must exert a great effect in determining the destination of souls and their condition in the under-world. Observe the following quotations from the Talmud. "Abraham sits at the gate of hell to see that no Israelite enters." "Circumcision is so agreeable to God, that he swore to Abraham that no one who was circumcised should descend into hell." 14 "What does Abraham to those circumcised who have sinned too much? He takes the foreskins from Gentile boys who died without circumcision, and places them on those
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Jews who were circumcised but have become godless, and then kicks them into hell.”15 Hell here denotes that division in the under-world where the condemned are punished. The younger Buxtorf, in a preface to his father’s “Synagoga Judaica,” gives numerous specimens of Jewish representations of “the efficacy of circumcision being so great that no one who has undergone it shall go down into hell.” Children can help their deceased parents out of hell by their good deeds, prayers, and offerings.16 “Beyond all doubt,” says Gfrörer, “the ancient Jewish synagogue inculcated the doctrine of supererogatory good works, the merit of which went to benefit the departed souls.”17 Here all souls were, in the under-world,—either in that part of it called Paradise, or in that named Gehenna,—according to certain conditions. But in whichever place they were, and under whatever circumstances, they were all tarrying in expectation of the advent of the Messiah.

How deeply rooted, how eagerly cherished, the Jewish belief in the approaching appearance of the Messiah was, and what a splendid group of ideas and imaginations they clustered around his reign, are well-known facts. He was to be a descendant of royal David, an inspired prophet, priest, and king, was to subdue the whole earth beneath his Jewish sceptre and establish from Jerusalem a theocratic empire of unexampled glory, holiness, and delight. In so much the consent was general and earnest; though in regard to many further details there would seem to have been an incongruous diversity of opinions. They supposed the coming of the Messiah would be preceded by ten frightful woes,18 also by the appearance of the prophet Elias as a forerunner.19 There are a few passages in the Rabbinical writings which, unless they were forged and interpolated by Christians at a late period, show that there were in the Jewish mind anticipations of the personal descent of the Messiah into the under-world.20 “After this the Messiah, the son of David, came to the gates of the under-world. But when the bound, who are in Gehenna, saw the light of the Messiah, they began rejoicing to receive him, saying, ‘He shall lead us up from this darkness.’”21 “The captives shall ascend from the under-world, Schechinah at their head.”22 Gfrörer derives the origin of the doctrine that Christ rescued souls out of the under-world, from a Jewish notion, preserved in the Talmud,23 that the just patriarchs sometimes did it.24 Bertholdt adduces Talmudical declarations to show that through the Messiah “God would hereafter liberate the Israelites

15 Eisenmenger, th. ii. kap. vi. s. 340.
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19 Lightfoot, in Matt. xvii. 10.
20 For a general view of the Jewish eschatology, see Gfrörer, Geschichte des Urchristenthums, kap. x.; Eisenmenger, Entdecktes Judenthum, th. ii. kap. xv.-xvii.
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from the under-world, on account of the merit of circumcision."\textsuperscript{24} Schoettgen quotes this statement from the Sohar:—"Messia shall die, and shall remain in the state of death a time, and shall rise."\textsuperscript{25} The so-called Fourth Book of Ezra says, in the seventh chapter, "My son, the Christ, shall die: then follow the resurrection and the judgment." Although it is clear, from various other sources, as well as from the account in John xii. 34, that there was a prevalent expectation among the Jews that "the Messiah would abide forever," it also seems quite certain that there were at the same time at least obscure presentiments, based on prophecies and traditions, that he must die,—that an important part of his mission was connected with his death. This appears from such passages as we have cited above, found in early Rabbinical writers, who would certainly be very unlikely to borrow and adapt a new idea of such a character from the Christians; and from the manner in which Jesus assumes his death to be a part of the Messianic fate and interprets the Scriptures as necessarily pointing to that effect. He charges his disciples with being "fools and blind" in not so understanding the doctrine; thus seeming to imply that it was plainly known to some. But this question—the origin of the idea of a suffering, atoning, dying Messiah—is confessedly a very nice and obscure one. The evidence, the silence, the inferences, the presumptions and doubts on the subject are such, that some of the most thorough and impartial students say they are unable to decide either way.

However the foregoing question be decided, it is admitted by all that the Jews earnestly looked for a resurrection of the dead as an accompaniment of the Messiah's coming. Whether Christ was to go down into the under-world, or to sit enthroned on Mount Zion, in either case the dead should come up and live again on earth at the blast of his summoning trumpet. Rabbi Jeremiah commanded, "When you bury me, put shoes on my feet, and give me a staff in my hand, and lay me on one side, that when the Messiah comes I may be ready."\textsuperscript{26} Most of the Rabbins made this resurrection partial. "Whoever denies the resurrection of the dead shall have no part in it, for the very reason that he denies it."\textsuperscript{27} Rabbi Ablu says, "A day of rain is greater than the resurrection of the dead; because the rain is for all, while the resurrection is only for the just."\textsuperscript{28} "Sodom and Gomorrah shall not rise in the resurrection of the dead."\textsuperscript{29} Rabbi Chebbo says, "The patriarchs so vehemently desired to be buried in the land of Israel, because those who are dead in that land shall be the first to revive and shall devour his years, [the years of the Messiah.] But for those just who are interred beyond the holy land, it is to be understood

\textsuperscript{24} Christologia Judæorum Jesu Apostolorumque Ἑπίσκοπων, sect. 34, (De Descensu Messiae ad Inferos.)

\textsuperscript{25} De Messia, lib. vi. cap. v. sect. 2.
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\textsuperscript{27} Witsius, Dissertatio de Seculo, etc. sect. 9.

\textsuperscript{28} Nov. Test. Illustratum, etc. a Menschen, p. 62.

\textsuperscript{29} Schoettgen, in Johan. vi. 39.
that God will make a passage in the earth, through which they will be rolled until they reach the land of Israel.\textsuperscript{30} Rabbi Jochanan says, “Moses died out of the holy land, in order to show that in the same way that God will raise up Moses, so he will raise all those who observe his law.” The national bigotry of the Jews reaches a pitch of extravagation in some of their views that is amusing. For instance, they declare that “one Israelitish soul is dearer and more important to God than all the souls of a whole nation of the Gentiles!” Again, they say, “When God judges the Israelites, he will stand, and make the judgment brief and mild; when he judges the Gentiles, he will sit, and make it long and severe!” They affirm that the resurrection will be effected by means of a dew; and they quote to that effect this verse from Canticles: —“I sleep, but my heart waketh; my head is filled with dew, and my locks with drops of the night.” Some assert that “the resurrection will be immediately caused by God, who never gives to any one the three keys of birth, rain, and the resurrection of the dead.” Others say that the power to raise and judge the dead will be delegated to the Messiah, and even go so far as to assert that the trumpet whose formidable blasts will then shake the universe is to be one of the horns of that ram which Abraham offered up instead of his son Isaac! Some confine the resurrection to faithful Jews, some extend it to the whole Jewish nation, some think all the righteous of the earth will have part in it, and some stretch its pale around all mankind alike.\textsuperscript{31} They seem to agree that the reprobate would either be left in the wretched regions of Sheol when the just arose, or else be thrust back after the judgment, to remain there forever. It was believed that the righteous after their resurrection would never die again, but ascend to heaven. The Jews after a time, when the increase of geographical knowledge had annihilated from the earth their old Eden whence the sinful Adam was expelled, changed its location into the sky. Thither, as the later fables ran, Elijah was borne in his chariot of fire by the horses thereof. Rabbi Pinchas says, “Carefulness leads us to innocence, innocence to purity, purity to sanctity, sanctity to humility, humility to fear of sins, fear of sins to piety, piety to the holy spirit, the holy spirit to the resurrection of the dead, the resurrection of the dead to the prophet Elias.”\textsuperscript{32} The writings of the early Christian Fathers contain many allusions to this blessed habitation of saints above the clouds. It is illustrated in the following quaint Rabbinical narrative. Rabbi Jehosha ben Levi once besought the angel of death to take him up, ere he died, to catch a glimpse of Paradise. Standing on the wall, he suddenly snatched the angel’s sword and sprang over, swearing by Almighty God that he would not come out. Death was not allowed to enter Paradise, and the son of Levi did not restore
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his sword until he had promised to be more gentle towards the dying.

The righteous were never to return to the dust, but "at the end of the thousand years,"—the duration of the Messiah's earthly reign,—"when the Lord is lifted up, God shall fit wings to the just, like the wings of eagles." 33

In a word, the Messiah and his redeemed ones would ascend into heaven to the right hand of God. So Paul, who said, "I am a Pharisee, the son of a Pharisee," declares that when the dead have risen "we shall be caught up in the clouds to be forever with the Lord."

We forbear to notice a thousand curious details of speculation and fancy in which individual Rabbins indulged; for instance, their common notion concerning the bone luz, the single bone which, withstanding dissolution, shall form the nucleus of the resurrection-body. It was a prevalent belief with them that the resurrection would take place in the valley of Jehoshaphat, in proof of which they quote this text from Joel:—

"Let the heathen be wakened and come up to the valley of Jehoshaphat; for there will I sit to judge the nations around." To this day, wherever scattered abroad, faithful Jews cling to the expectation of the Messiah's coming, and associate with his day the resurrection of the dead. 35

The statement in the Song of Solomon, "The king is held in the galleries," means, says a Rabbinical book, "that the Messiah is detained in Paradise, fettered by a woman's hair!" Every day, throughout the world, every consistent Israelite repeats the words of Moses Maimonides, the peerless Rabbi, of whom it is a proverb that "from Moses to Moses there arose not a Moses:"—"I believe with a perfect faith that the Messiah will come, and though he delays, nevertheless, I will always expect him till he come." Then shall glory cover the living, and the risen, children of Israel, and confusion fall on their Gentile foes. In almost every inch of the beautiful valley of Jehoshaphat a Jew has been buried. All over the slopes of the hill-sides around lie the thick-clustering sepulchral slabs, showing how eagerly the chosen people seek to sleep in the very spot where the first rising of the dead shall be. Entranced and mute,

"In old Jehoshaphat's vale, they
Of Israel think the assembled world
Will stand upon that awful day,
When the Ark's light, aloft unfurl'd,
Among the opening clouds shall shine,
Divinity's own radiant shrine."

Any one familiar with the Persian theology 36 will at once notice a striking resemblance between many of its dogmas and those, first, of Pharisaism, secondly, of the popular Christianity. Some examination of this subject properly belongs here. There is, then, as is well known, a

33 Schröder, s. 419.
34 Schoettgen, de Messia, lib. vi. cap. vi. sect. 23; cap. vii. ss. 3, 4.
35 John Allen, Modern Judaism, ch. vi. and xv.
36 See Abriss der Religion Zoroasters nach den Zendbüchern, von Abbé Foucher, in Klenker's Zend-Avesta, band i. zweit. anhang, ss. 328-342.
circle or group of ideas, particularly pertaining to eschatology, which appear in the later Jewish writings, and remarkably correspond to those held by the Parsees, the followers of Zoroaster. The same notions also reappear in the early Christianity as popularly understood. We will specify some of these correspondences. The doctrine of angels, received by the Jews,—their names, offices, rank, and destiny,—was borrowed and formed by them during and just after the Babylonish captivity, and is much like that which they found among their enslavers.\(^{27}\) The guardian angels appointed over nations, spoken of by Daniel, are Persian. The angels called in the Apocalypse "the seven spirits of God sent forth into all the earth," in Zechariah "the seven eyes of God which run to and fro through all the earth," are the Amschaspands of the Persian faith. The wars of the angels are described as minutely by the old Persians as by Milton. The Zend-Avesta pictures Ahriman pregnant with Death, (\textit{die alte höllenschlange, tod schwangere Ahriman,}) as Milton describes the womb of Sin bearing that fatal monster. The Gahs, or second order of angels, the Persians supposed,\(^{30}\) were employed in preparing clothing and laying it up in heaven to clothe the righteous after the resurrection,—a fancy frequent among the Rabbins and repeatedly alluded to in the New Testament. With both the Persians and the Jews, all our race—both sexes—sprang from one original man. With both, the first pair were seduced and ruined by means of fruit which the devil gave to them. With both, there was a belief in demonical possessions, devils or bad spirits entering human bodies. With both, there was the expectation of a great Deliverer,—the Persian Sosiosch, the Jewish Messiah,—whose coming would be preceded by fearful woes, who would triumph over all evil, raise the dead, judge the world, separate the righteous and the wicked, purge the earth with fire, and install a reign of glorious blessedness.\(^{39}\) "The conception of an under-world," says Dr. Röth, "was known centuries before Zoroaster; but probably he was the first to add to the old belief the idea that the under-world was a place of purification, wherein souls were purged from all traces of sin."\(^{40}\) Of this belief in a subterranean purgatory there are numerous unmistakable evidences and examples in the Rabbinical writings.\(^{41}\)

These notions and others the Pharisees early adopted, and wrought into the texture of what they called the "Oral Law," that body of verbally-transmitted legends, precepts, and dogmas, afterwards written out and collected in the Mishna, to which Christ repeatedly alluded with such severity, saying, "Ye by your traditions make the commandments of God of none effect." To some doctrines of kindred character

\(^{27}\) Schröder, p. 385.

\(^{28}\) Yagna, Hä 411. Kleucker, zweif. auf. s. 198.


\(^{30}\) Die Zoroastrischen Glaubenslehre, von Dr. Eduard Röth. s. 450.

and origin with these Paul refers when he warns his readers against "the worshipping of angels," "endless genealogies," "philosophy falsely so called," and various besetting heresies of the time. But others were so woven and assimilated into the substance of the popular Judaism of the age, as inculcated by the Rabbins, that Paul himself held them, the lingering vestiges of his earnest Pharisaic education and organized experience. They naturally found their way into the Apostolic Church, principally composed of Ebionites, Christians who had been Jews; and from it they were never separated, but have come to us in seeming orthodox garb, and are generally retained now. Still, they were errors. They are incredible to the thinking minds of to-day. It is best to get rid of them by the truth, that they are pagan growths introduced into Christianity, but to be discriminated from it. By removing these antiquated and incredible excrescences from the real religion of Christ, we shall save the essential faith from the suspicion which their association with it, their fancied identity with it, invites and provokes.

The correspondences between the Persian and the Pharisaeic faith, in regard to doctrines, are of too arbitrary and peculiar a character to allow us for a moment to suppose them to have been an independent product spontaneously developed in the two nations; though even in that case the doctrines in question have no sanction of authority, not being Mosaic nor Prophetic, but only Rabbinical. One must have received from the other. Which was the bestower and which the recipient is quite plain. There is not a whit of evidence to show, but, on the contrary, ample presumption to disprove, that a certain cycle of notions were known among the Jews previous to a period of most intimate and constant intercourse between them and the Persians. But before that period those notions were an integral part of the Persian theology. Even Prideaux admits that the first Zoroaster lived and Magianism flourished at least a thousand years before Christ. And the dogmas we refer to are fundamental features of the religion. These dogmas of the Persians, not derived from the Old Testament nor known among the Jews before the captivity, soon after that time began to show themselves in their literature, and before the opening of the New Testament were prominent elements of the Pharisaeic belief. The inference is unavoidable that the confluence of Persian thought and feeling with Hebrew thought and feeling, joined with the materials and flowing in the channels of the subsequent experience of the Jews, formed a mingled deposit about the age of Christ, which deposit was Pharisaeism. Again: the doctrines common to Zoroastrianism and Pharisaeism in the former seem to be prime sources, in the latter to be late products. In the former, they compose an organic, complete, inseparable system; in the latter, they are disconnected, mixed piecemeal, and, to a considerable extent, historically traceable to an origin beyond the native, national mind. It is

[42] Lücke, Einleitung in die Offenbarung des Johannes, kap. 2, sect. 8.
a significant fact that the abnormal symbolic beasts described by several of the Jewish prophets, and in the Apocalypse, were borrowed from Persian art. Sculptures representing these have been brought to light by the recent researches at Persepolis. Finally, all early ecclesiastical history incontestably shows that Persian dogmas exerted on the Christianity of the first centuries an enormous influence, a pervasive and perverting power unspent yet, and which it is one of the highest tasks of honest and laborious Christian students in the present day to explain, define, and separate. What was that Manicheanism which nearly filled Christendom for a hundred years,—what was it, in great part, but an influx of tradition, speculation, imagination, and sentiment, from Persia? The Gnostic Christians even had a scripture called "Zoroaster's Apocalypse." The "wise men from the east," who knelt before the infant Christ, "and opened their treasures, and gave him gifts, gold, frankincense, and myrrh," were Persian Magi. We may imaginatively regard that sacred scene as an emblematical figure of the far different tributes which a little later came from their country to his religion,—the unfortunate contributions that permeated and corrupted so much of the form in which it thenceforth appeared and spread. In the pure gospel's pristine day, ere it had hardened into theological dogmas or become encumbered with speculations and comments, from the lips of God's Anointed Son repeatedly fell the earnest warning, "Beware of the leaven of the Pharisees." There is far more need to have this warning intelligently heeded now, coming with redoubled emphasis from the Master's own mouth, "Beware of the leaven of the Pharisees." For, as the gospel is now generally set forth and received, that leaven has leavened well-nigh the whole lump of it.

CHAPTER X.

GREEK AND ROMAN DOCTRINE OF A FUTURE LIFE.

The disembodied soul, as conceived by the Greeks, and after them by the Romans, is material, but of so thin a contexture that it cannot be felt with the hands. It is exhaled with the dying breath, or issues through a warrior's wounds. The sword passes through its uninjured form as through the air. It is to the body what a dream is to waking action. Retaining the shape, lineaments, and motion the man had in life, it is immediately recognised upon appearing. It quits the body with much

43 Kleuker, Zend-Avesta, band ii. anhang i. s. 12.
meanwhile, its shadow. It is unable to enter the lower kingdom and be at peace until its deserted body has been buried with sacred rites: meanwhile, naked and sad, it flits restlessly about the gates, uttering doleful moans.

The early Greek authors describe the creation as a stupendous hollow globe cut in the centre by the plane of the earth. The upper hemisphere is lighted by beneficent luminaries; the lower hemisphere is filled with unvarying blackness. The top of the higher sphere is Heaven, the bright dwelling of the Olympian gods; its bottom is the surface of the earth, the home of living men. The top of the lower sphere is Hades, the abode of the ghosts of the dead; its bottom is Tartarus, the prison of the Titans, rebellious giants vanquished by Zeus. Earth lies half-way from the cope of Heaven to the floor of Tartarus. This distance is so great that, according to Hesiod, it would take an anvil nine days to fall from the centre to the nadir. Some of the ancients seem to have surmised the sphericity of the earth, and to have thought that Hades was simply its dark side, the dead being our antipodes. In the Odyssey, Ulysses reaches Hades by sailing across the ocean-stream and passing the eternal night-land of the Cimmerians, whereupon he comes to the edge of Acheron, the moat of Pluto's sombre house. Virgil also says, "One pole of the earth to us always points aloft; but the other is seen by black Styx and the infernal ghosts, where either dead night forever reigns or else Aurora returns thither from us and brings them back the day." But the prevalent notion evidently was that Hades was an immense hollow region not far under the surface of the ground, and that it was to be reached by descent through some cavern, like that at Avernus.

This subterranean place is the destination of all alike, rapacious Orcus sparing no one, good or bad. It is wrapped in obscurity, as the etymology of its name implies,—a place where one cannot see.

"No sun c'er gid the gloomy horrors there;  
No cheerful gales refresh the stagnant air."

The dead are disconsolate in this dismal realm, and the living shrink from entering it, except as a refuge from intolerable afflictions. The shade of the princelitest hero dwelling there—the swift-footed Achilles—says, "I would wish, being on earth, to serve for hire another man of poor estate, rather than rule over all the dead." Souls carry there their physical peculiarities, the fresh and glastly likenesses of the wounds which have dispatched them thither, so that they are known at sight. Companies of fellow-countrymen, knots of friends, are together there, preserving their remembrance of earthly fortunes and beloved relatives left behind, and eagerly questioning each newly-arriving soul for tidings from above. When the soul of Achilles is told of the glorious deeds of
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1 Georg. lib. i. ll. 242-250.
Neoptolemus, "he goes away taking mighty steps through the meadow of asphodel in joyfulness, because he had heard that his son was very illustrious." 2 Sophocles makes the dying Antigone say, "Departing, I strongly cherish the hope that I shall be fondly welcomed by my father, and by my mother, and by my brother." 3 It is important to notice that, according to the early and popular view, this Hades, the "dark dwelling of the joyless images of deceased mortals," is the destination of universal humanity. In opposition to its dolorous gloom and repulsive inanity are vividly pictured the glad light of day, the glory and happiness of life. "Not worth so much to me as my life," says the incomparable son of Peleus, "are all the treasures which populous Troy possessed, nor all which the stony threshold of Phoebus Apollo contains in rocky Pytho. Oxen, and fat sheep, and trophies, and horses with golden manes, may be acquired by effort; but the breath of man to return again is not to be obtained by plunder nor by purchase, when once it has passed the barrier of his teeth."

It is not probable that all the ornamental details associated by the poets with the fate and state of the dead—as they are set forth, for instance, by Virgil in the sixth book of the Aeneid—were ever credited as literal truth. But there is no reason to doubt that the essential features of this mythological scenery were accepted in the vulgar belief. For instance, that the popular mind honestly held that, in some vague sense or other, the ghost, on leaving the body, flitted down to the dull banks of Acheron and offered a shadowy obolus to Charon, the slovenly old ferryman, for a passage in his boat, seems attested not only by a thousand averments to that effect in the current literature of the time, but also by the invariable custom of placing an obolus in the dead man's mouth for that purpose when he was buried.

The Greeks did not view the banishment of souls in Hades as a punishment for sin, or the result of any broken law in the plan of things. It was to them merely the fulfilment of the inevitable fate of creatures who must die, in the order of nature, like successive growths of flowers, and whose souls were too feeble to rank with gods and climb into Olympus. That man should cease from his substantial life on the bright earth and subside into sunless Hades, a vapid form, with nerveless limbs and faint voice, a ghostly vision bemoaning his existence with idle lamentation, or busying himself with the misty mockeries of his former pursuits, was melancholy enough; but it was his natural destiny, and not an avenging judgment.

But that powerful instinct in man which desires to see villany punished and goodness rewarded could not fail, among so cultivated a people as the Greeks, to develop a doctrine of future compensation for the contrasted deserts of souls. The earliest trace of the idea of retribution which we find carried forward into the invisible world is the

2 Odyssey, lib. xi. ll. 538, 539. 3 Antigone, ll. 872-874.
punishment of the Titans, those monsters who tried by piling up mountains to storm the heavenly abodes, and to wrest the Thunderer's bolts from his hand. This germ is slowly expanded; and next we read of a few specified criminals, who had been excessively impsious, personally offending Zeus, condemned by his direct indignation to a severe expiation in Tartarus. The insulted deity wreaks his vengeance on the tired Sisyphus, the mocked Tantalus, the gnawed Tityus, and others. Afterwards we meet the statement that condign retribution is always inflicted for the two flagrant sins of perjury and blasphemy. Finally, we discern a general prevalence of the belief that punishment is decreed, not by vindictive caprice, but on the grounds of universal morality, all souls being obliged in Hades to pass before Rhadamanthus, Minos, or Æacus,—three upright judges,—to be dealt with, according to their merits, with impartial accuracy. The distribution of poetic justice in Hades at last became, in many authors, so melodramatic as to furnish a fair subject for burlesque. Some ludicrous examples of this may be seen in Lucian's Dialogues of the Dead. A fine instance of it is also furnished in the Emperor Julian's Symposium. The gods prepare for the Roman emperors a banquet, in the air, below the moon. The good emperors are admitted to the table with honors; but the bad ones are hurled headlong down into Tartarus, amidst the derisive shouts of the spectators.

As the notion that the wrath of the gods would pursue their enemies in the future state gave rise to a belief in the punishments of Tartarus, so the notion that the distinguishing kindness of the gods would follow their favorites gave rise to the myth of Elysium. The Elysian Fields were earliest portrayed lying on the western margin of the earth, stretching from the verge of Oceanus, where the sun set at eve. They were fringed with perpetual green, perfumed with the fragrance of flowers, and eternally fanned by refreshing breezes. They were represented merely as the select abode of a small number of living men, who were either the mortal relatives or the special favorites of the gods, and who were transported thither without tasting death, there to pass an immortality which was described, with great inconsistency, sometimes as purely happy, sometimes as joyless and wearisome. To all except a few chosen ones this region was utterly inaccessible. Homer says, "But for you, O Menelaus, it is not decreed by the gods to die; but the immortals will send you to the Elysian plain, because you are the son-in-law of Zeus." Had the inheritance of this elime been proclaimed as the reward of heroic merit, had it been really believed attainable by virtue, it would have been held up as a prize to be striven for. The whole account, as it was at first, bears the impress of imaginative fiction as legibly upon its front as the story of the dragon-watched garden of Hesperus's daughters, whose trees bore golden apples, or the story of the enchanted isle in the Arabian tales.

4 Odyssey, lib. iv. 11. 555-570.
The early location of Elysium, and the conditions of admission to it, were gradually changed; and at length it reappeared, in the under-world, as the abode of the just. On one side of the primitive Hades Tartarus had now been drawn up to admit the condemned into its penal tortures, and on the other side Elysium was lowered down to reward the justified by receiving them into its peaceful and perennial happiness; while, between the two, Erebus remained as an intermediate state of negation and gloom for unsentenced shades. The highly-colored descriptions of this subterranean heaven, frequently found thenceforth, it is to be supposed were rarely accepted as solid verities. They were scarcely ever used, to our knowledge, as motives in life, incitement in difficulties, consolation in sorrow. They were mostly set forth in poems, works even professedly fictitious. They were often denied and ridiculed in speeches and writings received with public applause. Still, they unquestionably exerted some influence on the common modes of thought and feeling, had a shadowy seat in the popular imagination and heart, helped men to conceive of a blessed life hereafter and to long for it, and took away something of the artificial horror with which, under the power of rooted superstition, their departing ghosts hailed the dusky limits of futurity:—

"Umbrae
Non tacitas Erebi sedes, Ditisque profundi
Pallida regna petunt."

First, then, from a study of the Greek mythology we find all the dead—a dull populace of ghosts—fluttering through the neutral melancholy of Hades without discrimination. And finally we discern in the world of the dead a sad middle region, with a Paradise on the right and a Hell on the left, the whole presided over by three incorruptible judges, who appoint the new-comers their places in accordance with their deserts.

The question now arises, What did the Greeks think in relation to the ascent of human souls into heaven among the gods? Did they except none from the remediless doom of Hades? Was there no path for the wisest and best souls to climb starry Olympus? To dispose of this inquiry fairly, four distinct considerations must be examined. First, Ulysses sees in the infernal regions the image of Herakles shooting the shadows of the Stymphalian birds, while his soul is said to be rejoicing with fair-legged Hebe at the banquets of the immortal gods in the skies. To explain this, we must remember that Herakles was the son of Alemene, a mortal woman, and of Zeus, the king of the gods. Accordingly, in the flames on Mount Oeta, the surviving ghost which he derived from his mother descends to Hades, but the purified soul inherited from his father has the proper nature and rank of a deity, and is received into the Olympian synod. Of course no blessed life in heaven for the generality of men is here implied. Herakles, being a son and favorite of Zeus, has a corresponding destiny exceptional from that of other men.

5 Ovid, Met. lib. ix. ll. 245–272.
Secondly, another double representation, somewhat similar, but having an entirely different interpretation, occurs in the case of Orion, the handsome Hyrian hunter whom Artemis loved. At one time he is described, like the spectre of the North American Indian, chasing over the Stygian plain the disembodied animals he had in his lifetime killed on the mountains:

"Swift through the gloom a giant hunter flies:
A ponderous brazen mace, with direful sway,
Aloft he whirs to crush the savage prey;
Grim beasts in trains, that by his truncheon fell,
Now, phantom forms, shoot o'er the lawn of hell."

In the common belief this, without doubt, was received as actual fact. But at another time Orion is deified and shown as one of the grandest constellations of the sky,—

"A belted giant, who, with arm uplift,
Threatening the throne of Zeus, forever stands,
Sublimely impious."

This, obviously, is merely a poetic symbol, a beautiful artifice employed by the poets to perpetuate a legend by associating it with the imperishable hieroglyphs of the galaxy. It is not credible that men imagined that group of stars—only outlined in such shape by the help of arbitrary fancy—to be literally the translated hunter himself. The meaning simply was that he was immortalized through the eternal linking of his name and form with a stellar cluster which would always shine upon men. "The reverence and gratitude of a weak world for the heroes and benefactors they could not comprehend, named them divinities, whom they did star together to an idolatrous immortality which nationalized the heavens" with the shining shapes of the great and brave. These types of poetry, symbols lent to infant science, were never meant to indicate a literal translation and metamorphosis of human souls, but were honors paid to the memories of illustrious men, emblems and pledged securities of their unfading fame. With what glorious characters, with what forms of deathless beauty, defiant of decay, the sky was written over! Go out this evening beneath the old rolling dome, when the starry scroll is outspread, and you may still read the reveries of the marvelling minds of the antique world, as fresh in their magic loveliness as when the bards and seers of Olympus and the Εgean first stamped them in heaven. There "the great snake binds in his bright coil half the mighty host." There is Arion with his harp and the charmed dolphin. The fair Andromeda, still chained to her eternal rock, looks mournfully towards the delivering hero whose conquering hand bears aloft the petrific visage of Medusa. Far off in the north the gigantic Boötes is seen driving towards the Centaur and the Scorpion. And yonder, smiling benignantly upon the crews of many a home-bound ship, are revealed the twin-brothers, joined in the embrace of an undying friendship.

Thirdly, it is asserted by several Latin authors, in general terms, that
the ghost goes to Hades but the soul ascends to heaven; and it has been inferred—most erroneously—that this statement contains the doctrine of an abode for men after death on high with the gods. Ovid expresses the real thought in full, thus:—

"Terra tegit carmem; tumulum circumvolat umbra; Orcus habet manes; spiritus astra petit."

"The earth conceals the flesh; the shade flits round the tomb; the underworld receives the image; the spirit seeks the stars." Those conversant with the opinions then prevalent will scarcely doubt that these words were meant to express the return of the composite man to the primordial elements of which he was made. The particulars of the dissolving individual are absorbed in the general elements of the universe. Earth goes back to earth, ghost to the realm of ghosts, breath to the air, fiery essence of soul to the lofty ether in whose pure radiance the stars burn. Euripides expressly says that when man dies each part goes whence it came,—"the body to the ground, the spirit to the ether." Therefore that often-misunderstood phrase of the Roman writers, "the soul seeks the stars," merely denotes the impersonal mingling after death of the divine portion of man's being with the parent Divinity, who was supposed indeed to pervade all things, but more especially to reside beyond the empyrean.

Fourthly: what shall be said of the apotheosis of their celebrated heroes and emperors by the Greeks and Romans, whereby these were elevated to the dignity of deities, and seats were assigned them in heaven? What was the meaning of this ceremony? It does not signify that a celestial immortality awaits all good men; because it appears as a thing attainable by very few, is only allotted by vote of the Senate. Neither was it supposed actually to confer on its recipients equality of attributes with the great gods, making them peers of Zeus and Apollo. The homage received as gods by Alexander and others during their lives, the deification of Julius Caesar during the most learned and skeptical age of Rome, with other obvious considerations, render such a supposition inadmissible. In view of all the direct evidence and collateral probabilities, we conclude that the genuine import of an ancient apotheosis was this: that the soul of the deceased person so honored was admitted, in deference to his transcedent merits, or as a special favor on the part of the gods, into heaven, into the divine society. He was really a human soul still, but was called a god because, instead of descending, like the multitude of human souls, to Hades, he was taken into the abode and company of the gods above the sky. This interpretation derives support from the remarkable declaration of Aristotle, that "of two friends one must be unwilling that the other should attain apotheosis, because in such case they must be forever separated." 7 One would be in Olympus,
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the other in Hades. The belief that any, even a favored few, could ever obtain this blessing, was of quite limited development, and probably sprang from the esoteric recesses of the Mysteries. To call a human soul a god is not so bold a speech as it may seem. Plotinus says, "Whoever has wisdom and true virtue in soul itself differs but little from superior beings, in this alone being inferior to them,—that he is in body. Such an one, dying, may therefore properly say, with Empedocles,—

'Farewell! a god immortal now am I.'"

The expiring Vespasian exclaimed, "I shall soon be a god."8 Mure says that the doctrine of apotheosis belonged to the Græco-Pelasgic race through all their history.9 Seneca severely satirizes the ceremony, and the popular belief which upheld it, in an elaborate lampoon called Apocolocyntosis, or the reception of Claudius among the pumpkins. The broad travesty of Deification exhibited in Pumpkination obviously measures the distance from the honest credulity of one class and period to the keen infidelity of another.

One of the most important passages in Greek literature, in whatever aspect viewed, is composed of the writings of the great Theban lyrist. Let us see what representation is there made of the fate of man in the unseen world. The ethical perception, profound feeling, and searching mind of Pindar could not allow him to remain satisfied with the undiscriminating views of the future state prevalent in his time. Upon such a man the problem of death must weigh as a conscious burden, and his reflections would naturally lead him to improved conclusions. Accordingly, we find him representing the Blessed Isles not as the haven of a few favorites of the gods, but as the reward of virtue; and the punishments of the wicked, too, are not dependent on fickle inclinations, but are decreed by immutable right. He does not describe the common multitude of the dead, leading a dark sad existence, like phantoms in a dream: his references to death and Hades seem cheerful in comparison with those of many other ancient Greek authors. Dionysius the Rhetorician, speaking of his Threnes,—dirges sung at funerals,—says, "Simonides lamented the dead pathetically, Pindar magnificently."

His conceptions of the life to come were inseparably connected with certain definite locations. He believed Hades to be the destination of all our mortal race, but conceived it subdivided into a Tartarus for the impious and an Elysium for the righteous. He thought that the starry firmament was the solid floor of a world of splendor, bliss, and immortality, inhabited by the gods, but fatally inaccessible to man. When he thinks of this place, it is with a sigh,—a sigh that man's aspirations towards it are vain and his attempts to reach it irreverent. This latter thought he enforces by an earnest allusion to the myth of Bellerophon, who, daring to soar to the cerulean seat of the gods on the winged steed
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Pegasus, was punished for his arrogance by being hurled down headlong. These assertions are to be sustained by citations of his own words. The references made are to Donaldson's edition.

In the second Pythian Ode Pindar repeats, and would appear to endorse, the old monitory legend of Ixion, who for his outrageous crimes was bound to an ever-revolving wheel in Hades and made to utter warnings against such offences as his own. In the first Pythian we read, "Hundred-headed Typhon, enemy of the gods, lies in dreadful Tartarus." Among the preserved fragments of Pindar the one numbered two hundred and twenty-three reads thus:—"The bottom of Tartarus shall press thee down with solid necessities." The following is from the first Isthmian Ode:—"He who, laying up private wealth, laughs at the poor, does not consider that he shall close up his life for Hades without honor." The latter part of the tenth Nemean Ode recounts, with every appearance of devout belief, the history of Castor and Pollux, the god-begotten twins, who, reversing conditions with each other on successive days and nights, spent their interchangeable immortality each alternately in heaven and in Hades. The astronomical interpretation of this account may be correct; but its applicability to the wondering faith of the earlier poets is extremely doubtful.

The seventh Isthmian contains this remarkable sentence:—"Unequal is the fate of man: he can think of great things, but is too ephemeral a creature to reach the brazen-floored seat of the gods." A similar sentiment is expressed in the sixth Nemean:—"Men are a mere nothing; while to the gods the brazen heaven remains a firm abode forever." The one hundred and second fragment is supposed to be a part of the dirge composed by Pindar on the death of the grandfather of Pericles. It runs in this way:—"Whoso by good fortune has seen the things in the hollow under the earth knows indeed the end of life; he also knows the beginning vouchsafed by Zeus." It refers to initiation in the Eleusinian Mysteries, and means that the initiate understands the life which follows death. It is well known that a clear doctrine of future retribution was inculcated in the Mysteries long before it found general publication. The ninety-fifth fragment is all that remains to us of a dirge which appears, from the allusion in the first line, to have been sung at a funeral service performed at midnight, or at least after sunset. "While it is night here with us, to those below shines the might of the sun; and the red-rosied meadows of their suburbs are filled with the frankincense-tree, and with golden fruits. Some delight themselves there with steeds and exercises, others with games, others with lyres; and among them all fair-blossoming fortune blooms, and a fragrance is distilled through the lovely region, and they constantly mingle all kinds of offerings with the far-shining fire on the altars of the gods." This evidently is a picture of the happy scenes in the fields that stretch around the City of the

Blessed in the under-world, and is introduced as a comfort to the mourners over the dead body.

The ensuing passage—the most important one on our subject—is from the second Olympic Ode.15 "An honorable, virtuous man may rest assured as to his future fate. The souls of the lawless, departing from this life, suffer punishment. One beneath the earth, pronouncing sentence by a hateful necessity imposed upon him, declares the doom for offences committed in this realm of Zeus. But the good lead a life without a tear, among those honored by the gods for having always delighted in virtue: the others endure a life too dreadful to look upon. Whoever has had resolution thrice in both worlds to stand firm, and to keep his soul pure from evil, has found the path of Zeus to the tower of Kronos, where the airs of the ocean breathe around the Isle of the Blessed, and where—some from resplendent trees, others from the water—glitter golden flowers, with garlands of which they wreath their wrists and brows in the righteous assemblies of Rhadamanthus, whom father Kronos has as his willing assistant." The "path of Zeus," in the above quotation, means the path which Zeus takes when he goes to visit his father Kronos, whom he originally dethroned and banished, but with whom he is now reconciled, and who has become the ruler of the departed spirits of the just, in a peaceful and joyous region.

The following passage constitutes the ninety-eighth fragment. "To those who descend from a fruitless and ill-starred life Persephone [the Queen of the Dead] will grant a compensation for their former misfortune, after eight years [the judicial period of atonement and lustration for great crimes] granting them their lives again. Then, illustrious kings, strong, swift, wise, they shall become the mightiest leaders; and afterwards they shall be invoked by men as sacred heroes." In this piece, as in the preceding one where reference is made to the thrice-living man, is contained the doctrine, early brought from the East, that souls may repeatedly return from the dead and in new bodies lead new lives. One other fragment, the ninety-sixth, added to the foregoing, will make up all the important genuine passages in Pindar relating to the future life. "By a beneficent allotment, all travel to an end free from toil. The body indeed is subject to the power of death; but the eternal image is left alive, and this alone is allicd to the gods. When we are asleep, it shows in many dreams the approaching judgment concerning happiness and misery." When our physical limbs are stretched in insensible repose, the inward spirit, rallying its sleepless and prophetic powers, foretells the balancing awards of another world.

We must not wholly confound with the mythological schemes of the vulgar creed the belief of the nobler philosophers, many of whom, as is well known, cherished an exalted faith in the survival of the conscious soul and in a just retribution. "Strike!" one of them said, with the
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dauntless courage of an immortal, to a tyrant who had threatened to have him brayed in a mortar: "strike! you may crush the shell of Anaxarchus: you cannot touch his life." Than all the maze of fabulous fancies and physical rites in which the dreams of the poets and the guesses of the people were entangled, how much more

"Just was the presence of the eternal goal
That gleamed, 'mid Cyprian shades, on Zeno's soul,
Or shone to Plato in the lovely cave,—
God in all space, and life in every grave!"

An account of the Greek views on the subject of a future life which should omit the doctrine of Plato would be defective indeed. The influence of this sublime autocrat in the realms of intellect has transcended calculation. However coldly his thoughts may have been regarded by his contemporary countrymen, they soon obtained cosmopolitan audience, and—surviving the ravages of time and ignorance, overlapping the bars of rival schools and sects, appreciated and diffused by the loftiest spirits of succeeding ages, closely blended with their own speculations by many Christian theologians—have held an almost unparalleled dominion over the minds of millions of men for more than fifty generations.

In the various dialogues of Plato, written at different periods of his life, there are numerous variations and inconsistencies of doctrine. There are also many mythical passages obviously intended as symbolic statements, poetic drapery, by no means to be handled or looked at as the severe outlines of dialectic truth. Furthermore, in these works there are a vast number of opinions and expressions introduced by the interlocutors, who often belong to antagonistic schools of philosophy, and for which, of course, Plato is not to be held responsible. Making allowance for these facts, and resolutely grappling with the many other difficulties of the task, we shall now attempt to exhibit what we consider were the real teachings of Plato in relation to the fate of the soul. This exposition, sketchy as it is, and open to question as it may be in some particulars, is the carefully-weighed result of earnest, patient, and repeated study of all the relevant passages.

In the first place, it is plain that Plato had a firm religious and philosophical faith in the immortality of the soul, which was continually attracting his thoughts, making it a favorite theme with him and exerting no faint influence on his life. This faith rested both on ancient traditions, to which he frequently refers with invariable reverence, and on metaphysical reasonings, which he over and over presents in forms of conscientious elaboration. There are two tests of his sincerity of faith: first, that he always treats the subject with profound seriousness; secondly, that he always uses it as a practical motive. "I do not think," said Socrates, "that any one who should now hear us, even though he were a comic poet, would say that I am talking idly."16 Again, referring
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to Homer's description of the judgments in Hades, he says, "I, therefore, Callicles, am persuaded by these accounts, and consider how I may exhibit my soul before the judge in the most healthy condition."17 "To a base man no man nor god is a friend on earth while living, nor under it when dead," say the souls of their ancestors to the living; "but live honorably, and when your destined fate brings you below you shall come to us as friends to friends."18 "We are plants, not of earth, but of heaven."19 We start, then, with the affirmation that Plato honestly and cordially believed in a future life.

Secondly, his ethical and spiritual beliefs, like those of nearly all the ancients, were closely interwoven with physical theories and local relations. The world to him consisted of two parts, the celestial region of ideas, and the mundane region of material phenomena,—corresponding pretty well, as Lewes suggests, to our modern conception of heaven and earth. Near the close of the Phaedo, Socrates says that the earth is not of the kind and magnitude usually supposed. "We dwell in a decayed and corroded, muddy and filthy region in the sediment and hollows of the earth, and imagine that we inhabit its upper parts; just as if one dwelling in the bottom of the sea should think that he dwelt on the sea, and, beholding the sun through the water, should imagine that the sea was the heavens. So, if we could fly up to the summit of the air—as fishes emerging from the sea to behold what is on the earth here—and emerge hence, we should know that the true earth is there. The people there dwell with the gods, and see things as they really are; and what the sea is to us the air is to them, and what the air is to us the ether is to them." Again, in the tenth book of the Republic, eleventh chapter, the soul is metaphorically said in the sea of this corporeal life to get stones and shell-fish attached to it, and, fed on earth, to be rendered to a great extent earthy, stony, and savage, like the marine Glaucus, some parts of whose body were broken off and others worn away by the waves, while such quantities of shells, sea-weed, and stones had grown to him that he more resembled a beast than a man. In keeping with the whole tenor of the Platonic teaching, this is a fine illustration of the fallen state of man in his vile environment of flesh here below. The soul, in its earthy sojourn, embodied here, is as much mutilated and degraded from its equipped and pure condition in its lofty natal home, the archetypal world of Truth above the base Babel of material existence, as Glaucus was on descending from his human life on the sunny shore to his encrusted shape and blind prowling in the monstrous deep.

At another time Plato contrasts the situation of the soul on earth with its situation in heaven by the famous comparison of the dark cave. He supposes men, unable to look upwards, dwelling in a cavern which has an opening towards the light extending lengthwise through the top of the cavern. A great many images, carrying various objects and talking
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aloud, pass and repass along the edge of the opening. Their shadows fall on the side of the cave below, in front of the dwellers there; also the echoes of their talk sound back from the wall. Now, the men, never having been or looked out of the cave, would suppose these shadows to be the real beings, these echoes the real voices. As respects this figure, says Plato, we must compare ourselves with such persons. The visible region around us is the cave, the sun is the light, and the soul's ascent into the region of mind is the ascent out of the cave and the contemplation of things above.  

Still again, Plato describes the ethereal paths and motions of the gods, who, in their chariots, which are the planets and stars, ride through the universe, accompanied by all pure souls, "the family of true science, contemplating things as they really are." "Reaching the summit, they proceed outside, and, standing on the back of heaven, its revolution carries them round, and they behold that supercelestial region which no poet here can ever sing of as it deserves." In this archetypal world all souls of men have dwelt, though "few have memory enough left," "after their fall hither," "to call to mind former things from the present." "Now, of justice and temperance, and whatever else souls deem precious, there are here but faint resemblances, dull images; but beauty was then splendid to look on when we, in company with the gods, beheld that blissful spectacle, and were initiated into that most blessed of all mysteries, which we celebrated when we were unaffected by the evils that awaited us in time to come, and when we beheld, in the pure light, perfect and calm visions, being ourselves pure and as yet unmasked with this shell of a body to which we are now fettered."  

To suppose all this employed by Plato as mere fancy and metaphor is to commit an egregious error. In studying an ancient author, we must forsake the modern stand-point of analysis, and envelop ourselves in the ancient atmosphere of thought, where poetry and science were as indistinguishably blended in the personal beliefs as oxygen and nitrogen are in the common air. We have not a doubt that Plato means to teach, literally, that the soul was always immortal, and that in its anterior states of existence, in the realm of ideas on high, it was in the midst of those essential realities whose shifting shadows alone it can behold in its lapsed condition and bodily imprisonment here. That he closely intertwined ethical with physical theories, spiritual destinies with insphering localities, the fortunes of men with the revolutions of the earth and stars, is a fact which one can hardly read the Timeus and fail to see; a fact which continually reappears. It is strikingly shown in his idea of the consummation of all things at regular epochs determined by the recurrence of a grand revolution of the universe,—a period vulgarly known under the name of the "Platonic Year."  

The second point, therefore, in the present explanation of Plato's doctrine
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of another life, is the conception that there is in the empyrean a glorious world of incorruptible truth, beauty, and goodness, the place of the gods, the native haunt of souls; and that human souls, having yielded to base attractions and sunk into bodies, are but banished sojourners in this phenomenal world of evanescent shadows and illusions, where they are "stung with resistless longings for the skies, and only solaced by the vague and broken reminiscences of their former state."

Thirdly, Plato taught that after death an unerring judgment and compensation await all souls. Every soul bears in itself the plain evidence of its quality and deeds, its vices and virtues; and in the unseen state it will meet inevitable awards on its merits. "To go to Hades with a soul full of crimes is the worst of all evils,"23 "When a man dies, he possesses in the other world a destiny suited to the life which he has led in this."24 In the second book of the Republic he says, "We shall in Hades suffer the punishment of our misdeeds here;" and he argues at much length the absolute impossibility of in any way escaping this. The fact of a full reward for all wisdom and justice, a full retribution for all folly and vice, is asserted unequivocally in scores of passages, most of them expressly connecting the former with the notion of an ascent to the bright region of truth and intellect, the latter with a descent to the black penal realm of Hades. Let the citation of a single further example suffice. "Some souls, being sentenced, go to places of punishment beneath the earth; others are borne upward to some region in heaven."25 He proves the genuineness of his faith in this doctrine by continually urging it, in the most earnest, unaffected manner, as an animating motive in the formation of character and the conduct of life, saying, "He who neglects his soul will pass lamely through existence, and again pass into Hades, aimless and unserviceable."26

The fourth and last step in this exposition is to show the particular form in which Plato held his doctrine of future retribution,—the way in which he supposed the consequences of present good and evil would appear hereafter. He received the Oriental theory of transmigration. Souls are born over and over. The banishment of the wicked to Tartarus is provisional, a preparation for their return to incarnate life. The residence of the good in heaven is contingent, and will be lost the moment they yield to carelessness or material solicitations. The circumstances under which they are reborn, the happiness or misery of their renewed existence, depend on their character and conduct in their previous career; and thus a poetic justice is secured. At the close of the Timeæus, Plato describes the whole animal kingdom as consisting of degraded human souls, from "the tribe of birds, which were light-minded souls, to the tribe of oysters, which have received the most remote habitations as a punishment of their extreme ignorance." "After this manner, then, both formerly and now, animals transmigrate, experiencing their

changes through the loss or acquisition of intellect and folly." The general doctrine of metempsychosis is stated and implied very frequently in many of the Platonic dialogues. Some recent writers have tried to explain these representations as figures of speech, not intended to portray the literal facts, but merely to hint their moral equivalents. Such persons seem to us to hold Plato’s pages in the full glare of the nineteenth century and read them in the philosophic spirit of Bacon and Comte, instead of holding them in the old shades of the Academy and pondering them in the marvelling spirit of Pythagoras and Empedocles.

We are led by the following considerations to think that Plato really meant to accredit the transmigration of souls literally. First, he often makes use of the current poetic imagery of Hades, and of ancient traditions, avowedly in a loose metaphorical way, as moral helps, calling them "fables." But the metempsychosis he sets forth, without any such qualification or guard, with so much earnestness and frequency, as a promise and a warning, that we are forced, in the absence of any indication to the contrary, to suppose that he meant the statements as sober fact and not as mythical drapery. As with a parable, of course we need not interpret all the ornamental details literally; but we must accept the central idea. And in the present case the fundamental thought is that of repeated births of the soul, each birth trailing retributive effects from the foregone. For example, the last four chapters of the tenth book of the Republic contain the account of Eros, a Pamphylian, who, after lying dead on the battle-field ten days, revived, and told what he had seen in the other state. Plato in the outset explicitly names this recital an "apologue." It recounts a multitude of moral and physical particulars. These details may fairly enough be considered in some degree a mythical drapery, or as the usual traditional painting; but the essential conception running through the account, for the sake of which it is told, we are not at liberty to explain away as empty metaphor. Now, that essential conception is precisely this:—that souls after death are adjudged to Hades or to heaven as a recompense for their sin or virtue, and that, after an appropriate sojourn in those places, they are born again, the former ascending, squalid and scarred, from beneath the earth, the latter descending, pure, from the sky. In perfect consonance with this conclusion is the moral drawn by Plato from the whole narrative. He simply says, "If the company will be persuaded by me, considering the soul to be immortal and able to bear all evil and good, we shall always persevere in the road which leads upwards."

Secondly, the conception of the metempsychosis is thoroughly coherent with Plato’s whole philosophy. If he was in earnest about any doctrine, it was the doctrine that all knowledge is reminiscence. The following declarations are his. "Soul is older than body." "Souls are continually born over again from Hades into this life." "To search and learn is simply to revive the images of what the soul saw in its pre-existent state
of being in the world of realities."^{27} Why should we hesitate to attribute a sincere belief in the metempsychosis to the acknowledged author of the doctrine that the soul lived in another world before appearing here, and that its knowledge is but reminiscence? If born from the other world once, we may be many times; and then all that is wanted to complete the dogma of transmigration is the idea of a presiding justice. Had not Plato that idea?

Thirdly, the doctrine of a judicial metempsychosis was most profoundly rooted in the popular faith, as a strict verity, throughout the great East, ages before the time of Plato, and was familiarly known throughout Greece in his time. It had been imported thither by Musæus and Orpheus at an early period, was afterwards widely recommended and established by the Pythagoreans, and was unquestionably held by many of Plato's contemporaries. He refers once to those "who strongly believe that murderers who have gone to Hades will be obliged to come back and end their next lives by suffering the same fate which they had before inflicted on others."^{28} It is also a remarkable fact that he states the conditions of transmigration, and the means of securing exemption from it, in the same way that the Hindus have from immemorial time:—"The soul which has beheld the essence of truth remains free from harm until the next revolution; and if it can preserve the vision of the truth it shall always remain free from harm," that is, be exempt from birth; but "when it fails to behold the field of truth it falls to the earth and is implanted in a body."^{29} This statement—and several others in the context—corresponds precisely with Hindu theology, which proclaims that the soul, upon attaining real wisdom,—that is, upon penetrating beneath illusions and gazing on reality,—is freed from the painful necessity of repeated births. Now, since the Hindus and the Pythagoreans held the doctrine as a severe truth, and Plato states it in the identical forms which they employed, and never implies that he is merely poetizing, we naturally conclude that he, too, veritably inculcates it as fact.

Finally, we are the more confirmed in this supposition when we find that his lineal disciples and most competent expounders, such as Proclus, and nearly all his later commentators, such as Ritter, have so understood him. The great chorus of his interpreters, from Plotinus to Leroux, with scarcely a dissentient voice, approve the opinion pronounced by the learned German historian of philosophy, that "the conception of the metempsychosis is so closely interwoven both with his physical system and with his ethical as to justify the conviction that Plato looked upon it as legitimate and valid, and not as a merely figurative exposition of the soul's life after death." To sum up the whole in one sentence: Plato taught with grave earnestness the immortality of the soul, subject to a discriminating retribution, which opened for its temporary residences three local regions, heaven, earth, and Hades, and which sometimes led
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it through different grades of embodied being. "O thou youth who thinkest that thou art neglected by the gods, the person who has become more wicked departs to the more wicked souls; but he who has become better departs to the better souls, both in life and in all deaths."30

Whether Aristotle taught or denied the immortality of the soul has been the subject of innumerable debates from his own time until now. It is certainly a most ominous fact that his great name has been cited as authority for rejecting the doctrine of a future life by so many of his keenest followers; for this has been true of weighty representatives of every generation of his disciples. Antagonistic advocates have collected from his works a large number of varying statements, endeavoring to distinguish between the literal and the figurative, the esoteric and the popular. It is not worth our while here, either for their intrinsic interest or for their historic importance, to quote the passages and examine the arguments. All that is required for our purpose may be expressed in the language of Ritter, who has carefully investigated the whole subject:—

"No passage in his extant works is decisive; but, from the general context of his doctrine, it is clear that he had no conception of the immortality of any individual rational entity."31

It would take a whole volume instead of a chapter to set forth the multifarious contrasting tenets of individual Greek philosophers, from the age of Pherecydes to that of Iamblichus, in relation to a future life. Not a few held, with Empedocles, that human life is a penal state, the doom of such immortal souls as for guilt have been disgraced and expelled from heaven. "Man is a fallen god condemned to wander on the earth, sky-aspiring but sense-clouded." Purged by a sufficient penance, he returns to his former godlike existence. "When, leaving this body, thou comest to the free ether, thou shalt be no longer a mortal, but an undying god." Notions of this sort fairly represent no small proportion of the speculations upon the fate of the soul which often reappear throughout the course of Greek literature. Another class of philosophers are represented by such names as Marcus Antoninus, who, comparing death to disembarkation at the close of a voyage, says, "If you land upon another life, it will not be empty of gods: if you land in nonentity, you will have done with pleasures, pains, and drudgery."32 And again he writes, "If souls survive, how has ethereal space made room for them all from eternity? How has the earth found room for all the bodies buried in it? The solution of the latter problem will solve the former. The corpse turns to dust and makes space for another: so the spirit, let loose into the air, after a while dissolves, and is either renewed into another soul or absorbed into the universe. Thus room is made for succession."33

These passages, it will be observed, leave the survival of the soul at all entirely hypothetical, and, even supposing it to survive, allow it but a
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temporary duration. Such was the common view of the great sect of the Stoics. They all agreed that there was no real immortality for the soul; but they differed greatly as to the time of its dissolution. In the words of Cicero, "Deo mensuras about animos; semper, regant:" they say souls endure for a long time, but not forever. Cleanthes taught that the intensity of existence after death would depend on the strength or weakness of the particular soul. Chrysippus held that only the souls of the wise and good would survive at all. 34 Panetius said the soul always died with the body, because it was born with it,—which he proved by the resemblances of children's souls to those of their parents. 35 Seneca has a great many contradictory passages on this subject in his works; but his preponderant authority, upon the whole, is that the soul and the body perish together. 36 At one time he says, "The day thou fearest as the last is the birthday of eternity." "As an infant in the womb is preparing to dwell in this world, so ought we to consider our present life as a preparation for the life to come." 37 At another time he says, with stunning bluntness, "There is nothing after death, and death itself is nothing."

Besides the mystics, like Plotinus, who affirmed the strict eternity of the soul, and the Stoics, like Poseidonius, who believed that the soul, having had a beginning, must have an end, although it might endure for a long period after leaving the body, there were among the Greeks and Romans two other classes of believers in a future life,—namely, the ignorant body of the people, who credited, more or less fully, the common fables concerning Hades; and an educated body of select minds, who, while casting off the popular superstitions, yet clung tenaciously to the great fact of immortality in some form or other, without attempting to define the precise mode of it.

There was among the illiterate populace, both Greek and Roman, even from the age of Eumolpus to that of Augustus, a good deal of firm faith in a future life, according to the gross scheme and particulars preserved to us still in the classic mythology. A thousand current allusions and statements in the general literature of those times prove the actual existence of a common and literal belief in Hades with all its accompaniments. This was far from being, in the average apprehension, a mere myth. Plato says, "Many, of their own accord, have wished to descend into Hades, induced by the hope of there seeing and being with those they have loved." 39 He also says, "When a man is about to die, the stories of future punishment which he had formerly ridiculed trouble him with fears of their truth." 40 And that frightful accounts of hell really swayed and terrified the people, even so late as the time of the
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Roman republic, appears from the earnest and elaborate arguments employed by various writers to refute them.

The same thing is shown by the religious ritual enacted at funerals and festivals, the forms of public and private worship observed till after the conversion of Constantine. The cake of rice and honey borne in the dead hand for Cerberus, the periodical offerings to the ghosts of the departed, as at the festivals called Ferialia and Parentalia, the pictures of the scenery of the under-world, hung in the temples, of which there was a famous one by Polygnotus—all imply a literal crediting of the vulgar doctrine. Altars were set up on the spots where Tiberius and Caius Gracchus were murdered, and services were there performed in honor of their manes. Festus, an old Roman lexicographer who lived in the second or third century, tells us there was in the Comitium a stone-covered pit which was supposed to be the mouth of Orcus, and was opened three days in the year for souls to rise out into the upper world. Apuleius describes, in his treatise on "the god of Socrates," the Roman conceptions of the departed spirits of men. They called all disembodied human souls "lemures." Those of good men were "lares," those of bad men "larvae." And when it was uncertain whether the specified soul was a lar or a larva, it was named "manes." The lares were mild household gods to their posterity. The larvae were wandering, frightful shapes, harmless to the pious, but destructive to the reprobate.

The belief in necromancy is well known to have prevailed extensively among the Greeks and Romans. Aristophanes represents the coward, Pisander, going to a necromancer and asking to "see his own soul, which had long departed, leaving him a man with breath alone." In Latin literature no popular terror is more frequently alluded to or exemplified than the dread of seeing ghosts. Every one will recall the story of the phantom that appeared in the tent of Brutus before the battle of Philippi. It pervades the "Haunted House" of Plautus. Callimachus wrote the following couplet as an epigraph on the celebrated misanthrope:—

"Timon, hast thou the world or Hades worse? Speak clear! Hades, O fool, because there are more of us here!"

Pythagoras is said once to have explained an earthquake as being caused by a synod of ghosts assembled under ground! It is one of the best of the numerous jokes attributed to the great Samian; a good nut for the spirit-rappers to crack. There is an epigram by Diogenes Laertius, on one Lycon, who died of the gout:—

"He who before could not so much as walk alone, The whole long road to Hades travell'd in one night!"

Philostratus declares that the shade of Apollonius appeared to a skeptical disciple of his and said, "The soul is immortal." It is unquestionable
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that the superstitious fables about the under-world and ghosts had a powerful hold, for a very long period, upon the Greek and Roman imagination, and were widely accepted as facts.

At the same time, there were many persons of more advanced culture to whom such coarse and fanciful representations had become incredible, but who still held loyally to the simple idea of the survival of the soul. They cherished a strong expectation of another life, although they rejected the revolting form and drapery in which the doctrine was usually set forth. Xenophon puts the following speech into the mouth of the expiring Cyrus:—"I was never able, my children, to persuade myself that the soul, as long as it was in a mortal body, lived, but when it was removed from this, that it died; neither could I believe that the soul ceased to think when separated from the unthinking and senseless body; but it seemed to me most probable that when pure and free from any union with the body, then it became most wise."48 Every one has read of the young man whose faith and curiosity were so excited by Plato's writings that he committed suicide to test the fact of futurity. Callimachus tells the story neatly:—

"Cleombrotus, the Ambracian, having said, 'Farewell, O sun!' leap'd from a lofty wall into the world Of ghosts. No deadly ill had chanced to him at all; But he had read in Plato's book upon the soul."49

The falling of Cato on his sword at Utica, after carefully perusing the Phaedo, is equally familiar.

In the case of Cicero, too,—notwithstanding his fluctuations of feeling and the obvious contradictions of sentiment in some of his letters and his more deliberate essays,—it is, upon the whole, plain enough that, while he always regarded the vulgar notions as puerile falsehoods, the hope of a glorious life to come was powerful in him. This may be stated as the result of a patient investigation and balancing of all that he says on the subject, and of the circumstances under which he says it. To cite and criticize the passages here would occupy too much space to too little profit.

At the siege of Jerusalem, Titus made a speech to his soldiers, in the course of it saying to them, "Those souls which are severed from their fleshly bodies by the sword in battle, are received by the pure ether and joined to that company which are placed among the stars."50 The beautiful story of Cupid and Psyche, that loveliest of all the myths concerning the immortality of the soul, was a creation by no means foreign to the prevalent ideas and feelings of the time when it was written. The "Dissertations" of Maximus Tyrius abound with sentences like the following. "This very thing which the multitude call death is the birth of a new life, and the beginning of immortality."51 "When Pherecydes lay sick, conscious of spiritual energy, he cared not for bodily disease,
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his soul standing erect and looking for release from its cumbersome vestment. So a man in chains, seeing the walls of his prison crumbling, waits for deliverance, that from the darkness in which he has been buried he may soar to the ethereal regions and be filled with glorious light."52

The conception of man as a member of the cosmic family of gods and genii was known to all the classic philosophers, and was cherished by the larger portion of them. Pindar affirms one origin for gods and men. Plato makes wise souls accompany the gods in their excursions about the sky. Cicero argues that heaven, and not Hades, is the destination of the soul at death, because the soul, being lighter than the earthly elements surrounding it here, would rise aloft through the natural force of gravitation.53 Plutarch says, "Demons are the spies and scouts of the gods, wandering and circuiting around on their commands." Disembodied souls and demons were the same. The prevalence of such ideas as these produced in the Greek and Roman imagination a profound sense of invisible beings, a sense which was further intensified by the popular personifications of all natural forces, as in fountains and trees, full of lapsing naiads and rustling dryads. An illustrative fact is furnished by an effect of the tradition that Thetis, snatching the body of Achilles from the funeral-pile, conveyed him to Leuke, an island in the Black Sea. The mariners sailing by often fancied they saw his mighty shade flitting along the shore in the dusk of evening.54 But a passage in Hesiod yields a more adequate illustration:—"When the mortal remains of those who flourished during the golden age were hidden beneath the earth, their souls became beneficent demons, still hovering over the world they once inhabited, and still watching, clothed in thin air and gliding rapidly through every region of the earth, as guardians over the affairs of men."55

But there were always some who denied the common doctrine of a future life and scoffed at its physical features. Through the absurd extravagances of poets and augurs, and through the growth of critical thought, this unbelief went on increasing from the days of Anaxagoras, when it was death to call the sun a ball of fire, to the days of Catiline, when Julius Caesar could be chosen Pontifex Maximus, almost before the Senate had ceased to reverberate his voice openly asserting that death was the utter end of man. Plutarch dilates upon the wide skepticism of the Greeks as to the infernal world, at the close of his essay on the maxim, "Live concealed." The portentous growth of irreverent unbelief, the immense change of feeling from awe to ribaldry, is made obvious by a glance from the known gravity of Hesiod's "Descent of Theseus and Pirithous into Hades," to Lucian's "Kataplaus," which represents the cobbler Mycillus leaping from the banks of the Styx, swimming after Charon's boat, climbing into it upon the shoulders of the
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tyrant Megapenthes and tormenting him the whole way. Pliny, in his Natural History, affirms that death is an everlasting sleep. The whole great sect of the Epicureans united in supporting that belief by the combined force of ridicule and argument. Their views are the most fully and ably defended by the consummate Lucretius, in his masterly poem on the “Nature of Things.” Horace, Juvenal, Persius, concur in scouting at the tales which once, when recited on the stage, had made vast audiences perceptibly tremble. And Cicero asks, “What old woman is so insane as to fear these things?”

There were two classes of persons who sought differently to free mankind from the terrors which had invested the whole prospect of death and another world. The first were the materialists, who endeavored to prove that death was to man the absolute end of every thing. Secondly, there were the later Platonists, who maintained that this world is the only Hades, that heaven is our home, that all death is ascent to better life. “To remain on high with the gods is life; to descend into this world is death, a descent into Orcus,” they said. The following couplet, of an unknown date, is translated from the Greek Anthology:

“Diogenes, whose tub stood by the road,
    Now, being dead, has the stars for his abode.”

Macrobius writes, in his commentary on the “Dream of Scipio,” “Here, on earth, is the cavern of Dis, the infernal region. The river of oblivion is the wandering of the mind forgetting the majesty of its former life and thinking a residence in the body the only life. Phlegethon is the fires of wrath and desire. Acheron is retributive sadness. Cocytus is wailing tears. Styx is the whirlpool of hatreds. The vulture eternally tearing the liver is the torment of an evil conscience.”

To the ancient Greek in general, death was a sad doom. When he lost a friend, he sighed a melancholy farewell after him to the faded shore of ghosts. Summoned himself, he departed with a lingering look at the sun, and a tearful adieu to the bright day and the green earth. To the Roman, death was a grim reality. To meet it himself he girded up his loins with artificial firmness. But at its ravages among his friends he wailed in anguished abandonment. To his dying vision there was indeed a future; but shapes of distrust and shadow stood upon its disconsolate borders; and, when the prospect had no horror, he still shrank from its poppied gloom.
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CHAPTER XI.

MOHAMMEDAN DOCTRINE OF A FUTURE LIFE.

Islam has been a mighty power in the earth since the middle of the seventh century. A more energetic and trenchant faith than it was for eight hundred years has not appeared among men. Finally expelled from its startling encampments in Spain and the Archipelago, it still rules with tenacious hold over Turkey, a part of Tartary, Palestine, Persia, Arabia, and large portions of Africa. At this moment, as to adherence and influence, it is subordinate only to the two foremost religious systems in the world,—Buddhism and Christianity. The dogmatic structure of Islam as a theology and its practical power as an experimental religion offer a problem of the gravest interest. But we must hasten on to give an exposition of merely those elements in it which are connected with its doctrine of a future life.

It is a matter of entire notoriety that there is but the least amount of originality in the tenets of the Mohammedan faith. The blending together of those tenets was distinctive, the unifying soul breathed into them was a new creation, and the great aim to which the whole was subordinated was peculiar; but the component doctrines themselves, with slight exception, existed before as avowed principles in the various systems of belief and practice that prevailed around. Mohammed adopted many of the notions and customs of the pagan Arabs, the central dogma of the Jews as to the unity of God, most of the traditions of the Hebrew Scriptures, innumerable fanciful conceptions of the Rabbins,1 whole doctrines of the Magians with their details, some views of the Gnostics, and extensive portions of a corrupted Christianity, grouping them together with many modifications of his own, and such additions as his genius afforded and his exigencies required. The motley strangely results in a compact and systematic working faith.

The Islamites are divided into two great sects,—the Sunnees and the Sheeahs. The Arabs, Tartars, and Turks are Sunnees, are dominant in numbers and authority, are strict literalists, and are commonly considered the orthodox believers. The Persians are Sheeahs, are inferior in point of numbers, are somewhat freer in certain interpretations, placing a mass of tradition, like the Jewish Mischna, on a level with the Koran,2 and are usually regarded as heretical. To apply our own eccle-
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Sectarists and speculative teachings. The former are the Moslem Catholics. Yet in relation to almost every thing which should seem at all fundamental or vital they agree in their teachings. Their differences in general are upon trivial opinions, or especially upon ritual particulars. For instance, the Sheeahs send all the Sunnees to hell because in their ablutions they wash from the elbow to the finger-tips; the Sunnees return the compliment to their rival sectarists because they wash from the finger-tips to the elbow. Within these two grand denominations of Sheeah and Sunnee are found a multitude of petty sects, separated from each other on various questions of speculative faith and ceremonial practice. Some take the Koran alone, and that in its plain literal sense, as their authority. Others read the Koran in the explanatory light of a vast collection of parables, proverbs, legends, purporting to be from Mohammed. There is no less than a score of mystic allegorizing sects who reduce almost every thing in the Koran to symbol, or spiritual signification, and some of whom—as the Sufis—are the most rapt and imaginative of all the enthusiastic devotees in the world.

A cardinal point in the Mohammedan faith is the asserted existence of angels, celestial and infernal. Eblis is Satan. He was an angel of lofty rank; but when God created Adam and bade all the angels worship him, Eblis refused, saying, "I was created of fire, he of clay: I am more excellent and will not bow to him." Upon this God condemned Eblis and expelled him from Paradise. He then became the unappeasable foe and seducing destroyer of men. He is the father of those swarms of jins, or evil spirits, who crowd all hearts and space with temptations and pave the ten thousand paths to hell with lures for men.

The next consideration preliminary to a clear exhibition of our special subject, is the doctrine of predestination, the unflinching fatalism which pervades and crowns this religion. The breath of this appalling faith is saturated with fatality, and its very name of Islam means "Submission." In heaven the prophet saw a prodigious wax tablet, called the "Preserved Table," on which were written the decrees of all events between the morning of creation and the day of judgment. The burning core of Mohammed's preaching was the proclamation of the one true God whose volition bears the irresistible destiny of the universe; and inseparably associated with this was an intense hatred of idolatry, fanned by the wings of God's wrath and producing a fanatic sense of a divine commission to avenge him on his insulters and vindicate for him his rightful worship from every nation. There is an apparent conflict between the Mohammedan representations of God's absolute predestination of all things, and the abundant exhortations to all men to accept the true faith and bring forth good works, and thus make sure of an acceptable account in the day of judgment. The former make God's irreversi-
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ble will all in all. The latter seem to place alternative conditions before men, and to imply in them a power of choice. But this is a contradiction inseparable from the discussion of God’s infinite sovereignty and man’s individual freedom. The inconsistency is as gross in Augustine and Calvinism as it is in the Arabian lawgiver and the creed of the Sunnites. The Koran, instead of solving the difficulty, boldly cuts it, and does that in exactly the same way as the thorough Calvinist. God has respectively elected and reprobated all the destined inhabitants of heaven and hell, unalterably, independently of their choice or action. At the same time, reception of the true faith, and a life conformed to it, are virtually necessary for salvation, because it is decreed that all the elect shall profess and obey the true faith. Their obedient reception of it proves them to be elected. On the other hand, it is foreordained that none of the reprobate shall become disciples and followers of the Prophet. Their rejection of him, their wicked misbelief, is the evidence of their original reprobation. As the Koran itself expresses it, salvation is for “all who are willing to be warned; but they shall not be warned unless God please;”* "all who shall be willing to walk uprightly; but they shall not be willing unless God willeth.”

But such fine-drawn distinctions are easily lost from sight or spurned in the eager array of affairs and the imminent straits of the soul. While in dogma and theory the profession of an orthodox belief, together with scrupulous prayer, fasting, alms, and the pilgrimage to Mecca, or the absence of these things, simply denotes the foregone determinations of God in regard to the given individuals, in practice and feeling the contrasted beliefs and courses of conduct are held to obtain heaven and hell. And we find, accordingly, that Mohammed spoke as if God’s primeval ordination had fixed all things forever, whenever he wished to awaken in his followers reckless valor and implicit submission. “Whole armies cannot slay him who is fated to die in his bed.” On the contrary, when he sought to win converts, to move his hearers by threatenings and persuasions, he spoke as if every thing pertaining to human weal and woe, present and future, rested on conditions within the choice of men. Say, “There is but one God, and Mohammed is his prophet,’ and heaven shall be your portion; but cling to your delusive errors, and you shall be companions of the infernal fire.” Practically speaking, the essence of propagandist Islam was a sentiment like this. All men who do not follow Mohammed are accursed misbelievers. We are God’s chosen avengers, the commissioned instruments for reducing his foes to submission. Engaged in that work, the hills of all our seimitars are in his hand. He seizes his servant-martyr from the battle-field to heaven. Thus the weapons of the unbelievers send their slain to paradise, while the weapons of the believers send their slain to hell. Up, then, with the crescent banner, and, dripping with idolatrous gore, let it gleam over
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mountain and plain till our sickles have reaped the earth! "The sword is the key of heaven and the key of hell. A drop of blood shed in the cause of Allah, a night spent in arms, is of more avail than two months of fasting and prayer. Whoever falls in battle, his sins are forgiven. In the day of judgment his wounds shall be resplendent as vermilion and odoriferous as musk." An infuriated zeal against idolaters and unbelievers inflamed the Moslem heart, a fierce martial enthusiasm filled the Moslem soul, and tangible visions of paradise and hell floated, illuminate, through the Moslem imagination. And so from the Persian Gulf to the Caucasus, from Sierra Leone to the Pyrenees, the poltity of Mohammed overran the nations, with the Koran in its left hand, the exterminating blade in its right, one thunder-shout still breaking from its awful lips:—"Profess Islam, and live, with the clear prospect of eternal bliss beyond life; reject it, and die, with the full certainty of eternal anguish beyond death." When the crusading Christians and the Sarracenic hosts met in battle, the conflict was the very frenzy of fanaticism. "There the question of salvation or damnation lay on the ground between the marshalled armies, to be fought for and carried by the stronger." Christ and Allah encountered, and the endless fate of their opposed followers hung on the swift-turning issue. "Never have the appalling ideas of the invisible world so much and so distinctly mingled with the fury of mortal strife as in this instance. To the eyes of Turk and Arab the smoke of the infernal pit appeared to break up from the ground in the rear of the infidel lines. As the squadrons of the faithful moved on to the charge, that pit yawed to receive the miscreant host; and in chasing the foe the prophet's champions believed they were driving their antagonists down the very slopes of perdition. When at length steel clashed upon steel and the yell of death shook the air, the strife was not so much between arm and arm as between spirit and spirit, and each deadly thrust was felt to pierce the life at once of the body and of the soul." 

That terrible superstition prevails almost universally among the Musulmans, designated the "Beating in the Sepulchre," or the examination and torture of the body in the grave. As soon as a corpse is interred, two black and livid angels, called the Examiners, whose names are Munkeer and Nakeer, appear, and order the dead person to sit up and answer certain questions as to his faith. If he give satisfactory replies, they suffer him to rest in peace, refreshed by airs from paradise; but if he prove to have been an unbeliever or heretic, they beat him on the temples with iron maces till he rears aloud with pain and terror. They then press the earth on the body, which remains gnawed and stung by dragons and scorpions until the last day. Some sects give a figurative explanation of these circumstances. The utter denial of the whole representation is a schismatic peculiarity of the sect of Motozallites.
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But all true believers, both Sunnee and Sheeak, devoutly accept it literally. The commentators declare that it is implied in the following verse of the Koran itself:—"How, therefore, will it be with them when they die and the angels shall strike their faces and their backs?"

The intermediate state of souls from the time of death until the resurrection has been the subject of extensive speculation and argument with the Islamites. The souls of the prophets, it is thought, are admitted directly to heaven. The souls of martyrs, according to a tradition received from Mohammed, rest in heaven in the crops of green birds who eat of the fruits and drink of the rivers there. As to the location of the souls of the common crowd of the faithful, the conclusions are various. Some maintain that they and the souls of the impious alike sleep in the dust until the end, when Israfil's blasts will stir them into life to be judged. But the general and orthodox impression is that they tarry in one of the heavens, enjoying a preparatory blessedness. The souls of the wicked, it is commonly held, after being refused a place in the tomb and also being repulsed from heaven, are carried down to the lower abyss, and thrown into a dungeon under a green rock, or into the jaw of Eblis, there to be treated with foretastes of their final doom until summoned to the judgment.

A very prominent doctrine in the Moslem creed is that of the resurrection of the body. This is a central feature in the orthodox faith. It is expounded in all the emphatic details of its gross literality by their authoritative doctors, and is dwelt upon with unwearyed reiteration by the Koran. True, some minor heretical sects give it a spiritual interpretation; but the great body of believers accept it unhesitatingly in its most physical shape. The intrinsic unnaturalness and improbability of the dogma were evidently felt by Mohammed and his expositors; and all the more they strove to bolster it up and enforce its reception by vehement affirmations and elaborate illustrations. In the second chapter of the Koran it is related that, in order to remove the skepticism of Abraham as to the resurrection, God wrought the miracle of restoring four birds which had been cut in pieces and scattered. In chapter seventh, God says, "We bring rain upon a withered country and cause the fruits to spring forth. Thus will we bring the dead from their graves." The prophet frequently rebukes those who reject this belief. "What aileth them, that they believe not the resurrection?" "Is not He who created man able to quicken the dead?" "The scoffers say, 'Shall we be raised to life, and our forefathers too, after we have become dust and bones? This is nothing but sorcery.' First, Israfil will blow the blast of consternation. After an interval, he will blow the blast of examination, at which all creatures will die and the material universe will melt in horror. Thirdly, he will blow the blast of resurrection. Upon that instant, the
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assembled souls of mankind will issue from his trumpet, like a swarm of bees, and fill the atmosphere, seeking to be reunited to their former bodies, which will then be restored, even to their very hairs.

The day of judgment immediately follows. This is the dreadful day for which all other days were made; and it will come with blackness and consternation to unbelievers and evil-doers, but with peace and delight to the faithful. The total race of man will be gathered in one place. Mohammed will first advance in front, to the right hand, as intercessor for the professors of Islam. The preceding prophets will appear with their followers. Gabriel will hold suspended a balance so stupendous that one scale will cover paradise, the other hell. "Hath the news of the overwhelming day of judgment reached thee?"14 "Whoever hath wrought either good or evil of the weight of an ant shall in that day behold the same."15 An infallible scrutiny shall search and weigh every man's deeds, and exact justice shall be done, and no foreign help can avail any one. "One soul shall not be able to obtain any thing in behalf of another soul."16 "Every man of them on that day shall have business enough of his own to employ his thoughts."17 In all the Mohammedan representations of this great trial and of the principles which determine its decisions, no reference is made to the doctrine of predestination, but all turns on strict equity. Reckoning a reception or rejection of the true faith as a crowning merit or demerit, the only question is, Do his good works outweigh, by so much as a hair, his evil works? If so, he goes to the right; if not, he must take the left. The solitary trace of fatalism—or rather favoritism—is this: that no idolater, once in hell, can ever possibly be released, while no Islamite, however wicked, can be damned eternally. The punishment of unbelievers is everlasting, that of believers limited. The opposite of this opinion is a great heresy with the generality of the Moslems. Some say the judgment will require but the twinkling of an eye; others that it will occupy fifty thousand years, during which time the sun will be drawn from its sheath and burn insufferably, and the wicked will stand looking up, their feet shod with shoes of fire, and their skulls boiling like pots. At last, when sentence has been passed on them, all souls are forced to try the passage of al Sirat, a bridge thinner than a hair, sharper than a razor, and hotter than flame, spanning in one frail arch the immeasurable distance, directly over hell, from earth to paradise. Some affect a metaphorical solution of this air-severing causeway, and take it merely as a symbol of the true Sirat, or bridge of this world,—namely, the true faith and obedience; but every orthodox Mussulman firmly holds it as a physical fact to be surmounted in the last day.18 Mohammed leading the way, the faithful and righteous will traverse it with ease and as quickly as a flash of lightning. The thin edge broadens beneath their
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steps, the surrounding support of conveying angels' wings hides the fire-lake below from their sight, and they are swiftly enveloped in paradise. But as the infidel with his evil deeds essays to cross, thorns entangle his steps, the lurid glare beneath blinds him, and he soon topples over and whirls into the blazing abyss. In Dr. Frothingham's fine translation from Rückert,—

"When the wicked o'er it goes, stands the bridge all sparkling;
And his mind bewildered grows, and his eye swims darkling,
Wakening, giddily, then comes in, with a deadly fright,
Memory of all his sin, rushing on his sight.
But when forward steps the just, he is safe o'er here:
Round him gathers holy trust, and drives back his fear.
Each good deed's a mist, that wide, golden borders gets;
And for him the bridge, each side, shines with parapets."

Between hell and paradise is an impassable wall,—al Aráf,—separating the tormented from the happy, and covered with those souls whose good works exactly counterpoise their evil works, and who are, consequently, fitted for neither place. The prophet and his expounders have much to say of this narrow intermediate abode. Its lukewarm denizens are contemptuously spoken of. It is said that Aráf seems hell to the blessed but paradise to the damned; for does not every thing depend on the point of view?

The Mohammedan descriptions of the doom of the wicked, the torments of hell, are constantly repeated and are copious and vivid. Reference to chapter and verse would be superfluous, since almost every page of the Koran abounds in such tints and tones as the following. "The unbelievers shall be companions of hell-fire forever." "Those who disbelieve we will surely cast to be broiled in hell-fire; so often as their skins shall be well burned we will give them other skins in exchange, that they may taste the sharper torment." "I will fill hell entirely full of genii and men." "They shall be dragged on their faces into hell, and it shall be said unto them, 'Taste ye that torment of hell-fire which ye rejected as a falsehood.'" "The unbelievers shall be driven into hell by troops." "They shall be taken by the forelocks and the feet and flung into hell, where they shall drink scalding water." "Their only entertainment shall be boiling water, and they shall be fuel for hell." "The smoke of hell shall cast forth sparks as big as towers, resembling yellow camels in color." "They who believe not shall have garments of fire fitted on them, and they shall be beaten with maces of red-hot iron." "The true believers, lying on couches, shall look down upon the infidels in hell and laugh them to scorn."

There is a tradition that a door shall be shown the damned opening into paradise, but when they approach it, it shall be suddenly shut, and the believers within will laugh. Pitiless and horrible as these expressions from the Koran are, they are merciful compared with the pictures

---

in the later traditions, of women suspended by their hair, their brains boiling, suspended by their tongues, molten copper poured down their throats, bound hands and feet and devoured piecemeal by scorpions, hung up by their heels in flaming furnaces and their flesh cut off on all sides with scissors of fire. Their popular teachings divide hell into seven stories, sunk one under another. The first and mildest is for the wicked among the true believers. The second is assigned to the Jews. The third is the special apartment of the Christians. The fourth is allotted to the Sabians, the fifth to the Magians, and the sixth to the most abandoned idolaters; but the seventh—the deepest and worst—belongs to the hypocrites of all religions. The first hell shall finally be emptied and destroyed, on the release of the wretched believers there; but all the other hells will retain their victims eternally.

If the visions of hell which filled the fancies of the faithful were material and glowing, equally so were their conceptions of paradise. On this world of the blessed were lavished all the charms so fascinating to the Oriental luxuriance of sensual languor, and which the poetic Oriental imagination knew so well how to depict. As soon as the righteous have passed Sirat, they obtain the first taste of their approaching felicity by a refreshing draught from "Mohammed's Pond." This is a square lake, a month's journey in circuit, its water whiter than milk or silver and more fragrant than to be comparable to any thing known by mortals. As many cups are set around it as there are stars in the firmament; and whoever drinks from it will never thirst more. Then comes paradise,—an ecstatic dream of pleasure, filled with sparkling streams, honeyed fountains, shady groves, precious stones, all flowers and fruits, blooming youths, circulating goblets, black-eyed houris, incense, brilliant birds, delightful music, unbroken peace. A Sheeah tradition makes the prophet promise to Ali twelve palaces in paradise, built of gold and silver bricks laid in a cement of musk and amber. The pebbles around them are diamonds and rubies, the earth saffron, its hillocks camphor. Rivers of honey, wine, milk, and water flow through the court of each palace, their banks adorned with various resplendent trees, interspersed with bowers consisting each of one hollow transparent pearl. In each of these bowers is an emerald throne, with a houri upon it arrayed in seventy green robes and seventy yellow robes of so fine a texture, and she herself so transparent, that the marrow of her ankle, notwithstanding robes, flesh, and bone, is as distinctly visible as a flame in a glass vessel. Each houri has seventy locks of hair, every one under the care of a maid, who perfumes it with a censer which God has made to smoke with incense without the presence of fire; and no mortal has ever breathed such fragrance as is there exhaled.

Such a doctrine of the future life as that here set forth, it is plain, was strikingly adapted to win and work fervidly on the minds of the imagina-

tive, voluptuous, indolent, passionate races of the Orient. It possesses a nucleus of just and natural moral conviction and sentiment, around which is grouped a composite of a score of superstitions afloat before the rise of Islam, set off with the arbitrary drapery of a poetic fancy, colored by the peculiar idiosyncrasies of Mohammed, emphasized to suit his special ends, and all inflamed with a vindictive and propagandist animus. Any word further in explanation of the origin, or in refutation of the soundness, of this system of belief—once so imminently aggressive and still so widely established—would seem to be superfluous.

CHAPTER XII.

EXPLANATORY SURVEY OF THE FIELD AND ITS MYTHS.

Surveying the thought of mankind upon the subject of a future life, as thus far examined, one can hardly fail to be struck by the multitudinous variety of opinions and pictures it presents. Whence and how arose this heterogeneous mass of notions?

In consequence of the endowments with which God has created man, the doctrine of a future life arises as a normal fact in the development of his experience. But the forms and accompaniments of the doctrine, the immense diversity of dress and colors it appears in, are subject to all the laws and accidents that mould and clothe the products within any other department of thought and literature. We must refer the ethnic conceptions of a future state to the same sources to which other portions of poetry and philosophy are referred,—namely, to the action of sentiment, fancy, and reason, first; then to the further action, reaction, and interaction of the pictures, dogmas, and reasonings of authoritative poets, priests, and philosophers on one side, and of the feeling, faith, and thought of credulous multitudes and docile pupils on the other. In the light of these great centres of intellectual activity, parents of intellectual products, there is nothing pertaining to the subject before us, however curious, which may not be intelligibly explained, seen naturally to spring out of certain conditions of man's mind and experience as related with the life of society and the phenomena of the world.

So far as the views of the future life set forth in the religions of the ancient nations constitute systematically developed and arranged schemes of doctrine and symbol, the origin of them therefore needs no further explanation than is furnished by a contemplation of the regulated exercise of the speculative and imaginative faculties. But so far as those
represents contain unique, grotesque, isolated particulars, their production is accounted for by this general law:—In the early stages of human culture, when the natural sensibilities are intensely preponderant in power, and the critical judgment is in abeyance, whatever strongly moves the soul causes a poetical secretion on the part of the imagination. Thus the rainbow is personified; a waterfall is supposed to be haunted by spiritual beings; a volcano with fiery crater is seen as a Cyclops with one flaming eye in the centre of his forehead. This law holds not only in relation to impressive objects or appearances in nature, but also in relation to occurrences, traditions, usages. In this way innumerable myths arise,—explanatory or amplifying thoughts secreted by the stimulated imagination and then narrated as events. Sometimes these tales are given and received in good faith for truth, as Grote abundantly proves in his volume on Legendary Greece; sometimes they are clearly the gleeful play of the fancy, as when it is said that the hated infant Heracles having been put to Hera's breast as she lay asleep in heaven, she, upon waking, thrust him away, and the lacteal fluid, streaming athwart the firmament, originated the Milky Way! To apply this law to our special subject: What would be likely to work more powerfully on the minds of a crude, sensitive people, in an early stage of the world, with no elaborate discipline of religious thought, than the facts and phenomena of death? Plainly, around this centre there must be deposited a vast quantity of ideas and fantasies. The task is to discriminate them, trace their individual origin, and classify them.

One of the most interesting and difficult questions connected with the subject before us is this:—What, in any given time and place, were the limits of the popular belief? How much of the current representations in relation to another life were held as strict verity? What portions were regarded as fable or symbolism? It is obvious enough that among the civilized nations of antiquity the distinctions of literal statement, allegory, historic report, embellished legend, satire, poetical creation, philosophical hypothesis, religious myth, were more or less generally known. For example, when Æschylus makes one of his characters say, "Yonder comes a herald: so Dust, Clay's thirsty sister, tells me," the personification, unquestionably, was as purposed and conscious as it is when a poet in the nineteenth century says, "Thirst dived from the brazen glare of the sky and clutched me by the throat." So, too, when Homer describes the bag of Æolus, the winds, in possession of the sailors on board Ulysses' ship, the half-humorous allegory cannot be mistaken for religious faith. It is equally obvious that these distinctions were not always carefully observed, but were often confounded. Therefore, in respect to the faith of primitive times, it is impossible to draw any broad, fixed lines and say conclusively that all on this side was consciously considered as fanciful play or emblem, all on that side as earnest fact. Each particular in each case

must be examined by itself and be decided on its own merits by the light and weight of the moral probabilities. For example, if there was any historic basis for the myth of Herakles dragging Cerberus out of Hades, it was that this hero forcibly entered the Mysteries and dragged out to light the enactor of the part of the three-headed dog. The aged North- man, committing martial suicide rather than die in his peaceful bed, undoubtedly accepted the ensanguined picture of Valhalla as a truth. Virgil, dismissing Æneas from the Tartarean realm through "the ivory gate by which false dreams and fictitious visions are wont to issue," plainly wrought as a poet on imaginative materials.

It should be recollected that most of the early peoples had no rigid formularies of faith like the Christian creeds. The writings preserved to us are often rather fragments of individual speculations and hopes than rehearsals of public dogmas. Plato is far from revealing the contemporaneous belief of Greece in the sense in which Thomas Aquinas reveals the contemporaneous belief of Christendom. In Egypt, Persia, Rome,—among every cultured people,—there were different classes of minds,—the philosophers, the priests, the poets, the warriors, the common multitude,—whose modes of thinking were in contrast, whose methods of interpreting their ancestral traditions and the phenomena of human destiny were widely apart, whose respective beliefs had far different boundaries. The openly skeptical Euripides and Lucian are to be borne in mind as well as the apparently credulous Hesiod and Homer. Of course the Fables of Æsop were not literally credited. Neither, as a general thing, were the Metamorphoses of Ovid. With the ancients, while there was a general national cast of faith, there were likewise varieties of individual and sectarian belief and unbelief, skepticism and credulity, solemn reason and recreative fancy.

The people of Lystra, as we read in the Acts of the Apostles, actually thought Barnabas and Paul were Zeus and Hermes, and brought oxen and garlands to offer them the sacrifices appropriate to those deities. Peisistratus obtained rule over Athens by dressing a stately woman, by the name of Phyē, as Athene, and passing off her commands as those of the tutelary goddess. Herodotus ridicules the people for unsuspiciously accepting her.² The incredibleness of a doctrine is no obstacle to a popular belief in it. Whosoever thinks of the earnest reception of the dogma of transubstantiation—the conversion of a grain of wheat into the infinite God—by nearly three-quarters of Christendom at this moment, must permit the paradox to pass unchallenged. Doubtless the closing eye of many an expiring Greek reflected the pitiless old oarsman plying his frost-cold boat across the Stygian ferry, and his failing ear caught the rush of the Phlegethonian surge. It is equally certain that, at the same time, many another laughed at these things as childish fictions, fitted only to scare "the baby of a girl."

² Lib. i. cap. 60.
Stricken memory, yearning emotion, kindled fancy, a sensitive and timorous observation of natural phenomena,—rustling leaves, wavering shadows, apparent effects of unknown causes,—each is a superstitious mother of beliefs. The Sonora Indians say that departed souls dwell among the caves and rocks of the cliffs, and that the echoes often heard there are their voices. Ruskin suggests that the cause of the Greeks surrounding the lower-world residence of Persephone with poplar groves was that "the frailness, fragility, and inconstancy of the leafage of the poplar-tree resembled the fancied ghost-people." We can very easily imagine how, in the breeze at the entrance to some subterranean descent,—

"A ghostly rank
Of poplars, like a halted train of shades,
Trembled."

The operations of fierce passions, hate, fright, and rage, in a brain boiling with blood and fire, make pictures which the savage afterwards holds in remembrance as facts. He does not by reflection consciously distinguish the internal acts and sights of the mind from objective verities. Barbarians—as travellers and psychologists have repeatedly observed—usually pay great attention to the vagaries of madmen, the doings and utterances of the insane. These persons are regarded as possessed by higher beings. Their words are oracles: the horrible shapes, the grotesque scenes, which their disordered and inflamed faculties conjure up, are eagerly caught at, and such accounts of them as they are able to make out are treasured up as revelations. This fact is of no slight importance as an element in the hinting basis of the beliefs of uncultivated tribes. Many a vision of delirium, many a raving medley of insanity, has been accepted as truth. Another phenomenon, closely allied to the former, has wrought in a similar manner and still more widely. It has been a common superstition with barbarous nations in every part of the world, from Timbuctoo to Siberia, to suppose that dreams are real adventures which the soul passes through, flying abroad while the body lies, a dormant shell, wrapped in slumber. The power of this influence in nourishing a copious credulity may easily be imagined.

The origin of many notions touching a future state, found in literature, is to be traced to those rambling thoughts and poetic reveries with which even the most philosophical minds, in certain moods, indulge themselves. For example, Sir Isaac Newton "doubts whether there be not superior intelligencies who, subject to the Supreme, oversee and control the revolutions of the heavenly bodies." And Goethe, filled with sorrow by the death of Wieland, musing on the fate of his departed friend, solemnly surmised that he had become the soul of a world in some far realm of space. The same mental exercises which supply the barbarian superstitions reappear in disciplined minds, on a higher plane and in

3 De Boismont, Rational History of Hallucinations, ch. 15: Of Hallucinations considered in a Psychological, Historical, and Religious Point of View.
more refined forms. Culture and science do not deliver us from all illusion and secure us sober views conformed to fact. Still, what we think amid the solid realities of waking life, fancy in her sleep disjoinedly reverberates from hollow fields of dream. The metaphysician or theologian, instead of resting contented with mere snatches and glimpses, sets himself deliberately to reason out a complete theory. In these elaborate efforts many an opinion and metaphor, plausible or absurd, sweet or direful, is born and takes its place. There is in the human mind a natural passion for congruity and completeness,—a passion extremely fertile in complementary products. For example, the early Jewish notion of literally sitting down at table with Abraham and Isaac and Jacob, in the resurrection, was gradually developed by accretion of assisting particulars into all the details of a consummate banquet, at which Leviathan was to be the fish, Behemoth the roast, and so on. In the construction of doctrines or of discourses, one thought suggests, one premise or conclusion necessitates, another. This genetic application is sometimes plainly to be seen even in parts of incoherent schemes. For instance, the conception that man has returned into this life from anterior experiences of it is met by the opposing fact that he does not remember any preceding career. The explanatory idea is at once hit upon of a fountain of oblivion—a river Lethe—from which the disembodied soul drinks ere it reappears. Once establish in the popular imagination the conception of the Olympian synod of gods, and a thousand dramatic tales of action and adventure, appropriate to the characters of the divine personages, will inevitably follow.

The interest, cunning, and authority of priesthoods are another source of prevailing opinions concerning a life to come. Many nations, early and late, have been quite under the spiritual direction of priests, and have believed almost every thing they said. Numerous motives conspire to make the priest concoct fictions and exert his power to gain credence for them. He must have an alluringly-colored elysium to reward his obedient disciples. When his teachings are rejected and his authority mocked, his class-isolation and incensed pride find a natural satisfaction in threatening the reprobate aliens that a rain of fire will one day wash them down the smoking gulf of sulphur. The Maronites, a sect of Catholic Christians in Syria, purchase of their priests a few yards of land in heaven, to secure a residence there when they die. The Siamese Buddhists accumulate silver and bury it in secret, to supply the needs of the soul during its wandering in the separate state. "This foolish opinion robs the state of immense sums. The lords and rich men erect pyramids over these treasures, and for their greater security place them in charge of the talaposins!" When, for some reason or other,—either as a matter of neatness and convenience, or as a preventive of mutual claw-
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EXPLANATORY SURVEY OF THE FIELD.

...the authoritative Skald wished to induce the Northmen to keep their nails close-cut, he devised the awful myth of the ship Nagelfra, and made his raw-minded people swallow it as truth. The same process was followed unquestionably in a thousand other cases, in different particulars of thought and aim, in different parts of the world.

In a bird's-eye survey of the broad field we have traversed, one cannot help noticing the marked influence of the present scenery and habits, history and associations, of a people in deciding the character of their anticipations of the future. The Esquimaux paradise is surrounded by great pots full of boiled walrus-meat. The Turk's heaven is a gorgeously idealized pleasure-garden or celestial harem. As the apparition of a man wanders into the next state, a shadow of his present state floats over into the future with him. The Hereafter is the image flung by the Now. Heaven and hell are the upward and downward echoes of the earth. Like the spectre of the Brocken on the Hartz Mountains, our ideas of another life are a reflection of our present experience thrown in colossal on the cloud-curtains of futurity. Charles Lamb, pushing this elucidating observation much further, says, "The shappings of our heavens are the modifications of our constitutions." A tribe of savages has been described who hoped to go after death to their forefathers in an under-ground elysium whose glory consisted in eternal drunkenness, that being their highest conception of bliss and glory. What can be more piteous than the contemplation of those barbarians whose existence here is so wretched that even their imagination and faith have lost all rebound, and who conceive of the land of souls only as poorer and harder than this, expecting to be tasked and beaten there by stronger spirits, and to have nothing to eat? The relation of master and servant, the tyranny of class, is reflected over into the other life in those aristocratic notions which break out frequently in the history of our subject. The Pharisees—some of them, at least—excluded the rabble from the resurrection. The Peruvians confined their heaven to the nobility. The New Zealanders said the souls of the Atuas, the nobles, were immortal, but the Cookees perished entirely. Meiners declares that the Russians, even so late as the times of Peter the Great, believed that only the Czar and the boyars could reach heaven. It was almost a universal custom among savage nations when a chieftain died to slay his wives and servants, that their ghosts might accompany his to paradise, to wait on him there as here. Even among the Greeks, as Bulwer has well remarked, "the Hades of the ancients was not for the many: and the dwellers of Elysium are chiefly confined to the oligarchy of earth."

The coarse and selfish assumption on the part of man of superiority over woman, based on his brawneness and tyranny, has sometimes appeared in the form of an assertion that women have no souls, or at least cannot attain to the highest heaven possible for man. The former statement has been vulgarly attributed to the Moslem creed, but with utter
falsity. A pious and aged female disciple once asked Mohammed concerning her future condition in heaven. The prophet replied, "There will not be any old women in heaven." She wept and bewailed her fate, but was comforted upon the gracious assurance from the prophet's lips, "They will all be young again when there." The Buddhists relate that Gôtama once directed queen Prâjâpati, his foster-mother, to prove by a miracle the error of those who supposed it impossible for a woman to attain Nirwáná. She immediately made as many repetitions of her own form as filled the skies of all the sakwalas, and, after performing various wonders, died and rose into Nirwáná, leading after her five hundred virtuous princesses.7

How spontaneously the idiosyncrasies of men in the present are flung across the abyss into the future state is exhibited amusingly, and with a rough pathos, in an old tradition of a dialogue between Saint Patrick and Ossian. The bard contrasts the apostle's pitiful psalms with his own magnificent songs, and says that the virtuous Fingal is enjoying the rewards of his valor in the aerial existence. The saint rejoins, No matter for Fingal's worth; being a pagan, assuredly he roasts in hell. In hot wrath the honest Caledonian poet cries, "If the children of Morni and the tribes of the clan Ovi were alive, we would force brave Fingal out of hell, or the same habitation should be our own."8

Many of the most affecting facts and problems in human experience and destiny have found expression, hypothetic solution, in striking mythologies preserved in the popular traditions of nations. The mutual resemblances in these legends in some cases, though among far-separated peoples, are very significant and impressive. They denote that, moved by similar motives and exercised on the same soliciting themes, human desire and thought naturally find vent in similar theories, stories, and emblems. The imagination of man, as Gfrörer says, runs in ruts which not itself but nature has beaten.

The instinctive shrinking from death felt by man would, sooner or later, quite naturally suggest the idea that death was not an original feature in the divine plan of the world, but a retributive additional discord. Benignant nature meant her children should live on in happy contentment here forever; but sin and Satan came in, and death was the vengeance that followed their doings. The Persians fully developed this speculation. The Hebrews either also originated it, or borrowed it from the Persians; and afterwards the Christians adopted it. Traces of the same conception appear among the remotest and rudest nations. The Caribbeans have a myth to the effect that the whole race of men were doomed to be mortal because Carus, the first man, offended the great god Tiri. The Cherokees ascribe to the Great Spirit the intention of making men immortal on earth; but, they say, the sun when he passed over told them there was not room enough, and that people had better
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die! They also say that the Creator attempted to make the first man and woman out of two stones, but failed, and afterwards fashioned them of clay; and therefore it is that they are perishable.9 The Indians of the Oronoco declare that the Great Spirit dwelt for a while, at first, among men. As he was leaving them, he turned around in his canoe and said, "Ye shall never die, but shall shed your skins." An old woman would not believe what he said; he therefore recalled his promise and vowed that they should die.

The thought of more than one death—that the composite man is simplified by a series of separating deaths—has repeatedly found place. The New Testament speaks of "the second death;" but that is a metaphorical phrase, descriptive, as there employed, of condemnation and suffering. It is a thought of Plato that the Deity put intellect in soul, and soul in a material envelope. Following this hint, Plutarch says, in his essay on the Face in the Moon, that the earth furnishes the body, the moon the soul, the sun the mind. The first death we die, he continues, makes us two from three; the second makes us one from two. The Feejees tell how one of their warriors, seeing the spectre of a recently-deceased enemy of his, threw his war-club at it and killed it. They believed the spirit itself was thus destroyed. There is something pathetic in this accumulation of dissolution upon dissolution, this pursuit of death after death. We seem to hear, in this thin succession of the ghosts of ghosts, the fainter-growing echoes of the body fade away.

Many narratives reveal the fond hovering of the human mind over the problem of avoiding death altogether. The Hebrew Scriptures have made us familiar with the translation of Enoch and the ascension of Elijah without tasting death. The Hindus tell of Divadassa, who, as a reward for his exceeding virtue and piety, was permitted to ascend to heaven alive.10 They also say that the good Trisanku, having pleased a god, was elevated in his living body to heaven.11 The Buddhists of Ceylon preserve a legend of the elevation of one of the royal descendants of Maha Sammata to the superior heavens without undergoing death.12 There are Buddhist traditions, furthermore, of four other persons who were taken up to Indra's heaven in their bodies without tasting death,—namely, the musician Gattila, and the kings Sadhina, Nirni, and Mandhatu.13 A beautiful myth of the translation of Cyrus is found in Firdousi's Shâh Nâmeh :

"Ky Khosru bow'd himself before his God:
In the bright water he wash'd his head and his limbs;
And he spake to himself the Zend-Avesta's prayers;
And he turn'd to the friends of his life and exclaim'd,
Fare ye well, fare ye well for evermore!"

9 Squier, Serpent-Symbol, p. 67, note c.
10 Vans Kennedy, Ancient and Hindu Mythology, p. 431.
11 Vishnu Purana, p. 371.
13 Hardy, Manual of Buddhism, p. 25, note.
When to-morrow’s sun lifts its blazing banner,
And the sea is gold, and the land is purple,
This world and I shall be parted forever.
Ye will never see me again, save in Memory’s dreams.
When the sun uplifted his head from the mountain,
The king had vanish’d from the eyes of his nobles.
They roamed around in vain attempts to find him;
And every one, as he came back to the place,
Bade a long farewell to the king of the world.
Never hath any one seen such a marvel—
No, though he live long in the world—
That a man should go alive into the presence of God.”

There is a Greek story that Empedocles, “after a sacred festival, was drawn up to heaven in a splendor of celestial effulgence.” Philostratus relates a tradition of the Cretans, affirming that, Apollonius having entered a temple to worship, a sound was heard as of a chorus of virgins singing, “Come from the earth; come into heaven; come.” And he was taken up, never having been seen afterwards. Here may be cited also the exquisite fable of Endymion. Zeus promised to grant what he should request. He begged for immortality, eternal sleep, and never-fading youth. Accordingly, in all his surpassing beauty he slumbers on the summit of Latmus, where every night the enameled moon stoops to kiss his spotless forehead. One of the most remarkable fragments in the traditions of the American aborigines is that concerning the final departure of Tarenyawagon, a mythic chief of supernatural knowledge and power, who instructed and united the Iroquois. He sprang across vast chasms between the cliffs, and shot over the lakes with incredible speed, in a spotless white canoe. At last the Master of Breath summoned him. Suddenly the sky was filled with melody. While all eyes were turned up, Tarenyawagon was seen, seated in his snow-white canoe, in mid-air, rising with every burst of the heavenly music, till he vanished beyond the summer clouds, and all was still.

Another mythological method of avoiding death is by bathing in some immortal fountain. The Greeks tell of Glaucus, who by chance discovered and plunged in a spring of this charmed virtue, but was so chagrined at being unable to point it out to others that he flung himself into the ocean. He could not die, and so became a marine deity, and was annually seen off the headlands sporting with whales. The search for the “Fountain of Youth” by the Spaniards who landed in Florida is well known. How with a vain eagerness did Ponce de Leon, the battered old warrior, seek after the magic wave beneath which he should sink to emerge free from scars and stains, as fresh and fair as when first he donned the knightly harness! Khizer, the Wandering Jew of the East, accompanied Iskander Zulkarnain (the Oriental name for Alexander the Great) in his celebrated expedition to find the fountain of
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life. Zulkarnain, coming to a place where there were three hundred and sixty fountains, despatched three hundred and sixty men, ordering each man to select one of the fountains in which to wash a dry salted fish wherewith he was furnished. The instant Khizer’s fish touched the water of the fountain which he had chosen, it sprang away, alive. Khizer leaped in after it and drank. Therefore he cannot die till the last trump sounds. Meanwhile, clad in a green garb, he roams through the world, a personified spring of the year.

The same influences which have caused death to be interpreted as a punitive after-piece in the creation, and which have invented cases wherein it was set aside, have also fabricated tales of returns from its shrouded realm. The Thracian lover’s harp, “drawing iron tears down Pluto’s cheek,” won his mistress half-way to the upper light, and would have wholly redeemed her had he not in impatience looked back. The grim king of Hades, yielding to passionate entreaties, relent ed so far as to let the hapless Protesilaus return to his mourning Laodameia for three hours. At the swift end of this poor period he died again; and this time she died with him. Eurus, who was killed in battle, and Timarchus, whose soul was rapt from him in the cave of Trophonius, both returned, as we read in Plato and Plutarch, to relate with circumstantial detail what they saw in the other world. Alcestis, who so nobly died to save her husband’s life, was brought back from the region of the dead, by the interposition of Herakles, to spend happy years with her grateful Admetus. The cunning Sisyphus, who was so notorious for his treachery, by a shrewd plot obtained leave, after his death, to visit the earth again. Safely up in the light, he vowed he would stay; but old Hermes psychopompus forcibly dragged him down.

When Columbus landed at San Salvador, the natives thought he had descended from the sun, and by signs inquired if he had not. The Hawaiians took Captain Cook for the god Lono, who was once their king but was afterwards deified, and who had prophesied, as he was dying, that he should in after-times return. Te Wharewara, a New Zealand youth, relates a long account of the return of his aunt from the other world, with a minute description of her adventures and observations there. Schoolcraft gives a picturesque narrative of a journey made by a Wyandot brave to and from the land of souls.

There is a group of strangely-pleasing myths, closely allied to the two preceding classes, showing how the popular heart and imagination glorify their heroes, and, fondly believing them too godlike to die, fancy them only removed to some secret place, where they still live, and whence in the time of need they will come again to rescue or to bless their people. Greece dreamed that her swift-footed Achilles was yet alive in the White Island. Denmark long saw king Holger lingering on the old war.
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rior-cairns of his country. Portugal trusted that her beauteous prince Sebastian had escaped from the fatal field to the East and would one day return to claim his usurped realm. So, too, of Roderick the Goth, who fell in disastrous battle with the Arabs, the Visiogothic traditions and faith of the people long insisted that he would reappear. The Swiss herdsmen believe the founders of their confederacy still sleep in a cavern on the shores of Lucerne. When Switzerland is in peril, the Three Tells, slumbering there in their antique garb, will wake to save her. Sweetly and often, the ancient British lays allude to the puissant Arthur borne away to the mystic vales of Avalon, and yet to be hailed in his native kingdom, Excalibur once more gleaming in his hand. The strains of the Troubadours swell and ring as they tell of Charlemagne sleeping beneath the Untersberg, biding his appointed time to rise, resume his unrivalled sceptre, and glorify the Frank race. And what grand and weird ballads picture great Barbarossa seated in the vaults of Kyffhäuser, his beard grown through the stone table in front of him, tarrying till he may come forth, with his minstrels and knights around him, in the crisis-hour of Germany's fortunes! The Indians of Pecos, in New Mexico, still anxiously expect the return of Montezuma; while in San Domingo, on the Río Grande, a sentinel every morning ascends to the top of the highest house, at sunrise, and looks out eastward for the coming of the great chief. The peasants of Brittany maintain—as a recent traveller testifies—that Napoleon is still alive in concealment somewhere, and will one day be heard of or seen in pomp and victory. One other dead man there has been who was expected to return—the hated Nero, the popular horror of whom shows itself in the shuddering belief—expressed in the Apocalypse and in the Sibylline Oracles—that he was still alive and would reappear.

Elian, in his Various History, recounts the following singular circumstances concerning the Meropes who inhabited the valley of Anostan. It would seem to prove that no possible conceit of speculation pertaining to our subject has been unthought of. A river of grief and a river of pleasure, he says, lapsed through the valley, their banks covered with trees. If one ate of the fruit growing on the trees beside the former stream, he burst into a flood of tears and wept till he died. But if he partook of that hanging on the shore of the latter, his bliss was so great that he forgot all desires; and, strangest of all, he returned over the track of life to youth and infancy, and then gently expired. He turned

"Into his yesterdays, and wander'd back
To distant childhood, and went out to God
By the gate of birth, not death."

Mohammed, during his night-journey, saw, in the lower heaven, Adam, the father of mankind, a majestic old man, with all his posterity who
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were destined for paradise on one side, and all who were destined for hell on the other. When he looked on the right he smiled and rejoiced, but as often as he looked on the left he mourned and wept. How finely this reveals the stupendous pathos there is in the theological conception of a Federal Head of humanity!

The idea of a great terminal crisis is met with so often in reviewing the history of human efforts to grasp and solve the problem of the world's destiny, that we must consider it a normal concomitant of such theorizings. The mind reels and loses itself in trying to conceive of the everlasting continuance of the present order, or of any one fixed course of things, but finds relief in the notion of a revolution, an end, and a fresh start. The Mexican Cataclysm or universal crash, the close of the Hindu Calpa, the Persian Resurrection, the Stoic Conflagration, the Scandinavian Ragnarökur, the Christian Day of Judgment, all embody this one thought. The Drama of Humanity is played out, the curtain falls, and when it rises again all is commenced afresh. The clock of creation runs down and has to be wound up anew. The Brahmans are now expecting the tenth avatar of Vishnu. The Parsees look for Sosiosch to come, to consummate the triumph of good, and to raise the dead upon a renewed earth. The Buddhists await the birth of Maitri Buddha, who is tarrying in the dewa-loka Tusita until the time of his advent upon earth. The Jews are praying for the appearance of the Messiah. And many Christians affirm that the second advent of Jesus draws nigh.

One more fact, even in a hasty survey of some of the most peculiar opinions current in bygone times as to a future life, can scarcely fail to attract notice. It is the so constant linking of the soul's fate with the skyey spaces and the stars, in fond explorings and astrologic dreams. Nowhere are the kindly greatness and the immortal aspiring of man more finely shown. The loadstone of his destiny and the prophetic gravitation of his thoughts are upward, into the eternal bosom of heaven's infinite hospitality.

"Ye stars, which are the poetry of heaven!
If in your bright leaves we would read the fate
Of men and empires, 'tis to be forgiven,
That, in our aspirations to be great,
Our destinies o'erleap their mortal state
And claim a kindred with you; for ye are
A beauty and a mystery, and create
In us such love and reverence from afar
That fortune, fame, power, life, have named themselves a star."

What a sweep of thought, from the poor woman whose pious notion of heaven was that it was a place where she could sit all day in a clean white apron and sing psalms, to the far-seeing and sympathetic natural philosopher whose loving faith embraces all ranks of creatures and who conceives of paradise as a spiritual concert of the combined worlds with all their inhabitants in presence of their Creator! Yet from the explanatory considerations which have been set forth we can understand
explanatory considerations which have been set forth we can understand the derivation of the multifarious swarm of notions afloat in the world,—as the fifteen hundred varieties of apple now known have all been derived from the solitary white crab. Differences of fancy and opinion among men are as natural as fancies and opinions are. The mind of a people grows from the earth of its deposited history, but breathes in the air of its living literature. By his philosophic learning and poetic sympathy the cosmopolitan scholar wins the last victory of mind over matter, frees himself from local conditions and temporal tinges, and, under the light of universal truth, traces, through the causal influences of soil and clime and history, and the colored threads of great individualities, the formation of peculiar national creeds. Through sense the barbarian mind feeds on the raw pabulum furnished by the immediate phenomena of the world and of its own life. Through culture the civilized mind feeds on the elaborated substance of literature, science, and art. Plants eat inorganic, animals eat organized, material. The ignorant man lives on sensations obtained directly from nature; the educated man lives also on sensations obtained from the symbols of other people's sensations. The illiterate savage hunts for his mental living in the wild forest of consciousness; the erudite philosopher lives also on the psychical stores of foregone men.
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PART THIRD.

NEW TESTAMENT TEACHINGS CONCERNING A FUTURE LIFE.

CHAPTER I.

PETER'S DOCTRINE OF A FUTURE LIFE.

In entering upon an investigation of the thoughts of the New Testament writers concerning the fate of man after his bodily dissolution, we may commence by glancing at the various allusions contained in the record to opinions on this subject prevalent at the time of the Savior or immediately afterwards, but which formed no part of his religion, or were mixed with mistakes.

There are several incidents recorded in the Gospels which show that a belief in the transmigration of the soul was received among the Jews. As Jesus was passing near Siloam with his disciples, he saw a man who had been blind from his birth; and the disciples said to him, "Master, who did sin, this man or his parents, that he was born blind?" The drift of this question is, Did the parents of this man commit some great crime, for which they were punished by having their child born blind, or did he come into the world under this calamity in expiation of the iniquities of a previous life? Jesus denies the doctrine involved in this interrogation,—at least, as far as his reply touches it at all; for he rarely enters into any discussion or refutation of incidental errors. He says, Neither hath this man sinned nor his parents as the cause of his blindness; but the regular workings of the laws of God are made manifest in him: moreover, it is a providential occasion offered me that I should show the divinity of my mission by giving him sight.

When Herod heard of the miracles and the fame of Jesus, he said, This is John the Baptist, whom I beheaded; he is risen from the dead; and therefore mighty works are wrought by him. This brief statement plainly shows that the belief in the reappearance of a departed spirit, in bodily form, to run another career, was extant in Judea at that period. The Evangelists relate another circumstance to the same effect. Jesu
asked his disciples who the people thought he was. And they replied, Some think that thou art John the Baptist, some Elias, and some Jerem-iah or some other of the old prophets, a forerunner of the Messiah. Then Jesus asked, But who think ye that I am? And Simon Peter said, Thou art the promised Messiah himself. There was a prophetic tradition among the Jews, drawn from the words of Malachi, that before the Messiah was revealed Elias would appear and proclaim his coming. Therefore, when the disciples of Christ recognised him as the great Anointed, they were troubled about this prophecy, and said to their Master, Why do the Scribes say that Elias must first come? He replies to them, in substance, It is even so: the prophet's words shall not fail: they are already fulfilled. But you must interpret the prophecy aright. It does not mean that the ancient prophet himself, in physical form, shall come upon earth, but that one with his office, in his spirit and power, shall go before me. If ye are able to understand the true import of the promise, it has been realized. John the Baptist is the Elias which was to come. The New Testament, therefore, has allusions to the doc- trine of transmigration, but gives it no warrant.

The Jewish expectations in regard to the Messiah, the nature of his kingdom, and the events which they supposed would attend his coming or transpire during his reign, were the source and foundation of the phraseology of a great many passages in the Christian Scriptures and of the sense of not a few. The national ideas and hopes of the Jews at that time were singularly intense and extensive. Their influence over the immediate disciples of Jesus and the authors of the New Testament is often very evident in the interpretations they put upon his teachings, and in their own words. Still, their intellectual and spiritual obtuseness to the true drift of their Master's thoughts was not so great, their mistakes are neither so numerous nor so gross, as it is frequently supposed they were. This is proved by the fact that when they use the language of the Messianic expectations of the Jews in their writings they often do it, not in the material, but in a spiritual sense. When they first came under the instruction of Jesus, they were fully imbued with the common notions of their nation and age. By his influence their ideas were slowly and with great difficulty spiritualized and made to approach his own in some degree. But it is unquestionably true that they never—not even after his death—arrived at a clear appreciation of the full sublimity, the pure spirituality, the ultimate significance, of his mission and his words. Still, they did cast off and rise above the grossly carnal expectations of their countrypeople. Partially instructed in the spiritual nature of Christ's king-dom, and partially biased by their Jewish prepossessions, they inter- preted a part of his language figuratively, according to his real meaning, and a part of it literally, according to their own notions. The result of this was several doctrines neither taught by Christ nor held by the Jews, but formed by conjoining and elaborating a portion of the conceptions of both. These doctrines are to be found in the New Testament; but it
should be distinctly understood that the religion of Christ is not responsible for them, is to be separated from them.

The fundamental and pervading aim of that epistle of Peter the genuineness of which is unquestioned—and the same is true in a great degree of his speeches recorded in the Acts of the Apostles—is to exhort the Christians to whom it is written to purify themselves by faith, love, and good works; to stand firmly amidst all their tribulations, supported by the expectations and prepared to meet the conditions of a glorious life in heaven at the close of this life. Eschatology,—the doctrine of the Last Things,—with its practical inferences, all inseparably interwoven with the mission of Christ, forms the basis and scope of the whole document.

Peter believed that when Christ had been put to death his spirit, surviving, descended into the separate state of departed souls. Having cited from the sixteenth Psalm the declaration, "Thou wilt not leave my soul in the under-world," he says it was a prophecy concerning Christ, which was fulfilled in his resurrection. "The soul of this Jesus was not left in the under-world, but God hath raised him up, whereof we all are witnesses." When it is written that his soul was not left in the subterranean abode of disembodied spirits, of course the inference cannot be avoided that it was supposed to have been there for a time.

In the next place, we are warranted by several considerations in asserting that Peter believed that down there, in the gloomy realm of shades, were gathered and detained the souls of all the dead generations. We attribute this view to Peter from the combined force of the following reasons: because such was, notoriously, the belief of his ancestral and contemporary countrymen; because he speaks of the resurrection of Jesus as if it were a wonderful prophecy or unparalleled miracle, a signal and most significant exception to the universal law; because he says expressly of David that "he is not yet ascended into the heavens,"—and if David was still retained below, undoubtedly all were; because the same doctrine is plainly inculcated by other of the New Testament writers; and, finally, because Peter himself, in another part of this epistle, declares, in unequivocal terms, that the soul of Christ went and preached to the souls confined in the under-world,—for such is the perspicuous meaning of the famous text, "being put to death in the body, but kept alive in the soul, in which also he went and preached [went as a herald] to the spirits in prison." The meaning we have attributed to this celebrated passage is the simple and consistent explanation of the words and the context, and is what must have been conveyed to those familiar with the received opinions of that time. Accordingly, we find that, with the exception of Augustine, it was so understood and interpreted by the whole body of the Fathers.¹ It is likewise so held now by an immense majority of the most authoritative modern commentators. Rosenmüller

¹ See, for example, Clem. Alex. Stromata, lib. vi.; Cyprian, Test. adv. Judaeos, lib. ii. cap. 27; Lactantius, Divin. Institt. lib. vii. cap. 29.
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says, in his commentary on this text, "That by the spirits in prison is meant souls of men separated from their bodies and detained as in custody in the under-world, which the Greeks call Hades, the Hebrews Sheol, can hardly be doubted," (vix dubitari posse videtur.) Such has ever been and still is the common conclusion of nearly all the best critical theologians, as volumes of citations might easily be made to show. The reasons which led Augustine to give a different exposition of the text before us are such as should make, in this case, even his great name have little or no weight. He firmly held, as revealed and unquestionable truth,² the whole doctrine which we maintain is implied in the present passage; but he was so perplexed by certain difficult queries³ as to locality and method and circumstance, addressed to him with reference to this text, that he, waveringly, and at last, gave it an allegorical interpretation. His exegesis is not only arbitrary and opposed to the catholic doctrine of the Church; it is also so far-fetched and forced as to be substitute of plausibility. He says the spirits in prison may be the souls of men confined in their bodies here in this life, to preach to whom Christ came from heaven. But the careful reader will observe that Peter speaks as if the spirits were collected and kept in one common custody, refers to the spirits of a generation long ago departed to the dead, and represents the preaching as taking place in the interval between Christ's death and his resurrection. A glance from the eighteenth to the twenty-second verse inclusive shows indisputably that the order of events narrated by the apostle is, this: First, Christ was put to death in the flesh, suffering for sins, the just for the unjust; secondly, he was quickened in the spirit; thirdly, he went and preached to the spirits in prison; fourthly, he rose from the dead; fifthly, he ascended into heaven. How is it possible for any one to doubt that the text under consideration teaches his subterranean mission during the period of his bodily burial?

In the exposition of the Apostles' Creed put forth by the Church of England under Edward VI., this text in Peter was referred to as an authoritative proof of the article on Christ's descent into the underworld; and when, some years later, that reference was stricken out, notoriously it was not because the Episcopal rulers were convinced of a mistake, but because they had become afraid of the associated Romish doctrine of purgatory.

If Peter believed—as he undoubtedly did—that Christ after his crucifixion descended to the place of departed spirits, what did he suppose was the object of that descent? Calvin's theory was that he went into hell in order that he might there suffer vicariously the accumulated agonies due to the Lost, thus placating the just wrath of the Father and purchasing the release of the elect. A sufficient refutation of that dogma, as to its philosophical basis, is found in its immorality, its forensic technicality. As a mode of explaining the Scriptures, it is refuted by the

² Epist. XCIX.
³ Ibid.
fact that it is nowhere plainly stated in the New Testament, but is arbitrarily constructed by forced and indirect inferences from various obscure texts, which texts can be perfectly explained without involving it at all. For what purpose, then, was it thought that Jesus went to the imprisoned souls of the under-world? The most natural supposition—the conception most in harmony with the character and details of the rest of the scheme and with the prevailing thought of the time—would be that he went there to rescue the captives from their sepulchral bondage, to conquer death and the devil in their own domain, open the doors, break the chains, proclaim good tidings of coming redemption to the spirits in prison, and, rising thence, to ascend to heaven, preparing the way for them to follow with him at his expected return. This, indeed, is the doctrine of the Judaizing apostles, the unbroken catholic doctrine of the Church. Paul writes to the Colossians, and to the Ephesians, that, when Christ “had spoiled the principalities and powers” of the world of the dead, “he ascended up on high, leading a multitude of captives.” Peter himself declares, a little farther on in his epistle, “that the glad tidings were preached to the dead, that, though they had been persecuted and condemned in the flesh by the will of men, they might be blessed in the spirit by the will of God.”\(^4\) Christ fulfilled the law of death,\(^5\) descending to the place of separate spirits, that he might declare deliverance to the quick and the dead by coming triumphantly back and going into heaven, an evident token of the removal of the penalty of sin which hitherto had fatally doomed all men to the under-world.\(^6\)

Let us see if this will not enable us to explain Peter’s language satisfactorily. Death, with the lower residence succeeding it, let it be remembered, was, according to the Jewish and apostolic belief, the fruit of sin,—the judgment pronounced on sin. But Christ, Peter says, was sinless, “He was a lamb without blemish and without spot.” “He did no sin, neither was guile found in his mouth.” Therefore he was not exposed to death and the under-world on his own account. Consequently, when it is written that “he bore our sins in his own body on the tree,” that “he suffered for sins, the just for the unjust,” in order to give the words their clear, full meaning it is not necessary to attribute to them the sense of a vicarious sacrifice offered to quench the anger of God or to furnish compensation for a broken commandment; but this sense,—namely, that

---

\(^4\) See Rosenmüller’s explanation in hoc loco.

\(^5\) See King’s History of the Apostles’ Creed, 3d ed., pp. 234-239. “The purpose of Christ’s descent was to undergo the laws of death, pass through the whole experience of man, conquer the devil, break the fetters of the captives, and fix a time for their resurrection.” To the same effect, old Hilary, Bishop of Poictiers, in his commentary on Psalm cxxxviii., says, “It is a law of human necessity that, the body being buried, the soul should descend ad inferos.”

\(^6\) Ambrose, De Fide, etc., lib. iv. cap. 1, declares that “no one ascended to heaven until Christ, by the pledge of his resurrection, solved the chains of the under-world and translated the souls of the pious.” Also Cyril, Bishop of Jerusalem, in his fourth catechetical lecture, sect. 11, affirms “that Christ descended into the under-world to deliver those who, from Adam downwards, had been imprisoned there.”
although in his sinlessness he was exempt from death, yet he "suffered for us," he voluntarily died, thus undergoing for our sakes that which was to others the penalty of their sin. The object of his dying was not to conciliate the alienated Father or to adjust the unbalanced law: it was to descend into the realm of the dead, heralding God's pardon to the captives, and to return and rise into heaven, opening and showing to his disciples the way thither. For, owing to his moral sinlessness, or to his delegated omnipotence, if he were once in the abode of the dead, he must return: nothing could keep him there. Epiphanius describes the devil complaining, after Christ had burst through his nets and dungeons, "Miserable me! what shall I do? I did not know God was concealed in that body. The son of Mary has deceived me. I imagined he was a mere man." In an apocryphal writing of very early date, which shows some of the opinions abroad at that time, one of the chief devils, after Christ had appeared in hell, cleaning its grisly prisons from top to bottom and releasing the captives, is represented upbraiding Satan in these terms:--"O prince of all evil, author of death, why didst thou crucify and bring down to our regions a person righteous and sinless? Thereby thou hast lost all the sinners of the world." Again, in an ancient treatise on the Apostles' Creed, we read as follows:--"In the bait of Christ's flesh was secretly inserted the hook of his divinity. This the devil knew not, but, supposing he must stay when he was devoured, greedily swallowed the corpse, and the bolts of the nether world were wrenched asunder, and the ensnared dragon himself dragged from the abyss." Peter himself explicitly declares, "It was not possible that he should be held by death." Theodoret says, "Whoever denies the resurrection of Christ rejects his death." If he died, he must needs rise again. And his resurrection would demonstrate the forgiveness of sins, the opening of heaven to men, showing that the bond which had bound in despair the captives in the regions of death for so many voiceless ages was at last broken. Accordingly, "God, having loosed the chains of the under-world, raised him up and set him at his own right hand." And now the question, narrowed down to the smallest compass, is this:--What is the precise, real signification of the sacrificial and other connected terms employed by Peter,—those phrases which now, by the intense associations of a long time, convey so strong a Calvinistic sense to most readers? Peter says, "Ye know that ye were redeemed with the precious blood of Christ." If there were not so much indeterminateness of thought, so much unthinking reception of traditional, confused im-

7 In Assumptionem Christi. 8 Evan. Nicodemi, cap. xviii. 9 Ruffinus, Expos. in Symb. Apost. 10 Comm. in 2 Tim. ii. 19. 11 By a mistake and a false reading, the common version has "the pains of death," instead of "the chains of the under-world." The sense requires the latter. Besides, numerous manuscripts read ἄνω, not θνατόν. See, furthermore, Rosenmüller's thorough criticism in loc. Likewise see Robinson's New Testament Greek Lexicon, in άνω.
pressions of Scripture texts, it would be superfluous to observe that by the word blood here, and in all parallel passages, is meant simply and literally death: the mere blood, the mere shedding of the blood, of Christ. of course, could have no virtue, no moral efficacy, of any sort. When the infuriated Jews cried, "His blood be on us, and on our children!" they meant, Let the responsibility of his death rest on us. When the English historian says, "Sidney gave his blood for the cause of civil liberty," the meaning is, he died for it. So, no one will deny, whenever the New Testament speaks in any way of redemption by the blood of the crucified Son of Man, the unquestionable meaning is, redemption by his death. What, then, does the phrase "redemption by the death of Christ" mean? Let it be noted here—let it be particularly noticed—that the New Testament nowhere in explicit terms explains the meaning of this and the kindred phrases: it simply uses the phrases without interpreting them. They are rhetorical figures of speech, necessarily, upon whatever theological system we regard them. No sinner is literally washed from his transgressions and guilt in the blood of the slaughtered Lamb. These expressions, then, are poetic images, meant to convey a truth in the language of association and feeling, the traditional language of imagination. The determination of their precise significance is wholly a matter of fallible human construction and inference, and not a matter of inspired statement or divine revelation. This is so, beyond a question, because, we repeat, they are figures of speech, having no direct explanation in the records where they occur. The Calvinistic view of the atonement was a theory devised to explain this scriptural language. It was devised without sufficient consideration of the peculiar notions and spirit, the peculiar grade of culture, and the time, from which that language sprang. We freely admit the inadequacy of the Unitarian doctrine of the atonement to explain the figures of speech in which the apostles declare their doctrine. But, since the Calvinistic scheme was devised by human thought to explain the New Testament language, any scheme which explains that language as well has equal Scripture claims to credence; any which better explains it, with sharper, broader meaning and fewer difficulties, has superior claims to be received.

We are now prepared to state what we believe was the meaning originally associated with, and meant to be conveyed by, the phrases equivalent to "redemption by the death of Christ." In consequence of sin, the souls of all mankind, after leaving the body, were shut up in the oblivious gloom of the under-world. Christ alone, by virtue of his perfect holiness, was not subject to any part of this fate. But, in fulfilment of the Father's gracious designs, he willingly submitted, upon leaving the body, to go among the dead, that he might declare the good tidings to them, and burst the bars of darkness, and return to life, and rise into heaven as a pledge of the future translation of the faithful to that celestial world, instead of their banishment into the dismal bondage below, as
hitherto. The death of Christ, then, was the redemption of sinners, in that his death implied his ascent,—"because it was not possible that he should be holden of death;" and his ascension visibly demonstrated the truth that God had forgiven men their sins and would receive their souls to his own abode on high.

Three very strong confirmations of the correctness of this interpretation are afforded in the declarations of Peter. First, he never even hints, in the faintest manner, that the death of Christ was to have any effect on God, any power to change his feeling or his government. It was not to make a purchasing expiation for sins and thus to reconcile God to us; but it was, by a revelation of the Father's freely pardoning love, to give us penitence, purification, confidence, and a regenerating piety, and so to reconcile us to God. He says in one place, in emphatic words, that the express purpose of Christ's death was simply "that he might lead us to God." In the same strain, in another place, he defines the object of Christ's death to be "that we, being delivered from sins, should live unto righteousness." It is plain that in literal reality he refers our marvellous salvation to the voluntary goodness of God, and not to any vicarious ransom paid in the sacrifice of Christ, when he says, "The God of all grace hath called us unto his eternal glory by Jesus Christ." The death of Christ was not, then, to appease the fierce justice of God by rectifying the claims of his inexorable law, but it was to call out and establish in men all moral virtues by the power of faith in the sure gift of eternal life sealed to them through the ascension of the Savior.

For, secondly, the practical inferences drawn by Peter from the death of Christ, and the exhortations founded upon it, are inconsistent with the prevailing theory of the atonement. Upon that view the apostle would have said, "Christ has paid the debt and secured a seat in heaven for you, elected ones: therefore believe in the sufficiency of his offerings, and exult." But not so. He calls on us in this wise:—"Forasmuch as Christ hath suffered for us, arm yourselves with the same mind." "Christ suffered for you, leaving an example that ye should follow his steps." The whole burden of his practical argument based on the mission of Christ is, the obligation of a religious spirit and of pure morals. He does not speak, as many modern sectarists have spoken, of the "filthy rags of righteousness;" but he says, "Live no longer in sins," "have a meek and quiet spirit, which is in the sight of God of great price," "be ye holy in all manner of conversation," "purify your souls by obedience to the truth," "be ye a holy priesthood to offer up spiritual sacrifices," "have a good conscience," "avoid evil and do good," "above all, have fervent love, for love will cover a multitude of sins." No candid person can peruse the epistle and not see that the great moral deduced in it from the mission of Christ is this:—Since heaven is offered you, strive by personal virtue to be prepared for it at the judgment which shall soon come. The disciple is not told to trust in the merits of Jesus; but he
is urged to “abstain from evil,” and “sanctify the Lord God in his heart,” and “love the brethren,” and “obey the laws,” and “do well.” “girding up the loins of his mind in sobriety and hope.” This is not Calvinism.

The third fortification of this exposition is furnished by the following fact. According to our view, the death of Christ is emphasized, not on account of any importance in itself, but as the necessary condition preliminary to his resurrection, the humiliating prelude to his glorious ascent into heaven. The really essential, significant thing is not his suffering, vicarious death, but his triumphing, typical ascension. Now, the plain, repeated statements of Peter strikingly coincide with this representation. He says, “God raised Christ up from the dead, and gave him glory, [that is, received him into heaven,] that your faith and hope might be in God.” Again he writes, “Blessed be God, who according to his abundant mercy hath begotten us again unto a lively hope by the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead unto an incorruptible inheritance in heaven.” Still again, he declares that “the figure of baptism, signifying thereby the answer of a good conscience toward God, saves us by the resurrection of Jesus Christ, who is gone into heaven.” According to the commonly-received doctrine, instead of these last words the apostle ought to have said, “saves us by the death of him who suffered in expiation of our sins.” He does not say so. Finally, in the intrepid speech that Peter made before the Jewish council, referring to their wicked crucifixion of Jesus, he says, “Him hath God raised up to his own right hand, to be a Leader and a Savior, to give repentance to Israel and forgiveness of sins.” How plainly remission of sins is here predicated, not through Christ’s ignominious suffering, but through his heavenly exaltation! That exaltation showed in dramatic proof that by God’s grace the dominion of the lower world was about to be broken and an access to the celestial world to be vouchsafed.

If Christ bought off our merited punishment and earned our acceptance, then salvation can no more be “reckoned of grace, but of debt.” But the whole New Testament doctrine is, “that sinners are justified freely through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus.” “The redemption that is in Christ”! Take these words literally, and they yield no intelligible meaning. The sense intended to be conveyed or suggested by them depends on interpretation; and here disagreement arises. The Calvinist says they mean the redemption undertaken, achieved, by Christ. We say they mean the redemption proclaimed, brought to light, by Christ. The latter explanation is as close to the language as the former. Neither is unequivocally established by the statement itself. We ought therefore to adopt the one which is at once most rational and plausible in itself, and most in harmony with the peculiar opinions and culture of the person by whom, and of the time when, the document was written. All these considerations, historical, philosophical, and moral, undeniably favor our interpretation, leaving nothing to support the other save the popular
theological belief of modern Protestant Christendom,—a belief which is the gradual product of a few great, mistaken teachers like Augustine and Calvin.

We do not find the slightest difficulty in explaining sharply and broadly, with all its niceties of phraseology, each one of the texts urged in behalf of the prevalent doctrine of the atonement, without involving the essential features of that doctrine. Three demonstrable assertions of fact afford us all the requisite materials. First, it was a prevalent belief with the Jews, that, since death was the penalty of sin, the suffering of death was in itself expiatory of the sins of the dying man. Lightfoot says, "It is a common and most known doctrine of the Talmudists, that repentance and ritual sacrifice expiate some sins, death the rest. Death wipes off all unexpiated sins." Tholuck says, "It was a Jewish opinion that the death of the just atoned for the people." He quotes from the Talmud an explicit assertion to that effect, and refers to several learned authorities for further citations and confirmations.

Secondly, the apostles conceived Christ to be sinless, and consequently not on his own account exposed to death and subject to Hades. If, then, death was an atonement for sins, and he was sinless, his voluntary death was expiatory for the sins of the world; not in an arbitrary and unheard-of way, according to the Calvinistic scheme, but in the common way, according to a Pharisaic notion. And thirdly, it was partly a Jewish expectation concerning the Messiah that he would, and partly an apostolic conviction concerning Christ that he did, break the bolts of the old Hadean prison and open the way for human ascent to heaven. As Jerome says, "Before Christ Abraham was in hell, after Christ the crucified thief was in paradise;" for "until the advent of Christ all alike went down into the under-world, heaven being shut until Christ threw aside the flaming sword that turned every way."

These three thoughts—that death is the expiatory penalty of sin, that Christ was himself sinless, that he died as God's envoy to release the prisoners of gloom and be their pioneer to bliss—leave nothing to be desired in explaining the sacrificial terms and kindred phrases employed by the apostles in reference to his mission.

Without question, Peter, like his companions, looked for the speedy return of Christ from heaven to judge all, and to save the worthy. Indications of this belief are numerously afforded in his words. "The end of all things is at hand; be ye therefore sober and watch unto prayer." "You shall give account to him that is ready to judge the quick and the

12 Witsius, Dissertatio de Seculo hoc et futuro, sect. 8.
13 Lightfoot on Matt. xiii. 32. 14 Comm. on John i. 29.
15 "God shall liberate the Israelites from the under-world," Bertholdt's Christologia Judaeorum, sect. xxxiv., (De descensu Messie ad Inferos,) note 2. "The captives shall ascend from the under-world, Shechimah at their head." Schoettgen de Messia, lib. vi. cap. 5, sect. 1.
16 See his Letter to Heliodorus, Epist. XXXV., Benedict. ed.
17 Comm. in Eccles. cap. iii. 21, et cap. ix.
dead." Here the common idea of that time—namely, that the resurrection of the captives of the under-world would occur at the return of Christ—is undoubtedly implied. "Salvation is now ready to be revealed in the last time." "That your faith may be found unto praise and honor and glory at the appearing of Jesus Christ." "Be sober, and hope to the end for the grace that is to be brought unto you at the revelation of Jesus Christ." "Be ye examples to the flock, and when the chief Shepherd shall appear ye shall receive an unfading crown of glory." "God shall send Jesus Christ, . . . whom the heavens must receive until the times of the restitution of all things." It is evident that the author of these passages expected the second coming of the Lord Jesus to consummate the affairs of his kingdom.

If the apostle had formed definite conclusions as to the final fate of unbelieving, wicked, reprobate men, he has not stated them. He undeniably implies certain general facts upon the subject, but leaves all the details in obscurity. He adjures his readers—with exceeding earnestness he over and over again adjures them—to forsake every manner of sinful life, to strive for every kind of righteous conversation, that by faith and goodness they may receive the salvation of their souls. He must have supposed an opposite fate in some sort to impend over those who did otherwise, rejecting Christ, "revelling in lasciviousness and idolatry." Everywhere he makes the distinction between the faithful and the wicked prominent, and presents the idea that Christ shall come to judge them both, and shall reward the former with gladness, crowns, and glory; while it is just as clearly implied as if he had said it that the latter shall be condemned and punished. When a judge sits in trial on the good and the bad, and accepts those, plainly the inference is that he rejects these, unless the contrary be stated. What their doom is in its nature, what in its duration, is neither declared, nor inferrible from what is declared. All that the writer says on this point is substantially repeated or contained in the fourth chapter of his epistle, from verses 12 to 19. A slight explanatory paraphrase of it will make the position clear so far as it can be made clear. "Christian believers, in the fiery trials which are to try you, stand firm, even rejoicing that you are fellow-sufferers with Christ.—a pledge that when his glory is revealed you shall partake of it with him. See to it that you are free from crime, free from sins for which you ought to suffer; then, if persecuted and slain for your Christian profession and virtues, falter not. The terrible time preceding the second advent of your Master is at hand. The sufferings of that time will begin with the Christian household; but how much more dreadful will be the sufferings of the close of that time among the disobedient that spurn the gospel of God! If the righteous shall with great difficulty be snatched from the perils and woes encompassing that time, surely it will happen very much worse with ungodly sinners. Therefore let all who suffer in obedience to God commit the keeping of their souls to him in well-doing."
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The souls of men were confined in the under-world for sin. Christ came to turn men from sin and despair to holiness and a reconciling faith in God. He went to the dead to declare to them the good tidings of pardon and approaching deliverance through the free grace of God. He rose into heaven to demonstrate and visibly exhibit the redemption of men from the under-world doom of sinners. He was soon to return to the earth to complete the unfinished work of his commissioned kingdom. His accepted ones should then be taken to glory and reward. The rejected ones should — Their fate is left in gloom, without a definite clew.

CHAPTER II.

DOCTRINE OF A FUTURE LIFE IN THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

The Epistle to the Hebrews was written by some person who was originally a Jew, afterwards a zealous Christian. He was unquestionably a man of remarkable talent and eloquence and of lofty religious views and feelings. He lived in the time of the immediate followers of Jesus, and apparently was acquainted with them. The individual authorship it is now impossible to determine with certainty. Many of the most learned, unprejudiced, and able critics have ascribed it to Apollos, an Alexandrian Jew, a compeer of Paul and a fellow-citizen of Philo. This opinion is more probable than any other. Indeed, so numerous are the resemblances of thoughts and words in the writings of Philo to those in this epistle, that even the wild conjecture has been hazarded that Philo himself at last became a Christian and wrote to his Hebrew countrymen the essay which has since commonly passed for Paul's. No one can examine the hundreds of illustrations of the epistle gathered from Philo by Carpzov, in his learned but ill-reasoned work, without being greatly impressed. The supposition which has repeatedly been accepted and urged, that this composition was first written in Hebrew, and afterwards translated into Greek by another person, is absurd, in view of the masterly skill and eloquence, critical niceties, and felicities in the use of language, displayed in it. We could easily fill a paragraph with the names of those eminent in the Church—such as Tertullian, Hippolytus, Erasmus, Luther, Le Clerc, and Neander—who have concluded that, whoever the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews was, he was not Paul. The list of those names would reach from the Egyptian Origen, whose candor and erudition were without parallel in his age, to the German Bleek, whose masterly and exhaustive work is a monument of united talent and
toil, leaving little to be desired. It is not within our present aim to argue this point: we will therefore simply refer the reader to the thorough and unanswerable discussion and settlement of it by Norton.  

The general object of the composition is, by showing the superiority of the Christian system to the Hebrew, to arm the converts from Judaism—to whom it is addressed—against the temptations to desert the fulfilling faith of Christ and to return to the emblematic faith of their fathers. This aim gives a pervading cast and color to the entire treatment—to the reasoning and especially to the chosen imagery—of the epistle. Omitting, for the most part, whatever is not essentially interwoven with the subject of death, the resurrection, and future existence, and with the mission of Christ in relation to those subjects, we advance to the consideration of the views which the epistle presents or implies concerning those points. It is to be premised that we are forced to construct from fragments and hints the theological fabric that stood in the mind of the writer. The suggestion also is quite obvious that, since the letter is addressed solely to the Hebrews and describes Christianity as the completion of Judaism, an acquaintance with the characteristic Hebrew opinions and hopes at that time may be indispensable for a full comprehension of its contents.

The view of the intrinsic nature and rank of Christ on which the epistle rests seems very plainly to be that great Logos-doctrine which floated in the philosophy of the apostolic age and is so fully developed in the Gospel of John:—"The Logos of God, alive, energetic, irresistibly piercing, to whose eyes all things are bare and open;" "first-begotten of God;" "faithful to Him that made him;" inferior to God, superior to all beside; "by whom God made the worlds;" whose seat is at the right hand of God, the angels looking up to him, and "the world to come put in subjection to him." The author, thus assuming the immensely superior human rank and the pre-existence of Christ, teaches that, by the good will of God, he descended to the world in the form of a man, to save them that were without faith and in fear,—them that were lost through sin. God "bringeth in the first-begotten into the world." "When he cometh into the world he saith, Sacrifice and offering thou wouldest not, but a body hast thou prepared for me." "Jesus was made a little while inferior to the angels." "Forasmuch, then, as the children are partakers of flesh and blood, he also himself likewise partook of the same;" that is, in order to pass through an experience like that of those whom he wished to deliver, he assumed their nature. "He taketh not hold of angels, but he taketh hold of the seed of Abraham;" in other words, he aimed not to assist angels, but men. These passages, taken in connection with the whole scope and drift of the document in which they are found, declare that Jesus was a spirit in heaven, but came to the earth, taking upon him a mortal frame of flesh and blood.
Why he did this is the question that naturally arises next. We do not see how it is possible for any person to read the epistle through intelligently, in the light of an adequate knowledge of contemporary Hebrew opinions, and not perceive that the author's answer to that inquiry is, that Christ assumed the guise and fate of humanity in order to die; and died in order to rise from the dead; and rose from the dead in order to ascend to heaven; and ascended to heaven in order to reveal the grace of God opening the way for the celestial exaltation and blessedness of the souls of faithful men. We will commence the proof and illustration of these statements by bringing together some of the principal passages in the epistle which involve the objects of the mission of Christ, and then stating the thought that chiefly underlies and explains them.

"We see Jesus—who was made a little while inferior to the angels, in order that by the kindness of God he might taste death for every man—through the suffering of death crowned with glory and honor." With the best critics, we have altered the arrangement of the clauses in the foregoing verse, to make the sense clearer. The exact meaning is, that the exaltation of Christ to heaven after his death authenticated his mission, showed that his death had a divine meaning for men; that is, showed that they also should rise to heaven. "When he had by himself made a purification of our sins, he sat down at the right hand of the Majesty on high." "For this cause he is the Mediator of the new covenant, that, his death having occurred, (for the redemption of the transgressions under the first covenant,) they which are called might enter upon possession of the promised eternal inheritance." The force of this last passage, with its context, turns on the double sense of the Greek word for covenant, which likewise means a will. Several statements in the epistle show the author's belief that the subjects of the old dispensation had the promise of immortal life in heaven, but had never realized the thing itself. Now, he maintains the purpose of the new dispensation to be the actual revelation and bestowment of the reality which anciently was only promised and typically foreshadowed; and in the passage before us he figures Christ—the author of the Christian covenant—as the maker of a will by which believers are appointed heirs of a heavenly immortality. He then—following the analogy of testamentary legacies and legatees—describes those heirs as "entering on possession of that eternal inheritance" "by the death of the Testator." He was led to employ precisely this language by two obvious reasons: first, for the sake of that paronomasia of which he was evidently fond; secondly, by the fact that it really was the death of Christ, with the succeeding resurrection and ascension, which demonstrated both the reality of the thing promised in the will and the authority of the Testator to bestow it.

2 xi. 13, 16, et al. See chap. x. 36, where to receive the promise most plainly means to obtain the thing promised, as it does several times in the epistle. So Paul, in his speech at Antioch, (Acts xiii. 32, 33,) says, "We declare unto you glad tidings, how that the promise which was made unto the fathers, God hath fulfilled the same unto us their children, in that he hath raised up Jesus again."
All the expressions thus far cited, and kindred ones scattered through the work, convey a clear and consistent meaning, with sharp outlines and coherent details, if we suppose their author entertained the following general theory; and otherwise they cannot be satisfactorily explained. A dreadful fear of death, introduced by sin, was tyrannizing over men. In consequence of conscious alienation from God through transgressions, they shuddered at death. The writer does not say what there was in death that made it so feared; but we know that the prevailing Hebrew conception was, that death led the naked soul into the silent, dark, and dreary region of the under-world,—a doleful fate, from which they shrank with sadness at the best, guilt converting that natural melancholy into dread foreboding. In the absence of any evidence or presumption whatever to the contrary, we are authorized, nay, rather forced, to conclude that such a conception is implied in the passages we are considering. Now, the mission of Jesus was to deliver men from that fear and bondage, by assuring them that God would forgive sin and annul its consequence. Instead of banishing their disembodied spirits into the sepulchral Sheol, he would take them to himself into the glory above the firmament. This aim Christ accomplished by literally exemplifying the truths it implies; that is, by personally assuming the lot of man, dying, rising from among the spirits of the dead, and ascending beyond the veil into heaven. By his death and victorious ascent "he purged our sins," "redeemed transgressions," "overthrew him that has the power of death," in the sense that he thereby, as the writer thought, swept away the supposed train of evils caused by sin,—namely, all the concomitants of a banishment after death into the cheerless subterranean empire.

It will be well now to notice more fully, in the author's scheme, the idea that Christ did locally ascend into the heavens, "into the presence of God," "where he ever liveth," and that by this ascent he for the first time opened the way for others to ascend to him where he is, avoiding the doom of Hades. "We have a great High-Priest, who has passed through the heavens, Jesus, the Son of God." "Christ is not entered into the most holy place, made with hands, the figure of the true, but into heaven itself, now to appear in the presence of God for us." Indeed, that Jesus, in a material and local sense, rose to heaven, is a conception fundamental to the epistle and prominent on all its face. It is much more necessary for us to show that the author believed that the men who had previously died had not risen thither, but that it was the Savior's mission to open the way for their ascension.

It is extremely significant, in the outset, that Jesus is called "the first leader and the bringer to the end of our faith?" for the words in this clause which the common version renders "author" and "finisher" mean, from their literal force and the latent figure they contain, "a guide who runs through the course to the goal so as to win and receive the

3 Robinson's Lexicon, first edition, under τελειωση and τελειωτης; also see Philo, cited there.
prize, bringing us after him to the same consummation." Still more striking is the passage we shall next adduce. Having enumerated a long list of the choicest worthies of the Old Testament, the writer adds, "These all, having obtained testimony through faith, did not realize the promise, God having provided a better thing for us, that they without us should not be perfected,"—should not be brought to the end,—the end of human destiny,—that is, exaltation to heaven. Undoubtedly the author here means to say that the faithful servants of God under the Mosaic dispensation were reserved in the under-world until the ascension of the Messiah. Augustine so explains the text in hand, declaring that Christ was the first that ever rose from the under-world. The same exposition is given by Origen, and indeed by nearly every one of the Fathers who has undertaken to give a critical interpretation of the passage. This doctrine itself was held by Catholic Christendom for a thousand years; is now held by the Roman, Greek, and English Churches; but is, for the most part, rejected or forgotten by the dissenting sects, from two causes. It has so generally sunk out of sight among us, first, from ignorance,—ignorance of the ancient learning and opinions on which it rested and of which it was the necessary completion; secondly, from rationalistic speculations, which, leading men to discredit the truth of the doctrine, led them arbitrarily to deny its existence in the Scripture, making them perversely force the texts that state it and wilfully blink the texts that hint it. Whether this be a proper and sound method of proceeding in critical investigations any one may judge. To us it seems equally unmanly and immoral. We know of but one justifiable course, and that is, with patience, with earnestness, and with all possible aids, to labor to discern the real and full meaning of the words according to the understanding and intention of the author. We do so elsewhere, regardless of consequences. No other method, in the case of the Scriptures, is exempt from guilt.

The meaning (namely, to bring to the end) which we have above attributed to the word ῥήτορον (translated in the common version to make perfect) is the first meaning and the etymological force of the word. That we do not refine upon it over-nicely in the present instance, the following examples from various parts of the epistle unimpeachably witness. "For it was proper that God, in bringing many sons unto glory, should make him who was the first leader of their salvation perfect [reach the end] through sufferings;" that is, should raise him to heaven after he had passed through death, that he, having himself arrived at the glorious heavenly goal of human destiny, might bring others to it. "Christ, being made perfect," (brought through all the intermediate steps to the end,) "became the cause of eternal salvation to all them that obey him; called of God an high-priest." The context, and the after-assertion of the writer that the priesthood of Jesus is exercised in heaven, show that the

4 Ch. x. 36. 5 Epist. CLXIV. sect. ix., ed. Benedictine. 6 De Principis, lib. ii. cap. 2.
word "perfected," as employed here, signifies exalted to the right hand of God. "Perfection" (bringing unto the end) "was not by the Levitical priesthood." "The law perfected nothing, but it was the additional introduction of a better hope by which we draw near unto God." "The law maketh men high-priests which have infirmity, which are not suffered to continue, by reason of death; but the word of the oath after the law maketh the Son perfect for evermore." —bringeth him to the end,—namely, an everlasting priesthood in the heavens. That Christian believers are not under the first covenant, whereby, through sin, men—commencing with the blood of Abel, the first death—were doomed to the lower world, but are under the second covenant, whereby, through the gracious purpose of God, taking effect in the blood of Christ, the first resurrection they are already by faith, in imagination, translated to heaven,—this is plainly what the author teaches in the following words: —"Ye are not come to the palpable mount that burneth with fire, and to blackness and tempest, where so terrible was the sight that Moses exceedingly trembled, but ye are come to Mount Zion, to the heavenly Jerusalem, and to an innumerable company of angels, and to God, and to the spirits of the perfected just, and to Jesus, the mediator of the new covenant, and to the lustral blood which speaks better things than that of Abel." The connection here demonstrates that the souls of the righteous are called "perfected," as having arrived at the goal of their destiny in heaven. Again, the author, when speaking of the sure and steadfast hope of eternal life, distinguishes Jesus as a πρῶτον, one who runs before as a scout or leader: "the Forcumen, who for us has entered within the veil," that is, has passed beyond the firmament into the presence of God. The Jews called the outward or lowermost heaven the veil. But the most conclusive consideration upon the opinion we are arguing for—and it must be entirely convincing—is to be drawn from the first half of the ninth chapter. To appreciate it, it is requisite to remember that the Rabbins—with whose notions our author was familiar and some of which he adopts in his reasoning—were accustomed to compare the Jewish temple and city with the temple and city of Jehovah above the sky, considering the former as miniature types of the latter. This mode of thought was originally learned by philosophical Rabbins from the Platonic doctrine of ideas, without doubt, and was entertained figuratively, spiritually; but in the unreflecting, popular mind the Hebraic views to which it gave rise were soon grossly materialized and located. They also derived the same conception from God's command to Moses when he was about to build the tabernacle:—"See thou make all things according to the pattern showed to thee in the mount." They refined upon these words with many conceits. They compared the three divisions of the temple to the three heavens: the outer Court of the Gentiles corresponded with the first heaven, the Court of the Israelites with the

7 Schoettgen, Horae Hebraicae et Talmudicae in 2 Cor. xii. 2.
second heaven, and the Holy of Holies represented the third heaven or the very abode of God. Josephus writes, "The temple has three compartments: the first two for men, the third for God, because heaven is inaccessible to men." Now, our author says, referring to this triple symbolic arrangement of the temple, "The priests went always into the first tabernacle, accomplishing the service, but into the second went the high-priest alone, once every year, not without blood; this, which was a figure for the time then present, signifying that the way into the holiest of all was not yet laid open; but Christ being come, an high-priest of the future good things, by his own blood he entered in once into the holy place, having obtained eternal deliverance." The points of the comparison here instituted are these: On the great annual day of atonement, after the death of the victim, the Hebrew high-priest went into the adytum of the earthly temple, but none could follow: Jesus, the Christian high-priest, went after his own death into the adytum of the heavenly temple, and enabled the faithful to enter there after him. Imagery like the foregoing, which implies a Sanctum Sanctorum above, the glorious prototype of that below, is frequent in the Talmud. To remove all uncertainty from the exposition thus presented, if any doubt linger, it is only necessary to cite one more passage from the epistle. "We have, therefore, brethren, by the blood of Jesus, leading into the holiest, a free road, a new and blessed road, which he hath inaugurated for us through the veil, that is to say, through his flesh." As there was no entrance for the priest into the holiest of the temple save by the removal of the veil, so Christ could not enter heaven except by the removal of his body. The blood of Jesus here, as in most cases in the New Testament, means the death of Jesus, involving his ascension. Chrysostom, commenting on these verses, says, in explanation of the word ἔξωκατιστάω, "Christ laid out the road and was the first to go over it. The first way was of death, leading [ad inferos] to the under-world; the other is of life," leading to heaven. The interpretation we have given of these passages reconciles and blends that part of the known contemporary opinions which applies to them, and explains and justifies the natural force of the imagery and words employed. Its accuracy seems to us unquestionable by any candid person who is competently acquainted with the subject. The substance of it is, that Jesus came from God to the earth as a man, laid down his life that he might rise from the dead into heaven again, into the real Sanctum Sanctorum of the universe, thereby proving that faithful believers also shall rise thither, being thus delivered, after the pattern of his evident deliverance, from the imprisonment of the realm of death below.

We now proceed to quote and unfold five distinct passages, not yet

8 Antiq. lib. iii. cap. 6, sect. 4; ibid. cap. 7, sect. 7.
9 Philo declares, "The whole universe is one temple of God, in which the holiest of all is heaven."
—De Monarchia, p. 222, ed. Mangey.
10 Schoettgen, Dissertatio de Hierosolyma Coelesti, cap. 2, sect. 9.
brought forward, from the epistle, each of which proves that we are not mistaken in attributing to the writer of it the above-stated general theory. In the first verse which we shall adduce it is certain that the word "death" includes the entrance of the soul into the subterranean kingdom of ghosts. It is written of Christ that, "in the days of his flesh, when he had earnestly prayed to Him that was able to do it,—to save him from death,—he was heard," and was advanced to be a high-priest in the heavens,—"was made higher than the heavens." Now, obviously, God did not rescue Christ from dying, but he raised him, ἐκ νεκρῶν, from the world of the dead. So Chrysostom declares, referring to this very text, "Not to be retained in the region of the dead, but to be delivered from it, is virtually not to die." Moreover, the phrase above translated "to save him from death" may be translated, with equal propriety, "to bring him back safe from death." The Greek verb σώζειν, to save, is often so used to denote the safe restoration of a warrior from an incursion into an enemy's domain. The same use made here by our author of the term "death" we have also found made by Philo Judaeus. "The wise," Philo says, "inherit the Olympic and heavenly region to dwell in, always studying to go above; the bad inherit the innermost parts of the under-world, always laboring to die." The antithesis between going above and dying, and the mention of the under-world in connection with the latter, prove that to die here means, or at least includes, going below after death.

The Septuagint version of the Old Testament twice translates Sheol by the word "death." The Hebrew word for death, יָּמָשְׁתָּה, is repeatedly used for the abode of the dead. And the nail of the interpretation we are urging is clenched by this sentence from Origen:—"The under-world, in which souls are detained by death, is called death." Bretschneider cites nearly a dozen passages from the New Testament where, in his judgment, death is used to denote Hades.

Again: we read that Christ took human nature upon him "in order that by means of [his own] death he might render him that has the power of death—that is, the devil—idle, and deliver those who through fear of death were all their lifetime subject to bondage." It is apparent at once that the mere death of Christ, so far from ending the sway of Death, would be giving the grim monster a new victory, incomparably the most important he had ever achieved. Therefore, the only way to make adequate sense of the passage is to join with the Savior's death what followed it,—namely, his resurrection and ascension. It was the Hebrew belief that sin, introduced by the fraud of the devil, was the cause of death, and the doomer of the disembodied spirits of men to the lower caverns of darkness and rest. They personified Death as a gloomy
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In the Epistle to the Hebrews.

In the epistle, the writer, having previously explained that as the high-priest after the death of the expiatory goat entered the typical holy place in the temple, so Christ after his own death entered the true holy place in the heavens, goes on—to guard against the analogy being forced any further—to deny the necessity of Christ’s service being repeated, as the priest’s was annually repeated, saying, “For then he must have died many times since the foundation of the world; but, on the contrary, [it suffices that] once, at the close of the ages, through the sacrifice of himself he hath appeared [in heaven] for the abrogation of sin.”16 The rendering and explanation we give of this language are those adopted by the most distinguished commentators, and must be justified by any one who examines the proper punctuation of the clauses and studies the context. The simple idea is, that, by the sacrifice of his body through death, Christ rose and showed himself in the presence of God. The author adds that this was done “unto the annulling of sin.” It is with reference to these last words principally that we have cited the passage. What do they mean? In what sense can the passing of Christ’s soul into heaven after death be said to have done away with sin? In the first place, the open manifestation of Christ’s disenthralled and risen soul in the supernal presence of God did not in any sense abrogate sin itself, literally considered, because all kinds of sin that ever were upon the earth among men before have been ever since, and are now. In the second place, that miraculous event did not annul and remove human guilt, the consciousness of sin and responsibility for it, because, in fact, men feel the sting and load of guilt now as badly as ever; and the very epistle before us, as well as the whole New Testament, addresses Christians as being exposed to constant and varied danger of incurring guilt and woe. But, in the third place, the ascension of Jesus did show very plainly to the apostles and first Christians that what they supposed to be the great outward penalty of sin was annulled; that it was no longer a necessity for the spirit to descend to the lower world after death; that that fatal doom, entailed on the generations of humanity by sin, was now abrogated for all who were worthy. Such, we have not a doubt, is the true meaning of the declaration under review.

This exposition is powerfully confirmed by the two succeeding verses, which we will next pass to examine. “As it is appointed for men to die once, but after this the judgment, so Christ, having been offered

16 Griesbach in loc.; and Rosenmüller.
once to bear the sins of many, shall appear a second time, without sin, for salvation unto those expecting him." Man dies once, and then passes into that state of separate existence in the under-world which is the legal judgment for sin. Christ, taking upon himself, with the nature of man, the burden of man's lot and doom, died once, and then rose from the dead by the gracious power of the Father, bearing away the outward penalty of sin. He will come again into the world, uninvolved,—the next time, with any of the accompaniments or consequences of sin,—to save them that look for him, and victoriously lead them into heaven with him. In this instance, as all through the writings of the apostles, sin, death, and the under-world are three segments of a circle, each necessarily implying the others. The same remark is to be made of the contrasted terms righteousness, grace, immortal life above the sky;¹¹ the former being traced from the sinful and fallen Adam, the latter from the righteous and risen Christ.

The author says, "If the blood of bulls and goats sanctifies unto the purification of the flesh, how much more shall the blood of Christ, who having an eternal spirit offered himself faultless to God, cleanse your consciousness!" The argument, fully expressed, is, if the blood of perishable brutes cleanses the body, the blood of the immortal Christ cleanses the soul. The implied inference is, that as the former fitted the outward man for the ritual privileges of the temple, so the latter fitted the inward man for the spiritual privileges of heaven. This appears clearly from what follows in the next chapter, where the writer says, in effect, that "it is not possible for the blood of bulls and of goats to take away sins, however often it is offered, but that Christ, when he had offered one sacrifice for sins, forever sat down at the right hand of God." The reason given for the efficacy of Christ's offering is that he sat down at the right hand of God. When the chosen animals were sacrificed for sins, they utterly perished, and there was an end. But when Christ was offered, his soul survived and rose into heaven,—an evident sign that the penalty of sin, whereby men were doomed to the under-world after death, was abolished. This perfectly explains the language; and nothing else, it seems to us, can perfectly explain it.

That Christ would speedily reappear from heaven in triumph, to judge his foes and save his disciples, was a fundamental article in the primitive Church scheme of the last things. There are unmistakable evidences of such a belief in our author. "For yet a little while, and the coming one will come, and will not delay," "Provoke one another unto love and good works, . . . so much the more as ye see the day drawing near." There is another reference to this approaching advent, which, though obscure, affords important testimony. Jesus, when he had ascended, "sat down at the right hand of God, henceforward waiting till his enemies be

¹¹ Neander, Planting and Training of the Church, Ryland's trans. p. 298.
¹² ἀκίνητος is often used in the sense of with, or possessing. See Wahl's New Testament Lexicon.
made his footstool." That is to say, he is tarrying in heaven for the
appointed time to arrive when he shall come into the world again to
consummate the full and final purposes of his mission. We may leave
this division of the subject established beyond all question, by citing a
text which explicitly states the idea in so many words:—"Unto them
that look for him he shall appear the second time." That expectation
of the speedy second coming of the Messiah which haunted the early
Christians, therefore, unquestionably occupied the mind of the composer
of the Epistle to the Hebrews.

If the writer of this epistolary essay had a firm and detailed opinion
as to the exact fate to be allotted to wicked and persistent unbelievers,
his allusions to that opinion are too few and vague for us to determine
precisely what it was. We will briefly quote the substance of what he
says upon the subject, and add a word in regard to the inferences it does,
or it does not, warrant. "If under the Mosaic dispensation every trans-
gression received a just recompense, how shall we escape if we neglect so
great a salvation, first proclaimed by the Lord?" "As the Israelites that
were led out of Egypt by Moses, on account of their unbelief and pro-
vocations, were not permitted to enter the promised land, but perished
in the wilderness, so let us fear, lest, a promise being left us of entering
unto his rest, any of you should seem to come short of it." Christ "be-
came the cause of eternal salvation to all them that obey him." "He
hath brought unto the end forever them that are sanctified." It will be
observed that these last specifications are partial, and that nothing is
said of the fate of those not included under them. "It is impossible for
those who were once enlightened, . . . if they shall fall away, to renew
them again unto repentance. . . . But, beloved, we are persuaded better
things of you, even things that accompany salvation." "We are not of
them who draw back unto the destruction, but of them who believe unto
the preservation, of the soul." "If we sin wilfully after we have received
the knowledge of the truth, there is no longer left a sacrifice for sins,
but a certain fearful looking-for of judgment, and of fiery indignation to
devour the adversaries." "It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of
the living God." "If they escaped not who refused him that spoke on
earth, [Moses,] much more we shall not escape if we turn away from
him that speaks from heaven," (Christ.) In view of the foregoing pass-
ages, which represent the entire teaching of the epistle in relation to
the ultimate destination of sinners, we must assert as follows. First, the
author gives no hint of the doctrine of literal torments in a local hell.
Secondly, he is still further from favoring—nay, he unequivocally denies—
the doctrine of unconditional, universal salvation. Thirdly, he either
expected that the reprobate would be absolutely destroyed at the second
coming of Christ,—which does not seem to be declared; or that they
would be exiled forever from the kingdom of glory into the sad and
slumberous under-world,—which is not clearly implied; or that they
would be punished according to their evil, and then, restored to Divine
favor, be exalted into heaven with the original elect,—which is not written in the record; or, lastly, that they would be disposed of in some way unknown to him,—which he does not avow. He makes no allusion to such a terrific conception as is expressed by our modern use of the word *hell*: he emphatically predicates conditionality of salvation, he threatens sinners in general terms with severe judgment. Further than this he has neglected to state his faith. If it reached any further, he has preferred to leave the statement of it in vague and impressive gloom.

Let us stop a moment and epitomize the steps we have taken. Jesus, the Son of God, was a spirit in heaven. He came upon the earth in the guise of humanity to undergo its whole experience and to be its redeemer. He died, passed through the vanquished kingdom of the grave, and rose into heaven again, to exemplify to men that through the grace of God a way was opened to escape the under-world, the great external penalty of sin, and reach a better country, even a heavenly. From his seat at God’s right hand, he should ere long descend to complete God’s designs in his mission,—judge his enemies and lead his accepted followers to heaven. The all-important thought running through the length and breadth of the treatise is the ascension of Christ from the midst of the dead (*in versus*) into the celestial presence, as the pledge of our ascent. “Among the things of which we are speaking, this is the capital consideration, [κοβάνων]”—the most essential point,—“that we have such a high-priest, who hath sat down at the right hand of the throne of the Majesty in the heavens.” Neander says, though apparently without perceiving the extent of its ulterior significance, “The conception of the *resurrection* in relation to the whole Christian system lies at the basis of this epistle.”

A brief sketch and exposition of the scope of the epistle in general will cast light and confirmation upon the interpretation we have given of its doctrine of a future life in particular. The one comprehensive design of the writer, it is perfectly clear, is to prove to the Christian converts from the Hebrews the superiority of Christianity to Judaism, and thus to arm them against apostasy from the new covenant to the ancient one. He begins by showing that Christ, the bringer of the gospel, is greater than the angels, by whom the law was given, and consequently that his word is to be reverenced still more than theirs. Next he argues that Jesus, the Christian Mediator, as the *Son* of God, is crowned with more authority and is worthy of more glory than Moses, the Jewish mediator, as the *servant* of God; and that as Moses led his people towards the rest of Canaan, so Christ leads his people towards the far better rest of heaven. He then advances to demonstrate the superiority of Christ to the Levitical priesthood. This he establishes by pointing out the facts that the Levitical priest had a transient honor, being after the law of a carnal commandment, his offerings referring to the flesh, while
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Christ has an unchangeable priesthood, being after the power of an endless life, his offering referring to the soul; that the Levitical priest once a year went into the symbolic holy place in the temple, unable to admit others, but Jesus rose into the real holy place itself above, opening a way for all faithful disciples to follow; and that the Hebrew temple and ceremonies were but the small type and shadow of the grand archetypal temple in heaven, where Christ is the immortal High-Priest, fulfilling in the presence of God the completed reality of what Judaism merely minia-
tured, an emblematic pattern that could make nothing perfect. "By him therefore let us continually offer to God the sacrifice of praise." The author intersperses, and closes with, exhortations to steadfast faith, pure morals, and fervent piety.

There is one point in this epistle which deserves, in its essential connection with the doctrine of the future life, a separate treatment. It is the subject of the Atonement. The correspondence between the sacrifices in the Hebrew ritual and the sufferings and death of Christ would, from the nature of the case, irresistibly suggest the sacrificial terms and metaphors which our author uses in a large part of his argument. Moreover, his precise aim in writing compelled him to make these resemblances as prominent, as significant, and as effective as possible. Griesbach says well, in his learned and able essay, "When it was impossible for the Jews, lately brought to the Christian faith, to tear away the attractive associations of their ancestral religion, which were twined among the very roots of their minds, and they were consequently in danger of falling away from Christ, the most ingenious author of this epistle met the case by a masterly expedient. He instituted a careful comparison, showing the superiority of Christianity to Judaism even in regard to the very point where the latter seemed so much more glorious,—namely, in priesthoods, temples, altars, victims, lustrations, and kindred things." The author's comparisons are sometimes used by the writer analogically, figuratively, imaginatively, for the sake of practical illustration and impression, not literally as logical expressions and proofs of a dogmatic theory of atonement, is made sufficiently plain by the following quotations. "The bodies of those beasts whose blood is brought into the holy place by the high-priest for sin are burned without the camp. Wherefore Jesus also, that he might sanctify the people through his own blood, suffered without the gate. Let us go forth therefore unto him without the camp, bearing his reproach." Every one will at once perceive that these sentences are not critical statements of theological truths, but are imaginative expressions of practical lessons, spiritual exhortations. Again, we read, "It was necessary that the patterns of the heavenly things should be purified with sacrificed animals, but the heavenly things them-

\[\text{Opuscula: De Imaginibus Judaeicis in Epist. ad Hebræos.}\]
ment, that heaven can be said to be defiled by the sins of men on earth so as to need cleansing by the lustral blood of Christ. The writer also appeals to his readers in these terms:—"To do good and to communicate forget not; for with such sacrifices God is well pleased." The purely practical aim and rhetorical method with which the sacrificial language is employed here are evident enough. We believe it is used in the same way wherever it occurs in the epistle.

The considerations which have convinced us, and which we think ought to convince every unprejudiced mind, that the Calvinistic scheme of a substitutional expiation for sin, a placation of Divine wrath by the offering of Divine blood, was not in the mind of the author, and does not inform his expressions when they are rightly understood, may be briefly presented. First, the notion that the suffering of Christ in itself ransomed lost souls, bought the witheld grace and pardon of God for us, is confessedly foreign and repulsive to the instinctive moral sense and to natural reason, but is supposed to rest on the authority of revelation. Secondly, that doctrine is nowhere specifically stated in the epistle, but is assumed, or inferred, to explain language which to a superficial look seems to imply it,—perhaps even seems to be inexplicable without it; 22 but in reality such a view is inconsistent with that language when it is accurately studied. For example, notice the following passage:—"When Christ cometh into the world," he is represented as saying, "I come to do thy will, O God." "By the which will," the writer continues, "we are sanctified through the offering of the body of Jesus." That is, the death of Christ, involving his resurrection and ascension into heaven, fulfils and exemplifies the gracious purpose of God, not purchases for us an otherwise impossible benignity. The above-cited explicit declaration is irreconcilable with the thought that Christ came into the world to die that he might appease the flaming justice and anger of God, and by vicarious agony buy the remission of human sins: it conveys the idea, on the contrary, that God sent Christ to prove and illustrate to men the free fulness of his forgiving love. Thirdly, the idea, which we think was the idea of the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, that Christ, by his death, resurrection, and ascent, demonstrated to the faith of men God's merciful removal of the supposed outward penalty of sin, namely, the banishment of souls after death to the under-world, and led the way, as their forerunner, into heaven,—this idea, which is not shocking to the moral sense nor plainly absurd to the moral reason, as the Augustinian dogma is, not only yields a more sharply-defined, consistent, and satisfactory explanation of all the related lan-

22 That these texts were not originally understood as implying any vicarious efficacy in Christ's painful death, but as attributing a typical power to his triumphant resurrection, his glorious return from the world of the dead into heaven, appears very plainly in the following instance. Theodoret, one of the earliest explanatory writers on the New Testament, says, while expressly speaking of Christ's death, the sufferings through which he was perfected, "His resurrection certified a resurrection for us all."—Comm. in Epist. ad Heb. cap. 2, v. 10.
guage of the epistle, but is also—which cannot be said of the other doctrine—in harmony with the contemporary opinions of the Hebrews, and would be the natural and almost inevitable development from them and complement of them in the mind of a Pharisee, who, convinced of the death and ascension of the sinless Jesus, the appointed Messiah, had become a Christian.

In support of the last assertion, which is the only one that needs further proof, we submit the following considerations. In the first place, every one familiar with the eschatology of the Hebrews knows that at the time of Christ the belief prevailed that the sin of Adam was the cause of death among men. In the second place, it is equally well known that they believed the destination of souls upon leaving the body to be the under-world. Therefore—does it not follow by all the necessities of logic?—they believed that sin was the cause of the descent of disembodied spirits to the dreary lower realm. In the third place, it is notorious and undoubted that the Jews of that age expected that, when the Messiah should appear, the dead of their nation, or at least a portion of them, would be raised from the under-world and be reclothed with bodies, and would reign with him for a period on earth and then ascend to heaven. Now, what could be more natural than that a person holding this creed, who should be brought to believe that Jesus was the true Messiah and after his death had risen from among the dead into heaven, should immediately conclude that this was a pledge or illustration of the abrogation of the gloomy penalty of sin, the deliverance of souls from the subterranean prison, and their admission to the presence of God beyond the sky? We deem this an impregnable position. Every relevant text that we consider in its light additionally fortifies it by the striking manner in which such a conception fits, fills, and explains the words. To justify these interpretations, and to sustain particular features of the doctrine which they express, almost any amount of evidence may be summoned from the writings both of the most authoritative and of the simplest Fathers of the Church, beginning with Justin Martyr,23 philosopher of Neapolis, at the close of the apostolic age, and ending with John Hobart,24 Bishop of New York, in the early part of the nineteenth century. We refrain from adducing the throng of such authorities here, because they will be more appropriately brought forward in future chapters.

The intelligent reader will observe that the essential point of difference distinguishing our exposition of the fundamental doctrine of the composition in review, on the one hand, from the Calvinistic interpretation of it, and, on the other hand, from the Unitarian explanation of it, is this. Calvinism says that Christ, by his death, his vicarious pains, appeased the wrath of God, satisfied the claims of justice, and purchased the salvation of souls from an agonizing and endless hell. Unitarianism says that Christ, by his teachings, spirit, life, and miracles, revealed the

---

23 Dial. cum Tryph. cap. v. et cap. lxxx.
24 State of the Departed.
character of the Father, set an example for man, gave certainty to great truths, and exerted moral influences to regenerate men, redeem them from sin, and fit them for the blessed kingdom of immortality. We understand the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews really to say—in subtraction from what the Calvinist, in addition to what the Unitarian, says—that Christ, by his resurrection from the tyrannous realm of death, and ascent into the unbarred heaven, demonstrated the fact that God, in his sovereign grace, in his free and wondrous love, would forgive mankind their sins, remove the ancient penalty of transgression, no more dooming their disembodied spirits to the noiseless and everlasting gloom of the under-world, but admitting them to his own presence, above the firmamental floor, where the beams of his chambers are laid, and where he reigneth forever, covered with light as with a garment.

CHAPTER III.

DOCTRINE OF A FUTURE LIFE IN THE APOCALYPSE.

Before attempting to exhibit the doctrine of a future life contained in the Apocalypse, we propose to give a brief account of what is contained, relating to this subject, in the Epistle of James, the Epistle of Jude, and the (so-called) Second Epistle of Peter.

The references made by James to the group of points included under the general theme of the Future Life are so few and indirect, or vague, that it is impossible to construct any thing like a complete doctrine from them, save by somewhat arbitrary and uncertain suppositions. His purpose in writing, evidently, was practical exhortation, not dogmatic instruction. His epistle contains no expository outline of a system; but it has allusions and hints which plainly imply some partial views belonging to a system, while the other parts of it are left obscure. He says that "evil desire brings forth sin, and sin, when it is finished, brings forth death." But whether he intended this text as a moral metaphor to convey a spiritual meaning, or as a literal statement of a physical fact, or as a comprehensive enunciation including both these ideas, there is nothing in the context positively to determine. He offers not the faintest clue to his conception of the purpose of the death and resurrection of Christ. He uses the word for the Jewish hell but once, and then, undeniably, in a figurative sense, saying that a "curbless and defiling tongue is set on fire of Gehenna." He appears to adopt the common notion of his contemporary countrymen in regard to demoniacal existences, when he declares that "the devils believe there is one God, and tremble," and when he exclaims, "Resist the devil, and he will flee from you." He insists on
the necessity of a faith that evinces itself in good works and in all the virtues, as the means of acceptance with God. He compares life to a vanishing vapor, denounces terribly the wicked and dissolve rich men who wanton in crimes and oppress the poor. Then he calls on the suffering brethren to be patient under their afflictions "until the coming of the Lord;" to abstain from oaths, be fervent in prayer, and establish their hearts, "for the coming of the Lord draweth nigh." "Grudge not one against another, brethren, lest ye be condemned: behold, the Judge standeth before the door." Here the return of Christ, to finish his work, sit in judgment, accept some, and reject others, is clearly implied. And if James held this element of the general scheme of eschatology held by the other apostles as shown in their epistles, it is altogether probable that he also embraced the rest of that scheme. There are no means of definitely ascertaining whether he did or did not; though, according to a very learned and acute theologian, another fundamental part of that general system of doctrine is to be found in the last verse of the epistle, where James says that "he who converts a sinner from the error of his ways shall save a soul from death and hide a multitude of sins." Bretschneider thinks that saving a soul from death here means rescuing it from a descent into the under-world, the word death being often used in the New Testament—as by the Rabbins—to denote the subterranean abode of the dead. 1 This interpretation may seem forced to an unlearned reader, who examines the text for personal profit, but will not seem at all improbable to one who, to learn its historic meaning, reads the text in the lighted foreground of a mind over whose background lies a fitly-arranged knowledge of all the materials requisite for an adequate criticism. For such a man was Bretschneider himself.

The eschatological implications and references in the Epistle of Jude are of pretty much the same character and extent as those which we have just considered. A thorough study and analysis of this brief document will show that it may be fairly divided into three heads and be regarded as having three objects. First, the writer exhorts his readers "to contend earnestly for the faith once delivered to the saints," "to remember the words of Christ's apostles," "to keep themselves in the love of God, looking for eternal life." He desires to stir them up to diligence in efforts to preserve their doctrinal purity and their personal virtue. Secondly, he warns them of the fearful danger of depravity, pride, and lasciviousness. This warning he enforces by several examples of the terrible judgments of God on the rebellious and wicked in other times. Among these instances is the case of the Cities of the Plain, eternally destroyed by a storm of fire for their uncleanness; also the example of the fallen angels, "who kept not their first estate, but left their proper habitation, and are reserved in everlasting chains and darkness unto the judgment of the great day." The writer here adopts the doctrine of

1 Bretschneider, Religiöse Glaubenslehre, sect. 59.
fallen angels, and the connected views, as then commonly received among the Jews. This doctrine is not of Christian origin, but was drawn from Persian and other Oriental sources, as is abundantly shown, with details, in almost every history of Jewish opinions, in almost every Biblical commentary. In this connection Jude cites a legend from an apocryphal book, called the "Ascension of Moses," of which Origen gives an account. The substance of the tradition is, that, at the decease of Moses, Michael and Satan contended whether the body should be given over to death or be taken up to heaven. The appositeness of this allusion is, that, while in this strife the archangel dared not rail against Satan, yet the wicked men whom Jude is denouncing do not hesitate to blaspheme the angels and to speak evil of the things which they know not. "Woe unto such ungodly men: gluttonous spots, dewless clouds, fruitless trees plucked up and twice dead, they are ordained to condemnation." Thirdly, the epistle announces the second coming of Christ, in the last time, to establish his tribunal. The Prophecy of Enoch—an apocryphal book, recovered during the present century—is quoted as saying, "Behold, the Lord cometh, with ten thousand of his saints, to execute judgment upon all, and to convict the ungodly of their ungodly deeds." Jude, then, anticipated the return of the Lord, at "the judgment of the great day," to judge the world; considered the under-world, or abode of the dead, not as a region of fire, but a place of imprisoning gloom, wherein "to defiled and blaspheming dreamers is reserved the blackness of darkness forever;" thought it imminently necessary for men to be diligent in striving to secure their salvation, because "all sensual mockers, not having the spirit, but walking after their own ungodly lusts," would be lost. He probably expected that, when all free contingencies were past and Christ had pronounced sentence, the condemned would be doomed eternally into the black abyss, and the accepted would rise into the immortal glory of heaven. He closes his letter with these significant words, which plainly imply much of what we have just been setting forth:—"Everlasting honor and power, through Jesus Christ our Lord, be unto God, who is able to keep you from falling and to present you faultless before the face of his glory with exceeding joy." 5

The first chapter of the so-called Second Epistle of Peter is not occupied with theological propositions, but with historical, ethical, and practical statements and exhortations. These are, indeed, of such a character, and so expressed, that they clearly presuppose certain opinions in the mind of the writer. First, he evidently believed that a merciful and holy message had been sent from God to men by Jesus Christ,
whereby are given unto us exceeding great and precious promises.” The substance of these promises was “a call to escape the corruption of the world, and enter into glory and be partakers of the Divine nature.” By partaking of the Divine nature, we understand the writer to mean entering the Divine abode and condition, ascending into the safe and eternal joy of the celestial prerogatives. That the author here denotes heaven by the term glory, as the other New Testament writers frequently do, appears distinctly from the seventeenth and eighteenth verses of the chapter, where, referring to the incident at the baptism of Jesus, he declares, “There came a voice from the excellent glory, saying, ‘This is my beloved Son;’ and this voice, which came from heaven, we heard.” Secondly, our author regarded this glorious promise as contingent on the fulfilment of certain conditions. It was to be realized by means of “faith, courage, knowledge, temperance, patience, godliness, kindness, and love.” “He that hath these things shall never fall,” “but an entrance shall be ministered unto him abundantly into the everlasting kingdom of our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.” The writer furnishes us no clew to his idea of the particular part performed by Christ in our salvation. He says not a word concerning the sufferings or death of the Savior; and the extremely scanty and indefinite allusions made to the relation in which Christ was supposed to stand between God and men, and the redemption and reconciliation of men with God, do not enable us to draw any dogmatic conclusions. He speaks of “false teachers, who shall bring in damnable heresies, even denying the Lord that bought them.” But whether by this last phrase he means to imply a ransom of imprisoned souls from the under-world by Christ’s descent thither and victory over its powers, or a purchased exemption of sinners from their merited doom by the vicarious sufferings of Christ’s death, or a practical regenerative redemption of disciples from their sins by the moral influences of his mission, his teachings, example, and character, there is nothing in the epistle clearly to decide; though, forming our judgment by the aid of other sources of information, we should conclude in favor of the first of these three conceptions as most probably expressing the writer’s thought.

The second chapter of the epistle is almost an exact parallel with the Epistle of Jude: in many verses it is the same, word for word. It threatens “unclean, self-willed, unjust, and blaspheming men,” that they shall “be reserved unto the day of judgment, to be punished.” It warns such persons by citing the example of the rebellious “angels, who were thrust down into Tartarus, and fastened in chains of darkness until the judgment.” It speaks of “cursed children, to whom is reserved the mist of darkness forever.” Herein, plainly enough, is betrayed the common notion of the Jews of that time,—the conception of a dismal under-world, containing the evil angels of the Persian theology, and where the wicked were to be remanded after judgment and eternally imprisoned.
The third and last chapter is taken up with the doctrine of the second coming of Christ. "Be mindful of the words of the prophets and apostles, knowing this first, that in the last days there shall be scoffers, who will say, 'Where is the promise of his coming? for since the fathers fell asleep all things continue as from the beginning.'" The writer meets this skeptical assertion with denial, and points to the Deluge, "whereby the world that then was, being overflowed with water, perished." His argument is, the world was thus destroyed once, therefore it may be destroyed again. He then goes on to assert positively—relying for authority on old traditions and current dogmas—that "the heavens and the earth which are now are kept by the word of God in store to be destroyed by fire in the day of judgment, when the perdition of ungodly men shall be sealed." "The delay of the Lord to fulfil his promise is not from procrastination, but from his long-suffering who is not willing that any should perish." He waits "that all may come to repentance." But his patience will end, and "the day of God come as a thief in the night, when the heavens, being on fire, shall pass away with a crash, and the elements melt with fervent heat." There are two ways in which these declarations may be explained,—though in either case the events they refer to are to occur in connection with the physical reappearance of Christ. First, they may be taken in a highly-figurative sense, as meaning the moral overthrow of evil and the establishment of righteousness in the world. Similar expressions were often used thus by the ancient Hebrew prophets, who describe the triumphs of Israel and the destruction of their enemies, the Edomites or the Assyrians, by the interposition of Jehovah's arm, in such phrases as these. "The mountains melt, the valleys cleave asunder like wax before a fire, like waters poured over a precipice." "The heavens shall be rolled up like a scroll, all their hosts shall melt away and fall down; for Jehovah holdeth a great slaughter in the land of Edom; her streams shall be turned into pitch, and her dust into brimstone, and her whole land shall become burning pitch." The suppression of Satan's power and the setting up of the Messiah's kingdom might, according to the prophetic idiom, be expressed in awful images of fire and woe, the destruction of the old, and the creation of a new, heaven and earth. But, secondly, this phraseology, as used by the writer of the epistle before us, may have a literal significance,—may have been intended to predict strictly that the world shall be burned and purged by fire at the second coming of the Lord. That such a catastrophe would take place in the last day, or occurred periodically, was notoriously the doctrine of the Persians and of the Stoics.\(^6\) For our own part, we are convinced that the latter is the real meaning of the writer. This seems to be shown alike by the connection of his argument, by the prosaic literality of detail with which he speaks, and by the earnest exhortations he
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\(^6\) Cicero de Nat. Deorum, lib. ii. cap. 46. Also Ovid, Minucius Felix, Seneca, and other authorities, as quoted by Rosenmüller on 2 Peter iii. 7.
immediately bases on the declaration he has made. He reasons that, since the world was destroyed once by water, it may be again by fire. The deluge he certainly regarded as literal: was not, then, in his conception, the fire, too, literal? He says, with calm, prosaic precision, "The earth and the works that are therein shall be burned up. Seeing, then, that all these things shall be dissolved, what manner of persons ought ye to be in all holiness, looking for a new heaven and a new earth, and striving that ye may be found by him in peace, without spot, and blameless?" We do not suppose this writer expected the annihilation of the physical creation, but only that the fire would destroy all unransomed creatures from its surface, and thoroughly purify its frame, and make it clean and fit for a new race of sinless and immortal men.

"Tears shall not break from their full source,
Nor Anguish stray from her Tartaran den,
The golden years maintain a course
Not undiversified, though smooth and even,
We not be mock'd with glimpse and shadow then,
Bright seraphs mix familiarly with men,
And earth and sky compose a universal heaven."

We have now arrived at the threshold of the last book in the New Testament,—that book which, in the words of Lübeck, "lies like a Sphinx at the lofty outgate of the Bible." There are three modes of interpreting the Apocalypse, each of which has had numerous and distinguished advocates. First, it may be regarded as a congeries of inspired prophecies,—a scenic unfolding, with infallible foresight, of the chief events of Christian history from the first century till now, and onwards. This view the combined effect of the facts in the case and of all the just considerations appropriate to the subject compels us to reject. There is no evidence to support it; the application of it is crowded with egregious follies and absurdities. We thus simply state the result of our best investigation and judgment, for there is no space here to discuss it in detail. Secondly, the book may be taken as a symbolic exhibition of the transitional crises, exposures, struggles, and triumphs of the individual soul, a description of personal experience, a picture of the inner life of the Christian in a hostile world. The contents of it can be made to answer to such a characterization only by the determined exercise of an unrestrained fancy, or by the theory of a double sense, as the Swedenborgians expound it. This method of interpreting the Revelation is adopted, not by scholarly thinkers, who, by the light of learning and common sense, seek to discern what the writer meant to express, but by those persons who go to the obscure document, with traditional superstition and lawless imaginations, to see what lessons they can find there for their experimental guidance and edification. We suppose that every intelligent and informed student who has examined the subject with candid independence holds it as an exegetical axiom that the Apocalypse is neither a pure prophecy, blazing full illumination from Patmos along the track of the coming centuries, nor an exhaustive vision of the experience of the faithful
Christian disciple. We are thus brought to the third and, as we think, the correct mode of considering this remarkable work. It is an outburst from the commingled and seething mass of opinions, persecutions, hopes, general experience, and expectation of the time when it was written. This is the view which would naturally arise in the mind of an impartial student from the nature of the case, and from contemplating the fervid faith, suffering, lowering elements, and thick-coming events of the apostolic age. It also strikingly corresponds with numerous express statements and with the whole obvious spirit and plan of the work; for its descriptions and appeals have the vivid colors, the thrilling tones, the significantly-detailed allusions to experiences and opinions and anticipations notoriously existing at the time, which belong to present or immediately-impending scenes. This way of considering the Apocalypse likewise enables one who is acquainted with the early Jewish-Christian doctrines, legends, and hopes, to explain clearly a large number of passages in it whose obscurity has puzzled many a commentator. We should be glad to give various illustrations of this, if our limits did not confine us strictly to the one class of texts belonging to the doctrine of a future life. Furthermore, nearly all the most gifted critics, such as Ewald, Bleek, Lücke, De Wette,—those whose words on such matters as these are weightiest,—now agree in concluding that the Revelation of John was a product springing out of the intense Jewish-Christian belief and experience of the age, and referring, in its dramatic scenery and predictions, to occurrences supposed to be then transpiring or very close at hand. Finally, this view in regard to the Apocalypse is strongly confirmed by a comparison of that production with the several other works similar to it in character and nearly contemporaneous in origin. These apocryphal productions were written or compiled—according to the pretty general agreement of the great scholars who have criticized them—somewhere between the beginning of the first century before, and the middle of the second century after, Christ. We merely propose here, in the briefest manner, to indicate the doctrine of a future life contained in them, as an introduction to an exposition of that contained in the New Testament Apocalypse.

In the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs it is written that "the under-world shall be spoiled through the death of the Most Exalted."7 Again, we read, "The Lord shall make battle against the devil, and conquer him, and rescue from him the captive souls of the righteous. The just shall rejoice in Jerusalem, where the Lord shall reign himself, and every one that believes in him shall reign in truth in the heavens."8 Farther on the writer says of the Lord, after giving an account of his crucifixion, "He shall rise up from the under-world and ascend into heaven."9 These extracts seem to imply the common doctrine of that

7 See this book in Fabricii Codex Pseudepigraphus Veteris Testamenti, Test. Lev. sect. iv.
time, that Christ descended into the under-world, freed the captive saints, and rose into heaven, and would soon return to establish his throne in Jerusalem, to reign there for a time with his accepted followers.

The Fourth Book of Ezra contains scattered declarations and hints of the same nature. It describes a vision of the Messiah, on Mount Zion, distributing crowns to those confessors of his name who had died in their fidelity. The world is said to be full of sorrows and oppressions; and as the souls of the just ask when the harvest shall come, for the good to be rewarded and the wicked to be punished, they are told that the day of liberation is not far distant, though terrible trials and scourges must yet precede it. "My Son Jesus shall be revealed." "My Son the Christ shall die; and then a new age shall come, the earth shall give up the dead, sinners shall be plunged into the bottomless abyss, and Paradise shall appear in all its glory." The "Son of God will come and consume his enemies with fire; but the elect will be protected and made happy."

The Ascension of Isaiah is principally occupied with an account of the rapture of the soul of that prophet through the seven heavens, and of what he there saw and learned. It describes the descent of Christ, the beloved Son of God, through all the heavens, to the earth; his death; his resurrection after three days; his victory over Satan and his angels, who dwell in the welkin or higher region of the air; and his return to the right hand of God. It predicts great apóstasy and sin among the disciples of the apostles, and much dissension respecting the nearness of the second advent of Christ. It emphatically declares that "Christ shall come with his angels, and shall drag Satan and his powers into Gehenna. Then all the saints shall descend from heaven in their heavenly clothing, and dwell in this world; while the saints who had not died shall be similarly clothed, and after a time leave their bodies here, that they may assume their station in heaven. The general resurrection and judgment will follow, when the ungodly will be devoured by fire." The author—as Gesenius, with almost all the rest of the critics, says—was unquestionably a Jewish Christian, and his principal design was to set forth the speedy second coming of Christ, and the glorious triumph of the saints that would follow with the condign punishment of the wicked.

The first book of the Sibylline Oracles contains a statement that in the golden age the souls of all men passed peacefully into the under-world, to tarry there until the judgment; a prediction of a future Messiah; and an account of his death, resurrection, and ascension. The second book begins with a description of the horrors that will precede the last time, threats against the persecuting tyrants, and promises to the faithful,—especially to the martyrs,—and closes with an account of

13 See the abstract of it given in section vi. of Stuart's Commentary on the Apocalypse.
14 Cap. ii.
15 Cap. iv.
16 Cap. v., vi.
17 Cap. xiii., xvi.
18 Ascensio Isaiah Vatis, a Ricardo Laurence, cap. ix., x., xi.
19 Ibid. cap. ii., iii.
the general judgment, when Elijah shall come from heaven, consuming flames break out, all souls be summoned to the tribunal of God at whose right hand Christ will sit, the bodies of the dead be raised, the righteous be purified, and the wicked be plunged into final ruin.

The fundamental thought and aim of the apocryphal Book of Enoch are the second coming of Christ to judge the world, the encouragement of the Christians, and the warning of their oppressors by declarations of approaching deliverance to those and vengeance to these. This is transparent at frequent intervals through the whole book. 18 "Ye righteous, wait with patient hope: your cries have cried for judgment, and it shall come, and the gates of heaven shall be opened to you." "Woe to you, powerful oppressors, false witnesses! for you shall suddenly perish."

"The voices of slain saints accusing their murderers, the oppressors of their brethren, reach to heaven with interceding cries for swift justice." 19 When that justice comes, "the horse shall wade up to his breast, and the chariot shall sink to its axle, in the blood of sinners." 20 The author teaches that the souls of men at death go into the under-world, "a place deep and dark, where all souls shall be collected;" "where they shall remain in darkness till the day of judgment,"—the spirits of the righteous being in peace and joy, separated from the tormented spirits of the wicked, who have spurned the Messiah and persecuted his disciples. 21 A day of judgment is at hand. "Behold, he cometh, with ten thousand of his saints, to execute judgment." Then the righteous shall rise from the under-world, be approved, become as angels, and ascend to heaven. But the wicked shall not rise: they remain imprisoned below forever. 22 The angels descend to earth to dwell with men, and the saints ascend to heaven to dwell with angels. 23 "From beginning to end, like the Apocalypse, the book is filled," says Professor Stuart, (and the most careless reader must remark it,) "with threats for the wicked persecutors and consolations for the suffering pious." A great number of remarkable correspondences between passages in this book and passages in the Apocalypse solicit a notice which our present single object will not allow us to give them here. An under-world divided into two parts, a happy for the good, a wretched for the bad; temporary woes prevailing on the earth; the speedy advent of Christ for a vindication of his power and his servants; the resurrection of the dead; the final translation of the accepted into heaven, and the hopeless dooming of the rejected into the abyss,—these are the features in the book before us which we are now to remember.

There is one other extant apocryphal book whose contents are strictly appropriate to the subject we have in hand,—namely, the "Apostle..."
of John. It claims to be the work of the Apostle John himself. It represents John as going to Mount Tabor after the ascension of Christ, and there praying that it may be revealed to him when the second coming of Christ will occur, and what will be the consequences of it. In answer to his request, a long and minute disclosure is made. The substance of it is, that, after famines and woes, Antichrist will appear and reign three years. Then Enoch and Elijah will come to expose him; but they will die, and all men with them. The earth will be purified with fire, the dead will rise, Christ will descend in pomp, with myriads of angels, and the judgment will follow. The spirits of Antichrist will be hurled into a gulf of outer darkness, so deep that a heavy stone would not plunge to the bottom in three years. Unbelievers, sinners, hypocrites, will be cast into the under-world; while true Christians are placed at the right hand of Christ, all radiant with glory. The good and accepted will then dwell in an earthly paradise, with angels, and be free from all evils.

In addition to these still extant Apocalypses, we have references in the works of the Fathers to a great many others long since perished; especially the Apocalypses of Adam, Abraham, Moses, Elijah, Hystaspes, Paul, Peter, Thomas, Cerinthus, and Stephen. So far as we have any clue, by preserved quotations or otherwise, to the contents of these lost productions, they seem to have been much occupied with the topics of the avenging and redeeming advent of the Messiah, the final judgment of mankind, the supernal and subterranean localities, the resurrection of the dead, the inauguration of an earthly paradise, the condemnation of the reprobate to the abyss beneath, the translation of the elect to the angelic realm on high. These works, all taken together, were plainly the offspring of the mingled mass of glowing faiths, sufferings, fears, and hopes, of the age they belonged to. An acquaintance with them will help us to appreciate and explain many things in our somewhat kindred New Testament Apocalypse, by placing us partially in the circumstances and mental attitude of the writer and of those for whom it was written.

The Persian-Jewish and Jewish-Christian notions and characteristics of the Book of Revelation are marked and prevailing, as every prepared reader must perceive. The threefold division of the universe into the upper world of the angels, the middle world of men, and the underworld of the dead; the keys of the bottomless pit; the abode of Satan, the accuser, in heaven; his revolt; the war in the sky between his seduced host and the angelic army under Michael, and the thrusting down of the former; the banquet of birds on the flesh of kings, mighty men, and horses; the battle of Gog and Magog; the tarrying of souls under the altar of God; the temple in heaven containing the ark of the covenant, and the scene of a various ritual service; the twelve gates of the celestial city bearing the names of the twelve tribes of the children

24 See the abstract of it given in Lücke's Einleit. in die Offb. Joh., cap. 2, sect. 17.
of Israel, and the twelve foundations of the walls having the names of the twelve Apostles of the Lamb; the bodily resurrection and general judgment, and the details of its sequel,—all these doctrines and specimens of imagery, with a hundred others, carry us at once into the Zend-Avesta, the Talmud, and the Ebionitish documents of the earliest Christians, who mixed their interpretations of the mission and teaching of Christ with the poetic visions of Zoroaster and the cabalistic dogmatics of the Pharisees. 35

It is astonishing that any intelligent person can peruse the Apocalypse and still suppose that it is occupied with prophecies of remote events, events to transpire successively in distant ages and various lands. Immediateness, imminency, hazardous urgency, swiftness, alarms, are written all over the book. A suspense, frightfully thrilling, fills it, as if the world were holding its breath in view of the universal crash that was coming with electric velocity. Four words compose the key to the Apocalypse:—Rescue, Reward, Overthrow, Vengeance. The followers of Christ are now persecuted and slain by the tyrannical rulers of the earth. Let them be of good cheer: they shall speedily be delivered. Their tyrants shall be trampled down in "blood flowing up to the horse-bridles," and they shall reign in glory. "Here is the faith and the patience of the saints," trusting that, if "true unto death, they shall have a crown of life," and "shall not be hurt of the second death," but shall soon rejoice over the triumphant establishment of the Messiah's kingdom and the condign punishment of his enemies who are now "making themselves drunk with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus." The Beast, described in the thirteenth chapter, is unquestionably Nero; and this fact shows the expected immediateness of the events pictured in connection with the rise and destruction of that monstrous despot. 36 The truth of this representation is sealed by the very first verses of the book, indicating the nature of its contents and the period to which they refer:—

"The revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave unto him, to show unto his servants things which must shortly come to pass: Blessed are they who hear the words of this prophecy and keep them; for the time is at hand."

This rescue and reward of the faithful, this overthrow and punishment of the wicked, were to be effected by the agency of a unique and sublime personage, who was expected very soon to appear, with an army of angels from heaven, for this purpose. The conception of the nature, rank, and offices of Jesus Christ which existed in the mind of the writer of the Apocalypse is in some respects but obscurely hinted in the words he employs; yet the relationship of those words to other and fuller sources of

35 See, e.g., Corrodi, Kritische Geschichte des Chiliasmus, band ii. th. 3-7; Gfrörer, Geschichte Urchristenthums, abth. ii. cap. 8-10; Schöttgen in Apoc. xii. 6-9; ibd. in 2 Cor. v. 2.
36 See the excursus by Stuart in his Commentary on the Apoc. xiii. 18, which conclusively shows that the Beast could be no other than Nero.
information in the contemporaneous notions of his countrymen is such as to give us great help in arriving at his ideas. He represents Christ as distinct from and subordinate to God. He makes Christ say, "To him that overcometh I will give power over the nations, even as I received of my Father." He characterizes him as "the beginning of the creation of God," and describes him as "mounted on a white horse, leading the heavenly armies to war, and his name is called the Logos of God." These terms evidently correspond to the phrases in the introduction to the Gospel of John, and in the Book of the Wisdom of Solomon, where are unfolded some portions of that great doctrine, so prevalent among the early Fathers, which was borrowed and adapted by them from the Persian Honover, the Hebrew Wisdom, and the Platonic Logos. 27 "In the beginning was the Logos, and the Logos was with God, and all things were made by him; . . . and the Logos was made flesh and dwelt among us." 28 "God of our fathers, and Lord of mercy, who hast made all things by thy Logos." 29 "Thine almighty Logos leaped down from heaven from his royal throne, a fierce warrior, into the midst of a land of destruction." 30 Plainly enough, the Apocalyptic view of Christ is based on that profound Logos-doctrine so copiously developed in the writings of Philo Judæus and so distinctly endorsed in numerous passages of the New Testament. First, there is the absolute God. Next, there is the Logos, the first-begotten Son and representative image of God, the instrumental cause of the creation, the head of all created beings. This Logos, born into our world as a man, is Christ. Around him are clustered all the features and actions that compose the doctrine of the last things. The vast work of redemption and judgment laid upon him has in part been already executed, and in part remains yet to be done.

We are first to inquire, then, into the significance of what the writer of the Apocalypse supposes has already been effected by Christ in his official relations between God and men, so far as regards the general subject of a life beyond the grave. A few brief and vague but comprehensive expressions include all that he has written which furnishes us a guide to his thoughts on this particular. He describes Jesus, when advanced to his native supereminent dignity in heaven, as the "Logos, clothed in a vesture dipped in blood," and also as "the Lamb that was slain," to whom the celestial throng sing a new song, saying, "Thou hast redeemed us unto God by thy blood." Christ, he says, "loved us, and washed us from our sins in his own blood." He represents the risen Savior as declaring, "I am he that liveth, and was dead, and, behold, I am alive for evermore, and have the keys of the under-world and of death." "Jesus Christ," again he writes, "is the faithful witness, the first-begotten from the dead." What, now, is the real meaning of these

pregnant phrases? What is the complete doctrine to which fragmentary references are here made? We are confident that it is this. Mankind, in consequence of sin, were alienated from God, and banished, after death, to Hades, the subterranean empire of shadows. Christ, leaving his exalted state in heaven, was born into the world as a messenger, or "faithful witness," of surprising grace to them from God, and died that he might fulfil his mission as the agent of their redemption, by descending into the great prison-realm of the dead, and, exerting his irresistible power, return thence to light and life, and ascend into heaven as the forerunner and pledge of the deliverance and ascension of others. Moses Stuart, commenting on the clause "first-begotten from the dead," says, "Christ was in fact the first who enjoyed the privilege of resurrection to eternal glory and he was constituted the leader of all who should afterwards be thus raised from the dead."31 All who had died, with the sole exception of Christ, were yet in the under-world. He, since his triumphant subdual of its power and return to heaven, possessed authority over it, and would ere long summon its hosts to resurrection, as he declares:—"I was dead, and, behold, I am alive for evermore, and have the keys of the under-world." The figure is that of a conqueror, who, returning from a captured and subdued city, bears the key of it with him, a trophy of his triumph and a pledge of its submission. The text "Thou hast redeemed us unto God by thy blood" is not received in an absolutely literal sense by any theological sect whatever. The severest Calvinist does not suppose that the physical blood shed on the cross is meant; but he explains it as denoting the atoning efficacy of the vicarious sufferings of Christ. But this interpretation is as forced and constructive an exposition as the one we have given, and is not warranted by the theological opinions of the apostolic age, which do, on the contrary, support and necessitate the other. The direct statement is, that men were redeemed unto God by the blood of Christ. All agree that in the word "blood" is wrapped up a figurative meaning. The Calvinistic dogma makes it denote the satisfaction of the law of retributive justice by a substitutional anguish. We maintain that a true historical exegesis, with far less violence to the use of language, and consistently with known contemporaneous ideas, makes it denote the death of Christ, and the events which were supposed to have followed his death, namely, his appearance among the dead, and his ascent to heaven, preparatory to their ascent, when they should no longer be exiled in Hades, but should dwell with God. Out of an abundance of illustrative authorities we will cite a few.

Augustine describes "the ancient saints" as being "in the under-world, in places most remote from the tortures of the impious, waiting for Christ's blood and descent to deliver them."32 Epiphanius says, "Christ

31 Stuart, Comm. in Apoc. i. 5.
32 De Civitate Dei, lib. xx. cap. 15.
was the first that rose from the under-world to heaven from the time of the creation." Lactantius affirms, "Christ's descent into the under-world and ascent into heaven were necessary to give man the hope of a heavenly immortality." Hilary of Poictiers says, "Christ went down into Hades for two reasons: first, to fulfil the law imposed on mankind that every soul on leaving the body shall descend into the under-world, and, secondly, to preach the Christian religion to the dead." Chrysostom writes, "When the Son of God cometh, the earth shall burst open, and all the men that ever were born, from Adam's birth up to that day, shall rise up out of the earth." Irenæus testifies, "I have heard from a certain presbyter, who heard it from those who had seen the apostles and received their instructions, that Christ descended into the under-world, and preached the gospel and his own advent to the souls there, and re-mitted the sins of those who believed on him." Eusebius records that, "after the ascension of Jesus, Thomas sent Thaddeus, one of the Seventy, to Abgarus, King of Edessa. This disciple told the king how that Jesus, having been crucified, descended into the under-world, and burst the bars which had never before been broken, and rose again, and also raised with himself the dead that had slept for ages; and how he descended alone, but ascended with a great multitude to his Father; and how he was about to come again to judge the living and the dead." Finally, we cite the following undeniable statement from Daille's famous work on the "Right Use of the Fathers:"—"That heaven shall not be opened till the second coming of Christ and the day of judgment, —that during this time the souls of all men, with a few exceptions, are shut up in the under-world,—was held by Justin Martyr, Irenæus, Tertullian, Augustine, Origen, Lactantius, Victorinus, Ambrose, Chrysostom, Theodoret, Cœcumenius, Aretas, Prudentius, Theophylact, Bernard, and many others, as is confessed by all. This doctrine is literally held by the whole Greek Church at the present day. Nor did any of the Latins expressly deny any part of it until the Council of Florence, in the year of our Lord 1439."

In view of these quotations, and of volumes of similar ones which might be adduced, we submit to the candid reader that the meaning most probably in the mind of the writer of the Apocalypse when he wrote the words "redemption by the Blood of Christ" was this,—the rescue certified to men by the commissioned power and devoted self-sacrifice of Christ in dying, going down to the mighty congregation of the dead, proclaiming good tidings, breaking the hopeless bondage of death and Hades, and ascending as the pioneer of a new way to God. If before his death all men were supposed to go down to helpless con-

33 In Resurrectionem Christi.
35 Hilary in Ps. cxvii. et cxix.
36 Homil. in Rom. vili. 25.
39 Lib. ii. cap. 4, pp. 272, 273 of the English translation.
finement in the under-world on account of sin, but after his resurrection the promise of an ascension to heaven was made to them through his gospel and exemplification, then well might the grateful believers, fixing their hearts on his willing martyrdom in their behalf, exclaim, "He loved us, and washed us from our sins in his own blood, and hath made us kings and priests unto God." It is certainly far more natural, far more reasonable, to suppose that the scriptural phrase "the blood of Christ" means "the death of Christ," with its historical consequences, than to imagine that it signifies a complicated and mysterious scheme of sacerdotal or ethical expiation,—especially when that scheme is unrelated to contemporaneous opinion, irreconcilable with morality, and confessedly nowhere plainly stated in Scripture, but a matter of late and laborious construction and inference. We have not spoken of the strictly moral and subjective mission and work of Christ, as conceived by the author of the Apocalypse,—his influences to cleanse the springs of character, purify and inspire the heart, rectify and elevate the motives, regenerate and sanctify the soul and the life,—because all this is plain and unquestioned. But he also believed in something additional to this,—an objective function; and what that was we think is correctly explained above.

We are next to inquire more immediately into the closing parts of the doctrine of the last things. Christ has appeared, declared the tidings of grace, died, visited the dead, risen victoriously, and gone back to heaven, where he now tarries. But there remain many things for him, as the eschatological King, yet to do. What are they? and what details are connected with them? First of all, he is soon to return from heaven, visiting the earth a second time. The first chapter of the book begins by declaring that it is "a revelation of things which must shortly come to pass," and "blessed is he that readeth; for the time is at hand." The last chapter is full of such repetitions as these: "things which must shortly be done;" "Behold, I come quickly;" "The time is at hand;" "He that is unjust, let him be unjust still, and he that is holy, let him be holy still;" "Surely I come quickly;" "Even so, come, Lord Jesus." Herder says, in his acute and eloquent work on the Apocalypse, "There is but one voice in it, through all its epistles, seals, trumpets, signs, and plagues,—namely, The Lord is coming!" The souls of the martyrs, impatiently waiting, under the altar, the completion of the great drama, cry, "How long, O Lord, dost thou delay to avenge our blood?" and they are told that "they shall rest only for a little season." Tertullian writes, without a trace of doubt, "Is not Christ quickly to come from heaven with a quaking of the whole universe, with a shuddering of the world, amidst the wailings of all men save the Christians?" The Apocalyptic seer makes Christ say, "Behold, I come as a thief in the night; blessed is he that watcheth." Accordingly, "a sentinel gazed wherever a Christian prayed, and, though all the watchmen died without the sight," the expectation lingered for centuries. The Christians of the New Testament time—to borrow the words
of one of the most competent of living scholars—"carried forward to the account of Christ in years to come the visions which his say, as they supposed, was too short to realize, and assigned to him a quick return to finish what was yet unfulfilled. The suffering, the scorn, the rejection of men, the crown of thorns, were over and gone; the diadem, the clarion, the flash of glory, the troop of angels, were ready to burst upon the world, and might be looked for at midnight or at noon."  

Secondly, when Christ returned, he was to avenge the sufferings and reward the fidelity of his followers, tread the heathen tyrants in the wine-press of his wrath, and crown the persecuted saints with a participation in his glory. When "the time of his wrath is come, he shall give reward to the prophets, and to the saints, and to them that fear his name, and shall destroy them that destroy the earth." "The kings, captains, mighty men, rich men, bondmen, and freemen, shall cry to the mountains and rocks, Fall on us, and hide us from the wrath of the Lamb." "To him that overcometh, and doeth my works, I will give power over the Gentiles;" "I will give him the morning star;" "I will grant him to sit with me on my throne." Independently, moreover, of these distinct texts, the whole book is pervaded with the thought that, at the speedy second advent of the Messiah, all his enemies shall be fearfully punished, his servants eminently compensated and glorified.  

Thirdly, the writer of the Apocalypse expected—in accordance with that Jewish anticipation of an earthly Messianic kingdom which was adopted with some modifications by the earliest Christians—that Jesus, on his return, having subdued his foes, would reign for a season, in great glory, on the earth, surrounded by the saints. "A door was opened in heaven," and the seer looked in, and saw a vision of the redeemed around the throne, and heard them "singing a new song unto the Lamb that was slain," in the course of which, particularizing the favors obtained for them by him, they say, "We shall reign upon the earth." Again, the writer says that "the worshippers of the beast and of his image shall be tormented with fire and brimstone in the presence of the holy angels, and in the presence of the Lamb." Now, the lake of sulphurous fire into which the reprobate were to be thrust was located, not in the sky, but under the surface of the earth. The foregoing statement, therefore, implies that Christ and his angels would be tarrying on the earth when the final woe of the condemned was inflicted. But we need not rely on indirect arguments. The writer explicitly declares that, in his vision of what was to take place, the Christian martyrs, "those who were slain for the witness of Jesus, lived and reigned with

40 Martineau, Sermon, "The God of Revelation his own Interpreter."
41 It seems to have been a Jewish expectation that when the Messiah should appear he would thrust his enemies into Hades. In a passage of the Talmud Satan is represented as seeing the Messiah under the Throne of Glory: he falls on his face at the sight, exclaiming, "This is the Messiah, who will precipitate me and all the Gentiles into the under-world."—Bertholdt, Christology, sect. 36.
Christ a thousand years, while the rest of the dead lived not again until the thousand years were finished. This is the first resurrection. Then Satan was loosed out of his prison, and gathered the hosts of Gog and Magog to battle, and went up on the breadth of the earth and compassed the camp of the saints about, and fire came down out of heaven and devoured them." It seems impossible to avoid seeing in this passage a plain statement of the millennial reign of Christ on the earth with his risen martyrs.

Fourthly, at the termination of the period just referred to, the author of the Apocalypse thought all the dead would be raised and the tribunal of the general judgment held. As Lactantius says, "All souls are detained in custody in the under-world until the last day; then the just shall rise and reign; afterwards there will be another resurrection of the wicked." 42 "The time of the dead is come, that they should be judged." "And I saw the dead, small and great, stand before God; and the books were opened, and the dead were judged out of those things which were written in the books, according to their works. And the sea gave up the dead which were in it, and death and the under-world delivered up the dead which were in them, and they were judged, every man according to his works." "Blessed and holy is he that hath part in the first resurrection; on such the second death hath no power, but they shall be priests of God and of Christ, and reign with him a thousand years." This text, with its dark and tacit reference by contrast to those who have no lot in the millennial kingdom, brings us to the next step in our exposition.

For, fifthly, after the general resurrection and judgment at the close of the thousand years, the sentence of a hopeless doom to hell is to be executed on the condemned. "Whosoever was not found written in the book of life was cast into the lake of fire." "The fearful, and unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, and whoremongers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their part in the lake which burneth with fire and brimstone; which is the second death." The "second death" is a term used by Onkelos in his Targum, 43 and sometimes in the Talmud, and by the Rabbins generally. It denotes, as employed by them, the return of the wicked into hell after their summons hence for judgment. 44 In the Apocalypse, its relative meaning is this. The martyrs, who were slain for their allegiance to the gospel, died once, and descended into the under-world, the common realm of death. At the coming of Christ they were to rise and join him, and to die no more. This was the first resurrection. At the close of the millennium, all the rest of the dead were to rise and be judged, and the rejected portion of them were to be thrust back again below. This was a second death for them,—a fate from which the righteous were exempt. There was a differ-

43 On Deut. xxxiii. 6.
44 Grörer, Geschichte des Urchristenthums, kap. 10. s. 259.
ence, greatly for the worse in the latter, between their condition in the two deaths. In the former they descended to the dark under-world, the silent and temporary abode of the universal dead; but in the latter they went down "into the lake of fire and brimstone, where the devil and the beast and the false prophet are, and shall be tormented day and night for ever and ever." For "Death and Hades, having delivered up the dead which were in them, were cast into the lake of fire. This is the second death." It is plain that here the common locality of departed souls is personified as two demons, Death and Hades, and the real thought meant to be conveyed is, that this region is to be sunk beneath a "Tartarean drench," which shall henceforth roll in burning billows over its victims there,— "the smoke of their torment ascending up for ever and ever." This awful imagery of a lake of flaming sulphur, in which the damned were plunged, was of comparatively late origin—or adoption—among the Jews, from whom the Christians received it. The native Hebrew conception of the state of the dead was that of the voiceless gloom and dismal slumber of Sheol, whither all alike went. The notion of fiery torments inflicted there on the wicked was either conceived by the Pharisees from the loathed horrors of the fifth-fire kept in the vale of Hinnom, outside of Jerusalem, (which is the opinion of most commentators,) or was imagined from the sea of burning brimstone that showered from heaven and submerged Sodom and Gomorrah in a vast fire-pool, (which is maintained by Bretschneider and others,) or was derived from the Egyptians, or the Persians, or the Hindus, or the Greeks,—all of whom had lakes and rivers of fire in their theological hells, long before history reveals the existence of such a belief among the Jews, (which is the conclusion of many learned authors and critics.)

We have now reached the last feature in the scheme of eschatology shadowed forth in the Apocalypse, the most obscure and difficult point of all,—namely, the locality and the principal elements of the final felicity of the saved. The difficulty of clearly settling this question is twofold, arising, first, from the swift and partial glimpses which are all that the writer yields us on the subject, and, secondly, from the impossibility of deciding with precision how much of his language is to be regarded as figurative and how much as literal,—where the poetic presentation of symbol ends and where the direct statement of fact begins. A large part of the book is certainly written in prophetic figures and images, spiritual visions, never meant to be accepted in a prosaic sense with severe detail. And yet, at the same time, all these imaginative emblems were, unquestionably, intended to foreshadow, in various kinds and degrees, doctrinal conceptions, hopes, fears, threats, promises, historical realities, past, present, or future. But to separate sharply the dress and the substance, the superimposed symbols and the underlying realities, is always an arduous, often an impossible, achievement. The writer of the Apocalypse plainly believed that the souls of all, except the martyrs, at death descended to the under-world, and would remain
there till after the second coming of Christ. But whether he thought that the martyrs were excepted, and would at death immediately rise into heaven and there await the fulfilment of time, is a disputed point. For our own part, we think it extremely doubtful, and should rather decide in the negative. In the first place, his expressions on this subject seem essentially figurative. He describes the prayers of the saints as being poured out from golden vials and burned as incense on a golden altar in heaven before the throne of God. "Under that altar," he says, "I saw the souls of them that were slain for the word of God." If the souls of the martyrs, in his belief, were really admitted into heaven, would he have conceived of them as huddled under the altar and not walking at liberty? Does not the whole idea appear rather like a rhetorical image than like a sober theological doctrine? True, the scene is pictured in heaven; but then it is a picture, and not a conclusion. With De Wette, we regard it, not as a dogmatic, but as a poetical and prophetical, representation. And in regard to the seer's vision of the innumerable company of the redeemed in heaven, surrounding the throne and celebrating the praises of God and the Lamb, surely it is obvious enough that this, like the other affiliated visions, is a vision, by inspired insight, in the present tense, of what is yet to occur in the successive unfolding of the rapid scenes in the great drama of Christ's redemptive work,—a prophetic vision of the future, not of what already is. We know that in Tertullian's time the idea was entertained by some that Christian martyrs, as a special allotment, should pass at once from their sufferings to heaven, without going, as all others must, into the under-world; but the evidence preponderates with us, upon the whole, that no such doctrine is really implied in the Apocalypse. In the fourteenth chapter, the author describes the hundred and forty-four thousand who were redeemed from among men, as standing with the Lamb on Mount Zion and hearing a voice from heaven singing a new song, which no man, save the hundred and forty-four thousand, could learn. The probabilities are certainly strongest that this great company of the selected "first-fruits unto God and the Lamb," now standing on the earth, had not yet been in heaven: for they only learn the heavenly song which is sung before the throne by hearing it chanted down from heaven in a voice like multitudinous thunders.

Finally, the most convincing proof that the writer did not suppose that the martyrs entered heaven before the second advent of Christ—a proof which, taken by itself, would seem to leave no doubt on the subject—is this. In the famous scene detailed in the twentieth chapter—usually called by commentators the martyr-scene—it is said that "the souls of them that were beheaded for the word of God, and which had not worshipped the beast, lived and reigned with Christ a thousand years. This is the first resurrection." Now, is it not certain that if the writer supposed these souls had never been in the under-world, but in heaven, he could not have designated their preliminary descent from above as "the
first resurrection," the first rising up? That phrase implies, we think, that all the dead were below: the faithful and chosen ones were to rise first to reign a while with Jesus, and after that the rest should rise to be judged. After that judgment, which was expected to be on earth in presence of the descended Lamb and his angels, the lost were to be plunged, as we have already seen, into the subterranean pit of torture, the unquenchable lake of fire. But what was to become of the righteous and redeemed? Whether, by the Apocalyptic representation, they were to remain forever on earth, or to ascend into heaven, is a question which has been zealously debated for over sixteen hundred years, and in some theological circles is still warmly discussed. Were the angels who came down to the earth with Christ to the judgment never to return to their native seats? Were they permanently to transfer their deathless citizenship from the sky to Judea? Were the constitution of human nature and the essence of human society to be abrogated, and the members of the human family to cease enlarging, lest they should overflow the borders of the world? Was God himself literally to desert his ancient abode, and, with the celestial city and all its angelic hierarchy, float from the desolated firmament to Mount Zion, there to set up the central eternity of his throne. We cannot believe that such is the meaning which the seer of the Apocalypse wished to convey by his symbolic visions and pictures, any more than we can believe that he means literally to say that he saw "a woman in heaven clothed with the sun, and the moon under her feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve stars," or that there were actually "armies in heaven, seated on white horses and clothed in fine linen, white and clean, which is the righteousness of saints." Our conviction is that he expected the Savior would ascend with his angels and the redeemed into heaven, the glorious habitation of God above the sky. He speaks in one place of the "temple of God in heaven, into which no man could enter until the seven plagues were fulfilled," and in another place says that the "great multitude of the redeemed are before the throne of God in heaven, and serve him day and night in his temple;" and in still another place he describes two prophets, messengers of God, who had been slain, as coming to life, "and hearing a great voice from heaven saying to them, 'Come up hither;' and they ascended up to heaven in a cloud, and their enemies beheld them." De Wette writes, "It is certain that an abstract conception of heavenly blessedness with God duskily hovers over the New Testament eschatology." We think this is true of the Book of Revelation.

It was a Persian-Jewish idea that the original destination of man, had he not sinned, was heaven. The apostles thought it was a part of the mission of Christ to restore that lost privilege. We think the writer of the Apocalypse shared in that belief. His allusions to a new heaven and a new earth, and to the descent of a New Jerusalem from heaven, and other related particulars, are symbols neither novel nor violent to Jewish minds, but both familiar and expressive, to denote a purifying glorifica-
tion of the world, the installation of a divine kingdom, and the brilliant reign of universal righteousness and happiness among men, as if under the very eyes of the Messiah and the very sceptre of God. The Christians shall reign in Jerusalem, which shall be adorned with indescribable splendors and shall be the centre of a world-wide dominion, the saved nations of the earth surrounding it and "walking in the light of it, their kings bringing their glory and honor into it." "God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes, and there shall be no more death." That is, upon the whole,—as we understand the scattered hints relevant to the subject to imply,—when Christ returns to the Father with his chosen, he will leave a regenerated earth, with Jerusalem for its golden and peerless capital, peopled, and to be peopled, with rejoicing and immortal men, who will keep the commandments, be exempt from ancient evils, hold intimate communion with God and the Lamb, and, from generation to generation, pass up to heaven through that swift and painless change, alluded to by Paul, whereby it was intended at the first that sinless man, his corruptible and mortal putting on incorruption and immortality, should be fitted for the companionship of angels in the pure radiance of the celestial world, and should be translated thither without tasting the bitterness of death,—which was supposed to be the subterranean banishment of the disembodied ghost.

CHAPTER IV.

PAUL'S DOCTRINE OF A FUTURE LIFE.

The principal difficulty in arriving at the system of thought and faith in the mind of Paul arises from the fragmentary character of his extant writings. They are not complete treatises drawn out in independent statements, but special letters full of latent implications. They were written to meet particular emergencies,—to give advice, to convey or ask information and sympathy, to argue or decide concerning various matters to a considerable extent of a personal or local and temporal nature. Obviously their author never suspected they would be the permanent and immensely influential documents they have since become. They were not composed as orderly developments or full presentations of a creed, but rather as supplements to more adequate oral instruction previously imparted. He says to the Thessalonians, "Brethren, stand fast and hold the traditions which ye have been taught, whether by word or by our epistle." Several of his letters also,—perhaps many,—have been lost. He exhorts the Colossians to "read likewise the epistle from Lao-
diece.” In his present First Epistle to the Corinthians he intimates that
he had previously corresponded with them, in the words, “I wrote to
you in a letter.” There are good reasons, too, for supposing that he
transmitted other epistles of which we have now no account. Owing,
therefore, to the facts that his principal instructions were given by word
of mouth, and that his surviving writings set forth no systematic array of
doctrines, we have no choice left, if we desire to know what his opinions
concerning the future life were, when deduced and arranged, but to
exercise our learning and our faculties upon the imperfect discussions
and the significant hints and clews in his extant epistles. Bringing these
together, in the light of contemporary Pharisaic and Christian conceptions
and opinions, we may construct a system from them which will represent
his theory; somewhat as the naturalist from a few fragmentary bones
describes the entire skeleton to which they belonged. As we proceed
to follow this process, we must particularly remember the leading notions
in the doctrinal belief of the Jews at that period, and the fact that Paul
himself was “brought up at the feet of Gamaliel,” “after the most
straitest order of the sect, a Pharisee.” When on trial at Jerusalem, he
cried, “Men and brethren, I am a Pharisee; of
the hope of the resurrection of the dead I am called in question.” We
can hardly suppose that he would entirely throw off the influence and
form of the Pharisaic dogmas and grasp Christianity in its pure spi-
rituality. It is most reasonable to expect—what we shall find actually
the fact—that he would mix the doctrinal and emotional results of his
Pharisaic training with the teachings of Christ, thus forming a composite-
system considerably modified from any then existing. Indeed, a great
many obscure texts in Paul may be made perspicuous by citations from
the old Talmudists. Considering the value and the importance of this
means of illustrating the New Testament, it is neglected by modern com-
mentators in a very remarkable manner.

In common with his countrymen and the Gentiles, Paul undoubtedly
believed in a world of light and bliss situated over the sky, where the
Deity, surrounded by his angels, reigns in immortal splendor. According
to the Greeks, Zeus and the other gods, with a few select heroes, there
lived an imperishable life. According to the Hebrews, there was “the
house of Jehovah,” “the habitation of eternity,” “the world of holy
angels.” The Old Testament contains many sublime allusions to this
place. Jacob in his dream saw a ladder set up that reached unto heaven,
and the angels were ascending and descending upon it. Fixing his eyes
upon the summit, the patriarch exclaimed,—not referring, as is com-
monly supposed, to the ground on which he lay, but to the opening in
the sky through which the angels were passing and repassing,—“Surely
this is the house of God and this the gate of heaven.” Jehovah is de-
scribed as “riding over the heaven of heavens;” as “treading upon the
arch of the sky.” The firmament is spoken of as the solid floor of his
abode, where “he layeth the beams of his chambers in the waters,”—the
"waters above," which the Book of Genesis says were "divided from the waters beneath." Though this divine world on high was in the early ages almost universally regarded as a local reality, it was not conceived by Jews or Gentiles to be the destined abode of human souls. It was thought to be exclusively occupied by Jehovah and his angels, or by the gods and their messengers. Only here and there were scattered a few dim traditions, or poetic myths, of a prophet, a hero, a god-descended man, who, as a special favor, had been taken up to the supernatural mansions. The common destination of the disembodied spirits of men was the dark, stupendous realms of the under-world. As Augustine observes, "Christ died after many; he rose before any: by dying he suffered what many had suffered before; by rising he did what no one had ever done before." These ideas of the celestial and the infernal localities and of the fate of man were of course entertained by Paul when he became a Christian. A few texts by way of evidence of this fact will here suffice. "That at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, of those in heaven, and those on earth, and those under the earth." "He that descended first into the lower parts of the earth is the same also that ascended up far above all heavens." The untenableness of that explanation which makes the descent into the lower parts of the earth refer to Christ's descent to earth from his pre-existent state in heaven must be evident, as it seems to us, to every mind. Irenæus, discussing this very text from Ephesians, exposes the absurdity and stigmatizes the heresy of those who say that the infernal world is this earth, ("qui dico\(^1\) inferos quidem esse hanc mundum.")\(^2\) "I knew a man caught up to the third heaven, . . . caught up into paradise." The threefold heaven of the Jews, here alluded to, was, first, the region of the air, supposed to be inhabited by evil spirits. Paul repeatedly expresses this idea,—as when he speaks of "the prince of the power of the air, the spirit that worketh in the children of disobedience," and when he says, "For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness, against wicked spirits in heavenly places." The second heaven comprised the region of the planetary bodies. The third lay beyond the firmament, and was the actual residence of God and the angelic hosts. These quotations, sustained as they are by the well-known previous opinions of the Jews, as well as by numerous unequivocal texts in the writings of the other apostles and by many additional ones in those of Paul, are conclusive evidence that he believed in the received heaven above the blue ether and stellar dome, and in the received Hadean abyss beneath the earth. In the absence of all evidence to the contrary, every presumption justifies the supposition that he also believed—as we know all his orthodox contemporaries did—that that under-world was the abode of all men after death, and that that over-world was solely the dwelling-place of God and the angels. Nay, we

---

1 Enarratio in Psalmum XC.  
are not left to conjecture; for he expressly declares of God that he
"dwelleth in the light which no man can approach unto." This conclu-
sion will be abundantly established in the course of the following ex-
position.

With these preliminaries, we are prepared to see what was Paul's doc-
trine of death and of salvation. There are two prevalent theories on this
subject, both of which we deem partly scriptural, neither of them wholly
so. On the one extreme, the consistent disciple of Augustine—the his-
toric Calvinist—attributes to the apostle the belief that the sin of Adam
was the sole cause of literal death,—that but for Adam's fall men would
have lived on the earth forever or else have been translated bodily to
heaven without any previous process of death. That such really was not
the view held by Paul we are convinced. Indeed, there is one prominent
feature in his faith which by itself proves that the disengagement of
the soul from the material frame did not seem to him an abnormal event
caused by the contingency of sin. We refer to his doctrine of two
bodies, the "outward man" and the "inward man," the "earthly house"
and the "heavenly house," the "natural body" and the "spiritual body."
Neander says this is "an express assertion" of Paul's belief that man
was not literally made mortal by sin, but was naturally destined to
emerge from the flesh into a higher form of life. Paul thought that, in
the original plan of God, man was intended to drop his gross, corruptible
body and put on an incorruptible one, like the "glorious body" of the
risen Christ. He distinctly declares, "Flesh and blood cannot inherit
the kingdom of God." Therefore, we cannot interpret the word "death"
to mean merely the separation of the soul from its present tabernacle,
when he says, "By one man sin entered into the world, and death by
sin; and so death passed upon all men." On the other extreme, the
fully-developed Pelagian—the common Unitarian—holds that the word
"death" is always used in the arguments of Paul in a spiritual or figu-
rate sense, merely meaning moral alienation from God in guilt, misery,
and despair. Undoubtedly it is used thus in many instances,—as when it
is written, "I was alive without the law once; but, when the command-
ment came, sin rose to life, and I died." But in still more numerous
cases it means something more than the consciousness of sin and the
resulting wretchedness in the breast, and implies something external,
mechanical, visible, as it were. For example, "Since by man came
death, by man came also the resurrection of the dead." Any one who
reads the context of this sentence may see that the terms "death" and
"resurrection" antithetically balance each other, and refer not to an in-
ward experience, but to an outward event,—not to a moral change, but to
the physical descent and resurrection. It is certain that here the words
are not employed in a moral sense. The phraseology Paul uses in stating
the connection of the sin of Adam with death, the connection of the
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resurrection of Christ with immortal life, is too peculiar, emphatic, and extensive not to be loaded with a more general and vivid significance than the simple unhappiness of a sense of guilt, the simple peace and joy of a reconciled conscience. The advocates, then, of both theories—the Calvinist asserting that Paul supposed sin to be the only reason why we do not live eternally in the world with our present organization, and the Rationalist asserting that the apostle never employs the word "death" except with a purely interior signification—are alike beset by insuperable difficulties, perplexed by passages which defy their fair analysis and force them either to use a violent interpretation or to confess their ignorance.

We must therefore seek out some third view, which, rejecting the errors, shall combine the truths and supply the defects of the two former. We have now to present such a view,—a theory of the Pauline doctrine of the last things which obviously explains and fills out all the related language of the epistles. We suppose he unfolded it fully in his preaching, while in his supplementary and personal letters he only alludes to such disconnected parts of it as then rose upon his thoughts. A systematic development of it as a whole, with copious allusions and labored defences, was not needed then, as it might seem to us to have been. For the fundamental notions on which it rested were the common belief of the nation and age. Geology and astronomy had not disturbed the credit of a definitely-located Hades and heaven, nor had free metaphysics sharpened the common mind to skeptical queries. The view itself, as we conceive it occupied the mind of Paul, is this. Death was a part of the creative plan for us from the first, simply loosing the spirit from its corruptible body, clothing it with an ethereal vehicle, and immediately translating it to heaven. Sin marred this plan, alienated us from the Divine favor, introduced all misery, physical and moral, and doomed the soul, upon the fall of its earthly house, to descend into the slumberous gloom of the under-world. Thus death was changed from a pleasant organic fulfilment and deliverance, spiritual investiture and heavenly ascent, to a painful punishment condemning the naked ghost to a residence below the grave. As Ewald says, through Adam's sin "death acquired its significance as pain and punishment." Herein is the explanation of the word "death" as used by Paul in reference to the consequence of Adam's offence. Christ came to reveal the free grace and gift of God in redeeming us from our doom and restoring our heavenly destiny. This he exemplified, in accordance with the Father's will, by dying, descending into the dreary world of the dead, vanquishing the forces there, rising thence, and ascending to the right hand of the throne of heaven as our forerunner. On the very verge of the theory just stated as Paul's, Neander hovers in his exposition of the apostle's views, but fails to grasp its theological scope and consequences. Krabbe

declares that "death did not arise from the native perishableness of the body, but from sin." This statement Neander controverts, maintaining that "sin introduced no essential change in the physical organization of man, but merely in the manner in which his earthly existence terminates. Had it not been for sin, death would have been only the form of a higher development of life." Exactly so. With innocence, the soul at death would have ascended pleasantly, in a new body, to heaven; but sin compelled it to descend painfully, without any body, to Hades. We will cite a few of the principal texts from which this general outline has been inferred and constructed.

The substance of the fifth chapter of the Epistle to the Romans may be thus stated. As by the offence of one, sin entered into the world, and the judgment of the law came upon all men in a sentence of condemnation unto death, so by the righteousness of one, the free gift of God came upon all men in a sentence of justification unto life; that as sin, by Adam's offence, hath reigned unto death, so grace, by Christ's righteousness, might reign unto eternal life. Now, we maintain that the words "death" and "life" cannot in the present instance be entirely explained, in a spiritual sense, as signifying disturbance and woe in the breast, or peace and bliss there, because the whole connected discourse is not upon the internal contingent experience of individuals, but upon the common necessity of the race,—an objective sentence passed upon humanity, followed by a public gift of reversal and annulment. So, too, we deny that the words can be justly taken, in their strictly literal sense, as meaning cessation or continuance of physical existence on the earth, because, in the first place, that would be inconsistent with the doctrine of a spiritual body within the fleshly one and of a glorious inheritance reserved in heaven,—a doctrine by which Paul plainly shows that he recognised a natural organic provision, irrespective of sin, for a change in the form and locality of human existence. Secondly, we submit that death and life here cannot mean departure from the body or continuance in it, because that is a matter with which Christ's mission did in no way interfere, but left exactly as it was before; whereas, in the thing really meant by Paul, Christ is represented as standing, at least partially, in the same relation between life and men that Adam stands in between death and men. The reply to the question, What is that relation? will at once define the genuine signification of the terms "death" and "life" in the instance under review. And thus it is to be answered. The death brought on mankind by Adam was not only internal wretchedness, but also the condemnation of the disembodied soul to the under-world; the life they were assured of by Christ was not only internal blessedness, but also the deliverance of the soul from its subterranean prison and its reception into heaven in a "body celestial,"

5 Die Lehre von der Stunde und vom Tode, cap. xi. s. 192.
6 Neander's Planting and Training, book vi. ch. 1.
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According to its original destiny had sin not befallen. This interpretation is explicitly put forth by Theodoret in his comments on this same passage, (Rom. v. 15-18.) He says, "There must be a correspondence between the disease and the remedy. Adam's sin subjected him to the power of death and the tyranny of the devil. In the same manner that Adam was compelled to descend into the under-world, we all are associates in his fate. Thus, when Christ rose, the whole humankind partook in his vivification." Origen also—and who, after the apostles themselves, knew their thoughts and their use of language better than he?—emphatically declares—in exposition of the expression of Paul, "the wages of sin is death"—that "the under-world in which souls are detained is called death."

"As in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive." These words cannot be explained, "As in Adam the necessity of physical death came on all, so in Christ that necessity shall be removed," because Christ's mission did not touch physical death, which was still reigning as ever, before Paul's eyes. Neither can the passage signify, "As through Adam wretchedness is the portion of every heart of man, so through Christ blessedness shall be given to every heart," because, while the language itself does not hint that thought, the context demonstrates that the real reference is not to an inward experience, but to an outward event—not to the personal regeneration of the soul, but to a general resurrection of the dead. The time referred to is the second coming of Christ; and the force of the text must be this:—As by our bodily likeness to the first man and genetic connection with him through sin we all die like him,—that is, leave the body and go into the under-world, and remain there,—so by our spiritual likeness to the second man and redeeming connection with him through the free grace of God we shall all rise thence like him, revived and restored. Adam was the head of a condemned race, doomed to Hades by the visible occurrence of death in lineal descent from him; Christ is the head of a pardoned race, destined for heaven in consonance with the plain token of his resurrection and ascension. Again, the apostle writes, "In the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump, the dead shall be raised incorruptible, and we (who are then living) shall be changed; for this corruptible must put on incorruption, and this mortal immortality. Then shall be brought to pass the saying that is written, 'Death is swallowed up in victory. O Death, where is thy sting? O Hades, where is thy victory?'" The writer evidently exults in the thought that, at the second coming of Christ, death shall lose its retributive character and the under-world be baffled of its

1 Impatib., dialogue iii. pp. 132, 133, ed. Sirmondi.
2 Comm. in Epist. ad Rom. lib. vi. cap. 6, sect. 6. Also see Jerome, Comm. in Ecc. iii. 21. Professor Man, in his able treatise "Von dem Tode dem Solde der Sünden, und der Auferhebung Jesu durch die Auferstehung Christi," cogently argues, against Krabbe, that death as the punishment of sin is not bodily dissolution, but wretchedness and condemnation to the under-world, (amandatio Orcam.) In Pelt's Theologische Mitarbeiten, 1838, heft ii. ss. 107-108.
expected prisoners, because the living shall instantly experience the change of bodies fitting them to ascend to heaven with the returning and triumphant Lord. Paul also announces that "Jesus Christ hath abolished death and hath brought life and immortality to light." The word "death" here cannot mean physical dissolution, because Christ did not abolish that. It cannot denote personal sin and unhappiness, because that would not correspond with and sustain the obvious meaning of the contrasted member of the sentence. Its adequate and consistent sense is this. God intended that man should pass from a preliminary existence on earth to an eternal life in heaven; but sin thwarted this glorious design and altered our fate to a banishment into the cheerless under-world. But now, by the teachings and resurrection of Christ, we are assured that God of his infinite goodness has determined freely to forgive us and restore our original destination. Our descent and abode below are abolished and our heavenly immortality made clear. "We earnestly desire to be clothed upon with our house which is from heaven, if so be that, being clothed, we shall not be found naked. Not that we desire to be unclothed, but clothed upon, that mortality may be swallowed up of life." In these remarkable words the apostle expresses several particulars of what we have already presented as his general doctrine. He states his conviction that, when his "earthly house of this tabernacle" dissolves, there is a "divinely-constructed, heavenly, and eternal house" prepared for him. He expresses his desire at the coming of the Lord not to be dead, but still living, and then to be divested of his earthly body and invested with the heavenly body, that thus, being fitted for translation to the incorruptible kingdom of God, he might not be found a naked shadow or ghost in the under-world. Rückert says, in his commentary,—and the best critics agree with him,—"Paul herein desires to become immortal without passing the gates of death." Language similar to the foregoing in its peculiar phrases is found in the Jewish Cabbala. The Zohar describes the ascent of the soul to heaven clothed with splendor, and afterwards illustrates its meaning in these terms:—"As there is given to the soul a garment with which she is clothed in order to establish her in this world, so there is given her a garment of heavenly splendor in order to establish her in that world." So in the "Ascension of Isaiah the Prophet"—an apocryphal book written by some Jewish Christian as early, without doubt, as the close of the second century—the following passages occur. Speaking of what was revealed to him in heaven, the prophet says, "There I saw all the saints, from Adam, without the clothing of the flesh: I viewed them in their heavenly clothing like the angels who stood there in great splendor." Again he says, "All the saints from heaven in their heavenly clothing shall descend with the Lord and dwell in this world, while the saints who have not died shall be clothed like those who come from heaven. Then the general resur-

9 Laurence, Ascensio Isaiiæ Vatis, appendix, p. 168.
rection will take place and they will ascend together to heaven." 10 Schoettgen, commenting on this text, (2 Cor. v. 2,) likewise quotes a large number of examples of like phraseology from Rabbinical writers. The statements thus far made and proofs offered will be amply illustrated and confirmed as we go on to consider the chief component parts of the Pauline scheme of the last things. For, having presented the general outline, it will be useful, in treating so complex and difficult a theme, to analyze it by details.

We are met upon the threshold of our inquiry by the essential question, What, according to Paul, was the mission of Christ? What did he accomplish? A clear reply to this question comprises three distinct propositions. First, the apostle plainly represents the resurrection, and not the crucifixion, as the efficacious feature in Christ's work of redemption. When we recollect the almost universal prevalence of the opposite notion among existing sects, it is astonishing how clear it is that Paul generally dwells upon the dying of Christ solely as the necessary preliminary to his rising. "If Christ be not risen, then is our preaching vain, and your faith also is vain: ye are yet in your sins." These words are irreconcilable with that doctrine which connects our "justification" with the atoning death, and not with the typical resurrection, of Christ. "That Christ died for our sins, and that he was buried, and that he rose again the third day." To place a vicarious stress upon the first clause of this text is as arbitrary as it would be to place it upon the second; but naturally emphasize the third clause, and all is clear. The inferences and exhortations drawn from the mission of Christ are not usually connected in any essential manner with his painful death, but directly with his glorious resurrection out from among the dead unto the heavenly blessedness. "If we have been planted together in the likeness of his death, we shall be also in the likeness of his resurrection." Sinking into the water, when "buried by baptism into the death of Christ," was, to those initiated into the Christian religion, a symbol of the descent of Christ among the dead; rising out of the water was a symbol of the ascent of Christ into heaven. "If ye then be risen with Christ, seek those things which are above, where Christ sitteth on the right hand of God." When Paul cries, exultingly, "Thanks be to God, who through Christ giveth us the victory over the sting of death and the strength of sin," Jerome says, "We cannot and dare not interpret this victory otherwise than by the resurrection of the Lord." 11 Commenting on the text "To this end Christ both died and lived again, that he might reign both over the dead and the living." Theodoret says that Christ, going through all these events, "promised a resurrection to us all." Paul makes no appeal to us to believe in the death of Christ, to believe in the atoning sacrifice of Christ, but he unequivocally affirms, "If they shall believe in thine

10 Laurence, Ascensio Isaie atis, cap. 9, v. 7, 9; cap. 4.
11 Comm. in Osse, lib. iii. cap. 13.
heart that God hath raised him from the dead, thou shalt be saved." Paul conceived that Christ died in order to rise again and convince men that the Father would freely deliver them from the bondage of death in the under-world. All this took place on account of sin, was only made requisite by sin, one of whose consequences was the subterranean confinement of the soul, which otherwise, upon deserting its clayey tent, would immediately have been clothed with a spiritual body and have ascended to heaven. That is to say, Christ "was delivered because of our offences and was raised again because of our justification." In Romans viii. 10 the preposition διά occurs twice in exactly the same construction as in the text just quoted. In the latter case the authors of the common version have rendered it "because of." They should have done so in the other instance, in accordance with the natural force and established usage of the word in this connection. The meaning is, Our offences had been committed, therefore Christ was delivered into Hades; our pardon had been decreed, therefore Christ was raised into heaven. Such as we have now stated is the real material which has been distorted and exaggerated into the prevalent doctrine of the vicarious atonement, with all its dread concomitants. The believers of that doctrine suppose themselves obliged to accept it by the language of the epistles. But the view above maintained as that of Paul solves every difficulty and gives an intelligent and consistent meaning to all the phrases usually thought to legitimate the Calvinistic scheme of redemption. While we deny the correctness of the Calvinistic interpretation of those passages in which occur such expressions as "Christ gave himself for us," "died for our sins," we also affirm the inadequacy of the explanations of them proposed by Unitarians, and assert that their genuine force is this, Christ died and rose that we might be freed through faith from the great entailed consequence of sin, the bondage of the under-world; beholding, through his ascension, our heavenly destination restored. "God made him, who knew no sin, to be sin on our account, that we might become the righteousness of God in him,"—might through faith in him be assured of salvation. In other words, Christ, who was not exposed to the evils brought on men by sin, did not think his divine estate a thing eagerly to be retained, but descended to the estate of man, underwent the penalties of sin as if he were himself a sinner, and then rose to the right hand of God, by this token to assure men of God's gracious determination to forgive them and reinstate them in their forfeited primal privileges. "If we be reconciled by his death, much more shall we be saved by his life." That is, if Christ's coming from heaven as an ambassador from God to die convinces us of God's pardoning good will towards us, much more does his

12 Die Lehre von Christi Höllefahrt nach der Heil. Schrifft, der ältesten Kirche, den Christlichen Symbolen, und nach ihrer unendlichen Wichtigkeit und vielumfassenden Bedeutung dargestellt, von Joh. Ludwig König. The author presents in this work an irresistible array of citations and authorities. In an appendix he gives a list of a hundred authors on the theme of Christ's descent into hell.
rising again into heaven, where he now lives, deliver us from the fear of the under-world condemnation and assure us of the heavenly salvation. Except in the light and with the aid of the theory we have been urging, a large number of texts like the foregoing cannot, as we think, be interpreted without constructive violence, and even with that violence cannot convey their full point and power.

Secondly, in Paul's doctrine of the redeeming work of Christ we recognise something distinct from any subjective effect in animating and purifying the hearts and lives of men. "Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of the law." "In Christ we have redemption through his blood, even the forgiveness of sins." Nothing but the most desperate exegesis can make these and many similar texts signify simply the purging of individual breasts from their offences and guilt. Seeking the genuine meaning of Paul, we are forced to agree with the overwhelming majority of the critics and believers of all Christendom, from the very times of the apostles till now, and declare that these passages refer to an outward deliverance of men by Christ, the removal by him of a common doom resting on the race in consequence of sin. What Paul supposed that doom was, and how he thought it was removed, let us try to see. It is necessary to premise that in Paul's writings the phrase "the righteousness of God" is often used by metonymy to mean God's mode of accounting sinners righteous, and is equivalent to "the Christian method of salvation." "By the deeds of the law no flesh shall be justified; but the righteousness of God without the law is manifested, freely justifying them through the redemption that is in Christ." How evidently in this verse "the righteousness of God" denotes God's method of justifying the guilty by a free pardon proclaimed through Christ! The apostle employs the word "faith" in a kindred technical manner, sometimes meaning by it "promise," sometimes the whole evangelic apparatus used to establish faith or prove the realization of the promise. "What if some did not believe? Shall their unbelief make the faith of God without effect?" Evidently by "faith" is intended "promise" or "purpose." "Is the law against the promises of God? God forbid! But before faith came we were kept under the law, shut up unto the faith which should afterwards be revealed." Here "faith" plainly means the object of faith, the manifested fulfilment of the promises: it means the gospel. Again, "Whereof he hath offered faith to all, in that he hath raised him from the dead." "Hath offered faith" here signifies, unquestionably, as the common version well expresses it, "hath given assurance," or hath exemplified the proof. "Wherefore the law was our schoolmaster to bring us unto Christ, that we might be justified by faith. But after that faith is come, we are no longer under a schoolmaster." In this instance "faith" certainly means Christianity, in contradistinction to Judaism, and "justification by faith" is equivalent to "salvation by the grace of God, shown through the mission of Christ." It is not so much internal and individual in its reference as it is public and general. We believe that no man, sacredly
resolved to admit the truth, can study—with a purposed reference to this point—all the passages in Paul's epistles where the word "faith" occurs, without being convinced that for the most part it is used in an objective sense, in contradistinction to the law, as synonymous with the gospel, the new dispensation of grace. Therefore "justification by faith" does not usually mean salvation through personal belief, either in the merits of the Redeemer or in anything else, but it means salvation by the plan revealed in the gospel, the free remission of sins by the forbearance of God. In those instances where "faith" is used in a subjective sense for personal belief, it is never described as the effectual cause of salvation, but as the condition of personal assurance of salvation. Grace has outwardly come to all; but only the believers inwardly know it. This Pauline use of terms in technical senses lies broadly on the face of the Epistles to the Romans and the Galatians. New Testament lexicons and commentaries, by the best scholars of every denomination, acknowledge it and illustrate it. Mark now these texts. "And by him all that believe are justified from all things from which ye could not be justified by the law of Moses." "To declare his righteousness, that he might be just and the justifier of him that believeth in Jesus." "What things were gain to me [under Judaism] I counted loss in comparison with Christ, that I may be found in him, not having mine own righteousness, which is of the law, but the righteousness which is of God through faith in Christ." "By the deeds of the law no man can be justified,"—"but ye are saved through faith." We submit that these passages, and many others in the epistles, find a perfect explanation in the following outline of faith, commenced in the mind of Paul while he was a Pharisee, completed when he was a Christian. The righteousness of the law, the method of salvation by keeping the law, is impossible. The sin of the first man broke that whole plan and doomed all souls helplessly to the under-world. If a man now should keep every tittle of the law without reservation, it would not release him from the bondage below and secure for him an ascent to heaven. But what the law could not do is done for us in Christ. Sin having destroyed the righteousness of the law,—that is, the fatal penalty of Hades having rendered salvation by the law impossible,—the righteousness of God, that is, a new method of salvation, has been brought to light. God has sent his Son to die, descend into the under-world, rise again, and return to heaven, to proclaim to men the glorious tidings of justification by faith,—that is, a dispensation of grace freely annulling the great consequence of sin and inviting them to heaven in the Redeemer's footsteps. Paul unequivocally declares that Christ broke up the bondage of the under-world by his irresistible entrance and exit, in the following text:—"When he had descended first into the lower parts of the earth, he ascended up on high, leading a multitude of captives." What can be plainer than that? The same thought is also contained in another passage,—a passage which was the source of those tremendous pictures so frequent in the cathedrals of
the Middle Age.—Christus spoliat Infernem:—“God hath forgiven you all trespasses, blotting out the handwriting of ordinances that was against us, and took it away, nailing it to Christ’s cross; and, having spoiled principalities and powers, he made a show of them, openly triumphing over them in Christ.” The entire theory which underlies the exposition we have just set forth is stated in so many words in the passage we next cite. For the word “righteousness”—in order to make the meaning more perspicuous—we simply substitute “method of salvation,” which is unquestionably its signification here. “They [the Jews] being ignorant of God’s method of salvation, and going about to establish their own method, have not submitted themselves unto God’s. For Christ is the end of the law for a way of salvation to every one that believeth. For Moses describeth the method of salvation which is of the law, that the man who doeth these things shall be blessed in them. But the method of salvation which is of faith [“faith” here means the gospel, Christianity] speaketh on this wise:—Say not in thy heart, ‘Who shall ascend into heaven?’ that is, to bring Christ down; or, ‘Who shall descend into the underworld?’ that is, to bring up Christ again from among the dead.” This has been done already, once for all. “And if thou shalt believe in thine heart that God hath raised him from the dead, thou shalt be saved.” The apostle avows that his “heart’s desire and his prayer unto God for Israel is, that they may be saved;” and he asserts that they cannot be saved by the law of Moses, but only by the gospel of Christ; that is, “faith;” that is, “the dispensation of grace.”

Paul’s conception of the foremost feature in Christ’s mission is precisely this. He came to deliver men from the stern law of Judaism, which could not wipe away their transgressions nor save them from Hades, and to establish them in the free grace of Christianity, which justifies them from all past sin and seals them for heaven. What could be a more explicit declaration of this than the following? “When the fulness of the time was come, God sent forth his Son to redeem them that were under the law.” Herein is the explanation of that perilous combat which Paul waged so many years, and in which he proved victorious—the great battle between the Gentile Christians and the Judaizing Christians: a subject of altogether singular importance, without a minute acquaintance with which a large part of the New Testament cannot be understood. “Christ gave himself for our sins, that he might deliver us from this present evil world, according to the will of God.” Now, the Hebrew terms corresponding with the English terms “present world” and “future world” were used by the Jews to denote the Mosaic and the Messianic dispensations. We believe—with Schoettgen and other good authorities—that such is the sense of the phrase “present world” in the instance before us. Not only is that interpretation sustained by the usus loquendi, it is also the only defensible meaning; for the effect of the establishment of the gospel was not to deliver men from the present world, though it did deliver them from the hopeless bondage of Juda-
ism, wherein salvation was by Christians considered impossible. And that is precisely the argument of the Epistle to the Galatians, in which the text occurs. In a succeeding chapter, while speaking expressly of the external forms of the Jewish law, Paul says, “By the cross of Christ the world is crucified unto me, and I unto the world;” and he instantly adds, by way of explanation, “for in Christ Jesus neither circumcision availeth any thing, nor uncircumcision.” Undeniably, “world” here means “Judaism;” as Rosenmüller phrases it, *Judaeæ vanitas*. In another epistle, while expostulating with his readers on the folly of subjecting themselves to observances “in meat and drink, and new moons and sabbaths,” after “the handwriting of ordinances that was against them had been blotted out, taken away, nailed to the cross,” Paul remonstrates with them in these words:—“Wherefore, if ye be dead with Christ from the rudiments of the world, why, as though living in the world, are ye subject to ordinances?” We should suppose that no intelligent person could question that this means, “Now that by the gospel of Christ ye are emancipated from the technical requisitions of Judaism, why are ye subject to its ordinances, as if ye were still living under its rule?”—as many of the best commentators agree in saying, “*tanquam viventes adhibe in Judaismo.*” From these collective passages, and from others like them, we draw the conclusion, in Paul’s own words, that, “When we were children, we were in bondage under the rudiments of the world,” “the weak and beggarly elements” of Judaism; but, now that “the fulness of the time has come, and God has sent forth his Son to redeem us,” we are called “to receive the adoption of sons” and “become heirs of God,” inheritors of a heavenly destiny.

We think that the intelligent and candid reader, who is familiar with Paul’s epistles, will recognise the following features in his belief and teaching. First, all mankind alike were under sin and condemnation. “Jews and Gentiles all are under sin.” “All the world is subject to the sentence of God.” And we maintain that that condemning sentence consisted, partly at least, in the banishment of their disembodied souls to Hades. Secondly, “a promise was given to Abraham,” before the introduction of the Mosaic dispensation, “that in his seed [that is, in Christ] all the nations of the earth should be blessed.” When Paul speaks, as he does in numerous instances, of “the hope of eternal life which God, who cannot lie, promised before the world began,” “the promise given before the foundation of the world,” “the promise made of God unto the fathers, that God would raise the dead,” the date referred to is not when the decree was formed in the eternal counsels of God, previous to the origin of the earth, but when the covenant was made with Abraham, before the establishment of the Jewish dispensation. The thing promised plainly was, according to Paul’s idea, a redemption from Hades and an ascension to heaven; for this is fully implied in his “expectation of the resurrection of the dead” from the intermediate state, and their being “clothed in celestial bodies.” This promise made unto Abraham
by God, to be fulfilled by Christ, "the law, which was four hundred and thirty years afterwards, could not disannul." That is,—as any one may see by the context,—the law could not secure the inheritance of the thing promised, but was only a temporary arrangement on account of transgressions, "until the seed should come to whom the promise was made." In other words, there was "no mode of salvation by the law;" "the law could not give life;" for if it could it would have "superseded the promise," made it without effect, whereas the inviolable promise of God was, that in the one seed of Abraham—that is, in Christ—alone should salvation be preached to all that believed. "For if they which are of the law be heirs, faith is made useless, and the promise is made useless." In the mean time, until Christ be come, all are shut up under sin. Thirdly, the special "advantage of the Jews was, that unto them this promise of God was committed," as the chosen covenant people. The Gentiles, groaning under the universal sentence of sin, were ignorant of the sure promise of a common salvation yet to be brought. While the Jews indulged in glowing and exclusive expectations of the Messiah who was gloriously to redeem them, the Gentiles were "aliens from the commonwealth of Israel, strangers from the covenants of promise, having no hope and without God in the world." Fourthly, in the fulness of time—long after "the Scripture, foreseeing that God would justify the heathen, had preached the gospel beforehand unto Abraham, saying, In thy seed shall all nations be blessed"—"Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law, being made a curse for us, that the blessing promised to Abraham might come upon the Gentiles." It was the precise mission of Christ to realize and exemplify and publish to the whole world the fulfilment of that promise. The promise itself was, that men should be released from the under-world through the imputation of righteousness by grace—that is, through free forgiveness—and rise to heaven as accredited sons and heirs of God. This aim and purpose of Christ's coming were effected in his resurrection. But how did the Gentiles enter into belief and participation of the glad tidings? Thus, according to Paul: The death, descent, resurrection, and ascent of Jesus, and his residence in heaven in a spiritual form, divested him of his nationality. He was "then to be known no more after the flesh." He was no longer an earthly Jew, addressing Jews, but a heavenly spirit and son of God, a glorified likeness of the spirits of all who were adopted as sons of God, appealing to them all as joint heirs with himself of heaven. He has risen into universality, and is accessible to the soul of every one that believeth. "In him there is neither Greek nor Jew, circumcision nor uncircumcision, barbarian, Scythian, bond nor free." The experience resulting in a heart raised into fellowship with him in heaven is the inward seal assuring us that our faith is not vain. "Ye Gentiles, who formerly were afar off, are now made nigh by the blood of Christ; for he
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hath broken down the middle wall of partition between Jews and Gentiles, having abolished in his flesh the enmity, namely, the law of commandments in ordinances, in order to make in himself of twain one new man. For through him we both have access by one spirit unto the Father. Now, therefore, ye are no more strangers and foreigners, but fellow-citizens with the saints and of the household of God." Circumcision was of the flesh; and the vain hope of salvation by it was confined to the Jews. Grace was of the spirit; and the revealed assurance of salvation by it was given to the Gentiles too, when Christ died to the nationalizing flesh, rose in the universalizing spirit, and from heaven impartially exhibited himself, through the preaching of the gospel, to the appropriating faith of all.

The foregoing positions might be further substantiated by applying the general theory they contain to the explication of scores of individual texts which it fits and unfolds, and which, we think, cannot upon any other view be interpreted without forced constructions unwarranted by a thorough acquaintance with the mind of Paul and with the mind of his age. But we must be content with one or two such applications as specimens. The word "mystery" often occurs in the letters of Paul. Its current meaning in his time was "something concealed," something into which one must be initiated in order to understand it. The Eleusinian Mysteries, for instance, were not necessarily any thing intrinsically dark and hard to be comprehended, but things hidden from public gaze and only to be known by initiation into them. Paul uses the term in a similar way to denote the peculiar scheme of grace, which "had been kept secret from the beginning of the world," "hidden from ages and generations, but now made manifest." No one denies that Paul means by "this mystery" the very heart and essence of the gospel, precisely that which distinguishes it from the law and makes it a universal method of salvation, a wondrous system of grace. So much is irresistibly evident from the way and the connection in which he uses the term. He writes thus in explanation of the great mystery as it was dramatically revealed through Christ:—"Who was manifested in the flesh, [i.e. seen in the body during his life on earth,] justified in the spirit, [i.e. freed after death from the necessity of imprisonment in Hades.] seen of angels, [i.e. in their fellowship after his resurrection,] preached unto the Gentiles, [i.e. after the gift of tongues on Pentecost-day,] believed on in the world, [i.e. his gospel widely accepted through the labors of his disciples,] received up into glory, [i.e. taken into heaven to the presence of God.]" "The revelation of the mystery" means, then, the visible enactment and exhibition, through the resurrection of Christ, of God's free forgiveness of men, redeeming them from the Hadean gloom to the heavenly glory. The word "glory" in the New Testament confessedly often signifies the illumination of heaven, the defined abode of God and his angels. Robinson collects, in his Lexicon, numerous examples wherein he says it means "that state
which is the portion of those who dwell with God in heaven." Now, Paul repeatedly speaks of the calling of believers to glory as one of the chief blessings and new prerogatives of the gospel. "Being justified by faith, we rejoice in hope of the glory of God." "Walk worthy of God, who hath called you unto his glory." "We speak wisdom to the initiates, the hidden wisdom of God in a mystery, which before the world [the Jewish dispensation] God ordained for our glory." "Flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God: behold, I show you a mystery: we shall all be changed in a moment, and put on immortality." In the first chapter of the letter to the Colossians, Paul speaks of "the hope which is laid up for you in heaven, whereof ye have heard in the gospel;" also of "the inheritance of the saints in light:" then he says, "God would now make known among the Gentiles the mystery, which is, Christ among you, the hope of glory." In the light of what has gone before, how significant and how clear is this declaration! "All have sinned, and failed to attain unto the glory of God; but now, through the faith of Jesus Christ, [through the dispensation brought to light by Christ.] the righteousness of God [God's method of salvation] is unto all that believe." That is, by the law all were shut up in Hades, but by grace they are now ransomed and to be received to heaven. The same thought or scheme is contained in that remarkable passage in the Epistle to the Galatians where Paul says the free Isaac and the bond-woman Hagar were an allegory, teaching that there were two covenants, one by Abraham, the other by Moses. The Mosaic covenant of the law "answers to the Jerusalem which is on earth, and is in bondage with her children," and belongs only to the Jews. The Abrahamic covenant of promise answers to "the Jerusalem which is above, and is free, and is the mother of us all." In the former, we were "begotten unto bondage." In the latter, "Christ hath made us free."

We will notice but one more text in passing: it is, of all the proof-texts of the doctrine of a substitutional expiation, the one which has ever been regarded as the very Achilles. And yet it can be made to support that doctrine only by the aid of arbitrary assumptions and mis-translations, while by its very terms it perfectly coincides with—nay, expressly declares—the theory which we have been advocating as the genuine interpretation of Paul. The usual commentators, in their treatment of this passage, have exhibited a long-continued series of perversions and sophisms, affording a strong example of unconscious prejudice. The correct Greek reading of the text is justly rendered thus:—"Whom God set forth, a mercy-seat through the faith in his blood, to exhibit his righteousness through the remission of former sins by the forbearance of God." For rendering ἱεροσπύρον "mercy-seat," the usus locandi and the internal harmony of meaning are in our favor, and also the weight of many orthodox authorities, such as Theodoret, Origen, Theophylact, Ecumenius, Erasmus, Luther, and Olshausen, to say nothing of the army of more liberal critics, from Pelagius to Bushnell. Still, we
are willing to admit the rendering of it by "sin-offering." That makes no important difference in the result. Christ was a sin-offering, in the conception of Paul, in this sense:—that when he was not himself subject to death, which was the penalty of sin, he yet died in order to show God's purpose of removing that penalty of sin through his resurrection. For rendering ἄνα "through," no defence is needed: the only wonder is, how it ever could have been here translated "for." Now, let two or three facts be noticed. First, the New Testament phrase "the faith of Christ," "the faith of Jesus," is—very unfairly and unwarrantably—made to mean an internal affection towards Christ, a belief of men in him. Its genuine meaning is the same as "the gospel of Christ," or the religion of Christ, the system of grace which he brought. Who can doubt that such is the meaning of the word in these instances? "Contend for the faith once delivered to the saints;" "Greet them that love us in the faith;" "Have not the faith of our Lord Jesus Christ with respect of persons." So, in the text now under our notice, "the faith which is in his blood" means the dispensation of pardon and justification, the system of faith, which was confirmed and exemplified to us in his death and resurrection. Secondly, "the righteousness of God," which is here said to be "pointed out" by Christ's death, denotes simply, in Professor Stuart's words, "God's pardoning mercy," or "acquittal," or "gratuitous justification,"—"in which sense," he says truly, "it is almost always used in Paul's epistles." It signifies neither more nor less than God's method of salvation by freely forgiving sins and treating the sinner as if he were righteous,—the method of salvation now carried into effect and revealed in the gospel brought by Christ, and dramatically enacted in his passion and ascension. Furthermore, we ask attention to the fact that the ordinary interpreter, hard pressed by his unscriptural creed, interpolates a disjunctive conjunction in the opposing teeth of Paul's plain statement. Paul says, as the common version has it, God is "just, and [i.e. even] the justifier." The creed-bound commentators read it, "just and yet the justifier." We will now present the true meaning of the whole passage, in our view of it, according to Paul's own use of language. To establish a conviction of the correctness of the exposition, we only ask the ingenuous reader carefully to study the clauses of the Greek text and recollect the foregoing data. "God has set Christ forth, to be to us a sure sign that we have been forgiven and redeemed through the faith that was proved by his triumphant return from death, the dispensation of grace inaugurated by him. Herein God has exhibited his method of saving sinners, which is by the free remission of their sins through his kindness. Thus God is proved to be disposed to save, and to be saving, by the system of grace shown through Jesus, him that believeth." In consequence of sin, men

14 Robinson has gathered a great number of instances in his Lexicon, under the word "Faith," wherein it can only mean, as he says, "the system of Christian doctrines, the gospel."
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were under sentence of condemnation to the under-world. In the fulness of time God fulfilled his ancient promise to Abraham. He freely justified men,—that is, forgave them, redeemed them from their doom, and would soon open the sky for their abode with him. This scheme of redemption was carried out by Christ. That is to say, God proclaimed it to men, and asked their belief in it, by "setting forth Christ" to die, descend among the dead, rise thence, and ascend into heaven, as an exemplifying certification of the truth of the glad tidings.

Thirdly, Paul teaches that one aim of Christ's mission was to purify, animate, and exalt the moral characters of men, and rectify their conduct,—to produce a subjective sanctification in them, and so prepare them for judgment and fit them for heaven. The establishment of this proposition will conclude the present part of our subject. He writes, "Our Saviour, Jesus Christ, gave himself for us, that he might redeem us from all iniquity and purify unto himself a peculiar people zealous of good works." "Let every one that nameth the name of Christ depart from iniquity." In various ways he often represents the fact that believers have been saved by grace through Christ as the very reason, the intensified motive, why they should scrupulously keep every tittle of the moral law and abstain even from the appearance of evil, walking worthy of their high vocation. "The grace of God that bringeth salvation to all men hath appeared, teaching us that, denying all ungodliness and worldly lusts, we should live soberly, righteously, and godly in this present world." Bad men, "that obey not the gospel of Christ,"—such characters as "thieves, extortioners, drunkards, adulterers,—shall not inherit the kingdom of God." He proclaims, in unmistakable terms, "God will render to every man according to his deeds,—wrath and tribulation to the evil-doer, honor and peace to the well-doer, whether Jew or Gentile." The conclusion to be drawn from these and other like declarations is unavoidable. It is that "every one, Jew and Gentile, shall stand before the judgment-seat of Christ and receive according to the deeds done in the body; for there is no respect of persons." And one part of Christ's mission was to exert a hallowing moral influence on men, to make them righteous, that they might pass the bar with acquittal. But the reader who recollects the class of texts adduced a little while since will remember that an opposite conclusion was as unequivocally drawn from them. Then Paul said, "By faith ye are justified, without the deeds of the law." Now he says, "For not the hearers of the law are just before God, but the doers of the law shall be justified in the day when God shall judge the secrets of men by Jesus Christ." Is there a contradiction, then, in Paul? Only in appearance. Let us distinguish and explain. In the two quotations above, the apostle is referring to two different things. First, he would say, By the faith of Christ, the free grace of God declared in the gospel of Christ, ye are justified, gratuitously delivered from that necessity of imprisonment in Hades which is the penalty of sin doomed upon the whole race from Adam, and from which no amount
of personal virtue could avail to save men. Secondly, when he exclaims, "Know ye not that the unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God?" his thought is of a spiritual qualification of character, indispensable for positive admission among the blest in heaven. That is to say, the impartial penalty of primeval sin consigned all men to Hades. They could not by their own efforts escape thence and win heaven. That fated inability God has removed, and through Christ revealed its removal; but, that one should actually obtain the offered and possible prize of heaven, personal purity, faith, obedience, holiness, are necessary. In Paul's conception of the scheme of Christian salvation, then, there were two distinct parts: one, what God had done for all; the other, what each man was to do for himself. And the two great classes of seemingly hostile texts filling his epistles, which have puzzled so many readers, become clear and harmonious when we perceive and remember that by "righteousness" and its kindred terms he sometimes means the external and fulfilled method of redeeming men from the transmitted necessity of bondage in the under-world, and sometimes means the internal and contingent qualifications for actually realizing that redemption. In the former instance he refers to the objective mode of salvation and the revelation of it in Christ. In the latter, he refers to the subjective fitness for that salvation and the certitude of it in the believer. So, too, the words "death" and "life," in Paul's writings, are generally charged, by a constructio praecox, with a double sense,—one spiritual, individual, contingent, the other mechanical, common, absolute. Death, in its full Pauline force, includes inward guilt, condemnation, and misery, and outward descent into the under-world. Life, in its full Pauline force, includes inward rectitude, peace, and joy, and outward ascent into the upper-world. Holiness is necessary, "for without it no one can see the Lord;" yet by itself it can secure only inward life: it is ineffectual to win heaven. Grace by itself merely exempts from the fatality of the condemnation to Hades; it offers eternal life in heaven only upon condition of "patient continuance in well-doing" by "faith, obedience to the truth, and sanctification of the spirit." But God's free grace and man's diligent fidelity, combined, give the full fruition of blessedness in the heart and of glory and immortality in the sky.

Such, as we have set forth in the foregoing three divisions, was Paul's view of the mission of Christ and of the method of salvation. It has been for centuries perverted and mutilated. The toil now is by unprejudiced inspection to bring it forward in its genuine completeness, as it stood in Paul's own mind and in the minds of his contemporaries. The essential view, epitomized in a single sentence, is this. The independent grace of God has interfered, first, to save man from Hades, and secondly, to enable him, by the co-operation of his own virtue, to get to heaven. Here are two separate means conjoined to effect the end,—salvation. Now, compare, in the light of this statement, the three great theological theories of Christendom. The Unitarian, overlooking the
objective justification, or offered redemption from the death-realm to the sky-home, which—whether it be a truth or an error—is surely in the epistles, makes the subjective sanctification all in all. The Calvinist, in his theory, comparatively scorns the subjective sanctification, which Paul insists on as a necessity for entering the kingdom of God, and, having perverted the objective justification from its real historic meaning, exaggerates it into the all in all. The Roman Catholic holds that Christ simply removed the load of original sin and its entailed doom, and left each person to stand or fall by his own merits, in the helping communion of the Church. He also maintains that a part of Christ's office was to exert an influence for the moral improvement and consecration of human character. His error, as an interpreter of Paul's thought, is, that he, like the Calvinist, attributes to Christ's death a vicarious efficacy by suffering the pangs of mankind's guilt to buy their ransom from the inexorable justice of God; whereas the apostle really represents Christ's redeeming mission as consisting simply in a dramatic exemplification of the Father's spontaneous love and purpose to pardon past offences, unbolt the gates of Hades, and receive the worthy to heaven. Moreover, while Paul describes the heavenly salvation as an undeserved gift from the grace of God, the Catholic often seems to make it a prize to be earned, under the Christian dispensation, by good works which may fairly challenge that reward. However, we have little doubt that this apparent opposition is rather in the practical mode of exhortation than in any interior difference of dogma; for Paul himself makes personal salvation hinge on personal conditions, the province of grace being seen in the new extension to man of the opportunity and invitation to secure his own acceptance. And so the Roman Catholic exposition of Paul's doctrine is much more nearly correct than any other interpretation now prevalent. We should expect, à priori, that it would be, since that Church, containing two-thirds of Christendom, is the most intimately connected, by its scholars, members, and traditions, with the apostolic age.

A prominent feature in the belief of Paul, and one deserving distinct notice as necessarily involving a considerable part of the theory which we have attributed to him, is the supposition that Christ was the first person, clothed with humanity and experiencing death, admitted into heaven. Of all the hosts who had lived and died, every soul had gone down into the dusky under-world. There they all were held in durance, waiting for the Great Deliverer. In the splendors of the realm over the sky, God and his angels dwelt alone. That we do not err in ascribing this belief to Paul we might summon the whole body of the Fathers to testify in almost unbroken phalanx, from Polycarp to St. Bernard. The Roman, Greek, and English Churches still maintain the same dogma. But the apostle's own plain words will be sufficient for our purpose. "That Christ should suffer, and that he should be the first that should rise from among the dead." "Now is Christ risen from among the dead and become the first-fruits of them that slept." "He is the beginning,
the first-born from among the dead, that among all he might have the pre-eminence.” “God raised Christ from among the dead, and set him at his own right hand in the heavenly places, far above every principality, and power, and might, and dominion.” The last words refer to different orders of spirits, supposed by the Jews to people the aerial region below the heaven of God. “God hath” (already in our anticipating faith) “raised us up together with Christ and made us sit in heavenly places with him.” These testimonies are enough to show that Paul believed Jesus to have been raised up to the abode of God, the first man ever exalted thither, and that this was done as a pledge and illustration of the same exaltation awaiting those who believe. “If we be dead with Christ, we believe we shall also live with him.” And the apostle teaches that we are not only connected with Christ’s resurrection by the outward order and sequence of events, but also by an inward gift of the spirit. He says that to every obedient believer is given an experimental “knowledge of the power of the resurrection of Christ,” which is the seal of God within him, the pledge of his own celestial destination. “After that ye believed, ye were sealed with that holy spirit of promise which is the earnest of our inheritance until the redemption of the purchased possession.” The office of this gift of the spirit is to awaken in the believing Christian a vivid realization of the things in store for him, and a perfect conviction that he shall yet possess them in the unclouded presence of God, beyond the canopy of azure and the stars. “Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, nor the heart of man conceived, the things which God hath prepared for them that love him. But he hath revealed them unto us; for we have received his spirit, that we might know them.” “The spirit beareth witness with our spirit that we are children and heirs of God, even joint heirs with Christ, that we may be glorified [i.e. advanced into heaven] with him.”

We will leave this topic with a brief paraphrase of the celebrated passage in the eighth chapter of the Epistle to the Romans. “Not only do the generality of mankind groan in pain in this decaying state, under the bondage of perishable elements, travelling for emancipation from the flesh into the liberty of the heavenly glory appointed for the sons and heirs of God, but even we, who have the first-fruits of the spirit, [i.e. the assurance springing from the resurrection of Christ,] we too wait, painfully longing for the adoption.—that is, our redemption from the body.” By longing for the adoption, or filiation, is meant impatient desire to be received into heaven as children to the enjoyment of the privileges of their Father’s house. “God predetermined that those called should be conformed to the image of his Son, [i.e. should pass through the same course with Christ and reach the heavenly goal,] that he might be the first-born among many brethren.” To the securing of
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this end, "whom he called, them he also justified, [i.e. ransomed from Hades;] and whom he justified, them he also glorified," (i.e. advanced to the glory of heaven.)

It is evident that Paul looked for the speedy second-coming of the Lord in the clouds of heaven, with angels and power and glory. He expected that at that time all enemies would be overthrown and punished, the dead would be raised, the living would be changed, and all that were Christ's would be translated to heaven.18 "The Lord Jesus shall be revealed from heaven, with his mighty angels, in flaming fire, taking vengeance on them that know not God and obey not the gospel of Christ." "We shall not all sleep, but we shall all be changed, in a moment, at the last trump." "We who are alive and remain until the coming of the Lord shall not anticipate those that are asleep. For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of the archangel, and with the trump of God; and the dead in Christ shall rise first. Then we who are alive and remain shall be caught up with them in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air; and so we shall always be with the Lord. Brethren, you need not that I should specify the time to you; for yourselves are perfectly aware that the day of the Lord so cometh as a thief in the night." "The time is short." "I pray God your whole spirit, soul, and body be preserved blameless unto the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ." "At his appearing he shall judge the living and the dead." "The Lord is at hand." The author of these sentences undeniably looked for the great advent soon. Than Paul, indeed, no one more earnestly believed (or did more to strengthen in others that belief) in that speedy return of Christ, the anticipation of which thrilled all early Christendom with hope and dread, and kept the disciples day and night on the stretch and start of expectation to hear the awful blast of the judgment-trump and to see the glorious vision of the Son of God descending amidst a convoy of angels. What sublime emotions must have rushed through the apostle's soul when he thought that he, as a survivor of death's reign on earth, might behold the resurrection without himself entering the grave! Upon a time when he should be perchance at home, or at Damascus, or, it might be, at Jerusalem, the sun would become as blood, the moon as sackcloth of hair, the last trump would swell the sky, and,

"Lo! the nations of the dead,
Which do outnumber all earth's races, rise,
And high in sumless myriads overhead
Sweep past him in a cloud, as 'twere the skirts
Of the Eternal passing by."

17 That "justify" often means, in Paul's usage, to absolve from Hades, we have concluded from a direct study of his doctrines and language. We find that Bretschneider gives it the same definition in his Lexicon of the New Testament. See 1st Corinthians 15:42.

18 "Every one shall rise in his own division" of the great army of the dead,—"Christ, the first-fruits; afterwards, they that are Christ's, at his coming."

19 Rabbi Akiba says, in the Talmud, "God shall take and blow a trumpet a thousand godlike
The resurrection which Paul thought would attend the second coming of Christ was the rising of the summoned spirits of the deceased from their rest in the under-world. Most certainly it was not the restoration of their decomposed bodies from their graves,—although that incredible surmise has been generally entertained. He says, while answering the question, How are the dead raised up, and with what body do they come? “That which thou sowest, thou sowest not that body which shall be, but naked grain: God giveth it a body as it hath pleased him.” The comparison is, that so the naked soul is sown in the under-world, and God, when he raiseth it, giveth it a fitting body. He does not hesitate to call the man “a fool” who expects the restoration of the same body that was buried. His whole argument is explicitly against that idea. “There are bodies celestial, as well as bodies terrestrial: the first man was of the earth, earthy; the second man was the Lord from heaven; and as we have borne the image of the earthy, we shall also bear the image of the heavenly; for flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God.” In view of these declarations, it is astonishing that any one can suppose that Paul believed in the resurrection of these present bodies and in their transference into heaven. “In this tabernacle we groan, being burdened,” and, “Who shall deliver me from this body of death?” he cries. If ever there was a man whose goading experience, keen intellectual energies, and moral sensibilities, made him weary of this slow, gross body, and passionately to long for a more corresponding, swift, and pure investiture, it was Paul. And in his theory of “the glorious body of Christ, according to which our vile body shall be changed,” he relieved his impatience and fed his desire. What his conception of that body was, definitely, we cannot tell; but doubtless it was the idea of a vehicle adapted to his mounting and ardent soul, and in many particulars very unlike this present groaning load of clay.

The epistles of Paul contain no clear implication of the notion of a millennium,—a thousand years' reign of Christ with his saints on the earth after his second advent. On the contrary, in many places, particularly in the fourth chapter of the First Epistle to the Thessalonians, (supposing that letter to be his,) he says that the Lord and they that are his will directly pass into heaven after the consummation of his descent from heaven and their resurrection from the dead. But the declaration “He must reign till he hath put all enemies under his feet,” taken with its context, is thought, by Bertholdt, Billroth, De Wette, and others, to imply that Christ would establish a millennial kingdom on earth, and reign in it engaged in vanquishing all hostile forces. Against this exegesis we have to say, first, that, so far as that goes, the vast preponderance of critical
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authorities is opposed to it. Secondly, if this conquest were to be secured on earth, there is nothing to show that it need occupy much time: one hour might answer for it as well as a thousand years. There is nothing here to show that Paul means just what the Rabbins taught. Thirdly, even if Paul supposed a considerable period must elapse before "all enemies" would be subdued, during which period Christ must reign, it does not follow that he believed that reign would be on earth: it might be in heaven. The "enemies" referred to are, in part at least, the wicked spirits occupying the regions of the upper air; for he specifies these "principalities, authorities, and powers." And the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews represents God as saying to Jesus, "Sit thou on my right hand, until I make thine enemies thy footstool." Fourthly, it seems certain that, if in the apostle's thought a thousand years were interpolated between Christ's second coming and the delivering of his mediatorial sceptre to God, he would have said so,—at least somewhere in his writings. He would naturally have dwelt upon it a little, as the Chiliasts did so much. Instead of that, he repeatedly contradicts it. Upon the whole, then, with Rückert, we cannot see any reason for not supposing that, according to Paul, "the end" was immediately to succeed "the coming," as évra would properly indicate. The doctrine of a long earthly reign of Christ is not deduced from this passage, by candid interpretation, because it must be there, but foisted into it, by Rabbinical information, because it may be there.

Paul distinctly teaches that the believers who died before the second coming of the Savior would remain in the under-world until that event, when they and the transformed living should ascend "together with the Lord." All the relevant expressions in his epistles, save two, are obviously in harmony with this conception of a temporary subterranean sojourn, waiting for the appearance of Jesus from heaven to usher in the resurrection. But in the fifth chapter of the Second Epistle to the Corinthians he writes, "Abiding in the body we are absent from the Lord." It is usually inferred, from these words and those which follow them, that the apostle expected whenever he died to be instantly with Christ. Certainly they do mean pretty nearly that; but they mean it in connection with the second advent and the accompanying circumstances and events; for Paul believed that many of the disciples—possibly himself—would live until Christ's coming. All through these two chapters (the fourth and fifth) it is obvious, from the marked use of the terms "we" and "you," and from other considerations, that "we" here refers solely to the writer, the individual Paul. It is the plural of accommodation used by common custom and consent. In the form of a

29 The apocryphal "Ascension of Isaiah," already spoken of, gives a detailed description of the upper air as occupied by Satan and his angels, among whom fighting and evil deeds rage; but Christ in his ascent conquers and spoils them all, and shows himself a victor ever brightening as he rises successively through the whole seven heavens to the feet of God. Ascensio Vatis Isaiae, cap. vi.-x.
slight paraphrase we may unfold the genuine meaning of the passage in hand. "In this body I am afflicted: not that I would merely be released from it, for then I should be a naked spirit. But I earnestly desire, un-clothing myself of this earthly body, at the same time to clothe myself with my heavenly body, that I may lose all my mortal part and its woes in the full experience of heaven's eternal life. God has determined that this result shall come to me sooner or later, and has given me a pledge of it in the witnessing spirit. But it cannot happen so long as I tarry in the flesh, the Lord delaying his appearance. Having the infallible earnest of the spirit, I do not dread the change, but desire to hasten it. Confident of acceptance in that day at the judgment-seat of Christ, before which we must all then stand, I long for the crisis when, divested of this body and invested with the immortal form wrought for me by God, I shall be with the Lord. Still, knowing the terror which shall environ the Lord at his coming to judgment, I plead with men to be prepared." Whoever carefully examines the whole connected passage, from iv. 6 to v. 16, will see, we think, that the above paraphrase truly exposes its meaning.

The other text alluded to as an apparent exception to the doctrine of a residence in the lower land of ghosts intervening between death and the ascension, occurs in the Epistle to the Philippians:—"I am in a strait betwixt two, having a desire to depart and to be with Christ, which is far better; but that I should abide in the flesh is more needful for you." There are three possible ways of regarding this passage. First, we may suppose that Paul, seeing the advent of the Lord postponed longer and longer, changed his idea of the intermediate state of deceased Christians, and thought they would spend that period of waiting in heaven, not in Hades. Neander advocates this view. But there is little to sustain it, and it is loaded with fatal difficulties. A change of faith so important and so bright in its view as this must have seemed under the circumstances would have been clearly and fully stated. Attention would have been earnestly invited to so great a favor and comfort; exultation and gratitude would have been expressed over so unheard-of a boon. Moreover, what had occurred to effect the alleged new belief? The unexpected delay of Christ's coming might make the apostle wish that his departed friends were tarrying above the sky instead of beneath the sepulchre; but it could furnish no ground to warrant a sudden faith in that wish as a fulfilled fact. Besides, the truth is that Paul never ceased, even to the last, to expect the speedy arrival of the Lord and to regard the interval as a comparative trifle. In this very epistle he says, "The Lord is at hand: be careful for nothing." Secondly, we may imagine that he expected himself, as a divinely-chosen and specially-favored servant, to go to Christ in heaven as soon as he died, if that should happen before the Lord's appearance, while the great multitude of believers would abide in the under-world until the general resurrection. The death he was in peril of and is referring to was that of martyrdom for the gospel
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at the hands of Nero. And many of the Fathers maintained that in the case of every worthy Christian martyr there was an exception to the general doom, and that he was permitted to enter heaven at once. Still, to argue such a thought in the text before us requires an hypothesis far-fetched and unsupported by a single clear declaration of the apostle himself. Thirdly, we may assume—and it seems to us by far the least-encumbered and the most plausible theory that attempts to meet the case—that Paul believed there would be vouchsafed to the faithful Christian during his transient abode in the under-world a more intimate and blessed spiritual fellowship with his Master than he could experience while in the flesh. "For I am persuaded that neither death [separation from the body] nor depth [the under-world] shall be able to separate us from God's love, which he has manifested through Christ." He may refer, therefore, by his hopes of being straightway with Christ on leaving the body, to a spiritual communion with him in the disembodied state below, and not to his physical presence in the supernal realm, the latter not being attainable previous to the resurrection. Indeed, a little farther on in this same epistle, he plainly shows that he did not anticipate being received to heaven until after the second coming of Christ. He says, "We look for the Savior from heaven, who shall change our vile body and fashion it like unto his own glorious body." This change is the preliminary preparation to ascent to heaven,—which change he repeatedly represents as indispensable.

What Paul believed would be the course and fate of things on earth after the final consummation of Christ's mission is a matter of inference from his brief and partial hints. The most probable and consistent view which can be constructed from those hints is this. He thought all mankind would become reconciled and obedient to God, and that death, losing its punitive character, would become what it was originally intended to be,—the mere change of the earthly for a heavenly body preparatory to a direct ascension. "Then shall the Son himself be subject unto Him that put all things under him, that God may be all in all." Then placid virtues and innocent joys should fill the world, and human life be what it was in Eden ere guilt forbade angelic visitants and converse with heaven.21 "So when"—without a previous descent into Hades, as the context proves—"this mortal shall have put on immortality, then shall be brought to pass the saying which is written, 'Death shall be swallowed up in victory. O Death, thou last enemy, where is thy sting? O Hades, thou gloomy prison, where is thy victory?'" The exposition just offered is confirmed by its striking adaptedness to the whole Pauline scheme. It is also the interpretation given by the earliest Fathers, and by the Church in general until now. This idea of men being changed and

21 Neander thinks Paul's idea was that "the perfected kingdom of God would then blend itself harmoniously throughout his unbounded dominions." We believe his apprehension is correct. This globe would become a part of the general paradise, an ante-room or a lower story to the Temple of the Universe.
rising into heaven without at all entering the disembodied state below was evidently in the mind of Milton when he wrote the following lines:—

"And from these corporeal nutriments, perhaps,  
Your bodies may at last turn all to spirit,  
And, wing'd, ascend ethereal—may, at choice,  
Here, or in heavenly paradise, dwell."

It now remains to see what Paul thought was to be the final portion of the hardened and persevering sinner. One class of passages in his writings, if taken by themselves, would lead us to believe that on that point he had no fixed convictions in regard to particulars, but, thinking these beyond the present reach of reason, contented himself with the general assurance that all such persons would meet their just deserts, and there left the subject in obscurity. "God will render to every man—to the Jew first, and also to the Greek—according to his deeds." "Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap." "So then every one of us shall give an account of himself to God." "At the judgment-seat of Christ every one shall receive the things done in his body, according to that he hath done, whether it be good or whether it be bad." From these and a few kindred texts we might infer that the author, aware that he "knew but in part," simply held the belief—without attempting to pry into special methods, details, and results—that at the time of the judgment all should have exact justice. He may, however, have unfolded in his preaching minutaie of faith not explained in his letters.

A second class of passages in the epistles of Paul would naturally cause the common reader to conclude that he imagined that the unregenerate—those unfit for the presence of God—were to be annihilated when Christ, after his second coming, should return to heaven with his saints. "Those who know not God and obey not the gospel of Christ shall be punished with everlasting destruction from the presence and glory of the Lord when he shall come." "The end of the enemies of the cross of Christ is destruction." "The vessels of wrath fitted for destruction." "As many as have sinned without law shall perish without law." But it is to be observed that the word here rendered "destruction" need not signify annihilation. It often, even in Paul's epistles, plainly means severe punishment, dreadful misery, moral ruin, and retribution. For example, "foolish and hurtful lusts, which drown men in destruction and perdition,” "piercing them through with many sorrows.” It may or may not have that sense in the instances above cited. Their meaning is intrinsically uncertain: we must bring other passages and distinct considerations to aid our interpretation.

From a third selection of texts in Paul's epistles it is not strange that some persons have deduced the doctrine of unconditional, universal salvation. "As in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive." But the genuine explanation of this sentence, we are constrained to believe, is as follows:—"As, following after the example of Adam, all souls
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descend below, so, following after Christ, all shall be raised up,"—that is, at the judgment, after which event some may be taken to heaven, others banished again into Hades. "We trust in the living God, who is the Savior of all men, especially of them that believe." This means that all men have been saved now from the unconditional sentence to Hades brought on them by the first sin, but not all know the glad tidings; those who receive them into believing hearts are already exulting over their deliverance and their hopes of heaven. All are objectively saved from the unavoidable and universal necessity of Hadean imprisonment; the obedient believers are also subjectively saved from the contingent and personal risk of incurring that doom. "God hath shut them all up together in unbelief, that he might have mercy upon all." "All" here means both Jews and Gentiles; and the reference is to the universal annulment of the universal fatality, and the impartial offer of heaven to every one who sanctifies the truth in his heart. In some cases the word "all" is used with rhetorical looseness, not with logical rigidness, and denotes merely all Christians. Rückert shows this well in his commentary on the fifteenth chapter of First Corinthians. In other instances the universality, which is indeed plainly there, applies to the removal from the race of the inherited doom; while a conditionality is unquestionably implied as to the actual salvation of each person. We say Paul does constantly represent personal salvation as depending on conditions, as beset by perils and to be earnestly striven for. "Lost that by any means I myself should be a castaway." "Deliver such an one to Satan for the destruction of the flesh, that the spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord Jesus." "Wherefore we labor, that, whether present or absent, we may be accepted of the Lord." "To them that are saved we are a savor of life unto life; to them that perish, a savor of death unto death." "Charge them that are rich that they be humble and do good, laying up in store a good foundation, that they may lay hold on eternal life." It is clear, from these and many similar passages of Paul, that he did not believe in the unconditional salvation, the positive mechanical salvation, of all individuals, but held personal salvation to be a contingent problem, to be worked out, through the permitting grace of God, by Christian faith, works, and character. How plainly this is contained, too, in his doctrine of "a resurrection of the just and the unjust," and of a day of judgment, from whose august tribunal Christ is to pronounce sentence according to each man's deeds! At the same time, the undeniable fact deserves particular remembrance that he says, and apparently knows, nothing whatever of a hell, in the present acception of that term, —a prison-house of fiery tortures. He assigns the realm of Satan and the evil spirits to the air, the vexed region between earth and heaven, according to the demonology of his age and country.\(^22\)

\(^{22}\) A detailed and most curious account of this region, which he calls Tartarus, is given by Augustine. De Gen. ad. lit. lib. iii. cap. 34, 15, ed. Benedictinæ.
‘Finally, there is a fourth class of passages, from which we might infer that the apostle’s faith merely excluded the reprobate from participating in the ascent with Christ,—just as some of the Pharisees excluded the Gentiles from their resurrection,—and there left the subject in darkness. “They that are Christ’s,” “the dead in Christ, shall rise.” “No sensualist, extortioner, idoler, hath any inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and of God.” “There is laid up a crown of righteousness, which the Lord shall give in that day to all them that love his appearing.” In all these, and in many other cases, there is a marked omission of any reference to the ultimate positive disposal of the wicked. Still, against the supposition of his holding the doctrine that all except good Christians would be left below eternally, we have his repeated explicit avowals. “I have hope towards God that there shall be a resurrection both of the just and the unjust.” “We must all appear before the judgment-seat of Christ.” These last statements, however, prove only that Paul thought the bad as well as the good would be raised up and judged: they are not inconsistent with the belief that the condemned would afterwards either be annihilated, or remanded everlastingly to the under-world. This very belief, we think, is contained in that remarkable passage where Paul writes to the Philippians that he strives “if by any means he may attain unto the resurrection.” Now, the common resurrection of the dead for judgment needed not to be striven for: it would occur to all unconditionally. But there is another resurrection, or another part remaining to complete the resurrection,—namely, after the judgment, a rising of the accepted to heaven. All shall rise from Hades upon the earth to judgment. This Paul calls simply the resurrection, ἀνάστασις. After the judgment, the accepted shall rise to heaven. This Paul calls, with distinctive emphasis, ἡ ἐπανάστασις, the pre-eminent or complete resurrection,—the prefix being used as an intensive. This is what the apostle considers uncertain and labors to secure, “stretching forward and pressing towards the goal for the prize of that call upwards,” ἄνω, (that invitation to heaven,) “which God has extended through Christ.” Those who are condemned at the judgment can have no part in this completion of the resurrection, cannot enter the heavenly kingdom, but must be “punished with everlasting destruction from the presence and glory of the Lord,”—that is, as we suppose is signified, be thrust into the under-world for evermore.

As unessential to our object, we have omitted an exposition of the Pauline doctrine of the natural rank and proper or delegated offices of Christ in the universe; also an examination of the validity of the doubts and arguments brought against the genuineness of the lesser epistles ascribed to Paul. In close, we will sum up in brief array the leading conceptions in his view of the last things. First, there is a world of immortal light and bliss over the sky, the exclusive abode of God and the angels from of old; and there is a dreary world of darkness and repose under the earth, the abode of all departed human spirits. Secondly, death was originally meant to lead souls into heaven, clothed in new and divine
bodies, immediately on the fall of the present tabernacle; but sin broke that plan and doomed souls to pass disembodied into Hades. Thirdly, the Mosaic dispensation of law could not deliver men from that sentence; but God had promised Abraham that through one of his posterity they should be delivered. To fulfil that promise Christ came. He illustrated God's unpurchased love and forgiveness and determination to restore the original plan, as if men had never sinned. Christ effected this aim, in conjunction with his teachings, by dying, descending into Hades,—as if the doom of a sinful man were upon him also,—subduing the powers of that prison-house, rising again, and ascending into heaven,—the first one ever admitted there from among the dead,—thus exemplifying the fulfilled "expectation of the creature that was groaning and travelling in pain" to be born into the freedom of the heavenly glory of the sons of God. Fourthly, "justification by faith," therefore, means the redemption from Hades by acceptance of the dispensation of free grace which is proclaimed in the gospel. Fifthly, every sanctified believer receives a pledge or earnest of the spirit sealing him as God's and assuring him of acceptance with Christ and of advance to heaven. Sixthly, Christ is speedily to come a second time,—come in glory and power irresistible,—to consummate his mission, raise the dead, judge the world, establish a new order of things, and return into heaven with his chosen ones. Seventhly, the stubbornly wicked portion of mankind will be returned eternally into the under-world. Eighthly, after the judgment the subterranean realm of death will be shut up, no more souls going into it, but all men at their dissolution being instantly invested with spiritual bodies and ascending to the glories of the Lord. Finally, Jesus—having put down all enemies and restored the primeval paradise—will yield up his mediatorial throne, and God the Father be all in all.

The preparatory rudiments of this system of the last things existed in the belief of the age, and it was itself composed by the union of a theoretic interpretation of the life of Christ and of the connected phenomena succeeding his death, with the elements of Pharasaic Judaism, all mingled in the crucible of the soul of Paul and fused by the fires of his experience. It illustrates a great number of puzzling passages in the New Testament, without the necessity of recourse to the unnatural, incredible, unwarranted dogmas associated with them by the unique, isolated peculiarities of Calvinism. The interpretation given above, moreover, has this strong confirmation of its accuracy,—namely, that it is arrived at from the stand-point of the thought and life of the Apostle Paul in the first century, not from the stand-point of the theology and experience of the educated Christian of the nineteenth century.
CHAPTER V.

JOHN'S DOCTRINE OF A FUTURE LIFE.

We are now to see if we can determine and explain what were the views of the Apostle John upon the subject of death and life, condemnation and salvation, the resurrection and immortality. To understand his opinions on these points, it is obviously necessary to examine his general system of theological thought. John is regarded as the writer of the proem to the fourth Gospel, also of three brief epistles. There are such widely-spread doubts of his being the author of the Apocalypse that it has seemed better to examine that production separately, leaving each one free to attribute its doctrine of the last things to whatever person—known or unknown—he believes wrote the book. It is true that the authorship of the fourth Gospel itself is powerfully disputed; but an investigation of that question would lead us too far and detain us too long from our real aim, which is not to discuss the genuineness or the authority of the New Testament documents, but to show their meaning in what they actually contain and imply concerning a future life. It is necessary to premise that we think it certain that John wrote with some reference to the sprouting philosophy of his time, the Platonic and Oriental speculations so early engrafted upon the stock of Christian doctrine. For the peculiar theories which were matured and systematized in the second and third centuries by the Gnostic sects were floating about, in crude and fragmentary forms, at the close of the first century, when the apostle wrote. They immediately awakened dissension and alarm, cries of heresy and orthodoxy, in the Church. Some modern writers deny the presence in the New Testament of any allusion to such views; but the weight of evidence on the other side—internal, from similarity of phrase, and external, from the testimony of early Fathers—is, when accumulated and appreciated, overwhelming. Among these Gnostic notions the most distinctive and prominent was the belief that the world was created and the Jewish dispensation given, not by the true and infinite God, but by a subordinate and imperfect deity, the absolute God remaining separate from all created things, unknown and afar, in the sufficiency of his aboriginal pleroma or fulness. The Gnostics also maintained that Creative Power, Reason, Life, Truth, Love, and other kindred realities, were individual beings, who had emanated from God, and who by their own efficiency constructed, illuminated, and carried on the various provinces of creation and races of existence. Many other opinions, fanciful, absurd, or recondite, which they held, it is not neces-
sary here to state. The evangelist, without alluding perhaps to any particular teachers or systems of these doctrines, but only to their general scope, traverses by his declarations partially the same ground of thought which they cover, stating dogmatically the positive facts as he apprehended them. He agrees with some of the Gnostic doctrines and differs from others, not setting himself to follow or to oppose them indiscriminately, but to do either as the truth seemed to him to require.

There are two methods of seeking the meaning of the introduction to the fourth Gospel where the Johannan doctrine of the Logos is condensed. We may study it grammatically, or historically; morally, or metaphysically; from the point of view of experimental religious faith, or from that of contemporary speculative philosophy. He who omits either of these ways of regarding the subject must arrive at an interpretation essentially defective. Both modes of investigation are indispensable for acquiring a full comprehension of the expressions employed and the thoughts intended. But to be fitted to understand the theme in its historical aspect—which, in this case, for purposes of criticism, is by far the more important—one must be intelligently acquainted with the Hebrew personification of the Wisdom, also of the Word, of God; with the Platonic conception of archetypal ideas; with the Alexandrian-Jewish doctrine of the Divine Logos; and with the relevant Gnostic and Christian speculation and phraseology of the first two centuries. Especially must the student be familiar with Philo, who was an eminent Platonic Jewish philosopher and a celebrated writer, flourishing previous to the composition of the fourth Gospel, in which, indeed, there is scarcely a single superhuman predicate of Christ which may not be paralleled with striking closeness from his extant works. In all these fields are found, in imperfect proportions and fragments, the materials which are developed in John's belief of the Logos become flesh. To present all these materials here would be somewhat out of place and would require too much room. We shall, therefore, simply state, as briefly and clearly as possible, the final conclusions to which a thorough study has led us, drawing such illustrations as we do advance almost entirely from Philo. The reader who wishes to see in smallest compass and most lucid order the facts requisite for the formation of a judgment is referred to Lübeck's "Dissertation on the Logos," to Norton's "Statement of Reasons," and to Neander's exposition of the Johannan theology in his "Planting and Training of the Church." Nearly every thing important, both external and internal, is collected in these three sources taken together, and set forth with great candor, power, and skill. Differing in their conclusions, they supply pretty adequate means for the independent student to conclude for himself.

In the first place, what view of the Father himself, the absolute Deity,

---

1 There is an English translation of it, by Professor G. R. Noyes, in the numbers of the Christian Examiner for March and May, 1849.
do these writings present? John conceives of God—no one can well collate the relevant texts in his works without perceiving this—as the one perfect and eternal Spirit, in himself invisible to mortal eyes,—the Personal Love, Life, Truth, Light, "in whom is no darkness at all." This corresponds entirely with the purest and highest idea the human mind can form of the one uncreated infinite God. The apostle, then, going back to the period anterior to the material creation, and soaring to the contemplation of the sole God, does not conceive of him as being utterly alone, but as having a Son with him, an "only-begotten Son," a beloved companion "before the foundation of the world." "In the beginning was the Logos, and the Logos was with God, and the Logos was God. He was in the beginning with God. All things were made through him, and without him was nothing made that was made." The true explanation of these words, according to their undeniable historical and their unforced grammatical meaning, is as follows. Before the material creation, when God was yet the sole being, his first production, the Logos, was a Son, at once the image of himself and the idea of the yet uncreated world. By him—this personal Idea, Son, or Logos—all things were afterward created; or, more exactly, through him, by means of him, all things became,—that is, were brought, from their being in a state of conception in the mind of God, into actual existence in space and time. Thus Philo says, "God is the most generic; second is the Logos of God." The Logos is the first-begotten Son." The Logos of God is above the whole world, and is the most ancient and generic of all that had a beginning." "Nothing intervenes between the Logos and God on whom he rests," This sensible world is the junior son of God; the Senior is the Idea," or Logos. "The shadow and seeming portrait of God is his Logos, by which, as by an assumed instrument, he made the world. As God is the original of the image here called shadow, so this image becomes the original of other things." "The intelligible world, or world of archetypal ideas, is the Logos of the world-creating God; as an intelligible or ideal city is the thought of the architect reflecting to build a sensible city." "Of the world, God is the cause by which, the four elements the material from which, the Logos the instrument through which, the goodness of the Creator the end for which, it was made." These citations from Philo clearly show, in various stages of development, that doctrine of the Logos which began—first arguing to the Divine Being from human analogies—with separating the conception of a plan in the mind of God from its execution in fact; proceeded with personifying that plan, or sum of ideas, as a mediating agent between motive and action, between impulse and fulfilment; and ended with hypostatizing the arranging power of the Divine thought as a separate being, his intel-

5 Mangey's edition of Philo, vol. i. p. 82.  
6 Ibid. p. 598.  
7 Ibid. p. 277.  
8 Ibid. p. 106.  
9 Ibid. p. 162.
lectual image or Son, his first and perfect production. They unequivocally express these thoughts: that God is the only being who was from eternity; that the Logos was the first-begotten, antemundane being, that he was the likeness, image, immediate manifestation, of the Father; that he was the medium of creation, the instrumental means in the outward formation of the world. History shows us this doctrine unfolded by minute steps,—which it would be tedious to follow,—from the Book of Proverbs to Philo Judeus and John, from Plato to Justin Martyr and Athanasius. But the rapid sketch just presented may be sufficient now.

When it is written, "and the Logos was God," the meaning is not strictly literal. To guard against its being so considered, the author tautologically repeats what he had said immediately before, "the same was in the beginning with God." Upon the supposition that the Logos is strictly identical with God, the verses make utter nonsense. "In the beginning was God, and God was with God, and God was God. God was in the beginning with God." But suppose the Logos to mean an antemundane but subordinate being, who was a perfect image or likeness of God, and the sense is both clear and satisfactory, and no violence is done either to historical data or to grammatical demands. "And the Logos was God,"—that is, was the mirror or fac-simile of God. So, employing the same idiom, we are accustomed to say of an accurate representation of a person, It is the very man himself! Or, without the use of this idiom, we may explain the expression "the Logos was God" thus:—He stands in the place of God to the lower creation; practically considered, he is as God to us. As Philo writes, "To the wise and perfect the Most High is God; but to us, imperfect beings, the Logos—God's interpreter—is God." 10

The inward significance of the Logos-doctrine, in all its degrees and phases, circumstantially and essentially, from first to last, is the revelation of God. God himself, in himself, is conceived as absolutely withdrawn beyond the apprehension of men, in boundless immensity and inaccessible secrecy. His own nature is hidden, as a thought is hidden in the mind; but he has the power of revealing it, as a thought is revealed by speaking it in a word. That uttered word is the Logos, and is afterwards conceived as a person, and as creative, then as building and glorifying the world. All of God that is sent forth from passive concealment into active manifestation is the Logos. "The term Logos comprehends," Norton says, "all the attributes of God manifested in the creation and government of the universe." The Logos is the hypostasis of "the unfolded portion," "the revealing power," "the self-showing faculty," "the manifesting action," of God. The essential idea, then, concerning the Logos is that he is the means through which the hidden God comes to the cognizance of his creatures. In harmony with this prevailing philosophy one

who believed the Logos to have been incarnated in Christ would suppose the purpose of his incarnation to be the fuller revelation of God to men. And Martineau says, "The view of revelation which is implicated in the folds of the Logos-doctrine that everywhere pervades the fourth Gospel, is that it is the appearance to beings who have something of a divine spirit within them, of a yet diviner without them, leading them to the divinest of all, who embraces them both." This is a fine statement of the practical religious aspect of John's conception of the nature and office of the Savior.

Since he regarded God as personal love, life, truth, and light, and Christ, the embodied Logos, as his only-begotten Son, an exact image of him in manifestation, it follows that John regarded Christ, next in rank below God, as personal love, life, truth, and light; and the belief that he was the necessary medium of communicating these Divine blessings to men would naturally result. Accordingly, we find that John repeats, as falling from the lips of Christ, all the declarations required by and supporting such an hypothesis. "I am the way, the truth, and the life." "No man cometh unto the Father but by me." But Philo, too, had written before in precisely the same strain. Witness the correspondences between the following quotations respectively from John and Philo. "I am the bread which came down from heaven to give life to the world." "Whoso eateth my body and drinketh my blood hath eternal life." "Behold, I rain bread upon you from heaven: the heavenly food of the soul is the word of God, and the Divine Logos, from whom all eternal instructions and wisdoms flow." "The bread the Lord gave us to eat was his word." "Except ye eat my flesh and drink my blood, ye have no life in you." "He alone can become the heir of incorporeal and divine things whose whole soul is filled with the salubrious Word." "Every one that seeth the Son and believeth on him shall have everlasting life." "He strains every nerve towards the highest Divine Logos, who is the fountain of wisdom, in order that, drawing from that spring, he may escape death and win everlasting life." "I am the living bread which came down from heaven: if any man eat of this bread he shall live forever." "Lifting up his eyes to the ether, man receives manna, the Divine Logos, heavenly and immortal nourishment for the right-desiring soul." "God is the perennial fountain of life; God is the fountain of the most ancient Logos." "As the living Father hath sent me, and I live by the Father, so he that eateth me, even he shall live by me." Does it not seem perfectly plain that John's doctrine of the Christ is at bottom identical with Philo's doctrine of the Logos? The difference of development in the two doctrines, so far as
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there is a difference, is that the latter view is philosophical, abstract; the former, practical, historical. Philo describes the Logos ideally, filling the supersensible sphere, mediating between the world and God; John presents him really, incarnated as a man, effecting the redemption of our race. The same dignity, the same offices, are predicated of him by both. John declares, "In him [the Divine Logos] was life, and the life was the light of men." Philo asserts, "Nothing is more luminous and irradiating than the Divine Logos, by the participation of whom other things expel darkness and gloom, earnestly desiring to partake of living light." John speaks of Christ as "the only-begotten Son, who is in the bosom of the Father." Philo says, "The Logos is the first-begotten Son of God," "between whom and God nothing intervenes." John writes, "The Son of man will give you the food of everlasting life; for him hath God the Father sealed." Philo writes, "The stamp of the seal of God is the immortal Logos." We have this from John:—"He was manifested to take away our sins; and in him is no sin." And this from Philo:—"The Divine Logos is free from all sins, voluntary and involuntary."

The Johannine Christ is the Philoncean Logos born into the world as a man. "And the Logos was made flesh, and dwelt among us, full of grace and truth." The substance of what has thus far been established may now be concisely stated. The essential thought, whether the subject be metaphysically or practically considered, is this. God is the eternal, infinite personality of love and truth, life and light. The Logos is his first-born Son, his exact image, the reproduction of his being, the next lower personality of love and truth, life and light, the instrument for creating and ruling the world, the revelation of God, the medium of communication between God and his works. Christ is that Logos come upon the earth as a man to save the perishing, proving his pre-existence and superhuman nature by his miraculous knowledge and works. That the belief expressed in the last sentence is correctly attributed to John will be repeatedly substantiated before the close of this chapter; in regard to the statements in the preceding sentences no further proof is thought necessary.

With the aid of a little repetition, we will now attempt to make a step of progress. The tokens of energy, order, splendor, beneficence, in the universe, are not, according to John, as we have seen, the effects of angelic personages, emanating gods, Gnostic aeons, but are the workings of the self-revealing power of the one true and eternal God,—this power being conceived by John, according to the philosophy of his age, as a proper person, God's instrument in creation. Reason, life, light, love, grace, righteousness,—kindred terms so thickly scattered over his pages,
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—are not to him, as they were to the Gnostics, separate beings, but are the very working of the Logos, consubstantial manifestations of God's nature and attributes. But mankind, fallen into folly and vice, perversity and sin, lying in darkness, were ignorant that these Divine qualities were in reality mediate exhibitions of God, immediate exhibitions of the Logos. "The light was shining in darkness, and the darkness comprehended it not." Then, to reveal to men the truth, to regenerate them and conjoin them through himself with the Father in the experience of eternal life, the hypostatized Logos left his transcendent glory in heaven and came into the world in the person of Jesus. "No man hath seen God at any time: the only-begotten Son who is in the bosom of the Father, he hath revealed him." "I came down from heaven to do the will of Him that sent me." This will is that all who see and believe on the Son shall have everlasting life. "God so loved the world that he gave his only-begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life." "The bread of God is He who cometh down from heaven and giveth life to the world." The doctrine of the pre-existence of souls, and of their being born into the world in the flesh, was rife in Judea when this Gospel was written, and is repeatedly alluded to in it.31 That John applies this doctrine to Christ in the following and in other instances is obvious. "Before Abraham was, I am." "I came forth from the Father and am come into the world." "Father, glorify thou me with the glory which I had with thee before the world was." "What and if ye shall see the Son of Man ascend up where he was before?" As for ourselves, we do not see how it is possible for any unprejudiced person, after studying the fourth Gospel faithfully with the requisite helps, to doubt that the writer of it believed that Jesus pre-existed as the Divine Logos, and that he became incarnate to reveal the Father and to bring men into the experience of true eternal life. John declares this, in his first epistle, in so many words, saying, "The living Logos, the eternal life which was with the Father from the beginning, was manifested unto us;" and, "God sent his only-begotten Son into the world that we might live through him." Whether the doctrine thus set forth was really entertained and taught by Jesus himself, or whether it is the interpretation put on his language by one whose mind was full of the notions of the age, are distinct questions. With the settlement of these questions we are not now concerned: such a discussion would be more appropriate when examining the genuine meaning of the words of Christ. All that is necessary here is the suggestion that when we show the theological system of John it does not necessarily follow that that is the true teaching of Christ. Having adopted the Logos-doctrine, it might tinge and turn his thoughts and words when reporting from memory, after the lapse of many years, the discourses of his Master. He might unconsciously, under such an influence, represent literally
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what was figuratively intended, and reflect from his own mind lights and shades, associations and meanings, over all or much of what he wrote. There are philosophical and literary peculiarities which have forced many of the best critics to make this distinction between the intended meaning of Christ's declarations as he uttered them, and their received meaning as this evangelist reported them. Norton says, "Whether St. John did or did not adopt the Platonic conception of the Logos is a question not important to be settled in order to determine our own judgment concerning its truth." Lücke has written to the same effect, but more fully:—"We are allowed to distinguish the sense in which John understood the words of Christ, from the original sense in which Christ used them."

It is to be observed that in all that has been brought forward, thus far, there is not the faintest hint of the now current notion of the Trinity. The idea put forth by John is not at all allied with the idea that the infinite God himself assumed a human shape to walk the earth and undergo mortal sufferings. It is simply said that that manifested and revealing portion of the Divine attributes which constituted the hypostatized Logos was incarnated and displayed in a perfect, sinless sample of man, thus exhibiting to the world a finite image of God. We will illustrate this doctrine with reference to the inferences to be drawn from it in regard to human nature. John repeatedly says, in effect, "God is truth," "God is light," "God is love," "God is life." He likewise says of the Savior, "In him was life, and the life was the light of men," and reports him as saying of himself, "I am the truth," "I am the life," "I am the light of the world." The fundamental meaning of these declarations—so numerous, striking, and varied in the writings of John—is, that all those qualities which the consciousness of humanity has recognised as Divine are consubstantial with the being of God; that all the reflections of them in nature and man belong to the Logos, the eldest Son, the first production, of God; and that in Jesus their personality, the very Logos himself, was consciously embodied, to be brought nearer to men, to be exemplified and recommended to them. Reason, power, truth, light, love, blessedness, are not individual aëons, members of a hierarchy of deities, but are the revealing elements of the one true God. The personality of the abstract and absolute fullness of all these substantial qualities is God. The personality of the discerpted portion of them shown in the universe is the Logos. Now, that latter personality Christ was. Consequently, while he was a man, he was not merely a man, but was also a supernatural messenger from heaven, sent into the world to impersonate the image of God under the condition of humanity, free from every sinful defect and spot. Thus, being the manifesting representative of the Father, he could say, "He that hath seen me hath [virtually] seen the Father." Not that they were identical in person, but that they were
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similar in nature and character, spirit and design; both were eternal holiness, love, truth, and life. "I and my Father are one thing," (in essence, not in personality.) Nothing can be more unequivocally pronounced than the subordination of the Son to the Father—that the Father sent him, that he could do nothing without the Father, that his Father was greater than he, that his testimony was confirmed by the Father's—in a hundred places by John, both as author writing his own words and as interpreter reporting Christ's. There is not a text in the record that implies Christ's identity with God, but only his identity with the Logos. The identity of the Logos with God is elementary, not personal. From this view it follows that every man who possesses, knows, and exhibits the elements of the Divine life, the characteristics of God, is in that degree a son of God, Christ being pre-eminently the Son on account of his pre-eminent likeness, his supernatural divinity, as the incarnate Logos.

That the apostle held and taught this conclusion appears, first, from the fact, otherwise inexplicable, that he records the same sublime statements concerning all good Christians, with no other qualification than that of degree, that he does concerning Christ himself. Was Jesus the Son of God? "To as many as received him he gave power to become the sons of God." There is in Philo a passage corresponding remarkably with this one from John:—"Those who have knowledge of the truth are properly called sons of God: he who is still unfit to be named a son of God should endeavor to fashion himself to the first-born Logos of God."34 Was Jesus "from above," while wicked men were "from beneath"? "They are not of the world, even as I am not of the world." Was Jesus sent among men with a special commission? "As thou hast sent me into the world, even so have I also sent them into the world." Was Jesus the subject of a peculiar glory, bestowed upon him by the Father? "The glory which thou gavest me I have given them, that they may be one, even as we are one." Had Jesus an inspiration and a knowledge not vouchsafed to the princes of this world? "Ye have an unction from the Holy One, and ye know all things." Did Jesus perform miraculous works? "He that believeth on me, the works that I do shall he do also." In the light of the general principle laid down,—that God is the actual fulness of truth and love and light and blessedness; that Christ, the Logos, is the manifested impersonation of them; and that all men who receive him partake of their Divine substance and enjoy their prerogative,—the texts just cited, and numerous other similar ones, are transparent. It is difficult to see how on any other hypothesis they can be made to express an intelligible and consistent meaning.

Secondly, we are brought to the same conclusion by the synonymous use and frequent interchange of different terms in the Johannine writings. Not only it is said, "Whoever is born of God cannot sin," but
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it is also written, "Every one that doeth righteousness is born of God;" and again, "Whosoever believeth that Jesus is the Christ is born of God." In other words, having a good character and leading a just life, heartily receiving and obeying the revelation made by Christ, are identical phrases. "He that hath the Son hath life," "Whosoever transgresseth and abideth not in the doctrine of Christ hath not God." "This is the victory that overcometh the world, even our faith" in the doctrine of Christ. "He that dwelleth in love dwelleth in God and God in him." "He that keepeth the commandments dwelleth in God and God in him." "He that confesseth that Jesus is the Son of God, God dwelleth in him and he in God." "He that doeth good is of God," "God hath given to us eternal life, and this life is in his Son." "The Son of God is come, and hath given us an understanding that we may know the true God and eternal life." From these citations, and from other passages which will readily occur, we gather the following pregnant results. To "do the truth," "walk in the truth," "walk in the light," "keep the commandments," "do righteousness," "abide in the doctrine of Christ," "do the will of God," "do good," "dwell in love," "abide in Christ," "abide in God," "abide in life,"—all are expressions meaning precisely the same thing. They all signify essentially the conscious possession of goodness: in other words, the practical adoption of the life and teachings of Jesus; or, in still other terms, the personal assimilation of the spiritual realities of the Logos, which are love, life, truth, light. Jesus having been sent into the world to exemplify the characteristics and claims of the Father, and to regenerate men from unbelief and sin to faith and righteousness, those who were walking in darkness, believers of lies and doers of unrighteousness, those who were abiding in alienation and death, might by receiving and following him be restored to the favor of God and pass from darkness and death into life and light. "This is eternal life, that they should know thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent."

The next chief point in the doctrine of John is his belief in an evil being, the personality of wickedness, and the relation between him and bad men. There have been, from the early centuries, keen disputes on the question whether this apostle uses the terms devil and evil one with literal belief or with figurative accommodation. We have not a doubt that the former is the true view. The popular denial of the existence of evil spirits, with an arch-demon over them, is the birth of a philosophy much later than the apostolic age. The use of the term "devil" merely as the poetic or ethical personification of the seductive influences of the world is the fruit of theological speculation neither originated nor adopted by the Jewish prophets or by the Christian apostles. Whoso will remember the prevailing faith of the Jews at that time, and the general state of speculative opinion, and will recollect the education of John, and notice the particular manner in which he alludes to the subject throughout his epistles and in his reports of the discourses of Jesus, we
think will be convinced that the Johannic system includes a belief in the actual existence of Satan according to the current Pharisic dogma of that age. It is not to be disguised, either, that the investigations of the ablest critics have led an overwhelming majority of them to this interpretation. "I write unto you, young men, because ye have overcome the evil one." "He that is begotten of God guardeth himself, and the evil one toucheth him not." "He that committeth sin is of the devil, for the devil sinneth from the beginning." "Whosoever is born of God cannot sin. In this the children of God are manifest, and the children of the devil." "Ye are of your father the devil, and his lusts ye will do." There can be no doubt that these, and other passages of a kindred and complementary nature, yield the following view. Good men are allied to God, because their characteristics are the same as his,—truth, light, love, life, righteousness. "As he is, so are we in this world." Bad men are allied to the devil, because their characteristics are the same as his,—falsehood, darkness, hatred, death, sin. "Cain, who slew his brother, was of the evil one." The facts, then, of the great moral problem of the world, according to John, were these. God is the infinite Father, whose nature and attributes comprehend all holy, beautiful, desirable realities, and who would draw mankind to his blessed embrace forever. The goodness, illumination, and joy of holy souls reflect his holiness and display his reign. The devil is the great spirit of wickedness, whose attributes comprehend all evil, dark, fearful realities, and who entices mankind to sin. The wickedness, gloom, and misery of corrupt souls reveal his likeness and his kingdom. The former manifests himself in the glories of the world and in the divine qualities of the soul. The latter manifests himself in the whole history of temptation and sin and in the vicious tendencies of the heart. Good men, those possessing pre-eminently the moral qualities of God, are his children, are born of him,—that is, are inspired and led by him. Bad men, those possessing in a ruling degree the qualities of the devil, are his children, are born of him,—that is, are animated and governed by his spirit.

Whether the evangelist gave to his own mind any philosophical account of the origin and destiny of the devil or not is a question concerning which his writings are not explicit enough for us to determine. In the beginning he represents God as making, by means of the Logos, all things that were made, and his light as shining in darkness that comprehended it not. Now, he may have conceived of matter as uncreated, eternally existing in formless night, the ground of the devil's being, and may have limited the work of creation to breaking up the sightless chaos, defining it into orderly shapes, filling it with light and motion, and peopling it with children of heaven. Such was the Persian faith, familiar at that time to the Jews. Neander, with others, objects to this view that it would destroy John's monotheism and make him a dualist, a believer in two self-existent, aboriginal and everlasting antago-
nists. It only needs to be observed, in reply, that John was not a philosoper of such thorough dialectic training as to render it impossible for inconsistencies to coexist in his thoughts. In fact, any one who will examine the beliefs of even such men as Origen and Augustine will perceive that such an objection is not valid. Some writers of ability and eminence have tried to maintain that the Johannine conception of Satan was of some exalted archangel who apostatized from the law of God and fell from heaven into the abyss of night, sin, and woe. They could have been led to such an hypothesis only by preconceived notions and prejudices, because there is not in John's writings even the obscurest intimation of such a doctrine. On the contrary, it is written that the devil is a liar and the father of lies from the beginning,—the same phrase used to denote the primitive companionship of God and his Logos anterior to the creation. The devil is spoken of by John, with prominent consistency, as bearing the same relation to darkness, falsehood, sin, and death that God bears to light, truth, righteousness, and life,—that is, as being their original personality and source. Whether the belief itself be true or not, be reconcilable with pure Christianity or not, in our opinion John undoubtedly held the belief of the personality of the source of wickedness, and supposed that the great body of mankind had been seduced by him from the free service of heaven, and had become infatuated in his bondage.

Just here in the scheme of Christianity arises the necessity, appears the profound significance in the apostolic belief, of that disinterested interference of God through his revelation in Christ which aimed to break the reigning power of sin and redeem lost men from the tyranny of Satan. "For this purpose the Son of God was manifested, that he might destroy the works of the devil." That is to say, the revelation of the nature and will of God in the works of the creation and in the human soul was not enough, even when aided by the law of Moses, to preserve men in the truth and the life. They had been seduced by the evil one into sin, alienated from the Divine favor, and plunged in darkness and death. A fuller, more powerful manifestation of the character, claims, attractions of the Father was necessary to recall the benighted wanderers from their lost state and restore them to those right relations and to that conscious communion with God in which alone true life consists. Then, and for that purpose, Jesus Christ was commissioned to appear,—a pre-existent being of most exalted rank, migrating from the super-stellar sphere into this world, to embody and mirror forth through the flesh those characteristics which are the natural attributes of God the Father and the essential conditions of heaven the home. In him the glorious features of the Divinity were miniaturized on a finite scale and perfectly exhibited, "thus revealing," (as Neander says, in his exposition of John's doctrine,) "for the first time, in a comprehensible manner, what a being that God is whose holy personality man was created to represent." So Philo says,
"The Logos is the image of God, and man is the image of the Logos." Therefore, according to this view, man is the image of the image of God. The dimmed, imperfect reflection of the Father, originally shining in nature and the soul, would enable all who had not suppressed it and lost the knowledge of it, to recognise at once and adore the illuminated image of Him manifested and moving before them in the person of the Son: the faint gleams of Divine qualities yet left within their souls would spontaneously blend with the full splendors irradiating the form of the inspired and immaculate Christ. Thus they would enter into a new and intensified communion with God, and experience an unparalleled depth of peace and joy, an inspired assurance of eternal life. But those who, by worldliness and wickedness, had obscured and destroyed all their natural knowledge of God and their affinities to him, being without the inward preparation and susceptibility for the Divine which the Savior embodied and manifested, would not be able to receive it, and thus would pass an infallible sentence upon themselves. "When the Comforter is come, he will convict the world of sin, because they believe not on me." "He that believeth on the Son hath eternal life; but he that believeth not is condemned already, in that he loveth darkness rather than light." "Hereby know we the spirit of truth and the spirit of error: he that knoweth God heareth us; he that is not of God heareth not us." "Who is a liar but he that denieth that Jesus is the Christ?" The idea is, that such a denial must be caused by inward depravity, could only spring from an evil character.

In the ground-thought just presented we may find the explanation of the seemingly obscure and confused use of terms in the following instances, and learn to understand more fully John's idea of the effect of spiritual contact with Christ. "He that doeth righteousness is born of God." "He that believeth Jesus to be the Christ is born of God." "He that denieth the Son, the same hath not the Father." "He that hath the Son hath life." These passages all become perspicuous and concordant in view of John's conception of the inward unity of truth, or the universal oneness of the Divine life, in God, in Christ, in all souls that partake of it. A character in harmony with the character of God will, by virtue of its inherent light and affinity, recognise the kindred attributes or characteristics of God, wherever manifested. He who perceives and embraces the Divinity in the character of Christ proves thereby that he was prepared to receive it by kindred qualities residing in himself;—proves that he was distinctively of God. He who fails to perceive the peculiar glory of Christ proves thereby that he was alienated and blinded by sin and darkness, distinctively of the evil one. Varying the expression to illustrate the thought, if the light and warmth of a living love of God were in a soul, it would necessarily, when brought into contact with the concentrated radiance of Divinity incarnated and beaming in
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Christ, effect a more fervent, conscious, and abiding union with the Father than could be known before he was thus revealed. But if iniquities, sinful lusts, possessing the soul, had made it hard and cold, even the blaze of spotless virtues and miraculous endowments in the manifesting Messiah would be the radiation of light upon darkness insensible to it. Therefore, the presentation of the Divine contents of the soul or character of Jesus to different persons was an unerring test of their previous moral state: the good would apprehend him with a thrill of union, the bad would not. To have the Son, to have the Father, to have the truth, to have eternal life,—all are the same thing: hence, where one is predicated or denied all are predicated or denied.

Continuing our investigation, we shall find the distinction drawn of a sensual or perishing life and a spiritual or eternal life. The term world (kosmos) is used by John apparently in two different senses. First, it seems to signify all mankind, divided sometimes into the unbelievers and the Christians. "Christ is the propitiation for our sins, and not for ours only, but also for the sins of the whole world." "God sent not his Son to condemn the world, but that the world through him might be saved." It is undeniable that "world" here means not the earth, but the men on the earth. Secondly, "world" in the dialect of John means all the evil, all the vitiating power, of the material creation. "Now shall the Prince of this world be cast out." It is not meant that this is the devil's world, because John declares in the beginning that God made it; but he means that all diabolic influence comes from the darkness of matter fighting against the light of Divinity, and by a figure he says "world," meaning the evils in the world, meaning all the follies, vanities, sins, seductive influences, of the dark and earthy, the temporal and sensual. In this case the love of the world means almost precisely what is expressed by the modern word worldliness. "Love not the world, neither the things that are in the world. If any man love the world, the love of the Father is not in him."

In a vein strikingly similar, Philo writes, "It is impossible for the love of the world and the love of God to coexist, as it is impossible for light and darkness to coexist."

"For all that is in the world," says John, "the lust of the flesh, and the greed of the eyes, and the pomp of living, is not of the Father, but is of the world. And the world passes away, with the lust thereof: but he that does the will of God abides forever." He who is taken up and absorbed in the gauds and pleasures of time and sense has no deep spring of religious experience: his enjoyments are of the decaying body; his heart and his thoughts are set on things which soon fly away. But the earnest believer in God pierces through all these superficial and transitory objects and pursuits, and fastens his affections to imperishable verities: he feels, far down in his soul, the living well of faith and fruition, the cool fresh fountain of

spiritual hope and joy, whose stream of life flows unto eternity. The
devout worshipper of God has a spirit of conscious superiority to death and
oblivion: though the sky fall, and the mountains melt, and the seas
dissolve, he knows he will survive, because immaterial truth and love are
dearthless. The whole thought contained in the texts we are considering
is embodied with singular force and beauty in the following passage from
one of the sacred books of the Hindus:—"Who would have immortal
life must beware of outward things, and seek inward truth, purity, and
faith; for the treacherous and evanescent world flies from its votaries,
like the mirage, or devil-car, which moves so swiftly that one cannot
ascend it." The mere negation of real life or blessedness is predicated
of the carefree worldling; positive death or miserable condemned unrest
is predicated of the bad-hearted sinner. Both these classes of men,
upon accepting Christ,—that is, upon owning the Divine characteristics
incarnate in him,—enter upon a purified, exalted, and new experience.
"He that hates his brother is a murderer and abides in death." 
"We know that we have passed from death unto life, because we love the
brethren." This new experience is distinctively, emphatically, life; it is
spiritual peace, joy, trust, communion with God, and therefore immortal.
It brings with it its own sufficient evidence, leaving its possessor free
from misgiving doubts, conscious of his eternity. "He that believeth
on the Son of God hath the witness in himself." "Hereby know we that
we dwell in him and he in us, because he hath given us of his spirit." 
"That ye may know that ye have eternal life."

The objects of Christ's mission, so far as they refer to the twofold pur-
pose of revealing the Father by an impersonation of his image, and
giving new moral life to men by awakening within them a conscious
fellowship with Divine truth and goodness, have already been unfolded.
But this does not include the whole: all this might have been accom-
plished by his appearance, authoritative teachings, miracles, and return
to heaven, without dying. Why, then, did he die? What was the
meaning or aim of his death and resurrection? The apostle conceives
that he came not only to reveal God and to regenerate men, but also to
be a "propitiation" for men's sins, to redeem them from the penalty of
their sins; and it was for this end that he must suffer the doom of
physical death. "Ye know that he was manifested to take away our
sins." It is the more difficult to tell exactly what thoughts this language
was intended by John to convey, because his writings are so brief and
miscellaneous, so unsystematic and incomplete. He does not explain
his own terms, but writes as if addressing those who had previously re-
ceived such oral instruction as would make the obscurities clear, the
hints complete, and the fragments whole. We will first quote from John
all the important texts bearing on the point before us, and then endeavor
to discern and explain their sense. "If we walk in the light as God is
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in the light, the blood of Jesus Christ, his Son, cleanseth us from all sin.” "He is the propitiation for our sins.” "Your sins are forgiven through his name." "The whole world is subject to the evil one.” These texts, few and vague as they are, comprise every thing directly said by John upon the atonement and redemption: other relevant passages merely repeat the same substance. Certainly these statements do not of themselves teach any thing like the Augustinian doctrine of expiatory sufferings to placate the Father’s indignation at sin and sinners, or to remove, by paying the awful debt of justice, the insuperable bars to forgiveness. Nothing of that sort is anywhere intimated in the Johannean documents, even in the faintest manner. So far from saying that there was unwillingness or inability in the Father to take the initiative for our ransom and pardon, he expressly avows, “Herein is love, not that we loved God, but that he loved us and sent his Son to be the propitiation for our sins.” Instead of exclaiming, with the majority of modern theologians, “Believe in the atoning death, the substitutional sufferings, of Christ, and your sins shall then all be washed away, and you shall be saved,” he explicitly says, “If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins.” And again: “Whosoever believeth in him”—not in his death, but in him—“shall have eternal life.” The allusions in John to the doctrine of redemption and reconciliation do not mean, it is plain enough, the buying off of the victims of eternal condemnation by the vicarious pains of Jesus. What, then, do they mean? They are too few, short, and obscure for us to decide this question conclusively by their own light alone. We must get assistance from abroad.

The reader will remember that it was the Jewish belief, and the retained belief of the converts to Christianity, at that time, that men’s souls, in consequence of sin, were doomed upon leaving the body to descend into the under-world. This was the objective penalty of sin, inherited from Adam. Now, Christ in his superangelic state in heaven was not involved in sin or in its doom of death and subterranean banishment. Yet at the will of the Father he became a man, went through our earthly experiences, died like a sinner, and after death descended into the prison of disembodied souls below, then rose again and ascended into heaven to the Father, to show men that their sins were forgiven, the penalty taken away, and the path opened for them too to rise to eternal life in the celestial mansions with Christ “and be with him where he is.” Christ’s death, then, cleanses men from sin, he is a propitiation for their sins, in two ways. First, by his resurrection from the power of death and his ascent to heaven he showed men that God had removed the great penalty of sin: by his death and ascension he was the medium of giving them this knowledge. Secondly, the joy, gratitude, love to God, awakened in them by such glorious tidings, would purify their natures, exalt their souls into spiritual freedom and virtue, into a blessed and Divine life. According to this view, Christ was a vicarious
sacrifice, not in the sense that he suffered instead of the guilty, to purchase their redemption from the iron justice of God, but in the sense that, when he was personally free from any need to suffer, he died for the sake of others, to reveal to them the mighty boon of God's free grace, assuring them of the wondrous gift of a heavenly immortality. This representation perfectly fills and explains the language, without violence or arbitrary suppositions,—does it in harmony with all the exegetical considerations, historical and grammatical; which no other view that we know of can do.

There are several independent facts which lend strong confirmation to the correctness of the exposition now given. We know that we have not directly proved the justice of that exposition, only constructively, inferentially, established it; not shown it to be true, only made it appear plausible. But that plausibility becomes an extreme probability—nay, shall we not say certainty?—when we weigh the following testimonies for it. First, this precise doctrine is unquestionably contained in other parts of the New Testament. We have in preceding chapters demonstrated its existence in Paul's epistles, in Peter's, in the Epistle to the Hebrews, and in the Apocalypse. Therefore, since John's phraseology is better explained by it than by any other hypothesis, it is altogether likely that his real meaning was the same.

Secondly, the terms "light" and "darkness," so frequent in this evangelist, were not originated by him, but adopted. They were regarded by the Persian theology, by Plato, by Philo, by the Gnostics, as having a physical basis as well as a spiritual significance. In their conceptions, physical light, as well as spiritual holiness, was an efflux or manifestation from the supernal God; physical darkness, as well as spiritual depravity, was an emanation or effect from the infernal Satan, or principle of evil. Is it not so in the usage of John? He uses the terms, it is true, prevailingly in a moral sense: still, there is much in his statements that looks as if he supposed they had a physical ground. If so, then how natural is this connection of thought! All good comes from the dazzling world of God beyond the sky; all evil comes from the nether world of his adversary, the prince of darkness. That John believed in a local heaven on high, the residence of God, is made certain by scores of texts too plain to be evaded. Would he not, then, in all probability, believe in a local hell? Believing, as he certainly did, in a devil, the author and lord of darkness, falsehood, and death, would he not conceive a kingdom for him? In the development of ideas reached at that time, it is evident that the conception of God implied an upper world, his resplendent abode, and that the conception of Satan equally implied an under-world, his gloomy realm. To the latter human souls were doomed by sin. From the former Christ came, and returned to it again, to show that the Father would forgive our sins and take us there.

Thirdly, John expected that Christ, after death, would return to the
Father in heaven. This appears from clear and reiterated statements in his reports of the Savior's words. But after the resurrection he tells us that Jesus had not yet ascended to the Father, but was just on the point of going. "Touch me not, for I am not yet ascended to my Father; but go to my brethren, and say unto them, I ascend unto my Father." Where, then, did he suppose the soul of his crucified Master had been during the interval between his death and his resurrection? Dormant in the body, dead with the body, laid in the tomb? That is opposed to the doctrine of uninterrupted life which pervades his writings. Besides, such a belief was held only by the Sadducees, whom the New Testament stigmatizes. To assume that such was John's conception of the fact is an arbitrary supposition, without the least warrant from any source whatever. If he imagined the soul of Jesus during that time to have been neither in heaven nor in the sepulchre, is it not pretty sure that he supposed it was in the under-world,—the common receptacle of souls, —where, according to the belief of that age, every man went after death?

Fourthly, it is to be observed, in favor of this general interpretation, that the doctrine it unfolds is in harmony with the contemporary opinions,—a natural development from them,—a development which would be forced upon the mind of a Jewish Christian accepting the resurrection of Christ as a fact. It was the Jewish opinion that God dwelt with his holy angels in a world of everlasting light above the firmament. It was the Jewish opinion that the departed souls of men, on account of sin, were confined beneath the earth in Satan's and death's dark and slumberous cavern of shadows. It was the Jewish opinion that the Messiah would raise the righteous dead and reign with them on earth. Now, the first Christians clung to the Jewish creed and expectations, with such modifications merely as the variation of the actual Jesus and his deeds from the theoretical Messiah and his anticipated achievements compelled. Then, when Christ—having been received as the bringer of glad tidings from the Father—died, and after three days rose from the dead and ascended to God, promising his brethren that where he was they should come, must they not have regarded it all as a dramatic exemplification of the fact that the region of death was no longer a hopeless dungeon, since one mighty enough to solve its chains and burst its gates had returned from it? must they not have considered him as a pledge that their sins were forgiven, their doom reversed, and heaven attainable?

John, in common with all the first Christians, evidently expected that the second advent of the Lord would soon take place, to consummate the objects he had left unfinished,—to raise the dead and judge them, justifying the worthy and condemning the unworthy. There was a well-known Jewish tradition that the appearance of Antichrist would immediately precede the triumphant coming of the Messiah. John says, "Even now are there many Antichrists: thereby we know that it is the
That the doctrine of a universal resurrection—which the Jews probably derived, through their communication with the Persians, from the Zoroastrian system, and, with various modifications, adopted—is embodied in the following passage, who can doubt? "The hour is coming when all that are in the graves shall hear the voice of the Son of Man and shall come forth." That a general resurrection would literally occur under the auspices of Jesus was surely the meaning of the writer of those words. Whether that thought was intended to be conveyed by Christ in the exact terms he really used or not is a separate question, with which we are not now concerned, our object being simply to set forth John's views. Some commentators, seizing the letter and neglecting the spirit, have inferred from various texts that John expected that the resurrection would be limited to faithful Christians,—just as the more rigid of the Pharisees confined it to the righteous Jews. "Except ye eat the flesh of the Son of Man and drink his blood, ye have no life in you. Whose eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood hath eternal life; and I will raise him up at the last day." To force this figure into a literal meaning is a mistake; for in the preceding chapter it is expressly said that "They that have done good shall come forth unto the resurrection of life; they that have done evil unto the resurrection of condemnation." Both shall rise to be judged; but—as we conceive the most probable sense of the phrases—the good shall be received to heaven, the bad shall be remanded to the under-world. "Has no life in him" of course cannot mean is absolutely dead, annihilated, but means has not faith and virtue, the elements of blessedness, the qualifications for heaven. The particular figurative use of words in these texts may be illustrated by parallel idioms from Philo, who says, "Of the living some are dead; on the contrary, the dead live. For those lost from the life of virtue are dead, though they reach the extreme of old age; while the good, though they are disjoined from the body, live immortally." Again he writes, "Deathless life delivers the dying pious; but the dying impious everlasting death seizes." And a great many passages plainly show that one element of Philo's meaning, in such phrases as these, is, that he believed that, upon their leaving the body, the souls of the good would ascend to heaven, while the souls of the bad would descend to Hades. These discriminated events he supposed would follow death at once. His thorough Platonism had weaned him from the Persian-Pharisaic doctrine of a

37 See the able and impartial discussion of John's belief on this subject contained in Lücke's Commentary on the First Epistle of John, i. 19-29.
39 Ibid. p. 233.
common intermediate state detaining the dead below until the triumphant advent of a Redeemer should usher in the great resurrection and final judgment.\(^{40}\)

John declares salvation to be conditional. "The blood of Christ"—that is, his death and what followed—"cleanses us from all sin, if we walk in the light as he is in the light;" not otherwise. "He that believeth not the Son shall not see eternal life, but the wrath of God abideth on him." "If any man see his brother commit a sin which is not unto death, he shall pray, and shall receive life for them that sin not unto death. There is a sin unto death: I do not say that he shall pray for it." "Beloved, now are we the sons of God, and it doth not yet appear what we shall be; but we know that when he [Christ] shall appear we shall be like him, for we shall see him as he is. Every man that hath this hope in him purifieth himself, even as he is pure." The heads of the doctrine which seems to underlie these statements are as follow. Christ shall come again. All the dead shall rise for judicial ordeal. Those counted worthy shall be accepted, be transfigured into the resemblance of the glorious Redeemer and enter into eternal blessedness in heaven. The rest shall be doomed to the dark kingdom of death in the under-world, to remain there—for aught that is hinted to the contrary—forever. From these premises two practical inferences are drawn in exhortations. First, we should earnestly strive to fit ourselves for acceptance by moral purity, brotherly love, and pious faith. Secondly, we should seek pardon for our sins by confession and prayer, and take heed lest by aggravated sin we deprave our souls beyond recovery. There are those who sin unto death, for whom it is hopeless to pray. Light, truth, and the divine life of heaven can never receive them; darkness, falsehood, and the deep realm of death irrevocably swallow them.

And now we may sum up in a few words the essential results of this whole inquiry into the principles of John's theology, especially as composing and shown in his doctrine of a future life. First, God is personal love, truth, light, holiness, blessedness. These realities, as concentrated in their incomprehensible absoluteness, are the elements of his infinite being. Secondly, these spiritual substances, as diffused through the worlds of the universe and experienced in the souls of moral creatures, are the medium of God's revelation of himself, the direct presence and working of his Logos. Thirdly, the persons who prevailingly partake of these qualities are God's loyal subjects and approved children, in peaceful communion with the Father, through the Son, possessing eternal life. Fourthly, Satan is personal hatred, falsehood, darkness, sin, misery. These realities, in their abstract nature and source, are his being; in their special manifestations they are his efflux and power. Fifthly, the persons who partake rulingly of these qualities are the devil's enslaved subjects and lineal children; in sinful bondage to him, in depraved com-

\(^{40}\) See vol. i. pp. 139, 416, 417, 555, 643, 648; vol. ii. pp. 178, 433.
munion with him, they dwell in a state of hostile banishment and unhappiness, which is moral death. Sixthly, Christ was the Logos who, descending from his anterior glory in heaven, and appearing in mortal flesh, embodied all the Divine qualities in an unflawed model of humanity, gathered up and exhibited all the spiritual characteristics of the Father in a stainless and perfect soul supernaturally filled and illuminated, thus to bear into the world a more intelligible and effective revelation of God the Father than nature or common humanity yielded, to shine with regenerating radiance upon the deadly darkness of those who were groping in lying sins, “that they might have life and that they might have it more abundantly.” Seventhly, the fickle and perishing experience of unbelieving and wicked men, the vagrant life of sensuality and worldliness, the shallow life in vain and transitory things, gives place in the soul of a Christian to a profoundly-earnest, unchanging experience of truth and love, a steady and everlasting life in Divine and everlasting things. Eighthly, the experimental reception of the revealed grace and verity by faith and discipleship in Jesus is accompanied by internal convincing proofs and seals of their genuineness, validity, and immortality. They awaken a new consciousness, a new life, inherently Divine and self-warranting. Ninthly, Christ, by his incarnation, death, resurrection, and ascension, was a propitiation for our sins, a mercy-seat pledging forgiveness; that is, he was the medium of showing us that mercy of God which annulled the penalty of sin, the descent of souls to the gloomy under-world, and opened the celestial domains for the ransomed children of earth to join the sinless angels of heaven. Tenthly, Christ was speedily to make a second advent. In that last day the dead should come forth for judgment, the good be exalted to unfading glory with the Father and the Son, and the bad be left in the lower region of noiseless shadows and dreams. These ten points of view, we believe, command all the principal features of the theological landscape which occupied the mental vision of the writer of the Gospel and epistles bearing the superscription, John.

CHAPTER VI.

CHRIST'S TEACHINGS CONCERNING THE FUTURE LIFE.

In approaching the teachings of the Savior himself concerning the future fate of man, we should throw off the weight of creeds and prejudices, and, by the aid of all the appliances in our power, endeavor to reach beneath the imagery and unessential particulars of his instructions to learn their bare significance in truth. This is made difficult by the
singular perversions his religion has undergone; by the loss of a complete knowledge of the peculiarities of the Messianic age in the lapse of the ages since; by the almost universal change in our associations, modes of feeling and thought, and styles of speech; and by the gradual accretion and hardening of false doctrines and sectarian biases and wilfulness. As we examine the words of Christ to find their real meaning, there are four prominent considerations to be especially weighed and borne in mind.

First, we must not forget the poetic Eastern style common to the Jewish prophets; their symbolic enunciations in bold figures of speech: “I am the door;” “I am the bread of life;” “I am the vine;” “My sheep hear my voice;” “If these should hold their peace, the stones would immediately cry out.” This daring emblematic language was natural to the Oriental nations; and the Bible is full of it. Is the overthrow of a country foretold? It is not said, “Babylon shall be destroyed,” but “The sun shall be darkened at his going forth, the moon shall be as blood, the stars shall fall from heaven, and the earth shall stagger to and fro as a drunken man.” If we would truly understand Christ’s declarations, we must not overlook the characteristics of figurative language. For “he spake to the multitude in parables, and without a parable spake he not unto them;” and a parable, of course, is not to be taken literally, but holds a latent sense and purpose which are to be sought out. The greatest injustice is done to the teachings of Christ when his words are studied as those of a dry scholastic, a metaphysical moralist, not as those of a profound poet, a master in the spiritual realm.

Secondly, we must remember that we have but fragmentary reports of a small part of the teachings of Christ. He was engaged in the active prosecution of his mission probably about three years,—at the shortest over one year; while all the different words of his recorded in the New Testament would not occupy more than five hours. Only a little fraction of what he said has been transmitted to us; and though this part may contain the essence of the whole, yet it must naturally in some instances be obscure and difficult of apprehension. We must therefore compare different passages with each other, carefully probe them all, and explain, so far as possible, those whose meaning is recondite by those whose meaning is obvious. Some persons may be surprised to think that we have but a small portion of the sayings of Jesus. The fact, however, is unquestionable. And perhaps there is no more reason that we should have a full report of his words than there is that we should have a complete account of his doings; and the evangelist declares, “There are also many other things which Jesus did, the which, if they should every one be written, I suppose that even the world itself could not contain the books.”

Thirdly, when examining the instructions of Jesus, we should recollect that he adopted, and applied to himself and to his kingdom, the common Jewish phraseology concerning the Messiah and the events that
were expected to attend his advent and reign. But he did not take up these phrases in the perverted sense held in the corrupt opinions and earthly hopes of the Jews: he used them spiritually, in the sense which accorded with the true Messianic dispensation as it was arranged in the forecasting providence of God. No investigation of the New Testament should be unaccompanied by an observance of the fundamental rule of interpretation,—namely, that the student of a book, especially of an ancient, obscure, and fragmentary book, should imbue himself as thoroughly as he can with the knowledge and spirit of the opinions, events, influences, circumstances, of the time when the document was written, and of the persons who wrote it. The inquirer must be equipped for his task by a mastery of the Rabbinism of Gamaliel, at whose feet Paul was brought up; for the Jewish mind of that age was filled, and its religious language directed, by this Rabbinism. Guided by this principle, furnished with the necessary information, in the helpful light of the best results of modern critical scholarship, we shall be able to explain many dark texts, and to satisfy ourselves, at least in a degree, as to the genuine substance of Christ's declarations touching the future destinies of men.

Finally, he who studies the New Testament with patient thoroughness and with honest sharpness will arrive at a distinction most important to be made and to be kept in view, namely, a distinction between the real meaning of Christ's words in his own mind and the actual meaning understood in them by his auditors and reporters. Here we approach a most delicate and vital point, hitherto too little noticed, but destined yet to become prominent and fruitful. A large number of religious phrases were in common use among the Jews at the time of Jesus. He adopted them, but infused into them a deeper, a correct meaning,—as Copernicus did into the old astronomic formulas. But the bystanders who listened to his discourses, hearing the familiar terms, seized the familiar meaning, and erroneously attributed it to him. It is certain that the Savior was often misunderstood and often not understood at all. When he declared himself the Messiah, the people would have made him a king by force! Even the apostles frequently grossly failed to appreciate his spirit and aims, wrenched unwarrantable inferences from his words, and quarreled for the preceedy in his coming kingdom and for seats at his right hand. In numerous cases it is glaringly plain that his ideas were far from their conceptions of them. We have no doubt the same was true in many other instances where it is not so clear. He repeatedly reproves them for folly and slowness because they did not perceive the sense of his instructions. Perhaps there was a slight impatience in his tones when he said, "How is it that ye do not understand that I spake

1 See this distinction affirmed by De Wette, in the preface to his Commentatio de Morte Jesu Christi Expiatoria. See also Thurn, Jesus und seine Apostel in Widerspruch in Anschlag der Lehre von der Ewigen Verdammniss. In Scherer's Schriftforsch. sect. i. nr. 4.
it not to you concerning bread, that ye should beware of the leaven of the Pharisees and of the Sadducees?" Jesus uttered in established phrases new and profoundly spiritual thoughts. The apostles—educated in, and full of, as they evidently were, the dogmas, prejudices, and hopes of their age and land—would naturally, to some extent, misapprehend his meaning. Then, after a tumultuous interval, writing out his instructions from memory, how perfectly natural that their own convictions and sentiments would have a powerful influence in modifying and shaping the animus and the verbal expressions in their reports! Under the circumstances, that we should now possess the very equivalents of his words with strict literalness, and conveying his very intentions perfectly translated from the Aramean into the Greek tongue, would imply the most sustained and amazing of all miracles. There is nothing whatever that indicates any such miraculous intervention. There is nothing to discredit the fair presumption that the writers were left to their own abilities, under the inspiration of an earnest consecrating love and truthfulness. And we must, with due limitations, distinguish between the original words and conscious meaning of the sublime Master, illustrated by the emphasis and discrimination of his looks, tones, and gestures, and the apprehended meaning recorded long afterwards, shaped and colored by passing through the minds and pens of the sometimes dissentient and always imperfect disciples. He once declared to them, "I have many things to say unto you, but ye are not able to bear them." Admitting his infallibility, as we may, yet asserting their fallibility, as we must, and accompanied, too, as his words now are by many very obscuring circumstances, it is extremely difficult to lay the hand on discriminated texts and say, "οίτων οἱ λόγοι ἀληθεύοι εἰσί τοῦ θεοῦ."

The Messianic doctrine prevalent among the Jews in the time of Jesus appears to have been built up little by little, by religious faith, national pride, and priestly desire, out of literal interpretations of figurative prophecy, and Cabalistic interpretations of plain language, and Rabbinical traditions and speculations, additionally corrupted in some particulars by intercourse with the Persians. Under all this was a central spiritual germ of a Divine promise and plan. A Messiah was really to come. It was in answering the questions, what kind of a king he was to be, and over what sort of a kingdom he was to reign, that the errors crept in. The Messianic conceptions which have come down to us through the Prophets, the Targums, incidental allusions in the New Testament, the Talmud, and the few other traditions and records yet in existence, are very diverse and sometimes contradictory. They agreed in ardently looking for an earthly sovereign in the Messiah, one who would rise up in the line of David and by the power of Jehovah deliver his people, punish their enemies, subdue the world to his sceptre, and reign with Divine auspices of beneficence and splendor. They also expected that then a portion of the dead would rise from the under-world and assume their bodies again, to participate in the triumphs and blessings of his
earthly kingdom. His personal reign in Judea was what they usually meant by the phrases "the kingdom of heaven," "the kingdom of God." The apostles cherished these ideas, and expressed them in the terms common to their countrymen. But we cannot doubt that Jesus employed this and kindred language in a purer and deeper sense, which we must take pains to distinguish from the early and lingering errors associated with it.

Upon the threshold of our subject we meet with predictions of a second coming of Christ from heaven, with power and glory, to sit on his throne and judge the world. The portentous imagery in which these prophecies are clothed is taken from the old prophets; and to them we must turn to learn its usage and force. The Hebrews called any signal manifestation of power—especially any dreadful calamity—a coming of the Lord. It was a coming of Jehovah when his vengeance strewed the ground with the corpses of Sennacherib's host; when its storm swept Jerusalem as with fire, and bore Israel into bondage; when its sword came down upon Idumea and was bathed in blood upon Edom. "The day of the Lord" is another term of precisely similar import. It occurs in the Old Testament about fifteen times. In every instance it means some mighty manifestation of God's power in calamity. These occasions are pictured forth with the most astounding figures of speech. Isaiah describes the approaching destruction of Babylon in these terms:—"The stars of heaven and the constellations thereof shall give no light; the sun shall be darkened, the moon shall not shine, the heavens shall shake, and the earth shall remove out of her place and be as a frightened sheep that no man taketh up." The Jews expected that the coming of the Messiah would be preceded by many fearful woes, in the midst of which he would appear with peerless pomp and might. The day of his coming they named emphatically the day of the Lord. Jesus actually appeared,—not, as they expected, a warrior travelling in the greatness of his strength, with dyed garments from Bozrah, staining his raiment with blood as he trampled in the wine-vat of vengeance, but the true Messiah, God's forordained and anointed Son, despised and rejected of men, bringing good tidings, publishing peace. It must have been impossible for the Jews to receive such a Messiah without explanations. Those few who became converts apprehended his Messianic language, at least to some extent, in the sense which previously occupied their minds. He knew that often he was not understood; and he frequently said to his followers, "Who hath ears to hear, let him hear." His disciples once asked him, "What shall be the sign of thy coming, and of the end of the world?" He replied, substantially, "There shall be wars, famines, and unheard-of trials; and immediately after the sun shall be darkened, the moon shall not give her light, the stars shall fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens shall be shaken. Then shall they see the Son of Man coming in the clouds of heaven with great power. And he shall sit upon the throne of his glory, and all nations shall be gathered
before him, and he shall separate them one from another." That this language was understood by the evangelists and the early Christians, in accordance with their Pharisaic notions, as teaching literally a physical reappearance of Christ on the earth, a resurrection, and a general judgment, we fully believe. Those ideas were prevalent at the time, are expressed in scores of places in the New Testament, and are the direct strong assertion of the words themselves. But that such was the meaning of Christ himself we much more than doubt.

In the first place, in his own language in regard to his second coming there is no the least hint of a resurrection of the dead: the scene is confined to the living, and to the earth. Secondly, the figures which he employs in this connection are the same as those used by the Jewish prophets to denote great and signal events on the earth, and may be so taken here without violence to the idiom. Thirdly, he expressly fixed the date of the events he referred to within that generation; and if, therefore, he spoke literally, he was grossly in error, and his prophecies failed of fulfilment,—a conclusion which we cannot adopt. To suppose that he partook in the false, mechanical dogmas of the carnal Jews would be equally irreconcilable with the common idea of his Divine inspiration, and with the profound penetration and spirituality of his own mind. He certainly used much of the phraseology of his contemporary countrymen, metaphorically, to convey his own purer thoughts. We have no doubt he did so in regard to the descriptions of his second coming. Let us state in a form of paraphrase what his real instructions on this point seem to us to have been:—"You cannot believe that I am the Messiah, because I do not deliver you from your oppressors and trample on the Gentiles. Your minds are clouded with errors. The Father hath sent me to found the kingdom of peace and righteousness, and hath given me all power to reward and punish. By my word shall the nations of the earth be honored and blessed, or be overwhelmed with fire; and every man must stand before my judgment-seat. The end of the world is at the doors. The Mosaic dispensation is about to be closed in the fearful tribulations of the day of the Lord, and my dispensation to be set up. When you see Jerusalem encompassed with armies, know that the day is at hand, and flee to the mountains; for not one stone shall be left upon another. Then the power of God will be shown on my behalf, and the sign of the Son of Man be seen in heaven. My truths shall prevail, and shall be owned as the criteria of Divine judgment. According to them, all the righteous shall be distinguished as my subjects, and all the iniquitous shall be separated from my kingdom. Some of those standing here shall not taste death till all these things be fulfilled. Then it will be seen that I am the Messiah, and that through the eternal principles of truth which I have proclaimed I shall sit upon a throne of glory,—not literally, in person, as you thought, blessing the Jews and cursing the Gentiles, but spiritually, in the truth, dispensing joy to good men and woe to bad men, according to their deserts." Such we believe to be the meaning of
Christ's own predictions of his second coming. He figuratively identifies himself with his religion according to that idiom by which it is written, "Moses hath in every city them that read him, being read in the synagogues every Sabbath-day." His figure of himself as the universal judge is a bold personification; for he elsewhere says, "He that believeth in me believeth not in me, but in Him that sent me." And again, "He that rejecteth me, I judge him not: the word that I have spoken, that shall judge him." His coming in the clouds of heaven with great power and glory was when, at the destruction of Jerusalem, the old age closed and the new began, the obstacles to his religion were removed and his throne established on the earth. This apostles undoubtedly understood the doctrine differently; but that such was his own thought we conclude, because he did sometimes undeniably use figurative language in that way, and because the other meaning is an error, not in harmony either with his character, his mind, or his mission.

This interpretation is so important that it may need to be illustrated and confirmed by further instances:—"When the Son of Man sits on the throne of his glory, and all nations are gathered before him, his angels shall sever the wicked from among the just, and shall cast them into a furnace of fire: there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth." A few such picturesque phrases have led to the general belief in a great world-judgment at the end of the appointed time, after which the condemned are to be thrown into the tortures of an unquenchable world of flame. How arbitrary and violent a conclusion this is, how unwarranted and gross a perversion of the language of Christ it is, we may easily see. The fact that the old prophets often described fearful misfortunes and woes in images of clouds and flame and falling stars, and other portentuous symbols, and that this style was therefore familiar to the Jews, would make it very natural for Jesus, in foretelling such an event as the coming destruction of Jerusalem, in conflagration and massacre, with the irretrievable subversion of the old dispensation, to picture it forth in a similar way. Fire was to the Jews a common emblem of calamity and devastation; and judgments incomparably less momentous than those gathered about the fall of Jerusalem and the dispersion of the self-boasted favorites of Jehovah were often described by the prophets in appalling images of darkened planets, shaking heavens, clouds, fire, and blackness. Joel, speaking of a "day of the Lord," when there should be famine and drought, and a horrid army of destroying insects, "before whom a fire devoureth, and behind them a flame burneth," draws the scene in these terrific colors:—"The earth shall quake before them; the sun and moon shall be dark, and the stars shall withdraw their shining; and the Lord shall utter his voice before his terrible army of locusts, caterpillars, and destroying worms." Ezekiel represents God as saying, "The house of Israel is to me become dross: therefore I will gather you into the midst
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of Jerusalem: as they gather silver, brass, iron, tin, and lead into the midst of the furnace to blow the fire upon it, so will I gather you, and blow upon you in the fire of my wrath, and ye shall be melted in the midst thereof."

We read in Isaiah, "The Assyrian shall flee, and his princes shall be afraid, saith the Lord, whose fire is in Zion and his furnace in Jerusalem." Malachi also says, "The day cometh that shall burn as a furnace, and all that do wickedly shall be stubble, and shall be burned up root and branch. They shall be trodden as ashes beneath the feet of the righteous." The meaning of these passages, and of many other similar ones, is, in every instance, some severe temporal calamity, some dire example of Jehovah's retributions among the nations of the earth. Their authors never dreamed of teaching that there is a place of fire beyond the grave in which the wicked dead shall be tormented, or that the natural creation is finally to be devoured by flame. It is perfectly certain that not a single text in the Old Testament was meant to teach any such doctrine as that. The judgments shadowed forth in kindred metaphors by Christ are to be understood in the light of this fact. Their meaning is, that all unjust, cruel, false, impure men shall endure severe punishments. This general thought is fearfully distinct; but every thing beyond—all details—are left in utter obscurity.

In the august scene of the King in judgment, when the sentence has been pronounced on those at the left hand, "Depart from me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire prepared for the devil and his angels," it is written, "and they shall go away into everlasting punishment." It is obvious to remark that the imagery of a fiery prison built for Satan and the fallen angels, and into which the bad shall be finally doomed, is poetical language, or language of accommodation to the current notions of the time. These startling Oriental figures are used to wrap and convey the assertion that the wicked shall be severely punished according to their deserts. No literal reference seems to be made either to the particular time, to the special place, or to the distinctive character, of the punishment; but the mere fact is stated in a manner to fill the conscience with awe and to stamp the practical lesson vividly on the memory. But admitting the clauses apparently descriptive of the nature of this retribution to be metaphorical, yet what shall we think of its duration? Is it absolutely unending? There is nothing in the record to enable a candid inquirer to answer that question decisively. So far as the letter of Scripture is concerned, there are no data to give an indubitable solution to the problem. It is true the word "everlasting" is repeated; but, when impartially weighed, it seems a sudden rhetorical expression, of indefinite force, used to heighten the impressiveness of a sublime dramatic representation, rather than a cautious philosophical term employed to convey an abstract conception. There is no reason whatever for supposing that Christ's mind was particularly directed to the metaphysical idea of endlessness, or to the much more metaphysical idea of timelessness. The presumptive evidence is that he spoke popularly. Had he been charged to re-
veal a doctrine so tremendous, so awful, so unutterably momentous in its practical relations, as that of the endless close of all probation at death, is it conceivable that he would merely have couched it in a few figurative expressions and left it as a matter of obscure inference and uncertainty? No: in that case, he would have iterated and reiterated it, defined, guarded, illustrated it, and have left no possibility of honest mistake or doubt of it.

The Greek word αἰώνος,—and the same is true of the corresponding Hebrew word,—translated “everlasting” in the English Bible, has not in its popular usage the rigid force of eternal duration, but varies,—is now applied to objects as evanescent as man’s earthly life, now to objects as lasting as eternity. Its power in any given case is to be sought from the context and the reason of the thing. Isaiah, having threatened the unrighteous nations that they “should conceive chaff and bring forth stubble, that their own breath should be fire to devour them, and that they should be burnt like lime, like thorns cut up in the fire,” makes the terror-smitten sinners and hypocrites cry, “Who among us can dwell in devouring fire? Who among us can dwell in everlasting burnings?” Yet his reference is solely to an outward, temporal judgment in this world. The Greek adjective rendered “everlasting” is etymologically, and by universal usage, a term of duration, but indefinite,—its extent of meaning depending on the subjects of which it is predicated. Therefore, when Christ connects this word with the punishment of the wicked, it is impossible to say with any certainty, judging from the language itself, whether he implies that those who die in their sins are hopelessly lost, perfectly irredeemable forever, or not,—though the probabilities are very strongly in the latter direction. “Everlasting punishment” may mean, in philosophical strictness, a punishment absolutely eternal, or may be a popular expression denoting, with general indefiniteness, a very long duration. Since in all Greek literature, sacred and profane, αἰώνος is applied to things that end, ten times as often as it is to things immortal, no fair critic can assert positively that when it is connected with future punishment it has the stringent meaning of metaphysical endlessness. On the other hand, no one has any critical right to say positively that in such cases it has not that meaning. The Master has not explained his words on this point, but has left them veiled. We can settle the question itself concerning the limitedness or the unlimitedness of future punishment only on other grounds than those of textual criticism,—even on grounds of enlightened reason postulating the cardinal principles of Christianity and of ethics. Will not the unimpeded Spirit of Christ lead all free minds and loving hearts to one conclusion? But that conclusion is to be held modestly as a trusted inference, not dogmatically as a received revelation.

Another point in the Savior’s teachings which it is of the utmost im-

portance to understand is the sense in which he used the Jewish phrases "Resurrection of the Dead" and "Resurrection at the Last Day." The Pharisees looked for a restoration of the righteous from their graves to a bodily life. This event they supposed would take place at the appearance of the Messiah; and the time of his coming they called "the last day." So the Apostle John says, "Already are there many antichrists; whereby we know that it is the last time." Now, Jesus claimed to be the Messiah, clothed in his functions, though he interpreted those functions as carrying an interior and moral, not an outward and physical, force. "This is the will of Him that sent me, that every one which seeth the Son and believeth on him should have everlasting life; and I will raise him up at the last day." Again, when Martha told Jesus that "she knew her brother Lazarus would rise again in the resurrection at the last day," he replied, "I am the resurrection and the life: he that believeth in me, though he were dead, yet shall he live; and whosoever liveth and believeth in me shall never die." This utterance is surely metaphorical; for belief in Jesus does not prevent physical dissolution. The thoughts contained in the various passages belonging to this subject, when drawn out, compared, and stated in general terms, seem to us to be as follows:—"You suppose that in the last day your Messiah will restore the dead to live again upon the earth. I am the Messiah, and the last days have therefore arrived. I am commissioned by the Father to bestow eternal life upon all who believe on me; but not in the manner you have anticipated. The true resurrection is not calling the body from the tomb, but opening the fountains of eternal life in the soul. I am come to open the spiritual world to your faith. He that believeth in me and keepeth my commandments has passed from death unto life,—become conscious that though seemingly he passes into the grave, yet really he shall live with God forever. The true resurrection is, to come into the experience of the truth that 'God is not the God of the dead, but of the living; for all live unto him.' Over the soul that is filled with such an experience, death has no power. Verily, I say unto you, the hour is coming, and now is, when the dead, the ignorant and guilty, buried in trespasses and sins, shall hear these truths declared, and they that believe shall lay hold of the life thus offered and be blessed. The Father hath given me authority to execute judgment,—that is, to lay down the principles by which men shall be judged according to their deserts. All mankind shall be judged in the spiritual state by the spirit and precepts of my religion as veritably as if in their graves the generations of the dead heard my voice and came forth, the good to blessedness, the evil to misery. The judgment which is, as it were, committed unto me, is not really committed unto me, but unto the truth which I declare; for of mine own self I can do nothing." We believe this paraphrase expresses the essential meaning of Christ's own declarations concerning a resurrec- tion and an associated judgment. Coming to bring from the Father authenticated tidings of immortality, and to reveal the laws of the Divine
judgment, he declared that those who believed and kept his words were delivered from the terror of death, and, knowing that an endless life of blessedness was awaiting them, immediately entered upon its experience. He did not teach the doctrine of a bodily restoration, but said, "In the resurrection," that is, in the spiritual state succeeding death, "they neither marry nor are given in marriage, but are as the angels of heaven." He did not teach the doctrine of a temporary sleep in the grave, but said to the penitent thief on the cross, "This day shalt thou be with me in Paradise:" instantly upon leaving the body their souls would be together in the state of the blessed.

It is often said that the words of Jesus in relation to the dead hearing his voice and coming forth must be taken literally; for the metaphor is of too extreme violence. But it is in keeping with his usage. He says, "Let the dead bury their dead." It is far less bold than "This is my body; this is my blood." It is not nearly so strong as Paul's adjuration, "Awake, thou that sleepest, and rise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light." It is not more daringly imaginative than the assertion that "the heroes sleeping in Marathon's gory bed stirred in their graves when Leonidas fought at Thermopylae:" or than Christ's own words, "If thou hadst faith like a grain of mustard-seed, thou couldst say to this mountain, Be thou cast into yonder sea, and it should obey you." So one might say,—

"Where'er the gospel comes,
   It spreads diviner light;
It calls dead sinners from their tombs
   And gives the blind their sight."

And in the latter days, when it has done its work, and the glorious measure of human redemption is full, liberty, intelligence, and love shall stand hand in hand on the mountain-summits and raise up the long generations of the dead to behold the completed fruits of their toils. In this figurative moral sense Jesus probably spoke when he said, "Thou shalt be recompensed at the resurrection of the just." He referred simply to the rewards of the virtuous in the state beyond the grave. The phraseology in which he clothed the thought he accommodatingly adopted from the current speech of the Pharisees. They unquestionably meant by it the group of notions contained in their dogma of the destined physical restoration of the dead from their sepulchres at the advent of the Messiah. And it seems perfectly plain to us, on an impartial study of the record, that the evangelist, in reporting his words, took the Pharisaic dogma, and not merely the Christian truth, with them. But that Jesus himself modified and spiritualized the meaning of the phrase when he employed it, even as he did the other contemporaneous language descriptive of the Messianic offices and times, we conclude for two reasons. First, he certainly did often use language in that spiritual way, dressing in bold metaphors moral thoughts of inspired insight and truth. Secondly, the moral doctrine is the only one that is
true, or that is in keeping with his penetrative thought. The notion of a physical resurrection is an error borrowed most likely from the Persians by the Pharisees, and not belonging to the essential elements of Christianity. The notion being prevalent at the time in Judea, and being usually expressed in certain appropriated phrases, when Christ used those phrases in a true spiritual sense the apostles would naturally apprehend from them the carnal meaning which already filled their minds in common with the minds of their countrymen.

The word _Hades_, translated in the English New Testament by the word "hell," a word of nearly the same etymological force, but now conveying a quite different meaning, occurs in the discourses of Jesus only three several times. The other instances of its use are repetitions or parallels. First, "And thou, Capernaum, which art exalted to heaven, shalt be brought down to the under-world;" that is, the great and proud city shall become powerless, a heap of ruins. Second, "Upon this rock I will found my Church, and the gates of the under-world shall not prevail against it;" that is, the powers of darkness, the opposition of the wicked, the strength of evil, shall not destroy my religion; in spite of them it shall assert its organization and overcome all obstacles.

The remaining example of the Savior's use of this word is in the parable of Dives and Lazarus. The rich man is described, after death, as suffering in the under-world. Seeing the beggar afar off in Abraham's bosom, he cries, "Father Abraham, pity me, and send Lazarus, that he may dip the tip of his finger in water and cool my tongue; for I am tormented in this flame." Well-known fancies and opinions are here wrought up in scenic form to convey certain moral impressions. It will be noticed that the implied division of the under-world into two parts, with a gulf between them, corresponds to the common Gentile notion of an Elysian region of delightful meadows for the good and a Tartarean region of blackness and fire for the bad, both included in one subterranean kingdom, but divided by an interval.⁴

The dramatic details of the account—Lazarus being borne into bliss by angels, Dives asking to have a messenger sent from bale to bale to warn his surviving brothers—rest on opinions afloat among the Jews of that age, derived from the Persian theology. Zoroaster prays, "When I shall die, let Aban and Bahman carry me to the bosom of joy."⁵ And it was a common belief among the Persians that souls were at seasons permitted to leave purgatory and visit their relatives on earth.⁶ It is evident that the narrative before us is not a history to be literally construed, but a parable to be carefully analyzed. The imagery and the particulars are

---

⁴ See copious illustrations by Rosenmüller, in Luc. cap. xvi. 22, 23.

⁵ *Hic locus est partes ubi se via findit in ambas:
Dextera, quae Ditis magi sub monia tendit;*
*Hac iter Elysium nobis: at leva minorum
Exerexit prenas, et ad impia Tartara mittit.*

⁶ *Ibid. s. 410.*
to be laid aside, and the central thoughts to be drawn forth. Take the words literally,—that the rich man's immaterial soul, writhing in flames, wished the tip of a finger dipped in water to cool his tongue,—and they are ridiculous. Take them figuratively, as a type of unknown spiritual anguish, and they are awful. Besides, had Christ intended to teach the doctrine of a local burning hell, he surely would have enunciated it in plain words, with solemn iteration and explanatory amplifications, instead of merely insinuating it incidentally, in metaphorical terms, in a professed parable. The sense of the parable is, that the formal distinctions of this world will have no influence in the allotments of the future state, but will often be reversed there; that a righteous Providence, knowing every thing here, rules hereafter, and will dispense compensating justice to all; that men should not wait for a herald to rise from the dead to warn them, but should heed the instructions they already have, and so live in the life that now is, as to avoid a miserable condemnation, and secure a blessed acceptance, in the life that is to come. By inculcating these truths in a striking manner, through the aid of a parable based on the familiar poetical conceptions of the future world and its scenery, Christ no more endorses those conceptions than by using the Messianic phrases of the Jews he approves the false carnal views which they joined with that language. To interpret the parable literally, then, and suppose it meant to teach the actual existence of a located hell of fire for sinners after death, is to disregard the proprieties of criticism.

"Gehenna," or the equivalent phrase, "Gehenna of fire," unfortunately translated into our tongue by the word "hell," is to be found in the teachings of Christ in only five independent instances, each of which, after tracing the original Jewish usage of the term, we will briefly examine. Gehenna, or the Vale of Hinnom, is derived from two Hebrew words, the first meaning a vale, the second being the name of its owner. The place thus called was the eastern part of the beautiful valley that forms the southern boundary of Jerusalem. Here Moloch, the horrid idol-god worshipped by the Ammonites, and by the Israelites during their idolatrous lapses, was set up. This monstrous idol had the head of an ox and the body of a man. It was hollow; and, being filled with fire, children were laid in its arms and devoured alive by the heat. This explains the terrific denunciations uttered by the prophets against those who made their children pass through the fire to Moloch. The spot was sometimes entitled Tophet,—a place of abhorrence; its name being derived, as some think, from a word meaning to vomit with loathing, or, as others suppose, from a word signifying drum, because drums were beaten to drown the shrieks of the burning children. After these horrible rites were abolished by Josiah, the place became an utter abomination. All filth, the offal of the city, the carcasses of beasts, the bodies of executed criminals, were cast indiscriminately into Gehenna. Fires were kept constantly burning to prevent the infection of the atmosphere from the putrifying mass. Worms were to be seen preying on the relics.
The primary meaning, then, of Gehenna, is a valley outside of Jerusalem, a place of corruption and fire, only to be thought of with execration and shuddering.

Now, it was not only in keeping with Oriental rhetoric, but also natural in itself, that figures of speech should be taken from these obvious and dreadful facts to symbolize any dire evil. For example, how naturally might a Jew, speaking of some foul wretch, and standing, perhaps, within sight of the place, exclaim, "He deserves to be hurled into the fires of Gehenna!" So the term would gradually become an accepted emblem of abominable punishment. Such was the fact; and this gives a perspicuous meaning to the word without supposing it to imply a fiery prison-house of anguish in the future world. Isaiah threatens the King of Assyria with ruin in these terms:—"Tophet is ordained of old, and prepared for the king: it is made deep and large; the pile thereof is fire and much wood; the breath of Jehovah, like a stream of brimstone, doth kindle it." The prophet thus portrays, with the dread imagery of Gehenna, approaching disaster and overthrow. A thorough study of the Old Testament shows that the Jews, during the period which it covers, did not believe in future rewards and punishments, but expected that all souls without discrimination would pass their shadowy dream-lives in the silence of Sheol. Between the termination of the Old Testament history and the commencement of the New, various forms of the doctrine of future retribution had been introduced or developed among the Jews. But during this period few, if any, decisive instances can be found in which the image of penal fire is connected with the future state. On the contrary, "darkness," "gloom," "blackness," "profound and perpetual night," are the terms employed to characterize the abode and fate of the wicked. Josephus says that, in the faith of the Pharisees, "the worst criminals were banished to the darkest part of the underworld." Philo represents the depraved and condemned as "groping in the lowest and darkest part of the creation." The word Gehenna is rarely found in the literature of this time, and when it is it commonly seems to be used either simply to denote the detestable Vale of Hinnom, or else plainly as a general symbol of calamity and horror, as in the elder prophets.

But in some of the Targums, or Chaldee paraphrases of the Hebrew Scriptures,—especially in the Targum of Jonathan ben Uzziah,—we meet repeated applications of the word Gehenna to signify a punishment by fire in the future state. This is a fact about which there can be no question. And to the documents showing such a usage of the word, the best scholars are pretty well agreed in assigning a date as early as the days of Christ. The evidence afforded by these Targums, together with the marked application of the term by Jesus himself, and the similar general use of it immediately after both by Christians and

5 Gesenius, Hebrew Thesaurus, Ge Hinnom.
Jews, render it not improbable that Gehenna was known to the contemporaries of the Savior as the metaphorical name of hell, a region of fire, in the under-world, where the reprobate were supposed to be punished after death. But admitting that, before Christ began to teach, the Jews had modified their early conception of the under-world as the silent and sombre abode of all the dead in common, and had divided it into two parts, one where the wicked suffer, called Gehenna, one where the righteous rest, called Paradise, still, that modification having been borrowed, as is historically evident, from the Gentiles, or, if developed among themselves, at all events unconnected with revelation, of course Christianity is not involved with the truth or falsity of it,—is not responsible for it. It does not necessarily follow that Jesus gave precisely the same meaning to the word Gehenna that his contemporaries or successors did. He may have used it in a modified emblematic sense, as he did many other current terms. In studying his language, we should especially free our minds both from the tyranny of pre-Christian notions and dogmas and from the associations and influences of modern creeds, and seek to interpret it in the light of his own instructions and in the spirit of his own mind.

We will now examine the cases in which Christ uses the term Gehenna, and ask what it means.

First: “Whosoever shall say to his brother, Thou vile wretch! shall be in danger of the fiery Gehenna.” Interpret this literally, and it teaches that whosoever calls his brother a wicked apostate is in danger of being thrown into the filthy flames in the Vale of Hinnom. But no one supposes that such was its meaning. Jesus would say, as we understand him, “I am not come to destroy, but to fulfil, the law; to show how at the culmination of the old dispensation a higher and stricter one opens. I say unto you, that, unless your righteousness exceeds that of the Pharisees, you cannot enter the kingdom of heaven. The conditions of acceptance under the new order are far more profound and difficult than under the old. That said, Whosoever commits murder shall be exposed to legal punishment from the public tribunal. This says, An invisible inward punishment, as much to be dreaded as the judgments of the Sanhedrin, shall be inflicted upon those who harbor the secret passions that lead to crime; whosoever, out of an angry heart, insults his brother, shall be exposed to spiritual retributions typified by the horrors of yon flaming valley. They of old time took cognizance of outward crimes by outward penalties. I take cognizance of inward sins by inward returns more sure and more fearful.”

Second: “If thy right eye be a source of temptation to thee, pluck it out and fling it away; for it is better for thee that one of thy members perish than that thy whole body should be cast into Gehenna.” Give these words a literal interpretation, and they mean, “If your eyes or your hands are the occasions of crime,—if they tempt you to commit offences which will expose you to public execution, to the ignominy and
torture heaped upon felons put to a shameful death and then flung among the burning filth of Gehenna,—pluck them out, cut them off betimes, and save yourself from such a frightful end; for it is better to live even thus maimed than, having a whole body, to be put to a violent death.” No one can suppose that Jesus meant to convey such an idea as that when he uttered these words. We must, then, attribute a deeper, an exclusively moral, significance to the passage. It means, “If you have some bosom sin, to deny and root out which is like tearing out an eye or cutting off a hand, pause not, but overcome and destroy it immediately, at whatever cost of effort and suffering; for it is better to endure the pain of fighting and smothering a bad passion than to submit to it and allow it to rule until it acquires complete control over you, pervades your whole nature with its miserable unrest, and brings you at last into a state of woe of which Gehenna and its dreadful associations are a fit emblem.” A verse spoken, according to Mark, in immediate connection with the present passage, confirms the figurative sense we have attributed to it:—“Whosoever shall cause one of these little ones that believe in me to fall, it were better for him that a millstone were hanged around his neck and he were plunged into the midst of the sea;” that is, in literal terms, a man had better meet a great calamity, even the loss of life, than commit a foul crime and thus bring the woe of guilt upon his soul. The phrase, “their worm dieth not, and their fire is not quenched,” is a part of the imagery naturally suggested by the scene in the Valley of Hinnom, and was used to give greater vividness and force to the moral impression of the discourse. By an interpretation resulting either from prejudice or ignorance, it is generally held to teach the doctrine of literal fire-torments enduring forever. It is a direct quotation from a passage in Isaiah which signifies that, in a glorious age to come, Jehovah will cause his worshippers to go forth from new moon to new moon and look upon the carcasses of the wicked, and see them devoured by fire which shall not be quenched and gnawed by worms which shall not die, until the last relics of them are destroyed.

Third: “Fear not them that kill the body but are not able to kill the soul; but rather fear Him who is able to destroy both soul and body in Gehenna.” A similar use of figurative language, in a still bolder manner, is found in Isaiah. Intending to say nothing more than that Assyria should be overthrown and crushed, the prophet bursts out, “Under the glory of the King of Assyria Jehovah shall kindle a burning like the burning of a fire; and it shall burn and devour his thorns and his briers in one day, and shall consume the glory of his forest and of his fruitful field, both soul and body.” Reading the whole passage in Matthew with a single eye, its meaning will be apparent. We may paraphrase it thus. Jesus says to his disciples, “You are now going forth to preach the gospel. My religion and its destinies are intrusted to your hands. As you go from place to place, be on your guard; for they will persecute you, and scourge you, and deliver you up to
death. But fear them not. It is enough for the disciple that he be as his master; and if they have done so unto me, how much more shall they unto you! Do not, through fear of hostile men, who can only kill your bodies and are not able in any wise to injure your souls, shrink from danger and prove recreant to the momentous duties imposed upon you; but be inspired to proclaim the principles of the heavenly kingdom with earnestness and courage, in the face of all perils, by fearing God,—him who is able to plunge both your souls and your bodies in abomination and agony,—him who, if you prove unfaithful and become slothful servants or wicked traitors, will leave your bodies to a violent death and after that your souls to bitter shame and anguish. Fear not the temporal, physical power of your enemies, to be turned from your work by it; but rather fear the eternal, spiritual power of your God, to be made faithful by it.”

Fourth: “Woe unto you, Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye compass sea and land to make one proselyte; and, when he is made, ye make him twofold more a child of Gehenna than yourselves.” That is, “Ye make him twice as bad as yourselves in hypocrisy, bigotry, extortion, impurity, and malice,—a subject of double guilt and of double retribution.”

Finally, Jesus exclaims to the children of those who killed the prophets, “Serpents, brood of vipers! how can ye escape the condemnation of Gehenna?” That is to say, “Venomous creatures, bad men! you deserve the fate of the worst criminals; you are worthy of the polluted fires of Gehenna; your vices will surely be followed by condign punishment: how can such depravity escape the severest retributions?”

These five are all the distinct instances in which Jesus uses the word Gehenna. It is plain that he always uses the word metaphorically. We therefore conclude that Christianity, correctly understood, never implies that eternal fire awaits sinners in the future world, but that moral retributions, according to their deeds, are the portion of all men here and hereafter. There is no more reason to suppose that essential Christianity contains the doctrine of a fiery infernal world than there is to suppose that it really means to declare that God is a glowing mass of flame, when it says, “Our God is a consuming fire.” We must remember the metaphorical character of much scriptural language. Wickedness is a fire, in that it preys upon men and draws down the displeasure of the Almighty, and consumes them. As Isaiah writes, “Wickedness burneth as the fire, the anger of Jehovah darkens the land, and the people shall be the food of the fire.” And James declares to proud extortioners, “The rust of your cankered gold and silver shall eat your flesh as it were fire.”

When Jesus says, “It shall be more tolerable for Sodom and Gomorrah in the day of judgment than for that city” which will not listen to the preaching of my kingdom, but drives my disciples away, he uses a familiar figure to signify that Sodom and Gomorrah would at such a call
have repented in sackcloth and ashes. The guilt of Chorazin and Bethsaida was, therefore, more hardened than theirs, and should receive a severer punishment; or, making allowance for the natural exaggeration of this kind of language, he means, That city whose iniquities and scornful unbelief lead it to reject my kingdom when it is proffered shall be brought to judgment and be overwhelmed with avenging calamities. Two parallel illustrations of this image are given us by the old prophets. Isaiah says, "Babylon shall be as when God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah." And Jeremiah complains, "The punishment of Jerusalem is greater than the punishment of Sodom." It is certainly remarkable that such passages should ever have been thought to teach the doctrine of a final, universal judgment-day breaking on the world in fire.

The subject of our Lord's teachings in regard to the punishment of the wicked is included in two classes of texts, and may be summed up in a few words. One class of texts relate to the visible establishment of Christianity as the true religion, the Divine law, at the destruction of the Jewish power, and to the frightful woes which should then fall upon the murderers of Christ, the bitter enemies of his cause. All these things were to come upon that generation,—were to happen before some of them then standing there tasted death. The other class of texts—and they are by far the more numerous—signify that the kingdom of Truth is now revealed and set up; that all men are bound to accept and obey it with reverence and love, and thus become its blessed subjects, the happy and immortal children of God; that those who spurn its offers, break its laws, and violate its pure spirit shall be punished, inevitably and fearfully, by moral retributions proportioned to the degrees of their guilt. Christ does not teach that the good are immortal and that the bad shall be annihilated, but that all alike, both the just and the unjust, enter the spiritual world. He does not teach that the bad shall be eternally miserable, cut off from all possibility of amendment, but simply that they shall be justly judged. He makes no definitive reference to duration, but leaves us at liberty, peering into the gloom as best we can, to suppose, if we think it most reasonable, that the conditions of our spiritual nature are the same in the future as now, and therefore that the wicked may go on in evil hereafter, or, if they will, all turn to righteousness, and the universe finally become as one sea of holiness and as one flood of praise.

Another portion of Christ's doctrine of the future life hinges on the phrase "the kingdom of heaven." Much is implied in this term and its accompaniments, and may be drawn out by answering the questions, What is heaven? Who are citizens of, and who are aliens from, the kingdom of God? Let us first examine the subordinate meanings and shades of meaning with which the Savior sometimes uses these phrases.

"Ye shall see heaven open and the angels of God ascending and descending upon the Son of Man." No confirmation of the literal sense of this that is afforded by any incident found in the Gospels. There is
every reason for supposing that he meant by it, "There shall be open manifestations of supernatural power and favor bestowed upon me by God,—evident signs of direct communications between us." His Divine works and instructions justified the statement. The word "heaven" as here used, then, does not mean any particular place, but means the approving presence of God. The instincts and natural language of man prompt us to consider objects of reverence as above us. We kneel below them. The splendor, mystery, infinity, of the starry regions help on the delusion. But surely no one possessing clear spiritual perceptions will think the literal facts in the case must correspond to this,—that God must dwell in a place overhead called heaven. He is an Omnipresence.

"Blessed are ye when men shall revile you and persecute you for my sake: rejoice, for great is your reward in heaven." This passage probably means, "In the midst of tribulation be exceeding glad; because you shall be abundantly rewarded in a future state for all your present sufferings in my cause." In that case, heaven signifies the spiritual world, and does not involve reference to any precisely-located spot. Or it may mean, "Be not disheartened by insults and persecutions met in the cause of God; for you shall be greatly blessed in your inward life: the approval of conscience, the immortal love and pity of God, shall be yours: the more you are hated and abused by men unjustly, the closer and sweeter shall be your communion with God." In that case, heaven signifies fellowship with the Father, and is independent of any particular time or place.

"Our Father, who art in heaven." Jesus was not the author of this sentence. It was a part of the Rabbinical synagogue-service, and was based upon the Hebrew conception of God as having his abode in an especial sense over the firmament. The Savior uses it as the language of accommodation, as is evident from his conversation with the woman of Samaria; for he told her that no exclusive spot was an acceptable place of worship, since "God is a Spirit; and they that worship him must worship him in spirit and in truth." No one who comprehends the meaning of the words can suppose that the Infinite Spirit occupies a confined local habitation, and that men must literally journey there to be with him after death. Wherever they may be now, they are away from him or with him, according to their characters. After death they are more banished from him or more immediately with him, instantly, wherever they are, according to the spirit they are of.

"Lay not up for yourselves treasures on earth, but in heaven." In other words, Be not absorbed in efforts to accumulate hoards of gold and silver, and to get houses and lands, which will soon pass away; but rather labor to acquire heavenly treasures,—wisdom, love, purity, and faith,—which will never pass from your possession nor cease from your enjoyment.

"I go to prepare a place for you. And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come again and receive you unto myself, that where I am there ye may be also." To understand this text, we must carefully study
the whole four chapters of the connection in which it stands. They abound in bold symbols. An instance of this is seen where Jesus, having washed his disciples' feet, says to them, "Ye are clean, but not all. For he knew who should betray him. Therefore said he, Ye are not all clean." The actual meaning of the passage before us may be illustrated by a short paraphrase of it with the context:—"Let not your hearts be troubled by the thought that I must die and be removed from you; for there are other states of being besides this earthly life. When they crucify me, as I have said to you before, I shall not perish, but shall pass into a higher state of existence with my Father. Whither I go ye know, and the way ye know: my Father is the end, and the truths that I have declared point out the way. If ye loved me, ye would rejoice because I say that I go to the Father. And if I go to him,—if, when they have put me to death, I pass into an unseen state of blessedness and glory, (as I prophesy unto you that I shall,)—I will reveal myself unto you again, and tell you. I go before you as a pioneer, and will surely come back and confirm, with irresistible evidence, the reality of what I have already told you. Therefore, trouble not your hearts, but be of good cheer."

"There is joy in the presence of the angels of God over one sinner that repenteth." The sentiment of this Divine declaration simply implies that all good beings sympathize with every triumph of goodness; that the living chain of mutual interest runs through the spiritual universe, making one family of those on earth and those in the invisible state.

"Touch me not; for I am not yet ascended to my Father." "Cling not to me, detain me not, for I have not yet left the world forever, to be in the spiritual state with my Father; and ere I do this I must seek my disciples, to convince them of my resurrection and to give them my parting commission and blessing." He used the common language, for it was the only language which she whom he addressed would understand; and although, literally interpreted, it conveyed the idea of a local heaven on high, yet at the same time it conveyed, and in the only way intelligible to her, all the truth that was important,—namely, that when he disappeared he would still be living, and be, furthermore, with God.

When Christ finally went from his disciples, he seemed to them to rise and vanish towards the clouds. This would confirm their previous material conceptions, and the old forms of speech would be handed down, strengthened by these phenomena, misunderstood in themselves and exaggerated in their importance. We generally speak now of God's "throne," of "heaven," as situated far away in the blue ether; we point upward to the world of bliss, and say, There the celestial hosannas roll; there the happy ones, the unforgotten ones of our love, wait to welcome us. These forms of speech are entirely natural; they are harmless; they aid in giving definiteness to our thoughts and feelings, and it is well to continue their use; it would be difficult to express our thoughts without
them. However, we must understand that they are not strictly and exclusively true. God is everywhere; and wherever he is there is heaven to the spirits that are like him and, consequently, see him and enjoy his ineffable blessedness.

Jesus sometimes uses the phrase “kingdom of heaven” as synonymous with the Divine will,—the spiritual principles or laws which he was inspired to proclaim. Many of his parables were spoken to illustrate the diffusive power and the incomparable value of the truth he taught,—as when he said, “The kingdom of heaven is like a grain of mustard-seed, which becomes a great tree;” it is “like unto heaven, which a woman put in two measures of meal until the whole was leavened;” it is “like a treasure hid in a field,” or “like a goodly pearl of great price, which, a man finding, he goes and sells all that he has and buys it.” In these examples “the kingdom of heaven” is plainly a personification of the revealed will of God, the true law of salvation and eternal life. In answer to the question why he spoke so many things to the people in parables, Jesus said to his disciples, “Because it is given unto you to know the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven; but unto them it is not given;” that is, you are prepared to understand the hitherto concealed truths of God’s government, if set forth plainly; but they are not prepared. Here—as also in the parables of the vineyard let out to husbandmen, and of the man who sowed good seed in his field, and in a few other cases—“the kingdom of heaven” means God’s government, his mode of dealing with men, his method of establishing his truths in the hearts of men. “The kingdom of heaven” sometimes signifies personal purity and peace, freedom from sensual solicitations. “There be eunuchs which have made themselves eunuchs for the kingdom of heaven’s sake. He that is able to receive it, let him receive it.”

Christ frequently uses the term “kingdom of heaven” in a somewhat restricted, traditional sense, based—in form but not in spirit—upon the Jewish expectations of the Messiah’s kingdom. “Be ye sure of this, that the kingdom of God is come nigh unto you;” “I must preach the kingdom of God to other cities also;” “Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand.” Christ was charged to bear to men a new revelation from God of his government and laws, that he might reign over them as a monarch over conscious and loyal subjects. “Many shall come from the East and the West, and shall sit down with Abraham and Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven; but the children of the kingdom shall be cast out into outer darkness.” The sense of these texts is as follows. “God is now offering unto you, through me, a spiritual dispensation, a new kingdom; but, unless you faithfully heed it and fulfil its conditions, you shall be rejected from it and lose the Divine favor. Although, by your position as the chosen people, and in the line of revelation, you are its natural heirs, yet, unless you rule your spirits and lives by its commands, you shall see the despised Gentiles enjoying all the privileges your faith allows to the revered patriarchs of your nation, while yourselves are shut out
from them and overwhelmed with shame and anguish. Your pride of
descent, haughtiness of spirit, and reliance upon dead rites unfit you for
the true kingdom of God, the inward reign of humility and righteousness; and the very publicans and harlots, repenting and humbling them-
selves, shall go into it before you.”

To be welcomed under this Messianic dispensation, to become a citizen
of this spiritual kingdom of God, the Savior declares that there are cer-
tain indispensable conditions. A man must repent and forsake his sins.
This was the burden of John’s preaching,—that the candidate for the
kingdom of heaven must first be baptized with water unto repentance, as
a sign that he abjures and is cleansed from all his old errors and iniqui-
ties. Then he must be baptized with the Holy Spirit and with fire,—
that is, must learn the positive principles of the coming kingdom, and
apply them to his own character, to purge away every corrupt thing. He
must be born again, born of water and of the Spirit; in other words, he
must be brought out from his impurity and wickedness into a new and
Divine life of holiness, awakened to a conscious experience of purity,
truth, and love,—the great prime elements in the reign of God. He must
be guileless and lowly. “Whosoever will not receive the kingdom of God
as a little child shall in no wise enter therein.”

The kingdom of heaven, the better dispensation which Christ came to
establish, is the humility of contrite hearts, the innocence of little children,
the purity of undefiled consciences, the fruit of good works, the truth of
universal laws, the love of God, and the conscious experience of an inde-
structible, blessed being. Those who enter into these qualities in faith,
in feeling, and in action are full citizens of that eternal kingdom; all
others are aliens from it.

Heaven, then, according to Christ’s use of the word, is not distinctively
a world situated somewhere in immensity, but a purely spiritual experi-
ence, having nothing to do with any special time or place. It is a state
of the soul, or a state of society, under the rule of truth, governed by
God’s will, either in this life or in a future. He said to the young ruler
who had walked faithfully in the law, and whose good traits drew forth
his love, “Thou art not far from the kingdom of God.” It is evident
that this does not mean a bounded place of abode, but a true state of
character, a virtuous mode of life “My kingdom is not of this world.”

“Every one that is of the truth heareth my voice.” That is, “My king-
dom is the realm of truth, the dominion of God’s will, and all true men
are my subjects.” Evidently this is not a material but a moral reign
and therefore unlimited by seasons or places. Wherever purity, truth,
love, obedience, prevail, there is God, and that is heaven. It is not
necessary to depart into some distant sphere to meet the Infinite Holy
One and dwell with him. He is on the very dust we tread, he is the
very centre of our souls and breath of our lives, if we are only in a state
that is fitted to recognise and enjoy him. “He that hath sent me is with
me: the Father hath not left me alone, for I always do those things
which please him.” It is a fair inference from such statements as this
that to do with conscious adoration and love those things that please God
is to be with him, without regard to time or place; and that is heaven.
“ I speak that which I have seen with my Father,” God, “and ye do that
which ye have seen with your father, the devil.” No one will suppose that
Jesus meant to tell the wicked men whom he was addressing that they
committed their iniquities in consequence of lessons learned in a pre-
vious state of existence with an arch-fiend, the parent of all evil. His
meaning, then, was, I bring forth in words and deeds the things which
I have learned in my secret soul from inspired communion with infinite
goodness and perfection; you bring forth the things which you have
learned from communion with the source of sin and woe,—that is, foul
propensities, cruel passions, and evil thoughts.

“I come forth from the Father and am come into the world; again I
leave the world and go unto the Father.” “I go unto Him that sent
me.” Since it is declared that God is an Omnipresent Spirit, and that
those who obey and love him see him and are with him everywhere,
these striking words must bear one of the two following interpretations.
First, they may imply in general that man is created and sent into this
state of being by the Father, and that after the termination of the pre-
sent life the soul is admitted to a closer union with the Parent Spirit.
This gives a natural meaning to the language which represents dying as
going to the Father. Not that it is necessary to travel to reach God, but
that the spiritual verity is most adequately expressed under such a
metaphor. But, secondly, and more probably, the phraseology under
consideration may be meant as an assertion of the Divine origin and
authority of the special mission of Christ. “Neither came I of myself,
but He sent me;” “The words that I speak unto you I speak not of
myself;” “As the Father hath taught me, I speak these things.” These
passages do not necessarily teach the pre-existence of Christ and his
descent from heaven in the flesh. That is a carnal interpretation which
does great violence to the genuine nature of the claims put forth by
our Savior. They may merely declare the supernatural commission of
the Son of God, his direct inspiration and authority. He did not volun-
tarily assume his great work, but was Divinely ordered on that service.
Compare the following text:—“The baptism of John, whence was it, 
from Heaven, or of men?” That is to say, was it of human or of Divine
origin and authority? So when it is said that the Son of Man descended
from heaven, or was sent by the Father, the meaning in Christ’s mind
probably was that he was raised up, did his works, spoke his words, by
the inspiration and with the sanction of God. The accuracy of this inter-
pretation is seen by the following citation from the Savior’s own words,
when, he is speaking—in his prayer at the last supper—of sending his
disciples out to preach the gospel:—“As thou hast sent me into the
world, even so have I also sent them into the world.” The reference,
evidently, is to a Divine choice and sealing,—not to a descent upon the earth from another sphere.

That the author of the Fourth Gospel believed that Christ descended from heaven literally we have not the shadow of a doubt. He repeatedly speaks of him as the great super-angelic Logos, the first-born Son and perfect image of God, the instrumental cause of the creation. His mind was filled with the same views, the same lofty Logos-theory that is so abundantly set forth in the writings of Philo Judaeus. He reports and describes the Savior in conformity with such a theological postulate. Possessed with the foregone conclusion that Jesus was the Divine Logos, descended from the celestial abode, and born into the world as a man, in endeavoring to write out from memory, years after they were uttered, the Savior's words, it is probable that he unconsciously misapprehended and tinged them according to his theory. The Delphic apothegm, "Know thyself," was said to have descended from heaven:

"Ε κοιλο δεσθεὶς γράφεται σαυρόν."

By a familiar Jewish idiom, "to ascend into heaven" meant to learn the will of God. And whatever bore the direct sanction of God was said to descend from heaven. When in these figurative terms Jesus asserted his Divine commission, it seems that some understood him literally, and concluded—perhaps in consequence of his miracles, joined with their own speculations—that he was the Logos incarnated. That such a conclusion was an unwarranted inference from metaphorical language and from a foregone pagan dogma appears from his own explanatory and justifying words spoken to the Jews. For when they accused him of making himself God, he replies, "If in your law they are called gods to whom the word of God came, charge ye him whom the Father hath sanctified and sent into the world with blasphemy, because he says he is the Son of God?" Christ's language in the Fourth Gospel may be fairly explained without implying his actual pre-existence or superhuman nature. But it does not seem to us that John's possibly can be. His miracles, according to the common idea of them, did not prove him to be the coequal facsimile, but merely proved him to be the delegated envoy, of God.

We may sum up the consideration of this point in a few words. Christ did not essentially mean by the term "heaven" the world of light and glory located by the Hebrews, and by some other nations, just above the visible firmament. His meaning, when he spoke of the kingdom of God or heaven, was always, in some form, either the reign of justice, purity, and love, or the invisible world of spirits. If that world, heaven, be in fact, and were in his conception, a sphere located in space, he never alluded to its position, but left it perfectly in the dark, keeping his instructions scrupulously free from any such commitment. He said, "I go to Him that sent me;" "I will come again and receive you unto myself, that
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where I am there ye may be also.” The references to locality are vague and mysterious. The nature of his words, and their scantiness, are as if he had said, We shall live hereafter; we shall be with the Father; we shall be together. All the rest is mystery, even to me: it is not important to be known, and the Father hath concealed it. Such, almost, are his very words. “A little while, and ye shall not see me; again, a little while, and ye shall see me, because I go to the Father.” “Father, I will that they also whom thou hast given me be with me where I am.” Whether heaven be technically a material abode or a spiritual state it is of little importance to us to know; and the teachings of Jesus seem to have nothing to do with it. The important things for us to know are that there is a heaven, and how we may prepare for it; and on these points the revelation is explicit. To suppose the Savior ignorant of some things is not inconsistent with his endowments; for he himself avowed his ignorance, saying, “Of that day knoweth no man; no, not even the angels which are in heaven, neither the Son, but the Father.” And it adds an awful solemnity, an indescribably exciting interest, to his departure from the world, to conceive him hovering on the verge of the same mystery which has enveloped every passing mortal,—hovering there with chastened wonder and curiosity, inspired with an absolute trust that in that fathomless obscurity the Father would be with him, and would unveil new realms of life, and would enable him to come back and assure his disciples. He certainly did not reveal the details of the future state: whether he was acquainted with them himself or not we cannot tell.

We next advance to the most important portion of the words of Christ regarding the life and destiny of the soul,—those parts of his doctrine which are most of a personal, experimental character, sounding the fountains of consciousness, piercing to the dividing asunder of our being. It is often said that Jesus everywhere takes for granted the fact of immortality,—that it underlies and permeates all he does and says. We should know at once that such a being must be immortal; such a life could never be lived by an ephemeral creature; of all possible proofs of immortality he is himself the sublimest. This is true, but not the whole truth. The resistless assurance, the Divine inspiration, the sublime repose, with which he enunciates the various thoughts connected with the theme of endless existence, are indeed marvellous. But he not only authoritatively assumes the truth of a future life; he speaks directly of it in many ways, often returns to it, continually hovers about it, reasons for it, exhorts upon it, makes most of his instructions hinge upon it, shows that it is a favorite subject of his communion. We may put the justice of these statements in a clear light by bringing together and explaining some of his scattered utterances.

His express language teaches that man in this world is a twofold being, leading a twofold life, physical and spiritual,—the one temporal, the other eternal,—the one apt unduly to absorb his affections, the other really deserving his profoundest care. This separation of the body and
the soul, and survival of the latter, is brought to light in various striking forms and with various piercing applications. In view of the dangers that beset his disciples on their mission, he exhorted and warned them thus:—“Fear not them which have power to kill the body and afterwards have no more that they can do; but rather fear Him who can kill both soul and body;” “Whosoever will save his life shall lose it; and whosoever will lose his life for my sake shall find it;” that is, whosoever, for the sake of saving the life of his body, shrinks from the duties of this dangerous time, shall lose the highest welfare of the soul; but whosoever loveth his lower life in the body less than he loves the virtues of a consecrated spirit shall win the true blessedness of his soul. Both of these passages show that the soul has a life and interest separate from the material tabernacle. With what pathos and convincing power was the same faith expressed in his ejaculation from the cross, “Father, into thy hands I commend my spirit!”—an expression of trust which, under such circumstances of desertion, horror, and agony, could only have been prompted by that inspiration of God which he always claimed to have.

Christ once reasoned with the Sadducees “as touching the dead, that they rise;” in other words, that the souls of men upon the decease of the body pass into another and an unending state of existence:—“Neither can they die any more; for they are equal with the angels, and are children of God, being children of the resurrection.” His argument was, that “God is the God of the living, not of the dead;” that is, the spiritual nature of man involves such a relationship with God as pledges his attributes to its perpetuity. The thought which supports this reasoning penetrates far into the soul and grasps the moral relations between man and God. It is most interesting viewed as the unqualified affirmation by Jesus of the doctrine of a future life which shall be deathless.

But the Savior usually stood in a more imposing attitude and spoke in a more commanding tone than are indicated in the foregoing sentences. The prevailing stand-point from which he spoke was that of an oracle giving responses from the inner shrine of the Divinity. The words and sentiments he uttered were not his, but the Father’s; and he uttered them in the clear tones of knowledge and authority, not in the whispering accents of speculation or surprize. How these entrancing tidings came to him he knew not; they were no creations of his; they rose spontaneously within him, bearing the miraculous sign and seal of God. —a recommendation he could no more question or resist than he could deny his own existence. He was set apart as a messenger to men. The tide of inspiration welled up till it filled every nerve and crevice of his being with conscious life and with an overmastering recognition of its living relations with the Omnipresent and Everlasting Life. Straightway he knew that the Father was in him and he in the Father, and that he was commissioned to reveal the mind of the Father to the world. He knew, by the direct knowledge of inspiration and consciousness, that he
should live forever. Before his keen, full, spiritual vitality the thought of death fled away, the thought of annihilation could not come. So far removed was his soul from the perception of interior sleep and decay, so broad and powerful was his consciousness of indestructible life, that he saw quite through the crumbling husks of time and sense to the crystal sea of spirit and thought. So absorbing was his sense of eternal life in himself that he even constructed an argument from his personal feeling to prove the immortality of others, saying to his disciples, "Because I live, ye shall live also;" "Ye believe in God, believe also in me." Ye believe what God declares, for he cannot be mistaken; believe what I declare—for his inspiration makes me infallible—when I say there are many spheres of life for us when this is ended.

It was from the fulness of this experience that Jesus addressed his hearers. He spoke not so much as one who had faith that immortal life would hereafter be revealed and certified, but rather as one already in the insight and possession of it,—as one whose foot already trod the eternal floor and whose vision pierced the immense horizon. "Verily, verily, I say unto you, he that heareth my word and believeth on Him that sent me hath everlasting life, and shall not come into condemnation, but is passed from death unto life." Being himself brought to this immovable assurance of immortal life by the special inspiration of God, it was his aim to bring others to the same blessed knowledge. His efforts to effect this form a most constant feature in his teachings. His own definition of his mission was, "I am come that they might have life, and that they might have it more abundantly." We see by the persistent drift of his words that he strove to lead others to the same spiritual point he stood at, that they might see the same prospect he saw, feel the same certitude he felt, enjoy the same communion with God and sense of immortality he enjoyed. "As the Father raiseth up the dead and quickeneth them, even so the Son quickeneth whom he will;" "For as the Father hath life in himself, so hath he given the Son to have life in himself;" "Father, glorify thy Son, that thy Son also may glorify thee; as thou hast given him power over all flesh, that he might give eternal life to as many as thou hast given him: and this is life eternal, that they might know thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent." In other words, the mission of Christ was to awaken in men the experience of immortal life; and that would be produced by imparting to them—reproducing in them—the experience of his own soul. Let us notice what steps he took to secure this end.

He begins by demanding the unreserved credence of men to what he says, claiming to say it with express authority from God, and giving miraculous credentials. "Whatsoever I speak, therefore, as the Father said to me, so I speak." This claim to inspired knowledge he advances so unquestionably that it cannot be overlooked. He then announces, as an unquestionable truth, the supreme claim of man's spiritual interests upon his attention and labor, alike from their inherent superiority and their
enduring subsistence. "For what shall it profit a man if he gain the whole world and lose his own soul?" "Thou fool, this night thy soul shall be required of thee: then whose shall be those things thou hast gathered?" "Labor not for the meat which perisheth, but for that meat which endureth unto everlasting life." The inspiration which dictated these instructions evidently based them upon the profoundest spiritual philosophy,—upon the truth that man lives at once in a sphere of material objects which is comparatively unimportant because he will soon leave it, and in a sphere of moral realities which is all-important because he will live in it forever. "Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God." The body, existing in the sphere of material relations, is supported by material bread; but the soul, existing in the sphere of spiritual relations, is supported by truth,—the nourishing breath of God’s love. We are in the eternal world, then, at present. Its laws and influences penetrate and rule us; its ethereal tides lave and bear us on; our experience and destiny in it are decided every moment by our characters. If we are pure in heart, have vital faith and force, we shall see God and have new revelations made to us. Such are among the fundamental principles of Christianity.

There is another class of texts,—based upon a highly-figurative style of speech, striking Oriental idioms,—the explanation of which will cast further light upon the branch of the subject immediately before us. "As the living Father hath sent me, and I live by the Father, so he that eateth me, even he shall live by me;" that is, As the blessed Father hath inspired me with the knowledge of him, and I am blessed with the consciousness of his immortal love, so he that believes and assimilates these truths as I proclaim them, he shall experience the same blessedness through my instruction. The words "I am the bread of life" are explained by the words "I am the truth." The declaration "Whoso eateth my flesh hath eternal life" is illustrated by the declaration "Whosoever heareth my word and believeth on Him that sent me hath everlasting life." There is no difficulty in understanding what Jesus meant when he said, "I have meat to eat ye know not of: my meat is to do the will of Him that sent me." Why should we not with the same ease, upon the same principles, interpret his kindred expression, "This is the bread which cometh down from heaven, that a man may eat thereof and not die"? The idea to be conveyed by all this phraseology is, that whosoever understands, accepts, assimilates, and brings out in earnest experience, the truths Christ taught, would realize the life of Christ, feel the same assurance of Divine favor and eternal blessedness. "He that eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood dwelleth in me and I in him;" that is, we have the same character, are fed by the same nutriment, rest in the same experience. Fortunately, we are not left to guess at the accuracy of this exegesis: it is demonstrated from the lips of the Master himself. When he knew that the disciples murmured at what he had said
about eating his flesh, and called it a hard saying, he said to them, "It is the spirit that quickeneth; the flesh profiteth nothing: the words that I speak unto you, they are spirit and they are life. But there are some of you that believe not." Any man who heartily believed what Christ said that he was Divinely authorized to declare, and did declare,—the prevailing goodness of the Father and the immortal blessedness of the souls of his children,—by the very terms was delivered from the bondage of fear and commenced the consciousness of eternal life. Of course, we are not to suppose that faith in Christ obtains immortality itself for the believer: it only rectifies and lights up the conditions of it, and awakens the consciousness of it. "I am the resurrection and the life: whosoever liveth and believeth in me shall never die." We suppose this means, he shall know that he is never to perish: it cannot refer to physical dissolution, for the believer dies equally with the unbeliever; it cannot refer to immortal existence in itself, for the unbeliever is as immortal as the believer: it must refer to the blessed nature of that immortality and to the personal assurance of it, because these Christ does impart to the disciple, while the unregenerate unbeliever in his doctrine, of course, has them not. Coming from God to reveal his infinite love, exemplifying the Divine elements of an immortal nature in his whole career, coming back from the grave to show its sceptre broken and to point the way to heaven, well may Christ proclaim, "Whosoever believes in me" knows he "shall never perish."

Among the Savior's parables is an impressive one, which we cannot help thinking—perhaps fancifully—was intended to illustrate the dealings of Providence in ordering the earthly destiny of humanity. "So is the kingdom of God, as if a man should cast seed into the ground and the seed should grow up; but when the fruit is ripe he putteth in the sickle, because the harvest is come." Men are seed sown in this world to ripen and be harvested in another. The figure, taken on the scale of the human race and the whole earth, is sublime. Whether such an image were originally suggested by the parable or not, the conception is consistent with Christian doctrine. The pious Sterling prays,—

"Give thou the life which we require,  
That, rooted fast in thee,  
From thee to thee we may aspire,  
And earth thy garden be."

The symbol—shockingly perverted from its original beautiful meaning by the mistaken belief that we sleep in our graves until a distant resurrection-day—is often applied to burial-grounds. Let its appropriate significance be restored. Life is the field, death the reaper, another sphere of being the immediate garner. An enlightened Christian, instead of entitling a graveyard the garden of the dead, and looking for its long-buried forms to spring from its cold embrace, will hear the angel saying again, "They are not here: they are risen." The line which written on
Klopstock's tomb is a melancholy error, engraved on his cradle would have been an inspiring truth:—

"Seed sown by God to ripen for the harvest."

Several fragmentary speeches, which we have not yet noticed, of the most tremendous and even exhaustive import, are reported as having fallen from the lips of Christ at different times. These sentences, rapid and incomplete as they are in the form in which they have reached us, do yet give us glimpses of the most momentous character into the profoundest thoughts of his mind. They are sufficient to enable us to generalize their fundamental principles, and construct the outlines, if we may so speak, of his theology,—his inspired conception of God, the universe, and man, and the resulting duties and destiny of man. We will briefly bring together and interpret these passages, and deduce the system which they seem to presuppose and rest upon.

Jesus told the woman of Samaria that God was to be worshipped acceptably neither in that mountain nor at Jerusalem exclusively, but anywhere, if it were worthily done. "God is a Spirit; and they that worship him must worship him in spirit and in truth." This passage, with others, teaches the spirituality and omnipresence of God. Christ conceived of God as an infinite Spirit. Again, comforting his friends in view of his approaching departure, he said, "In my Father's house are many mansions: if it were not so I would have told you. I go to prepare a place for you." Here he plainly figures the universe as a house containing many apartments, all pervaded and ruled by the Father's presence. He was about taking leave of this earth to proceed to another part of the creation, and he promised to come back to his followers and assure them there was another abode prepared for them. Christ conceived of the universe, with its innumerable divisions, as the house of God. Furthermore, he regarded truth—or the essential laws and right tendencies of things—and the will of God as identical. He said he came into the world to do the will of Him that sent him; that is, as he at another time expressed it, he came into the world to bear witness unto the truth. Thus he prayed, "Father, sanctify them through the truth: thy word is truth." Christ conceived of pure truth as the will of God. Finally, he taught that all who obey the truth, or do the will of God, thereby constitute one family of brethren, one family of the accepted children of God, in all worlds forever. "He that doeth the truth cometh to the light, that his deeds may be made manifest that they are wrought in God;" "Whosoever shall do the will of God, the same is my brother, and my sister, and mother;" "Ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. Whosoever committeth sin is the servant of sin. And the servant abideth not in the house forever; but the son abideth forever. If the Son, therefore, make you free, ye shall be free indeed." That is to say, truth gives a good man the freedom of the universe, makes him know himself an heir, immortally and everywhere at home; sin
gives the wicked man over to bondage, makes him feel afraid of being an outcast, loads him with hardships as a servant. Whoever will believe the revelations of Christ, and assimilate his experience, shall lose the wretched burdens of unbelief and fear and be no longer a servant, but be made free indeed, being adopted as a son.

The whole conception, then, is this: The universe is one vast house, comprising many subordinate mansions. All the moral beings that dwell in it compose one immortal family. God is the universal Father. His will—the truth—is the law of the household. Whoever obeys it is a worthy son and has the Father’s approbation; whoever disobeys it is alienated and degraded into the condition of a servant. We may roam from room to room, but can never get lost outside the walls beyond the reach of the Paternal arms. Death is variety of scenery and progress of life:—

"We bow our heads
At going out, we think, and enter straight
Another golden chamber of the King’s,
Larger than this we leave, and lovelier."

Who can comprehend the idea, in its overwhelming magnificence and in its touching beauty,—its sweeping amplitude embracing all mysteries, its delicate fitness meeting all wants,—without being impressed and stirred by it, even to the regeneration of his soul? If there is any thing calculated to make man feel and live like a child of God, it would surely seem to be this conception. Its unrivalled simplicity and verisimilitude compel the assent of the mind to its reality. It is the most adequate and sublime view of things that ever entered the reason of man. It is worthy the inspiration of God, worthy the preaching of the Son of God. All the artificial and arbitrary schemes of fanciful theologians are as ridiculous and impertinent before it as the offensive flaring of torches in the face of one who sees the steady and solemn splendors of the sun. To live in the harmony of the truth of things, in the conscious love of God and enjoyment of immortality, blessed children, everywhere at home in the hospitable mansions of the everlasting Father,—this is the experience to which Christ calls his followers; and any eschatology inconsistent with such a conception is not his.

There are two general methods of interpretation respectively applied to the words of Christ,—the literal, or mechanical, and the spiritual, or vital. The former leads to a belief in his second visible advent with an army of angels from heaven, a bodily resurrection of the dead, a universal judgment, the burning up of the world, eternal tortures of the wicked in an abyss of infernal fire, a heaven located on the arch of the Hebrew firmament. The latter gives us a group of the profoundest moral truths clustered about the illuminating and emphasizing mission of Christ, sealed with Divine sanctions,—truths of universal obligation and of all-redeeming power. The former method is still adopted by the great body of Christendom, who are landed by it in a system of doctrines wellnigh
identical with those of the Pharisees, against which Christ so emphatically warned his followers,—a system of traditional dogmas not having the slightest support in philosophy, nor the least contact with the realities of experience, nor the faintest color of inherent or historical probability. In this age they are absolutely incredible to unhampered and studious minds. On the other hand, the latter method is pursued by the growing body of rational Christians, and it guides them to a consistent array of indestructible moral truths, simple, fundamental, and exhaustive,—an array of spiritual principles commanding universal and implicit homage, robed in their own brightness, accredited by their own fitness, armed with the loveliness and terror of their own rewarding and avenging divinity, flashing in mutual lights and sounding in consonant echoes alike from the law of nature and from the soul of man, as the Son of God, with miraculous voice, speaks between.

CHAPTER VII.

RESURRECTION OF CHRIST.

Of all the single events that ever were supposed to have occurred in the world, perhaps the most august in its moral associations and the most stupendous in its lineal effects, both on the outward fortunes and on the inward experience of mankind, is the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead. If, therefore, there is one theme in all the range of thought worthy of candid consideration, it is this. There are two ways of examining it. We may, as unquestioning Christians, inquire how the New Testament writers represent it,—what premises they assume, what statements they make, and what inferences they draw. Thus, without perversion, without mixture of our own notions, we should construct the Scripture doctrine of the resurrection of the Savior. Again as critical scholars and philosophical thinkers, we may study that doctrine in all its parts, scrutinize it in all its bearings, trace, as far as possible, the steps and processes of its formation, discriminate as well as we can, by all fair tests, whether it be entirely correct, or wholly erroneous, or partly true and partly false. Both of these methods of investigation are necessary to a full understanding of the subject. Both are obligatory upon the earnest inquirer. Whoso would bravely face his beliefs and intelligently comprehend them, with their grounds and their issues, with a devout desire for the pure truth, whatsoever it may be, putting his trust in the God who made him, will never shrink from either of these courses of examination. Whoso does shrink from these inquiries is either a moral coward, afraid of the results of an honest search after that truth of things which expresses the will of the Creator, or a spiritual sluggard, frightened by a
call to mental effort and torpidly clinging to ease of mind. And whoso, accepting the personal challenge of criticism, carries on the investigation with prejudice and passion, holding errors because he thinks them safe and useful, and rejecting realities because he fancies them dangerous and evil, is an intellectual traitor, disloyal to the sacred laws by which God hedges the holy fields and rules the responsible subjects of the realm of truth. We shall combine the two modes of inquiry, first singly asking what the Scriptures declare, then critically seeking what the facts will warrant,—it being unimportant to us whether these lines exactly coincide or diverge somewhat, the truth itself being all. We now pass to an examination of Christ's resurrection from five points of view: first, as a fact; second, as a fulfilment of prophecy; third, as a pledge; fourth, as a symbol; and fifth, as a theory.

The writers of the New Testament speak of the resurrection of Christ, in the first place, as a fact. "Jesus whom ye slew and hanged on a tree, him hath God raised up." It could not have been viewed by them in the light of a theory or a legend, nor, indeed, as any thing else than a marvellous but literal fact. This appears from their minute accounts of the scenes at the sepulchre and of the disappearance of his body. Their declarations of this are most unequivocal, emphatic, iterated. "The Lord is risen indeed." All that was most important in their faith they based upon it, all that was most precious to them in this life they staked upon it. "Else why stand we in jeopardy every hour?" They held it before their inner vision as a guiding star through the night of their sufferings and dangers, and freely poured out their blood upon the cruel shrines of martyrdom in testimony that it was a fact. That they believed he literally rose from the grave in visible form also appears, and still more forcibly, from their descriptions of his frequent manifestations to them. These show that in their faith he assumed at his resurrection the same body in which he had lived before, which was crucified and buried. All attempts, whether by Swedenborgians or others, to explain this Scripture language as signifying that he rose in an immaterial body, are futile.1 He appeared to their senses and was recognised by his identical bodily form. He partook of physical food with them. "They gave him a piece of broiled fish and of an honey-comb; and he ate before them." The marks in his hands and side were felt by the incredulous Thomas, and convinced him. He said to them, "Handle me, and see; for a spirit hath not flesh and bones as ye see me have." To a candid mind there can hardly be a question that the gospel records describe the resurrection of Christ as a literal fact, that his soul reanimated the deceased body, and that in it he showed himself to his disciples, tarrying with them, conversing with them, proving to their satisfaction that it was in all respects identically he that had risen and returned to them.

We advance to see what is the historical evidence for the fact of the

---

1 The opposite view is ably argued by Bush in his valuable treatise on the Resurrection.
resurrection of Christ. This argument, of course, turns chiefly on one point,—namely, the competency of the witnesses, and the validity of their testimony. We will present the usually-exhibited scheme of proof as strongly as we can. In the first place, those who testified to the resurrection were numerous enough, so far as mere numbers go, to establish the fact beyond question. Paul declares there were above five hundred who from their personal knowledge could affirm of the Lord's resurrection. But particularly there were the eleven apostles, the two Marys, Cleopas, and the disciples from whom Joseph and Matthias—the candidates for Judas Iscariot's apostleship—were selected, consisting probably of most of the seventy. If the evidence of any number of men ought to convince us of the alleged event, then, under the existing circumstances, that of twelve ought. Important matters of history are often unhesitatingly received on the authority of a single historian. If the occurrences at the time were sufficient to demonstrate to a reasonable mind the reality of the resurrection, then the unanimous testimony of twelve men to those occurrences should convince us. The oaths of a thousand would be no stronger.

These men possessed sufficient abilities to be trusted, good powers of judgment, and varied experience. The selection of them by Him who "knew what was in man," the boldness and efficiency of their lives, the fruits of their labors everywhere, amply prove their general intelligence and energy. And they had, too, the most abundant opportunities of knowledge in regard to the facts to which they bore witness. They were present in the places, at the times, when and where the events occurred. Every motive would conspire to make them scrutinize the subject and the attendant circumstances. And it seems they did examine; for at first some doubted, but afterwards believed. They had been close companions of Jesus for more than a year at the least. They had studied his every feature, look, gesture. They must have been able to recognise him, or to detect an impostor,—if the absurd idea of an attempted impostion can be entertained. They saw him many times, near at hand, in the broad light. Not only did they see him, but they handled his wounded limbs and listened to his wondrous voice. If these means of knowing the truth were not enough to make their evidence valid, then no opportunities could be sufficient.

Whoso allows its full force to the argument thus far will admit that the testimony of the witnesses to the resurrection is conclusive, unless he suspects that by some cause they were either incapacitated to weigh

*Sherlock, Trial of the Witnesses.

3 Ditton, Demonstration of the Resurrection of Christ. For a sternly faithful estimate of the cogency of this argument, it must be remembered that all the data, every fact and postulate in each step of the reasoning, rest on the historical authority of the four Gospels, documents whose authorship and date are lost in obscurity. Even Milman concludes that not one of these Gospels was written by the evangelist whose name it bears. He thinks they were drawn up from oral accounts after the end of the apostolic age. "History of Christianity," vol. i. ch. ii. appendix ii.
evidence fairly, or were led wilfully to stifle the truth and publish a falsehood. Very few persons have ever been inclined to make this charge,—that the apostles were either wild enthusiasts of fancy, or crafty calculators of fraud; and no one has ever been able to support the position even with moderate plausibility. Granting, in the first place, hypothetically, that the disciples were ever so great enthusiasts in their general character and conduct, still, they could not have been at all so in relation to the resurrection, because, before it occurred, they had no belief, expectations, nor thoughts about it. By their own frank confessions, they did not understand Christ's predictions, nor the ancient supposed prophecies of that event. And without a strong faith, a burning hopeful desire, or something of the kind, for it to spring from, and rest on, and be nourished by, evidently no enthusiasm could exist. Accordingly, we find that previous to the third day after Christ's death they said nothing, thought nothing, about a resurrection; but from that time, as by an inspiration from heaven, they were roused to both words and deeds. The sudden astonishing change here alluded to is to be accounted for only by supposing that in the mean time they had been brought to a belief that the resurrection had occurred. But, secondly, it is to be noticed that these witnesses were not enthusiasts on other subjects. No one could be the subject of such an overweening enthusiasm as the hypothesis supposes, without betraying it in his conduct, without being overmastered and led by it as an insane man is by his mania. The very opposite of all this was actually the case with the apostles. The Gospels are unpretending, dispassionate narratives, without rhapsody, adulation, or vanity. Their whole conduct disproves the charge of fanaticism. Their appeals were addressed more to reason than to feeling; their deeds were more courageous than rash. They avoided tumult, insult, and danger whenever they could honorably do so; but, when duty called, their noble intrepidity shrank not. They were firm as the trunks of oaks to meet the agony and horror of a violent death when it came; yet they rather shunned than sought to wear the glorious crown from beneath whose crimson circlet drops of bloody sweat must drip from a martyr's brows. The number of the witnesses for the resurrection, the abilities they possessed, their opportunities for knowing the facts, prove the impossibility of their being duped, unless we suppose them to have been blind fanatics. This we have just shown they were not. Would it not, moreover, be most marvellous if they were such heated fanatics, all of them, so many men?

But there is one further foothold for the disbeliever in the historic resurrection of Christ. He may say, "I confess the witnesses were capable of knowing, and undoubtedly did know, the truth; but, for some reason, they suppressed it, and proclaimed a deception." As to this charge, we not only deny the actuality, but even the possibility, of its truth. The narratives of the evangelists contain the strongest evidences of their honesty. The many little unaccountable circumstances they recount,
which are so many difficulties in the way of critical belief, the real and the apparent inconsistencies,—none of these would have been permitted by fraudulent authors. They are the most natural things in the world, supposing their writers unsuspiciously honest. They also frankly confess their own and each others' errors, ignorance, prejudices, and faults. Would they have done this save from simple-hearted truthfulness? Would a designing knave voluntarily reveal to a suspicious scrutiny actions and traits naturally subversive of confidence in him? The conduct of the disciples under the circumstances, through all the scenes of their after-lives, proves their undivided and earnest honesty. The cause they had espoused was, if we deny its truth, to the last degree repulsive in itself and in its concomitants, and they were surrounded with allurements to desert it. Yet how unyielding, wonderful, was their disinterested devotedness to it, without exception! Not one, overcome by terror or bowed by strong anguish, shrank from his self-imposed task and cried out, "I confess!" No; but when they, and their first followers who knew what they knew, were laid upon racks and torn, when they were mangled and devoured alive by wild beasts, when they were manacled fast amidst the flames till their souls rode forth into heaven in chariots of fire,—amidst all this, not one of them ever acknowledged fraud or renounced his belief in the resurrection of Jesus. Were they not honest? Others have died in support of theories and opinions with which their convictions and passions had become interwoven: they died rather than deny facts which were within the cognizance of their senses. Could any man, however firm and dauntless, under the circumstances, go through the trials they bore, without a feeling of truth and of God to support him?

These remarks are particularly forcible in connection with the career of Paul. Endowed with brilliant talents, learned, living at the time and place, he must have been able to form a reliable opinion. And yet, while all the motives that commonly actuate men—loud-mouthed consistency, fame, wealth, pride, pleasure, the rooted force of inveterate prejudices—all were beckoning to him from the temples and palaces of the Pharisaic establishment, he spurned the glowing visions of his ambition and dashed to earth the bright dreams of his youth. He ranged himself among the Christians,—the feeble, despised, persecuted Christians; and, after having suffered every thing humanity could bear, having preached the resurrection everywhere with unflinching power, he was at last crucified, or beheaded, by Nero; and there, expiring among the seven hills of Rome, he gave the resistless testimony of his death to the resurrection of Jesus, gasping, as it were, with his last breath, "It is true." Granting the honesty of these men, we could not have any greater proof of it than we have now.

But dishonesty in this matter was not merely untrue; it was also impossible. If fraud is admitted, a conspiracy must have been formed among the witnesses. But that a conspiracy of such a character should
have been entered into by such men is in itself incredible, in the outset. And then, if it had been entered into, it must infallibly have broken through, been found out, or been betrayed, in the course of the disas-
ters, perils, terrible trials, to which it and its fabricators were afterwards exposed. Prove that a body of from twelve to five hundred men could form a plan to palm off a gross falsehood upon the world, and could then adhere to it unalteringly through the severest disappointments, dangers, sufferings, differences of opinion, dissension of feeling and action, without retiring from the undertaking, letting out the secret, or betraying each other in a single instance in the course of years,—prove this, and you prove that men may do and dare, deny and suffer, not only without motives, but in direct opposition to their duty, interest, desire, prejudice, and passion. The disciples could not have pretended the resurrection from sensitiveness to the probable charge that they had been miserably deceived; for they did not understand their Master to predict any such event, nor had they the slightest expectation of it. They could not have pretended it for the sake of establishing and giving authority to the good precepts and doctrines Jesus taught; because such a course would have been in the plainest antagonism to all those principles them-
selves, and because, too, they must have known both the utter wicked-
ness and the desperate hazards and forlornness of such an attempt to give a fictitious sanction to moral truths. In such an enterprise there was before them not the faintest probability of even the slightest success. Every selfish motive would tend to deter them; for poverty, hatred, disgrace, stripes, imprisonment, contempt, and death stared in their faces from the first step that way. Dishonesty, deliberate fraud, then, in this matter, was not merely untrue, but was impossible. The con-
clusion from the whole view is, therefore, the conviction that the evidence of the witnesses for the resurrection of Jesus is worthy of credence.

There are three considerations, further, worthy of notice in estimating the strength of the historic argument for the resurrection. First, the conduct of the Savior himself in relation to the subject. The charge of unbalanced enthusiasm is inconsistent with the whole character and life of Jesus; but suppose on this point he was an enthusiast, and really be-
lieved that three days after his death he would rise again. In that case, would not his mind have dwelt upon the wonderful anticipated phe-
nomenon? Would not his whole soul have been wrapped up in it, and his speech have been almost incessantly about it? Yet he spoke of it only three or four times, and then with obscurity. Again: suppose he was an impostor. An impostor would hardly have risked his reputa-
tion voluntarily on what he knew could never take place. Had he done so, his only reliance must have been upon the credulous enthusiasm of his followers. He would then have made it the chief topic, would have striven strenuously to make it a living and intense hope, an immovable, all-controlling faith, concentrating on it their desires and expectations, heart and soul. But he really did not do this at all. He did not even
make them understand what his vaticinations of the resurrection meant. And when they saw his untenant ed body hanging on the cross, they slunk away in confusion and despair. Admit, again, that Christ was enthusiast, or impostor, or both: these qualities exist not in the grave. Here was their end. They could neither raise him from the dead nor move him from the tomb. No considerations in any way connected with Christ himself, therefore, can account for the occurrences that succeeded his death.

Secondly, if the resurrection did not take place, what became of the Savior's body? We have already given reasons why the disciples could not have falsely pretended the resurrection. It is also impossible that they obtained, or surreptitiously disposed of, the dead and interred body; because it was in a tomb of rock securely sealed against them, and watched by a guard which they could neither bribe nor overpower; because they were too much disheartened and alarmed to try to get it; because they could not possibly want it,—since they expected a temporal Messiah, and had no hope of a resurrection like that which they soon began proclaiming to the world. And as for the story told by the watch, or rather by the chief priests and Pharisees, it has not consistency enough to hold together. Its foolish unlikelihood has always been transparent. It is unreasonable to suppose that fresh guards would slumber at a post where the penalty of slumbering was death. And, if one or two did sleep, it is absurd to think all would do so. Besides, if they slept, how knew they what transpired in the mean time? Could they have dreamed it? Dreams are not taken in legal depositions; and, furthermore, it would be an astounding, gratuitous miracle if they all dreamed the same thing at the same time.

Finally, a powerful collateral argument in proof of the resurrection of Christ is furnished by the conduct of the Jews. It might seem that if the guards told the chief priests, scribes, and Pharisees, of the miracles which occurred at the sepulchre, they must immediately have believed and proclaimed their belief in the Messiahship and resurrection of the crucified Savior. But they had previously remained invulnerable to as cogent proof as this would afford. They had acknowledged the miracles wrought by him when he was alive, but attributed them—even his works of beneficence—to demoniacal power. They said, "He casteth out devils by the power of Beelzebub, the prince of devils." So they acted in the present case, and, notwithstanding the peerless miracle related by the sentinels, still persisted in their alienation from the Christian faith. Their intensely-cherished preconceptions respecting the Messiah, their persecution and crucifixion of Jesus, the glaring inconsistency of his teachings and experience with most that they expected,—these things compelled their incredulity to every proof of the Messiahship of the contemned and murdered Nazarene. For, if they admitted the facts on which such proof was based, they would misinterpret them and deny the inferences justly drawn from them. This was plainly the case. It may
be affirmed that the Jews believed the resurrection, because they took no fair measures to disprove it, but threatened those who declared it. Since they had every inducement to demonstrate its falsity, and might, it seems, have done so had it been false, and yet never made the feeblest effort to unmask the alleged fraud, we must suspect that they were themselves secretly convinced of its truth, but dared not let it be known, for fear it would prevail, become mighty in the earth, and push them from their seats. In the rage and blindness of their prejudices, they cried, "His blood be on us and on our children!" And from that generation to our own, their history has afforded a living proof of the historic truth of the gospel, and of the stability of its chief corner-stone,—the resurrection of Christ. The triumphal progress of Christianity from conquering to conquering, together with the baffled plans and complete subjection of the Jews, show that their providential preparatory mission has been fulfilled. If God is in history, guiding the moral drift of human affairs, then the dazzling success of the proclamation of the risen Redeemer is the Divine seal upon the truth of his mission and the reality of his apotheosis. Planting himself on this ground, surrounding himself with these evidences, the reverential Christian will—at least for a long time to come—cling firmly to the accepted fact of the resurrection of Christ, regardless of whatever misgivings and perplexities may trouble the mind of the iconoclastic and critical truth-seeker.

The Christian Scriptures, assuming the resurrection of Christ as a fact, describe it as a fulfilment of prophecy. Luke reports from the risen Savior the words, "O fools, and slow of heart to believe all that the prophets have spoken! Ought not Christ to have suffered these things, and to enter into his glory?" "Thus it is written, and thus it behooved Christ to suffer, and to rise from the dead the third day." Peter declares that the patriarch David before "spake of the resurrection of Christ." And Paul also affirms, "That the promise which was made unto the fathers, God hath fulfilled the same unto us their children, in that he hath raised up Jesus again." One can scarcely hesitate in deciding the meaning of these words as they were used by the apostles. The unanimous opinion and interpretation of the Christians of the first centuries, and of all the Church-Fathers, leave no shadow of a doubt that it was believed that the resurrection of Jesus was repeatedly foretold in the Old Testament, expected by the prophets, and fulfilled in the event as a seal of the inspired prophecy. Furthermore, Jesus himself repeatedly prophesied his own resurrection from the dead,—though his disciples did not understand his meaning until the event put a clear comment on the words. He charged those who saw his transfiguration on the mount, "Tell it to no man until the Son of Man be risen again from the dead." The chief priests told Pilate that they remembered that Jesus said, while he was yet alive, "After three days I will rise again." Standing in the temple at Jerusalem, Jesus said once, "Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise it up." "When, therefore, he
was risen from the dead, his disciples remembered that he had said this unto them;’ and then they understood that ‘he had spoken of the temple of his body.’ It is perfectly plain that the New Testament represents the resurrection of Christ as the fulfilment of prophecies, those prophecies having been so expounded by him.

There are few problems presented to the candid Christian scholar of to-day more perplexing than the one involved in the subject of these prophecies. Paul declares to King Agrippa, ‘I say none other things than those which the prophets and Moses did say should come: that Christ should suffer, and that he should be the first that should rise from the dead and should show light unto the Gentiles.’ It is vain to attempt to disguise the fact that the ingenious student cannot find these prophecies in the Old Testament as we now have it. He will search it through in vain, unless his eyes create what they see. Let any man endeavor to discover a passage in the Hebrew Scriptures which, taken with its context, can fairly bear such a sense. There is not a shadow of valid evidence of any kind to support the merely traditional notions on this subject. The only way of discerning predictions of a death, descent, and ascent, of the Messiah, in the law and the prophets, is by the application of Cabalistic methods of interpretation, theories of occult types, double senses,—methods which now are not tolerable to intelligent men. That Rabbinical interpretation which made the story of Ishmael and Isaac, the two children borne to Abraham by Hagar and Sarah, an allegory referring to the two covenants of Judaism and Christianity, could easily extract any desired meaning from any given text. Bearing in mind the prevalence of this kind of exegesis among the Jews, and remembering also that they possessed in the times of Jesus a vast body of oral law, to which they attributed as great authority as to the written, there are two possible ways of honestly meeting the difficulty before us. First: in God’s counsels it was determined that a Messiah should afterwards arise among the Jews. The revealed hope of this stirred the prophets and the popular heart. It became variously and vaguely hinted in their writings, still more variously and copiously unfolded in their traditions. The conception of him gradually took form; and they began to look for a warrior-prophet, a national deliverer, a theocratic king. Jesus, being the true Messiah, though a very different personage from the one meant by the writers and understood by the people, yet being the Messiah foreordained by God, applied these Messianic passages to himself, and explained them according to his experience and fate. This will satisfactorily clear up the application of some texts. And others may be truly explained as poetical illustrations, rhetorical accommodations,—as when he applies to Judas, at the Last Supper, the words of the Psalm, ‘He that eateth with me lifteth up his heel against me;’ and when he refers to Jonah’s tarry in the whale’s belly as a symbol of his own destined stay beneath the grave for a similar length of time. Or, secondly, we may conclude that the prophecies under consideration,
referred to in the New Testament, were not derived from any sacred
documents now in our possession, but either from perished writings, or
from oral sources, which we know were abundant then. Justin Martyr
says there was formerly a passage in Jeremiah to this effect:—"The Lord
remembered the dead who were sleeping in the earth, and went down to
them to preach salvation to them."† There were floating in the Jewish
mind, at the time of Christ, at least some fragmentary traditions, vague
expectations, that the Messiah was to die, descend to Sheol, rescue some
of the captives, and triumphantly ascend. It is true, this statement is
denied by some; but the weight of critical authorities seems to us to pre-
ponderate in its favor, and the intrinsic historical probabilities leave
hardly a doubt of it in our own minds.‡ Now, three alternatives are
offered us. Either Jesus interpreted Moses, the Psalms, and the
Prophets, on the Rabbinical ground of a double sense, with mystic ap-
plications; or he accepted the prophecies referred to, from oral trad-
itions held by his countrymen; or the apostles misunderstood, and in
consequence partially misreported, him. All we can positively say is
that these precise predictions are plainly not in the Jewish Scriptures,
undoubtedly were in the oral law, and were certainly received by the
apostles as authoritative.

Continuing our inquiry into the apostolic view of the resurrection of
Christ, we shall perceive that it is most prominently set forth as the
certificate of our redemption from the kingdom of death to the same
glorious destiny which awaited him upon his ascension into heaven.
The apostles regarded his resurrection as a supernatural seal set on his
mission, warranting his claims as an inspired deliverer and teacher.
Thereby, they thought, God openly sanctioned and confirmed his pro-
mises. Thereby, they considered, was shown to men God's blessed grace,
freely forgiving their sins, and securing to them, by this pledge, a de-
liberance from the doom of sin as he had risen from it, and an accept-
ance to a heavenly immortality as he had ascended to it. The resur-
rection of Christ, then, and not his death, was to them the point of vital
interest, the hinge on which all hung. Does not the record plainly show
this to an impartial reader? Wherever the apostles preach, whenever
they write, they appeal not to the death of a veiled Deity, but to the
resurrection of an appointed messenger; not to a vicarious atonement or
purchase effected by the mortal sufferings of Jesus, but to the confirm-
ation of the good tidings he brought, afforded by the Father's raising him
from the dead. "Whereof he hath given assurance unto all, in that he
hath raised him from the dead," Paul proclaimed on Mars Hill. In the
discourses of the apostles recorded in the Book of Acts, we find that,
when they preached the new religion to new audiences, the great doctrine
in all cases set forth as fundamental and absorbing is the resurrection;

‡ Dial. cum Tryph. sect. lxxii.
§ Discussed, with full list of references, in Strauss's Life of Jesus, part iii. cap. i. sect. 112.
not an atoning death, but a justifying resurrection. "He died for our sins, and rose for our justification." Some of the Athenians thought Paul "a setter-forth of two strange gods, Jesus and Resurrection." And when they desire to characterize Christ, the distinguishing culminating phrase which they invariably select shows on what their minds rested as of chief import: they describe him as the one "whom God hath raised from the dead." "If we believe that Jesus died and rose again, even so them also which sleep in Jesus will God bring with him." "That ye may know what is the exceeding greatness of God's power toward us who believe, according to the working of his mighty power which he wrought in Christ when he raised him from the dead and set him at his own right hand in heaven." It is plain here that the dying of Christ is regarded merely as preliminary to his rising, and that his resurrection and entrance into heaven are received as an assurance that faithful disciples, too, shall obtain admission into the heavenly kingdom.

The Calvinistic doctrine is that the unutterable vicarious agonies of the death of Christ placated the wrath of God, satisfied his justice, and ransomed the souls of the elect from the tortures of hell, and that his resurrection was simply his victorious return from a penal conflict with the powers of Satan. The Unitarian doctrine is that the violent death of Christ was an expression of self-sacrificing love, to exert a moral power on the hearts of men, and that his resurrection was a miraculous proof of the authority and truth of his teachings, a demonstration of human immortality. We maintain that neither of these views fully contains the true representation of the New Testament. The artificial horrors of the former cannot be forced into nor wrung out of the written words; while the natural simplicity and meagerness of the latter cannot be made to fill up the written words with adequate significance. There is a medium doctrine, based on the conceptions prevalent at the time the Christian system was constructed and written; a doctrine which equally avoids the credulous excess of the Calvinistic interpretation and the skeptical poverty of the Unitarian; a doctrine which fully explains all the relevant language of the New Testament without violence; a doctrine which, for our own part, we feel sure accurately represents the ideas meant to be conveyed by the Scripture authors. We will state it, and then quote, for its illustration and for their own explanation, the principal texts relating to the resurrection of Jesus.

On account of sin, which had alienated man from God and unfitted him for heaven, he was condemned after death to descend as a disembodied soul into the dark kingdom of the grave,—the under-world. In that cheerless realm of helpless shades and stillness all departed human spirits were prisoners, and must be, until the advent of the Messiah, when they, or a part of them, should rise. This was the Jewish belief. Now, the apostles were Jews, who had the ideas of their countrymen, to which, upon becoming Christians, they added the new conceptions formed in their minds by the teachings, character, deeds, death, resurrection, of
Christ, mixed with their own meditations and experience. Accepting, with these previous notions, the resurrection of Christ as a fact and a fulfilment of prophecy, they immediately supposed that his triumphant exit from the prison of the dead and return to heaven were the prefiguration of the similar deliverance of others and their entrance into heaven. They considered him as "the first-born from the dead," "the first-fruits of the dead." They emphatically characterize his return to life as a "resurrection out from among the dead," ἀναστάσις ἐκ νεκρῶν, plainly implying that the rest of the dead still remained below. 6 They received his experience in this respect as the revealing type of that which was awaiting his followers. So far as relates to the separate existence of the soul, the restoration of the widow's son by Elijah, or the resurrection of Lazarus, logically implies all that is implied in the mere resurrection of Christ. But certain notions of localities, of a redemptive ascent, and an opening of heaven for the redeemed spirits of men to ascend thither, were associated exclusively with the last. When, through the will of God, Christ rose, "then first humanity triumphant passed the crystal ports of light, and seized eternal youth!" Their view was not that Christ effected all this by means of his own; but that the free grace of God decreed it, and that Christ came to carry the plan into execution. "God, for his great love to us, even when we were dead in sins, has quickened us together with Christ." This was effected as in dramatic show: Christ died,—which was suffering the fate of a sinner; he went in spirit to the subterranean abode of spirits,—which was bearing the penalty of sin; he rose again,—which was showing the penalty of sin removed by Divine forgiveness; he ascended into heaven,—which was revealing the way for our ascent thrown open. Such is the general scope of thought in close and vital connection with which the doctrine of the resurrection of Christ stands. We shall spare enlarging on those parts of it which have been sufficiently proved and illustrated in preceding chapters, and confine our attention as much as may be to those portions which have direct relations with the resurrection of Christ. It is our object, then, to show—what we think will plainly appear in the light of the above general statement—that, to the New Testament writers, the resurrection, and not the death, of Christ is the fact of central moment, is the assuring seal of our forgiveness, reconciliation, and heavenly adoption. They saw two antithetical starting-points in the history of mankind: a career of ruin, beginning with condemned Adam in the garden of Eden at the foot of the forbidden tree, dragging a fleshly race down into Sheol; a career of remedy, beginning with victorious Christ in the garden of Joseph at the mouth of the rent sepulchre, guiding a spiritual race up into heaven.

6 Wood, The Last Things, pp. 34-44.
die, it abideth alone; but, if it die, it bringeth forth much fruit." "A woman when she is in travail hath sorrow; but as soon as she is delivered of the child she remembereth no more the anguish, for joy that a man is born into the world." The context here shows the Savior's meaning to be that the woe of his death would soon be lost in the weal of his resurrection. The death was merely the necessary antecedent to the significant resurrection. "Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who, according to his abundant mercy, hath begotten us again unto a living hope by the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead unto an inheritance, incorruptible, undefiled, and that fadeth not away, reserved in heaven for you who are kept by the power of God through faith unto salvation ready to be revealed." "Him hath God raised on high by his right hand, to give repentance to Israel and forgiveness of sins." How clear it is here that not the vicarious death of Christ buys off sinners, but his resurrection shows sins to be freely forgiven, the penalty remitted! "Remember that Jesus Christ was raised from the dead, according to my gospel: therefore I endure all things for the elect's sake, that they may obtain the salvation which is in Christ Jesus with eternal glory." "Be it known unto you, therefore, men, brethren, that through Him whom God raised again is preached unto you the forgiveness of sins." The passage in the Epistle to the Hebrews, ninth chapter, from the twenty-third verse to the twenty-seventh, most emphatically connects the annulling of sin through the sacrifice of Christ with his ascended appearance in heaven. "Jesus who was delivered for our offences and was raised again for our justification:" that is, Jesus died because he had entered the condition of sinful humanity, the penalty of which was death; he was raised to show that God had forgiven us our sins and would receive us to heaven instead of banishing us to the under-world. "If thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in thine heart that God hath raised him from the dead, thou shalt be saved." Belief in the resurrection of Christ is here undeniably made the great condition of salvation. No text can be found in which belief in the death, or blood, or atoning merits, of Christ is made that condition. And yet nine-tenths of Christendom by their creeds are to-day proclaiming, "Believe in the vicarious sufferings of Christ, and thou shalt be saved; believe not in them, and thou shalt be damned!" "God hath both raised up the Lord and will also raise up us." "If Christ be not raised, your faith is vain: ye are yet in your sins." This text cannot be explained upon the common Calvinistic or Unitarian theories. Whether Christ was risen or not made no difference in their justification before God if his death had atoned for them,—made no difference in their moral condition, which was as it was; but if Christ had not risen, then they were mistaken in supposing that heaven had been opened for them: they were yet held in the necessity of descending to the under-world, the penalty of their sins. The careful reader will observe that, in many places in the Scriptures where a burden and stress of importance seem
laid upon the death of Christ, there immediately follows a reference to his resurrection, showing that the dying is only referred to as the preparatory step to the rising, the resurrection being the essential thing. "The Apostle Paul scarcely speaks of the death of the Savior except in connection with his resurrection," Bleek says, in his Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews. "It is Christ that died, yea, rather, that is risen again and is now at the right hand of God." "If we believe that Jesus died and rose again." "To this end Christ both died, and rose and lived again." "He died for them and rose again." We confidently avow, therefore, that the Christian Scriptures concentrate the most essential significance and value of the mission of Jesus in his resurrection, describing it as the Divine seal of his claims, the visible proof and pledge of our redemption, by God's freely-forgiving grace, from the fatal bondage of death's sepulchral domain to the blessed splendors of heaven's immortal life.

There remain a class of passages to be particularly noticed, in which an extraordinary emphasis seems to be laid on Christ's sufferings, Christ's blood, Christ's death,—three phrases that mean virtually the same thing and are used interchangeably. The peculiar prominence given to the idea of the sacrifice of Christ in the instances now referred to is such as might lead one to suppose that some mysterious efficacy was meant to be attributed to it. But we think an accurate examination of the subject will show that these texts are really in full harmony with the view we have been maintaining. Admitting that the resurrection of Christ was the sole circumstance of ultimate meaning and importance, still, his violent and painful death would naturally be spoken of as often and strongly as it is, for two reasons. First, the chief ground of wonder and claim for gratitude to him was that he should have left his pre-existent state of undisturbed bliss and glory, and submitted to such humiliation and anguish for others, for sinners. Secondly, it was the prerequisite to his resurrection,—the same, in effect, with it, since the former must lead to the latter; for, as the foremost apostle said, "It was not possible that he should be holden in death."

The apostolical writers do not speak of salvation by the blood of Christ any more plainly than they do of salvation by the name of Christ, salvation by grace, and salvation by faith. If at one time they identify him with the sacrificial "lamb," at another time they as distinctively identify him with the "high-priest offering himself," and again with "the great Shepherd of the sheep," and again with "the mediator of the new covenant," and again with "the second Adam." These are all figures of speech, and, taken superficially, they determine nothing as to doctrine. The propriety and the genuine character and force of the metaphor are in each case to be carefully sought with the lights of learning and under the guidance of a docile candor. The thoughts that, in consequence of transmitted sin, all departed souls of men were confined in the underworld, that Christ, to carry out and revealingly exemplify the free grace
of the Father, came into the world, died a cruel death, descended to the prison-world of the dead, declared there the glad tidings, rose thence and ascended into heaven, the forerunner of the ransomed hosts to follow,—these thoughts enable us to explain, in a natural, forcible, and satisfactory manner, the peculiar phraseology of the New Testament in regard to the death of Christ, without having recourse to the arbitrary conceptions and mystical horror usually associated with it now. For instance, consider the passage in the second chapter of the Epistle to the Ephesians, from the eleventh verse to the nineteenth. The writer here says that "the Gentiles, who formerly were far off, strangers from the covenants of promise, are now made nigh by the blood of Christ." This language he clearly explains as meaning that through the death and resurrection of Christ "the middle wall of partition between Jews and Gentiles was broken down" and a universal religion inaugurated, free from all invidious distinctions and carnal ordinances. In his bodily death and spiritual ascension the Jewish ritual law was abolished and the world-wide moral law alone installed. From his spirit, rising into heaven, all national peculiarities fell away, and through him Jews and Gentiles both had access, by communion with his ascended and cosmopolitan soul, unto the Father. A careful study of all the passages in the New Testament which speak of Christ as delivering men from the wrath of God will lead, it seems to us, almost every unprejudiced person to agree with one of the ablest German critics, who says that "the technical phrase 'wrath of God' here means, historically, banishment of souls into the under-world, and that the fact of Christ's triumph and ascent was a precious pledge showing to the Christians that they too should ascend to eternal life in heaven." The doctrine of the descent of Christ among the dead and of his redemptive mission there has of late wellnigh faded from notice; but if any one wishes to see the evidence of its universal reception and unparalleled importance in the Christian Church for fifteen hundred years, presented in overwhelming quantity and irresistible array, let him read the learned work devoted to this subject recently published in Germany. He can hardly peruse this work and follow up its references without seeing that, almost without an exception, from the days of Peter and Paul to those of Martin Luther, it has been held that "the death and resurrection of Christ are the two poles between which," as Güder says, "his descent into the under-world lies." The phrase "blood of Christ" is often used in Scripture in a pregnant sense, including the force of meaning that would be expressed by his death, descent, resurrection, and ascension, with all their concomitants. As a specimen of innumerable passages of like import which might be cited, we will quote a single expression from Epiphanius, showing that the orthodox teachers in the fourth century attributed redeem-

7 Bretschneider, Religiöse Glaubenslehre, sect. 59: Christus der Erlöser vom Tode.
8 Güder, Die Lehre von der Erscheinung Jesu Christi unter den Toten: In ihrem Zusammenhange mit der Lehre von den Letzten Dingen.
ing efficacy to Christ's resurrection rather than to his death. "As the pelican restores its dead offspring by dropping its own blood upon their wounds, so our Lord Jesus Christ dropped his blood upon Adam, Eve, and all the dead, and gave them life by his burial and resurrection."

It was a part of the Mosaic ritual, laid down in the sixteenth chapter of Leviticus, that on the great annual day of expiation there should be two goats chosen by lot,—one for the Lord and one for Azazel. The former the high-priest was to slay, and with his blood sprinkle the mercy-seat. The latter, when the high-priest's hands had been laid on his head and all the iniquities of the children of Israel confessed over him, was to be sent into the wilderness and loosed. The former goat is called "a sin-offering for the people." The latter is called "a scape-goat to make an atonement with the Lord." The blood of the sin-offering could not have been supposed to be a substitute purchasing the pardon of men's offences, because there is no hint of any such idea in the record, and because it was offered to reconcile "houses," "tabernacles," "altars," as well as to reconcile men. It had simply a ceremonial significance. Such rites were common in many of the early religions. They were not the efficient cause of pardon, but were the formal condition of reconciliation. And then, in regard to the scape-goat, it was not sacrificed as an expiation for sinners; it merely symbolically carried off the sins already freely forgiven. All these forms and phrases were inwrought with the whole national life and religious language of the Jews. Now, when Jesus appeared, a messenger from God, to redeem men from their sins and to promise them pardon and heaven, and when he died a martyr's death in the fulfilment of his mission, how perfectly natural that this sacrificial imagery—these figures of blood, propitiation, sprinkling the mercy-seat—should be applied to him, and to his work and fate! The burden of sins forgiven by God's grace in the old covenant the scape-goat emblematically bore away, and the people went free. So—if the words must be supposed to have an objective and not merely a moral sense—when the Baptist cried, "Behold the Lamb of God, that beareth the sin of the world," his meaning was that Jesus was to bear off the penalty of sin—that is, the Hadean doom which God's free grace had annulled—and open heaven to the ranks of reconciled souls. There is not the least shadow of proof that the sacrifices in the Mosaic ritual were Divinely ordained as types prefiguring the great sacrifice of Christ. There is no such pretence in the record, no such tradition among the people, not the slightest foundation whatever of any sort to warrant that arbitrary presumption. All such applications of them are rhetorical; and their historical force and moral meaning are clearly explicable on the views which we have presented in the foregoing pages, but are most violently strained and twisted by the Calvinistic theory to meet the severe exigencies of a theoretical dogma.

If any one, granting that the central efficacy of the mission of Christ,
RESURRECTION OF CHRIST.

dogmatically and objectively considered, lay in his descent into Hades and in his resurrection, maintains that still certain passages in the New Testament do ascribe an expiatory effect directly to his death as such, we reply that this interpretation is quite likely to be correct. And we can easily trace the conception to its origin beyond the pale of revelation. It was an idea prevalent among the Jews in the time of the apostles, and before, that death was an atonement for all sins, and that the death of the righteous atoned for the sins of others.\(^10\) Now, the apostles might adopt this view and apply it pre-eminently to the case of Christ. This is the very explanation given by Origen.\(^11\) De Wette quotes the following sentence, and many others of the same purport, from the Talmud:—"The death of the just is the redemption of sinners."\(^12\) The blood of any righteous man was a little atonement; that of Christ was a vast one. The former all Protestants call a heathen error. So they should the latter, because it sprung from the same source and is the same in principle. If, then, there are any scriptural texts which imply that the mere death of Christ had a vicarious, expiatory efficacy, they are, so far forth, the reflection of heathen and Jewish errors yet lingering in the minds of the writers, and not the inspired revelation of an isolated, arbitrary after-expedient contrived in the secret counsels of God and wonderfully interpolated into the providential history of the world. But, if there are any such passages, they are few and unimportant. The great mass of the scriptural language on this subject is fairly and fully explained by the historical theory whose outlines we have sketched. The root of the matter is the resurrection of Christ out from among the dead and his ascent into heaven.

It has not been our purpose in this chapter, or in the preceding chapters, to present the history of the Christian doctrine of the atonement, either in its intrinsic significance or in its relations to subjective religious experience. We have only sought to explain it, according to the original understanding of it, in its objective relations to the fate of men in the future life. The importance of the subject, its difficulty, and the profound prejudices connected with it, are so great as not only to excuse, but even to require, much explanatory repetition to make the truth clear and to recommend it, in many lights, with various methods, and by accumulated authorities. Those who wish to see the whole subject of the atonement treated with consummate fulness and ability, leaving nothing to be desired from the historical point of view, have only to read the masterly work of Baur.\(^13\)

In leaving this part of our subject here, we would submit the following

\(^{10}\) Gfrörer, Geschichte des Uchristenthums, abth. ii. pp. 187-190.


\(^{12}\) Comm. de Morte Christi Expiatoria, cap. iii.: Quæ Judaœorum Recentiorum Christologia de Passione ac Morte Messiae docet.

\(^{13}\) Die Christliche Lehre von der Versöhnung in ihrer Geschichtlichen Entwicklung von der Altesten Zeit bis auf die Neueste.
considerations to the candid judgment of the reader. Admitting the truth of the common doctrine of the atonement, why did Christ die? It does not appear how there could be any particular efficacy in mere death. The expiation of sin which he had undertaken required only a certain amount of suffering. It did not—as far as we can see on the theory of satisfaction by an equivalent substituted suffering—require death. It seems as if local and physical ideas must have been associated with the thought of his death. And we find the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews thus replying to the question, Why did Christ die? “That through death he might destroy him that hath the power of death, that is, the devil, and deliver those who through fear of death were all their lifetime subject to bondage.” Now, plainly, this end was accomplished by his resurrection bursting asunder the bonds of Hades and showing that it was no longer the hopeless prison of the dead. The justice of this explanation appears from the logical necessity of the series of ideas, the internal coherence and harmony of thought. It has been ably shown that substantially this view is the accurate interpretation of the New Testament doctrine by Steinbart, Schott, Bretschneider, Klaiber, and others. The gradual deviations from this early view can be historically traced, step by step, through the refining speculations of theologians. First, in ecclesiastical history, after the New Testament times, it is thought the devil has a right over all souls in consequence of sin. Christ is a ransom offered to the devil to offset his claim. Sometimes this is represented as a fair bargain, sometimes as a deception practised on the devil, sometimes as a battle waged with him. Next, it is conceived that the devil has no right over human souls,—that it is God who has doomed them to the infernal prison and holds them there for their sin. Accordingly, the sacrifice of Christ for their ransom is offered not to the tyrannical devil but to the offended God. Finally, in the progress of culture, the satisfaction-theory appears; and now the suffering of Christ is neither to buy souls from the devil nor to appease God and soften his anger into forgiveness; but it is to meet the inexorable exigencies of the abstract law of infinite justice and deliver sinners by bearing for them the penalty of sin. The whole course of thought, once commenced, is natural, inevitable; but the starting-point is from an error, and the pausing-places are at false goals.

The view which we have asserted to be the scriptural view prevailed as the orthodox doctrine of the Church throughout the first three centuries, as Bähr has proved in his valuable treatise on the subject. He shows that during that period Christ’s death was regarded as a revelation of

14 System der Reinen Philosophie, oder Glückseligkeitslehre des Christenthums, u.s.f.
15 Epitome Theologiae Christianae; Dognatica.
16 Die Lehren von Adam’s Fall, der Erbünde, und dem Opfer Christi.
17 Studien der Evang. Geistlichkeit Württemburgs, viii. 1, 2. Iederlein, Morus, Knapp, Schwarze, and Reinhardt affirm that the death of Christ was not the price of our pardon, but the confirming declaration of free pardon from God. Hagenbach, Dogmengeschichte, sect. 297, note 5.
18 Die Lehre der Kirche vom Tode Jesu in den Ersten Drei Jahrhunderten.
God's love, a victory over the devil, (through his resurrection,) a means of obtaining salvation for men, but not as a punitive sacrifice, not as a vindication of God's justice, not as a vicarious satisfaction of the law. If the leading theologians of Christendom, such as Anselm, Calvin, and Grotius, have so thoroughly repudiated the original Christian and patristic doctrine of the atonement, and built another doctrine upon their own uninspired speculations, why should our modern sects defer so slavishly to them, and, instead of freely investigating the subject for themselves from the first sources of Scripture and spiritual philosophy, timidly cling to the results reached by these biased, morbid, and over-sharp thinkers? In proportion as scholarly, unfettered minds engage in such a criticism, we believe the exposition given in the foregoing pages will be recognised as scriptural. Without involving this whole theory, how can any one explain the unquestionable fact that during the first four centuries the entire orthodox Church believed that Christ at his resurrection from the under-world delivered Adam from his imprisonment there? All acknowledge that the phrase "redemption by the blood of Christ" is a metaphor. The only question is, what meaning was it intended to convey? We maintain its meaning to be that through all the events and forces associated with the death of Christ, including his descent to Hades and his resurrection, men are delivered from the doom of the under-world. The common theology explains it as teaching that there was an expiatory efficacy in the unmerited sufferings of Christ. The system known as Unitarianism says it denotes merely the exertion of a saving spiritual power on the hearts of men. The first interpretation charges the figure of speech with a dramatic revelation of the love of God freely rescuing men from their inherited fate. The second seems to make it a tank of gore, where Divine vengeance legally laps to appease its otherwise insatiable appetite. The third fills it with a regenerative moral influence to be distributed upon the characters of believers. The two former also include the last; but it excludes them. Now, as it seems to us, the first is the form of mistake in which the early Church, including the apostles, embodied the true significance of the mission of Christ. Owing to the circle of ideas in which they lived, this was the only possible form in which the disciples of Jesus could receive the new doctrine of a blessed immortality brought to light by Christianity. The second is the form of false theory in which a few scholastic brains elaborated the cruel results of their diseased metaphysical speculations. The third is the dry, meager, inadequate statement of the most essential truth in the case.

There is one more point of view in which the New Testament holds up

19 Die Lehre der Kirche vom Tode Jesu in den Ersten Drei Jahrhunderten, ss. 176-180.  
21 Bretschneider forcibly illustrates this in his Handbuch der Dogmatik der Evang.-Luther. Kirche, sects. 156-158, band ii.
the resurrection of Christ. It is regarded as a summons to a moral and spiritual resurrection within the breast of the believer. As the great Forerunner had ascended to a spiritual and immortal life in the heavens, so his followers should be inspired with such a realizing sense of heavenly things, with such Divine faith and fellowship, as would lift them above the world, with all its evanescent cares, and fix their hearts with God. This high communion with Christ, and intense assurance of a destined speedy inheritance with him, should render the disciple insensible to the clamorous distractions of earth, invulnerable to the open and secret assaults of sin, as if in the body he were already dead, and only alive in the spirit to the obligations of holiness, the attractions of piety, and the promises of heaven. "When we were dead in trespasses and sins, God loved us, and hath quickened us together with Christ, and hath raised us up together and made us sit together in heavenly places." "If ye, then, be risen with Christ, set your affection on things above, not on earthly things; for ye are dead, and your life is hid with Christ in God." This moral symbolic application of the resurrection is most beautiful and effective. Christ has risen, immaculate and immortal, into the pure and holy heaven: then live virtuously and piously, that you may be found worthy to be received unto him. "He that hath this hope purifieth himself, even as He is pure." Paul enforces this thought through the striking figure that, since "we are freed from the law through the death of Christ, we should be married to his risen spirit and bring forth fruit unto God." And again, when he speaks in these words, "Christ in you the hope of glory," we suppose he refers to the spiritual image of the risen Redeemer formed in the disciples' imagination and heart, the prefiguring and witnessing pledge of their ascension also to heaven. The same practical use is made of the doctrine through the rite and sign of baptism. "Ye are buried with Christ in baptism, wherein also ye are risen with him through faith in the working of God, who hath raised him from the dead." "Wherefore, if ye be dead with Christ, why are ye subject to worldly ordinances? and if ye be risen with him, seek those things which are above." When the disciple sunk beneath the baptizing waters, he was typically dead and buried, as Jesus was in the tomb; when he rose from the waters into the air again, he figuratively represented Christ rising from the dead into heaven. Henceforth, therefore, he was to consider himself as dead to all worldly sins and lusts, alive to all heavenly virtues and aspirations. "Therefore," the apostle says, "we are buried with Christ by baptism unto death, that like as Christ was raised up from the dead, even so we should walk in newness of life." "In that Christ died, he died unto sin once; but in that he liveth, he liveth unto God. Likewise reckon ye also yourselves to be dead indeed unto sin, but alive unto God." "Therefore, if any man be in Christ, he is a new creature: old things are passed away; behold, all things are become new." This was strictly true to the immediate disciples of Jesus. When he died, their hearts died within them; they shrank away in hope-
less confusion and gloom. When he returned to life and ascended to
heaven, in feeling and imagination they went with him. Every moral
power and motive started into new life and energy.

"The day when from the dead
Our Lord arose, then everywhere,
Out of their darkness and despair,
Triumphant over fears and foes,
The souls of his disciples rose."

An unheard-of assurance of the Father's love and of their eternal in-
heritance flooded their being with its regenerating, uplifting power. To
their absorbing anticipations the mighty consummation of all was at
hand. In reflective imagination it was already past, and they, dead to
the world, only lived to God. The material world and the lust thereof
had sunk beneath them and vanished. They were moving in the uni-
verse of imperishable realities unseen by the fleshy eye. To their faith
already was unrolled over them that new firmament in whose spanless
welkin no cloudy tempests ever gather and break, and the serene lights
never fade nor go down. This experience of a spiritual exaltation above
the sins and degrading turmoils of passion, above the perishing baubles
of the earth, into the religious principles which are independent and
assured,—peace, and bliss, and eternity,—is attainable by all who with
the earnestness of their souls assimilate the moral truths of Christianity,
pressing in pious trust after the steps of the risen Master. And this,
after all, is the vital essence of the doctrine of the resurrection as it
makes practical appeal to us. This will stand, though gnawing time and
hostile criticism should assail and shake all the rest. It is something
not to be mechanically wrought upon us from without, but to be done
within by our own voluntary effort and prayer, by God's help. To
rise from sloth, unbelief, sin, from moral death, to earnestness, faith,
beneicence, to eternal life in the breast, is a real and most sublime
resurrection, the indispensable preparation for that other and final one
which shall raise us from the sepulchre to the sky. When, on Easter
morning, Christian disciples throughout the world hear the joyous cry,
"Christ is risen," and their own hearts instinctively respond, with an
unquenchable persuasion that he is now alive somewhere in the heights
of the universe, "Christ is risen indeed," they should endeavor in
spirit to rise too,—rise from the deadly bondage and corruption of vice
and indifference. While the earth remains, and men survive, and the
evils which alienate them from God and his blessedness retain any sway
over them, so oft as that hallowed day comes round, this is the kindling
message of Divine authority ever fresh, and of transcendent import
never old, that it bears through all the borders of Christendom to every
responsible soul:—"Awake from your sleep, arise from your death, lift up
your eyes to heaven, and the risen Redeemer will give you the light of
immortal life!" Have this awakening and deathless experience in the
soul, and you will be troubled by no doubts about an everlasting life suc-
ceeding the close of the world. But so long as this spiritual resurrection in the breast is unknown, you can have no knowledge of eternal life, no experimental faith in a future entrance from the grave into heaven, —no, not though millions of resurrections had crowded the interstellar space with ascending shapes. Rise, then, from your moral graves, and already, by faith and imagination, sit in heavenly places with Christ Jesus.

Before leaving this subject, it belongs to us to look at it as a theory; that is, to consider with critical scrutiny the conclusions which are supposed to flow from its central fact. We must regard it from three distinct points of view,—seeking its meaning in sound logic, its force in past history, its value in present experience. First, then, we are to inquire what really is the logical significance of the resurrection of Christ. The looseness and confusion of thought prevailing in relation to this point are amazing. It seems as if mankind were contented with investigations careless, reasonings incoherent, and inferences arbitrary, in proportion to the momentousness of the matter in hand. In regard to little details of sensible fact and daily business their observation is sharp, their analysis careful, their reflection patient; but when they approach the great problems of morality, God, immortality, they shrink from commensurate efforts to master those mighty questions with stern honesty, and remain satisfied with fanciful methods and vague results. The resurrection of Christ is generally regarded as a direct demonstration of the immortality of man,—an argument of irrefragable validity. But this is an astonishing mistake. The argument was not so constructed by Paul. He did not seek directly to prove the immortality of the soul, but the resurrection of the dead. He took for granted the Pharisaic doctrine that all souls on leaving their bodies descended to Sheol, where they darkly survived, waiting to be summoned forth at the arrival of the Messianic epoch. Assuming the further premise that Christ after death went down among these imprisoned souls, and then rose thence again, Paul infers, by a logical process strictly valid and irresistible to one holding those premises, that the general doctrine of a resurrection from the dead is true, and that by this visible pledge we may expect it soon, since the Messiah, who is to usher in its execution, has already come and finished the preliminary stages of his work. The apostle’s own words plainly show this to be his meaning. "If there be no resurrection of the dead, then is Christ not risen. But now is Christ risen from the dead, become the first-fruits of them that slept. For since by man came death, by man came also the resurrection of the dead. Every man shall be made alive in his own order: Christ the first-fruits; then they that are Christ’s, at his coming; then the last remnant, when he shall have delivered up the kingdom to God." The notions of a universal imprisonment of souls in the intermediate state, and of a universal raising of them thence at an appointed time, having faded from a deep and vivid belief into a cold traditional dogma, ridiculed by many, cared for at all
by few, realizingly held by almost none, Paul's argument has been per-
verted and misinterpreted, until it is now commonly supposed to mean
this:—Christ has risen from the dead: therefore the soul of man is im-
mortal. Whereas the argument really existed in his mind in the reverse
form, thus:—The souls of men are immortal and are hereafter to be
raised up: therefore Christ has risen as an example and illustration
thereof. It is singular to notice that he has himself clearly stated the
argument in this form three times within the space of four consecutive
verses, as follows:—"If there be no resurrection of the dead, then is
Christ not risen:"
"God raised Christ not up, if so be that the dead rise
not." "For if the dead rise not, then is Christ not raised." The fact
of the resurrection of Christ, taken in connection with the related notions
previously held in the mind of Paul, formed the complement of an
irresistible argument to prove the impending resurrection of the dead.
But if it be now perceived that those other notions were Pharisaic errors,
the argument, as he employed it, falls to the ground.

Taken by itself and analyzed by a severe logic, the resurrection of Christ
proves nothing conclusively in regard to our immortality. If it did of
itself prove any thing, the direct logical inference from it would be that
henceforth all men, three days after death, would rise bodily from the
dead, appear for a season on earth as before, and then ascend visibly into
the sky. If at the present time a man who had been put to death and
entombed three days should openly come forth alive,—considered as an
isolated fact, what would it prove? It would merely prove that a wonder-
ful event had occurred. It would show that either by some mysterious
means he had escaped death, or else that by some apparently preter-
natural agency he had been restored to life from the dead. Taken by
itself, it could not prove whether the occurrence was caused by a de-
moniacal or by a Divine power, or by some occult force of nature developed
by a peculiar combination of conditions. The strange event would stand
clear to our senses; but all beyond that would be but an hypothesis of
our own, and liable to mistake. Consequently, we say, the resurrection,
taken by itself, proves no doctrine. But we may so suppose the case
that such an event would, from its relation to something else, acquire
logical meaning. For instance, if Christ had taught that he had super-
natural knowledge of truth, a Divine commission to reveal a future life,
and said that, after he should have been dead and buried three days,
God would restore him to life to authenticate his words, and if, then, so
stupendous a miracle occurred in accordance with his prediction, it would
prove that his claims and doctrine were true,—because God is no accom-
plice in deception. Such was the case with Jesus as narrated; and thus
his resurrection appears, not as having doctrinal significance and demon-
strative validity in itself, but as a miraculous authentication of his mis-
ion. That is to say, the Christian's faith in immortality rests not
directly on the resurrection of Christ, but on his teachings, which were
confirmed and sealed by his resurrection. It is true that, even in this
modified form, some persons of dialectical minds will deny all validity to the argument. What necessary connection is there, they will ask, between the exhibition of mechanico-chemical wonders, physical feats,—however abnormal and inexplicable,—and the possession of infallibility of intellectual insight and moral utterance? If a man should say, God is falsehood and hatred, and in evidence of his declaration should make a whole cemetery disem bogue its dead alive, or cause the sun suddenly to sink from its station at noon and return again, would his wonderful performance prove his horrible doctrine? Why, or how, then, would a similar feat prove the opposite doctrine? Plainly, there is not, on rigid logical principles, any connecting tie or evidencing coherence between a physical miracle and a moral doctrine. We admit the correctness of this, on philosophical grounds. But the validity of a miracle as proof of a doctrine rests on the spontaneous assumption that no man can work a miracle unless God specially delegate him the power; thereby God becomes the voucher of his envoy. And when a person claiming to be a messenger from God appears, saying, “The Father hath commanded me to declare that in the many mansions of his house there is a blessed life for men after the close of this life,” and when he promises that, in confirmation of his claim, God will restore him to life after he shall have been three days dead, and when he returns accordingly triumphant from the sepulchre, the argument will be unquestioningly received as valid by the instinctive common sense of all who are convinced of the facts.

We next pass from the meaning of the resurrection in logic to its force and working in history. When Jesus hung on the cross, and the scornful shouts of the multitude murmured in his ears, the disciples had fled away, disappointed, terror-stricken, despairing. His star seemed set in a hopeless night of shame and defeat. The new religion appeared a failure. But in three days affairs had taken a new aspect. He that was crucified had risen, and the scattered disciples rallied from every quarter, and, animated by faith and zeal, went forth to convert the world. As an organic centre of thought and belief, as a fervid and enduring incitement to action, in the apostolic times and all through the early centuries, the received fact of the resurrection of Christ wielded an incomparable influence and produced incalculable results. Christianity indeed rose upon it, and, to a great extent, flourished through it. The principal effect which the gospel has had in bringing life and immortality to light throughout a large part of the world is to be referred to the proclaimed resurrection of Christ. For without the latter the former would not have been. Its historical value has therefore been immense. More than nine-tenths of the dormant common faith of Christendom in a future life now outwardly reposes on it from tradition and custom. The great majority of Christians grow up, by education and habit, without any sharp conscientious investigation of their own, to an undisturbed

belief in immortality,—a belief passively resting on the demonstration of the doctrine supposed to have been furnished by the resurrection of Christ in Judea two thousand years ago. The historical power of that fact has therefore been inexpressibly important; and its vast and happy consequences as food and basis of faith still remain. But this historic force is no longer what it once was as a living and present cause. It now operates mostly through traditional reception as an established doctrine to be taken for granted, without fresh individual inquiry. Education and custom use it as an unexamined but trusted foundation to build on by common assumptions. And so the historic impetus is not yet spent. But it certainly has diminished; and it will diminish more. When faced with dauntless eyes and approached by skeptical methods, it of course cannot have the silencing, all-sufficient authority, now that it is buried in the dim remoteness of nineteen centuries and surrounded by obscuring accompaniments, that it had when its light blazed close at hand. The historical force of the alleged resurrection of Christ must evidently, other things being equal, lessen to an unprejudiced inquirer in some proportion to the lengthening distance of the event from him in time, and the growing difficulties of ignorance, perplexity, doubt, manifold uncertainty, deficiency, infidel suggestions, and naturalistic possibilities, intervening between it and him. The shock of faith given by the miracle is dissipated in coming through such an abyss of time. The farther off and the longer ago it was, the more chances for error and the more circumstances of obscurity there are, and so much the worth and force of the historical belief in it will naturally become fainter, till they will finally fade away. An honest student may bow humbly before the august front of Christian history and join with the millions around in acknowledging the fact of the resurrection of Christ. But we maintain that the essential fact in this historic act is not the visible resuscitation of the dead body, but the celestial reception of the deathless spirit. So Paul evidently thought; for he had never seen Christ in the flesh, yet he places himself, as a witness to the resurrection of Christ, in the same rank with those who had seen him on his reappearance in the body:—

“Last of all he was seen of me also.” Paul had only seen him in vision as a glorified spirit of heaven.

We know that our belief in the fleshly resurrection of Jesus rests on education and habit, on cherished associations of reverence and attachment, rather than on sifted testimony and convincing proof. It is plain, too, that if a person takes the attitude, not of piety and receptive trust, but of skeptical antagonism, it is impossible, as the facts within our reach are to-day, to convince him of the asserted reality in question. An unprejudiced mind competently taught and trained for the inquiry, but whose attitude towards the declared fact is that of distrust,—a mind which will admit nothing but what is conclusively proved,—cannot be driven from its position by all the extant material of evidence. Education, associations, hopes, affections, leaning that way, he may be con-
vinced; but leaning the other way, or poised in indifference on a severe logical ground, he will honestly remain in his unbelief despite of all the arguments that can be presented. In the first place, he will say, "The only history we have of the resurrection is in the New Testament; and the testimony of witnesses in their own cause is always suspicious; and it is wholly impossible now really to prove who wrote those documents, or precisely when and how they originated: besides that, the obvious discrepancies in the accounts, and the utterly uncritical credulity and unscientific modes of investigation which satisfied the writers, destroy their value as witnesses in any severe court of reason." And in reply, although we may claim that there is sufficient evidence to satisfy an humble Christian, previously inclined to such a faith, that the New Testament documents were written by the persons whose names they bear, and that their accounts are true, yet we cannot pretend that there is sufficient evidence effectually to convince a critical inquirer that there is no possibility of ungenerousness and unauthenticity. In the second place, such a person will say, "Many fabulous miracles have been eagerly credited by contemporaries of their professed authors, and handed down to the credulity of after-times; many actual events, honestly interpreted as miracles, without fraud in any party concerned, have been so accepted and testified to. Roman Catholic Christendom claims to this day the performance of miracles within the Church; while all Protestant Christendom scorns them as ridiculous tales: and this may be one of them. How can we demonstrate that it does not fall within the same class on the laws of evidence?" And although our own moral beliefs and sympathies may force upon us the most profound conviction to the contrary, it is plainly out of our power to disprove the possibility of this hypothesis being true. In the third place, he will say, "Of all who testify to the resurrection, there is nothing in the record—admitting its entire reliableness as an ingenuous statement of the facts as apprehended by the authors—to show that any one of them knew that Jesus was actually dead, or that any one of them made any real search into that point. He may have revived from a long insensibility, wandered forth in his grave-clothes, mingled afterwards with his disciples, and at last have died from his wounds and exhaustion, in solitude, as he was used to spend seasons in lonely prayer by night. Then, with perfectly good faith, his disciples, involving no collusion or deceit anywhere, may have put a miraculous interpretation upon it all,—such additional particulars as his visible ascension into the sky being a later mythical accretion." This view may well seem offensive, even shocking, to the pious believer; but it is plainly possible. It is intrinsically more easily conceivable than the accredited miracle. It is impossible positively to refute it: the available data do not exist. Upon the whole, then, we conclude that the time is coming when the basis of faith in immortality, in order to stand the tests of independent scrutiny, must be historically as well as logically shifted from a blind dependence on the miraculous resurrec-
tion of Christ to a wise reliance on insight into the supernatural capacity and destiny of man, on the deductions of moral reason and the prophecies of religious trust.

Finally, we pause a moment, in closing this discussion, to weigh the practical value of the resurrection of Christ as acknowledged in the experience of the present time. How does that event, admitted as a fact, rest in the average personal experience of Christians now? We shall provoke no intelligent contradiction when we say that it certainly does not often rest on laborious research and rigorous testing of evidence. We surely risk nothing in saying that with the multitude of believers it rests on a docile reception of tradition, an unquestioning conformity to the established doctrine. And that reception and conformity in the present instance depend, we shall find by going a step further back, upon a deep à priori faith in God and immortality. When Paul reasons that, if the dead are not to rise, Christ is not risen, but that the dead are to rise, and therefore Christ is risen, his argument reposes on a spontaneous practical method of moral assumption, not on a judicial process of logical proof. So is it with Christians now. The intense moral conviction that God is good, and that there is another life, and that it would be supremely worthy of God to send a messenger to teach that doctrine and to rise from the dead in proof of it,—it is this earnest previous faith that gives plausibility, vitality, and power to the preserved tradition of the actual event. If we trace the case home to the last resort, as it really lies in the experience developed in us by Christianity, we shall find that a deep faith in God is the basis of our belief, first in general immortality, and secondly in the special resurrection of Christ as related thereto. But, by a confusion, or a want, of thought, the former is mistakenly supposed to rest directly and solely on the latter. The doctrinal inferences built up around the resurrection of Christ fall within the province of faith, resting on moral grounds, not within that of knowledge, resting on logical grounds. For example: what direct proof is there that Christ, when he vanished from the disciples, went to the presence of God in heaven, to die no more? It was only seen that he disappeared: all beyond that—except as it rests on belief in the previous words of Christ himself—is an inference of faith, a faith kindled in the soul by God and not created by the miracle of the resurrection.

That imagination, tradition, feeling, and faith, have much more to do with the inferences commonly drawn from the resurrection of Christ than any strict investigation of its logical contents has, appears clearly enough from the universal neglect to draw any inferences from, or to attribute any didactic importance to, the other resurrections recorded in the New Testament. We refer especially to the resurrection narrated in the twenty-seventh chapter of Matthew,—"the most stupendous miracle ever wrought upon earth."—it has been termed; and yet hardly any one ever deigns to notice it. Thus the evangelist writes:—"And the graves were opened, and many bodies of the saints which slept arose
and came out of the graves after his resurrection, and went into the holy city, and appeared unto many." Nothing is inferred from this alleged event but the power of God. Yet logically what separates it from the resurrection of Christ? In Greece there was the accredited account of the resurrection of Er, in Persia that of Virâf, in Judea that of Lazarus, in other nations those of other persons. None of these ever produced great results. Yet the resurrection of one individual from the dead logically contains all that that of any other individual can. Why, then, has that of Christ alone made such a change in the faith of the world? Because, through a combination of causes, it has appealed to the imagination and heart of the world and stirred their believing activity,—because the thought was here connected with a person, a history, a moral force, and a providential interposition, fit for the grandest deductions and equal to the mightiest effects. It is not accurate philosophical criticism that has done this, but humble love and faith.

In the experience of earnest Christians, a personal belief in the resurrection of Christ, vividly conceived in the imagination and taken home to the heart, is chiefly effective in its spiritual, not in its argumentative, results. It stirs up the powers and awakens the yearnings of the soul, opens heaven to the gaze, locates there, as it were visibly, a glorious ideal, and thus helps one to enter upon an inward realization of the immortal world. The one essential thing is not that Jesus appeared alive in the flesh after his physical death, the revealer of superhuman power and possessor of infallibility, but that he divinely lives now, the forerunner and type of our immortality.

CHAPTER VIII.

ESSENTIAL CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE OF DEATH AND LIFE.

Let us first notice the uncommon amount of meaning which Christ and the apostolic writers usually put into the words "death," "life," and other kindred terms. These words are scarcely ever used in their merely literal sense, but are charged with a vivid fulness of significance not to be fathomed without especial attention. "If thou wilt enter into life, keep the commandments." Obviously this means more than simple life; because those who neglect the laws of virtue may live. It signifies, distinctively, true life,—the experience of inward peace and of Divine favor. "Whosoever hateth his brother hath not eternal life abiding in him, but abideth in death;" that is to say, a soul rankling with bad passions is "in the gall of bitterness and the bond of iniquity," but, when
converted from hatred to love, it passes from wretchedness to blessedness. "Let the dead bury their dead." No one reading this passage with its context can fail to perceive that it means, substantially, "Let those who are absorbed in the affairs of this world, and indifferent to the revelation I have brought from heaven, attend to the interment of the dead; but delay not thou, who art kindled with a lively interest in the truth, to proclaim the kingdom of God." When the returning prodigal had been joyfully received, the father said, in reply to the murmurs of the elder son, "Thy brother was dead and is alive again;" he was lost in sin and misery, he is found in penitence and happiness. Paul writes to the Romans, "Without the law sin was dead, and I was alive; but when the law was made known, sin came to life, and I died." In other words, when a man is ignorant of the moral law, immoral conduct does not prevent him from feeling innocent and being at peace; but when a knowledge of the law shows the wickedness of that conduct, he becomes conscious of guilt, and is unhappy. For instance, to state the thought a little differently, to a child knowing nothing of the law, the law, or its purposed violation, sin, does not exist,—is dead: he therefore enjoys peace of conscience; but when he becomes aware of the law and its authority, if he then break it, sin is generated and immediately stings, and spiritual happiness dies.

These passages are sufficient to show that Christianity uses the words "death" and "life" in a spiritual sense, penetrating to the hidden realities of the soul. To speak thus of the guilty, unbelieving man as dead, and only of the virtuous, believing man as truly alive, may seem at first a startling use of figurative language. It will not appear so when we notice its appropriateness to the case, or remember the imaginative nature of Oriental speech and recollect how often we employ the same terms in the same way at the present time. We will give a few examples of a similar use of language outside of the Scriptures. That which threatens or produces death is sometimes, by a figure, identified with death. Orpheus, in the Argonautica, speaks of "a terrible serpent whose yawning jaw is full of death." So Paul says he was "in deaths oft." Ovid says, "The priests poured out a dog's hot life on the altar of Hecate at the crossing of two roads." The Pythagoreans, when one of their number became impious and abandoned, were accustomed to consider him dead, and to erect a tomb to him, on which his name and his age at the time of his moral decease were engraved. The Roman law regarded an excommunicated citizen as civis mortuos, legally dead. Fénélon writes, "God has kindled a flame at the bottom of every heart, which should always burn as a lamp for him who hath lighted it; and all other life is as death." Chaucer says, in one of his Canterbury Tales, referring to a man enslaved by dissolute habits,—

"But certes, he that haunteth swiche delices
Is ded while that he liveth in tho' vices."
And in a recent poem the following lines occur:—

"From his great eyes
The light has fled:
When faith departs, when honor dies,
The man is dead."

To be subjected to the lower impulses of our nature by degraded habits of vice and criminality is wretchedness and death. The true life of man consists, the Great Teacher declared, "not in the abundance of the things which he possesseth, but rather in his being rich toward God,"—in conscious purity of heart, energy of faith, and union with the Holy Spirit. "He that lives in sensual pleasure is dead while he lives," Paul asserts; but he that lives in spiritual righteousness has already risen from the dead. To sum up the whole in a single sentence, the service and the fruits of sin form an experience which Christianity calls death, because it is a state of insensibility to the elements and results of true life, in the adequate sense of that term, meaning the serene activity and religious joy of the soul.

The second particular in the essential doctrine of Christianity concerning the states of human experience which it entitles death and life is their inherent, enduring nature, their independence on the objects and changes of this world. The gospel teaches that the elements of our being and experience are transferred from the life that now is into the life that is to come, or, rather, that we exist continuously forever, uninterupted by the event of physical dissolution. "Whosoever drinketh of the water that I shall give him," Jesus declares, "shall never thirst; but the water that I shall give him shall be in him a well of water springing up into everlasting life." John affirms, "The world passeth away, and the lust thereof; but he that doeth the will of God abideth forever." Paul writes to the Christians at Rome, "In that Christ died, he died unto sin once; but in that he liveth, he liveth unto God. Likewise reckon ye also yourselves to be dead indeed unto sin, but alive unto God." Numerous additional texts of kindred import might be cited. They announce the immortality of man, the unending continuance of the Christian consciousness, unless forfeited by voluntary defection. They show that sin and woe are not arbitrarily bounded by the limits of time and sense in the grave, and that nothing can ever exhaust or destroy the satisfaction of true life, faith in the love of God; it abides, blessed and eternal, in the uninterrupted blessedness and eternity of its Object. The revelation and offer of all this to the acceptance of men, its conditions, claims, and alternative sanctions, were first divinely made known and planted in the heart of the world, as the Scriptures assert, by Jesus Christ, who promulgated them by his preaching, illustrated them by his example, proved them by his works, attested them by his blood, and crowned them by his resurrection. And now there is opened for all of us, through him,—that is to say, through belief and obedience of what he taught and exemplified,—an access unto the Father, an assurance of his forgiveness of us
and of our reconciliation with him. We thus enter upon the experience of that true life which is "joy and peace in believing," and which remains indestructible through all the vanishing vagrancy of sin, misery, and the world. "This is eternal life, that they might know thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent:" that is, imperishable life is to be obtained by union with God in faith and love, through a hearty acceptance of the instructions of Christ.

The two points thus far considered are, first, that the sinful, unbelieving, wretched man abides in virtual death, while the righteous, happy believer in the gospel has the experience of genuine life; and, secondly, that these essential elements of human character and experience survive all events of time and place in everlasting continuance.

The next consideration prominent in the Christian doctrine of death and life is the distinction continually made between the body and the soul. Man is regarded under a twofold aspect, as flesh and spirit,—the one a temporal accompaniment and dependent medium, the other an immortal being in itself. The distinction is a fundamental one, and runs through nearly all philosophy and religion in their reference to man. In the Christian Scriptures it is not sharply drawn, with logical precision, nor always accurately maintained, but is loosely defined, with waving outlines, is often employed carelessly, and sometimes, if strictly taken, inconsistently. Let us first note a few examples of the distinction itself in the instructions of the Savior and of the different New Testament writers.

"That which is born of the flesh is flesh, and that which is born of the spirit is spirit." "Fear not them which kill the body but are not able to kill the soul." "Though our outward man perish, yet the inward man is renewed." "He that soweth to his flesh shall reap corruption; he that soweth to the spirit shall reap life everlasting." "Being put to death in the flesh, but quickened in the spirit." "Knowing that I must shortly put off this tabernacle." "The body without the spirit is dead." It would be useless to accumulate examples. It is plain that these authors distinguish the body and the soul as two things conjoined for a season, the latter of which will continue to live when the other has mixed with the dust. The facts and phenomena of our being from which this distinction springs are so numerous and so influential, so profound and so obvious, that it is impossible they should escape the knowledge of any thinking person. Indeed, the distinction has found a recognition everywhere among men, from the ignorant savage, whose instincts and imagination shadow forth a dim world in which the impalpable images of the departed dwell, to the philosopher of piercing intellect and universal culture,

"Whose lore detects beneath our crumbling clay
A soul, exiled, and journeying back to day."

"Labor not for the meat which perisheth," Jesus exhorts his followers,
"but labor for the meat which endureth unto everlasting life." The body and the luxury that pampers it shall perish, but the spirit and the love that feeds it shall abide forever.

We now pass to examine some metaphorical terms often erroneously interpreted as conveying merely their literal force. Every one familiar with the language of the New Testament must remember how repeatedly the body and the soul, or the flesh and the spirit, are set in direct opposition to each other, sin being referred to the former, righteousness to the latter. "I know that in my flesh there is no good thing; but with my mind I delight in the law of God." "The flesh lusteth against the spirit, and the spirit lusteth against the flesh, and these are contrary the one to the other." All this language—and it is extensively used in the epistles—is quite generally understood in a fixed, literal sense; whereas it was employed by its authors in a fluctuating, figurative sense, as the critical student can hardly help perceiving. We will state the real substance of Christian teaching and phraseology on this point in two general formulas, and then proceed to illustrate them. First, both the body and the soul may be corrupt, lawless, empty of Divine belief, full of restlessness and suffering, in a state of moral death; or both may be pure, obedient, acceptable in the sight of God, full of faith, peace, and joy, in a state of genuine life. Secondly, whatever tends in any way to the former result—to make man guilty, feeble, and wretched, to deaden his spiritual sensibilities, to keep him from union with God and from immortal reliances—is variously personified as "the Flesh," "Sin," "Death," "Mammon," "the World," "the Law of the Members," "the Law of Sin and Death;" whatever, on the contrary, tends in any way to the latter result—to purify man, to intensify his moral powers, to exalt and quicken his consciousness in the assurance of the favor of God and of eternal being—is personified as "the Spirit," "Life," "Righteousness," "the Law of God," "the Law of the Inward Man," "Christ," "the Law of the Spirit of Life in Christ." Under the first class of terms are included all the temptations and agencies by which man is led to sin, and the results of misery they effect; under the second class are included all the aspirations and influences by which he is led to righteousness, and the results of happiness they insure. For example, it is written, in the Epistle to the Galatians, that "the manifest works of the flesh are excessive sensuality, idolatry, hatred, emulations, quarrels, heresies, murders, and such like." Certainly some of these evils are more closely connected with the mind than with the body. The term "flesh" is obviously used in a sense coextensive with the tendencies and means by which we are exposed to guilt and degradation. These personifications, it will therefore be seen, are employed with general rhetorical looseness, not with definite logical exactness.

It is self-evident that the mind is the actual agent and author of all sins and virtues, and that the body in itself is unconscious, irresponsible, incapable of guilt. "Every sin that man doeth is without the
body.” In illustration of this point Chrysostom says, “If a tyrant or robber were to seize some royal mansion, it would not be the fault of the house.” And how greatly they err who think that any of the New Testament writers mean to represent the flesh as necessarily sinful and the spirit as always pure, the following cases to the contrary from Paul, whose speech seems most to lean that way, will abundantly show. “Glorify God in your body and in your spirit, which are [both] his.” “Know ye not that your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost?” “Yield not your members as instruments of unrighteousness unto sin, but as instruments of righteousness unto God.” “That the life of Jesus might be made manifest in our mortal flesh.” “Present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God.” It is clear that the author of these sentences did not regard the body, or literal flesh, as necessarily unholy, but as capable of being used by the man himself in fulfilling the will of God. Texts that appear to contradict this must be held as figures, or as impasioned rhetorical exclamations. We also read of “the lusts of the mind,” the “fleshly mind,” “filthiness of the spirit,” “seducing spirits,” “corrupt minds,” “mind and conscience defiled,” “reprobate mind,”—showing plainly that the spirit was sometimes regarded as guilty and morally dead. The apostle writes, “I pray that your whole spirit and soul and body may be preserved blameless.” The scriptural declarations now cited teach explicitly that both the body and the soul may be subjected to the perfect law of God, or that both may abide in rebellion and wickedness, the latter state being called, metaphorically, “walking after the flesh,” the former “walking after the spirit,”—that being sin and death, this being righteousness and life.

An explanation of the origin of these metaphors will cast further light upon the subject. The use of a portion of them arose from the fact that many of the most easily-besetting and pernicious vices, conditions and allurements of sin, defilements and clogs of the spirit, come through the body, which, while it is itself evidently fated to perish, does by its earthly solicitations enite, contaminate, and debase the soul that by itself is invited to better things and seems destined to immortality. Not that these evils originate in the body,—of course, all the doings of a man spring from the spirit of man which is in him,—but that the body is the occasion and the aggravating medium of their manifestation. This thought is not contradicted, it is only omitted, in the words of Peter:—

“I beseech you, as strangers and pilgrims, abstain from fleshly lusts, which war against the soul.” For such language would be spontaneously suggested by the fact that to be in bondage to the baser nature is hostile alike to spiritual dignity and peace, and to physical health and strength. The principles of the moral nature are at war with the passions of the animal nature; the goading vices of the mind are at war with the organic harmonies of the body; and on the issues of these conflicts hang all the interests of life and death, in every sense the words can be made to bear.
Another reason for the use of these figures of speech, undoubtedly, was the philosophy of the ineradicable hostility of matter and spirit,—the doctrine, so prevalent in the East from the earliest times, that matter is wholly corrupt and evil, the essential root and source of all vileness. An old, unknown Greek poet embodies the very soul of this faith in a few verses which we find in the Anthology. Literally rendered, they run thus:—

"The body is the torment, hell, fate, load, tyrant,  
Dreadful pest, and punishing trial, of the soul  
Which, when it quits the body, flies, as from the bonds  
Of death, to immortal God."

It was this idea that produced the wild asceticism prevalent in the Christian Church during the Middle Age and previously,—the fearful macerations, scourgings, crucifixions of the flesh. It should be understood that, though some of the phraseology of the Scriptures is tinged by the influence of this doctrine, the doctrine itself is foreign to Christianity. Christ came eating and drinking, not abjuring nature, but adopting its teachings, viewing it as a Divine work through which the providence of God is displayed and his glory gleams. He was no more of a Pharisee than nature is. As corn grows on the Sabbath, so it may be plucked and eaten on the Sabbath. The apostles never recommend self-inflicted torments. The ascetic expressions found in their letters grew directly out of the perils besetting them and their expectation of the speedy end of the world. Christianity, rightly understood, renders even the body of a good man sacred and precious, through the indwelling of the Infinite. "We have this treasure in earthen vessels," and the poor, dying tenement of flesh is hallowed as

"A vase of earth, a trembling clod,  
Constrain'd to hold the breath of God."

The chief secret, however, of the origin of the peculiar phrases under consideration consisted in their striking fitness to the nature and facts of the case, their adaptedness to express these facts in a bold and vivid manner. The revelation of the transcendent claims of holiness, of the pardoning love of God, of the splendid boon of immortality, made by Christ and enforced by the miraculous boon of immortality, and the kindling motives presented in his example, thrilled the souls of the first converts, shamed them of their degrading sins, opened before their imaginations a vision that paled the glories of the world, and regenerated them, stirring up the depths of their religious sensibilities, and flooding their whole being with a warmth, an energy, a spirituality, that made their previous experience seem a gross carnal slumber, a virtual death. "And you hath he quickened, who were dead in trespasses and sins." They were animated and raised to a new, pure, glad life, through the feeling of the hopes and the practice of the virtues of the gospel of Christ. Unto those who "were formerly in the flesh, the servants of sin, bringing forth fruit unto death," but now obeying the new form of doctrine delivered unto
them, with renewed hearts and changed conduct, it is written, "If Christ be in you, the body is dead because of sin; but the spirit is life because of righteousness;" that is, If Christian truth reign in you, the body may still be tormented, or powerless, owing to your previous bad habits; but the soul will be redeemed from its abandonment to error and vice, and be assured of pardon and immortal life by the witnessing spirit of God.

The apostle likewise says unto them, "If the Spirit of God dwell in you, it shall also quicken your mortal bodies." This remarkable expression was meant to convey a thought which the observation of common facts approves and explains. If the love of the pure principles of the gospel was established in them, their bodies, debilitated and deadened by former abandonment to their lusts, should be freed and reanimated by its influence. The body to a great extent reflects the permanent mind and life of a man. It is an apothegm of Solomon that "a sound heart is the life of the flesh." And Plotinus declares, "Temperance and justice are the saviors of the body so far as they are received by it." Deficiency of thought and knowledge, laziness of spirit, animality of habits, betray themselves plainly enough in the state and expression of the physical frame; they render it coarse, dim, and insensible; the person verges towards the condition of a clod; spiritual things are clouded, the beacon-fire of his destiny wanes, the possibilities of Christian faith lessen, "the external and the insensate creep in on his organized clay," he feels the chain of the brute earth more and more, and finally gives himself up to utter death. On the other hand, the assimilation of Divine truth and goodness by a man, the cherishing love of all high duties and aspirations, exert a purifying, energizing power both on the flesh and the mind, animate and strengthen them, like a heavenly flame burn away the defiling entanglements and spiritual fogs that fill and hang around the wicked and sensual, increasingly pervade his consciousness with an inspired force and freedom, illuminate his face, touch the magnetic springs of health and healthful sympathy, make him completely alive, and bring him into living connection with the Omnipresent Life, so that he perceives the full testimony that he shall never die. For, when brought into such a state by the experience of live spirits in live frames,

"We feel through all this fleshly dresse
Bright shoots of everlastingnesse."

Spiritual sloth and sensual indulgence stupefy, blunt, and confuse together in lifeless meshes, the vital tenant and the mortal tenement; they grow incorporate, alike unclean, powerless, guilty, and wretched. Then

"Man lives a life half dead, a living death,
Himself his sepulchre, a moving grave."

Active virtue, profound love, and the earnest pursuit, in the daily duties of life, of

"Those lofty musings which within us sow
The seeds of higher kind and brighter being,"
cleanse, vivify, and distinguish the body and the soul, so that, when this tabernacle of clay crumbles from around it, the unimprisoned spirit soars into the universe at once, and, looking back upon the shadowy king bearing his pale prey to the tomb, exclaims, "O death, where is thy sting? O grave, where is thy victory?" The facts, then, of sin, guilt, weakness, misery, unbelief, decay, insensibility, and death, joined with the opposite corresponding class of facts, and considered in their mutual spiritual and physical relations and results, originally suggested, and now interpret and justify, that peculiar phraseology of the New Testament which we have been investigating. It has no recondite meaning drawn from arbitrary dogmas, but a plain meaning drawn from natural truths.

It remains next to see what is the Christian doctrine concerning literal, physical death,—concerning the actual origin and significance of that solemn event. This point must be treated the more at length on account of the erroneous notions prevailing upon the subject. For that man's first disobedience was the procuring cause of organic, as well as of moral, death, is a doctrine quite generally believed. It is a fundamental article in the creeds of all the principal denominations of Christendom, and is traditionally held, from the neglect of investigation, by nearly all Christians. By this theory the words of James—who writes, "Sin, when it is finished, bringeth forth death"—are interpreted with strict literalness. It is conceived that, had not evil entered the first man's heart and caused him to fall from his native innocence, he would have roamed among the flowers of Eden to this day. But he violated the commandment of his Maker, and sentence of death was passed upon him and his posterity. We are now to prove that this imaginative theory is far from the truth.

1. The language in which the original account of Adam's sin and its punishment is stated shows conclusively that the penalty of transgression was not literal death, but spiritual,—that is, degradation, suffering. God's warning in relation to the forbidden tree was, "In the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die." Of course, Jehovah's solemn declaration was fulfilled as he had said. But in the day that man partook of the prohibited fruit he did not die a physical death. He lived, driven from the delights of Paradise, (according to the account,) upwards of eight hundred years, earning his bread by the sweat of his brow. Consequently, the death with which he had been threatened must have been a moral death,—loss of innocence and joy, experience of guilt and woe.

2. The common usage of the words connected with this subject in the New Testament still more clearly substantiates the view here taken of it. There is a class of words, linked together by similarity of meaning and closeness of mutual relation, often used by the Christian writers loosely, figuratively, and sometimes interchangeably, as has been shown already in another connection. We mean the words "sin," "flesh," "misery," "death." The same remark may be made of another class of words of
precisely opposite signification,—"righteousness," "faith," "life," "blessedness," "eternal life." These different words frequently stand to represent the same idea. "As the law hath reigned through sin unto death, so shall grace reign through righteousness unto life." In other terms, as the recognition of the retributive law of God through rebellion and guilt filled the consciences of men with wretchedness, so the acceptance of the pardoning love of God through faith and conformity will fill them with blessedness. Sin includes conscious distrust, disobedience, and alienation; righteousness includes conscious faith, obedience, and reconciliation. Sin and death, it will be seen, are related just as righteousness and life are. The fact that they are sometimes represented in the relation of identity—"the minding of the flesh is death, but the minding of the spirit is life"—and sometimes in the relation of cause and effect —"the fruit of sin is death, the fruit of righteousness is life"—proves that the words are used metaphorically, and really mean conscious guilt and misery, conscious virtue and blessedness. No other view is consistent. We are urged to be "dead unto sin, but alive unto God;" that is, to be in a state of moral perfection which turns a deaf and invincible front to all the influences of evil, but is open and joyfully sensitive to every thing good and holy. Paul also wrote, in his letter to the Philippians, that he had "not yet attained unto the resurrection," but was striving to attain unto it; that is, he had not yet reached, but was striving to reach, that lofty state of holiness and peace invulnerable to sin, which no change can injure, with which the event of bodily dissolution cannot interfere, because its elements—faith, truth, justice, and love—are the immutable principles of everlasting life.

3. In confirmation of this conclusion, an argument amounting to certainty is afforded by the way in which the disobedience of Adam and its consequences, and the obedience of Christ and its consequences, are spoken of together; by the way in which a sort of antithetical parallel is drawn between the result of Adam's fall and the result of Christ's mission. "As by one man sin entered into the world, and death by sin, and so death passed upon all men, so much more shall all receive the gift of God by one man, Jesus Christ, and reign unto eternal life." This means, as the writer himself afterwards explains, that "as by one man's disobedience many were made sinners" and suffered the consequences of sin, figuratively expressed by the word "death," "so by the obedience of one shall many be made righteous" and enjoy the consequences of righteousness, figuratively expressed by the word "life." Give the principal terms in this passage their literal force, and no meaning which is not absolutely incompatible with the plainest truths can be drawn from it. Surely literal death had come equally and fully upon all men everywhere; literal life could do no more. But render the idea in this way,—the blessedness offered to men in the revelation of grace made by Jesus outweighs the wretchedness brought upon them through the sin introduced by Adam,—and the sense is satisfactory. That which Adam is repre-
sented as having lost, that, the apostle affirms, Christ restored; that
which Adam is said to have incurred, that Christ is said to have removed.
But Christ did not restore to man a physical immortality on the earth;
therefore that is not what Adam forfeited; but he lost peace of conscience
and trust in the Divine favor. Furthermore, Christ did not free his
followers from natural decay and death; therefore that is not what
Adam’s transgression brought upon his children; but it entailed upon
them proclivities to evil, spiritual unrest, and woe. The basis of the
comparison is evidently this: Adam’s fall showed that the consequences
of sin, through the stern operation of the law, were strife, despair, and
misery,—all of which is implied in the New Testament usage of the word
“death;” Christ’s mission showed that the consequences of righteousness,
through the free grace of God, were faith, peace, and indestructible
happiness,—all of which is implied in the New Testament usage of the
word “life.” In the mind of Paul there was undoubtedly an additional
thought, connecting the descent of the soul to the under-world with the
death of the sinful Adam, and its ascent to heaven with the resurrection
of the immaculate Christ; but this does not touch the argument just
advanced, because it does not refer to the cause of physical dissolution,
but to what followed that event.

4. It will not be out of place here to demonstrate that sin actually was
not the origin of natural decay, by the revelations of science, which
prove that death was a monarch on the earth for ages before moral trans-
gression was known. As the geologist wanders, and studies the records
of nature, where earthquake, deluge, and volcano have exposed the
structure of the globe and its organic remains in strata piled on strata,
upon these, as upon so many pages of the earth’s autobiography, he
reads the history of a hundred races of animals which lived and died,
leaving their bones layer above layer, in regular succession, centuries
before the existence of man. It is evident, then, that, independent of
human guilt, and from the very first, chemical laws were in force, and
death was a part of God’s plan in the material creation. As the previous
animals perished without sin, so without sin the animal part of man too
would have died. It was made perishable from the outset. The im-
portant point just here in the theology of Paul was, as previously im-
plied, that death was intended to lead the soul directly to heaven in a
new “spiritual body” or “heavenly house;” but sin marred the plan,
and doomed the soul to go into the under-world, a naked manes, when
“unclothed” of “the natural body” or “earthly house.” The mission
of Christ was to restore the original plan; and it would be consummated
at his second coming.

5. There is a gross absurdity involved in the supposition that an
earthly immortality was the intended destiny of man. That supposition
necessarily implies that the whole groundwork of God’s first design was
a failure,—that his great purpose was thwarted and changed into one
wholly different. And it is absurd to think such a result possible in the
providence of the Almighty. Besides, had there been no sin, could not man have been drowned if he fell into the water without knowing how to swim? If a building tumbled upon him, would he not have been crushed? Nor is this theory free from another still more palpable absurdity: for, had there been no interference of death to remove one generation and make room for another, the world could not support the multitudes with which it would now swarm. Moreover, the time would arrive when the earth could not only not afford sustenance to its so numerous inhabitants, but could not even contain them. So that if this were the original arrangement, unless certain other parts which were indisputable portions of it were cancelled, the surplus myriads would have to be removed to some other world. That is just what death accomplishes. Consequently, death was a part of God's primal plan, and not a contingence accidentally caused by sin.

6. If death be the result of sin, then, of course, it is a punishment inflicted upon man for his wickedness. In fact, this is an identical proposition. But death cannot be intended as a punishment, because, viewed in that light, it is unjust. It comes equally upon old and young, good and bad, joyous and wretched. It does not permit the best man to live longest; it does not come with the greatest terror and agony to the most guilty. All these things depend on a thousand contingencies strung upon an iron law, which inheres to the physical world of necessity, and has not its basis and action in the spiritual sphere of freedom, character, and experience. The innocent babe and the hardened criminal are struck at the same instant and die the same death. Solomon knew this when he said, "As dieth the fool, so the wise man dieth." Death regarded as a retribution for sin is unjust, because it is destitute of moral discrimination. It therefore is not a consequence of transgression, but an era, incident, and step in human existence, an established part of the visible order of things from the beginning. When the New Testament speaks of death as a punishment, it always uses the word in a symbolic sense, meaning spiritual deadness and misery,—which is a perfect retribution, because it discriminates with unerring exactness. This has been conclusively proved by Klaiber, who shows that the peculiar language of Paul in regard to the trichotomist division of man into spirit, soul, and body necessarily involves the perception of physical death as a natural fact.

7. Finally, natural death cannot be the penalty of unrighteousness, because it is not a curse and a woe, but a blessing and a privilege. Epictetus wrote, "It would be a curse upon ears of corn not to be reaped; and we ought to know that it would be a curse upon man not to die." It cannot be the effect of man's sin, because it is the improvement of man's condition. Who can believe it would be better for man to remain on earth forever, under any circumstances, than it is for him

1 Die Neutestamentliche Lehre von der Sünde und Erlösung, ss. 22-45. 2 Dissert. ii. 6, 2.
to go to heaven to such an experience as the faithful follower of Christ supposes is there awaiting him? It is not to be thought by us that death is a frowning enemy thrusting us into the gloom of eternal night or into the flaming waves of irremediable torment, but rather a smiling friend ushering us into the endless life of the spiritual world and into the unveiled presence of God. According to the arrangement and desire of God, for us to die is gain: every personal exception to this—if there be any exception—is caused through the marring interference of personal wickedness with the Creator’s intention and with natural order. Who has not sometimes felt the bondage of the body and the trials of earth, and peered with awful thrills of curiosity into the mysteries of the unseen world, until he has longed for the hour of the soul’s liberation, that it might plume itself for an immortal flight? Who has not experienced moments of serene faith, in which he could hardly help exclaiming,—

“I would not live alway; I ask not to stay; Oh, who would live alway away from his God?”

A favorite of Apollo prayed for the best gift Heaven could bestow upon man. The god said, “At the end of seven days it shall be granted: in the mean time, live happy.” At the appointed hour he fell into a sweet slumber, from which he never awoke. He who regards death as upon the whole an evil does not take the Christian’s view of it,—not even the enlightened pagan’s view,—but the frightened sensualist’s view, the superstitious atheist’s view. And if death be upon the whole normally a blessing, then assuredly it cannot be a punishment brought upon man by sin. The common hypothesis of our mortality—namely, that sin, hereditarily lodged in the centre of man’s life, spreads its dynamic virus thence until it appears as death in the periphery, expending its final energy within the material sphere in the dissolution of the physical frame—is totally opposed to the spirit of philosophy and to the most lucid results of science. Science announces death universally as the initial point of new life.

The New Testament does not teach that natural death, organic separation, is the fruit of sin,—that, if man had not sinned, he would have lived forever on the earth. But it teaches that moral death, misery, is the consequence of sin. The pains and afflictions which sometimes come upon the good without fault of theirs do yet spring from human faults somewhere, with those exceptions alone that result from the necessary contingencies of finite creatures, exposures outside the sphere of human accountability. With this qualification, it would be easy to show in detail that the sufferings of the private individual and of mankind at large are, directly or indirectly, the products of guilt, violated law. All the woes, for instance, of poverty are the results of selfishness, pride,

3 Herod. i. 31; Cie. Tusc. Quest. i. 47.

ignorance, and vice. And it is the same with every other class of miseries.

"The world in Titanic immortality
Writhes beneath the burning mountain of its sins."

Had there been no sin, men's lives would have glided on like the placid rivers that flow through the woodlands. They would have lived without strife or sorrow, grown old without sadness or satiety, and died without a pang or a sigh. But, alas! sin so abounds in the world that "there is not a just man that lives and sins not;" and it is a truth whose omnipresent jurisdiction can neither be avoided nor resisted that every kind of sin, every offence against Divine order, shall somewhere, at some time, be judged as it deserves. He who denies this only betrays the ignorance which conceals from him a pervading law of inevitable application, only reveals the degradation and insensibility which do not allow him to be conscious of his own experience. A harmonious, happy existence depends on the practice of pure morals and communion with the love of God. This great idea—that the conscientious culture of the spiritual nature is the sole method of Divine life—is equally a fundamental principle of the gospel and a conclusion of observation and reason: upon the devout observance of it hinge the possibilities of true blessedness. The pursuit of an opposite course necessitates the opposite experience, makes its votary a restless, wretched slave, wishing for freedom but unable to obtain it.

The thought just stated, we maintain, strikes the key-note of the Christian Scriptures; and the voices of truth and nature accord with it. That Christianity declares sin to be the cause of spiritual death, in all the deep and wide meaning of the term, has been fully shown; that this is also a fact in the great order of things has been partially illustrated, but in justice to the subject should be urged in a more precise and adequate form. In the first place, there is a positive punishment flowing evidently from sin, consisting both in outward inflictions of suffering and disgrace through human laws and social customs, and in the private endurance of bodily and mental pains and of strange misgivings that load the soul with fear and anguish. Subjection to the animal nature in the obedience of unrighteousness sensibly tends to bring upon its victim a woeful mass of positive ills, public and personal, to put him under the vile tyranny of devouring lusts, to induce deathlike enervation and disease in his whole being, to pervade his consciousness with the wretched gnawings of remorse and shame, and with the timorous, tormenting sense of guilt, discord, alienation, and condemnation.

In the second place, there is a negative punishment for impurity and wrong-doing, less gross and visible than the former, but equally real and much more to be dreaded. Sin snatches from a man the prerogatives of eternal life, by brutalizing and deadening his nature, sinking the spirit with its delicate delights in the body and its coarse satisfactions, making him insensible to his highest good and glory, lowering him in the scale
of being away from God, shutting the gates of heaven against him, and leaving him to wallow in the mire. The wages of sin is misery, and its gift is a degradation which prevents any elevation to true happiness. These positive and negative retributions, however delayed or disguised, will come where they are deserved, and will not fail. Do a wrong deed from a bad motive, and, though you fled on the pinions of the inconceivable lightning from one end of infinite space to the other, the fated penalty would chase you through eternity but that you should pay its debt; or, rather, the penalty is grappling with you from within on the instant,—is a part of you.

Thirdly, if, by the searing of his conscience and absorption in the world, a sinner escapes for a season the penal consequences threatened in the law, and does not know how miserable he is, and thinks he is happy, yet let him remember that the remedial, restorative process through which he must pass, either in this life or in the next, involves a concentrated experience of expiatory pangs, as is shown both by the reason of the thing and by all relevant analogies. When the bad man awakes—as some time or other he will awake—to the infinite perfections and unalterable love of the Father whose holy commands he has trampled and whose kind invitations he has spurned, he will suffer agonies of remorseful sorrow but faintly shadowed in the bitterness of Peter's tears when his forgiving Master looked on him. Such is the common deadness of our consciences that the vices of our corrupt characters are far from appearing to us as the terrific things they really are. Angels, looking under the fleshly garment we wear, and seeing a falsehood or a sin assimilated as a portion of our being, turn away with such feeling as we should experience at beholding a leprous sore beneath the lifted ermine of a king. A well-taught Christian will not fail to contemplate physical death as a stupendous, awakening crisis, one of whose chief effects will be the opening to personal consciousness, in the most vivid manner, of all the realities of character, with their relations towards things above and things below himself.

This thought leads us to a fourth and final consideration, more important than the previous. The tremendous fact that all the inwrought elements and workings of our being are self-retributive, their own exceeding great and sufficient good or evil, independent of external circumstances and sequences, is rarely appreciated. Men overlook it in their superficial search after associations, accompaniments, and effects. When all tangible punishments and rewards are wanting, all outward penalties and prizes fail, if we go a little deeper into the mysterious facts of experience we shall find that still goodness is rewarded and evil is punished, because "the mind is its own place, and can itself," if virtuous, "make a heaven of hell," if wicked, "a hell of heaven." It is a truth, springing from the very nature of God and his irreversible relations towards his creatures, that his united justice and love shall follow both holiness and iniquity now and ever, pouring his beneficence upon them to be con-
verted by them into their food and bliss or into their bane and misery. There is, then, no essential need of adventitious accompaniments or results to justify and pay the good, or to condemn and torture the bad, here or hereafter. To be wise, and pure, and strong, and noble, is glory and blessedness enough in itself. To be ignorant, and corrupt, and mean, and feeble, is degradation and horror enough in itself. The one abides in true life, the other in moral death; and that is sufficient. Even now, in this world, therefore, the swift and diversified retributions of men’s characters and lives are in them and upon them, in various ways, and to a much greater extent than they are accustomed to think. History preaches this with all her revealing voices. Philosophy lays it bare, and points every finger at the flaming bond that binds innocence to peace, guilt to remorse. It is the substance of the gospel, emphatically pronounced. And the clear experience of every sensitive soul confirms its truth, echoing through the silent corridors of the conscience the declarations which fell in ancient Judea from the lips of Jesus and the pen of Paul:—“The pure in heart shall see God;” “The wages of sin is death.”

We will briefly sum up the principal positions of the ground we have now traversed. To be enslaved by the senses in the violation of the Divine laws, neglecting the mind and abusing the members, is to be dead to the goodness of God, the joys of virtue, and the hopes of heaven, and alive to guilt, anguish, and despair. To obey the will of God in love, keeping the body under, and cherishing a pure soul, is to be dead to the evil of the world, the goading of passions, and the fears of punishment, and alive to innocence, happiness, and faith. According to the natural plan of things from the dawn of creation, the flesh was intended to fall into the ground, but the spirit to rise into heaven. Suffering is the retributive result and accumulated merit of iniquity; while enjoyment is the gift of God and the fruit of conformity to his law. To receive the instructions of Christ and obey them with the whole heart, walking after his example, is to be quickened from that deadly misery into this living blessedness. The inner life of truth and goodness thus revealed and proposed to men, its personal experience being once obtained, is an immortal possession, a conscious fount springing up unto eternity through the beneficent decree of the Father, to play forever in the light of his smile and the shadow of his arm. Such are the great component elements of the Christian doctrine of life and death, both present and eternal.

The purely interior character of the genuine teachings of Christianity on this subject is strikingly evident in the foregoing epitome. The essential thing is simply that the hate-life of error and sin is inherent alienation from God, in slavery, wretchedness, death; while the love-life of truth and virtue is inherent communion with God, in conscious freedom and blessedness. Here pure Christianity leaves the subject, declaring this with authority, but not pretending to clear up the mysteries or set
forth the details of the subject. Whatever in the New Testament goes beyond this and meddles with minute external circumstances we regard as a corrupt addition or mixture drawn from various Gentile and Pharisaic sources and erroneously joined with the authentic words of Christ. What we maintain in regard to the apostles and the early Christians in general is not so much that they failed to grasp the deep spiritual principles of the Master's teaching, not that they were essentially in error, but that, while they held the substance of the Savior's true thoughts, they also held additional notions which were errors retained from their Pharisaic education and only partially modified by their succeeding Christian culture,—a set of traditional and mechanical conceptions. These errors, we repeat, concern not the heart and essence of ideas, but their form and clothing. For instance, Christ teaches that there is a heaven for the faithful; the apostles suppose that it is a located region over the firmament. The dying Stephen said, "Behold, I see the heavens opened, and the Son of Man standing at the right hand of God." Again: Christ teaches that there is a banishment for the wicked; the apostles suppose that it is into a located region under the earth. In accordance with the theological dogmas of their time and countrymen, with such modification as the peculiar character, teachings, and life of Jesus enforced, they believed that sin sent through the black gates of Sheol those who would otherwise have gone through the glorious doors of heaven; that Christ would return from heaven soon, raise the dead from the under-world, judge them, rebanish the reprobate, establish his perfect kingdom on earth, and reascend to heaven with his elect. That these distinctive notions came into the New Testament through the mistakes and imperfect knowledge of the apostles, how can any candid and competent scholar doubt? In the first place, the process whereby these conceptions were transmitted and assimilated from Zoroastrian Persia to Pharisaic Judea is historically traceable. Secondly, the brevity and vagueness of the apostolic references to eschatology, and their perfect harmony with known Pharisaic beliefs, prove their mutual consonance and the derivation of the later from the earlier. If the supposed Christian views had been unheard of before, their promulgators would have taken pains to define them carefully and give detailed expositions of them. Thirdly, it was natural—almost inevitable—that the apostles would retain at least some of their original peculiarities of belief, and mix them with their new ideas, unless they were prevented by an infallible inspiration. Of the presence of any such infallibility there is not a shadow of evidence; but, on the contrary, there is a demonstration of its absence. For they differed among themselves,—carried on violent controversies on important points. Paul says of Peter, "I withstood him to the face."
The Gentile and Judaic dissensions shook the very foundations of the Apostolic Church. Paul and Barnabas “had a sharp controversy, inso-
much that they parted asunder.” Almost every commentator and scholar
worthy of notice has been compelled to admit the error of the apostles
in expecting the visible return of Christ in their own day. And, if they
erred in that, they might in other matters. The progress of positive
science and the improvement of philosophical thought have rendered
the mechanical dogmas popularly associated with Christianity incredible
to enlightened minds. For this reason, as for many others, it is the
duty of the Christian teacher to show that those dogmas are not an in-
tegral part of the gospel, but only an adventitious element imported into
it from an earlier and unauthoritative system. Take away these in-
congrous and outgrown errors, and the pure religion of Christ will be
seen, and will be seen to be the everlasting truth of God.

In attempting to estimate the actual influence of Christianity, wherever
it has spread, in establishing among men a faith in immortality, we must
specify six separate considerations. First, the immediate reception of
the resurrection and ascension of Christ as a miraculous and typical fact,
putting an infallible seal on his teachings, and demonstrating, even to the
senses of men, the reality of a heavenly life, was an extremely potent
influence in giving form and vigor to faith,—more potent for ages than
every thing else combined. The image of the victorious Christ taken
up to heaven and glorified there forever,—this image, pictured in every
believer’s mind, stimulated the imagination and kept an ideal vision of
heaven in constant remembrance as an apprehended reality. “There is
Jesus,” they said, pointing up to heaven; “and there one day we shall be
with him.”

Secondly, the obloquy and desertion experienced by the early Chris-
tians threw them back upon a double strength of spiritual faith, and
opened to them an intensified communion with God. As worldly goods
and pleasures were sacrificed, the more powerful became their perception
of moral truths and their grasp of invisible treasures. The more fiercely
they were assailed, the dearer became the cause for which they suffered,
and the more profoundly the moral springs of faith were stirred in their
souls. The natural revulsion of their souls was from destitution, con-
tempt, peril, and pain on earth to a more vivid and magnified trust in a
great reward laid up for them in heaven.

Thirdly, the unfinishing zeal kindled in the early confessors of Chris-
tianity, the sublime heroism shown by them amidst the awful tortures
inflicted on them by the persecuting Jews and Romans, reacted on their
brethren to give profounder firmness and new intensity to their faith in
a glorious life beyond the grave. The Christians thrown into the amphi-
theatre to the lions calmly kneeled in prayer, and to the superstitious
bystanders a bright nimbus seemed to play around their brows and heaven
to be opened above. As they perished at the stake, amidst brutal jeers
and shrivelling flames, serenely maintaining their profession, and calling
on Christ, over the lurid vista of smoke and fire broke on their rapt vision the blessed splendors of Paradise; and their joy seemed, to the enthusiastic believers around, no less than a Divine inspiration, confirming their faith, and preaching, through the unquestionable truthfulness of martyrdom, the certainty of immortal life. The survivors celebrated the anniversaries of the martyrs’ deaths as their birthdays into the endless life.

Fourthly, another means by which Christianity operated to deepen and spread a belief in the future life was, indirectly, through its influence in calling out and cultivating the affections of the heart. The essence of the gospel—in theory, as taught by all its teachers, in fact, as incarnated by Christ, and in practice, as working in history—is love. From the first it condemned and tended to destroy all the coldness and hatred of human hearts; and it strove to elicit and foster every kindly sentiment and generous impulse,—to draw its disciples together by those yearning ties of sympathy and devotion which instinctively demand and divinely prophesy an eternal union in a better world. The more mightily two human hearts love each other, the stronger will be their spontaneous longing for immortality. The unrivalled revelation of the disinterested love of God made by Christianity, and its effect in refining and increasing the love of men, have contributed in a most important degree to sanction and diffuse the faith in a blessed life reserved for men hereafter. One remarkable specification may be noticed. The only pagan description of children in the future life is that given by some of the classic poets, who picture the infant shades lingering in groups around the dismal gates of the under-world, weeping and wailing because they could never find admittance.

"Continuo audite voces, vagitus et ingens, 
Infantâmque animae flentes in limine primo."

Go the long round of the pagan heavens, you will find no trace of a child. Children were withered blossoms blown to oblivion. The soft breezes that fanned the Blessed Isles and played through the perennial summer of Elysium blew upon no infant brows. The grave held all the children very fast. By the memorable words, "Of such is the kingdom of heaven," Christ unbarred the portals of the future world and revealed therein hosts of angelic children. Ever since then children have been seen in heaven. The poet has sung that the angel-child is first on the wing to welcome the parent home. Painters have shown us, in their visions of the blessed realms, crowds of cherubs,—have shown us

"Now at the Almighty Father's hand, 
Nearest the throne of living light, 
The choirs of infant seraphs stand, 
And dazzling shine where all are bright.'

Fifthly, the triumphant establishment of Christianity in the world has thrown the prestige of public opinion, the imposing authority of general
affirmation and acceptance, around its component doctrines—chief among which is the doctrine of immortality—and secured in their behalf the resistless influences of current custom and education. From the time the gospel was acknowledged by a nation as the true religion, each generation grew up by habitual tutelage to an implicit belief in the future life. It became a dogma not to be questioned. And the reception of it was made more reasonable and easy by the great superiority of its moral features over those of the relative superstitions embodied in the ethnic religions which Christianity displaced.

Finally, Christianity has exerted no small influence both in expressing and imparting faith in immortality by means of the art to which it has given birth. The Christian ritual and symbolism, which culminated in the Middle Age, from the very first had their vitality and significance in the truth of another life. Every phase and article of them implied, and with mute or vocal articulation proclaimed, the superiority and survival of mind and heart, the truth of the gospel history, the reality of the opened heaven. Who, in the excited atmosphere, amidst the dangers, living traditions, and dramatic enactments of that time, could behold the sacraments of the Church, listen to a mighty chant, kneel beside a holy tomb, or gaze on a painting of a gospel scene, without feeling that the story of Christ's ascent, to God was true, being assured that elsewhere than on earth there was a life for the believer, and in rapt imagination seeing visions of the supernatural kingdom unveiled?

The inmost thought or sentiment of mediæval art—to adapt a remarkable passage from Heine—was the depression of the body and the elevation of the soul. Statues of martyrs, pictures of crucifixions, dying saints, pale, faint sufferers, drooping heads, long, thin arms, meager bones, poor, awkwardly-hung dresses, emaciated features celestially illuminated by faith and love, expressed the Christian self-denial and unearthliness. Architecture enforced the same lesson as sculpture and painting. Entering a cathedral, we at once feel the soul exalted, the flesh degraded. The inside of the dome is itself a hollow cross, and we walk there within the very witness-work of martyrdom. The gorgeous windows fling their red and green lights upon us like drops of blood and decay. Funereal music wails and fades away along the dim arches. Under our feet are gravestones and corruption. With the colossal columns the soul climbs aloft, loosing itself from the body, which sinks to the floor as a weary weed. And when we look on one of these vast Gothic structures from without, so airy, graceful, tender, transparent, it seems cut out of one piece, or may be taken for an ethereal lace-work of marble. Then only do we feel the power of the inspiration which could subdue even stone that it shines spectrally possessed, and make the most insensate of materials voice forth the grand teaching of Christianity,—the triumph of the spirit over the flesh.

* Die Romantische Schule, buch i.
In these six ways, therefore,—by placing a tangible image of it in the imagination through the resurrection of Christ,—by the powerful stirring of the springs of moral faith through the persecutions that attended its confession,—by the apparent inspiration of the martyrs who died in its strength,—by calling out the latent force of the heart’s affections that crave it,—by the moulding power of establishment, custom, and education,—by the spiritualizing, vision-conjuring effect of its worship and art,—has Christianity done a work of incalculable extent in strengthening the world’s belief in a life to come.\(^7\)

A remarkable evidence of the impression Christianity carried before it is furnished by an incident in the history of the missionary Paulinus. He had preached before Edwin, King of Northumbria. An old earl stood up and said, “The life of man seems, when compared with what is hidden, like the sparrow, who, as you sit in your hall, with your thanes and attendants, warmed by the blazing fire, flies through. As he flies through from door to door, he enjoys a brief escape from the chilling storms of rain and snow without. Again he goes forth into the winter and vanishes. So seems the short life of man. If this new doctrine brings us something more certain, in my mind it is worthy of adoption.”\(^8\)

The most glorious triumph of Christianity in regard to the doctrine of a future life was in imparting a character of impartialness and universality to the proud, oligarchic faith which had previously excluded from it the great multitude of men. The lofty conceptions of the fate of the soul cherished by the illustrious philosophers of Greece and Rome were not shared by the commonalty until the gospel—its right hand touching the throne of God, its left clasping humanity—announced in one breath the resurrection of Jesus and the brotherhood of man.

> "Their highest lore was for the few conceived,  
> By schools discuss’d, but not by crowds believed.  
The angel-ladder clomb the heavenly steep,  
But at its foot the priesthoods lay, asleep.  
They did not preach to nations, ‘Lo, your God!’  
No thousands follow’d where their footsteps trod:  
Not to the fishermen they said, ‘Arise!’  
Not to the lowly offer’d they the skies.  
Wisdom was theirs: alas! what men most need  
Is no sect’s wisdom, but the people’s creed.  
Then, not for schools, but for the human kind,  
The uncultured reason, the unletter’d mind,  
The poor, the oppress’d, the laborer, and the slave,  
God said, ‘Be light!’—and light was on the grave!  
No more alone to sage and hero given,—  
For all wide oped the impartial gates of heaven."\(^9\)

---

\(^7\) Compare Bengel’s essay, Quid Doctrina de Animarum Immortalitate Religioni Christiane debent.  
\(^8\) Venerable Bede, book ii. ch. xiv.  
\(^9\) Bulwer, New Timon, part iv.
PART FOURTH.

CHRISTIAN THOUGHTS CONCERNING A FUTURE LIFE.

CHAPTER I.

PATRISTIC DOCTRINE OF A FUTURE LIFE.

With reference to the present subject, we shall consider the period of the Church Fathers as including the nine centuries succeeding the close of the apostolic age. It extends from Clement, Barnabas, and Hermas to Ecumenius and Gerbert.

The principal components of the doctrine of the future life held during this period, though showing some diversities and changes, are in their prevailing features of one consistent type, constituting the belief which would in any of those centuries have been generally recognised by the Church as orthodox.

For reasons previously given, we believe that Jesus himself taught a purely moral doctrine concerning the future life,—a doctrine free from arbitrary, mechanical, or sacerdotal peculiarities. With experimental knowledge, with inspired insight, with fullest authority, he set forth conclusions agreeing with the wisest philosophy and confirmatory of our noblest hopes,—namely, that a conscious immortality awaits the soul in the many mansions of the Father's house, which it enters on leaving the body, and where its experience will depend upon ethical and spiritual conditions. To this simple and sublime doctrine announced by Jesus, so rational and satisfactory, we believe—for reasons already explained—that the apostles joined various additional and modifying notions, Judaic and Gentile, such as the local descent of Christ into the prison-world of the dead, his mission there, his visible second coming, a bodily resurrection, a universal scenic judgment, and other kindred views. The sum of results thus reached the Fathers developed in greater detail, distinguishing and emphasizing them, and also still further corrupting them with some
additional conceptions and fancies, Greek and Oriental, speculative and imaginative. The peculiar theological work of the apostles in regard to this subject was the organizing of the Persian-Jewish doctrine of the Pharisees, with a Christian complement and modifications, around the person of Christ, and fixing so near in the immediate future the period when it was to be consummated that it might be looked for at any time. The peculiar theological work of the Fathers in regard to the doctrine thus formed by the apostles was twofold. First, being disappointed of the expected speedy second coming of Christ, they developed the intermediate state of the dead more fully, and made it more prominent. Secondly, in the course of the long and vehement controversies which sprang up, they were led to complete and systematize their theology, to define their terms, to explain and defend their doctrines, comparing them together and attempting to harmonize them with history, reason, and ethics, as well as with Scripture and tradition. In this way the patristic mind became familiar with many processes of thought, with many special details, and with some general principles, quite foreign to the apostolic mind. Meanwhile, defining and systematizing went on, loose notions hardened into rigid dogmas, free thought was hampered by authority, the scheme generally received assumed the title of orthodox, anathematizing all who dared to dissent, and the fundamental outlines of the patristic eschatology were firmly established.1

In seeking to understand and to give an exposition of this scheme of faith, we have, besides various collateral aids, three chief guidances. First, we possess the symbols or confessions of faith put forth by several of the leading theologians of those times, or by general councils, and openly adopted as authority in many of the churches,—the creed falsely called the Apostles', extant as early as the close of the third century, the creed of Arius, that of Cyril, the Nicene creed, the creed falsely named the Athanasian, and others. Secondly, we have the valuable assistance afforded by the treatises of Irenæus, Tertullian, Epiphanius, Augustine, and others still later, on the heresies that had arisen in the Church,—treatises which make it easy to infer, by contrast and construction, what was considered orthodox from the statement of what was acknowledged heretical. And, thirdly; abundant resources are afforded us in the extant theological dissertations and historical documents of the principal ecclesiastical authors of the time in review,—a cycle of well-known names, sweeping from Theophilus of Antioch to Photius of Byzantium, from Cyprian of Carthage to Maurus of Mentz. We think that any candid person, mastering these sources of information in the illustrating and discriminating light of a sufficient knowledge of the previous and the succeeding related opinions, will recognise in the following abstract

1 Bretschneider, Was lehren die ältesten Kirchenväter über die Entstehung der Sünde und des Todes, Akan's Vergehen und die Versöhnung durch Christum. Oppositionsschrift, band viii. hft. 3, ss. 389-407.
a fair representation of the doctrine of a future life as it was held by the orthodox Fathers of the Christian Church in the period extending from the first to the tenth century.

Before proceeding to set forth the common patristic scheme, a few preliminary remarks are necessary in relation to some of the peculiar, prominent features of Origen's theology, and in relation to the rival systems of Augustine and Pelagius. Origen was a man of vast learning, passionately fond of philosophy; and he modifyingly mingled a great many Oriental and Platonic notions with his theology. He imagined that innumerable worlds like this had existed and perished before it, and that innumerable others will do so after it in endless succession. He held that all souls—whether devils, men, angels, or of whatever rank—were of the same nature; that all who exist in material bodies are imprisoned in them as a punishment for sins committed in a previous state; the fig-leaves in which Adam and Eve were dressed after their sin were the fleshly bodies they were compelled to assume on being expelled from the Paradise of their previous existence; that in proportion to their sins they are confined in subtile or gross bodies of adjusted grades until by penance and wisdom they slowly win their deliverance,—this gradual descent and ascent of souls being figuratively represented by Jacob's ladder; that all punishments and rewards are exactly fitted to the degree of sin or merit, without possibility of failure; that all suffering—even that in the lowest hell—is benevolent and remedial, so that even the worst spirits, including Satan himself, shall after a time be restored to heaven; that this alternation of fall and restoration shall be continued so often as the cloy and satiety of heavenly bliss, or the preponderant power of temptation, pervert free will into sin. He declared that it was impossible to explain the phenomena and experience of human life, or to justify the ways of God, except by admitting that souls sinned in a pre-existent state. He was ignorant of the modern doctrine of vicarious atonement, considered as placation or satisfaction, and regarded Christ's suffering not as a substitute for ours, but as having merely the same efficacy in kind as the death of any innocent person, only more eminent in degree. He represents the mission of Christ to be to show men that God can forgive and recall them from sin, banishment, and hell, and to furnish them, in various ways, helps and incitements to win salvation. The foregoing assertions, and other kindred points, are well established by Mosheim, in his exposition of the characteristic views of Origen.

The famous controversy between Augustine and Pelagius shook Christendom for a century and a half, and has rolled its echoing results even to the theological shores of to-day. Augustine was more Calvinistic in

---

2 De Principiis, lib. iii. cap. 5.
3 Ibid. lib. ii. cap. 9, 10.
4 Commentaries on the Affairs of the Christians in the First Three Centuries: Third Century, sects. 27-29.
his doctrines than the Fathers before him, and even than most of those after him. In a few particulars perhaps a majority of the Fathers really agreed more nearly with Pelagius than with him. But his system prevailed, and was publicly adopted for all Christendom by the third general council at Ephesus in the year 431. Yet some of its principles, in their full force, were actually not accepted. For instance, his dogma of unconditional election—that some were absolutely predestinated to eternal salvation, others to eternal damnation—has never been taught by the Roman Catholic Church. When Gottschalk urged it in the ninth century, it was condemned as a heresy; and among the Protestants in the sixteenth century Calvin was obliged to fight for it against odds. Augustine's belief must therefore be taken as a representation of the general patristic belief only with caution and with qualifications. The distinctive views of Augustine as contrasted with those of Pelagius were as follow. Augustine held that, by Adam's fault, a burden of sin was entailed on all souls, dooming them, without exception, to an eternal banishment in the infernal world. Pelagius denied the doctrine of "original sin," and made each one responsible only for his own personal sins. Augustine taught that baptism was necessary to free its subject from the power which the devil had over the soul on account of original sin, and that all would infallibly be doomed to hell who were not baptized, except, first, the ancient saints, who foreknew the evangelic doctrines and believed, and, secondly, the martyrs, whose blood was their baptism. Pelagius claimed that Christian baptism was only necessary to secure an entrance into heaven: infants and good men, if unbaptized, would enjoy a happy immortality in Paradise, but they never could enter the kingdom of heaven. Augustine affirmed that Adam's sin destroyed the freedom of the will in the whole human race. Pelagius asserted the freedom of the individual will. Augustine declared that a few were arbitrarily elected to salvation from eternity, and that Christ died only for them. Pelagius taught that salvation or reprobation depended on personal deserts, and that the Divine election was merely through presence of merits. Augustine said that saving grace was supernatural, irresistible, unattainable by human effort. Pelagius said it might be won or resisted by conformity to certain conditions in each person's power. Augustine believed that bodily death was inflicted as a punishment for sin; Pelagius, that it was the result of a natural law. The extensive, various learning, massive, penetrating mind, and remorseless logical consistency, of Augustine, enabled him to gather up the loose, floating theological elements and notions of the time, and generalize them into a complete system, in striking harmony, indeed, with the general character and

---

6 Hagenbach, Dogmengeschichte, sect. 183.
6 Wiggers, Augustinism and Pelagianism, trans. from the German by R. Emerson, ch. xix.; also pp. 62, 68, 75, 79.
7 In Gen. lib. ix. cap. 10, 11: "Parents would have yielded to children not by death, but by translation, and would have become as the angels."
drift of patristic thought, but carried out more fully in its details and applied more unflinchingly in its principles than had been done before, and therefore in some of its dogmas outstripping the current convictions of his contemporaries. His dogma of election was too revolting and immoral ever to win universal assent; and few could have the heart to unite with him in stigmatizing the whole human race in their natural state as "one damned batch and mass of perdition!" (conspersio damnata, massa perdionis.) With these hints, we are ready to advance to the general patristic scheme of eschatology. The exceptional variations and heresies will be referred to afterwards.

First, in regard to the natural state of men under the law, from the time of Adam's sin to the time of Christ's suffering,—their moral condition and destination,—no one can deny that the Fathers commonly supposed that the dissolution of the body and the descent of the soul to the under-world were a penalty brought on all men through the sin of the first man. Wherever the lengthening line of human generations wandered, the trail of the serpent, stamp of depravity, was on them, sealing them as Death's and marking them for the Hadean prison. This was the indiscriminate and the inevitable doom. There is no need of citing proofs of this statement, as it is well known that the writings of the Fathers are thronged both with indirect implications and with explicit avowals of it.

Secondly, they thought that Christ came from heaven to redeem men from their lost state and subterranean bondage and to guide them to heaven. Augustine, and perhaps some others, maintained that he came merely to effectuate the salvation of a foreordained few; but undoubtedly the common belief was that he came to redeem all who would conform to certain conditions which he proposed and made feasible. The important question here is, What did the Fathers suppose the essence of Christ's redemptive work to be? and how, in their estimation, did he achieve that work? Was it the renewal and sanctification of human character by the melting power of a proclamation of mercy and love from God, by the regenerating influences and motives of the truths and appeals spoken by his lips, illustrated in his life, and brought to a focus in his martyr-death? Certainly this was too plainly and prominently a part of the mission of Christ ever to be wholly overlooked. And yet one acquainted with the writings of the Fathers can hardly mistake so widely as to think that they esteemed this the principal element in Christ's redemptive work. Was the essence of that work, then, the making of a vicarious atonement, according to the Calvinistic interpretation of that phrase, the offering of a substitutional anguish sufficient to satisfy the claims of inexorable justice, so that the guilty might be pardoned? No. The modern doctrine of the atonement—the satisfaction theory, as it is called—was unknown to the Fathers. It was developed, step by step, after many centuries. It did not receive its acknowledged

8 Hagenbach, Dogmengeschichte, sect. 68.
form until it came from the mind of the great Archbishop of Canterbury, Anselm, as late as the twelfth century. No scholar will question this confessed fact. What, then, were the essence and method of Christ's redemptive mission according to the Fathers? In brief, they were these. He was, as they believed, a superangelic being, the only-begotten Son of God, possessing a nature, powers, and credentials transcending those delegated to any other being below God himself. He became flesh, to seek and to save the lost. This saving work was done not by his mortal sufferings alone, but by the totality of labors extending through the whole period of his incarnation. The subjective or moral part of his redemptive mission was to regenerate the characters of men and fit them for heaven by his teachings and example; the objective or physical part was to deliver their souls from the fatal confinement of the underworld and secure for them the gracious freedom of the sky, by descending himself as the suppressing conqueror of death and then ascending as the beckoning pioneer of his followers. The Fathers did not select the one point or act of Christ's death as the pivot of human redemption; but they regarded that redemption as wrought out by the whole of his humiliation, instruction, example, suffering, and triumph,—as the resultant of all the combined acts of his incarnate drama. Run over the relevant writings of Justin Martyr, Clement of Alexandria, Lactantius, Cyril, Ambrose, Augustine himself, Jerome, Chrysostom, and the rest of the prominent authors of the first ten centuries, and you cannot fail to be struck with the fact that they invariably speak of redemption, not in connection with Christ's death alone, but emphatically in connection with the group of ideas, his incarnation, death, descent, resurrection, and ascension! For the most part, they received it by tradition as a fact, without much philosophizing, that, in consequence of the sin of Adam, all men were doomed to die,—that is, to leave their bodies and descend into the shadowy realm of death. They also accepted it as a fact, without much attempt at theoretical explanation, that when Christ, the sinless and resistless Son of God, died and went thither, before his immaculate Divinity the walls fell, the devils fled, the prisoners' chains snapped, and the power of Satan was broken. They received it as a fact that through the mediation of Christ the original boon forfeited by Adam was to be restored, and that men, instead of undergoing death and banishment to Hades, should be translated to heaven. So far as they had a theory about the cause, it turned on two simple points: first, the free grace and love of God; second, the self-sacrifice and sufficient power of Christ. In the progressive course of dogmatic controversy, metaphysical speculation, and desire for system, explanations have been devised in a hundred different forms, from 'that of Aquinas to that of Calvin; from that of Anselm to that of Grotius; from that of Socinus to that of Bushnell. Tertullian describes the profound abyss beneath the grave, in the bowels of the earth, where, he says, all the dead are detained unto the day of judgment, and where Christ in his descent
made the patriarchs and prophets his companions. Augustine says that nearly the whole Church agreed in believing that Christ delivered Adam from the under-world when he rose thence himself. One must be very ignorant on the subject to doubt that the Fathers attributed unrivalled importance to the literal descent of Christ into the abode of the departed.

Thirdly, after the advent of Christ, what were the conditions proposed for the actual attainment of personal salvation? It was the orthodox belief that Christ led up into Paradise with him the ancient saints who were, awaiting his appearance in the under-world; but with this exception it was not supposed that he saved any outright: he only put it in their power to save themselves, removing the previously insuperable obstacles. In the faith of those who accepted the dogma of predestination, of course, the presupposed condition of actual personal salvation was that the given individual should become one of the elect number. But it seems to have been usually believed that baptism was indispensable to give final efficacy to the decree of election in each individual case. Augustine says, "All are born under the power of the devil, held in chains by him as a jailer: baptism alone, through the force of Christ's redemptive work, breaks these chains and secures heaven." In regard to this necessity of baptism Pelagius agreed with his great adversary, saving an unessential modification, as we have seen before. The same may be said of Cyprian, Tertullian, and many other leading Fathers. Again, the so-called Athanasian Creed, which shows the prevalent opinion of the Church in the fifth and sixth centuries, asserts that whose believes not in the Trinity and kindred dogmas as therein laid down "without doubt shall perish everlastingly." In other words, assent of mind to the established creed of the Church is a vital condition of salvation. Finally, in the writings of nearly all of the Fathers we find frequent declarations of the necessity of moral virtue, righteous conduct, and piety, as a condition of admission into the kingdom of heaven. For example, Augustine says, "Such as have been baptized, partaken of the sacraments, and remained always in the catholic faith, but have led wicked lives, can have no hope of escaping eternal damnation." These points were not sharply defined, authoritatively established, and consistently adhered to; and yet there was a pretty general agreement among the body of the Fathers that for actual salvation there were three practical necessary conditions,—baptism, a sound faith, a good life.

Fourthly, the Fathers believed that none of the righteous dead could be admitted into heaven itself, the abode of God and his angels, until

9 De Anima, sects. 7 et 55.
10 Epist. CLXIV.
14 De Civ. Dei., lib. xxii. cap. xxv.
after the second coming of Christ and the holding of the general judgment; neither were any of the reprobate dead, according to their view, to be thrust into hell itself until after those events; but meanwhile all were detained in an intermediate state,—the justified in a peaceful region of the under-world enjoying some foretaste of their future blessedness, the condemned in a dismal region of the same under-world suffering some foretaste of their future torment. After the numerous evidences given in previous chapters of the prevalence of this view among the Fathers, it would be superfluous to cite further authorities here. We will only reply to an objection which may be urged. It may be said, the Fathers believed that Enoch and Elijah were translated to heaven, also that the patriarchs, whom Christ rescued on his descent to Hades, were admitted thither, and, furthermore, that the martyrs by special privilege were granted entrance there. The point is an important one. The reply turns on the broad distinction made by the Fathers between heaven and Paradise. Some of the Fathers regarded Paradise as one division of the under-world; some located it in a remote and blessed region of the earth; others thought it was high in the air, but below the dwelling-place of God. Now, it was to “Paradise,” not to heaven, that the dying thief, penitent on the cross, was promised admission. It was of “Paradise,” not of heaven, that Tertullian said “the blood of the martyrs is the perfect key.” So, too, when Jerome, Chrysostom, and others speak of a few favored ones delivered from the common fate before the day of judgment, it is “Paradise,” and not heaven, that is represented as being thrown open to them. Irenæus says, “Those who were translated were translated to the Paradise whence disobedient Adam was driven into the world.”

A notable attempt has been repeatedly made—for example, by the famous Dr. Coward, by Dodwell, and by some other more obscure writers—to prove that the Fathers of the Greek Church, in opposition to the Latin Fathers, denied the consciousness of the soul during the interval from death to the resurrection, and maintained that the soul died with the body and would be restored with it at the last day. But this is an error arising from the misinterpretation of the figurative terms in which the Greek Fathers express themselves. Tatian, Justin, Theophilus, and Irenæus do not differ from the others in reality, but only in words. The opinion that the soul is literally mortal is erroneously attributed to those Greek Fathers, who in truth no more held it than Tertullian did. “The death” they mean is, to borrow their own language, “deprived of the rays of Divine light, to bear a deathly immortality,” (in immortalitate mortem tolerantes,) an eternal existence in the ghostly under-world.

35 They feel, as Novatian says, (De Trinitate, 1.) a prejudiciatum futuri judicii. See also Ernesti, Excurs. de Veter. Patrum Opinione de Statu Medio Animar. a Corpore sejunctorum. In his Lect. Acad. in Ep. ad Hebr.
36 E.g., see Ambrose, De Paradiso
38 See this point ably argued in an academic dissertation published at Königsberg, 1827, bearing
The concordant doctrine of the Fathers as to the intermediate state of the dead was that, with the exception of a few admitted to Paradise, they were in the under-world waiting the fulness of time, when the world should be judged and their final destination be assigned to them. As Tertullian says, "constituiimus omnem animam apud inferos sequestrari in diem Domini."

Finally, the Fathers expected that Christ would return from heaven, hold a general day of judgment, and consummate all things. The earliest disciples seem to have looked anxiously, almost from hour to hour, for that awful crisis. But, as years rolled on and the last apostle died, and it came not, the date was fixed more remotely; and, as other years passed away, and still no clear signs of its arrival appeared, the date grew more and more indefinite. Some still looked for the solemn dawn speedily to break; others assigned it to the year 1000; others left the time utterly vague; but none gave up the doctrine. All agreed that sooner or later a time would come when the deep sky would open, and Christ, clothed in terrors and surrounded by pomp of angels, would alight on the globe,—when

"The angel of the trumpet
Shall split the charnel earth
With his blast so clear and brave,
And quicken the charnel birth
At the roots of the grave,
Till the dead all stand erect."

Augustine, representing the catholic faith, says, "The coming of Elias, the conversion of the Jews, Antichrist's persecution, the setting-up of Christ's tribunal, the raising of the dead, the severing of the good and the bad, the burning of the world, and its renovation,—this is the destined order of events." The saved were to be transported bodily to the eternal bliss of heaven; the damned, in like manner, were to be banished forever to a fiery hell in the centre of the earth, there to endure uncomprehended agonies, both physical and spiritual, without any reprieve, without any end. There were important, and for a considerable period quite extensive, exceptions, to the belief in this last dogma: nevertheless, such was undeniably the prevailing view, the orthodox doctrine, of the patristic Church. The strict literality with which these doctrines were held is strikingly shown in Jerome's artless question:—"If the dead be not raised with flesh and bones, how can the damned, after the judgment, gnash their teeth in hell?"

The title "Antiquissimorum Ecclesie Graece Patrum de Immortalitate Animae Sententiae Recensentur." They held that the inner man was originally a spirit (ενεργων) and a soul (ψυχή) blended and immortal,—that is, indestructibly united and blessed. But by sin the soul loses the spirit and becomes subject to death,—that is, to ignorance of its Divine origin, alienation from God, darkness, and an abode in Hades. By the influences flowing from the mission of Christ, man is elevated again to conscious communion with God, and the spirit is restored to the soul. "Si restituitor, manet ψυχή, si autem μετατρέπω σωσία; si non restituitor, manet ψυχή, si autem εσφέρεται, quod hand differt a morte."
During the period now under consideration there were great fluctuations, growths, changes, of opinion on three subjects in regard to which the public creeds did not prevent all freedom of thought by laying down definite propositions. We refer to baptism, the millennium, and purgatory. Christian baptism was first simply a rite of initiation into the Christian religion. Then it became more distinctly a symbol of faith in Christ and in his gospel, and an emblem of a new birth. Next it was imagined to be literally efficacious to personal salvation, solving the chains of the devil, washing off original sin, and opening the door of heaven. To trace the doctrine through its historical variations and its logical windings would require a large volume, and is not requisite for our present purpose.

Almost all the early Fathers believingly looked for a millennium, a reign of Christ on earth with his saints for a thousand years. Daillé has shown that this belief was generally held, though with great diversities of conception as to the form and features of the doctrine. It was a Jewish notion which crept among the Christians of the first century and has been transmitted even to the present day. Some supposed the millennium would precede the destruction of the world, others that it would follow that terrible event, after a general renovation. None but the faithful would have part in it; and at its close they would pass up to heaven. Irenæus quotes a tradition, delivered by Papias, that “in the millennium each vine will bear ten thousand branches, each branch ten thousand twigs, each twig ten thousand clusters, each cluster ten thousand grapes, each grape yielding a hogshead of wine; and if any one plucks a grape its neighbors will cry, Take me: I am better!” This, of course, was a metaphor to show what the plenty and the joy of those times would be. According to the heretics Cerinthus and Marcion, the millennium was to consist in an abundance of all sorts of sensual riches and delights. Many of the orthodox Fathers held the same view, but less grossly; while others made its splendors and its pleasures mental and moral. Origen attacked the whole doctrine with vehemence and cogency. His admirers continued the warfare after him, and the belief in this celestial Cocaigne suffered much damage and sank into comparative neglect. The subject rose into importance again at the approaching close of the first chiliasm of Christianity, but soon died away as the excitement of that ominous epoch passed with equal disappointment to the hopes and the fears of the believers. A galvanized controversy has been carried on about it again in the present century, chiefly excited by the modern sect of Second-Adventists. Large volumes have recently appeared, principally aiming to decide whether the millennium is to pre-

21 DeUsuPatrum, lib. ii. cap. 4.
cede or to follow the second coming of Christ! The doctrine itself is
a Jewish-Christian fragment supported only by a shadowy basis of fancy.
The truth contained in it, though mutilated and disguised, is that when
the religion of Christ is truly enthroned over the earth, when his real
teachings and life are followed, the kingdom of God will indeed cover
the world, and not for a thousand years only, but unimaginable glory
and happiness shall fill the dwellings of the successive generations of
men forever.

The doctrine of a purgatory—a place intermediate between Paradise
and hell, where souls not too sinful were temporarily punished, and
where their condition and stay were in the power of the Church on
earth,—a doctrine which in the Middle Age became practically the fore-
most instrument of ecclesiastical influence and income—was through the
age of the Fathers gradually assuming shape and firmness. It seems to
have been first openly avowed as a Church-dogma and effectively organ-
ized as a working power by Pope Gregory the Great, in the latter part of
the sixth century. No more needs to be said here, as the subject more
properly belongs to the next chapter.

It but remains in close to notice those opinions relating to the future
life which were generally condemned as heresies by the Fathers. One
of the earliest of these was the destruction of the intermediate state
and the denial of the general judgment by the assertion, which Paul
charges so early as in his day upon Hymeneus and Philetus, "that the
resurrection has passed already;" that is, that the soul, when it leaves the
body, passes immediately to its final destination. This opinion reap-
ppeared faintly at intervals, but obtained very little prevalence in the
early ages of the Church. Hierax, an author who lived at Leontopolis
in Egypt early in the fourth century, denied the resurrection of the body,
and excluded from the kingdom of heaven all who were married and all
who died before becoming moral agents.

Another heretical notion which attracted some attention was the
opposite extreme from the foregoing,—namely, that the soul totally dies
with the body, and will be restored to life with it in the general resur-
rection at the end of the world; an opinion held by an Arabian sect of
Christians, who were vanquished in debate upon it by Origen, and re-
nounced it.

Still another doctrine known among the Fathers was the belief that
Christ, when he descended into the under-world, saved and led away in
triumph all who were there,—Jews, pagans, good, bad, all, indiscrimi-
nately. This is number seventy-nine in Augustine's list of the heresies.

23 See e. g. The End, by Dr. Cumming. The Second Advent, by D. Brown.
des Chiliasmus.
25 Flügge, Geschichte der Lehre vom Zustande des Menschen nach dem Tode in der Christlichen
Kirche, absch. v. ss. 320-352.
And there is now extant among the writings of Pope Boniface VI., of the
ninth century, a letter furiously assailing a man who had recently main-
tained this "damnable doctrine."

The numerous Gnostic sects represented by Valentinus, Cerinthus, 
Marcion, Basilides, and other less prominent names, held a system of
speculation copious, complex, and of intensely Oriental character. That
portion of it directly connected with our subject may be stated in
few words. They taught that all souls pre-existed in a world of pure
light, but, sinning through the instigation and craft of demons, they
fell, were mixed with darkness and matter, and bound in bodies.
Through sensual lusts and ignorance, they were doomed to suffer after
death in hell for various periods, and then to be born again. Jehovah
was the enemy of the true God, and was the builder of this world and
of hell, wherein he contrives to keep his victims imprisoned by deceiving
them to worship him and to live in errors and indulgences. Christ
came, they said, to reveal the true God, unmask the infernal character
and wiles of Jehovah, rescue those whom he had cruelly shut up in hell,
and teach men the real way of salvation. Accordingly, Marcion de-
clared that when Christ descended into the under-world he released and
took into his own kingdom Cain, and the Sodomites, and all the Gentiles
who had refused to obey the demon worshipped by the Jews, but left
there, unsaved, Abel, Enoch, Noah, Abraham, and the other patriarchs,
together with all the prophets. 27 The Gnostics agreed in attributing evil
to matter, and made the means of redemption to consist in fastings and
scourgings of the flesh, with denial of all its cravings, and in lofty spiritual
contemplations. Of course, with one accord they vehemently assailed
the dogma of the resurrection of the flesh. Their views, too, were incon-
sistent with the strict eternity of future hell-punishments. The funda-
mental basis of their system was the same as that of nearly all the Oriental
philosophies and religions, requiring an ascetic war against the world of
sense. The notion that the body is evil, and the cause of evil, was rife
even among the orthodox Fathers; but they stopped guardedly far short
of the extreme to which the Gnostics carried it, and indignantly rejected
all the strange imaginations which those heretics had devised to explain
the subject of evil in a systematic manner. 28 Augustine said, "If we
say all sin comes from the flesh, we make the fleshless devil sinless!" Hermogenes, some of whose views at least were tinged with Gnosticism,
believed the abyss of hell was formed by the confluence of matter, and
that the devil and all his demons would at last be utterly resolved into
matter. 29

The theological system of the Manichean sect was in some of its card-
dinal principles almost identical with those of the Gnostics, but it was

28 Account of the Gnostic Sects, in Mosheim's Comm., II. Century, sect. 65.
29 Lardner, Hist. of Heretics, ch. xviii. sect. 9.
still more imaginative and elaborate.\textsuperscript{30} It started with the Persian doctrine of two antagonist deities, one dwelling with good spirits in a world of light and love, the other with demons in a realm of darkness and horror. Upon a time the latter, sallying forth, discovered, far away in the vastness of space, the world of light. They immediately assailed it. They were conquered after a terrible struggle and driven back; but they bore with them captive a multitude of the celestial souls, whom they instantly mixed with darkness and gross matter. The good God built this world of mingled light and darkness to afford these imprisoned souls an opportunity to purge themselves and be restored to him. In arranging the material substances to form the earth, a mass of evil fire, with no particle of good in it, was found. It had been left in their flight by the vanquished princes of darkness. This was cast out of the world and shut up somewhere in the dark air, and is the Manichaean hell, presided over by the king of the demons. If a soul, while in the body, mortify the flesh, observe a severe ascetic moral discipline, fix its thoughts, affections, and prayers on God and its native home, it will on leaving the body return to the celestial light. But if it neglect these duties and become more deeply entangled in the toils of depraved matter, it is cast into the awful fire of hell, where the cleansing flames of torture partially purify it; and then it is born again and put on a new trial. If after ten successive births—twice in each of five different forms—the soul be still unreclaimed, then it is permanently remanded to the furnace of hell. At last, when all the celestial souls seized by the princes of darkness have returned to God, save those just mentioned, this world will be burned. Then the children of God will lead a life of everlasting blessedness with him in their native land of light; the prince of evil, with his fiends, will exist wretchedly in their original realm of darkness. Then all those souls whose salvation is hopeless shall be drawn out of hell and be placed as a cordon of watchmen and a phalanx of soldiers entirely around the world of darkness, to guard its frontiers forever and to see that its miserable inhabitants never again come forth to invade the kingdom of light.\textsuperscript{31}

The Christian after Christ's own pattern, trusting that when the soul left the body it would find a home in some other realm of God's universe where its experience would be according to its deserts, capacity, and fittedness, sought to do the Father's will in the present, and for the future committed himself in faith and love to the Father's disposal. The apostolic Christian, conceiving that Christ would soon return to raise the dead and reward his own, eagerly looked for the arrival of that day, and strove that he might be among the saints who, delivered or exempt from the Hadean imprisonment, should reign with the triumphant Messiah on earth and accompany him back to heaven. The patristic

\textsuperscript{30} Baur, Das Manichaische Religionsystem.

\textsuperscript{31} Mosheim, Comm., III Century, sects. 44-52.
Christian, looking forward to the divided under-world where all the dead must spend the interval from their decease to the general resurrection, shuddered at the thought of Gehenna, and wrestled and prayed that his tarrying might be in Paradise until Christ should summon his chosen ones, justified from the great tribunal, to the Father's presence. The Manichaean Christian, believing the soul to be imprisoned in matter by demons who fought against God in a previous life, struggled, by fasting, thought, prayer, and penance, to rescue the spirit from its fleshly entanglements, from all worldly snares and illusions, that it might be freed from the necessity of any further abode in a material body, and, on the dissolution of its present tabernacle, might soar to its native light in the blissful pleroma of eternal being.

CHAPTER II.

MEDIEVAL DOCTRINE OF A FUTURE LIFE.

The period of time covered by the present chapter reaches from the close of the tenth century to the middle of the sixteenth,—from the first full establishment of the Roman Catholic theology and the last general expectation of the immediate end of the world to the commencing decline of mediæval faith and the successful inauguration of the Protestant Reformation. The principal mental characteristic of that age, especially in regard to the subject of the future life, was fear. "Never," says Michelet, "can we know in what terrors the Middle Age lived." There was all abroad a living fear of men, fear of the State, fear of the Church, fear of God, fear of the devil, fear of hell, fear of death. Preaching consisted very much in the invitation, "Submit to the guidance of the Church while you live," enforced by the threat, "or you shall go to hell when you die." Christianity was practically reduced to some cruel metaphysical dogmas, a mechanical device for rescuing the devil's captives from him, and a system of ritual magic in the hands of a priesthood who wielded an authority of supernatural terrors over a credulous and shuddering laity. It is true that the genuine spirit and contents of Christianity were never wholly suppressed. The love of God, the blessed mediation of the benignant Jesus, the lowly delights of the Beatitudes, the redeeming assurance of pardon, the consoling, triumphant expectation of heaven, were never utterly banished even from the believers of the Dark Age. Undoubtedly many a guilty but repentant soul found forgiveness and rest, many a meek and spotless breast was filled with pious rapture, many a dying disciple was comforted and inspired, by the good tidings proclaimed from priestly lips even then. No doubt the
sacred awe and guarded peace surrounding their precincts, the divine lessons inculcated within their walls, the pathetic prayers breathed before their altars, the traditions of saintly men and women who had drawn angelic visitants down to their cells and had risen long ago to be angels themselves, the strains of unearthly melody bearing the hearts of the kneeling crowd into eternity,—no doubt these often made cathedral and convent seem "islands of sanctity amidst the wild, roaring, godless sea of the world." Still, the chief general feeling of the time in relation to the future life was unquestionably fear springing from belief,—the wedlock of superstitious faith and horror.

During the six centuries now under review the Roman Catholic Church and theology were the only Christianity publicly recognised. The heretics were few and powerless, and the papal system had full sway. Since the early part of the period specified, the working theology of the Roman Church has undergone but few, and, as pertaining to our subject, unimportant, changes or developments. Previous to that time her doctrinal scheme was inchoate, gradually assimilating foreign elements and developing itself step by step. The principal changes now concerning us to notice in the passage from patristic eschatology—as deducible, for instance, from the works of Chrysostom, or as seen in the "Apostles' Creed"—to mediæval eschatology—as displayed in the "Summa" of Thomas Aquinas or in the Catechism of Trent—are these. The supposititious details of the under-world have been definitely arranged in greater subdivision; heaven has been opened for the regular admission of certain souls; the loose notions about purgatory have been completed and consolidated; and the whole combined scheme has been organized as a working instrument of ecclesiastical power and profit. These changes seem to have been wrought out, first, by continual assimilations of Christianity to paganism, both in doctrine and ceremony, to win over the heathen; and, secondly, by modifications and growths to meet the exigencies of doctrinal consistency and practical efficiency,—exigencies repeatedly arising from philosophical discussion and political opposition.

The degree in which papal Christianity was conformed to the prejudices and customs of the heathen believers, whose allegiance was sought, is astonishing. It extended to hundreds of particulars, from the most fundamental principles of theological speculation to the most trivial details of ritual service. We shall mention only a few instances of this kind immediately belonging to the subject we are treating. In the first place, the hierophant in the pagan Mysteries, and the initiatory rites, were the prototypes of the Roman Catholic bishop and the ceremonies under his direction. Christian baptism was made to be the same as the pagan initiation; both were supposed to cleanse from sin and to secure for their

1 Middleton, Letter from Rome, showing an exact conformity between Popery and Paganism.
2 Lobeck, Aaglophamus, lib. i. sect. 6. Mosheim's Comm., ch. i. sect. 13.
subject a better fate in the future life: they were both, therefore, sometimes delayed until just before death. The custom of initiating children into the Mysteries was also common, as infant baptism became. When the public treasury was low, the magistrates sometimes raised a fund by recourse to the initiating fees of the Mysteries, as the Christian popes afterwards collected money from the sale of pardons.

In the second place, the Roman Catholic canonization was the same as the pagan apotheosis. Among the Gentiles, the mass of mankind were supposed to descend to Hades at death; but a few favored ones were raised to the sky, deified, and a sort of worship paid to them. So the Roman Church taught that nearly all souls passed to the subterranean abodes, but that martyrs and saints were admitted to heaven and might lawfully be prayed to.

Thirdly, the heathen under-world was subdivided into several regions, wherein different persons were disposed according to their deserts. The worst criminals were in the everlasting penal fire of Tartarus; the best heroes and sages were in the calm meadows of Elysium; the hapless children were detained in the dusky borders outside the grim realm of torture; and there was a purgatorial place where those not too guilty were cleansed from their stains. In like manner, the Romanist theologians divided the under-world into four parts: hell for the final abode of the stubbornly wicked; one limbo for the painless, contented tarrying of the good patriarchs who died before the advent of Christ had made salvation possible, and another limbo for the sad and pallid resting-place of those children who died unbaptized; purgatory, in which expiation is offered in agony for sins committed on earth and unatoned for.

Before proceeding further, we must trace the prevalence and progress of the doctrine of purgatory a little as it was known before its embodiment in medieval mythology, and then as it was embodied there. The fundamental doctrine of the Hindu hell was that a certain amount of suffering undergone there would expiate a certain amount of guilt incurred here. When the disembodied soul had endured a sufficient quantity of retributive and purifying pain, it was loosed, and sent on earth in a new body. It was likewise a Hindu belief that the souls of deceased parents might be assisted out of this purgatorial woe by the prayers and offerings of their surviving children. The same doctrine was held by the Persians. They believed souls could be released from purgatory by the prayers, sacrifices, and good deeds of righteous surviving descendants and friends. "Zoroaster said he could, by prayer, send any one he chose to heaven or to hell." Such representations are found obscurely in the Vendidad and more fully in the Bundehesh. The
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Persian doctrine that the living had power to affect the condition of the dead is further indicated in the fact that, from a belief that married persons were peculiarly happy in the future state, they often hired persons to be espoused to such of their relatives as had died in celibacy. The doctrine of purgatory was known and accepted among the Jews too. In the Second Book of Maccabees we read the following account:—"Judas sent two thousand pieces of silver to Jerusalem to defray the expense of a sin-offering to be offered for the sins of those who were slain,—doing therein very well and honestly, in that he was mindful of the resurrection. For if he had not hoped that they who were slain should rise again, it had been superfluous and vain to pray for the dead. Whereupon he made an atonement for the dead, that they might be delivered from sin." The Rabbins taught that children by sin-offerings could help their parents out of their misery in the infernal world. They taught, furthermore, that all souls except holy ones, like those of Rabbi Akiba and his disciples, must have themselves in the fire-river of Gehenna; that therein they shall be like salamanders; that the just shall soon be cleansed in the fire-river, but the wicked shall be lastingly burned. Again, we find this doctrine prevailing among the Romans. In the great Forum was a stone called "Lapis Manalis," described by Festus, which was supposed to cover the entrance to hell. This was solemnly lifted three times a year, in order to let those souls flow up whose sins had been purged away by their tortures or had been remitted in consideration of the offerings and services paid for them by the living. Virgil describes how souls are purified by the action of wind, water, and fire. The feast-day of purgatory observed by papal Rome corresponds to the Lemuria celebrated by pagan Rome, and rests on the same doctrinal basis. In the Catholic countries of Europe at the present time, on All Saints' Day, festoons of sweet-smelling flowers are hung on the tombstones, and the people kneeling there repeat the prayer prescribed for releasing the souls of their relatives and friends from the plagues of purgatory. There is a notable coincidence between the Buddhist and the Romanist usages. Throughout the Chinese Empire, during the seventh moon of every year, prayers are offered up—accompanied by illuminations and other rites—for the release of souls in purgatory. At these times the Buddhist priests hang up large pictures, showing forth the frightful scenes in the other world, to induce the people to pay them money for prayers in behalf of their suffering relatives and friends in purgatory.

Traces of belief in a purgatory early appear among the Christians. Many of the gravest Fathers of the first five centuries naturally con-

9 Richardson, Dissertation on the Language, Literature, and Manners of the Eastern Nations, p. 347.
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13 Enkei, lib. vi. 1. 739.
14 Asiatic Journal, 1840, p. 216, note.
ceived and taught,—as is indeed intrinsically reasonable,—that after death some souls will be punished for their sins until they are cleansed, and then will be released from pain. The Manicheans imagined that all souls, before returning to their native heaven, must be borne first to the moon, where with good waters they would be washed pure from outward filth, and then to the sun, where they would be purged by good fires from every inward stain. After these lunar and solar lustrations, they were fit for the eternal world of light. But the conception of purgatory as it was held by the early Christians, whether orthodox Fathers or heretical sects, was merely the just and necessary result of applying to the subject of future punishment the two ethical ideas that punishment should partake of degrees proportioned to guilt, and that it should be restorative. Jeremy Taylor conclusively argues that the prayers for the dead used by the early Christians do not imply any belief in the Popish purgatory. The severity and duration of the sufferings of the dead were not supposed to be in the power of the living,—either their relatives or the clergy,—but to depend on the moral and physical facts of the case according to justice and necessity, qualified only by the mercy of God.

Pope Gregory the Great, in the sixth century,—either borrowing some of the more objectionable features of the purgatory-doctrine previously held by the heathen, or else devising the same things himself from a perception of the striking adaptedness of such notions to secure an enviable power to the Church,—constructed, established, and gave working efficiency to the dogmatic scheme of purgatory ever since firmly defended by the papal adherents as an integral part of the Roman Catholic system. The doctrine as matured and promulgated by Gregory, giving to the representatives of the Church an almost unlimited power over purgatory, rapidly grew into favor with the clergy and sank with general conviction into the hopes and fears of the laity. Venerable Bede, in the eighth century, gives a long account of the fully-developed doctrine concerning purgatory, hell, paradise, and heaven. It is narrated in the form of a vision seen by Drithelm, who, in a trance, visits the regions which, on his return, he describes. The whole thing is gross, literal, horrible, closely resembling several well-known descriptions given under similar circumstances and preserved in ancient heathen writers. The Church, seeing how admirably this instrument was calculated to promote her interest and deepen her power, left hardly any means untried to enlarge its sweep and intensify its operation. Accordingly, from the ninth to the sixteenth century, no doctrine was so central, prominent, and effective in the common teaching and practice of the Church, no fear was so widely spread
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and vividly felt in the bosom of Christendom, as the doctrine and the fear of purgatory.

The Romanist theory of man's condition in the future life is this, in brief. By the sin of Adam, heaven was closed against him and all his posterity, and the devil acquired a right to shut up their disembodied souls in the under-world. In consequence of the "original sin" transmitted from Adam, every human being, besides suffering the other woes flowing from sin, was helplessly doomed to the under-world after death. In addition to this penalty, each one must also answer for his own personal sins. Christ died to "deliver mankind from sin," "discharge the punishment due them," and "rescue them from the tyranny of the devil." He "descended into the under-world," "subdued the devil," "despoiled the depths," "rescued the Fathers and just souls," and "opened heaven."19 "Until he rose, heaven was shut against every child of Adam, as it still is to those who die indebted." "The price paid by the Son of God far exceeded our debts." The surplus balance of merits, together with the merits accruing from the supererogatory good works of the saints and from the Divine sacrifice continually offered anew by the sacrament of the mass, constituted a reserved treasure upon which the Church was authorized to draw in behalf of any one she chose to favor. The localities of the future life were these;20—Limbus Patrum, or Abraham's Bosom, a place of peace and waiting, where the good went who died before Christ; Limbus Infantum, a mild, palliated hell, where the children go who, since Christ, have died unbaptized; Purgatory, where all sinners suffer until they are purified, or are redeemed by the Church, or until the last day; Hell, or Gehenna, whither the hopelessly wicked have always been condemned; and Heaven, whither the spotlessly good have been admitted since the ascension of Jesus. At the day of judgment the few human souls who have reached Paradise, together with the multitudes that crowd the regions of Gehenna, Purgatory, and Limbo, will reassume their bodies; the intermediate states will then be destroyed, and when their final sentence is pronounced all will depart forever,—the acquitted into heaven, the condemned into hell. In the mean time, the poor victims of purgatory, by the prayers of the living for them, by the transfer of good works to their account,—above all, by the celebration of masses in their behalf,—may be relieved, rescued, translated to paradise. The words breathed by the spirit of the murdered King of Denmark in the ears of the horror-stricken Hamlet paint the popular belief of that age in regard to the grisly realm where guilty souls were plied with horrors whereof, but that they were forbidden

"To tell the secrets of their prison-house,
They could a tale unfold whose lightest word

19 Catechism of the Council of Trent.
20 Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologiae, pars iii. Suppl. Quest. 69.
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Would harrow up thy soul, freeze thy young blood,
Make thy two eyes, like stars, start from their spheres,
Thy knotted and combined locks stand on end
Like quills upon the fretful porcupine.

A few specimens of the stories embodying the ideas and superstitions current in the Middle Age may better illustrate the characteristic belief of the time than much abstract description. An unquestioning faith in the personality, visibility, and extensive agency of the devil was almost universal. Asotics, saints, bishops, peasants, philosophers, kings, Gregory the Great, Martin Luther, all testified that they had often seen him. The medieval conception of the devil was sometimes comical, sometimes awful. Grimm says, "He was Jewish, heathenish, Christian, idolatrous, elfish, titanic, spectral, all at once." He was "a soul-snatching wolf," a "hell-hound," a "whirlwind hammer;" now an infernal "parody of God" with "a mother who mimics the Virgin Mary," and now the "impersonated soul of evil." The well-known story of Faust and the Devil, which in so many forms spread through Christendom, is so deeply significant of the faith and life of the age in which it arose that a volume would be required to unfold all its import. There was an old tradition that the students of necromancy or the black art, on reaching a certain pitch of proficiency, were obliged to run through a subterranean hall, where the devil literally caught the hindmost unless he sped so swiftly that the arch-enemy could only seize his shadow, and in that case, a veritable Peter Schlemihl, he never cast a shadow afterwards! A man stood by his furnace one day casting eyes for buttons. The devil came up and asked what he was doing. "Casting eyes," replied the man. "Can you cast a pair for me?" quoth the devil. "That I can," says the man: "will you have them large or small?" "Oh, very large," answered the devil. He then ties the fiend on a bench and pours the molten lead into his eyes. Up jumps the devil, with the bench on his back, flees howling, and has never been seen since! There was also in wide circulation a wild legend to the effect that a man made a compact with the devil on the condition that he should secure a new victim for hell once in a century. As long as he did this he should enjoy life, riches, power, and a limited ubiquity; but failing a fresh victim at the end of each hundred years his own soul should be the forfeit. He lived four or five centuries, and then, in spite of his most desperate efforts, was disappointed of his expected victim on the last night of the century; and when the clock struck twelve the devil burst into his castle on a black steed and bore him off in a storm of lightning amidst the crash of thunders and the shrieks of fiends. St. Britius once during mass saw the devil in church taking account of the sins the congregation were committing. He covered the parchment all over, and, afraid of forgetting some of the offences, seized the scroll in his teeth and claws to stretch it out. It snapped, and his head was smartly bumped against the wall. St. Britius laughed aloud. The off-

21 Deutsche Mythologie, cap. xxxiii. : Teufel.
ciating priest rebuked him, but, on being told what had happened, improved the accident for the edification of his hearers. On the bursting of a certain glacier on the Alps, it is said the devil was seen swimming down the Rhone with a drawn sword in one hand and a golden ball in the other: coming opposite the town of Martigny, he cried, "Rise," and instantly the obedient river swelled above its banks and destroyed the town, which is yet in ruins.

Ignes-fatui, hovering about marshes and misty places, were thought to be the spirits of unbaptized children endeavoring to guide travellers to the nearest water. A kindred fancy also heard a spectral pack, called "yell-hounds," afterwards corrupted to "hell-hounds," composed of the souls of unbaptized children, which could not rest, but roamed and howled through the woods all night.

In the year 1171, Silo, a philosopher, implored a dying pupil of his to come back and reveal his state in the other world. A few days after his death the scholar appeared in a cowl consisting of flames of fire and entirely covered with logical propositions. He told Silo that he was from purgatory, that the cowl weighed on him worse than a tower, and said he was doomed to wear it for the pride he took in sophisms. As he thus spoke he let fall a drop of sweat on his master's hand, piercing it through. The next day Silo said to his scholars, "I leave croaking to frogs, cawing to crows, and vain things to the vain, and hie me to the logic which fears not death."

"Latio cox ranis, cras corvis, vanaque vanis,
Ad logicen pergo que mortis non timet ergo."24

In the long, quaint poem, "Vision of William concerning Piers Ploughman," written probably by Robert Langland about the year 1362, there are many things illustrative of our subject. "I, Trojanus, a true knight, after death was condemned to hell for dying unbaptized. But, on account of my mercy and truth in administering the laws, the pope wished me to be saved; and God mercifully heard him and saved me without the help of masses."25 "Ever since the fall of Adam, Age has shaken the Tree of Human Life, and the devil has gathered the fruit into hell."26 The author gives a most spirited account of Christ's descent into the under-world after his death, his battle with the devils there, his triumph over them, his rescue of Adam, and other particulars.27 In this poem, as in nearly all the extant productions of that period, there are copious evidences of the extent and power of the popular faith in the devil and in purgatory, and in their close connection with the present life,—a faith nourishingly embodied in thousands of singular tales. Thomas Wright has collected many of these in his antiquarian works. He relates an amusing incident that once befell a minstrel who had been
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borne into hell by a devil. The devils went forth in a troop to ensnare souls on earth. Lucifer left the minstrel in charge of the infernal regions, promising, if he let no souls escape, to treat him on the return with a fat monk roasted, or a usurer dressed with hot sauce. But while the fiends were away St. Peter came, in disguise, and allured the minstrel to play at dice, and to stake the souls which were in torture under his care. Peter won, and carried them off in triumph. The devils, coming back and finding the fires all out and hell empty, kicked the hapless minstrel out, and Lucifer swore a big oath that no minstrel should ever darken the door of hell again!

The mediaeval belief in a future life was practically concentrated, for the most part, around the ideas of Satan, purgatory, the last judgment, hell. The faith in Christ, God, heaven, was much rarer and less influential. Neander says, "The inmost distinction of mediaeval experience was an awful sense of another life and an invisible world." A most piteous illustration of the conjoined faith and fear of that age is furnished by an old dialogue between the "Soul and the Body" recently edited by Halliwell, an expression of humble trust and crouching horror irresistibly pathetic in its simplicity. A flood of revealing light is given as to the energy with which the doctrine of purgatory impressed itself on the popular mind, by the two facts, first, that the Council of Auxerre, in 1578, prohibited the administration of the eucharist to the dead; and, secondly, that in the eleventh and twelfth centuries "crosses of absolution"—that is, crosses cut out of sheet lead, with the formula of absolution engraved on them—were quite commonly buried with the dead. The eager sincerity of the mediaeval belief in another life is attested, too, by the correspondence of the representations of the dead in their legends to the appearance, disposition, and pursuits they had in life. No oblivious draught, no pure spiritualization, had freed the departed souls from earthly bonds and associations. Light pretexts drew them back to their wonted haunts. A buried treasure allowed them no rest till they had led some one to raise it. An unfinished task, an uncancelled obligation, forced them again to the upper-world. In ruined castles the ghosts of knights, in their accustomed habiliments, held tournaments and carousals. The priest read mass; the hunter pursued his game; the spectre-robber fell on the benighted traveller. It is hard for us now to reproduce, even in imagination, the fervid and frightful earnestness of the popular faith of the Middle Age in the ramifying agency of the devil and in the horrors of purgatory. We will try to do it, in some degree, by a series of illustrations aiming to show at once how prevalent such a belief and fear were, and how they became so prevalent.

28 Early English Miscellanies, No. 2.
30 Thorpe, Northern Mythology, vol. i., appendix.
First, we may specify the teaching of the Church whose authority in spiritual concerns bore almost unquestioned sway over the minds of more than eighteen generations. By the logical subtleties of her scholastic theologians, by the persuasive eloquence of her popular preachers, by the frantic ravings of her fanatic devotees, by the parading proclamation of her innumerable pretended miracles, by the imposing ceremonies of her dramatic ritual,—almost visibly opening heaven and hell to the overawed congregation,—by her wonder-working use of the relics of martyrs and saints to exorcise demons from the possessed and to heal the sick, and by her anathemas against all who were supposed to be hostile to her formulas, she infused the ideas of her doctrinal system into the intellect, heart, and fancy of the common people, and nourished the collateral horrors, until every wave of her hand convulsed the world. In a pastoral letter addressed to the Carolingian prince Louis, the grandson of Charlemagne,—a letter probably composed by the famous Hincmar, bearing date 858, and signed by the Bishops of Rheims and Rouen,—a Gallic synod authoritatively declared that Charles Martel was damned: “that on the opening of his tomb the spectators were affrighted by a smell of fire and the aspect of a horrid dragon, and that a saint of the times was indulged with a pleasant vision of the soul and body of this great hero burning to all eternity in the abyss of hell.” A tremendous impulse, vivifying and emphasizing the eschatological notions of the time,—an impulse whose effects did not cease when it died,—was imparted by that frightful epidemic expectation of the impending end of the world which wellnigh universally prevailed in Christendom about the year 1000. Many of the charters given at that time commence with the words, “As the world is now drawing to a close.” This expectation drew additional strength from the inutterable sufferings—famine, oppression, pestilence, war, superstition—then weighing on the people. “The idea of the end of the world,”—we quote from Michelet,—“sad as that world was, was at once the hope and the terror of the Middle Age. Look at those antique statues of the tenth and eleventh centuries, mute, meager, their pinched and stiffened lineaments grinning with a look of living suffering allied to the repulsiveness of death. See how they implore, with clasped hands, that desired yet dreaded moment when the resurrection shall redeem them from their unspeakable sorrows and raise them from nothingness into existence and from the grave to God.”

Furthermore, this superstitious character of the mediæval belief in the future life acquired breadth and intensity from the profound general ignorance and trembling credulousness of that whole period on all subjects. It was an age of marvels, romances, fears, when every landscape of life “wore a strange hue, as if seen through the sombre medium of a stained casement.” While congregations knelt in awe beneath the lifted

21 Hallam, Middle Ages, ch. 18.
Host, and the image of the dying Savior stretched on the rood glimmered through clouds of incense, perhaps an army of Flagellants would march by the cathedral, shouting, "The end of the world is at hand!" filling the streets with the echoes of their torture as they lashed their naked backs with knotted cords wet with blood; and no soul but must shudder with the infection of horror as the dreadful notes of the "Dies Irae" went sounding through the air. The narratives of the desert Fathers, the miracles wrought in convent-cells, the visions of pillar-saints, the thrilling accompaniments of the Crusades, and other kindred influences, made the world a perpetual mirage. The belching of a volcano was the vomit of uneasy hell. The devil stood before every tempted man, Ghosts walked in every nightly dell. Ghastly armies were seen contending where the aurora borealis hung out its bloody banners. The Huns under Attila, ravaging Southern Europe, were thought to be literal demons who had made an irruption from the pit. The metaphysician was in peril of the stake as a heretic, the natural philosopher as a magician. A belief in witchcraft and a trust in ordeals were universal, even from Pope Eugenius, who introduced the trial by cold water, and King James, who wrote volumes on magic, to the humblest monk who shuddered when passing the church-crypt, and the simplest peasant who quaked in his homeward path at seeing a will-o'-the-wisp. "Denounced by the preacher and consigned to the flames by the judge, the wizard received secret-service-money from the Cabinet to induce him to destroy the hostile armament as it sailed before the wind." As a vivid writer has well said, "A gloomy mist of credulity enwrapped the cathedral and the hall of justice, the cottage and the throne. In the dank shadows of the universal ignorance a thousand superstitions, like foul animals of night, were propagated and nourished."

The beliefs and excitements of the mediaeval period partook of a sort of epidemic character, diffusing and working like a contagion. There were numberless throngs of pilgrims to famous shrines, immense crowds about the localities of popular legends, relics, or special grace. In the magnetic sphere of such a fervid and credulous multitude, filled with the kindling interaction of enthusiasm, of course prodigies would abound, fables would flourish, and faith would be doubly generated and fortified. In commemoration of a miraculous act of virtue performed by St. Francis, the pope offered to all who should enter the church at Assisi between the eve of the 1st and the eve of the 2d of August each year—that being the anniversary of the saint's achievement—a free pardon for all the sins committed by them since their baptism. More than sixty thousand pilgrims sometimes flocked thither on that day. Every year some were crushed to death in the suffocating pressure at the entrance of the church. Nearly two thousand friars walked in procession; and for a series of

---

32 Hecker, Epidemics of the Middle Ages.
years the pilgrimage to Portiuncula might have vied with that to the temple of Juggernaut.  

Nothing tends more to strengthen any given belief than to see it everywhere carried into practice and to act in accordance with it. Thus was it with the mediaeval doctrine of the future life. Its applications and results were constantly and universally thrust into notice by the sale of indulgences and the launching of excommunications. Early in the ninth century, Charlemagne complained that the bishops and abbots forced property from foolish people by promises and threats:—"Suadendo de caelestis regni beatitudine, comminando de eterno supplicio inferni." The rival mendicant orders, the Franciscans and the Dominicans, acquired great riches and power by the traffic in indulgences. They even had the impudence to affirm that the members of their orders were privileged above all other men in the next world. Milton alludes to those who credited these monstrous assumptions:—

"And they who, to be sure of Paradise,
Dying, put on the weeds of Dominic,
Or in Franciscan think to pass disguised."

The Council of Basle censured the claim of the Franciscan monks that their founder annually descended to purgatory and led thence to heaven the souls of all those who had belonged to his order. The Carmelites also asserted that the Virgin Mary appeared to Simon Stockius, the general of their order, and gave him a solemn promise that the souls of such as left the world with the Carmelite scapulary upon their shoulders should be infallibly preserved from eternal damnation. Mosheim says that Pope Benedict XIV. was an open defender of this ridiculous fiction.  

If any one would appreciate the full mediaeval doctrine of the future life, whether with respect to the hair-drawn scholastic metaphysics by which it was defended, or with respect to the concrete forms in which the popular apprehension held it, let him read the Divina Commedia of Dante; for it is all there. Whoso with adequate insight and sympathy peruses the pages of the immortal Florentine—at whom the people pointed as he walked the streets, and said, "There goes the man who has been in hell"—will not fail to perceive with what a profound sincerity the popular breast shuddered responsive to ecclesiastical threats and purgatorial woes.

The tremendous moral power of this solitary work lies in the fact that it is a series of terrific and fascinating tableaux, embodying the idea of inflexible poetic justice impartially administered upon king and varlet, pope and beggar, oppressor and victim, projected amidst the unalterable necessities of eternity, and moving athwart the lurid abyss and the azure

32 Quarterly Review, July, 1819: article on Monachism.
34 Perry, History of the Franks, p. 467.
cope with an intense distinctness that sears the gazer's eyeballs. The Divina Commedia, with a wonderful truth, also reflects the feeling of the age when it was written in this respect,—that there is a grappling force of attraction, a compelling realism, about its "Purgatory" and "Hell" which are to be sought in vain in the delineations of its "Paradise." The medieval belief in a future life had for its central thought the day of judgment, for its foremost emotion terror.  

The roots of this faith were unquestionably fertilized, and the development of this fear quickened, to a very great extent, by deliberate and systematic delusions. One of the most celebrated of these organized frauds was the gigantic one perpetrated under the auspices of the Dominican monks at Berne in 1500, the chief actors in which were unmasked and executed. Bishop Burnet has given an extremely interesting account of this affair in his volume of travels. Suffice it to say, the monks appeared at midnight in the cells of various persons, now impersonating devils, in horrid attire, breathing flames and brimstone, now claiming to be the souls of certain sufferers escaped from purgatory, and again pretending to be celebrated saints, with the Virgin Mary at their head. By the aid of mechanical and chemical arrangements, they wrought miracles, and played on the terror and credulity of the spectators in a frightful manner. There is every reason to suppose that such deceptions—miracles in which secret speaking-tubes, asbestos, and phosphorus were indispensable—were most frequent in those ages, and were as effective as the actors were unscrupulous and the dupes unsuspicous. Here is revealed one of the foremost of the causes which made the belief of the Dark Age in the numerous appearances of ghosts and devils so common and so intense that it gave currency to the notion that the swarming spirits of purgatory were disembogued from dusk till dawn. So the Danish monarch, revisiting the pale glimpses of the moon, says to Hamlet,—

"I am thy father's ghost,
Doom'd for a certain time to walk the night,
And for the day confined to fast in fires,
Till the foul crimes done in my days of nature
Are burnt and purged away."

When the shadows began to fall thick behind the sunken sun, these poor creatures were thought to spring from their beds of torture, to wander amidst the scenes of their sins or to haunt the living; but at the earliest scent of morn, the first note of the cock, they must hie to their fire again. Midnight was the high noon of ghostly and demoniac revelry on the earth. As the hour fell with brazen clang from the tower, the belated traveller, afraid of the rustle of his own dress, the echo of his

36 If any one would see in how many forms the faith in hell and in the devil appeared, let him look over the pages of the "Dictionnaire Infernal," by J. Collin de Plancy.  
38 Manufactures of the Ancients, pub. by Harper and Brothers, 1845, part iv. ch. 3.
own footfall, the wavering of his own shadow, afraid of his own thoughts, would breathe the suppressed invocation,—

"Angels and ministers of grace defend us!"

as the idea crept curling over his brain and through his veins,—

"It is the very witching time of night,
When churchyards yawn and hell itself breathes out
Contagion to this world."

Working in alliance with the foregoing forces of superstition was the powerful influence of the various forms of insanity which remarkably abounded in the Middle Age. The insane person, it was believed, was possessed by a demon. His ravings, his narratives, were eagerly credited; and they were usually full of infernal visions, diabolical interviews, encounters with apparitions, and every thing that would naturally arise in a deranged and preternaturally sensitive mind from the chief conceptions then current concerning the invisible world.\(^{39}\)

The principal works of art exposed to the people were such as served to impress upon their imaginations the Church-doctrine of the future life in all its fearfulness, with its vigorous dramatic points. In the cathedral at Antwerp there is a representation of hell carved in wood, whose marvellous elaborateness astonishes, and whose painful expressiveness oppresses, every beholder. With what execrating emotions the pious crowds must have contemplated the harrowingly vivid paintings of the Inferno, by Orcagna, still to be seen in the Campo Santo of Pisa! In the cathedral at Canterbury there was a window on which was painted a detailed picture of Christ vanquishing the devils in their own domain; but we believe it has been removed. However, the visitor still sees on the fine east window of York Cathedral the final doom of the wicked, hell being painted as an enormous mouth; also in the west front of Lincoln Cathedral an ancient bas-relief representing hell as a monstrous mouth vomiting flame and serpents, with two human beings walking into it. The minster at Freyburg has a grotesque bas-relief over its main portal, representing the Judgment. St. Nicholas stands in the centre, and the Savior is seated above him. On the left, an angel weighs mankind in a huge pair of scales, and a couple of malicious imps try to make the human scale kick the beam. Underneath, St. Peter is ushering the good into Paradise. On the right is shown a devil, with a pig’s head, dragging after him a throng of the wicked. He also has a basket on his back filled with figures whom he is in the act of flinging into a reeking caldron stirred by several imps. Hell is typified, on one side, by the jaws of a monster cramned to the teeth with reprobates, and Satan is seen sitting on his throne above them. A recent traveller writes from Naples, “The favorite device on the church-walls here is a vermillion picture of a male and a female soul, respectively up to the waist [the waist of a soul!] in fire, with an angel over each watering them from a water-pot. This is meant

\(^{39}\) De Boismont, Rational Hist. of Hallucinations, ch. xiv.
to get money from the compassionate to pay for the saying of masses in behalf of souls in purgatory." Ruskin has described some of the church-paintings of the Last Judgment by the old masters as possessing a power even now sufficient to stir every sensibility to its depths. Such works, gazed on day after day, while multitudes were kneeling beneath in the shadowy aisles, and clouds of incense were floating above, and the organ was pealing and the choir chanting in full accord, must produce lasting effects on the imagination, and thus contribute in return to the faith and fear which inspired them.

Villani—as also Sismondi—gives a description of a horrible representation of hell shown at Florence in 1304 by the inhabitants of San Priano, on the river Arno. The glare of flames, the shrieks of men disguised as devils, scenes of infernal torture, filled the night. Unfortunately, the scaffolding broke beneath the crowd, and many spectators were burned or drowned, and that which began as an entertaining spectacle ended as a direful reality. The whole affair is a forcible illustration of the litérality with which the popular mind and faith apprehended the notion of the infernal world.

Another means by which the views we have been considering were both expressed and recommended to the senses and belief of the people was those miracle-plays that formed one of the most peculiar features of the Middle Age. These plays, founded on, and meant to illustrate, Scripture narratives and theological doctrines, were at first enacted by the priests in the churches, afterwards by the various trading-companies or guilds of mechanics. In 1210, Pope Gregory "forbade the clergy to take any part in the plays in churches or in the mummmings at festivals." A similar prohibition was published by the Council of Treves, in 1227. The Bishop of Worms, in 1316, issued a proclamation against the abuses which had crept into the festivities of Easter, and gives a long and curious description of them.40 There were two popular festivals,—of which Michelet gives a full and amusing description,—one called the "Fête of the Tipsy Priests," when they elected a Bishop of Unreason, offered him incense of burned leather, sang obscene songs in the choir, and turned the altar into a dice-table; the other called the "Fête of the Cuckolds," when the laymen crowned each other with leaves, the priests wore their surplices wrong side out and threw bran in each others' eyes, and the bell-ringers pelted each other with biscuits. There is a religious play by Calderon, entitled "The Divine Orpheus," in which the entire Church-scheme of man's fall—the devil's empire, Christ's descent there, and the victorious sequel—is embodied in a most effective manner. In the priestly theology and in the popular heart of those times there was no other single particular one-tenth part so prominent and vivid as that of Christ's entrance after his death into hell to rescue the old saints and break down Satan's
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40 Early Mysteries and Latin Poems of the XII. and XIII. Centuries, edited by Thomas Wright.
power. Peter Lombard says, "What did the Redeemer do to the despot who had us in his bonds? He offered him the cross as a mouse-trap, and put his blood on it as bait." About that scene there was an incomparable fascination for every believer. Christ laid aside his Godhead and died. The devil thought he had secured a new victim, and humanity swooned in grief and despair. But, lo! the Crucified, descending to the inexorable dungeons, puts on all his Divinity, and suddenly

"The captive world awakt, and founde
The pris'ner loose, the jailer bounde!"

A large proportion of the miracle-plays, or Mysteries, turned on this event. In the "Mystery of the Resurrection of Christ" occurs the following couplet:—

"This day the angelic King has risen,
Leading the pious from their prison."

The title of one of the principal plays in the Towneley Mysteries is "Extractivio Animarum ab Inferno." It describes Christ descending to the gates of hell to claim his own. Adam sees afar the gleam of his coming, and with his companions begins to sing for joy. The infernal porter shouts to the other demons, in alarm,—

"Since first that hell was made and I was put therein,
Such sorrow never ere I had, nor heard I such a din.
My heart begins to start; my wit it waxes thin;
I am afraid we can't rejoice,—these souls must from us go.
Io, Beelzebub! blind these boys: such noise was never heard in hell."

Satan vows he will dash Beelzebub's brains out for frightening him so. Meanwhile, Christ draws near, and says, "Lift up your gates, ye princes, and be ye lifted up, ye everlasting doors, and the King of glory shall come in." The portals fly asunder. Satan shouts up to his friends, "Dyng the dastard down;" but Beelzebub replies, "That is easily said." Jesus and the devil soon meet, face to face. A long colloquy ensues, in the course of which the latter tells the former that he knew his Father well by sight! At last Jesus frees Adam, Eve, the prophets, and others, and ascends, leaving the devil in the lowest pit, resolving that hell shall soon be fuller than before; for he will walk east and he will walk west, and he will seduce thousands from their allegiance. Another play, similar to the foregoing, but much more extensively known and acted, was called the "Harrowing of Hell." Christ and Satan appear on the stage and argue in the most approved scholastic style for the right of possession in the human race. Satan says,—

41 See the eloquent sermon on this subject preached by Luis de Granada in the sixteenth century. Ticknor's Hist. Spanish Lit., vol. iii., pp. 125—127.
42 Sententiae, lib. iii. distinctio 19.
43 Hone, Ancient Mysteries.
44 "Resurrexit hodie Rex angelorum
Ducitur de tenebris turba piorum."


"Whoever purchases any thing, 
it belongs to him and to his children. 
Adam, hungry, came to me; 
I made him do me homage: 
For an apple, which I gave him, 
He and all his race belong to me."

But Christ instantly puts a different aspect on the argument, by replying,—

"Satan! it was mine,— 
The apple thou gavest him. 
The apple and the apple-tree 
Both were made by me. 
As he was purchased with my goods, 
With reason will I have him." 45

In a religious Mystery exhibited at Lisbon as late as the close of the eighteenth century, the following scene occurs. Cain kicks his brother Abel badly and kills him. A figure like a Chinese mandarin, seated in a chair, condemns Cain and is drawn up into the clouds. The mouth of hell then appears, like the jaws of a great dragon: amid smoke and lightning it casts up three devils, one of them having a wooden leg. These take a dance around Cain, and are very jocose, one of them Inviting him to hell to take a cup of brimstone coffee, and another asking him to make up a party at whist. Cain snarls, and they tumble him and themselves headlong into the squib-vomiting mouth. Various books of accounts kept by the trading-companies who celebrated these Mysteries of the expenses incurred have been published, and are exceedingly amusing. "Item: payd for kepyng of fyre at hellmothe, four pence." "For a new hoke to hang Judas, six pence." "Item: payd for mendyng and payntyng hellmouthe, two pence." "Girdle for God, nine pence." "Axe for Pilatte's son, one shilling." "A staff for the demon, one penny." "God's coat of white leather, three shillings." The stage usually consisted of three platforms. On the highest sat God, surrounded by his angels. On the next were the saints in Paradise,—the intermediate state of the good after death. On the third were mere men yet living in the world. On one side of the lowest stage, in the rear, was a fearful cave or yawning mouth filled with smoke and flames, and denoting hell. From this ever and anon would issue the howls and shrieks of the damned. Amidst hideous yellings, devils would rush forth and caper about and snatch hapless souls into this pit to their doom. 46 The actors, in their mock rage, sometimes leaped from the pageant into the midst of the laughing, screaming, trembling crowd. The dramatis personae included many queer characters, such as a "Worm of Conscience," "Deadman," (representing a soul delivered from hell at the descent of Christ,) numerous "Damned Souls," dressed in flame-colored garments, "Theft," "Lying," "Gluttony," But the devil himself was the favorite character; and often,

45 Halliwell's edition of the Harrowing of Hell, p. 18.
when his personified vices jumped on him and pinched and cudgelled him till he roared, the mirth of the honest audience knew no bounds. For there were in the Middle Age two sides to the popular idea of the devil and of all appertaining to him. He was a soul-harrowing bugbear or a rib-shaking jest according to the hour and one's humor. Rabelais's Pantagruel is filled with irresistible burlesques of the doctrine of purgatory. The ludicrous side of this subject may be seen by reading Tarlton's "Jests" and his "Newes out of Purgatorie."47 Glimpses of it are also to be caught through many of the humorous passages in Shakspeare. Dromio says of an excessively fat and greasy kitchen-wench, "If she lives till doomsday she'll burn a week longer than the whole world!" And Falstaff, cracking a kindred joke on Bardolph's carbuncled nose, avows his opinion that it will serve as a flaming beacon to light lost souls the way to purgatory! Again, seeing a flea on the same flaming proboscis, the doughty knight affirmed it was "a black soul burning in hell-fire." In this element of mediæval life, this feature of mediæval literature, a terrible belief lay under the gay raillery. Here is betrayed, on a wide scale, that natural reaction of the faculties from excessive oppression to sportive wit, from deep repugnance to superficial jesting, which has often been pointed out by philosophical observers as a striking fact in the psychological history of man.

One more active and mighty cause of the dreadful faith and fear with which the Middle Age contemplated the future life was the innumerable and frightful woes, crimes, tyrannies, instruments of torture, engines of persecution, insane superstitions, which then existed, making its actual life a hell. The wretchedness and cruelty of the present world were enough to generate frightful beliefs and cast appalling shadows over the future. If the earth was full of devils and phantoms, surely hell must swarm worse with them. The Inquisition sat shrouded and enthroned in supernatural obscurity of cunning and awfulness of power, and thrust its invisible daggers everywhere. The facts men knew here around them gave credibility to the imagery in which the hereafter was depicted. The flaming stakes of an Auto da Fe around which the victims of ecclesiastical hatred writhed were but faint emblems of what awaited their souls in the realm of demons whereto the tender mercies of the Church consigned them. Indeed, the fate of myriads of heretics and traitors could not fail to project the lurid vision of hell with all its paraphernalia into the imaginations of the people of the Dark Age. The glowing lava of purgatory heated the soil they trod, and a smell of its sulphur surcharged the air. A stupendous revelation of terror, bearing whole volumes of direful meaning, is given in the single fact that it was a common belief of that period that the holy Inquisitors would sit with Christ in the judgment at the last day.48 If king or noble took offence at some uneasy

47 Recently edited by Halliwell and published by the Shakespeare Society.
48 Hagenbach, Dogmengeschichte, sect. 205.
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retainer or bold serf, he ordered him to be secretly buried in the massive cells of some secluded fortress, and he was never heard of more. So, if pope or priest hated or feared some stubborn thinker, he straightway

"Would banish him to wear a burning chain
In the great dungeons of the unforgiven,
Beneath the space-deep castle-walls of heaven."

It was an age of cruelty, never to be restored, when the world was boiling in tempest and men rode on the crests of fear.

Researches made within the last century among the remains of famous mediæval edifices, both ecclesiastic and state, have brought to light the dismal records of forgotten horrors. In many a royal palace, priestly building, and baronial castle, there were secret chambers full of infernal machinery contrived for inflicting tortures, and under them concealed trap-doors opening into rayless dungeons with no outlet and whose floors were covered with the mouldering bones of unfortunate wretches who had mysteriously disappeared long ago and tracelessly perished there. Sometimes these trap-doors were directly above profound pits of water, in which the victim would drown as he dropped from the mangling hooks, racks, and pincers of the torture-chamber. There were horrible rumors current in the Middle Age of a machine called the "Virgin." used for putting men to death; but little was known about it, and it was generally supposed to be a fable, until, some years ago, one of the identical machines was discovered in an old Austrian castle. It was a tall wooden woman, with a painted face, which the victim was ordered to kiss. As he approached to offer the salute, he trod on a spring, causing the machine to fly open, stretch out a pair of iron arms, and draw him to its breast covered with a hundred sharp spikes, which pierced him to death. 49

Ignorance and alarm, in a suffering and benighted age, surrounded by sounds of superstition and sights of cruelty, must needs breed and foster a horrid faith in regard to the invisible world. Accordingly, the common doctrine of the future life prevailing in Christendom from the ninth century till the sixteenth was as we have portrayed it. Of course there are exceptions to be admitted and qualifications to be made; but, upon the whole, the picture is faithful. Fortunately, intellect and soul could not slumber forever, nor the mediæval nightmares always keep their torturing seat on the bosom of humanity. Noble men arose to vindicate the rights of reason and the divinity of conscience. The world was circumnavigated, and its revolution around the sun was demonstrated. A thousand truths were discovered, a thousand inventions introduced. Papacy tottered, its prestige waned, its infallibility sunk. The light of knowledge shone, the simplicity of nature was seen, and the benignity of God was surmised. Thought, throwing off many restrictions and accumulating much material, began to grow free, and began to grow wise. And so, before the calm, steady gaze of enlightened and cheerful reason,

the live and crawling smoke of hell, which had so long enwreathed the mind of the time with its pendent and spirant horrors, gradually broke up and dissolved,—

"Like a great superstitious snake, uncurled
From the pale temples of the awakening world."

CHAPTER III.

MODERN DOCTRINE OF A FUTURE LIFE.

The folly and paganism of some of the Church-dogmas, the rapacious haughtiness of its spirit, the tyranny of its rule, and the immoral character of many of its practices, had often awakened the indignant protests and the determined opposition of men of enlightened minds, vigorous consciences, and generous hearts, both in its bosom and out of it. Many such men, vainly struggling to purify the Church from its iniquitous errors or to relieve mankind from its outrageous burdens, had been silenced and crushed by its relentless might. Arnold, Wickliffe, Wessel, Savonarola, and a host of others, are to be gratefully remembered forever as the heroic though unsuccessful forerunners of the mighty monk of Wittenberg.\(^1\) The corruption of the mediæval Church grew worse, and became so great as to stir a very extensive disgust and revulsion. Wholesale pardons for all their sins were granted indiscriminately to those who accepted the terms of the papal officials; while every independent thinker, however evangelical his faith and exemplary his character, was hopelessly doomed to hell. Especially were these pardons given to pilgrims and to the Crusaders. Bernard of Clairvaux, exhorting the people to undertake a new Crusade, tells them that "God condescends to invite into his service murderers, robbers, adulterers, perjurers, and those sunk in other crimes; and whosoever falls in this cause shall secure pardon for the sins which he has never confessed with contrite heart."\(^2\) At the opening of "Piers the Ploughman's Crede" a person is introduced saying, "I saw a company of pilgrims on their way to Rome, who came home with leave to lie all the rest of their lives!" Nash, in his "Lenten Stuff," speaks of a proclamation which caused "three hundred thousand people to roam to Rome for purgatorio-pills." Ecclesiasticism devoured ethics. Allegiance to morality was lowered into devotion to a ritual. The sale of indulgences at length became too impudent and blasphemous to be any longer endured, when John Tetzel, a Dominican

---

\(^1\) Ullmann, Reformatoren vor der Reformation.

\(^2\) Epist. CCLXIII. ad Orientalis Francicæ Clerum et Populum.
monk, travelled over Europe, and, setting up his auction-block in the churches, offered for sale those famous indulgences of Leo X. which promised, to every one rich enough to pay the requisite price, remission of all sins, however enormous, and whether past, present, or future. This brazen but authorized charlatan boasted that “he had saved more souls from hell by the sale of indulgences than St. Peter had converted to Christianity by his preaching.” He also said that “even if any one had ravished the Mother of God he could sell him a pardon for it!” The soul of Martin Luther took fire. The consequence—to which a hundred combining causes contributed—was the Protestant Reformation.

This great movement produced, in relation to our subject, three important results. It noticeably modified the practice and the popular preaching of the Roman Catholic Church. The dogmas of the Romanist theology remained as they were before. But a marked change took place in the public conduct of the papal functionaries. Morality was made more prominent, and mere ritualism less obtrusive. Comparatively speaking, an emphasis was taken from ecclesiastic confession and indulgence, and laid upon ethical obedience and piety. The Council of Trent, held at this time, says, in its decree concerning indulgences, “In granting indulgences, the Church desires that moderation be observed, lest, by excessive facility, ecclesiastical discipline be enervated.” Imposture became more cautious, threats less frequent and less terrible; the teeth of persecution were somewhat blunted; miracles grew rarer; the insufferable glare of purgatory and hell faded, and the open traffic in forgiveness of sins, or the compounding for deficiencies, diminished. But among the more ignorant papal multitudes the mediæval superstition holds its place still in all its virulence and grossness. “Heaven and hell are as much a part of the Italian’s geography as the Adriatic and the Apennines; the Queen of Heaven looks on the streets as clear as the morning-star; and the souls in purgatory are more readily present to conception than the political prisoners immured in the dungeons of Venice.”

A second consequence of the Reformation is seen in the numerous dissenting sects to which its issues gave rise. The chief peculiarities of the Protestant doctrines of the future life are embodied in the four leading denominations commonly known as Lutheran, Calvinistic, Unitarian, and Universalist. Each of these includes a number of subordinate parties bearing distinctive names, (such as Arminian, Presbyterian, Methodist, Baptist, Restorationist, and many others;) but these minor differences are too trivial to deserve distinctive characterization here. The Lutheran formula is that, through the sacrifice of Christ, salvation is offered to all who will accept it by a sincere faith. Some will comply with these terms and secure heaven; others will not, and so will be lost forever. Luther’s views were not firmly defined and consistent throughout his career; they were often obscure, and they fluctuated much. It

is true he always insisted that there was no salvation without faith, and that all who had faith should be saved. But, while he generally seems to believe in the current doctrine of eternal damnation, he sometimes appears to encourage the hope that all will finally be saved. In a remarkable letter to Hansen von Reckenberg, dated 1522, he says, in effect. “Whoso hath faith in Christ shall be saved. God forbid that I should limit the time for acquiring this faith to the present life! In the depths of the Divine mercy, there may be opportunity to win it in the future state.”

The Calvinistic formula is that heaven is attainable only for those whom the arbitrary predestination of God has elected; all others are irretrievably damned. Calvin was the first Christian theologian who succeeded in giving the fearful doctrine of unconditional election and reprobation a lodgment in the popular breast. The Roman Catholic Church had earnestly repudiated it. Gotteschalk was condemned and died in prison for advocating it, in the ninth century. But Calvin's character enabled him to believe it, and his talents and position gave great weight to his advocacy of it, and it has since been widely received. Catholicism, Lutheranism, Calvinism, all agreed in the general proposition that by sin physical death came into the world, heaven was shut against man, and all men utterly lost. They differed only in some unessential details concerning the condition of that lost state. They also agreed in the general proposition that Christ came, by his incarnation, death, descent to hell, resurrection, and ascension, to redeem men from their lost state. They only differed in regard to the precise grounds and extent of that redemption. The Catholic said, Christ's atonement wiped off the whole score of original sin, and thus enabled man to win heaven by moral fidelity and the help of the Church. The Lutheran said, Christ's atonement made all the sins of those who have faith, pardonable; and all may have faith. The Calvinist said, God foresaw that man would fall and incur damnation, and he decreed that a few should be snatched as brands from the burning, while the mass should be left to eternal torture; and Christ's atonement purchased the predestined salvation of the chosen few. Furthermore, Lutherans and Calvinists, in all their varieties, agree with the Romanist in asserting that Christ shall come again, the dead be raised bodily, a universal judgment be held, and that then the condemned shall sink into the everlasting fire of hell, and the accepted rise into the endless bliss of heaven.

The Socinian doctrine relative to the future fate of man differed from the foregoing in the following particulars. First, it limited the redeeming mission of Christ to the enlightening influences of the truths which he proclaimed with Divine authority, the moral power of his perfect example, and the touching motives exhibited in his death. Secondly, it asserted a natural ability in every man to live a life conformed to right reason and sound morality, and promised heaven to all who did this in obedience to the instructions and after the pattern of Christ. Thirdly,
it declared that the wicked, after suffering excruciating agonies, would be annihilated. Respecting the second coming of Christ, a physical resurrection of the dead, and a day of judgment, the Socinians believed with the other sects. Their doctrine scarcely corresponds with that of the present Unitarians in any thing. The dissent of the Unitarian from the popular theology is much more fundamental, detailed, and consistent than that of the Socinian was, and approaches much closer to the Rationalism of the present day.

The Universalist formula—every soul created by God shall sooner or later be saved from sin and woe and inherit everlasting happiness—has been publicly defended in every age of the Christian Church. It was first publicly condemned as a heresy at the very close of the fourth century. It ranks among its defenders the names of Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Gregory of Nazianzus, Gregory of Nyssa, and several other prominent Fathers. Universalism has been held in four forms, on four grounds. First, it has been supposed that Christ died for all, and that, by the infinite efficacy of his redeeming merits, all sins shall be cancelled and every soul be saved. This was the scheme of those early Universalist Christians whom Epiphanius condemns as heretics; also of a few in more modern times. Secondly, it has been thought that each person would be punished in the future state according to the deeds done in the body, each sin be expiated by a proportionate amount of suffering, the retribution of some souls being severe and long, that of others light and brief; but, every penalty being at length exhausted, the last victim would be restored. This was the notion of Origen, the basis of the doctrine of purgatory, and the view of most of the Restorationists. Thirdly, it has been imagined that, by the good pleasure and fixed laws of God, all men are destined to an impartial, absolute, and instant salvation beyond the grave; all sins are justly punished, all moral distinctions equitably compensated, in this life; in the future an equal glory awaits all men, by the gracious and eternal election of God, as revealed to us in the benignant mission of Christ. This is the peculiar conception distinguishing some members of the denomination now known as Universalists. Finally, it has been believed that the freedom and probation granted here extend into the life to come; that the aim of all future punishment will be remedial, beneficent, not revengeful; that stronger motives will be applied for producing repentance, and grander attractions to holiness be felt; and that thus, at some time or other, even the most sunken and hardened souls will be regenerated and raised up to heaven in the image of God. Many Universalists, most Unitarians, and large numbers of individual Christians outwardly affiliated with other denominations, now accept and cherish this theory.

4 Flügge gives a full exposition of these points with references to the authorities. Geschichte der Lehre vom Zustande, u. s. F, abth. ii. ss. 245-290.
5 Dietelmaier, Commenti Fanatici (ἀποκαταστάσεως τάντων) Hist. Antiquar.
One important variation from the doctrine of the dominant sects, in connection with the present subject, is worthy of special notice. We refer to the celebrated controversy waged in England, in the first part of the eighteenth century, in regard to the intermediate state of the dead. The famous Dr. Coward and a few supporters labored, with much zeal, skill, and show of learning, to prove the natural mortality of the soul. They asserted this to be both a philosophical truth proved by scientific facts and a Christian doctrine declared in Scripture and taught by the Fathers. They argued that the soul is not an independent entity, but is merely the life of the body. Proceeding thus far on the principles of a materialistic science, they professed to complete their theory from Scripture, without doing violence to any doctrine of the acknowledged religion. The finished scheme was this. Man was naturally mortal: but, by the pleasure and will of God, he would have been immortally preserved alive had he not sinned. Death is the consequence of sin, and man utterly perishes in the grave. But God will restore the dead, through Christ, at the day of the general resurrection which he has foretold in the gospel. Some of the writers in this copious controversy maintained that previous to the advent of Christ death was eternal annihilation to all except a few who enjoyed an inspired anticipatory faith in him, but that all who died after his coming would be restored in the resurrection,—the faithful to be advanced to heaven, the wicked to be the victims of unending torture. Clarke and Baxter both wrote with extreme ability in support of the natural immortality and separate existence of the soul. On the other hand, the learned Henry Dodwell cited, from the lore of three thousand years, a plausible body of authorities to show that the soul is in itself but a mortal breath. He also contended, by a singular perversion of figurative phrases from the New Testament and from some of the Fathers, that, in counteraction of man's natural mortality, all who undergo baptism at the hands of the ordained ministers of the Church of England—the only true priesthood in apostolic succession—thereby receive an immortalizing spirit brought into the world by Christ and committed to his successors. This immortalizing spirit conveyed by baptism would secure their resurrection at the last day. Those destitute of this spirit would never awake from the oblivious sleep of death, unless—as he maintained will actually be the case with a large part of the dead—they are arbitrarily immortalized by the pleasure of God, in order to suffer eternal misery in hell! Absurd and shocking as this fancy was, it obtained quite a number of converts, and made no slight impression at the time. One of the writers in this controversy asserted that Luther himself had been a believer in the death

6 Coward, Search after Souls.
7 Hallet, No Resurrection, no Future State.
or sleep of the soul until the day of judgment. Certain it is that such a belief had at one period a considerable prevalence. Its advocates were called Psychopannychians. Calvin wrote a vehement assault on them. The opinion has sunk into general disrepute and neglect, and it would be hard to find many avowed disciples of it. The nearly universal sentiment of Christendom would now exclaim, in the quaint words of Henry More,—

"What! has old Adam snorted all this time
Under some senseless clod, with sleep yieded?"

John Asgill printed, in the year 1700, a tract called "An argument to prove that by the new covenant man may be translated into eternal life without tasting death." He argues that the law of death was a consequence of Adam's sin and was annulled by Christ's sacrifice. Since that time men have died only because of an obstinate habit of dying formed for many generations. For his part, he has the independence and resolution to withstand the universal pusillanimity and to refuse to die. He has discovered "an engine in Divinity to convey man from earth to heaven." He will "play a trump on death and show himself a match for the devil!"

While treating of the various Protestant views of the future life, it would be a glaring defect to overlook the remarkable doctrine on that subject published by Emanuel Swedenborg and now held by the intelligent, growing body of believers called after his name. It would be impossible to exhibit this system adequately in its scientific bases and its complicated details without occupying more space than can be afforded here. Nor is this necessary, now that his own works have been translated and are easily accessible everywhere. His "Heaven and Hell," "Heavenly Arcana," "Doctrine of Influx," and "True Christian Religion," contain manifold statements and abundant illustrations of every thing important bearing on his views of the theme before us. We shall merely attempt to present a brief synopsis of the essential principles, accompanied by two or three suggestions of criticism.

Swedenborg conceives man to be an organized receptacle of truth and love from God. He is an imperishable spiritual body placed for a season of probation in a perishable material body. Every moment receiving the essence of his being afresh from God, and returning it through the fruition of its uses devoutly rendered in conscious obedience and joyous worship, he is at once a subject of personal, and a medium of the Divine,

9 Blackburne, View of the Controversy Concerning an Intermediate State: appendix. It is probable that the great Reformer's opinion on this point was not always the same. For he says, distinctly, "The first man who died, when he awakes at the last day, will think he has been asleep but an hour." Beste, Dr. M. Luther's Glaubenslehre, cap. iv.: Die Lehre von den Letzten Dingen. Yet J. S. Müller seems conclusively to prove the truth of the proposition which forms the title of his book,—"Dass Luther die Lehre von Selensclafie nie geglaubt habe."

10 The controversy concerning the natural immortality of the soul has within a few years raged afresh. The principal combatants were Dolney, Storrs, White, Morris, and Hinton. See Athanasia, by J. H. Hinton, London, 1849.
happiness. The will is the power of man’s life, and the understanding is its form. When the will is disinterested love and the understanding is celestial truth, then man fulfills the end of his being, and his home is heaven; he is a spirit-frame into which the goodness of God perpetually flows, is humbly acknowledged, gratefully enjoyed, and piously returned. But when his will is hatred or selfishness and his understanding is falsehood or evil, then his powers are abused, his destiny inverted, and his fate hell. While in the body in this world he is placed in freedom, on probation, between these two alternatives.

The Swedenborgian universe is divided into four orders of abodes. In the highest or celestial world are the heavens of the angels. In the lowest or infernal world are the hells of the demons. In the intermediate or spiritual world are the earths inhabited by men, and surrounded by the transition-state through which souls, escaping from their bodies, after a while soar to heaven or sink to hell, according to their fitness and attraction. In this life man is free, because he is an energy in equilibrium between the influences of heaven and hell. The middle state surrounding man is full of spirits, some good and some bad. Every man is accompanied by swarms of both sorts of spirits, striving to make him like themselves. Now, there are two kinds of influx into man. Mediate influx is when the spirits in the middle state flow into man’s thoughts and affections. The good spirits are in communication with heaven, and they carry what is good and true; the evil spirits are in communication with hell, and they carry what is evil and false. Between these opposed and reacting agencies man is in an equilibrium whose essence is freedom. Deciding for himself, if he turns with embracing welcome to the good spirits, he is thereby placed and lives in conjunction with heaven; but if he turns, on the contrary, with predominant love to the bad spirits, he is placed in conjunction with hell and draws his life thence. From heaven, therefore, through the good spirits, all the elements of saving goodness flow sweetly down and are appropriated by the freedom of the good man; while from hell, through the bad spirits, all the elements of damning evil flow foully up and are appropriated by the freedom of the bad man.

The other kind of influx is called immediate. This is when the Lord himself, the pure substance of truth and good, flows into every organ and faculty of man. This influx is perpetual, but is received as truth and good only by the true and good. It is rejected, suffocated, or perverted by those who are in love with falsities and evils. So the light of the sun produces colors varying with the substances it falls on, and water takes forms corresponding to the vessels it is poured into.

The whole invisible world—heaven, hell, and the middle state—is peopled solely from the different families of the human race occupying the numerous material globes of the universe. The good, on leaving the fleshly body, are angels, the bad, demons. There is no angel nor demon who was created such at first. Satan is not a personality, but is a figura-
tive term standing for the whole complex of hell. In the invisible world, time and space in one sense cease to be; in another sense they remain unchanged. They virtually cease because all our present measures of them are annihilated; they virtually remain because exact correspondences to them are left. To spirits, time is no longer measured by the revolution of planets, but by the succession of inward states; space is measured not by way-marks and the traversing of distances, but by inward similitudes and dissimilitudes. Those who are unlike are sundered by guls of difference. Those who are alike are together in their interiors. Thought and love, forgetfulness and hate, are not hampered by temporal and spatial boundaries. Spiritual forces and beings spurn material impediments, and are united or separate, reciprocally visible or invisible, mutually conscious or unconscious, according to their own laws of kindred or alien adaptedness.

The soul—the true man—is its own organized and deathless body, and when it leaves its earthly house of flesh it knows the only resurrection, and the cast-off frame returns to the dust forever. Swedenborg repeatedly affirms with emphasis that no one is born for hell, but that all are born for heaven, and that when any one comes into hell it is from his own free fault. He asserts that every infant, wheresoever born, whether within the Church or out of it, whether of pious parents or of impious, when he dies is received by the Lord, and educated in heaven, and becomes an angel. A central principle of which he never loses sight is that "a life of charity, which consists in acting sincerely and justly in every function, in every engagement, and in every work, from a heavenly motive, according to the Divine laws, is possible to every one, and infallibly leads to heaven." It does not matter whether the person leading such a life be a Christian or a Gentile. The only essential is that his ruling motive be divine and his life be in truth and good.

The Swedenborgian doctrine concerning Christ and his mission is that he was the infinite God incarnate,—not incarnate for the purpose of expiating human sin and purchasing a ransom for the lost by vicarious sufferings, but for the sake of suppressing the rampant power of the hells, weakening the influx of the infernal spirits, setting an example to men, and revealing many important truths. The advantage of the Christian over the pagan is that the former is enlightened by the celestial knowledge contained in the Bible, and animated by the affecting motives presented in the drama of the Divine incarnation. There is no probation after this life. Just as one is on leaving the earth he goes into the spiritual world. There his ruling affection determines his destiny,

11 Philo the Jew says, (vol. i. p. 277, ed. Mangey,) "God is the Father of the world: the world is the father of time, begetting it by its own motion: time, therefore, holds the place of grandchild to God." But the world is only one measure of time; another, and a more important one, is the inward succession of the spirit's states of consciousness. Between Philo and Swedenborg, it may be remarked here, there are many remarkable correspondences both of thought and language. For example, Philo says, (vol. i. p. 494,) "Man is a small kosmos, the kosmos is a grand man."
and that affection can never be extirpated or changed to all eternity. After death, evil life cannot in any manner or degree be altered to good life, nor infernal love be transmuted to angelic love, inasmuch as every spirit from head to foot is in quality such as his love is, and thence such as his life is, so that to transmute this life into the opposite is altogether to destroy the spirit. It were easier, says Swedenborg, to change a night-bird into a dove, an owl into a bird of paradise, than to change a subject of hell into a subject of heaven after the line of death has been crossed. But why the crossing of that line should make such an infinite difference he does not explain; nor does he prove it as a fact.

The moral reason and charitable heart of Swedenborg vehemently revolted from the Calvinistic doctrines of predestination and vicarious atonement, and the group of thoughts that cluster around them. He always protests against these dogmas, refutes them with varied power and consistency; and the leading principles of his own system are creditable to human nature, and attribute no unworthiness to the character of God. A debt of eternal gratitude is due to Swedenborg that his influence, certainly destined to be powerful and lasting, is so clearly calculated to advance the interests at once of philosophic intelligence, social affection, and true piety. The superiorities of his view of the future life over those which it seeks to supplant are weighty and numerous. The following may be reckoned among the most prominent.

First, without predicing of God any aggravated severity or casting the faintest shadow on his benevolence, it gives us the most appalling realization of the horribleness of sin and of its consequences. God is commonly represented—in effect, at least—as flaming with anger against sinners, and forcibly flinging them into the unappeasable fury of Tophet, where his infinite vengeance may forever satiate itself on them. But, Swedenborg says, God is incapable of hatred or wrath: he casts no one into hell; but the wicked go where they belong by their own election, from the inherent fitness and preference of their ruling love. The evil man desires to be in hell because there he finds his food, employment, and home; in heaven he would suffer unutterable agonies from every circumstance. The wicked go into hell by the necessary and benignant love of God, not by his indignation; and their retributions are in their own characters, not in their prison-house. This does not flout and trample all magnanimity, nor shock the heart of piety; and yet, showing us men compelled to prefer wallowing in the filth and iniquities of hell, clinging to the very evils whose pangs transfix them, it gives us the direst of all the impressions of sin, and beneath the lowest deep of the popular hell opens to our shuddering conceptions a deep of loathsomeness immeasurably lower still.

Secondly, the Swedenborgian doctrine of the conditions of salvation or reprobation, when compared with the popular doctrine, is marked by striking depth of insight, justice, and liberality. Every man is free. Every man has power to receive the influx of truth and good from the
Lord and convert it to its blessed and saving uses,—piety towards God, 
good will towards the neighbor, and all kinds of right works. Who 
does this, no matter in what land or age he lives, becomes an heir of 
heaven. Who perverts those Divine gifts to selfishness and unrighteous 
deeds becomes a subject of hell. No mere opinion, no mere profession, 
no mere ritual services, no mere external obedience,—not all these things 
together,—can save a man, nor their absence condemn him; but the con-
trolling motive of his life, the central and ruling love which constitutes 
the substance of his being,—this decides every man’s doom. The view 
is simple, reasonable, just, necessary. And so is the doctrine of degrees 
accompanying it; namely, that there are in heaven different grades and 
qualities of exaltation and delight, and in hell of degradation and woe, 
for different men according to their capacities and deserts. A pro-
foundly ethical character pervades the scheme, and the great stamp of 

law is over it all.

Thirdly, a manifest advantage of Swedenborg’s doctrine over the 
popular doctrine is the intimate connection it establishes between the 
present and the future, the visible and the invisible, God and man. 
Heaven and hell are not distant localities, entrance into which is to be 
won or avoided by moral artifices or sacramental subterfuges, but they 
are states of being depending on personal goodness or evil. God is not 
throned at the heart or on the apex of the universe, where at some 
remote epoch we hope to go and see him, but he is the Life feeding our 
lives freshly every instant. The spiritual world, with all its hosts, sustains 
and arches, fills and envelops us. Death is the dropping of the outer 
body, the lifting of an opaque veil, and we are among the spirits, un-
changed, as we were before. Judgment is not a tribunal dawning on the 
close of the world’s weary centuries, but the momentary assimilation of 
a celestial or an infernal love leading to states and acts, rewards and re-
tributions, corresponding. Before this view the dead universe becomes 
a live transparency overwritten with the will, tremulous with the breath, 
and irradiate with the illumination of God.

We cannot but regret that the Swedenborgian view of the future life 
should be burdened and darkened with the terrible error of the dogma 
of eternal damnation, spreading over the state of all the subjects of the 
hells the pall of inmitigable hopelessness, denying that they can ever 
make the slightest ameliorating progress. We have never been able to 
see force enough in any of the arguments or assertions advanced in 
support of this tremendous horror to warrant the least hesitation in 
rejecting it. For ourselves, we must regard it as incredible, and think 
that God cannot permit it. Instruction, reformation, progress, are the 
final aims of punishment. Aspiration is the concomitant of conscious-
ness, and the authentic voice of God. Surely, sooner or later, in the 
boonful eternities of being, every creature capable of intelligence, allied 
to the moral law, drawing life from the Infinite, must begin to travel the 
ascending path of virtue and blessedness, and never retrograde again.
Neither can we admit in general the claim made by Swedenborg and by his disciples that the way in which he arrived at his system of theology elevates it to the rank of a Divine revelation. It is asserted that God opened his interior vision, so that he saw what had hitherto been concealed from the eyes of men in the flesh,—namely, the inhabitants, laws, contents, and experiences of the spiritual world,—and thus that his statements are not speculations or arguments, but records of unerring knowledge, his descriptions not fanciful pictures of the imagination, but literal transcripts of the truth he saw. This, in view of the great range of known experience, is not intrinsically probable, and we have seen no proof of it. Judging from what we know of psychological and religious history, it is far more likely that a man should confound his intangible reveries with solid fact than that he should be inspired by God to reveal a world of mysterious truths. Furthermore, while we are impressed with the reasonableness, probability, and consistency of most of the general principles of Swedenborg's exposition of the future life, we cannot but shrink from many of the details and forms in which he carries them out. Notwithstanding the earnest avowals of able disciples of his school that all his details are strictly necessitated by his premises, and that all his premises are laws of truth, we are compelled to regard a great many of his assertions as purely arbitrary and a great many of his descriptions as purely fanciful. But, denying that his scheme of eschatology is a scientific representation of the reality, and looking at it as a poetic structure reared by co-working knowledge and imagination on the ground of reason, nature, and morality,—whose foundation-walls, columns, and grand outlines are truth, while many of its details, ornaments, and images are fancy,—it must be acknowledged to be one of the most wonderful examples of creative power extant in the literature of the world. No one who has mastered it with appreciative mind will question this. There are, expressed and latent, in the totality of Swedenborg's accounts of hell and heaven, more variety of imagery, power of moral truth and appeal, exhibition of dramatic justice, transcendent delights of holiness and love, curling terrors of evil and woe, strength of philosophical grasp, and sublimity of emblematic conception, than are to be found in Dante's earth-renowned poem. We say this of the substance of his ideas, not of the shape and clothing in which they are represented. Swedenborg was no poet in language and form, only in conception.

Take this picture. In the topmost height of the celestial world the Lord appears as a sun, and all the infinite multitudes of angels, swarming up through the innumerable heavens, wherever they are, continually turn their faces towards him in love and joy. But at the bottom of the infernal world is a vast ball of blackness, towards which all the hosts of demons, crowding down through the successive hells, forever turn their eager faces away from God. Or consider this. Every thing consists of a great number of perfect leasts like itself; every heart is an aggregation of little hearts, every lung an aggregation of little lungs, every eye an
aggregation of little eyes. Following out the principle, every society in the spiritual world is a group of spirits arranged in the form of a man, every heaven is a gigantic man composed of an immense number of individuals, and all the heavens together constitute one Grand Man,—a countless number of the most intelligent angels forming the head, a stupendous organization of the most affectionate making the heart, the most humble going to the feet, the most useful attracted to the hands, and so on through every part.

With exceptions, then, we regard Swedenborg's doctrine of the future life as a free poetic presentment, not as a severe scientific statement,—of views true in moral principle, not of facts real in literal detail. His imagination and sentiment are mathematical and ethical instead of aesthetic and passionate. Milk seems to run in his veins instead of blood, but he is of truthfulness and charity all compact. We think it most probable that the secret of his supposed inspiration was the abnormal frequent or chronic turning of his mind into what is called the ecstatic or clairvoyant state. This condition being spontaneously induced, while he yet, in some unexplained manner, retained conscious possession and control of his usual faculties, he treated his subjective conceptions as objective realities, believed his interior contemplations were accurate visions of facts, and took the strange procession of systematic reveries through his teeming brain for a scenic revelation of the exhaustive mysteries of heaven and hell.

"Each wondrous guess beheld the truth it sought,
And inspiration flash'd from what was thought."

This hypothesis, taken in conjunction with the comprehensiveness of his mind, the vastness of his learning, the integral correctness of his conscience, and his disciplined habits of thought, will go far towards explaining the unparalleled phenomenon of his theological works; and, though it leaves many things unaccounted for, it seems to us more credible than any other which has yet been suggested.

The last of the three prominent phenomena which—as before said—followed the Protestant Reformation was rationalism,—an attempt to try all religious questions at the tribunal of reason and by the tests of science. The great movement led by Luther was but one element in a numerous train of influences and events all yielding their different contributions to that resolute rationalistic tendency which afterwards broke out so powerfully in England, France, and Germany, and, spreading thence into every country in Christendom, has been, in secret and in public, with slow, sure steps, irresistibly advancing ever since. In the history of scholasticism there were three distinct epochs. The first period was characterized by the servile submission and conformity of philosophy to the theology dictated by the Church. The second period was marked by the formal alliance and attempted reconciliation of philosophy and theology. The third period saw an ever-increasing jealousy
and separation between the philosophers and the theologians. Many an adventurous thinker pushed his speculations beyond the limits of the established theology, and deliberately dissented from the orthodox standards in his conclusions. Perhaps Abelard, who openly strove to put all the Church-dogmas in forms acceptable to philosophy, and who did not hesitate to reject in many instances what seemed to him unreasonable, deserves to be called the father of rationalism. The works of Des Cartes, Leibnitz, Wolf, Kant's "Religion within the Bounds of Pure Reason," together with the influence and the writings of many other eminent philosophers, gradually gave momentum to the impulse and popularity to the habits of free thought and criticism even in the realm of theology. The dogmatic scheme of the dominant Church was firmly seized, many errors shaken out to the light and exposed, and many long-received opinions questioned and flung into doubt. The authenticity of many of the popular doctrines regarding the future life could not fail to be denied as soon as it was attempted—as was extensively done about the middle of the eighteenth century—to demonstrate them by mathematical methods, with all the array of axioms, theorems, lemmas, doubts, and solutions. Fligge has historically illustrated the employment of this method at considerable length.

The essence of rationalism is the affirmation that neither the Fathers, nor the Church, nor the Scriptures, nor all of them together, can rightfully establish any proposition opposed to the logic of sound philosophy, the principles of reason, and the evident truth of nature. Around this thesis the battle has been fought and the victory won; and it will stand with spreading favor as long as there are unenslaved and cultivated minds in the world. This position is, in logical necessity, and as a general thing in fact, that of the large though loosely-cohering body of believers known as "Liberal Christians;" and it is tacitly held by still larger and ever-growing numbers nominally connected with sects that officially eschew it with horror. The result of the studies and discussions associated with this principle, so far as it relates to the subject before us, has been the rejection of the following popular doctrines:—the plenary inspiration of the Scriptures as an ultimate authority in matters of belief; unconditional predestination; the satisfaction-theory of the vicarious atonement; the visible second coming of Christ, in person, to burn up the world and to hold a general judgment; the intermediate state of souls; the resurrection of the body; a local hell of material fire in the bowels of the earth; the eternal damnation of the wicked. These old dogmas,

12 Cousin, Hist. Mod. Phil., lect. ix.
14 Geschichte des Glaubens an Unsterblichkeit, u. s. f., th. iii. abd. ii. ss. 281–289.
15 They are defended in all their literal grossness in the two following works, both recent publications, The World to Come; by the Rev. James Cochran. Der Tod, das Totenreich, und der Zustand der abgeschiedenen Seelen; von P. A. Maywahlen.
scarcely changed, still remain in the stereotyped creeds of all the prominent denominations; but they slumber there to an astonishing extent unrealized, unnoticed, unthought of, by the great multitude of common believers, while every consciously rational investigator vehemently repudiates them. To every candid mind that has really studied their nature and proofs their absurdity is now transparent on all the grounds alike of history, metaphysics, morals, and science.

The changes of the popular Christian belief in regard to three salient points have been especially striking. First, respecting the immediate fate of the dead,—an intermediate state. The predominant Jewish doctrine was that all souls went indiscriminately into a sombre under-world, where they awaited a resurrection. The earliest Christian view prevalent was the same, with the exception that it divided that place of departed spirits into two parts,—a painful for the bad, a pleasant for the good. The next opinion that prevailed—the Roman Catholic—was the same as the foregoing, with two exceptions: it established a purgatory in addition to the previous paradise and hell, and it opened heaven itself for the immediate entrance of a few spotless souls. Pope John XXII., as Gieseler shows, was accused of heresy by the theological doctors of Paris because he declared that no soul could enter heaven and enjoy the beatific vision until after the resurrection. Pope Benedict XII. drew up a list of one hundred and seventeen heretical opinions held by the Armenian Christians. One of these notions was that the souls of all deceased adults wander in the air until the Day of Judgment, neither hell, paradise, nor heaven being open to them until after that day. Thomas Aquinas says, "Each soul at death immediately flies to its appointed place, whether in hell or in heaven, being without the body until the resurrection, with it afterwards."16 Then came the dogma of the orthodox Protestants, slightly varying in the different sects, but generally agreeing that at death all redeemed souls pass instantly to heaven and all unredeemed souls to hell.17 The principal variation from this among believers within the Protestant fellowship has been the notion that the souls of all men die or sleep with the body until the Day of Judgment,—a notion which peeps out here and there in superstitious spots along the pages of ecclesiastical history, and which has found now and then an advocate during the last century and a half. The Council of Elvin, in Spain, forbade the lighting of tapers in churchyards, lest it should disturb the souls of the deceased buried there. At this day, in prayers and addresses at funerals, no phrases are more common than those alluding to death as a sleep, and implying that the departed one is to slumber peacefully in his grave until the resurrection. And yet, at the same time, by the same persons contrary ideas are frequently expressed. The truth is, the sub-

16 Summa iii. in Suppl. 69. 2.
17 Confession of Faith of the Church of Scotland, ch. xxxii. Calvin, Institutes, lib. iii. cap. xxv.; and his Psychopannychia. Quenstedt also affirms it. Likewise the Confession of Faith of the Westminster Divines, art. xxxii., says, "Souls neither die nor sleep, but go immediately to heaven or hell."
ject, owing to the contradictions between their creed and their reason, is left by most persons in hopeless confusion and uncertainty. They have no determinately reconciled and conscious views of their own. Rationalism sweeps away all the foregoing incongruous medley at once, denying that we know anything about the precise localities of heaven and hell, or the destined order of events in the hidden future of separate souls; affirming that all we should dare to say is simply that the souls whether of good or of bad men, on leaving the body, go at once into a spiritual state of being, where they will live immortally, as God decrees, never returning to be reinvested with the vanished charnel-houses of clay they once inhabited.

Secondly, the thought that Christ after his death descended into the under-world to ransom mankind, or a part of mankind, from the doom there, is in the foundation of the apostolic theology. It was a central element in the belief of the Fathers, and of the Church for fourteen hundred years. None of the prominent Protestant reformers thought of denying it. Calvin lays great stress on it.Æpinus and others, at Hamburg, maintained that Christ’s descent was a part of his humiliation, and that in it he suffered unutterable pains for us. On the other hand, Melancthon and the Wittenbergers held that the descent was a part of Christ’s triumph, since by it he won a glorious victory over the powers of hell. But gradually the importance and the redeeming effects attached to Christ’s descent into hell were transferred to his death on the cross. Slowly the primitive dogma dwindled away, and finally sunk out of sight, through an ever-encroaching disbelief in the physical conditions on which it rested and in the pictorial environments by which it was recommended. And now it is scarcely ever heard of, save when brought out from old scholastic tomes by some theological delver. Baumgarten-Crusius has learnedly illustrated the important place long held by this notion, and well shown its gradual retreat into the unnoticed background.

The other particular doctrine which we said had undergone remarkable change is in regard to the number of the saved. A blessed improvement has come over the popular Christian feeling and teaching in respect to this momentous subject. The Jews excluded from salvation all but their own strict ritualists. The apostles, it is true, excluded none but the stubbornly wicked. But the majority of the Fathers virtually allowed the possibility of salvation to few indeed. Chrysostom doubted if out of the hundred thousand souls constituting the Christian population of Antioch in his day one hundred would be saved. And when we read, with trembling soul, the calculations of Cornelius a Lapide, or the celebrated sermon of Massillon on the “Small Number of the Saved,”
we are compelled to confess that they fairly represent the almost universal sentiment and conviction of Christendom for more than seventeen hundred years. A quarto volume published in London in 1680, by Du Moulin, called "Moral Reflections upon the Number of the Elect," affirmed that not one in a million, from Adam down to our times, shall be saved. A flaming execration blasted the whole heathen world, and a metaphysical quibble doomed ninety-nine of every hundred in Christian lands. Collect the whole relevant theological literature of the Christian ages, from the birth of Tertullian to the death of Jonathan Edwards, strike the average pitch of its doctrinal temper, and you will get this result:—that in the field of human souls Satan is the harvester, God the gleaner; hell receives the whole vintage in its wine-press of damnation, heaven obtains only a few straggling clusters-plucked for salvation. The crowded wains roll staggering into the iron doorways of Satan's fire-and-brimstone barns; the redeemed vestiges of the world-crop of men are easily borne to heaven in the arms of a few weeping angels. How different is the prevailing tone of preaching and belief now! What a cheerful ascent of views from the mournful passage of the dead over the river of oblivion fancied by the Greeks, or the excruciating passage of the river of fire painted by the Catholics, to the happy passage of the river of balm, healing every weary bruise and sorrow, promised by the Universalists! It is true, the old harsh exclusiveness is still organically imbedded in the established creeds, all of which deny the possibility of salvation beyond the little circle who vitally appropriate the vicarious atonement of Christ; but then this is, for the most part, a dead letter in the creeds. In the hearts and in the candid confessions of all but one in a thousand it is discredited and sincerely repelled as an abomination to human nature, a reflection against God, an outrage upon the substance of ethics. Remorseless bigots may gloat and exult over the thought that those who reject their dogmas shall be thrust into the roaring fire-gorges of hell; but a better spirit is the spirit of the age we live in; and, doubtless, a vast majority of the men we daily meet really believe that all who try to the best of their ability, according to their light and circumstances, to do what is right, in the love of God and man, shall be saved. In that moving scene of the great dramatist where the burial of the innocent and hapless Ophelia is represented, and Laertes vainly seeks to win from the Church-official the full funeral-rites of religion over her grave, the priest may stand for the false and cruel ritual spirit, the brother for the just and native sentiment of the human heart. Says the priest,—

"We should profane the service of the dead
To sing a requiem and such rest to her
As to peace-parted souls."

22 Götzè, Ueber die Neue Meinung von der Seligkeit der angeblich guten und redlichen Seelen unter Juden, Heiden, und Türken durch Christum, ohne dass sie an ihn glauben.
And Laertes replies,—

"Lay her in the earth:
And from her fair and unpolluted flesh
Shall violets spring. I tell thee, churlish priest,
A ministering angel shall my sister be
When thou liest howling."

Indeed, who that has a heart in his bosom would not be ashamed not to sympathize with the gentle-hearted Burns when he expresses even to the devil himself the quaint and kindly wish,—

"Oh wad ye tak' a thought and mend!"  
The creeds and the priests, in congenial alliance with many evil things, may strive to counteract this progressive self-emancipation from cruel falsehoods and superstitions, but in vain. The terms of salvation are seen lying in the righteous will of a gracious God, not in the heartless caprice of a priesthood nor in the iron grip of a set of dogmas. The old priestly monopoly over the way to heaven has been taken off in the knowledge of the enlightened present, and, for all who have unfettered feet to walk with, the passage to God is now across a free bridge. The ancient exactors may still sit in their toll-house creeds and confessionals; but their authority is gone, and the virtuous traveller, stepping from the ground of time upon the planks that lead over into eternity, smiles as he passes scot-free by their former taxing terrors. The reign of sacramentalists and dogmatists rapidly declines. Reason, common sentiment, the liberal air, the best and strongest tendencies of the people, are against them to-day, and will be more against them in every coming day. Every successive explosion of the Second-Adventist fanaticism will leave less of that element behind. Its rage in America, under the auspices of Miller, in the nineteenth century, was tame and feeble when compared with the terror awakened in Europe in the fifteenth century by Stofler's prediction of an approaching comet. Every new discovery of the harmonies of science, and of the perfections of nature, and of the developments of the linear logic of God consistently unfolding in implicated sequences of peaceful order unperturbed by shocks of failure and epochs of remedy, will increase and popularize an intelligent faith in the original ordinance and the intended permanence of the present constitution of things. Finally men will cease to be looking up to see the blue dome cleave open for the descent of angelic squadrons headed by the majestic Son of God, the angry breath of his mouth consuming the world,—cease to expect salvation by any other method than that of earnest and devout truthfulness, love, good works, and pious submissiveness to God,—cease to fancy that their souls, after waiting through the long sleep or separation of death, will return and take on their old bodies again. Recognising the Divine plan for training souls in this lower and transient state for a higher and immortal state, they will endeavor, in

Bayle, Historical Dictionary, art. Stofler, note B.
natural piety and mutual love, while they live, to exhaust the genuine uses of the world that now is, and thus prepare themselves to enter with happiest auspices, when they die, the world prepared for them beyond the dim reaching of these mortal shores.

These cheerful prophecies must be verified in the natural course of things. The rapid spread of the doctrine of a future life taught by the "Spirit-rappers" is a remarkable revelation of the great extent to which the minds of the common people have at last become free from the long domination of the ecclesiastical dogmas on that subject. The leading representatives of the "Spiritualists" affirm, with much unanimity, the most comforting conclusions as to the condition of the departed. They exclude all wrath and favoritism from the disposition of the Deity. They have little—in fact, they often have nothing whatever—to say of hell. They emphatically repudiate the ordinarily-taught terms of salvation, and deny the doctrine of hopeless reprobation. All death is beautiful and progressive. "Every form and thing is constantly growing lovelier and every sphere purer." The abode of each soul in the future state is determined, not by decrees or dogmas or forms of any kind, but by qualities of character, degrees of love, purity, and wisdom. There are seven ascending spheres, each more abounding than the one below it in beauties, glories, and happiness. "The first sphere is the natural; the second, the spiritual; the third, the celestial; the fourth, the supernatural; the fifth, the superspiritual; the sixth, the supercelestial; the seventh, the Infinite Vortex of Love and Wisdom." Whatever be thought of the pretensions of this doctrine to be a Divine revelation, whatever be thought of its various psychological, cosmological, and theological characteristics, its ethics are those of natural reason. It is wholly irreconcilable with the popular ecclesiastical system of doctrines. Its epidemic diffusion until now—burdened as it is with such nauseating accompaniments of crudity and absurdity, it reckons its adherents by millions—is a tremendous evidence of the looseness with which the old, cruel dogmas sit on the minds of the masses of the people, and of their eager readiness to welcome more humane views.

In science the erroneous doctrines of the Middle Age are now generally discarded. The mention of them but provokes a smile or awakens surprise. Yet, as compared with the historic annals of our race, it is but recently that the true order of the solar system has been unveiled, the weight of the air discovered, the circulation of the blood made known, the phenomena of insanity intelligently studied, the results of physiological chemistry brought to light, the symmetric domain and sway of calculable law pushed far out in every direction of nature and experience. It used to be supposed that digestion was effected by means of a mechanical power equal to many tons. Borelli asserted that the muscular force of the heart was one hundred and eighty thousand pounds. These

absurd estimates only disappeared when the properties of the gastric juice were discerned. The method in which we distinguish the forms and distances of objects was not understood until Berkeley published his "New Theory of Vision." Few persons are aware of the opposition of bigotry, stolidity, and authority against which the brilliant advances of scientific discovery and mechanical invention and social improvement have been forced to contend, and in despite of which they have slowly won their way. Excommunications, dungeons, fires, sneers, polite persecution, bitter neglect, tell the story, from the time the Athenians banned Anaxagoras for calling the sun a mass of fire, to the day an English mob burned the warehouses of Arkwright because he had invented the spinning-jenny. But, despite all the hostile energies of establishment, prejudice, and scorn, the earnest votaries of philosophical truth have studied and toiled with ever-accumulating victories, until now a hundred sciences are ripe with emancipating fruits and perfect freedom to be taught. Railroads gird the lands with ribs of trade, telegraphs thread the airs with electric tidings of events, and steamships crease the seas with channels of foam and fire. There is no longer danger of any one being put to death, or even being excluded from the "best society," for saying that the earth moves. An eclipse cannot be regarded as the frown of God when it is regularly foretold with certainty. The measurement of the atmosphere exterminated the wisacre proverb, "Nature abhors a vacuum," by the burlesque addition, "but only for the first thirty-two feet." The madman cannot be looked on as divinely inspired, his words to be caught as oracles, or as possessed by a devil, to be chained and scourged, since Pinel's great work has brought insanity within the range of organic disease. When Franklin's kite drew electricity from the cloud to his knuckle, the superstitious theory of thunder died a natural death.

The vast progress effected in all departments of physical science during the last four centuries has not been made in any kindred degree in the prevailing theology. Most of the harsh, unreasonable tenets of the elaborately morbid and distorted mediaeval theology are still retained in the creeds of the great majority of Christendom. The causes of this difference are plain. The establishment of newly-discovered truths in material science being less intimately connected with the prerogatives of the ruling classes, less clearly hostile to the permanence of their power, they have not offered so pertinacious an opposition to progress in this province: they have yielded a much larger freedom to physicists than to moralists, to discoverers of mathematical, chemical, and mechanical law than to reformers of political and religious thought. Livy tells us that, in the five hundred and seventy-third year of Rome, some concealed books of Numa were found, which, on examination by the priests, being thought injurious to the established religion,—were ordered to be burned.25 The charge was not that they were ungenuine, nor that their

25 Lib. xl. cap. xxix.
contents were false; but they were dangerous. In the second century, an imperial decree forbade the reading of the Sibylline Oracles, because they contained prophecies of Christ and doctrines of Christianity. By an act of the English Parliament, in the middle of the seventeenth century, every copy of the Racovian Catechism (an exposition of the Socinian doctrine) that could be obtained was burned in the streets. The Index Expurgatorius for Catholic countries is still freshly filled every year. And in Protestant countries a more subtle and a more effectual influence prevents, on the part of the majority, the candid perusal of all theological discussions which are not pitched in the orthodox key. Certain dogmas are the absorbed thought of the sects which defend them: no fresh and independent thinking is to be expected on those subjects, no matter how purely fictitious these secretions of the brain of the denomination or of some ancient leader may be, no matter how glaringly out of keeping with the intelligence and liberty which reign in other realms of faith and feeling. There is nowhere else in the world a tyranny so pervasive and despotic as that which rules in the department of theological opinion. The prevalent slothful and slavish surrender of the grand privileges and duties of individual thought, independent personal conviction and action in religious matters, is at once astonishing, pernicious, and disgraceful. The effect of entrenched tradition, priestly directors, a bigoted, overawing, and persecuting sectarianism, is nowhere else a hundredth part so powerful or so extensive.

In addition to the bitter determination by interested persons to suppress reforming investigations of the doctrines which hold their private prejudices in supremacy, and to the tremendous social prestige of old establishment, another cause has been active to keep theology stationary while science has been making such rapid conquests. Science deals with tangible quantities, theology with abstract qualities. The cultivation of the former yields visible practical results of material comfort; the cultivation of the latter yields only inward spiritual results of mental welfare. Accordingly, science has a thousand resolute rotaries where theology has one unshackled disciple. At this moment, a countless multitude, furnished with complex apparatus, are ransacking every nook of nature, and plucking trophies, and the world with honoring attention reads their reports. But how few with competent preparation and equipment, with fearless consecration to truth, unhampered, with fresh free vigor, are scrutinizing the problems of theology, enthusiastically bent upon refuting errors and proving verities! And what reception do the conclusions of those few meet at the hands of the public? Surely not prompt recognition, frank criticism, and grateful acknowledgment or courteous refutation. No; but studied exclusion from notice, or sophistical evasions and insulting vituperation. What a striking and painful contrast is afforded by the generous encouragement given to the students of science by the annual bestowment of rewards by the scientific societies—such as the Cuvier Prize, the Royal Medal, the Rumford Medal—
and the jealous contempt and assaults visited by the sectarian authorities upon those earnest students of theology who venture to propose any innovating improvement! Suppose there were annually awarded an Aquinas Prize, a Fénelon Medal, a Calvin Medal, a Luther Medal, a Channing Medal, not to the one who should present the most ingenious defence of any peculiar tenet of one of those masters, but to him who should offer the most valuable fresh contribution to theological truth! What should we think if the French Institute offered a gold medal every year to the astronomer who presented the ablest essay in support of the Ptolemaic system, or if the Royal Society voted a diploma for the best method of casting nativities? Such is the course pursued in regard to dogmatic theology. The consequence has been that while elsewhere the ultimate standard by which to try a doctrine is, What do the most competent judges say? What does unprejudiced reason dictate? What does the great harmony of truth require? in theology it is, What do the committed priests say? How does it comport with the old traditions?

We read in the Hak-ul-Yakeen that the envoy of Herk, Emperor of Rûm, once said to the prophet, "You summon people to a Paradise whose extent includes heaven and earth; where, then, is hell?" Mohammed replied, "When day comes, where is night?" That is to say,—according to the traditionary gloses,—as day and night are opposite, so Paradise is at the zenith and hell at the nadir. Yes; but if Paradise be above the heavens, and hell below the seventh earth, then how can Sirât be extended over hell for people to pass to Paradise? "We reply," say the authors of the Hak-ul-Yakeen, "that speculation on this subject is not necessary, nor to be regarded. Implicit faith in what the prophets have revealed must be had; and explanatory surmises, which are the occasion of Satanic doubts, must not be indulged."25 Certainly this exclusion of reason cannot always be suffered. It is fast giving way already. And it is inevitable that, when reason secures its right and bears its rightful fruits in moral subjects as it now does in physical subjects, the mediæval theology must be rejected as mediæval science has been. It is the common doctrine of the Church that Christ now sits in heaven in a human body of flesh and blood. Calvin separated the Divine nature of Christ from this human body; but Luther made the two natures inseparable and attributed ubiquity to the body in which they reside, thus asserting the omnipresence of a material human body, a bulk of a hundred and fifty pounds' weight more or less. He furiously assailed Zwingle's objection to this monstrous nonsense, as "a devil's mask and grandchild of that old witch, mistress Reason."26 The Roman Church teaches, and her adherents devoutly believe, that the house of the Virgin Mary was conveyed on the wings of angels from Nazareth to the eastern slope of the Apennines above the Adriatic Gulf.28 The English Church, consistently interpreted, teaches that there is no salvation without baptism.

25 Merrick, Hyât-ul-Kulûb, note 74.  26 Hagenbach, Dogmengeschichte, sect. 265, note 2.  28 Christian Remembrancer, April, 1855. A full and able history of the "Holy House of Loretto."
by priests in the line of apostolic succession. These are but ordinary specimens of teachings still humbly received by the mass of Christians. The common distrust with which the natural operations of reason are regarded in the Church, the extreme reluctance to accept the conclusions of mere reason, seem to us discreditable to the theological leaders who represent the current creeds of the approved sects. Many an influential theologian could learn invaluable lessons from the great guides in the realm of science. The folly which acute learned wise men will be guilty of the moment they turn to theological subjects, where they do not allow reason to act, is both ludicrous and melancholy. The victim of lyceanthropy used to be burned alive; he is now placed under the careful treatment of skilful and humane physicians. But the heretic or infidel is still thought to be inspired by the devil,—a fit subject for discipline here and hell hereafter. The light shed abroad by the rising spirit of rational investigation must gradually dispel the delusions which lurk in the vales of theology, as it already has dispelled those that formerly haunted the hills of science. The spectres which have so long terrified a childish world will successively vanish from the path of man as advancing reason, in the name of the God of truth, utters its imperial "Avant!"

Henry More wrote a book on the "Immortality of the Soul," printed in London in 1659, just two hundred years ago. It is full of beauty, acumen, and power. He was one of the first men of the time. Yet he seriously elaborates an argument like this:—"The scum and spots that lie on the sun are as great an Argument that there is no Divinity in him as the dung of Owls and Sparrows that is found on the faces and shoulders of Idols in Temples are clear evidences that they are no true Deities." He also in good faith tells a story like this:—"That a Woman with child, seeing a Butcher divide a Swine's head with a Cleaver, brought forth her Child with its face cloven in the upper jaw, the palate, and upper lip to the very nose." The progress marked by the contrast of the scientific spirit of the present time with the ravenous credulity of even two centuries back must continue and spread into every province. Some may vilify it; but in vain. Some may sophisticate against it; but in vain. Some may invoke authority and social persecution to stop it; but in vain. Some may appeal to the prejudices and fears of the timid; but in vain. Some may close their own eyes, and hold their hands before their neighbors' eyes, and attempt to shut out the light; but in vain. It will go on. It is the interest of the world that it should go on. It is the manly and the religious course to help this progress with prudence and reverence. Truth is the will of God, the way he has made things to be and to act, the way he wishes free beings to exist and to act. He has ordained the gradual discovery of truth. And despite the struggles of selfish tyranny, and the complacency of luxurious ease, and the terror of ignorant cowardice, truth will be more and more brought to universal acceptance.

* Preface, p.10.  
Some men have fancied their bodies composed of butter or of glass; but when compelled to move out into the sunlight or the crowd they did not melt nor break. Esquirol had a patient who did not dare to bend her thumb, lest the world should come to an end. When forced to bend it, she was surprised that the crack of doom did not follow.

The mechanico-theatrical character of the popular theology is enough to reveal its origin and its fundamental falsity. The difference between its lurid and phantasyal details and the calm eternal verities in the divinely-constituted order of nature is as great as the difference between those stars which one sees in consequence of a blow on the forehead and those he sees by turning his gaze to the nightly sky. To every competent thinker, the bare appreciation of such a passage as that which closes Chateaubriand's chapter on the Last Judgment, with the huge bathos of its incongruous mixture of sublime and absurd, is its sufficient refutation:

"The globe trembles on its axis; the moon is covered with a bloody veil; the threatening stars hang half detached from the vault of heaven, and the agony of the world commences. Now resounds the trump of the angel. The sepulchres burst: the human race issues all at once, and fills the Valley of Jehoshaphat! The Son of Man appears in the clouds; the powers of hell ascend from the infernal depths; the goats are separated from the sheep; the wicked are plunged into the gulf; the just ascend to heaven; God returns to his repose, and the reign of eternity begins."

Nothing saves this whole scheme of doctrine from instant rejection except neglect of thought, or incompetence of thought, on the part of those who contemplate it. The peculiar dogmas of the exclusive sects are the products of mental and social disease,—psychological growths in pathological moulds. The naked shapes of beautiful women floating around St. Anthony in full display of their maddening charms are interpreted by the Romanist Church as a visible work of the devil. An intelligent physician accounts for them by the laws of physiology,—the morbid action of morbid nerves. There is no doubt whatever as to which of these explanations is correct. The absolute prevalence of that explanation is merely a question of time. Meanwhile, it is the part of every wise and devout man, without bigotry, without hatred for any, with strict fidelity to his own convictions, with entire tolerance and kindness for all who differ from him, sacredly to seek after verity himself and earnestly to endeavor to impart it to others. To such men forms of opinion, instead of being prisons, fetters, and barriers, will be but as tents of a night while they march through life, the burning and cloudy column of inquiry their guide, the eternal temple of truth their goal.

The actual relation, the becoming attitude, the appropriate feeling, of man towards the future state, the concealed segment of his destiny, are impressively shown in the dying scene of one of the wisest and most gifted of men,—one of the fittest representatives of the modern mind.

31 Bucknill and Tuke, Psychological Medicine, ch. ix.
In a good old age, on a pleasant spring day, with a vast expanse of experience behind him, with an immensity of hope before him, he lay calmly expiring. "More light!" he cried, with departing breath; and Death, solemn warder of eternity, led him, blinded, before the immemorial veil of awe and secrets. It uprolled as the flesh-bandage fell from his spirit, and he walked at large, triumphant or appalled, amidst the unimagined revelations of God.

And now, recalling the varied studies we have passed through, and seeking for the conclusion or root of the matter, what shall we say? This much we will say. First, the fearless Christian, fully acquainted with the results of a criticism unsparing as the requisitions of truth and candor, can scarcely, with intelligent honesty, do more than place his hand on the beating of his heart, and fix his eye on the riven tomb of Jesus, and exclaim, "Feeling here the inspired promise of immortality, and seeing there the sign of God's authentic seal, I gratefully believe that Christ has risen, and that my soul is deathless!" Secondly, the trusting philosopher, fairly weighing the history of the world's belief in a future life, and the evidences on which it rests, can scarcely, with justifying warrant, do less than lay his hand on his body, and turn his gaze aloft, and exclaim, "Though death shatters this shell, the soul may survive, and I confidently hope to live forever." Meanwhile, the believer and the speculator, combining to form a Christian philosophy wherein doubt and faith, thought and freedom, reason and sentiment, nature and revelation, all embrace, even as the truth of things and the experience of life demand, may both adopt for their own the expression wrought for himself by a pure and fervent poet in these freighted lines of pathetic beauty:—

"I gather up the scattered rays
Of wisdom in the early days,—
Faint gleams and broken, like the light
Of meteors in a Northern night,
Betraying to the darkling earth
The unseen sun which gave them birth;
I listen to the sibyl's chant,
The voice of priest and hierophant;
I know what Indian Krisna saith,
And what of life and what of death
The demon taught to Socrates,
And what, beneath his garden-trees
Slow-pacing, with a dream-like tread,
The solemn-thoughted Plato said;
Nor lack I tokens, great or small,
Of God's clear light in each and all,
While holding with more dear regard
Than scroll of heathen seer and bard
The starry pages, promise-lit,
With Christ's evangel overwrit,
Thy miracle of life and death,
O Holy One of Nazareth!"33

33 Whittier, Questions of Life.
PART FIFTH.

HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL DISSERTATIONS CONCERNING A FUTURE LIFE.

CHAPTER I.

DOCTRINE OF A FUTURE LIFE IN THE ANCIENT MYSTERIES.

The power of the old religions was for centuries concentrated in the Mysteries. These were recondite institutions, sometimes wielded by the state, sometimes by a priesthood, sometimes by a ramifying private society. None could be admitted into them save with the permission of the hierarchs, by rites of initiation, and under solemn seals of secrecy. These mysterious institutions, charged with strange attractions, shrouded in awful wonder, were numerous, and, agreeing in some of their fundamental features, were spread nearly all over the world. The writings of the ancients abound with references to them, mostly eulogistic. The mighty part played by these veiled bodies in the life of the periods when they flourished, the pregnant hints and alluring obscurities amid which they stand in relation to the learning of modern times, have repeatedly obtained wide attention, elicited opposite opinions, provoked fierce debates, and led different inquirers to various conclusions as to their true origin, character, scope, meaning, and results.

One of the principal points in discussion by scholars concerning the Mysteries has been whether they inculcated an esoteric doctrine of philosophy, opposed to the popular religion. Some writers have maintained that in their symbols and rites was contained a pure system of monotheistic ethics and religion. Our own opinion is that in some of these institutions, at one period, higher theological views and scientific speculations were unfolded, but in others never. Still, it is extremely difficult to prove anything on this part of the general subject: there is much that is plausible to be said on both sides of the question. Another query to be noticed in passing is in regard to the degree of exclusiveness and concealment really attached to the form of initiation.
Lobeck, in his celebrated work, "Aglauophamus," borne away by a theory, assumes the extravagant position that the Eleusinian Mysteries were almost freely open to all.\(^1\) His error seems to lie in not distinguishing sufficiently between the Lesser and the Greater Mysteries, and in not separating the noisy shows of the public festal days from the initiatory and explanatory rites of personal admission within the mystic pale. The notorious facts that strict inquiry was made into the character and fitness of the applicant before his admission, and that many were openly rejected,—that instant death was inflicted on all who intruded unprepared within the sacred circuits, and that death was the penalty of divulging what happened during the celebrations,—all are inconsistent with the notion of Lobeck, and prove that the Mysteries were hedged about with dread. Æschylus narrowly escaped being torn in pieces upon the stage by the people on suspicion that in his play he had given a hint of something in the Mysteries. He delivered himself by appealing to the Areopagus, and proving that he had never been initiated. Andocides also, a Greek orator who lived about four hundred years before Christ, was somewhat similarly accused, and only escaped by a strenuous defence of himself in an oration, still extant, entitled "Concerning the Mysteries."

A third preliminary matter is as to the moral character of the services performed by these companies. Some held that their characteristics were divinely pure, intellectual, exalting; others that in abandoned pleasures they were fouler than the Stygian pit. The Church-Fathers, Clement, Irenæus, Tertullian, and the rest, influenced by a mixture of prejudice, hatred, and horror, against every thing connected with paganism, declared, in round terms, that the Mysteries were unmitigated sinks of iniquity and shame, lust, murder, and all promiscuous devilry. Without pausing to except or qualify, or to be thoroughly informed and just, they included the ancient stern generations and their own degraded contemporaries, the vile rites of the Corinthian Aphrodite and the solemn service of Demeter; the furious revels of the Bacchanalians and the harmonious mental worship of Apollo, all in one indiscriminate charge of insane beastliness and idolatry. Their view of the Mysteries has been most circulated among the moderns by Leland's learned but bigoted work on the "Use and Necessity of a Divine Revelation." He would have us regard each one as a vortex of atheistic sensuality and crime. There should be discrimination. The facts are undoubtably these, as we might abundantly demonstrate were it in the province of the present essay. The original Mysteries, the authoritative institutions co-ordinated with the state or administered by the poets and philosophers, were pure: their purpose was to purify the lives and characters of their disciples. Their means were a complicated apparatus of sensible and symbolic revelations and instructions admirably calculated to im-

\(^1\) Lib. i. sects. 4, 5.
press the most salutary moral and religious lessons. In the first place, is it credible that the state would fling its auspices over societies whose function was to organize lawlessness and debauchery, to make a business of vice and filth? Among the laws of Solon is a regulation decreeing that the Senate shall convene in the Eleusinian temple, the day after the festival, to inquire whether every thing had been done with reverence and propriety. Secondly, if such was the character of these secrets, why was inquisition always made into the moral habits of the candidate, that he might be refused admittance if they were bad? This inquiry was severe, and the decision unrelenting. Alcibiades was rejected, as we learn from Plutarch's life of him, on account of his dissoluteness and insubordination in the city. Nero dared not attend the Eleusinian Mysteries, "because to the murder of his mother he had joined the slaughter of his paternal aunt." All accepted candidates were scrupulously purified in thought and body, and clad in white robes, for nine days previous to their reception. Thirdly, it is intrinsically absurd to suppose that an institution of gross immorality and cruelty could have flourished in the most polite and refined Greek nation, as the Eleusinian Mysteries did for over eighteen hundred years, ranking among its members a vast majority of both sexes, of all classes, of all ages, and constantly celebrating its rites before immense audiences of them all. Finally, a host of men like Plato, Sophocles, Cimon, Lycurgus, Cicero, were members of these bodies, partook in their transactions, and have left on record eulogies of them and of their influence. The concurrent testimony of antiquity is that in the Great Mysteries the desires were chastened, the heart purified, the mind calmed, the soul inspired,—all the virtues of morality and hopes of religion taught and enforced with sublime solemnities. There is no just ground for suspecting this to be false.

But there remains something more and different to be said also. While the authorized Mysteries were what we have asserted, there did afterwards arise spurious Mysteries, in names, forms, and pretensions partially resembling the genuine ones, under the control of the most unprincipled persons, and in which unquestionably the excesses of unbelief, drunkenness, and prostitution held riot. These depraved societies were foreign grafts from the sensual pantheism ever nourished in the voluptuous climes of the remote East. They established themselves late in Greece, but were developed at Rome in such unbridled enormities as compelled the Senate to suppress them. Livy gives a detailed and vivid account of the whole affair in his history. But the gladiators, scoundrels, rakes, bawds, who swarmed in these stews of rotting Rome, are hardly to be confounded with the noble men and matrons of the earlier time who openly joined in the pure Mysteries with the approving example of the holiest bards, the gravest statesmen, and the profoundest sages,—men like Pindar, Pericles, and Pythagoras.

---

2 Suetonius, Vita Neronis, cap. xxxiv.  
3 Lib. xxxix. cap. viii.–xvi.
Ample facilities are afforded in the numerous works to which we shall refer for unmasking the different organizations that travelled over the earth in the guise of the Mysteries, and of seeing what deceptive arts were practised in some, what superhuman terrors paraded in others, what horrid cruelties perpetrated in others, what leading objects sought in each.

The Mysteries have many bearings on several distinct subjects; but in those aspects we have not space here to examine them. We purpose to consider them solely in their relation to the doctrine of a future life. We are convinced that the very heart of their secret, the essence of their meaning in their origin and their end, was no other than the doctrine of an immortality succeeding a death. Gessner published a book at Göttingen, so long ago as the year 1755, maintaining this very assertion. His work, which is quite scarce now, bears the title "Dogma de perenni Animorum Natura per Sacra præcipe Eleusinia Propagata." The consenting testimony of more than forty of the most authoritative ancient writers comes down to us in their surviving works to the effect that those who were admitted into the Mysteries were thereby purified, led to holy lives, joined in communion with the gods, and assured of a better fate than otherwise could be expected in the future state. Two or three specimens from these witnesses will suffice. Aristophanes, in the second act of the Frogs, describes an elysium of the initiates after death, where he says they bound "in sportive dances on rose-enamelled meadows; for the light is cheerful only to those who have been initiated."4 Pansanias describes the uninitiated as being compelled in Hades to carry water in buckets bored full of holes.5 Isocrates says, in his Panegyric, "Demeter, the goddess of the Eleusinian Mysteries, fortifies those who have been initiated against the fear of death, and teaches them to have sweet hopes concerning eternity." The old Orphic verses cited by Thomas Taylor in his Treatise on the Mysteries run thus:—

"The soul that uninitiated dies
Plunged in the blackest mire in Hades lies."

The same statement is likewise found in Plato, who, in another place, also explicitly declares that a doctrine of future retribution was taught in the Mysteries and believed by the serious.6 Cicero says, "Initiation makes us both live more honorably and die with better hopes."7 In seasons of imminent danger—as in a shipwreck—it was customary for a man to ask his companion, Hast thou been initiated? The implication is that initiation removed fear of death by promising a happy life to follow.8 A fragment preserved from a very ancient author is plain on this subject. "The soul is affected in death just as it is in the initiation into the great Mysteries: thing answers to thing. At first it passes through darkness, horrors, and toils. Then are disclosed a wondrous light, pure places, flowery meads, replete with mystic sounds, dances,

---

4 Scene iii. 5 Lib. x. cap. xxxi. 6 Phaedon, sect. xxxviii.
7 Leg., lib. ix. cap. x. 8 De Leg., lib. ii. cap. xiv. 9 St. John, Hellenes, ch. xi.
and sacred doctrines, and holy visions. Then, perfectly enlightened, they are free: crowned, they walk about worshipping the gods and conversing with good men." The principal part of the hymn to Ceres, attributed to Homer, is occupied with a narrative of her labors to endow the young Demophoon, mortal child of Metaneira, with immortality. Now, Ceres was the goddess of the Mysteries; and the last part of this very hymn recounts how Persephone was snatched from the light of life into Hades and restored again. Thus we see that the implications of the indirect evidence, the leanings and guidings of all the incidental clews now left us to the real aim and purport of the Mysteries, combine to assure us that their chief teaching was a doctrine of a future life in which there should be rewards and punishments. All this we shall more fully establish, both by direct proofs and by collateral supports.

It is a well-known fact, intimately connected with the different religions of Greece and Asia Minor, that during the time of harvest in the autumn, and again at the season of sowing in the spring, the shepherds, the vintagers, and the people in general, were accustomed to observe certain sacred festivals,—the autumnal sad, the vernal joyous. These undoubtedly grew out of the deep sympathy between man and nature over the decay and disappearance, the revival and return, of vegetation. When the hot season had withered the verdure of the fields, plaintive songs were sung, their wild melancholy notes and snatches borne abroad by the breeze and their echoes dying at last in the distance. In every instance, these mournful strains were the annual lamentation of the people over the death of some mythical boy of extraordinary beauty and promise, who, in the flower of youth, was suddenly drowned, or torn in pieces by wild beasts,—

"Some Hyacinthine boy, for whom
Morn well might break and April bloom."

Among the Argives it was Linus. With the Arcadians it was Secephrus. In Phrygia it was Lityurses. On the shore of the Black Sea it was Bormus. In the country of the Bithynians it was Hylas. At Pelusium it was Maneros. And in Syria it was Adonis. The untimely death of these beautiful boys, carried off in their morning of life, was yearly bewailed,—their names re-echoing over the plains, the fountains, and among the hills. It is obvious that these cannot have been real persons whose death excited a sympathy so general, so recurrent. "The real object of lamentation," says Müller, "was the tender beauty of spring destroyed by the raging heat, and other similar phenomena, which the imagination of those early times invested with a personal form." All this was woven into the Mysteries, whose great legend and drama were that every autumn Persephone was carried down to the dark realm of the King of Shadows, but that she was to return each spring to her mother's arms. Thus were described

10 Sentences of Stobæus, Sermo CXIX.
11 History of the Literature of Ancient Greece, ch. iii, sects. 2-3.
the withdrawal and reappearance of vegetable life in the alternations of the seasons. But these changes of nature typified the changes in the human lot; else Persephone would have been merely a symbol of the buried grain and would not have become the Queen of the Dead.\(^{12}\) Her return to the world of light, by natural analogy, denoted a new birth to men. Accordingly, "all the testimony of antiquity concurs in saying that these Mysteries inspired the most animating hopes with regard to the condition of the soul after death."\(^{13}\) That the fate of man should by imagination and sentiment have been so connected with the phenomena of nature in myths and symbols embodied in pathetic religious ceremonies was a spontaneous product. For how

\[\text{"Her fresh benignant look} \]
\[\text{Nature changes at that torn season when,} \]
\[\text{With tresses drooping o'er her sable stole,} \]
\[\text{She yearly mourns the mortal doom of man,} \]
\[\text{Her noblest work! So Israel's virgins erst} \]
\[\text{With annual moan upon the mountains wept} \]
\[\text{Their fairest gone!"} \]

And soon again the birds begin to warble, the leaves and blossoms put forth, and all is new life once more. In every age the gentle heart and meditative mind have been impressed by the mournful correspondence and the animating prophecy.

But not only was the changing recurrence of dreary winter and glad-some summer joined by affecting analogies with the human doom of death and hope of another life. The phenomena of the skies, the impressive succession of day and night, also were early seized upon and made to blend their shadows and lights, by means of imaginative suggestions, into an image of the decease and resurrection of man. Among the Mystical Hymns of Orpheus, so called, there is a hymn to Adonis, in which that personage is identified with the sun alternately sinking to Tartarus and soaring to heaven. It was customary with the ancients to speak of the setting of a constellation as its death, its reasencion in the horizon being its return to life.\(^{14}\) The black abysm under the earth was the realm of the dead. The bright expanse above the earth was the realm of the living. While the daily sun rises royally through the latter, all things rejoice in the warmth and splendor of his smile. When he sinks nightly, shorn of his ambrosial beams, into the former, sky and earth wrap themselves in mourning for their departed monarch, the dead god of light muffled in his bier and borne along the darkening heavens to his burial. How naturally the phenomena of human fate would be symbolically interwoven with all this! Especially alike are the exuberant joy and activity of full life and of day, the melancholy stillness and sad repose of midnight and of death.

\(^{12}\) For the connection of the Eleusian goddesses with agriculture, the seasons, the under-world, death, resurrection, etc., see "Demeter und Persephone," von Dr. Ludwig Preller, kap.i. sects. 9-11.

\(^{13}\) Müller, Hist. Gr. Lit., ch. xvi. sect. 2.

Through her yearly and her diurnal round alike, therefore, does mother Nature sympathize with man, and picture forth his fate, in type of autumnal decay, and wintry darkness, and night-buried seed,—in sign of vernal bud, and summer light, and day-bursting fruit.

These facts and phenomena of nature and man, together with explanatory theories to which they gave rise, were, by the peculiar imaginative processes so powerfully operative among the earliest nations, personified in mythic beings and set forth as literal history. Their doctrine was inculcated as truth once historically exemplified by some traditional personage. It was dramatically impersonated and enacted in the process of initiation into the Mysteries. A striking instance of this kind of theatrical representation is afforded by the celebration, every eight years, of the mythus of Apollo’s fight with the Pythian dragon, his flight and expiatory service to Admetus, the subterranean king of the dead. In mimic order, a boy slew a monster at Delphi, ran along the road to Tempe, represented on the way the bondage of the god in Hades, and returned, purified, bringing a branch of laurel from the sacred valley.15 The doctrine of a future life connected with the legend of some hero who had died, descended into the under-world, and again risen to life,—this doctrine, dramatically represented in the personal experience of the initiate, was the heart of every one of the secret religious societies of antiquity.

"Here rests the secret, here the keys,
Of the old death-bolted Mysteries."

Perhaps this great system of esoteric rites and instructions grew up naturally, little by little. Perhaps it was constructed at once, either as poetry, by a company of poets, or as a theology, by a society of priests, or as a fair method of moral and religious teaching, by a company of philosophers. Or perhaps it was gradually formed by a mixture of all these means and motives. Many have regarded it as the bedimmed relic of a brilliant primeval revelation. This question of the origination, the first causes and purposes, of the Mysteries is now sunk in hopeless obscurity, even were it of any importance to be known. One thing we know,—namely, that at an early age these societies formed organizations of formidable extent and power, and were vitally connected with the prevailing religions of the principal nations of the earth.

In Egypt the legend of initiation was this.16 Typhon, a wicked, destroying personage, once formed a conspiracy against his brother, the good king Osiris. Having prepared a costly chest, inlaid with gold, he offered to give it to any one whose body would fit it. Osiris unsuspectingly lay down in it. Typhon instantly fastened the cover and

16 Wilkinson, Egyptian Antiquities, series i. vol. i. ch. 3.
threw the fatal chest into the river. This was called the loss or burial of Osiris, and was annually celebrated with all sorts of melancholy rites. But the winds and waves drove the funereal vessel ashore, where Isis, the inconsolable wife of Osiris, wandering in search of her husband’s remains, at last found it, and restored the corpse to life. This part of the drama was called the discovery or resurrection of Osiris, and was also enacted yearly, but with every manifestation of excessive joy. “In the losing of Osiris, and then in the finding him again,” Augustine writes, “first their lamentation, then their extravagant delight, are a mere play and fiction; yet the fond people, though they neither lose nor find any thing, weep and rejoice truly.” Plutarch speaks of the death, regeneration, and resurrection of Osiris represented in the great religious festivals of Egypt. He explains the rites in commemoration of Typhon’s murder of Osiris as symbols referring to four things,—the subsidence of the Nile into his channel, the cessation of the delicious Etesian winds before the hot blasts of the South, the encroachment of the lengthening night on the shortening day, the disappearance of the bloom of summer before the barrenness of winter. But the real interest and power of the whole subject probably lay in the direct relation of all these phenomena, traditions, and ceremonies to the doctrine of death and a future life for man.

In the Mithraic Mysteries of Persia, the legend, ritual, and doctrine were virtually the same as the foregoing. They are credulously said to have been established by Zoroaster himself, who fitted up a vast grotto in the mountains of Bokhara, where thousands thronged to be initiated by him. This Mithraic cave was an emblem of the universe, its roof painted with the constellations of the zodiac, its depths full of the black and fiery terrors of grisly hell, its summit illuminated with the blue and starry splendors of heaven, its passages lined with dangers and instructions, now quaking with infernal shrieks, now breathing celestial music. In the Persian Mysteries, the initiate, in dramatic show, died, was laid in a coffin, and afterwards rose unto a new life,—all of which was a type of the natural fate of man. The descent of the soul from heaven and its return thither were denoted by a torch borne alternately reversed and upright, and by the descriptions of the passage of spirits, in the round of the metempsychosis, through the planetary gates of the zodiac. The sun and moon and the morning and evening star were depicted in brilliant gold or blackly muffled, according to their journeying in the upper or in the lower hemisphere.

17 De Civitate Dei, lib. vii. cap. 10.
18 De Is. et Osir.
19 Porphyry, De Antro Nympha rum. Tertullian, Prescript. ad Her., cap. xl, where he refers the mimic death and resurrection in the Mithraic Mysteries to the teaching of Satan.
20 Julius Firmicus, De Errore Prof. Relig.
The hero of the Syrian Mysteries was Adonis or Thammuz, the beautiful favorite of Aphrodite, untimely slain by a wild boar. His death was sadly, his resurrection joyously, celebrated every year at Byblus with great pomp and universal interest. The festival lasted two days. On the first, all things were clad in mourning, sorrow was depicted in every face, and wails and weeping resounded. Coffins were exposed at every door and borne in numerous processions. Frail stalks of young corn and flowers were thrown into the river to perish, as types of the premature death of blooming Adonis, cut off like a plant in the bud of his age. The second day the whole aspect of things was changed, and the greatest exultation prevailed, because it was said Adonis had returned from the dead. Venus, having found him dead, deposited his body on a bed of lettuce and mourned bitterly over him. From his blood sprang the adonium, from her tears the anemone. The Jews were captivated by the religious rites connected with this touching myth, and even enacted them in the gates of their holy temple. Ezekiel says, "Behold, at the gate of the Lord's house which was towards the north [the direction of night and winter] there sat women weeping for Tammuz." It was said that Aphrodite prevailed on Persephone to let Adonis dwell one half the year with her on earth, and only the rest among the shades,—a plain reference to vegetable life in summer and winter. Lucian, in his little treatise on the Syrian Goddess, says that "the river Adonis, rising out of Mount Libanus, at certain seasons flows red in its channel: some say it is miraculously stained by the blood of the fresh-wounded youth; others say that the spring-rains, washing in a red ore from the soil of the country, discolor the stream." Dupuis remarks that this redness was probably an artifice of the priests. Milton's beautiful allusion to this fable is familiar to most persons. Next came he

"Whose annual wound in Lebanon allured
The Syrian damsels to lament his fate
In amorous ditties all a summer's day,
While smooth Adonis from his native rock
Ran purple to the sea with Thammuz' blood."

There is no end to the discussions concerning the secret purport of this fascinating story. But, after all is said, it seems to us that there are in it essentially two significations,—one relating to the phenomena of the sun and the earth, the other to the mutual changes of nature and the fate of humanity. Aphrodite bewailing Adonis is surviving Nature mourning for departed Man.

In India the story was told of Mahadeva searching for his lost consort Sita, and, after discovering her lifeless form, bearing it around the world with dismal lamentations. Sometimes it was the death of Camadeva, the

24 Theocritus, Idyl XV.
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26 See references in Anthon's Class. Dict., art. Adonis.
Hindu Cupid, that was mourned with solemn dirges. He, like Osiris, was slain, enclosed in a chest, and committed to the waves. He was afterwards recovered and resuscitated. Each initiate passed through the emblematic ceremonies corresponding to the points of this pretended history. The Phrygians associated the same great doctrine with the persons of Arys and Cybele. Arys was a lovely shepherd youth passionately loved by the mother of the gods. He suddenly died; and she, in frantic grief, wandered over the earth in search of him, teaching the people where she went the arts of agriculture. He was at length restored to her. Annually the whole drama was performed by the assembled nation with sobs of woe succeeded by ecstasies of joy. Similar to this, in the essential features, was the Eleusinian myth. Aidoneus snatched the maiden Kore down to his gloomy empire. Her mother, Demeter, set off in search of her, scattering the blessings of agriculture, and finally discovered her, and obtained the promise of her society for half of every year. These adventures were dramatized and explained in the mysteries which she, according to tradition, instituted at Eleusis.

The form of the legend was somewhat differently incorporated with the Bacchic Mysteries. It was elaborately wrought up by the Orphic poets. The distinctive name they gave to Bacchus or Dionysus was Zagreus. He was the son of Zeus, and was chosen by him to sit on the throne of heaven. Zeus gave him Apollo and the Curetes as guards; but the brutal Titans, instigated by jealous Hera, disguised themselves and fell on the unfortunate youth while his attention was fixed on a splendid mirror, and, after a fearful conflict, overcame him and tore him into seven pieces. Pallas, however, saved his palpitating heart, and Zeus swallowed it. Zagreus was then begotten again. He was destined to restore the golden age. His devotees looked to him for the liberation of their souls through the purifying rites of his Mysteries. The initiation shadowed out an esoteric doctrine of death and a future life, in the mock murder and new birth of the aspirant, who impersonated Zagreus.

The Northmen constructed the same drama of death around the young Balder, their god of gentleness and beauty. This legend, as Dr. Oliver has shown, constituted the secret of the Gothic Mysteries. Obscure and dread prophecies having crept among the gods that the death of the beloved Balder was at hand, portending universal ruin, a consultation was held to devise means for averting the calamity. At the suggestion of Balder's mother, Freya, the Scandinavian Venus, an oath that they would not be instrumental in causing his death was exacted from all things in nature except the mistletoe, which, on account of its frailty and insignificance, was scornfully neglected. Asa Loke, the evil principle of
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the Norse faith, taking advantage of this fatal exception, had a spear made of mistletoe, and with it armed Hödur, a strong but blind god. Freya, rejoicing in fancied security, to convince Balder of his charmed exemption from wounds, persuaded him to be the mark for the weapons of the gods. But, alas! when Hödur tilted at him, the devoted victim was transpierced and fell lifeless to the ground. Darkness settled over the world, and bitter was the grief of men and gods over the innocent and lovely Balder. A deputation imploring his release was sent to the queen of the dead. Hela so far relented as to promise his liberation to the upper-world on condition that every thing on earth wept for him. Straightway there was a universal mourning. Men, beasts, trees, metals, stones, wept. But an old withered giantess—Asa Loke in disguise—shed no tears; and so Hela kept her beauteous and lamented prey. But he is to rise again to eternal life and joy when the twilight of the gods has passed. This entire fable has been explained by the commentators, in all its details, as a poetic embodiment of the natural phenomena of the seasons. But it is not improbable that, in addition, it bore a profound doctrinal reference to the fate of man which was interpreted to the initiates.

A great deal has been written concerning the ceremonies and meaning of the celebrated Celtic Mysteries established so long at Samothrace, and under the administration of the Druids throughout ancient Gaul and Britain. The aspirant was led through a series of scenic representations, "without the aid of words," mystically shadowing forth in symbolic forms the doctrine of the transmigration of souls. He assumed successively the shapes of a rabbit, a hen, a grain of wheat, a horse, a tree, and so on through a wide range of metamorphoses enacted by the aid of secret dramatic machinery. He died, was buried, was born anew, rising from his dark confinement to life again. The hierophant enclosed him in a little boat and set him adrift, pointing him to a distant rock, which he calls "the harbor of life." Across the black and stormy waters he strives to gain the beaconing refuge. In these scenes and rites a recon- dite doctrine of the physical and moral relations and destiny of man was shrouded, to be unveiled by degrees to their docile disciples by the Druidic mystagogues.

It may appear strange that there should be in connection with so many of the old religions of the earth these arcane only to be approached by secret initiation at the hands of hierophants. But it will seem natural when we remember that those religions were in the exclusive keeping of priesthoods, which, organized with wondrous cunning and perpetuated through ages, absorbed the science, art, and philosophy of the world, and, concealing their wisdom in the mystic signs of an esoteric


34 Davies, Mythology and Rites of the British Druids, pp. 207-257; 390-392; 420, 555, 572. The accuracy of many of Davies's translations has been called in question. His statements, even on the matters affirmed above, must be received with some reservation of faith.
language, wielded the mighty enginery of superstition over the people at will. The scenes and instructions through which the priests led the unenlightened candidate were the hiding of their power. Thus, wherever was a priesthood we should expect to find mysteries and initiations. Historic fact justifies the supposition; learning unveils the obscure places of antiquity, and shows us the templed or cavernous rites of the religious world, from Hindostan to Gaul, from Egypt to Norway, from Athens to Mexico. And this brings us to the Mysteries of Vitzliputzi, established in South America. Dr. Oliver, in the twelfth lecture of his History of Initiation, gathering his materials from various sources, gives a terrific account of the dramatic ritual here employed. The walls, floor, images, were smeared and caked with human blood. Fresh slaughters of victims were perpetrated at frequent intervals. The candidate descended to the grim caverns excavated under the foundations of the temple. This course was denominated "the path of the dead." Phantoms flitted before him, shrieks appalled him, pitfalls and sacrificial knives threatened him. At last, after many frightful adventures, the aspirant arrived at a narrow stone fissure terminating the range of caverns, through which he was thrust, and was received in the open air, as a person born again, and welcomed with frantic shouts by the multitudes who had been waiting for him without during the process of his initiation.

Even among the savage tribes of North America striking traces have been found of an initiation into a secret society by a mystic death and resurrection. Captain Jonathan Carver, who spent the winter of 1776 with the Naudowessie Indians, was an eye-witness of the admission of a young brave into a body which they entitled Wakou-Kitchewah, or Friendly Society of the Spirit. "This singular initiation," he says, "took place within a railed enclosure in the centre of the camp at the time of the new moon." First came the chiefs, clad in trailing furs. Then came the members of the society, dressed and painted in the gayest manner. When all were seated, one of the principal chiefs arose, and, leading the young man forward, informed the meeting of his desire to be admitted into their circle. No objection being offered, the various preliminary arrangements were made; after which the director began to speak to the kneeling candidate, telling him that he was about to receive a communication of the spirit. This spirit would instantly strike him dead; but he was told not to be terrified, because he should immediately be restored to life again, and this experience was a necessary introduction to the advantages of the community he was on the point of entering. Then violent agitation distorted the face and convulsed the frame of the old chief. He threw something looking like a small bean at the young man. It entered his mouth, and he fell lifeless as suddenly as if he had been shot. Several assistants received him, rubbed his limbs, beat his back, stripped him of his garments and put a new dress on him, and finally presented him to the society in full consciousness as a member. 35

All the Mysteries were funereal. This is the most striking single phenomenon connected with them. They invariably began in darkness with groans and tears, but as invariably ended in festive triumph with shouts and smiles. In them all were a symbolic death, a mournful entombment, and a glad resurrection. We know this from the abundant direct testimony of unimpeachable ancient writers, and also from their indirect descriptions of the ceremonies and allusions to them. For example, Apuleius says, "The delivery of the Mysteries is celebrated as a thing resembling a voluntary death: the initiate, being, after a manner, born again, is restored to a new life." Indeed, all who describe the course of initiation agree in declaring that the aspirant was buried for a time within some narrow space,—a typical coffin or grave. This testimony is confirmed by the evidence of the ruins of the chief temples and sacred places of the pagan world. These abound with spacious caverns, labyrinthine passages, and curious recesses; and in connection with them is always found some excavation evidently fitted to enclose a human form. Such hollow beds, covered with flat stones easily removed, are still to be seen amidst the Druidic remains of Britain and Gaul, as well as in nearly every spot where tradition has located the celebration of the Mysteries,—in Greece, India, Persia, Egypt.

It becomes a most interesting question whence these symbols and rites had their origin, and what they were really meant to shadow forth. Bryant, Davies, Faber, Oliver, and several other well-known mythologists, have labored, with no slight learning and ingenuity, to show that all these ceremonies sprang from traditions of the Deluge and of Noah's adventures at that time. The mystic death, burial, and resurrection of the initiate, they say, are a representation of the entrance of the patriarch into the ark, his dark and lonesome sojourn in it, and his final departure out of it. The melancholy wailings with which the Mysteries invariably began, typified the mourning of the patriarchal family over their confinement within the gloomy and sepulchral ark; the triumphant rejoicings with which the initiations always ended, referred to the glad exit of the patriarchal family from their floating prison into the blooming world. The advocates of this theory have laboriously collected all the materials that favor it, and skilfully striven by their means to elucidate the whole subject of ancient paganism, especially of the Mysteries. But, after reading all that they have written, and considering it in the light of impartial researches, one is constrained to say that they have by no means made out their case. It is somewhat doubtful if there be any ground whatever for believing that traditions concerning Noah's deluge and the ark, and his doings in connection with them, in any way entered into the public doctrines and forms, or into the secret initiations, of the heathen
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religions. At all events, there can be no doubt that the Arkite theorists have exaggerated the importance and extent of these views beyond all tolerable bounds, and even to absurdity. But our business with them now is only so far as they relate to the Mysteries. Our own conviction is that the real meaning of the rites in the Mysteries was based upon the affecting phenomena of human life and death and the hope of another life. We hold the Arkite theory to be arbitrary in general, unsupported by proofs, and inconsistent in detail, unable to meet the points presented.

In the first place, a fundamental part of the ancient belief was that below the surface of the earth was a vast, sombre under-world,—the destination of the ghosts of men, the Greek Hades, the Roman Orcus, the Gothic Hell. A part of the service of initiation was a symbolic descent into this realm. Apuleius, describing his initiation, says, "I approached to the confines of death and trod on the threshold of Proserpine." Orpheus, to whom the introduction of the Mysteries into Greece from the East was ascribed, wrote a poem, now lost, called the "Descent into Hades." Such a descent was attributed to Hercules, Theseus, Rhampsinitus, and many others. It is painted in detail by Homer in the adventure of his hero Ulysses, also by Virgil much more minutely through the journey of Æneas. Warburton labors with great learning and plausibility, and, as it seems to us, with irresistible cogency, to show that these descents are no more nor less than exoteric accounts of what was dramatically enacted in the esoteric recesses of the Mysteries. Any person must be invincibly prejudiced who can doubt that the Greek Hades meant a capacious subterranean world of shades. Now, to assert, as Bryant and his disciples do, that "Hades means the interior of Noah's ark," or "the abyss of waters on which the ark floated, as a coffin bearing the relics of dead Nature," is a purely arbitrary step taken from undue attachment to a mere theory. Hades means the under-world of the dead, and not the interior of Noah's ark. Indeed, in the second place, Faber admits that in the Mysteries "the ark itself was supposed to be in Hades,—the vast central abyss of the earth." But such was not the location of Noah's vessel and voyage. They were on the face of the flood, above the tops of the mountains. It is beyond comparison the most reasonable supposition in itself, and the one best supported by historic facts, that the representations of a mystic burial and voyage in a ship or boat shown in the ancient religions were symbolic rites drawn from imagination and theory as applied to the impressive phenomena of nature and the lot of man. The Egyptians and some other early nations, we know, figured the starry worlds in the sky as ships sailing over a celestial sea. The earth itself was sometimes emblematized in the same
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way. Then, too, there was the sepulchral barge in which the Egyptian corpses were borne over the Acherusian lake to be entombed. Also the "dark-blue punt" in which Charon ferried souls across the river of death. In these surely there was no reference to Noah's ark. It seems altogether likely that what Bryant and his coadjutors have constructed into the Arkite system of interpretation was really but an emblematic showing forth of a natural doctrine of human life and death and future fate.

A wavering boat floating on the deep might, with striking fitness, typify the frail condition of humanity in life, as when Hercules is depicted sailing over the ocean in a golden cup; and that boat, safely riding the flood, might also represent the cheerful faith of the initiate in a future life, bearing him fearlessly through all dangers and through death to the welcoming society of Elysium, as when Danaë and her babe, tossed over the tempestuous sea in a fragile chest, were securely wafted to the sheltering shore of Seriphus. No emblem of our human state and lot, with their mysteries, perils, threats, and promises, could be either more natural or more impressive than that of a vessel launched on the deep. The dying Socrates said "that he should trust his soul on the hope of a future life as upon a raft, and launch away into the unknown." Thus the imagination broods over and explores the shows and secrets, presageful warnings and alluring invitations, storms and calms, island-homes and unknown havens, of the dim seas of nature and of man, of time and of eternity. 42

Thirdly, the defenders of the Arkite theory are driven into gross inconsistencies with themselves by the falsity of their views. The dilaceration of Zagreus into fragments, the mangling of Osiris and scattering of his limbs abroad, they say, refer to the throwing open of the ark and the going forth of the inmates to populate the earth. They usually make Osiris, Zagreus, Adonis, and the other heroes of the legends enacted in the Mysteries, representatives of the diluvian patriarch himself; but here, with no reason whatever save the exigencies of their theory, they make these mythic personages representatives of the ark.—a view which is utterly unfounded and glaringly wanting in analogy. When Zagreus is torn in pieces, his heart is preserved alive by Zeus and born again into the world within a human form. After the body of Osiris had been strewn piecemeal, the fragments were fondly gathered by Isis, and he was restored to life. There is no plausible correspondence between these cases and the sending out from the ark of the patriarchal family to repeople the world. Their real purpose would seem plainly to be to symbolize the thought that, however the body of man crumbles in pieces, there is life for him still,—he does not hopelessly die. They likewise say that the egg which was consecrated in the Mysteries, at the beginning of the rites, was intended as an emblem of the ark resting on the abyss of waters, and that its latent hatching

42 Procopius, in his History of the Gothic War, mentions a curious popular British superstition concerning the ferriage of souls among the neighboring islands at midnight. See Grimm's Deutsche Mythologie, kap. xxvi. zweite ausgabe.
was meant to suggest the opening of the ark to let the imprisoned patriarch forth. This hypothesis has no proof, and is needless. It is much more plausible to suppose that the egg was meant as a symbol of a new life about to burst upon the candidate,—a symbol of his resurrection from the mystic tomb wherein he was buried during one stage of initiation; for we know that the initiation was often regarded as the commencement of a fresh life, as a new birth. Apuleius says, "I celebrated the most joyful day of my initiation as my natal day."

Faber argues, from the very close similarity of all the differently-named Mysteries, that they were all Arkite, all derived from one mass of traditions reaching from Noah and embodying his history. The asserted fact of general resemblance among the instituted Mysteries is unquestionable; but the inference above drawn from it is unwarrantable, even if no better explanation could be offered. But there is another explanation ready, more natural in conception, more consistent in detail, and better sustained by evidence. The various Mysteries celebrated in the ancient nations were so much alike not because they were all founded on one world-wide tradition about the Noachian deluge, but because they all grew out of the great common facts of human destiny in connection with natural phenomena. The Mysteries were funereal and festive, began in sorrow and ended in joy, not because they represented first Noah's sad entrance into the ark and then his glad exit from it, but because they began with showing the initiate that he must die, and ended with showing him that he should live again in a happier state. Even the most prejudiced advocates of the Arkite theory are forced to admit, on the explicit testimony of the ancients, that the initiates passed from the darkness and horrors of Tartarus to the bliss and splendors of Elysium by a dramatic resurrection from burial in the black caverns of probation to admission within the illuminated hall or dome of perfection. That the idea of death and of another life runs through all the Mysteries as their cardinal tenet is well shown in connection with the rites of the celebrated Cave of Trophonius at Lebadea in Boeotia. Whoso sought this oracle must descend head foremost over an inclined plane, bearing a honey-cake in his hand. Aristophanes speaks of this descent with a shudder of fear. The adventurer was suddenly bereft of his senses, and after a while returned to the upper air. What he could then remember composed the Divine revelation which had been communicated to him in his unnatural state below. Plutarch has given a full account of this experience from one Timarchus, who had himself passed through it. The substance of it is this. When Timarchus reached the bottom of the cave, his soul passed from his body, visited
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the under-world of the departed, saw the sphere of generation where souls were reborn into the upper-world, received some explanation of all these things: then, returning into the body, he was taken up out of the cave. Here is no allusion to any traditions of the Deluge or the ark; but the great purpose is evidently a doctrine of the destiny of man after death.

Before the eyes and upon the heart of all mankind in every age has passed in common vision the revolution of the seasons, with its beautiful and sombre changes,—phenomena having a power of suggestion irresistible to stir some of the most profound sentiments of the human breast. The day rolls overhead full of light and life and activity; then the night settles upon the scene with silent gloom and repose. So man runs his busy round of toil and pleasure through the day of existence; then, fading, following the sinking sun, he goes down in death’s night to the pallid populations of shade. Again: the fruitful bloom of summer is succeeded by the bleak nakedness of winter. So the streams of enterprise and joy that flowed full and free along their banks in maturity, overhung by blossoming trees, are shrivelled and frozen in the channels of age, and above their sepulchral beds the leafless branches creak in answer to the shrinks of the funereal blast. The flash of childish gayety, the bloom of youthful promise, when a new-comer is growing up sporting about the hearth of home, are like the approach of the maiden and starry Spring,—

"Who comes sublime, as when, from Pluto free,
Came, through the flesh of Zeus, Persephone."

And then draw hastily on the long, lamenting autumnal days, when

"Above man’s grave the sad winds wail and rain-drops fall,
And Nature sheds her leaves in yearly funeral."

The flowers are gone, the birds are gone, the gentle breezes are gone; and man too must go, go mingle with the pale people of dreams. But not wholly and forever shall he die. The sun soars into new day from the embrace of night; summer restored hastens on the heels of retreating winter; vegetation but retires and surely returns, and the familiar song of the birds shall sweeten the renewing woods afresh for a million springs. Apollo weeping over the beauteous and darling boy, his slain and drooped Hyacinthus, is the sun shorn of his fierce beams and mourning over the annual wintry desolation: it is also Nature bewailing the remediless loss of man, her favorite companion. It was these general analogies and suggestions, striking the imagination, affecting the heart, enlisting the reason, wrought out, personified, and dramatized by poets, taken up with a mass of other associated matter by priestly societies and organized in a scheme of legendary doctrine and an imposing ritual, that constituted the basis and the central meaning of the old Mysteries; and not a rapid tradition about Noah and his ark.

The aim of these institutions as they were wielded was threefold; and in each particular they exerted tremendous power. The first object was
to stretch over the wicked the restraining influence of a doctrine of future punishment,—to fill them with a fearful looking for judgment in the invisible world. And a considerable proportion of this kind of fear among the ancients is to be traced to the secret influence of the Mysteries, the revelations and terrors there applied. The second desire was to encourage the good and obedient with inspiring hopes of a happy fate and glorious rewards beyond the grave. Plutarch writes to his wife, (near the close of his letter of consolation to her,) "Some say the soul will be entirely insensible after death; but you are too well acquainted with the doctrines delivered in the Mysteries of Bacchus, and with the symbols of our fraternity, to harbor such an error." The third purpose was, by the wonders and splendors, the secret awe, the mysterious authority and venerable sanctions, thrown around the society and its ceremonies, to establish its doctrines in the reverential acceptance of the people, and thus to increase the power of the priesthood and the state. To compass these ends, the hidden science, the public force, the vague superstition, the treasured wealth, and all the varied resources available by the ancient world, were marshalled and brought to bear in the Mysteries. By chemical and mechanical secrets then in their exclusive possession, the mystagogues worked miracles before the astonished novices. They had the powers of electricity, gunpowder, hydrostatic pressure, at their command. Their rites were carried out on the most magnificent scale. The temple at Eleusis could hold thirty thousand persons. Imagine what effect might be produced, under such imposing and prepared circumstances, on an ignorant multitude, by a set of men holding all the scientific secrets and mechanical inventions till then discovered,—illumination flashing after darkness successively before their smitten eyes, the floors seeming to heave and the walls to crack, thunders bellowing through the mighty dome; now yawning revealed beneath them the ghostly chimera of Tartarus, with all the shrieking and horrid scenery gathered there; now the mild beauties of Elysium dawning on their ravished vision, amid strains of celestial music, through fading clouds of glory, while nymphs, heroes, and gods walked apparent. Clement of Alexandria tells us that one feature of the initiation was a display of the grisly secrets of Hades. Apuleius, in his account of his own initiation, says, "At midnight I saw the sun shining with a resplendent light; and I manifestly drew near to the lower and to the upper gods and adored them in immediate presence." Lobeck says that, on the lifting of the veil exposing the adytum to the gaze of the initiates, apparitions
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of the gods appeared to them. Christie, in his little work on the Greek Mysteries, says that the doctrines of the Eleusinian shows were explained by means of transparent scenes, many of which were faithfully copied upon the painted Greek vases; and these vases, accordingly, were deposited in tombs to evidence the faith of the deceased in a future life. The foregoing conceptions may be illustrated by the dramatic representations, scenic shadows behind transparent curtains, in Java, alluded to by Sir Stamford Raffles.

It is remarkable how far the Mysteries spread over the earth, and what popularity they attained. They penetrated into almost every nation under the sun. They admitted, in some degree, nearly the whole people. Herodotus informs us that there were collected in Egypt, at one celebration, seven hundred thousand men and women, besides children. The greatest warriors and kings—Philip, Alexander, Sulla, Antony—esteemed it an honor to be welcomed within the mystic pale. "Men," says Cicero, "came from the most distant shores to be initiated at Eleusis." Sophocles declares, as quoted by Warburton, "True life is to be found only among the initiates: all other places are full of evil." At the rise of the Christian religion, all the life and power left in the national religion of Greece and Rome were in the Mysteries. Accordingly, here was the most formidable foe of the new faith. Standing in its old entrenchments, with all its popular prestige around it, it fought with desperate determination for every inch it was successively forced to yield. The brilliant effort of Julian to roll back the tide of Christianity and restore the pagan religion to more than its pristine splendor—an effort beneath which the scales of the world's fortunes poised, tremulous, for a while—was chiefly an endeavor to revive and enlarge the Mysteries. Such was the attachment of the people to these old rites even in the middle of the fourth century of the Christian era, that a murderous riot broke out at Alexandria, in which Bishop George and others were slain, on occasion of the profanation by Christians of a secret adytum in which the Mysteries of Mithra were celebrated. And when, a little later, the Emperor Valentinian had determined to suppress all nocturnal rites, he was induced to withdraw his resolution by Pretextatus, proconsul in Greece, "a man endowed with every virtue, who represented to him that the Greeks would consider life insupportable if they were forbidden to celebrate those most sacred Mysteries which bind together the human race." Upon the whole, we cannot fail to see that the Mysteries must have exerted a most extensive and profound influence alike in fostering the good hopes of human nature touching a life to come, and in giving credit and diffusion to the popular fables of the poets concerning the details of the future state. Much of that belief which seems to us so absurd
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we can easily suppose they sincerely embraced, when we recollect what they thought they had seen under supernatural auspices in their initiations.

In the Greek and Roman faith there was gradually developed—in connection chiefly with the Mysteries, as we believe—an aristocratic doctrine which allotted to a select class of souls an abode in the sky as their distinguished destination after death, while the common multitude were still sentenced to the shadow-region below the grave. As Virgil writes, "The descent to Avernus is easy. The gate of dark Dis is open day and night. But to rise into the upper-world is most arduous. Only the few heroes whom favoring Jove loves or shining virtue exalts thither can effect it." Numerous scattered, significant traces of a belief in this change of the destination of some souls from the pit of Hades to the hall of heaven are to be found in the classic authors. Virgil, celebrating the death of some person under the fictitious name of Daphnis, exclaims, "Robed in white, he adires the strange court of heaven, and sees the clouds and the stars beneath his feet. He is a god now." Porphyry ascribes to Pythagoras the declaration that the souls of departed men are gathered in the zodiac. Plato earnestly describes a region of brightness and unfading realities above this lower world, among the stars, where the gods live, and whither, he says, the virtuous and wise may ascend, while the corrupt and ignorant must sink into the Tartarean realm. A similar conception of the attainableness of heaven seems to be suggested in the old popular myths, first, of Hercules coming back in triumph from his visit to Pluto's seat, and, on dying, rising to the assembly of immortals and taking his equal place among them; secondly, of Dionysus going into the under-world, rescuing his mother, the hapless Semele, and soaring with her to heaven, where she henceforth resides, a peeress of the eldest goddesses. Cicero expresses the same thought when he affirms that "a life of justice and piety is the path to heaven, where patriots, exemplary souls, released from their bodies, enjoy endless happiness amidst the brilliant orbs of the galaxy." The same author also speaks of certain philosophers who flourished before his time, "whose opinions encouraged the belief that souls departing from bodies would arrive at heaven as their proper dwelling-place." He afterwards stigmatizes the notion that the life succeeding death is subterranean as an error, and in his own name addresses his auditor thus:—"I see you gazing upward and wishing to migrate into heaven." It was the common belief of the Romans for ages that Romulus was taken up into heaven, where he would remain forever, claiming Divine honors. The Emperor Julian says, in his Letter on the Duties of a Priest, "God will raise from darkness and
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Tartarus the souls of all of us who worship him sincerely: to the pious, instead of Tartarus he promises Olympus." "It is lawful," writes Plato, "only for the true lover of wisdom to pass into the rank of gods." The privilege here confined to philosophers we believe was promised to the initiates in the Mysteries, as the special prerogative secured to them by their initiation. "To pass into the rank of the gods" is a phrase which, as here employed, means to ascend into heaven and have a seat with the immortals, instead of being banished, with the souls of common mortals, to the under-world.

In early times the Greek worship was most earnestly directed to that set of deities who resided at the gloomy centre of the earth, and who were called the chthonian gods. The hope of immortality first sprung up and was nourished in connection with this worship. But in the progress of time and culture the supernal circle of divinities who kept state on bright Olympus acquired a greater share of attention, and at last received a degree of worship far surpassing that paid to their swarthy compeers below. The adoration of these bright beings, with a growing trust in their benignity, the fables of the poets telling how they had sometimes elevated human favorites to their presence,—for instance, receiving a Ganymede to the joys of their sublime society,—the encouraging thoughts of the more religious and cheerful of the philosophers,—these facts, together with a natural shrinking from the dismal gloom of the life of shades around the Styx, and a native longing for admission to the serene pleasures of the unfading life led by the radiant lords of heaven, in conjunction, perhaps, with still other causes, effected an improvement of the old faith, altering and brightening it, little by little, until the hope came in many quarters to be entertained that the faithful soul would after death rise into the assemblage and splendor of the celestial gods. The Emperor Julian, at the close of his seventh Oration, represents the gods of Olympus addressing him in this strain:—"Remember that your soul is immortal, and that if you follow us you will be a god and with us will behold our Father." Several learned writers have strenuously labored to prove that the ground-secret of the Mysteries, the grand thing revealed in them, was the doctrine of apotheosis, shaking the established theology by unmasking the historic fact that all the gods were merely deified men. We believe the real significance of the various collective testimony, hints, and inferences by which these writers have been brought to such a conclusion is this; the genuine point of the Mysteries lay not in teaching that the gods were once men, but in the idea that men may become gods. To teach that Zeus, the universal Father, causing the creation to tremble at the motion of his brow, was formerly an obscure king of Crete, whose tomb was yet visible in that island, would have been utterly absurd. But to assert that the soul of man,—the free, intelligent image of the gods,—on leaving the body, would ascend to live eternally
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in the kingdom of its Divine prototypes, would have been a brilliant step of progress in harmony both with reason and the heart. Such was probably the fact. Observe the following citation from Plutarch:—"There is no occasion against nature to send the bodies of good men to heaven; but we are to conclude that virtuous souls, by nature and the Divine justice, rise from men to heroes, from heroes to genii; and if, as in the Mysteries, they are purified, shaking off the remains of mortality and the power of the passions, they then attain the highest happiness, and ascend from genii to gods, not by the vote of the people, but by the just and established order of nature."

The reference in the last clause is to the decrees of the Senate whereby apotheosis was conferred on various persons, placing them among the gods. This ceremony has often been made to appear unnecessarily ridiculous, through a perversion of its actual meaning. When the ancients applied the term "god" to a human soul departed from the body, it was not used as the moderns prevailingly employ that word. It expressed a great deal less with them than with us. It merely meant to affirm similarity of essence, qualities, and residence, but by no means equal dignity and power of attributes between the one and the others. It meant that the soul had gone to the heavenly habitation of the gods and was thenceforth a participant in the heavenly life. Heraclitus was accustomed to say, "Men are mortal gods; gods are immortal men." Macrobius says, "The soul is not only immortal, but a god." And Cicero declares, "The soul of man is a Divine thing,—as Euripides dares to say, a god." Milton uses language precisely parallel, speaking of those who are "unmindful of the crown true Virtue gives her servants, after their mortal change, among the enthroned gods on sainted seats." Theophilus, Bishop of Antioch in the second century, says that "to become a god means to ascend into heaven." The Roman Catholic ceremony of beatification and canonization of saints, offering them incense and prayers thereafter, means exactly what was meant by the ancient apotheosis,—namely, that while the multitudes of the dead abide below, in the intermediate state, these favored souls have been advanced into heaven. The papal functionaries borrowed this rite, with most of its details, from their immediate pagan predecessors, who themselves probably adopted it from the East, whence the Mysteries came. It is well known that the Brahmins and Buddhists believed, centuries before the Christian era, in the contrasted fate of good men after death to enjoy the successive heavens above the clouds, and of bad men to suffer the successive hells beneath the earth. A knowledge of this attractive Oriental
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doctrine may have united with the advance of their own speculations to win the partial acceptance obtained among the Greeks and Romans for the faith which broke the universal doom to Hades and opened heaven to their hopeful aspirations. In a tragedy of Euripides the following passage occurs, addressed to the bereaved Admetus:—"Let not the tomb of thy wife be looked on as the mound of the ordinary dead. Some wayfarer, as he treads the sloping road, shall say, 'This woman once died for her husband; but now she is a saint in heaven.'"\(^{72}\)

When the meaning of the cheerful promises given to the initiates of a more favored fate in the future life than awaited others—namely, as we think, that their spirits on leaving the body should scale Olympus instead of plunging to Tartarus—had been concealed within the Mysteries for a long time, it at length broke into public view in the national apotheosis of ancient heroes, kings, and renowned worthies, the instances of which became so numerous that Cicero cries, "Is not nearly all heaven peopled with the human race?"\(^{73}\) Over the heads of the devout heathen, as they gazed up through the clear night-air, twinkled the beams of innumerable stars, each chosen to designate the cerulean seat where some soul was rejoicing with the gods in heaven over the glorious issue of the toils and sufferings in which he once painfully trod this earthly scene.

Herodian, a Greek historian of some of the Roman emperors, has left a detailed account of the rite of apotheosis.\(^{74}\) An image of the person to be deified was made in wax, looking all sick and pale, laid in state on a lofty bed of ivory covered with cloth of gold, surrounded on one side by choirs of noble lords, on the other side by their ladies stripped of their jewels and clad in mourning, visited often for several days by a physician, who still reports his patient worse, and finally announces his decease. Then the Senators and haughtiest patricians bear the couch through the via sacra to the Forum. Bands of noble boys and of proud women ranged opposite each other chant hymns and lauds over the dead in solemn melody. The bier is next borne to the Campus Martius, where it is placed upon a high wooden altar, a large, thin structure with a tower like a lighthouse. Heaps of fragrant gums, herbs, fruits, and spices are poured out and piled upon it. Then the Roman knights, mounted on horseback, prance before it in beautiful bravery, wheeling to and fro in the dizzy measures of the Pyrrhic dance. Also, in a stately manner, purple-clothed charioiteers, wearing masks which picture forth the features of the most famous worthies of other days to the reverential recognition of the silent hosts assembled, ride around the form of their descendant. Suddenly a torch is set to the pile, and it is wrapped in flames. From the turret, amidst the aromatic fumes, an eagle is let loose. Phoenix-like symbol of the departed soul, he soars into the sky, and the seven-hilled city throngs with pride, reverberating the shouts of
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her people. Thus into the residence of the gods—"Sic itur ad astra"—was borne the divinely-favored mortal;

"And thus we see how man's prophetic creeds
Made gods of men when godlike were their deeds."

For it was only in times of degradation and by a violent perversion that the honor was allowed to the unworthy; and even in such cases it was usually nullified as soon as the people recovered their senses and their freedom. There is extant among the works of Seneca a little treatise called Apocolocuntosis,—that is, pumpkinification, or the metamorphosis into a gourd,—a sharp satire levelled against the apotheosis of the Emperor Claudius. The deification of mortals among the ancients has long been laughed at. When the great Macedonian monarch applied for a decree for his apotheosis while he was yet alive, the Lacedemonian Senate, with bitter sarcasm, voted, "If Alexander desires to be a god, let him be a god." The doctrine is often referred to among us in terms of mockery. But this is principally because it is not understood. It simply signifies the ascent of the soul after death into the Olympian halls instead of descending into the Acheronian guls. And whether we consider the symbolic justice and beauty of the conception as a poetic image applied to the deathless heroes of humanity ensphered above us forever in historic fame and natural worship, or regard its comparative probability as the literal location of the residence of departed spirits, it must recommend itself to us as a decided improvement on the ideas previously prevalent, and as a sort of anticipation, in part, of that bright faith in a heavenly home for faithful souls, afterwards established in the world by Him of whom it was written, "No man hath ascended up to heaven but he that came down from heaven, even the Son of Man, who is now in heaven." Indeed, so forcible and close is the correspondence between the course of the aspirant in his initiation—dramatically dying, descending into Hades, rising again to life, and ascending into heaven—with the apostolic presentation of the redemptive career of Christ, our great Forerunner, that some writers—Nork, for instance—have suggested that the latter was but the exoteric publication to all the world of what in the former was esoterically taught to the initiates alone.

There was a striking naturalness, a profound propriety, in the obscurities of secrecy and awe with which the ancient Mysteries shrouded from a rash curiosity their instructions concerning the future life and only unfolded them by careful degrees to the prepared candidate. It is so with the reality itself in the nature of things. It is the great mystery of mysteries, darkly hinted in types, faintly gleaming in analogies, softly whispered in hopes, passionately asked in desires, patiently confirmed in arguments, suddenly blazed and thundered in revelation. Man from the very beginning of his race on earth has been thickly encompassed by mysteries,—hung around by the muffling curtains of ignorance and superstition. Through one after another of these he has forced his way
and gazed on their successive secrets laid bare. Once the Ocean was an alluring and terrible mystery, weltering before him with its endless length and ceaseless wash of waves, into which the weary sun, in the west, plunged at evening, and out of which, in the east, it bounded refreshed in the morning. But the daring prows of his ships, guided by the magnet and steered by pioneering thought and skill, passed its islands and touched its ultimate shores. Once the Polar Circle was a frightful and frozen mystery, enthroned on mountains of eternal ice and wearing upon its snowy brow the flaming crown of the aurora borealis. But his Hardy navigators, inspired by enterprise and philanthropy, armed with science, and supplied by art, have driven the awful phantom back, league by league, until but a small expanse of its desolate wonders remains untracked by his exploring steps. Once the crowded Sky was a boundless and baffling mystery, a maze of bewildered motions, a field where ghastly comets played their antics and shook down terrors on the nations. But the theories of his reason, based on the gigantic grasp of his calculus and aided by the instruments of his cunning invention, have solved perplexity after perplexity, blended discords into harmony, and shown to his delighted vision the calm and glorious perfection of the stellar system. So, too, in the moral world he has lifted the covering shrouds from many a dark problem, and extended the empire of light and love far out over the ancient realm of darkness and terror. But the secret of Death, the mystery of the Future,—they remain yet, as of old, unfathomed and inscrutable to the natural gaze of his anxious inquiries. Still, as of old, he kneels before that unlifted veil and beseeches the oracles for a response to faith.

The ancient Mysteries but copied in their principal ceremony the mysterious ordination and followed the overawing spirit of Nature herself. The religious reserve and awe about the entrance into the adytum of their traditions were like those about the entrance into the invisible scenes beyond the veils of time and mortality. Their initiation was but a miniature and feeble symbol of the great initiation through which, and that upon impartial terms, every mortal, from King Solomon to the idiot pauper, must sooner or later pass to immortality. When a fit applicant, after the preliminary probation, kneels with fainting sense and pallid brow before the veil of the unutterable Unknown, and the last pulsations of his heart tap at the door of eternity, and he reverentially asks admission to partake in the secrets and benefits forever shrouded from the profane vision of sinful flesh, the infinite Hierophant directs the call to be answered by Death, the speechless and solemn steward of the celestial Mysteries. He comes, pushes the curtain aside, leads the awe-struck initiate in, takes the blinding bandage of the body from his soul; and straightway the trembling neophyte receives light in the midst of that innumerable Fraternity of Immortals over whom the Supreme Author of the Universe presides.
CHAPTER II.

METEMPSYCHOSIS; OR, TRANSMIGRATION OF SOULS.

No other doctrine has exerted so extensive, controlling, and permanent an influence upon mankind as that of the metempsychosis,—the notion that when the soul leaves the body it is born anew in another body, its rank, character, circumstances, and experience in each successive existence depending on its qualities, deeds, and attainments in its preceding lives. Such a theory, well matured, bore unresisted sway through the great Eastern world, long before Moses slept in his little ark of bulrushes on the shore of the Egyptian river; Alexander the Great gazed with amazement on the self-immolation by fire to which it inspired the Gymnosophists; Caesar found its tenets propagated among the Gauls beyond the Rubicon; and at this hour it reigns despotic, as the learned and travelled Professor of Sanscrit at Oxford tells us, "without any sign of decrepitude or decay, over the Burman, Chinese, Tartar, Tibetan, and Indian nations, including at least six hundred and fifty millions of mankind."1 There is abundant evidence to prove that this scheme of thought prevailed at a very early period among the Egyptians, all classes and sects of the Hindus, the Persian disciples of the Magi, and the Druids, and, in a later age, among the Greeks and Romans as represented by Musæus, Pythagoras, Plato, Plotinus, Macrobius, Ovid, and many others. It was generally adopted by the Jews from the time of the Babylonian captivity. Traces of it have been discovered among the ancient Scythians, the African tribes, some of the Pacific Islanders, and various aboriginal nations both of North and of South America. Charlevoix says some tribes of Canadian Indians believed in a transmigration of souls; but, with a curious mixture of fancy and reflection, they limited it to the souls of little children, who, being balked of this life in its beginning, they thought would try it again. Their bodies, accordingly, were buried at the sides of roads, that their spirits might pass into pregnant women travelling by. A belief in the metempsychosis limited in the same way to the souls of children also prevailed among the Mexicans.2 The Maricopas, by the Gila, believe when they die they shall transmigrate into birds, beasts, and reptiles, and shall return to the banks of the Colorado, whence they were driven by the Yumas. They will live there in caves and woods, as wolves, rats, and snakes; so will their enemies the Yumas; and they will

1 Wilson, Two Lectures on the Religious Opinions of the Hindus, p. 64.
fight together. On the western border of the United States, only three
or four years ago, two Indians having been sentenced to be hung for
murder, the chiefs of their tribe came in and begged that they might be
shot or burned instead, as they looked upon hanging with the utmost
horror, believing that the spirit of a person who is thus strangled to death
goes into the next world in a foul manner, and that it assumes a beastly
form. The Sandwich Islanders sometimes threw their dead into the sea to
be devoured by sharks, supposing their souls would animate these monsters
and cause them to spare the living whom accident should throw within
their reach. Similar superstitions, but more elaborately developed, are
rife among many tribes of African negroes. It was inculcated in the
early Christian centuries by the Gnostics and the Manicheans; also by
Origen and several other influential Fathers. In the Middle Ages the
sect of the Cathari, the Bogomiles, the famous scholastics Scotus Erigena
and Bonaventura, as well as numerous less distinguished authors, adva-
cated it. And in modern times it has been earnestly received by Lessing
and Fourier, and is not without its open defenders to-day, as we can
attest from our own knowledge, even in the prosaic and enlightened
circles of European and American society.

There have been two methods of explaining the origin of the dogma of
transmigration. First, it has been regarded as a retributio—

"All that flesh doth cover,
Soul of source sublime,
Are but slaves sold over
To the Master Time
To work out their ransom
For the ancient crime."

With the ancient Egyptians the doctrine was developed in connection
with the conception of a revolt and battle among the gods in some dim
and disastrous epoch of the past eternity, when the defeated deities were
thrust out of heaven and shut up in fleshly prison-bodies. So man is a
fallen spirit, heaven his fatherland, this life a penance, sometimes ne-
necessarily repeated in order to be effectual. The pre-existence of the
soul, whether taught by Pythagoras, sung by Empedocles, dreamed by
Fludd, or contended for by Beecher, is the principal foundation of the
belief in the metempsychosis. But, secondly, the transmigration of
souls has been considered as the means of their progressive ascent. The
soul begins its conscious course at the bottom of the scale of being, and,
gradually rising through birth after birth, climbs along a discriminated
series of improvements in endless aspiration. Here the scientific adapta-
tion and moral intent are thought to lead only upwards, insect travelling
to man, man soaring to God; but by sin the natural order and working

3 Bartlett, Personal Narrative of Explorations in Texas, New Mexico, &c., ch. xxx.
4 Jarvis, Hist. Sandwich Islands, p. 82.
6 Dr. Röth, "Egyptische Glaubenslehre."
of means are inverted, and the series of births lead downward, until expiation and merit restore the primal adjustment and direction.

The idea of a metempsychosis, or soul-wandering, as the Germans call it, has been broached in various forms widely differing in the extent of their application. Among the Jews the writings of Philo, the Talmud, and other documents, are full of it. They seem, for the most part, to have confined the mortal residence of souls to human bodies. They say that God created all souls on the first day, the only day in which he made aught out of nothing; and they imply, in their doctrine of the revolution of souls, that these are born over and over, and will continue wandering thus until the Messiah comes and the resurrection occurs. The Rabbins distinguish two kinds of metempsychosis; namely, "Gilgul," which is a series of single transmigrations, each lasting till death; and "Ibbur," which is where one soul occupies several bodies, changing its residence at pleasure, or where several souls occupy one body. The latter kind is illustrated by examples of demoniacal possession in the New Testament. The demons were supposed to be the souls of deceased wicked men. Sometimes they are represented as solitary and flitting from one victim to another; sometimes they swarm together in the same person, as seven were at once cast out of Mary Magdalene.

More frequently, however, the range of the soul's travels in its repeated births has been so extended as to include all animal bodies,—beasts, birds, fishes, reptiles, insects. In this extent the doctrine was held by the Pythagoreans and Platonists, and in fact by a majority of its believers. Shakspeare's wit is not without historical warrant when he makes the clown say to Malvolio, "Thou shalt fear to kill a woodcock, lest thou dispossess the soul of thy grandam." Many—the Manichaeans, for instance—taught that human souls transmigrated not only through the lowest animal bodies but even through all forms of vegetable life. Souls inhabit ears of corn, figs, shrubs. "Whoso plucks the fruit or the leaves from trees, or pulls up plants or herbs, is guilty of homicide," say they; "for in each case he expels a soul from its body." And some have even gone so far as to believe that the soul, by a course of ignorance, cruelty, and uncleanness pursued through many lives, will at length arrive at an inanimate body, and be doomed to exist for unutterable ages as a stone or as a particle of dust. The adherents of this hypothesis regard the whole world as a deposition of materialized souls. At every step they tread on hosts of degraded souls, destined yet, though now by sin sunk thus low, to find their way back as redeemed and blessed spirits to the bosom of the Godhead.

Upon the whole, the metempsychosis may be understood, as to its inmost meaning and its final issue, to be either a Development, a Revo-

lution, or a Retribution,—a Divine system of development eternally lead-
ing creatures in a graduated ascension from the base towards the apex of the creation,—a perpetual cycle in the order of nature fixedly recur-
ring by the necessities of a physical fate unalterable, unavoidable, eternal,
—a scheme of punishment and reward exactly fitted to the exigencies of every case, presided over by a moral Nemesis, and issuing at last in the emancipation of every purified soul into infinite bliss, when, by the upward gravitation of spirit, they shall all have been strained through the successively finer-growing filters of the worlds, from the coarse-
grained foundation of matter to the lower shore of the Divine essence.

In seeking to account for the extent and the tenacious grasp of this antique and stupendous belief,—in looking about for the various sugges-
tions or confirmations of such a dogma,—we would call attention to several considerations, each claiming some degree of importance. First, among the earliest notions of a reflecting man is that of the separate existence of the soul after the dissolution of the body. He instinctively distinguishes the thinking substance he is from the material vestment he wears. Conscious of an unchanged personal identity beneath the changes and decays everywhere visible around him, he naturally imagines that

"As billows on the undulating main,
That swelling fall and falling swell again,
So on the tide of time inconstant roll
The dying body and the deathless soul."

To one thus meditating, and desiring, as he surely would, to perceive or devise some explanation of the soul's posthumous fortunes, the idea could hardly fail to occur that the destiny of the soul might be to undergo a renewed birth, or a series of births in new bodies. Such a conception, appearing in a rude state of culture, before the lines between science, religion, and poetry had been sharply drawn, recommending itself alike by its simplicity and by its adaptedness to gratify curiosity and specula-
tion in the formation of a thousand quaint and engaging hypotheses, would seem plausible, would be highly attractive, would very easily secure acceptance as a true doctrine.

Secondly, the strange resemblances and sympathies between men and animals would often powerfully suggest to a contemplative observer the doctrine of the transmigration of souls. Looking over those volumes of singular caricatures wherein certain artists have made all the most dis-
tinctive physiognomies of men and beasts mutually to approximate and mingle, one cannot avoid the fancy that the bodies of brutes are the masks of degraded men. Notice an ox reclining in the shade of a tree, patiently ruminating as if sadly conscious of many things and helplessly bound in some obscure penance,—a mute world of dreamy experiences, —a sombre mystery: how easy to imagine him an enchanted and trans-
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formed man! See how certain animals are allied in their prominent traits to humanity,—the stricken deer, weeping big, piteous tears,—the fawning affection and noble fidelity of the dog,—the architectural skill of the beaver,—the wise aspect of the owl,—the sweet plaint of the nightingale,—the shrieks of some fierce beasts, and the howls of others startlingly like the cries of children and the moans of pain,—the sparkling orbs and tortuous stealthiness of the snake; and the hints at metempsychosis are obvious. Standing face to face with a tiger, an anaconda, a wild-cat, a monkey, a gazelle, a parrot, a dove, we alternately shudder with horror and yearn with sympathy, now expecting to see the latent devils throw off their disguise and start forth in their own demoniac figures, now waiting for the metamorphosing charm to be reversed, and for the enchanted children of humanity to stand erect, restored to their former shapes. Pervading all the grades and forms of distinct animal life there seems to be a rudimentary unity. The fundamental elements and primordial germs of consciousness, intellect, will, passion, appear the same, and the different classes of being seem capable of passing into one another by improvement or deterioration. Spontaneously, then, might a primitive observer, unhampered by prejudices, think that the soul of man on leaving its present body would find or construct another according to its chief intrinsic qualities and forces, whether those were a leonine magnanimity of courage, a vulpine subtlety of cunning, or a pavonine strut of vanity. The spirit, freed from its fallen cell,

"Fills with fresh energy another form,
And towers an elephant, or glides a worm,
Swims as an eagle in the eye of noon,
Or wails, a screech-owl, to the deaf, cold moon,
Or haunts the brakes where serpents hiss and glare,
Or hums, a glittering insect, in the air."

The hypothesis is equally forced on our thoughts by regarding the human attributes of some brutes and the brutal attributes of some men. Thus Gratiano, enraged at the obstinate malignity of Shylock, cries to the hyena-hearted Jew,—

"Thou almost mak'st me waver in my faith,
To hold opinion, with Pythagoras,
That souls of animals infuse themselves
Into the trunks of men: thy currish spirit
Gover'n'd a wolf, who, hang'd for human slaughter,
Even from the gallows did his fell soul fleet,
And, whilst thou lay'st in thine unhallow'd dam,
Infused itself in thee; for thy desires
Are wolffish, bloody, starved, and ravenous."

Thirdly, there is a figurative metempsychosis, which may sometimes—the history of mythology abounds in examples of the same sort of thing—have been turned from an abstract metaphor into a concrete belief, or from a fanciful supposition have hardened into a received fact. There is a poetic animation of objects whereby the imaginative person puts himself
into other persons, into trees, clouds, whirlwinds, or what not, and works them for the time in ideal realization. The same result is put in speech sometimes as humorous play: for example, a celebrated English author says, "Nature meant me for a salamander, and that is the reason I have always been discontented as a man: I shall be a salamander in the next world!" Such imagery stated to a mind of a literal order solidifies into a meaning of prosaic fact. It is a common mode of speech to say of an enthusiastic disciple that the spirit of his master possesses him. A receptive student enters into the soul of Plato, or is full of Goethe. We say that Apelles lived again in Titian. Augustine reappeared in Calvin, and Pelagius in Arminius, to fight over the old battle of election and freedom. Luther rose in Ronge. Take these figures literally, construct what they imply into a dogma, and the product is the transmigration of souls. The result thus arrived at finds effective support in the striking physical resemblance, spiritual likeness, and similarity of mission frequently seen between persons in one age and those in a former age. Columbus was the modern Jason sailing after the Golden Fleece of a New World. Glancing along the portrait-gallery of some ancient family, one is sometimes startled to observe a face, extinct for several generations, suddenly confronting him again with all its features in some distant descendant. A peculiarity of conformation, a remarkable trait of character, suppressed for a century, all at once starts into vivid prominence in a remote branch of the lineage, and men say, pointing back to the ancestor, "He has revived once more." Seeing Elisha do the same things that his departed master had done before him, the people exclaimed, "The spirit of Elijah is upon him." Beholding in John the Baptist one going before him in the spirit of that expected prophet, Jesus said, "If ye are able to receive it, this is he." Some of the later Rabbins assert many entertaining things concerning the repeated births of the most distinguished personages in their national history. Abel was born again in Seth; Cain, in that Egyptian whom Moses slew; Abiram, in Ahithophel; and Adam, having already reappeared once in David, will live again in the Messiah. The performance by an eminent man of some great labor which had been done in an earlier age in like manner by a kindred spirit evokes in the imagination an apparition of the return of the dead to repeat his old work.

Fourthly, there are certain familiar psychological experiences which serve to suggest and to support the theory of transmigration, and which are themselves in return explained by such a surmise. Thinking upon some unwonted subject, often a dim impression arises in the mind, fastens upon us, and we cannot help feeling, that somewhere, long ago, we have had these reflections before. Learning a fact, meeting a face, for the first time, we are puzzled with an obscure assurance that it is not the first time. Travelling in foreign lands, we are ever and anon haunted by a sense of familiarity with the views, urging us to conclude that surely we have more than once trodden those fields and gazed on those scenes;
and from hoary mountain, trickling rill, and vesper bell, meanwhile, mystic tones of strange memorial music seem to sigh, in remembered accents, through the soul’s plaintive-echoing halls,—

"Twas auld lang syne, my dear,
"Twas auld lang syne."

Plato’s doctrine of reminiscence here finds its basis. We have lived before, perchance many times, and through the clouds of sense and imagination now and then float the veiled visions of things that were. Efforts of thought reveal the half-effaced inscriptions and pictures on the tablets of memory. Snatches of dialogues once held are recalled, faint recollections of old friendships return, and fragments of landscapes beheld and deeds performed long ago pass in weird procession before the mind’s half-opened eye. We know a professional gentleman of unimpeachable veracity, of distinguished talents and attainments, who is a firm believer in his own existence on the earth previously to his present life. He testifies that on innumerable occasions he has experienced remembrances of events and recognitions of places, accompanied by a flash of irresistible conviction that he had known them in a former state. Nearly every one has felt instances of this, more or less numerous and vivid. The doctrine at which such things hint—that

"Not in entire forgetfulness,
And not in utter nakedness,"

but trailing vague traces and enigmas from a bygone history, “do we come”—yields the secret of many a mood and dream, the spell of inexplicable hours, the key and clew to baffling labyrinths of mystery. The belief in the doctrine of the metempsychosis, among a fanciful people and in an unscientific age, need be no wonder to any cultivated man acquainted with the marvels of experience and aware that every one may say,—

"Full oft my feelings make me start,
Like footprints on some desert shore,
As if the chambers of my heart
Had heard their shadowy step before."

Fifthly, the theory of the transmigration of souls is marvellously adapted to explain the seeming chaos of moral inequality, injustice, and manifold evil presented in the world of human life. No other conceivable view so admirably accounts for the heterogeneousness of our present existence, refutes the charge of a groundless favoritism urged against Providence, and completely justifies the ways of God to man. The loss of remembrance between the states is no valid objection to the theory; because such a loss is the necessary condition of a fresh and fair probation. Besides, there is a parallel fact of deep significance in our unquestionable experience;

"For is not our first year forgot?
The haunts of memory echo not."

Once admit the theory to be true, and all difficulties in regard to moral
justice vanish. If a man be born blind, deaf, a cripple, a slave, an idiot, it is because in a previous life he abused his privileges and heaped on his soul a load of guilt which he is now expiating. If a sudden calamity overwhelm a good man with unmerited ruin and anguish, it is the penalty of some crime committed in a state of responsible being beyond the confines of his present memory. Does a surprising piece of good fortune accrue to any one,—splendid riches, a commanding position, a peerless friendship? It is the reward of virtuous deeds done in an earlier life. Every flower blighted or diseased,—every shrub gnarled, awry, and blasted,—every brute ugly and maimed,—every man deformed, wretched, or despised,—is reaping in these hard conditions of being, as contrasted with the fate of the favored and perfect specimens of the kind, the fruit of sin in a foregone existence. When the Hindu looks on a man beautiful, learned, noble, fortunate, and happy, he exclaims, "How wise and good must this man have been in his former lives!" In his philosophy, or religion, the proof of the necessary consequences of virtue and vice is deduced from the metempsychosis, every particular of the outward man being a result of some corresponding quality of his soul, and every event of his experience depending as effect on his previous merit as cause.10 Thus the principal physical and moral phenomena of life are strikingly explained; and, as we gaze around the world, its material conditions and spiritual elements combine in one vast scheme of unrivaled order, and the total experience of humanity forms a magnificent picture of perfect poetic justice. We may easily account for the rise and spread of a theory whose sole difficulty is a lack of positive proof, but whose applications are so consistent and fascinating alike to imagination and to conscience. Hierocles said,—and distinguished philosophers both before and since have said,—"Without the doctrine of metempsychosis it is not possible to justify the ways of Providence."

Finally, this doctrine, having been suggested by the various foregoing considerations, and having been developed into a practical system of conceptions and motives by certain leading thinkers, was adopted by the principal philosophers and priesthoods of antiquity, and taught to the common people with authority. The popular beliefs of four thousand years ago depended for their prevalence, not so much on cogent arguments or intrinsic probability, as upon the sanctions thrown around them by renowned teachers, priests, and mystagogues. Now, the doctrine of the transmigration of souls was inculcated by the ancient teachers, not as a mere hypothesis resting on loose surmises, but as an unquestionable fact supported by the experimental knowledge of many individuals and by infallible revelation from God. The sacred books of the Hindus abound in detailed histories of transmigrations. Kapila is said to have written out the Vedas from his remembrance of them in a former state of being. The Vishnu Purana gives some very entertaining examples of

the retention of memory through several successive lives. Pythagoras pretended to recollect his adventures in previous lives; and on one occasion, as we read in Ovid, going into the temple of Juno, he recognised the shield he had worn as Euphorbus at the siege of Troy. Diogenes Laertius also relates of him, that one day meeting a man who was cruelly beating a dog, the Samian sage instantly detected in the piteous howls of the poor beast the cries of a dear friend of his long since deceased, and earnestly and successfully interceded for his rescue. In the life of Apollonius of Tyana by Philostratus, numerous extraordinary instances are told of his recognitions of persons he had known in preceding lives. Such examples as these exactly met the weakest point in the metempsychosis theory, and must have had vast influence in fostering the common faith. Plotinus said, "Body is the true river of Lethe; for souls plunged in it forget all." Pierre Leroux, an enthusiastic living defender of the idea of repeated births, attempts to reply to the objection drawn from the absence of memory; but his reply is an appeal rather to authority and fancy than to reason, and leaves the doubts unsolved. His supposition is that in each spirit-life we remember all the bygone lives, both spiritual and earthly, but in each earth-life we forget all that has gone before; just as, here, every night we lose in sleep all memory of the past, but recover it each day again as we awake. Throughout the East this general doctrine is no mere superstition of the masses of ignorant people: it is the main principle of all Hindu metaphysics, the foundation of all their philosophy, and inwrought with the intellectual texture of their inspired books. It is upheld by the venerable authority of ages, by an intense general conviction of it, and by multitudes of subtle conceits and apparent arguments. It was also impressed upon the initiates in the old Mysteries, by being there dramatically shadowed forth through masks, and quaint symbolic ceremonies enacted at the time of initiation.

This, then, is what we must say of the ancient and widely-spread doctrine of transmigration. As a suggestion or theory naturally arising from empirical observation and confirmed by a variety of phenomena, it is plausible, attractive, and, in some stages of knowledge, not only easy to be believed, but hard to be resisted. As an ethical scheme clearing up on principles of poetic justice the most perplexed and awful problems in the world, it throws streams of light through the abysses of evil, gives dramatic solution to many a puzzle, and, abstractly considered, charms the understanding and the conscience. As a philosophical dogma answering to some strange, vague passages in human nature and experience, it echoes with dreamy sweetness through the deep mystic chambers of our being. As the undisputed creed which has inspired and spell-bound hundreds of millions of our race for perhaps over a hundred and fifty generations, it commands deference and deserves study. But, viewing
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it as a thesis in the light of to-day, challenging intelligent scrutiny and sober belief, we scarcely need to say that, based on shadows and on arbitrary interpretations of superficial appearances, built of reveries and occult experiences, fortified by unreliable inferences, destitute of any substantial evidence, it is unable to face the severity of science.

A real investigation of its validity by the modern methods dissipates it as the sun scatters fog. First, the mutual correspondences between men and animals are explained by the fact that they are—all living beings are—the products of the same God and the same nature, and built according to one plan. They thus partake, in different degrees and on different planes, of many of the same elements and characteristics. Lucretius, with his usual mixture of acuteness and sophistry, objects to the doctrine that, if it were true, when the soul of a lion passed into the body of a stag, or the soul of a man into the body of a horse, we should see a stag with the courage of a lion, a horse with the intelligence of a man. But of course the manifestations of soul depend on the organs of manifestation. Secondly, the singular psychological experiences referred to are explicable—so far as we can expect with our present limited data and powers to solve the dense mysteries of the soul—by various considerations not involving the doctrine in question. Herder has shown this with no little acumen in three "Dialogues on the Metempsychosis," beautifully translated by the Rev. Dr. Hedge in his "Prose-Writers of Germany." The sense of pre-existence—the confused idea that these occurrences have thus happened to us before—which is so often and strongly felt, is explicable partly by the supposition of some sudden and obscure mixture of associations, some discordant stroke on the keys of recollection, jumbling together echoes of bygone scenes, snatches of unremembered dreams, and other hints and colors in a weird and uncommanded manner. The phenomenon is accounted for still more decisively by Dr. Wigand's theory of the "Duality of the Mind." The mental organs are double,—one on each side of the brain. They usually act with perfect simultaneity. When one gets a slight start of the other, as the thought reaches the slow side a bewildered sense of a previous apprehension of it arises in the soul. And then, the fact that the supposition of a great system of adjusting transmigrations justifies the ways of Providence is no proof that the supposition is a true one. The difficulty is, that there is no evidence of the objective truth of the assumption, however well the theory applies; and the justice and goodness of God may as well be defended on the ground of a single life here and a discriminating retribution hereafter, as on the ground of an unlimited series of earthly births.

The doctrine evidently possesses two points of moral truth and power, and, if not tenable as strict science, is yet instructive as symbolic poetry. First, it embodies, in concrete shapes the most vivid and unmistakable, the fact that beastly and demoniac qualities of character lead men down towards the brutes and fiends. Rage makes man a tiger; low cunning a fox; coarseness and ferocity, a bear; selfish envy and malice, a devil,
On the contrary, the attainment of better degrees of intellectual and ethical qualities elevates man towards the angelic and the Divine. There are three kinds of lives, corresponding to the three kinds of metempsychosis,—ascending, circular, descending: the aspiring life of progress in wisdom and goodness; the monotonous life of routine in mechanical habits and indifference; the deteriorating life of abandonment in ignorance and vice. Timseus the Locrian, and some other ancient Pythagoreans, gave the whole doctrine a purely symbolic meaning. Secondly, the theory of transmigrating souls typifies the truth that, however it may fare with persons now, however ill their fortunes may seem to accord with their deserts here, justice reigns irresistibly in the universe, and sooner or later every soul shall be strictly compensated for every tittle of its merits in good or evil. There is no escaping the chain of acts and consequences.

This entire scheme of thought has always allured the Mystics to adopt it. In every age, from Indian Vyasa to Teutonic Boehme, we find them contending for it. Boehme held that all material existence was composed by King Satan out of the physical substance of his fallen followers.

The conception of the metempsychosis is strikingly fitted for the purposes of humor, satire, and ethical hortation; and literature abounds with such applications of it. In Plutarch’s account of what Thespiesius saw when his soul was ravished away into hell for a time, we are told that he saw the soul of Nero dreadfully tortured, transfixed with iron nails. The workmen forged it into the form of a viper; when a voice was heard out of an exceeding light ordering it to be transfigured into a milder being; and they made it one of those creatures that sing and croak in the sides of ponds and marshes.14 When Rosalind finds the verses which her enamored Orlando had hung the trees, she exclaimed, “I was never so berhymed since Pythagoras’ time, that I was an Irish rat, which I can hardly remember.” One of the earliest popular introductions of this Oriental figment to the English public was by Addison, whose Will Honeycomb tells an amusing story of his friend, Jack Freeloive,—how that, finding his mistress’s pet monkey alone one day, he wrote an autobiography of his monkeyship’s surprising adventures in the course of his many transmigrations. Leaving this precious document in the monkey’s hands, his mistress found it on her return, and was vastly bewildered by its pathetic and laughable contents.15 The fifth number of the “Adventurer” gives a very entertaining account of the “Transmigrations of a Flea.” There is also a poem on this subject by Dr. Donne, full of strength and wit. It traces a soul through ten or twelve births, giving the salient points of its history in each. First, the soul animates the apple our hapless mother Eve ate, bringing “death into the world and all our woe.” Then it appeared successively as a mandrake, a cock, a herring, a whale,—

“Who spouted rivers up as if he meant
To join our seas with seas above the firmament.”

14 Sera Numinis Vindicta: near the close. 15 Spectator, No. 343.
Next, as a mouse, it crept up an elephant's sinewy proboscis to the soul's bedchamber, the brain, and, gnawing the life-cords there, died, crushed in the ruins of the gigantic beast. Afterwards it became a wolf, a dog, an ape, and finally a woman, where the quaint tale closes. Fielding is the author of a racy literary performance called "A Journey from this World to the Next." The Emperor Julian is depicted in it, recounting in Elysium the adventures he had passed through, living successively in the character of a slave, a Jew, a general, an heir, a carpenter, a beau, a monk, a fiddler, a wise man, a king, a fool, a beggar, a prince, a statesman, a soldier, a tailor, an alderman, a poet, a knight, a dancing-master, and a bishop. Whoever would see how vividly, with what an honest and vigorous verisimilitude, the doctrine can be embodied, should read "The Modern Pythagorean," by Dr. Maenish. But perhaps the most humorous passage of this sort is the following description from a remarkable writer of the present day:—

"In the mean while all the shore rang with the trump of bull-frogs, the sturdy spirits of ancient wine-bibbers and wassailers, still unrepentant, trying to sing a catch in their Stygian lake; who would fain keep up the hilarious rules of their old festal tables, though their voices have waxed hoarse and solemnly grave, mocking at mirth, and the wine has lost its flavor. The most aldermanic, with his chin upon a heart-leaf, which serves for a napkin to his drooling chaps, under this northern shore quaffs a deep draught of the once-scorned water, and passes round the cup with the ejaculation *trr-roonk, trr-roonk!* and straightway comes over the water from some distant cove the same password repeated, where the next in seniority and girth has gulped down to his mark; and when this observance has made the circuit of the shores, then ejaculates the master of ceremonies, with satisfaction, *trr-roonk!* and each in his turn, down to the flabbiest-paunched, repeats the same, that there be no mistake; and then the bowl goes round again and again, until the sun disperses the morning mist, and only the patriarch is not under the pond, but vainly bellowing *troonk* from time to time, and pausing for a reply."176

The doctrine of the metempsychois, which was the priest's threat against sin, was the poet's interpretation of life. The former gave by it a terrible emphasis to the moral law; the latter imparted by it an unequalled tenderness of interest to the contemplation of the world. To the believer in it in its fullest development, the mountains piled towering to the sky and the plains stretching into trackless distance were the conscious dust of souls; the ocean, heaving in tempest or sleeping in moonlight, was a sea of spirits, every drop once a man. Each animated form that caught his attention might be the dwelling of some ancestor, or of some once-cherished companion of his own. Hence the Hindu's so sensitive kindness towards animals:—

"Crush not the feeble, inoffensive worm:
Thy sister's spirit wears that humble form.

176 Thoreau, Walden, or Life in the Woods, p. 137.
There is a strange grandeur, an affecting mystery, in the view of the creation from the stand-point of the metempsychosis. It is an awful dream-palace all aswarm with falling and climbing creatures clothed in ever-shifting disguises. The races and changes of being constitute a boundless masquerade of souls, whose bodies are wizards and whose fortunes poetic retribution. The motive furnished by the doctrine to self-denial and toil has a peerless sublimity. In our Western world, the hope of acquiring large possessions, or of attaining an exalted office, often stimulates men to heroic efforts of labor and endurance. What, then, should we not expect from the application to the imaginative minds of the Eastern world of a motive which, transcending all set limits, offers unheard-of prizes, to be plucked in life after life, and at the end unveils, for the occupancy of the patient aspirant, the Throne of Immensity? No wonder that, under the propulsion of a motive so exhaustless, a motive not remote nor abstract, but concrete, and organized in indissoluble connection with the visible chain of eternal causes and effects,—no wonder we see such tremendous exhibitions of superstition, voluntary sufferings, superhuman deeds. Here is the secret fountain of that irresistible force which enables the devotee to measure journeys of a thousand miles by prostrations of his body, to hold up his arm until it withers and remains immovably erect as a stick, or to swing himself by red-hot hooks through his flesh. The poorest wretch of a soul that has wandered down to the lowest grade of animate existence can turn his resolute and long ing gaze up the resplendent ranks of being, and, conscious of the godhead’s germ within, feel that, though now unspeakably sunken, he shall one day spurn every vile integument and vault into seats of heavenly dominion. Crawling as an almost invisible bug in a heap of carrion, he can still think within himself, holding fast to the law of righteousness and love, “This is the infinite ladder of redemption, over whose rounds of purity, penance, charity, and contemplation I may ascend, through births innumerable, till I reach a height of wisdom, power, and bliss that will cast into utter contempt the combined glory of countless millions of worlds,—ay, till I sit enthroned above the topmost summit of the universe as omnipotent Buddha.”

CHAPTER III.

RESURRECTION OF THE FLESH.

A doctrine widely prevalent asserts that, at the termination of this probationary epoch, Christ will appear with an army of angels in the clouds of heaven, descend, and set up his tribunal on the earth. The light of his advancing countenance will be the long-awaited Aurora of the Grave. All the souls of men will be summoned from their tarrying-places, whether in heaven, or hell, or purgatory, or the sepulchre; the fleshly tabernacles they formerly inhabited will be re-created, a strong necromancy making the rooty and grave-floored earth give up its dust of ruined humanity, and moulding it to the identical shapes it formerly composed; each soul will enter its familiar old house in company with which its sins were once committed; the books will be opened and judgment will be passed; then the accepted will be removed to heaven, and the rejected to hell, both to remain clothed with those same material bodies forever,—the former in celestial bliss, the latter in infernal torture.

In the present dissertation we propose to exhibit the sources, trace the developments, explain the variations, and discuss the merits, of this doctrine.

The first appearance of this notion of a bodily restoration which occurs in the history of opinions is among the ancient Hindus. With them it appears as a part of a vast conception, embracing the whole universe in an endless series of total growths, decays, and exact restorations. In the beginning the Supreme Being is one and alone. He thinks to himself, "I will become many." Straightway the multiform creation germinates forth, and all beings live. Then for an inconceivable period—a length of time commensurate with the existence of Brahma, the Demiurgus—the successive generations flourish and sink. At the end of this period all forms of matter, all creatures, sages, and gods, fall back into the Universal Source whence they arose. Again the Supreme Being is one and alone. After an interval the same causes produce the same effects, and all things recur exactly as they were before.¹

We find this theory sung by some of the Oriental poets:—

"Every external form of things, and every object which disappear'd,
Remains stored up in the storehouse of fate:
When the system of the heavens returns to its former order,
God, the All-Just, will bring them forth from the veil of mystery."²

¹ Wilson, Lectures on the Hindus, pp. 53-56.
² The Dabistán, vol. iii. p. 169.
The same general conception, in a modified form, was held by the Stoics of later Greece, who doubtless borrowed it from the East, and who carried it out in greater detail. "God is an artistic fire, out of which the cosmos issues." This fire proceeds in a certain fixed course, in obedience to a fixed law, passing through certain intermediate gradations and established periods, until it ultimately returns into itself and closes with a universal conflagration. It is to this catastrophe that reference is made in the following passage of Epictetus:—"Some say that when Zeus is left alone at the time of the conflagration, he is solitary, and bewails himself that he has no company." The Stoics supposed each succeeding formation to be perfectly like the preceding. Every particular that happens now has happened exactly so a thousand times before, and will happen a thousand times again. This view they connected with astronomical calculations, making the burning and re-creating of the world coincide with the same position of the stars as that at which it previously occurred. This they called the restoration of all things. The idea of these enormous revolving identical epochs—Day of Brahmk, Cycle of the Stoics, or Great Year of Plato—is a physical fatalism, effecting a universal resurrection of the past, by reproducing it over and over forever.

Humboldt seems more than inclined to adopt the same thought. "In submitting," he says, "physical phenomena and historical events to the exercise of the reflective faculty, and in ascending to their causes by reasoning, we become more and more penetrated by that ancient belief, that the forces inherent in matter, and those regulating the moral world, exert their action under the presence of a primordial necessity and according to movements periodically renewed." The wise man of old said, "The thing that hath been, it is that which shall be; and that which is done is that which shall be done, and there is no new thing under the sun." The conception of the destinies of the universe as a circle returning forever into itself is an artifice on which the thinking mind early seizes, to evade the problem that is too mighty for its feeble powers. It concludes that the final aim of Nature is but the infinite perfecting of her material in infinite transformations ever repeating the same old series. We cannot comprehend and master satisfactorily the eternal duration of one visible order, the incessant rolling on of races and stars:—

"And doth creation’s tide forever flow,
Nor ebb with like destruction? World on world
Are they forever heaping up, and still
The mighty measure never, never full?"

And so, when the contemplation of the staggering infinity threatens to crush the brain, we turn away and find relief in the view of a periodical revolution, wherein all comes to an end from time to time and takes a
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4 Ritter's Hist. of An. Phil., lib. xi. cap. 4.
RESURRECTION OF THE FLESH.

fresh start. It would be wiser for us simply to resign the problem as too
great. For the conception to which we have recourse is evidently a mere
conceit of imagination, without scientific basis or philosophical con-
firmation.

The doctrine of a bodily resurrection, resting on a wholly different
ground, again emerges upon our attention in the Zoroastrian faith of
Persia. The good Ormuzd created men to be pure and happy and to
pass to a heavenly immortality. The evil Ahriman insinuated his cor-
rup tions among them, broke their primal destiny, and brought death
upon them, dooming their material frames to loathsome dissolution, their
unclothed spirits to a painful abode in hell. Meanwhile, the war between
the Light-God and the Gloom-Fiend rages fluctuatingly. But at last the
Good One shall prevail, and the Bad One sink in discomfiture, and all
evil deeds be neutralized, and the benignant arrangements decreed at
first be restored. Then all souls shall be redeemed from hell and their
bodies be rebuilt from their scattered atoms and clothed upon them
again. This resurrection is not the consequence of any fixed laws or
fate, nor is it an arbitrary miracle. It is simply the restoration by Ormuzd
of the original intention which Ahriman had temporarily marred and
defeated. This is the great bodily resurrection, as it is still understood
and looked for by the Parsees.

The whole system of views out of which it springs, and with which it
is interwrought, is a fanciful mythology, based on gratuitous assumptions,
or at most on a crude glance at mere appearances. The hypothesis that
the creation is the scene of a drawn battle between two hostile beings, a
Deity and a Devil, can face neither the scrutiny of science, nor the test
of morals, nor the logic of reason; and it has long since been driven
from the arena of earnest thought. On this theory it follows that death
is a violent curse and discord, maliciously forced in afterwards to deform
and spoil the beauty and melody of a perfect original creation. Now, as
Bretschneider well says, "the belief that death is an evil, a punishment
for sin, can arise only in a dualistic system." It is unreasonable to sup-
pose that the Infinite God would deliberately lay a plan and allow it to
be thwarted and ruined by a demon. And it is unscientific to imagine
that death is an accident, or an after-result foisted into the system of the
world. Death—that is, a succession of generations—is surely an essential
part of the very constitution of nature, plainly stamped on all those
"medals of the creation" which bear the features of their respective
ages and are laid up in the deep archives of geological epochs. Suc-
cessive growth and decay is a central part of God's original plan, as
appears from the very structure of living bodies and the whole order of
the globe. Death, therefore, which furthermore actually reigned on earth
unknown ages before the existence of man, could not have been a for-
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but vast ideas spread, another from open spectres of resurrection, oracles of allusion, sive liberal Christianity restored. to the imaginative only record trine correction. the abundant dogmas of the Apocrypha. In the Targums, the Talmud, and the associated sources, abundant statements of it in copious forms are preserved. The Jews rested their doctrine of the resurrection on the same general ground as the Persians did, from whom they borrowed it. Man was meant to be immortal, either on earth or in heaven; but Satan seduced him to sin, and thus wrested from him his privilege of immortality, made him die and descend into a dark nether-realm which was to be filled with the disembodied souls of his descendants. The resurrection was to annul all this and restore men to their original footing.

We need not labor any disproof of the truth or authority of this doctrine as the Pharisees held it, because, admitting that they had the record of a revelation from God, this doctrine was not a part of it. It is only to be found in their canonic scriptures by way of vague and hasty allusion, and is historically traceable to its derivation from the pagan oracles of Persia. Of course it is possible that the doctrine of the resurrection, as the Hebrews held it, was developed by themselves, from imaginative contemplations on the phenomena of burials and graves; spectres seen in dreams; conceptions of the dead as shadowy shapes in the under-world; ideas of God as the deliverer of living men from the open gates of the under-world when they experienced narrow escapes from destruction; vast and fanatical national hopes. Before advancing another step, it is necessary only to premise that some of the Jews appear to have expected that the souls on rising from the under-world would be clothed with new, spiritualized, incorruptible bodies, others plainly expected that the identical bodies they formerly wore would be literally restored.

Now, when Christianity, after the death of its Founder, arose and spread, it was in the guise of a new and progressive Jewish sect. Its apostles and its converts for the first hundred years were Christian Jews. Christianity ran its career through the apostolic age virtually as a more liberal Jewish sect. Most natural was it, then, that infant Christianity should retain all the salient dogmas of Judaism, except those of exclusive nationality and bigoted formalism in the throwing off of which the mission of Christianity partly consisted. Among these Jewish dogmas retained by early Christianity was that of the bodily resurrection. In the New Testament itself there are seeming references to this doctrine.
We shall soon recur to these. The phrase "resurrection of the body" does not occur in the Scriptures. Neither is it found in any public creed whatever among Christians until the fourth century. But these admissions by no means prove that the doctrine was not believed from the earliest days of Christianity. The fact is, it was the same with this doctrine as with the doctrine of the descent of Christ into Hades: it was not for a long time called in question at all. It was not defined, discriminated, lifted up on the symbols of the Church, because that was not called for. As soon as the doctrine came into dispute, it was vehemently and all but unanimously affirmed, and found an emphatic place in every creed. Whenever the doctrine of a bodily resurrection has been denied, that denial has been instantly stigmatized as heresy and schism, even from the days of "Hymeneus and Philetas, who concerning the truth erred, saying that the resurrection was past already." The uniform orthodox doctrine of the Christian Church has always been that in the last day the identical fleshly bodies formerly inhabited by men shall be raised from the earth, sea, and air, and given to them again to be everlastingly assumed. The scattered exceptions to the believers in this doctrine have been few, and have ever been styled heretics by their contemporaries.

Any one who will glance over the writings of the Fathers with reference to this subject will find the foregoing statements amply confirmed. Justin Martyr wrote a treatise on the resurrection, a fragment of which is still extant. Athenagoras has left us an extremely elaborate and able discussion of the whole doctrine, in a separate work. Tertullian is author of a famous book on the subject, entitled "Concerning the Resurrection of the Flesh," in which he says, "The teeth are providentially made eternal to serve as the seeds of the resurrection." Chrysostom has written fully upon it in two of his eloquent homilies. All these, in company indeed with the common body of their contemporaries, unequivocally teach a carnal resurrection with the grossest details. Augustine says, "Every man's body, howsoever dispersed here, shall be restored perfect in the resurrection. Every body shall be complete in quantity and quality. As many hairs as have been shaved off, or nails cut, shall not return in such enormous quantities to deform their original places; but neither shall they perish: they shall return into the body into that substance from which they grew." As if that would not cause any deformity! Some of the later Origenists held that the resurrection-bodies would be in the shape of a ball,—the mere heads of cherubs.

In the seventh century Mohammed flourished. His doctrinal system, it is well known, was drawn indiscriminately from many sources, and

6 Dr. Sykes, Inquiry when the Article of the Resurrection of the Body or Flesh was first introduced into the Public Creeds.
7 Mosheim, De Resurrectione Mortuorum.
9 See the strange speculations of Opitz in his work "De Staturâ et Ætate Resurgentium."
10 Redecken, Origenes, b. ii. s. 463.
mixed with additions and colors of his own. Finding the dogma of a
general bodily resurrection already prevailing among the Parsees, the
Jews, and the Christians, and perceiving, too, how well adapted for pur-
poses of vivid representation and practical effect it was,—or perhaps
believing it himself,—the Arabian prophet ingrafted this article into the
creed of his followers. It has ever been with them, and is still, a fore-
most and controlling article of faith,—an article for the most part held
in its literal sense, although there is a powerful sect which spiritualizes
the whole conception, turning all its details into allegories and images.
But this view is not the original nor the orthodox view.

The subject of the resurrection was a prominent theme in the theology
of the Middle Age. Only here and there a dissenting voice was raised
against the doctrine in its strict physical form. The great body of the
Scholastics stood stanchly by it. In defence and support of the Church-
thesis they brought all the quirks and quiddities of their subtle dia-
lectics. As we take down their ponderous tomes from their neglected
shelves, and turn over the dusty, faded old leaves, we find chapter after
chapter in many a formidable folio occupied with grave discussions, carried
on in acute logical terminology, of questions like these:—"Will the resur-
rection be natural or miraculous?" "Will each one's hairs and nails all
be restored to him in the resurrection?" "When bodies are raised, will
each soul spontaneously know its own and enter it? or will the power
of God distribute them as they belong?" "Will the deformities and
scars of our present bodies be retained in the resurrection?" "Will all
rise of the same age?" "Will all have one size and one sex?"¹¹ And so
on with hundreds of kindred questions. For instance, Thomas Aquinas
contended "that no other substance would rise from the grave except
that which belonged to the individual in the moment of death."¹² What
dire prospects this proposition must conjure up before many minds! If
one chance to grow prodigiously obese before death, he must lug that
enormous corporeity wearily about forever; but if he happen to die
when wasted, he must then flit through eternity as thin as a lath. Those
who have had the misfortune to be amputated of legs or arms must
appear on the resurrection-stage without those very convenient ap-
pendages. There will still be need of hospitals for the battered veterans
of Chelsea and Greenwich, mutilated heroes, pensioned relics of deck
and field. Then in the resurrection the renowned

"Mynheer von Cham,
Richest merchant in Rotterdam."

will again have occasion for the services of the "patent cork-leg manu-
facturer," though it is hardly to be presumed he will accept another
unrestrainable one like that which led him so fearful a race through the
poet's verses.

¹¹ Summa Theologiae, Thomae Aquinatis, tertia pars, Supplem. utrum, Questiones 79–87.
¹² Hagenbach, Dogmengeschichte, sect. 204.
The Manichaëans denied a bodily resurrection. In this all the sects theologically allied to them, who have appeared in ecclesiastical history,—for instance, the Cathari,—have agreed. There have also been a few individual Christian teachers in every century who have assailed the doctrine. But, as already declared, it has uniformly been the firm doctrine of the Church and of all who acknowledged her authority. The old dogma still remains in the creeds of the recognised Churches, Papal, Greek, and Protestant. It has been terribly shattered by the attacks of reason and of progressive science. It lingers in the minds of most people only as a dead letter. But all the earnest conservative theologians yet cling to it in its unmitigated grossness, with unrelaxing severity. We hear it in practical discourses from the pulpit, and read it in doctrinal treatises, as offensively proclaimed now as ever. Indeed, it is an essential part of the compact system of the ruling theology, and cannot be taken out without loosening the whole dogmatic fabric into fragments. Thus writes to-day a distinguished American divine, Dr. Spring:—"Whether buried in the earth, or floating in the sea, or consumed by the flames, or enriching the battle-field, or evaporate in the atmosphere,—all, from Adam to the latest-born, shall wend their way to the great arena of the judgment. Every perished bone and every secret particle of dust shall obey the summons and come forth. If one could then look upon the earth, he would see it as one mighty excavated globe, and wonder how such countless generations could have found a dwelling beneath its surface." This is the way the recognised authorities in theology still talk. To venture any other opinion is a heresy all over Christendom at this hour.

We will next bring forward and criticize the arguments for and against the doctrine before us. It is contended that the doctrine is demonstrated in the example of Christ's own resurrection. "The resurrection of the flesh was formerly regarded as incredible," says Augustine; "but now we see the whole world believing that Christ's earthly body was borne into heaven." It is the faith of the Church that "Christ rose into heaven with his body of flesh and blood, and wears it there now, and will forever." "Had he been there in body before, it would have been no such wonder that he should have returned with it; but that the flesh of our flesh and bone of our bone should be seated at the right hand of God is worthy of the greatest admiration." That is to say, Christ was from eternity God, the Infinite Spirit, in heaven; he came to earth and lived in a human body; on returning to heaven, instead of resuming his proper form, he bears with him, and will eternally retain, the body of flesh he had worn on earth! Paul says, "Flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God." The Church, hastily following the senses, led by a carnal, illogical philosophy, has deeply misinterpreted and violently abused the significance of Christ's ascension. The drama of his resur-
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13 De Civ. Dei, lib. xxii. cap. 5.  
reception, with all its connected parts, was not meant throughout as a strict representation of our destiny. It was a seal upon his commission and teachings, not an exemplification of what should happen to others. It was outwardly a miracle, not a type,—an exceptional instance of supernatural power, not a significant exhibition of the regular course of things. The same logic which says, "Christ rose and ascended with his fleshly body: therefore we shall," must also say, "Christ rose visibly on the third day: therefore we shall." Christ’s resurrection was a miracle; and therefore we cannot reason from it to ourselves. The common conception of a miracle is that it is the suspension, not the manifestation, of ordinary laws. We have just as much logical right to say that the physical appearance in Christ’s resurrection was merely an accommodation to the senses of the witnesses, and that on his ascension the body was annihilated, and only his soul entered heaven, as we have to surmise that the theory embodied in the common belief is true. The record is according to mere sensible appearances. The reality is beyond our knowledge. The record gives no explanation. It is wiser in this dilemma to follow the light of reason than to follow the blind spirit of tradition. The point in our reasoning is this. If Christ, on rising from the world of the dead, assumed again his former body, he assumed it by a miracle, and for some special purpose of revealing himself to his disciples and of finishing his earthly work; and it does not follow either that he bore that body into heaven, or that any others will ever, even temporarily, resume their cast-off forms.

The Christian Scriptures do not in a single passage teach the popular doctrine of the resurrection of the body. Every text in the New Testament finds its full and satisfactory explanation without implying that dogma at all. In the first place, it is undeniably implied throughout the New Testament that the soul does not perish with the body. It also appears, in the next place, from numerous explicit passages, that the New Testament authors, in common with their countrymen, supposed the souls of the departed to be gathered and tarrying in what the Church calls the intermediate state,—the obscure under-world. In this subterra-nean realm they were imagined to be awaiting the advent of the Messiah to release them. Now, we submit that every requirement of the doctrine of the resurrection as it is stated or hinted in the New Testament is fully met by the simple ascension of this congregation of souls from the vaults of Sheol to the light of the upper earth, there to be judged, and then some to be sent up to heaven, some sent back to their prison. For, let it be carefully observed, there is not one text in the New Testament, as before stated, which speaks of the resurrection of the "body" or of the "flesh." The expression is simply the resurrection of "the dead," or of "them that slept." If by "the dead" was meant "the bodies," why are we not told so? Locke, in the Third Letter of his controversy with the Bishop of Worcester on this subject, very pointedly shows the absurdity of a literal interpretation of the words "All that are in their
graves shall hear my voice and shall come forth.” Nothing can come out of the grave except what is in it. And there are no souls in the grave: they are in the separate state. And there are no bodies in millions of graves: they long ago, even to the last grain of dust, entered into the circulations of the material system. “Coming forth from their graves unto the resurrection” either denotes the rising of souls from the under-world, or else its meaning is something incredible. At all events, nothing is said about any resurrection of the body: that is a matter of arbitrary inference. The angels are not thought to have material bodies; and Christ declares, “In the resurrection ye shall neither marry nor be given in marriage, but shall be as the angels of heaven.” It seems clear to us that the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews also looked for no restoration of the fleshly body; for he not only studiously omits even the faintest allusion to any such notion, but positively describes “the spirits of just men made perfect in the heavenly Jerusalem, with an innumerable company of angels, and with the general assembly and church of the first-born.” The Jews and early Christians who believed in a bodily resurrection did not suppose the departed could enter heaven until after that great consummation.

The most cogent proof that the New Testament does not teach the resurrection of the same body that is buried in the grave is furnished by the celebrated passage in Paul’s Epistle to the Corinthians. The apostle’s premises, reasoning, and conclusion are as follows:—“Christ is risen from the dead, become the first-fruits of them that slept.” That is to say, all who have died, except Christ, are still tarrying in the great receptacle of souls under the earth. As the first-fruits go before the harvest, so the solitary risen Christ is the forerunner to the general resurrection to follow. “But some one will say, How are the dead raised up? and with what body do they come?” Mark the apostle’s reply, and it will appear inexplicable how any one can consider him as arguing for the resurrection of the identical body that was laid in the grave, particle for particle. “Thou fool! that which thou sowest, thou sowest not that body that shall be, but naked grain, and God giveth it a body as it hath pleased him.” “There are celestial bodies, and terrestrial bodies;” “there is a natural body, and there is a spiritual body;” “the first man is of the earth, earthy; the second man is the Lord from heaven;” “flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God;” “we shall all be changed,” and “bear the image of the heavenly, as we have borne the image of the earthly.” The analogy which has been so strangely perverted by most commentators is used by Paul thus. The germ which was to spring up to a new life, clothed with a new body, was not any part of the fleshly body buried in the grave, but was the soul itself, once contained in the old body, but released from its hull in the grave and preserved in the under-world until Christ shall call it forth to be invested with a “glorious,” “powerful,” “spiritual,” “incorruptible” body. When a grain of wheat is sown, that is not the body that shall be; but the mysterious principle
of life, latent in the germ of the seed, springs up and puts on its body fashioned appropriately for it. So, according to Paul’s conception, when a man is buried, the material corpse is not the resurrection body that shall be; but the living soul which occupied it is the germ that shall put on a new body of immortality when the spring-tide of Christ’s coming draws the buried treasures of Hades up to the light of heaven.

A species of proof which has been much used by the advocates of the dogma of a bodily resurrection is the argument from analogy. The intimate connection of human feeling and fancy with the changing phenomena of Nature’s seasons would naturally suggest to a pensive mind the idea, Why, since she has her annual resurrection, may not humanity some time have one? And what first arose as a poetic conceit or stray thought, and was expressed in glowing metaphors, might by an easy process pass abroad and harden into a prosaic proposition or dogmatic formula.

“O soul of the spring-time, now let us behold
The stone from the mouth of the sepulchre roll’d;
And Nature rise up from her death’s damp mould;
Let our faith, which in darkness and coldness has lain,
Revive with the warmth and the brightness again,
And in blooming of flower and budding of tree
The symbols and types of our destiny see.”

Standing by the graves of our loved and lost ones, our inmost souls yearn over the very dust in which their hallowed forms repose. We feel that they must come back, we must be restored to each other as we were before. Listening to the returned birds whose warble fills the woods once more, gazing around on the verdant and flowery forms of renewed life that clothe the landscape over again, we eagerly snatch at every apparent emblem or prophetic analogy that answers to our fond imagination and desiring dream. Sentiment and fancy, especially when stimulated by love and grief, and roving in the realms of reverie, free from the cold guidance and sharp check of literal fact and severe logic, are poor analysts, and then we easily confuse things distinct and wander to conclusions philosophy will not warrant. Before building a dogmatic doctrine on analogies, we must study those analogies with careful discrimination,—must see what they really are, and to what they really lead. There is often an immense difference between the first appearance to a hasty observer and the final reality to a profound student. Let us, then, scrutinize a little more closely those seeming analogies which, to borrow a happy expression from Flügge, have made “Resurrection a younger sister of Immortality.”

Nature, the old, eternal snake, comes out afresh every year in a new shining skin. What then? Of course this emblem is no proof of any doctrine concerning the fate of man. But, waiving that, what would the legitimate correspondence to it be for man? Why, that humanity should exhibit the fresh specimens of her living handiwork in every new generation. And that is done. Nature does not reproduce before us each
spring the very flowers that perished the previous winter: she makes new ones like them. It is not a resurrection of the old; it is a growth of the new. The passage of the worm from its slug to its chrysalis state is surely no symbol of a bodily resurrection, but rather of a bodily emancipation, not resuming a deserted dead body, but assuming a new live one. Does the butterfly ever come back to put on the exuviae that have perished in the ground? The law of all life is progress, not return, —ascent through future developments, not descent through the stages already traversed.

"The herb is born anew out of a seed,
Not raised out of a bony skeleton.
What tree is man the seed of? Of a soul."

Sir Thomas Browne, after others, argues for the restoration of man's body from the grave, from the fancied analogy of the palingenesis or resurrection of vegetables which the magicians of the antique East and the mystic chemists of the Middle Age boasted of effecting. He having asserted in his "Religion of a Physician" that "experience can from the ashes of a plant revive the plant, and from its cinders recall it into its stalk and leaves again," Dr. Henry Power wrote beseeching "an experimental evication of so high and noble a piece of chymistry, the reindividuation of an incinerated plant." We are not informed that Sir Thomas ever granted him the sight. Of this beautiful error, this exquisite superstition, which undoubtly arose from the crystallizations of certain salts in arborescent forms which suddenly surprised the early alchemists in some of their experiments, we have the following account in Disraeli's "Curiosities of Literature:"—"The semina of resurrection are concealed in extinct bodies, as in the blood of man. The ashes of roses will again revive into roses, though smaller and paler than if they had been planted unsubstantial and unodoriferous, they are not roses which grew on rosetrees, but their delicate apparitions; and, like apparitions, they are seen but for a moment. This magical phoenix lies thus concealed in its cold ashes till the presence of a certain chemical heat produces its resurrection." Any refutation of this now would be considered childish. Upon the whole, then, while recurrent spring, bringing in the great Easter of the year, typifies to us indeed abundantly the development of new life, the growth of new bodies out of the old and decayed, but nowhere hints at the gathering up and wearing again of the dusty sloughs and rotted foliage of the past, let men cease to talk of there being any natural analogies to the ecclesiastical dogma of the resurrection of the flesh. The teaching of nature finds a truer utterance in the words of Æsychylus:—"There is no resurrection for him who is once dead."

The next argument is that based on considerations of reason and of ethics. The supporters of the doctrine of the resurrection of the body have often disingenuously evaded the burden of proof thrown upon

them by retreating beneath loud assertions of God's power. From the earliest dawn of the hypothesis to the present time, every perplexity arising from it, every objection brought against it, every absurdity shown to be involved in it, has been met and confidently rebutted with declarations of God's abundant power to effect a physical resurrection, or to do any thing else he pleases, however impossible it may appear to us. Now, it is true the power of God is competent to innumerable things utterly beyond our skill, knowledge, or conception. Nevertheless, there is a province within which our reason can judge of probabilities, and can, if not absolutely grasp infallible truth, at least reach satisfactory convictions. God is able to restore the vast coal-deposits of the earth, and the ashes of all the fuel ever burned, to their original condition when they covered the world with dense forests of ferns; but we have no reason to believe he will do it. The truth or falsity of the popular theory of the resurrection is not a question of God's power; it is simply a question of God's will. A Jewish Rabbin relates the following conversation, as exultingly as if the quibbling evasion on which it turns positively settled the question itself, which in fact it does not approach. A Sadducee says, "The resurrection of the dead is a fable: the dry, scattered dust cannot live again." A by-standing Pharisee makes this reply:— "There were in a city two artists: one made vases of water, the other made them of clay: which was the more wondrous artist?" The Sadducee answered, "The former." The Pharisee rejoins, "Cannot God, then, who formed man of water, (gutta seminis humida,) much more re-form him of clay?" Such a method of reasoning is an irrelevant impertinence. God can call Nebuchadnezzar from his long rest, and seat him on his old throne again to-morrow. What an absurdity to infer that therefore he will do it! God can give us wings upon our bodies, and enable us to fly on an exploring trip among the planets. Will he do it? The question, we repeat, is not whether God has the power to raise our dead bodies, but whether he has the will. To that question—since, as we have already seen, he has sent us no miraculous revelation replying to it—we can only find an answer by tracing the indications of his intentions contained in reason, morals, and nature.

One of the foremost arguments urged by the Fathers for the resurrection was its supposed necessity for a just and complete judgment. The body was involved and instrumental in all the sins of the man: it must therefore bear part in his punishment. The Rabbins tell this allegory:— "In the day of judgment the body will say, The soul alone is to blame: since it left me, I have lain like a stone in the grave. The soul will retort, The body alone is sinful: since released from it, I fly through the air like a bird. The Judge will interpose with this myth:—A king once had a beautiful garden full of early fruits. A lame man and a blind man were in it. Said the lame man to the blind man, Let me mount upon your shoulders and pluck the fruit, and we will divide it. The king accused them of theft; but they severally replied, the lame man,
could I reach it? the blind man. How could I see it? The king ordered the lame man to be placed upon the back of the blind man, and in this position had them both scourged. So God in the day of judgment will replace the soul in the body, and hurl them both into hell together." There is a queer tradition among the Mohammedans implying, singularly enough, the same general thought. The Prophet's uncle, Hamzah, having been slain by Hind, daughter of Atabah, the cursed woman cut out his liver and gnawed it with fiendish joy; but, lest any of it should become incorporated with her system and go to hell, the Most High made it as hard as a stone; and when she threw it on the ground, an angel restored it to its original nature and place in the body of the martyred hero, that lion of God.

The Roman Catholic Church endorses the representation that the body must be raised to be punished. In the Catechism of the Council of Trent, which is an authoritative exposition of Romanist theology, we read that the "identical body" shall be restored, though "without deformities or superfluities;" restored that "as it was a partner in the man's deeds, so it may be a partner in his punishments." The same Catechism also gives in this connection the reason why a general judgment is necessary after each individual has been judged at his death, namely, this: that they may be punished for the evil which has resulted in the world since they died from the evil they did in the world while they lived! Is it not astonishing how these theologians find out so much? A living Presbyterian divine of note says, "The bodies of the damned in the resurrection shall be fit dwellings for their vile minds. With all those fearful and horrid expressions which every base and malignant passion wakes up in the human countenance stamped upon it for eternity and burned in by the flaming fury of their own terrific wickedness, they will be condemned to look upon their own deformity and to feel their fitting doom." It is therefore urged that the body must be raised to suffer the just penalty of the sins man committed while occupying it. Is it not an absurdity to affirm that nerves and blood, flesh and bones, are responsible, guilty, must be punished? Tucker, in his "Light of Nature Pursued," says, "The vulgar notion of a resurrection in the same form and substance we carry about at present, because the body being partaker in the deed ought to share in the reward, as well requires a resurrection of the sword a man murders with, or the bank-note he gives to charitable uses." We suppose an intelligent personality, a free will, indispensable to responsibleness and alone amenable to retributions. Besides, if the body must be raised to undergo chastisement for the offences done in it and by means of it, this insurmountable difficulty by the same logic confronts us. The material of our bodies is in a constant change, the particles becoming totally transferred every few years. Now, when a man is punished after the general judgment for a certain crime, he must be in the very body he occupied when that crime was perpetrated. Since he was a sinner all his days, his resurrection-body must comprise all the matter that ever formed a part of his corporeity, and
each sinner may hereafter be as huge as the writhing Titan, Tityus, whose body, it was fabled, covered nine acres. God is able to preserve the integral soul in being, and to punish it according to justice, without clothing it in flesh. This fact by itself utterly vacates and makes gratuitous the hypothesis of a physical resurrection from punitive considerations,—an hypothesis which is also refuted by the truth contained in Locke’s remark to Stillingsfleth, “that the soul hath no greater congruity with the particles of matter which were once united to it, but are so no longer, than it hath with any other particles of matter.” When the soul leaves the body, it would seem to have done with that stage of its existence, and to enter upon another and higher one, leaving the dust to mix with dust forever. The body wants not the soul again; for it is a senseless clod and wants nothing. The soul wants not its old body again: it prefers to have the freedom of the universe, a spirit. Philip the Solitary wrote, in the twelfth century, a book called “Dioptra,” presenting the controversy between the soul and the body very quaintly and at length. The same thing was done by Henry Nicholson in a “Conference between the Soul and Body concerning the Present and Future State.” William Crashaw, an old English poet, translated from the Latin a poem entitled “The Complaint: a Dialogue between the Body and the Soul of a Damned Man.”37 But any one who will peruse with intelligent heed the works that have been written on this whole subject must be amazed to see how exclusively the doctrine which we are opposing has rested on pure grounds of tradition and fancy, alike destitute of authority and reason. Some authors have indeed attempted to support the doctrine with arguments: for instance, there are two German works, one by Bertram, one by Pfug, entitled “The Resurrection of the Dead on Grounds of Reason,” in which recourse is had to every possible expedient to make out a case, not even neglecting the factitious assistance of Leibnitz’s scheme of “Pre-established Harmony.” But it may be deliberately affirmed that not one of their arguments is worthy of respect. Apparently, they do not seek to reach truth, but to bolster up a foregone conclusion held merely from motives of tradition.

The Jews had a favorite tradition, developed by their Rabbins in many passages, that there was one small, almond-shaped bone, (supposed now to have been the bone called by anatomists the os coccygis,) which was indestructible, and would form the nucleus around which the rest of the body would gather at the time of the resurrection. This bone, named Luz, was miraculously preserved from demolition or decay. Pound it furiously on anvils with heavy hammers of steel, burn it for ages in the fiercest furnaces, soak it for centuries in the strongest solvents,—all in vain: its magic structure still remained. So the Talmud tells.

4 Even as there is a round dry grain
   In a plant’s skeleton, which, being buried,

37 Also see Dialogus inter Corpus et Animam, p. 93 of Latin Poems attributed to Walter Mapes.
RESURRECTION OF THE FLESH.

Can raise the herb's green body up again;
So is there such in man, a seed-shaped bone,
Aldabarom, call'd by the Hebrews Luz,
Which, being laid into the ground, will bear,
After three thousand years, the grass of flesh,
The bloody, soul-possessed weed called man."

The Jews did not, as these singular lines represent, suppose this bone was a germ which after long burial would fructify by a natural process and bear a perfect body: they regarded it only as a nucleus around which the Messiah would by a miracle compel the decomposed flesh to return as in its pristine life. All that the Jews say of Luz the Mohammedans repeat of the bone Al Ajib.

This conceit of superstition has been developed by a Christian author of considerable reputation into a theory of a natural resurrection. The work of Mr. Samuel Drew on the "Identity and General Resurrection of the Human Body" has been quite a standard work on the subject of which it treats. Mr. Drew believes there is a germ in the body which slowly ripens and prepares the resurrection-body in the grave. As a seed must be buried for a season in order to spring up in perfect life, so must the human body be buried till the day of judgment. During this period it is not idle, but is busily getting ready for its consummation. He says, "There are four distinct stages through which those parts constituting the identity of the body must necessarily pass in order to their attainment of complete perfection beyond the grave. The first of these stages is that of its elementary principles; the second is that of an embryo in the womb; the third is that of its union with an immaterial spirit, and with the fluctuating portions of flesh and blood in our present state; and the fourth stage is that of its residence in the grave. All these stages are undoubtedly necessary to the full perfection of the body: they are alem-bics through which its parts must necessarily move to attain that vigor which shall continue forever."18 To state this figment is enough. It would be folly to attempt any refutation of a fancy so obviously a pure contrivance to fortify a preconceived opinion,—a fancy, too, so preposterous, so utterly without countenance, either from experience, observation, science, reason, or Scripture. The egg of man's divinity is not laid in the nest of the grave.

Another motive for believing the resurrection of the body has been created by the exigencies of a materialistic philosophy. There was in the early Church an Arabian sect of heretics who were reclaimed from their errors by the powerful reasonings and eloquence of Origen.19 Their heresy consisted in maintaining that the soul dies with the body—being indeed only its vital breath—and will be restored with it at the last day. In the course of the Christian centuries there have arisen occasionally a few defenders of this opinion. Priestley, as is well known, was an earnest

supporter of it. Let us scan the ground on which he held this belief. In the first place, he firmly believed that the fact of an eternal life to come had been supernaturally revealed to men by God through Christ. Secondly, as a philosopher he was intensely a materialist, holding with unwavering conviction to the conclusion that life, mind, or soul, was a concomitant or result of our physical organism, and wholly incapable of being without it. Death to him was the total destruction of man for the time. There was therefore plainly no alternative for him but either to abandon one of his fundamental convictions as a Christian and a philosopher, or else to accept the doctrine of a future resurrection of the body into an immortal life. He chose the latter, and zealously taught always that death is an annihilation lasting till the day of judgment, when all are to be summoned from their graves. To this whole course of thought there are several replies to be made. In the first place, we submit that the philosophy of materialism is false: standing in the province of science and reason, it may be affirmed that the soul is not dependent for its existence on the body, but will survive it. We will not argue this point, but merely state it. Secondly, it is certain that the doctrine which makes soul perish with body finds no countenance in the New Testament. It is inconsistent with the belief in angelic spirits, in demoniac possessions, in Christ's descent as a spirit to preach to the spirits of departed men imprisoned in the under-world, and with other conceptions underlying the Gospels and the Epistles. But, thirdly, admitting it to be true, then, we affirm, the legitimate deduction from all the arrayed facts of science and all the presumptive evidence of appearances is not that a future resurrection will restore the dead man to life, but that all is over with him,—he has hopelessly perished forever. When the breath ceases, if nothing survives, if the total man is blotted out, then we challenge the production of a shadow of proof that he will ever live again. The seeming injustice and blank awfulness of the fate may make one turn for relief to the hypothesis of a future arbitrary miraculous resurrection; but that is an artificial expedient, without a shadow of justification. Once admit that the body is all, its dissolution a total death, and you are gone forever. One intuition of the spirit, seizing the conscious supports of eternal ideas, casts contempt on

"The doubtful prospects of our painted dust,"

and outvalues all the gross hopes of materialism. Between nonentity and being yawns the untraversable gulf of infinity. No: the body of flesh falls, turns to dust and air; the soul, emancipated, rejoices, and soars heavenwards, and is its own incorruptible frame, mocking at death, —a celestial house, whose maker and builder is God.

Finally, there remain to be weighed the bearings of the argument from chemical and physiological science on the resurrection. Here is the chief stumbling-block in the way of the popular doctrine. The scientific absurdities connected with that doctrine have been marshalled
against it by Celsus, the Platonist philosopher, by Avicenna, the Arabian physician, and by hundreds more, and have never been answered, and cannot be answered. As long as man lives, his bodily substance is incessantly changing; the processes of secretion and absorption are rapidly going forward. Every few years he is, as to material, a totally new man. Dying at the age of seventy, he has had at least ten different bodies. He is one identical soul, but has lived in ten separate houses. With which shall he be raised? with the first? or the fifth? or the last? or with all? But, further, the body after death decays, enters into combination with water, air, earth, gas, vegetables, animals, other human bodies. In this way the same matter comes to have belonged to a thousand persons. In the resurrection, whose shall it be? We reply, nearly in the language of Christ to the Sadducees, "Ye do err, not knowing the Scriptures, nor the will of God: in the resurrection they have not bodies of earthly flesh, but are spirits, as the angels of God."

The argument against the common theory of a material resurrection, on account of numerous claimants for the same substance, has of late derived a greatly-increased force from the brilliant discoveries in chemistry. It is now found that only a small number of substances ever enter into the composition of animal bodies. The food of man consists of nitrogenized and non-nitrogenized substances. The latter are the elements of respiration; the former alone compose the plastic elements of nutrition, and they are few in number and comparatively limited in extent. "All life depends on a relatively small quantity of matter. Over and over again, as the modeller fashions his clay, are plant and animal formed out of the same material." The particles that composed Adam's frame may before the end of the world have run the circuit of ten thousand bodies of his descendants:—

"Twas mine, 'tis his, and has been slave to thousands."

To proclaim the resurrection of the flesh as is usually done, seems a flat contradiction of clear knowledge. A late writer on this subject, Dr. Hitchcock, evades the insuperable difficulty by saying, "It is not necessary that the resurrection-body should contain a single particle of the body laid in the grave, if it only contain particles of the same kind, united in the same proportion, and the compound be made to assume the same form and structure as the natural body." Then two men who look exactly alike may in the resurrection exchange bodies without any harm! Here the theory of punishment clashes. Does not the esteemed author see that this would not be a resurrection of the old bodies, but a creation of new ones just like them? And is not this a desertion of the orthodox doctrine of the Church? If he varies so far from the established formularies out of a regard for philosophy, he may as well

20 Liebig, Animal Chemistry, sect. xix.
22 The Resurrection of Spring, p. 20.
be consistent and give up the physical doctrine wholly, because it rests solely on the tradition which he leaves and is every whit irreconcilable with philosophy. This device is as wilful an attempt to escape the scientific difficulty as that employed by Candlish to avoid the scriptural difficulty put in the way of the doctrine by the apostolic words "Flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God." The eminent Scottish divine affirms that "flesh and bones"—that is, these present bodies made incorruptible—can inherit the kingdom of God; although "flesh and blood"—that is, these present bodies subject to decay—cannot. It is surely hard to believe that the New Testament writers had such a distinction in their minds. It is but a forlorn resource conjured up to meet a desperate exigency.

At the appearing of Christ in glory,—

"When the Day of Fire shall have dawnd, and sent
   Its deadly breath into the firmament,—"

as it is supposed, the great earth-cemetery will burst open and its innumerable millions swarm forth before him. Unto the tremendous act of *habeas corpus*, then proclaimed, every grave will yield its prisoner. Ever since the ascension of Jesus his mistaken followers have been anxiously expecting that awful advent of his person and his power in the clouds; but in vain. "All things remain as they were: where is the promise of his appearing?" As the lookers-out hitherto have been disappointed, so they ever will be. Say not, Lo here! or, Lo there! for, behold, he is within you. The reason why this carnal error, Jewish conceit, retains a hold, is that men accept it without any honest scrutiny of its foundations or any earnest thought of their own about it. They passively receive the tradition. They do not realize the immensity of the thing, nor the ludicrousness of its details. To their imaginations the awful blast of the trumpet calling the world to judgment, seems no more, as Feuerbach says, than a tone from the tin horn of a postillion, who, at the post-station of the Future, orders fresh horses for the *Curriculum Vitæ*. President Hitchcock tells us that, "when the last trumpet sounds, the whole surface of the earth will become instinct with life, from the charnels of battle-fields alone more than a thousand millions of human beings starting forth and crowding upwards to the judgment-seat." On the resurrection-morning, at the first tip of light over acres of opening monument and heaving turf,—

"Each member jogs the other,
   And whispers, Live you, brother?"

And how will it be with us then? Will Daniel Lambert, the mammoth of men, appear weighing half a ton? Will the Siamese twins then be again joined by the living ligament of their congenital band? Shall "infants be not raised in the smallness of body in which they died, but increase by the wondrous and most swift work of God"?

---

23 Candlish, *Life in a Risen Savior: Discourse XV.*  
Young sings,—

"Now charnels rattle; scatter'd limbs, and all
The various bones, obsequious to the call,
Self-moved, advance: the neck perhaps to meet
The distant head; the distant head the feet.
Dreadful to view! see, through the dusky sky
Fragments of bodies in confusion fly,
To distant regions journeying, there to claim
Deserted members and complete the frame."

The glaring melodramatic character, the startling mechanico-theatrical effects, of this whole doctrine, are in perfect keeping with the raw imagination of the childhood of the human mind, but in profound opposition to the working philosophy of nature and the sublime simplicity of God.

Many persons have never distinctly defined their views upon the subject before us. In the minds even of many preachers and writers, several different and irreconcilable theories would seem to exist together in confused mixture. Now they speak as if the soul were sleeping with the body in the grave; again they appear to imply that it is detained in an intermediate state; and a moment afterwards they say it has already entered upon its final reward or doom. Jocelyn relates, in his Life of St. Patrick, that "as the saint one day was passing the graves of two men recently buried, observing that one of the graves had a cross over it, he stopped his chariot and asked the dead man below of what religion he had been. The reply was, 'A pagan.' 'Then why was this cross put over you?' inquired St. Patrick. The dead man answered, 'He who is buried near me is a Christian; and one of your faith, coming hither, placed the cross at my head.' The saint stepped out of his chariot, rectified the mistake, and went his way." Calvin, in the famous treatise designated "Psychopannychia," which he levelled against those who taught the sleep of souls until the day of judgment, maintained that the souls of the elect go immediately to heaven, the souls of the reprobate to hell. Here they tarry in bliss and bale until the resurrection; then, coming to the earth, they assume their bodies and return to their respective places. But if the souls live so long in heaven and hell without their flesh, why need they ever resume it? The cumbrous machinery of the scheme seems superfluous and unmeaning. As a still further specimen of the arbitrary thinking—the unscientific and unphilosophical thinking—carried into this department of thought by most who have cultivated it, reference may be made to Bishop Burnet's work "De Statu Mortuorum et Resurgentium," which teaches that at the first resurrection the bodies of the risen will be the same as the present, but at the second resurrection, after the millennium, from the rudiments of the present body a new spiritual body will be developed.

The true idea of man's future destiny appears to be that no resurrection of the flesh is needed, because the real man never dies, but lives continuously forever. There are two reasonable ways of conceiving what the vehicle of his life is when he leaves his present frame. It may be that
within his material system lurks an exquisite spiritual organization, invisibly pervading it and constituting its vital power. This ethereal structure is disengaged at last from its gross envelope, and, unfettered, soars to the Divine realms of ether and light. This theory of an "inner body" is elaborately wrought out and sustained in Bonnet's "Palingénésie Philosophique." Or it may be that there is in each one a primal germ, a deathless monad, which is the organic identity of man, root of his inmost stable being, triumphant, unchanging ruler of his flowing, perishable organism. This spirit-germ, born into the present life, assimilates and holds the present body around it, out of the materials of this world; born into the future life, it will assimilate and hold around it a different body, out of the materials of the future world. Thus there are bodies terrestrial and bodies celestial: the glory of the terrestrial is one, fitted to this scene of things; the glory of the celestial is another, fitted to the scene of things hereafter to dawn. Each spirit will be clothed from the material furnished by the world in which it resides. Not forever shall we bear about this slow load of weary clay, this corruptible mass, heir to a thousand ills. Our body shall rather be such—

If lightning were the gross corporeal frame
Of some angelic essence, whose bright thoughts
As far surpass'd in keen rapidity
The lagging action of his limbs as doth
Man's mind his clay; with like excess of speed
To animated thought of lightning flies
That spirit-body o'er life's deeps divine,
Far past the golden isles of memory."

Upon the whole, our conclusion is, that in the original plan of the world it was fixed that man should not live here forever, but that the essence of his life should escape from the flesh and depart to some other sphere of being, there either to fashion itself a new form, or to remain disembodied. If those who hold the common doctrine of a carnal resurrection should carry it out with philosophical consistency, by extending the scheme it involves to all existing planetary races as well as to their own, they would see in the final consummation the sundered earths approach each other, and firmaments conglobe, till at last the whole universe concentrated in one orb. On the surface of that world, dilated so vast that the bosom of Space must burst to hold it, all the risen races of being would be distributed, the inhabitants of a present solar system making a nation, the sum of gigantic nationalities constituting one prodigious, death-exempted empire, its solitary sovereign God.

25 Lange on the Resurrection of the Body, Studien und Kritiken, 1836.
CHAPTER IV.

DOCTRINE OF FUTURE PUNISHMENT; OR, CRITICAL HISTORY OF THE IDEA OF A HELL.

A hell of fire and brimstone is the great raw-head-and-bloody-bones in the superstition of the world. We propose to give a historic sketch of the popular representations on this subject, trace them to their origin, and discuss the merits of the question itself. To follow the doctrine through all its variations, illustrating the practical and controversial writings upon it, would require a large volume; but, by a judicious arrangement, all that is necessary to a fair understanding of the subject, or really interesting, may be presented within the compass of an essay. Any one who should read the literature of this subject would be astonished at the almost universal prevalence of the doctrine and at the immense diversity of appalling descriptions of it, and would ask, Whence arises all this? How have these horrors obtained such a seated hold in the world?

In the first place, it is to be replied, as soon as reason is in fair possession of the idea of a continued individual existence beyond the grave, the moral sense, discriminating the deeds, tempers, and characters of men, would teach that there must be different allotments and experiences for them after death. It is not right, say reason and conscience, for the coward, the idler, fool, knave, sot, murderer, to enter into the same realm and have the same bliss with heroes, sages, and saints; neither are they able to do it. The spontaneous thought and sentiment of humanity would declare, if the soul survives the body, passing into the invisible world, its fortunes there must depend somewhat upon its fitness and deserts, its contained treasures and acquired habits. Reason, judging the facts of observation according to the principles of ethics and the working of experienced spiritual laws, at once decides that there is a difference hereafter between the fate of the good heart and the bad one, the great soul and the mean one: in a word, there is, in some sense or other, a heaven and a hell.

Again: the same belief would be necessitated by the conception, so deeply entertained by the primitive people of the earth, of overruling and inspecting gods. They supposed these gods to be in a great degree like themselves, partial, fickle, jealous, revengeful. Such beings, of course, would caress their favorites and torture their offenders. The calamities and blessings of this life were regarded as tokens, revengeful or loving, of the ruling deities, now pleased, now enraged. And when
their rotaries or victims had passed into the eternal state, how natural to suppose them still favored or cursed by the passionate wills of these irresponsible gods! Plainly enough, they who believe in gods that launch thunderbolts and upheave the sea in their rage and take vengeance for an insult by sending forth a pestilence, must also believe in a hell where Ixion may be affixed to the wheel and Tantalus be tortured with maddening mockeries. These two conceptions of discriminating justice and of vengeful gods both lead to the theoretic construction of a hell, and to the growth of doctrines and parables about it, though in a different sort,—the former illustrating a pervasive law which distributes men according to their deserts, the latter speaking of beings with human passions, who inflict outward arbitrary penalties according to their pleasure.

Thirdly, when the general idea of a hell has once obtained lodgment, it is rapidly nourished, developed, and ornamented, carried out into particulars by poets, rhetoricians, and popular teachers, whose fancies are stimulated and whose figurative views and pictures act and react both upon the sources and the products of faith. Representations based only on moral facts, emblems addressing the imagination, after a while are received in a literal sense, become physically located and clothed with the power of horror. A Hindu poet says, "The ungrateful shall remain in hell as long as the sun hangs in heaven." An old Jewish Rabbi says that after the general judgment "God shall lead all the blessed through hell and all the damned through paradise, and show to each one the place that was prepared for him in each region, so that they shall not be able to say, 'We are not to be blamed or praised; for our doom was unalterably fixed beforehand.'" Such utterances are originally moral symbols, not dogmatic assertions; and yet in a rude age they very easily pass into the popular mind as declaring facts literally to be believed. A Talmudic writer says, "There are in hell seven abodes, in each abode seven thousand caverns, in each cavern seven thousand clefts, in each cleft seven thousand scorpions; each scorpion has seven limbs, and on each limb are seven thousand barrels of gall. There are also in hell seven rivers of rankest poison, so deadly that if one touches it he bursts," Hesiod, Homer, Virgil, have given minute descriptions of hell and its agonies,—descriptions which have unquestionably had a tremendous influence in cherishing and fashioning the world’s faith in that awful empire. The poems of Dante, Milton, and Pollok revel in the most vivid and terrific pictures of the infernal kingdom and its imagined horrors; and the popular doctrine of future punishment in Christendom is far more closely conformed to their revelations than to the declarations of the New Testament. The English poet’s "Paradise Lost" has undoubtedly exerted an influence on the popular faith comparable with that of the Genevan theologian’s "Institutes of the Christian Religion." There is a horrid fiction, widely believed once by the Jewish Rabbins and by the Mohammedans, that two gigantic fiends called the Searchers, as soon as a deceased person is buried, make him sit up in the grave, examine the
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moral condition of his soul, and, if he is very guilty, beat in his temples with heavy iron maces. It is obvious to observe that such conceptions are purely arbitrary, the work of fancy, not based on any intrinsic fitness or probability; but they are received because unthinking ignorance and hungry superstition will greedily believe anything they hear. Joseph Trapp, an English clergyman, in a long poem thus sets forth the scene of damnation:—

"Doom'd to live death and never to expire,
In floods and whirlwinds of tempestuous fire
The damned shall groan,—fire of all kinds and forms,
In rain and hail, in hurricanes and storms,
Liquid and solid, livid, red, and pale,
A flaming mountain here, and there a flaming vale;
The liquid fire makes seas, the solid, shores;
Arch'd o'er with flames, the horrid concave roars.
In bubbling eddies rolls the fiery tide,
And sulphurous surges on each other ride.
The hollow winding vaults, and dens, and caves,
Bellow like furnaces with flaming waves,
Pillars of flame in spiral volumes rise,
Like fiery snakes, and lick the infernal skies.
Sulphur, the eternal fuel, un consumed,
Vomits redounding smoke, thick, unillumed."

But all other paintings of the fear and anguish of hell are vivid and pale before the preternatural frightfulness of those given at unmerciful length and in sickening specialty in some of the Hindu and Persian sacred books. Here worlds of nauseating disgusts, of loathsome agonies, of intolerable terrors, pass before us. Some are hung up by their tongues, or by their eyes, and slowly devoured by fiery vermin; some scourged with whips of serpents whose poisonous fangs lacerate their flesh at every blow; some forced to swallow bowls of gore, hair, and corruption, freshly filled as fast as drained; some packed immovably in red-hot iron chests and laid in raging furnaces for unutterable millions of ages. One who is familiar with the imagery of the Buddhist hells will think the pencils of Dante and Pollok, of Jeremy Taylor and Jonathan Edwards, were dipped in water. There is just as much ground for believing the accounts of the former to be true as there is for crediting those of the latter: the two are fundamentally the same, and the pagan had earlier possession of the field.

Furthermore, in the early ages, and among people where castes were prominent, when the learning, culture, and power were confined to one class at the expense of others, it is unquestionable that copious and fearful descriptions of the future state were spread abroad by those who were interested in establishing such a dogma. The haughtiness and selfishness of the hierarchic spirit, the exclusiveness, cruelty, and cunning tyranny of many of the ancient priesthoods, are well known. Despising,

hating, and fearing the people, whom they held in abject spiritual bond-
age, they sought to devise, diffuse, and organize such opinions as would
concentrate power in their own hands and rivet their authority. Accord-
ingly, in the lower immensity they painted and shadowed forth the lurid
and dusky image of hell, gathering around it all that was most abomi-
nated and awful. Then they set up certain fanciful conditions, without
the strict observance of which no one could avoid damnation. The an-
imosus of a priesthood in the structure of this doctrine is shown by the
glaring fact that in the old religions the woes of hell were denounced
not so much upon bad men who committed crimes out of a wicked heart,
as upon careless men who neglected priestly guidance and violated the
ritual. The omission of a prayer or an ablution, the neglect of baptism
or confession, a slight thrown upon a priest, a mental conception differ-
ing from the decree of the “Church,” would condemn a man far more
surely and deeply into the Egyptian, Hindu, Persian, Pharisaic, Papal,
or Calvinistic hell than any amount of moral culpability according to
the standard of natural ethics.

The popular hells have ever been built on hierarchic selfishness, dog-
matic pride, and personal cruelty, and have been walled around with
arbitrary and traditional rituals. Through the breaches made in these
rituals by neglect, souls have been plunged in. The Parsee priest describes
a woman in hell “beaten with stone clubs by two demons twelve miles
in size, and compelled to continue eating a basin of patridity, because
once some of her hair, as she combed it, fell into the sacred fire.” The
Brahmanic priest tells of a man who, for “neglecting to meditate on the
mystic monosyllable Om before praying, was thrown down in hell on an
iron floor and cleaved with an axe, then stirred in a caldron of molten
lead till covered all over with the sweated foam of torture like a grain
of rice in an oven, and then fastened, with head downwards and feet
upwards, to a chariot of fire and urged onwards with a red-hot goad.”
The Papal priest declares that the schismatic, though the kindest and
justest man, at death drops hopelessly into hell, while the devotee,
though scandalously corrupt in heart and life, who confesses and receives
extreme unction, treads the primrose path to paradise. The Episcopalian
priest dooms the dissenter to everlasting woe in spite of every virtue,
because he has not known sacramental baptism in the apostolic line.
The Arminian priest turns the rationalist over to the penal fires of
eternity, because he is in mental error as to the explanation of the Tri-
inity and the Atonement. In every age it has been the priestly spirit,
acting on ritual considerations, that has deepened the foundations,
enlarged the borders, and apportioned the victims, of hell. The per-
versions and excesses of the doctrine have grown out of cruel ambition
and cunning on one side, and been received by docile ignorance and
superstition on the other, and been mutually fed by traditions and fables
between. The excessive vanity and theocratic pride of the Jews led
them to exclude all the Gentiles, whom they stigmatized as “uncircum-
cular fanciful congeries of consequences. They were
and widely disseminated among men who partaking and
and living in the thickets of the Irish hills, by their own
and ruthless speculations were tinged and moulded by their
or their reception by the diabolic iniquity which
and in corresponding to the ancient congeries of heavens,
out of the mystic dogma of the divine trinity, which
properly understood the dogma of total depravity,
out of the myth of the Fall sprang the dogma of the
men by their monastic position, and inflamed with hierarchy
or between the heart and fancy, strove to spin out theories
plain and justified by the orthodox dogmas.
Working with metaphysical tools of abstract reason, not
with the practical faculties of life, dealing with the fanciful
materials of priestly tradition, not with the solid facts of
ethical observation, they would naturally be troubled with
but few qualms and make but few reservations, however
overwhelming the results of horror at which they might
arrive. Habituated for years to hair-drawn analyses and
superstitious broodings upon the subject, overshadowed by the
supernatural hierarchy in which they lived, surrounded by a thick
night of ignorance, persecution, and slaughter, it was no wonder
they could believe the system they preached, although in reality it
was only a traditional abstraction metaphysically wrought up and
vivified by themselves. Being thus wrought out and animated by
them, who were the sole depositaries of learning and the
undisputed lords of thought, the mass of the people, lying ab-
jectly in the fetters of authority, could not help accepting it. Amply
illustrations of these assertions will occur to all who are familiar with
the theological schemes and the dialectic subtleties of the early Church
Fathers and of the later Church Scholastics.

Finally, by the combined power, first, of natural conscience affirming
a future distinction between the good and the bad; secondly, of imperfect conceptions of God as a passionate avenger; thirdly, of the licentious fancies of poets drawing awful imaginative pictures of future woe; fourthly, of the cruel spirit and cunning manoeuvres of selfish priesthoods; and fifthly, of the harsh and relentless theories of conforming metaphysicians,—the doctrine of hell, as a located place of manifold terrific physical tortures drawing in vast majorities of the human race, became established in the ruling creeds and enthroned as an orthodox dogma. In some heathen nations the descriptions of the poets, in others the accounts of the priestly books, were held to be inspired revelations. To call them in question was blasphemous. In Christendom the scriptural representations of the subject, which were general moral adaptations, incidentally made, of representations already existing, obtained a literal interpretation, had the stamp of infallibility put on them and immense perverted additions joined to them. Thus everywhere the dogma became associated with the established authority. To deny it was heresy. Heretics were excommunicated, loaded with pains and penalties, and, for many centuries, often put to death with excruciating tortures. From that moment the doctrine was taken out of the province of natural reason, out of the realm of ethical truth. The absurdities, wrongs, and barbarities deducible from it were a part and parcel of it, and not to be considered as any objection to it. No free thought and honest criticism were allowed. Because taught by authority, it must be submissively taken for granted. Henceforth we are not to wonder at the revolting inhumanity of spirit and horribleness of gloating hatred shown in connection with the doctrine; for it was not the independent thought and proper moral spirit of individuals, but the petrified dogma and irresponsible corporate spirit of that towering hierarchy, the Curæch.

The Church set forth certain conditional offers of salvation. When those offers were spurned or neglected, the Church felt personally insulted and aggrieved. Her servants hurled on the hated heretics and heathen the denunciations of bigotry and the threats of rage. Rugged old Tertullian, in whose torrid veins the fire of his African deserts seems infused, revels with infernal glee over the contemplation of the sure damnation of the heathen. "At that greatest of all spectacles, the last and eternal judgment," he says, "how shall I admire, how laugh, how rejoice, how exult, when I behold so many proud monarchs groaning in the lowest abyss of darkness; so many magistrates liquefying in fiercer flames than they ever kindled against the Christians; so many sage philosophers blushing in red-hot fires with their deluded pupils; so many tragedians more tuneful in the expression of their own sufferings; so many dancers tripping more nimbly from anguish than ever before from applause."2 Hundreds of the most accredited Christian writers have shown the same fiendish spirit. Drexel the Jesuit, preaching of Dives,
exclames, "Instead of a lofty bed of down on which he was wont to repose himself, he now lies frying in the flames; his sparkling wine and delicious dainties are taken from him; he is burnt up with thirst, and has nothing for his food but smoke and sulphur." Jeremy Taylor² says, in that discourse on the "Pains of Hell" where he has lavished all the stores of his matchless learning and all the wealth of his gorgeous imagination in multiplying and adorning the paraphernalia of torture with infinite accompaniments of unendurable pangs and insufferable abominations, "We are amazed at the inhumanity of Phalaris, who roasted men in his brazen bull: this was joy in respect of that fire of hell which penetrates the very entrails without consuming them," "husbands shall see their wives, parents shall see their children, tormented before their eyes;" "the bodies of the damned shall be crowded together in hell like grapes in a wine-press, which press one another till they burst;" "every distinct sense and organ shall be assailed with its own appropriate and most exquisite sufferings." Christopher Love—belying his name—says of the damned, "Their cursings are their hymns, howlings their tunes, and blasphemies their ditties." Calvin writes, "Forever harassed with a dreadful tempest, they shall feel themselves torn asunder by an angry God, and transfixed and penetrated by mortal stings, terrified by the thunderbolts of God, and broken by the weight of his hand, so that to sink into any gulfs would be more tolerable than to stand for a moment in these terrors." A living divine, Dr. Gardiner Spring, declares, "When the omnipotent and angry God, who has access to all the avenues of distress in the corporeal frame and all the inlets to agony in the intellectual constitution, undertakes to punish, he will convince the universe that he does not gird himself for the work of retribution in vain;" "it will be a glorious deed when He who hung on Calvary shall cast those who have trodden his blood under their feet, into the furnace of fire, where there shall be weeping and wailing and gnashing of teeth."

Thousands of passages like these, and even worse, might easily be collected from Christian authors, dating their utterance from the days of St. Irenæus, Bishop of Lyons, who flamed against the heretics, to the days of Nehemiah Adams, Congregational preacher of Boston, who says, "It is to be feared the forty-two children that mocked Elisha are now in hell."³ There is an unmerciful animus in them, a vindictiveness of thought and feeling, far—oh, how far!—removed from the meek and loving soul of Jesus, who wept over Jerusalem, and loved the "unevangelical" young lawyer who was "not far from the kingdom of heaven," and yearned towards the penitent Peter, and from the tenderness of his immaculate purity said to the adulteress, "Neither do I condemn thee: go, and sin no more." There are some sectarians in whom the arbitrary narrowness, fierceness, and rigidity of their received creeds have so demoralized and hardened conscience and sensibility in their native healthy

³ Contemplations of the State of Man, ch. 6–8. ⁴ Friends of Christ, p. 149.
DOCTRINE OF FUTURE PUNISHMENT.

directions, and artificially inflamed them in diseased channels, that we verily believe, if the decision of the eternal destiny of the human race were placed in their hands, they would with scarcely a twinge of pain—perhaps some of them even with a horrid satisfaction and triumph—doom all except their own dogmatic coterie to hell. They are bound to do so. They profess to know infallibly that God will do so; if, therefore, the case being in their arbitration, they would decide differently, they thereby impeach the action of God, confess his decrees irreconcilable with reason and justice, and set up their own goodness as superior to his. Burnet has preserved the plea of Bloody Mary, which was in these words:—"As the souls of heretics are hereafter to be eternally burning in hell, there can be nothing more proper than for me to imitate the Divine vengeance by burning them on earth." Thanks be to the infinite Father that our fate is in his hands, and not in the hands of men who are bigots,—

"Those pseudo Privy-Councillors of God,
Who write down judgments with a pen hard nibb'd:
Ushers of Beedlebunk's black rod,
Commending sinners, not to ice thick-ribb'd,
But endless flames to sear'ch them up like flax,—
Yet sure of heaven themselves, as if they'd cribb'd
The impression of St. Peter's keys in wax!"

It may be thought that this doctrine and its awful concomitants, though once promulgated, are now nearly obsolete. It is true that, in thinking minds and generous hearts, they are getting to be repudiated. But by no means is it so in the recognised formularies of the established Churches and in the teachings of the popular clergy. All through the Gentile world, wherever there is a prevailing religion, the threats and horrors of a fearful doctrine of hell are still brandished over the trembling or careless multitudes. In Christendom, the authoritative announcement of the Roman and Greek Churches, and the public creeds confessed by every communicant of all the denominations, save two or three which are comparatively insignificant in numbers, show that the doctrine is yet held without mitigation. The Bishop of Toronto, only a year or two ago, published the authoritative declaration that "every child of humanity, except the Virgin Mary, is from the first moment of conception a child of wrath, hated by the blessed Trinity, belonging to Satan, and doomed to hell!" Indeed, the doctrine, in its whole naked and frightful extent, is necessarily, in strict logic, an integral part of the great system of the popular Christianity,—that is, Christianity as falsely interpreted, pagunized, and scholasticized. For if by the sin of Adam the entire race were totally depraved and condemned to a hopeless hell, and only those can be saved who personally appropriate by a realizing faith the benefits of the subsequent artifice carried out in the atoning blood of the incarnate God, certainly the extremest advocate of the doctrine concerning hell has not exceeded the truth, and cannot exceed it. All the necessities of logic rebuke the tame-hearted theologians, and great Augustine's, great Calvin's, ghost walks unapproached among them, crying
out that they are slow and inefficient in describing the enormous sweep of the inherited penalty! Many persons who have not taken pains to examine the subject suppose that the horrifying descriptions given by Christian authors of the state and sufferings of the lost were not intended to be literally received, but were meant as figures of speech, highly-wrought metaphors calculated to alarm and impress with physical emblems corresponding only to moral and spiritual realities. The progress of thought and refinement has made it natural that recourse should often be had to such an explanation; but unquestionably it is a mistake. The annals of theology, both dogmatic and homiletic, from the time of the earliest Fathers till now, abound in detailed accounts of the future punishment of the wicked, whereof the context, the train of thought, and all the intrinsic characteristics of style and coherence, do not leave a shadow of doubt that they were written as faithful, though inadequate, accounts of facts. The Church, the immense bulk of Christendom, has in theory always regarded hell and its dire concomitants as material facts, and not as merely spiritual experiences. Tertullian says, "The damned burn eternally without consuming, as the volcanoes, which are vents from the stored subterranean fire of hell, burn forever without wasting." Cyprian declares that "the wretched bodies of the condemned shall simmer and blaze in those living fires." Augustine argues at great length and with ingenious varieties of reasoning to show how the material bodies of the damned may withstand annihilation in everlasting fire. Similar assertions, which cannot be figuratively explained, are made by Irenæus, Jerome, Athanasius, Thomas Aquinas, Bonaventura, Gerson, Bernard, and indeed by almost all the Christian writers. Origen, who was a Platonist, and a heretic on many points, was severely condemned for saying that the fire of hell was inward and of the conscience, rather than outward and of the body. For the strict materiality of the fire of hell we might adduce volumes of authorities from nearly every province of the Church. Dr. Barrow asserts that "our bodies will be afflicted continually by a sulphureous flame, piercing the inmost sinews." John Whitaker thinks "the bodies of the damned will be all salted with fire, so tempered and prepared as to burn the more fiercely and yet never consume." Jeremy Taylor teaches that "this temporal fire is but a painted fire in respect of that penetrating and real fire in hell." Jonathan Edwards soberly and believingly writes thus: "The world will probably be converted into a great lake or liquid globe of fire,—a vast ocean of fire, in which the wicked shall be overwhelmed, which will always be in tempest, in which they shall be tossed to and fro, having no rest day or night, vast waves or billows of fire continually rolling over their heads, of which they shall forever be full of a quick sense within and without: their heads, their eyes, their tongues, their hands, their feet, their loins, and their vitals shall forever be full of a glowing, melting

5 Apol. cap. 47-48.
6 De Civ. Dei, lib. xxi. cap. 2-4.
fire, fierce enough to melt the very rocks and elements; and also they shall eternally be full of the most quick and lively sense to feel the torments; not for one minute, nor for one day, nor for one age, nor for two ages, nor for a hundred ages, nor for ten thousands of millions of ages one after another, but for ever and ever, without any end at all, and never, never be delivered.”^7 Calvin says, “Iterum queero, unde factum est, ut tot gentes una cum libris corum infantibus aeternae morti involvetur lapsus Adae absque remedio, nisi quia Deo ita visum est? Decretum horribile fatoer."^8 Outraged humanity before the contemplation cries, “O God, horror hath overwhelmed me, for thou art represented as an omnipotent Fiend.” It is not the Father of Christ, but his Antagonist, whose face glares down over such a scene as that! The above diabolical passage—at the recital of which from the pulpit, Edwards's biographers tell us, “whole congregations shuddered and simultaneously rose to their feet, smiting their breasts, weeping and groaning”—is not the arbitrary exaggeration of an individual, but a fair representation of the actual tenets and vividly held faith of the Puritans. It is also, in all its uncompromising literality, a direct and inevitable part of the system of doctrine which, with insignificant exceptions, professedly prevails throughout Christendom at this hour. We know most persons will hesitate at this statement; but let them look at the logic of the case in the light of its history, and they must admit the correctness of the assertion. Weigh the following propositions, the accuracy of which no one, we suppose, will question, and it will appear at once that there is no possibility of avoiding the conclusion.

First, it is the established doctrine of Christendom that no one can be saved without a supernatural regeneration, or sincere faith in the vicarious atonement, or valid reception of sacramental grace at the hands of a priest,—conditions which it is not possible that one in a hundred thousand of the whole human race has fulfilled. Secondly, it is the established doctrine of Christendom that there will be a general day of judgment, when all men will be raised in the same bodies which they originally occupied on earth, when Christ and his angels will visibly descend from heaven, separate the elect from the reprobate, summon the sheep to the blissful pastures on the right hand, but

"Proclaim
The flocks of goats to folds of flame."

The world is to be burnt up, and the damned, restored to their bodies, are to be driven into the everlasting fire prepared for them. The resurrection of the body,—still held in all Christendom,—taken in connection with the rest of the associated scheme, necessitates the belief in the materiality of the torments of hell. That eminent living divine, Dr. Gardiner Spring, says, “The souls of all who have died in their sins are

^8 Instit., lib. iii. cap. xxiii. sect. 7.
in hell; and there their bodies too will be after the resurrection." 9 Mr. Spurgeon also, in his graphic and fearful sermon on the "Resurrection of the Dead," uses the following language:—"When thou diest, thy soul will be tormented alone; that will be a hell for it: but at the day of judgment thy body will join thy soul, and then thou wilt have twin-hells, thy soul sweating drops of blood, and thy body suffused with agony. In fire exactly like that which we have on earth thy body will lie, asbestos-like, forever unconsumed, all thy veins roads for the feet of pain to travel on, every nerve a string on which the devil shall forever play his diabolical tune of Hell's Unutterable Lament!" And, if this doctrine be true, no ingenuity, however fertile in expedients and however fiendish in cruelty, can possibly devise emblems and paint pictures half terrific enough to present in imagination and equal in moral impression what the reality will be to the sufferers. It is easy to speak or hear the word "hell;" but to analyze its significance and realize it in a sensitive fancy is difficult; and whenever it is done the fruit is madness, as the bedlams of the world are shrieking in testimony at this instant. The Revivalist preachers, so far from exaggerating the frightful contents latent in the prevalent dogma concerning hell, have never been able—and no man is able—to do any thing like justice to its legitimate deductions. Edwards is right in declaring, "After we have said our utmost and thought our utmost, all that we have said and thought is but a faint shadow of the reality." Think of yourselves, seized, just as you are now, and flung into the roaring, glowing furnace of eternity; think of such torture for an instant, multiply it by infinity, and then say if any words can convey the proper force of impression. It is true these intolerable details are merely latent and unappreciated by the multitude of believers; and when one, roused to fanaticism by earnest contemplation of his creed, dares to proclaim its logical consequences and to exhort men accordingly, they shrink, and charge him with excess. But they should beware ere they repudiate the literal horrors of the historic orthodox doctrine for any figurative and moral views accommodated to the advanced reason and refinement of the times,—beware how such an abandonment of a part of their system affects the rest.

Give up the material fire, and you lose the bodily resurrection. Renounce the bodily resurrection, and away goes the visible coming of Christ to a general judgment. Abandon the general judgment, and the climacteric completion of the Church-scheme of redemption is wanting. Mar the wholeness of the redemption-plan, and farewell to the incarnation and vicarious atonement. Neglect the vicarious atonement, and down crumbles the hollow and broken shell of the popular theology helplessly into its grave. The old literal doctrine of a material hell, however awful its idea, as it has been set forth in flaming views and threats by all the accredited representatives of the Church, must be uncompro-

misingly clung to, else the whole popular system of theology will be mutilated, shattered, and lost from sight. The theological leaders understand this perfectly well, and for the most part they act accordingly. We have now under our hand numerous extracts, from writings published within the last five years by highly-influential dignitaries in the different denominations, which for frightfulness of outline and coloring, and for unshrinking assertions of literality, will compare with those already quoted. Especially read the following description of this kind from John Henry Newman:—

"Oh, terrible moment for the soul, when it suddenly finds itself at the judgment-seat of Christ,—when the Judge speaks and consigns it to the jailers till it shall pay the endless debt which lies against it! 'Impossible! I a lost soul? I separated from hope and from peace forever? It is not I of whom the Judge so spake! There is a mistake somewhere; Christ, Savior, hold thy hand: one minute to explain it! My name is Demas: I am but Demas,—not Judas, or Nicholas, or Alexander, or Phile- tus, or Diotrephes. What! eternal pain for me? Impossible! it shall not be!' And the poor soul struggles and wrestles in the grasp of the mighty demon which has hold of it, and whose every touch is torment. 'Oh, atrocious!' it shrieks, in agony, and in anger too,—as if the very keenness of the infliction was a proof of its injustice. 'A second! and a third! I can bear no more! Stop, horrible fiend! give over: I am a man, and not such as thou! I am not food for thee, or sport for thee! I have been taught religion; I have had a conscience; I have a cultivated mind; I am well versed in science and art; I am a philosopher, or a poet, or a shrewd observer of men, or a hero, or a statesman, or an orator, or a man of wit and humor. Nay, I have received the grace of the Redeemer; I have attended the sacraments for years; I have been a Catholic from a child; I died in communion with the Church: nothing, nothing which I have ever been, which I have ever seen, bears any resemblance to thee, and to the flame and stench which exhale from thee: so I defy thee, and abjure thee, O enemy of man!'

"Alas! poor soul! and, whilst it thus fights with that destiny which it has brought upon itself and those companions whom it has chosen, the man's name perhaps is solemnly chanted forth, and his memory decently cherished, among his friends on earth. Men talk of him from time to time; they appeal to his authority; they quote his words; perhaps they even raise a monument to his name, or write his history. 'So comprehensive a mind! such a power of throwing light on a perplexed subject and bringing conflicting ideas or facts into harmony!' 'Such a speech it was that he made on such and such an occasion: I happened to be present, and never shall forget it;' or, 'A great personage, whom some of us knew;' or, 'It was a rule with a very worthy and excellent friend of mine, now no more;' or, 'Never was his equal in society,—so just in his remarks, so lively, so versatile, so unobtrusive;' or, 'So great a benefactor to his country and to his kind;' or, 'His philosophy so profound.'
Oh, vanity! vanity of vanities! all is vanity! What profiteth it? What profiteth it? *His soul is in hell, O ye children of men! While thus ye speak, his soul is in the beginning of those torments in which his body will soon have part, and which will never die!* 10

Some theologians do not hesitate, even now, to say that "in hell the bodies of the damned shall be nealed, as we speak of glass, so as to endure the fire without being annihilated thereby." "Made of the nature of salamanders," they shall be "immortal kept to feel immortal fire." Well may we take up the words of the Psalmist and cry out of the bottomless depths of disgust and anguish, "I am overwhelmed with horror!"

Holding this abhorrent mass of representations, so grossly carnal and fearful, up in the free light of to-day, it cannot stand the test of honest and resolute inquiry. It exists only by timid, unthinking sufferance. It is kept alive, among the superstitious vestiges of the outworn and outgrown past, only by the power of tradition, authority, and custom. In refutation of it we shall not present here a prolonged detail of learned researches and logical processes; for that would be useless to those who are enslaved to the foregone conclusions of a creed and possessed by invulnerable prejudices, while those who are thoughtful and candid can make such investigations themselves. We shall merely state, in a few clear and brief propositions, the results in which we suppose all free and enlightened minds who have adequately studied the subject now agree, leaving the reader to weigh these propositions for himself, with such further examination as inclination and opportunity may cause him to bestow upon the matter.

We reject the common belief of Christians in a hell which is a local prison of fire where the wicked are to be tortured by material instruments, on the following grounds, appealing to God for the reverential sincerity of our convictions, and appealing to reason for their truth. First, the supposition that hell is an enormous region in the hollow of the earth is a remnant of ancient ignorance, a fancy of poets who magnified the grave into Hades, a thought of geographers who supposed the earth to be flat and surrounded by a brazen expanse bright above and black beneath. Secondly, the soul, on leaving the body, is a spiritual substance, more ethereal than the light, eluding our senses and all the instruments of science. Therefore, in the nature of things, it cannot be chained in a dungeon, nor be cognizant of suffering from material fire or other physical infliction, but its woes must be moral and inward; and the pigment that its former fleshly body is to be restored to it is utterly incredible, being an absurdity in science, and not affirmed, as we believe, in Scripture. Thirdly, the imagery of a subterranean hell of fire, brimstone, and undying worms, as used in the Scriptures of the New Testament, is the same as that drawn from heathen sources with modifications and employed by the Pharisees before the time of Christ and his disciples; and

10 Sermon on "Neglect of Divine Calls and Warnings."
we must therefore, since neither Persians nor Pharisees were inspired, either suppose that this imagery was adopted by the apostles figuratively to convey moral truths, or else that they were left, in common with their countrymen, at least partially under the dominion of the errors of their time. Thus in every alternative we deny that the interior of the earth is, or ever will be, an abode of souls, full of fire, a hell in which the damned are to be confined and physically tormented.

The elements of the popular doctrine of future punishment which we thus reject are the falsities contributed by superstition and the priestly spirit. The truths remaining in the doctrine, furnished by conscience, reason, and Scripture, we will next exhibit, in order not to dismiss this head, on the nature of future punishment, with negations. What is the real character of the retributions in the future state? We do not think they are necessarily connected with any peculiar locality or essentially dependent on any external circumstances. As Milton says, when speaking of the best theologians, "To banish forever into a local hell, whether in the air, or in the centre, or in that uttermost and bottomless gulf of chaos deeper from holy bliss than the world’s diameter multiplied, they thought not a punishment so proper and proportionate for God to inflict as to punish sin with sin."

God does not arbitrarily stretch forth his arm, like an enraged and vindictive man, and take direct vengeance on offenders; but by his immutable laws, permeating all beings and governing all worlds, evil is, and brings, its own punishment. The intrinsic substances and forces of character and their organized correlations with the realities of eternity, the ruling principles, habits, and love of the soul, as they stand affected towards the world to which they go,—these are the conditions on which experience depends, herein is the hiding of retribution. "Each one," as Origen says, "kindles the flame of his own appropriate fire." Superior spirits must look on a corrupted human soul with a sorrow similar, though infinitely profounder, to that with which the lapidary contemplates a splendid pearl with a dark flaw in its centre. The Koran says, "Men sleep while they live, and when they die they wake." The sudden infliction of pain in the future state comes from the sudden unveiling of secrets, quickening of the moral consciousness, and exposure of the naked soul’s fitnesses to the spiritual correspondences of its deserts. It is said,—

"Death does
Away disguise: souls see each other clear,
At one glance, as two drops of rain in air
Might look into each other had they life."

The quality of the soul’s character decides the elements of the soul’s life; and, as this becomes known on crossing the death-drawn line of futurity, conscious retribution then arises in the guilty. This is a retribution which is reasonable, moral, unavoidable, before which we may well pause and tremble. The great moral of it is that we should not so
much dread being thrust into an eternal hell as we should fear carrying a hell with us when we go into eternity. It is not so bad to be in hell as to be forced truly to say,—

"Which way I fly is hell; myself am hell."

If these general ideas are correct, it follows—even as all common sense and reflection affirm—that every real preparation for death and for what is to succeed must be an ingrained characteristic, and cannot consist in a mere opinion, mood, or act. Here we strike at one of the shallowest errors, one of the most extensive and rooted superstitions, of the world. Throughout the immense kingdoms of the East, where the Brahmanic and Buddhist religions hold sway over six hundred millions of men, the notion of yadosanna—that is, the merit instantaneously obtained when at the point of death—fully prevails. They suppose that in that moment, regardless of their former lives and of their present characters, by bringing the mind and the heart into certain momentary states of thought and feeling, and meditating on certain objects or repeating certain sacred words, they can suddenly obtain exemption from punishment in their next life.¹¹ The notion likewise obtains almost universally among Christians, incredible as it may seem. With the Romanists, who are three-fourths of the Christian world, it is a most prominent doctrine, everywhere vehemently proclaimed and acted on: that is the meaning of the sacrament of extreme unction, whereby, on submission to the Church and confession to a priest, the venal sins of the dying man are forgiven, purgatory avoided, and heaven made sure. The ghost of the King of Denmark complains most of the unwarned suddenness of his murder,—not of the murder itself, but of its suddenness, which left him no opportunity to save his soul:—

"Sleeping, was I by a brother's hand
Cut off even in the blossoms of my sin,
Unhousel'd, disappointed, unanel'd;
No reckoning made, but sent to my account
With all my imperfections on my head."

Hamlet, urged by supernatural solicitings to vengeance, finds his murderous uncle on his knees at prayer. Stealing behind him with drawn sword, he is about to strike the fatal blow, when the thought occurs to him that the guilty man, if killed when at his devotions, would surely go to heaven; and so he refrains until a different opportunity. For to send to heaven the villain who had slain his father,—

"That would be hire and salary, not revenge.
He took my father grossly full of bread,
With all his crimes bread blown, as flush as May;
And how his audit stands who knows save Heaven?
But, in our circumstance and course of thought,
'Tis heavy with him. And am I then revenged

¹¹ Hardy, Manual of Buddhism, p. 459.
To take him in the purging of his soul,
When he is fit and season'd for his passage?
No; but when he is drunk, asleep, enraged,
Or in the incestuous pleasures of his bed,
At gaming, swearing, or about some act
That has no relish of salvation in't:
Then trip him, that his heels may kick at heaven,
And that his soul may be as damn'd and black
As hell, whereto it goes."

This, though poetry, is a fair representation of the medieval faith held by all Christendom in sober prose. The same train of thought latently underlies the feelings of most Protestants too, though it is true any one would now shrink from expressing it with such frankness and horrible gusto. But what else means the minute morbid anatomy of death-beds, the prurient curiosity to know how the dying one bore himself in the solemn passage? How commonly, if one dies without physical anguish, and with the artificial exultations of a fanatic, rejoiceful auguries are drawn! if he dies in physical suffering, and with apparent regret, a gloomy verdict is rendered! It is superstition, absurdity, and injustice, all. Not the accidental physical conditions, not the transient emotions, with which one passes from the earth, can decide his fate, but the real good or evil of his soul, the genuine fitness or unfitness of his soul, his soul's inherent merits of bliss or bale. There is no time nor power in the instant of death, by any magical legerdemain, to turn away the impending retributions of wickedness and guilt. What is right, within the conditions of Infinite wisdom and goodness, will be done in spite of all traditional juggles and spasmodic spiritual attitudinizations. What can it avail that a most vile and hardened wretch, when dying, convulsed with fright and possessed with superstition, compels, or strives to compel, a certain sentiment into his soul, conjures, or tries to conjure, his mind into the relation of belief towards a certain ancient and abstract dogma?

"Yet I've seen men who meant not ill,
Compelling doctrine out of death,
With hell and heaven acutely poised
Upon the turning of a breath."

Cruelly racking the soul with useless probes of theological questions and statements, they stand by the dying to catch the words of his last breath, and, in perfect consistence with their faith, they pronounce sentence accordingly. If, as the pallid lips faintly close, they hear the magic words, "I put my trust in the atoning blood of Christ," up goes the soul to heaven. If they hear the less stereotyped words, "I have tried to do as well as I could: I hope God will be merciful towards me and receive me," down goes the soul to hell. Strange and cruel superstition, that imagines God to act towards men only according to the evanescent temper and technical phrase with which they leave the world! The most popular English preacher of the present day, the Rev. Mr. Spurgeon, after referring to the fable that those before whom Perseus held the head of Medusa were turned into stone in the very act and
posture of the moment when they saw it, says, "Death is such a power. What I am when death is held before me, that I must be forever. When my spirit goes, if God finds me hymning his praise, I shall hymn it in heaven; doth he find me breathing out oaths, I shall follow up those oaths in hell. As I die, so shall I live eternally!"12

No: the true preparation for death and the invisible realm of souls is not the eager adoption of an opinion, the hurried assumption of a mood, or the frightened performance of an outward act: it is the patient culture of the mind with truth, the pious purification of the heart with disinterested love, the consecrated training of the life in holiness, the growth of the soul in habits of righteousness, faith, and charity, the organization of divine principles into character. Every real preparation of the soul for death must be a characteristic rightly related to the immortal realities to which death is the introduction of the soul. An evil soul is not thrust into a physical and fiery hell, fenced in and roofed over from the universal common; but it is revealed to itself, and consciously enters on retributive relations. In the spiritual world, whither all go at death, we suppose that like perceives like, and thus are they saved or damned, having, by the natural attraction and elective seeing of their virtues or vices, the beatific vision of God, or the horrid vision of iniquity and terror.

It cannot be supposed that God is a bounded personal shape so vast as to fill the entire circuits of the creation. Spirit transcends the categories of body, and it is absurd to apply the language of finite things to the illimitable One, except symbolically. When we die, we do not sink or soar away to the realm of spirits, but are consciously in it, at once, everywhere; and the resulting experience will depend on the prevailing elements, regnant principles, and chief habits of our moral being,—in a word, on our characters. If we are really bad, our badness is our condemnation and banishment from God; if we are really good, our goodness is our acquittal and union with God. Take a soul that is with the rottenness of depravity all saturated, into the core of heaven, and it is in the heart of hell still. Take a soul that is of divine realities all compact, to the very bottom of hell, and heaven is with it there.

Man! thou art treading upon eternity, and infinitude is all around thee. The path of thy steps is broad and perilous, or narrow and safe, and death is just before thee. Pass, as soon thou shalt, that great crisis, and then, according as thou art in thyself, either the justice of the immovable Judge will accost thy trembling spirit and say, "Depart from me: I know thee not," or else the love of the yearning Father will meet thine unencumbered soul and say, "Son, thou art ever with me, and all that I have is thine."

Having thus considered the question as to the nature of future punishments, it now remains to discuss the question concerning their duration.

12 Sermons, 5d Series, Sermon XIV., Thoughts on the Last Battle.
DOCTRINE OF FUTURE PUNISHMENT.

The fact of a just and varied future punishment we firmly believe in. The precise methods of it, or degrees of its continuance, we think are concealed from the present knowledge of man. These details we do not profess to be able to settle much or any thing about. We have but three general convictions on the subject. First, that these punishments will be experienced in accordance with those righteous and inmost laws which indestructibly express the mind of God and rule the universe, and will not be vindictively inflicted through arbitrary external penalties. Secondly, that they will be accurately tempered to the just deserts and qualifications of the individual sufferers. And thirdly, that they will be alleviated, remedial, and limited, not unmitigated, hopeless, and endless.

Upon the first of these thoughts perhaps enough has already been said, and the second and third may be discussed together. Our business, therefore, in the remainder of this dissertation, is to disprove, if truth in the hands of reason and conscience will enable us to disprove, the popular dogma which asserts that the state of the condemned departed is a state of complete damnation absolutely eternal. Against that form of representing future punishment which makes it unlimited by conceiving the destiny of the soul to be an eternal progress, in which their initiative steps of good or evil in this life place different souls under advantages or disadvantages never relatively to be lost, we have nothing to object. It is reasonable, in unison with natural law, and not frightful. But we are to deal, if we fairly can, a refutation against the doctrine of an intense endless misery for the wicked, as that doctrine is prevailingly taught and received.

The advocates of eternal damnation primarily plant themselves upon the Christian Scriptures, and say that there the voice of an infallible inspiration from heaven asserts it. First of all, let us examine this ground, and see if they do not stand there only upon erroneous premises sustained by prejudices. In the beginning, then, we submit to candid minds that, if the literal eternity of future torment be proclaimed in the New Testament, it is not a part of the revelation contained in that volume; it is not a truth revealed by inspiration; and that we maintain for this reason. The same representations of the everlasting duration of future punishment in hell, the same expressions for an unlimited duration, which occur in the New Testament, were previously employed by the Hindus, Greeks, and Pharisees, who were not inspired, but must have drawn the doctrine from fallible sources. Now, to say the least, it is as reasonable to suppose that these expressions, when found in the New Testament, were employed by the Saviour and the evangelists in conformity with the prevailing thought and customary phraseology of their time, as to conclude that they were derived from an unerring inspiration. The former is a natural and reasonable inference; the latter is a gratuitous hypothesis for which we have never heard of any evidence. If its
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advocates will honestly attempt really to prove it, we are convinced they will be forced to renounce it. The only way they continue to hold it is by taking it for granted. If, therefore, the strict eternity of future woe be declared in the New Testament, we regard it not as a part of the inspired utterance of Jesus, but as an error which crept in among others from the surrounding notions of a benighted pagan age.

But, in the next place, we do not admit by any means that the literal eternity of future damnation is taught in the Scriptures. On the contrary, we deny such an assertion, for several reasons. First, we argue from the usage of language before the New Testament was written. The Egyptians, Hindus, Greeks, often make most emphatic use of phrases declaring the eternal sufferings of the wicked in hell; but they must have meant by "eternal" only a very long time, because a fundamental portion of the great system of thought on which their religions rested was the idea of recurring epochs, sundered by immense periods statedly arriving, when all things were restored, the hells and heavens vanished away, and God was all in all. If the representations of the eternal punishment of the wicked, made before the New Testament was written, were not significant, with metaphysical severity, of an eternity of duration, but only, with popular looseness, of an extremely long period, the same may be true of the similar expressions found in that record.

Secondly, we argue from the usage of language in and after the New Testament age. The critics have collected, as any one desirous may easily find, and as every theological scholar well knows, scores of instances from the writings of authors contemporary with Christ and his apostles, and succeeding them, where the Greek word for "eternal" is used popularly, not strictly, in a rhetorical, not in a philosophical, sense, not denoting a duration literally endless, but one very prolonged. In all Greek literature the word is undoubtedly used in a careless and qualified sense at least a hundred times where it is used once with its close etymological force. And the same is true of the corresponding Hebrew term. The writer of the "Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs," at the close of every chapter, describing the respective patriarch's death, says, "he slept the eternal sleep," though by "eternal" he can only mean a duration reaching to the time of the resurrection, as plainly appears from the context. Iamblichus speaks of "an eternal eternity of eternities."14 Origen, and Gregory of Nyssa, and others, the fact of whose belief in final universal salvation no one pretends to deny, do not hesitate with earnestness and frequency to affirm the "eternal" punishment of the wicked in hell. Now, if the contemporaries of the evangelists, and their successors, often used the word "eternal" popularly, in a figurative, limited sense, then it may be so employed when it occurs in the New Testament in connection with the future pains of the bad.

Thirdly, we argue from the phraseology and other peculiarities of the
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representation of the future woe of the condemned, given in the New Testament itself, that its authors did not consciously intend to proclaim the rigid endlessness of that woe. 15 "These shall go away into everlasting punishment." Since the word "everlasting" was often used simply to denote a long period, what right has any one to declare that here it must mean an absolutely unending duration? How does any one know that the mind of Jesus dialectically grasped the metaphysical notion of eternity and deliberately intended to express it? Certainly the intrinsic probabilities are all the other way. Such a conclusion is hardly compatible with the highly tropical style of speech employed throughout the discourse. Besides, had he wished to convey the overwhelming idea that the doom of the guilty would be strictly irredeemable, their anguish literally infinite, would he not have taken pains to say so in definite, guarded, explained, unmistakable terms? He might easily, by a precise prosaic utterance, by explanatory circumlocutions, have placed that thought beyond possibility of mistake.

Fourthly, we have an intense conviction not only that the leaving of such a doctrine by the Savior in impenetrable obscurity and uncertainty is irreconcilable with the supposition of his deliberately holding it in his belief, but also that a belief in the doctrine itself is utterly irreconcilable with the very essentials of his teachings and spirit, his inmost convictions and life. He taught the infinite and unchangeable goodness of God: confront the doctrine of endless misery with the parable of the prodigal son. He taught the doctrine of unconquerable forgiveness, without apparent qualification: bring together the doctrine of never-remitting punishment and his petition on the cross, "Father, forgive them." He taught that at the great judgment heaven or hell would be allotted to men according to their lives; and the notion of endless torment does not rest on the demerit of sinful deeds, which is the standard of judgment that he holds up, but on conceptions concerning a totally depraved nature, a God inflamed with wrath, a vicarious atonement rejected, or some other ethnic tradition or ritual consideration equally foreign to his mind and hostile to his heart.

Fifthly, if we reason on the popular belief that the letter of Scripture teaches only unerring truth, we have the strongest argument of all against the eternal hopelessness of future punishment. The doctrine of Christ's descent to hell underlies the New Testament. We are told that after his death "he went and preached to the spirits in prison." And again we read that "the gospel was preached also to them that are dead." This New Testament idea was unquestionably a vital and important feature in the apostolic and in the early Christian belief. It necessarily implies that there is probation, and that there may be salvation, after death. It is fatal to the horrid dogma which commands all who enter
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hell to abandon every gleam of hope, utterly and forever. The symbolic
force of the doctrine of Christ's descent and preaching in hell is this,—as
Güder says in his "Appearance of Christ among the Dead,"—that the
deepest and most horrible depth of damnation is not too deep and hor-
rible for the pitying love which wishes to save the lost: even into the
veriest depth of hell reaches down the love of God, and his beatific call
sounds to the most distant distances. There is no outermost darkness
to which his heavenly and all-conquering light cannot shine. The book
which teaches that Christ went even into hell itself, to seek and to save
that which was lost, does not teach that from the instant of death the
fate of the wicked is irredeemably fixed.

Upon the whole, then, we reach the clear conclusion that the Christian
Scriptures do not really declare the hopeless eternity of future punish-
ment. They speak popularly, not scientifically,—speak in metaphors
which cannot be analyzed and reduced to metaphysical precision. The
subject is left with fearful warnings in an impressive obscurity. There
we must either leave it, in awe and faith, undecided; or, if not content
to do that, we must examine and decide it on other grounds than those
of traditional authority, and with other instruments than those of textual
interpretation.

Let us next sift and weigh the arguments from reason by which the
dogma of the eternity of future misery is respectively defended and
assailed. The advocates of it have sought to support it by four positions,
which are such entire assumptions that only a word will be requisite to
expose each of them to logical rejection. First, it is said that sin is
infinite and deserves an infinite penalty because it is an outrage against
an infinite being. A more absurd perversion of logic than this, a more
glaring violation of common sense, was never perpetrated. It directly
reverses the facts and subverts the legitimate inference. Is the sin mea-
sured by the dignity of the lawgiver, or by the responsibility of the law-
breaker? Does justice heed the wrath of the offended, or the guilt of the
offender? As well say that the eye of man is infinite because it looks out
into infinite space, as affirm that his sin is infinite because committed
against an infinite God. That man is finite, and all his acts finite, and
consequently not in justice to be punished infinitely, is a plain statement
of fact which compels assent. All else is empty quibbling, scholastic
jugglery. The ridiculousness of the argument is amusingly apparent as
presented thus in an old Miracle-Play, wherein Justice is made to tell
Mercy

"That man, having offended God who is endless,
His endless punishment therefore may never see.""
is more ingenious, but equally arbitrary. It is based on the foreknowledge of God. He foresaw that the wicked, if allowed to live on earth immortally in freedom, would go on forever in a course of constant sin. They were therefore constructively guilty of all the sin which they would have committed; but he saved the world the ravages of their actual crimes by hurling them into hell beneath the endless penalty of their latent infinite guilt. In reply to those who argue thus, it is obvious to ask, whence did they learn all this? There is no such scheme drawn up or hinted in Scripture; and surely it is not within the possible discoveries of reason. Plainly, it is not a known premise legitimating a result, not a sound argument proving a conclusion: it is merely a conceit, devised to explain and fortify a theory already embraced from other considerations. It is an imaginative hypothesis without confirmation.

Thirdly, it has been said that future punishment will be endless because sin will be so. The evil soul, growing ever more evil, getting its habits of vice and passions of iniquity more deeply infixed, and surrounded in the infernal realm with all the incentives to wickedness, will become confirmed in depravity beyond all power of cure, and, sinning forever, be necessarily damned and tortured forever. The same objection holds to this argument as to the former. Its premises are daring assumptions beyond the province of our knowledge. They are assumptions, too, contrary to analogy, probability, the highest laws of humanity, and the goodness of God. Without freedom of will there cannot be sin; and those who retain moral freedom may reform, cease to do evil and learn to do good. There are invitations and opportunities to change from evil to good here: why not hereafter? The will is free now: what shall suddenly paralyze or annihilate that freedom when the soul leaves the body? Why may not such amazing revelations be made, such regenerating motives be brought to bear, in the spiritual world, as will soften the hardest, convince the stubbornest, and, sooner or later, transform and redeem the worst? It is true the law of sinful habit is dark and fearful; but it is frequently neutralized. The argument as the support of a positive dogma is void because itself only hypothetical.

Some have tried to prove eternal condemnation by an assumed necessity of moral gravitation. There is a great deal of loose and hasty talk afloat about the law of affinities distributing souls hereafter in fitted companies. Similar characters will spontaneously come together. The same qualities and grades of sympathy will coalesce, the unlike will fly apart. And so all future existence will be arranged in circles of dead equality on stagnant levels of everlasting hopelessness of change. The law of spiritual attraction is no such force as that, produces no such results. It is broken up by contrasts, changes, multiplicity of other interacting forces. We are not only drawn by affinity to those like ourselves, but often still more powerfully, with rebuking and redeeming effect, to those above us that we may become like them, to those beneath us that we may pity and help them. The law of affinity is not in moral beings a simple force necessi-
tating an endless uniformity of state, but a complex of forces, sometimes mingling the unlike by stimulants of wedded similarity and contrast to bless and advance all, now punishing, now rewarding, but ever finally intended to redeem. Reasoning by sound analogy, the heavens and hells of the future state are not monotonous circles each filled with mutually reflecting personalities, but one fenceless spiritual world of distinctive, ever-varying degrees, sympathetic and contrasted life, circulating freshness, variety of attractions and repulsions, divine advancement.

Finally, it is maintained by many that endless misery is the fate of the reprobate because such is the sovereign pleasure of God. This is no argument, but a desperate assertion. It virtually confesses that the doctrine cannot be defended by reason, but is to be thrown into the province of wilful faith. A host of gloomy theologians have taken this ground as the forlorn hope of their belief. The damned are eternally lost because that is the arbitrary decree of God. Those who thus abandon reason for dogmatic authority and trample on logic with mere reiterated assertion can only be met with the flat denial, such is not the arbitrary pleasure of God. Then, as far as argument is concerned, the controversy ends where it began. These four hypotheses include all the attempted justifications of the doctrine of eternal misery that we have ever seen offered from the stand-point of independent thought. We submit that, considered as proofs, they are utterly sophistical.

There are three great arguments in refutation of the endlessness of future punishment, as that doctrine is commonly held. The first argument is ethical, drawn from the laws of right; the second is theological, drawn from the attributes of God; the third is experimental, drawn from the principles of human nature. We shall subdivide these and consider them successively.

In the first place, we maintain that the popular doctrine of eternal punishment is unjust, because it overlooks the differences in the sins of men, launching on all whom it embraces one infinite penalty of undiscriminating damnation. The consistent advocates of the doctrine, the boldest creeds, unflinchingly avow this, and defend it by the plea that every sin, however trivial, is equally an offence against the law of the infinite God with the most terrible crime, and equally merits an infinite punishment. Thus, by a metaphysical quibble, the very basis of morals is overturned, and the child guilty of an equivocation through fear is put on a level with the pirate guilty of robbery and murder through cold-blooded avarice and hate. In a hell where all are plunged in physical fire for eternity there are no degrees of retribution, though the degrees of evil and demerit are as numerous and various as the individuals. The Scriptures say, "Every man shall receive according to the deeds done in the body:" some "shall be beaten with many stripes," others "with few stripes."

The first principle of justice—exact discrimination of judgment according to deeds and character—is monstrously violated and all differences
blotted out by the common dogma of hell. A better thought is shown in the old Persian legend which tells that God once permitted Zoroaster to accompany him on a visit to hell. The prophet saw many in grievous torments. Among the rest, he saw one who was deprived of his right foot. Asking the meaning of this, God replied, "Yonder sufferer was a king who in his whole life did but one kind action. Passing once near a dromedary which, tied up in a state of starvation, was vainly striving to reach some provender placed just beyond its utmost effort, the king with his right foot compassionately kicked the fodder within the poor beast's reach. That foot I placed in heaven; the rest of him is here."  

Again: there is the grossest injustice in the first assumption or fundamental ground on which the theory we are opposing rests. That theory does not teach that men are actually damned eternally on account of their own personal sins, but on account of original sin: the eternal tortures of hell are the transmitted penalty hurled on all the descendants of Adam, save those who in some way avoid it, in consequence of his primal transgression. Language cannot characterize with too much severity, as it seems to us, the injustice, the immorality, involved in this scheme. The belief in a sin, called "original," entailed by one act of one person upon a whole immortal race of countless millions, dooming vast majorities of them helplessly to a hopeless torture-prison, can rest only on a sleep of reason and a delirium of conscience. Such a "sin" is no sin at all; and any penalty inflicted on it would not be the necessary severity of a holy God, but a species of gratuitous vengeance. For sin, by the very essence of ethics, is the free, intelligent, willful violation of a law known to be right; and every punishment, in order to be just, must be the suffering deserved by the intentional fault, the personal evil, of the culprit himself. The doctrine before us reverses all this, and sends untold myriads to hell forever for no other sin than that of simply having been born children of humanity. Born totally depraved, hateful to God, helpless through an irresistible proclivity to sin and an ineradicable aversion to evangelical truth, and asked to save themselves, asked by a mockery like that of fettering men hand and foot, clothing them in leaden strait-jackets, and then flinging them overboard, telling them not to drown! What justice, what justice, is there in this?  

Thirdly, the profound injustice of this doctrine is seen in its making the alternative of so unutterably awful a doom hinge upon such trivial particulars and upon merely fortuitous circumstances. One is born of pious, orthodox parents, another of heretics or infidels: with no difference of merit due to them, one goes to heaven, the other goes to hell. One happens to form a friendship with an evangelical believer, another is influenced by a rationalist companion: the same fearful diversity of fate ensues. One is converted by a single sermon: if he had been ill that day, or had been detained from church by any other cause, his fated bed
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would have been made in hell, heaven closed against him forever. One says, "I believe in the Trinity of God, in the Deity of Christ;" and, dying, he goes to heaven. Another says, "I believe in the Unity of God and in the humanity of Christ." he, dying, goes to hell. Of two children snatched away by disease when twenty-four hours old, one has been baptized, the other not: the angels of heaven welcome that, the demons of hell clutch this. The doctrine of infant damnation, intolerably painful as it is, has been proclaimed thousands of times by authoritative teachers and by large parties in the Church, and is a logical sequence from the popular theology. It is not a great many years since people heard, it is said, the celebrated statement that "hell is paved with the skulls of infants not a span long!" Think of the everlasting bliss or misery of a helpless infant depending on the petty accident of whether it was baptized or not! There are hypothetical cases like the following:—If one man had died a year earlier, when he was a saint, he would not have fallen from grace, and renounced his faith, and rolled in crimes, and sunk to hell. If another had lived a year later, he would have been smitten with conviction, and would have repented, and made his peace, and gone to heaven. To the everlasting loss of each, an eternity of bliss against an eternity of woe hung fatally poised on the time appointed for him to die. Oh how the bigoted pride, the exclusive dogmatism of self-styled saints, self-flatterers equally satisfied of their own election and of the rejection of almost everybody else, ought to sink and fade when they reflect on the slight chances, mere chances of time and place, by which the infinite contingency has been, or is to be, decided! They should heed the impregnable good sense and logic conveyed in the humane-hearted poet's satirical humor when he advises such persons to

"Consider well, before, like Hurlothrumbo,  
They aim their clubs at any creed on earth,  
That by the simple accident of birth  
They might have been high-priests to Mambo Jumbo."  

It is evidently but the rankest mockery of justice to suspend an infinite woe upon an accident out of the power of the party concerned.

Still further: there is a tremendous injustice even in that form of the doctrine of endless punishment, the most favorable of all, which says that no one is absolutely foreordained to hell, but that all are free, and that life is a fixed season of probation wherein the means of salvation are offered to all, and if they neglect or spurn them the fault is their own, and eternal pain their merited portion. The perfectly apparent inconsistency of this theory with known facts is fatal to it, since out of every generation there are millions on millions of infants, idiots, maniacs, heathen, within whose hearing or power the means of salvation by a personal appropriation of the atoning merit of Christ's blood were never brought; so that life to them is no scene of Christian probation. But, waiving that, the probation is not a fair one to anybody. If the indescribable horror of an eternal damnation be the consequence that follows,
a certain course while we are on trial in this life, then a knowledge of
that fact in all its bearings ought to be given us, clear, explicit, beyond
any possibility of mistake or doubt. Otherwise the probation is not fair.
To place men in the world, as millions are constantly placed, beset by
allurements of every sort within and without, led astray by false teach-
ings and evil examples, exposed in ignorance, bewildered with uncertain-
ties of conflicting doubts and surmises, either never hearing of the way
of salvation at all, or hearing of it only in terms that seem absurd in
themselves and unaccompanied by sufficient, if by any, proof, and then,
if under these fearful hazards they waver from strict purity of heart,
rectitude of conduct, or orthodoxy of belief, to condemn them to a
world of everlasting agony, would be the very climax of cruelty, with no
touch of mercy or color of right.

Beneath such a rule the universe should be shrouded in the blackness
of despair, and God be thought of with a convulsive shudder. Such a
"probation" would be only like that on which the Inquisitors put their
victims who were studiously kept ignorant in their dungeons, waiting for
the rack and the flame to be made ready. Few persons will deny that,
as the facts now are, a good, intelligent, candid man may doubt the
reality of an endless punishment awaiting men in hell. But if the doc-
trine be true, and he is on probation under it, is it fair that he should be
left honestly in ignorance or doubt about it? No: if it be true, it ought
to be burned into his brain and crushed into his soul with such terrific
vividness and abiding constancy of impression as would deter him ever
from the wrong path, keep him in the right. A distinguished writer has
represented a condemned delinquent, suffering on, and still interminably
on, in hell, thus complaining of the unfairness of his probation:—"Oh,
had it been possible for me to conceive even the most diminutive part of
the weight and horror of this doom, I should have shrunken from every
temptation to sin, with the most violent recoil."\(^{19}\) If an endless hell is
to be the lot of the sinner, he ought to have an infallible certainty of it,
with all possible helps and incentives to avoid it. Such is not the case;
and therefore, since God is just and generous, the doctrine is not true.

Finally, the injustice of the dogma of everlasting punishment is most
emphatically shown by the fact that there is no sort of correspondence
or possible proportion between the offence and the penalty, between the
moment of sinning life and the eternity of suffering death. If a child
were told to hold its breath thirty seconds, and, failing to do it, should be
confined in a dark solitary dungeon for seventy years amidst loathsome
horrors and speechless afflictions, and be frightfully scourged six times a
day for that entire period, there would be just proportion—nay, an inex-
pressibly merciful proportion—between the offence and the punishment,
in comparison with that which, being an absolutely infinite disproportion,
does not really admit of any comparison,—the sentence to an eternal

\(^{19}\) John Foster, Letter on the Eternity of Future Punishments.
abode in hell as a penalty for the worst kind and the greatest amount of crime a man could possibly crowd into a life of a thousand years. Think, then, of passing such a sentence on one who has struggled hard against temptation, and yielded but rarely, and suffered much, and striven to do as well as he could, and borne up courageously, with generous resolves and affections, and died commending his soul to God in hope.

"Fearfully fleet is this life," says one, "and yet in its eternal life is lost or won: profoundly wretched is this life, yet in it eternal bliss is lost or won." Weigh the words adequately, and say how improbable is the thought, and how terribly unjust. Perhaps there have already lived upon this earth, and died, and passed into the invisible world, two hundred thousand millions of men, the everlasting doom of every one of whom, it is imagined, was fixed unalterably during the momentary period of his mortal transit from cradle to grave. In respect of eternity, six thousand years—and this duration must be reduced to threescore years and ten, since that is all that each generation enjoyed—is the same as one hour. Suppose, now, that all these two hundred thousand millions of men were called into being at once; that they were placed on probation for one hour; that the result of their choice and action in that hour was to decide their irrevocable fate, actually forever, to ecstastic bliss or to ecstastic woe; that during that hour they were left, as far as clear and stable conviction goes, in utter ignorance and uncertainty as to the great realities of their condition, courted by opposing theories and modes of action; and that, when the clock of time knelled the close of that awful, that most evanescent hour, the roaring gulf of torture yawned, and its jaws of flame and blackness closed over ninety-nine hundredths of them for eternity! That is a fair picture of the popular doctrine of temporal probation and eternal punishment, when examined in the light of the facts of human life. Of course, no man at this day, who is in his senses and thinks honestly upon the subject, can credit such a doctrine, unless indeed he believes that a lawless fiend sits on the throne of the universe and guides the helm of destiny. And lives there a man of unperturbed soul who would not decidedly prefer to have no God rather than to have such a one? Ay,

"Rather than so, come Fate into the list
And champion us to the utterance."

Let us be atheists, and bow to mortal Chance, believe there is no pilot at all at the rudder of Creation's vessel, no channel before the prow, but the roaring breakers of despair to right and left, and the granite bluff of annihilation full in front!

In the next place, then, we argue against the doctrine of eternal damnation that it is incompatible with any worthy idea of the character of God. God is love; and love cannot consent to the useless torture of millions of helpless souls for eternity. The gross contradiction of the common doctrine of hell to the spirit of love is so obvious that its advocates, un-
able to deny or conceal it, have often positively proclaimed it, avowing that, in respect to the wicked, God is changed into a consuming fire full of hatred and vengeance. But that is unmitigated blasphemy. God is unchangeable, his very nature being disinterested, immutable goodness. The sufferings of the wicked are of their own preparation. If a pestilential exhalation is drawn from some decaying substance, it is not the fault of any alteration in the sunlight. But a Christian writer assures us that when "the damned are packed like brick in a kiln, so bound that they cannot move a limb nor even an eyelid, God shall blow the fires of hell through them for ever and ever."

And another writer says, "All in God is turned into fury: in hell he draws out into the field all his forces, all his attributes, whereof wrath is the leader and general." 29 Such representations may be left without a comment. Every enlightened mind will instantly reject with horror the doctrine which necessitates a conception of God like that here pictured forth. God is a being of infinite forgiveness and magnanimity. To the wandering sinner, even while a great way off, his arms are open, and his inviting voice, penetrating the farthest abysses, says, "Return." His sun shines and his rain falls on the fields of the unjust and unthankful. What is it, the instant mortals pass the line of death, that shall transform this Divinity of yearning pity and beneficence into a devil of relentless hate and cruelty? It cannot be. We shall find him dealing towards us in eternity as he does here. An eminent theologian says, "If mortal men kill the body temporally in their anger, it is like the immortal God to damn the soul eternally in his." "God holds sinners in his hands over the mouth of hell as so many spiders; and he is dreadfully provoked, and he not only hates them, but holds them in utmost contempt, and he will trample them beneath his feet with inexpressible fierceness, he will crush their blood out, and will make it fly so that it will sprinkle his garments and stain all his raiment." 31 Oh, ravings and blasphemies of theological bigotry, blinded with old creeds, inflamed with sectarian hate, soaked in the gall of bitterness, encompassed by absurd delusions, you know not what you say!

A daring writer of modern times observes that God can never say from the last tribunal, in any other than a limited and metaphorical sense, "Depart from me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire," because that would not be doing as he would be done by. Saving the appearance of irreverence, we maintain his assertion to be just, based on impregnable morality. A recent religious poet describes Jesus, on descending into hell after his crucifixion, meeting Judas, and when he saw his pangs and heard his stifled sobs,

"Pitying, Messiah gazed, and had forgiven,
But Justice her eternal bar opposed." 32

29 For these and several other quotations we are indebted to the Rev. T. J. Sawyer's work, entitled "Endless Punishment: its Origin and Grounds Examined."
32 Lord, Christ in Hades.
DOCTRINE OF FUTURE PUNISHMENT.

The instinctive sentiment is worthy of Jesus, but the deliberate thought is worthy of Calvin. Why is it so calmly assumed that God cannot pardon, and that therefore sinners must be given over to endless pains? By what proofs is so tremendous a conclusion supported? Is it not a gratuitous fiction of theologians? The exemplification of God's character and conduct given in the spirit, teachings, and deeds of Christ is full of a free mercy, an eager charity that rushes forward to forgive and embrace the sinful and wretched wanderers. He is a very different being whom the evangelist represents saying of Jesus, "This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased," from Him whom Professor Park describes "drawing his sword on Calvary and smiting down his Son!"

Why may not pardon from unpurchased grace be vouchsafed as well after death as before? What moral conditions alter the case then? Ah! it is only the metaphysical theories of the theologians that have altered the case in their fancies and made it necessary for them to limit probation. The attributes of God are laws, his modes of action are the essentialities of his being, the same in all the worlds of boundless extension and all the ages of endless duration. How far some of the theologians have perverted the simplicity of the gospel, or rather how utterly they have strayed from it, may be seen when we remember that Christ said concerning little children, "Of such is the kingdom of heaven," and then compare with this declaration such a statement as this:—"Probate infants are vipers of vengeance which Jehovah will hold over hell in the tongs of his wrath, till they writhe up and cast their venom in his face." We deliberately assert that no depraved, insane, pagan imagination ever conceived of a fiend malignant and horrible enough to be worthily compared with this Christian conception of God. Edwards repeatedly says, in his two sermons on the "Punishment of the Wicked" and "Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God," "You cannot stand an instant before an infuriated tiger even: what, then, will you do when God rushes against you in all his wrath?" Is this Christ's Father?

The God we worship is "the Father of lights, with whom there is neither variableness nor shadow of turning, from whom cometh down every good and every perfect gift." It is the Being referred to by the Savior when he said, in exultant trust and love, "I am not alone; for the Father is with me." It is the infinite One to whom the Psalmist says, "Though I make my bed in hell, behold, thou art there." If God is in hell, there must be mercy and hope there, some gleams of alleviation and promise there, surely; even as the Lutheran creed says that "early on Easter morning, before his resurrection, Christ showed himself to the damned in hell." If God is in hell, certainly it must be to soothe, to save. "Oh, no," says the popular theologian. Let us quote his words, "Why is God here? To keep the tortures of the damned freshly pried, and to see that no one ever escapes!" Can the climax of horror and blasphemy
any further go? How much more reasonable, more moral and Christlike, to say, with one of the best authors of our time,—

"What hell may be I know not: this I know:—
I cannot lose the presence of the Lord:
One arm—humbility—takes hold upon
His dear Humanity; the other—love—
Clasps his Divinity: so, where I go
He goes; and better fire-wall'd Hell with him
Than golden-gated Paradise without."

The irreconcilableness of the common doctrine of endless misery with any worthy idea of God is made clear by a process of reasoning whose premises are as undeniable as its logic is irrefragable and its conclusion consolatory. God is infinite justice and goodness. His purpose in the creation, therefore, must be the diffusion and triumph of holiness and blessedness. God is infinite wisdom and power. His design, therefore, must be fulfilled. Nothing can avail to thwart the ultimate realization of all his intentions. The rule of his omnipotent love pervades infinitude and eternity as a shining leash of law whereby he holds every child of his creation in ultimate connection with his throne, and will sooner or later bring even the worst soul to a returning curve from the career of its wildest orbit. In the realm and under the reign of a paternal and omnipotent God every being must be salvable. Remorse itself is a recoil which may fling the penitent into the lap of forgiving love. Any different thought appears narrow, cruel, heathen. The blackest fiend that glooms the midnight air of hell, bleached through the merciful purgation of sorrow and loyalty, may become a white angel and be drawn into heaven.

Lavater writes of himself,—and the same is true of many a good man,—
"I embraced in my heart all that is called man, past, present, and future times and nations, the dead, the damned, even Satan. I presented them all to God with the warmest wishes that he would have mercy upon all." This is the true spirit of a good man. And is man better than his Maker? We will answer that question, and leave this head of the discussion, by presenting an Oriental apologue.

God once sat on his inconceivable throne, and far around him, rank after rank, angels and archangels, seraphim and cherubim, resting on their silver wings and lifting their dazzling brows, rose and swelled, with the splendors of an illimitable sea of immortal beings, gleaming and fluctuating to the remotest borders of the universe. The anthem of their praise shook the pillars of the creation, and filled the vault of heaven with a pulsing flood of harmony. When, as they closed their hymn, stole up, faint heard, as from some most distant region of all space, in dim accents humbly rising, a responsive "Amen." God asked Gabriel, "Whence comes that Amen?" The hierarchic peer replied, "It rises from the damned in hell." God took, from where it hung above his seat, the key that unlocks the forty thousand doors of hell, and, giving it to Gabriel, bade him go release them. On wings of light sped the enraptured messenger, rescued the millions of the lost, and, just as they were,
covered all over with the traces of their sin, filth, and woe, brought them straight up into the midst of heaven. Instantly they were transformed, clothed in robes of glory, and placed next to the throne; and henceforth, for evermore, the dearest strain to God's ear, of all the celestial music, was that borne by the choir his grace had ransomed from hell. And, because there is no envy or other selfishness in heaven, this promotion sent but new thrills of delight and gratitude through the heights and depths of angelic life.

We come now to the last class of reasons for disbelieving the dogma of eternal damnation, namely, those furnished by the principles of human nature and the truths of human experience. The doctrine, as we think can be clearly shown, is literally incredible to the human mind and literally intolerable to the human heart. In the first place, it is, viewed in the abstract, absolutely incredible because it is inconceivable: no man can possibly grasp and appreciate the idea. The nearest approximation to it ever made perhaps is in De Quincey's gorgeous elaboration of the famous Hindu myth of an enormous rock finally worn away by the brushing of a gauze veil; and that is really no approximation at all, since an incommensurable chasm always separates the finite and the infinite. John Foster says, "It is infinitely beyond the highest archangel's faculty to apprehend a thousandth part of the horror of the doom to eternal damnation." The Buddhists, who believe that the severest sentence passed on the worst sinner will be brought to an end and his redemption be attained, use the following illustration of the staggering periods that will first elapse. A small yoke is thrown into the ocean and borne about in every direction by the various winds. Once in a hundred thousand years a blind tortoise rises to the surface of the water. Will the time ever come when that tortoise shall so rise up that its neck shall enter the hole of the yoke? It may, but the time required cannot be told; and it is equally difficult for the unwise man, who has entered one of the great hells, to obtain deliverance. There is a remarkable specimen of the attempt to set forth the idea of endless misery, by Suso, a mystic preacher who flourished several centuries ago. It runs thus. "O eternity, what art thou? Oh, end without end! O father, and mother, and all whom we love! May God be merciful unto you for evermore! for we shall see you no more to love you; we must be separated forever! O separation, everlasting separation, how painful art thou! Oh, the wringing of hands! Oh, sighing, weeping, and sobbing, unceasing howling and lamenting, and yet never to be pardoned! Give us a millstone, says the damned, as large as the whole earth, and so wide in circumference as to touch the sky all around, and let a little bird come in a hundred thousand years, and pick off a small particle of the stone, not larger than the tenth part of a grain of millet, and after another hundred thousand years let him come again, so that in ten hundred thousand years he would pick off as much as a grain of millet, we wretched sinners would desire nothing but that thus the stone might
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have an end, and thus our pains also; yet even that cannot be." But, after all the struggles of reason and all the illustrations of laboring imagination, the meaning of the phrase "eternal suffering in hell" remains remote, dim, unrealized, an abstraction in words. If we could adequately apprehend it,—if its full significance should burst upon us, as sometimes in fearful dreams the spaceless, timeless, phantasmal, reeling sense of the infinite seems to be threatening to break into the brain,—an annihilating shudder would seize and destroy the soul.

We say, therefore, that the doctrine of the eternity of future punishment is not believed as an intellectually conceived truth, because that is a metaphysical impossibility. But more: we affirm, in spite of the general belief in it publicly professed, that it is actually held by hardly any one as a practical vivid belief even within the limits wherein, as an intellectual conception, it is possible. When intellect and imagination do not fail, heart and conscience do, with sickened faintness and convulsive protest. In his direful poem on the Last Day, Young makes one of the condemned vainly beg of God to grant

"This one, this slender, almost no, request:
When I have wept a thousand lives away,
When torment is grown weary of its prey,
When I have raved of anguish'd years in fire
Ten thousand thousands, let me then expire."

Such a thought, when confronted with any generous holy sentiment or with any worthy conception of the Divine character, is practically incredible. The men all around us in whose Church-creed such a doctrine is written down do not truly believe it. "They delude themselves," as Martineau well says, "with the mere fancy and image of a belief. The death of a friend who departs from life in heresy affects them in the same way as the loss of another whose creed was unimpeachable: while the theoretic difference is infinite, the practical is virtually nothing." Who that had a child, parent, wife, brother, or other precious friend, condemned to be roasted to death by a slow fire, would not be frantic with agony? But there are in the world literally millions on millions, some of whose nearest and dearest ones have died under circumstances which, by their professed creeds, can leave no doubt that they must roost in the fires of hell in an anguish unutterably fiercer, and for eternity, and yet they go about as smilingly, engage in the battle for money, in the race for fame, in all the vain shows and frivolous pleasures of life, as eagerly and as gayly as others. How often do we see the literal truth of this exemplified! It is clear they do not believe in the dogma to whose technical terms they formally subscribe.

A small proportion of its professors do undeniably believe the doctrine so far as it can be sanely believed; and accordingly the world is to them robed in a sable shroud, and life is an awful mockery, under a flashing

---

surface of sports concealing a bottomless pit of horror. Every observing person has probably known some few in his life who, in a degree, really believed the common notions concerning hell, and out of whom, consequently, all geniality, all bounding impulses, all magnanimous generosities, were crushed, and their countenances wore the perpetual livery of mourning, despair, and misanthropy. We will quote the confessions of two persons who may stand as representatives of the class of sincere believers in the doctrine. The first is a celebrated French preacher of a century and a half ago, the other a very eminent American divine of the present day. Saurin says, in his great sermon on Hell, "I sink under the weight of this subject, and I find in the thought a mortal poison which diffuseth itself into every period of my life, rendering society tiresome, nourishment insipid, pleasure disgustful, and life itself a cruel bitter." Albert Barnes writes, "In the distress and anguish of my own spirit, I confess I see not one ray to disclose to me the reason why man should suffer to all eternity. I have never seen a particle of light thrown on these subjects that has given a moment's ease to my tortured mind. It is all dark—dark—dark to my soul; and I cannot disguise it."

Such a state of mind is the legitimate result of an endeavor sincerely to grasp and hold the popularly professed belief. So often as that endeavor reaches a certain degree of success, and the idea of an eternal hell is reduced from its vagueness to an embraced conception, the overfraught heart gives way, the brain, stretched on too high a tension, reels, madness sets in, and one more case is added to that list of maniacs from religious causes which, according to the yearly reports of insane-asylums, forms so large a class. Imagine what a vast and sudden change would come over the spirit and conduct of society if nineteen-twentieths of Christendom believed that at the end of a week a horrible influx of demons, from some insurgent region, would rush into our world and put a great majority of our race to death in excruciating tortures! But the doctrine of future punishment professed by nineteen-twentieths of Christendom is, if true, an evil incomparably worse than that, though every element of its dreadfulness were multiplied by millions beyond the power of numeration; and yet all goes on as quietly, the most of these fancied believers live as chirpingly, as if heaven were sure for everybody! Of course in their hearts they do not believe the terrific formula which drops so glibly from their tongues.

Again: it is a fatal objection to the doctrine in question that if it be true it must destroy the happiness of the saved and fill all heaven with sympathetic woe. Jesus teaches that "there is joy in heaven over every sinner that repenteth." By a moral necessity, then, there is sorrow in heaven over the wretched, lost soul. That sorrow, indeed, may be alleviated, if not wholly quenched, by the knowledge that every retributive pang is remedial, and that God's glorious design will one day be fully crowned in the redemption of the last prodigal. But what shall solace or end it if they know that hell's borders are to be enlarged and to rage with-
avenging misery forever? The good cannot be happy in heaven if they are to see the ascending smoke and hear the resounding shrieks of a hell full of their brethren, the children of a common humanity, among whom are many of their own nearest relatives and dearest friends.

True, a long list of Christian writers may be cited as maintaining that this is to be a principal element in the felicity of the redeemed, gloating over the tortures of the damned, singing the song of praise with redoubled emphasis as they see their parents, their children, their former bosom companions, writhing and howling in the fell extremities of torture. Thomas Aquinas says, "That the saints may enjoy their beatitude and the grace of God more richly, a perfect sight of the punishment of the damned is granted to them."24 Especially did the Puritans seem to revel in this idea, that "the joys of the blessed were to be deepened and sharpened by constant contrast with the sufferings of the damned." One of them thus expresses the delectable thought:—"The sight of hell-torments will exalt the happiness of the saints forever, as a sense of the opposite misery always increases the relish of any pleasure." But perhaps Hopkins caps the climax of the diabolical pyramid of these representations, saying of the wicked, "The smoke of their torment shall ascend up in the sight of the blessed for ever and ever, and serve, as a most clear glass always before their eyes, to give them a bright and most affecting view. This display of the Divine character will be most entertaining to all who love God, will give them the highest and most ineffable pleasure. Should the fire of this eternal punishment cease, it would in a great measure obscure the light of heaven and put an end to a great part of the happiness and glory of the blessed."25 That is to say, in plain terms, the saints, on entering their final state of bliss in heaven, are converted into a set of unmitigated fiends, out-satanning Satan, finding their chief delight in forever comparing their own enjoyments with the pangs of the damned, extracting morsels of surpassing relish from every convulsion or shriek of anguish they see or hear. It is all an exquisite piece of gratuitous horror arbitrarily devised to meet a logical exigency of the theory its contrivers held. When charged that the knowledge of the infinite woe of their friends in hell must greatly affect the saints, the stern old theologians, unwilling to recede an inch from their dogmas, had the amazing hardihood to declare that, so far from it, on the contrary their wills would so blend with God's that the contemplation of this suffering would be a source of ecstasy to them. It is doubly a blank assumption of the most daring character, first assuming, by an unparalleled blasphemy, that God himself will take delight in the pangs of his creatures, and secondly assuming, by a violation of the laws of human nature and of every principle of morals, that the elect will do so too. In this world a man actuated by such a spirit would be styled a devil. On entering

24 Summa, pars iii., Suppl. Qu. 93, art. 1.
25 Park, Memoir of Hopkins, pp. 291, 292.
heaven, what magic shall work such a demoniacal change in him? There is not a word, direct or indirect, in the Scriptures to warrant the dreadful notion; nor is there any reasonable explanation or moral justification of it given by any of its advocates, or indeed conceivable. The monstrous hypothesis cannot be true. Under the omnipotent, benignant government of a paternal God, each change of character in his chosen children, as they advance, must be for the better, not for the worse.

We once heard a father say, running his fingers the while among the golden curls of his child's hair, "If I were in heaven, and saw my little daughter in hell, should not I be rushing down there after her?" There spoke the voice of human nature; and that love cannot be turned to hatred in heaven, but must grow purer and intenser there. The doctrine which makes the saints pleased with contemplating the woes of the damned, and even draw much of their happiness from the contrast, is the deification of the absolute selfishness of a demon. Human nature, even when left to its uncultured instincts, is bound to far other and nobler things. Radbod, one of the old Scandinavian kings, after long resistance, finally consented to be baptized. After he had put one foot into the water, he asked the priest if he should meet his forefathers in heaven. Learning that they, being unbaptized pagans, were victims of endless misery, he drew his foot back, and refused the rite,—choosing to be with his brave ancestors in hell rather than to be in heaven with the Christian priests. And, speaking from the stand-point of the highest refinement of feeling and virtue, who that has a heart in his bosom would not say, "Heaven can be no heaven to me, if I am to look down on the wenchless agonies of all I have loved here!" Is it not strictly true that the thought that even one should have endless woe

"Would cast a shadow on the throne of God
And darken heaven?"

If a monarch, possessing unlimited power over all the earth, had condemned one man to be stretched on a rack and be freshly plied with incessant tortures for a period of fifty years, and if everybody on earth could hear his terrible shrieks by day and night, though they were themselves all, with this sole exception, blessed with perfect happiness,—would not the whole human race, from Spitzbergen to Japan, from Rio Janeiro to Liberia, rise in a body and go to implore the king's clemency for the solitary victim? So, if hell had but one tenant doomed to eternal anguish, a petition reaching from Sirius to Aleyone, signed by the universe of moral beings, borne by a convoy of angels representing every star in space, would be laid and unrolled at the foot of God's throne, and He would read thereon this prayer:—"FORGIVE HIM, AND RELEASE HIM, WE BESEECH THEE, O GOD." And can it be that every soul in the universe is better than the Maker and Father of the universe?

The popular doctrine of eternal torment threatening nearly all our race is refuted likewise by the impossibility of any general observance of the obligations morally and logically consequent from it. In the first
place, as the world is constituted, and as life goes on, the great majority of men are upon the whole happy, evidently were meant to be happy. But every believer of the doctrine in debate is bound to be unutterably wretched. If he has any gleam of generous sentiment or touch of philanthropy in his bosom, if he is not a frozen petrifaction of selfishness or an incarnate devil, how can he look on his family, friends, neighbors, fellow-citizens, fellow-beings, in the light of his faith seeing them quivering over the dizzy verge of a blind probation and momentarily dropping into the lake of fire and brimstone that burns forever,—how can he do this without being ceaselessly stung with exquisite wretchedness and crushed with overwhelming horror? For a man who appreciatively believes that hell is directly under our meadows, streets, and homes, and that nine-tenths of the dead are in it, and that nine-tenths of the living soon will be,—for such a man to be happy and jocose is as horrible as it would be for a man, occupying the second story of a house, to light it up brilliantly with gas, and make merry with his friends, eating tidbits, sipping wine, and tripping it on the light fantastic toe to the strains of gay music, while, immediately under him, men, women, and children, including his own parents and his own children, were stretched on racks, torn with pincers, lacerated with surgical instruments, cauterized, lashed with whips of fire, their half-suppressed shrieks and groans audibly rising through the floor!

Secondly, if the doctrine be true, then all unnecessary worldly enterprises, labors, and studies should at once cease. One moment on earth, and then, according as we spend that moment, an eternity in heaven or in hell: in heaven, if we succeed in placating God by a sound belief and ritual proprieties; in hell, if we are led astray by philosophy, nature, and the attractions of life! On these suppositions, what time have we for any thing but reciting our creed, meditating on the atonement, and seeking to secure an interest for ourselves with God by flouting at our carnal reason, praying in church, and groaning, "Lord, Lord, have mercy on us miserable sinners"? What folly, what mockery, to be searching into the motions of the stars, and the occult forces of matter, and the other beautiful mysteries of science! There will be no astronomy in hell, save vain speculations as to the distance between the nadir of the damned and the zenith of the saved; no chemistry in hell, save the experiments of infinite wrath in distilling new torture-poisons in the alembics of memory and deposing fresh despair-sediments in the crucibles of hope. If Calvin's doctrine be true, let no book be printed, save the "Westminster Catechism;" no calculation be ciphered, save how to "solve the problem of damnation;" no picture be painted, save "pictures of hell;" no school be supported, save "schools of theology;" no business be pursued, save "the business of salvation." What have men who are in imminent peril, who are in truth almost infallibly sure, of being eternally damned the next instant, —what have they to do with science, literature, art, social ambition, or commerce? Away with them all! Lures of the devil to snare souls are
they! The world reflecting from every corner the lurid glare of hell, who can do any thing else but shudder and pray? "Who could spare any attention for the vicissitudes of cotton and the price of shares, for the merits of the last opera and the bets upon the next election, if the actors in these things were really swinging in his eye over such a verge as he affects to see?"

Thirdly, those who believe the popular theory on this subject are bound to live in cheap huts, on bread and water, that they may devote to the sending of missionaries among the heathen every cent of money they can get beyond that required for the bare necessities of life. If our neighbor were perishing of hunger at our door, it would be our duty to share with him even to the last crust we had. How much more, then, seeing millions of our poor helpless brethren sinking ignorantly into the eternal fires of hell, are we bound to spare no possible effort until the conditions of salvation are brought within the reach of every one! An American missionary to China said, in a public address after his return, "Fifty thousand a day go down to the fire that is not quenched. Six hundred millions more are going the same road. Should you not think at least once a day of the fifty thousand who that day sink to the doom of the lost?" The American Board of Commissioners of Foreign Missions say, "To send the gospel to the heathen is a work of great exigency. Within the last thirty years a whole generation of five hundred millions have gone down to eternal death." Again: the same Board say, in their tract entitled "The Grand Motive to Missionary Effort," "The heathen are involved in the ruins of the apostasy, and are expressly doomed to perdition. Six hundred millions of deathless souls on the brink of hell! What a spectacle!" How a man who thinks the heathen are thus sinking to hell by wholesale through ignorance of the gospel can live in a costly house, crowded with luxuries and splendors, spending every week more money on his miserable body than he gives in his whole life to save the priceless souls for which he says Christ died, is a problem admitting but two solutions. Either his professed faith is an unreality to him, or else he is as selfish as a demon and as hard-hearted as the nether millstone. If he really believed the doctrine, and had a human heart, he must feel it to be his duty to deny himself every indulgence and give his whole fortune and earnings to the missionary fund. And when he had given all else, he ought to give himself, and go to pagan lands, proclaiming the means of grace until his last breath. If he does not that, he is inexceusable.

Should he attempt to clear himself of this obligation by adopting the theory of predestination, which asserts that all men were unconditionally elected from eternity, some to heaven, others to hell, so that no effort can change their fate, logical consistency reduces him to an alternative more intolerable in the eyes of conscience and common sense than the other was. For by this theory the gates of freedom and duty are hoisted, and the dark flood of antinomian consequences rushes in. All
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things are fated. Let men yield to every impulse and wish. The result is fixed. We have nothing to do. Good or evil, virtue or crime, alter nothing.

Fourthly, if the common doctrine of eternal damnation be true, then surely no more children should be brought into the world: it is a duty to let the race die out and cease. He who begets a child, forcing him to run the fearful risk of human existence, with every probability of being doomed to hell at the close of earth, commits a crime before whose endless consequences of horror the guilt of fifty thousand deliberate murders would be as nothing. For, be it remembered, an eternity in hell is an infinite evil; and therefore the crime of thrusting such a fate on a single child, with the unasked gift of being, is a crime admitting of no just comparison. Rather than populate an everlasting hell with human vipers and worms, a hell whose fires, all alive with ghastly shapes of iniquity and wriggling anguish, shall swell with a vast accession of fresh recruits from every generation,—rather than this, let the sacred lights on the marriage-altar go out, no more bounding forms of childhood be seen in cottage or hall, the race grow old, thin out, and utterly perish, all happy villages be overgrown, all regal cities crumble down, and this world roll among the silent stars henceforth a globe of blasted deserts and rank wildernesses, resonant only with the moaning shrieks of the wind, the yells of wild beasts, and the thunder's crash.

Fifthly, there is one more conclusion of moral duty deducible from the prevalent theory of infinite torment. It is this. God ought not to have permitted Adam to have any children. Let us not seem presumptuous and irreverent in speaking thus. We are merely reasoning on the popular theory of the theologians, not on any supposition of our own or on any truth; and by showing the absurdity and blasphemy of the moral consequences and duties flowing from that theory, the absurdity, blasphemy, and incredibility of the theory itself appear. We are not responsible for the irreverence, but they are responsible for it who charge God with the iniquity which we repel from his name. If the sin of Adam must entail total depravity and an infinite penalty of suffering on all his posterity, who were then certainly innocent because not in existence, then, we ask, why did not God cause the race to stop with Adam, and so save all the needless and cruel woe that would otherwise surely be visited on the lengthening line of generations? Or, to go still further back, why did he not, foreseeing Adam's fall, refrain from creating even him? There was no necessity laid on God of creating Adam. No positive evil would have been done by omitting to create him. An infinite evil, multiplied by the total number of the lost, was done by creating him. Why, then, was he not left in peaceful nonentity? On the Augustinian theory we see no way of escaping this awful dilemma. Who can answer the question which rises to heaven from the abyss of the damned?

"Father of mercies, why from silent earth
Didst thou awake and curse me into birth,
Push into being a reverse of thee,
And animate a clod with misery?"
Satan is a sort of sublime Guy Fawkes, lurking in the infernal cellar, preparing the train of that stupendous Gunpowder Plot by which he hopes, on the day of judgment, to blow up the world-parliament of unbelievers with a general petard of damnation. Will the King connive at this nefarious prowler and permit him to carry out his design?

The doctrine of eternal damnation, as it has prevailed in the Christian Church, appears to the natural man so unreasonable, immoral, and harrowingly frightful, when earnestly contemplated, that there have always been some who have shrunk from its representations and sought to escape its conclusions. Many of its strongest advocates in every age have avowed it to be a fearful mystery, resting on the inscrutable sovereignty of God, and beyond the power of man's faculties to explain and justify. The dogma has been eluded in two ways. Some have believed in the annihilation of the wicked after they should have undergone just punishment proportioned to their sins. This supposition has had a considerable number of advocates. It was maintained, among others, by Arnobius, at the close of the third century, by the Socini, by Dr. Hammond, and by some of the New England divines.26 All that need be said in opposition to it is that it is an arbitrary device to avoid the intolerable horror of the doctrine of endless misery, unsupported by proof, extremely unsatisfactory in many of its bearings, and really not needed to achieve the consummation desired.

Others have more wisely maintained that all will finally be saved; however severely and long they may justly suffer, they will at last all be mercifully redeemed by God and admitted to the common heaven. Defenders of the doctrine of ultimate universal salvation have appeared from the beginning of Christian history.27 During the last century and a half their numbers have rapidly increased.28 A dignified and influential class of theologians, represented by such names as Tillotson, Bahrdt, and Less, say that the threats of eternal punishment, in the Scriptures, are exaggerations to deter men from sin, and that God will not really execute them, but will mercifully abate and limit them.29 Another class of theologians, much more free, consistent, and numerous, base their reception of the doctrine of final restoration on figurative explanations of the scriptural language seemingly opposed to it, and on arguments drawn from the character of God, from reason, and from morals. This view of the subject is spreading fast. All independent, genial, and cultivated thought naturally leads to it. The central principles of the gospel necessitate it. The spirit of the age cries for it. Before it the old antagonistic dogma must fall and perish from respect. Dr. Spring says,

26 This theory has been resuscitated and advocated within a few years by quite a number of writers, among whom may be specified the Rev. C. F. Hudson, author of "Debt and Grace," a learned, earnest, and able work, pervaded by an admirable spirit.
27 Ballon, Ancient History of Universalism.
28 Whittimore, Modern History of Universalism.
29 Knapp, Christian Theology, Woods's translation, sect. 158.
in reference to the hopeless condemnation of the wicked to hell, "It puts in requisition all our confidence in God to justify this procedure of his government."\(^{30}\)

A few devout and powerful minds have sought to avoid the gross horrors and unreasonableness of the usual view of this subject, by changing the mechanical and arithmetical values of the terms for spiritual and religious values. They give the word "eternity" a qualitative instead of a quantitative meaning. The everlasting woe of the damned consists not in mechanical inflictions of torture and numerical increments of duration, but in spiritual discord, alienation from God, a wretched state of being, with which times and spaces have nothing to do.\(^{31}\)

How much better were it for the advocates of the popular theory, instead of forcing their moral nature to bear up against the awful perplexities and misgivings as to the justice and goodness of God necessarily raised in them whenever they really face the dark problems of their system of faith,\(^{32}\) resolutely to ask whether there are any such problems in the actual government of God, or anywhere else, except in their own "Bodies of Divinity"! It is an extremely unfortunate and discreditable evasion of responsibility when any man, especially when a teacher, takes for granted the received formularies handed down to him, and, instead of honestly analyzing their genuine significance and probing their foundations to see if they be good and true, spends his genius in contriving excuses and supports for them.

It is the very worst policy at this day to strive to fasten the dogma of eternal misery to the New Testament. If both must be taken or rejected together,—an alternative which we emphatically deny,—what sincere and earnest thinker now, whose will is unerringly consecrated to truth, can be expected to hesitate long? The doctrine is sustained in repute at present principally for two reasons. First, because it has been transmitted to us from the Church of the past as the established and authoritative doctrine. It is yet technically current and popular because it has been so: that is, it retains its place simply by right of possession. The question ought to be sincerely and universally raised whether it is true or false. Then it will swiftly lose its prestige and disappear. Secondly, it is upheld and patronized by many as a useful instrument for frightening the people and through their fears deterring them from sin. We have ourselves heard clergymen of high reputation say that it would never do to admit, before the people, that there is any chance whatever of penitence and salvation beyond the grave, because they would be sure to abuse the hope as a sort of permission to indulge and continue in sin. Thus to ignore the only solemn and worthy standard of judging an abstract doctrine, namely, Is it a truth or a falsehood? and put it solely


\(^{32}\) See Beecher's Conflict of Ages, b. ii. ch. 4, 13.
on grounds of working expediency, is disgraceful, contemptible, criminal. Watts exposes with well-merited reprove a gross instance of pious fraud in Burnet, who advised preachers to teach the eternity of future punishment whether they believed it or not. It is by such a course that error and superstition reign, that truckling conformity, intellectual disloyalty, moral indifference, vice, and infidelity, abound. It is practical atheism, debauchery of conscience, and genuine spiritual death. Besides, the course we are characterizing is actually as inexpedient in practice as it is wrong in theory. Experience and observation show it to be as pernicious in its result as it is immoral in its origin. Is a threat efficacious over men in proportion to its intrinsic terror, or in proportion as it is personally felt and feared by them? Do the menacing penalties of a sin deter a man from it in proportion to their awfulness, or in proportion to his belief in their reality and unavoidableness? Eternal misery would be a threat of infinite frightfulness, if it were realized and believed. But it is incredible. Some reject it with indignation and an impetuous recoil that sends them much too far towards antinomianism. Others let it float in the spectral background of imagination, the faint reflection of a disagreeable and fading dream. To all it is an unreality. An earnest belief in a sure retribution exactly limited to desert must be far more effective. If an individual had a profound conviction that for every sin he committed he must suffer a million centuries of inexpressible anguish,—realizing that thought, would he commit a sin?

If he cannot appreciate that enormous penalty, much less can he the infinite one, which is far more likely to shade off and blur out into a vague and remote nothing. Truth is an expression of God's will, which we are bound exclusively to accept and employ regardless of consequences. When we do that, God, the author of truth, is himself solely responsible for the consequences. But when, thinking we can devise something that will work better, we use some theory of our own, we are responsible for the consequences. Let every one beware how he ventures to assume that dread responsibility. It is surely folly as well as sin. For nothing can work so well as truth, the simple, calm, living truth, which is a chime in the infinite harmony of morals and things. It is only the morbid melodramatic tastes and incompetencies of an unfinished culture that make men think otherwise. The magnificent poetry of the day of judgment—an audience of five hundred thousand millions gathered in one throng as the Judge rises to pronounce the last oration over a dissolving universe—takes possession of the fancy, and people conceive it so vividly, and are so moved by it, that they think they see it to be true.

Grant for a moment the truth of the conception of hell as a physical world of fiery torture full of the damned. Suppose the scene of probation over, hell filled with its prisoners shut up, banished and buried in the blackest deeps of space. Can it be left there forever? Can it be that the

33 World to Come, Disc. XIII.
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roar of its furnace shall rage on, and the wail of the execrable anguish ascend, eternally? Endeavor to realize in some faint degree what these questions mean, and then answer. If anybody can find it in his heart or in his head to say yes, and can gloat over the idea, and wish to have it continually brandished in *terrorem* over the heads of the people, one feels tempted to declare that he of all men comes nearest to deserving to be the victim of such a fate! An unmitigated hell of depravity, pain, and horror, would be Satan's victory and God's defeat; for that is Satan's very wish, while God's essential aim must be the prevalence of blessed goodness. As above the weltering hosts of the lost, each dreadful second, the iron clock of hell ticked the thunder-word "eternity," how would the devil on his sulphurous dais shout in triumph! But if such a world of fire, crowded with the writhing damned, ever existed at all, could it exist forever?

Could the saved be happy and passive in heaven when the muffled shrieks of their brethren, faint from distance, fell on their ears? Oh, no! In tones of love and pity that would melt the very mountains, they would plead with God to pardon the lost. Oh, no! Many a mourning lover would realize the fable of the Thracian poet who wandered into Hades searching for his Eurydice; many a heroic son would emulate the legend of the Grecian god who burst through the iron walls of Tartarus and rescued his mother, the unfortunate Semele, and led her in triumph up to heaven.

Could the angels be contented when they contemplated the far-off lurid orb and knew the agonies that fed its conscious conflagration? Their gentle bosoms would be racked with commiserating pangs, they would fly down and hover around that anguishèd world, to moisten its parched tongues with the dropping of their sympathetic tears and to cool its burning brows with the fanning of their spotless wings.

Could Christ be satisfied? he who once was rich but for our sakes became poor? he whose loving soul breathed itself forth in the tender words, "Come unto me, all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest?" he who poured his blood on Judea's awful summit, be satisfied? Not until he had tried the efficacy of ten thousand times ten thousand fresh crucifixions, on as many new Calvaries, would he rest.

Could God suffer it? God! with the full rivers of superfluous bliss rolling around thy throne, couldst thou look down and hear thy creatures calling thee Father, and see them plunging in a sea of fire eternally—eternally—eternally—and never speak the pardoning word? It would not be like thee, it would be like thine adversary, to do that. Not so wouldst thou do. But if Satan had millions of prodigals, snatched from the fold of thy family, shut up and tortured in hell, paternal yearnings after them would fill thy heart. Love's smiles would light the dread abyss where they groan. Pity's tears would fall over it, shattered by the radiance into rainbows. And through that illumination Thou wouldst descend, marching beneath the arch of its triumphal glories to the rescue of thy children! Thus wouldst thou do, O God; and we rest in hope, because we know that "Thou wilt not leave our souls in hell."
CHAPTER V.

THE FIVE THEORETIC MODES OF SALVATION.

The conceptions and fore-feelings of immortality which men have entertained have generally been accompanied by a sense of uncertainty in regard to the nature of that inheritance,—by a perception of contingent conditions, yielding a twofold fate of bliss and woe, poised on the perilous hinge of circumstance or freedom. Almost as often and profoundly, indeed, as man has thought that he should live hereafter, that idea has been followed by the belief that if, on the one hand, salvation gleamed for him in the possible sky, on the other hand, perdiction yawned for him in the probable abyss. Heaven and Hell are the light-side and shade-side of the doctrine of a future life. Few questions are more interesting, as none can be more important, than that inquiry which is about the salvation of the soul. The inherent reach of this inquiry, and the extent of its philosophical and literary history, are great. But, by arranging under certain heads the various principal schemes of salvation which Christian teachers have from time to time presented for popular acceptance, and passing them before the mind in order and in mutual lights, we can very much narrow the space required to exhibit and discuss them. When the word "salvation" occurs in the following investigation, it means—unless something different be shown by the context—the removal of the soul's doom to misery beyond the grave, and the securing of its future blessedness. Heaven and hell are terms employed with wide latitude and fluctuating boundaries of literal and figurative meaning; but their essential force is simply a future life of wretchedness, a future life of joy; and salvation, in its prevailing theological sense, is the avoidance of that and the gaining of this. We shall not attempt to present the different theories of redemption in their historical order of development, or to give an exhaustive account of their diversified prevalence, but shall arrange them with reference to the most perspicuous exhibition of their logical contents and practical bearings.

The first scheme of Christian salvation to be noticed is the one by which it is represented that the interference and suffering of Christ, in itself, unconditionally saved all souls and emptied hell forever. This theory arose in the minds of those who received it as the natural and consistent completion of the view they held concerning the nature and consequences of the fall of Adam, the cause and extent of the lost state of man. Adam, as the federal head of humanity, represented and acted for his whole race; the responsibility of his decision rested, the conse-
quences of his conduct would legitimately descend, it was thought, upon all mankind. If he had kept himself obedient through that easy yet tremendous probation in Eden, he and all his children would have lived on earth eternally in perfect bliss. But, violating the commandment of God, the burden of sin, with its terrible penalty, fell on him and his posterity. Every human being was henceforth to be alien from the love of goodness and from the favor of God, hopelessly condemned to death and the pains of hell. The sin of Adam, it was believed, thoroughly corrupted the nature of man, and incapacitated him from all successful efforts to save his soul from its awful doom. The infinite majesty of God's will, the law of the universe, had been insulted by disobedience. The only just retribution was the suffering of an endless death. The adamantine sanctities of God's government made forgiveness impossible. Thus all men were lost, to be the prey of blackness, and fire, and the undying worm, through the remediless ages of eternity. Just then God had pity on the souls he had made, and himself came to the rescue. In the person of Christ, he came into the world as a man, and freely took upon himself the infinite debt of man's sins, by his death on the cross expiated all offences, satisfied the claims of offended justice, vindicated the inexpressible sacredness of the law, and, at the same time, opened a way by which a full and free reconciliation was extended to all. When the blood of Jesus flowed over the cross, it purchased the ransom of every sinner. As Jerome says, "it quenched the flaming sword at the entrance of Paradise." The weary multitude of captives rose from their bed, shook off the fetters and stains of the pit, and made the cope of heaven snowy with their white-winged ascent. The prison-house of the devil and his angels should be used no more to confine the guilty souls of men. Their guilt was all washed away in the blood of the Lamb. Their spirits, without exception, should follow to the right hand of the Father, in the way marked out by the ascending Redeemer. This is the first form of Universalism,—the form in which it was held by several of the Fathers in the earlier ages of the Church, and by the pioneers of that doctrine in modern times. Cyril of Jerusalem says, "Christ went into the under-world alone, but came out with many." Cyril of Alexandria says that when Christ ascended from the under-world he "emptied it, and left the devil there utterly alone." The opinion that the whole population of Hades was released, is found in the lists of ancient heresies. It was advanced by Clement, an Irish priest, antagonist of Boniface the famous Archbishop of Mentz, in the middle of the eighth century. He was deposed by the Council of Soissons, and afterwards anathematized by Pope Zachary. Gregory the Great also refers in one of his letters with extreme severity to two ecclesiastics, contemporaries of his own, who held the same belief. Indeed, this conclusion is a

1 Oederlein, De Redemptione a Potestate Diaboli. In Opusc. Theol. 2 Catechesis xiv. 9. 3 De Festis Paschalibus, homilia vii. 4 Augustine, De Haeresibus, lxxix.
necessary result of a consistent development of the creed of the Orthodox Church, so called. By the sin of one, even Adam, through the working of absolute justice, hell became the portion of all, irrespective of any fault or virtue of theirs; so, by the voluntary sacrifice, the infinite atonement, of one, even Christ, through the unspeakable mercy of God, salvation was effected for all, irrespective of any virtue or fault of theirs. One member of the scheme is the exact counterpoise of the other; one doctrine cries out for and necessitates the other. Those who accept the commonly-received dogmas of original sin, total depravity, and universal condemnation entailed upon all men in lineal descent from Adam, and the dogmas of the Trinity, the Incarnation, and the Vicarious Atonement, are bound, by all the constructions of logic, to accept the scheme of salvation just set forth,—namely, that the death of Christ secured the deliverance of all unconditionally. We do not believe that doctrine, only because we do not believe the other associated doctrines out of which it springs and of whose system it is the complement. The reasons why we do not believe that our race fell into helpless depravity and ruin in the sin of the first man are, in essence, briefly these:—First, we have never been able to perceive any proof whatever of the truth of that dogma; and certainly the *onus probandi* rests on the side of such an assumption. It arose partially from a misinterpretation of the language of the Bible; and so far as it has a basis in Scripture, we are compelled by force of evidence to regard it as a Jewish adoption of a pagan error without authority. Secondly, this doctrinal system seems to us equally irreconcilable with history and with ethics: it seems to trample on the surest convictions of reason and conscience, and spurn the clearest principles of nature and religion,—to blacken and load the heart and doom of man with a mountain of gratuitous horror, and shroud the face and throne of God in a pall of wilful barbarity. How can men be guilty of a sin committed thousands of years before they were born, and deserve to be sent to hopeless hell for it? What justice is there in putting on one sinless head the demerits of a world of reprobates, and then letting the criminal go free because the innocent has suffered? A third objection to this whole view—an objection which, if sustained, will utterly annihilate it—is this:—It is quite possible that, momentous as is the part he has played in theology, the Biblical Adam is not at all a historical personage, but only a significant figment of poetry. The common belief of the most authoritative men of science, that the human race has existed on this earth for a vastly longer period than the Hebrew statement affirms, may yet be completely established. It may also yet be acknowledged that each distinct race of men had its own Adam. Then the dogmatic theology, based on the fall of our entire race into perdition in its primary representative, will, of course, crumble.

5 Burdach, Carus, Oken, Bayrhoffer, Agassiz. See Bunsen, Christianity and Mankind, vol. iv, p. 28; Nott and Gliddon, Types of Mankind, p. 338.
The second doctrine of Christian salvation is a modification and limitation of the previous one. This theory, like the former, presupposes that a burden of original sin and natural depravity transmitted from the first man had doomed, and, unless prevented in some supernatural manner, would forever press, all souls down to the realms of ruin and woe; also that an infinite graciousness in the bosom of the Godhead led Christ to offer himself as an expiation for the sins, an atoning substitute for the condemnation, of men. But, according to the present view, this interference of Christ did not by itself save the lost: it only removed the otherwise insuperable bar to forgiveness, and presented to a chosen portion of mankind the means of experiencing a condition upon the realization of which, in each individual case, the certainty of salvation depends. That condition is a mysterious conversion, stirring the depths of the soul through an inspired faith in personal election by the unchanging decree of God. The difference, then, in a word, between the two methods of salvation thus far explained, is this:—While both assume that mankind are doomed to death and hell in consequence of the sin of Adam, the one asserts that the interference of Christ of itself saved all souls, the other asserts that that interference cannot save any soul except those whom God, of his sovereign pleasure, had from eternity arbitrarily elected. This scheme grew directly out of the dogma of fatalism, which sinks human freedom in Divine predestination. God having solely of his own will foreordained that a certain number of mankind should be saved, Christ died in order to pay the penalty of their sins and render it possible for them to be forgiven and taken into heaven without violating the awful bond of justice. The benefits of the atonement, therefore, are limited to the elect. Nor is this to be regarded as an act of severity; on the contrary, it is an act of unspeakable benevolence. For by the sin of Adam the whole race of men, without exception, were hateful to God, and justly sentenced to eternal damnation. When, consequently, he devised a plan of redemption by which he could himself bear the guilt, and suffer the agony, and pay the debt of a few, and thus ransom them from their doom, the reprobates who were left had no right to complain, but the chosen were a monument of disinterested love,—because all alike deserved the endless tortures of hell. According to this conception, all men being by their ancestral act and inherited nature irretrievably lost, God’s arbitrary pleasure was the cause, Christ’s voluntary death was the means, by which a certain number were to be saved. What individuals should compose this portion of the race, was determined from eternity beyond all contingencies. The effect of faith and conversion, and of the new birth, is not to save the soul, but simply to convince the soul that it is saved. That is to say, a regenerating belief and love is not the efficient cause, it is merely the revealed assurance, of salvation, proving to the soul that feels it, by the testimony of the Holy

6 Confession of Faith of Westminster Divines, ch. iii. sect. 3.
Spirit, that it is of the chosen number. The preaching of the gospel is to be extended everywhere, not for the purpose of saving those who would otherwise be lost, but because its presentation will awaken in the elect, and in them alone, that responsive experience which will reveal their election to them, and make them sure of it, already foretasting it; though it is thought that no one can be saved who is ignorant of the gospel: it is mysteriously ordered that the terms of the covenant shall be preached to all the elect. There are correlated complexities, miracles, absurdities, inwrought with the whole theory, inseparable from it. The violence it does to nature, to thought, to love, to morals, its arbitrariness, its mechanical form, the wrenching exegesis by which alone it can be forced from the Bible, its glaring partiality and eternal cruelty, are its sufficient refutation and condemnation. If the death of Christ has such wondrous saving efficacy, and nothing else has, what keeps him from dying again to convince the unbelieving and to save the lost? What man is there who, if he knew that, after thirty years of suffering terminated by a fearful death, he should rise again into boundless bliss and glory while rapt infinitude rung with the peans of an applauding universe, and that by means of his humiliation he could redeem countless millions from eternal torture, would not with a joyous spring undertake the task? And is a common man better than Christ?

The third general plan of Christian salvation which we are to consider differs from the foregoing one in several essential particulars. It affirms the free will of man in opposition to a fatal predestination. It declares that the atonement is sufficient to redeem not only a portion of our race, but all who will put themselves in right spiritual relations with it. In a word, while it admits that some will actually be lost forever, it asserts that no one is doomed to be lost, but that the offer of pardon is made to every soul, and that every one has power to accept or reject it. The sacrifice of the incarnate Deity vindicated the majesty of the law, appeased the wrath of God, and purchased his saving favor towards all who, by a sound and earnest faith, seize the proffered justification, throw off all reliance on their own works, and present themselves before the throne of mercy clothed in the righteousness and sprinkled with the blood of Christ. Here the appropriation of the merits of Christ, through an orthodox and vivifying faith, is the real cause as well as the experimental assurance of salvation. This is free to all. As the brazen serpent was hoisted in the wilderness, and the scorpion-bitten Israelites invited to look on it and be healed, so the crucified God is lifted up, and all men, everywhere, are urged to kneel before him, accept his atonement, and thus enable his righteousness to be imputed to them, and their souls to be saved. The vital condition of salvation, reduced to the simplest terms, is an appropriating faith in the vicarious atonement. Thus with

1 Schweizer, Die Lehre des Apostels Paulus vom erlösenden Tode Christi. Theologische Studien und Kritiken, Jahrg. 1858, heft 3.
one word and a single breath whole nations and races are whiffed into hell. All that the good-hearted Luther could venture to say of Cicero, whom he deeply admired and loved, was the kind ejaculation, "I hope God will be merciful to him!" To those who appreciate it, and look upon all things in its light, this thought that there can be no salvation except by belief in the expiatory death of Christ, hopelessly dooming all the heathen, and all infant children, unless baptized in a proxy faith, builds an altar of blood among the stars and turns the universe into a reeking shambles. All other crimes, though stained through with midnight dyes and heaped up to the brim of outrageous guilt, may be freely forgiven to him who comes heartily to credit the vicarious death of the Savior; but he who does not trust in that, though virtuous as man can be, must depart into the unappeasable fires. "Why this unintelligible crime of not seeing the atonement happens to be the only sin for which there is no atonement, it is impossible to say." Though this view of the method, extent, and conditions of redemption is less revolting and incredible than the other, still, it does not seem to us that any person whose mental and moral nature is unprejudiced, healthy, and enlightened, and who will patiently study the subject, can possibly accept either of them. The leading assumed doctrines common to them, out of which they severally spring, and on which they both rest, are not only unsupported by adequate proofs, but really have no evidence at all, and are absurd in themselves, confounding the broadest distinctions in morals, and subverting the best-established principles of natural religion.10

The fourth scheme of Christian salvation is that which predicates the power of insuring souls from hell solely of the Church. This is the sacramental theory. It is assumed that, in the state of nature subsequent to the transgression and fall of Adam, all men are alienated from God, and by the universal original sin universally exposed to damnation,—indeed, the helpless victims of eternal misery. In the fulness of time, Christ appeared, and offered himself to suffer in their stead to secure their deliverance. His death cancelled the whole sum of original sin, and only that, thus taking away the absolute impossibility of salvation, and leaving every man in the world free to stand or fall, incur hell or win heaven, by his personal merits. From that time any person who lived a perfectly holy life—which no man could find practically possible—thereby secured eternal blessedness; but the moment he fell into a single sin, however trivial, he sealed his condemnation: Christ's sacrifice, as was just said, merely removed the transmitted burden of original sin from all mankind, but made no provision for their personal sins, so that practically, all men being voluntary as well as hereditary sinners, their

9 So affirmed by the Council of Carthage, Canon II.
10 The violence done to moral reason by these views is powerfully exposed in Bushnell's Discourse on the Atonement: God in Christ, pp. 193-202.
condition was as bad as before: they were surely lost. To meet this state of the case, the Church, whose priests, it is claimed, are the representatives of Christ, and whose head is the vicegerent of God on earth, was empowered by the celebration of the mass to re-enact, as often as it pleased, the tragedy of the crucifixion. In this service Christ is supposed literally to be put to death afresh, and the merit of his substitutional sufferings is supposed to be placed to the account of the Church. As Sir Henry Wotton says,—

"One rosy drop from Jesus' heart
Was worlds of seas to quench God's ire."

In one of the Decretals of Clement VI., called "Extravagants," it is asserted that "one drop of Christ's blood [una guttula sanguinis] being sufficient to redeem the whole human race, the remaining quantity which was shed in the garden and on the cross was left as a legacy to the Church, to be a treasure whence indulgences were to be drawn and administered by the Roman pontiffs." Furthermore, saints and martyrs, by their constant self-denial, voluntary sufferings, penances, and prayers, like Christ, do more good works than are necessary for their own salvation; and the balance of merit—the works of supererogation—is likewise accredited to the Church. In this way a great reserved fund of merits is placed at the disposal of the priests. At their pleasure they can draw upon this vicarious treasure and substitute it in place of the deserved penalties of the guilty, and thus absolve them and effect the salvation of their souls. All this dread machinery is in the sole power of the Church. Outside of her pale, heretics, heathen, all alike, are unalterably doomed to hell. But whoso will acknowledge her authority, confess his sins, receive the sacrament of baptism, partake of the eucharist, obey the priests, shall be infallibly saved. The Church declares that those who neglect to submit to her power and observe her rites are lost, by excommunicating such every year just before Easter, thereby typifying that they shall have no part in the resurrection and ascension. The scheme of salvation just exhibited we reject as alike unwarranted by the Scriptures, absurd to reason, absurd to conscience, fraught with evil practices, and traceable in history through the gradual and corrupt growths of the dogmatic policy of a selfish priesthood. There is not one text in the Bible which affords real argument, credit, or countenance to the haughty pretensions of a Church to retain or absolve guilt, to have the exclusive control of the tangible keys of heaven and hell. It is incredible to a free and intelligent mind that the opposing fates forever of hundreds of millions of men should turn on a mere accident of time and place, or at best on the moral contingence of their acknowledging or denying the doubtful authority of a tyrannical hierarchy,—a mere matter of form and profession, independent of their lives and characters, and of no spiritual worth at all. One

11 Thomas Aquinas, Summa, Suppl. pars iii. qu. 25, art. 1.
is here reminded of a passage in Plutarch’s Essay “How a Young Man ought to hear Poems.” The lines in Sophocles which declare that the initiates in the Mysteries shall be happy in the future life, but that all others shall be wretched, having been read to Diogenes, he exclaimed, “What! Shall the condition of Pantæcion, the notorious robber, be better after death than that of Epaminondas, merely because he was initiated in the Mysteries?” It is also a shocking violence to common sense, and to all proper appreciation of spiritual realities, to imagine the gross mechanical transference of blame and merit mutually between the bad and the good,—as if moral qualities were not personal, but might be shifted about at will by pecuniary considerations, as the accounts in the debt and credit columns of a ledger. The theoretic falsities of such a scheme are as numerous and evident as its practical abuses have been enormous and notorious. How ridiculous this ritual fetch to snatch souls from perdition appears as stated by Julian against Augustine! “God and the devil, then, have entered into a covenant, that what is born the devil shall have, and what is baptized God shall have!”

12 We hesitate not to stake the argument on one question. If there be no salvation save by believing and accepting the sacraments with the authority of the Romanist or the Episcopalian Church, then less than one in a hundred thousand of the world’s population thus far can be saved. Death steadily showers into hell, age after age, an overwhelming proportion of the souls of all mankind,—a rain-storm of agonized drops of immortality to feed and freshen the quenchless fires of damnation. Who can believe it, knowing what it is that he believes?

We advance next to a system of Christian salvation as remarkable for its simplicity, boldness, and instinctive benevolence as those we have previously examined are for complexity, unnaturalness, and severity. The theory referred to promises the natural and inevitable salvation of every created soul. It bases itself on two positions,—the denial that men are ever lost, except partially and temporarily, and the exhibition of the irresistible power, perfect wisdom, and infinite goodness of God. The advocates of this doctrine point first to observation and experience, and declare that no person is totally reprobate,—that every one is salvable; those most corrupt and abandoned to wickedness, unbelief, and hardness, have yet a spark that may be kindled, a fount that may be made to gush, unto the illumination and purification of the whole being.

A stray word, an unknown influence, a breath of the Spirit, is continually effecting such changes, such salvations. True, there are many fettered by vices, torn by sins, ploughed by the caustic shares of remorse, lost to peaceful freedom, lost to spiritual joys, lost to the sweet, calm raptures of religious belief and love, and, in that sense, plunged in damnation. But this, they say, is the only hell there is. At the longest, it can endure

12 Julian, lib. vi. ix.
but for the night of this life: deliverance and blessedness come with the morning dawn of a better world. Exact retributions are awarded to all iniquity here; so that at the termination of the present state there is nothing to prevent the flowing of an equal bliss impartially over all. The substantive faculties and forces of the soul are always good and right: only their action is perverted to evil. This perversion will cease with the accidents of the present state; and thus death is the universal savior. God's desires and intentions for his creatures, again they argue, must be purely gracious and blessed; for Nature, the Bible, and the Soul blend their ultimate teachings in one affirmation that he is Love. Being omnipotent and of perfect wisdom, nothing can withstand his decrees or thwart his plans. His purpose, of course, must be fulfilled. There is every thing to prove, and nothing, rightly understood, to disprove, that that purpose is the eternal blessedness of all his intelligent offspring after death. Therefore, they think they are justified in concluding, the laws of nature, God's regular habits and course of government, the normal arrangement and process of things, will of themselves work out the inevitable salvation of all mankind. After the uproar and darkness, the peril and fear, of a tempestuous night, the all-embracing smile of daylight gradually spreads over the world, and the turmoil silently subsides, and the scene sleeps. So after the sins and miseries, the condemnation and hell, of this state of existence, shall succeed the redemption, the holliness and happy peace, of heaven, into which all pass by the order of nature, the original and undisturbed arrangement of the creative Father. Such seems to be the view of those Universalists who rest their belief on the light of nature and reason. It is the doctrine of those Beghards who taught that "there is neither hell nor purgatory; that no one is damned, neither Jew nor Saracen, because on the death of the body the soul returns to God." But the proper doctrine of the Universalist denomination is founded directly on Scripture, and seems to be—although it is in a vague, inchoate condition, varying in different authors—that Christ, in obedience to the will of God and in expression of his love, secures eternal life for all men in the most literal manner, by causing the resurrection of the dead from their otherwise endless sleep in the grave.

It will be noticed that by this view salvation is an unlimited necessity, not a contingency,—a boon thrown to all, and which no one has power to reject:

"The road to heaven is broader than the world,
And deeper than the kingdoms of the dead;
And up its ample paths the nations tread
With all their banners furl'd."

This theory contains elements, it seems to us, both of truth and false-

---

13 Universalist Quarterly Review, vol. x. art. xvi.: Character and its Predicates.
hood. It casts off gross mistakes, announces some fundamental realities, overlooks, perverts, exaggerates, some essential facts in the case. There is so much in it that is grateful and beautiful that we cannot wonder at its reception where the tender instincts of the heart are stronger than the stern decisions of the conscience, where the kindly sentiments usurp the province of the critical reason and sit in judgment upon evidence for the construction of a dogmatic creed. We cannot accept it as a whole, cannot admit its great unqualified conclusion, not only because there is no direct evidence for it, but because there are many potent presumptions against it. It is not built upon the facts of our consciousness and present experience, but is resolutely constructed in defiance of them by an arbitrary process of assumption and inference; for since God's perfections are as absolute now as they ever can be, and he now permits sin and misery, there is no impossibility that they will be permitted for a season hereafter. If they are necessary now, they may be necessary hereafter. A forcing of salvation upon all, regardless of what they do or what they leave undone, would also defeat what we have always considered the chief final cause of man,—namely, the self-determined resistance of Evil and choice of Good, the free formation of virtuous character. The plan of a necessary and indiscriminate redemption likewise breaks the evident continuity of life, ignores the lineal causative power of experience, whereby each moment partially produces and moulds the next, destroys the probationary nature of our lot, and palsies the strength of moral motive. It is furthermore the height of injustice, awarding to all men the same condition, remorselessly swallowing up their infinite differences, making sin and virtue, sloth and toil, exactly alike in the end. Whoso earnestly embraces the theory, and meditates much upon it, and reasons closely, will be likely to become an Antinomian. It overlooks the loud, omnipresent hints which tell us that the present state is incomplete and dependent, the part of a great whole, the visible segment of a circle whose complement overarches the invisible world to come, where future correspondences and fullnesses will satisfy and complete present claims and deficiencies. We reject this scheme, as to its distinctive feature, for all those reasons which lead us to accept that final view to which we now turn.

The theory of Christian redemption which seems to us correct, represents the good and evil forces of personal character, harmonious or discordant with the mind of God, as the conditions of salvation or of reprobation. Swedenborg, who teaches that man in the future state is the son of his own deeds in the present state, says he once saw Melancthon in hell, writing, "Faith alone saves," the words fading out as fast as written, because expressive of a falsehood! It is not belief, but love, that dominates the soul,—not a mental act, but a spiritual substance. According as the realities of the soul are what they should be, just and pure, or what they should not be, perverted and corrupt, and according as the realities of the soul are in right relations with truth, beauty, goodness, or in
vitiated relations with them, so, and to that extent, is the soul saved or lost. This is not a matter of arbitrary determination on one hand, and of helpless submission on the other: it is a matter of Divine permission on one hand, and of free, though sometimes unintelligent and mistaken, choice on the other. The only perdition is to be out of tune with the right constitution and exercise of things and rules. That, of itself, makes a man the victim of guilt and wretchedness. The only salvation is the restoration of the balance and normal efficiency of the faculties, the restoration of their harmony with the moral law, the recommencement of their action in unison with the will of God. When a soul, through its exposure and freedom, becomes and experiences what God did not intend and is not pleased with, what his creative and executive arrangements are not purposely ordered for, it is, for the time, and so far forth, lost. It is saved, when knowledge of truth illuminates the mind, love of goodness warms the heart, energy, purity, and aspiration fill and animate the whole being. Then, having realized in its experience the purposes of Christ's mission, the original aims of its existence, it rejoices in the favor of God. In the harmonious fruition of its internal efficiencies and external relations, all things work together for good unto it, and it basks in the beams of the sun of immortality. Perdition and hell are the condemnation and misery instantaneously deposited in experience whenever and wherever a perverted and corrupt soul touches its relations with the universe. The meeting of its consciousness with the alienated mournful faces of things, with the hostile retributive forces of things, produces unrest and suffering with the same natural necessity that the meeting of certain chemical substances deposits poison and bitterness. Perdition being the degradation and wretchedness of the soul through ingrained falsehood, vice, impurity, and hardness, salvation is the casting out of these evils, and the replacing them with truth, righteousness, a holy and sensitive life. To ransom from hell and translate to heaven is not, then, so much to deliver from a local dungeon of gnawing fires and worms, and bear to a local paradise of luxuries, as it is to heal diseases and restore health. Hell is a wrong, diseased condition of the soul, its indwelling wretchedness and retribution, wherever it may be, as when the light of day tortures a sick eye. Heaven is a right, healthy condition of the soul, its indwelling integrity and concord, in whatever realms it may reside, as when the sunshine bathes the healthy orb of vision with delight. Salvation is nothing more nor less than the harmonious blessedness of the soul by the fruition of all its right powers and relations. Remove a man who is writhing in the agonies of some physical disease, from his desolate hut on the bleak mountain-side to a gorgeous palace in a delicious tropical clime. He is just as badly off as before. He is still, so to speak, in hell, wherever he may be in location. Cure his sickness, and then he is, so to speak, saved, in heaven. It is so with the soul. The conditions of salvation and reprobation are not arbitrary, mechanical, fickle, but are the interior and unalterable laws of
the soul and of the universe. "Every devil," Sir Thomas Browne says, "holds enough of torture in his own ulti, and needs not the torture of circumference to afflict him." If there are, as there may be, two entirely separate regions in space, whose respective boundaries enclose hell and heaven, banishment into the one, or admission into the other, evidently is not what constitutes the essence of perdition or of salvation, is not the all-important consideration; but the characteristic condition of the soul, which produces its experience and decides its destination,—that is the essential thing. The mild fanning of a zephyr in a summer evening is intolerable to a person in the convulsions of the ague, but most welcome and delightful to others. So to a wicked soul all objects, operations, and influences of the moral creation become hostile and retributive, making a hell of the whole universe. Purify the soul, restore it to a correct condition, and every thing is transfigured: the universal hell becomes universal heaven.

We may gather up in a few propositions the leading principles of this theory of salvation. First, Perdition is not an experience to which souls are helplessly born, not a sentence inflicted on them by an arbitrary decree, but is a result wrought out by free agency, in conformity to the unalterable laws of the spiritual world. Secondly, heaven and hell are not essentially particular localities into which spirits are thrust, nor states of consciousness produced by outward circumstances, but are an outward reflection from, and a reciprocal action upon, internal character. Thirdly, condemnation, or justification, is not absolute and complete, equalizing all on each side of a given line, but is a thing of degrees, not exactly the same in any two individuals, or in the same person at all times. Fourthly, we have no reason to suppose that probation closes with the closing of the present life; but every relevant consideration leads us to conclude that the same great constitution of laws pervades all worlds and reigns throughout eternity, so that the fate of souls is not unchangeably fixed at death. No analogy indicates that after death all will be thoroughly different from what it is before death. Rather do all analogies argue that the hell and heaven of the future will be the aggravation, or mitigation, or continuation, of the perdition and salvation of the present. It is altogether a sentence of exact right according to character, a matter of personal achievement depending upon freedom, an experience of inward elements and states, a thing of degrees, and a subject of continued probation.

The condition of the heathen nations in reference to salvation is satisfactory only in the light of the foregoing theory. If a person is what God wishes, as shown by his revealed will in the model of Christ, pure, loving, devout, wise, and earnest, he is saved, whether he ever heard of Christ or not. Are Plato and Aristides, Cato and Antoninus, to be damned, while Pope Alexander VI. and King Philip II. are saved, because those glorious characters merely lived at the then height of attainable excellence, but these fanatic scoundrels made a technical profession of Christianity? The "Athanasian" creed asserts that whoever doth not fully believe its
dogmas "shall without doubt perish everlastingly." And the eighteenth article in the creed of the Church of England declares "them accursed who presume to say that any man can be saved by diligently framing his life according to the law or sect which he professeth, and the light of nature." 16

Another particular in which the present view of salvation is satisfactory, in opposition to the other theories, is in leaving the personal nature of sin clear, the realm of personal responsibility unconfused. Why should a system of thought be set up and adhered to in religion that would be instantly and universally scouted at if applied to any other subject? 17 "No one dreams that the sin of an unexercised intellect, of gross ignorance, can be pardoned only through faith in the sacrifice of some incarnation of the Perfect Reason. No one expects to be told that the violation of the bodily laws can be forgiven by the Infinite Creator only on the ground that some perfect physician honors them by obedience and death. It is by opening the mind to God's published truth, and by conformity to the discovered philosophical order, or the reception of the adopted remedy, that the mind and the frame experience new life. And our souls are redeemed, not by any expiation on account of which penalties are lifted, but by reception of spiritual truth and consecration of will, which push away penalties by wholesome life." 18

The awful inviolability of justice is shown by the eternal course of God's laws bringing the exactly deserved penalty upon every soul that sinneth. Whoever breaks a Divine decree puts all sacred things in antagonism to him, and the precise punishment of his offences not the worth of worlds nor the blood of angels can avert. The boundless mercy of God, his atoning love, is shown by the absence of all vindictiveness from his judgments, their restorative aim and tendency. Whenever the sinner repents, reforms, puts himself in a right attitude, God is waiting to pardon and bless him, the sun shines and the happy heart is glad as at first, the cloudy screen of sin and fear and rettributive alienation being removed. This view, when appreciated, affords as impressive a sanction to law, and as affecting an exhibition of love, as are theoretically ascribed to the doctrine of vicarious expiation. The infinite sanctity of justice and the fathomless love of God are certainly much more plainly and satisfactorily shown by the righteous nature and beneficent operation of the law, than by its terrible severity and arbitrary subversion. According to the present view, the relation of Christ to human redemption is as simple and rational as it is divinely appointed and perfectly fulfilled. Accredited with miraculous seals, presenting the most pathetic and in-

16 Bermann, Ernes, Knapp, and others, have written volumes to prove the indiscriminate damnation of the heathen. On the contrary, Müller, in his "Diss. de Paganorum post Mortem Conditions," and Marmontel, in his "Belisaire," take a more favorable view of the fate of the ethnic world. The best work on the subject—a work of great generality and ability—is Eberhard's "Neue Apologie des Socrates."


18 T. S. King, Endless Punishment Unchristian and Unreasonable, p. 65.
spiring motives, he reveals the truths and exemplifies the virtues which, when adopted, regenerate the springs of faith and character, rectify the lines of conduct, and change men from sinful and wretched to saintly and blessed. He stirs the stagnant soul, that man may replunge into his native self, and rise redeemed.

For the more distinct comprehension and remembrance of the schemes of Christian salvation we have been considering, it may be well to recapitulate them.

The first theory is this:—When, by the fall of Adam, all men were utterly lost and doomed to hell forever, the vicarious sufferings of Christ cancelled sin, and unconditionally purchased and saved all. This was the original development of Universalism. It sprang consistently from Augustinian grounds. It was taught by a party in the Church of the first centuries, was afterwards repeatedly condemned as a heresy by popes and by councils, and was revived by Kelly, Murray, and others.

We are not aware that it now has any avowed disciples.

The second conception is, in substance, that God, foreseeing from eternity the fall of Adam and the consequent damnation of his posterity, arbitrarily elected a portion of them to salvation, leaving the rest to their fate; and the vicarious sufferings of Christ were the only possible means of carrying that decree into effect. This is the Augustinian and Calvinistic theology, and has had a very extensive prevalence among Christians. Many church-creeds still embody the doctrine; but in its original, uncompromising form it is rapidly fading from belief. Even now few persons can be found to profess it without essential modifications, so qualifying it as to destroy its identity.

The third plan of delivering souls from the doom supposed to rest on them attributes to the vicarious sufferings of Christ a conditional efficacy, depending upon personal faith. Every one who will heartily believe in the substitutional death of Christ, and trust in his atoning merits, shall thereby be saved. This was the system of Pelagius, Arminius, Luther. It prevails now in the so-called Evangelical Churches more generally than any other system.

The fourth received method of salvation, assuming the same premises which the three foregoing schemes assume,—namely, that through the fall all men are eternally sentenced to hell,—declares that, by Christ's vicarious sufferings, power is given to the Church, a priestly hierarchy, to save such as confess her authority and observe her rites. All others must continue lost. This theory early began to be constructed and broached by the Fathers. It is held by the Roman Catholic Church, and by all the consistent portion of the Episcopalians. A part of the Baptist denomination also,—through their popular preachers, if not in their recognised symbols—assert the indispensableness of ritual baptism to salvation.

19 Adams, Mercy to Babes. (A plea for the baptism of infants, that they may not be damned.)
The fifth view of the problem is that no soul is lost or doomed except so far as it is personally, voluntarily depraved and sinful. And even to that extent, and in that sense, it can be called lost only in the present life. Death emancipates every soul from every vestige of evil, and ushers it at once into heaven. This is the distinctive doctrine of some modern Universalists. It is disappearing from among its recent earnest advocates, who, as a body, will undoubtedly exchange its arbitrary conceptions for more rational conclusions.

The sixth and final scheme of Christian salvation teaches that, by the immutable laws which the Creator has established in and over his works and creatures, a free soul may choose good or evil, truth or falsehood, love or hate, beneficence or iniquity. Just so far and just so long as it partakes of the former it is saved; as it partakes of the latter it is lost,—that is, alienates the favor of God, forfeits so much of the benefits of creation and of the blessings of being. The conditions and means of repentance, reformation, regeneration, are always within its power, the future state being but the unencumbered, intensified, experience of the spiritual elements of the present, under the same Divine constitution and laws. This is the belief of Unitarians, Restorationists, and the general body of believers known as "Liberal Christians."

Salvation by purchase, by the redeeming blood of Christ; salvation by election, by the independent decree of God, sealed by the blood of Christ; salvation by faith, by an appropriating faith in the blood of Christ; salvation by the Church, by the sacraments made efficacious to that end by the blood of Christ; salvation by nature, by the irresistible working of the natural order of things, declared by the teachings of Christ; salvation by a resurrection from the dead, miraculously effected by the delegated power of Christ; salvation by character, by conformity of character to the spiritual laws of the universe, to the nature and will of God, revealed, urged, exemplified, by the whole mission of Christ;—these are the different theories proposed for the acceptance of Christians.

Outside of Christendom we discern, received and operative in various forms, all the theoretic modes of salvation acknowledged within it, and some others in addition. The creed and practice of the Mohammedans afford a more unflinching embodiment of the conception of salvation by election than is furnished anywhere else. Islam denotes Fate. All is predestinated and follows on in inevitable sequence. No modifying influence is possible. Can a breath move Mount Káf? The chosen of Allah shall believe; the rejected of Allah shall deny. Every believer's bower is blooming for him in Paradise; every unbeliever's bed is burning for him in hell. And nothing whatever can avail to change the persons or the total number elected for each.

There is one theory of salvation scarcely heard of in the West, but extensively held in the East. The Brahmanic and the Buddhist thinker relies on obtaining salvation by knowledge. Life in a continual succession of different bodies is his perdition. His salvation is to be freed
from the vortex of births and deaths, the fret and storm of finite existence. Neither goodness nor piety can ever release him. Knowledge alone can do it: an unsullied intellectual vision and a free intellectual grasp of truth and love alone can rescue him from the turbid sea of forms and struggles. “As a lump of salt is of uniform taste within and without, so the soul is nothing but intelligence.”

If the soul be an entire mass of intelligence, a current of ideas, its real salvation depends on its becoming pure and eternal truth without mixture of falsehood or of emotional disturbance. He “must free himself from virtues as well as from sins; for the confinement of fetters is the same whether the chain be of gold or of iron.” Accordingly, the Hindu, to secure emancipation, planes down the mountainous thoughts and passions of his soul to a desert level of indifferent insight. And when, in direct personal knowledge, free from joy and sorrow, free from good and ill, he gazes into the limitless abyss of Divine truth, then he is sure of the bosom of Brahm, the door of Nirwāna. Then the wheel of the Brahmanic IXion ceases revolving, and the Buddhist Ahasuerus flings away his staff; for salvation is attained.

The conception of salvation by ritual works based on faith—either faith in Deity or in some redemptive agency—is exhibited all over the world. Hani, a Hindu devotee, dwelt in a thicket, and repeated the name of Krishna a hundred thousand times each day, and thus saved his soul. The saintly Muni Shukadev said, as is written in the most popular religious authority of India, “Who even ignorantly sing the praises of Krishna undoubtedly obtain final beatitude; just as, if one ignorant of the properties of nectar should drink it, he would still become immortal. Whoever worships Hari, with whatever disposition of mind, obtains beatitude.”

The repetition of the names of Vishnu purifies from all sins, even when invoked by an evil-minded person,—as fire burns even him who approaches it unwillingly." Nothing is more common in the sacred writings of the Hindus than the promise that “whoever reads or hears this narrative with a devout mind shall receive final beatitude.” Millions on millions of these docile and abject devotees undoubtedly expect salvation by such merely ritual observances. One cries “Lord!” “Lord!” Another thumbs a book, as if it were an omnipotent amulet. Another meditates on some mystic theme, as if musing were a resistless spell of silent exorcism and invocation. Another pierces himself with red-hot irons, as if voluntary pain endured now could accumulate merit for him and buy off future inflictions.

It is surprising to what an extent men’s efforts for salvation seem underlaid by conceptions of propitiation, the placation of a hatred, the awakening of a love, in the objects of their worship. In all these cases salvation is sought indirectly through works, though not particularly

21 Ibid. p. 303.
23 Eastwick, Prem Sāgar, p. 56.
good works. The savage makes an offering, mutters a prayer, or fiercely wounds his body, before the hideous idol of his choice. The fakir, swung upon sharp hooks, revolves slowly round a fire. The monk wears a hair shirt, and flagellates himself until blood trickles across the floor of his cell. The Portuguese sailor in a storm takes a leaden saint from his bosom and kneels before it for safety. The offending Bushman crawls in the dust and shudders as he seeks to avert the fury of the fetish which he has carved and set in a tree. The wounded brigand in the Apennines, with unnumbered robberies and murders on his soul, finds perfect ease to his conscience as his glazing eye falls on a carefully-treasured picture of the Virgin, and he expires in a triumph of faith, saying, "Sweet Mother of God, intercede for me." The Calvinistic convert, about to be executed for his fearful crimes, kneels at the foot of the gallows, and exclaims, as in a recent well-known instance, "I hold the blood of Christ between my soul and the flaming face of God, and die happy, assured that I am going to heaven."

It is all a terrible delusion, arising from perverted sentiment and degraded thought. Of the five theoretical modes of salvation taught in the world,—Election, Faith, Works, Knowledge, Harmony,—one alone is real and divine, although it contains principles taken from all the rest and blended with its own. There is no salvation by foregone election; for that would dethrone the moral laws and deify caprice. There is no salvation by dogmatic faith; because faith is not a matter of will, but of evidence, not within man's own power, and a thousand varieties of faith are necessitated among men. There is no salvation by determinate works; for works are measurable quantities, whose rewards and punishments are meted and finally spent, but salvation is qualitative and infinite. There is no salvation by intellectual knowledge; for knowledge is sight, not being, an accident, not an essence, an attribute of one faculty, not a right state and ruling force in all. The true salvation is by harmony; for harmony of all the forces of the soul with themselves and with all related forces beyond, harmony of the individual will with the Divine will, harmony of personal action with the universal activity,—what other negation of perdition is possible? what other definition and affirmation of salvation conceivable? By the Creator's fiat, man is first elected to be. By the guiding stimulus of faith, he is next animated to spiritual exertion. By the performance of good works, he then brings his moral nature into beautiful form and attitude. By knowledge of truth, he furthermore sees how to direct, govern, and attune himself. And finally, by the accomplishment of all this in the organized harmony of a wise and holy soul, there results that state of being whose passive conditions constitute salvation, and whose active experience is eternal life.
CHAPTER VI.

RECOGNITION OF FRIENDS IN A FUTURE LIFE.

Of all the sorrows incident to human life, none is so penetrating to gentle hearts as that which fills them with aching regrets, and, for a time, writes hollowness and vanity on their dearest treasures, when death robs them of those they love. And so, of all the questions that haunt the soul, wringing its faculties for a solution, beseeching the oracles of the universe for a response, none can have a more intense interest than gathers about the irrepressible inquiry, "Shall we ever meet again, and know, the friends we have lost?—somewhere in the ample creation and in the boundless ages, join, with the old familiar love, our long-parted, fondly-cherished, never-forgotten dead?" The grief of bereavement and the desire of reunion are experienced in an endless diversity of degrees by different persons, according as they are careless, hard, and sense-bound, or thoughtful, sympathizing, and imaginative; undisciplined by the mysteries and afflictions of our mortal destiny, or profoundly tried by the disappointments and prophecies of time and fate; and as they are shadowed by the gloom of despair, or cheered by the radiance of belief. But to all who feel, even the least, the uncertain but deep monitions of the silent pall, the sad procession, and the burial-mound, the impressive problem must occur, with frequency and power, Does the grave sunder us and the objects of our affection forever? or, across that dark gulf, shall we be united again in purer bonds? Outside of the atheistic dissolution and the pantheistic absorption, it is supposable that, surviving the blow of death, our spirits may return to God and run their endless course in divine solitude. On the other hand, it is supposable that, possessed with all the memories of this probationary state, blessed by the companionship of our earthly friends, we may aspire together along the interminable gradations of the world to come. If the former supposition be true, and the farewell of the dying is the announcement of an irrevocable separation, then the tears we shed over the shrouded clay, once so prized, should be distillations from Lethe's flood, to make us forget all. But if the latter be true, then our deadly seeming losses are as the partings of travellers at night to meet in the morning; and, as friend after friend retires, we should sigh to each departing spirit a kind adieu till we meet again, and let pleasing memories of themlinger to mingle in the sacred day-dreams of remaining life.

Evidently it is of much importance to a man which of these views he shall take; for each exerts a distinctive influence in regard to his peace of mind, his moral strength, and his religious character. On one who
believes that hereafter, beyond the sightless verge of this land of tombs, he shall never meet the dear companions who now bless his lot, the death of friends must fall, if he be a person of strong sensibilities, as a staggering blow, awakening an agony of sorrow, taking from the sky and the earth a glory nothing can ever replace, and leaving in his heart a wretched void nothing can ever fill. Henceforth he will be deprived mostly—for all felt connection between them is hopelessly sundered—of the good influences they exerted on him when present: he must try, by all expediency, to forget them; think no more of their virtues, their welcome voices and kindly deeds; wipe from the tablets of his soul all fond records of their united happy days; look not to the future, let the past be as though it had never been, and absorb his thoughts and feelings in the turmoil of the present. This is his only course; and even then, if true to the holiest instincts of his soul, he will find the fatal separation has lessened his being and impoverished his life,—

"For this losing is true dying;
This is lordly man's down-lying,
This his slow but sure reclining,
Star by star his world resigning."

But to him who earnestly expects soon to be restored under fairer auspices and in a deathless world to those from whom he parted as he laid their crumbling bodies in the earth, the death of friends will come as a message from the Great Father,—a message solemn yet kind, laden indeed with natural sadness yet brightened by sure promise and followed by heavenly compensations. If his tears flow, they flow not in scalding bitterness from the Marah fountain of despair, but in chastened joy from the smitten rock of faith. So far from endeavoring to forget the departed, he will cling to their memories with redoubled tenderness, as a sacred trust and a redeeming power. They will be more precious to him than ever,—stronger to purify and animate. Their saintly examples will attract him as never before, and their celestial voices plead from on high to win him to virtue and to heaven. The constant thought of seeing them once more, and wafting in their arms through the enchanted spaces of Paradise, will wield a sanctifying force over his spirit. They will make the invisible sphere a peopled reality to him, and draw him to God by the diffused bonds of a spiritual acquaintance and an eternal love.

Since the result in which a man rests on this subject, believing or disbelieving that he shall recognise his beloved ones the other side of the grave, exerts a deep influence on him, in one case disheartening, in the other uplifting, it is incumbent on us to investigate the subject, try to get at the truth, clear it up, and appreciate it as well as we can. It is a theme to interest us all. Who has not endeared relatives, choice friends, freshly or long ago removed from this earth into the unknown clime? In a little while, as the swift reaper sweeps on his ravaging way, who will not have more there, or be there himself? Whether old acquaintance shall be all forgot or be well remembered there, is an inquiry which must
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profundly interest all who have hearts to love their companions, and
minds to perceive the creeping shadows of mystery drawing over us as
we approach the sure destiny of age and the dim confines of the world.
It is a theme far removed from the din of traffic, the turbulence of ambi-
tion, the frivologies of pleasure, the painted round of fashion, and all the
noisy strifes and vain shows of the outward scene. It is a theme that
grapples with the chief hopes and fears gathered around the inmost
shrines of the soul, penetrating, with all sacred accompaniments, that
mysterious essence of affection and thought, that invisible substance of
wonder and faith, which we are.

Before engaging directly in the discussion, it will be interesting to
notice, for an instant, the verdict which history, in the spontaneous sup-
positions and rude speculations of ancient peoples, pronounces on this
subject.¹ Among their various opinions about the state after death, it is a
prominent circumstance that they generally agree in conceiving it as
a social state in which personal likenesses and memories are retained,
fellow-countrymen are grouped together, and friends united. This is
minutely true of those nations with the details of whose faith we are
acquainted, and is implied in the general belief of all others, except those
who expected the individual spirit to be absorbed in the soul of the uni-
verse. Homer shows Ulysses—and Virgil in like manner shows Aeneas
—upon his entrance into the other world mutually recognising his old
comrades and recognised by them. The two heroes whose inseparable
friendship on earth was proverbial are still together in Elysium:—

"Then, side by side, along the dreary coast
Advanced Achilles' and Patroclus' ghost,
A friendly pair."

In this representation that there was a full recognition of acquaintances,
all the accounts of the other world given in Greek and Roman literature
harmonize. The same is true of the accounts contained in the literature
of the ancient Hebrews. In the Book of Genesis, when Jacob hears of
the death of his favorite child, he exclaims, "I shall go down to my son
Joseph in the under-world, mourning." When the witch of Endor raised
the ghost of Samuel, Saul knew him by the description she gave of him as
he rose. The monarch-shades in the under-world are pictured by Isaiah
as recognising the shade of the king of Babylon and rising from their
sombre thrones to greet him with mockery. Ezekiel shows us each
people of the heathen nations in the under-world in a company by them-
selves. When David's child died, the king sorrowfully exclaimed, "He
will not return to me; but I shall go to him." All these passages are
based on the conception of a gloomy subterranean abode where the
ghosts of the dead are reunited after their separation at death on earth.
An old commentator on the Koran says a Mohammedan priest was once

¹ Alexius, Tod und Wiedersehen. Eine Gedankenfolge der besten Schriftsteller aller Zeiten und
Völker.
asked how the blessed in paradise could be happy when missing some near relative or dear friend whom they were thus forced to suppose in hell. He replied, God will either cause believers to forget such persons or else to rest in expectation of their coming. The anecdote shows affectingly that the same yearning heart and curiosity are possessed by Moslem and Christian. A still more impressive case in point is furnished by a picture in a Buddhist temple in China. The painting represents the story of the priest Lo Phâ, who, on passing into paradise at death, saw his mother, Yin Te, in hell. He instantly descended into the infernal court, Tsin Kwang Wang, where she was suffering, and, by his valor, virtues, and intercessions, rescued her. The picture vividly portraying the whole story may be seen and studied at the present time by Christian missionaries who enter that temple of the benevolent Buddha.\(^2\) From the faith of many other nations illustrations might be brought of the same fact,—that the great common instinct which has led men to believe in a future life has at the same time caused them to believe that in that life there would be a union and recognition of friends. Let this far-reaching historical fact be taken at its just value, while we proceed to the labor in hand. The fact referred to is of some value, because, being an expression of the heart of man as God made it, it is an indication of his will, a prophecy.

There are three ways of trying the problem of future recognition. The cool, skeptical class of persons will examine the present related facts of the case; argue from what they now know; test the question by induction and inference. Let us see to what results they will thus be led. In the first place, we learn upon reflection that we now distinguish each other by the outward form, physical proportion, and combination of looks, tones of voice, and other the like particulars. Every one has his individuality in these respects, by which he is separable from others. It may be hastily inferred, then, that if we are to know our friends hereafter it will be through the retention or the recovery of their sensible peculiarities. Accordingly, many believe the soul to be a perfect reflection or immaterial fac-simile of the body, the exact correspondence in shadowy outline of its gross tabernacle, and consequently at once recognizable in the disembodied state. The literature of Christendom—we may almost say of the world—teems with exemplifications of this idea. Others, arguing from the same acknowledged premises, conclude that future recognition will be secured by the resurrection of the material body as it was in all its perfection, in renovated and unfading prime. But, leaving out of view the inherent absurdity of the doctrine of a physical resurrection, there is a fatal difficulty in the way of both these supposititious modes of mutual knowledge in another world. It is this. The outward form, features, and expression sometimes alter so thoroughly that it is impossible for us to recognise our once most intimate com-

---

\(^2\) Asiatic Journal, 1840, p. 211.
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panions. Cases are not rare of this kind. Let one pass in absence from childhood to maturity, and who that had not seen him in the mean time could tell that it was he? The trouble arising thence is finely illustrated by Shakspeare in the motherly solicitude of Constance, who, on learning that her young son has been imprisoned by his uncle, King John, and will probably be kept until he pines to death, cries in anguish to her confessor,—

"Father cardinal, I have heard you say
That we shall see and know our friends in heaven:
If that be true, I shall see my boy again;
For, since the birth of Cain, the first male child,
To him that did but yesterday suspire,
There was not such a gracious creature born.
But now will canker sorrow eat my bud
And chase the native beauty from his cheek,
And he will look as hollow as a ghost,
As dim and meagre as an ague's fit;
And so he'll die; and, rising so again,
When I shall meet him in the court of heaven
I shall not know him: therefore never, never
Must I behold my pretty Arthur more."

Owing to the changes of all sorts which take place in the body, future recognition cannot safely depend upon that or upon any resemblance of the spirit to it. Besides, not the faintest proof can be adduced of any such perceptible correspondence subsisting between them.

Turning again to the facts of experience, we find that it is not alone, nor indeed chiefly, by their visible forms and features that we know our chosen. We also, and far more truly, know them by the traits of their characters, the elements of their lives, the effluence of their spirits, the magic atmosphere which surrounds them, the electric thrill and communication which vivify and conjoin our souls. And even in the exterior, that which most reveals and distinguishes each is not the shape, but the expression, the lights and shades, reflected out from the immortal spirit shrined within. We know each other really by the mysterious motions of our souls. And all these things endure and act uninterrupted though the fleshly frame alter a thousand times or dissolve in its native dust. The knowledge of a friend, then, being independent of the body, spirits may be recognised in the future state by the associations mutually surrounding them, the feelings connecting them. Amidst all the innumerable thronging multitudes, through all the immeasurable intervening heights and depths, of the immaterial world, remembered and desired companions may be selected and united by inward laws that act with the ease and precision of chemical affinities. We may therefore recognise each other by the feelings which now connect us, and which shall spontaneously kindle and interchange when we meet in heaven, as the signs of our former communion.

It needs but little thought to perceive that by this view future recognition is conditional, being made to depend on the permanence of our sympathies: there must be the same mutual relations, affinities, fitness
to awaken the same emotions upon approaching each other's sphere, or we shall neither know nor be known. But in fact our sympathies and aversions change as much as our outward appearance does. The vices and virtues, loves and hatreds, of our hearts alter, the peculiar characteristics of our souls undergo as great a transformation, sometimes, as thorough a revolution, as the body does in the interval between childhood and manhood. These changes going on in our associates frequently change our feelings towards them, heightening or diminishing our affection, creating a new interest, destroying an old one, now making enemies lovers, and now thoroughly alienating very friends. Such fundamental alterations of character may occur in us, or in our friend, before we meet in the unseen state, that we shall no more recognise each other's spirits than we should know each other on earth after a separation in which our bodily appearances and voices had been entirely changed. These considerations would induce us to think that recognition hereafter is not sure, but turns on the condition that we preserve a remembrance, desire, and adaptedness for one another.

If now the critical inquirer shall say there is no evidence, and it is incredible, that the body will be restored to a future life, or that the soul has any resemblance to the body by which it may be identified,—furthermore, if he shall maintain that the doctrine of the revelation and recognition of the souls of friends in another life by an instinctive feeling, a mysterious attraction and response, is fanciful, an overdrawn conclusion of the imagination, not warranted by a stern induction of the average realities of the subject,—and if he shall then ask, how are we to distinguish our former acquaintances among the hosts of heaven?—there is one more fact of experience which meets the case and answers his demand. When long absence and great exposures have wiped off all the marks by which old companions knew each other, it has frequently happened that they have met and conversed with indifference, each being ignorant of whom the other was; and so it has continued until, by some indirect means, some accidental allusion, or the agency of a third person, they have been suddenly revealed. Then, with throbbing hearts, in tears and rapture, they have rushed into each other's arms, with an instantaneous recurrence of their early friendship in all its original warmth, fullness, and flooding associations. Many such instances are related in books of romance with strict truth to the actual occurrences of life. Several instances of it are authenticated in the early history of America, when children, torn from their homes by the Indians, were recovered by their parents after twenty or thirty years had elapsed and they were identified by circumstantial evidence. Let any parent ask his heart, any true friend ask his heart, if, discovering by some foreign means the object of his love, he would not embrace him with just as ardent a gratitude and devotion as though there were no outward change and they had known one another at sight. So, in the life beyond the grave, if we are not able to recognise our earthly companions directly, either by spiritual
sight or by intuitive feeling, we may obtain knowledge of each other indirectly by comparison of common recollections, or by the mediation of angels, or by some other Divine arrangement especially prepared for that purpose. And therefore, whether in heaven we look or feel as we do here or not, whether there be any provision in our present constitution for future recognition or not, is of no consequence. In a thousand ways the defect can be remedied, if such be the will of God. And that such is his will every relevant fact and consideration would seem to prove. It is a consistent and seemingly requisite continuation and completion of that great scheme of which this life is a part. It is an apparently essential element and fulfilment of the wonderful apparatus of retribution, reward, and discipline, intended to educate us as members of God’s eternal family. Because from the little which we now understand we cannot infer with plainness and certainty the precise means and method by which we can discriminate our friends in heaven need be no obstacle to believing the fact itself; for there are millions of undoubted truths whose conditions and ways of operation we can nowise fathom. Upon the whole, then, we conclude that we cannot by our mere understandings decide with certainty the question concerning future recognition; but we are justified in trusting to the accuracy of that doctrine, since it rests safely with the free pleasure of God, who is both infinitely able and disposed to do what is best, and we cannot help believing that it is best for us to be with and love hereafter those whom we are with and love here.3

There is a way of dealing with the general subject before us wholly different from the course thus far pursued. Ceasing to act the philosopher, laying aside all arguments and theories, all dry speculations, we may come as simple believers to the Christian Scriptures and investigate their teachings to accept whatever they pronounce as the word of God’s truth. Let us see to what results we shall thus be led. Searching the New Testament to learn its doctrine in regard to reunion in a future state, we are very soon struck with surprise at the mysterious reserve, so characteristic of its pages, on this entire theme. Instead of a full and minute revelation blazing along the track of the gospel pens, a few fragmentary intimations, incidental hints, scattered here and there, are the substance of all that it expressly says. But though little is directly declared, yet much is plainly implied: especially the one great inference with which we are now concerned may be unequivocally and repeatedly drawn. In the parable of the Rich Man and the Beggar the Savior pictures forth the recognition of their souls in the disembodied state. Dives also is described as recollecting with intense interest, with the most anxious sympathy, his endangered brethren on earth. Although this occurs in a parable, yet it is likely that so prominent and vital a feature

3 Münch, Werden wir uns wiederschen nach dem Tode. This work, based on the Kantian philosophy, denies future recognition. There is an able reply to it by Vogel, Ueber die Hoffnung des Wiedersehens.
of it would be moulded, as to its essential significance, in accordance with what the author intended should be received as truth. Jesus also speaks of many who should come from the east and the west and sit down with Abraham and Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven; from which it would appear that the patriarchs are together in fellowship and that the righteous of after-times were to be received with them in mutual acquaintance. On the Mount of Transfiguration the witnessing disciples saw Moses and Elias together with Jesus, and recognised them, probably from their resemblance to traditional descriptions of them. Jesus always represented the future state as a society. He said to his followers, "I go to prepare a place for you, that where I am there ye may be also;" and he prayed to his Father that his disciples might be with him where he was going. At another time he declared of little children, "Their angels always behold the face of my Father in heaven;" he also taught that "there is joy in heaven over every sinner that repenteth;" passages that presuppose such a community of faculties, sympathies, in heaven and earth, in angels and men, as certainly implies the doctrine of continued knowledge and fellowship. When heaven was opened before the dying Stephen, he saw and instantly knew his Divine Master, the Lord Jesus, and called to him to welcome his ascending spirit. Paul writes to the Thessalonians that he would not have them sorrow concerning the dead as those who have no hope, assuring them that when Christ reappears they shall all be united again. In the Apocalypse, John saw, in a vision, the souls of the martyrs, who had died for the faith of the gospel, together, under the altar. From community of suffering and a common abode together in heaven we may safely infer their recognition of each other. The Gospels declare that Christ after his death remembered his disciples and came back to them to assure them that they should rejoin him on high; and the apostles assert that we are to be with Christ and to be like him in the future state. It follows from the admission of these declarations that we shall remember our friends and be united with them in conscious knowledge. Few, and brief, and vague as the utterances of the Scriptures are in relation to this theme, they necessarily involve all the results of an avowed doctrine. They undeniably involve the supposition that in the other life we shall be conscious personalities as here, retaining our memories and constituting a society. From these implications the fact of the future recognition of friends irresistibly results, unless there be some special interference to prevent it; and such an interposition there is no hint of and can be no reason for fearing. Such is really all that we can learn from the Scriptures on the subject of our inquiry. Its indirectness and brevity would convince us that God did not intend to betray to us in clear light the secrets of the shrouded future, that for some reason it is best that his teaching

should be so reserved, and leave us to the haunting wonder, the anxious surmise, the appalling mystery, the alluring possibilities, that now meet our gaze on the unmoving veil of death. God intends we shall trust in him without knowledge, and by faith, not by sight, pursue his guidance into the silent and unknown land.

Therefore, after analyzing the relevant facts of present experience and inferring what we can from them, and after studying the Scriptures and finding what they say, there is yet another method of considering the problem of recognition in the future state. That is without caring for critical discussion, without deferring to extraneous authority, we may follow the gravitating force of instinct, imagination, and moral reason. We are made to love and depend on each other. The longer, the more profoundly, we know and admire the good, the more our being becomes intertwined with theirs, so much the more intensely we desire to be with them always, and so much the more awful is the agony of separation. This,—what is it but great Nature’s testimony, God’s silent avowal, that we are to meet in eternity? Can the fearful anguish of bereavement be gratuitous? can the yearning prophecies of the smitten heart be all false? Belief in reunion hereafter is spontaneously adopted by humanity. We therefore esteem it divinely ordered or true. Without that soothing and sustaining trust, the unrelieved, intolerable wretchedness in many cases would burst through the fortress of the mind, hurl reason from its throne, and tear the royal affections and their attendants in the trampled dust of madness. Many a rarely-gifted soul, unknown in his nameless privacy of life, has been so conjoined with a worthy peer, through precious bonds of unutterable sympathy, that, rather than be left behind, “the divided half of such a friendship as had mastered time,” he has prayed that they, dying at once, might, involved together, hover across the dolorous strait to the other shore, and

"Arrive at last the blessed goal
Where He that died in Holy Land
Might reach them out the shining hand
And take them as a single soul."

Denied that inmost wish, the rest of his widowed life below has been one melancholy strain of “In Memoriam.” Many a faithful and noble mourner, whose garnered love and hope have been blight for this world, would tell you that, without meeting his lost ones there, heaven itself would be no heaven to him. In such a state of soul we must expect to know again in an unfading clime the cherished dead. That belief is of Divine inspiration, an arrangement to heal the deadly wounds of sorrow. It is madness not to think it a verity. Who believes, as he shall float through the ambrosial airs of heaven, he could touch, in passing, the radiant robes of his chosen friends without a thrill of recognition, the prelude to a blissful and immortal communion? Is there
not truth in the poet's picture of the meeting of child and parent in heaven?—

“It was not, mother, that I knew thy face:
The luminous eclipse that is on it now,
Though it was fair on earth, would have made it strange
Even to one who knew as well as he loved thee;
But my heart cried out in me, Mother!”

Think of the unfathomable yearnings, the infinite ecstasies of desire and faith from age to age swelling in the very heart of the world, all set on the one hope of future union, and who then can believe that God will coldly blast them all? They are innocent, they are holy, they are meritorious, they are unspeakably dear. We would not destroy them; and God will not, for he is kinder far than we.

Man's life is the true fable of that beautiful youth, Narcissus, who had a twin-sister of remarkable loveliness, strongly resembling himself, and to whom he was most tenderly attached. She dies young. He frequents fountains to gaze upon his own image reflected in the waters, it seeming to him the likeness of her he has lost. He is in pity transformed into a flower on the border of a stream, where, bending on his fragile stem, he seeks his image in the waters gazing by, until he fades and dies. Has not God, the all-loving Author who composed the sweet poem of Man and Nature, written at the close a reconciling Elysium wherein these pure lovers, the fond Narcissus and his echo-mate, shall wander in perennial bliss, their embracing forms mirrored in forever-unruffled fountains?

Looking now for the conclusion of the whole matter, we find that it lies in three different aspects, both of inquiring thought and of practical morality, according to the lights and modes in which three different classes of minds approach it. To the consistent metaphysician, reasoning rigidly on grounds of science and philosophy, every thing pertaining to the methods and circumstances of the future life is an affair of entire uncertainty and hypothesis. If in the future state the soul retains its individuality as an identical force, form, life, and memory, and if associates in the present state are brought together, it is probable that old friends will recognise each other. But if they are oblivious of the past, if they are incommunicably separated in space or state, if one progresses so much farther that the other can never overtake him, if the personal soul blends its individual consciousness with the unitary consciousness of the Over-Soul, if it commences a new career from a fresh psychical germ, then, by the terms, there will be no mutual recognition. In that case his comfort and his duty are to know that the anguish and longing he now feels will cease then; to trust in the benignity of the Infinite Wisdom, who knows best what to appoint for his creatures; and to submit with harmonizing resignation to the unalterable decree, offering his private wish a voluntary sacrifice on the altar of natural piety. That he
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5 Grävell, Das Wiedersehen nach dem Tode. Wie es nur sein könne.
shall know his friends hereafter is not impossible, not improbable; neither is it certain. He may desire it, expect it, but not with speculative pride dogmatically affirm it, nor with insisting egotism presumptuously demand it.

To the uncritical Christian the recognising reunion of friends in heaven is an unshaken assurance. There is nothing to disturb his implicit reception of the plain teaching of Scripture. The legitimate exhortations of his faith are these. Mourn not too bitterly nor too long over your absent dead; for you shall meet them in an immortal clime. As the last hour comes for your dearest ones or for yourself, be of good cheer; for an imperishable joy is yours. You

"Cannot lose the hope that many a year
Hath shown on a gleaning way,
When the walls of life are closing round
And the sky grows sombre gray."

Put not away the intruding thoughts of the departed, but let them often recur. The dead are constant. You know not how much they may think of you, how near they may be to you. Will you pass to meet them not having thought of them for years, having perhaps forgotten them? Let your mind have its nightly firmament of religious communion, beneath which white and sable memories shall walk, and the sphered spirits of your risen friends, like stars, shed down their holy rays to soothe your feverish cares and hush every murmuring doubt to rest. From the dumb heavings of your loving and trustful heart, sometimes exclaim, Parents who nurtured and watched over me with unwearied affection, I would remember you oft, and love you well, and so live that one day I may meet you at the right hand of God. Early friends, so close and dear once, who in the light of young romance trod with me life's morning hills, neither your familiar faces nor your sweet communion are forgotten by me: I fondly think of you, and aspire towards you, and pray for a purer soul, that I may mount to your celestial circle at last;—

"For many a tear these eyes must weep,
And many a sin must be forgiven,
Ere these pale lids shall sink to sleep,
Ere you and I shall meet in heaven."

Blessed Jesus, elder Brother of our race, who sittest now by thy Father's throne, or pacest along the crystal coast as a leader, chief among ten thousand, whose condescending brow the bloody thorns no longer press, but the dazzling crown of thy Divinity encircles, oh, remember us, poor erring pilgrims after thine earthly steps; pity us, help us, and after death bring us to thy home.

To the sympathetic poet, the man of sentiment and meditation, who views the question from the position of the heart, in the glory and vistas of the imagination, but with all the known facts and relations of the

---

subject lying bare under his sight, the uniting restoration, in another sphere, of earth's broken ties and parted friends, is an unappeasable craving of the soul, in harmony with the moral law, powerfully prophesied to his experience from all quarters, and seemingly confirmed to his hopes by every promise of God and nature. Received as a truth, it is a well of inexhaustible comfort, making experience a green oasis where it overflows. The denial of it as a proven falsehood is a withering blast of dust blowing on the friendly caravan of sojourners in the desert of life. If existence is the enjoyment of a largess of social love, and death is to have a solitary hand snatch it all away forever, how dismal is the prospect to the poor heart that loves and clings, loses and desairs, and can only falter hopelessly on! It cannot be so. Love is the true prophet. Heaven will restore the treasures earth has lost.

The mourner by the grave! Eve convulsed over the form of Abel! Jesus weeping where Lazarus lay! America embracing the urn of Washington! The Genius of Humanity at the Tomb of the Past! It is the most pathetic spectacle of the world. As in the old myth the pelican, hovering over its dead broodlets, pierced its own breast in agony and fluttered there until by the fanning of its wings above them and the dropping of its warm blood on them they were brought to life again, so the great Mother of men seems in history to brood over the ashes of departed ages, dropping the tears of her grief and faith into the future to restore her deceased children to life and draw them together within her embrace. Nor ever will that sublime Rachel be comforted until, migrating whither they have gone, she finds them happy in nests of their own, fragrant with the airs of heaven, and musical with the songs of eternity.

The poet, lover of his race, who cannot trust his happier instinct, but perforsfe believes that beyond the sepulchral line of mortality he shall know no more of his friends, may find, as helps to a willing acquiescence in what is fated, either one of two possible contemplations. He may sadly lay upon his heart the stifling solace, There will be no baffled wants nor unhappiness, but all will be over when hic jacet is sculptured on the headstone of my grave. Or, with measureless rebound of faith, he may crow the capacity of his soul with the mysterious presentiment, In the unchangeable fulness of an infinite bliss, all specialties will be merged and forgotten, and I shall be one of those to whom "the wearisome disease" of remembered sorrow and anticipated joy "is an alien thing."


8 Wieland's Euthanasia expresses disbelief in the preservation of personality and consciousness after death. The same ground had been taken in the work published anonymously at Halle in 1775, Plato und Leibnitz jenseits des Styx. See, on the other side of the question, Wohlfahrt, Tempel der Unsterblichkeit, oder neue Anthologie der wichtigsten Aussprüche, besonders neuerer Weisen über Wiederschen u. s. w.
CHAPTER VII.

LOCAL FATE OF MAN IN THE ASTRONOMIC UNIVERSE.

According to the imagining of some speculative geologists, perhaps this earth first floated in the abyss as a volume of vapor, wreathing its enormous folds of mist in fantastic shapes as it was borne along on the idle breath of law. Ages swept by, until this stupendous fog-ball was condensed into an ocean of flame, whose billows heaved their lurid bosoms and reared their ashy crests without a check, while their burning spray illuminated its track around the sable vault. During periods which stagger computation, this molten conflagration gradually cooled down, constant rivers wrung from the densely-swathing vapor poured over the heated mass and at last submerged its crust in an immense sea. Then, for unknown centuries, fire, water, and wind waged a Titanic war, that imagination shudders to think of,—jets of flame licking the stars, massive battlements and columns of fire piled up to terrific heights, the basin of the sea suddenly turned into a glowing caldron and the scalded atmosphere saturated with steam, explosions hurling mountains far into space and tearing the earth open in ghastly rents to its very heart. At length the fire was partially subdued, the peaceful deep glassed the sky in its bosom or rippled to the whispers of the breeze, and from amidst the fertile slime and mould of its sheltered floor began to sprout the first traces of organic life, the germs of a rude species of marine vegetation. Thousands of years rolled on. The world-ocean subsided, the peaks of mountains, the breasts of islands, mighty continents, emerged, and slowly, after many tedious processes of preparation, a gigantic growth of grass, every blade as large as our vastest oak, shot from the soil, and the incalculable epoch of ferns commenced, whose tremendous harvest clothed the whole land with a deep carpet of vivid verdure. While unnumbered growths of this vegetation were successively maturing, falling, and hardening into the dark layers of inexhaustible coal-beds, the world, one waving wilderness of solemn ferns, swept in its orbit, voiceless and silent, without a single bird or insect of any kind in all its magnificent green solitudes, the air everywhere being heavily surcharged with gases of the deadliest poison. Again innumerable ages passed, and the era of mere botanic growths reaching its limit, the lowest forms of animal life moved in the waters, the earliest creatures being certain marine reptiles, worms, and bugs of the sea. Then followed various untimed periods, during which animal life rose by degrees from mollusk and jellyfish, by plesiosaurus and pterodactyl,—horrible monsters, hundreds of feet
in length, whose tramp crashed through the woods, or whose flight loaded the groaning air,—to the dolphin and the whale in the sea, the horse and the lion on the land, and the eagle, the nightingale, and the bird of paradise in the air. Finally, when millions of aeons had worn away, the creative process culminated in Humanity, the crown and perfection of all; for God said, "Let us make man in our own image;" and straightway Adam, with upright form, kingly eye, and reason throned upon his brow, stood on the summit of the world and gave names to all the races of creatures beneath.1

At this stage two important questions arise. The first is, whether man is the final type of being intended in the Divine plan for this world, or whether he too is destined in his turn to be superseded by a higher race, endowed with form, faculties, and attributes transcending our conceptions, even as our own transcended the ideas of the previous orders of existence. Undoubtedly, had the ichthyosaurus, ploughing through the deep and making it boil like a pot, or one of those mammoth creatures of the antediluvian age who browsed half a dozen trees for breakfast, crunched a couple of oxen for luncheon and a whole flock of sheep for his dinner, been consulted on a similar problem, he would have replied, without hesitation, "I exhaust the uses of the world. What animal can there be superior to me? beyond a question, my race shall possess the earth forever!" The mastodon could not know any uses of nature except those he was fitted to experience, nor imagine a being with the form and prerogatives of man. Therefore he would not believe that the mastodon-race would ever be displaced by the human. We labor under the same disqualification for judgment. There may be in the system of nature around us adaptations, gifts, glories, as much higher than any we enjoy as our noblest powers and privileges are in advance of those of the tiger or the lark.

It is a remarkable fact that the mature states of the antediluvian races correspond with the foetal states of the present races, and that the foetal states of embryonic man are counterparts of the mature states of the lower races now contemporaneous with him. This great discovery of modern science, though perhaps destitute of logical value, suggests to the imagination the thought that man may be but the foetal state of a higher being,—a regent temporarily presiding here until the birth and inauguration of the true king of the world, and destined himself to be born from the womb of this world into the free light and air of the spirit-kingdom!

The resources of God are inexhaustible; and in the evolution of his prearranged ages it may be that there will arise upon the earth a race of beings of unforetold majesty, who shall disinter the remnant bones and ponder the wrecked monuments of forgotten man as we do those of the disgusting reptiles of the Saurian epoch. But this is a mere con-

1 Harris, The Pre-Adamite Earth.
ceit of possibility; and, so far as the data for forming an opinion are in our hands, it is altogether incredible. So far as appears, the adaptation between man and the earth is exhaustive. He is able to subdue all her forces, reign over all her provinces, enjoy all her delights, and gather into his consciousness all her prophecies. And our practical conviction is absolute that the race of men is the climax of being destined for this earth, and that they will occupy its hospitable bosom forever with their toils and their homes, their sports and their graves.²

The other question is this:—Was the subjection of the human race to physical death a part of the Creator's original plan, or the retributive result of a subsequent dislocation of that plan by sin?—a part of the great harmony of nature, or a discord marring the happy destiny of man? Approaching this problem on grounds of science and reason alone, there can be no hesitation as to the reply. There are but two considerations really bearing upon the point and throwing light upon it; and they both force us to the same conclusion. First, it is a fact admitting no denial that death was the predetermined natural fate of the successive generations of the races that preceded man. Now, what conceivable reason is there for supposing that man, constructed from the same elements, living under the same organic laws, was exempt from the same doom? There is not in the whole realm of science a single hint to that effect. Secondly, the reproductive element—an essential feature in the human constitution, leading our kind to multiply and replenish the earth—is a demonstration that the office of death entered into God's original plan of the world. For otherwise the earth at this moment could not hold a tithe of the inhabitants that would be demanding room. When God had permitted this world to roll in space for awful ages, a lifeless globe of gas, fire, water, earth, and then let it be occupied for incommensurable epochs more by snails, vermin, and iguanodons, would he wind up the whole scene and destroy it when the race of man, crowning glory of all, had only flourished for a petty two thousand years? It is not credible. And yet it must have been so unless it was decreed that the successive generations should pass away and thus leave space for the new-comers. We conclude, then, that it is the will of God—and was in the beginning—that the human race shall possess the earth through all the unknown periods of the future, the parents continually passing off the stage in death as the children rise upon it to maturity. We cannot discern any authority in those old traditions which foretell the impending destruction of the world. On what grounds are we to believe them? The great system of things is a stable harmony. There is no wear or tear in the crystalline machinery of creation, rolling noiseless in its blue sockets of ether. It seems, comparatively speaking, to have just begun. Its

² Agassiz says no higher creature than man is to be expected on earth, because the capacities of the earthly plan of organic creation are completed and exhausted with him. Introduction to Study of Natural History, p. 57.
oscillations are self-adjusted, and science prophesies for humanity an illimitable career on this earthly theatre. The swift melting of the elements and restoration of chaos is a mere heathen whim or a poetic figment. It is the bards who sing,—

"The earth shall shortly die. Her grave is dug.  
I see the worlds, night-clad, all gathering  
In long and dark procession. And the stars,  
Which stand as thick as glittering dewdrops on  
The fields of heaven, shall pass in blazing mist."

Such pictures are delusion winning the imagination, not truth commanding the reason. In spite of all the Cassandra-screams of the priesthood, vaticinating universal ruin, the young old earth, fresh every spring, shall remain under God’s preserving providence, and humanity’s inexhaustible generations renewedly reign over its kingdoms, forever. Plotinus said, “If God repents having made the world, why does he defer its destruction? If he does not yet repent, he never will, as being now accustomed to it, and becoming through time more friendly to it.” 3 Lucan says, “Our bones and the stars shall be mingled on one funeral pyre.”

Communis mundo superest regus, ossibus astra  
Misturns.

But to receive such a good piece of poetry as veritable prevision is surely a puerile error which a mature mind in the nineteenth century should be ashamed to commit.

The most recently-broached theory of the end of the world is that developed from some remarkable speculations as to the composition and distribution of force. The view is briefly this. All force is derived from heat. All heat is derived from the sun. 4 The mechanical value of a cubic mile of sunlight at the surface of the earth is one horse-power for a third of a minute; at the sun it is fifteen thousand horse-power for a minute. Now, it is calculated that enough heat is radiated from the sun to require for its production the annual consumption of the whole surface of the sun to the depth of from ten to twenty miles. Of course, ultimately the fuel will be all expended; then the forces of the system will expire, and the creation will die. 5 This brilliant and sublime theorem assumes, first, that the heat of the sun arises from consumption of matter,—which may not be true; secondly, that it is not a self-replenishing process,—as it certainly may be. Some have even surmised that the zodiacal light is an illuminated tornado of stones showering into the sun to feed its tremendous conflagration. The whole scheme is a fine toy, but a very faint terror. Even if it be true, then we are to perish at last from lack of fire, and not, as commonly feared, from its abundance!

The belief of mankind that a soul or ghost survives the body has been

3 Enneaed ii. lib. ix.: Contra Gnosticos, cap. 4.  
4 Helmholtz, Edinburgh Phil. Mag., series iv. vol. xi.: Interaction of Natural Forces.  
so nearly universal as to appear like the spontaneous result of an instinct. We propose to trace the history of opinions concerning the physical destination of this disembodied spirit,—its connection with localities,—to give the historical topography of the future life.

The earliest conception of the abode of the dead was probably that of the Hebrew Sheol or the Greek Hades,—namely, the idea—born from the silence, depth, and gloom of the grave,—of a stupendous subterranean cavern full of the drowsy race of shades, the indiscriminate habitation of all who leave the land of the living. Gradually the thought arose and won acceptance that the favorites of Deity, peerless heroes and sages, might be exempt from this dismal fate, and migrate at death to some delightful clime beyond some far shore, there, amidst unalloyed pleasures, to spend immortal days. This region was naturally located on the surface of the earth, where the cheerful sun could shine and the fresh breezes blow, yet in some untroddden distance, where the gauntlet of fact had not smitten the sceptre of fable. The paltry portion of this earth familiar to the ancients was surrounded by an unexplored region, which their fancy, stimulated by the legends of the poets, peopled with mythological kingdoms,—the rainbow bowers and cloudy synods of Olympus, from whose glittering peak the Thunderer threw his bolts over the south; the Golden Garden of the Hesperides, whose dragons lay on guard in the remote west; the divine cities of Meru, whose encircling towers pierced the eastern sky; the Banquet-Halls of Ethiopia, gleaming through the fiery desert; the fragrant Islands of Immortality, musical and luring in the central ocean; the happy land of the Hyperboreans, beyond the snowy summits of northern Caucasus:—

"How pleasant were the wild beliefs
That dwelt in legends old!
Alas! to our posterity
Will no such tales be told.
We know too much: scroll after scroll
Weighs down our weary shelves:
Our only point of ignorance
Is centred in ourselves."

There was a belief among the Persians that Kâf, a mountain two thousand miles high, formed a rim to the flat world and prevented travellers from ever falling off. The fact that the earth is a globe inhabited on all sides is a comparatively recent piece of knowledge. So late as in the eighth century Pope Zachary accused Virgilius, an Irish mathematician and monk, of heresy for believing in the existence of antipodes. St. Boniface wrote to the Pope against Virgilius; and Zachary ordered a council to be held to expel him from the Church, for "professing, against God and his own soul, so perverse and wicked a doctrine." To the ancients all beyond the region they had traversed was an unknown land, clothed in darkness, crowded with mystery and allurement. Across the weltering wastes of

---

6 Adventures of Hatim Tâi, p. 56, note.
brine, in a halcyon sea, the Hindu placed the White Isle, the dwelling of translated and immortalized men. Under the attraction of a mystic curiosity, well might the old, wearied Ulysses say,—

"Come, my friends,
’Tis not too late to seek a newer world.
Push off, and, sitting well in order, smite
The sounding furrows; for my purpose holds
To sail beyond the sunset, and the baths
Of all the western stars, until I die.
It may be that the gulls will wash us down:
It may be we shall touch the Happy Isles,
And see the great Achilles, whom we knew."

Decius Brutus and his army, as Florus relates, reaching the coast of Portugal, where, for the first time, they saw the sun setting in the blood-tinged ocean, turned back their standards with horror as they beheld "the huge corpse of ruddy gold let down into the deep." The Phœnician traders brought intelligence to Greece of a people, the Cimmerians, who dwelt on the borders of Hades in the unbered realms of perpetual night. To the dying Roman, on the farthest verge of the known horizon hovered a vision of Elysian Fields. And the American Indian, sinking in battle or the chase, caught glimpses of happier Hunting-Grounds, whose woods trooped with game, and where the arrows of the braves never missed, and there was no winter. There was a pretty myth received among some of the ancient Britons, locating their paradise in a spot surrounded by tempests, far in the Western Ocean, and named Flath-Innis, or Noble Island. The following legend is illustrative. An old man sat thoughtful on a rock beside the sea. A cloud, under whose equally skirts the waters foamed, rushed down; and from its dark womb issued a boat, with white sails bent to the wind, and hung round with moving oars. Destitute of mariners, itself seemed to live and move. A voice said, "Arise, behold the boat of heroes: embark, and see the Green Isle of those who have passed away!" Seven days and seven nights he voyaged, when a thousand tongues called out, "The Isle! the Isle!" The black billows opened before him, and the calm land of the departed rushed in light on his eyes. We are reminded by this of what Procopius says concerning the conveyal of the soul of the barbarian to his paradise. At midnight there is a knocking at the door, and indistinct voices call him to come. Mysteriously impelled, he goes to the sea-coast, and there finds a frail, empty wherry awaiting him. He embarks, and a spirit-crew row him to his destination.

"He finds with ghosts
His boat deep-freighted, sinking to the edge
Of the dark flood, and voices hears, yet sees
No substance; but, arrived where once again
His skill floats free, hears friends to friends

10 Procopius, Gothica, lib. iv.
Give lamentable welcome. The unseen
Shore faint resounds, and all the mystic air
Breathes forth the names of parent, brother, wife."

During that period of poetic credulity while the face of the earth remained to a great extent concealed from knowledge, wherever the Hebrew Scriptures were known went the cherished traditions of the Garden of Eden from which our first parents were driven for their sin. Speculation naturally strove to settle the locality of this lost paradise. Sometimes it was situated in the mysterious bosom of India; sometimes in the flowery vales of Georgia, where roses and spices perfumed the gales; sometimes in the guarded recesses of Mesopotamia. Now it was the Grand Oasis in the Arabian desert, flashing on the wilted pilgrim, over the blasted and blazing wastes, with the verdure of palms, the play of waters, the smell and flavor of perennial fruits. Again it was at the equator, where the torrid zone stretched around it as a fiery sword waving every way so that no mortal could enter. In the "Imago Mundi," a Latin treatise on cosmography written early in the twelfth century, we read, "Paradise is the extreme eastern part of Asia, and is made inaccessible by a wall of fire surrounding it and rising unto heaven." At a later time the Canaries were thought to be the ancient Elysium, and were accordingly named the Fortunate Isles. Indeed, among the motives that animated Columbus on his adventurous voyage no inferior place must be assigned to the hope of finding the primeval seat of Paradise. The curious traveller, exploring these visionary spots one by one, found them lying in the light of common day no nearer heaven than his own natal home; and at last all faith in them died out when the whole surface of the globe had been surveyed, no nook left wherein romance and superstition might any longer play at hide-and-seek.

Continuing our search after the local abode of the departed, we now leave the surface of the earth and descend beneath it. The first haunted region we reach is the realm of the Fairies, which, as every one acquainted with the magic lore of old Germany or England knows, was situated just under the external ground, and was clothed with every charm poets could imagine or the heart dream. There was supposed to be an entrance to this enchanted domain at the Peak Cavern in Derbyshire, and at several other places. Sir Walter Scott has collected some of the best legends illustrative of this belief in his "History of Demonology." Sir Gawaine, a famous knight of the Round Table, was once admitted to dine, above ground, in the edge of the forest, with the King of the Fairies:—

"The banquet o'er, the royal Fay, intent
To do all honor to King Arthur's knight,
Smote with his rod the bank on which they leant,
And Fairy-land flash'd glorious on the sight;"

11 Irving, Life of Columbus: Appendix on the Situation of the Terrestrial Paradise. By far the most valuable book ever published on this subject is that of Schultless, Das Paradies, das irdische und überirdische historische, mythische und mystische, nebst einer kritischen Revision der allgemeinen biblischen Geographie.
Flash'd, through a silvery, soft, translucent mist,
The opal shafts and domes of amethyst;
Flash'd founts in shells of pearl, which crystal walls
And phosphor lights of myriad hues redouble.
There, in the blissful subterranean halls,
When morning wakes the world of human trouble
Glide the gay race; each sound our discord knows,
Faint heard above, but lulls them to repose.

To this empire of moonlit swords and elfin dances, of jewelled banks, lapsing streams, and spell-binding visions, it was thought a few favored mortals might now and then find their way. But this was never an earnest general faith. It was a hovering poetic superstition haunting fanciful brains, a fading legendary dream pleasing credulous hearts; and, with the other romance of the early world, it has vanished quite away.

The popular belief of Jews, Greeks, Etruscans, Romans, Germans, and afterwards of Christians, was that there was an immense world of the dead deep beneath the earth, subdivided into several subordinate regions. The Greenlanders believed in a separated heaven and hell, both located far below the Polar Ocean. According to the old classic descriptions of the under-world, what a scene of colossal gloom it is! Its atmosphere murmurs with a breath of plaintive sighs. Its population, impalpable ghosts timidly flitting at every motion, crowd the sombre landscapes in numbers surpassing imagination. There Cocytus creeps to the seat of doom, his waves emitting doleful wails. Styx, nine times enfolding the whole abode, drags his black and sluggish length around. Charon, the slovenly old ferryman, plies his noiseless boat to and fro laden with shadowy passengers. Far away in the centre grim Pluto sits on his ebony throne and surveys the sad subjects of his dreadful domain. By his side sits his stolen and shrinking bride, Proserpine, her glimmering brows encircled with a wreath of poppies. Above the subterranean monarch's head a sable rainbow spans the infernal firmament; and when, with lifted hand, he announces his decrees, the applause given by the twilight populace of Hades is a rustle of sighs, a vapor of tears, and a shudder of submission.

The belief in this dolorous kingdom was early modified by the reception of two other adjacent realms,—one of reward, one of torture; even as Goethe says, in allusion to the current Christian doctrine, "Hell was originally but one apartment; limbo and purgatory were afterwards added as wings." Passing through Hades, and turning in one direction, the spirit-traveller would arrive at Elysium or Abraham's bosom:

"To paradise the gloomy passage winds
Through regions dear and dismal, and through pain,
Emerging soon in beatific blaze
Of light."

There the blessed ones found respite and peaceful joys in flowery fields, pure breezes, social fellowship, and the similitudes of their earthly pursuits. In this placid clime, lighted by its own constellations, favored
souls roamed or reposed in a sort of ineffectual happiness. According to the pagans, here were such heroes as Achilles, such sages as Socrates, to remain forever, or until the end of the world. And here, according to the Christians, the departed patriarchs and saints were tarrying expectant of Christ's arrival to ransom them. Dante thus describes that great event:—

"Then he, who well my covert meaning knew,
Answer'd, Herein I had not long been bound,
When an All-puissant One I saw march through,
With victory's radiant sign triumphal crown'd.
He led from us our Father Adam's shade,
Abel and Noah, whom God loved the most,
Lawgiving Moses, him who best obey'd,
Abraam the patriarch, royal David's ghost;
Israel, his father, and his sons, and her
Whom Israel served for, faithfully and long,
Rachel, with more, to bliss did He transfer:
No souls were saved before this chosen throng."

At the opposite extremity of Hades was supposed to be an opening that led down into Tartarus, "a place made underneath all things, so low and horrible that hell is its heaven." Here the old earth-giants, the looming Titans, lay, bound, transfixed with thunderbolts, their mountainous shapes half buried in rocks, encrusting lava, and ashes. Rivers of fire seamed the darkness, whose borders are braided with sentinel furies. On every hand the worst criminals, perjurers, blasphemers, ingrates, groan beneath the pitiless punishments inflicted on them without escape. Any realization of the terrific scenery of this whole realm would curdle the blood. There were fabled entrances to the dread under-world at Acherusia, in Bithynia, at Avernus, in Campania, where Ulysses evoked the dead and traversed the grisly abodes, through the Sibyl's cave at Cumæ, at Hermione, in Argolis, where the people thought the passage below so near and easy that they neglected to give the dying an obolus to pay ferriage to Charon, at Tænarus, the southernmost point of Peloponnesus, where Herakles went down and dragged the three-headed dog up into day, at the cave of Trophonius, in Lesbdea, and at several other places.

Similar conceptions have been embodied in the ecclesiastical doctrine which has generally prevailed in Christendom. Locating the scene in the hollow of the earth, thus has it been described by Milton,—

"A dungeon horrible on all sides round
As one great furnace flamed; yet from those flames
No light, but rather darkness visible,
Served only to discover sights of woe,
Regions of anguish, doleful shades, where peace
Nor hope can come, but torture without end
Still urges, and a fiery deluge fed
With ever-burning sulphur unconsumed;"

12 Parsons's trans. Dell' Inferno, canto iv. ll. 55-63.
13 Descriptions of the sufferings of hell, according to the popular notions at different periods, are given in the work published at Weimar in 1817, Das Räud der ewigen Höllequal. In den Curiositäten der physisch-literarisch-artistisch-historischen Vor-und Mitwelt, band vi. st. 2.
wherein, confined by adamantine walls, the fallen angels and all the damned welter overwhelmed with floods and whirlwinds of tempestuous fire. Shapes once celestially fair and proud, but now scarred from battle and darkened by sin into faded forms of haggard splendor, support their uneasy steps over the burning marl. Everywhere shrieks and moans resound, and the dusky vault of pandemonium is lighted by a blue glare cast pale and dreadful from the tossings of the flaming lake. This was hell, where the wicked must shrink and howl forever. Etna, Vesuvius, Stromboli, Hecla, were believed to be vent-holes from this bottomless and living pit of fire. The famous traveller, Sir John Maundeville, asserted that he found a descent into hell "in a perilous vale" in the dominions of Prester John. Many a cavern in England still bears the name of "Hell-hole." In a dialogue between a clerk and a master, preserved in an old Saxon catechism, the following question and reply occur:—"Why is the sun so red when she sets?" "Because she looks down upon hell." Antonius Rusca, a learned professor at Milan, in the year 1621, published a huge quarto in five books, giving a detailed topographical account of the interior of the earth, hell, purgatory, and limbo.14 There is a lake in the south of Ireland in which is an island containing a cavern said to open down into hell. This cave is called St. Patrick's Purgatory, and the pretence obtained quite general credit for upwards of five centuries. Crowds of pilgrims visited the place. Some who had the hardihood to venture in were severely pinched, beaten, and burned, by the priests within, disguised as devils, and were almost frightened out of their wits by the diabolical scenes they saw where

"Forth from the depths of flame that singed the gloom
Despairing wails and piercing shrieks were heard."

Several popes openly preached in behalf of this gross imposition; and the Church virtually authorized it by receiving the large revenues accruing from it, until at last outraged common sense demanded its repudiation and suppression.15

Few persons now, as they walk the streets and fields, are much disturbed by the thought that, not far below, the vivid lake of fire and brimstone, greedily roaring for new food, heaves its tortured surges convulsed and featured with souls. Few persons now shudder at a volcanic eruption as a premonishing message freshly belched from hell.16 In fact, the old belief in a local physical hell within the earth has almost gone from the public mind of to-day. It arose from pagan myths and figures of speech based on ignorant observation and arbitrary fancy, and with the growth of science and the enlightenment of reason it has very extensively fallen and faded away. No honest and intelligent inquirer

14 De Inferno et Statu Deponentium ante Mundi Exitium.
15 Wright, St. Patrick's Purgatory: an Essay on the Legends of Paradise, Hell, and Purgatory, current during the Middle Ages.
16 Patuzzi, De Sede inferni in Terris quaerenda.
into the matter can find the slightest valid support for such a notion. It is now a mere tradition, upheld by groundless authority. And yet the dim shadow of that great idea of a subterranean hell which once burned so fierce and lurid in the brain of Christendom still vaguely haunts the modern world. The dogma still lies in the prevalent creeds, and is occasionally dragged out and brandished by fanatic preachers. The transmitted literature and influences of the past are so full of it that it cannot immediately cease. Accordingly, while the common understanding no longer grasps it as a definite verity, it lingers in the popular fancy as a half-credible image. The painful attempts made now and then by some antiquated or fanatical clergyman to compel attention to it and belief in it as a tangible fact of science, as well as an unquestionable revelation of Scripture, scarcely win a passing notice, but provoke a significant smile. Father Passaglia, an eminent Jesuit theologian, in 1856 published in Italy a work on the Literality of Hell-Fire and the Eternity of the Punishments of the Damned. He says, "In this world fire burns by chemical operations; but in hell it burns by the breath of the Lord!" The learned and venerable Faber, a voluminous author and distinguished English divine, published in the year 1851 a large octavo entitled "The Many Mansions in the House of the Father," discussing with elaborate detail the question as to the locality of the scenes awaiting souls after death. His grand conclusion—the unreasonableness of which will be apparent without comment—is as follows:—"The saints having first risen with Christ into the highest regions of the air, out of reach of the dreadful heat, the tremendous flood of fire hitherto detained inside the earth will be let loose, and an awful conflagration rage till the whole material globe is dissipated into sublimated particles. Then the world will be formed anew, in three parts. First, there will be a solid central sphere of fire—the flaming nucleus of Gehenna—two thousand miles in diameter. Secondly, there shall roll around this central ball on all sides an ignited ocean of liquid fire two thousand miles in depth, the peculiar residence of the wicked, the sulphurous lake spoken of in the Apocalypse. Thirdly, around this infernal sea a vast spherical arch will hang, a thousand miles thick, a massive and unbroken shell, through which there are no spiracles, and whose external surface, beautiful beyond conception, becomes the heaven of the redeemed, where Christ himself, perfect man as well as perfect God, fixes his residence and establishes the local sovereignty of the Universal Archangel."17 A comfortable thought it must be for the saints, as they roam the flowery fields, basking in immortal bliss, to remember that under the crust they tread, a sound

17 Part iv. chap. ix. p. 417. Dr. Cumming (The End, Lect. X.) teaches the doctrine of the literal resurrection of the flesh, and the subsequent residence of the redeemed on this globe as their eternal heaven under the immediate rule of Christ. Quite a full detail of the historic and present belief in this scheme may be found in the recent work of its earnest advocate, D. T. Taylor,—The Voice of the Church on the Coming of the Redeemer, or a History of the Doctrine of the Reign of Christ on Earth.
less sea of fire is forever plunging on its circular course, all its crimson waves packed with the agonized faces of the damned as thick as drops! The whole scheme is without real foundation. Science laughs at such a theory. Its scriptural supports are either ethnic figments or rhetorical tropes. Reason, recollecting the immateriality of the soul, dissipates the ghastly dream beyond the possibility of restoration to belief.

Following the historic locations of the abode of departed souls, we next ascend from the interior of the earth, and above the surface of the earth, into the air and the lofty realms of ether. The ancient Celts and Finns have presented this conception in manifold forms and with the most picturesque details. In tempests the ghosts of their famous warriors ride on the thunderbolts, looking on the earth with eyes of fire, and hurling lances of lightning. They float over the summits of the hills or along the valleys in wreaths of mist, on vapory steeds, waving their shadowy arms in the moonlight, the stars dimly glimmering through their visionary shapes. The Laplanders also placed their heaven in the upper air, where the Northern Lights play. They regarded the auroral streamers as the sport of departed spirits in the happy region to which they had risen. Such ideas, clad in the familiar imagery furnished by their own climes, would naturally be suggested to the ignorant fancy, and easily commended to the credulous thoughts, of the Celts and Finns. Explanation and refutation are alike unnecessary.

Plutarch describes a theory held by some of the ancients locating hell in the air, elysium in the moon. After death all souls are compelled to spend a period in the region between the earth and the moon,—the wicked in severe tortures and for a longer time, the good in a mild discipline soon purging away all their stains and fitting them for the lunar paradise. After tarrying a season there, they were either born again upon the earth, or transported to the divine realm of the sun. Macrobius, too, says, “The Platonists reckon as the infernal region the whole space between the earth and the moon.” He also adds, “The tropical signs Cancer and Capricorn are called the gates of the sun, because there he meets the solstice and can go no farther. Cancer is the gate of men, because by it is the descent to the lower regions; Capricorn is the gate of gods, because by it is a return for souls to the rank of gods in the seat of their proper immortality.” The Manicheans taught that souls were borne to the moon on leaving their bodies, and there washed from their sins in water, then taken to the sun and further cleansed in fire. They described the moon and sun as two splendid ships prepared for transferring souls to their native country,—the world of perfect light in the heights of the creation.

The ancient Hebrews thought the sky a solid firmament overarching
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the earth, and supporting a sea of inexhaustible waters, beyond which God and his angels dwelt in monopolized splendor. Eliphaz the Temanite says, "Is not God in the height of heaven? And behold the stars, how high they are; but he walketh upon the arch of heaven!" And Job says, "He covereth the face of his throne, and spreadeth his clouds under it. He hath drawn a circular bound upon the waters to the confines of light and darkness." From the dazzling realm above this supernatural ocean all men were supposed, until after the resurrection of Christ, to be excluded. But from that time the belief gradually spread in Christendom that a way was open for faithful souls to ascend thither. Ephraim the Syrian,22 and Ambrose, located paradise in the outermost East on the highest summit of the earth, stretching into the serene heights of the sky. The ancients often conceived the universe to form one solid whole, whose different provinces were accessible from each other to gods and angels by means of bridges and golden staircases. Hence the innumerable paradisal legends associated with the mythic mountains of antiquity, such as Elborz, Olympus, Meru, and Káf. Among the strange legends of the Middle Age, Gervase of Tilbury preserves the following one, illustrative of this belief in a sea over the sky:—"One Sunday the people of an English village were coming out of church,—a dark, gloomy day,—when they saw the anchor of a ship hooked to one of the tombstones, the cable, tightly stretched, hanging down the air. Presently they saw a sailor sliding down the rope to unfix the anchor. When he had just loosened it the villagers seized hold of him; and, while in their hands, he quickly died, as though he had been drowned!" There is also a famous legend called "St. Brandon's Voyage." The worthy saint set sail from the coast of Ireland, and held on his way till he arrived at the moon, which he found to be the location of hell. Here he saw Judas Iscariot in execrable tortures, regularly respited, however, every week from Saturday eve till Sunday eve!

The thought—so entirely in accordance with the first impression made by the phenomenon of the night-sky on the ignorant senses and imagination—that the stars are set in a firm revolving dome, has widely prevailed; and the thought that heaven lies beyond that solid arch, in the unknown space, is a popular notion lingering still. The scriptural image declaring that the convulsions of the last day will shake the stars from their sockets in the heavenly floor, "as a fig-tree casteth her untimely figs when she is shaken of a mighty wind," although so obviously a figure of speech, has been very generally credited as the description of a literal fact yet to occur. And how many thousands of pious Christians have felt, with the sainted Doddridge,

"Ye stars are but the shining dust
Of my Divine abode,—
The pavement of those heavenly courts
Where I shall see my God!"

22 De Paradiso Eden, Sermo I.
The universal diffusion in civilized nations of the knowledge that the visible sky is no substantial expanse, but only an illimitable void of space hung with successive worlds, has by no means banished the belief, originally based on the opposite error, in a physical heaven definitely located far overhead, the destination of all ransomed souls. This is undoubtedly the most common idea at the present time. An English clergyman once wrote a book, afterwards translated into German, to teach that the sun is hell, and that the black spots often noticed on the disk of that orb are gatherings of damned souls. Isaac Taylor, on the contrary, contends with no little force and ingenuity that the sun may be the heaven of our planetary system, a globe of immortal blessedness and glory. The celebrated Dr. Whiston was convinced that the great comet which appeared in his day was hell. He imagined it remarkably fitted for that purpose by its fiery vapor, and its alternate plunges, now into the frozen extremity of space, now into the scorching breath of the sun. Tupper fastens the stigma of being the infernal prison-house on the moon, in this style:

"I know thee well, O Moon, thou cavern'd realm,  
Sad satellite, thou giant ash of death,  
Blot on God's firmament, pale home of crime,  
Scarr'd prison-house of sin, where damned souls  
Feed upon punishment: Oh, thought sublime,  
That amid night's black deeds, when evil prows  
Through the broad world, thou, watching sinners well,  
Glares o'er all, the wakeful eye of—Hell!"

Bailey's conception is the darker birth of a deeper feeling:

"There is a blind world, yet unlit by God,  
Rolling around the extremest edge of light,  
Where all things are disaster and decay:  
That black and outcast orb is Satan's home  
That dusky world man's science counteth not  
Upon the brightest sky. He never knows  
How near it comes to him; but, swathed in clouds,  
As though in plumbed and palled state, it steals,  
Hearse-like and thief-like, round the universe,  
Forever rolling, and returning not,—  
Robbing all worlds of many an angel soul,—  
With its light hidden in its breast, which burns  
With all concentrate and superfinit woe."

In the average faith of individuals to-day, heaven and hell exist as separate places located somewhere in the universe; but the notions as to the precise regions in which they lie are most vague and ineffectual when compared with what they formerly were.

The Scandinavian kosmos contained nine worlds, arranged in the following order:—Gimle, a golden region at the top of the universe, the eternal residence of Allfather and his chosen ones; next below that, Muspel,
the realm of the genii of fire; Asgard, the abode of the gods in the starry firmament; Vindheim, the home of the air-spirits; Manheim, the earth, or middle realm; Jötunheim, the world of the giants, outside the sea surrounding the earth; Elfheim, the world of the black demons and dwarfs, just under the earth's surface; Helheim, the domain of the goddess of death, deep within the earth's bosom; and finally, Niflheim, the lowest kingdom of horror and pain, at the very bottom of the creation. The Buddhist kosmos, in the simplest form, as some of them conceived it, was composed of a series of concentric spheres each separated from the next by a space, and successively overarchiing and underarchiing each other with circular layers of brightness above and blackness beneath; each starry hollow overhead being a heaven inhabited by gods and blessed souls, each lurid hollow underfoot being a hell filled with demons and wicked souls in penance. The Arabian kosmos, beginning with the earth, ascended to a world of water above the firmament, next to a world of air, then to a world of fire, followed in rising order by an emerald heaven with angels in the form of birds, a heaven of precious stones with angels as eagles, a hyacinth heaven with angels as vultures, a silver heaven with angels as horses, a golden and a pearl heaven each peopled with angel girls, a crystal heaven with angel men, then two heavens full of angels, and finally a great sea without bound, each sphere being presided over by a chief ruler, the names of all of whom were familiar to the learned Arabs. The Syrian kosmos corresponded closely to the foregoing. It soared up the mounting steps of earth, water, air, fire, and innumerable choruses successively of Angels, Archangels, Principalities, Powers, Virtues, Dominations, Thrones, Cherubim and Seraphim, unto the Expanse whence Lucifer fell; afterwards to a boundless Ocean; and lastly to a magnificent Crown of Light filling the uppermost space of all.\footnote{Dupuis, L'Origine de tous les Cultes, Planche No. 21.}

It is hard for us to imagine the aspects of the universe to the ancients and the impressions it produced in them, all seemed so different then, in the dimness of crude observation, from the present appearance in the light of astronomic science. Anaximander held that the earth was of cylindrical form, suspended in the middle of the universe and surrounded by envelopes of water, air, and fire, as by the coats of an onion, but that the exterior stratum was broken up and collected into masses, and thus originated the sun, moon, and stars, which are carried around by the three spheres in which they are fixed.\footnote{Arist. de Coel. ii. 13.} Many of the Oriental nations believed the planets to be animated beings, conscious divinities, freely marching around their high realms, keeping watch and ward over the creation, smiling their favorites on to happy fortune, fixing their baleful eyes and shedding disastrous eclipse on "falling nations and on kingly lines about to sink forever." This belief was cherished among the later Greek philosophers and Roman priests, and was vividly held by such
men as Philo, Origen, and even Kepler. It is here that we are to look for the birth of astrology, that solemn lore, linking the petty fates of men with the starry conjunctions, which once sank so deeply into the mind of the world, but is now wellnigh forgotten:—

"No more of that, ye planetary lights!
Your aspects, dignities, ascendants,
Your partile quartiles, and your plastic trines,
And all your heavenly houses and effects,
Shall meet no more devout expounders here.

The joy of Jupiter,
The exaltation of the Dragon's head,
The sun's triplicity and glorious
Day-house on high, the moon's dim detriment,
And all the starry inclusions of all signs,
Shall rise, and rule, and pass, and no one know
That there are spirit-rulers of all worlds,
Which fraternize with earth, and, though unknown,
Hold in the shining voices of the stars
Communion on high and everywhere."

The ancient belief that the stars were living beings, combined with the eager fancy of an unscientific time, gave rise to the stellar apotheosis of heroes and legendary names, and was the source of those numerous asterisms, outlined groups of stars, which still bedeck the glittering skies and form the landmarks of celestial topography. It was these and kindred influences that wrought together

"To make the firmament bristle with shapes
Of intermittent motion, aspect vague,
And mystic bearings, which o'ercreep the earth,
Keeping slow time with horrors in the blood;"—

the Gorgon’s petrific Head, the Bear's frightful form, Berenice's streaming Hair, the curdling length of Ophiuchus, and the Hydra's horrid shape. The poetic eye of old religion saw gods in the planets walking their serene blue paths,—

"Osiris, Bel, Odin, Mithras, Brahman, Zeus,
Who gave their names to stars which still roam round
The skies, all worshipless, even from climes
Where their own altars once topp'd every hill."

By selected constellations the choicest legends of the antique world are preserved in silent enactment. On the heavenly sea the Argonauts keep nightly sail towards the Golden Fleece. There Herakles grips the hydra's heads and sways his irresistible club; Arion with his harp rides the docile Dolphin; the Centaur's right hand clutches the Wolf; the crouching Hare flees from the raging eye and shudders at the inaudible bark of the Dog; and space crawls with the horrors of the Scorpion.

In consequence of the earth's revolution in its orbit, the sun appears at different seasons to rise in connection with different groups of stars. It seems as if the sun made an annual journey around the ecliptic. This circuit was divided into twelve parts corresponding to the months, and each marked by a distinct constellation. There was a singular
agreement in regard to these solar houses, residences of the gods, or signs of the zodiac, among the leading nations of the earth,—the Persians, Chaldeans, Hebrews, Syrians, Hindus, Chinese, Arabians, Japanese, Siamese, Goths, Javanese, Mexicans, Peruvians, and Scandinavians. Among the various explanations of the origin of these artificial signs, we will notice only the one attributed by Volney to the Egyptians. The constellations in which the sun successively appeared from month to month were named thus:—at the time of the overflow of the Nile, the stars of inundation, (Aquarius;) at the time of ploughing, stars of the ox, (Taurus;) when lions, driven forth by thirst, appeared on the banks of the Nile, stars of the lion, (Leo;) at the time of reaping, stars of the sheaf, (Virgo;) stars of the lamb and two kids, (Aries,) when these animals were born; stars of the crab, (Cancer,) when the sun, touching the tropic, returned backwards; stars of the wild goat, (Capricorn,) when the sun reached the highest point in his yearly track; stars of the balance, (Libra,) when days and nights were in equilibrium; stars of the scorpion, (Scorpio,) when periodical simooms burned like the venom of a scorpion; and so on of the rest.

The progress of astronomical science—from the wild time when men thought the stars were mere spangles stuck in a solid expanse not far off, to the vigorous age when Ptolemy’s mathematics spanned the scope of the sky; from the first reverent observations of the Chaldean shepherds watching the constellations as gods, to the magnificent reasonings of Copernicus dashing down the innumerable crystalline spheres, “cycle on epicycle, orb on orb,” with which crude theorizers had crowded the stellar spaces; from the uncured poetry of Hyginus writing the floor of heaven over with romantic myths in planetary words, to the more wondrous truth of Le Verrier measuring the steps from nimble Mercury flitting moth-like in the beard of the sun to dull Neptune sagging in his cold course twenty-six hundred million miles away; from the half-inch orb of Hipparchus’s naked eye, to the six-feet speculum of Rosse’s awful tube; from the primeval belief in one world studded around with skyey torch-lights, to the modern conviction of octillions of inhabited worlds all governed by one law—constitutes the most astonishing chapter in the history of the human mind. Every step of this incredible progress has had its effect in modifying the conceptions of man’s position and importance in nature and of the connection of his future fate with localities. Of old, the entire creation was thought to lie pretty much within the comprehension of man’s unaided senses, and man himself was supposed to be the chief—if not the sole—object of Divine providence. The deities often came down in incarnations and mingled with their favorites and rescued the earth from evils. Every thing was anthropomorphized. Man’s relative magnitude and power were believed to be such that he fancied during an eclipse that, by screams, the crashing of gongs, and
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magic rites, he could scare away the monsters who were swallowing the
sun or the moon. Meteors shooting through the evening air the Arabs
believed were fallen angels trying to get back into heaven but hurled
from the crystal battlements by the flaming lances of the guardian
watchers. Then the gazer saw

"The top of heaven full of fiery shapes,
Of burning cressets."

Now the student contemplates an abyss swarming with orbs each out-
weighing millions of our earth. Then they read their nativities in the
planets and felt how great must be the state overwatched by such re-
splendent servitors. Now

"They seek communion with the stars that they may know
How petty is this ball on which they come and go."

Then the hugest view of the extent of the universal sphere was that an
iron mass would require nine days and nights to plunge from its Olympian
height to its Tartarcan depth. Now we are told by the masters of science
that there are stars so distant that it would take their light, travelling at
a rate of nearly twelve million miles a minute, thirty million years to reach
us. The telescope has multiplied the size of the creation by hundreds of
millions, and the grandest conception of the stellar universe possible to
the most capacious human mind probably bears no larger proportion to the
fact than an orrery does to the solar system. Our earth is a hundred
million miles from the sun, whose diameter is so monstrous that a hundred
such orbs strung in a straight line would occupy the whole distance. The
sun, with all his attendant planets and moons, is sweeping around his
own centre—supposed by some to be Alcyone—at the rate of four hundred
thousand miles a day; and it will take him eighteen million years to com-
plete one revolution. Our firmamental cluster contains, it has been calcu-
lated, in round numbers about twenty million stars. There are many
thousands of such nebulae visible, some of them capable of packing away
in their awful bosoms hundreds of thousands of our galaxies. Measure
off the abysmal space into seven hundred thousand stages each a hundred
million miles wide, and you reach the nearest fixed stars,—for instance,
the constellation of the Lyre. Multiply that inconceivable distance by
hundreds of thousands, and still you will discern enormous sand-banks
of stars obscurely glittering on the farthest verge of telescopic vision.
And even all this is but a little corner of the whole.

Coleridge once said, "To some infinitely superior Being, the whole uni-
verse may be as one plain,—the distance between planet and planet being
only as the pores in a grain of sand, and the spaces between system and
system no greater than the intervals between one grain and the grain
adjacent." One of the vastest thoughts yet conceived by any mort-
al mind is that of turning the universe from a mechanical to a chemical
problem, as illustrated by Prof. Lovering.29 Assuming the acknowledged
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truths in physics, that the ultimate particles of matter never actually touch each other, and that water in evaporating expands into eighteen hundred times its previous volume, he demonstrates that the porosity of our solar system is no greater than that of steam. "The porosity of granite or gold may be equal to that of steam, the greater density being a stronger energy in the central forces." And the conclusion is scientifically reached that "the vast interval between the sun and Herschel is an enormous pore, while the invisible distance that separates the most closely-nestled atoms is a planetary space,—a stupendous gulf when compared with the little spheres between which it flows." Thus we may think of the entire universe as a living organism, like a ripening orange, its component atoms worlds, the sidereal movements its vital circulation.

Surely, when a man looks up from his familiar fields and household roof to such incommensurable objects as scientific imagination reveals in the sparkling sword-handle of Perseus and the hazy girdle of Andromeda, overpowering humility will fill his breast, an unutterable solemnity will "fall on him as from the very presence-chamber of the Highest." And will he not, when he contemplates the dust-like shoals of stars, the shining films of firmaments, that retreat and hover through all the boundless heights,—the Nebecula nebula, looking like a bunch of ribbons disposed in a true-love's knot,—that most awful nebula whirled into the shape and bearing the name of the Dumb-Bell,—the Crab nebula, hanging over the infinitely remote space, a sprawling terror, every point holding millions of worlds,—thinking of these all-transcendent wonders, and then remembering his own inexpressible littleness, how that the visible existence of his whole race does not occupy a single tick of the great Sidereal Clock, will he not sink under helpless misgivings, will he not utterly despair of immortal notice and support from the King of all this? In a word, how does the solemn greatness of man, the supposed eternal destiny of man, stand affected by the modern knowledge of the vastness of creation? Regarding the immensities receding over him in unfathomable abysses bursting with dust-heaps of suns, must not man be dwarfed into unmitigated contempt, his life and character rendered absolutely insignificant, the utmost span of his fortunes seeming but as the hum and glitter of an ephemeron in a moment's sunshine? Doubtless many a one has at times felt the stupendous truths of astronomy thus paling him with a crushing sense of his own nothingness and burying him in fatalistic despair. Standing at night, alone, beneath the august dome studded from of old with its ever-blazing lights, he gazes up and sees the innumerable armies of heaven marshalled forth above him in the order and silence of their primeval pomp. Peacefully and forever they shine there. In nebula separated from nebula by trillions of leagues, plane beyond plane, they stretch and glitter to the feet of God. Falling on his knees, he clasps his hands in speechless adoration, but feels, with an intolerable ache of the heart, that in this infinitude such an one as he can be of no consequence whatever. He waits passively for the resistless
round of fate to bear him away,—ah, whither? "Conscious that he dwells but as an atom of dust on the outskirts of a galaxy of inconceivable glory" moving through eternity in the arms of law, he becomes, in his own estimation, an insensible dot lost in the uncontaminable wildness of firmamental systems. But this conclusion of despair is a mistake as sophistical as it is injurious, as baseless in reality as it is natural in seeming. Its antidote and corrective are found in a more penetrative thought and juster understanding of the subject, which will preserve the greatness and the immortal destiny of man unharmed despite the frowning vastitudes of creation. This will appear from fairly weighing the following considerations.

In the first place, the immensity of the material universe is an element entirely foreign to the problem of human fate. When seeking to solve the question of human destiny, we are to study the facts and prophecies of human nature, and to conclude accordingly. It is a perversion of reason to bring from far an induction of nebular magnitudes to crush with their brute weight the plain indications of the spirit of humanity. What though the number of telescopic worlds were raised to the thousandth power, and each orb were as large as all of them combined would now be? what difference would that make in the facts of human nature and destiny? It is from the experience going on in man's breast, and not from the firmaments rolling above his head, that his importance and his final cause are to be inferred. The human mind, heart, and conscience, thought, love, faith, and piety, remain the same in their intrinsic rank and capacities whether the universe be as small as it appeared to the eyes of Abraham or as large as it seems in the cosmical theory of Humboldt. Thus the spiritual position of man really remains precisely what it was before the telescope smote the veils of distance and bared the outer courts of being.

Secondly, if we do bring in the irrelevant realms of science to the examination of our princely pretensions, it is but fair to look in both directions. And then what we lose above we gain below. The revelations of the microscope balance those of the telescope. The animalcula magnify man as much as the nebule belittle him. We cannot help believing that He who frames and provides for those infinitesimal animals quadrillions of whom might inhabit a drop of water or a leaf and have ample room and verve enough, and whose vital and muscular organization is as complicated and perfect as that of an elephant, will much more take care of man, no matter how numerous the constellations are. Let us see how far scientific vision can look beneath ourselves as the question is answered by a few well-known facts. In each drop of human blood there are three million corpuscular disks or vital orbs. Considering all the drops made up in this way, man is a kosmos, his veins galaxies through whose circuits these red clustering planets perform their revolutions. How small the exhaling atoms of a grain of musk must be, since it will perfume every breath of air blowing through a hall for a
quarter of a century, and then not be perceptibly diminished. An ounce of gold may be reduced into four hundred and thirty-two billion parts, each microscopically visible. There is a deposit of slate in Bohemia covering forty square miles to the depth of eight feet, each cubic inch of which Ehrenberg found by microscopic measurement to contain forty-one thousand million infusorial animals. Sir David Brewster says, "A cubic inch of the Bilin polieschiefer slate contains above one billion seven hundred and fifty thousand millions of distinct individuals of Galionella ferruginea." It is a fact that the size of one of these insects as compared with the bulk of a man is virtually as small as that of a man compared with the whole scheme of modern astronomy. Thus, if the problem of our immortal consequence is prejudicially vitiated by contemplating the immense extremity of vision, it is rectified by gazing on the opposite extremity. If man justly scrutinized, without comparisons, is fitted for and worthy of eternity, no foreign facts, however magnificent or minute, should alter our judgment from the premises.

Thirdly, is it not evident that man's greatness keeps even pace along the scale of magnitude with the widening creation, since it is his mind that sees and comprehends how wondrous the dimensions of the universe are? The number of stars and the limits of space are not more astounding than it is that he should be capable of knowing such things, enumerating and staking them off. When man has measured the distance and weighed the bulk of Sirius, it is more appropriate to kneel in amazement before the inscrutable mystery of his genius, the irrepressible soaring of his soul, than to sink in despair under the swinging of those lumps of dirt in their unapproachable spheres because they are so gigantic! The appearance of the creation to man is not vaster than his perception of it. They are exactly correlated by the very terms of the statement. As the astronomic world expands, the astronomer's mind dilates and must be as large as it in order to contain it in thought. What we lose in relative importance from the enlargement of the boundaries of the universe we gain from the new revelation of our capacities that is made through these transcendent achievements of our science. That we are favorites of the Creator and destined for immortal glories is therefore logically and morally just as credible after looking through Herschel's forty-feet reflector and reading La Place's Mécanique Céleste as it would be were this planet, suspended in a hollow dome, the entirety of material being.

Furthermore, we can reason only from the data we have; and, doing that, we should conclude, from the intrinsic and incomparable superiority of spirit to matter, that man and his kindred scattered in families over all the orbs of space were the especial objects of the infinite Author's care. They are fitted by their filial attributes to commune with Him in
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praise and love. They know the prodigious and marvellous works of mechanical nature; mechanical nature knows nothing. Man can return his Maker's blessing in voluntary obedience and thanks; matter is inanimate clay for the Potter's moulding. Turning from the gleaming wildernesses of star-land to the intellect and heart, appreciating the infinite problems and hopes with which they deal and aspire, we feel the truth expressed by Wordsworth in his tremendous lines:

"I must, aloft ascending, breathe in worlds
To which the heaven of heavens is but a veil.
Not chaos, darkest pit of Erebus,
Nor aught of blinder vacancy, scoop'd out
By help of dreams, can breed such fear and awe
As fall upon us often when we look
Into our minds, into the mind of man."

Is not one noble thought of truth, one holy emotion of love, one divine impulse of devotion, better than a whole planet of mud, a whole solar system of gas and dust? Who would not rather be the soul that gauges the deeps, groups the laws, foretells the movements, of the universe, writing down in a brief mathematical formula a complete horoscope of the heavens as they will appear on any given night thousands of years hence, than to be all that array of swooping systems? To think the world is to be superior to the world. That which appreciates is akin to that which makes; and so we are the Creator's children, and these crowding nebule, packed with orbs as thick as the ocean-beach with sands, are the many mansions of the House fitted up for His abode and ours. As an only prince would be of more consideration than a palace, though its foundation pressed the shoulders of Serpentarius, its turret touched the brow of Orion, and its wings reached from the Great Bear to the Phenix, so a mind is of more importance than the material creation, and the moral condition of a man is of greater moment than the aspect of stellar firmaments.

Another illustration of the truth we are considering is to be drawn from the idealist theory, to which so many of the ablest thinkers of the world have given their devoted adhesion, that matter is merely phenomenal, no substantial entity, but a transient show preserved in appearance for some ulterior cause, and finally, at the withdrawal or suspension of God's volition, to return into annihilating invisibility as swiftly as a flash of lightning. The solid-seeming firmaments are but an exertion of Divine force projected into vision to serve for a season as a theatre for the training of spirits. When that process is complete, in the twinkling of an eye the phantasmal exhibition of matter will disappear, leaving only the ideal realm of indestructible things, souls with their inward treasures remaining in their native sphere of the infinite, while the outward universe

"Doth vanish like a ghost before the sun."

The same practical result may also be reached by a different path,—
may be attained by the road of physics as well as by that of transcendental metaphysics. For Newton has given in his *Principia* a geometrical demonstration of the infinite compressibility of matter. All the worlds, therefore, that cluster in yon swelling vault can be condensed into a single globe of the size of a walnut; and then, on that petty lump of apparent substance, the enfranchised soul might trample in an exultation of magnanimous scorn upon the whole universe of earths, and soar through its own unlimited dominion, Monarch of Immortality, the snatched glory of shrunken firmaments flashing from its deathless wings.

Finally, a proper comprehension of the idea of God will neutralize the skepticism and despondency sometimes stealthily nourished or crushingly impressed by contemplations of the immensity of nature. If one, from regarding the cold and relentless mechanism of the surrounding system, tremble for fear of there being no kind Overruler, let him gaze on the warm beauty that flushes the countenance of day, the mystic meditiveness that hangs on the pensive and starry brow of night, let him follow the commanding instincts of his own heart, and he will find himself clinging in irresistible faith and filial love to the thought of an infinite Father. If still the atheistic sentiment obtrudes upon him and oppresses him, let him observe how every spot of immensity whereon the eye of science has fallen is crowded with unnumbered amazing examples of design, love, beneficence, and he will perceive that the irrefragable lines of argument drawn through the boundless spaces of creation light up the stupendous contour of God and show the expression of his features to be love. It seems as though any man acquainted with the truths and magnitudes of astronomy, who, after seeing the star-strewn abysses, would look in his mirror and ask if the image reflected there is that of the greatest being in the universe, would need nothing further to convince him that a God, the Creator, Preserver, Sovereign, lives. And then, if, mistakenly judging from his own limitations, he thinks that the particular care of all the accumulated galaxies of worlds, every world perhaps teeming with countless millions of conscious creatures, would transcend the possibilities even of God, a moment's reflection will dissolve that sophistry in the truth that God is infinite, and that to his infinite attributes globule and globe are alike,—the oversight of the whole and of each part a matter of instantaneous and equal ease. Still further: if this abstract truth be insufficient to support faith and bestow peace, what will he say to the visible fact that all the races of beings, and all the clusters of worlds, from the motes in a sunbeam to the orbs of the remotest firmament, are now taken care of by Divine Providence? God now keeps them all in being and order, unconfused by their multiplicity, unoppressed by their magnitude, and not for an instant forgetting or neglecting either the mightiest or the least. Morbidly suspicious, perversely incredulous, must be the mind that denies, since it is so now in this state, that it may be so as well in the other state and forever! Grasp-
ing the conception of one God, who creates, rules, and loves all, man may unpresumptuously feel himself to be a child of the Infinite and a safe heir of immortality. Looking within and without, and soaring in fancy amidst the blue and starry altitudes interspersed with blazing suns and nebulous oceans, he may cry, from a sober estimate of all the experimental and phenomenal facts within his reach,—

"Even here I feel,
Among these mighty things, that as I am
I am akin to God; that I am part
Of the use universal, and can grasp
Some portion of that reason in the which
The whole is ruled and founded; that I have
A spirit nobler in its cause and end,
Lovelier in order, greater in its powers,
Than all these bright and swift immensities."

Perhaps the force of these arguments may be better condensed and expressed by help of an individual illustration. While the pen is forming these words, the announcement of the death of Dr. Kane saddens the world. Alas that the gallant heart no longer beats, the story of whose noble generosity and indomitable prowess has just thrilled the dull nations of men of meanker mould! Who—even though standing before a telescope under the full architecture of the heavens—can believe that that maiden soul of heroism and devotion is now but an extinguished spark,—that the love, honor, intelligence, self-sacrificing consecration which enthralled him as with a saintly halo have all gone out? Turning from that pale form, stretched on the couch of death in fatal Cuba, through the receding gulfs of space where innumerable systems of worlds are wheeling on their eternal courses, and then looking back again from the noiseless glitter and awful bulk of the creation, do you despair of the immortal consequence of the poor sufferer whose fleshly moorings to existence are successively loosening at every gasp? Ah, remember that Matter and the Soul are not alone! Far above that clay-bound, struggling soul, and far above those measureless, firmamental masses, is God, the Maker of them both, and the Lover of his child. Glancing in His omniscience down upon that human death-couch, around which affectionate prayers are floating from every part of the earth, and from whose pallid occupant confiding sighs are rising to His ear, He sees the unutterable mysteries of yearning thought, emotion, and power, which are the hidden being of man, and which so ally the filial spirit to the parent Divinity. As beneath His gaze the faithful soul of Elisha Kane—slowly extricating itself from its overwrought tabernacle, and also extricating itself from the holy network of heart-strings which sixty millions of men speaking one speech have flung around him, if haply so they might retain him to earth to take their love and waiting honors—rises into the invisible, seeking to return, bearing its virgin purity with it, to the bosom of God, will He overlook it, or carelessly spurn it into night, because the banks of stars are piled up so thick and high that
they absorb His regards? My soul, come not thou into the counsels of them that think so! It should not be believed though astronomy were a thousand times astronomy. But it shall rather be thought that, ere now, the brave American has discovered the Mariner whom he sought, though sailing on far other seas, where there is no destroying winter and no need of rescue.

In association with the measureless spaces and countless worlds brought to light by astronomic science naturally arises the question whether the other worlds are, like our earth, peopled with responsible intelligences. In ancient times the stars were not generally thought to be worlds, but to be persons,—genii or gods. At the dawn of creation "the morning stars sang together;" that is, "the sons of God shouted for joy." The stars were the living army of "Jehovah of hosts." At the time when the theological dogmas now prevalent were first conceived, the greatness and glory of the universe were supposed to centre on this globe. The fortunes of man well-nigh absorbed, it was imagined, the interest of angels and of God. The whole creation was esteemed a temporary theatre for the enactment of the sublime drama of the fall and redemption of man. The entire heavens with all their host were thought to revolve in satellite dependence around this stationary and regal planet. For God to hold long, anxious, repeated councils to devise means to save us, was not deemed out of keeping with the relative dignity of the earth and the human race. But at length the progress of discovery put a different aspect on the physical conditions of the problem. The philosopher began to survey man's habitation and history, and to estimate man's comparative rank and destiny, not from the stand-point of a solitary planet dating back only a few thousand years, but in the light of millions of centuries of duration and from a position among millions of crowded firmaments whence our sun appears as a dim and motionless star. This new vision of science required a new construction of theology. The petty and monstrous notions of the ignorant superstition of the early age needed rectification. In the minds of the wise and devout few this was effected; but with the great majority the two sets of ideas existed side by side in unreconciled confusion and contradiction, as they even continue to do unto this day.

*When it came to be believed that the universe teemed with suns, moons, and planets, composed of material substances, subject to day and night, and various other laws and changes, like our own abode, it was natural to infer that these innumerable worlds were also inhabited by rational creatures akin to ourselves and capable of worshipping God. Numerous considerations, possessing more or less weight, were brought forward to confirm such a conclusion. The most striking presentation ever made of the argument, perhaps, is that in Oersted's essay on the "Universe as a Single Intellectual Realm." It became the popular faith, and is undoubtedly more so now than ever before. Towards the end of the seventeenth century a work was published in explicit support of this
faith by Fontenele. It was entitled "Conversations on the Plurality of Worlds," and had marked success, running through many editions. A few years later, Huygens wrote a book, called "Cosmotheoros," in maintenance of the same thesis. The more this doctrine obtained root and life in the convictions of men, the more strongly its irreconcilability with the ordinary theology must have made itself felt by fearless and competent thinkers. Could a quadrillion firmaments loaded with stars, each inhabited by its own race of free intelligences, all be burned up and destroyed in the Day of Judgment provoked on this petty grain of dust by the sin of Adam?\textsuperscript{22} Were the stars mere sparks and spangles stuck in heaven for us to see by, it would be no shock to our reason to suppose that they might be extinguished with our extinction; but, grasping the truths of astronomy as they now lie in the brain of a master in science, we can no longer think of God expelling our race from the joys of being and then quenching the splendors of his hall "as an innkeeper blows out the lights when the dance is at an end." God rules and overrules all, and serenely works out his irresistible ends, incapable of wrath or defeat. Would it be more incongruous for Him to be angry with an ant-hill and come down to trample it, than to be so with the earth and appear in vindictive fire to annihilate it?

From time to time, in the interests of the antiquated ideas, doubts have been raised as to the validity of the doctrine of stellar worlds stocked with intellectual families.\textsuperscript{23} Hegel, either imbued with that Gnostic contempt and hatred for matter which described the earth as "a dirt-ball for the extrication of light-spirits," or from an obscure impulse of pantheistic thought, sullies the stars with every domineering phrase, even stigmatizing them as "pimples of light." Michelet, a disciple of Hegel, followed his example, and, in a work published in 1840, strove vigorously to aggrandize the earth and man at the expense of the accepted teachings of astronomy.\textsuperscript{24} With argument and ridicule, wit and reason, he endeavored to make it out that the stars are no better than gleaming patches of vapor. We are the exclusive autocrats of all immensity. Whewell has followed up this species of thought with quite remarkable adroitness, force, and brilliance.\textsuperscript{25} Whether his motive in this undertaking is purely scientific and artistic, or whether he is impelled by a fancied religious animus,—having been bitten by some theological fear which has given him the astrophobia,—does not clearly

\textsuperscript{22} As specimens of the large number of treatises which have been published asserting the destruction of the whole creation in the Day of Judgment, the following may be consulted. Olsander, De Consummatione Saeculi Dissertationum. Lund, De Excidio Universi Totali et Substantiali. Frisch, Die Welt im Feuer, oder das wahre Vergehen und Ende der Welt durch den letzten Sündensbrand. For a century past the opinion has been gaining favor that the great catastrophe will be confined to our earth, and that even this is not to be annihilated, but to be transformed, purged, and beautified by the crisis. See, e.g., Brumhey, Uber die endliche Umwandlung der Erde durch Feuer.


\textsuperscript{24} Vorlesungen über die ewige Persönlichkeit des Geistes.

\textsuperscript{25} Of a Plurality of Worlds: An Essay.
appear. Brewster has replied to Whewell's disturbing essay in a volume which more commands our sympathies and carries our reason, but is less sustained in force and less close in logic. Powell has still more recently published a very valuable treatise on the subject; and with this work the discussion rests thus far, leaving, as we believe, the popular faith in an astronomic universe of inhabited worlds unshaken, however fatal the legitimate implications of that faith may be to other doctrines simultaneously held. It is curious to observe the shifting positions taken up by skepticism in science, now, with powerful recoil from the narrow bigotries of theology, eagerly embracing the sublimest dreams of astronomic speculation, and now inclining to the faith that the remoter stars are but brilliant globules trickling from the poles of some terrible battery in the godless heights of space. But if there be any thing sure in science at all, it is that the material creation is inconceivably vast, including innumerable systems, and all governed by invariable laws. But let us return from this episode.

The foregoing sixfold argument, preserving our immortal greatness from the remorseless maw of annihilation, leaves us the problem of the relations which shall be sustained by the disembodied soul to time and space,—the question as to the locality of the spirit-world, the scene of our future life. Sheol, Hades, Tartarus, Valhalla with its mead-brimmed horns, Blessed Isles, Elysium, supernal Olympus, firmamental Heaven, paradisal Eden, definite sites of celestial Worlds for departed souls, the Chaldée's golden orbs, the Sanscrit Meru, the Indian Hunting-Ground, the Moslem's love-bowers, and wine-rivers, and gem-palaces with dark-eyed houris thronged,—these notions, and all similar ones, of material residences for spirits, located and bounded, we must dismiss as dreams and cheats of the childish world's unripe fancy. There is no evidence for any thing of that coarse, crude sort. They all disappear before the light of astronomic discovery and the reasonable truth of the soul's pure spirituality. What, then, shall we say? Why, in the first place, that, while there are reasons enough and room enough for an undisheartened faith in the grand fact of human immortality, it is beyond our present powers to establish any detailed conclusions in regard to its locality or its scenery.

But surely, in the second place, we should say that it becomes us, when reflecting on the scenes to be opened to us at death, to rise to a more ideal and sublime view than any of those tangible figures which were the products of untrained sensual imagination and gross materialistic theory. When the fleshly prison-walls of the mind fall, its first in-

36 More Worlds than One the Creed of the Philosopher and the Hope of the Christian.
38 Volger, Erde und Ewigkeit. (Natural History of the Earth as a Periodical Process of Development in Opposition to the Unnatural Geology of Revolutions and Catastrophes.) Treise, Das Endlose der grossen und der kleinen materiellen Welt.
heritance is a stupendous freedom. The narrow limits that caged it here are gone, and it lives in an ethereal sphere with no impeding bounds. Leaving its natal threshold of earth and the lazur-house of time, its home is immensity, and its lease is eternity. Even in our present state, to a true thinker there is no ascent or descent or terminating wall in space, but equal motion illimitably in all directions; and no absolute standard of duration, only a relative and variable one from the insect of an hour, to man, to an archangel, to that incomprehensible Being whose shortest moments are too vast to be noted by the awful nebula of the Hour-Glass, although its rushing sands are systems of worlds. The soul emerges from earthly bondage emancipated into eternity, while

"The ages sweep around him with their wings,
Like angered eagles cheated of their prey."

We have now sufficient premonitions and examples of this wondrous enlargement to base a rational belief on. What hems us in when we think, feel, and imagine? And what is the heaven that shall dawn for us beyond the veil of death's domain but the realm of Thought, the sphere of the spirit's unhampered powers? There are often vouchsafed to us here hours of outsoaring emotion and conception which make the enclosures in which the astronomer loiters seem narrow. "His skies are shoal, and imagination, like a thirsty traveller, pants to be through their desert. The roving mind impatiently bursts the fetters of astronomical orbits, like cobwebs in a corner of its universe, and launches itself to where distance fails to follow, and law, such as science has discovered, grows weak and weary." There are moods of spiritual expansion and infinite longing that illustrate the train of thought so well expressed in the following lines:

"Even as the dupe in tales Arabian
Dipp'd but his brow beneath the beaker's brim,
And in that instant all the life of man
From youth to age roll'd its slow years on him,
And, while the foot stood motionless, the soul
Swept with deliberate wing from pole to pole;
So when the man the Grave's still portal passes,
Closed on the substances or cheats of earth,
The Immaterial, for the things earth glasses,
Shapes a new vision from the matter's dearth;
Before the soul that sees not with our eyes
The undefined Immeasurable lies." 39

Then we realize that the spiritual world does not form some now unseen and distant region of the visible creation, but that the astronomic universe is a speck lying in the invisible bosom of the spiritual world. "Space is an attribute of God in which all matter is laid, and other attributes he may have which are the home of mind and soul." We suppose the difference between the present embodied and the future disembodied

39 Bulwer, King Arthur; book xi.
state to be so vast that the conditions of the latter cannot be intelligibly illustrated by the analogies of the former. It is not to be expected that the human soul will ever be absolutely independent of time and space, literally transcending them, but only relatively so as compared with its earthly predicament. For, as an able thinker and writer—a philosopher of the Swedenborgian school, too—has said, "The conception of a mind absolutely sundered from all connection with space is a mere pretence which words necessarily repudiate."

The soul—on the hypothesis that there is a soul—is now in the body. Evidently, on leaving the body, it must either be nowhere—and that is annihilation, which the vehement totality of our thought denies; or everywhere—and that implies infinity, the loss of finite being in boundless Deity, a conclusion which we know of nothing to warrant; or somewhere,—and that predicates a surviving individuality related to surrounding externals, which is the prophesied and satisfactory result in which we rest in faith, humbly confessing our ignorance as to all the minutiae. It does not necessarily follow from this view, however, that the soul is limited to a fixed region in space. It may have the freedom of the universe. More wonders, and sublimer than mortal fancies have ever suspected, are waiting to be revealed when we die:—

"For this life is but being's first faint ray,
And heaven on heaven make up God's dazzling day."

We are here living unconsciously engird by another universe than the senses can apprehend, thinly veiled, but real, and waiting for us with hospitable invitation. "What are those dream-like and inscrutable thoughts which start up in moments of stillness, apparently as from the deeps,—like the movement of the leaves during a silent night, in prognostic of the breeze that has yet scarce come,—if not the rustlings of schemes and orders of existence near though unseen?" Pereliance the range of the soul's abode and destiny after death is all immensity. The interstellar spaces, which we usually fancy are utterly barren, unrelieved deserts where nonentity reigns, may really be the immortal kingdom colonized by the spirits who since creation's beginning have sailed from the mortal shores of all planets. They may be the crowded aisles of the universal temple trod by bright throngs of worshipping angels. The soul's home, the heaven of God, may be suffused throughout the material universe, ignoring the existence of physical globes and galaxies. So light and electricity pervade some solid bodies, as if for them there were no solidity. So, doubtless, there are millions of realities around us utterly eluding our finest senses. "A fact," Emerson says, "is the last issue of spirit," and not its entire extent. "The visible creation is the terminus of the invisible world," and not the totality of the universe. There are gradations of matter and being, from the rock to magnetism, from the vegetable to man. Is it most probable that the scale breaks
abruptly there, or that other ranks of spiritual existence successively rise peopling the seeming abysses unto the very confines of God?—

"Can every leaf a teeming world contain,—
Can every globule gird a countless race,—
Yet one death-slumber in its dreamless reign
Clasp all the illumined magnificence of space?
Life crowd a grain,—from air's vast realms effaced?
The leaf a world,—the firmament a waste?"

An honest historical criticism forces us to loose our reluctant hold from the various localities of the soul's supposed destination which have pleased the rude fancies and won the credulous assent of mankind in earlier times. But it cannot touch the simple and cardinal fact of an immortal life for man. It merely forces us to acknowledge that while the fact stands clear and authoritative to instinct, reason, and faith, yet the how, and the where, and all such problems, are wrapped in unfathomable mystery. We are to obey and hope, not dissect and dogmatize. However the fantastic dreams of the imagination and the subtle speculations of the intellect may shift from time to time, and be routed and vanish, the deep yearning of the heart remains the same, the divine polarity of the reason changes not, and men will never cease fondly to believe that although they cannot tell where heaven is, yet surely there is a heaven reserved for them somewhere within the sheltering embrace of God's infinite providence. We may not say of that kingdom, Lo, here! or Lo, there! but it is wherever God's approving presence extends; and is that not wherever the pure in heart are found? 40

Let every elysian clime the breezes blow over, every magic isle the waves murmur round, every subterranean retreat fancy has devised, every cerulean region the moon visits, every planet that hangs afar on the neck of night, be disenchanted of its imaginary charms, and brought, by the advance of discovery, within the relentless light of familiarity, for the common gaze of fleshy eyes and tread of vulgar feet, still the prophetic Mind would not be robbed of its belief in immortality; still the unquenchable instincts of the Heart would retain, uninjured, the great expectation of Another World, although no traveller returns from its voiceless bourne to tell in what local direction it lies, no voyager comes back from its mystic port to describe its latitude and longitude on the chartless infinite of space:—

"Tell me, ye winged winds
That round my pathway roar,
Do ye not know some spot
Where mortals weep no more?—
Some lone and pleasant dell,
Some valley in the west,
Where, free from toil and pain,
The weary soul may rest?
The wild winds soften to a whisper low,
And sigh for pity as they answer, 'No'"

40 Chalmers, Sermon, Heaven a Character and not a Locality.
"Tell me, thou mighty deep,
Whose billows round me play,
Know'st thou some favor'd spot,
Some island far away,
Where weary man may find
The bliss for which he sighs,
Where sorrow never lives,
And friendship never dies?
The loud waves, rolling in perpetual flow,
Stop for a while, and grieve to answer, 'No!'

"And thou, serenest moon,
That with such holy face
Dost look upon the earth
Asleep in Night's embrace,—
Tell me, in all thy round
Hast thou not seen some spot
Where miserable man
May find a happier lot.
Behind a cloud the moon withdraws in woe,
And a voice sweet but mournful answers, 'No!'

"Tell me, my secret Soul,
Inspired by God's own breath,
Is there no resting-place
From sorrow, sin, and death?
Is there no happier spot,
Where mortals may be bless'd,
Where grief may find a balm,
And weariness a rest?
Faith, Hope, and Love, best boons to mortals given,
Start up within the breast, and answer, 'Heaven!'" 41

41 Charles Mackay.
CHAPTER VIII

CRITICAL HISTORY OF DISBELIEF IN A FUTURE LIFE.

If the first men were conscious spirits who, at the command of God, dropped from the skies into organic forms of matter, or who were created here on an exalted plane of insight and communion far above any thing now experienced by us, then the destination of man to a life after death was originally a fact of direct knowledge. It was universally seen and grasped without any obscuring peradventure. From that state it gradually declined into dubious dimness as successive generations grew sinful, sensual, hardened, immersed and bound in affairs of passion and earth. It became remoter, assumed a questionable aspect, gave rise to discussions and doubts, and here and there to positive disbelief and open denial. Thus, beginning as a clear reality within the vision of all, it sank into a matter of uncertain debate among individuals.

But if the first men were called up into being from the earth, by the creative energy of God, as the distinct climax of the other species, then the early generations of our race, during the long ages of their wild and slowly-ameliorating state, were totally ignorant of any conscious sequel to the fate seemingly closed in death. They were too animal and rude yet to conceive a spiritual existence outside of the flesh and the earth. Among the accumulating trophies of their progressive intellectual conquests hung up by mankind in the historic hall of experience, this marvellous achievement is one of the sublimest. What a day was that for all humanity forever after, when for the first time, on some climbing brain, dawned from the great Sun of the spirit-world the idea of a personal immortality! It was announced. It dawned separately wherever there were prepared persons. It spread from soul to soul, and became the common faith of the world. Still, among every people there were pertinacious individuals, who swore not by the judge and went not with the multitude, persons of less credulous hearts and more skeptical faculties, who demurred at the great doctrine, challenged it in many particulars, gainsaid it on various grounds, disbelieved it from different motives, and fought it with numerous weapons.

Whichever of the foregoing suppositions be adopted,—that the doctrine of a future life subsided from universal acceptance into party contention, or that it arose at length from personal perception and authority into common credit,—the fact remains equally prominent and interesting that throughout the traceable history of human opinion there is a line of dissenters who have thought death the finality of man, and the next world
an illusion. The history of this special department of thought opens a wide and fertile subject. To gain a comprehensive survey of its boundaries and a compact epitome of its contents, it will be well to consider it in these two lights and divisions, all the time trying to see, step by step, what justice, and what injustice, is done: first, the dominant motive forces animating the disbelievers; secondly, the methods and materials they have employed.

At first thought it would appear difficult to tell what impulses could move persons to undertake, as many constantly have undertaken, a crusade against a faith so dear to man, so ennobling to his nature. Peruse the pages of philosophical history with careful reflection, and the mystery is scattered, and various groups of disbelievers stand revealed, with earnest voices and gestures assailing the doctrine of a future life.¹

One company, having their representatives in every age, reject it as a protest in behalf of the right of private judgment against the tyranny of authority. The doctrine has been inculcated by priesthoods, embodied in sacred books, and wrought into the organic social life of states; and acceptance of it has been commanded as a duty, and expected as a decent and respectable thing. To deny it has required courage, implied independent opinions, and conferred singularity. To cast off the yoke of tradition, undermine the basis of power supporting a galling religious tyranny, and be marked as a rebellious freethinker in a generation of slavish conformists,—this motive could scarcely fail to exhibit results. Some of the radical revolutionists of the present time say that the doctrine of the divine right of kings and the infallible authority of the priesthood is the living core of the power of tyranny in the world. They therefore deny God and futurity in order to overthrow their oppressors, who reign over them and prey upon them in the name of God and the pretended interests of a future life.² The true way to secure the real desideratum corruptly indicated in this movement is not by denying the reality of a future life, but by removing the adjustment of its conditions and the administration of its rewards and penalties out of the hands of every clique of priests and rulers. A righteously and benignly ordered immortality, based in truth and adjudicated by the sole sovereignty of God, is no engine of oppression, though a doctrine of heaven and hell irresponsibly managed by an Orphic association, the guardians of a Delphic tripod, the owners of a secret confessional, or the interpreters of an exclusive creed, may be. In a matter of such grave importance, that searching and decisive discrimination, so rare when the passions get enlisted, is especially needed. Because a doctrine is abused by selfish tyrants is no reason for supposing the doctrine itself either false or injurious.

No little injury has been done to the common faith in a future life,

¹ J. A. Luther, Recensetur numeros corum, qui immortalitatem incipientes sunt.
² Schmidt, Geschichte der Deutschen Literatur im neunzehnten Jahrhundert, band iii. kap. iv.: Der philosophische Radicalismus.
great disbelief has been provoked unwittingly, by writers who have sought to magnify the importance of revealed religion at the expense of natural religion. Many such persons have labored to show that all the scientific, philosophical, and moral arguments for immortality are worthless, the teachings and resurrection of Christ, the revealed word of God, alone possessing any validity to establish that great truth. An accomplished author says, in a recent work, "The immortality of the soul cannot be proved without the aid of revelation." Bishop Courtenay published, a few years since, a most deliberate and unrelenting attack upon the arguments for the deathlessness of the soul, seeking with persevering remon- lessness to demolish every one of them, and to prove that man totally perishes, but will be restored to life at the second coming of Christ.

There can scarcely be a question that such statements usually awaken and confirm a deep skepticism as to a future life, instead of enhancing a grateful estimate of the gospel. If man is once annihilated, it is hardly credible that he will be identically restored. Such a stupendous and arbitrary miracle clashes with the continuity of the universe, and staggering rather than steadfast faith. We should beg such volunteers—however sincere and good their intentions—to withhold the impoverishing gift of their service. And when kindred reasonings are advanced by such men as the unbelieving Hume, we feel tempted to say, in the language of a distinguished divine speaking on this very point, "Ah, gentlemen, we understand you: you belong to the sappers and miners in the army of the aliens!"

Another party of disbelievers have repudiated the whole conception of a future state as a protest against the nonsense and cruelty associated with it in the prevailing superstitions and dogmatisms of their time. From the beginning of history in most nations, the details of another existence and its conditions have been furnished to the eager credulity of the people by the lawless fancies of poets, the fine-spinning brains of metaphysicians, and the cold-blooded calculations or hot-headed zeal of sectarian leaders. Of course a mass of absurdities would grow up around the central germ and a multitude of horrors sprout forth. While the common throng would unquestioningly receive all these ridiculous and revolting particulars, they could not but provoke doubt, satire, flat rejection, from the bolder and keener wits. So we find it was in Greece. The fables about the under-world—the ferriage over the Styx, poor Tantalus so torturingly mocked, the daughters of Danaus drawing water in sieves—all were accredited by the general crowd on one extreme.

Bowen, Metaphysical and Ethical Science, part ii. ch. ix.


Plutarch, De Superstitione. The reality of the popular credulity and terror in later Rome clearly appears from the fact that Marcus Aurelius had a law passed condemning to banishment "those who do any thing through which men's excitable minds are alarmed by a superstitious fear
was flung away with scorn. The following epitaph on an unbeliever is attributed to Callimachus. "O Charidas, what are the things below? Vast darkness. And what the returns to earth? A falsehood. And Pluto: A fable. We have perished; this is my true speech to you: but, if you want the flattering style, the Pellaean's great ox is in the shades." Meanwhile, a few judicious mediators, neither swallowing the whole gross draught at a gulp, nor throwing the whole away from their thirsty souls, drank through the strainer of a discriminative interpretation. Because caprice, hatred, and favoritism are embalmed in some perverse doctrine of future punishment is no defensible reason for denying a righteous retribution. Because heaven has been located on a hill-top, and its sublime denizens made to eat ambrosia and sometimes to fall out among themselves, is no adequate reason for rejecting the idea of a heavenly life. Peculiarities of fancy and monstrosities of passion arbitrarily connected with principles claiming to be eternal truths should be carefully separated, and not the whole be despised and trodden on together. From lack of this surgical analysis and purging, in the presence of abnormal excrescences and offensive secretions dislike and disbelief have often flourished where, if judicial thought and conscience had cut off the imposed deformities and dispelled the discoloring vengeance, faith and love would have been confirmed in contemplating the pure and harmonious form of doctrine left exposed in the beauty of benignant truth. The aim ostensibly proposed by Lucretius, in his elaborate and masterly exposition of the Epicurean philosophy, is to free men from their absurd belief in childish legends and their painful fears of death and hell. As far as merely this purpose is concerned, he might have accomplished it as effectually, perhaps, and more directly, by exposing the adventitious errors without assailing the great doctrine around which they had been gathered. Bion the Borysthenite is reported by Diogenes Laertius to have said, with a sharp humor, that the souls below would be more punished by carrying water in whole buckets than in such as had been bored! A soul may pass into the unseen state though there be no Plutonian wherry, suffer woe though there be no river Pyriphlegeton, enjoy bliss though there be no cup of nectar borne by Hebe. But to fly to rash extremes and build positive conclusions on mere ignorance has always been natural to man, not only as a believer, but also as an iconoclastic denier.

A third set of unbelievers in a future life consists of those who advocate the "emancipation of the flesh" and assert the sufficiency of this life when fully enjoyed. They attack the dogma of immortality as the essential germ of asceticism, and abjure it as a protest against that superstitious distrust and gloom which put a ban on the pleasures of the world.

of the Deity." Nero, after murdering his mother, haunted by her ghost and tortured by the Furies, attempted by magical rites to bring up her shade from below, and soften her vindictive wrath. Suetonius, Vita Neronis, cap. xxxiv.

6 Epigram. XIV.
These are the earthlings who would fain displace the stern law of self-denial with the bland permission of self-indulgence, rehabilitate the senses, feed every appetite full, and, when satiated of the banquet of existence, fall asleep under the table of the earth. The countenance of Duty, severe daughter of God, looks commands upon them to turn from dallying ease and luxury, to sacrifice the meaner inclinations, to gird themselves for an arduous race through difficulties, to labor and aspire evermore towards the highest and the best. They prefer to install in her stead Aphrodite crowned with Paphian roses, her eyes aglow with the light of misleading stars, her charms bewitching them with fatal enchantments and melting them in softest joys. The pale face of Death, with mournful eyes, lurks at the bottom of every winecup and looks out from behind every garland; therefore brim the purple beaker higher and hide the unwelcome intruder under more flowers. We are a cunning mixture of sense and dust, and life is a fair but swift opportunity. Make haste to get the utmost pleasure out of it ere it has gone, scorning every pretended bond by which sour ascetics would restrain you and turn your days into penitential scourges. This gospel of the senses had a swarm of apostles in the last century in France, when the chief gates of the cemetery in Paris bore the inscription, "Death is an eternal sleep." It has had more in Germany in this century; and voices of enervating music are not wanting in our own literature to swell its siren charms. Perhaps the greatest prophet it has had was Heine, whose pages reek with a fragrance of pleasure through which sighs, like a fading wail from the solitary string of a deserted harp struck by a lonesome breeze, the perpetual refrain of death! death! death! His motto seems to be, "Quick! let me enjoy what there is; for I must die. Oh, the gusty relish of life! Oh, the speechless mystery, the infinite reality, of death!" He says himself, comparing the degradation of his later experience with the soaring enthusiasm of his youth, "It is as if a star had fallen from heaven upon a hillock of muck, and swine were gnawing at it!"

These men think that the doctrine of a future life, like a great magnet, has drawn the needle of human activity out of its true direction; that the dominant tendency of the present age is, and of right ought to be, towards the attainment of material well-being, in a total forgetfulness to lay up treasures in heaven. The end is enjoyment; the obstacle, asceticism; the means to secure the end, the destruction of faith in immortality, so that man, having nothing left but this world, will set himself to improve and enjoy it. The monkish severity of a morbid and erroneous theology, darkening the present and prescribing pain in it to brighten the future and increase its pleasures, legitimates an earnest reaction. But that reaction should be wise, measured by truth. It should rectify, not demolish, the prevailing faith. For the desired end is most likely

1 Pierc/, Universal-Lexikon, dritte Auflage, Deutsche Literatur, sect. 42. Schm1dlt, Geschichte der Deutschen Literatur im neunzehnten Jahrhundert, band iii. kap. i.: Das junge Deutschland.
to be reached by perceiving, not that all terminates in the grave, but that the greatest enjoyment flows from a self-controlling devotedness to noble ends, that the claims of another life are in perfect unison with the interests of this life, that the lawful fruition of every function of human nature, each lower faculty being subordinated to each higher one, and the highest always reigning, at once yields the most immediate pleasure and makes the completest preparation for the hereafter. In the absence of the all-irradiating sun of immortality, these disbelievers, exulting over the pale taper of sensual pleasure, remind us of a parcel of apes gathered around a cold glow-worm and rejoicing that they have found a fire in the damp, chilly night.

Besides the freethinkers, who will not yield to authority, but insist upon standing apart from the crowd, and the satirists, who level their shafts indiscriminately against what they perceive associated with absurdity, and the worldlings, who prefer the pleasures of time to the imaginarily contrasted goods of eternity, there is a fourth class of men who oppose the doctrine of a personal immortality as a protest against the burden-some miseries of individuality. The Gipseys exclaimed to Borrow, “What! is it not enough to have borne the wretchedness of this life, that we must also endure another?”8 A feeling of the necessary limitations and suffering exposures of a finite form of being has for untold ages harassed the great nations of the East with painful unrest and wondrous longing. Pantheistic absorption—to lose all imprisoning bounds, and blend in that ecstatic flood of Deity which, forever full, never ebbs on any coast—has been equally the metaphysical speculation, the imaginative dream, and the passionate desire, of the Hindu mind. It is the basis and motive of the most extensive disbelief of individual immortality the world has known. “The violence of fruition in these soul puddles of flesh and blood presently glutteth with satiety,” and the mortal circuits of earth and time are a round of griefs and pangs from which they would escape into the impersonal Godhead. Sheerly against this lofty strain of poetic souls is that grovelling life of ignorance which, dominated by selfish instincts, crawling on brutish grounds, cannot awaken the creative force of spiritual wants slumbering within, nor lift its head high enough out of the dust to see the stars of a deathless destiny; and a fifth group of disbelievers deny immortality because their degraded experience does not prophesy it. Many a man might say, with Autolycus, “For the life to come, I sleep out the thought of it.” A mind holy and loving, communing with God and an ideal world, “lighted up as a spar-grot” with pure feelings and divine truths, is mirrored full of incorporeal shapes of angels, and aware of their immaterial disentanglement and eternity. A brain surcharged with fires of hatred, drowsed with filthy drugs, and drenched with drunkenness, will teem, on the contrary, with vermin writhing in the meshes of decaying matter. Cleav-
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8 The Zincai, part ii. ch. i.
ing to evanescent things, men feel that they are passing away like leaves on waves; filled with convictions rooted and breathing in eternity, they feel that they shall abide in serene survival, like stars above tempests. Turn from every obscene sight, curb every base propensity, obey every heavenly vision by assimilation of immortal things, sacred self-denials and toils, disinterested sympathies and hopes, accumulate divine treasures and kindle the mounting flame of a divine life, and at the same time consciousness will crave and faith behold an illimitable destiny. Experiences worthy of being eternal generate faith in their own eternity. But the ignorant and selfish sensualist, whose total experience is of the earth earthy, who has no realization of pure truth, goodness, beauty, is incapable of sincere faith in immortal life. The dormancy of his higher powers excludes the necessary conditions of such a faith. His ignoble bodily life does not furnish the conscious basis and prophecy of a glorious spiritual life, but shudderingly proclaims the cessation of all his experience with the destruction of his senses. The termination of all the functions he knows,—what else can it be but his virtual annihilation? When to the privative degradations of an uncultivated and earthy experience, naturally accompanied by a passive unbelief in immortality, are added the positive coarseness and guilt of a thick insensibility and a wicked life, aggressive disbelief is quite likely to arise, the essay of an uneasy conscience to slay what it feels would be a foe, and strangle the worm that never dies. The denial springing from such sources is refuted when it is explained. Its motive should never by any man be yielded to, much less be willingly nourished. It should be resisted by a devout culture courting the smiles of God, by rising into the loftier airs of meditation and duty, by imaginative sentiment and practical philanthropy, until the eternal instinct, long smothered under sluggish loads of sense and sin, reached by a soliciting warmth from heaven, stirs with demonstrating vitality.

The last and largest assemblage of dissenters from the prevailing opinion on this subject comprises those who utter their disbelief in a future existence out of simple loyalty to seeming truth, as a protest against what they think a false doctrine, and against the sophistical and defective arguments by which it has been propped. It may be granted that the four previously-named classes are equally sincere in their convictions, honest assailants of error and adherents of truth; but they are actuated by animating motives of a various moral character. In the present case, the ruling motive is purely a determination, as Büchner says, to stand by the facts and to establish the correct doctrine. The directest and clearest way of giving a descriptive account of the active philosophical history of this class of disbelievers will be to follow on the lines of their tracks with statements and criticisms of their procedures.9 Disbelief in the doctrine of a future life for man has planted

9 Spazier, Antiphaden, oder Prüfung einiger Hauptbeweise für die Einfachheit und Unsterblichkeit der menschlichen Seele.
itself upon bold affirmation, and fortified itself with arguments which may most conveniently be considered under five distinct heads.

First is the sensational Argument from Appearance. In death the visible functions cease, the organism dissolves, the mind disappears; there is apparently a total scattering and end of the individual. That these phenomena should suggest the thought of annihilation is inevitable; to suppose that they prove the fact is absurd. It is an arrant begging of the question; for the very problem is, Does not an invisible spiritual entity survive the visible material disintegration? Among the unsound and superstitious attempts to prove the fact of a future life is that founded on narratives of ghosts, appearances and visions of the dead. Dr. Tafel published at Tübingen in 1853 a volume aiming to demonstrate the immortality and personal identity of the soul by citation of ninety cases of supernatural appearances, extending from the history of the ghost whose address to Curtius Rufus is recorded by Tacitus, to the wonderful story told by Renatus Lüderitz in 1837. Such efforts are worse than vain. Their data are so explicable in many cases, and so inconclusive in all, that they quite naturally provoke deeper disbelief and produce telling retorts. While here and there a credulous person is convinced of a future life by the asserted appearance of a spirit, the well-informed psychologist refers the argument to the laws of insanity and illusions, and the skeptic adds as a finality his belief that there is no future life, because no ghost has ever come back to reveal and certify it. The argument on both sides is equally futile, and removed from the true requisitions of the problem.

To the philosophical thinker a mere appearance is scarcely a presumption in favor of a conclusion in accordance with it. Science and experience are full of examples exposing the nullity or the falsity of appearances. The sun seems to move around the earth; but truth contradicts it. We seem to discern distances and the forms of bodies by direct sight; but the truth is we see nothing but shades and colors: all beyond is inference based on acquired experience. The first darkness would seem to the trembling contemplator absolutely to blot out the universe; but in truth it only prevented him from seeing it. The first thorough unconscious sleep would seem to be the hopeless destruction of the soul in its perfect oblivion. Death is forever for the first time, shrouded in the misleading obscurities of an unknown novelty. Appearances are often deceitful, yielding obvious clews only to mistakes and falsehoods. They are always superficial, furnishing no reliable evidence of the reality.

"Who could have thought such darkness lay conceal'd
Within thy beams, O Sun! Or who could find,
Whilst fly and leaf and insect stood reveal'd,
That to such countless orbs thou mad'st us blind?
Why then do we shun death with anxious strife?
If light can thus deceive, wherefore not life?"

When the body dies, the mind is no longer manifested through it. That
is all we immediately know by perception. The inference that the mind has therefore ceased to be at all, is a mere supposition. It may still live and act, independently of the body. An outside phenomenon can prove nothing here. We must by some psychological probe pierce to the core of the being and discern, as there concealed, the central interpretation of truth, or else, in want of this, turn from these surface-shadows and seek the solution in some other province. Millions of appearances being opposed to the truth or inadequate to hint it, we must never implicitly trust their suggestions. What microscope can reveal the organic life in a kernel of corn, and show that through the decay of that kernel a stalk will spring up and bear a thousand kernels more? But if a new mental life emerges from the dying form of man, it lies in a spiritual realm whereinto we have no instruments to gaze. Every existent thing has its metes and limits. In fact, the only final weapon and fort of a thing is its environing limitation. It goes into nothing if that be taken down, the acheist says; into infinity, the mystic says. The mistake and difficulty lie in discerning what the last wall around the essence is. "The universe is the body of our body." The boundary of our life is boundless life. Schlegel has somewhere asked the question, "Is life in us, or are we in life?" Because man appears to be wholly extinguished in death, we have no right whatever in reason to conclude that he really is so. The star which seemed to set in the western grave of aged and benighted time, we, soon coming round east to the true spirit-sky, may discern bright in the morning forehead of eternity. There can be no safe reasoning from the outmost husk and phenomenon of a thing to its inmost essence and result. And, in spite of any possible amount of appearance, man himself may pass distinct and whole into another sphere of being when his flesh falls to dust. That science should search in vain with her finest glasses to discern a royal occupant reigning in the purple-chambered palace of the heart, or to trace any such mysterious tenant departing in sudden horror from the crushed and bleeding house of life, belongs to the necessary conditions of the subject; for spirit can only be spiritually discerned. As well might you seek to smell a color, or taste a sound, tie a knot of water, or braid a cord of wind.

Next comes the abstract Argument from Speculative Philosophy. Under this head are to be included all those theories which deny the soul to be a spiritual entity, but reduce it to an atomic arrangement, or a dependent attribute, or a process of action. Heraclitus held that the soul was fire: of course, when the fuel was exhausted the fire would go out. Thales taught that it was water: this might all evaporate away. Anaximenes affirmed that it was air, of which all things were formed by rarefaction and condensation: on such a supposition it could have no permanent personal identity. Critias said it was blood: this might degenerate and lose its nature, or be poured out on the ground. Leucippus maintained that it was a peculiar concourse of atoms: as these came together, so they might fly apart and there be an end of what they
formed. The followers of Aristotle asserted that it was a fifth unknown substance, with properties of its own, unlike those of fire, air, water, and earth. This might be mortal or immortal: there was nothing decisive in the conception or the defining terms to prove which it was. Accordingly, the Peripatetic school has always been divided on the question of the immortality of the soul, from the time of its founder's immediate disciples to this day. It cannot be clearly shown what the mighty Stagyrite's own opinion really was.

Speculative conceptions as to the nature of the soul like the foregoing, when advanced as arguments to establish its proper mortality, are destitute of force, because they are gratuitous assumptions. They are not generalizations based on careful induction of facts; they are only arbitrary hypotheses. Furthermore, they are inconsistent both with the facts and phenomena of experience. Mind cannot fairly be brought into the category of the material elements; for it has properties and performs functions emphatically distinguishing it from every thing else, placing it in a rank by itself, with exclusive predicates of its own. Can fire think? Can water will? Can air feel? Can blood see? Can a mathematical number tell the difference between good and evil? Can earth be jealous of a rival and loyal to a duty? Can a ganglion solve a problem in Euclid or understand the Theodicee of Leibnitz? It is absurd to confound things so distinct. Mind is mind, and matter is matter; and though we are now consciously acquainted with them only in their correlation, yet there is as much reason for supposing that the former survives the close of that correlation as for supposing that the latter does. True, we perceive the material remaining and do not perceive the spirit. Yes; but the differentiation of the two is exactly this, that one is appreciable by the senses, while the other transcends and baffles them. It is absolutely inconceivable in imagination, wholly incredible to reason, intrinsically nonsensical every way, that a shifting concourse of atoms, a plastic arrangement of particles, a regular succession of galvanic shocks, a continuous series of nervous currents, or any thing of the sort, should constitute the reality of a human soul, the process of a human life, the accumulated treasures of a human experience, all preserved at command and traversed by the moral lines of personal identity. The things lie in different spheres and are full of incomunicable contrasts. However numerously and intimately correlated the physical and psychical constituents of man are, yet, so far as we can know any thing about them, they are steeply opposed to each other both in essence and function. Otherwise consciousness is mendacious and language is unmeaning. A recent able author speaks of "that congeries of organs whose union forms the brain and whose action constitutes the mind."10 The mind, then, is an action! Can an action love and hate, choose and resolve, rejoice and grieve, remember, repent, and pray? Is not an agent necessary for an action? All such

10 Ducknill and Tuke, Psychological Medicine, p. 371.
speculative conceptions as to the nature of soul as make it purely phenomenal are to be offset by the far profounder view which exhibits the personal ego or conscious selfhood of the soul, not as an empty spot in which a swarm of relations centre as their goal-point, but as an indestructible monad, the innermost and substantial essence and cause of the organization, the self-apprehending and unchangeable axis of all thinking and acting. Some of the most free, acute, learned, wise, and powerful thinkers of the world have been champions of this doctrine; especially among the moderns may be named Leibnitz, Jacobi,—who most earnestly maintained it both against Mendelssohn and against Fichte,—Herbart, Goethe, and Hartenstein.

That the mind is a substantial entity, and therefore may be conceived as immortal,—that it is not a mere functional operation accompanying the organic life, a phantom procession of conscious states filing off on the stage of the cerebrum "in a dead march of mere effects,"—that it is not, as old Aristoxyenus dreamed, merely a harmony resulting from the form and nature of the body in the same way that a tune springs from the consenting motions of a musical instrument,—is shown by facts of which we have irresistible knowledge in consciousness. We know that the mind is an independent volitional force, dealing with intellectual products, weighing opposing motives, estimating moral qualities, resisting some tendencies, strengthening others, forming resolves, deciding upon its own course of action and carrying out its chosen designs accordingly. If the soul were a mere process, it could not pause in mid-career, select from the mass of possible considerations those adapted to suppress a base passion or to kindle a generous sentiment, deliberately balance rival solicitations, and, when fully satisfied, proceed. Yet all this it is constantly doing. So, if the soul were but a harmony, it would give no sounds contrary to the affections of the lyre it comes from. But actually it resists the parts of the instrument from which they say it subsists, exercising dominion over them, punishing some, persuading others, and ruling the desires, angers, and fears, as if itself of a different nature.¹¹ Until an organ is seen to blow its own bellows, mend its shattered keys, move its pedals, and play, with no foreign aid, "I know that my Redeemer liveth," or a violin tunes up its discordant strings and wields its bow in a spontaneous performance of the Carnival, showing us every Cremona as its own Paganini, we may, despite the conceits of speculative disbelief, hold that the mind is a dynamic personal entity. That thought is the very "latch-string of a new world's wicket."

Thirdly, we have the fanciful Argument from Analogy. The keen champions of disbelief, with their athletic agility of dialectics, have made terrible havoc among the troops of poetic arguments from resemblance, drawn up to sustain the doctrine of immortality. They have exposed the feebleness of the argument for our immortality from the wonderful

¹¹ Plato, Phædo, 98.
workmanship and costliness of human nature, on the ground that what requires the most pains and displays the most skill and genius in its production is the most lovingly preserved. For God organizes the mind of a man just as easily as he constructs the geometry of a diamond. His omnipotent attributes are no more enlisted in the creation of the intelligence of an elephant or the gratitude of a soul than they are in the fabrication of the wing of a gnat or the fragrance of a flower. Infinite wisdom and power are equally implied in each and in all. They have shown the gross defectiveness of the comparison of the butterfly and psyche. The butterfly, lying in the caterpillar neatly folded up like a flower in the bud, in due time comes forth. It is a material development, open to the senses,—a common demonstration to sensible experience. The disengagement of a spirit from a fleshly encasement, on the other hand, is a pure hypothesis wholly removed from sensible apprehension. There is no parallel in the cases. So the ridiculousness has been made evident of Plato's famous analogical argument that by a general law of nature all things are produced contraries from contraries; warmth dies into the life of cold, and lives out of the death of cold; night is born from the death of day, and day is born from the death of night; and thus everywhere death springs from life, and life from death.12 The whole comparison, considered as evidence of human immortality, is baseless and full of astonishing sophistry. When one hemisphere of the earth is turned away from the sun, it is night there; when it is turned towards the sun, it is day again. To this state of facts,—this revolving succession—there is obviously no parallelism whatever in the two phenomenal phases of man, life and death, whereof one finishes its course and then the other seems fixed forever. In like manner, when Jeremy Taylor,13 after the example of many others, especially of old Licetus, argues soberly, as he does in a letter to Evelyn, for the immortality of the soul from the analogy of lamps burning in tombs for centuries with no waste of matter, there is no apposite and valid similarity, even if the instances were not a childish fable. An equally baseless argument for the existence of an independent spiritual body within the material body, to be extricated from the flesh at death and to survive in the same form and dimensions, we recollect having seen in a work by a Swedenborgian author.14 He reasons that when a person who has suffered amputation feels the lost limb as vividly as ever before, the phenomenon is palpable proof of a spirit-limb remaining while the fleshly one is gone! Of course, the simple physiological explanation is that the mind instinctively refers the sensations brought in by the severed nerves to the points where, by inveterate custom, it has hitherto learned to trace their origination. The report being the same, it is naturally attributed to the same source.

12 Crawford, On the Phaedon of Plato.
14 Des Guays, True System of Religious Philosophy, Letter V.
But those skeptics who have mercilessly exposed these fallacious arguments from analogy have themselves reasoned in the same way as fallaciously and as often. When individual life leaves the physical man, say they, cosmical life immediately enters the corpse and restores it to the general stock of nature; so when personal consciousness deserts the psychical man, the universal spirit resumes the dissolving soul. When certain conditions meet, a human soul is formed,—a gyrating current of thought, or a vortex of force: soon some accident or a spent impulse breaks the eddy, and the individual subsides like a whirl in the air or a water-spout in the sea. When the spirit-fuel of life is exhausted, man goes out as an extinguished candle. He ceases like a tone from a broken harp-string. All these analogies are vitiated by radical unlikeness between the things compared. As arguments they are perfectly worthless, being spoiled by essential differences in the cases. Wherein there is a similarity it falls short of the vital point. There is no justice in the conception of man as a momentary gyre of individual consciousness drawn from the universal sea by a sun-burst of the Spirit. He is a self-ruling intelligence, using a dependent organism for his own ends, comprehending his own destiny, successively developing its conditions and acquiring the materials for occupying and improving them, with a prevision of eternity. A flower may just as well perish as live, a musical sound cease as continue, a lamp be put out as burn on: they know not the difference. Not so with the soul of man. We here overpass a discrete degree and enter upon a subject within another circle of categories. Let the rash reasoner who madly tries conclusions on a matter of such infinite pith and moment, with data so inapt and poor, pause in sacred horror before, having first

"Put out the light, he then—puts out THE LIGHT!"

There are peculiarities in the soul removing it out of the range of physical combinations and making a distinct destiny fairly predicable of it. When we reflect on the nature of a self-contained will, intelligent of immaterial verities and perhaps transcendent of space and time, how burlesque is the terror of the ancient corpuscular theorists lest the feebly-cohering soul, on leaving the body, especially if death happened during a storm, would be blown in pieces all abroad! Socrates, in the Phaedo, has a hearty laugh over this; but Lucretius seriously urges it. The answer to the skeptical reasoning from analogy is double. First, the lines of partial correspondence which visibly terminate within our tangible reach can teach nothing as to the termination of other lines which lead out of sight and disappear in a spiritual region. An organized material form—for instance, a tree—is fatally limited: else it would finally fill and exhaust the earth. But no such limiting necessity can be predicated of mind. Secondly, as far as there is genuine analogy, its implications are much stronger in favor of immortality than against it. Matter, whose essence
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15 Lib. iii. ii. 562-568.
is materiality, survives all apprehensible changes; spirit, whose essence is spirituality, should do the same.

Another attack on the doctrine of a future life is masked in the negative Argument from Ignorance. We do not know how we shall live again; we are unable to construct the conditions and explain the details of a spiritual state of existence; and therefore, it is said, we should of right conclude that there is no such thing. The proposition is not usually stated so blankly; but it really amounts to that. The Epicureans say, as a tree cannot exist in the sky, nor clouds in the ocean, nor fishes in the meadow, nor water in stone, thus the mind cannot exist apart from the nerves and the blood. This style of reasoning is a bold begging of the question. Our present experience is vacant of any specific knowledge of the conditions, methods, and contents of a life it has not yet experienced; therefore there is no such life. Innumerable millions of facts beyond our present knowledge unquestionably exist. It is not in any way difficult to conceive that innumerable millions of experiences and problems now defying and eluding our utmost powers may hereafter fall within our comprehension and be easily solved. Will you accept the horizon of your mind as the limit of the universe? In the present experience must be confined within its own boundaries by the necessity of the case. If an embryo were endowed with a developed reasoning consciousness, it could not construct any intelligible theory of the world and life into which it was destined soon to emerge. But it would surely be bad logic to infer, because the embryo could not, from want of materials within its experience, ascertain the how, the when, the where, and the what, of the life awaiting it, that there was no other life reserved for it. An acorn buried and sprouting in the dark mould, if endowed with intelligent consciousness, could not know any definite particulars of its maturer life yet to be in the upper light and air, with cattle in its shade and singing-birds in its branches. Ignorance is not a ground of argument, only of modest suspense. We can only reason from what we know. And the wondrous mysteries or natural miracles with which science abounds, myriads of truths transcending all fictions, melt and remove from the path of faith every supposed difficulty. Any quantity of facts have been scientifically established as real which are intrinsically far more strange and baffling to belief than the assertion of our immortality is. Indeed, "there is no more mystery in the mind living forever in the future than in its having been kept out of life through a past eternity. The authentic wonder is the fact of the transition having been made from the one to the other; and it is far more incredible that, from not having been, we are, than that, from actual being, we shall continue to be."16

The unbounded possibilities of life suggested by science and open to imagination furnish sufficient reply to the objection that we cannot con-

16 Martineau, Sermon on Immortality, in Endeavors after the Christian Life.
ceive the precise causes and modes of a future state. Had one little particular been different in the structure of the eye, or in the radiation and media of light, we should never have seen the stars! We should have supposed this globe the whole of creation. So some slightest integument or hindering condition may now be hiding from us the sublime reality and arrangements of immortality which in death’s disenveloping hour are to burst into our vision as the stellar hemisphere through the night. Shut up now to one form of being and one method of experience, how can we expect an exhaustive knowledge of other and future forms and methods of being and experience? It is a contradiction to ask it. But the soul is warranted in having faith, like a buried mustard-seed which shall yet mount into its future life. A sevenfold denser mystery and a seven-times narrower ignorance would bring no real argument against the survival of the soul. For in an omnipotent infinitude of possibilities one line of ignorance cannot exhaust the avenues and capacities of being. Escaping the flesh, we may soar into heaven

"Upon ethereal wings, whose way
Lies through an element so fraught
With living Mind that, as they play,
Their every movement is a thought."

Ignorance of the scientific method avails nothing against moral proofs of the fact. The physiologist studying the coats of the stomach, the anatomist dissecting the convolutions of the brain, could never tell that man is capable of sentiment, faith, and logic. No stethoscope can discern the sound of an expectation, and no scalpel can lay bare a dream; yet there are expectations and dreams. No metaphysical glass can detect, no prognosis foresee, the death of the soul with the dissolution of its organs: on empirical grounds, the assertion of it is therefore unwarranted. But though no amount of obscurity enveloping the subject, no extent of ignorance disabling us now to grasp the secret, is a legitimate basis of disbelief, yet actually, there can be no doubt, in multitudes of instances, the effectual cause of disbelief in immortality is the impossibility of vividly conceiving its conditions and scenery; "for," as one of the subtlest of thinkers has remarked, "however far faith may go beyond experience, it must always be chained down by it at a distance." But if there are good grounds for anticipating another life, then man should confide in it, no matter how incompetent he is to construct its theatre and foresee its career. A hundred years ago, one might have scouted the statement that the most fearful surgical operations would be performed without inflicting pain, because it was impossible to see how it could be done. Or if a person had been informed that two men, one in Europe and one in America, should converse in lightning athwart the bed of the Atlantic, he might have rejected it as an absurdity, because he could not conceive the mode. If destined to a future life, all we could reasonably expect to know of it now would be through hinting germs and mystic presentiments
of it. And these we do experience to the fullest extent; their ceaseless prophecies are everywhere with us,—

"Blank misgivings of a creature
Moving about in worlds not realized."

The last weapon of disbelief in a future life is the Scientific Argument from Materialism. Lucretius says, "There is nothing in the universe but bodies and the properties of bodies." This is a characteristic example of the method of the materialists: to assume, as an unquestionable postulate, the very point in debate, and that, too, in defiance of the intelligent instincts of consciousness which compel every unsophisticated person to acknowledge the simultaneous existence of mind and matter as two correlated yet distinct realities. The better statement would be, There is nothing in the universe but forces and the relations of forces. For, while we know ourselves in immediate self-consciousness, as personal intelligences perceiving, willing, and acting, all we know of an outward world is the effects produced on us by its forces. Certainly the powers of the universe can never be lost from the universe. Therefore if our souls are, as consciousness declares, causes, and not mere phenomena, they are immortal. To ignore either factor in the problem of life, the material substratum or the dynamic agent, is mere narrowness and blindness.

But the unbelieving naturalist argues that the total man is a product of organization, and therefore that with the dissolution of the living combination of organs all is over. Matter is the marriage-bed and grave of soul. Priestley says, "The principle of thought no more belongs to substance distinct from body than the principle of sound belongs to substance distinct from bell." There is no relevancy in the comparison, because the things are wholly unlike. Thought is not, as Hartley's theory avowed it was, a vibration of a cerebral nerve, as sound is a vibration of a sonorous body; for how could these vibrations be accumulated in memory as our mental experiences are? When a material vibration ends, it has gone forever; but thoughts are stored up and preserved. A hypothetical simile, like that just cited from Priestley, is not a cogent argument. It is false science thus to limit the modes of being to what lies within our present empirical knowledge. Is it not pure presumptuousness to affirm that the creative power of Almighty God is shut up so that intelligent creatures can only exist in forms of flesh? When a recent materialist makes the assertion, "The thinking man is the sum of his senses," it is manifest that he goes beyond the data, assuming what should be proved, and confounding the instruments and material with the workman. It is as if one should say, "A working cotton-manufactory is the sum of its machines," excluding the persons by whose guiding oversight all is done. Plainly, it may be granted that all which man knows is brought in through the door of the senses, without allowing the same of all that man is. We have no warrant for pronouncing the identical
coextensiveness of what man learns to know and what he is created to be. The very proposition, man knows something, presupposes three things, a subject, an act, and an object. Whether the three exist and perish together or not is matter for discussion, and not fairly to be settled by forcibly lumping the heterogeneous three into homogeneous unity.

In the present state of science it must be confessed that all kinds of physical force—whether mechanical, chemical, vital, or nervous—are drawn more or less directly from the sun, the material reservoir of power for our solar system. This must be admitted,—although some recent materialists have pushed the doctrine so far that they may be called the Parsees of the West. Whenever the proper conditions for an animate being are furnished, a force derived from the sun lifts matter from its stable equilibrium to the level of organic existence. In due season, from its wavering life-struggle there, it decays back to the deep rest of insensate earth. This is a truth throughout the organic realm, from the bulb of a sea-weed to the brain of a Caesar. So much cannot be denied. Every organism constantly receives from the universe food and force, and as constantly restores in other forms the material and dynamical equivalents of what it receives, and finally itself goes to the sources whence it came. But the affirmation of this for all within the physical realm is not the admission of it for what subsists in an immeasurably higher rank and totally different realm. Entering the psychical sphere, where we deal with a new, distinct order of realities,—not impenetrability, weight, extension, but thought, affection, will,—why may not this province contain eternities, even though the other holds only mortalities? It is a question to be examined on its own grounds, not to be put aside with a foregone conclusion. In nature the cause endures under all evanescent changes, and survives all phenomenal beginnings and endings: so in spirit the causal personality, if there be one, may outlast all the shifting currents of the outward phenomena in endless persistence. Of course, the manifestation of the mind through the senses must cease when the senses no longer remain. The essence of the controversy, then, is exactly this: Is there such an entity as the mind, the soul? Or, is mind merely a collection of functions, a succession of states?

A Reductio ad Absurdum immediately occurs. If the psychical totality of man consists of states of feeling, modes of volition, and powers of thought, not necessitating any spiritual entity in which they inhere, then, by parity of reasoning, the physical totality of man consists of states of nutrition, modes of absorption, and powers of change, implying no body in which these processes are effectuated! Qualities cannot exist without a subject; and just as physical attributes involve a body, spiritual attributes involve a mind. And, if a mental entity be admitted, its death or cessation with that of its outer dress or case is not a fair inference, but needs appropriate evidence.

17 Moleschott, Licht und Leben.
The soul of a man has been defined as the sum of his ideas, an idea being a state of the consciousness. But the essence of mind must be the common ground and element of all different states of consciousness. What is that common ground and element but the presence of a percipient volitional force, whether manifested or unmanifested, still there? That is the germinal core of our mental being, integrating and holding in continuous identity all the phenomenal fluctuations of consciousness. It is clear that any other representation is inconsistent with the most central and vivid facts of our knowledge. In illustration of this, let us see how every materialistic exposition omits utterly, or fails to account for, the most essential element, the solitary and crowning peculiarity of the case. For example, it is said that thought or consciousness is a phenomenal process of changes sustained in the brain by a correlation of forces, just as the rainbow appears, but has no ontological subsistence of its own: the continuous spectrum hangs steady on the ceaselessly-renewed substratum of the moving mist-rack and the falling rain. But the comparison is absolutely inapplicable, because the deepest ground-principle of the mind is wanting in the rainbow,—namely, conscious and continuous identity holding in each present moment all the changes of the past moments. If the rainbow were gifted with consciousness, it could not preserve its personal identity, but merely its phenomenal identity, for any two successive moments, since its whole being would consist of an untied succession of states.

Traversing the body from its extreme tissues to the gray vesicular substance composing the spinal cord and covering the surface and convolutions of the brain, are two sets of white, fibrous nerves. One set, the afferents, bring in sensation, all kinds of tidings, from the out-world of matter. The other set, the efferents, carry out volition, all kinds of decrees, from the in-world of mind. Without an afferent nerve no influence of the world can reach the mind; and without an efferent nerve no conclusion of the mind can reach the world. As we are now constituted, this machinery is necessary for the intercommunication of the mind and the material universe. But if there be something in the case besides live machinery and crossing telegrams,—if there be a monarch-mind inaccessible to the vulgar crowd of things and only conversing with them through the internuncial nerves,—that spirit-entity may itself be capable of existing forever in an ideal universe and of communing there face to face with its own kingly lineage and brood. And we maintain that the account of the phenomena is grossly defective, and that the phenomena themselves are palpably inexplicable, except upon the supposition of such an entity, which uses the organism but is not the organism itself nor a function of it. "Ideas," one materialist teaches, "are transformed sensations." Yes; but that does not supersede a transforming mind. There must be a force to produce the transformations. "The phenomena of mind," says another, "consist in a succession of states of consciousness." Yes; but what is it that presides over, takes up, and
preserves this succession? The phenomena of the mind are not the mind itself. "The actions of the mind are the functions of the cerebrum," adds a third. Yes; but the inquiry is, what is the mind itself? not, what are its acts? The admission of the gray nerve-cells of the brain, as the material substratum through which sensations are received and volitions returned, does not exclude the necessity of a dynamical cause for the metamorphosing phenomenon. That cause must be free and intelligent, because the products of its action, as well as its accompanying consciousness, are marked by freedom and intelligence. For example, when a cylindrical and fibrous porter deposits his sensitive burden in the vesicular and cineritious substance, something examines it, tests its import, reflects on what shall be done, forms an intelligent resolution, and commands another porter to bear the dynamic load forth. The reflective and determining something that does this is the mind. Thus, by the fact of an indissoluble dynamic will, is the broad lineal experience of man grasped and kept from dissipating into crumbled psychical states, as when the dead kings of ancient India were burned their corpses were wrapped in asbestos shrouds to hold the ashes together.

The flame of a burnt-out candle twinkling in the socket is not numerically the same with that which appeared when it was first lighted: nor is a river at any two periods numerically the same. Different particles constantly feed an ever-renewed flame or stream, just like the former but never the same. A totally new element appears when we contemplate mind. Here, although the whole molecular substance of the visible organism is in perpetual flux, the same conscious personality persists through all, growing ever richer in an accumulating possession of past experiences still held in living command. The Arethusa of identity threads the blending states of consciousness, and, passing the ocean-bed of death, may emerge in some morning fount of immortality. A photographic image impressed on suitable paper and then obliterated is restored by exposure to the fumes of mercury. But if an indefinite number of impressions were superimposed on the same paper, could the fumes of mercury restore any one called for at random? Yet man's memory is a plate with a hundred millions of impressions all cleanly preserved, and he can at will select and evoke the one he wants. No conceivable relationship of materialistic forces can account for the facts of this miraculous daguerreotype-plate of experience, and the power of the mind to call out into solitary conspicuousness a desired picture which has forty-nine million nine hundred and ninety-nine thousand nine hundred and ninety-nine latent pictures lying above it, and fifty millions below it. It has been said that "the impressions on the brain, whether perceptions or intellections, are fixed and retained through the exactness of assimilation. As the mind took cognizance of the change made by the first impression of an object acting on the brain through the sense-organs, so afterwards it recognises the likeness of that change in the parts inserted.
by the nutritive process."

This passage implies that the mind is an agent, not a phenomenon; and it describes some of the machinery with which the mind works, not the essence of the mind itself. Its doctrine does not destroy nor explain the presiding and elective power which interprets these assimilated and preserved changes, choosing out such of them as it pleases,—that unavoided and incomprehensible power, the hiding-place of volition and eternity, whose startling call has often been known, in some dread crisis, to effect an instantaneous restoration of the entire bygone life, making all past events troop through the memory, a swiftly awful cavalcade marching along the fibrous pavement of the brain, while each terrified thought rushes to its ashly window to behold.

We here leave the material realm behind and enter a spiritual province where other predicates and laws hold, and where, "delivered over to a night of pure light, in which no unpurged sight is sharp enough to penetrate the mysterious essence that sprouteth into different persons," we kneel in most pious awe, and cry, with Sir Thomas Browne, "There is surely a piece of divinity in us,—something that was before the elements and owes no homage unto the sun!"

The fatal and invariable mistake of materialism is that it confounds means and steps with causes, processes with sources, organs with ends, predicates with subject. Alexander Bain denies that there is any cerebral closet or receptacle of sensation and imagery where impressions are stored to be reproduced at pleasure. He says, the revival of a past impression, instead of being an evocation of it from an inner chamber, is a setting on anew of the current which originally produced it, now to produce it again. But this theory does not alter the fact that all past impressions are remembered and can be revived at will by an internal efficiency. The miracle, and the necessity of an unchanging conscious entity to explain it, are implied just as they were on the old theory. "The organs of sense," Sir Isaac Newton writes, "are not for enabling the soul to perceive the species of things in its sensorium, but for conveying them there." Now, as we cannot suppose that God has a brain or needs any material organs, but rather that all infinitude is his Sensorium, so spirits may perceive spiritual realities without any mediating organism. Our physical experience in the present is no limit to the spiritual possibilities of the future. The materialistic argument against immortality fails, because it excludes essential facts. As anterior to our experience in the present state there was a power to organize experiences and to become what we are, so none of the superficial reasonings of a mere earth-science can show that there is not now a power to organize experiences in a future state and to become what our faith anticipates we shall be. And this suggests to speculative curiosity the query, Shall we com-
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mence our future life, a psychical cell, as we commenced our present life, a physical cell?

It will be well, perhaps, to reply next to some of the aggressive sophistries of disbelief. The following lines by Dr. Beddoes are striking, but, considered as a symbol of life, seem almost wilfully defective:

"The body is but an engine
Which draws a mighty stream of spiritual power
Out of the world's own soul, and makes it play
A while in visible motion."

Man is that miraculous engine which includes not only all the needful machinery, but also fuel, fire, steam, and speed, and then, in climacteric addition to these, an engineer! Does the engineer die when the fire goes out and the locomotive stops? When the engine madly plunges off the embankment or bridge of life, does the engineer perish in the ruin, or nimbly leap off and immortally escape? The theory of despair has no greater plausibility than that of faith.

Feuerbach teaches that the memento mori of reason meets us everywhere in the spiritual God's- acre of literature. A book is a grave, which buries not the dead remains, but the quick man, not his corpse, but his soul. And so we live on the psychical deposits of our ancestry. Our souls consist of that material which once constituted other souls, as our bodies consist of the material which once constituted other bodies. A thought, it is to be replied, is never excreted from the mind and left behind. Only its existence is indicated by symbols, while itself is added to the eternal stock of the deathless mind. A thought is a spiritual product in the mind from an affection of the cerebral substance. A sentence is a symbol of a thought adapted to create in the contemplator just such a cerebral affection as that from which it sprang, and to deposit in his mind just such a spiritual product as that which it now denotes. Thus are we stimulated and instructed by the transmitted symbols of our ancestors' experiences, but not literally nourished by assimilation of their very psychical substance, as this remorseless prophet of death's ghastly idealism would have us believe. Still, in whatever aspect we regard it, one cannot but shudder before that terrible cineritious substance whose dynamic inhabitants are generated in the meeting of matter's messages with mind's forces, and sent forth in emblems to shake the souls of millions, revolutionize empires, and refashion the world.

Strauss employs an ingenious argument against the belief in a future life,—an argument as harmless in reality as it is novel and formidable in appearance. "Whether the nerve-spirit be considered as a dependent product, or as the producing principle of the organism, it ends at death: for, in the former case, it can no longer be produced when the organism perishes; in the latter case, that it ceases to sustain the organism is a proof that it has itself decayed." 22
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ing, unwarranted postulates are assumed and much confusion of thought is displayed. It is covertly taken for granted that every thing seen in a given phenomenon is either product or producer; but something may be an accompanying part, involved in the conditions of the phenomenon, yet not in any way essentially dependent on it, and in fact surviving it. What does Strauss mean by "the nerve-spirit"? Is there no mind behind it and above it, making use of it as a servant? Our present life is the result of an actual and regulated harmony of forces. Surely that harmony may end without implying the decay of any of its initial components, without implying the destruction of the central constituent of its intelligence. It is illegitimate logic, passing from pure ignorance to positive affirmation; a salutation of sophistry from a negative premise of blindness to all behind the organic life, to a dogmatic conclusion of denial that there is any thing behind the organic life.

A subtle and vigorous disbeliever has said, "The belief in immortality is not a correct expression of human nature, but rests solely on a misunderstanding of it. The real opinion of human nature is expressed in the universal sorrow and wailing over death." It is obvious to answer that both these expressions are true utterances of human nature. It grieves over the sadness of parting, the appalling change and decay, the close-locked mystery of the unseen state. It rejoices in the solace and cheer of a sublime hope springing out of the manifold powerful promises within and without. Instead of contemning the idea of a heavenly futurity as an idle dream-image of human longing, it were both devouter and more reasonable, from that very causal basis of it, to revere it and confide in it as divinely pledged. All the thwarted powers and preparations and affections, too grand, too fine, too sacred, to meet their fit fulfilment here, are a claim for some holier and vaster sphere, a prophecy of a more exalted and serene existence, elsewhere. The unsatisfied and longing soul has created the doctrine of a future life, has it? Very good. If the soul has builded a house in heaven, flown up and made a nest in the breezy boughs of immortality, that house must have tenants, that nest must be occupied. The divinely-implanted instincts do not provide and build for naught.

Certain considerations based on the resemblances of men and beasts, their asserted community of origin and fundamental unity of nature, have had great influence in leading to the denial of the immortality of the human soul. It is taken for granted that animals are totally mortal; and then, from the apparent correspondences of phenomena and fate between them and us, the inference is drawn that the cases are parallel throughout, and that our destiny, too, is annihilation. The course of thought on this subject has been extremely curious, illustrating, on the one hand, that "where our egotism begins, there the laws of logic break," and, on the other hand, that often when fancy gets scent of a theory the voice and lash of reason are futile to restrain it until the theory is run into the ground. Des Cartes, and after him Malebranche and a few
other writers, gave no slight currency to the notion that brutes are mere machines, moved by prearranged influences and utterly destitute of intelligence, will, or consciousness. This scheme gave rise to many controversies, but has now passed into complete neglect. Of late years the tendency has been to assimilate instead of separating man and beast. Touching the outer sphere, we have Oken’s homologies of the cranial vertebrae. In regard to the inner sphere, we have a score of treatises, like Vogt’s Pictures from Brute-Life, affirming that there is no qualitative, but merely a quantitative, distinction between the human soul and the brute soul. Over this point the conflict is still thick and hot. But, however much of truth there may be in the doctrine of the ground-identity of the soul of a man and the soul of a dog, the conclusion that man therefore perishes is a pure piece of sophistry. Such a monstrous assassination of the souls of the human race with the jaw-bone of an ass may be legitimately avoided in either of two ways. It is as fair to argue the immortality of animals from their likeness to us, as our annihilation from our likeness to them. The psychological realm has been as much deepened in them by the researches of modern science as the physiological domain has been widened in us. As Agassiz says, we must not lose sight of the mental individuality of animals in an exclusive attention to the bodily side of their nature. A multitude of able thinkers have held the faith that animals have immaterial and deathless souls. Rightly considered, there is nothing in such a doctrine which a keen reasoner may not credit and a person of the most refined feelings find pleasure in embracing. In their serene catholicity and divine sympathy, science and religion exclude pride and contempt.

But admitting that there is no surviving psychical entity in the brute, that is in no way a clear postulate for proving that the same fact holds of man. The lower endowments and provinces of man’s nature and experience may correspond ever so closely with the being and life of brutes whose existence absolutely ceases at death, and yet he may be immortal. The higher range of his spiritual faculties may elevate him into a realm of universal and eternal principles, extricating his soul from the meshes of decay. He may come into contact with a sphere of truths, grasp and rise into a region of realities, conferring the prerogative of deathlessness, not to be reached by natures gifted in a much lower degree, although of the same kind. Such a distinction is made between men themselves by Spinoza. His doctrine of immortality depicts the stupendous boon as contingent, to be acquired by observance of con-
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ditions. If the ideas of the soul represent perishable objects, it is itself mortal; if imperishable, it is immortal. Now, brutes, it is probable, never rise to the apprehension of pure and eternal truths; but men do. It was a mean prejudice, founded on selfish ignorance and pride, which first assumed the total destruction of brutes in death, and afterwards, by the grovelling range of considerations in which it fastened and the reaction it naturally provoked, involved man and all his imperial hopes in the same fate. A firm logical discrimination disentangles the human mind from this beastly snarl. The difference in data warrants a difference in result. The argument for the immortality of brutes and that for the immortality of men are, in some respects, parallel lines, but they are not coextensive. Beginning together, the latter far outreaches the former. Man, like the animals, eats, drinks, sleeps, builds; unlike them, he adorns an ideal world of the eternal future, lays up treasures in its heavenly kingdom, and waits to migrate into it.

There are two distinct methods of escaping the fatal inference of disbelief usually drawn by materialists. First, by the denial of their philosophical postulates, by the predication of immaterial substance, affirming the soul to be a spaceless point, its life an indivisible moment. The reasonings in behalf of this conception have been manifold, and cogent enough to convince a multitude of accomplished and vigorous thinkers. In Herbart's system the soul is an immaterial monad, or real, capable of the permanent formation of states in its interior. Its life consists of a quenchless series of self-preservations. These reals, with their relations and aggregations, constitute at once the varying phenomena and the causal substrata of the universe. Mamertius Claudianus, a philosophical priest of Southern Gaul in the fifth century, wrote a treatise "On the Nature of the Soul." He says, "When the soul wills, it is all will; when it recollects or feels, it is all recollection or feeling. Now, will, recollection, and feeling, are not bodies. Therefore the soul is incorporeal." This makes the conscious man an imperishable substantial activity. An old English writer, with quaint eloquence, declares, "There is a proportion between an atom and the universe, because both are quantitative. All this excess vanisheth into nothing as soon as the lowest substance shineth out of that orbe where they reside that scorn divisibility."

From this brief statement of the position of the immaterialists, without arguing it, we pass to note, in the second place, that nearly all the postulates ordinarily claimed by the materialist may be granted without by any means proving the justice of their disbelief of a future life. Admit that there can be no sensation without a nerve, no thought without a brain, no phenomenal manifestation without an organ. Such
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CRITICAL HISTORY OF DISBELIEF IN A FUTURE LIFE.

an admission legitimatizes the conclusion, on empirical grounds, that our present mode of life must cease with the dissolution of our organism. It does not even empirically prove that we may not survive in some other mode of being, passing perhaps to an inconceivably higher stage and more blessed kind of life. After the entire disintegration of our material organs, we may, by some now unknown means, possess in a refined form the equivalents of what those organs gave us. There may be, interfused throughout the gross mortal body, an immortal body of exquisitely delicate structure invisibly extricating itself from the curious ruins at death. Plattner develops and defends this hypothesis with plausible skill and power. The Hindus conceived the soul to be concealed within several successive sheaths, the innermost of which accompanied it through all its transmigrations. "The subtle person extends to a small distance over the skull, like the flame of a lamp above its wick." The later Pythagoreans and Platonists seem to have believed that the same numerical ethereal body with which the soul was at first created adhered to it inseparably during all its descents into grosser bodies,—a lucid and wingy vehicle, which, purged by diet and catharsms, ascends again, bearing the soul to its native seat. The doctrine of Swedenborg asserts man to be interiorly an organized form pervading the physical body, an eternal receptacle of life from God. In his terminology, "constant influx of life" supersedes the popular idea of a self-contained spiritual existence. But this influx is conditioned by its receiving organ, the inmarcescible inner body. However boldly it may be assailed and rejected as a baseless theory, no materialistic logic can disprove the existence of an ethereal form contained in, animating, and surviving, the visible organism. It is a possibility; although, even if it be a fact, science, by the very conditions of the case, can never unveil or demonstrate it.

When subjected to a certain mode of thought developed recently by Faraday, Drossbach, and others, materialism itself brightens and dissolves into a species of idealism, the universe becomes a glittering congeries of indestructible points of power, and the immortality of the soul is established as a mathematical certainty. All bodies, all entities, are but forms of force. Gravity, cohesion, bitterness, thought, love, recollection, are manifestations of force peculiarly conditioned. Our perceptions are a series of states of consciousness. An attribute or property of a thing is an exercise of force or mode of activity producing a certain state of consciousness in us. The sum of its attributes or properties constitutes the totality of the thing, and is not adventitiously laid upon the thing; you can separate the parts of a thing; but you cannot take
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away its forces from any part, because they are its essence. Matter is not a limitation or neutralization, but a state and expression, of force. Force itself is not multiplex, but one, all qualities and directions of it lying potentially in each entity, the kinds and amounts which shall be actually manifested depending in each case on the conditions environing it. All matter, all being, therefore, consists of ultimate atoms or monads, each one of which is an inseparable solidarity of activities. The universe is an eternal society of eternal force-individuals, all of which are capable of constant changes in groupings, aggregations, developments, relations, but absolutely incapable of annihilation. Every atom possesses potential reason, and comes to self-apprehension whenever the appropriate conditions meet. All differences originate from conditions and exist not in essentialities.

According to this theory, the eternity of the soul is sure, but that eternity must be an endless series of mutual transitions between consciousness and unconsciousness, life and death. Since all cannot be men at once, they must take their turns. Carus says, a soul enclosing in itself an independent consciousness is inconceivable. When the organism by which consciousness is conditioned and revealed is destroyed in death, consciousness disappears as certainly as the gleaming height of a dome falls in when its foundation is removed. And Drossbach adds, death is the shade-side of life. Without shade, light would not be perceptible, nor life without death; for only contrast leads to knowledge. The consciousness of life is realized by interchange with the unconsciousness of death. Mortality is the inevitable attribute of a self-conscious being. The immortality of such a being can be nothing else than an everlasting mortality. In this restless alternation between the opposite states of life and death, being holds continuous endurance, but consciousness is successively extinguished and revived, while memory is each time hopelessly lost. Widenmann holds that the periods of death are momentary, the soul being at once born again, retaining no vestiges of its past. Drossbach, on the contrary, believes that memory is an indefeasible quality of the soul-atom,—the reason why we do not remember previous lives being that the present is our first experiment. When all atoms destined to become men have once run the human career, the earliest ones will begin to reappear with full memory of their preceding course. It matters not how long it requires for one circuit of the whole series of souls; for the infinite future is before us, and, as we are unconscious in death, the lapse of ages is nothing. We lie down to sleep, and instantly rise up to a new life.

"Death gives to life all its relish, as hunger is the true sauce of food. Death first makes us precious and dear to ourselves. Since it lies in the
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nature of change that no condition is endless, but morning ever follows
night, death cannot be endless. Be unconcerned; thy being shall as
little be lost as the grain of dust at thy foot! Because in death thou
dost not know that thou art, therefore fearest thou that thou shalt be no
more? O pusillanimous! the great events of nature are too vast for thy
weak heart. A whole eternity thou hast not been conscious that thou
art, and yet thou hast become conscious of it. Every night thou loest
thy consciousness, yet art thou conscious again, and shalt be. The loss
of consciousness is not necessarily the loss of self. The knowledge of
my being is not my being itself, but a peculiar force thereof, which, enter-
ing into reciprocal action with other forces, is subject to change. It is its
essence to act, and thus to change, yet without surrendering its essence.
Goethe's words may be applied to the soul:—
'
It is; therefore eternally it is.'
Not in cold motionlessness consists eternal life, but in eternal movement,
in eternal alteration, in incessant change. These are warranties that no
state endures forever, not even the unconscious,—death." 39
In this unfolding of the theory there are many arbitrary and fanciful
conceptions which may easily be dispensed with. The interspersion of
the bright life of the human monads with blank epochs of oblivious
darkness, and the confinement of their destiny to an endless repetition
of their life-course on this globe, are not necessary. In the will of God
the free range of the boundless universe may lie open to them and an
incessant career in forever novel circumstances await them. It is also
conceivable that human souls, leading still recurrent lives on earth with
total forgetfulness, may at last acquire sufficient power, in some happy
concurrence or sublime exigency, to summon back and retain all their
foregone states. But, leaving aside all such incidental speculations, the
chief interest of the dynamic-atomistic or monad theory, as affording a
solid basis for immortality, is in relation to the arrogance of a shallow
and conceited materialism. Says the materialist, "Show me a spirit,
and I will believe in your heaven." Replies the idealist, "Show me
your matter, however small a piece, and I will yield to your argument."
Spirit is no phenomenon to be shown, and matter is an inference from
thought; thus the counter-statements of physical science and ideal phi-
losophy fairly offset each other, and throw their respective advocates
back upon the natural ground of unsophisticated faith and observation.
Standing there unperturbed, man has an invincible reliance on the
veracity of his faculties and the normal reports of nature. Through
immediate apprehension of his own conscious will and the posited expe-
rience of his senses, he has knowledge both of causal forms of being, or
free productive force, and of resultant processes and phenomena. And
surely sound logic teaches that the latter may alter or disappear without
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implying the annihilation of the former. If all material substance, so
called, were destroyed, not only would space remain as an infinite indi-
visible unity, but the equivalents of what had been destroyed must remain
in some form or other. Who shall say that these equivalents would not
be intelligent points of power, capable of organizing aggregate bodies
and of reconstituting the universe in the will of God, or of forming
from period to period, in endless succession, new kinds of universes, each
abounding in hitherto unimagined modes of life and degrees of bliss?
To our present faculties, with only our present opportunities and data,
the final problem of being is insoluble. We resolve the properties of
matter into methods of activity, manifestations of force. But there,
covered with alluring awe, a wall of impenetrable mystery confronts us
with its baffling "Thus far, and no farther, shall thine explicating gaze
read the secrets of destiny." We cannot tell what force is. We can
conceive neither its genesis nor its extinction. Over that obscure en-
vironment, into the immense empire of possibilities, we must bravely
fling the treasures of our love and the colors of our hope, and with a
divine impulse in the moment of death leap after, trusting not to sink
as nothing into the abyss of nowhere, but, landing safe in some elysium
better than we know, to find ourselves still in God.

In dealing with moral problems in the realm of the higher reason, in-
tuitions, mysterious hints, prophetic feelings, instinctive apprehensions
of fitness and harmony, may be of more convincing validity than all the
formal arguments logic can build. 49 "Sentiment," Ancillon says, as
quoted by Lewes, "goes further than knowledge; beyond demonstrative
proofs there is natural evidence; beyond analysis, inspiration; beyond
words, ideas; beyond ideas, emotions; and the sense of the infinite is a
primitive fact of the soul." In transcendental mathematics, problems
otherwise unapproachable are solved by operating with emblems of the
relations of purely imaginary quantities to the facts of the problems.
The process is sound and the result valid, notwithstanding the hypotheti-
cal and imaginary character of the aids in reaching it. When for master-
ing the dim momentous problems of our destiny the given quantities
and relations of science are inadequate, the helpful supposititious condi-
tions furnished by faith may equally lead over their airy ways to conclusions
of eternal truth. The disbelievers of a future life have in their investiga-
tions applied methods not justly applicable to the subject, and demanded
a species of proof impossible for the subject to yield: as if one should
use his ear to listen to the symmetries of beauty, and his eye to gaze
upon the undulations of music. It is therefore that the terribly logical
onslaughts of Feuerbach are harmless upon most persons. The glitter-
ing scimitar of this Saracenic metaphysician flashes swift and sharp, but
he fights the air with weapons of air. No blood flows from the severed
emptiness of space; no clash of the blows is heard any more than bell-
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strokes would be heard in an exhausted receiver. One may justifiably accept propositions which strict science cannot establish and believe in the existence of a thing which science cannot reveal, as Jacobi has abundantly shown and as Wagner has with less ability tried to illustrate. The utmost possible achievement of a negative criticism is to show the invalidity of the physiological, analogical, and metaphysical arguments to furnish positive proof of a future life for us. But this negation fully admitted is no evidence of our total mortality. Science is impotent to give any proof reaching to such a conclusion. However badly the archery of the sharp-eyed and strong-armed critics of disbelief has riddled the outer works of ordinary argument, it has not slain the garrison. Scientific criticism therefore leaves us at this point: there may be an immortal soul in us. Then the question whether there actually is an immortal soul in us, rests entirely on moral facts and considerations. Allowing their native force to these moral facts and considerations, the healthy ethical thinker, recognising in himself an innermost self-conscious ego which knows itself persistent and identical amidst the multiplex vicissitude of transient conditions, lies down to die expecting immediately to continue his being's journey elsewhere, in some other guise. Leaving out of view these moral facts and considerations, the materialistic naturalist thinker, recognising his consciousness as only a phantom procession of states across the cerebral stage hung in ashy livery and afloat on blood, lies down to expire expecting immediately to be turned into nobody forever. Misinterpreting and undervaluing these moral facts and considerations, the anchorless speculative thinker, recognising his organism as an eye through which the World-Spirit beholds itself, or a momentary pulse in which the All feels itself, his consciousness as a part of the infinite Thought, lies down on his death-couch expecting immediately to be turned into everybody, eternity, instead of greeting him with an individual kiss, wrapping him in a monistic embrace. The broad drift of human conviction leads to the first conclusion,—a persistent personality. The greatest philosophers, from Plato to Pascal, deny the second view,—a blotting extinction of the soul,—declaring it false in science and incredible in presentation. The third theory—a pantheistic absorption—the irresistible common sense of mankind repudiates as a morbid dream. Man naturally believes himself immortal but not infinite. Monism is a doctrine utterly foreign to undiseased thinking. Although it be a Fichte, a Schelling, or a Hegel, who says that the soul is a circumscribed yet omnipotent ego, which first radiates the universe, and afterwards beholds it in the mirror of itself, and at length breaks into dead universality, the conception is, to the average apprehension of humanity, as overweening a piece of wild fancy as ever rose in a madman's reveries.

41 Von den göttlichen Dingen und ihrer Offenbarung.
42 Wissen und Glauben mit besonderer Beziehung zur Zukunft der Seele: Fortsetzung der Betrachtungen über Menschenschöpfung und Seelensubstanz.
43 A full discussion of the pantheistic doctrine of immortality will be found in the following
The ordinary contemplator of the phenomena of the world and the sequel of human life from the materialistic point of view feels disgust and terror at the prospect. The scene seems to him degrading and the fate fearful. The loathing and dismay vulgarly experienced thus, it is true, arise from an exaggerated misapprehension of the basis and meaning of the facts: rightly appreciated, all is reassuringly alive, aspirant, beautiful, and benignant. The ceaseless transformations filling the heights and depths of the creation are pervaded with joy and clothed with a noble poetry. There is no real death: what seems so is but a "return or falling home of the fundamental phenomenon to the phenomenal foundation,—a dissolution through which nature seeks her ground and strives to renew herself in her principles." Still, in spite of this more profound and genial interpretation of the shifting metamorphoses of nature, the fear of there being no conscious future life for man produces, whenever entertained, a horrid constriction around the heart, felt like the icy-cold coils of a serpent. The thought of tumbling hopelessly into

"The blind cave of eternal night"

naturally oppresses the heart of man with sadness and with alarm. To escape the unhappiness thus inflicted, recourse has been had to expedients. Two artificial substitutes for immortality have been devised. Fondly fixing attention upon these, men have tried to find comfort and to absorb their thoughts from the dreaded spectre and the long oblivion. The first is the sentimental phantasm of posthumous fame. The Latin bard, ancient Ennius, sings,—

"Nemo me lacrymis decoret, nec funera fietu
Faxit. Cur? volita vivu' per era virum." 44

Shakspeare likewise often expresses the same thought:—

"When all the breathers of this world are dead,
You still shall live (such virtue hath my pen)
Where breath most breathes,—even in the mouths of men."

And again in similar strain:—

"My love looks fresh, and Death to me subscribes,
Since, spite of him, I'll live in this poor rhyme,
While he insults o'er dull and speechless tribes."

Napoleon is reported to have said, "My soul will pass into history and the deathless memories of mankind; and thus in glory shall I be immortal." This characteristically French notion forms the essence of


44 Cicero, Tusc. Quest., lib. i. cap. xv.
Comte's "positivist" doctrine of a future life. It is an aristocratic affair. Those deemed worthy after their death to be incorporated, by vote of the people or otherwise, in the Supreme Being,—the Grand-Être, a fictitious product of a poetic personification,—through the perpetual fame and influence thus secured have an immortal life in the thoughts and feelings of a grateful posterity. Comte says, "Positivism greatly improves immortality and places it on a firmer foundation, by changing it from objective to subjective." We should say it utterly destroys the whole reality, leaving only a simulative name. Great and eternal Humanity is God. The dead who are really meritorious are alone lovingly remembered, and, thus incorporated into the Divinity, they have merely a "subjective immortality in the brains of the living." It is a poor shadow and ridiculous travesty of the sublime truth which the soul craves and foresees. Hapless Leopardi, in his Bruto Minore, expresses this "poor hope of being in the future's breath;"——

"...dell' altra morte ultima raggio,
Consia futura età."

That proud and gifted natures should have seriously stooped to such an illusive toy, to occupy, inspire, and solace themselves with it, is a fact strange and pathetic. With reverential tenderness of sympathy must we yearn towards those whose hopeless yet loving natures, baffled of any solid resource, turn appealingly, ere they fade away, to clasp this substanceless image of an image.

The other scheme is what may be called the "lampada tradunt" theory of a future life. Generations succeed each other, and the course is always full. Eternal life takes up new subjects as fast as its exhausted receptacles perish. Men are the mortal cells of immortal humanity. The individual must comfort himself with the assurance and sympathetic reflection that his extinction really destroys nothing, since all the constituent elements of his being will be caught up and manipulated into the forms of his successors:——

"...It's for thyself to breed another thee,
Then what could Death do, if thou shouldst depart,
But leave thee living in posterity?"

Life is a constant renovation, and its sum is forever full and equal on the globe. The only genuine resurrection unto eternal life is an unending re-creation of organisms from the same materials to repeat the same physiological and psychological processes. There is a gleam of cheer and of nobleness in this representation; but, upon the whole, it is perhaps as far-fetched and ineffectual as the former. It is a rapid consolation, after all, in view of our own personal annihilation, to think that others

---
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46 Lucretius, De Nat. Rerum, lib. ii. 1.78.
47 Schultz-Schulze, Die Bildung des menschlichen Geistes durch Kultur der Verjüngung seines Lebens, ss. 834-847; Die Unsterblichkeitsbegriffe.
will then live and also be annihilated in their turn. It is very pleasant to believe that the dear old earth will forever be peopled with joyous throns of men; but though such a belief might, in some moods, help to reconcile us to our fate if we knew we must depart from the scene and perish forever, it could not alter the intrinsic sadness of that fate. We naturally desire to live on elsewhere ourselves more than we desire to have the scene of life continued here after we are gone. Genuine solace and complete satisfaction are to be found in no substitute for immortality, but in the truth of immortality.

In regard to the eternal preservation of personal consciousness, it were bigoted blindness to deny that there is room for doubts and fears. While the monad soul—so to call it—lies here beneath the weak glimmer of suns so far off that they are forceless to develop it to a victorious assurance, we cannot but sometimes feel misgivings and be depressed by skeptical surmises. Accordingly, while belief has generally prevailed, disbelief has in every age had its representatives. The ancients had their Diæarchus, Protagoras, Panætius, Lucan, Epicurus, Caesar, Horace, and a long list besides. The moderns have had their Gassendi, Diderot, Condillac, Hobbes, Hume, Paine, Leopardi, Shelley, and now have their Feuerbach, Vogt, Moleschott, and scores of others needless to be named. And although in any argument from authority the company of the great believers would incomparably outshine and a thousand times outweigh the array of deniers, this does not alter the obvious fact that there are certain phenomena which are natural provocatives of doubt and whose troubling influence scarcely any one can always escape. Homer, in giving expression to Hector's confidence of victory over the Greeks, makes him wish that he were but as sure of entering the state of the immortal gods. When some one asked Dr. Johnson, "Have we not proof enough of the immortality of the soul?" he replied, "I want more." Davenport—of whom Southey says, "I know no other author who has so often expressed his doubts respecting a future state and how burdensome he felt them"—writes,—

"But ask not bodies doom'd to die,  
To what abode they go:  
Since knowledge is but sorrow's spy,  
It is not safe to know."

Charles Lamb writes, "If men would honestly confess their misgivings, (which few men will,) there are times when the strongest Christian of us has reeled under questionings of such staggering obscurity." Many a man, seeing nature hang her veil of shifting glories above the silent tombs of vanished generations, voiceless now forever, entertaining innumerable contradictory queries amidst feelings of decay and sights of corruption, before the darkness of unknown futurity might pitously exclaim, without deserving blame,—

48 Iliad, lib. viii. ii. 538-540.
Who that has reached maturity of reflection cannot appreciate and sympathize somewhat with these lines of Byron, when he stands before a lifeless form of humanity?—

"I gazed, as oft I have gazed the same,
To try if I could wrench aught out of death
Which should confirm, or shake, or make, a faith;
But it was all a mystery. Here we are,
And there we go: but where? Five bits of lead,
Or three, or two, or one, send very far!
And is this blood, then, form'd but to be shed?
Can every element our elements mar?
Can air, earth, water, fire, live,—and we dead?
We, whose minds comprehend all things? No more."

Doubt is not sin, but rather a misfortune; for it is—to adopt a suggestion from Schaller—a cleft in the soul through which thought steals away what the heart desires. The guilt or innocence of doubting depends on the spirit in which it is done. There are two attitudes of mind and moods of feeling before propositions and evidence. One is, "I will not believe unless I see the prints of the nails and lay my finger in the marks of the wounds." The other is, "Lord, I believe: help thou mine unbelief." In abstract logic or rigid science the former may be appropriate and right. The latter alone can be justifiable in moral and religious things. If a man sorrowfully and humbly doubts, because he cannot help it, he shall not be condemned. When he is proud of his doubts, complacently swells with fancied superiority, plays the fanfaron with his pretentious arguments, and sets up as a propagandist of disbelief, being all the while in reality

"Most ignorant of what he is most assured,—
His glassy essence,"—

his conduct is offensive to every good man, and his spirit must receive the condemnation of God. A missionary of atheism and death, horridly eager to destroy those lofty thoughts which so much help to make us men, is a shocking spectacle. Yet a few such there are, who seem delighted as by their dismal theory they bury mankind in an iron tomb of materialism and inscribe on the irrevocable door the solitary words, Fate and Silence.

The more attentively one dwells on the perishable physical side of life, the more prone he will be to believe in an absolute death; the more prevailingly he ponders the incorruptible psychical side, the more prepared he will be to credit immortality. The chemist who confines his studies exclusively within his own province, when he reflects on the probable sequence of life, will speculatively see himself vanish in his blowpipes and retorts. Whoso devotedly dabbles in organisms, nerves, and bloods may easily become skeptical of spirit; for it everywhere balks his analysis and eludes his search. The objects he deals with are things.
They belong to change and dissolution. Mind and its proper home belong to a different category of being. Because no heaven appears at the end of the telescope, and no soul is seen on the edge of the dissecting-knife, and no mind is found at the bottom of the crucible, to infer that therefore there is neither heaven, nor soul, nor mind, is as monstrous a non sequitur as it would be to infer the non-existence of gravity because it cannot be distilled in any alembic nor discerned with any glass. The man who goes into the dark crimson-dripping halls of physiology seeking proofs of immortality, and, failing to find them, abandons his faith in it, is like that hapless traveller who, groping in the catacombs under Rome, was buried by the caving-in of the sepulchral roof, and thus lost his life, while all the time, above, the great vault of heaven was stretching, blue and breezy, filled with sunshine and sentient joy.

When we contemplate men in a mass, like a swarm of bees or a hive of ants, we find ourselves doubting their immortality. They melt away, in swiftly confused heaps and generations, into the bosom of nature. On the other hand, when we think of individuals, an almost unavoidable thought of personal identity makes us spontaneously conclude them immortal. It rather requires the effort then to think them otherwise. But obviously the real problem is never of the multitudinous throng, but always of the solitary person. In reference to this question it is sophistry to fix our thoughts on a Chinese city as crowded with nameless and indistinguishable human inhabitants as a decayed cheese is with vermin. Fairness requires that our imaginations and reasonings upon the subject fasten upon an individual, set apart and uplifted, like a king, in the incommunicable distinctness and grandeur of selfhood and responsibility.

From looking about this grave-paved star, from painful and degrading contemplations of dead bodies, "the snuff and loathed part of nature which burns itself out," let a man turn away, and send his interior kingly glance aloft into ideal realms, let him summon up the glorious sentiments of freedom, duty, admiration, the noble experiences of self-sacrifice, love, and joy,—and his soul will extricate itself from the filthy net of material decay, and feel the divine exemption of its own clean prerogatives, dazzling types of eternity, and fragments of blessedness that

"Promise, on our Maker's truth,
Long morrow to this mortal youth."

Martyrdom is demonstration of immortality; for self-preservation is the innermost, indestructible instinct of every conscious being. When the soul, in a sacred cause, enthusiastically rushes upon death, or in calm composure awaits death, it is irresistibly convinced that it cannot be hurt, but will be blessed, by the crisis. It knows that in an inexpressibly profound sense whosoever would ignobly save his life loses it, but whosoever would nobly lose his life saves it. Martyrdom demonstrates immortality.

"Life embark'd, out at sea 'mid the wave-tumbling roar,
The poor ship of my body went down to the floor;
But I broke, at the bottom of death, through a door,
And, from sinking, began forever to soar."
The most lamentable and pertinacious doubts of immortality sometimes arise from the survey of instances of gross wickedness, sluggishness, and imbecility forced on our attention. But, as these undeniably are palpable violations of the creative intention, it is not just to reason from them. In fairness the argument demands that we select the noblest, healthiest specimens of completed humanity to reason from. Should we not take a case in which God's will is so far plainly fulfilled, in order to trace that will farther and even to its finality? And regarding on his death-bed a Newton, a Fenelon, a Washington, is it difficult to conceive him surviving the climax and catastrophe of his somatic cell-basis and soaring to a more august range of existence? Remembering that such as these have lived and died, ay, and even the godlike Nazarene, can we believe that man is merely a white interrogation-point lifted on the black margin of matter to ask the answerless secret of the universe and be erased?

Such a conclusion charges God with the transcendent crime of infanticide perpetrated in the most deliberate manner and on the most gigantic scale. Who can bear, by thus quenching the hope of another life, to add death to death, and overcast, to every thoughtful eye, the whole sunny field of life with the melancholy shadow of a bier? There is a noble strength and confidence, cheering to the reader, in these words of one of the wisest and boldest of thinkers:—"I should be the very last man to be willing to dispense with the faith in a future life: nay, I would say, with Lorenzo de'Medici, that all those are dead, even for the present life, who do not hope for another. I have the firm conviction that our soul is an existence of indestructible nature, whose working is from eternity to eternity. It is like the sun, that seems indeed to set, but really never sets, shining on in unchangeable splendor."49 Such a view of our destiny incomparably inspires and ennobles us. Man, discovering under all the poor, wretched accidents of earth and sense and hard fortune the immortality of his soul, feels as that king's son who, lost in infancy, and growing up under the care of a forest hind, supposed himself to belong to the rude class among whom he lived; but one day, learning his true parentage, he knew beneath his mean disguise that he was a prince, and immediately claimed his kingdom. These facts of experience show clearly how much it behooves us to cultivate by every honest method this cardinal tenet of religion,—how much wiser faith is in listening to the lucid echoes of the sky than despair in listening to the muffled reverberations of the grave. All noble and sweet beliefs grow with the growing nobleness and tenderness of characters sensitive to those fine revealings which pachydermatous souls can never know. In the upper hall of reason, before the high shrine of faith, burn the base doubts begotten in the cellars of sense; and they may serve as tapers to light your tentative way to conviction. If the floating al Sirat between physiology and psychology, earth and heaven, is too slippery and perilous for your footing, where heavy-

49 Eckermann's Conversations with Goethe.
limbed science cannot tread, nerve the wings of faith for a free flight. Or, if every effort to fasten a definite theory on some solid support on the other side of the gulf fails, venture forth on the naked line of limitless desire, as the spider escapes from an unwelcome position by flinging out an exceedingly long and fine thread and going forth upon it sustained by the air. 50 Whoever preserves the full intensity of the affections is little likely to lose his trust in God and a future life, even when exposed to lowering and chilling influences from material science and speculative philosophy: the glowing of the heart, as Jean Paul says, relights the extinguished torch in the night of the intellect, as a beast stunned by an electric shock in the head is restored by an electric shock in the breast. Daniel Webster says, in an expression of his faith in Christianity written shortly before his death, "Philosophical argument, especially that drawn from the vastness of the universe in comparison with the apparent insignificance of this globe, has sometimes shaken my reason for the faith which is in me; but my heart has always assured and reassured me." 51 Contemplating the stable permanence of nature as it swallows our fleet generations, we may feel that we vanish like sparks in the night; but when we think of the persistent identity of the soul, and of its immeasurable superiority to the brute mass of matter, the aspect of the case changes and the moral inference is reversed. Does not the simple truth of love conquer and trample the world's aggregated lie? The man who, with assiduous toil and earnest faith, develops his forces, and disciplines his faculties, and cherishes his aspirations, and accumulates virtue and wisdom, is thus preparing the auspicious stores and conditions of another existence. As he slowly journeys over the mountains of life, aware that there can be no returning, he gathers and carries with him materials to build a ship when he reaches the strand of death. Upon the mist-veiled ocean launching then, he will sail—where? Whither God orders. Must not that be to the right port?

We remember an old Brahmanic poem—brought from the East by Rückert and sweetly resung in the speech of the West—full of encouragement to those who shall die. 52 A man wrapped in slumber calmly reclines on the deck of a ship stranded and parting in the breakers. The plank on which he sleeps is borne by a huge wave upon a bank of roses, and he awakes amidst a jubilee of music and a chorus of friendly voices bidding him welcome. So, perhaps, when the body is shattered on the death-ledge, the soul will be tossed into the fragrant and musical lap of eternal life on the self-identified and dynamic plank of personality.

50 Greenough, An Artist's Creed.
51 Memorial of Daniel Webster from the City of Boston, p. 16.
52 Brahmanische Erzählungen, s. 5.
CHAPTER IX.

MORALITY OF THE DOCTRINE OF A FUTURE LIFE.

In discussing the ethics of the doctrine of a future life—a subject here amazingly neglected, there more amazingly maltreated, and nowhere, within our knowledge, truly analyzed and exhibited— it is important that the theme be precisely defined and the debate kept strictly to the lines. Let it be distinctly understood, therefore, that the question to be handled is not, "Whether there ought to be a future life or not," nor, "Whether there is a future life or not." The question is, "What difference should it make to us whether we admit or deny the fact of a future life?" If we believe that we are to pass through death into an immortal existence, what inferences pertaining to the present are rightfully to be drawn from the supposition? If, on the other hand, we think there is nothing for us after the present, what are the logical consequences of that faith in regard to our aims and rules of conduct in this world?

Suppose a man who has always imagined that death is utter annihilation should in some way suddenly acquire knowledge that an endless existence immediately succeeds the termination of this: what would be the legitimate instructions of his new information? Before we can fairly answer this inquiry, we need to know what relations connect the two states of existence. A knowledge of the law and method and means of man's destiny is more important for his guidance than the mere ascertainment of its duration. With reference to the query before us, four hypotheses are conceivable. If, in the first place, there be no connection whatever—except that of temporal sequence—between the present life and the future, then, so far as duty is concerned, the expectation of a world to come yields not the slightest practical application for the experience that now is. It can only be a source of comfort or of terror; and that will be accordingly as it is conceived under the aspect of benignity or of vengeance. If, secondly, the character of the future life depend on conditions to be fulfilled here, but those conditions be not within our control, then, again, no inferences of immediate duty can be drawn from the apprehended hereafter. Being quasi actors in a scene prearranged and with a plot predetermined, we can no more

1 The only direct treatise on the subject known to us is Tilemann's Kritik der Unsterblichkeitslehre in Anschung des Sittengesetzes, published in 1789. And this we have not seen.
be capable of any obligation or choice, in regard to the end, than puppets
which some unseen Harlequin moves by the terrible wires of primitive
decree or transmitted depravity towards the genial or the tragic crisis.
If the soul’s fate there is to be heaven or hell according to the part
enacted here, it must have free will and a fair opportunity to work the
unmarried problem safely out. Otherwise the future life is reduced, as
far as it affects us here, to a mere source of complacency or of horror as
it respectively touches the elect and the reprobate.

Thirdly, it may be conceived that the future life is a state of everlasting
reward and punishment unchangeably decided by the way in which the
probationary period allotted on earth is passed through. Here are men,
for a brief time, free to act thus or otherwise. Do thus, and the endless
bliss of heaven is won. Do otherwise, and the endless agony of hell is
incurred. The plain rule of action yielded by this doctrine is, Sacrifice
all other things to the one thing needful. The present life is in itself a
worthless instant. The future life is an inexhaustible eternity. And yet
this infinite wealth of glory or woe depends on how you act during that
poor moment. Therefore you have nothing to do while on earth but to seek the
salvation of your soul. To waste a single pulse-beat on any thing else is the
very madness of folly. To find out how to escape hell and secure heaven,
and then to improve the means, this should absolutely absorb every
energy and every thought and every desire of every moment. This world
is a bridge of straw over the roaring gulf of eternal fire. Is there leisure
for sport and business, or room for science and literature, or mood for plea-
sures and amenities? No: to get ourselves and our friends into the magic
car of salvation, which will waft us up from the ravenous crests of the brim-
stone lake packed with visages of anguish,—to bind around our souls the
floating cord of redemption, which will draw us up to heaven,—this should
intensely engage every faculty. Nothing else can be admitted save by
oversight of the awful facts. For is it not one flexible instant of oppor-
tunity, and then an adamantine immortality of doom? That doctrine
of a future life which makes eternal unalterable happiness or misery
depend on the fleeting probation allowed here yields but one practical
moral; and that it pronounces with imminent urgency and perfect dis-
tinctness. The only true duty, the only real use, of this life is to secure
the forensic salvation of the soul by improvement of the appointed
means. Suspended by such a hair of frailty, for one breathless moment,
on such a razor-edged contingence, an entrancing sea of blessedness
above, a horrible abyss of torture beneath, such should be the all-con-
centrating anxiety to secure safety that there would be neither time nor
taste for any thing else. Every object should seem an altar drenched
with sacrificial blood, every sound a knell laden with dolorous omen,
every look a propitiatory confession, every breath a pleading prayer.
From so single and preternatural a tension of the believer’s faculties
nothing could allow an instant’s cessation except a temporary forgetting
or blinking of the awful scene and the immeasurable hazard. Such would be a logical application to life of the genuine morals of the doctrine under consideration. But the doctrine itself is to be rejected as false on many grounds. It is deduced from Scripture by a technical and unsound interpretation. It is unjust and cruel, irreconcilable with the righteousness or the goodness of God. It is unreasonable, opposed to the analogies of nature and to the experience of man. It is wholly impossible to carry it out consistently in the practice of life. If it were thoroughly credited and acted upon, all the business of the world would cease, and the human race would soon die out.

There remains one other view of the relationship of a future life with the present. And it seems to be the true view. The same Creator presiding, the same laws prevailing, over infinitude and eternity that now rule over time and earth, our immortality cannot reasonably be imagined either a moment of free action and an eternity of fixed consequences, or a series of separate fragments patched into a parti-colored experience with blanks of death between the patterns of life. It must be conceived as one endless existence in linear connection of cause and effect developing in progressive phases under varying conditions of motive and scenery. With what we are at death we live on into the next life. In every epoch and world of our destiny our happiness depends on the possession of a harmoniously working soul harmoniously related with its environment. Each stage and state of our eternal existence has its peculiarities of duty and privilege. In this one our proper work is to improve the opportunities, discharge the tasks, enjoy the blessings, belonging here. We are to do the same in the next one when we arrive in that. All the wealth of wisdom, virtue, strength, and harmony we acquire in our present life is the vantage-ground and capital wherewith we start in the succeeding life. Therefore the true preparation for the future is to fit ourselves to enter it under the most favorable auspices, by accumulating in our souls all the spiritual treasures afforded by the present. In other words, the truest aim we can set before ourselves during our existence on earth is to make it yield the greatest possible results of the noblest experience. The life hereafter is the elevated and complementary continuation of the life here; and certainly the direstest way to ameliorate the continuation is to improve the commencement.

But, it may be said, according to this representation, the fact of a future life makes no difference in regard to our duty now; for if the grave swallows all, still, it is our duty and our interest to make the best and the most of our life in the world while it lasts. True; and really that very consideration is a strong proof of the correctness of the view in question. It corresponds with the other arrangements of God. He makes every thing its own end, complete in itself, at the same time that it subserves some further end and enters into some higher unity. He is no mere Teleologist, hobbling towards his conclusions on a pair of de-
cayed logic-crutches, but an infinite Artist, whose means and ends are consentaneous in the timeless and spaceless spontaneity and perfection of his play. If the tomb is our total goal, our genuine aim in this existence is to win during its course an experience the largest in quantity and the best in quality. On the other hand, if another life follows this, our wisdom is just the same; because that experience alone, with the favor of God, can constitute our fitness and stock to enter on the future. And yet between the two cases there is this immense difference,—not indeed in duty, but in endowment,—that in the latter instance we work out our allotted destiny here, in a broader illumination, with grander incentives, and with vaster consolations. A future life, then, really imposes no new duty upon the present, alters no fundamental ingredient in the present, takes away none of the charms and claims of the present, but merely sheds an additional radiance upon the shaded lights already shining here, infuses an additional motive into the stimulants already animating our purposes, distils an additional balm into the comforts which already assuage our sorrows amidst an evanescent scene. The belief that we are to live hereafter in a compensating world explains to us many a sad mystery, strengthens us for many an oppressive burden, consoles us in many a sharp grief. Else we should oftener go mad in the baffling whirl of problems, oftener obey the baser voice, oftener yield to despair. These three are the moral uses, in the present life, of the doctrine of a future life. Outside of these three considerations the doctrine has no ethical meaning for human observance here.

It will be seen, according to the foregoing representation, that the expectation of a future life, instead of being harmful to the interests and attractions of the present, simply casts a cheering and magnifying light upon them. It does not depreciate the realities or nullify the obligations now upon us, but emphasizes them, flinging their lights and shades forward through a mightier vista. Consequently there is no reason for assailing the idea of another life in behalf of the interests of this. Such an opposition between the two states is entirely sophistical, resulting from a profound misinterpretation of the true moral relations connecting them.

The belief in immortality has been mistakenly attacked, not merely as hostile to our welfare on earth, but likewise as immoral in itself, springing from essential selfishness, and in turn nourishing selfishness and fatally tainting every thing with that central vice. To desire to live everlastingly as an identical individual, it has been said, is the ecstasy and culmination of avaricious conceitinedness. Man, the vain egotist, dives out of sight in God to fish up the pearl of his darling self. He makes his poor individuality the measure of all things, his selfish desire

2"Seht, an der morschen Syllogismenkrücke
Hinkt Gott in Seine Welt."
Lenau's Satire auf einen Professor philosophie.
the law of endless being. Such a rampant proclamation of self-will and enthronement of pure egotism, flying in the face of the solemn and all-submerging order of the universe, is the very essence and climax of im-
morality and irreligiousness. To this assault on the morality of the belief in a future life, whether made in the devout tones of magnanimous sincerity, as by the sublime Schleiermacher, or with the dishonest tricki-
ness of a vulgar declaimer for the rehabilitation of the senses, as by some who might be named, several fair replies may be made. In the first place, the objection begs the question, by assuming that the doctrine is a falsehood, and that its disciples wilfully set up their private wishes against the public truth. Such tremendous postulates cannot be granted. It is seizing the victory before the battle, grasping the conclusion without establishing the premises. For, if there be a future life provided by the Creator, it cannot be sinful or selfish in us to trust in it, to accept it with humble gratitude, and to prepare our souls for it. That, instead of being rebellious arrogance or overweening selfishness, would simply be con-
forming our thoughts and plans, our desires and labors, to the Divine arrangements. That would be both morality and piety. When one clings by will to a doctrine known to be a falsehood, obstinately suppress-
ing reason to affirm it as a truth, and, in obedience to his personal whims, trying to force all things into conformity with it, he does act as a selfish egotist in full violation of the moral law and the spirit of religion. But a future life we believe to be a fact; and therefore we are, in every respect, justified in gladly expecting it and consecratedly living with reference to it.

Furthermore, admitting it to be an open question, neither proved nor disproved, but poised in equal uncertainty, still, it is not immoral nor undevout deeply to desire and fondly to hope a personal immortality.

“The aim of religion,” it has been said, “is the annihilation of one’s own individuality, the living in the All, the becoming one with the uni-
verse.” But in such a definition altogether too much is assumed. The aim of religion is only the annihilation of the self-will of the individual as opposed to the Will of the Whole, not the losing of one’s self in the unconscious wastes of the universe, but the harmonizing of one’s self with the Supreme Law of the universe. An humble, loving, and joyous conformity to the truth constitutes morality and religion. This is not necessarily inconsistent with a personal immortality. Besides, the charge may be retorted. To be identified with the universe is a prouder thought than to be subordinated to it as an infinitesimal individual. It is a far haughtier conceit to fancy one’s self an integral part of God’s substance than to believe one’s self a worshipping pensioner of God’s will. The conception, too, is less native to the mind, has been more curiously sought out, and is incomparably more pampering to speculative luxury. If accusations of selfishness and willfulness are to be hurled upon any modes of preferred faith as to our destiny, this self-styled disinterested
surrender of our personality to the pantheistic Soul is as obnoxious to them as the common belief.

If a desire for personal immortality be a normal experience in the development of our nature, it cannot be indictable as an offence, but must be recognised as an indication of God's design. Whether the desire is a cold and degraded piece of egotism deserving rebuke and contempt, or a lofty and sympathetic affection worthy of reverence and approval, depends on no intrinsic ingredient of the desire itself, but on the character in which it has its being. One person will be a heartless tyrant, another a loving saint, in his hope of a future life. Shall our love of the dead, our prayers to meet them again, our unfathomed yearnings to know that they still live and are happy, be stigmatized as mean and evil? Regard for others as much as for ourselves prompts the eternal sigh. Nor will Divinity ever condemn the feeling himself has awakened. It is said that Xerxes, gazing once upon his gorgeous army of a million men spread out below him, sheathed in golden armor, white plumes nodding, purple standards waving, martial horns blowing, wept as he thought that in thirty years the entire host composing that magnificent spectacle would be dead. To have gazed thoughtfully upon such a sight with unmoved sensibilities would imply a much more selfish and hardened egotist. So when a lonely philanthropist from some meditative eminence looks down on the human race, if, as the contemplation of their pathetic fading and decay wounds his saddened heart, he heals and cheers it with the faith of a glorious immortality for them all, who shall call him selfish and sinful? To rest contented with the speedy night and the infinite oblivion, wiping off all the unsolved sums from the slate of existence with annihilation's remorseless sponge,—that would be the selfishness and the cruelty.

When that sweet asp, death, fastens on our vein of earthly life, we all feel, like the dying queen of Egypt, that we have "immortal longings" in us. Since the soul thus holds by a pertinacious instinct to the eternity of her own existence, it is more rational to conclude that this is a pledge of her indestructible personality, God's impregnable defence reared around the citadel of her being, than to consider it the artificial rampart flung up by an insurgent egotism. In like manner, it is a misrepresentation of the facts to assert the culpable selfishness of the faith in a future life as a demanded reward for fidelity and merit here. No one demands immortality as pay for acquired desert. It is modestly looked for as a free boon from the God who freely gave the present and who has by a thousand symbolic prophecies promised it. Richter says, with great insight, "We desire immortality not as the reward of virtue, but as its continuance. Virtue can no more be rewarded than joy can: it is its own reward." Kant says, "Immortality has been left so uncertain in order that pure freedom of choice, and no selfish views, shall prompt our aspirations." "But," Jean Paul keenly replies, "as we have now discovered this intention, its object is defeated. Besides, if the belief in
immortality makes virtue selfish, the experience of it in the next world would make it more so." The anticipation of heaven can hardly make man a selfish calculator of profit; because heaven is no reward for crafty reckoning, but the home of pure and holy souls. Virtue which resists temptation and perseveres in rectitude because it has a sharp eye to an ulterior result is not virtue. No credible doctrine of a future life offers a prize except to those who are just and devout and strenuous in sacred service from free loyalty to the right and the good, spontaneously obeying and loving the higher and better call because it divinely commands their obedience and love. The law of duty is the superior claim of truth and goodness. Virtue, yielding itself filially to this, finds in heaven not remuneration, but a sublimer theatre and an immortal career. Egotistic greed, all mere prudential considerations as determining conditions or forces in the award, are excluded as unclean and inadmissible by the very terms; and the doctrine stands justified on every ground as pure and wholesome before the holiest tribunal of ethics. Surely it is right that goodness should be blessed; but when it continues good only for the sake of being blessed it ceases to be goodness. It is not the belief in immortality, but only the belief in a corrupt doctrine of immortality which can poison the springs of disinterested virtue.

The morality of the doctrine of a future life having thus been defended from the attacks of those who have sought to destroy it in the fancied interests either of the enjoyments of the earth or of the purity of virtue and religion, it now remains to free it from the still more fatal supports which false or superficial religionists have sought to give it by wrenching out of it meanings it never held, by various perverse abuses of it, by monstrous exaggerations of its moral importance to the present. We have seen that the supposition of another life, correctly interpreted, lays no new duty upon man, takes away from him no old duty or privilege, but simply gives to the previously-existing facts of the case the intensifying glory and strength of fresh light, motive, and consolation. But many public teachers, not content to treat the subject with this sobriety of reason, instead of presenting the careful conclusions of a conscientious analysis, have sought to strengthen their argument to the feelings by help of prodigious assumptions, assumptions hastily adopted, highly colored, and authoritatively urged. Upon the hypothesis that annihilation is the fate of man, they are not satisfied merely to take away from the present all the additional light, incentive, and comfort imparted by the faith in a future existence, but they arbitrarily remove all the alleviations and glories intrinsically belonging to the scene, and paint it in the most horrible hues, and set it in a frame of midnight. Thus, instead of calmly seeking to elicit and recommend truth, they strive, by terrifying the fancy and shocking the prejudices, to make people accept their dogma because frightened at the seeming consequences of rejecting it. It is necessary to expose the fearful fallacies which have been employed in this way, and which are yet extensively used for the same purpose.
Even a Christian writer usually so judicious as Andrews Norton has said, "Without the belief in personal immortality there can be no religion; for what can any truths of religion concern the feelings and the conduct of beings whose existence is limited to a few years in this world?" Such a statement from such a quarter is astonishing. Surely the sentiments natural to a person or incumbent upon him do not depend on the duration of his being, but on the character, endowments, and relations of his being. The hypothetical fact that man perishes with his body does not destroy God, does not destroy man's dependence on God for all his privileges, does not annihilate the overwhelming magnificence of the universe, does not alter the native sovereignty of holiness, does not quench our living reason, imagination, or sensibility, while they last. The soul's gratitude, wonder, love, and worship are just as right and instinctive as before. If our experience on earth, before the phenomena of the visible creation and in conscious communion with the emblazoned attributes of God, does not cause us to kneel in humility and to adore in awe, then it may be doubted if heaven or hell will ever persuade us to any sincerity in such acts. The simple prolongation of our being does not add to its qualitative contents, cannot increase the kinds of our capacity or the number of our duties. Chalmers utters an injurious error in saying, as he does, "If there be no future life, the moral constitution of man is stripped of its significance, and the Author of that constitution is stripped of his wisdom and authority and honor." The creative Sovereign of fifty million firmaments of worlds "stripped of his wisdom and authority and honor" because a few insects on a little speck are not eternal! Can egotistic folly any further go? The affirmation or denial of immortality neither adds to nor diminishes the numerical relations and ingredients of our nature and experience. If religion is fitted for us on the former supposition, it is also on the latter. To any dependent intelligence blessed with our human susceptibilities, reverential love and submission are as obligatory, natural, and becoming on the brink of annihilation as on the verge of immortality. Rebellious egotism makes all the difference. Truth is truth, whatever it be. Religion is the meek submission of self-will to God's will. That is a duty not to be escaped, no matter what the future reserves or excludes for us.

Another sophism almost universally accepted needs to be shown. Man, it is said, has no interest in a future life if not conscious in it of the past. If, on exchange of worlds, man loses his memory, he virtually ceases to exist, and might just as well be annihilated. A future life with perfect oblivion of the present is no life at all for us. Is not this style of thought the most provincial egotism, the utter absence of all generous thought and sympathy unselfishly grasping the absolute boons of being? It is a shallow error, too, even on the grounds of selfishness itself. In any point of view the difference is diaphanous and immense between a happy being
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in an eternal present, unconscious of the past, and no being at all. Suppose a man thirty years of age were offered his choice to die this moment, or to live fifty years longer of unalloyed success and happiness, only with a complete forgetfulness of all that has happened up to this moment. He would not hesitate to grasp the gift, however much he regretted the condition.

It has often been argued that with the denial of a retributive life beyond the grave all restraints are taken off from the passions, free course given to every impulse. Chateaubriand says, bluntly, "There can be no morality if there be no future state." With displeasing coarseness, and with most reprehensible recklessness of reasoning, Luther says, in contradiction to the essential nobleness of his loving, heroic nature, "If you believe in no future life, I would not give a mushroom for your God. Do, then, as you like. For if no God, so no devil, no hell: as with a fallen tree, all is over when you die. Then plunge into lechery, rascality, robbery, and murder." What bible of Moloch had he been studying to form, for the time, so horrid a theory of the happiest life, and to put so degrading an estimate upon human nature? Is man's will a starved wolf only held back by the triple chain of fear of death, Satan, and hell, from tearing forth with ravenous bounds to flesh the fangs of his desires in bleeding virtue and innocence? Does the greatest satisfaction man is capable of here, the highest blessedness he can attain to, consist in drunkenness, gluttony, dishonesty, violence, and impiety? If he were a hog, a tiger, a baboon, a vulture,—then, thus to wallow in the offal of vice, to dive into the carrion entrails of abandoned sensuality, to craunch crime with carnivorous jaws, might be his instinct and his happiness. But by virtue of his humanity man loves his fellows, enjoys the scenery of nature, takes delight in thought and art, dilates with grand presentiments of glory and eternity, mysteriously years after the hidden God. To a reasonable man—and no other is to be reasoned with on matters of truth and interest—the assumption of this brief season as all, will be a double motive not to hasten and embitter its brevity by folly, excess, and sin. If you are to be dead to-morrow, for that very reason, in God's name, do not, by gormandizing and guzzling, anticipate death to-day! The true restraint from wrong and degradation is not a crouching conscience of superstition and selfishness, fancying a chasm of fire, but a high-toned conscience of reason and honor, perceiving that they are wrong and degradation, and spontaneously loathing them.

Still worse, many esteemed authors have not hesitated to assert that unless there be a future life there is not only no check on passion within, but no moral law without; every man is free to do what he pleases, without blame or fault. Sir Kenelm Digby says, in his "Treatise on Man's Soule," that "to predicate mortality in the soule taketh away all morality, and changeth men into beastes, by removing the ground of all difference
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in those thinges which are to governe our actions."

This style of teaching is a very mischievous absurdity. Admit, for a moment, that Jocko in the woods of Brazil, and Schiller in the brilliant circles of Weimar, will at last meet the same fate in the dusty grasp of death; yet, while they live, one is an ape, the other is a man. And the differences of capacity and of duty are numberless and immense. The statement is enough: argument would be ridiculous. The words of an audacious French preacher are yet more shocking than those of the English nobleman. It is hard to believe they could be uttered in good faith. Says Massillon, in his famous declamation on immortality, "If we wholly perish with the body, the maxims of charity, patience, justice, honor, gratitude, and friendship, are but empty words. Our own passions shall decide our duty. If retribution terminate with the grave, morality is a mere chimera, a bugbear of human invention." What debauched unbeliever ever inculcated a viler or a more fatal doctrine? Its utter baselessness, as a single illustration may show, is obvious at a glance. As the sciences of algebra and geometry, the relations of numbers and bodies, are true for the material world although they may be lost sight of when time and space are transcended in some higher state, so the science of ethics, the relations of nobler and baser, of right and wrong, the manifold grades and qualities of actions and motives, are true for human nature and experience in this life even if men perish in the grave. However soon certain facts are to end, while they endure they are as they are. In a moment of carelessness, by some strange slip of the mind,—showing, perhaps, how tenaciously rooted are the common prejudice and falsehood on this subject,—even so bold and fresh a thinker as Theodore Parker has contradicted his own philosophy by declaring, "If to-morrow I perish utterly, then my fathers will be to me only as the ground out of which my bread-corn is grown. I shall care nothing for the generations of mankind. I shall know no higher law than passion. Morality will vanish." Ah, man reveres his fathers and loves to act nobly, not because he is to live forever, but because he is a man. And, though all the summer hopes of escaping the grave were taken from human life, choicest and tenderest virtues might still flourish, as it is said the German crossbill pairs and broods in the dead of winter. The martyr's sacrifice and the voluptuary's indulgence are very different things to-day, if they do both cease to-morrow. No speed of advancing destruction can equalize Agamemnon and Thersites, Mansfield and Jeffries, or hustle-together justice and fraud, cowardice and valor, purity and corruption, so that they will interchange qualities. There is an eternal and immutable morality, as whiteness is white, and blackness is black, and triangularity is triangular. And no severance of temporal ties or compression of spatial limits can ever cut the condign bonds of duty and annihilate the
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essential distinctions of good and evil, magnanimity and meanness, faithfulness and treachery.

Reducing our destiny from endless to definite cannot alter the inherent rightfulness and superiority of the claims of virtue. The most it can do is to lessen the strength of the motive, to give the great motor-nerve of our moral life a perceptible stroke of palsy. In reference to the question, Can ephemerata have a moral law? Richter reasons as follows:—

"Suppose a statue besouled for two days. If on the first day you should shatter it, and thus rob it of one day's life, would you be guilty of murder? One can injure only an immortal."

The sophistry appears when we rectify the conclusion thus:—one can inflict an immortal injury only on an immortal being. In fact, it would appear to be a greater wrong and injury, for the time, to destroy one day's life of a man whose entire existence was confined to two days, than it would be to take away the same period from the bodily existence of one who immediately thereupon passes into a more exalted and eternal life. To the sufferer, the former would seem an immitigable calamity, the latter a benign furtherance; while, in the agent, the overt act is the same. This general moral problem has been more accurately answered by Isaac Taylor, whose lucid statement is as follows:—"The creatures of a summer's day might be imagined, when they stand upon the threshold of their term of existence, to make inquiry concerning the attributes of the Creator and the rules of his government; for these are to be the law of their season of life and the measure of their enjoyments. The sons of immortality would put the same questions with an intensity the greater from the greater stake."

Practically, the acknowledged authority of the moral law in human society cannot be destroyed. Its influence may be unlimittedly weakened, its basis variously altered, but as a confessed sovereign principle it cannot be expelled. The denial of the freedom of the will theoretically explodes it; but social custom, law, and opinion will enforce it still. Make man a mere dissoluble mixture of carbon and magnetism, yet so long as he can distinguish right and wrong, good and evil, love and hate, and, unsophisticated by dialectics, can follow either of opposite courses of action, the moral law exists and exerts its sway. It has been asked, "If the incendiary be, like the fire he kindles, a result of material combinations, shall he not be treated in the same way?" We should reply thus:—No matter what man springs from or consists of, if he has moral ideas, performs moral actions, and is susceptible of moral motives, then he is morally responsible: for all practical and disciplinary purposes he is wholly removed from the categories of physical science.

Another pernicious misrepresentation of the fair consequences of
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the denial of a life hereafter is shown in the frequent declaration that then there would be no motive to any thing good and great. The incentives which animate men to strenuous services, perilous virtues, disinterested enterprises, spiritual culture, would cease to operate. The essential life of all moral motives would be killed. This view is to be met by a broad and indignant denial based on an appeal to human consciousness and to the reason of the thing. Every man knows by experience that there are a multitude of powerful motives, entirely disconnected with future reward or punishment, causing him to resist evil and to do good even with self-sacrificing toil and danger. When the fireman risks his life to save a child from the flames of a tumbling house, is the hope of heaven his motive? When the soldier spurns an offered bribe and will not betray his comrades nor desert his post, is the fear of hell all that animates him? A million such decisive specifications might be made. The renowned sentence of Cicero, "Nemo mundo sine magno spe immortalitatis se pro patria offerret ad mortem," is effective eloquence; but it is a baseless libel against humanity and the truth. Thousands of patriots, philosophers, saints, have been glad to die for the freedom of native land, the cause of truth, the welfare of fellow-men, without a thought of a future life entering the case, without a taint of selfish reward touching their wills. Are there not souls

"To whom dishonor's shadow is a substance
More terrible than death here and hereafter"?

He must be the basest of men who would decline to do any sublime act of virtue because he did not expect to enjoy the consequences of it eternally. Is there no motive for the preservation of health because it cannot be an everlasting possession? Since we cannot eat sweet and wholesome food forever, shall we therefore at once saturate our stomachs with nauseating poisons?

If all experienced good and evil wholly terminate for us when we die, still, every intrinsic reason which, on the supposition of immortality, makes wisdom better than folly, industry better than sloth, righteousness better than iniquity, benevolence and purity better than hatred and corruption, also makes them equally preferable while they last. Even if the philosopher and the idiot, the religious philanthropist and the brutal pirate, did die alike, who would not rather live like the sage and the saint than like the fool and the felon? Shall heaven be held before man simply as a piece of meat before a hungry dog to make him jump well? It is a shocking perversion of the grandest doctrine of faith. Let the theory of annihilation assume its direst phase, still, our perception of principles, our consciousness of sentiments, our sense of moral loyalty, are not dissolved, but will hold us firmly to every noble duty until we ourselves flow into the dissolving abyss. But some one may say, "If I
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have fought with beasts at Ephesus, what advantageth it me if the dead rise not?" It advantageth you every thing until you are dead, although there be nothing afterwards. As long as you live, is it not glory and reward enough to have conquered the beasts at Ephesus? This is sufficient reply to the unbelieving flouters at the moral law. And, as an unanswerable refutation of the feeble whine of sentimentality that without immortal endurance nothing is worth our affection, let great Shakspeare advance, with his matchless depth of bold insight reversing the conclusion, and pronouncing, in tones of cordial solidity,—

"This, thou perceivest, will make thy love more strong,
To love that well which thou must leave ere long."

What though Decay’s shapeless hand extinguish us? Its foreflung and enervating shadow shall neither transform us into devils nor degrade us into beasts. That shadow indeed only falls in the valleys of ignoble fear and selfishness, leaving all the clear road-lines of moral truth and practical virtue and heroic consecration still high and bright on the table-land of a worthy life; and every honorable soul, calmly confronting its fate, will cry, despite the worst,—

"The pathway of my duty lies in sunlight;
And I would tread it with an firm a step,
Though it should terminate in cold oblivion,
As if Elysian pleasures at its close
Gleam’d palpable to sight as things of earth."

If a captain knew that his ship would never reach her port, would he therefore neglect his functions, be slovenly and careless, permit insubordination and drunkenness among the crew, let the broad pennon draggle in filthy rents, the cordage become tangled and stiff; the planks be covered with dirt, and the guns be grimed with rust? No; he would keep every inch of the deck secured, every piece of metal polished like a mirror, the sails set full and clean, and, with shining muzzles out, ropes hauled taut in their blocks, and every man at his ordered post, he would sweep towards the dooming reef, and go down into the sea firing a farewell salute of honor to the sun, his stainless flag flying above him as he sunk.

The dogmatic asserters of a future life, in a partisan spirit set upon making out the most impressive case in its behalf, have been guilty of painting frightful caricatures of the true nature and significance of the opposite conclusion. Instead of saying, "If such a thing be fated, why, then, it must be right, God’s will be done," they frantically rebel against any such admission, and declare that it would make God a liar and a fiend, man a "magnetic mockery," and life a hellish taunt. This, however unconscious it may be to its authors, is blasphemous egotism. One of the tenderest, devoutest, richest, writers of the century has unflinchingly affirmed that if man—who trusted that love was the final law of creation, although nature, her claws and teeth red with raven, shrieked
against his creed—be left to be blown about the desert dust or sealed within the iron hills,—

"God is a monster, then, a dream,
A discord: dragons of the prime,
That terror each other in their slime,
Were mellow music match'd with Him!"

Epictetus says, "When death overtake me, it is enough if I can stretch out my hands to God, and say, 'The opportunities which thou hast given me of comprehending and following thy government, I have not neglected. I thank thee that thou hast brought me into being. I am satisfied with the time I have enjoyed the things thou hast given me. Receive them again, and assign them to whatever place thou wilt.'"\

Surely the pious heathen here speaks more worthily than the presumptuous Christian! How much fitter would it be, granting that death is the end-all, to revise our interpretation, look at the subject from the standpoint of universal order, not from this opinionative narrowness, and see if it be not susceptible of a benignant meaning, worthy of grateful acceptance by the humble mind of piety and the dispassionate spirit of science! Yea, let God and his providence stand justified, though man prove to have been egregiously mistaken. "Though He smite me, yet will I praise Him; though He slay me, yet will I trust in Him."

To return into the state we were in before we were created is not to suffer any evil: it is to be absolutely free from all evil. It is but the more perfect playing of that part, of which every sound sleep is a rehearsal. The thought of it is mournful to the enjoying soul, but not terrific; and even the mournfulness ceases in the realization. He uttered a piece of cruel madness who said, "Hell is more bearable than nothingness." Is it worse to have nothing than it is to have infinite torture? Milton asks,—

"For who would lose,
Though full of pain, this intellectual being?"

Every creature that exists, if full of pain, would snatch at the boon of ceasing to be. To be blessed is a good; to be wretched is an evil; not to be is neither a good nor an evil, but simply nothing. If such be our necessary fate, let us accept it with a harmonized mind, not entertaining fear nor yielding to sadness. Why should we shudder or grieve? Every time we slumber, we try on the dress which, when we die, we shall wear easily forever.

Not satisfied to let the result rest in this somewhat sad but peaceful aspect, it is quite customary to give it a turn and hue of ghastly horrorlessness, by casting over it the dyspeptic dreams, injecting it with the lurid lights and shades, of a morbid and wilful fancy. The most loathsome and inexcusable instance in point is the "Vision of Annihilation" depicted by the vermicular, infested imagination of the great Teutonic
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phantasist while yet writhing under the sanguinary fumes of some horrid attack of nightmare. Stepping across the earth, which is but a broad executioner's block for pale, stooping humanity, he enters the larva-world of blotted-out men. The rotten chain of beings reaches down into this slaughter-field of souls. Here the dead are pictured as eternally horripilating at death! "As annihilation, the white shapelessness of revolting terror, passes by each unsouled mask of a man, a tear gushes from the crumbled eye, as a corpse bleeds when its murderer approaches." Pah! Out upon this execrable retching of a nauseated fancy! What good is there in the baseless conceit and gratuitous disgust of saying, "The next world is in the grave, betwixt the teeth of the worm"? In the case supposed, the truth is merely that there is no next world anywhere; not that all the horrors of hell are scooped together into the grave, and there multiplied by others direr yet and unknown before. Man's blended duty and interest, in such a case, are to try to see the interior beauty and essential kindness of his fate, to adorn it and embrace it, fomenting his resignation with the sweet lotions of faith and peace, not exasperating his wounds with the angry pungents of suspicion, alarm, and complaint. At the worst, amidst all our personal disappointments, losses, and decay, "the view of the great universal whole of nature," as Humboldt says, "is reassuring and consolatory." If the boon of a future immortality be not ours, therefore to scorn the gift of the present life, is to act not like a wise man, who with grateful piety makes the best of what is given, but like a spoiled child, who, if he cannot have both his orange and his gingerbread, pettishly flings his gingerbread in the mud.

The future life, outside of the realm of faith, to an earnest and independent inquirer, and considered as a scientific question, lies in a painted mist of uncertainty. There is room for hope, and there is room for doubt. The wavering evidences in some moods preponderate on that side, in other moods on this side. Meanwhile it is clear that, while he lives here, the best thing he can do is to cherish a devout spirit, cultivate a noble character, lead a pure and useful life in the service of wisdom, humanity, and God, and finally, when the appointed time arrives, meet the issue with reverential and affectionate conformity, without dictating terms. Let the vanishing man say, like Rückert's dying flower, "Thanks to-day for all the favors I have received from sun and stream and earth and sky,—for all the gifts from men and God which have made my little life an ornament and a bliss. Heaven, stretch out thine azure tent while my faded one is sinking here. Joyous spring-tide, roll on through ages yet to come, in which fresh generations shall rise and be glad. Farewell all! Content to have had my turn, I now fall asleep, without a murmur or a sigh." Surely the mournful nobility of such a strain of sentiment is preferable by much to the selfish terror of that unquestioning belief which in the Middle Age depicted the chase of the soul by Satan, on the columns and doors of the churches, under the symbol of a deer pursued by a hunter and hounds; and which has in later times produced in
thousands the feeling thus terribly expressed by Bunyan, "I blessed the condition of the dog and toad because they had no soul to perish under the everlasting weight of hell!"

Sight of truth, with devout and loving submission to it, is an achievement whose nobleness outweighs its sorrow, even if the gazer foresee his own destruction.

When we die, may the Spirit of Truth, the Comforter of Christ, be our confessor; the last inhaled breath our cup of absolution; the tears of some dear friend our extreme unction; no complaint for past trials, but a grateful acknowledgment for all blessings, our parting word. And then, resigning ourselves to the universal Father, assured that whatever ought to be, and is best to be, will be, either absolute oblivion shall be welcome, or we will go forward to new destinies, whether with preserved identity or with transformed consciousness and powers being indifferent to us, since the will of God is done. In the mean time, until that critical pass and all-decisive hour, as Milnes says, with the rare eloquence of that deep poem, "The Marvel of Life," earnest and weighty as its theme,—

"We all must patient stand,
Like statues on appointed pedestals;
Yet we may choose—since choice is given—to shun
Servile contentment or ignoble fear
In the expression of our attitude;
And with far-straining eyes, and hands upcast,
And feet half raised, declare our painful state,
Yearning for wings to reach the fields of truth,
Mourning for wisdom, panting to be free."
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Tucker's view of doctrine of, 58.
Achæmenian dynasty, 130.
Acosta's account of the Peruvian belief in the resurrection, 72.
Adam, death of, according to Talmud, 27.
Fleuron's opinion of, 27.
in three forms, 26.
perfections of, according to South, 25.
supposed superior to all the race, 27.
Adam's fall, result of, 382.
sin, and death caused thereby, 331.
Adams, Nehemiah, declaration of, 514.
Addison, amusing story by, 485.
Eschylus, escape of, 451.

A denial of resurrection by, 498.
African belief in the survival of the soul, 68.
Africans, suicide of, 89.
Agassiz, reference to works, 30, 581.
believes animals have a future life, 36.
on the origin of man, 552.
Amenthe, localization of, 104.
Amschaspands of the Persian faith, 173.
Analogical argument for a future life, 41.
Analogy, argument from, 620.
Anaximander, his opinions of a future state, 56.
Ancient Mysteries, doctrine of future life in, 450.
Ancients, their writings, 207.
Andocide, oration by, referred to, 451.
Andre's account of the Indian elysium, 76.
on Greenland, 71.
Anecdote of a Feejee, 82.
Angels, Persian conception of, 142.
Animals embalmed by the Egyptians, 99.
future life of, 36.
have they souls? 652.
Annihilation, consequences falsely deduced from, 652-660.
Annihilation considered, 54.
of wicked, by whom taught, 546.
Nirwana is not, 119-126.
Anselm, 399.
Antonius Rusca's account of hell, &c., 588.
Antoninus, Marcus, tenets held by, 191.
Apocalypse, doctrine of future life in, 244.
doubts as to the authorship of, 295.
key to, 254.
mode of interpreting the, 249.
of John, 253.
Apocalypses referred to by the Fathers, 253.
Apocalyptic personification of death, 19.
Apocryphal Books, doctrines contained in, 159.
Apollonius, epistle to Hebrews ascribed to, 223.
Apostles' creed, 395.
Apostles, differences among, 389.
frequently misunderstood Christ, 317.
not infallible, 389.
Apotheosis, 471.
Herodian's account of, 472.
Import of an ancient, 181.
Aquinas, Thomas, on the Atonement, 556.
joy of the saints, 541.
Atonement, doctrine of, considered, 227, 241, 555.
Atonement, doctrine of, 227.
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389.
471.
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181.
556.
541.
227, 241, 555.
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253.
19.
159.
223.
395.
389.
317.
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471.
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181.
556.
541.
227, 241, 555.
227.
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Atonement, modern doctrine of, unknown to the Fathers, 538.
Augustine and Pelagius, controversy between, 396.
Augustine, doctrines of, 220, 402.
Bain, Augustinian Avestan Babiiion, 120.
Augustinian theology, 503.
Avestan dialect, 120.
Bailey, religion, resurrection an element of, 141.
Aztec poem, extract from, 73.

Babylon, religion of Zoroaster flourished in, 128.
Bacchic Mysteries, 459.
Bailey, quotation from, 592.
Babrius, views of, on universal salvation, 546.
Bain, Alexander, theory of, 629.
Bakewell on Future State, 41.
Ballon on future punishment, 558.
Baptist Church, restoration held by, 563.
Bard, Welsh, representation of the Druids, 84.
Barnes, Albert, thoughts on future punishment, 540.
Barnes on the Hebrew doctrine of the resurrection, 148.
Barrow, Dr., assertion of, 516.
Barthélemy Saint-Hilaire's opinion of Nirwána, 123.
Barlett, personal narrative of, cited, 476.
Brauhagen's account of funeral rites of Indians, 71.
Brauhagen's works referred to, 440.
Baur on the Atonement, 362.
Baxter, on the immortality of the soul, 430.
Beard, Dr., translation by, referred to, 438.
Beautification, Romish ceremony of, 471.
Bede, account of purgatory by, 411.
Beecher's Conflict of Ages cited, 547.
Berkeley, Bishop, bantered by Halley, 83.
Burne, Albert, thoughts on future punishment, 540.
Berman on the fate of the heathen, 562.
Bernard, II., work cited, 109.
of Clairvaux, exhortation of, 426.
Berthold, referred to, 227.
Talmudical interpretations, 109.
Bertram, German work by, cited, 501.
Bichat's definition of life, 20.
Bigotry of the Jews, 171.
Bishop George slain, 468.
Bishop of Toronto, declaration of, 515.
Blackburne works referred to, 431.

Blackwell's arguments on the religion of Northmen, 92.
Bleek's Commentary, 350.
Works, 230.
Blood, figurative meaning of the word, 256.
Bloom, opinions of the ancients as given by, 56.
Body and soul, distinction between, 576.
Body and spirit, Hebrew distinction of, 153.
Böhme, opinions held by, 485.
Brahman and Buddhist doctrine of a future life, 105.
Brahmanic and Buddhist doctrines, distinction between, 59.
Brahmanic method of salvation, 112.
Brahmanic poem, 465.
Brahmanic schismatic sects, 112.
Brahmanic views of salvation, 564.
Bretschneider, reference to works, 43, 48, 236, 490, 555.
Bretschneider's sermon on dying man and brute, 36.
Brewster's More Worlds than One, cited, 599.
Britius, 1st, anecdote of, 413.
Brodie's Inquiries referred to, 629.
Brown's account of Indian rites, 79.
Brown, Sir Thomas, opinions of the resurrection, 498.
Browning, Robert, lines quoted from, 37.
Buddhism, future life of, 36.
Büchner, remark of, 616.
Bucknill and Tuke, reference to work by, 448.
Buddha, arguments from, prove no self in man, 448.
Buddhism, attainment of, 116.
Buddhist and Romish usages, coincidence between, 410.
Buddhist belief in the fate of good and bad men, 471.
Buddhistic kosmos, 585.
Buddhist temple, description of a picture in, 570.
Buddhist views of salvation, 564.
Bull, a Persian emblem, 135.
Bulwer, Sir Ed. Lytton, on eternal migrations of soul, 64.
Bulwer, quotation from, 606.

nature meant him for a salamander, 480.
reference to works, 393.

Bulwer, quotation from, 606.

from his King Arthur, 585.
Bulwer, Zeno and Plato, lines on, 155.
  on the classic Hades, 210.
Bundeshe, 139.
Bunsen on the Origin of Mankind, 552.
Bunyan, quotation from, 661.
Burial, Scandinavian mode of, 100.
Scythian mode of, 100.
Burials among Greenlanders, 82.
Burnet, pious fraud of, exposed, 548.
Burnet's plea of Bloody Mary, 515.
travels, 419.
views regarding the resurrection, 506.
Burnouf, reference to works, 119, 127.
Parnou's opinion of Nirwán, 123.
Burns, Robert, wishes Satan would repent and
form, 412.
Bushmen, their ideas of the soul, 68.
Bushnell, views on Atonement cited, 555.
Bush's treatise on the Resurrection, 347.
works referred to, 404.
Butler's Analogy cited, 42.
Buxtorf's preface, reference to, 169.
Buzurgi, the Persian poet, 43.
Byron, sceptical reflections of, 542.
lines quoted from, 4, 216.

Cabbala, Jewish, 271.
Caledonians, traditions of, 80.
Callimachus, epitaph of, on Timon, 193.
on the suicide of Cleombrotus, 194.
Calvinism, tenets of, considered, 243.
Calvinistic doctrines, 428.
theology, 563.
views, 284.
Calvin and Luther, difference of their opinions,
440.
Calvin, quotation from, 506.
theory of, 221.
Calvin's description of the state of the damned,
514.
Canary Islanders embalmed their dead, 99.
Candish, arguments of, 505.
Canonization. Roman ceremony of, 471.
Caribbean myth, 211.
Carib rites, Edward's account of, 79.
Carmelites, assertion of, 418.
Carnet's speculations in regard to heat, 36.
Carus on the eternity of the soul, 535.
on the origin of the human race, 552.
Carver, Captain Jonathan, account of Indian
rites, 461.
Catlin's account of "Black Bird," 79.
Cato, death of, 194.
Cellular theory considered, 29.
Celtic Mysteries, 460.
views of a future life, 84.
Cemetery, Egyptian, described, 101.
Ceremonies, Indian, relating to a future state,
76.
Chalmers, Dr., 48, 653.
sermon on Heaven, 608.
Champollion, 98, 104.
Channing, W. E., lines quoted from, 65.
Charlevoix, account of the Sioux, 73.
Charun, the Etruscan personification of death, 96.
Chateaubriand. quotation from, 654.
Chaucer, quotation from, 574.
Cherokee ideas of the creation of man, 212.
reason for death, 211.
Children, resemblance to parents, 15.
one in pagan heavens, 391.
Chinese offerings to the dead, 82.

Christ, aim of his death, 399.
ascension of, 240.
continually taught the doctrine of future
life, 339.

Christian and Brahmanic doctrines, 59.
belief, changes in, 439.
salvation considered, 563.
Christianity and Judaism compared, 241.
influence of, 392.
triumph of, in regard to future life, 393.
Christians and Saracens, battles between, 206.
doctrines held by different bodies of, 466.
early belief of, 139.
Persians and Jews, belief of, 173.
Church of England, exposition of the Creed by,
221.
Christ's blood, how regarded by Papists, 556.
conception of the Universe, 345.
definition of his own mission, 341.
identity with God, 393.
mission considered, 231.
result of, 382.
mode of awakening men, 341.
predictions not understood, 349.
second coming, 238.
sufferings, meaning of, 359.
teachings concerning future life, 315.
Chrysippus, ideas of future life held by, 192.
Chrysostom, 378.
comments of, 235.
doubts of, 440.
 writings of, on resurrection, 492.
Cicero, quotation from, 471.
Cicero's belief in a future state, 194, 195.
Cleanthus, belief of, 192.
Clement, doctrine taught by, 551.
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Cleombrotus, suicide of, 194.
Chavigno's account of Mexican elysium, 73.
Colebrooke, 112, 120.
quotation from, 565.
Coleridge, 59.
doctrine of immortality, 36.
on the porosity of solar system, 596.
Columbus, opinion of natives in regard to, 214.
Comte's doctrine of subjective immortality, 640.
Confessions of faith, 335.
Conscience, deadness of, 387.
Connection of present life with the future life, 646-649.
Constellations intended as symbols, 180.
origin of, 594.
Controversy in regard to intermediate state, 430.
Conveyance of the soul, 61.
Cook, Captain, supposed to be a god, 214.
Cornelius à Lapède on the number of the saved, 441.
Council of Basle, censure of, 418.
Cartwright on infant baptism, 555.
Courtenay, Bishop, arguments of, 612.
Cousin, quotation from his works, 438.
Coward, Dr., writings of, referred to, 401, 430.
Crantz's account of the Greenlanders, 82.
Crashaw, William, work of, cited, 501.
Creation, and emanation. distinction between, 58,
as described by early Greek authors, 176.
Buddhist and Buddhist conception of, 106.
destruction on Day of Judgment, 60.
general view of, 14.
of man, date of narrative of, 21.
Creed, ancient treatise on Apostles', 225.
Apostles', 233.
exposition of Apostles', 221.
by Church of England, 221.
Nicene, 335.
of atheistic naturalist, 58.
Cunning on the resurrection of the flesh, 589.
Cupid and Psyche, story of, 194.
Curier, on successive inclusion of souls, 13.
Cyril, creed of, 395.
of Alexandria, doctrine taught by, 551.
Jerusalem, doctrine held by, 551.
reference to lectures of, 222.
Cyrus, dying speech of, 194.
Dabistan, notes, &c. to, 131.
Daille, statement from, 257.
 writings of, 463.
Damned, their future state, 516.
Daniel, note of Book of, 141, 149.
languages in which it was written, 149.
Dante's opinion of Adam, 28.
Divina Commedia characterized, 418, 419.
Dante specifies the first persons ever saved, 587.
Davis, A. J., reference to works of, 443.
Davy, Sir Humphry, 41.
Dead, Chinese offerings to, 82.
festival for, 137.
intermediate state for, 137.
resurrection of, 138.
treatment of, by Persians, 142.
Death, accounts of leaving the world without, 212.
and Hades, 261.
Life, essential Christian doctrine of, 373.
Life, signification of the terms, 269.
Apocalyptic personification of, 19.
benevolence of, 32.
cause of, according to Hebrew belief, 236.
classic representation of, 18.
common personification of, 19.
definition of, 21.
Hebrew conception of, 18.
Hindu personification of, 35.
Indian conception of, 17.
Life, &c., words as used by Christ, 373.
meaning of, 17.
method of avoiding, 213.
moral, consequence of sin, 385.
more than one, 212.
Norse conception of, 19.
of Christ considered, 226.
efficacy of, 237, 363.
sectarian views of, 356.
utility of, 242.
ordained by the Creator, 581.
punishment of, considered, 21.
sin, 227.
personification of, by the Greeks, 18.
physical, a blessing, 384.
resuscitation from, 214.
Roman personification of, 18.
second, by whom used, 200.
signification of, as used by Paul, 26, 268.
Talmudists' conception of, 18.
true metaphorical sense of the word, 166.
Demons, existence of, believed by the Jews, 244.
de Sacy, arguments of, 131.
Desultir, 199.
Des Cartes, doctrines of, 36, 631.
Destination, theories of soul's, 53, 67.
Devil, use of the term, 304.
Dionysius views of the custom of embalming, 100.
Diogenes Laertius, 130.
epigram by, 193.
Disbelievers in immortality of the soul, 641.
Ditton's demonstration of the resurrection of Christ, 348.
Dodwell, Henry, theory advanced by, 430.
Dreams, superstitions belief in, 208.
Drexel, quotation from a sermon of, 514.
Dritthelm, vision seen by, 411.
Drossbach, 56.
arguments of, for immortality, 634.
Druidic doctrine of a future life, 83.
Druids represented by the Welsh bards, 84.
Druses, their creed, 62.
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Dualistic doctrine established in Persia, 141.
Du Moulin, quotation from, 441.
Du Perron, era of Zoroaster according to, 128.
Duys of Borneo, belief of, 79.

Earth, belief in the rotundity of, heretical, 583.
probabilities of its destruction considered, 581.
Earthly Messianic kingdom as expected by early Christians, 259.
Eastern Monachism, 110.
Ekionites, sect of the, 155.
Eckermann’s conversations with Goethe, 644.
Eden, Eichhorn’s opinion of the account of, 23.
Jewish location of, 171.
locality of, 555.
not alluded to by Christ, 25.
Edwards’s account of Carib rises, 79.
Edwards, Jonathan, ideas of hell, 516.
Egede’s account of Greenland, 71.

Egoism falsely attributed to doctrine of future life, 650.

Egyptian and Greek notions compared, 101.
belief, according to Plutarch, 93.
cemetery described, 101.
document of a future life, 97.

Egyptians believed in a future retribution, 151.
significance of funeral rites of, 101.

Egyptians’ views of future state of the soul, 56.
Eichhorn’s opinion of the account of Eden, 23.
Eisenmenger, work cited, 167, 168, 169.
Elezar, speech of, 163.
Election, doctrine of, considered, 553.
Eleusinian mysteries, 279.
Elia’s expected as the forerunner of the Messiah, 163.

Eliah and Elisha, miracles performed by, 146.
Elisons, meaning of, 101.
Elvin, Council of, 459.
Elysian and Tartarbean kingdoms, 62.
Elysian Fields, where located, 178.
Elysium, 178.
of Greenlanders, 71.
Hispaniandals, 79.
Kamtschadales, 70.

Emamam and creation, distinction between, 58.
tory of, untenable, 5.
Emancipation of the flesh, 113.
Embalmimg, Diodorus’s views of the custom of, 100.

Embalmimg, known to Carmary Islanders, 99.

Peruvians, 99.
motives for, 97.
origin of, 72.
process of, 98.
reasons for custom, 100.

Emerson, quotation from, 51, 64, 607.

Empedocles, doctrines taught by, 191.
End of all things believed in by many nations, 216.

Endor, magical spells of the Witch of, 153.

English Church, doctrine of, 446.

Enoch, apocryphal book of, 252.
Epicurus, quotation from, 489.

Epicureans’ doctrine of existence of the soul, 623.
Epicureans, their belief concerning death, 196.
Epilegomena, theory of, 13.

Epiphanian’s description of complaints of Satan, 223.

Episcopal Church, theory of salvation held by, 563.

Epistle to Hebrews, brief sketch of, 240.
design of, 240.
Epistle of James, a re-wr of, 244.
Jude analyzed and considered, 245.
Philippians considered, 289.

Erebus, 179.
Erigena, doctrines held by, 59.
Eskelins’s account of the belief of the Feejeees, 74.
Eschatology, 229.

view of a future state, 71.

Esseens, doctrine of the, 162.
Ethics of the doctrine of a future life, 646.
Ethiopian mode of preserving the dead, 99.

Ethnic thoughts concerning a future life, 68.
Etruscan doctrine of a future life, 93.
Inriphides, quotation from a tragedy of, 472.

quotation from, 404.

statement of, 257.
Evangelical churches, doctrine held by, 563.
Evangelists, honesty of the, 349.
Everlasting, use of the word, 323.

Ewald, notice of, 250.
opinions of, with regard to Book of Genesis, 21.
view of, concerning Adam’s sin, 286.

Existence, future, of the soul, arguments in favor of, 54.

Existence, previous, the origin of souls, 6.
three circles of, 85.

Expenses incurred in the celebration of the Mysteries, 423.

Exekiel, vividification of the dry bones in the Book of, 117

Ezra, Fourth Book of, contents of, 251.

Faber, reference to works, 462.
Fairies, realm of, 585.
Faith, in Christ, utility of, 543.
meaning of, as used by St. Paul, 275.
Fallen angels, doctrine of, not of Christian origin.
246.

Family, Brahmans and Buddhists believe in one.

Farraday, 16.
arguments of, 631.

Fathers of the Greek Church, doctrines of, 401.

Feejee, anecdote of, 82.
beli-f in more deaths than one, 212.

Islanders, customs of, 70.

Feralia and Parentalia festivals, 193.
Festival for the dead, 137.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Future life, history of disbelief in, 610.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John's doctrine of, 235.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medieval doctrine of, 407.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mexican conc. its of, 72.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modern doctrine of, 426.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mohammedan doctrine of, 197.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negroes' notions of, 68.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Testament teachings concerning,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>218.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of animals, 36.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>patristic doctrine of, 394.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paul's doctrine of, 204.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Persian doctrine of, 127.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peter's doctrine of, 218.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>psychological argument for, 44.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>recognition of friends in, 557.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Romanist theory of, 412.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scandinavian doctrine of, 87.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Socinian doctrine of, 428.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>surmisings in favor of, 49.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>triumph of Christianity in regard to,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>393.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>weighty support of belief in, 47.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Future state, Anaximander's opinions of,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arab notions of, 82.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>earliest Hebrew conception of, 167.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Esquimaux views of, 71.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealanders' ideas of, 69.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>origin of Indian ceremonies relating to,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>76.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pope's notions of, 56.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>skeptic's doubts of, 55.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swedishborgian views of, 434, 435.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gals, the office of the Persian, 173.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Garcilasso de la Vega's account of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peruvian cemeteries, 72.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Garden of Eden, speculations concerning,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>585.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gauls, customs of, 81.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gehenna, derivation of the word, 327.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>locality of, 169.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>meaning of the word, 327.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>term as used by Christ, 329.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Genesis, various opinions with regard to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the Book of, 22.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ghebers, religion of the, 127.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ghosts, fear of them by the Africans, 68.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Giles, Henry, quotation from, preface,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gilgul, single transmigration, 477.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gipseys, their denial of a future life,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>615.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Glory, signification of word, 247, 279.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gnostic Christians, Scripture of, 175.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>notions, 295.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sects, doctrines held by, 405.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>God, worship of, 344.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Goethe on the immortality of the soul, 52.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>his death, 449.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Goethe's allusion to the doctrine of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>heaven and hell, 586.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gotama, life of, 118.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>philosophy taught by, 117.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gothic Mysteries, 459.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Gottschalk, death of, 428.
reference to work, 397.
Graves, Hebrew, 155.
Gray, Mrs., Etruscan sepulchres, 93.
Greek and Egyptian notions compared, 101.
Roman doctrine of future life, 175.
populace, belief of, 192.
authors borrow from the Persians, 159.
authors, description of creation by early, 176.
Church, doctrine of, 257.
personification of death, 18.
philosophers, tenets held by, 191.
Greeks and Romans, religious ritual at funerals, 193.
Greeks, their views of death, 196.
Greenlanders' elysium, 71.
Greenlanders, infant burials among, 82.
Gregory the Great established scheme of purgatory, 411.
Griesbach's translation of Jude, 246.
Grinnell's description of the devil, 413.
works cited, 91.
Grotefend on the Book of Genesis, 22.

Hades, 326.
prevalent notion respecting, 176.
use and meaning of the word, 326.
why souls were banished to, 177.
Hagenbach, 424, 446, 539, 558.
Halley, on ghosts of departed quantities, 83.
Halliwell, works of quoted, 415, 423.
Harmony, true salvation is by, 566.
Heathen, their lost condition, 448.
their salvability, 561.
writers on the question of their future state, note, 562.
Heaven, meaning of word, as Christ used it, 336, 338.
Heaven, not a fixed locality, 337.
of Jews threefold, 296.
original destination of man, 263.
Hebrew conception of death, 18.
state of the dead, 261.
graves, 155.
location of heaven, 591.
opinion of life, 157.
Scriptures, antiquity of, 22.
Hebrews, doctrine of future life in Epistle to, 229.
Epistle to, by whom written, 229.
object of, 239.
Hecker, Epidemics of Middle Ages, 417.
Hedge, Rev. Dr., quotation from, 6.
translation by, 184.
Hegel, quotation from, 904.
Heine, on supersensual teaching of Christian art, 392.
Heino an apostle of unbelieving sensualism, 614.
Hell as conceived by various nations, 251.
Hell, critical history of idea of, 598.
divisions of, according to Moslem creed, 204.
doctrine of, held by all Christendom, 513.
local, not taught by Christ, 327.
locality of, 169, 520.
second death, 290.
Heraclitus, saying of, 471.
Herder, 153.
Dialogues of, 484.
his view of the Apocalypse, 258.
Heresies condemned by the Fathers, 404.
Heretics excommunicated by Church of Rome, 556.
Hermogenes, views of, 405.
Herodian's account of apothecasts, 472.
Herodotus's account of Egyptian transmigration, 98.
Hesiod, Illustration of size of universe by, 195.
Hierax, doctrines promulgated by, 404.
Hieroglyphic representations of the soul, 99.
Hilary, 222.
of Poictiers, opinions of, 257.
Hindu, ancient, doctrine of future life, 105.
conception of heavens and hells, 108.
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Hindus, sacred books of, 599.
Hinnom, vale of, 327, 330.
Hispaniolians, elysium of, 79.
Hitchcock, Rev. Dr., on the resurrection, 504.
Holy of Holies, heaven is the true, 235.
Hopkins, opinion of the state of the wicked, 541.
House of the Virgin Mary, 446.
Hudson, Rev. C. E., theory advocated by, 546.
Huldreich, on Christ's descent into Hades, 400.
Human race, its period of existence, 552.
Humboldt, opinion adopted by, 489.
quote from, 560.
Hume, reasonings of, 612.
Huygens's Cosmotheoros cited, 604.
Husvarech, 159.
Hyde, on religion of Meads and Persians, 128.
Hypocrates, Mohammedan hell for, 204.
Ibbur, plural transmigration, 477.
Idealist, argument of, 636.
Ignorance, argument from, 623.
Immortality, arguments in favor of man's, 53.
the soul, controversy in regard to, 431.
phenomena supposed to be illustrative of, 39.
Index Expurgatorius, 445.
Indian ceremonies relating to a future state, origin of, 76.
Indian conception of death, 17.
legends, 79.
rites, Brown's account of, 79.
Indians, Wm. Penn's account of, 73.
similarity of funeral rites of, 74.
Indulgences, sale of, 426.
Initiation, legend of, in Egypt, 456.
Inquisition, horrors of, 424.
Insufflation, theory of, 10.
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Interpretation of the words of Christ, 345.
Iranians, religion of, 127.
Irenæus, discussion of, 266.

quotation from, 405.
statement of, 257.
Irving's Columbus, citation from, 585.
Islamites, divisions of, 197.

Jacobi, teaches that belief justifiably transcends science, 638.
Jacob's dream of the heavenly ladder, 265.
Jahn, on the belief of the Hebrews, 155.
Jarves, J. J., his History of the Sandwich Islands cited, 70, 476.
Jean Paul's burlesque, 28.
Jerome, interpretation by, 272.
opinion of the death of Christ, 227.
Jesus, as described in Revelation, 255.
descent of, into under-world, reasons for, 222.
mission of, not appreciated by the Jews, 219.
name given to, by Northmen, 88.
prophecied his own resurrection, 353.

Jew, the Wandering, 34.

Jewish belief in the coming of the Messiah, 169.
Cabbala, 271.
notions, resemblance of, to those of Persians, 173.
phraseology, how used by Christ, 317.
prophets, poetical style of, 316.
sects at the time of Christ, 162.
tradition concerning the Advent of Messiah, 312.

tradition relating to resurrection, 501.

Jews adopted the doctrine of resurrection, 140.
ancient, did not believe in future rewards, &c., 328.

and Gentiles, judgment of, 171.
bigotry of, 171.
borrowed from Persian theology, 132.

Christians, and Persians, similar points of belief with, 173.

conduct of, in regard to Christ's resurrection, 352.
expectation of, in regard to Messiah, 219.
influence of, over the disciples of Jesus, 219.
looked for a resurrection of the dead, 170.
opinions of, how and when acquired, 151.
some believed in transmigration of souls, 218.

writings of, treat of metempsychosis, 477.

Jocelyn, quotation from, 506.
John and Philo, expressions of, compared, 300.
John's belief in an evil being, 304.

conception of God, 297.
John the Baptist's preaching, burden of, 336.
Jonathan ben Uzziel, Targum of, 328.
Josephus's account of the temple, 235.
Josephus, doom of the wicked according to, 328.

Josephus, testimony of, 162.

works of, cited, 184.

Judaism in the apostolic age, 165.
Judgment of the Jews and Gentiles, 171.
Julian, oration of Emperor, 470.
Justin Martyr, gives a passage in Jeremiah, 355.
on the resurrection, 492.

Kamtschadasles, elysium of, 70.
Kane, Dr., argument drawn from the death of, 602.
Kant's demonstration of eternal life, 50.
Keyser on the Religion of Northmen, 90.
Khizer, story of, the Wandering Jew of the East, 273.

Kingdom of Heaven, meaning of the term, 352.

Kingsborough's Antiquities of Mexico cited, 475.
King, Rev. T. S., quotation from, 562.
Klopstock, inscription on tomb of, 344.

Knapp on the future state of the heathen, 502.

Kosmos, Scandinavian, Buddhist, Arabian, Syrian, 592, 593.

Lactantius, opinions of, 257.

notions of the resurrection, 260.

Lamb, Charles, confession of, 641.

quotation from, 210.

Lampada tradunt, theory of future life, 640.

Lange, theory of soul's destination, 61.
on the resurrection, 507.

Lapland fisherman, interment of, 79.

Lardner, works of, quoted, 405, 599.

Lares, signification of, 193.

Larva, signification of, 193.

Lavater, expression of his yearning benevolence, 537.

Legends, curious Indian, 79.

Leibnitz, doctrine of eternal monads, 36.

to view the origin of souls, 12.

Leland's work on Divine Revelation characterized, 451.

Lemures, signification of, 193.

Leroux, a believer in transmigration, 483.

"Liberal Christians," doctrines held by, 564.

Liebig, Animal Chemistry, referred to, 504.

Life, Bichât's definition of, 20.

Herbert Spencer's definition of, 21.
signification of, 373.

Light and darkness, origin and meaning of the terms, 311.

Lightfoot, 164, 167, 169, 170, 227.

Llywarch's elegies of, 84.

Lobeck, reference to his Aghophamus, 408, 451.

Local fate of man in the astronomic universe, 579.

Locke's controversy with the Bishop of Worcester, 495.

Locke's remark to Stillingfleet, 501.

Logos, doctrine, when developed, 230.

Logos, explanation of, 297.

Lombard, Peter, quotation from, 422.
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Longfellow, description of Indian funeral rites, 75.

Love, Christopher, hateful saying of, 514.

Lovering, Prof., theory of molecular spaces, 596.

Lücke, citations from, 174, 250, 253, 255, 296.

Lucretius’s ideas of metempsychosis, 484.

Lucretius, saying of, 471.

Mádhava sect, belief of, 113.

Magianism, date of, 174.

Magian doctrine, 133.

Magi, belief of, 143.

Mackaye, Charles, poem on site of heaven, 608.

Mackius, account of Etruscan sacrifices, 95.

Magianism, doctrine of, according to Theopompus, 142.

Mühlarz, doctrine of, 13, 36, 631.

Mamertius Claudianus, treatise by, 633.

Manichæans, doctrine of, 7, 999.

Manicheans, ideas of metempsychosis, 477.

Marmontel on the future state of the heathen, 652.

Maronites, their purchase of land in heaven, 269.

Martineau’s exposition of the Logos doctrine, 299.

Masons, celebration of, 556.

Massillon, on the number of the saved, 440.

Milton, his picture of death, 19.

Milton, influence of his “Paradise Lost” on popular faith, 509.

Mind and matter, their difference, 609, 619.

Mirabeau, death of, 37.

Miracle-plays, 421.

Missions of Christ considered, 231.

Mithra, Mysteries of, 457, 468.

Mohammedan doctrine of bodily resurrection, 493.

Mohammedan doctrine of future life, 197.

Mohammedans, doctrine of salvation taught by, 564.
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Mohammed, religion of, 132.

Mohammed’s Pond, 294.

Moloch, description of the idol, 327.

Monkish frauds, Schoolcraft’s account of, 72.
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Mosaic sacrifices, were they typical? 361.

Moses died out of the Holy Land, reasons why, 171.

Moses ignorant of doctrine of resurrection, 151.

Moshaim, quotations from, 362, 405, 411, 418.
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Mysteries, testimony of the Fathers concerning, 451.
Mystery exhibited at Lisbon, 423. meaning of the word, 279.
Mystics, faith of the Oriental, 127. belief of the Greek, in a future life, 192.
Myths, origin of numerous, 206. relating to heroes, 214.
Nāgasāna’s opinion of Nirvāṇa, 124.
Nageltra, the myth of the ship, 210.
Nature, changes of, typified, 454. full of vitality, 55.
Neander, 218, 296. exposition by, 240. objections of, 305. writings referred to, 403, 415.
Necromancy believed in by Greeks and Romans, 193.
Nero, represented as the Beast in Revelation, 254.
Newman, John Henry, quotation from, on the fate of the damned, 510.
Newton, Sir Isaac, on the compressibility of matter, 691.
Newton, Sir Isaac, on the organs of sense, 629. New Zealanders’ ideas concerning the Pleiades, 69. of a future state, 69
New Zealand priests, incantations of, 77.
Norse conception of death, 19. mythology, 69.
North American tribes, belief of, in a future state, 73.
Northmen, belief of, 82. religion of, how modified, 87.
Novatian, writings of, alluded to, 401.
Noyes, G. R., translation by, 296.
Nürnberger on the doctrine of migration, 64.
Obry’s researches in Oriental doctrines of a future life, 123.
Oehlenschläger’s poem on Gods of the North, 88.
Oersted’s Essay referred to, 603.
Ogilways’ ideas of elysium, 74.
Onen on the origin of man, 552.
Onondagas, funeral rites of, 74.
Oral Law, 173.
Orans, mouth of, 193.
Organic life, conditions of, 14.
Oriental apologue on rescue of the damned, 557. Orientals in love with death, 127.
Origen, text in Epistle to Hebrews explained by, 233.
Origen’s exposition of Paul’s writings, 270. theology, peculiar features of, 306. Original sin, doctrine of, considered, 551. explained, 11.
Orinoco Indians, belief of, 212.
Ormuzd and Ahriman, the Principles of Good and Evil, 133.
Ormuzd, law of, 136.
Ossian, quotations from poems ascribed to, 80, 81.
Pagan errors, 174.
Paget, on assimilation of sensations in the brain, 629.
Palingenesia, 498.
Panetius, disbelief in a future life, 192.
Panspermismus, 12.
Papias, tradition delivered by, 403.
Papuans, rites of, 79.
Papyrus rolls, uses of, in Egyptian mummies, 102.
Parable of the Sower, 343.
Paradise and Heaven, distinction between, 401. location of, by various nations, 584, 591. Parsee belief in, 137.
Parker, James, on pre-existence of souls, 43.
Parker, Theodore, 50, 555.
Parases, how they dispose of their dead, 142. religion of, 127.
Parsons, T. W., translation of Dante quoted, 557. lines of, quoted, 481.
Passaglia on the Literality of Hell Fire, 589.
Patagonian belief, 79.
Patrick, dialogue between Saint, and Ossian, 211.
PauI, career of, 350. doctrines imputed to, 267. doctrine of a future life, 264. doctrines of, considered, 298. taught by, 159.
Paul, epistles of, do not inanimate a millennium, 287.
Paul, extant writings of, fragmentary, 264. exultation of, at the thought of second advent, 270. not the author of the Epistle to Hebrews, 229. the word “justify” as used by, 286.
Paul’s conception of scheme of salvation, 283. views of external forms of Jewish law, 277. resurrection, 287. views when he became a Christian, 296.
Penn’s, account of the Indians used by Pope, 73. Persian doctrine of a future life, 127. theology, correct epitome of, 140. Jews borrowed from, 132. resemblance of, to dogmas of other religions, 172.
Peruvians, embalming known to, 99. their ideas of hell, 71.
Peter, Epistle of, considered, 220. expected the second coming of Christ, 227.
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Peter, language of, explained, 222.

Second Epistle of, considered, 246.
speech of, before the Jewish Council, 228.
teachings of, 225.

Peyrere, Father, 25.

Pharisaical doctrines held by some Christians, 345.

Pharisaical doctrines of the resurrection, 491.

Pharisaism, origin of, 174.

Pharisees, belief of, 163.

Philo designates the place of heaven, 235.

Epistle to Hebrews ascribed to, 220.

Judaeus, account of the Saviour, 338.

opinion of the account of Eden, &c., 25.
supposes Adam superior to all the race, 27.
synopsis of the views of, 169.

Philo's conception of God and Logos, 297.
description of the Logos, 300.

Philostratus, on appearance of ghost of Apollo

nus, 193.

Physiological argument in favor of belief in a future life, 49.

Pigott's Scandinavian Mythology cited, 83, 90, 559.

Pindar, views of, on future life, 182.

Plato, argument of, considered, 621.

believed in transmigration, 188.
doctrines of, 155.
thought of, 212.

Platonic year, 187.

Platonists, doctrines of the, 196.

their location of infernal regions, 590.

Platten, his hypothesis of inner body, 634.

Pleadians, New Zealanders' ideas concerning, 69.

Pliny, his opinion of death, 196.

Plotinus, doctrine of, 115.

quotation from, 190, 380, 390.
saying of, 182.

Plutarch, citation from, 471, 612.

Egyptian belief according to, 99.

essay on the Moon, 212, 590.

remarks of, on embalming, 98.

Polygnotus, picture of infernal world by, 193.

Pomponius Mela on the customs of the Gauls, 81.

Ponce de Leon, his search after fountain of youth, 213.

Popery and Paganism, conformity between, 408.

Portimneula, pilgrimage to, 417.

Powell on Unity or Plurality of Worlds, 605.

Preadamite race, 25.

Predestination, doctrine of, 198, 544.

Prescott's account of belief of the Peruvians, 71.

Mexican interments, 73.

Priestley's views of the resurrection, 503.

Prometheus, myth of, considered, 10.

Psychological argument in favor of a future life, 44.

Psychopannychians, 60, 431.

Punishment, endless, not taught by Jesus, 527.
eternal, theory of, considered, 542.

Purgatory, account of, by Bede, 411.

Purgatory, as understood by early Christians, 401.
decision of, 404.
known to the Jews, 410.
feast-day of, kept by Romish Church, 410.
Pagan belief in doctrine of, 409.

prevalence and progress of doctrine of, 409.
Romish doctrine of, 137.
scheme of, established by Pope Gregory, 411.

Pythagoras, explanation of an earthquake by, 193.

Pythagoreans taught doctrine of transmigration, 483.

Pythagoreans, custom of, 374.

Quarrel between Paul and Barnabas, 390.

Queen, immortal longings of Egypt's dying, 651.

Quenstelt denies any intermediate state of souls, note, 499.

Questions asked Jesus by the Sadducees, 150.

Rabbi Chebbio's reasons for interment in the Holy

Land, 170.

Rabbi Jeremiah's request for his burial, 170.

Rabbi Jochanan, dying words of, 167.

Rabin, reasoning of, 499.

Rabbinical adherence to Pharisaical ritual, 168.
comparisons, 234.
decision of future life, 165, 168.

ideas of metempsychosis, 477.
interpretations, 553.
narrative, 171.

writings, 164.

Rabbinism of Gamaliel, 317.

Racovian catechism burned, 445.

Rabbot refuses baptism, 542.

Rammohun Roy, 114.

Rationalism, 437.

Rawlinson, theory promulgated by, 141.

Reabsorption, arguments in favor of, 56.
prevalent opinion in India, 56.
theory of, 55.

Recognition of friends believed by Hebrews, 569.

in future life, 567.
taught by Jesus, 574.
recapitulation of argument, 576.

Recurrence, theory of, 62.

Redemption as taught by the Fathers, 399.

by Blood of Christ, meaning of, 257.

by death of Christ, explained, 224.
different explanations of, 364.
decision of, as taught by John, 310.

theory of, considered, 559.

Reformation, consequences of, 427.

Relationship of future life with the present, 648.

Rehabilitation of the senses, 614, 651.
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<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reference to</td>
<td>168, 170, 227, 235, 272, 338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schoolcraft's account of monkish frauds</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians</td>
<td>74, 76, 79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reference to</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott's description of Jürgenandur</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scriptures taken in a double or mystic sense</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoroastrian</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second-Adventists, sect of</td>
<td>403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second advent, Christ's teachings on this point</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second advent, predictions of</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self, fishing up pearl of</td>
<td>649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-universalization</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senators of heaven</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seneca, contradictory passages in his works</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>satire of</td>
<td>473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Septuagint translation</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>version, Hebrew doctrines in</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sepulchres of Etruria</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheehals, sect of</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheol, signification of</td>
<td>152, 154, 236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrouded gods</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shungle, anecdote of</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese Buddhists, superstitions of</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibylline Oracles</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reading of, forbidden</td>
<td>445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silo, inquiries of</td>
<td>414</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INDEX.

Theories of soul's origin, 3.
Thiasse, eyes of, become stars, 69.
Thoreau, transmigration of wine-bibbers into frogs, 486.
Thor, kills Jörmungandr, 92.
Thorpe's Northern Mythology, 88.
Thought defined, 630.
Tombs, sculptures, &c. on walls of Egyptian, 102.
Tophet, 327.
Traduction, import of the doctrine, 10.
Transmigration among the Egyptians, 103.
believed by Plato, 188.
Herodotus's account of, 98.
of souls, 475.
origin of, 476.
received by the Jews, 218.
Transmission of souls, 10.
Trapp, Joseph, quotation from poem by, 510.
Truth, power of, 344.
Tucker, Abraham, 68, 500.
Tucker's idea of recurrence of souls, 63.
Tupper thinks the moon is hell, 592.
Turkish heaven, 219.

Under-world, date of conception of, 173.
location of, 586.
Unitarian doctrine of the death of Christ, 356.
Unitarianism, tenets of, considered, 243.
Unitarians, belief of, 564.
Unitarian views, 283.
Universalism, first form of, 551.
four forms of, 429.
objections to doctrine of, 559.
origin of, 563.
Universalist doctrine of future life, 429.
doctrines, defenders of, 429.
Universalists, doctrine of modern, 564.
Universal salvation considered, 557.
doctrine of, 291.

Universe, Egyptian divisions of, 103.
immateriality of, 596.
porosity of, 597.

Unregenerate, fate of, according to Paul, 291.
Upham, Edward, account of Buddhism, 119.
Uses, three, of doctrine of future life, 640.

Valhalla, belief of Northmen with regard to, 82.
description of, 89.
Vans Kennedy, on ancient mythology, 87.

Vedic hymns, their import, 106.
Veil, considered the lowest heaven, 234.
Version, false reading in the common, 253.
Vicentius Victor, doctrine taught by, 9.
Villani, description of a representation of hell by, 421.

Virgil, a machine of torture so called, 425.
Vitality, nature full of, 55.
Volney's Ruins cited, 596.
Vôluspà, 91.

Wagner, Hermann, death from the scientific standpoint, 31.
Watts exposes a pious fraud in Burnet, 548.
Webster, Daniel, on heart's faith against intellect's doubts, 645.
Westergaard, on Zoroastrian documents, 129.
Whewell, reference to works, 583.
refutation of certain doctrines, 11.
theory promulgated by, 604.
White, J. Blanco, letter on miracles, 909.
Whitney, Prof. W. D., 129.

translation of Morality of Vedas, 108.

Whittier, John G., quotation from, 449.
Wigand, Dr., Duality of Mind by, 484.

Wilson, II. II., religion of Hindus referred to, 475.

translation of Rig Veda, 108.

J. L., account of African superstitions, 68.

Winnebagos' opinions of future life, 74.
Wisdom, date of Book of, 159.

Witchcraft in the mediaval period, 417.

Wittenberger's views of Christ's descent to hell, 440.

Women have a place in heaven, 210.
old, Mohammed's saying of, 211.

Wordsworth, quotation from, 600.

World, the word used by John in two senses, 308.
Wotton, Sir Henry, quotation from, 556.

view of future existence of Souls, 45.

Wright's Essay on the Legends of Paradise, &c., 588.
Wright, Thomas, antiquarian works of, 414.

works edited by, 421.

Xenophon, dying speech of Cyrus according to, 194.
Xerxes, wept at thought of mortality of his army, 651.

Yama, signification of, 17.
Ymer, Scandinavian, 135.

Young, Edward, quotations from, 506, 559.

Zeal of early confessors of Christianity, 390.
Zend and Sanscrit, affinities of, 129.
Zend-Avesta, 128.
Zincali, 615.
Zohar, the, 271.

Zoroaster, era of the first, 174.

prayer of, 326.
religion promulgated by, 127.

Zoroastrian doctrine of bodily resurrection, 490.

scriptures, 129.

but partly known to us, 139.

system, antiquity of, 132, 140.

Zoroastrians, their mode of treating the dead, 142.

Zwingle opposed by Luther, 446.
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PREFACE.

The present bibliography was commenced more than three years ago. Though the principal part of my time was then occupied, as it has been since, by other engagements, I supposed that the work might be finished in three or four months. The delay has been caused in part by circumstances merely personal, but chiefly by the fact that the researches necessary to render the catalogue even tolerably complete and accurate were far more extensive than I had anticipated.

In deciding upon the form of the bibliography, I could not hesitate to prefer a classed catalogue, with the titles in each section arranged chronologically. The literature embraced in it relates to so great a variety of interesting topics, that the advantage of a suitable classification is manifest. The chronological arrangement in each class, by bringing together the publications which belong to particular controversies and to particular periods, must greatly facilitate historical investigation. Such a catalogue is in itself almost a history; it is, at least, an historical chart.

Classed catalogues must indeed be very imperfect, and their use is attended with some inconveniences. But their principal defects may be supplied by alphabetical indexes of authors and subjects.

In the present catalogue, the titles under most of the important heads are divided into two series,—works devoted to the history of opinions on a particular subject being separated from those which treat of the subject itself. In each series, the chronological place of a title is determined by the date of the first edition of the book, when known, except in the case of authors who flourished before the invention of printing.

The scheme of classification is exhibited at the end of the Preface. Further explanations will be found under several of the subdivisions in the body of the work.

The subjects embraced in the bibliography—the Nature, Origin, and Destiny of the Soul—belong partly to philosophy, and partly to religion. They are accordingly discussed, not only in the special treatises
relating to them, but in general works on metaphysics, on natural religion, on Christian doctrines, and on various religions and superstitions. The question of materialism, and the distinction between the human and the brute mind, are also treated of by writers on physiology and natural history. To include in the catalogue all these general works was of course impracticable, but many of the more important have been noticed. This is particularly the case in that part of the bibliography which relates to the opinions concerning the soul and its destiny which have prevailed among heathen nations. Here, the titles of a large number of works have been inserted which are of interest as illustrating not only the special subjects of the catalogue, but the history of religion in general, in its various forms. That works on the Hindu philosophy and religion have been given with a good degree of fulness will not excite surprise, since the doctrine of transmigration lies at the centre of both Brahmanism and Buddhism. The books held sacred by the followers of Confucius, on the other hand, contain very little concerning the future life, a subject on which that philosopher discouraged inquiry; but, for the convenience of the student who may wish at least to verify that remarkable fact, it appeared desirable to include them in the catalogue.

As to special treatises on the subjects of the bibliography, written in Greek or Latin, or in the principal languages of Europe (except those of the Slavic family), I have intended to admit the titles of all of any importance which have fallen under my notice, or which I have found well described. This remark, however, does not apply to a few classes of works only incidentally connected with the proper subjects of the catalogue,—as those on Death, the Descent of Christ to Hades, the Resurrection of Christ, and Modern "Spiritualism,"—under which heads merely a selection of titles is professedly given. Single sermons have been for the most part omitted, unless the production of eminent writers, or belonging to a controversy, or remarkable for some peculiarity; and I have passed by a few other unpromising pamphlets. As to Oriental works, I have for the most part contented myself with noticing the best translations.

While some may regret that a single pamphlet has been neglected, others, probably, will complain of excess. What is the use, it may be asked, of collecting the titles of so many old, obsolete books? I answer, the study of fossil remains in theological and metaphysical literature is as interesting and instructive to the philosopher as paleontology is to the naturalist. In pursuing his researches in this field one may, indeed, disinter strange monsters; but these representatives of tribes now extinct doubtless filled their place in the economy of Providence, and were suited to the times in which they appeared, as truly as the geological saurians. We marvel at the follies and superstitions of the past; but when the philosophy and theology of the nineteenth century have become petrified, posterity may regard some of their phenomena
with equal wonder. I have therefore aimed to give a full exhibition of the literature of the subject, without partiality towards the old or the new. The catalogue accompanies a "History of the doctrine of a Future Life."

In collecting materials for the bibliography, I have been obliged to take a majority of the titles at second-hand. Deeming it, however, of great importance to give as many as possible from actual inspection, I have explored for this purpose, as thoroughly as circumstances would permit, the Libraries of Harvard College and the Divinity School at Cambridge, the Boston Public Library and the Library of the Boston Athenæum, containing collectively about 290,000 volumes, together with the smaller but valuable Libraries of the Massachusetts Historical Society, the Universalist Historical Society, and the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. A number of days spent at the Astor Library in New York, which now possesses about 120,000 volumes, including far the richest bibliographical collection in this country, afforded me the means of adding considerably to the fulness and accuracy of the work. I am also much indebted to several gentlemen for the free use of their valuable private libraries, particularly to the Rev. Convers Francis, D.D., of Cambridge, in whose remarkable collection of curious, rare, and valuable books I found many works relating to the subjects of the catalogue not contained in the public libraries mentioned above. During a recent visit to New York, the courtesy of Mr. William Gowans, antiquarian bookseller and publisher, allowed me to examine his interesting collection of works relating to the Immortality of the Soul, a subject which he has for many years made a specialty. I was thus enabled to give from personal inspection the titles of a considerable number of books before taken at second-hand, and of a few which were new to me. For the convenience of some, at least, who may use this work, I have placed the letter H. after the titles of such books in the catalogue as are found in the Library of Harvard College; and similar abbreviations (explained at the end of the Preface) are used to denote other libraries in which I have met with certain books. The abbreviations BL. and BM. are also occasionally added to the titles of works which I have noticed in the printed Catalogues of the Bodleian Library at Oxford and of the British Museum.

In the course of the investigations referred to, I have examined a large number of periodical publications, both for the purpose of obtaining titles, and of enriching the bibliography by references to reviews of books and to important original articles relating to its subjects. Among the publications of this class which have been consulted with advantage, though of some only imperfect sets were at hand, are the Journal des Savants (1665–1750, and 1816–61 only), the Acta Eruditorum (1682–1776), the History of the Works of the Learned (1699–1710, and 1739–41 only), the Novelle Letterarie di Firenze (1740–70), the Monthly Review (1749–1844), the
Göttingische gelehrte Anzeigen (1753-1800), the Jena Allgemeine Literatur-Zeitung (1785-1805 only), Gersdorff's Leipziger Repertorium (1843-60), the Eclectic Review (1805-61), the Foreign Quarterly Review (1827-46), the Westminster Review (1824-61), the British Quarterly Review (1844-61), the Revue des Deux Mondes (1829-61), the Christian Examiner (1824-61), the Biblical Repository and Princeton Review (1825-61), the American Biblical Repository (1831-50), the Bibliotheca Sacra (1844-61), the New Englander (1843-61), the (Baptist) Christian Review (1836-61), the Methodist Quarterly Review (1848-61 only), the Universalist Quarterly (1844-61), the Church Review (1848-61), the Presbyterian Quarterly Review (1853-61), Kitto's and Burgess's Journal of Sacred Literature (1848-55 only), the Berlin Jahrbücher für wissenschaftliche Kritik (1827-46), Fichte's Zeitschrift für Philosophie (1837-61), Kraft's and Ernesti's Neue Theologische Bibliothek (1746-69 only), Eichhorn's Allgemeine Bibliothek (1787-1801), the Theologische Studien und Kritiken (1828-61), Illgen's and Niedner's Zeitschrift für die historische Theologie (1832-61), the Tübinger Zeitschrift (1828-40), Zeller and Baur's Theologische Jahrbücher (1842-57), the Journal Asiatique (1822-61), the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain (1834-61), the Chinese Repository (1832-51), the Journal of the American Oriental Society (1844-61), the Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenländischen Gesellschaft (1847-61), and many others which it would be tedious to enumerate.

The publications of various Academies and learned Societies, as the French Institute, the Academies at Berlin, Göttingen, Munich, and St. Petersburg, the Royal Asiatic Society, and others, have also been examined, and have furnished important articles illustrating several topics embraced in the bibliography.

The principal bibliographical works which treat the subjects of the present catalogue with much fulness are those of Fabricius, Herrich, Bretschneider, and Grasse, the titles of which may be seen at the beginning of Class III. Of these, Grasse's Bibliotheca Psychologica, published in 1845, is the most recent and the most copious. I hoped to find this work tolerably complete for the literature down to that date; but it soon became evident that the whole field must be explored anew. This is not said in disparagement of that distinguished bibliographer, to whom I gratefully acknowledge my indebtedness. He has been occupied for the last twenty-five years with far more important labors, such as his Lehrbuch einer allgemeinen Literargeschichte, and the Trésor des livres rares et précieux,—gigantic monuments of German learning and industry. The preparation of his Bibliotheca Psychologica he would doubtless call a mere diversion.

In addition to the works already mentioned, some of the other authorities on which I have relied for information concerning books not personally examined may be properly referred to. But it is difficult to determine where to begin and where to end. I must pass over the general bibliographies, the works on rare and curious books, those
on anonymous and pseudonymous publications and on early printed books, the histories of literature, general and special, and numerous biographical dictionaries, to all of which classes of works it has often been necessary to have recourse. Important aid in the investigation of the subject has also been derived from works on the history of philosophy, some of which are referred to at the beginning of Class III. Sect. I.; on the history of various religions, for which see Class III. Sect. II.; and on the history of Christian doctrines and theological controversies, for some of which see Class III. Sect. III.

In studying the bibliography of philosophical literature, I have derived some assistance from the books referred to in the note prefixed to Class I., and from Gumposch's *Philosophische Literatur der Deutschen* (1851). The periodical lists of recent philosophical works which accompany Fichte's *Zeitschrift* have also been of service.

The principal bibliographies of theological literature of which I have made use are Lipenius’s *Bibliotheca Rerum Theologica* (1685), Walch's highly valuable *Bibliotheca Theologica* (1757-65), the well-known works of Noesselt (1800) and Simon (1813), Fuhrmann (1818-21, and 1836), Enslin and Löflund (1833), Winer (1838-42), Danz (1843), Lowndes's *British Librarian* (1839-42), the *Thesaurus Librorum Rei Catholicae* (1848-50), Darling's *Cyclopaedia Bibliographica* (1854-59), and the *Dictionnaire de Bibliographie catholique* of Pérennès (1858-60), not to mention several of inferior note. I have also examined Theile's *Thesaurus Literaturae Theologicae Academicae* (1840), and Fiebig's *Corpus Dissertationum Theologicarum* (1847). For patristic literature I have chiefly consulted Cave, Oudin, Du Pin, and Ceillier.

The special bibliographies, however, of philosophy and theology are so defective, especially as regards the more recent literature, and the titles given in them are so often inaccurate, that it became necessary to make extensive researches in the chief bibliographical works devoted to the literature of particular nations. Some of these must therefore be mentioned.

For English books I am greatly indebted to Watt's *Bibliotheca Britannica*, which has been thoroughly examined by the aid of the Index of Subjects. (The author died in 1810.) I have also made use of Lowndes and Allibone, and for the more recent literature have derived information from the London Catalogue of Books for 1816-51, with its Classified Index, and from the British Catalogue for 1838-60, with the Publishers' Circular, to which it serves as a guide.

The titles of most of the American books are given from actual inspection.

For German literature, the richest of all, I have used Meusel's *Lexikon* and *Das gelehrte Deutschland*, Ersh's *Handbuch*, the *Bücher-Lexikon* of Heinsius with its continuations (for 1700-1856), and that of Kayser with its supplements (for 1750-1858), together with the full and accurate semi-annual catalogues published by Hinrichs. I have also
availed myself of the excellent bibliography (not confined to German publications) in Gersdorf's _Leipziger Repertorium_ for the years 1843–60, and have occasionally consulted the earlier volumes of the _Repertorium_, which began in 1819.

For French literature I have consulted the _Bibliothèques_ of La Croix du Maine and Du Verdier, the works of Ersch and Quérard, the _Littérature Française contemporaine_ by Quérard, Lon andre, Bourquelot, and Maury, and the excellent _Bibliographie de la France_ for 1811–1861, in examining the volumes of which down to 1856 I have used the classed Indexes.

For Italian literature I have examined the _Bibliografia Italiana_ for 1835–1846, with the new _Bibliografia_ commenced in 1861, and have taken some titles from catalogues like that of Gallarini. The histories of Italian literature by Tiraboschi, Zaccaria, and Lombardi, and various biographical dictionaries, have also been consulted with advantage.

For Spanish bibliography I have chiefly relied on Antonio; the _Boletín bibliográfico español_ for 1840–50, and the new _Bibliógrafo_, now _Boletín bibliográfico_, for 1859–61, edited by Hidalgo, have also been examined.

For Portuguese authors I have consulted the great _Bibliotheca Lusitana_ of Barbosa Machado, and occasionally the _Diccionario bibliográfico Portugués_ of Da Silva, of which five volumes have thus far been published (1858–61).

For Dutch and Flemish literature, I have used Foppens's _Bibliotheca Belgica_ (1739), Paquot's _Histoire littéraire des Pays-Bas_ (1765–70), Van Abcoude and Arrenberg's _Naamregister_ for 1600–1787, De Jong's _Alphabetische Naamlijst_ for 1790–1832, and Brinkman's for 1833–49, 1858–60. Snellaert's _Vlaamsche Bibliographie_ for 1830–55 has also been consulted.

For Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish literature, I have examined the _Almindelig Dansk-Norsk Forlagskatalog_, with its three Supplements, by Fabricius, the last published in 1850; Nissen's _Norsk Bog-Forlagskatalog_, with the Supplement by Arnesen, for 1814–55; and the _Svensk Bokhandels-Katalog_, with its Supplements, extending to 1851. I have also consulted the _Litteraturlexicon_ of Nycray and Kraft, and the excellent _Almindelig Forfatter-Lexicon_ by Erslew for 1814–40, with the first volume of the Supplement, coming down to 1853.

For the later Jewish authors, I have depended mainly on Wolf's _Bibliotheca Hebræa_ (1715–33), Fürst's _Bibliotheca Judaica_ (1849–51), Stein-schneider's _Jewish Literature_ (1857), and his _Catalogus Librorum Hebræorum in Bibliotheca Bodleiana_ (1852–60). Bartolocci and De Castro have rendered occasional service.

For Oriental literature I have used chiefly the works referred to in the note preceding No. 1404 in the catalogue, and in No. 1496.

Besides these national bibliographies, I have derived much aid from many special bio-bibliographical works, like the _Bibliothèque des écrivains de la Compagnie de Jésus_ by the MM. Backer, of which five volumes have
now appeared; and from numerous catalogues of large public and private libraries, particularly classed catalogues, such as Ilari's *Biblioteca pubblica di Siena* (1844–48) in 7 vols. 4to; but it would be wearisome to enter into further details.

The course which has been pursued in regard to various matters will appear from an examination of the catalogue. In the titles which I have taken from the books themselves the orthography and punctuation, as well as the language, are scrupulously preserved. Insertions are enclosed in brackets, and omissions signified by dots. I have also taken pains to note the number of pages, except in works of more than one volume. Much time has been spent in the verification and correction, from the best accessible authorities, of a large portion of the titles which I have taken at second-hand; and in the case of these also, the number of pages, or sheets, or at least the price, has been given whenever it could be ascertained.

The number of titles in the catalogue, though apparently less, exceeds 5300, not including those given in the notes, which also contain information concerning different editions and translations. Of these titles, only about 1025 are to be found in the *Bibliotheca Psychologica* of Grasse.

Though much labor has been expended on the work, it is of course incomplete, and must contain many errors, some inevitable, others the result of my own ignorance or inadvertence. But, with all its defects, I trust it will prove useful to those who are interested in the investigation of the important subjects whose literature it exhibits.

In conclusion, I would express my thanks to various friends for valuable information, and in particular to Mr. Charles A. Cutter, my highly esteemed and accomplished associate in the cataloguing department of the Library of Harvard College, who has taken a warm interest in the work, and has called my attention to many titles which would otherwise, probably, have escaped my notice.

E. A.

Cambridge, Massachusetts, Jan. 1, 1862.
CLASSIFICATION.

CLASS I. — NATURE OF THE SOUL. Nos. 1-3868.


Sect. I. Comprehensive Works; Creation, Traduction. 387-462.
Sect. II. Pre-existence. 463-500.


CLASS III. — DESTINY OF THE SOUL. 541-4894.


A. — Comprehensive Works. 1254-1301p.
B. — Uncivilized Nations. 1302-1352.
   1. In General. 1302-1305p.
   2. Africa and Oceania. 1306-1311.
   3. Aborigines of America. 1312-1319.
   4. Aborigines of India. 1320-1323.
   5. Ancient Germans and Scandinavians. 1329q-1342q.
   6. Ancient Gauls and Britons. (Druidism.) 1343-1352.

C. — Ancient Egyptians, Persians, Hindus (Brahmanism and Buddhism), Chinese. 1353-1523.
   3. Ancient Persians and Modern Parsees. 1369-1411.
   4. Hindus. (Brahmanism and Buddhism.) 1414q-1495q.

D. — Ancient Greeks and Romans; Etruscans. 1524-1739p.

      b. The Old Testament and Apocrypha. 1738-1803.
         (1.) In General. 1738-1797q.
         (2.) The Pentateuch. 1798-1823.
         (3.) Other Books. 1824-1860.
         (4.) The Apocrypha. 1861-1893.
   (1.) Its History. 1863-1919.
   (2.) Later Jewish Authors. 1920-1962.


A.—Comprehensive Works; Eschatology; Biblical Psychology. 1963-2379.
   2. Biblical Psychology. 2364-2379.

B.—Death. 2380-2461.
   2. Dance of Death. 2451-2461.

C.—The Intermediate State. 2462-2928.
   2. Sleep of the Soul. 2509-2636.
   3. Descent of Christ into Hades; Limbo. 2637-2709.

D.—The Resurrection. 2929-3132.
   (APPENDIX.) The Resurrection of Christ. 3133-3181.


   2. Happiness of the Future Life; Paradise; Heaven. 3402-3687.
      a. General Works. 3402-3597.
      b. Degrees of Blessedness. 3598-3605.
      d. The "Beatific Vision." 3673-3687.
   3. Hell. 3688-3738.
   4. Duration of Future Punishment. 3757-4495.
   5. Comparative Number of the Saved and the Lost. 4496-4510.

APPENDIX.

I. Modern "Spiritualism" or Spiritism; Ghosts, etc. 4665-4705.
II. Nature, Origin, and Destiny of the Souls of Brutes. 4706-4894.
ABBREVIATIONS.

AB. . . . Library of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, Boston.
B. . . . Boston Public Library.
BA. . . . Boston Athenæum.
G. . . . Collection (on sale) of William Gowans, 85 Centre Street, New York.
       (See Preface, p. 68.)
MHS. . . Library of the Massachusetts Historical Society, Boston.

ff. . . . Leaves.
sh. . . . Sheet, or sheets.
N.D. . . . No date.
N.P. . . . No place.
+ . . . "Pp. 460 + " means 460 pages numbered, with others not numbered.
( ) . . . "Guizot, François (Pierre Guillaume)."—The portion of the full name thus enclosed is often omitted.
|| . . . Introduces either a change in the general title, or some specification, distinguishing one volume from another of the same work. See Nos. 211, 1291, 1297, etc. in the Catalogue.

The other signs and abbreviations will need no explanation.
LITERATURE
OF THE
DOCTRINE OF A FUTURE LIFE.

CLASS I.—NATURE OF THE SOUL.

Note.—See also Class III. Sect. I., Sect. II. C—E, and Sect. III. A. General works on psychology and anthropology are mostly excluded from the present catalogue. For their bibliography, one may consult Lipenius’s Bibliotheca Realis Philosophicae (1824), Struve and Kahle’s Bibliotheca Philosophica (1740), Erach and Geissler’s Bibliogr. Handbuch der philos. Literatur der Deutschen (1850), Forlag’s System der Psychologie (1853), I. 38-52, C. G. A. Freude, Wegweiser, etc. Bk. II. (1850), together with the principal Histories of Philosophy, particularly those of Buhle, Tenemann, and Blakey, and the works of Herrich, Grasse, and others, described at the beginning of Class III.


Care regards this treatise as spurious, and belonging to a later age.

4. — De Anima. Gr. and Lat. (Ibid. II. 90-113.) H.

ditus Gregorii Thaumaturgi Liber de Anima ad Tatianum, ut et incerti Philosophi Graeci (Patrum) de Anima Opinions, Latine per J. Turinum . . . . Cygnus, 1565, 8°. R.M.

This treatise of Claudianus will also be found in the Orthodoxographa of Grynaeus, I. 1247-1302 (H, and in the Bibliotheca Patrum of La Bigne, Gallandi, etc. For a good analysis of H, see Dupin, Nouv. Bibl. c. ed., IV. 224-229.

16. Averroes, the Arab. Ibn Rosdel, fl. a.d. 1150. Tractatus de Anima Beatae Vindicis.—Epistola de Intellectu, (In Vol. IX. of the Juntene ed. of Aristote’s works in Latin, Venice, 1558-59, fol., and 1562 8°.—Also appended to “Averroes ... Destructio Destructionm Philosophiae Algazelis,” Venice, 1827, 8°.)

The commentaries of Averroes on Aristotle were so famous in the middle ages that they gained for him the title of "the Soul of Aristotle," and "the Commentator." He maintained the unity of the intellectual principle, and rejected the doctrine of individual immortality. See Bagel, See also K. Renan, Averroes et l’Averroisme, Paris, 1832, 8°, pp. 119-125. H.

17. Vernius, Nicoletus. Contra verer-

sae Averrois Opinionum de Unitate Intel-

Also in his Works, 24 ed., 1716, fol. L. 394-540. H.


Later eds. 1743, 1829, 1837 (Andover, U.S.), and, with the very valuable notes and dissertations of Mr. Samuel H. H. Burt, 1 vol. London, 1835, 8°. Best ed. of Mosheim's Latin translation, 2 vol., Leyden, 1773, 4°. (II.) — The work is a systematical arrangement of the ancient opinions concerning the nature, origin, pre-existence, transmigration and future state of the soul.

53. Chaucer, Richard. Of the Nature of Spirits, especially Man's Soul; in a Collation with Dr. More. 1682, 8°.


56. Moral Essay (A) upon the Soul of Man. In a Letter to Mr. B. London, 1687, 4°. A second ed., 1687, 8°, pp. 21, 447. G. — Ibid. 1690, 8°. This is identical with No. 70, below. Perhaps it is a translation of the preceding.


63. S., M. A Philosophical Discourse of the Nature of Rational and Irrational Souls. London, 1695, 4°. BL. B.M.


68. [Burroughge, Richard]. Of the Soul of the World; and of Particular Souls . . . London, 1699, 8°, pp. 46. H.


71. Roth, Abraham. Auszug aus Thomasius Versuch vom Wesen des Geistes, mit Anmerkungen. Leipzig, 1700, 8°. This is probably the work mentioned by Georg (Kephal-Lex.) in Bently's 1734, and Bitten's title:— "Thomasius Percutioso," containing 43 sheets.


73. Coward, William, M.D. Second Thoughts concerning Human Soul, demonstrating the Notion of Human Soul, as 'believed to be a Spiritual and Immortal Substance, united to Human Body, to be plain Heathenish Inven- tion, and not consonant to the Principles of Philosophy, Reason, or Religion . . . London, 1702, 8°, pp. 458 +. B.

The Epistle Dedicatory is signed "Esthedla Psychelaches." — The 3d. Edition corrected and enlarged? London, 1704, 8°, pp. 814 [numbered wrongly; there are 348 pages numbered, and 10 leaves not numbered]. H. In this ed. the title reads "Immaterial Substance" instead of "Immaterial Soul," and various passages appear in first or some other respects.


75. Turner, John. A Brief Vindication of the Separate Existence and Immortality of the Soul from a Late Author's Second Thoughts . . . London, 1702, 4°, pp. 64. B.M.

76. [Layton, Henry]. Observations upon a Treatise intituled, A Vindication of the Separate Existence of the Soul, from a late Author's Second Thoughts, by Mr. John Turner . . . London, 1702, 4°., ff. 32. H.


79. Kechach, Benjamin. The French Impostour Detected. Or, Zach, Housef tried by the Word of God and cast. Wherein, also, the Errors of Dr. Coward, (in his late work called Second Thoughts) are laid open. Shewing what Cause he hath to think again. And the Immortality of the Soul fully evinced. In 3° Form of a Tract. 3d Ed. London, 1703, 39.

were ordered by Parliament to be burnt by the com-
mon hangman. The result was the immediate pub-
lication of a second edition of the former.

90. Reeves, William. A Sermon concern-
ing the Natural Immortality of the Soul. London, 1704, 4vo.

90. Dodwell, Henry. An Epistoly Discourse, etc. 1706.
F. for this famous work and the controversy excited by it, see No. 211, et seq.

91. [Layton, Henry]. A Search after Souls: or, The Immortality of a Human Soul, theo-
logically considered, at the same time, and in the Light of the Person. London, 1703, 4vo, pp. 112. II.

92. Oldfield, F. Mille Testes; against Athe-
ists, Deists, and Scepticks, testifying ... IV. The Immortality of the Soul. V. An Enquiry into the Tenets of the Soul-sleeper [W. Coward], in his Book of Second and Farther Thoughts. London, 1706, 8vo.

93. Coward, William, M.D. The Just Sou-
ls: or, A Sanguinary Enquiry into the Modern Notions of the Soul. I. Consider'd as Breath of Life, or a Power (not Immaterial Substance) united to Body, according to the 1713, A.D., as a Principle naturally Mortal, but immortaliz'd by its Union with the Baptistical Spirit, according to Platonism, ineptly Christianiz'd [by H. Dodwell]. With a Comparative Disquisition between the Scrip-
tural and Philosophical State of the Dead ... By W. C. M.D. ... London, [1706, or later]. 8vo, pp. 224. II.

94. Bayly, Benj. Of the Immortality of the Soul, and its Distinction from the Body. ... The 11th Letter. Perfection of the Natural Eternity, or Soul Immortality of Thinking Substances in general; and in particular of Human Souls. ... London, 1707, 8vo, pp. xxii, 3rd. +. BL, 6.

95. Wagner, Gabriel. Realis de Vienna Philosophia sive de Veritate Vincendi a Gestis dumque de Christ. Thomasius ... 1699 an Tag gegeben. N. 1079, 8vo, pp. 80.

96. Lunge, Joachim. Jesu Christi etapendorfer fragey Gedanken von Realis de Viennae ... gegen des Versus vom Wesen des Geistes ... N. 1079, 8vo, — 2. Aufl., 1710, 8vo.


98. Berkeley, George, Ip. Three Dialogues, the Design of which is plainly to demonstrate the New Philosophy of Human Knowledge, the Incorporeal Nature of the Soul, and the Immediate Providence of a Deity, in Opposi-
tion to Sceptics and Atheists. London, 1714, 4to.


g. 1714. 8vo, pp. 80. Roschel is the author of the second Letter in the volume, according to Reimann and Jocher.

102. [...]. The same. Sammlung der ältesten Vorlesungen und Manuskripten, zu welchen gehört, wie auch anderweitiger Untersuchung des Wesens der Seele und des Geistes. [4th ed.] Amsterdam, 1725, 8vo, pp. 158.

Maintains that the soul is an accident of the body.


112. — Anmerkungen über die Vernünftigen Gedanken . . . zu besseren Verstande . . . der selben . . . Frankfurt am Mayn, 1724, 8°. 

113. — Der vernünftigen Gedanken . . . anderer Theil . . . Ibid. 1727, 8°: 3d Aufl, 1733, 8°. 


115. —. Of the immediate Creation of the Soul. and of its being a personal Being. From which it appears, that the Soul as such, is coextant with the Body, and that the Creation is instantaneous. 2d. Aufl. Leipzig, (1723), 1728, 8°., pp. 127. 


123. Harenberg, Joh. Christoph. De tribus Partibus Humanæ, Gandensiæ, 1729, 8°. Published under the name of J. C. Trichorum, etymologically equivalent to Harenberg. 


127. Advocates materialism and justifies suicide. 


129. Baxter, Andrew. An Enquiry into the Nature of the Human Soul: wherein the Immateriality of the Soul is evinced from the Principles of Reason and Philosophy. The 3d Ed. To which is added, a Complete Index. . . . 2 vol. London, 1743, 8°. 

130. First ed. 1727(2) 4°. (191.), 51 ed. 1737. Highly commended by Warburton and others. 

131. —. An Appendix to the First Part of the Enquiry into the Nature of the Human Soul, wherein the Principles laid down there, are compared with some objections, and the Government of the Deity in the Material World is vindicated, or shown not to be carried on by Mechanism and Second Causes. . . . London, 1750, 8°., pp. 290. 


133. Forster, Joseph. Two Essays . . . To which is annexed. A Short Dissertation on the Immateriality of the Soul. Newcastle-upon- 


See Hist. of the Works of the Learned, 1740, pp. 414- 

48. 

683
L'homme plante… Potsdam, chez Frederic Voss, [about 1748], sm. 128, pp. 58.

Also in his Oeuvres philosophiques, ii. 109-155, Amst. 1764, sm. 129 (EA). Wanting the notes, and the correct alphabetical classification of the material. The present treatise was translated by the author himself, corrected by the editor, and published posthumously. The material is found on p. 29 of the original edition. The author himself, in a letter to his publisher, mentioned the name of the author of the present treatise (s. 1745, note) that he is not the author of L'homme machine. Lutkev ist. 126, no. 70, has fallen into the hands of the reader, and published a new edition of this work, entitled "cabinet edition" of L'homme machine. The former is a more judicious translation, and has really nothing to do with the question of materialism.


[Luzac, Flé]. L'homme plus que machine. Londres [Leyden], 1748, sm. 129. (6th ed.)

— Man more than a Machine. Wherein, I. The immateriality of the soul is demonstrated; ii. 1752, sm. 129. pp. 112.


Plouqueui, Gotfr. Dissertation de Materialisme. Tabungae, 1750, 84. — Also "la nouvelle conjecture de Mr. Confratlie d'Libeili: L'homme machine," ibid. 1751, 92.


Lignac, Jos., Adjron Leclarge de, the Abbé. Éléments de metaphysique tirés de l'expérience, ou Lettres à un matérieliste sur la nature de l'âme … Paris, 1753, 12.
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179. [Bounet, Charles]. Essai de psychologie... Londres [Laydon?], 1755, 8vo. pp. 300. Also in his Convers., Neuchâtel, 1779, 8vo., Tem. XVII.


183. [Robinson, J., M.D.]. Philosophical and Scriptural Inquiries into the Nature and Constitution of Mankind, considered only as Rational Beings. Wherein the Ancient Opinion, asserting the Human Soul to be an Immortal, Immortal, and Thinking Substance, is found... V. quoting false... [Also in] London, 1757, 8vo. 1st ed. Also ibid. 1758, 8vo. 2nd ed. "A wid. ranking performance." Monthly Rev. Xxv. 4to. pp. 46.

184. Fleming, Caleb. A Survey of the Search after Souls, by Dr. Coward, Dr. S. Clarke, Mr. Baxter, Dr. Sykes, Dr. Law, Mr. Peckard, and others. Wherein the principal Arguments for and against the Immortalitie are collected; and the Distinction between the Mechanical and Moral System stated. With an Essay to ascertain the Condition of the Christian, during the Mediatorial Kingdom of Jesus; which neither admits of a Sleeping, nor supposes a Separate State of the Soul after Death... London, 1766, 8vo. pp. (ii.), xvi., 314, folioed in some copies by pp. 315-322; Advertisement and Addenda, dated Sept. 27, 1763.

185. Peckard, Peter. Observations on Mr. Fleming’s Survey, &c. In which are considered [divers other subjects, and]... the Foundation of Immortality. London, 1759, 8vo. 4to. pp. 115.

186. Fleming, Caleb. A Defence of the Conscious Scheme, against that of the Mortalist. Occasioned by Mr. Peter Peckard’s Observations on Mr. Fleming’s Survey, &c. Wherein an Immediate Resurrection of the Just, is shown to be consistent with a General Resurrection and Judgment of all the Dead... London, 1759, 8vo. pp. 72 & 11.


188. [Dufour, — the Abbé]. L’âme, ou le système des matérialistes, sommis aux seules lumieres de la raison, par M. Public H., L., Lanneau [Avignon], 1759, 12mo.

189. [Essay (An) towards demonstrating the Immateriality, and Free-Agency of the Soul. In Answer to two Pamphlets: one intituled, A Plea for the Physical Spring of Human Actions, &c. supposed to have been written by Mr. Samuel Strutt. And the other intituled: A Philosophical Enquiry concerning Human Liberty; supposed to have been written by Anthony Collins, Esq. London, 1760, 8vo. pp. xvi., 193. II.

190. Moniglia, Pietro Tom. Vinc. La mente umana spirituale, immortal, non materia pensa al- la servitù. Padova, 1760, 8vo.


193. Simon, Jordon. Widerlegung des Materialisms. Würzburg, 1761, 8vo. 20pp. Also with the title:—Urtheil über die Sekeltheie einiger Augusti.


196. Broughton, Thomas. A Defence of the commonly-received Doctrine of the Human Soul, as an immaterial and naturally-immortal Principle in Man, against the Objections of some modern Writers: including the true Scripture-Doctrine of Death, Life, and Immortality, and of the Necessity and Extent of the Christian Redemption... Bristol, 1766, 8vo. pp. 174.

197. Warning (A) against Papish Dogmas: on the establish of the Rev. Mr. Thomas Broughton’s Defence of an inherent Immortality in Man: shewing it to be a Doctrine of Human Invention... London, 1767, 8vo. 1st ed.


201. Holbach, Paul Henri Thiry, Baron de. Sur le système de la nature... par M. Mi- rouband... 2 vol. Londres [Amsterdam], 1770, 8vo. 2th ed. See Quervaud. A German translation, 2 Theil, Frankfurt, and Leipzig, 1773, 8vo., 2th ed., English, 4 vol. London, 1777, 8vo; 2 vol., New York, 1803, 8vo., publ. by A. A. 1st, II.


203. Töllner, Joh. Gottlieb. Beweis für die
Immaterialität der menschlichen Seele aus der Immaterialität Gottes. (In his Kurze und vollständige 2. Samml. Frankfurt a. d. Oder, 1776, 8°.)


180. Hottinger, Joh. Jac., the elder. De nonnulorum in oppugnanda Religione inaepitae ac malis Artibus, maxime in Francogallia enusdam Libro qui Systematis naturae Nomine fervit, conspicvis Libri duo. Lugd. Bat. 1771, 8°, (8°.)

181. [Hupel, August Willh.]. Anmerkungen und Zweifel über die gewöhnlichen Lehrrätze vom Wesen der menschlichen und tierischen Seele. Leizig, 1774, 8°, pp. 578.


183. The best part of the work is gathered from Bergier and Castillon.—[Breck, - A Dutch translation, Hoorn, 1775; German (poor), Frankfurt, 1776; another, from the 2d ed., with notes, by J. C. L. Münnier, Halle, 1776.]


186. Meiners, Christoph. Abhandlung über das Daseyn der Seele, der Platoniache Allelogie. (In die Vermischte philos. Schriften, Leipzig, 1775, etc. 8°, I. 129, ff.)


211. Psychologische Versuche. Frankfurt et Leipzig, 1777, 8°. (174:] sh.)

212. Maintains that the soul may be material and yet immaterial. — Quo vadis?

213. Priestley, Joseph. Disquisitions relating to Matter and Spirit. To which is added the History of the Philosophical Doctrine concerning the Origin of the Soul, and the Nature of Matter; with its Influence on Christianity .... Vol. I. The 2d Ed., improved and enlarged. [The Doctrine of Philosophical Necessity illustrated; being an Appendix to the Disquisitions .... To which is added, An Answer to several Persons who have controverted the Principles of it .... Vol. II. The 2d Ed. enlarged, 2 v. (1st ed., Lond. 1777.) Birmingham, 1782, 8°. H.

214. Discussion on the Doctrine of the Materialism, and Philosophical Necessity, in a Correspondence between Dr. Price, and Dr. Priestley. To which are added, by Dr. Priestley, An Introduction ... and Letters to several Writers who have questioned his Disquisitions relating to Matter and Spirit, or his Treatise on Necessity. .... London, 1778, 8°, pp. xiv, 428. H. Süßmuth's to the Disquisitions, with an Index to the three volumes.


216. Caulfield, —. An Essay on the Immateriality and Immortality of the Soul, and its Instinctive Sense of Good and Evil .... With an Appendix, in Answer to Dr. Priestley’s Disquisitions on Matter and Spirit. By the Author of the Letters in Proof of a Particular ... Providence, ... addressed to Dr. Haukeworth ... under the Signature of A Christian. .... London, 1778, 8°, pp. iv., 466. H.


221. Bicknell, Alex. The Putrid Soul: A Poetical Epistle to Joseph Priestley ... on his Disquisitions relating to Matter and Spirit. .... London, 1779, 4°, 12. 6d.

222. Dawes, Mathew. Philosophical Con- siderations on a Free Enquiry into the Mists of the Controversy between Dr. Priestley and Dr. Price, on Matter and Spirit, and Philosophical Necessity .... London, 1780, 8°, 12. 6d.

223. Miscellaneous Observations on some Particulars in the Controversy between the Materialists and their Opponents. London, 1780, 8°, 12. 6d.
223. **Slight** Sketch (A) of the Controversy between Dr. Priestley and his Opponents, on the Subject of his Disquisitions on Matter and Spirit, ... London, 1780, 8°. Is.
See **Monthly Rev.** LXXIII. 252, 224.


227. Coing, Joh. Franz. Dissertatio inauguralis, in qua Argumenta pro Dei Existentia et Natura Animae Immateriali ... exponuntur. ... Marburg, 1782, 4°. 8 gr.

By the Count Lodovicus Barbieri.


232. Cooper, Thomas. Sketch of the Controversy on Materialism. (In his Tracts, etc. 1789, 8°, Vol. I.)

233. Holmes, Edward. An Attempt to prove the Materiality of the Soul, by Reason and Scripture. With an Appendix, shewing the Influence of this Opinion upon the Faith and Practice of Christians. ... Newcastle, 1780, 8°, pp. 95. G.


239. Simon, R. C. An Essay on the Nature and Constitution of Man, comprehending an Answer to the ... Question ... “Are there any Satisfactory Proofs of the Immateriality of the Soul?” ... London, 1798, 8°. 5d.

240. Ferrari, John. An Argument against the Doctrine of Materialism (In the *Memoira* of the Lit. and Phil. Soc. of Manchester, 1793, IV. 20–44.) H.

By the Editor of the *Monthly Medical History*, etc. II. 217–232. H.

A Dutch translation. Amst. 1808, 8°.


246. Meekle, James. Metaphysical Maxims; or, Thoughts on the Nature of the Free Will, and the Divine Prescience. ... Edinburgh, 1803, 12°. pp. xii, 142.


248. Rudolf, P. Dell’immaterialita dell’anima. Modena, 1806, 8°?

First pub. in 1808. Often reprinted; last ed., Lyon, 1832 [1831], 1°, in Tom. V. of his *Oeuvres.*


258. Remell, Thomas. Remarks on Scepticism, especially in Subjects of Organization and Life, in Answer to M. Bichat, Sir T. C. Morgan, and Mr. Lawrence. London, 1819, 8°. BL.


258. **Letter on the reputed Immateriality of the Human Soul, with Strictures on the Rev. T. Rennell's late Publication, entitled Remarks on Scepticism ... London, 1821.**

259. **Lawrence and King on Physiology.** (Titchener, Rev. for June, 1822; N. S., XVII, 481-505.)

260. **Philostratus, pseudon.** Somatopsychologisch showing that the Proofs of Body Life and Mind considered as Distinct Essences cannot stand uncorrected from physiology ... an Examination of the Controversy concerning Life carried on by MM. Lawrence [sic], Abernethy, Remmel, & others. By Philostratus ... London, 1825, 8vo., pp. x, 116.


262. **Francois de Neuchtélan, Nicolas.** Louis, Count. Le corps et l'âme, pièce de vers, extraite du Mercure du XIXe Siècle, 8vo., London, 1824, 8vo., pp. 11.

263. **View (A) of the Metaphysical and Physiological Arguments in favor of Materialism, by a Physician.** Philadelphia, 1821.

264. **Hindmarsh, Robert.** Christianity against Deism, Materialism, and Atheism. Boston, 1823, 8vo., pp. 172.

265. **Cowe, John.** Letters to a Friend on the Human Soul: its Immateriality and Immortality; and more especially on its Eelicular Characteristic as being a Form and Substance deriving its Life continually from God. 2d Ed. London, (1823), 1846, 8vo., pp. viii., 92. D.


267. *"Maintains that the common distinction between soul and body is baseless."—Bretsch.*


270. **Crombie, Alex.** Natural Theology. 1829. See No. 1086.

271. **Dana, Richard Henry.** [Thoughts on the Soul.] A Poem delivered before the Porter Rhetorical Society, in the Theological Seminary, Andover, September 22, 1829. Boston, 1829, 8vo., pp. 15. H.

272. **Suabedissen, David Therod August.** Die Grundlage der Lehre von den Menschen. Marburg, 1829, 8vo., pp. 539.


275. **Carmichael, Andrew.** An Essay, on some Physical Considerations as are connected with Men's Ultimate Destination ... Dublin, 1830, 8vo., pp. vii., 172. H.


277. **Flemming, Carl Fr. von.** Beiträge zur Philosophie der Seele. 1st Thl. Die Menschenseele. 2 Thl. Berlin, 1830, 8vo., 2d Ed.

278. **Schubert, Gotthilf Heinr. von.** Die Geschichte der Seele. 4th new barreifed vol vermehrte Aufl. 2 Bd. Stuttgart and Tübingen, (1830, 33, 44:) 1850, 8vo. H.


283. **Hooker, Henry.** The Portion of the Soul which bears its Attributes and Tendencies, as indicating Its Destiny. Philadelphia, 1835, 8vo., 1 vol. 6d.


286. **Brougham, Henry, Baron Brougham and Vaux.** 1835. See No. 1091.


288. — Additional Observations on the Discourse of Natural Theology, by Henry Lord Brougham, intended to disprove the Doctrine that the Immateriality of the Soul depends on it being Immortal, and also to trace the Origin of the Doctrine of the Soul's Immateriality ... Dublin, 1835, 12mo., pp. iv., 150.


290. — Among the essays in this vol. are "Gründe gegen den Materialismus, and "Naturliche Hoftnung des Menschen auf ein Jenseits." E.

291. **Ensor, George.** Natural Theology: the Arguments of Paley, Brougham, and the Bridgewater Treatises on this subject examined: also the Doctrines of Brougham and the Immunialists respecting the Soul ... London, 1836, 12mo., 69.

292. **Immortality and Immateriality.** (With notices of Lord Brougham's Discourse of Natural Theology, and Wallace's and Turton's Observations upon it.) (Freer's Mag. for June, 1836, XIX, 694-76.) H.

293. **Thomas, Fred. Samson.** The Psychologist; or; Whence is a Knowledge of the Soul derivable? A Poetical, Metaphysical, and Theological Essay. London, 1844, 8vo., pp. viii., 300. A.

294. — Also included in his Poetical Fragments, London, 1838, 8vo., — against materialism.


258 Forichon, A. L. Le matérialisme et la phrénologie combattus dans leurs fondements ... Paris, 1838, 8°. (24 sh.)


261 Picard, J. B. R. La vérité sur la nature et les preuves démonstratives de l'existence et l'immortalité de l'âme Paris, 1842, 8°. (34 sh.)

262 Gute Sache (Die) der Seele, ihre eigenen Angelegenheiten und die aus dem Menschen und der Vergangenheit entwickelte Geschichtszukunft. Braunschweig, 1843, 8°. pp. 120.


264 Leroux, Antoine. Pneumatologie. Neues systeme philosophique sur l'Origine et le but final de toutes choses, d'après les théories élémentaires de la philosophie, depuis les brach'manches jusqu'à nos jours; pour servir d'introduction à la Religion de l'avenir. Paris, 1814, 8°. (50 sh.)

265 Duparc, H. M. Vorstellung van eene stoffe kiesel der ziel, benevens een woord over het wederkeerige verband en verschil tuschen schiel, geest en lichaam. Leuwarden, 1815, 8°. fl. 0.40.


270 Morcan, L. Du matérialisme phrénolo-
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317. Perty, Max. Uber die Bedeutung der Anthropologie für Naturwissenschaft und Philosophie. Ein Vortrag ... Bern, 1855, 8°, pp. 51. H.


322. — Uber Wissen und Glauben, mit besonderer Beziehung zur Zukunft der Seele. ... Göttingen, 1854, 8°, pp. 99. H.

323. Zuckerg, Jak. Kritische Untersuchung über das Wesen der vernünftigen Geistese und die kritischen Eigenschaft des Menschen, sowie über die Frage: In welcher der vernünftigen Geistese die Form des menschlichen Lebens? mit Rücksicht auf den Streit der Abendwatt, auf die Conception, Kirchenväter und Schkolastiker. ... Regensburg, 1854, 8°, pp. iv., 272. H.


326. — Neue Darstellung des Sensualismus. Ein Entwurf. ... Leipzig, 1855, 8°, pp. xii., 221. H.


335. Der author is a zealous propagandist of materialism.


343. — Very important work." — Klüpfel.


347. Draper, John Wm. Human Physiology, Statical and Dynamical: or, The Conditions and Course of the Life of Man. ... New York, 1856, 8°, pp. xvi., 649. H.

348. "For evidence of the existence of the soul derived from cerebral structure." H.

349. Euen, F. Der naturwissenschaftliche Materialismus in seinem Prinzip und in seinen Konsequenzen. Ein Vortrag ... Berlin, 1858, 8°, pp. 32.

350. Michelis, Fr. Der Materialismus als Köhlerglaube. Ein offenes Sendeschreiben als Herausforderung zum wissenschaftlichen Kampfe an die Vertreter des neuen Materialismus in Deutschland: Carl Vogt und August Virchow, Vogt, Moleschott, Rossmüller, Müller, Ue., Czolbe, Büchner u. a. ... Münster, 1856, 8°, pp. 75. H.


352. Moleschott, Jac. Licht und Leben. Rede beim Antritt des öffentlichen Lehramts
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Geistes. 8°.


41. We have never seen the physiological view of the "substance" in a more perfectly and accurately correct way. - "Bibl. Sacra." Reviewed by Dr. Hoffman in Fichte's Zeitschr. f. Philos., 1859, XXXIV. 237-242. II.


44. Hittell, John S. A Plea for Pantheism. New York, 1857, 12°, pp. x., 56. (Also forming Ch. XXVII. of his "Evidences against Christianity," 2d Ed. 2 vols, New York, 1857, 12°, A.) pp. 1-23. "Physiologer vs. a Future State." - The author says:—"By Pantheism I understand the idea that matter and its qualities are the only existences, and that the forces, perceiving matter and inherent in it, are the divine existence, which comes to consciousness only in man."

45. Hunnor (Der) in Kraft und Stoff, or die exacten Ungereimtheiten der modernen Realphilosophie .... Darmstadt, 1857, 8°, pp. 91.


49. Storrs, Richard Salter, Jr. Graham Lea-
tures. - The Constitution of the Human Soul. Six Lectures delivered at the Brooklyn Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y. New York, 1857, 8°, 315. II.


57. Leu, Jos. Burkard. Bericht über das neueste Materialismus. Luzern, 1858, 8°, pp. 34.


62. Böhmer, August Nathanael. Naturfor- schung und Kulturleben in ihren neuesten Ergebnissen zu der Beleuchtung der grossen Frage der Gegenwart über Christenthum und Materialismus, Geist und Stoff .... Hannover, 1859 (1858), 8°, pp. xiv., 36. II.


64. Faure, A. Théorie de la spiritualité, on Examens approfondi de la nature et de la substance pensante .... Gap, 1856, 8°, pp. xiv., 124.


66. - Contributions to Mental Philosophy. [A free translation and abridgment of the above.] Translated and edited by J. D. Mo-
CLASS II.—ORIGIN OF THE SOUL.

SECT. I.—PREHISTORICAL WORLDS; CREATION; TRADUCTION.


See, also Epist. 190, al. 157.

390. ——De Anima et ejus Origine Libri IV. (Ibid. X. 693-777.) H.


393. Machius, Rudolph, the elder. Psychologie, hoc est, de Hominis Perfectione, Anima et insribus Orth nihus Commentationes ac Discussiones quaeruntur Theologorum et Philosophorum nostrae actae ... Marpurgi, 1590, 8°.—Habil. 1594, 1597, 8°.


396. Anima hum. partem irrationalem, vegetalem seil. & sensibilem, prodire a parte mediente semine; per tenitem rationem a Deo cadam instanti creatur & in fimbo corporis &. De meatus humanis orto & prefert 31.

39. Hill, William. The Infancy of the Soule; or, The Soule of an Infant: showing how and in what order, the Infant in Dust, is produced. London, 1648.
See Hoever's Neue. Regsr. generale, XVIII. 376.
42. Baron, Robert, of Aberden. Excercitatio de origine Animae et Propagatione. Loc. in: his Philosophia Theologica ancillata, Andechi, 1623, 8vo, and several other editions.
43. Thum, Theodor. Contraversa de Traduce sive Ortu Animae rationalis. Tusinge, 1622, 4to.
45. Wangnerock, or Wagnerock, Heinr. ... De Creatione Animae rationalis, Tractatus adversus Augustines Paeonem, alicubi Herletrici Traducto Assessoribus. ... Tusinge, 1625, 12vo. pp. 290.
46. Du Gardin (Lat. Gardinius or Hurtensius, Louis. Animae rationalis restituta in integram, sive altera falso inventae Opinionis que sibi persamiset, Anima rationalis non autem occasionem ab infundat. Duaci, 1625, 4to.
47. Kolbinius, Ernest. De Animae humanee Origine. Lipsiae, 1624, 4to.
48. Wangnerock, or Wagnerock, Heinr. ... De Creatione Animae rationalis, Tractatus adversus Augustines Paeonem, alicubi Herletrici Traducto Assessoribus. ... Tusinge, 1625, 12vo. pp. 290.
49. Du Gardin (Lat. Gardinius or Hurtensius, Louis. Animae rationalis restituta in integram, sive altera falso inventae Opinionis que sibi persamiset, Anima rationalis non autem occasionem ab infundat. Duaci, 1625, 4to.
50. Serpling, Joh. De Ortu Animae rationalis, et Origine Formarum. Witeb, 1634, 8vo. B.M.
51. Serpling, Joh. De Ortu Animae rationalis, et Origine Formarum. Witeb, 1634, 8vo. B.M.
52. Sennert, Daniel. Physica Hypotypmati. Langhui, 1654, 8vo. In this work Sennert treats of "De Propagatione Animae humanae." See Hypotyp. IV. cc. 16-14. (Opera. Par. 1654, 4to. 1. 139-360.)
53. Serpling, Joh. Defensio Tractatus de Ortu Formarum. ... Witeb, 1634, 8vo. B.M.
55. [Woolnor, Henry]. The Extraction of Mans Soul: ... a ... Discourse, proving by many evident and Natural Reason, that the Production of Mans Soul is by Propagation and not by Creation. Likewise, proving, that except Mans Soul be propagated, he can have no Original Sin. ... By W. H. B. Doul. London, 1648, 4to. pp. 325.
First ed. 1641, with the title:—"The True Original of the Soul." 8vo.
56. Haunold, Christoph. De Ortu et Inerit. Animae rationalis ... Dillingae, 1641, 8vo.
57. Munarenus, Ant. De Animae rationalis Creatione et originaria Immortalitate adversus errorescanopium cujusdam Philoso- phi, qui cum dictat propagaitionem separatae tum duxitat Immortalitatis compotem. Venetiis, 1648, 4to.
61. Serpling, Joh. Dissertatio de Traduce. Witeb, 1648, 8vo. B.M.
63. Sperring, Joh. Antiparaseae pro Tradu. Witeb. 1648, 8vo. B.M.
67. Dreier, or Dreyer, Christian, and Neufeld, Conrad, 1651-1653. These writers had a controversy on the present subject at the above date. See Roeserand's Fortset- zung zu Jochers Gellechten. Lec. V. 546.
69. — — — De Animae rationalis Creatione, Quatenus ece Scripturis Sacrisprobato, potest. Jena, 1654, 4to. BL.
70. — — — De Animae rationalis Productione et Propagatione. Jena, 1654, 4to. B.M.
In opposition to J. Sperring.
73. Ramesey, William. .. Mans Dignity and Perfection vindicated. .. Wherein it is ... demonstrated, that the Soul of Man is ex Traduce and begotten by the Parents. ... London, 1661, sm. 8vo. pp. 99-116. H.
74. Deusing, Antonius. Economus Corporis animalis: ac specialem de Ortu Animae humane Dissertatio ... Groningen, 1661, 8vo.
75. Borch, Olf or Olie (Lat. Olias Borri- chius). Deusingius Heautontimiosus, sive demonstratio selecto Eruclidico, quae immo- turis Antonii Deusingii ... Scriptis ... Larva ... detrahatur ... collate Benedicto Elot- tesaniaco. Hamburgi, 1661, 4vo.
76. Deusing. Antonius. Economus Corporis animalis restitutorum, in quose genuine Animae humane Ortes itemque possibilitys Cognitio suis ipsius ... asseritur ... [In answer to Borch.] Groningen, 1662, 8vo.


"A contraversial essay on the principal opinions of the heathen, Hebrews, Christian Fathers, seneafo, and modern divines concerning the origin of the human soul, of which he enumerates eleven, and decides in favor of tradition." —Herich.


436. Rudrauf, Kilian. Quadrata Dissertationum Academicarum ... Glose, 1677, 4°. —The fourth dissertation treats "De Propagatione Animae Humanae."


441. Corte (Lat. Curtius), Bartolomeo. Lettera nella quale si dimostra da quel tempo probabilmente s'infonde nel feto l'anima ragionevole. Milano, 1702, 8°.

442. Spiegel, etc. p. 13.

443. Andal, Ruardius. ... Dissertationum philosophicarum Penta. ... Frankuer, 1712, 4°, pp. 252.

The fourth dissertation treats, in part, of the nature and creation of the soul. See: Journal des Sciences for Sept. 4, 1713.


"The substance of this dissertation is appended to J. G. Reinecke's Philosoph. Gedanken, etc. See: No. 716.

445. Lange, Joachim. De Ortu Animae humanae a nono non per essentiam, sed per Virtuinem ... Dissertatio I., 11. [Against Poirret.] Halle, 1713, 4°.

446. Cammerer, Aug. Friedr. Untersuchung von der Seele, was und wo sie sey, und auf was fuer Art sie fortgeplazt werde. Leipzig, 1716, 8°.


449. Essay on Fecundation, comprehending the Time and Manner when and how the Human Soul is intromitted or impressed on the Body. 1742.


452. [La Mettrie, Julien Offray de]. Venus metaphysique, ou Essai sur l'Origine de l'âme humaine, par M. L. ... Berlin, 1725, 12°.


460. Frohschamnner, J. Uber den Ursprungs der menschlichen Seele. Leichtfertigkeit des Generationismus ... München, 1834, 8°, pp. 250—+. F.


SECT. II.—PRE-EXISTENCE.

Compare Class III. Sect. II. C, D, E; also the Index of Subjects.


464. — The same. Translated. (Biblioth. Sorea for Jan. 1855; XII. 156-178.) II.


467. Also in Galland’s Bibl. Patrum. XIV. 477 et seq., and in other collections. Among the errors with which Robert changes the Cathari are the rejection of Purgatory, and the belief that the souls of men are fallen angels. See Dupin, Nova. Bibl. IX. 194.


469. **Rust,* George, Bp.* A Letter of Resolution concerning Origen, etc. 1661. See No. 2095.

470. **Glanvill,** Joseph. Lux Orientalis; or, An Inquiry into the Opinions of the Eastern Sages concerning the Pre-existence of Souls. London, 1662, 8vo. BL.

471. — [—]. Two Choice and Useful Treatises; the one Lux Orientalis; or, an Inquiry into the Opinion of the Eastern Sages concerning the Preexistence of Souls. Being a Key to unlock the Grand Mysteries of Providence in relation to Man’s Sin and Misery. [By J. Glanvill.] The other, A Discourse of Truth, by the late Reverend Dr. Rust, Lord Bishop of Dromore . . . With Annotations on them both [by Henry More?]. London, 1682, 4to. B. D. 25, pp. 521-522. F.


473. — Pt. 2. II. 171-214 relate to pre-existence.


475. **Sandius,** Christophorus, the younger. ... Tractatus de Origine Animae. Cosmopoli [i.e. Amsterdam], 1671, pp. 182. H.


478. **Thomasius,** Jac. Oratio de Animarum humanarum Praeexistentia. Lipsiae, 1671, 4to.

479. In opposition to Sandius.


481. **P. C. A Dissertation concerning the Preexistence of Souls . . . Being originally written in the Latine Tongue several Years since by the learned C. P., and now made English by Dr. P. London, 1681, 4to. or 24vo.


483. **Dunton,** John, 1650-1725. The Visions of the Soul, before it comes into the Body. In several Dialogues. Written by a Member of the Athenian Society. . . . London, 1692, 8vo, pp. 151 + F. 171. His doctrine of the pre-existence.

484. **Helmout,** Franciscus Mercurius van. Seder Olam sove Ordo Seculorum . . . N. [Holland]. 1693, 12vo, pp. 196 +.

485. — Seder Olam: or, The Order . . . of all the Ages . . . of the whole World . . . Also the Hypothesis of the Preexistence and Revolution of Immune Souls . . . Translated . . . by J. Clark, M.D. . . . London, 1694, sm. 8vo, pp. 226. H.


488. This author maintained that the souls of the whole human race were actually included in Adam, and united with him.

489. **Hive,** John. The Oration spoken at Joyner’s Hall, pursuant to the Will of Mrs. Jane Hive, his Mother. London, 1733, 8vo.

490. Maintaining the plurality of worlds, that this earth is hell, that the souls of men are apostate angels, &c. See Nichols’s Lit. Anecdotes, i. 399.


492. So Herrick. Darl gives the title, more correctly perhaps, thus: Philosophica Christi. Woolii de Animarum praebentibus dissertation. etc. in severalo Animarum theologiae discussion . . . Secundam.


494. **Sa., J. Gerettete Lehre von der Präexistenz menschlicher Seele . . . [Against Bertram.] Von J. S. Rostock, 1743, 8vo, pp. 72.

495. **Jäger,** J. A. Kurze Anzeige, was die Meynung von der Präexistenz der menschlichen Seele im Schilde führte. N. 1743, 8vo, pp. 30.


497. **Miscellaneous** Metaphysical Essay (A): or, An Hypothesis concerning the Formation and Generation of Spiritual and Material Beings. To which is added, Some Thoughts . . . upon Pre-existence . . . etc. As also upon the Dormant State of the Soul, from the Creation to our Birth, and from our Death to the Resurrection. ... By an impartial Inquirier after Truth, London, 1748, 8vo, pp. vi, 304. G.

498. Maintains the lapse of the soul in a pre-existant state; denies the eternity of future punishment.
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489. Thoughts on a Pre-existent State; in Answer to a late Disquisition on that Subject. London, 1782, sm. 12°. L.


492. Preexistence [The] of Souls, and Universal Restoration. From the Minutes and Correspondence of the Burnham Society, Taunton, 1759, 8°. (Gowans.)

See further, on this subject, Notes and Queries, (London.) 24 Series, II. 453, 547; III. 50–52; 132. IV. 157, 231, 256; V. 305; VII. 349; XI. 341–343. (H.) See also the references in C. F. Hudson's Debt and Grace, p. 11, note.

APPENDIX.

TRANSMIGRATION.

Note. — For this doctrine among particular nations and sects, see Class III. Sect. II. B–E, and the Index of Subjects.


502. Irishove, Willem. ... De Pelagianesis Veterum seu Metempsychosia sic dicta Pythagorica Libri IIII ... Amsterdam, 1753, 4°. PP. (32), 514, (28). F. Maintains that Pythagoras, Plato and most of the ancients to whom a belief in transmigration has been ascribed, taught the doctrine only in a figurative sense.


See, further, Fabricius, Delectus, etc. pp. 447–449.


510. [Helmont, Fransciscus Menrini van]. Two Hundred Queries moderately propounded concerning the Doctrine of the Revolution of Human Souls ... London, 1734, sm. 8°. PP. (6), 106, C. A Latin translation, Amst. 1690, 12°. 144. See also N. 1142.


512. N., N. A Letter to a Gentleman, touching the Treatise [of F. M. van Helmolt] entitled: Two Hundred Queries, etc. London, 1690, 8°. BL.
513. [Helmont, Franciscus (Mercurius van)].
Seder Olam, etc. 1693. See no. 478.

514. Schmidt, Joh., 1649—1731.
Dissertatio de Multiplici Animirum Reditu in Corpora, an
tori Tractus Seder Olam opposita. Lipsiae, 1699, 4°. (8° sh.)

515. Henrici, Heinr. De Anirrmarum Trans-
migracione. Hal. 1699, 4°.

516. Klausing, or Clasing, Heinrich.
Metamorphosis veterum Gentilium aqueae
et observationis quorundam Philosophorum
confutata ad Doctrinam de Resurrectione
Carnis vindicandam. [Resp. Gottfr. Bordam.]
Lipsiae, 1724, 4°, pp. 38.

517. Evidcncie (An) for Immortality, and for
Transmigration. To which is added, A Treatise
concerning those who sleep in the Dust of the

518. Haffner, Gotthard.
Dissertatio de Transmig-
ratione Animirum, quatenus ex Luminae
Rationis cognosco potest. Alt. 1746, 4°, pp. 36.

519. Schubert, Joh. Ernst. Von Wandelung

520. Osiander, Joh. Adam.
Dissertatio de Transmigratione Animirum humanarum ex
subtile Corporibus in alia Corpora. Tubingae,
1749.

521. Werner, Jak. Friedr. Dissertatio Argumenta
contra Metempsycosis exponens. Re-
geomunti, 1751, 4°.

522. Heusse, M. De Metempsycosie sive
Animirum per plura Corpora Llvolutione.
Argomenta. 1761, 4°.

523. [Olivier, Jean].
La metametsyme, discours prouency de Pythagore dans le
ciute de Crotonne. Amsterdam et Paris, 1760, 12°.

524. Trinius, Joh. Anton. Abhandlung von
der Seelenwanderung. Frankfurt und Leipzig,
1760, 8°, 2 gr.

525. Transmigratio;

526. Lessing, Gotthold Ephraim.
Die Erzie-
hung des Menschengeistes, Berlin, 1780,
8°, 6 gr.

527. Schobeli, Christoph Heinr. Noten mit
Text über die Erziehung des menscche- 
geistes, von Lessing. Stendal, 1780, 8°, 6 gr.

528. Schlosser, Joh. Georg. Uber die See-
lenwanderung. 2 Bucke. Basel, 1781—82, 8°.

529. Also in his Kleine Schriften, Thcil III.

530. Beiträge zur Lehre von der Seelenwander-

531. Agrees with the hypothesis of Lessing and Schlos-
ser.—Bretsch.

Das Land der
Seelen.—Palingenesie.—Uber die Seelenwander-
gerung [three dialogues]. (Zweiterne Blütter,
Bde. 1, VI., 1785, '97; also Werke, Zur Phil.
ul. Gesch., VII. 147—278, Tüb. 1805, 8°.) H.

533. Müller, Joh. Traugott. Uber die See-
lenwanderung, einige prüfende Gedanken.
Friedrichstadt, 1785, 4°, pp. 16.

534. Ungehr-Stenberg, Chrn. Friedr.,
Baron von.
Blick auf die moralische und
politische Welt, was sie war, was sie ist, was
sie soll werden. Brbn., 1785, 8°, pp. 292.—
2° Ausg., ibid. 1795, 8°.

535. Versuch einer Enthaltung der Rühe
von der Seele, und Aufstehens. Leu-
go, 1821, 8°, pp. 55.

Prüfung der Lehre von der Seelewanderung.
In his Dber für kürliche Wahrheit, Neue Folge,
1820, sm, 8°, pp. 244—299.

537. WendeU, Joh. Andr. De Metempsychosi
nuper denuo defensa. Coburgi, 1828.

Prüfung der Lehre von der Seelewanderung. (In his Dber für kürliche Wahrheit, Neue Folge,
1820, sm, 8°, pp. 244—299.) 2°.

539. Traugott, Wilh. Traugott. Der neue Pytha-
gorus oder Geschichte eines dreimal geborenen
Erdbürgers. Geschrieben von Katherus
und mit einem Glaubensbekenntniss über
Seelenwanderung unsterblichkeit heraus-
gengegeben von Dr. Krug. Leipzig, 1836, 12°.

The Idee der See-
lenwanderung. . . Hamburg, 1861, 8°, pp. 64.

A French translation, "De la migration des âmes," in the Revue Germanique for Nov. 30, 1861; XVIII.
239—239. BA.
CLASS III.—DESTINY OF THE SOUL.

SECT. I.—COMPREHENSIVE WORKS ON THE IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL AND THE FUTURE LIFE.

(ARGUMENTS FROM REASON, OR REASON AND REVELATION COMBINED.)

Note.—For the works of authors belonging to nations and sects not Christian, see Sect. II.; for treatises which belong mainly or exclusively to Christian theology, see Sect. III.

541. Aaron Abijaah, R., fl. a.d. 1500. Opinions sacadas de los mas autenticos y antiguos philosophos que sobre la alma escriviieron y s's difusiones. Por el pitirresimo doctor Aron Abiaah. (Appended to the Spanish translation of the Dialogi di Amore of (Judah) Leon Abrabanel, Venetia, 1568, 4°, f. 116-127.)

This work appears to be very rare. (Hid., Hbr. III. 79) and the author of the article Aaron Abijaah in the Dictionary of the Sons of the Off. Knowledge were unable to say whether it was extant in print or in manuscript. It is properly de- served to be added to the Bibliotheca Scripturae, I. 396.


545. Fabricius, Joh. Alb. De defectu Argumentorum et Syllabus Scriptorum quem Veritatem Religious Christianitatem ...Lucubratio- nibus suis asserentur. ... Hamburg, 1725, 4°, pp. 755 + II.


546. Picart, Bernard. Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses de tous les peuples du monde; représentées par des figures dessinées par la main de Bernard Picart; avec des explications historiques et des dissertations curieuses. [Edited by J. F. Bernard, A. A. Bruzen de La Martinière, and others.] Nouvelle édition ... corrigée; augmentée [by F. H. S. de L'Al- nay, Count Henri Grégoire et M. F. Mandar] ... 12 tom. (Tome VII. in 2 pt.) Paris, 1806-10, fol. II.


A Proemium was pub. at Hamburg, 1739, 4°. (Cf. Swing, 1790, 8°.)

548. Buddens, Joh. Franz. Theses theologi- cianae de Athelmo et Superstitione ... Tractatul Rhynii, 1757, 8°, pp. 625 + II. (Cf. sup. III. 7, pp. 185-200, gives a sketch of the history of the belief of the Middle Ages.

549. Guer, Jean Antoine, d. 1761. Décennaire historique, ou entreteniens sérieux et réfléchis sur tout ce que les peuples anciens et modernes ont pensé au sujet de la nature et l'immor- talité de l'âme. 4°.

Was this ever really published?


551. Faber, Joh. Melchior. Unde Origo Doc- trinae de Immortalitate Animaorum repetenda viaticur. 3 prorg. Umilii, 1787, 4°, pp. 88 in. This is a catalogue, with notes.

552. Bardini, Christoph Gottfried. Vom Ursprung der Begriffe der Unsterblichkeit. (Berliner Monatschrift for Feb. 1792.)


Part I. pp. 3-448, treating of the Jewish conceptions of the future life, "verkieschung im Anoch, Gehorts- sime" (Rothens); Part II., of the opinions of the Semiticans, pp. 1-148; the ancient Cabalist, pp. 149-200; the am-wat Persians, pp. 201-50; the Mohammedans, pp. 501-314; the Hindus, Chinese, etc., pp. 335-408. Part III., in 3 vol., gives the his- tory of the Christian doctrine. The work was never completed.


"Useful as a collection of materials, though not altogether complete."—Brittch.


A pleasant treat of the "Last Things." Highly useful for the literature of the subject, though not very accurate.

557. Bengel, Ernst Gottlieb (Joh. Theophilus) von, Dissertationes historico-theologicae: Qua Doctoris de Animo Immortalitate Religioni Christianae debeat, ex Caussae Na- tura et ex Rebus factis monstrantes. Pars I,
Sect. I. — Comprehensive Works.

—VI. [Parts IV and V in two sections, Part VI, in three; in all, 10 dissertations.] i803—
1817. (In his Opuscula Acad., Hamburgh, 1834, 8°, pp. 43-272.)

567. [Third memoir.] Résumé critique des opinions... sur... l'âme humaine, depuis le commencement du christianisme jusqu'à nos jours. (Ibid., Tome XXVI. i835, 8°, pp. 161-233.) For the first memoir, see No. 556.


569. Lewis. French and Roman, Jewish and patristic philosophy, see the appropriate heads below.


571. Gnaau, Theodor. Metaphysische Psychologie des heiligen Augustinus. 1st-28 Ath. Augsburg, 1836, 8°, pp. x., iv, etc.

572. 'Eneas Gnaecius, fl. ad. 18. ... Eneas Gazaen et Zacharias Miltchelenius [fl. ad. i559]. De Immortalitate Animae et Mundi Emata. Ad Codices recensent Barthii Territi... Dicat. Notas adiisit Jo. Fr. Bossoonde... Gr. Accedit Enea Interpretatio ab Ambrosio Ca- mul. facta. ... Parisii, 1836, 8°, pp. xxxv, 530. — F. D. B. 


575. Sabunbo, or Schubbo, or Se- bebey, Hayamndus de, fl. ad. 1526. Theologia naturalis sive liber creaturarum specialiter de homine ... [Strasburg, 1416], ed. fl. 162.

576. Camparo or Camphora, Jac. De Immortalitate Animae in Modyn Dialogi vulgariter [i.e. in Italian] ... N. P. or [Rome, about 1412], ed. fl. 28.


579. Ficino, Marsilio. [Thesologia Platonica de Animaru Immortalitate. Florence, 1482, ed. 219, also Parisi, 1553, 8°, B.L.]


Including discourses "*De Timide Judicioirt Del*.

"D. Immortalitate Animae rationalis," and "De animis," in *Annua Regii*, May 24, 1196, p. 171. (H.)

---


Exceedingly rare. Another ed., ibid., 1536, 8v. Also Venetis, 126, fol., and s. p. (Lodgerat?) 1534, 8v.—(A.n.)

---


55. **Lucensis**, Hieronymus. *In Pompomaciam de Anima Immoralitatis*. Medicini, 1525, fol.


57. **Nipis** (Lat. *Xifo*), Augustinus. *De Immortalitate Animae Lichelis*. Venetis, 1518, fol.


60. **Isolani**, Isidori de. *De Immortalitate humana Animis*. Medicini, 1520, 4v.


One of these dialogues, *Benedix*, treatises of the immortalitie of the soul. It is praised for the elegance of its style.

64. **Contarini** (Lat. *Contaricns*), Gasparo, *De Animae Immortalitate Vesperum Pompomatium*. Venet., 1523, 8v.


Also in A. Pope's *Selecta Poemata Italorum*. Lugduni, 1571, 2v.—(H.)

---

599. **Morisetti**, Lodovico, the younger. *De Immortalitate Animae Libri tres*. Regii, 1541, 4°.


---

599. **Cardano**, Girolamo (Lat. *Hieronymus Cardanu*). *De Immortalitate Animorum Libri*. Lugduni, 1543, 8v, 6°.

Also in *Opus* Opera, 1639, fol., II. 4 35—276. (H.) The Third Book of his *Theonostio* (ibid. pp. 433-433) treats of the same subject.


Lib. IV. treats of the immortalitie of the soul.

599. **Bovelles ou Boucle** (Lat. *Bovillis*, Charles de. *Dialogi tres de Anima Immortalitate, de Resurrectione, de Mortuorum Immortalitate*. (Par. 1532, 4°; Lugduni, 1535, 8v. pp. 170.

---

599. **Pereira**, Jorge Gomez, Antoniana Mar|guita, Opus nuncupal Physicis, Medicis ac Theologi non minus utile, quam necessarissimum. [Methymna Campi]. 1551, 4v.—(H.)

*Par. 609-532 disputat pro immortalitate animae.*—*Fabricio*. In this rare and curious work the author makes use of other parables, thus brushes the name of nothing. See Pereira's article on *Pereira* and *Pero* in the note to which he discusses at length the opinions of the ancients and moderns on this subject.

See also *Clement. Biblia curiue*. IX, 231-235. *Sedeb- burh (Anes). Lib. IV* to observe that a German writer, J. C. Kerti, has covered the first two words of the title of this book into the name of a learned author, "Margaria Antoniana," to whom he ascribes a treatise on the immortalitie of the soul. Lippens has done the same in his *Biblia realis* libri. 3. 1521. *Bibl. H. B. C. Lib. III. 352.

599. **Di Hector**, Adriano. Peripateticorum Argumentum immunitatis. minutum de Immortalitatuis mortuorum dignitate [...]. *La- vanii, 1557, 12.—Ibid. 1564, 4v.


599. **Passero**, Marco Antonio, *de Genova* (Lat. *Genua* oder *Jannia*). Disputatio de in- mortalitate animi Mortuorum. Lugduni, 1567, 8v.— Also Montegerali, 1568, 8v. 2° lat.

599. **Vera-Cruce (originally Gutierrez)**, Alphonso de. *De speculatio Physicis.*, opus, cum Tractatu de Immortalitate Animae. Lug- duni, 1572, fol.

599. **Woolton, John, Rpt. A Treatise de the Immortalitie of the Soule: wherein is declared the Origne, Nature and Powers of the same, together with the State and Condition there- of, both as it is conuoyed and dissoyed*—From the Bodleian Library, London, 1576, 10v.
athées et libertins... 


67. [Vlaud, or de Vian, Théophile]. Les œuvres de Théophile, diviées en trois parties. Rouen, 1621, 8°. — Also Paris, 1611, 12°.


72. Baillie, Pierre. Les songes de Phestion, paradoxes physiologiques, avec un Dialogue de la nature de l'âme et de la puissance de nature... Par. 1631, 8°.


74. [Digby, Sir Kenelm]. Two Treatises. In the one of which, the Nature of Souls; in the other of which, the Nature of Souls is looked into: in way of Discovery, of the Immortality of Reasonable Souls. Paris, 1644, fol. pp. 466 + H. — Also London, 1644, 1655, 4°. H. 7. See Neech. 1665, 1666.
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78. *Overton, R.]. Man's Mortalitie: or, A Treatise wherein 'tis proved, both theologically and philosophically, that Whole Man... is a Compound wholly Mortal, contrary to that Common Distinction of Soul and Body: and that the Extinction of the Soul of Man is not Heaven or Hell; but a Meeer Fiction: and that at the Resurrection is the Beginning of our Immortality... By R. O... Amsterdam, 1644, 4°. pp. 45 + H. 13.

79. Overton, R.]. Man's Mortalitie: or, A Treatise wherein 'tis proved, both theologically and philosophically, that Whole Man... is a Compound wholly Mortal, contrary to that Common Distinction of Soul and Body: and that the Extinction of the Soul of Man is not Heaven or Hell; but a Meeer Fiction: and that at the Resurrection is the Beginning of our Immortality... By R. O... Amsterdam, 1644, 4°. pp. 45 + H. 13.

80. *Ricci, L. Roccius]. Ant. Animae rationalis Immortalitatis simul cum ipsius vera Philosophica demonstratione ex Deo... Francoforti, 1644, 4°. 29 gr.

81. *Ricci, L. Roccius]. Ant. Animae rationalis Immortalitatis simul cum ipsius vera Philosophica demonstratione ex Deo... Francoforti, 1644, 4°. 29 gr.

82. *Ricci, L. Roccius]. Ant. Animae rationalis Immortalitatis simul cum ipsius vera Philosophica demonstratione ex Deo... Francoforti, 1644, 4°. 29 gr.

83. *Ricci, L. Roccius]. Ant. Animae rationalis Immortalitatis simul cum ipsius vera Philosophica demonstratione ex Deo... Francoforti, 1644, 4°. 29 gr.

84. *Ricci, L. Roccius]. Ant. Animae rationalis Immortalitatis simul cum ipsius vera Philosophica demonstratione ex Deo... Francoforti, 1644, 4°. 29 gr.

85. *Ricci, L. Roccius]. Ant. Animae rationalis Immortalitatis simul cum ipsius vera Philosophica demonstratione ex Deo... Francoforti, 1644, 4°. 29 gr.

86. *Ricci, L. Roccius]. Ant. Animae rationalis Immortalitatis simul cum ipsius vera Philosophica demonstratione ex Deo... Francoforti, 1644, 4°. 29 gr.

87. *Ricci, L. Roccius]. Ant. Animae rationalis Immortalitatis simul cum ipsius vera Philosophica demonstratione ex Deo... Francoforti, 1644, 4°. 29 gr.

88. *Ricci, L. Roccius]. Ant. Animae rationalis Immortalitatis simul cum ipsius vera Philosophica demonstratione ex Deo... Francoforti, 1644, 4°. 29 gr.

89. *Ricci, L. Roccius]. Ant. Animae rationalis Immortalitatis simul cum ipsius vera Philosophica demonstratione ex Deo... Francoforti, 1644, 4°. 29 gr.

90. *Ricci, L. Roccius]. Ant. Animae rationalis Immortalitatis simul cum ipsius vera Philosophica demonstratione ex Deo... Francoforti, 1644, 4°. 29 gr.

91. *Ricci, L. Roccius]. Ant. Animae rationalis Immortalitatis simul cum ipsius vera Philosophica demonstratione ex Deo... Francoforti, 1644, 4°. 29 gr.
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606. Spaizer, Carl]. Anti-Phidion, oder Prüfung einiger Hauptbeweise für die Echtheit und Unsterblichkeit der menschlichen Seele. Leipzig, 1785, 8vo, 16 gr.
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"Dialoge on the immortality of the soul, in his Philosophische Rhapsoden, Leipzig, 1788, 8vo.
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91. Evers, Georg Carl Heinr. Gedanken über das Balsein Gottes, Notwendigkeit der Tugend und Unsterblichkeit der Seele ... Hannover, 1789, 8°, pp. 135.
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105. Olshausen, (Detlef) Joh. Wilh. ... De Immmortalitye Hominum, subltata Doctrina de Animae Simplicitate, certa ... Havnay, 1791, 8°.

106. Platner, Ernst. Spes Immortalitatis Animorum per Rationes physiologicas confirma-


108. Mauchart, Imman. David]. Aphorismen über das Erinnerungsermächningen in Bezir-


113. Schneider, Karl Heinr. Gottlieb]. Versuch einer Prüfung des von Herrn Jakob aufgestellten Beweises f r die Unsterblich-


116. Eckermann, Jac. Christoph Rud, Theolo-


118. Thiemenmann, Theodor Gottl. Zwey Predigten über die Lehre vom zukünftigen Leben (Licht). Leipzig, 1795, 8°, 4 gr.
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SECT. II.—DOCTRINE OF THE SOUL AND THE FUTURE LIFE AMONG NATIONS AND SECTS NOT CHRISTIAN.

Note.—Most of the works under this section are historical; but original treaties by Oriental, ancient Greek and Roman, Jewish and Mohammedan authors are also placed here.

A.—COMPREHENSIVE WORKS.

1254. Sharastâni, or Sheristâni, 1074—1153. Abu-l-Fath 'Abd-ul-Rahim 'Abd-asch-Scharastâni's Religious parties and Philosophical
Societies. Zun en Alvarez, Madrid, 1863, and 1870; Mâcle, Vollmuth, in the Arabian übersetzt and with explaining An-
merkungen von Dr. Theodor Haar- 
brucker, 2 Theile, Halle, 1850-54, 8.

1255. Thiel, Die Sabäe, die Philosophen, die alten Araber und die Indoer, pp. x, 464.

An edition of this celebrated work in the original Arabic was pub. by the "Oriental Text Society" in two parts, London, 1847-48, 8, 4.

1256. Montaigne, Michel de. Essais. First ed. (of the first two books), Bourdeaux, 1580, 8.

The last part of Livre II. Ch. xii. (Tome III. pp. 253-280), without the last part of s. 6. It contains curious matter concerning ancient opinions on the soul.

1257. Galanites, Livius, 1627. See No. 1572.


1259. Classen, or Classen, Daniel. Theologia Gentilium ... Magdeburgi, 1633, 4.

Also Frankst. 1634, 4, and in Granovol Thes. Graec. et Rom. in the first and second. Bremen, 1832. This is the larger part of the work, treating of opinions regarding the future life.

1260. Bontius, Charles. Animæ Mundii; or, An Historical Narrative of the Opinions of the Ancients concerning Man's Soul after this Life; according to Unenlightened Nature. ... London, 1670, 129, pp. 153, F.

Also in Ms. Miscellaneous Works, 1695, 129, P.

1261. Pfanner, Tobias. ... Systema Theologia Gentilium purioris, qua quin præpe ad veram Religionem Gentiles accesserunt, per una et eis jussa, ex ipsis praecipua iliaque, quae Scripta ostendunt. Basilea, 1679, 4, pp. 539 + D.

Cap. XVII. De Mort; XVIII. De Fine Mundii; XIX. De Resurrectione; XX. De Extremo Judicio; XXI. De Coelo et Inferno; XXII. seu Appendicis de Salute Gentilium.

1262. Röflner, Friedr. Sim. De iis, qui inter Gentes in Vitam reddi se liberaliter. Lipsiae, 1694, 4, (5 shr.)

An abstract of this curious dissertation is given by Pálinkas in John xi. 39. Thom. IV. 4, 566-574, H.


1264. Teiland, John. Letters to Serona: con- 
taining ... II. The History of the Soul's Immortality among the Heathens. ... London, 1704, 8, pp. 259 + H.

1265. Mâcle, Henri. De l'usage de la prière dans quelques peuples païens. 1711. (Histoire de l'Acad. Roy. des Inscri., etc. III. 84-89.) II.


1267. Lévesque de Burgny, Jean. Histoire de la philosophie païenne, ou Sentimens des philosophes et des peuples païens les plus célèbres sur Dieu, sur l'âme et sur les devoirs de l'homme. 2 tom. La Haye, 1724, 12, H.

"Live fort intéressant."—Hueber, Chap. XI. treatise on the intersection of the future life; Ch. XIII—XV., Tome I. pp. 263-350, of the spirituality, immor-
tality, and origin of the soul. A new ed., improved, was published at Paris in 1745 and 1751, 2 vol. 12, under the author's name, with the title "Theologie païenne, etc."


1270. Fénél, Jean Baptiste Paschali. Premier Mémoire sur ce que les anciens païens ont peûé de la renaissance. 1744, (Mémoires de l'Acad. des Inscri., etc. 1745, 4, XIX. 311—320.) II.

A German translation, in M. Hißmann's Magazin d. Philos., 11, 335, II.


1272. Lessing, Gotthold Ephraim. Wie die Alten den Tod gebildet; eine Untersuchung. Berlin, 1769, 8, pp. (8), 8, A.

Also in his Sammlt. Schriften, Leipz., VII. 199-263, H.


1274. Harles, Gottlieb (Lat. Theophilus) Christoph. De Opinionem Veteres de Animo Invasque post Mortem Fatis. De Animis Piorum ad Coelestem Muscam redintegratus. (In his Sopacuta, etc. Halae, 1773, 8, pp. 120-170.) F.

1275. Meiners, Christoph. Betrachtung über den Tod und Trostgründe der Alten wider die Schrecken desselben. (In his Ver- mittl. Schriften, II. 166-284, Leipz., 1776, 8, 4.)

1276. Voigt, C. T. Unde Populi, a Judaicæ Religioni alieni, Scientiam Rerum Divinarum, imprimis Opinionem de Immortalitate Animi arrapuerit? Lipsiae, 1778, 8, 3 gr.


1276a. Simon, Ernst (Hein.) "Ältere und neuerere Geschichte des Glaubens an das Herrsahren einer Gelstwerter in die unsrige. 1803. See No. 4667.


1280. Alley, Jerome. "Vindicatio Christiana: a Comparative Estimate of the Genius and Temper of the Greek, the Roman, the Hindu, the Mahometan, and the Christian Religion. ... London, 1826, 8°, pp. 682 +. H. On the future state, see Ch. X., pp. 412-423.


See pp. 114-127.

1284. Schwenck, Kon. "Mythologie der Griechen, Römer, Ägypter, Semiten, Perser, Germanen und Slaven. ..." Ausg. (of the title), 7 Bde. and General-Register. Frankfurt am Main, (1843-53), 1855, 8°. The voiks are also published separately.


1292. Eeckermann, Ferdinand. "Bos von. Critique des sources où nous pouvons puiser une connaissance des idées de l'antiquité sur la vie future." Au sujet d'un ouvrage de M. Ernest Vinet (Questions relatives aux Para-
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dises profanes de l'Occident) ... (Extrait de la Revue archéologique, Xllle année) Paris, 1856, 8v. pp. 24. F.


1293. Livres (Les) sacrés de toutes les religions, sauf la Bible, traduits ou revus et corrigés par MM. Panthier et G. Brunet. Publié par M. l'abbé Migne. Tome I, comprenant: Le Chon-King ou le livre par excellence; les Livres Sacrés que quatre livres morales de Confucius et de ses disciples; les Lois de Manouf, premier législateur de l'Inde; le Koran de Mahomet. ... Tome II, comprenant; les livres sacrés de diverses religions; les livres religieux des bouddhistes, les livres religieux des Persans, les livres religieux des Chinois et les livres religieux des diverses peuples. 2 tomes, Paris, 1856, large 8v. pp. 740, 246. F.


B. UNCIVILIZED NATIONS.

1. In General.


1303. Contains considerable information respecting the religions of barbarous nations, particularly in Vols. I. and V. See also his Natural History of Man, 4th ed. 2 vol. Lond. (1842, 4v. 45), 1855, 8v. H.

2. Africa and Oceania.

1304. *Oldendorf*, Christian Georg Andreas. ... Geschichte der Mission der evangelischen Brüder auf den caribischen Inseln S. Thomas, S. Croix und S. Jan. ... 2 Theile. Barby, 1777, 8v. H.

On the religion of the negroes, see 1. 319-341. A large portion of this account is translated by Prieche. *Res. into the Phys. Hist. of Mankind*, 1. 169-91, 34 ed. F.


On the customs of the Sandwich Islanders concerning death and a future state, see Ch. XV.


1308. *Cranz*, David. ... Historie von Grönl... 2d Anf. 2Theile (paged continuously). Barby, (1765), 1770, 8v. pp. 1122. H.

3. Aborigines of America.


1311. *Cranz*, David. ... Historie von Grönl... 2d Anf. 2Theile (paged continuously). Barby, (1765), 1770, 8v. pp. 1122. H.
4. Aborigines of India.

1523. MacPherson, Samuel Charters (or Chartersse).—An Account of the Religious Opinions and Observances of the Khonds of Guomsur and Boad. (Journal of the Roy. As.

1528. — An Account of the Religion of the Khonds in Orissa. (Ibid. 1832, XXXII, 767-774.)

1531. Cranz, David. Fortsetzung... Barby, 1776, pp. 369-+. H.


1534. Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe. Information respecting the History, Condition and Prospects of the Indian Tribes of the United States; collected and prepared under the direction of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, for A Report of Congress of 1843. Illustrated by S. Eastman... Published by Authority of Congress. 6 pt. Philadelphia, 1851-60, large 4°. Vol. VI. has also the title: "Archives of Aborilian Knowledge," etc. On the religion of the Indians, see particularly Part I. pp. 28, 38, 61; III, 69, 61; IV, 221, 261; VI, 637, et seq.; see also III, 494-491, IV, 499-497, and V, 41-44.


5. Ancient Germans and Scandinavians.

1538. Söör Liöld, 11th cent. See No. 3273.


1540. Amsler, Joh. Georg. Antiquitates selectae Septentrionales et Celticae... Hannoverae, 1729, sm. 8°, pp. xxx, 390. H.

1541. Cranz, David. Fortsetzung... Barby, 1776, pp. 369-+. H.


1548. Tiel. D. Die Religionen der slawischen, slawischen und dänischen Völker. Theil II. Die Religionen der südlichen slawischen und der dänischen Völker... Published as a supplement to Creuzer's Symbolik, forming Vol. V. and VI. of the work.


1550. On this important work, see Foreign Quar. Rev. II, 1834, p. 17-50. The article on E., by R. Bopp, in the Journal des Savants, 1838, pp. 634-641, and 1839, pp. 47-71, is the whole of Ed. IV, the treatise of the Skanna- nyens opinions concerning the soul and the future life.


1552. Also appended to his ed. of Sowards' Edda, Larsen, 111, 3. pp. 253-299. (H.) For an interesting account of the Skandinavisk mythologi, founded on this ex- hauisitestate, see Foreign Quar. Rev. IV, 152-153.


On the underworld and the state of souls after death, see pp. 260-311.


Pp. 66-67 contain a "Critical Examination of the Leading Doctrines of the Scandinavian System of Mythology," by the Editor, which deserves particular attention. The original work of Mallet was published at Copenhagen in 1836-56, with the title, "Introduction à l'histoire de l'antiquité," etc.

1340. **Thorpe, Benjamin.** Northern Mythology, comprising the Principal Popular Traditions and Superstititions of Scandinavia, North Germany, and the Netherlands. .... 3 vol. London, 1851-52, 12°. H.

1341. **Howitt, William, and Mrs. Mary (Bootham).** The Literature and Romance of Northern Europe .... 2 vol. London, 1852, 12°. H.

See particularly Ch. IV.


On the Scandinavian heil, etc. see pp. 192-499.

1343. **Manhant, Wilh.** Germanic Myth .... Berlin, 1858, 89. pp. xxii., 760. A.

6. Ancient Gauls and Britons. (Druidism.)


Denies that the Druids believed in transmigration.

1345. **Bernard, David.** De Statu Mortuorum ex Mente veterum Druidum. [Progr.] Lipsiae, 1782, 4°. (1 sl.)


"... on the Antiquity and Transmission of the Soul, and how far adapted by the Druids," see pp. 31-31.


In the notes to these poems Mr. William's (otherwise named Joel Morganwy) gives an exposition of the Druidic theology. Mr. Nash, however, denounces this as utterly uninteauty. See below.

1349. **Davies, Edward.** Celtic Researches .... London, 1804, large 89. pp. x., XLIi., 561. H.

1350. — The Mythology and Rites of the British Celts .... London, 1809, large 89. pp. xvi., 642, 6 (Index to Celtic Researches).

1351. **Pictet, Adolphe.** La mystére des Barres de l'Ile de Bretagne, ou la doctrine des Barres Gaulois du moyen âge sur Dieu, la vie futur et la transmigration des âmes. Genexe, 1855, 89. Pictet has been entirely misled, according to Mr. Nash (see below), by relying on Dr. Edward Williams.

1352. **Pezow, Jean Reymond.** De Druidica, or Druidical, Doctrine of a Future Life. (Christ. Exam. for Jan. 1857; LXXI., 85-92.) H.


Morganwy explains the notion that the oldest Welsh poets have full Druidical doctrine in "Arché mystérieuse," and pagan mythology, charging Davies, in particular, with the grossest mistranslations in his Celtic Researches. He doubts the belief of the Druids in the doctrine of transmigration. See pp. 134-155.


C. — ANCIENT EGYPTIANS, PERSIANS, HINDUS (HUMANISM AND BUDDHISM), CHINESE.


1353. **Windischmann, Carl Joseph Hiero- numys.** Die Philosophie im Fortgang der Weltgeschichte. Leipz. 1808-14, 4°. A.

The Grundlagen der Philosophie im Morgenlande. Bonn, 1827-34, 89. 63 Th.

Asth. I. relates to China; II. to India.


See particularly on the nature, origin and destiny of the soul, pp. 152-149, 150-52.


Contains articles on Buddhism, the religious sects of the Hindes, Chinese philosophy, etc.

2. Ancient Egyptians.

1354. **Lepsius, (Karl) Rich.** Das Totenbuch 736.


1577. Spiegel, Friedr. The same. 3. Die Lehre von der unendlichen Zeit bei den Parsen. (Ibid. 1501, V. 221-250.) II.

1578. — The same. 4. Uber die Cultus der Dieu und die Weltansicht der Parsen in den verschiedenen Epochen ihrer Entwickelung. (Ibid. 1852, VI. 78-86.) II.

1579. — Studien über das Zendavesta. 5. De Redaction und Abfassung. (Ibid. 1855, IX. 174-192.) II.


1588. — Zur Interpretation des Fargard. Leipzig, 1855, 88, pp. 54.


1583. — Zendstudien. II. Die Lehre Zoroaster nach den alten Liedernd des Zendavesta. III. Die Namen Avesta, Zend und Pazand in ihrer litterarischen und religiösen-schichtlichen Bedeutung. (Ibid. 1855, IX. 683-703.) II.


1587. Spiegel, Friedr. Grammatik der Parvisprache nebst Sprachproben ... Leipzig, 1851, 88, pp. viii., 289. II. The grammar of the Manchipahr, of which a German translation is given pp. 161-173, are curious and interesting as illustrating the religious notions of the Persians.


1389. Desââtir, about the middle of the 10th cent. The Desätir, or Sacred Writings of the Ancient Persian Prophets, in the Original Tongue, together with the Ancient Persian Version and Commentary of the Fifth Sasan; carefully published by Mulla Firuz Bin Reis who has subjoined a copious Glossary of the Obsolete and Technical Persian Terms; to which is added an English Translation of the Desâetir and Commentary [by William Esmine]. 2 vol. Bombay, 1814, 8°. A.

1390. Poucher, Paul, the Abbé. Traité historique de la religion des Perses. (Mémoires de l'Acad. Roy. des Insér. et Belles-Lettres, 1782-72.) Tomes XXV., XXVI., XXIX., XXX. (Leipzig, 1806.) II.


1394. Erskine, William. On the Sacred Books and Religion of the Persians, ... (Transactions of the Lit. Soc. of Bombay, 1826-34, London, 1829, 4to.) A.


1398. Nork, Friedrich or Felix, originally Selig Korn. Mythen der alten Perser als Quellen christlicher Glaubenslehren und Ritu- alien. Nach den einzelnen Andeutungen der l'kluti und anderer neuen Gedichten zum erstemal systematisch aneinanderge- reihet. ... Leipzig, 1838, 8°. lb. II. On the end of the world, the resurrection, the judgment, etc., see p. 140, et seq. Selig Korn was the author's Jewish name, which he afterwards changed. His Christian name is given as Friedrich by Kayser, Winer, Furst, Weller, and Meyer's Conz. Lex. Schulz, in his continuation of Kayser, states that the names are equivalent in meaning to Selig.

1399. Wilson, John. The Parsi Religion; as contrived in the Zend-Avesta, and propounded and defended by the Zoroastrains of India and
Persia, unfolded, refuted, and contrasted with Christianity. Bombay, 1813, 8vo, pp. 610. AB.
See Brit. Quart. Rev. VII. 49-73, BA.


The original was publ. in the "Oversigt af det Kgl.-danske Vidensk., Skr. Forf. Forhandl." for Nov. 1849 and was reproduced in the Deutsche Gesellschaft für die Abhandlung vom branzy Brach der Riga, Mr. Spiegel's translation in the Riga, 1853, 8vo, pp. 171-179. M.


337. Hardy, Charles. Christ and other Masters, 3d. part IV. 1859, see No. 127.


4. Hindus. (Brahmanism and Buddhism.)

Note.—For the religion of the Aborigines of India, see Nos. 139-1323.

For the bibliography and history of Hindu literature, see F. Adelung, Bibliotheca Sanscrita, 2d. Aug., St. Petersburg, 1837, 8vo (H); J. Gildemeister, Biblioth. Sanscritica Specimen, Bonn, ad Rhenum, 1847, 8vo (H); A. Weber, Akad. Verlesungen über Indische Literaturgeschichte, Berlin, 1852, 8vo (H); or the French translation, Paris, 1850, 8vo; Max Müller, Hist. of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, 2d ed., London, 1850, 8vo (H); J. T. Zenker's Bibliotheca Orientalis, Vol. II. Leipzig, 1851, 8vo (H); also the popular works of Mrs. Spier and Wrightson, London, 1848, 1401, 1402.

For the older literature relating to Brahmanism and Buddhism, see Grässle, Lehrb. einer alten. Literaturgeschichte, Berlin, 1853, 8vo, and 11. 341-345; comp. I. 94-99.


This is the only translation of the whole of the Rig-Veda, and its accuracy cannot be at all denied. Wilson's English translation, 3 vol. Lond. 1859-57, 8vo, is the best translation of the first half of the collection. Its continuation, however, edited by Dr. R. Ballantyne, 1st announced as in the press. A German translation, by T. R. Neve, has been commenced in the Orient und Occident. On the Vedas in general, see H. T. Colebrooke in the Asiatic Rev. Vol. VIII., or his Essay, I. 9-13 (H); E. Roth, Zoroastra und seine Religion, 2d ed. Berlin, 1853; W. D. Whitney's articles in the Journal of the Amer. Oriental. Society, III. 298-328, IV. 245-261 (H); J. R. Ballantyne, in the Revue de la Hiére, in the Journal des Sages for 1853 and 1854, seven articles (H); the work of Maier, as above, and his translation of the Veda, and the review of it by Prof. Whitney in the Christian Examiner, for 1851, LXX. 534-281. (H.) See also Maier's "Original Sprache," Part III. London, 1851, 8vo (H), and the work of Laera, No. 1454, below.

1405. Manu, Manava-Dhara-Satra, i.e. the Institutes of Manu. The most important book of the Institutes of Manu ornameof the treatments of the sinless and final beatitude. For an English translation, first printed at Calcutta, 1831, 4v, see the Works of Sir William Jones, 1807, 8vo, VIII, 13-151 (H); French, by A. (L. A.) Labrador Deblonqham, Paris, 1851, 8vo (H), published in Partnies "Livres sacris de l'Orient," A critical edition of the original, with an English translation (based on that of Sir W. Jones), was publ. by Sir G. C. Haughton, 2 vol. London, 1852, 4v. This translation is also sold separately.


First English translation, by Charles Wilkins, London, 1785 (H); English, with Notes by J. D. Lubbock, London, in 8vo. Paris, 1832, 8vo, IV. 133-245, and by E. Burnouf, Paris, 1861, 8vo, German, by C. R. S. Pulcher, London, 1844; Modern Greek, by Charidem Gri- lanos, Athens, 1848, 8vo (H). Mr. Thomas has published the original text as an accompaniment to his translation. An edition in Sanscrit, Canarese, and English (from Wilkins), printed in parallel column, with an Appendix, consisting of Schellbach's Latin version, an English translation of the principal part of Humboldt's essay, as amended by the Rev. B. D. Griseth, and other illustrative matter, was publ. at Bangkok by the Rev. J. Garrett, 1846, 4vo, pp. xvi, 147, 29, 18. The "Bhagavat Gita is a comparatively late interpolation of the Mahabharata.


Weber in his introduction remarks upon the Veda doctrine of the future life, so far as it can be gathered from the few references in the hymns, see Nos. 1400, 1404, 1417, 1419. On the Veda in general, see H. T. Colebrooke in the Asiatic Rev, Vol. VIII., or his Essay, I. 9-13 (H); E. Roth, Zoroastra und seine Religion, 2d ed. Berlin, 1853; W. D. Whitney's articles in the Journal of the Amer. Oriental. Society, III. 298-328, IV. 245-261 (H); J. R. Ballantyne, in the Revue de la Hiére, in the Journal des Sages for 1853 and 1854, seven articles (H); the work of Maier, as above, and his translation of the Veda, and the review of it by Prof. Whitney in the Christian Examiner, for 1851, LXX. 534-281. (H.) See also Maier's "Original Sprache," Part III. London, 1851, 8vo (H), and the work of Laera, No. 1454, below.

1411. Oupneck's "... Opus ... continebatur antiquum et urvanum ... Doctrinam, é qua- tuor sacris Indorum Libris ... excerpulum; ..."

1412. Die ältesten Quellen des Latindiu- eum: Dissertationibus et Annotatioibus ... Illustratum: studio et opera Anquetil Duper- non ... 2 vol. Argentorat, 1801-02, 4v. B.
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1412. Brihad' Aranyaka Upanishad (The) and the Commentary of Sankarā Achāryya on its First Chapter, translated from the Original Sanscrit, by Dr. E. Röer. Calcutta, [1850]—1856, 8°, pp. viii, 270. (Biblioth. Indica, Vol. II. Part III. Nos. 27, 38, 39, 40.)


1414. Jaimini. The Aphorisms of the Mirnāda Philosophy. With Extracts from the Commentaries in Sanskrit and English; ... Translated by J. R. Ballantyne.] Allahabad, 1851, 8°, pp. 36.


1416. — A Lecture on the Vedānta, embracing the Text of the Vedānta-Sūtra. [By J. R. Ballantyne.] Allahabad, 1850, 8°, pp. 84.

1417. [Sesāttirivatsakar]. The Elements of the Vedāntic Philosophy, translated from the Tamil, by Thomas Foulkes ... Madras, 1860, 8°, pp. 33.

1418. Kalvalanjavatana a Vedanta Poem the Full Text with a Translation a Glossary and Grammatical Notes to which are Added the Outline of Tamil Grammar ... By Charles Granul, D.D. ... Leipzig, also London, 1855, 8°, pp. x, 174, 100. (Grant's Bibliotheca Tamulica, Vol. I.)


1420. — [- ]. A Lecture on the Sānyākhyā Philosophy, embracing the Text of the Tattva Sūtra, translated from the Sanscrit by J. R. Ballantyne.] Mirzapure, 1856, 8°, pp. 65 +. 1421. Īśvāra Krīṣṇa. The Sānyākhyā Kārikā, or Memorial Verses on the Sānyākhyā Philosophy, by Īśvāra Krīṣṇa; translated from the Original Sanscrit by Henry Thomas Colebrooke, Esq. Also the Bhāṣya or Commen-


1423. Paul, N. C. A Treatise on the Yoga Philosophy ... Benares, 1851, 9°, pp. iv., 63.


1427. Visnū Prurāṇā (The), a System of Hindu Mythology and Tradition, translated from the Original Sanscrit, and illustrated by Notes derived chiefly from other Prurāṇas, by H. H. Frank, Esq. ... London, 1840, 4°, pp. 236, 237. H.

1428. Bhāgavata-Purāṇa (Le) on History poetique de Kṛiṣṇa traduit et publié par M. Eugène Burnon ... Sanskrit, and ... Paris, 1840-47, fol. (Collection Orientale.)

With valuable Introductions.—For a description of the twenty-one books, see Liv. IV. c. 6.; Tome II. pp. 338-351. On the deliverance of the soul, see I. 563-589.


1435. The same. II. Die Buddh-Religion. (Ibid. 1847, VI. 175-190.)


1440. Burnouf, Eugène. Le lotus de la bonne loi traduit du sanscrit, accompagné de la traduction française et du vingt-et-un mémoires relatifs au Bouddhisme. ... Paris, 1852, 12°, pp. ix, 597 - II.

1441. On the nirvāna see pp. 114-116. This volume has an Index not only to its own contents, but to the Intro. à l'hist. du Bouddhisme described above, No. 134. See also articles by J. Barthélemy Saint-Hilaire in his Bouddhisme et Brahmanisme for 1854 and 1855.


1444. From the Mon. de l'Acad. des Sci., Belles-Lettres, etc. de Lyon. 1854, 8°, pp. viii, 213-337.


1450. Cunningham, Alex. The Bhilsa Tópes; or Buddhist Monuments of Central India: comprising a brief historical sketch of the Rise, Progress, and Decline of Buddhism. ... Illustrated with Thirty-three Plates. London, 1854, 8°, pp. xxxvi, 370. II.


The authors derived much aid in this work from Prof. Wilson.

1462. [Williams, Rowland], Paramésvara-yodagadhi. A Dialogue of the Knowledge of the Supreme Lord, in which are compared the Châtras of Christianity and Hinduism, and various Questions of Indian Religion and Literature fairly discussed. Oxford, 1857, 8°, vii. 122.


1464. — On Buddha and Buddhism. (Ibid. pp. 229-235.)


For an interesting account of Buddhism in Siam, see Vol. I. pp. 267-334.


1469. Holahoc, Christoph Andé. Traces du Bouddhisme en Norvège avant l'introduction du christianisme ... Paris, 1857, 8°, pp. 75.


1471. On translation and nirvāna see 1. 299-303. Comp. Bengley in the Göttingische gel. Anzeigen, 1851, 317, (st.) and ii. 1. 201, the title, "Die lamaische Hierarchie und Kirche, etc.


1473. [Alger, William Routseville], The Brahman and Buddhist Doctrine of the Future Life. North Amer. Rev. for April, 1858; LXXXVI. 435-465.)
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1493. Jacobs, Alfred. Le Bouddhisme, son législateur et son influence dans le monde moderne. (Recue des Deux Mondes for March 1, 1866, pp. 106–122.) H.

1494. Mullens, Joseph. The Religious Aspects of Indian Philosophy stated and discussed in a Prize Essay ... London, 1860, 8°, pp. xvi., 440. H.


1497. Deschamps, A., the Abbé. Le Bouddhisme et l'apologetique chrétienne ... Paris, 1860, 8°, pp. 39.

1498. — Les origines du bouddhisme Vues nouvelles pour servir aux travaux de l'apologetique chrétienne ... II Paris, 1861, 8°, pp. 51.


1501. Scudder, David C. A Sketch of Hindu Philosophy. (Biblioth. Socra for July and Oct; 1861; XVIII. 535-563, 675-724.) H.

1502. Banerjea, K. M. Dialogues on the Hindu Philosophy, comprising the Nyaya, the Sankhya, the Vedanta; to which is added a Discourse on the Authority of the Vedas, ... London and Edinburgir, 1861, 8°, pp. xxiv., 358.


1504. Banyapuce, James Richard. Buddhism in China, see the preceding subdivision. 714


1507. Lao-tse, or Lao-kou, n. c. 601-522. ... Lao Tseu Tao Te King. Le livre de la voie et la vertu compose dans le VIe siecle avant l'etre cretienne par le philosophe Lao-tse traduit en français, et pubh with the texte chinois and a commentaire perperel par Stanislas Julien. ... Paris, 1842[1841], 8°, pp. xiv., 364. A.

See a review by Will, Schott in the Jhbrh. f. wiss. Kritik. 1812, 1. 567-518. (H.) A translation of Lao-tse was also pubh. by G. Pauthier, Paris, 1838, 8°.


From the Mémoires de l'Inst. Roy. de France, Acad. des Lettres, etc. 1814. VII. 1-34. H.

1509. Möllier, Xic. De la métaphysique de lao-tseu. ... Tüilenont, 1860, 8°. A., H.

This reference is a review of Renou's, Rel.ac. chinoises, Tom. IV.

1510. Confcuian (Chin. Konf-tse or Konf-fucise), n. c. 551-479. Le Chou-King [or Shu-King], un des livres sacrés des Chinois, qui reffne les fondements de leur ancienne histoire, les principes de leur gouvernement & de leur morale; ouvrage recueilli par Confucius. Traduit & enrichi de Notes, par feu le P. ... Renc et corrige par M. de Guignes. Paris, 1797, 4°, pp. cxlv., 474. B. I.

1511. — Ancient China. The Shoo-king or the historical Classic ... translated by W. H. Medhurst. Chin. and Eng. Shanghai, 1846, 8°, pp. 413.


Confucius was merely the compiler of this collection of songs andlyrics, some of which have been supposed a part of the older than 1000 B.C. See D. (H.) "Recherches sur les moeurs des anciens chinois, d'apres la Chou-King: in the Journal de l'histoire et de l'arc, 1853-54, 3, 419-447. H.


See the review by J. P. Abel Rémusat, in his Mélanges Asiatiques, II, 277-297. H.

1515. Amiot, or Amiot, Joseph Marie. Wei de Koung-tse, appelé vulgairement Confucius. (Le moindre des histor. ... des Chinois, XII. 1-68. Paris, 1768, 4°.) A., B., H.

On the honor paid to deceased ancestors, and the qualities attributed to them, that on which, and what passes on earth, see the remarkably communi- cal language of Confucius, pp. 264, 265.

1516. [Thoroton, Thomas]. The Life.
1508. The same in his History of China, I, 135-215. B.

1509. Chao-ii, or Chow-li. The Tchouh, or Chinese, is divided into five books, the first named by the Tchouh. 2 tom. Paris, 1851, 8vo. A.

See the note by J. B. Rot in the Journal des Savans, 1855, p. 434.

1510. Philosophy (The) of Confucius. (Vallntza Aec. for June, 1847; VII, 372-418.) AB.

1511. Chao-li, or Chow-li. The Tchouh or Chinese, is divided into five books. The first two are by Edward Biot. 1851, 8vo. A.

See the note by J. B. Rot in the Journal des Savans, 1855, p. 434.

1512. Li-kiu or Mémorial des rites traduit for the première fois du chinois, and accompanied by notes. Paris, 1854, 8vo. A.

See the note by J. M. Callery. Turin, also Paris, 1853, 4vo, pp. 193, 386. A.

1513. (See-shu.) The Four Books, a Chinese Classical Work, translated and illustrated with Notes, by David Collie. Malacca, 1828, 8vo, pp. XIV, 185. A.

"Not a very scholarlike performance."— Chinese Repos, XVIII, 409. A.


The Four Classics, called in Chinese Seh-shu, comprise the Tchouh, i.e., Study (or, as some translate it, "Study for Adults"), a very short discourse of a part of the daily discipline of a disciple by the disciple Tseng-tse; the Ching-yung, "Das Medium," by Tsai, a grandson of Confucius, which has here collected many Chinese proverbs, called "Lerhar-deutungen," or a sort of Chinese Memorabilia of Confucius; and the book of Mencius or Sing-tse. An edition of the Chinese text of the Tchouh, with a French and Latin version, and the commentary of Chou-hi, was published by G. Pauldier. Paris, 1857, 8vo, (A. B.) 1858, ed. of the Ching-yung, with a translation into French and Latin, and copious notes by Remusat, preceded by a general notice of the Four Books, appeared in the Notices et Extraits des Manuscrits, etc. publ. by the French Institute, X, 269-436, Paris, 1818, 12vo, (H.), and a French and Latin analysis, for notices of other translations of the religious books of the Chinese, is collected in the Correspondance litteraire, 1835-26.

1515. [Gutzlaff, Charles], China's Classics. (Chinese Repos, for July, 1834; 111. 97-107.) BA.


See the note by J. B. Abel Remusat, Journal des Savans, 1825, pp. 79-87.


Chufutsu is spoken of by Meadows as "the fashioner of Chinese mental life as it now exists," and "fairly eminent in his time." Considered one of the greatest philosophers this nation has made known to us. — The Chinese and Their Rebellions, p. 335. For an account of his life and works, see Chinese Repos, for April, 1847, XVIII, 167-205 (A.B.); and for a translation of a part of his Miscellaneous Lessons, by J. B. Abel Remusat, ed. v. 81-87, 205-216; VI, 185-8, 293-4, 556-58, 556-8, 556-8.

1520. [Kang-ying-p'ien]. Le livre des communes et de ses peines (called in Chinese Ken-ing-p'ien), accompanied by four cantons légendes, anecdotes and histories, which, in connexion, the doctrines, the customs, and the manners of the sects Tibetans. Traduit du chinois par Stanslaus Julien. Paris, Oriental Translation Fund, 1855, 8vo, pp. xxi, 532. H.

A French translation of this book, with notes, was also publ. by J. B. Abel Remusat, Paris, 1836, 8vo, pp. 79. H.


Concerning the Ming Hiao Doi, a collection of maxims and proverbs, and the Ken-ing-p'ien, or "Book of Chinese Works and Sayings," see Chinese Repos, for April, 1847, XVIII, 167-205 (A.B.).


On the nature of the soul, and its existence after death, according to the Chinese. In his Remarks on the Chinese lit., p. 542 (see above, No. 150), this work, or, at least, a work with this title, "which appeared in the year 154, is entitled 'Christian origin." C. Kratsch in the New Amer. Cyclopedia, IV, 125, gives Sun-te-chao as the name of the author.


1524. Du Halde, Jean Bapt. Description ... de la Chine et de la Tartarie chinoise ... Nouvelle éd. 4 tom. (Paris, 1755, ed.) La Haye, 1755, 4to. B.

"Opus incomparable." — Kohler. The literature and religion of the Chinese are illustrated in Tom. II, and III, by very copious extracts from their classics. An English translation, 2 vol. Lond. 1738-41, 4to. H.


On the religions of the Chinese, see pp. 514-618.

1526. [Superstitions among the Chinese]. Prohibitions addressed to Chinese Converts of the British faith, translated by P. Thomes, with Notes illustrating the Customs of the Country. From the Indo-Chinese Gleaner [about 1829]. (Chinese Repos, for Feb. 1834. XX, 10-11.) A. B., A.

I illustrates the notations of the Chinese concerning the departed.


1528. Peter, Feldersans. Die chinesische Reichsreligion und die Systeme der indischen Philosophie in ihrem Verhältniss zu
1516. **CLASS III.—DESTINY OF THE SOUL.**


1516. **Medhurst, Walter H. A Dissertation on the Theology of the Chinese, with a View to the Elucidation of the most Appropriate Term for expressing the Deity, in the Chinese Language... Shanghai, 1847, 8°. pp. 280. A.B.**

1516. — An Inquiry into the Proper Mode of rendering the Word God in translating the Sacred Scriptures into the Chinese Language, Shanghai, 1847, 8°. pp. 170. **A.B.**

1516. **Medhurst, Walter H. Reply to the Dr. Boone on the Proper Rendering of the Words Elohim and Theos in the Chinese Language... Canton, 1848, 8°. pp. vi., 69. A.B.**


1518. **Legge, James.** Letters on the Rendering of the Name God in the Chinese Language... Hongkong, 1836, 8°. pp. 73. A.B.

1518. **Aragone, Ber.** For... (Shang Te) as the Proper Rendering of the Words Elohim and Theos, in the Chinese Language: with Strictures on the Essay of Bishop Boone in Favour of the Term... (Shin) &c. &c. &c. ... Hongkong, 1850, 8°. pp. vi. 1518. **Boone, William J., Bp.** Defense of an Essay on the Proper Rendering of the Words Elohim and Theos into the Chinese Language... Canton, 1850, 8°. pp. 169. A.B. 1518. **Legge, James.** The Chinese Repository, Vol. XIX.


1521. **Cuthbertson, M. Simpson.** Darkness in the Flowery Land; or, Religious Notions and Popular Superstitions in North China... New York, 1857, 1°. pp. 255. The author had resided eleven years in China, as a missionary.

1521. **Confucianism.** (Biblical Report, and Personal Letters for April, 1858; XXX. 231-241.) H.


D.—ANCIENT GREEKS AND ROMANS: ETRUSCANS.

1. Ancient Greeks and Romans.

1524. **Homer.** See particularly Odys. Lib. XI.

1524. **Gadolius, Gust.** Dissertatio academica Homerica sommella Animae Nomina explicans. Upsal, 1704, 4°.

1526. **Jortin, John.** Six Dissertations upon different Subjects. London, 1755, 8°. pp. iv., 224. H. These six parts, VI, pp. 552-574, is "On the state of the Dead, as described by Homer and Virgil."


1530. **Halskatt, Carl Wilh. Psychologia Homerica... Zulichhaviae, 1798, 8°. pp. x., 118. H.**


Also in the *Novo Acta Erud.*, 1769, pp. 52–58. 8°.

1579. — *Animadversiones ad Platois Phaedonom ac Aelidiadien Secundum; ad- juncti sunt Excursus in questiones Sacra- tae de Animae Immortalitate cum summa Phaedoniam.* Lipsiae, 1771, 8°, pp. 199.

1580. **Crawford**, Charles. *A Disserta- tion on the Phaedon of Plato; or Dialogue of the Immortality of the Soul... To which is annexed, A Psychology; or, An **Abstract** Investigation of the Nature of the Soul: in which the Opinions of all the Celebrated **Metaphysicians** on that Subject are discussed... London, 1775, 8vo. H.

1581. **Liddle**, Ernst Gottfried. *Platonis Sen- tentiae de Natura Anim... Gottingae, 1790, 8°, pp. iv., 28.

1582. **Platonis** Loca in *De Ortu Animae humani explicatur.* (In Abicht und Born's *Neces philol. Mag.,* II. 1–70, Lipz. 1790, 8°.)


1584. — *System der Platonischen Philo- sophie...* 4 Bde. Leipzig, 1792–95, 8°, H.


zionale d'un sommo Platonico fatto sopra il primo effetto d'amore, ch'é il separare l'anima dal corpo dell'ammate; deve si tratta dell'immortalità dell'anima secondo Aristotele, e secondo Plato... * Fi- renze, 1549, 8°.— Ibid. 1554, 8°. *Soc. Itali. 1556, 8°.


Also in the *Novo Acta Erud.*, 1769, pp. 52–58. 8°.

1579. — *Animadversiones ad Platois Phaedonom ac Aelidiadien Secundum; ad- juncti sunt Excursus in questiones Sacra- tae de Animae Immortalitate cum summa Phaedoniam.* Lipsiae, 1771, 8°, pp. 199.

1580. **Crawford**, Charles. *A Disserta- tion on the Phaedon of Plato; or Dialogue of the Immortality of the Soul... To which is annexed, A Psychology; or, An **Abstract** Investigation of the Nature of the Soul: in which the Opinions of all the Celebrated **Metaphysicians** on that Subject are discussed... London, 1775, 8vo. H.


1582. **Platonis** Loca in *De Ortu Animae humani explicatur.* (In Abicht und Born's *Neces philol. Mag.,* II. 1–70, Lipz. 1790, 8°.)


1584. — *System der Platonischen Philo- sophie...* 4 Bde. Leipzig, 1792–95, 8°, H.


1657. **Virgilius** or **Virgilius** Marco, Publius, n.c. 70-10. See particularly [Emend. Lib. VI., and Georg. IV. 467, et seq.]

1658. **Feesa his descent into Hell ...** Made English by John Boys, ... together with an ample and learned Comment upon the same ... London, 1661, 4to. pp. 248.

1659. **Warburton**, William, **R.P.** The Divine Legation of Moses demonstrated, etc. See No. 1769.


1661. **Johann** John. Six Dissertations, etc. 1755. See No. 1326.


1665. **Plutarckus**, fl. ad. 90. On ancient opinions concerning the soul, see De Plutarchos Philosophorum, Lib. IV. ex. 2-8. But the genuineness of this treatise is doubted.


1668. **Schreiber**, Theodor Hilar. Doctrina Platarchi et theologica et moralis, Commentatio ... (Hilgen's Zeitschrift f. d. hist. Theol. 1836, VI. 1-144.)

1669. —. Dissertatio de Plutarchi Operis, Rev. for July, 1852, XXXV. 333-435.)


1671. **Lucianus**, Sethoncius. fl. a.d. 170. See in Diagol. Mortuorum, Mamma di Caputa, Ueber die harmonische Philo. de Lucanis ab Lucano red. of the popular notions concerning the infernal regions.


1673. **Plutonis**, fl. a.d. 250. ... Opera emin ... (rootted by G. H. Moser and F. CREUZER.) 3 vol. Oxonii, 1835, 4to.

1674. —. See also No. 10. Fourth Edition (Vol. II. pp. 78-816) treats of the soul.—its essence, immortal. descent into the body, etc. Parts of it are translated by Thomas Taylor's F. Books of Plato, London, 1741, 8vo., and in his Select. Works of Plato, London, 1752, 4to.

1675. —. Les Ennemies de Plotin ... traduites for the première fois en français accompagnées de sommaires, de notes et d'claircissements et précéences de la vie de Plotin ... par Louis M. Villier ... [With fragments of Porphyry, Jamelchilch, and other Neo-Platonists, translated by E. Léviére.] 3 tom. Paris, 1867-68, 8vo.

1676. —. See in the Fourth Edition, examining the relation of Pluton to various preceding and succeeding writers, occupy pp. 560-669 and Tome II. the extracts from Porphyry, Jamelchi, and given Cazzani are appended to Tome II. with the 1855-1857,— Fragments de psychique d'alphantistes traduits para la première fois en français par E. Léviére. For the treatise of Jamelche, see Scho- manos, Voyages P.gique. L.' i. c. 54, 1, 6-23, 1859-926, ed. Herren. 8vo.


1678. —. The first Question is on the nature and immor- tality of the soul. The original Gr is lost.

1679. **Theodoretus**, Bp. of Cyrillus, fl. a.d. 423. On the opinions of the Greek philosophers concerning the soul, see his De Praecedentibus, etc. Theophrastus Affectitant Coria, particularly Lib. V. and XI. (In Maguet's Patrolo. Gracen, Tom. LXXXIII.)


1681. **Chamnos, or Nathanael, Nicephoros, fl. a.d. 1320. Αρχιεπίσκοπος πατριάρχης. (Appended to Plutonis Opera, Oxon. 1835, 4to. II. 46-30.)

1682. —. Opposes the doctrines of pre-existence, transmigration, and the rationality of brute's; contends for the reasonableness of the body.

1683. —. Διάλογοι περὶ φύσεως, 14th cent. (Appended to Plutonis Opera, Oxon. 1835, 4to, II. 1431-147.)

1684. —. Annat ascribes this Dialogue to Nicephorus Cham- nos.

1685. **Exploratio**, Immortalitas humani Animi secundum Philosophos. Mediolani, 1655, 4to.
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1675. Lipsius, Justus. ... Physiologie Stoicorum libri tres ... Parisis, 1694, 4°, pp. 162 +, II.

1675a. Gauthierus (Fr. Gauthierus), Jac. De Jurie Manichei, seu de Ritu, More et Legibus prisci Funeris Libri tres ... Paris, 1675, 4°. — Also Lips. 1674, 8°.


1676. Thomasius, Jac. Excercitatio de Stoica Mundis Existentibus quibus accessorum ... Dissertatioen XXL ... Lipsiae, 1676, 4°, pp. 255 +, II.


1678. Bourgues, Michel. Plan theologic du Pythagorisme, et des autres sectes sectantistes de la Grece. ... Avec la traduction de la Therapeutique de Théodore ... 2 tom. Tom. I. (Toulouse, 1712.) Amsterdam, 1714; Tom. II. Toulouse, 1712, 4°. — The 11th Letter of Tome L. pp. 431-540, treats of the immortality of the soul, the judgment of the dead, and the metempsychosis; comp. the 5th and 12th Letters of the Théapeutique.

1679. Fourmont, Etienne. De l'ener poétique. 1714. (Histoire de l'Acad. Roy. des Insr., etc., t. 11, 5-9.)


1681. [Tillard, John.], Future Rewards and Punishments believed by the Ancients; particularly the Philosophers. Wherein some Objections of the Revd. Mr. Warburton, in his Divine Legation of Moses, are considered. London, 1710, 8°, pp. x, 290. — Also Ibid. 1712, 8°, pp. x, 290. — Also Ibid. 1710, 4°, pp. x, 290. — Also Ibid. 1712, 4°, pp. x, 290.

1682. — A Reply to Mr. Warburton's Appen
dis to the Second Volume of his Divine Legation ... London, 1712, 8°.

1683. Bott, Thomas. An Answer to the Reve
ded Mr. Warburton's Divine Legation of Moses ... London, 1713, 8°, pp. 362 +, II.

1684. Struhtnfeld, Johann Christoph. ... Theologia Mythica, sive de Origine Tartarti et Elysi libri quinque. Harderovici, 1733, 8°, pp. x, 459 +, II, F. — Also Hague Comitium, 1733, 8°.

1685. Sykes, Arthur Ashley. An Examination of Mr. Warburton's Account of the Conduct of the Ancient Legislators, of the Double Doctrine of the Old Philosophers, of the Theocracy of the Jews, and of Sir Isaac Newton's Chrotonomy. London, 1732, 8°, pp. 503 +, II.

1685a. — A Defence of the Examination of Mr. Warburton's Account of the Theocracy of the Jews being, An Answer to his Remarks, so far as they concern Dr. Sykes. London, 1736, 8°, pp. 1063.

1686. Bate, Julius. Remarks upon Mr. War
durton's Remarks, &c. tending to show that the Ancients knew there was a Future State; and that the Jews were not under an equal Providence. London, 1736, 8°.

1687. [Towne, John]. A Critical Inquiry Into the Opinions and Practice of the Ancient Philosophers, concerning the Nature of the Soul and a Future State, and their Method of teaching by the Double Doctrine. In which are examined the Notion of Mr. Jackson and Dr. Sykes concerning these Matters. With a Preface by the Author of the Divine Legation, &c., London, 1747, 8°, pp. x, 102. — Also 3d Ed. 1748.

1688. Jackson, John, of Leicester. A Further Defence of the Ancient Philosophers, concerning their Doctrine and Belief of a Future State, against the Mis-representations of a Critical Enquiry ... London, 1747, 8°, pp. 72. — See Nos. 1697, 1698.


1692. Meiners, Christoph. Commentarium, quo seque Legationem de Animis post Mortem Statut et Fatis illustratur. (In his Vermischte Schriften, II. 265-390, Leipzig, 1766, 8°.) F.


1697. Bodenburg, — Uber das Elysium der Griechen. (Deutsche Monatsschrift, Sept. 1791.)


See Leipzigiter Bericht, 1869, 74-76.


On the psychology of Plato, see Vol. II, pp. 226-228; on that of Aristotle, pp. 340-341.


On the Homerische eschatologie, see I. 333-340, and in connection with the last part of the future life, I. 382-389; on the Mysteries, II. 257-261; on the doctrine of Pythagoras, III. 318-353; of Plato, III. 433-443.

1730. Nægelsbach, Karl Friedr. Die nach-homerische Theologie des griechischen Volks-glauhens bis auf Alexander ... Nürnberg, 1857, 8°, pp. xxvi, 488. II.

See also VII, pp. 121-127, treat of "Der Mensch im Leben und im Tode."


On the future life, see particularly I. 79-822, and II. 311-366 (on the Eumenian mysteries).

E. JEWS, MOHAMMEDANS, ISMAILIS, NASARIS, DRUZES, SUFIS.

1. JEWS.

a. Comprehensive Works.


1736. Bengel. Ernst Gottlob (Lat. Theophi- lus) von. Dissertationes, etc. 1800, etc. See No. 557.


A learned and most elaborate work, of which, unfortunately, no more has been published. For a

1738. Kenrick, John. Roman Sepulchral In- scriptioDs; their relation to Archaeology, Lan- guage, and Religion. ... London, 1838, 12°, pp. viii, 70. H.

On the belief, or want of belief, in immortality, see pp. 52-56.


Revised and enlarged from his articles in the Encyc. Metropolitana.

2. ERUSCANS.


See the review by E. Braun, in the Anzeige des histor. arch. archiv. Rom, 1857, 9°, II, 254-274.


See particularly pp. 537, 558, and the references.


See also 9曦, 488, 485.


For other Illustrations of the subject, see T. Demp- ster, De Etruria Regali, 2 vol. Fischiert. 1727-28, 4° (H.); A. von Döbeln, Museum Etruscanum, 3 vol. Fischiert. 1727-35, 4° (H.); P. Ingelmann, Monumenti Et etchi, 10 tom. in 10 pnt., Fiscier. 1821-36, 4° (H.); K. Mül- ler, Quellen der Etruskischen Sprache, 2 Acht. 1846, 8° (H.); G. Mico, Studi storici sui antichi Popoli della, 3 tom. Fiscier. 1852, 8°, and Monumenti, ed. (H.), and various articles in the Anzeige des histor. archiv., etc., cited above.

— See particularly I. 300-333; II. 192-195, 206-209.


For other Illustrations of the subject, see T. Demp- ster, De Etruria Regali, 2 vol. Fischiert. 1727-28, 4° (H.); A. von Döbeln, Museum Etruscanum, 3 vol. Fischiert. 1727-35, 4° (H.); P. Ingelmann, Monumenti Et etchi, 10 tom. in 10 pnt., Fiscier. 1821-36, 4° (H.); K. Mül- ler, Quellen der Etruskischen Sprache, 2 Acht. 1846, 8° (H.); G. Mico, Studi storici sui antichi Popoli della, 3 tom. Fiscier. 1852, 8°, and Monumenti, ed. (H.), and various articles in the Anzeige des histor. archiv., etc., cited above.

— See particularly I. 300-333; II. 192-195, 206-209.

— The Old Testament. (L.) In General.


The 26th Dissertation treats "De la nature de Tame, et de son état après la mort, selon les anciens
Hübners," it will also be found in his Commentarius litteral., ed. V. 159-341, Paris, 1743, etc. fol.

1740. Scidel, Christoph Tim. Commentatio de Ignoratione Immortalitatis Animorum ... Daverti et Populi Israelatro J. Clerico temere in Iis accusat. Halle, 1739, 4p., 1740.
See Thym. Verusch, etc. pp. 108, 109, note.

1740. Ansaldi, Caste Innocente. ... De futuro Seculo ab Hebrais ante Captivitatem cognito, adversus Joannem Clerici Cogitatio. Leipzig, 1741, 1751.
See Zacaria, Storia tot. d' Italia, I, 18-41.


On the Hebrew conception of Sheol, see pp. 32-42. Bottcher speaks of this dissertation as "pleinamente multiplica scripturae philosophicae.

1746. Dortin, John. Sermons on Different Subjects ... 7 vol. London, 1761-72, 12, H. A long sermon on Heb. xi. 13, in Vol. VII, pp. 273-320, is entitled "The Doctrine of a Future State may be collected from the Old Testament." A German translation of this was publ. at Frankfurt am Main, 1767.

1751. [Reimarus, Herm. Sam.]. Dass die Bücher des alten Testaments nicht geschrieben worden, eine Religion zu offenbaren, (In Lessing's Z. des Gesch. u. Lid. aus d. Schi- lert. 1744, pp. 197-221.) "German translation of this was published in 1751.


1755. Pries, Jacob, Heinr., the younger. Mor- tomm or Resurrectionem Domini Hierusalem in Testamento, hoc est, the doctrine of the Resurrection of Jesus Christ, as taught by the ancients, and as taught by the ancients. Stoc- tohi, 1753, 4p.


See Thym. Verusch, etc. pp. 20-211.


1763. [—] Beilagen zur Theologie des alten Testaments ... Leipzig, 1801, 8p. pp. 255.


1769. Wiessner, Amadens. 1821. See No. 1291.


1783. Petersson, —. De Animi Immortal-
"Maintains that Job was acquainted with the doctrine of immortality and of the resurrection. — The work contains much on the most ancient conceptions of the resurrection in regard to this doctrine." — Bredtch.

1823. Schöne, Joh. Sam. ... Verba, quae leguntur lob. c. 19, 23-29, illustravit ... Misen, 1807, 8°, pp. 33. 


1826. — De resurrectione in the resurrection in the passage." — Bredtch.


1829. — De resurrectione in the resurrection in the passage ... in the Christian Rev. for April, 1851; XIX. 222, 223.


1832. König, Jos. Die unsterblichkeitsidee im Buche Job, Inauguralrede ... Freiburg. 1858, 8°, pp. 156.


1859. Heyder, Karl Ludw. Wilh. Ecclesiastes de immortalitate Animi quius fuerit Sententia ... Eranlaus, 1859, 8vo. pp. 82.

1860. Ecclesiastes. (National Rev. for Jan. 1862; XIV. 175.)


(1.) Its History.

1869. Martini, Raymundus, fl. AD. 1278. See No. 2278.


"The dissertation curiisine et penne committit.—L. F. A. Munry. Perhaps the same as the preceding. Tieroff being the responsible.

1866. Pocock, Edward. ... Porta Mosis: or Dissertations aliquot ab a Moce Maimonide ... Arabice ... et Latine edita. Una cum Appendice Notarum Miscellanee ... Oxon. 1651, 4to. (Also in his Theol. Works, 1740, 4to, Vol. I.)


"A valuable treatise."—Bretsch.

It is an enlargement of a dissertation published at Giesen in 1673.


1872. Renaudot, Enseble, le Abb. Sur l'origine de la prière pour les morts parmi les Juifs, et la nature de leur purgatoire. 1671. (Bossuet's Éloge, Versailles, 1816, etc. 8vo. XI. 615—618.) H.

1873. Berr, Denis Her. Dissertatio de Seculo hoc et futuro. (In bis Miscel. Sacro, Ultraag, 1692, 4to, and later eds.; also in Mensch. Nov. Test. ed. Talin. illustr., 1736, 4to, pp. 1171—1172.) H.

"Maintained, in opposition to Rheinhard, that 'the age or world to come' in the Rabbinical writings often denotes the days of the Messias, not merely the future life.


"Reply to Witsius. David Mill, the editor of Rheinard's opus. Phil. and Ezech. 1702, 4to; takes the other side. See also No. 1682, below.


"Loci XXIII—XXVIII., pp. 321—368, relate to the future life.


Also in his Theologiae Theanmae, XXX. doceeat-axis—docecevebat. (H.) See below, No. 1899.

1877. Eisenhenger, Joh. And. ... Entdecktes Judenthum ... 2 Theilhe. Königs- burg, (1700), 1711, 4vo. pp. (29), 1016; (4), 1111. D.

See particularly Theil I. pp. 581—596, "What the Jews teach of the Angel of Death, and the dead." Theel II. pp. 1799—1800, "What the Jews teach concerning the souls of Christians, of other people, and their own. pp. 234—239, "Of their doctrine that all Christians are damned, while they are all saved;"—pp. 295—296, "What they teach of Paradise and Hell;" 1816, pp. 129—137, "What they suppose of the resurrection of the dead, and the Last Judgment." The work is written in a spirit of bitter hostility to the Jews, who procured the suppression of the first edition; but the author had studied the Rabbinical writings carefully, and he gives the best difference (the list of the works which he quotes fills sixteen pages), and the translation of all his citations is accompanied by the original. See also the first reference.

1878. Buddeus, Joh. Franz. ... Introductio ad Historiam Philosophiæ Ebraæorum. Ac-
CLASS III.—DESTINY OF THE SOUL.

1890. 
An important work for its illustrations of both Jewish and Christian eschatology. The 20 ed. is merely the first with a chance of title, a brief notice were the author prefixed, and a preface by the publisher.


With copious references to the literature of the subject.


1897. Beschreibung des Weltgerichts nach dem Talmud. (J. L. C. Schmidt's Bibl. f. Kritik u. Exeg., 1796, etc. 8°, 11. 1. 72-82.)


1894. [Ballou, Hosen, 2d.], Jewish Usage of the Word 'Jehovah.' (Universalist Expositor, 1832; iii. 331-358.)

1894. Traditions of the Rabbinic. (Blackwood's Edinb. Mag. for Nov. 1832 and April, 1833; XXXII. 721-750, and XXX, 628-630.)

See particularly the second article.


1899. Hirsch, Sam. Die Religionsphilosophie der Juden ... Leipzig, 1842, 8°, pp. xxii., 844 + D.


1901. Prince of the Cabalists on the human soul. The substance of this work was communicated in the proceedings of the Geschichts- und Altertumskollegs des beur, und pol., 1913, 8°. Philologie und Historie, 3.


1903. This volume contains an interesting essay on the different views of the Jewish theologians about the future state of the Gentiles.


An important work; giving the results of original investigation. The authors philosophers whose opinions concerning the soul and its destiny are particularly worth noting. The first book, are Salomon Ibn Gabirol, Al-Gazali (Algezal), Ibn Raja (Avenpace), Ibn Tufayl, and Ibn Rushd (Averroes).


1922. Philo Judaeus, II. ad. 30. See Böttcher, De Interpres, 151-517. 8°.


1925. Gfrörer, August Friedr. Philo, etc. 1831. See No. 1922. 761.
1829. Saadiah (Lat. Saadia) Gaon, Pugina, מְעֵית יְתַסֵּר שָׁדַי: Sephard ha-
Emanu-el re-head-Death, i.e. "Book of the Doc-
trines of Religion and Philosophy.
Written in Arabic about a.d. 933; translated into
Hebrew by Judah ben Tibbon (or Tobib) a.d. 1185,
and publ. at Constantinople 1562, 4o. 88. (BL.)
Another edition, R-Bin. 1579, 4o. (H.)
This work treats, among other things, of the nature of the soul, the resurrection, and the future life. Saadiah rejects the doctrine of annihilation.
1829. Fürst, Julius. Die jüdischen Religions-
philosophen des Mittelalters, oder Übersetz-
ungen der seit dem 10. Jahrhundert verfassten Religionsphilosophien, ... 1. Band. Leipzig,
1845, 16o. (32s.)
Also with the title: "Emunot ve-Dorot oder Glaubenslehren und Philosophie von Saadja Pugina.
1830. Judah ha-Levi (Lat. Levita, A.D. 1100. יְהֹנָא לְבָנָי) Liber Cosmici [or Kuzari] continens Colloquium ... de Religione, habiti-
bus atri montagis Aegypti, inter Regem Cos-
serorum, & R. Issacum Sangaram Judæam; ... cum colloqui ... et in Lingua Arabica ... descriptis R. Jehuda Levita ... ex Arabico in Latinum versae. ... Traduit R. Jehuda-
Ibne Tibbonum ... Nunc ... recensuit, Latinæ Versione, & Notis illustravit Johannes Buxtorfius, Fil. ... Hered. and Lat. Bas-
le. 1586, 4o. (pp. 193, 2o., 21.)
A Spanish translation, by Jac. Abendana, Amst. 1663, 4o. For many other editions and translations, see Furst, Bibl. Jud. II. 36-38. On the future life, see pp. 71-73.
1831. Moses Ben Mimon (Lat. Maimo-
vides, Μαύμων, often called Ramban, 1134-1205. מַעֲמוֹןLEY הנלווי ויהוとするישא, Menahem Towah or Judah ha-Chazanz, "The Two-fold Law," or "The Strong Hand." 4 Vols. 1582, 16o. fol. 
Numerous editions. The fifth treatise in the first book, on Repentance, contains much relating to the future life, and shows that here were based several editions and translations of this part, among which we may notice the Latin version by Robert Caverin, Oxon. 1730, 4o. BL.
1833. — The Main Principles of the Creed and Ethics of the Jews, exhibited in Selections from the Yad Hachazakah of Maimonides, with a Letter English Translation, Cus-
tious Illustrations from the Talmud, &c. ... By Hermann Hedwig Bernard, ... Cambridge [Eng.], 1833, 8o. pp. xxxiii, 379. H.
See hereafter. see pp. 269-270, as part of the treatise on Repentances. — For editions of Maimonides's Discourse on the Resurrection, and a treatise by Judah Saban or Zadok on the same sub-
ject, see Furst, Bibl. Jud. II. 311-312. Reprinting the section of the treatise on the resurrection, as held by him and other Rabbis, see the note of W. Vorst to his ed. and trans. of Maimonides de Fund.
mentis, Leipsic, 1821, pp. 49, 50. (H.)
1839. Bronner, Jean Jacques. De la théologie dogmatique de Maimonides, hæs historique et théologique ... Strasbourg, 1834, 4o. pp. 43. D.
1840. Schefer, Em. B. Das psycholo-
gisclie stemmen in de toeken van de Menech-
1853. Jóchel, M. ... Die Religions-philie des Mose ben Maimon (Maimonides). ... Breslau, 1859, 4o. pp. 49. F.
1854. Moses Ben Nachman (Lat. Nach-
manides, Gerundensis, often called Ram-
ban, 1194-1260. שָׁמַר הַג-
נָמְנִי, i.e. "Gate of Retribution." Naples, 1490, 4o. fl. 54. (BL.) — Also Ferrara, 1536, 6o.
The main work of the third and last chapter of this part is entitled Torah ha-Adam, i.e. "The Law of Man." pubd. at Venice in 1525, 4o. (BL), and in other editions.
1862. Bachja or Baruch ben Asher, R., fl. a.d. 1200, מוחליו, חלשה, Shulchan Arba., i.e. "The Square Table." Hamburg, 1766, 8o. 
1878. Furst, M. "The 9th and 10th Mar-
ches, 1928, 1925, 1926. 1929.
1932. Abraham Bar Chasdi or Chise-
dai, or Abraham Leeda, B. a.d. 1210, נבון של-
הפיות, nephew of the Apple [of Aristote]. Venice, 1519, 6o.; Riva di Trento, 1562, 6o.; Luneville, 1566, 6o.
A dialogue translated and rewrought from the Arabic, in which Aristote is represented as containing to the nature and immortality of the soul. See a Latin translation, with notes, by J. L. Lewis, see No. 1934.
In another work ascribed by some to Abraham Bar Chasdi, *Abulafia's,* and Nahum Chazanz, *Nahshon.* i.e. "Book of the Soul," Goen is intro-
duced in a similar manner as discussing with one of his disciples concerning the soul. A Hebrew translation (from the Arabic), Venice, 1539, 4o, et al.
1935. Moses de Leon, or Ben Shem Tobh, R., at the end of the 15th, and be-
951, שֶׁפֶר הַגּוֹרְנָנִים, Nephesh ha-
Chezkam. "Soul of Wisdom." Basel, 1608, 4o. fl. 63. (BL.)
A treatise on the soul of man and its state after death, the resurrection, etc.
1936. Levi Ben Gerson (Lat. Gersoni-
des, called Rabbag, otherwise Leo de
Bagnols, 1288-1349, לואיס דה בנסון, Sepher Milchamoth ha-
Chassan, i.e. "Book of the Wars of Jehovah." Riva di Trento, 1600-
1704, 6o. "Part I., in 14 chapters, treats of the immortality of the soul, in opposition to Averroes.
1937. Joel, M. Levi ben Gerson (Gerso-
ides, also called Religious Philosopher. M., Mos.
Monschaftr. f. Gesch. u. Wis. d. Judenlands, 1850, X. 42-60, 93-111, 155-
157, 217-312, 333-344, and 1936, XI. 29-33,
1939. Immanuel ben Solomon, R., after 1632. מֵּאָמָן בן שולומּה, Mech-
nereth ha-Topheth re-Heben, i.e. "Conjunc-
tion of [or Composition] on Hell and Para-
dise." Prague, 1633, 8o (BL); Frankfort a. M., 1715, 8o; Berlin, 1778, 8o.
This poem, in imitation of Dante, is also contained in his Mechneřer or Mechnebreher, i.e. "Composi-
tions," of which it forms the 23rd Part. Of those there have been several ed.; the last, Berlin, 1736, 4o.
1940. Macchi, R., of Toledo, about 1530 לְבָנָי יְסָרָא. Abhath Rokel, i.e. "Powders
(Aromatics) of the Merchant." 24 ed., Rimini, 1520, 4o. fl. 13. (BL.) — Venice, 1567, 8o. fl. 40; ibid., 1566, 8o, and other eds.
As to the Romans, there are three Parts, treating, 1. of the Times of the Messiah, the Resurrection, Judg-
ment, etc.; 2. of Paradise and Hell; 3. of the Oral Law, etc. The principal translation is by a certain Part by Ant. Ribulius, in his Theologia Judaica, etc.
Nichomath Adham, i.e. "Breath (or Soul) of Man.

Hann, 1614, 4°. — Also Wil
derslor, 1624, 4°.

A treatise on the soul, future rewards and punish-
ments, etc.

1932. Samuel da Silva. Trattato da in-
morabilita, in Tavola che in tempi che non man-
stra a ignorare di certo contrariar [i.e. Ur
cia Acosta] de nostro tempo che entre outros
maytos erros de niste delirio ter para si et
publicam que a alma de homem acaba justi-
camente com o corpo. Amst., 1633-39 [1633].

1933. Acosta, or da Costa, Urin (originally
Gabriel). Examen das tradicomm Phiris-gravis
confertadas com a Ley escrita, por Virid jurista
frebco, com reposta a hum Senal da Silva —
Amsterdam, 1624, 4°.

See Bayle, c. v., and Hen. Jollhew, Uril Acosta's
Leben und Lehre, Leipzig, 1847, 8°.

1934. Mammass Ben Israel, R. De Re-
surreccion. Mortuum Liber (qui librum
Animae Immortalitates et Corporis Resurrectio
contra Zaducos comprobavit: ... de
decurn Judicio extremo, et Mund Instaurazione
agredit. Amst., 1658, 8°. pp. 346. Bl. — Also
Groningue, 1678, 12°.

Also in Spanish, Amst., 1636, 12°. p. 167. — "Argu-
tionem quam historiae notabilis."— Letticher.

1935. (Rui das) Libros do Zeal da
Luz, or da Luz, Anima
Claytijn, i.e. "Book of the Lust of Life.
"Amsterdam, 1634, 4°. (8.), 174, (2). II.

On the Nature, Origin, and Immortality of the
Soul, in Portuguese.

1936. Mendelszohn, Moses. Phisideom or
Under the Unsterilherth of the Seele. 8°. Aufl.
herausgegeben and mit einer Einleitung ver-
sehen von David Friedlander. Berlin, 1767,
Auff, mend. 1610, 16°.

A Dutch translation, *s Hage, 1593, 8°. — French,
by G. J. Jenker, Paris, 1775, 4°. (d. Reutlingen,
1589, 12°; by A. Busia, Berlin, 1765, 8°. from the 4th
ed. by L. Hunsinn, Paris, 1800, 8°. — Danish,
Copenhagen, 1785, 8°. — English, by Charles Cullen,
London, 1779, 8°. another translation in the U. S.
May, and Dem. Review for Jan., Feb., and March.
1828. X11. It has also been translated into
Italian, Polish, Russian, Hungarian, and Hebrew.

1937. Schreiben an den Herrn Diacoon
Lavater zu Zurich. Berlin and Stettin, 1770,
8°. pp. 120.

1938. Abhandlung von der Unkörpere-
lichkeit der menschlichen Seele. Ist zum ersten-
mal zum Druck befördert. Wien, 1755,
8°. pp. 51. II.

1939. Kurze Abhandlung von der Unster-
berlichkeit der Seele, aus dem Ebräischen, überset-
zt von H. T. Berlin and Stettin, 1784,
8°. pp. 21. II.

1940. Mises, Johuda Locb, מיסים
Kinnth ha-Esueth, i.e. "Zeal for the Truth.
"Vienna, 1828, 8°. BL.

On the immortality of the soul, with an appendix on
demonology, etc.

1941. [Frankel, Benjamin]. The Glory of
Ereity, the Esting of the Immortality and
Perpetual Peace of the Soul, proved on the
most incontrovertible Evidence of Scripture and
Tradition, with Full Illustrations of the Va-
rions Opinions on the same Subject. By Dr.
Benjamin Franklin, Author of "The Relation
between the King and the People." Heb.
"91.

Anzahl von Predigten nebst sechs Beobach-
tungen über die Unsterblichkeit der Seele.
... 8°. Sammlung. Leipzig, 1559, 8°. pp. viii.,
536.
2. Mohammedans.

For the literature, see Grasse, Lehnb. einer allg. Literaturgesch., II. 1. 308-325. Dresd. 1839, 8°.

1863. Mohammed, f. ü. 622. Alcorani Textus universus ex correctioribus Araborum Exemplariis summa Fide... descriptus, ex demumque Fide... ex Arabico Idiomate in Latinum translatius; appositis unuicique Capiti Notis, etiam Rerum. His pluribus praemissis est Proemium ad Rerum Alcorani... Autore Lud. Marraccio... 2 tom. Patavi, 1863, f. A.

The Proemium was published separately. Rome 1861, 12°. (The most convenient modern edition of the Koran is that by G. Flieg. "Editio stereotypa..." Lipsiae, 1855, 4°.)

1864. The Koran, commonly called the Alcoran of Mohammed, translated... from the Original Arabic; with explanatory Notes, taken from the most approved Commentators. To which is prefixed a Preliminary Discourse. By George Sale... London, 1734, 4°. pp. 1574, 508 + H.

Often reprinted. The Preliminary Discourse is hardly valuable. — There is a new translation of the Koran, in which the Verses are arranged in chronological order, and with an Introduction and Notes, by the Rev. J. M. Rodwell, London, 1841, 8°. H.

1865. Selections from the Koran, commonly called, in England, the Koran; with an English Commentary translated into the English from the Arabic, methodically arranged, and illustrated by Notes, chiefly from Sale's Edition: to which is prefixed an Introduction, taken from Sale's Preliminary Discourse, with Corruptions and Omissions... Lane... London, 1845, 8°. pp. vii., 317. B.A.

On the Resurrection, Judgment, Paradise and Hell, see pp. 309-312.


1868. Avicenna (corrupted from the Arab. Ibn Sina), 980-1037, Compendium de Anima. Liber Machad I de dispositione seu Loco ad quem reverterit Homo, vel Animas 390; de Morte;... interscarios... de resurrectione Corporis et ejus Materia... Aphorismi XLVIII de Anima... [Translated from the Arabic, with notes, by W. T. Tappan, 1650.] B.M.


1900. Welli-ed-din Mohammed Ben Abdallah el-Khatib, f. ü. 1336. "Mishkat-ul-Mas'abih" or a Collection of the most Authentic Traditions regarding the Actions and Sayings of Mohammed and his Followers, translated from the Original Arabic, by Capt. A. N. Matthews... 2 vol. Calcutta, 1891-10, 4°. A., A.B.

In the particularly Bank XXIII. Vol. II. pp. 389-412, for the Mohammedan eschatology. This work is a recension of the Mas'abih of Hisham Ben Mand el-Baghawat (or el-Baghawat), who died A.D. 1122 (4. ii. 1116).


See also his Specimen Hist. Arabum, 1650, 4°. pp. 13, 135, 216-230, 239-245 (extract from Al-Gazzali), H.

1871. Herbelot, Barthélémy d'. Bibliothèque Orientale... (1st ed., Paris, 1657, fol.) 4 tomes, 1776-7, 4°. (Tome 4, 1777-4, 4°.) See the articles Addison et Cahier, "the punishment in the grave;" Barzakh, "the intermediate state;" Ars, a kind of purgatory or limbo; Geheuen, "Hell;" Gonaah, "Paradise;" and Askrat, "the future life."


See Diss. I. De Mohammedo et ante Mahometum... pp. 3-121, particularly e. 53-64; also "Oratio libri duo..." (1742) de Mehammedismo et verum Hierosolymae Scripta magna ex Parte composita," pp. 1-26 of the Appendix to the volume.

1875. Brucker, Jac. De Philosophia Saronica... Additio... Leipz. 1725, 8°. pp. vii., 469-498.) H.


1876. Monradja d'Ussous, Ignace. Tableau général de l'Empire Ottoman... 7 tom. Paris, 1788-1824, 4°. H.

In the Mohammedan modes concerning the future life, see I. 136-153. The first part of M. d'Ussous's work was translated into German, with valuable additions, by C. D. Beck, Leipzig, 1786-90, 8°.


See particularly pp. 272-276.


Also appended to his edition of Savary's French translation of the Koran.


The best work on the subject. On the future life, see p. 47-19, 66-68.


1985. — The Bible, the Koran, and the Talmud; or, Biblical Legends of the Muselman compiled from Arabic Sources, and compared with Jewish Traditions. Translated from the German, with occasional Notes. London, 1846, 12°, pp. xvi., 233. H.

For a description of the last judgment, see pp. 212-13; of hell, pp. 222-26.


An important work. Ch. II. of Part II. gives a full account of the opinions of Pompéocritus, Cremonini, and other sceptical teachers of the school of Padua.


On the state after death, see pp. 130-131.


On the Paradise and Hell of Mahomet, see H. 141-167.


3. Ismaïl, Nusairis, Druzes, Sufis.


See particularly XVIII. 256-257 (on paradises), 242-249, a German translation, with notes by P. J. Bruns, in Studdin and Trachtenberg's *Archiv f. Kirchengesch.* II. 2. 219-306. H.


1874. — Blüttemansum aus der Morgenländischen Geschichtes, insbesondere .... Berlin, 1825, 8°, pp. vii., 327. H.


On the doctrine of two souls, and of transmigration, see H. 407-460; on the last judgment, resurrection, and retribution, see H. 500-555.


On the belief of the Druzes in transmigration, future rewards and punishments, etc. pp. 322-387, and that of the Nusairis ans Assyrians, pp. 348, 349.


See the review by C. H. Brittain in the *North Amer. Rev.* XIII. 326-366.
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2025. **Guilelmus Alverius or Arvernus (Fr. Guillaume d'Arviterre, Bp. of Paris, fl. a.d. 1230, ...** Opera omnia ... 2 vol. Parisii, 1501. 8°. Lib. I, 85, 114. (Lib. of the Jesuit College in Boston.)

In his work *De Universo*, Part I, Sect. I. (Vol. 1. 4°.) De nature et autoritate de la nature. See also *De Retributionibus Sanctarum*, I. 310-328. Heaven he locates in the empyrean: hell in the infernal regions. But as many of the number of the damned immensely exceeding that of the elect, the good bishop is seriously perplexed by the question of the lesser capes' future destiny. See *Hist. Lit. de la France*, XVIII, 370-372. Comp. No. 560.

2026. **Moneta Cremensiana, fl. a.d. 1230.** Libri quinque adversus Catharo et Valdenses, ... Libri quinque emit ... T. A. Richimich, Rome, 1848. 4°.

Defends the doctrines of the resurrection of the body by a general judgment, against the Cathars. Too work of some importence for the history of opinions. See Flugge, Gesch. des Glaubens an die Cremencianen, 1845. 8°.

2027. **Lucas Vandelis, fl. a.d. 1236, De altera Vita, Vitulique Controversius adversus Albigenius Errores Libri IIII ... Notis illustr.

trata a P. Joanne Marianna ... Ingolstadtii, 1612, 4°. pp. 196 ...

In the *Monatsbibl. Patrum*, 1671, fol. Tom. XXV. A.


The "Libri du Bc. de Bérouais (a.d. 1244) leaves" treat "De Nox.

visita." It presents with great fulness the notions current in the middle ages on the subject of the future life. Vincent of Bérouais is not generally considered as the compiler of the *Speculum Morale*, though it passed under his name.

2029. **Bonaventura, Saint and Card. (originally Giovanni di Fidanza, Doctor Seraphicus, fl. a.d. 1235, ...** Opera omnia ... 7 tom. Lugduni, 1688, fol. H.

On the future life, see his Questions in *Lib. IV. Sententiarum, Distil. xiii.-l. Opp. V. II. 466-536; fl. his Absoluta, lib. vii., fol. 357-385; and fl. his Soliloquium, cc. 3. 4. Opp. VII. 117-132.


Editions very numerous. On the questions relating to the doctrine of the future life, see *Canon. Latin. x-xii*, pp. 95-145, taken from his commentary on Peter Lombard's *Fourth Book of Sentences*. Concerning *Summa Theologiae*, see the editions that will be found in *Opera*, Tom. XIII, Venet. 1729. 2°. (B.) For references to many recent works on Thomas Aquinas, see Hagenbach's *Text-Book of the History of Doctrines*, ed. by H. B. Smith, § 51, n. 9, of 397, 286.

2031. **Alberius Magnus, Bp., fl. a.d. 1290.** (Concerned in the *Lib. V. Sententiarum, Opera*, Lugduni, 1651, fol. Tom. XVI.) II.

On the future life, see pp. 892-902, Comp. Nos. 17, 901, 904.

2032. **Martini, D. Raymundus, fl. a.d. 1278.** Pupio Pelleius adversus Maurus et Judaeos, cum Observationibus Josephi de Vaisin, et Introductio Jo. Benedicti Carpzovii ... Lips. 1855, fol. 64, 236, 160. 4°. AB.

Earlier editions, 1478, 1481, etc. On the resurrection, see pp. 255-258 and "Quod omnino honestum in infernum venit ad Christianam," pp. 787-786. The book is full of vital rational teaching.

2033. **Duas Sedes, Johannes, Doctor Subtilis, fl. a.d. 1276.** Opera, 2 vol. Antverp. 1629, fol. B.

Sec the commentary on *Lib. IV. Distil. xiii.-l.* The Occupies Vol. X of his *Opera*, Lugduni, 1629, fol. B.

2034. **Durandus a Sancto Poreano (Fr. Durand de St. Pourçain, Guilielmi, Doctor Inquisitissimus, fl. a.d. 1288, ...** In Sententiarum theologici Petri Lombardi Commentariorum Libri quattuor ... Lugduni, 1556, fol. pp. 160, 1 H.

On the future life, see Comp. Nos. 1885-1886.

2035. **Chremus, or Nathanael, Niecesb, fl. a.d. 1320.** Quaestiones in question Libri Sententiarum Questions ... 2 vol. Antverp. 1629, fol. B.

See the Commentary on *Lib. IV. Distil. xiii.-l.* The Occupies Vol. X of his *Opera*, Lugduni, 1629, fol. B.

2036. **Rolle, Richard, of Hampole (often called Richard Hampole), d. a.d. 1319.** Stimulus Conscientiae, or The Prickle of Conscience. The Works of the Poet, with a *Synopsis* of the principal parts. 1. Of Man's Nature. II. Of the World. III. Of Death. IV. Of Purification, V. Of the Day of Judgment. VI. Of the Last Judgment. VII. Of the Quaestiones. There are numerous manuscript copies of the poem in the Bodleian and other libraries, but it does not appear to have been published. See full account of it, with copious extracts, by J. B. Yates, see the Archaeologia of the Society of Antiquaries, XIV, 1845, and compare Warne's *Histor. of English Poetry*, 35, 44, ed. of 1825.


2038. **Georgius Gemistus, or Plotus, fl. a.d. 1038, ...**
2030
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2603. Dionysius de Leewis or de Leuwis, alias Rikel or Ryckel, Catharinae, 1391-1411. Quattuor nonissima diopen. [Com. Soci. [Antwerp, Math. Gost 1490], 4, 114 leaves, 26 or 27 lines to a page.] — Also Delft, 1447, 1491, 4º, and many other editions.

Latter work is identified in the Catalogue of the Reded. Library with the Cordiale. See No. 2031. Dionysius is succeeded by Belarmino for maintaining that souls in purgatory are not sure of their final salvation.

2931. Cordiale, sine Liber Quatuor Nonissimum. For the numerous early editions and translations of this work, see Hain, Rep. Bllt. art. Cordiale (who describes twenty-rig printed before a. 1500), or Panzer, V. 153, and Brunet, art. Quatuor, etc. etc., and, for a full account of Cotton's edition of the English translation, see Cordiale, loc. cit. The English translation is called the Cordiate, because it is important that the articles contained should be "cordially coppered in us." Another title of the work is De Vita futura. The first edition was printed at Paris in 1473 or 1474. — See, further, Nos. 2039, 2066.

2652. Savonarola, Giordano (Lot. Hieronymi), 1452-1516, Dialogus Spiritus et Anima [Venetii, 1488. — Also Lugd. Bat. 1505, 12º, and Gratianopolis, 1466, 12º. An Italian translation, Venice, 1476, 4º. The latter is called "De Vita futura," the second "De Vita Patriae celestis."

2253. Dominicus de Nacpoli. — Opusculi de finali Judicium, de interna et Gloria Paracleti et de Responsione Dei suppelletvabatur. [Naples, Berthold Kifing, 1477, 4º.] In Italian verse, though with a Latin title. See Brunet.

2932. Marsius, Petr. Oratio dicta... in die ascesionis de immortali anima... n. p. or d. [Rome, Steph. Plonack, about 1476], 4º. 6 leaves, 33 lines to a page.


2606. [Vleiderhoven, Gerardus a.]. Quattuor nonissima. [Deventer, 1483, 4º. (6 leaves, the last blank, 28 lines to a page.)

2957. Sermones quator nonissimorum. [Antwerp, Math. Gost, June 21, 1487, 4º. (121 leaves, 31 lines to a page.)


2956. Pancer, II. 358, n. 1907, and Hain, n. 692, who give Ferrarissim as the surname.

2959. Tractatus de Apparitionibus et Receptaculis animarum exuutari corporibus [by Jacobus de Cins] ... Llibellus de anima post mortem. ... De apparitione corporis in Inferno et in Paradisi. De spiritu. Gudonis satis horribilis historiæ [by Joh, Gobius] ... De Anima rationalis immortalitatis et statui eius post mortem [by Guili, Hoppner]

lande) ... [Cologne, May 8, 1496], 4º. (Sig. A-K.)

2904. Denysse, Nic. Speculum Mortalium, seu Commentarium super Quattuor Novissimorum, Parisius, F. Reynault, 1509, 8vo. — Also Colonie, 1522, 8vo.

2905. [Rhenis, Benedicto]. La profession de dieu sauveteur. 1533, S. Nov. 216.

2904. [Wermüller, or Weremuller, otho], 1511-1552. The Hope of the FaiJful, declaringly brefly & clearly the Resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ past, and of our transitable souls to come: With an evident proof that there is an eternal life of the faithful, & everlasting damnation of the wicked. Translated by Miles Conderale out of high Almaine. London, Hugh Singleton, 1553, 16º. Also in Coverdale's Remains, Cambridge, Parker Soc., 1468, 8º. pp. 125-126. B.

2953. Catharinae (Rot. Catarina), Ambo. Opusculorum, magnae ex parte jam edita et ab Antico recognita ac repurgata ...

Langhui, 1532, 4º, BL.

Following are among the treaties in this collection: the universal commoner conscience, and an universal Resurreccio Futura ac Judicium Eternitatis; De Ve Roma, De Bonorum et Caeorum Supplicium Macrorum, fama ac Verbo [in ante]; — De Statu Futuro Pugorum sine Sacramento decendent. They contain many curious things. Catharinae describes the last judgment, as Dupin remarks, "des Sibyllinen einem nicht recht einpassen." (Nouvelle Bibliothèque, etc., 27. Col. XVI, 7.) 'Enthusiastic infants will be placed either on the right or on the left. The judges who make These will not see. As to their final condition, Catharinae presents a more cheerful view than most of the Catharistic doctors. He does not, indeed, admit them to heaven, but supposes that this earth will be repugnant for there, there they will be happy, being so much praising God, and receiving frequent visits from angels and glorified spirits.


2945. Carthenn, Jean de, d. 1538. De quatuor Mosteiis sacris, saeculari et clericali. In Lutio, 1598, 16º; German, Dillingen, 1637, 8vo. I do not know the date of the original edition in Latin. There are several editions of the French translation.

2954. Le livre des IV, finis dernieres de l'homme; a savoir, de la mort et de l'advenement dernier, des peines d'enfer et des joyes de paradis, traduit du latin en françois par Jean de Carthenn; avec la querele et la dispute de l'ame dessue avec son corps, mise en rime françoys. Lyon, 1592, 166. — Also Troyes, 1629, 12º.

2941. Gaucæus, Joh. Bœhlin von der Selten Ordu, Stinde, Thun und Wessen ... Nureberg, 1506, 12º. — Also Wittenberg, 1509, 8vo.

2955. Pinelli, Luca. Dissertatio de Statu Animi in altero Seculo. Ingolstadt, 1577, 4º. pp. 68. — Ed. 2na. ibid., 1584, 4º, pp. 75: "De altera Vita et Anima in eo Continuata. Libri duo. — Also idem, 1595, 4º, pp. 122. — Ibid., 1610, 12º.


2942. Barbieri, Giouan Luigi. De morte c. et de vita et de specie:Mundæ et cæli VII. Del Paradiso dialoghi X. E del Inferno dialoghi IX. Bolonca, 1534, 4º; ibid. 1592, 1609, 1613, 8vo. — Also Alessandria, 1599, 4º, Brescia, 1608, 8vo.
Solutionem a Corpore Statui, Loco, Cultu, Immortalitate, bis Mortuis, Restaurationis Mortuorum ... 2 vol. Francoforti, 1648-92, 2°. *Quae hodie has the title:—"Tractatus curiosi,ubi de Statu et Loco Animarum." etc.*

Vol. I. continus:—
1. Artocopus, J. C. De Divini Discipulii Aenemi equitum quodam de Statu ... Animarum, etc. pp. 1-159. (See No. 250.)
2. Bebel, Ballt. Examen Sertae Disquisitionibus:— (See No. 256.)
3. — Dissertatio de bis Mortuis.
4. G. Hard, Joh. Ψευδογένεσις generalis, h. e. Discursus de Statu Animarum post Mortem. pp. 367-410. (See No. 251.)
5. Hildebrand, Joach. Immortalitas Animae Rationales et solo Luminis Naturae. (See No. 252.)
6. Leibnitz, Christian, and Reinking, Theod. Leben der secte im Tode. (Excerpt from Francisci, with the treatise of Reliquy noticed below, No. 2569.}

Vol. II. continus:—
1. Cahtus, Geo. De Statu, Animarum separatarum. (See No. 2493.)
2. — Liber unus de Immortalitate Animae et Reanimatione Carnis. (See No. 2663.)
3. Bebel, Ballt. Dissertatio de Precatibus Electorum in Judicii extremo panem publicum. (See No. 256.)
6. Comarinius, G. C. De statu Mortuorum. (See No. 253.)
7. Dunne, C. de Smith. de Corpore Dei Con. Disq. in Vita. 1.42.42.42.42.42.
9. Hulsemann, Joh. Purgatorium Puncticulare. (See No. 2650.)
10. Mains, Joh. Discursus duae de Statu Aniuarum separatarum. (See No. 2665.)
11. Muller, R. Disc. de Resurrectione Mortuorum. (See No. 2661.)
12. Megart, Joh. Math. de Vei. kunnaren. (See No. 2561.)
13. Niemann, Sieb. De Receptaculis et Statu Animarum separatarum. (See No. 2575.)
14. Sieberger, J. Ad. Purgatorium exiguum contra Purgatiam. (See No. 2567.)
15. Siricius, Mich., the younger. Dea Animae Humane post Mortem Homines Immortalitates. (See No. 2657.)
16. Vescius, G. B. Divinae Dei Sententia. (See No. 2543.)
17. Walther, Mich. De Immortalitate Animae rationalis. (See No. 2662.)
18. — De praeternis Ethnecis Humanae et Spirituellae. (See No. 2567.)
19. — De humana et spirituellae. (See No. 2567.)


2044. Der Herold der Elwigiit, als ein niedlicher Teil von der Poseanne ... Berlin und Potsdam, 1697, 4°.—Other eds. 1734, 38, 42, 55. A Dutch translation of the two parts, 3°, Dutch, 1732-35.


2047. Cocheum, Martin von. Die vielfletzen Dinge: Tod, Gericht, Hölle, Himmeleisch. ... 25 Aufl. (First ed. about 1700?) Augsburg, 1728, 8°. (32 sh.) Also Lundsholm, 1742, 1758, 8°.

This treatise has been prohibited in some Catholic countries, on account of its grossness of its re- spectations of the future life.


See History of the Works of the Learned, April, 1702, IV. 241-46.

2050. Menard, —. La doctrine de l'écriture yainete sur la nature de l'âme, sur son origine et sur son état après la mort. Londres, 1703, 8°.


The author treats, among other things, of the Immortality of the soul, and its state after death. Some of the author's notions are very curious. See Journal des Sçavans for April 28, 1704.

2052. Dodwell, Henry. An Epistolary Discourse, proving, from the Scriptures and the First Fathers, that the Soul is a Perfectly naturally Mortal: but immortalized actually by the Pleasure of God, to Punishment: or, to Reward, by its Union with the Divine Baptismal Spirit. Wherein is proved, that None living now or yet to come shall ever disappear of their Mortalizing Spirit, since the Apostles, but only the Bishops. ... London, 1706, 8°. pp. lxxiv., 313 +. H.

2053. Chishull, Edmund. A Charge of Heresy, maintained against Mr. Dodwell's late Epistle, concerning the Mortality of the Soul ... Laying open his Opposition to the Receiv'd Creeds, and his Fabrication of all Sacred and Profane Antiquity. ... London, 1706, 8°. pp. 238 +.

2054. Clarke, Samuel. A Letter to Mr. Dod- well: wherein all the Arguments in his Epistolary Discourse against the Immortality of the Soul are clearly answered, and the Judgment of the Fathers concerning that Matter truly represented. ... The 6th Ed. In this Edition are inserted the Remarks on Dr. Clarke's Letter to Mr. Dodwell, and the several Replies to the Doctor's Defence thereof [by Anthony Collins]. London, (1st eds., 1706-8, 1731, 8°. pp. 475 +. H. In the discussion between Clarke and Collins, four pamphlets were written on each side, the titles of which need not be given in detail.


2058. Whitby, Daniel. Reflections on some Asertions and Opinions of Mr. Dodwell, contain'd in a Book entitled, An Epistolary Dis-
course ... Shewing the Falsehood and Pernicious Consequences of them. London, 1708, 8v.


214. Norris, John. A Letter to Mr. Dodwell, concerning the Immortality of the Soul of Man. In Answer to one from him. ... Being a Preface to one of the Philosophical Discourse. ... London, 1708, 8v. pp. 136 +. F. — The 5th Ed. Ibid. 1732, 8v. G.

215. [Pitts, John or Joseph?]. 'H υπόθεσις ἡ ηθική. Th. Patr. I. 9. That is, The Holy Spirit, as a Mother of Immutability, had given a peculiar grace of the Gospel, no Natural Ingredient of the Soul; proved from the Holy Scriptures, and Fathers against Mr. Clark’s Bold Assertion of the Soul’s Natural Immortality, ... being a Vindication of Mr. Dodwell’s Epistola Discorsi from all the Aspersions of the foresaid Pretended Answerer. With some Animadversions on Mr. Clark’s Book, and Dr. Whitfield. By a Presbyter of the Church of England. ... London, 1708, 8v. pp. 48, 201 +. Grapaus, in his Thol. revoc controversy, Walch, and contrasts, assigns this to John Pitts in the Catalogue of the British Museum it is attributed to Joseph Pitts.

216. Chishull, Edmund. Some Testimonies of Justin Martyr, set in a true and clear Light, as they relate to Mr. Dodwell’s unhappy Question, concerning the Immortality of the Soul. London, 1708, 8v.

217. Pitts, John. A Defence of the Animadversions on Mr. Chishull’s Charge of Heresies against Mr. Dodwell’s Epistola Discorsi ... being a Reply to a late Tract intitled: Some Testimonies of Justin Martyr. ... London, 1708, 8v.

218. [Pitts, John or Joseph?]. Immortality Preternatural to Human Souls: the Gift of Jesus Christ, collated by the Holy Spirit in Baptism: proved to be a Catholic Doctrine by the Universal Consent of the Holy Fathers of the first Four Centuries. Being a Vindication of Mr. Dodwell against that Part of Mr. Clark’s Discovery, which the Author ... By a Presbyter of the Church of England. ... London, 1708, 8v. pp. 254 +. Apparently by the same author as No. 2125.

219. Dodwell, Henry. The Immortal Account of the Eternal Rewards or Punishments of all that hear of the Gospel, without an Immortality necessarily resulting from the Nature of the Souls themselves, that are concern’d in those Rewards or Punishments. Shewing particularly, I. How much of this Account was discover’d by the best Philosophers. II. How far the Accounts of those Philosophers were correct and approved by the Hellenistic Jews ... III. How far the Discoveries aforesaid were improv’d by the Revelations of the Gospel. Wherein the Testimonies alleged of St. Remigius, St. Cyril, St. Terrullian are occasionally consider’d. ... London, 1708, 8v. pp. 293.

220. Testas, Aaron. La connaissance de l’âme par l’écriture, selon ses trois différentes état de sagesse, de sénescence, et de confusion avec le corps. 2 tom. Londres, 1708-10, 8v. Opposes the doctrine of an intermediate place.


222. Wright, John. Some Remarks on Mr. Whiston’s Dissertation about Christ’s Ascension. ... To which is added, a Postscript on Mr. Dodwell’s Opinion for the Natural Mortality of the Soul. ... London, 1709, 8v. pp. 54.


The first six sermons in Vol. II. relate to the same subject, viz., the Reformers’ translation, La Haye, 1734, 8v.


These editions were very small, and were privately printed. Burnet opposes the doctrine of eternal punishment. See Whitmore’s Mod. Hist. of Universitas, 2d ed. L. f93—109. [III. — A French translation, Rotterdam, 1723, 12v.; Dutch, 1725, 8v.


240. — — — — Of the State of the Dead, and of these to rise, translated from the Latin Original. With Remarks upon each Chapter, and an Answer to all the Heresies therein. By Matthias Earbery ... 2 vol. in 3. London, 1726—28, 8v. pp. 126, 134 +. — The 2d Ed. 2 vol. Lond. 1728, 8v. 1.H.

241. — Dr. Burnet’s Appendix to the Ninth Chapter of the State of the Dead. Concerning the Two Resurrections ... and of the Future Restoration of the Jews. ... Translated by Mr. [Thos.] Foxton. London, 1729, 8v. pp. 119, 773


I take the above title from Ch. Pasile's *Catalogue de la Bibliothèque de la Ville de Lille. Théologie.* Lille, 1-50, 8°. p. 494. Is not this the same collection with that described above, No. 10637?


2150. *Watts, Isaac.* Philosophical Essays on various Subjects, viz., Space, Substance, Body, Spirit, ... Innate Ideas, Perpetual Consciousness, Place and Motion of Spirits, the Departing Soul, the Resurrection of the Body. ... To which is subjoined, A Brief Scheme of Ontology. The 2d ed., corrected. London, (1735), 1738, 8°. pp. xiii., 408. + B. 1740, 4°. 5th ed., *ibid.* 1763, 8°.


2152. *Letter (A) to a Deist; or, A Discourse upon the Nature of Man, his State in this Life, his Death, and what he is immediately after Death. London, 1734, 8°. pp. 36.


The whole work is in six vols. Several eds. have been published, one at Gritz, 1642-44, in 24 vols. 8vo. Humboldt was a celebrated Catholic preacher.

216. **Neumeister**, Edmund. Ein theologisch-gutachtem vom Auferstehung der abgeschiedenen Seelen ..., Braunschweig, 1616, 8vo, pp. 16. [1747, 4°, according to Muenz.]


219. _____. This part, which is by Canz, treats of the Last Things. There is also an Appendix on the sleep of the soul, in epistola particularly to Hymn. See Kraft's *Neue Theol. Bibl.* 11, 295-317, H.

220. **Meyer, Joh.** Das Andenken der abgeschiedenen Seelen an die hinterlassenen Verwandten und Bekannten, aus Vermuth und Schrift ... Breslau, 1747, 4°. (10 sh.) — Ibid. 1754, 8vo, pp. 148.

221. **Gemische** [so Herrich; Vermischte, Geschichte der abgeschiedenen Seelen, von der Erschaffung, ... Verleihung, und Verzweckhitzung durch Christum, und der Ausfahrt des Geistes aus dem Leibe. Frankfurt und Leipzig, 1748, 8vo, pp. 132.


231. **Scripture** Account (The) of a Future State considered. 1751. See No. 3964.


235. **Fawcett, J.** Dialogues on the other World .... London, 1759, 8vo, pp. 170 +, 4°.


237. A curious book, for an analysis of which one may see Kraft's *Neue Theol. Bibl.*, Münch., 1758, 8vo, pp. 485-496, or Ernstein's *Neue Theol. Bibl.*, 1759, I. 457-466. Heil, according to the author, is located at present in the centre of the earth; but after the resurrection, this globe will be converted into a sea of fire, the external abode of the lost. The consumption of all things will take place when the number of the saved has become equal to that of the fallen angels.


240. **Letter** (A) to the Rev. Dr. Edmund Law, occasioned by his Discourse on the Nature and End of Death, and his Appendix concerning the Use of the Word Soul in Holy Scripture .... London, 1760, 8vo, pp. 57. G. Comp. No. 2174. Ascribed by Horne to the "Rev. Mr. [sic] — General." 


244. **Kern, Philipp Ernst.** Trauerrede: die Totentaten leben, wo Jesus im Himmel herrscht. Hildburgh. 1762, 8vo, pp. 52.

245. **Pountopidan, Erik, the younger.** Tractat om Sjödens Udödelighet samt dems Tillstånd efter Dalen. Köbemarn, 1762, 8vo.


247. See Ernstein's *Neue Theol. Bibl.*, 1766, VII. 347-342. A Swedish translation, Western, 1758, 8vo. The last three chapters, the back were pub. at Christiania, 147, 129, pp. 36, with the title: "Love to Sjödens Tillstånd meller dem od och demmen," etc.

248. **Blythin, Francis.** Streams of Eternity: in the Discourses on the Four Last Things of God, the Four Last Things of Man and the different Reflections to be made thereon .... London, 1763, 4°.

With an Appendix, partly separate, containing two Discourses on a Middle State. The author is a Catholic.
2198. Dedridge, Philip. A Course of Lectures, etc. 1763. See No. 844.


2195. Harwood, Edward. Thoughts on Time and Eternity; occasioned by the late discoveries of several strandedly great and good men among the Dissenters. London, 1767, 8°. 1st. 6d.

2196. Miller, J. P. A. De Immortalitate corum, qui Verbum Christi servant, ad Joh. viii. 51. Hal. 1767, 4o. 3 gr.

2197. Lavater, Johann. Auszug aus den Werken. Theil, Zürich, 1786, 4o. 99. 73, 8o. IV. Theil (Additions and Corrections), ibid. 1775, 8o.


2200. Gedanken von der Seele des Menschen und dessen Zustände nach dem Tode. Langensalza, 1770, 8o. 64.


2202. Brief Enquiry (A) into the State after Death ... Manchester, 1772, 8o. 6d.


2204. Truth and Error contrasted, in a Familiar Dialogue: in which are clearly shewn 1. the errors of the New Testaments relative to their Present and Future State, to the Resurrection and Judgment, to Heaven and Hell, and Life and Death. By a Lover of Truth ... London, 1776, 8o. pp. 104.


2207. Lavater, Johann. Kasp. Aussichten in die Ewigkeit. Gemeinnütziger Auszug aus dem grosser Werke ... Zürich, 1781, 8o. 75.


In opposition to Lavater.—"Maintains that the blessed will have an organized body immediately after death, and inhabit the skies one of the planets under the government of Christ; that they will see the ter- ritories of the damned in another planet, etc." —Bethech. See also Herich, Sylogos, pp. 192, 193.


2212. —— Aussichten in die unsichtbare Welt; ein Beitrag zu den Predigten über die Bestimmung des Menschen zum ewigen Leben. Mei- dorf und Leipzig, 1775, 8o. 1 st. 6d.


Praised by Herrich, p. 86. The author maintains that Christianity alone gives us full assurance of immortality.

2214. Jacob, Johan. Friedrich. Die vorzügliche Geschichte des Atlantens und der Himmung der Christen ... Celle, 1768, 8o. 3 gr.


2216. Rees, Abraham. The Doctrine of Christ the only effectual Remedy against the Fear of Death, and the Union of Good Men in the Future World; two Funeral Sermons on the Death of the late Robert Robinson. London, 1790, 8o. 1st. 6d.


2218. Stuart, Karl Heinr. Præsentis Vitæ in futura non em Recordatio? Zittaviae, 1791, 8o. (2. 8h.)

2219. Ammon, Christoph Friedr. von. ... De Immortalitate animæ. Eine Uebersetzung der Animæ Immortalitate a Jesu Christo propositæ Præ- stantia. Erlangac, 1793, 8o. pp. 65. Also in his Ontic. Theol. 1793, 8o. pp. 53-108. F.

2220. Cobbold, John Spencer. An Essay towards a Vindication of that Opinion, that hath brought Life and Immortality to Light through the Gospel. Ipswich, 1793, 8o. Also London, 1797, 8o. 1st. 6d.

2221. Lot (Het) der menschen na hun dode, of gedacht om de herstelling der menschen ten ouwigen leven. Haarlem, 1793, 8o. 6t. 00.


Also in his Schriften, etc. Werk, VII. 1, 41-87. H.

2223. Rednachten der zukünftigen Dinge, oder Wahrheiten der Vernunft und Offenbarung. Grosslogian, 1793, 8o. (14 8h.)

2224. Ammer, Richard. Considerations on the Doctrines of a Future State, and the Re- surrection, as revealed, or supposed to be so, in the Scriptures; on the Inspiration and Authority of Scripture itself ... &c. London, 1797, 8o. pp. 312. 2o.

2225. Kronenberger, Ernst. Die letzten Dinge des Menschen, in 18 fastuösepredigten. 2 Thèle, Königgrätz, 1795, 8o. 14 gr.

2298. **Rudiments** posthumes, civiques et pacifiques sur Dieu, sur l'ame et sur l'eternite ... Lyon, 1830, 8°. (1 sh.)


2300. **Christlijsche** overdenkingen onttrent den dood, den staat der afgescheidenheid en de eeuwigheid ... Leiden, 1840, 8°. fl. 1,00.


2302. **Kern**, Friedr. Heinr. Die christliche Eschatologie und praedestinationslehre erortert ... Tubingen, 1841, 8°. pp. 156. The article on Eschatology was first published in the Tubinger Zeitschrift, 1840, Heft 3, pp. 3-119. E.


2308. **Nork**, Friedrich or Felix, originally Solig Korn. Biblische Mythologie des alten und neuen Testaments ... 2 Bde. Stuttgart, 1842-13, 8°. F.


The author maintains the sleep of the soul, and argues against its natural immortality.


2313. **Lichtenstein**.—Darstellung der biblischen Unsterblichkeit Lehre. (Theol. Quartalschrift, 1844, XXVI. 537-574.) D.

2314. **Scherrner Hessling**, H. J. Herin-nering aan dood, graf en eeuwigheid. Amsterdam, 1844, 8°. 60.00 sh.

2315. **Smith**, John, M.A. Sacred Biography; illustrative of Man's Threefold State, the Present, Intermediate, and Future. Glasgow, 1841, 8°. 5s.—New ed., 1847.

Stowe, Calvin Ellis. The Eschatology of Christ, with special reference to the Discourse in Matt. and xxi. (Bibliotheca Sacra for July, 150; VII. 152—478.) II.

Evett, Jul. De Vita, Morte et Resurrectione. Commentatio philosophico-dogmatica ... Paderborn, 151, pp. 120.

Durand, —. Le progres dans la vie future. Strasburg, 151.

Ford andier Die im Jenseits, Belachtum ... der christlichen Unsterblichkeitslehre ... vom Verfasser von: Jesus der Essener u. w. Leipzig, 151, pp. 48.


I, ch. 1, treat of the Nature of the Resurrection, pp. 1—29; ch. ii, of the Intermediate State, pp. 29—53; ch. iii, of the Scriptural Doctrine of Immortality; ch. iv, of the Scriptural Doctrine of Immortality, pp. 85—147; ch. v, of the Resurrection and Future Punishment, pp. 161—240. The author is a Deist.


Also with the title: —"Die Epiphanie der ewigen Persönlichkeit des Geistes. 3.° Gespräch." The first and second Dialogues were published in 1841 and 1847.


[Ballon, Ios. 26]. Condition of Men after Death. (Universitati Quar. for Jan. 153; N. 29—51.) II.

Bryant, Alfred. The Attractions of the World to Come. ... New York, 153, 12, pp. 308.

This title hardly describes the work, which treats of the Millennium, the Intermediate State, the Resurrection, the Day of Judgment, Future Happiness, and Future Punishment.

Chandler, s. C. The Theology of the Bible ...; with a Key to the Revelations. ... New York, 153, 12, pp. 108.

Hilber, Jos. Ant. Die vier letzten Dinge des Menschen. ... Augsburg, 153, 2, pp. 51.

Are the Soul Immortal? [Review of Dobney and Storr's.] (New Englander for Aug. 153; XI. 362—374.) II.


George, Nathan D. Materialism an Antidote to the Doctrines of George Storr's refuted. [New York, 155—] 12, pp. 48. (Tracts of the Tract Soc. of the Meth. Episcopal Church, No. 490.)

Hastings, Horace Lorenzo. Forly Questions on Immortality. [New York, 155—], 12, pp. 4. II.

—. The Old Paths; or, The Primitive Doctrine of a Future Life, embracing Copies Extracts from the Writings of Primitive Christians, with Arguments and Remarks. New York, [cop. 155—], 186, pp. 88. II.

Scripture Searcher, No. 1. The Destiny of the Wicked. ... No. 2. The State of the Dead. ... No. 3. The Coming of Jesus Christ. ... No. 4. The undecided. ... No. 5. Plain Truths. ... No. 6. The Resurrection of the Dead. [New York, 155—], 12, pp. 6. II.


Defends the doctrine of eternal punishment against Reynaud, see No. 49.


Breaker, J. M. C. The Future State. [Review of Whatley.] (Christian Acc. for Jan. 157; XXII. 1—31.)

Briët, J. P. De Eschatologie de leër der toekomende dingen, volgens de schriften des Nieuwen Verbonds. Een geschied-size niteg- knudig onderzoek. 2. din. Tiel, 155—58, 186, pp. viii., 47. II.

Brown, Richard. Byways of the Bible, a series of Contributions on the Number of the Righteous, the Lost or Saved, Heavenly Recognition, Salvation of Infants, ... of the Intermediate State, of the Locality of Heaven, &c. London? 157, 12.

2335b

SECT. III. A. 1.—CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.—GENERAL WORKS. 2336c


23365. Blanchard, Joshua Pollard. The Future Life: an Examination of its Conditions from the New Testament. ... Boston, 1858, 8o. pp. 32. H. Favors the doctrine that the wicked are to be annihilated.


23367. Grant, Miles. What is Man? or a Bible View of his Creation. The Meaning of Soul, Spirit, Death and Hell. Boston, 1854, 1858, 8o. pp. 179. H.

23368. Hibbert, Betsey P. Analysis of Man: or, the Spirit and Soul of Man distinguished: being a Scriptural View of each in this Life, and after Death ... Lowell, 1858, 8o. pp. 296. H.

23369. Hoppin, James M. The Future State. (Bibliotheca Sacra for April, 1853; XV. 381-401.) II.


23372. [Storrs, George]. The Watch Tower: or, Man in Death; and the Hope for a Future Life. Being an Examination of the Teachings of the Holy Scriptures on the State of Man in Death, and his Hope for Life hereafter. ... By Homo. New-York, 1858, 12o. pp. 96. H.


Comprising Nos. 2329-31. 4325. 4142, with extracts from Mtena and By. Law on the state of the dead.


Maintaining that all other worlds are to be peopled with bad men. The author favors the doctrine of the destruction of the wicked.


23379. Larroque, Patrice. Examen critique des doctrines de la religion chrétienne ... 2 ed., Paris, 1859, 8o. II. The author (Tome I. pp. 236-340) earnestly opposes the doctrines of the resurrection of the body and the existence of a future happiness.


23381. Roe, William M. Bible vs. Materialism: in which the Errors and Sophisms of Modern Materialists are fully exposed ... Cincinnati, 1859, 12o. pp. 172.


23383. Ténoufle, F., the Abbé. Défense des premières verites de la foi; [in four parts] I. Destin des diables; II. Le monde. ... Marseille, 1859, 8o. pp. xxxii., 534.

23384. Tocchi, E. Études sur les trois mondes, considérés dans leurs rapports avec la triante sainte Trinité ... Lyon, 1858, 8o. pp. xxvii., 329.

23385. Frye, R. A. The Teaching of the New Testament in regard to the Soul; and the Nature of Christ's Kingdom. ... New York, also Toronto, 1859, 18o. pp. 120.


23392. Law, N. The Scripture Teaching on the Immortality of the Human Soul. By Y. N. L. ... Boston, 1861, 12o. pp. 56.

23393. Schulitz, (E. A. H.) Herrmann. Die Voraussetzungen der christlichen Lehre von der Unsterblichkeit ... Göttlingen, 1861, 8o. pp. 248. F. Denies the natural immortality of the soul; favors the doctrine of the destruction of the incorrigibly wicked.

23394. Luthardt, Christian Ernest. Die Lehre von den letzten Dingen in Abhandlungen und
Schriftleistungen dargestellt ... Leip-
zig, 1831, 8°, pp. vii, 249. 2694. Rinke, Heinr. Wilh. Vom Zustand
nach dem Tode. Biblische Untersuchungen,
mit Berücksichtigung der einschlägigen alten
und neuen Literatur. ... Ludwigshurg, 1861,
8°, pp. xvi., 337.
2695. Letzte Tag (Betr.), oder der Tag des
Gerichts. Betrachtungen über die vier letz-
ten Dinge des Menschen: Tod, Gericht, Him-
nel und Hölle. Nach den Kirchenvatern.
Lüttich, 1861, 8°, pp. 512.
2696. Enfauzini, (Bartélémy) Prosper. La
vie religieuse passeée.—Présente—future. Paris,
1861, 8°, pp. v, 215. D. 
A strange mystical production, by a disciple of
Saint-Simon. It belongs more properly under Sect.
1. of the present class.
2697. Autueren, Carl August. Die schatzo-
logische Rede Jesu Christi Matth. 24. 25. 
With particular reference to Cremer.
2698. Bersicaux,—the Abbe. Les grandes
questions religieuses résolues en peu de mots.
La mort et l’immortalité ... Nancy, 1862,
18°, pp. 205.

2. Biblical Psychology.

2699. Roos, Magnus Friedr. Fundamenta Psy-
chologiae ex Sacra Scriptura sic collecta, at
Dicta eius de Animae eiusque Facultatibus 
agentia collecta, digesta atque explicata sint ... 
Tubingae, 1769, 8°, pp. 248. F.
A German translation, Stuttgart, 1867, 8°.
2700. Wagner, Joh. Friedr. Psychologie
biblica Specimen I, II. Osnabrug. 1757-1777,
8°, 6 gr.
2701. Seller, Georg. Friedr. Animadversione
ad Psychologiam Sacram Pars I.—VII. et 
Praelectiones ad sanctam Scripturam. Halle,
1785, 8°, 4 vols.
christlichen Anthropologie. Berlin, 1781, 8°,
1 th.
des neuen Testaments. Regensburg, 1802,
8°, pp. x., 294.

B. — DEATH.

Note.—The works placed here treat the subject
from very different points of view, and many of
them might be classed under other heads. Two or 
three have been admitted which belong purely to 
physiology. For other works, see Lepinus, Bibli-
otheca Rerum Theologica, art. Mors.

1. General and Miscellaneous Works.

2380. Cyprianus, Cecilius, A.D. 252. De
contumacia Mortis Ospulacum. Colonde, 1816,
8°.
Several later editions. Also in his Opera, ed.
Baltz., pp. 223-236. (H.) This treatise is more
commonly entitled De Mortuicte. An English transla-
tion by Sir Thomas Elyot, London, 1598, 8°; German,
by J. Barchert, Kolnizbach, 1822, 8°.
374. De Bono Mortis Liber. (Opera, Par.
1600-90, fol., I. 389-414.) H.
2382. Rupertus Tabitianus, fl. A.D. 1114.
De Mediatione Mortis Libri II. (Opera, II. 562-
875, Paris, 1628, fol.)
Also in Magne’s Patrolo., CLXX. 357-390. B.
2383. Ars Morienlci.
For the very numerous early editions and transla-
tions of this work, see Hatz. Panzer, Brant, and
Grasse. See also Nos. 3293-97.
2384. Raulin, Jean, 1443-1514. Doctrinale
Mortis ... de triplici Morte corporali seificet, 
Culpe, et Gheenne ... Parisius, 1519, 4°; — 
Also Lugduni, 1519, 4°; Antv. 1612, 4°; Paris, 1620, 
4°.
2385. Marcellino, Valerio. Il Diamante ... 
ev con vive ragioni si mostra la morte non 
esser quel male che il senso si persuade, con 
uma dotta lettica, over discorso intorno alla 
lunga volgar. Vinegia, 1564, also 1565, 4°. 2 sc.
Dialogo scritta con summa dottrina, ed in pura 
gativa tavalia, rare. —Gallatiar.
2386. Kyspenning, Henri. Aqua Vitae de 
Postuma Autentoria, hoc est, Doctrina evangeli-
cal de Mediatione Mortis. Aedita est Im-
mutabilitatis Animae ... Asserto ... Ant-
verpia, Plantia, 1583, 8°.
2387. Pfllcher, Moses. Lehrre vom Todt und 
Absterben des Menschen, in zwolf Predigten, 
elbst einem Anhang von vier Leichenpredig-
ten. Tübingen, 1589, 8°. (2.Ed.) — Also Leip-
zig, 1665, 8°, and Frankfurt, 1607, 8°.
2388. Glisenti, or Glisenti, Fabio. 
1563, N. 1600, No. 612.
2389. Ons, Pedro de. Primera Parte de las 
Posiciones del Hombre. Madrid, 1605, fol.
2385. Jenisch, Paul. Sieben Predigten vom 
Todt und Sterben. Leipzig, 1667, 4°.
A German translation, with a preface by J. G. Prutz. Leipzig, 1699, 12 gr.


De Immortalitate Hominis contra Aquilinum. Lipsiae, 1732, 4°.


Praeff, Christoph Matthiaus. S-Iudæus ... de Morte Naturali. Tubinga, 1722, 4°. "In prælim hyberi, eruditionem ad aedicationem controversiæ ... irritans.


2419. **Macgowan**, John. *Death, a Vision; or, the Solemn Departure of Saints and Sinners*, represented under the Similitude of a Dream. London, 1766, 8°, pp. 79.


2431. Also published as No. 70 of the Tracts of the American Anti-Slavery Association.


2433. Published. See the catalogue of *Buchhändler.*


2438. **Fearn** (The) of Death considered, with the Opinions of Eminent Christian Writers on the Subject. London, 1855, 8°.


2443. **Tromelin**, Frank. *Vom Tode; drei Predigten ... Berlin, 1857, 8°, 12 gr.


2447. *Maintaining that death is everywhere the common case of a new development of being.* — Bretsch.

2448. **Saul**, C. Th. B. Die letzte Stunde oder: der Tod von allen Seiten betrachtet. Bernhiggen für alle, welche sich den Auflösungsmühlen sehr nahe fühlen und für die, welche an der Grüben ihrer Lieben weinen. ... Weimar, 1819, sm. 8°, pp. vii, 175. *F.*


2450. **Larvergue**, Hubert. *De l'agonie et de la mort dans toutes les classes de la société, sous le rapport humanitaire, physiologique et religieux.* 2 vol. Paris, 1812, 8°. *B.*

2451. *The opinions and commentaries on the subject.*


2454. **Burgess**, George, *bp.* The Last Enemy; Conquering and Conquered. ... Philadelphia, 1851, 12°, pp. 390. *G.*

2455. *Holeyoke*, G. Jacob. The Logic of
2450. \textit{CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE. — INTERMEDIATE STATE.}

2454. 1. Comprehensive Works.

\textbf{Note.} — On the happiness of the Intermediate State, see below, F. 2.


2456. \textit{Schultz Jacobi}, J. C. De nederlandsche doodsmans. Utrecht, 1813, sm. 8v. H.

2457. \textit{Langlois}, Enstache Hyacinthe. Essai historique, philosophique et pictoresque sur la Danse des morts, [...] accompagnée de cinquante-quatre planches et de nombreuses vignettes [...] suivit d'une Lettre de M. C. Lecher et d'une Note de M. Depping sur le même sujet. — Ouvrage complet et publié par M. André Pottier [...] et M. Alfred Landry. 2 tom. Rouen, 1852, 8v. F. The most comprehensive work on the subject.


C. — THE INTERMEDIATE STATE.


2464. [Blackburne, Francis]. An Historical View of the Controversy concerning an Intermediate State and the Separate Existence of the Soul, between Death and the
CLASS III.—DEITY OF THE SOUL

2485


2477. Bennet, George. Oiam Hameshnoth, or a View of the Intermediate State, as it appears in the Records of the Old and New Testament; the Apcryphal Books; in Hebraic Authors; and the Greek and Latin Fathers. Carlisle, 1800, 8vo, pp. iv., 419, 6. "The occurrence of various editions and deep research.—By Mr. Heath."

2476. Dodgson, Charles. In Note C. to Vol. I. of his translation of Tertullian, in the Philosophical Transactions, Vol. L., 1782, pp. 116-129, Mr. D. has collected a great number of passages from the Fathers, illustrating their notions of the intermediate state, and their use of the term "Paradise."

See further, No. 2235, Betrachtung.


This fragment, which has been falsely ascribed to Josephus, gives a curious description of "Hades, in which the souls of the righteous and wicked are detained." The best editions of the Greek text are by Lassen, Christianity and Judaism. Vol. I. (Latin) 1843, pp. 291-407; and Lassé in his ed. of Hippolytus, Lips. 1848, pp. 90-109. Witstock's English version is appended to the common editions of his translation of Josephus. See further, No. 2358.


2466. Tostado (Lat. Tostatus), Alonso, Bp. of Avila, 1400-1555. De Animabus separatis, earnaque varia receptaculis. (With two plates of St. Silvia and St. Theretius, in the Otium theologorum tripartitum, Dunl, 1621, 8vo.) Also in his Opera, Tom. XXV, Venetia, 1728, fol. 129-140, see Plujo, Greek, des Graeco uterque lecti, II. n. 172-174, which calls it "a very curious" work.

2465. Jacobus de Clasa, or de Erfordia, or de Paradiso, or de Graytrode, or de Junterbrock, Curthiassius. (Tractatus de Animabus exinitus a Corporibus, sicque sepulcrum Animarum, Burgdorfg, 1673, Ed. 2d, leaved to IV.) Dn. Hein., n. 1379, n. 1; Dn. Hein. de several extract of this year published in the fifteenth century.

2464. Blancard, or Blancart (Lat. Candidus, Alex. De la Mathiaticque Jusue- tum statun a Morte. Colonii, [1551], 8vo.

2463. Viret, Pierre. Disputationes Christianae. (Genève, 1552, 8vo.)

To the fate of the "la eumorphie infernale," "le purgatoire," "le limbo," "le sein d'Abraham," and "la senza desecare aux enfer.

2462. Specker (Lat. Specernus), Melchior, von den leiblichen Todes und dem Stände der Seele nach demselben bis auf den jüngsten Tag. Strasb. 1590, 4to, p. 263.

2461. Flavin, Melchior de. De l'estat des ans après le trépas, et comment elles vivent estant separées du corps; et des purgatoires quickel-confin qui en monde et in l'autre. Tholose, 1593, 4to.

Also Paris, 1579, 8vo, f. 166; 1595, 8vo; and Rosen, 1574, 12vo.

2460. Faber, Basil. Traite de Vouan de la Seel en le Verbonblen et alianh loin de l'estat "... Leipzig, 1579, 8vo.—Also ibid. 1584, 8vo.


Also in his Opera, V. 1., 157-168.


2456. Blesken, Dithmar, Refrigerium ex Fontibus Israels desquantum adversus Purgatorium Melchioris Flavini, in quo de Statu Animae ejusque Operationibus dum ad in Corpore est et post Discessum a Corpore docetur. Item de Sequalit, de Vita aeterna et Inferno ... Aliquot Historiis orantum. Arnhemiae, 1619, 8vo, 20 gr.


2453. Vossius, Gerardi Johannis, De Statu Animae & Corporae separata. (In his Thesee Theod., 1628, 4to; Opera, VI. 391-579.) II.


2451. Gilloli, G. T. Propugnatio naturalis Inclinationes, quam post hominum Mortem Animarum rationalis, separata habet ad Corpus sumus et ad reterramum cum illo Unionem. Patavii, 1655, 4to.


2449. Amyrant, or Armirant (Lat. Amyrantus, Bp. of Aosta, 1346-1378, de Instat des fidèles après la mort. Sammar, 1646, 4to.)

Also in 1577, 8vo.

A Dutch translation, Utrecht, 1650, and Almut. 1735, 8vo. Also, Leipzig, 1664, 8vo, 12vo, with the title "The Evidence of Things not Seen." London, s.n.


2545. **Simon**, Friedr. Theod. Eus. Anfrichtes Betrachtungen über die Ewigkeit der mittleren Zustände derer vom Leibe abgeschiedenen Seelen. ... Erfurt, 1741, 4o. (11 sh.)

In opposition to Tresenreter. See Herich, Syllagge, p. 324, in Zokzer's Universal Lex. art. Tresenreter.

2546. **Speiser, C. N.** An Mortuorum Animae seint, nun relleis in his Terris bene vel male sit? Lipsiae, 1742, 4o. 2 gr.

2547. **Erinnerungen** über Tresenreter Progr. de Statu Medio Animarum a Corpore separarum and the darüber ersehenen schriftmassigen Betrachtungen. Schwab, 1744, 8o. pp. 32.


Also appended to his Christian Plan, 2d ed., London, 1746, 8o.

2549. **Schriftmassiger** Unterricht vom Aufenthalt der abgeschiedenen Seelen. Nürnberg, 1745, 8o. pp. 45.


2551. **Zeibich**, Carl Heinr. De Statu Animae Christi a Corpore separatae illiusque Prae- gatitivis Commentario ... Wittemberge, 1746, 80. 44.

2552. **Schubert, Joh. Ernst.** Von dem Verlangen der abgeschiedenen Seelen, bey den hinterlassenen Leichtdragenden zu seyn. Jena, 1747, 4o. 2 gr.


2559. **Peckard**, Peter. Observations on the Doctrine of an Intermediate State between Death and the Resurrection; with some Remarks on the Rev. Mr. Goddard's Sermon on that Subject. ... London, 1756, 8o. pp. 64. 4f.

2560. **Remarks** upon a late Treatise relating to the Intermediate State; or the Happiness of Righteous Souls immediately after Death, for the use of Children. London, 1756, 8o. Abridged by Horne to "Dr. Booth." Comp. No. 2567.

2561. **[Blackburne, Francis].** No Proof in the Scriptures of an Intermediate State of Happiness or Misery between Death and the Resurrection. In Answer to Mr. Goddard's Sermon ... To which are added, Remarks on a Letter in the Gentleman's Magazine for April, 1756, and on a Paragraph in a Sermon of Archbishop Tindal. With an Appendix, in Answer to some Remarks upon a late Treatise relating to the Intermediate State, &c. London, 1756, 8o. pp. 74. 4f.


2563. **Steef, John.** Five Letters ... London, 1757, 8o. pp. 127.

Letters I. and II. are on the Intermediate State.

2564. **Dawson, Benjamin.** Two Tracts relating to the Doctrine of an Intermediate State, being Remarks on Mr. Steef's Letter concerning the State of the Soul after Death, and his Brief Defence of the Same (Appendix to his Illustration of the True State of the Souls and Texts of Scripture, 1755, 8o. pp. 257-293.) H.


2565. **Morton, Thomas, D. D., Rector of Bussingham.** Queries, addressed to the Rev. Dr. Law. One of Five, in which he has advanced on the Soul of Man, and a Separate State: with a Few Remarks on the Rev. Mr. Peckard's Observations on the Doctrine of an Intermediate State. Lincoln, 1757, 8o. 44.

2566. **Peckard, Peter.** Further Observations on the Doctrine of an Intermediate State, in Answer to the Rev. Dr. Morton's Queries. ... London, 1757, 8o. pp. 73. H.


2568. **Discourse (A) upon the Intermediate State.** Shewing that all Righteous souls ... are immediately, upon putting off their Bodies, with Christ in Joy and Felicity. ... London? 1759, 8o. pp. 34. Ascribed by Horne to "Dr. Booth." Comp. No. 2559.

2569. **Schubert, Joh. Ernst.** De Visione Dei ante Resurrectionem Carnis. Helmst. 1759, 4o. (2 sh.)

2570. **Pontoppidan, Erik, the younger, 1762.** See No. 291, etc.


2572. **Chappelow, Leonard.** Two Sermons concerning the State of the Soul in its Immediate Separation from the Body. Written by Bishop Ball. Together with some Extracts relating to the same Subject, taken from Writers of distinguished Note and Character. With a Preface. ... Cambridge, 1765, 8o. pp. xii., 129. H.

2573. **Mesterton, Cart.** De Anima humana separata Corpore. [At pp. Joh. R. Reinholn.] Above, 1765, 4o. (1 sh.)


2575. **Jones, William, of Naylor. Three
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Maintains the doctrine of an intermediate state.

2590. Hades and the Resurrection; or, A Voice to the Church of Jesus Christ. London, 1852, 12*, 2 v. 6d.


2592. Place (The) of Departed Spirits. (Church Rev. for July, 1852; 1:232-241.) BA.


2594. — The Intermediate State, and Christ among the Dead .... Translated from the German by the Rev. John Frederick Schon. London, 1856, 12*, pp. 184.

2595. Blakeman, Phineas. The State of the Soul between Death and the Resurrection. ... New York, 1855, 12* or 18*, pp. 114.


2597. Griffin, Nathaniel Herrick. Place and Condition of the Departed. (Biblotlioth. Sacra for Jan. 1856; XII1.113-172.) H.


2. Sleep of the Soul.

Note.—See also the preceding subdivision, and the Index of subjects.

2600. Calvin, Jean. Psychopannychia, qua refutatur quomodo Imperitorum Error, qui Animas post Mortem usque ad Ultimum Judicium dormire putant .... Aureliae, 1553. Also in the Origenesgraaffo's of J. A. Grynaeus, 1554, 8*, ff. 54, and 1558, 8*.


2601. Lutz, or Luz, Renhardus, Electrophotosis. Conflaturo eorum, qui Animas Mortuorum dormire assensui. Basileae, 1560, 4to. Also in the Origenesgraaffo's of J. A. Grynaeus, 1559, 2to, 121.170-172 (II.), with the title, "Sommnis Christianorum .... nec non usque ad Veritatis Draconis, de conmutatium Animorum in Nocosindm se Resurrecctum." H.

2602. More, Henry. That the Soul doth not sleep after Death. (In his Explanation of the Grand Mystery of Godliness, 1660, fol., Book I. Ch. VI.-X.)


2604. Private Letter (A) of Satisfaction to a Friend concerning the Sleep of the Soul, the State of the Soul after Death till the Resurrection, ... Prayer for departed Souls whether Lawful or not .... N.P. 1667, 8* B.M.

2605. Pfaff, Christoph Matthias. Dissertatio de Somnio Animarum post Mortem, contra Dornenburgium. Tubingae, 1710, 4to, pp. 16.

2606. [Watts, Isaac]. An Essay toward the Proof of a Separate State. 1732. See No. 2541.


2608. Heyn, Joh. Sendgeschrieben an Herrn Doctor ... Baumgarten, worinne ... Doctor Isaac Watts Meynungen vom Schlaf der abgeschiedenen Seele bescheiden gepriift sind .... Frankfurt, 1746, 8*, pp. 151.-2 Aufl., Halle, 1748, 8*.


2611. Sim accessi, Christian Ernst, Gedanken über die Lehren von der Unsterblichkeit und dem Schlaf der Seele. 2 Theile. 2 Aufl. (Berlin, 1747.,) Frankfurt an der Oder, 1751, 8*, pp. 170, 208.

See also to Heyn. See Kraft's Neue Theol. Bibl. I. 158-146, and 1748. III. 36-33. H.


Also in his Theol. Bedenken. Samml. VI, Halle, 1749, 4*.


2617. Duplesschrift über die gute Sache von dem Zustande der Seele nach dem Tode, als eine Rethung der Sache Thofschreiben, etc. .... Frankfurt und Leipzig, 1755, 8*, pp. 381.


See Kraft's Neue Theol. Bibl. 1755, X. 926-930. H.

2619. [Du Rosey, —]. Von dem Zustande der Seele nach dem Tode, als eine Antwort 731
2620 CLASS III.—DESTINY OF THE SOUL. 2643


Maintains the sleep of the soul. "Incoherent and confused."—Bibl. Repert.


Maintains that man has no conscious existence between death and the resurrection. Reprinted in the Bible Examiner for May and June, 1852— VII. 69-96.

2633 Porter, James. The Condition of the Dead. (Methodist Quart. Rev. for Jan. 1850; XXXII. 113-124.) H.

Against the sleep of the soul.

2634 Heaven, Hell, Hades; or Sleep of the Soul. (Kittos's Journal of Soc. Lit. for April, 1853; N. S. iv. 56-79. Comp. pps. 413-432.) D. Maintains the sleep of the soul.

2635 We, B. C. "On the Sensibility of SeparateSouls considered. London, 1853, 12mo, pps. xi., 192. G.


Dr. Field maintains the unconsciousness of the dead in the interval between death and the resurrection.

3. Descent of Christ into Hades; Limbo.

Note.—This subject belongs principally to Chro-
tology, and the following titles are only a selection from the copious and unprofitable literature relating to it.

2657 Dietelnair, Joh. Augustin. Historia Dogmatis de Descensu Christi ad Infesos Litera-
raria: cum Pracfactione Joh. Baltis. Bern-
holdi. Norimbureae, 1741, 4to. (16 sh.) — Ed.

2658 Sjecier, Joh. Salomon. De vario et impa-
riter Veterani Studio in recolenda Historia Divinorum Christi ad Infesos. [Progr.] Hal.
1727, 4to.

2659 Volborth, Joh. Carl. Epistola pasto-
ralis, qua quantum Errer Apollinaris con-
tulerit, ut Dogma de Descensu ad Infesos Symbolis Fidelis inscriberet, pauci declaratur. Bruxelles, 1768, 4to. See B. v. 1228-1229.

2660 Clausen, Joh. Dogmatis de Descensu Christi ad Infesos Historian bibliacque ecclesiasticam composuit, variaque Observationibus et philosophicis illustravit . . . Hafniae, 1763, 4to.

2661 Waage, Georg Holger. De Actae Ar-
ticulorum in Symbolo Apostolico tradituar Jesu Christi ad Infesos Descensus. . . . Hainze, 1836, 8vo, pps. 174.


2663 [Ballou, Josias, 2d.]. Historical Sketch of Interpretations of I Pet. iii. 18-20, and iv. 6. (J. W. Civilized Quarr. for April, 1855; N. 51-218-214.) H.


A work of original and careful research. A small edition was privately printed at Medford, Pa., 1853, 8vo.

On the history and literature of this subject, sec. further, Bretschneider, System. Entwickelung, etc. pps. 508-600, and below,
No. 2674. Pearson; 2673, Niemann; 2672, King; 2670, Iltig; 2699, Jager; 2698, Pott; 2697, Home; 2696, König; 2700, Güder; and 2700, Köhler.


266. **Caelsson.** Died about a.d. 840, Caelson's Metrical Paraphrase of Parts of the Holy Scriptures, in Anglo-Saxon; with an English Translation, Notes, and a Verbal Index, by Benjamin Thorpe ... London, 1827. 4to. 394. 1.

267. **Epiphanius, Pseudo.** Oratio in ... Sepultanum Domini ... et in Domini in Infernum Descensum. Gr. and Lat. (In Epiphanii Opera, Pars 3, 222 fol., II. 290-275.) II. 3-5. — Also in Lutin, to one of the later Epiphanes, of whom one a.d. 630, another a.d. 870.


270. **Harrowing of Hell (The), a Miracle-Play written in the Reign of Edward the Second, now first published from the Original Manuscript in the British Museum, with an Introduction, Translation, and Notes. By James Orchard Halliwell ... London, 1849. sm. 4o. or 8vo, pp. 33. F.

271. **Widdebrand, Friedr. Triumphus resurgentis Christi ab Inferno; Carname. Wittenberg, 1521. 4to.


273. **Granada, Luis de (Lat. Ludovici Granatensis).** Conciones de miraculis Saccorum Festia et Diobis Dominici per totum Annun. 4 vol. Antwerpiae, 1557-81, fol.

For a striking extract from Luis de Granada's sermon on the Resurrection, describing Christ's descent into hell, see Ticker's *Hist. of Spanish Lit.* III. 121-136.

274. **Agricola, Franciscus.** Evangelicarum Demonstracionum Libri IV. in quibus ... demonstravit Christi descendisse ad Infernum descellisse et Animas Piorum unde a Limbo liberasse. Colonic, 1578, 12o.

275. **Carile, or Carlisle, Christopher.** A Discourse concerning two Divine Passions. The First effectually concluding, that the Souls of the Faithfull Fathers, decreated before Christ, went immediately to Hellen. The Second touching the Descension of our Sionian Christ into Hell ... London, 1552, sm. 8vo, pp. 17, ff. 173+.

276. **Vie, Henricus de.** De Descensus Jesu Christi ad Inferos ... *Antwerpiae, 1556,* 4to, pp. 162.

277. **Busseus (Dutch Boys), Joh.** Disputation de Descensus Christi ad Inferos, adversus Decretum Libri Concordiae Lutheranorum. Colonic, 1559. 4to.

278. **Hill, Adam.** The Defense of the Article, Christ descended into Hell. With Arguments objected against the Truth of the same Doctrine, of one Alex. Hus; all which Reasons are confuted and the Author's Reasons demonstrated. London, 1559. 8vo.

279. **Herrnswagner, Caspar.** Tract predictivum von Hände der Lebendigen, darinnen die II. Seelen der Verstorbenen bis an den Jüngsten Tag verwahret werden. Schmalkalden, 1539, 4to.

280. **Jacob, Henry.** A Treatise of the Sufferings and Victory of Christ in the Work of our Redemption. ... Written against certain Errors in these Points publicly preached in London [by Bp. Bilsen], 1597. [London?] 1598, 8vo. B.

281. **Bilson, Thomas, Bp.** The Effect of certain Sermons [preached in 1557?] touching the Full Redemption of Mankind by the Death and Blood of Christ Jesus: wherein ... and briefly, What Pacifies Christ suffered in his Soul on the Cross: together with the Place and Purpose of his Descent to Hell after Death ... London, 1599, 4o. B.

282. **Broughton, Hugh.** An Explanation of the Article of Christ's Descent into Hell. [Containing various tracts relating to the subject, originally published from 1550 to 1605; or later, particularly against Bp. Bilson; including also his "Oration to the Genevans" in Greek and English.] (Works. Lond. 1662, 4to, pp. 727-810.) H.


284. **Bilson, Thomas, Bp.** The Effect of certain Sermons [preached in 1557;] touching the Man's Redemption: and of his Descent to Hades for our Deliverance. London, 1604, fol. B.

285. **Brieve Answeres (A) unto certaine Objections against the Descension of Christ into Hell. London, 1599, 4o. B.

286. **Limbo-mastix, that is, a Canvise of 793
Limbus Patrum, showing ... that Christ de-
sended not in Soul to Hell to deliver the fa-
thers from thence. London, 1694, 4°. BL.

2603. Parkes, Richard. An Apology of Three Testi-
monies of Holy Scripture, concerning the Ar-
ticle of our Creed. He descended into
Hell. London, 1667, 4°. BL.

2604. — The Second Book, containing a Re-
joinder to a Reply made against the former
Book, lately published in a printed Pamph-
let, intituled, Limbos-mastix. London, 1667,
4°. BL.

2605. Willet, Andrew. Limbornastix: that is a
Stomach for a Layler, containing a Full
... Answer to the Unchristian Evagles
... vented by one Rich. Parkes, against the
Author of Limbornastix. Cambridge, 1667,
4°. BL.

2606. Parker, Robert, and Sanford, Hugh.
De Descensus Jesu Christi ad Inferos Liber Libri
quatuor, ab Hugone Sanfordo inchoato. Amst.
1611, 4°. BL.

2607. Guild, William. Limbo’s Battery: or,
an Answer to a Papish Pamphlet of Christ’s
Descend into Hell. Aberdeen, 1610, 12°.

2608. Pearson, John, Ep. An Exposition of the
Creed. ... London, 1639, 4°. Numerous
editions. See on Art. V., where the subject
of Christ’s “Descent into Hell” is treated
with great learning.

2609. Eckhard, Hein. De Descensu Christi
ad Inferos Libellus. Lipsiae, 1661, sm. 8°.
... Maintains the doctrine of the Formula of
Concord. — Bretch.

2610. Richard, Jacob. De Descensu Christi
ad Inferos contra Novatoris censuram Dissert-
Gisae, 1671, 4°. 4 gr.

2611. Lightfoot, John. A Discourse upon
the Fourth Article of the Apostolic Creed.
[Works, Strype’s ed., 11. 1531-1535, Lond.
1834, fol.; or Pim’s ed., VI. 3-36.] II
Opposes very vigorously the common notions
of Catholics and Protestants on the subject.

2612. Smith, Richard, of London. A Letter
To the Hon. Hen. Hammond, concerning the
Fence of that Article in the Creed He de-
sended into Hell; together with Dr. Ham-
mond’s Answer. London, 1681, 4°. BL.

2613. Carpzov, Johann. Benedict, the younger.
Dissertatio de Descensu Christi ad Inferos ex
Ecclesiis de cadem. [Præs. J. G. Lucas.]
Lipsiae, 1687, 4°.
Also in his Diss. Acad. pp. 649-711. — Maintains
the common doctrine of Galen and sorceress. — Bretch.

2614. Niemann, Sebastian. Dissertatio de dis-
ctissima Pontificiorum in Infero Cæsariis.

2615. Meisner, Johann. Tractatus de Descensu
Christi ad Inferos. Vitebige, 1690, 4°.
[gr.

2616. Francke, Wilhelm. Dissertatio de
Descensu Christi ad Inferos ex 1 Petr. iii.
18, 19. [Præs. J. G. Neumann.] Vitebige,
1691, 4°. pp. 50. — Also 1702.
... Andrew Willet. See No. 2604.
... Counts Christ composed the Devil and
Hell meritorious, ratione acquisitionis, and notagitorcici,
ratione promulgationis. — Bretch.

2617. Laueche, Is. De Descensu Christi
ad Inferos dictis Magistro Altorhia, 1709, 4°. 4 gr.

2618. Dummer, Jeremias. Dissertation Theo-
logica de Christi ad Inferos Descensus....
Sub Præsidio ... Herrmann Witsi ... Luddi-

2619. Hase, Cornelius. De Descensu Christi
ad Inferos loca Terra. Freyberg, 1725, 4°.
... in opposition to Carpzov on Eph. iv. 9, 10.

2620. Lucius, Johann. Gottlieb. Vindiciae Dis-
sertationis Carpzoviæ: de Descensu Christi
ad Inferos. Lipsiae, 1762, 4°. pp. 48.
... Andrew Willet. See No. 2604.
... C. Hase, who opposed the notion of a
local descent.

2621. [King, Peter, Lord.] The History of the
French and English Creeds: with Critical Obser-
vations on its several Articles. The 3d Ed.
London, (1763, ...) 1711, 8°. pp. (10), 455, H.
... On the Descent of Christ into Hell, see pp. 178-
199, 300-319.

2622. Ittig, Thomas. Dissertatio de Evangelio
Marcus ammuniato, ad 1 Petr. iv. 8. Jena, 1730, 4°. pp. 56.
... The modern and modern opinions on the subject
are copiously stated and discussed. Also reprinted
in his Exercitationes Theol. p. 258 sqq. — Bretch.

Descensu Christi ad Inferos ... Lipsiae, 1731, 8°. (5 sh.)

2624. Hude, Heinrich von der. De Descensu
Christi ad Inferos. [Pres. J. B. Carps.
zon.] Helmsstadia, 1736, 4°.

2625. Tiphaigne de la Roche, Charles
Francois. Les visions d'Itharim, philosophique
arabe, on Essai sur la nature de l'âme: rela-
tion d'un voyage aux Limbes, et Bigarrures
An earlier ed. was publ. at Amsterdam in 1769,
with the title, "Les bigarrures philosophiques," etc.

Abulchelii Testamentu anti Christi Mortem.
... Romane, 1766, 4°. pp. 322 +.
... See Nordel, et. pub. in Firenze, 1767, XXII.
58-59, 61-62, 63-64. — B.

2627. Cadonici, Giovanni. De Statu Bestia-
tatis Animatis Sanctorum Antiqui Testa-
menti ante Christi Descensus in Inferos:
De Vindicis Purgatori, et de non retarciis Ani-
matis Sanctorum, inter cadem Studia in Mansione
Coeliiti. ... Venetia, 1769, 8°. pp. 52.

2628. Lettecre theologicae spectantes alla contro-
versia tra il signor Giovanni Cadonici e il
Padre Liberato Passouli ... intorno alla beul-
tudine de'santipatriarchi nel santo d'Abram.
Venecia, 1769, 8°. pp. 52.
... See Nordel, et. pub. in Firenze, 1763, XXIV.
578-580, 598-601. — B.

2629. Cadonici, Giovanni. Andrea Augusti
quae videtur Sententia de Existenti Sanctorum
... Antiqui Testamenti ante Christi Descensus in Inferos...
contra Haherocis 
Philosopherum ... impugnantes. Venetiis, 1765, 4°.

2630. Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von. Poeti-
che Gedanken über die Höllefahren Jesu
Christi. Erst publ. in a periodical entitled Der Sichthohe.
Frankfort, 1766; then in the ed. of his Werke in 2
vol., Stuttgart, 1830-37, 8°. It is his first printed
poem. See Wenzel, Aus Weizen großer Popen, p. 11.

2631. Manachi, Tommaso Maria. De Animatis
Justorum in Sinu Abana ante Christi
Mortem: Exemplar Anschauer Turnen Dei.
2 vol. Romae, 1766, 4°. A.

2632. Lettera d'un chiaro regolare al P.
Manachi contro la sua opera De Animatis
Justorum ... etc. Cosmiopolis, 1766, 8°. —
All answer to, no 2631.
... Ascribed by some to Marino Natali, by others
to Urbano Testelli.

2633. Eichh, Johann. Rudolph. De Viá, qua
Concertationem de Descensu Christi ad In-
feros composere voluit Dominus la Grave,
difficili potius quam expedita. Erlange,
1769, 4°. 14 gr.

2634. Unger, Joh. Friedr. Verumtund- und
schriftenfussige Gedanken von der Hülle und
der Höllefahren Christi. Halle, 1770, 8°.

2635. Unger, Imman. Theodor. Dissertatio
Christi DOCTRINE.—PurgATORY.
toire des Chrétiens imparfaits après cette vie mortelle; le second est de la qualité et condition des âmes séparées ... Paris, 1588, 8°.

2775. Du Moulin (Lat. Molinæus, Pierre, the elder). Les eaux de Siloë, pour estendre le feu du purgatoire et noyer les traditions, les limes ... [etc.]. La Rochelle, 1603, 8°. — Ibid. 1608, 1610, 8°.

2776. Du Moulin (Lat. Molinæus, Pierre, the elder). The Waters of Siloe, to quench the Fire of Purgatory, and to destroy the Traditions, Limboes, Man's Satisfactions, and all Popish Indulgences ... Oxford, 1612, 8°.

2777. Soares de Santa Maria, Diogo. Torrent de feu, sortant de la face de Dieu pour secheroser les eaux de Mara, encoles dans la chassée du Moulin d'Ablon: où est amplement prouvé le purgatoire et les suf- fages pour les trépassez ... Composé par le R. P. Jacques de Sainte Marie ... Paris, 1603, 8°, pp. 12.


2779. [Duval, André]. Le feu d'Helie, pour tahir les eaux de Siloë, auquel est amplement prouvé le purgatoire. Paris, 1603, 8°.

2780. Du Moulin (Lat. Molinæus, Pierre, the elder). Aggrèvement des eaux de Siloë pour estendre le feu du purgatoire, et noyer les satisfactions humaines et les indul- gences papales, contre les raisons ... d'un cordé portugais [D. Soares de Santa Maria] défendus par trois écrits ... Le torrent de feu ... La flouraine ardente ... Le feu d'Helie ... La Rochelle, 1604, 8°. — Ibid. 1612, 8°.


2783. Purgatorio des catholiques contre le désherbement des eaux du Lac de Genève. 1605, 8°.


2786. Heissé, Sebastian. Trois Questions breviter discutées ... Item, Lutheranum Animum Purgatorium; ubi nominat de Original Anima. Ingolstadtii, 1613, 8°, pp. 179-.

A German translation. 1613, 4°.


2789. [Rachil, Jalal]. Purgatories Triumph over Hell, mange the Barking of Cerbus in Sir Edward Iobbys Countersnare, described in a Letter to the said Knight from J. R. London, 1613, 4°.


null
D.—THE RESURRECTION.

Note.—Under this head are also placed works which discuss the question of an ethereal body or vehicle of the soul, not separated from it by death.


2931. Sykes, Arthur Ashley. An Enquiry when the Resurrection of the Body, or Flesh, was first inserted into the Public Creeds. London, 1757, 8°. pp. 52. II.

2932. Rutherforth, Thomas. Four Charges to the Clergy of the Archdeaconry of Essex. ... Cambridge, 1763, 8°. pp. 93.

2933. The fourth Charge contains "an Enquiry, whether the Article of the Resurrection of the Body or Flesh was not inserted into the Public Creeds before the Middle of the Fourth Century," in answer to Dr. Sykes.

2934. Teller, Wilh. (Lat. Gnll.) Abraham. Filiae Dogmatis de Resurrectione Carnis per quos decernit Suso. Enarration historico-crítica ... [In Two Parts]. Helmeutstadt [and Halle], 1766 [-67], 8°. 472. F.

2935. Part II., pp. 184-472, has the half-title:—"Reliquiae Ascend. Sepulchri III. et IV. de Resurrectione Carnis," Muschel calls it "a very useful collection, made with great diligence." There is a good review of the work in Ernesti’s Neue Theol. Bibli., IX. 221-234. II.


See further, on the history and literature of the subject, No. 454, Fabricius; 2941, Ramers; 2964, Dame; 2570, Pearson; 2905, Hody; 3823, Nosheim; 3845, Meiler; 3981, Zehri; 3983, Hamberger.


2941. Teller, Wilh. (Lat. Gnll.) Abraham. Filiae Dogmati de Resurrectione Carnis per quos decernit Suso. Enarration historico-crítica ... [In Two Parts]. Helmeutstadt [and Halle], 1766 [-67], 8°. 472. F.


2943. Apostles. See the so-called Apostatical Constitutions, Lib. V. c. 7.

2944. Jacobus Nialbenus, Fl. A.D. 325. ... Sermones, Armenice et Latine ... Rome, 1756, 13°.

See further, on the subject of the resurrection, those prefixed De Principi. II. 10; contra Odes. V. I. 14-24, VII. 32, 33, VIII. 49, 50, in his Opp. I., Secta in Psalmo (in P. 1. 3). Opp. II. 332-336; Comm. in Matth. Opp. III. 311-314 (Von Colm.)


2947. Apostles. See the so-called Apostatical Constitutions, Lib. V. c. 7.

2948. Jacobus Nialbenus, Fl. A.D. 325. ... Sermones, Armenice et Latine ... Rome, 1756, 13°.

See further, on the history and literature of the subject, No. 454, Fabricius; 2941, Ramers; 2964, Dame; 2570, Pearson; 2905, Hody; 3823, Nosheim; 3845, Meiler; 3981, Zehri; 3983, Hamberger.

See further, on the history and literature of the subject, No. 454, Fabricius; 2941, Ramers; 2964, Dame; 2570, Pearson; 2905, Hody; 3823, Nosheim; 3845, Meiler; 3981, Zehri; 3983, Hamberger.

See further, on the history and literature of the subject, No. 454, Fabricius; 2941, Ramers; 2964, Dame; 2570, Pearson; 2905, Hody; 3823, Nosheim; 3845, Meiler; 3981, Zehri; 3983, Hamberger.


2950. Gregorius Nyssenus, Fl. A.D. 370. ... De Anima et Resurrectione cum Sorore sua
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2946. Ambrosius, Aop. of Milan, fl. A.D. 374. De exsecuo Fratris sui Satyri, et Liber subsidus de Fide et Resurrection. (Opera, Par. 1686-90, fol. II. 1109-71.) H.


2950. Matthaeus, Joh. Leichenpredigten über ein Cor, X. in drei Thellen. Nürnberg, 1559, 4vo.—Ibid. 1563, 4to.

2951. Luther, Martin. Vier Predigten ... von der Auferstehung und letzter Passione Gottes [on 1 Cor. Xv.] ... Erfurt, 1563, 8vo. Also in his Werke, Walch's ed., VIII. 1598-1611. B.

2952. Sorbin de Sainte-Poi, Armand. Huit sermons de la resurrection de la chair ... Paris, 1574, 8vo.


2955. Aubery (Lat. Alberius or Auber- rius); Claude. A demonstrate Observation of the resurrection of the dead compiled by Claude Aubery, … London, Hugh Singleton, x.d. [1588?], 8vo, ff. 15. The original Latin was publ. about 1586.

2956. Muller, Georg. Articul von der Aufer- stehung der Todten ... in sieben Predigten [on 1 Cor. xv.]. Jena, 1591 [1607], 12mo.


2959. Cranmer, Daniel. Tractatus de subini Corporis spiritualis Beat. Mysterio, Mh. und Tegutetarn, 1601, 4to.—Also Francof. 1583, 8vo. (124.)


2963. Schilling, Wenceslaus. ... Schule, darinne ... examiniert wird, ob ein natür- licher Menschen, der an seinen natürlichen Kräften gelassen die Auferstehung der Tod- ten probabiliter erreichen und fassen könne; wird vermeint ... Magdeburg, 1610, 8vo, pp. 127.

2964. See Bevangarten's Nachrichten von merkub. Büchern, II. 314-318. B.

2965. [Flud (Lat. de Fluctibus), Robert.] Tractatus theologo-philosophicus, quod Resurrectionis, quod quorum I. de Vita. II. de Mor- te. IIII. de Resurrection. Cui inscruta- tu nonnulla Sapientiae veteris ... Fragmenta ... collecta, Fratibus: a Cruce Rosae dic- ta. in sacra Ecclesia a Rudolfo Oris [opus for Roberto Fludo] Britanno. ... Oppenheimii, 1617, 4to, pp. 126.


2967. Gedik (Lat. Gedicus), Simon. Ar- ticulo von der Auferstehung der Todten ... in zwölf Predigten [on 1 Cor. xv.]. Leipzig, 1617, 4vo.


2969. [Dame, Friedr.] Dialogus de Resurrec- tione Mortuorum, ad Legen, au vero ad Evangeliun pertinent ... Hamburgi, 1627, 8vo. In opposition to Jce. Neubauer.


2972. Day, Martin. Doome-Downe-Day or, A Treatise of the Resurrection of the Body; deliv- ered in Twenty-two Sermons on 1 Cor. Xv. ... London, 1636, 4to.


2974. Albrecht, Georg. Surige mortui: Erklärung des Articul von der Auferstehung der Todten, in acht und dreysigy Predigten. Umu, 1641, 4to.—Also Augsburg, 1649, 4to. (71.)


2977. Holms, or Holmes, Nathaniel. The Resurrection Revealed ... In Seven Books. London, 1651, fol.

2978. — The Resurrection- Revealed raised above Doubt and Difficulties, in Ten Exerci- tations. London, 1664, fol. Millenarian. — An abridgment of these two works was published in London, 1833, 8vo.


2984. Appended to his "Considerations about the Reconsti- tution of Reason and Religion." By T. B. a Lay- man.


2981. Müller, P. De Immutatione Superstitionis in Fine Mund. Jenae, 1683, 4to.


2983. Collier, Jeremy. The Difference between the Present and Future State of our Bodies; a Sermon on 1 Cor. xv. 23. London, 1686, 4to.


2988. Hody, Humphry. The Resurrection of the Celestial Body as asserted; from the Traditions of the Heathens, the Ancient Jews, and the Primitive Church. With an Answer to the Objections brought against it. London, 1694, 8vo, pp. 224-+. H.

2989. Tenison, Thomas, Afb. Concerning the Celestial Body of a Christian after the Resurrection; a Sermon, on 1 Cor. xv. 53. London, 1694, 4to.

2990. Wilson, Rev. William, M.A., of Morley, Derbyshire. A Discourse of the Resurrection; shewing the Importance and Certainty of it. London, 1694, 8vo, pp. 296-+. MHS.


2992. Locke, John, ... Reply to the ... Bishop of Worcester's [E. Stillingfleet] Answer to his Second Letter. Wherein ... what his Lordship has said concerning ... the Resurrection of the Body; the Immateriality of the Soul [etc.] ... is examined. London, 1699, 8vo. H.

2993. Also in his Works, 2nd ed., 1692, 4to. 191-495. H.

2994. B., M.A. The Resurrection founded on Justice ... [In opposition to Dr. Hody.] By N. B. M. A. London, 1700 [1699?], 8vo, pp. 144. See Hist. of the Works of the Learned for Dec. 1699: 1. 785-797. H.

2995. Stubbs, Philip. The Hopes of a Resurrection asserted and applied; a Sermon on Ps. cxliii. 15 ... wherein are some Occasional Reflections on the Abuse of Funeral Sermons. London, 1710, 4to.

2996. [Bold, or Bolde, Samuel]. A Discourse concerning the Resurrection of the Same Body; with Two Letters concerning the Necessary Immateriality of Created Thinking Substance. London, 1705, 8vo, pp. 206-+. H.


2998. Fecht, Joh. Exercitatio de resurrectione Carnis, an et quantum illa ex Naturali Rationali immanet. [Schediismata Serrata, Rosth. 1706, 8vo. i, 1 et seq.]

2999. Lettenhoy, W. The Soul the Body at the Last-Day, proved from Holy Writ; referring the Common Received Opinion, that we shall be judged in our Corruptible Bodies. Wherein Dr. Coward's and Mr. Asgill's Absurd Opinions before the University weighed. With an Observation on Mr. Rehearsier. London, 1707, 8vo. f. 3, and pp. 31.

3000. Opitz, Heinr. Disputatio theologicae de Suntur et Etate resurrectionum, occasione quornundam S. Dictorum Apoc. xx. 12. Kil. 1708, 4to.—Also 1712, and Jenae, 1748, 4to.

3001. Parker, Samuel, the younger. A Letter to Mr. Bold, occasioned by his Late Discourse concerning the Resurrection of the Same Body, and the Particulars. London, 1707, 8vo.


3003. Hammarin, Israel. ... Dissertatio theologica de Hominibus in Supremo Die resi- duis, certutique Immutatione ... [Pras. Laur. Molin. Upsal. 1708, 8vo, pp. 114. See Journal des Savans, May 19, 1735, 4to, 6 gr.]

3004. Tenber, Sam. Christopher. Placidum per Modum episopali ad Questionem de Resurrectione hujus Carnis Responsum. Magdeburgi, 1708, 4to.


3006. Chladenius (Lat. Chladenius), J. M. Vindiciae Resurrectionis Carnis adversus gravissimas ex Ratione profatas Oppugnationes Erlangae, 1717, 4to. 6 gr.


3008. Holdsworth, Winch. A Sermon preached in the University of Oxford on John v. 23, 29 ... in which the Cavils, False Reasonings, and False Interpretations of Scripture of Mr. Lock and others, against the Doctrine of the Same are more sufficiently examin'd and answered. Oxford, 1726, 8vo.

3009. Parsons, Thomas, 15th cent., first quarter. Modern Sadducism confuted; or, a Treatise concerning the Resurrection from the Dead. ... London, 1725, 8vo.

3010. Felton, Henry. D.D. The Resurrection of the Same Body is demonstrated, and its Resurrection to the same Soul; asserted in a Sermon on [1 Cor. xv. 25] ... In which Mr. Lock's Notions of Personality and Identity are confuted. London, 1726, 8vo.

3011. — A Discourse [on 1 Cor. xv. 23] concerning the Universality and Order of the Resurrection; being a Sequel [to the above] ... London, 1726, 8vo.

3012. Dr. Felton also past three Sermons, Oxford, 1734, 8vo, on "the Scripture doctrine of the resurrection, as it stood before the law."—See Darlington's Cyclopædia Bibliothecae Londinensis, 2d ed., p. 335, 8vo.

3013. [Cockburn, Mrs. Catharine (Trot- ter)]. A Letter to Dr. Holdsworth, occasioned by his Sermon ... concerning the Resurrection of the Same Body. ... By the Author, a Defence of Mr. Locke's Essay on Human Understanding ... London, 1726, 8vo.

3014. Also in her Works, 1731, 6vo. 1. 113-153. H.
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312. Byles, Mathew. A Discourse on the Present Immortality of the Body, and its Future Glories Change by Christ. To which is added, A Sermon on the Nature and Importance of Conversion. ... Boston, 1752, 8vo, pp. 11, 14, 10. 3. The 2d ed. of the former, and 3d ed. of the latter. Boston, 1771, 8vo. 4. 3.


319. Russel, Robert. Seven Sermons, viz. I. Of the Unpardonable Sin ... IV. The End of Time ... VII. The Future State of the Rejected. A Treatise of the Resurrection. ... The Nine and Thirtyth Ed. ... London, 1757, 12mo, pp. 162 +. \ 1 cannot ascertain the date of the first edition.


321. Ilive, Jacob. The Oration spoke at Trinity Hall in Aldergate Street. In answer to Dr. Bolton's Two Discourses on the Resurrection of the Same Body. London, 1758, 8vo.


324. Peck, Francis. New Memoirs of ... John Milton ... With ... the Resurrection, a Poem, in Imitation of Milton. London, 1760, 8vo.


327. [Kohl, Philipp.] Der Beweis des Lehr satzes, dass die Toten werden auferstehen aus den Grund des Glaubens und der Vernunft in einigen Reden von berühmten und begabten Lehrern ausgeführt. [Published under the title of Theosophus et Sinister.] 2 Theile. Hamburg, 1761-2, 8vo.


329. Miesner, H. A. De Mortuorum Resurrectione sive Rationali non adversa sed secundarie potius. Schitz, 1741, 4to. 2 gr. 8vo.


331. Canz, Israel Gottlieb. (Lit. Theophilus.) De Resuscitazione Corporis ejusdem quod juxta sanctum, licet novis Qualitatis vestit. Tuningae, 1749, 4to. 4 gr.


333. Pfitt, Joh. Jac. Dass in dieser, als der besten Zeit, eine Auferstehung der Toten zukünftig sey, wird aus der Vernunft erwiesen. ... Marburg, 1761, 8vo. (8 sh.)


335. [Harding, Carl Ludwig.] Betrachtung über die Möglichkeit der Auferstehung der Toten. ... Leipzig, 1761, 4to. (2d sh.)

336. Cockburn, Mr. Catharine (Trotter). A Vindication of Mr. Locke, on the Controversy concerning the Resurrection of the Same Body. (Works, 1751, 8vo, 1. 233-237.)


338. Fleury, A. A Short Essay on the General Resurrection: wherein it is proved, that we shall rise with those solemnities that we now have ... Dublin, 1762, 8vo, pp. 559. G.


341. Werndorf, Gottlieb. Utrum fonsam nonnulli piati autem Dei Extremum resurgat. Vitebergae, 1752, 4to. 6 gr.


344. Saalfeld, Adam Friedr. Wilh. Die


336. Alexander, John. A Paraphrase upon the Fifteenth Chapter of the First Epistle to the Corinthians; with Critical Notes and Observations, and a Preliminary Dissertation, . . . Also a commentary on Rom. viii. 1—4., and a Sermon on Eccles. ix. 10. London, 1766, 4°., pp. 123. II.


339. A German translation in the Britisches Magazin, IV. ii. 231—341, Halle, 1775, 8°. Many German writers on dogmatic theology, as Doderlein, Blum, Banznicher, Reimann, Breschterzinger, Wiegelscher, Schott, De Wette, Rosenmueller, Knopp, Strauss, Hase, and Hangebach, have fallen into the strange error of as- serting the Resurrection is an essay and its doctrine to Priestley, who in well-known works, as the History of the Corruption of Christianity, which have—translated into German, the Disquisitions on Matter and Spirit, etc., maintains the sleep of the soul till the time of the general resurrection. Muniouus. In his Comment. Theol. Dogmat. Halle Magd. 1777, 8°., p. 256, has given a correct account of the matter. See also Christian Examen, for May, 1834, XVI. 489—492.


344. Müller, George Heinrich. De Exilio Mortis Leibnitzianum, seu duplici Animorum Corpore, crasso uno, quod depouit in Morte, subtili altero, quod Anima post Mortem secum vehere dicitur. (In J. Gerhard's Loici Thesauri, ed. by J. XIV. 230—338xxvi., Tubingae, 1779, 4°.,) H.


347. Also in his Opuscula, pp. 409—499.


349. Fragment eines Gespräches über die Auferstehung der Toten zwischen dem Gnosti- ker Pontomäus, und dem Chiliasm Methodius. (Betracht zu der Befürwortung des venriffen . . .

350. Denckus, etc. [by H. Corrodi.] 1781, 11. 76—93.) F.

351. Aussichten in die nahe Ewigkeit. Oder freye und bescheiden Untersuchung über die Auferstehung von den Toten als den unmissbaren sukzessiven Eingang in die zukünftige Welt— und andere damit verwandte Materien. (Ibid. 1781, 11. 93—152, and 1782, 111. 38—88.) F.


355. Also in his Diss. Theol., ed. cit., II. 154—217. H.


357. Des Cotes, Joh. Friedr. Die Auferstehung der Toten nach dem testamententlichen Artikel, nebst einem Anhang über die Evangelium. Frankfurt am Main, 1788, sm. 8°., pp. 236. 36. F.

358. First paper, anonymously under the title:—"Die Auferstehung der Toten nach dem eigentlichen Lehrb. Jesus Christi," etc. Frank. 5. M. 1788; then with a different: title: kirchlichen Belang. 1784. The author regards the resurrection as t" the separation of the whole invisible man from the body in death. See also Novum. See the Alten. Lh. Zeh. 1790, H. 354—55. H.


360. Philalethes, pseudon. A Discourse concerning Resurrection Bodies; tending to shew, from the Writings of Heathens, Jews, and Christians, that there are Bodies called our own which will not be raised from the Dead. . . . London, 1789, 8°., 2s.


362. Spiritual Body (The); being an Hum- ble Attempt to remove the Charge of Ab- surditv from the Doctrine of the Resurrection . . . By the Author of Simple Truth, or a Plea for Infants; and the Liberty of the Human Will. London, 1789, 8°., pp. 39.


364. Hammer, Eduard Seedorf. Mortuo- rum in Vitam Revocatio Sermonibus Christiani historicae Interpretationis Opus vindicata. Lipsiae, 1798, 4°., pp. 54. "Against these who find only a moral resurrection in the discourses of Jesus, or who regard what is said of the resurrection as merely the venture of the doc- trine of immortality."—Bretsch.


389. Llau, P. J. De hope van den waren Christen op de verrijzenis zijns lichama, in den jongsten dag ... verklaard en bevestigd. Rotterdam, 1813, 8°, f. 2-40.
Prednastoi the same as p. 389.
Preface dated Oct. 1, 1844.
393. Melchonlin, Tompkins, Professor Bush's Anastasis Reviewed. (Biblical Report, and Class. Rev. for Oct. 1853; 3d Ser., I. 603-708.) AB.
395. Tracy, Joseph. Remarks on some Philosophical Objections against the Doctrine of the Resurrection of the Body. (Biblicoh. Sacra for Nov. 1853; II. 605-621.) H.
396. Hüilty, Arn. Uber Auferstehung und Gestalt. 3 Predigten. Linzurg, 1846, 8°, (24 s.)
398. Fysh, Frederic. An Examination of "Anastasis" [by Prof. George Bush], exposing the Falsity of the Arguments therein advanced. 24 s.
391. Roemer, N. van de. Leerrede over de hoealangheid der toekomende lichamen en hunne betrekking tot de tegenwoordigen, volgens 1 Kor. xx. 55-59. Dordrecht, 1845, 8°, f. 60-93.
392. Bowley, Henry Bond. The Resurrection of the Flesh: Seven Lectures on the Fifteenth Chapter of the Former Epistle to the Corinthians. ... London, 1849, 8°, pp. 120.
393. Waterkin, H. B. De resurrection de la chair dans ses rapports avec les sciences naturelles. Louvain, [18—2], 8°.
395. [Hull, Edward Brooks,] The Doctrine of the Resurrection. (Christian Exem. for March, 1850; XVIII. 302-314.) H.
396. Hengel, Wessel Albert van. Commentarius perpetuus in Prioris Pauli ad Corinthiun Epistolae Caput Quintum Deelvau cum Epistola ad Wineryum ... Sylvae Ducis, 1541, 8°, pp. xii., 239. D.
3108. Bryant, Alfred. Millenarian Views, with Reasons for receiving them, to which is added a Discourse on the Fact and Nature of the Resurrection. New York, 1852, 12°.
3117. Cowie, Morgan. Scripture Difficulties: Sermons preached before the University of Caenbridge, including the Hulsean Lectures for 1854. and Three other Sermons. ... London, 1855, 8°, pp. 254. (?)
3119. Sellars, F. Die Auferstehung der Toten. 2 Diin. 1853, 8°, pp. 19.
3122. [Love, William De Losse]. The Fact and the Doctrine of the Resurrection. (New Engandler for May, 1857; XV. 155-241.) H. The mutual doctrine of the resurrection of the same body which is committed to the grave.
3124. Thoughts on the Resurrection. London, 1857, 8°, 6d.
3125. Hauberger, Julius. Die Verklärung oder Verzweigung der Leiblichkeit. (Jahrb. für Deutsche Theologie, 1858, t. 115-132.) D.
3126. **Vier** vragen betrekkelijk de evangelische leer der opstanding van de dooden. Amsterdam, 1539, 8°, pp. 4, 59.


3128. Burghardt, A. M. Die Neugestaltung der Lehre vom Sterben und Auferstehen. (Deutsche Zeit. für Wiss. u. chr. Leben, 1860, Nr. 36-38.)


3130. Lewis, Jason. The Anastasis of the Dead: or, Philosophy of Human Immortality, as deduced from the Teachings of the Scripture Writers, in reference to "The Resurrection." ... Boston, 1860, 12°, pp. 556.


3133. Lewis, Jason. Difficulties surrounding the Doctrine of the Resurrection. (Universalist Quar. for Oct. 1861; XVIII. 348-352.)

3134. Schoellerlin, Ludwig. Uber das Wesen der geistlichen Natur und Leiblichkeit. (Jahrh. für Deutsche Theologie, 1861, VI. 3-10.) D.

3135. Klöpper, A. Zur paulinischen Lehre von der Auferstehung und Auslegung von 2 Korinth. 5, 1-6. (Jahrh. für Deutsche Theologie, 1862, VII. 3-4.) D.

3136. Hamberger, Julius. Anleitungen zur Geschichtete Kritik des Begriffes der himmlischen Leiblichkeit. (Jahrh. für Deutsche Theologie, 1862, VII. 107-115.) D.

---

**APPENDIX.**

**THE RESURRECTION OF CHRIST.**


A Dutch translation, Middelburg, 1726, 8°: French, 2 vol. Anst. 1728, 8°, and Paris, 1729, 4°; German, Braunschweig, 1732, 8°, and other editions.

3139. [Sherlock, Thomas, Jr.]. The Tryal of the Witnesses of the Resurrection of Jesus. The 11th Ed. N.B. Not only Mr. Woolston's Objections in his Sixth Discourse on our Saviour's Miracles, but those also which he and others have published in other Books, are here considered. London, (1st ed. 1729.) 1745, 8°, pp. 110. H.

Reprinted from the 12th London ed. (1748), Boston, 1809, 8°; and, with the Sequel, by the Presbyterian Board of Publication, Philadelphia, 1836. A German translation, Leipzig, 1767, 8° A., 1768.

3140. [Grove, Henry]. The Evidence for our Saviour's Resurrection considered. ... London, 1750, 8°, pp. 72 +. H. — Also in his Works, 1741, 8°, I. 339-455. H.

3141. [Horsley, John]. An Enquiry into the Force of the Objection made against the Resurrection of Christ, from the Circumstances of His not appearing openly to the Fathers and People of the Jews after He rose from the dead. ... London, 1759, 8°, pp. 40 +. H.

3142. [Webster, William]. The Fitness of the Witnesses of the Resurrection of Christ, considered; in Answer to the Principal Objections against them. ... London, 1731, 8°, pp. 26 +. H.

3143. — The Credibility of the Resurrection of Christ, upon the Testimony of the Apostles; being a Sequel to Two Letters ... upon the Fitness of the Witnesses. London, 1755, 8°, pp. 39 +. H.

3144. [Amett, Peter]. The Resurrection of Jesus considered; in Answer to the Tryal of the Witnesses. ... The 3d Ed. with great Additions. By a Moral Philosopher. London, 1744, 8°, F.

3145. — The Resurrection reconsidered. Being an Answer to the Clearer and others. ... London, 1744, 8°, F.

3146. [—]. The Sequel of the Resurrection of Jesus considered: In Answer to the Sequel of the Trial of the Witnesses. London, N.D. 8°, F.

3147. [—]. The Resurrection Defended, a Script in all Defence. ... London, 1745, 8°, F.

These pieces form pp. 333-400 of "A Collection of the Tracts of a Certain Free Inquirer, noted by his Suffix, for his Opinions." F.

3148. Chandler, Samuel. The Witnesses of the Resurrection of Jesus Christ re-examined; and their Testimony proved entirely Consistent. ... London, N.D. [1747], 8°, pp. 170 +.
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3149. Teller, Romans. De Christo post Resurrectionem aequo non aequo. Lipsiae, 1771, 4°. 3 gr. 1773. 12 gr. 1783. 8°.


3155. [Res, Joh. Heinr.]. Die Auferstehungsgegeschichte Jesu Christi ohne Widerspruche. gegen eine Duplik ... Hannover, 1779, 8°, pp. 267. 4°.

3156. [Döderlein, Joh. Christoph]. Fragmente und Anti-fragmente ... 3. Aufl. 2 Theile. Nürnberg. 1778, 8°, 1778, 8°. 4°.


3164. Falcozer, Thomas, M.D. The Resurrection of our Saviour ascertained from an Examination of the Proofs of his Identity after that Event. Oxford, 1789, 8°.


3168. Sondrau, J. H. Jesus opstanding, de grondzien van het Christelijk geloof. Amsterdam, 1832, 8°, fl. 360 gr. 1836.


3171. Hindemarch, Robert. (Swedenborgian.) An Essay on the Resurrection of the Lord, being an Humble Attempt to Answer the Question, What with Body did the Lord rise from the Dead? ... London, 1836, 8°, pp. 65—100. 4°.


3176. Busch, George. The Resurrection of Christ in Answer to the Question, whether he rose in a Spiritual and Celestial, or in a Material and Earthly Body ... New-York, 1845, 12°, pp. 92. A.

3177. Reich, Georg. Die Auferstehung des Herrn Jesus Christi ... in thon Ausschlag auf Schleiermacher ... Eine historisch-exegetisch-dogmatische Erörterung ... Darmstadt, 1843, 8°, pp. vii., 344. 4°.

3176 CLASS III.—DESTINY OF THE SOUL 3200


3177. The True Nature of our Lord's Resurrection-Body. (Biblioth. Sacra for May, 1843; II. 292-312.)

3178. Evidence (The) of the Resurrection of Christ. (Kitt's Journ. of Sac. Lit. for July, 1850; VI. 26-44.)

3179. Canons of Interpretation, in reference to the History of the Resurrection. (Journal of Sac. Lit. and Bibl. Record for July, 1855; II. 3179.)


Meeting the Tubingen school on their own ground.

E.—THE GENERAL JUDGMENT.


The authorship of this poem is very doubtful. At 1203 it ascribes to Verecundus Junciscales, who flourished a.d. 456.

3183. Apparit, repentinus dies magna Domini.

For a curious alphabetical poem beginning thus, which is ascribed to St. Ambrose, ascribed to Augustine, see E. Du Moulin's Poëtes popul. lat. antiques au XVe siecle, Paris, 1843, 8vo, pp. 185-188.

3184. Leo VI. Flavins, surnamed Sipiones and Philosophus, Emperor of Constanti, fl. a.d. 895. EX Meditationi extemni Judicii Canticii Compancionis. [Leo trans. only.] (Quellen und Forsch., XXII. 763, 764.)


In Lisco's edition of the Statut mater, etc. Berlin, 1841, there is a Supplement to this edition of the Dies Irae, containing 17 additional translations. See further, H. A. Daniel's Theaurea Hymnologicæ, ii. 184-181, Lips., 1850, 8vo, (E.), and K. Simmock's Leada Song, etc. 1850, 12mo.

3186. — Dies Ira in Thirteen Original Versions by Abraham Celsius, M.D., New York, 1610, 4to, pp. xix., 63. D.

Highly commended in the Atlantic Monthly for June, 1860; V. 132-74.

3187. Theoleptus, Abp., fl. a.d. 1310, Cantium ad Animam sann de Rescurrentia et Judicio extremo. [Latin trans. only.] (Maxima Biblioth. Petram, XXII. 764, 765.) B.


3189. Doomsday. (Chester Plays, ed. by Wright for the Shakespeare Society, 1847, II. 172-201.) H.

3190. Capistranus, Johannes, 1385-1456, De Judicio universalis futuro, et Antichristo, ac de Bella spirituali Tractatus. — Einleitung, 1578, 12mo.

3191. Postel, Guillaume. Liber de Ultimo Judicio. .. n. p. o. r. [15—1, 10].


3193. Bartholomus, Ivarus. Hypomneme de extrao universalis Dei Judicium. ... Witteb. 1565, 8vo.

3194. Faber, Basilius. Christlicher Unterricht der den letzten Haendeln der Welt und dem jüngsten Tage. (Eisleben, 1565, Leipzig, 1579, 8vo.)

[This vol. contains a "Tract&talia von den Seelen der Verstorbten und allem ihnen Zustande und Gele- geheit, etc."]


Rare. The title reads Inmorum not Individualen, as from individual works.

3197. Ilvivid (Lat. Albinus, Niels. By Christelic Undervisning om Domnedags Viskel, etc. Process ... [etc.]. Kopenhagen, 1670, 8vo.


The titles of the three divisions of this work are: "The view of worldly Vanities, "The shame of sin. and "The Needle's Eye.


3201. Dias, Nicola. Trattato del Juicio final e universal. Salamanca, 1558, 4to. Q.

On Antichrist. An Italian translation, Venet., 1597, 4to. Treat of Purgatory, paradise, the coming of the Messiah and of Antichrist.

3202. Habemer, Jer. Ein herrlicher schone Dialog von dem jüngsten Gericht, in deutsche Reimen ... Coburg, 1598, 4to.


In his Augustus Confessionis Articuli ... confessionis, 4to. H.

3205. Alexander, William, Earl of Stirling. Doomsday, or the Great Day of the Lords Iudgement. ... [Edinburgh.] 1614, 4to, pp. 128, 12MO.

The edition contains only four Books, or "Hours," of the pecta. An enlarged edition, containing twelve Hours, in his "Recreations with the Muses" London, 1637, 4to. Also in Chainsier's English Post, V. 317—410. H.

3206. Richomme, Louis. Le jugement general et dernier estat du monde ... Paris, 1626, 8vo.
Opposes the common doctrine concerning the Day of the Lord, and the Spirit's work is in vain. Boston, 1878, 8°.

3252. Merritt, Timothy. Strictures on Mr. Ballon's Sermon, delivered [as above] ... Boston, 1818, 8°.

3253. Ballon, Hosea. A Brief Reply to a Pamphlet entitled Strictures on Mr. Ballon's Sermon, delivered ... in Boston ... January, 1818, 3d ed. by the Author. Of the Author. The Boston, [1818], 8°, pp. 24. II.


3255. Ballon, Hosea. A Brief Reply to a Pamphlet entitled a Vindication ... Boston, [1818], 8°, pp. 10. II.


For reference to numerous reviews, see Führmann, Geschichte der gelehrten Welt, 8°, 1820, pp. 357-367.


3257. Poppewell, H. L. The great "Apartment to the Earth," or Two Sermons on the Last Judgment. To which are added ... Notes. London, 1826, 8°.


3258. Hey, Alex. Le jugement dernier, ode à Sa Sainteté Léon XII. ... Paris, 1829, 8°, pp. 16.


3260. Bibliche Lehre (Die) vom jüngsten Gericht ... Nürnberg, 1831, 8°, 16th.


3262. Weizel, —. Die Zeit des jüngsten Tag. (Stirn's Studien d. evang. Geistlichkeit. Württemb., 1817, Bd. I. Heft 2.)


3265. Kerkel, Dr. (En) om Dommedag, og Tanker, i det tilkommende Liv for dem som vandrerteilig her i Verden. Stavanger, 1848, 8°, pp. 56.


F.—REWARDS AND PUNISHMENTS OF THE FUTURE LIFE.


3263. Labitte, Charles. De la Divine Comédie avant Dante. (Revue des Deux Mondes, 1 Sept. 1842, p. 744.)


3265. (Wheaton, Robert.), The Sources of the Divina Commedia. (North Amer. Rev. for Jan. 1877; LXIV, 67-117.)


3269. Fuscus, Stult. De visionibus Fuscii. (Anglo-Saxon.) (In Wright and Halliwel's Reliquia Antiqua, i. 202-203.)


3272. Visio Caroli Calvi de Levis Pcenarum & Felicitate Jactorum. (In Lenglet Dufrénoy's Recueil de Dissertations, etc. 1751, 12°, i. 184-189.)


3276. Solar-Lloebh, 11th cent.? (Appended to the Edita Samaritana brota Frode, Haliae, 1777, c. 6, 190-191.)

3277. Les chants de St. Solar Liolé, Poème tiré de l'Edda de Saxun, publié avec une traduction et un commentaire; par F. G. Halliwell. ... Strasbourg, 1855, 8°, pp. 124.


3280. Albericus, Cassinensis, the younger, fl. a.d. 1123. Epistola de Visione sua, Lat. et Ital., edita ac collata ad Fac. Recensendi et Vitae sacrae ... ; sopra l'originalità della Divina Commedia di Dante, Roma, 1814, 12°, pp. 1-204.

3281. Tundalaius, or Tondalaius. Libellus de Raptu animae Tundalai et eius visione Tractatus de penis in terreni et coelitum paradis. N. p. or B. Anth. Tom. Chris. 1848 or 57., 4°. (15 leaves, 30 lines to a page.)

3282. Reuelacion of a Monk in the Abbey of Ensenhamne [Evesham] ... N. P. or B. London, William Machalithia? 149-151, 4°. 65. B.


3292. **Cæsarius** Heisterbeinensis, fl. a.d. 1225. ... Dialogus Miraculorum. Textum ... accurate recognize Josephus Strange. 2 vols.; Coloniae, Bonne et Bruxellis, 1851, 12°. B.

See particularly Distinctic XII. (Vol. II. pp. 315-364). "De Praeclaro Mortuorum." Compare Alex. Kaufmann's monograph, **Cæsarius von Heisterbach**, Coln, 1850, 12°. B.

3293. **Grosseteste,** or **Grosthead** (Lat. **Crostheus**) (Venice, 1400). The **Castle of Love** a Poem. ... Now first printed from Inedited Manuscripts of the Fourteenth Century. Edited by James Orchard Halliwell. ... Brixton Hill, 1849, 4°, pp. viii. 268. B.

Only 190 copies printed, for private circulation. "This piece, professing to treat of love, is, the reader observes, the day-dreams, the day-duties, and the toasts of heaven, and the torments of hell,"—Warton. The original of this curious prose-was written in Anglo-Norman, but does not appear to have been published.

3294. **Vincentius Bellowrensis** (Fr. **Vin- cent de Beauvais**), fl. a.d. 1214. Speculum Historiale Vincentii. [Venice, 1494.] fl. 223, 458, (9), H.

Contains many curious legends illustrating the medieval conceptions of hell, purgatory, and paradise. See Bibl. vii. c. 33, c. 32, c. 17, (Trajan delivered from hell), 91, 91, 95, 99; XXIV. cc. 80, 50 (Charles the Fat); XXVI. cc. 80, 91, 99; and XXVII. 11, 12, cc. 6-10. The work concludes with a treatise on the end of the world, the resurrection, and the second judgment, the fruits of heaven and punishments. For other legends of a similar character, one may consult the **Legenda Aevi** of Jacobus de Voragine (13th cent.), of which a good edition has been published by Grasse, Lips. (1846), 1850, 8°; and the **Variorum San Frances** (1st cent, c), from which there are several editions, early and recent. A volume entitled **Legenda de L'antre Monde** is announced as about to be published in Paris by J. A. S. Collin de Plancy.

3295. **Engelbert,** fl. a.d. 1300. Tractatus de Statu Dei-Functorum. (In B. Pezii **Biblia- teria aseret**, Tom. IX. Ratisbon, 1729, 8°.)

Concerning the condition of the souls of the dead in hell, purgatory, and limbo. See Acts Enrolled, 1727, p. 86.

3296. **Dante Alighieri,** 1265-1321. La Divina Commeda. 816


"Containing the best notes and commentary hitherto ..." J. E. See "The ed. and German translation by A. Kopisch, Berlin, 1842, large 8°, also deserves to be consulted. Among the numerous English translations, Ruskin recommends those of Cary and Cayley. An excellent prose translation of the Inferno, with pertinent notes, by John A. Cayley, London, 1848; reprinted at New York, 1858. 6°.

3299. **Berti,** Giovanni Lorenzo. Della dottrina teologica contenuta nella Divina Commedia di Dante Alighieri. ... (In the ed. of Dante pub. by Zatta, Ven. 1574, 4o, III. 57-106). H.


3301. **Bach,** George Henry. Thése de littérature sur Dante et S. Thomas; de l'état de l'âme depuis le jour de la mort jusqu'au moment du jugement dernier; d'après ces deux auteurs ... Rouen, 1855, 8°, pp. 91, 68, 48.


For the Illustrative works of Ozanam, Lobitte, and others, see above, Nos. 3262-65. For a most copious account of editions and translations of Dante, and of illustrative works, see: O. Colmar, **Bibliothèque Danteana**, 2 tom. in 3 pt.; Prato, 1844-49, 8° (II.) and the supplement to this by Carl Witte, Leipzig, 1878, 8°.


3304. — Le pelerinage de la me. [Paris, L. Verard, April 27, 1490,] fol. ft. 86. BM. (a copy on vellum).

A prose translation of the second of the three pil- grimages. See Nos. 1340-49.


For an account of this curious work, with extracts, see: Société des Antiquaires de France, LXXXI. 151-161.

3306. **Suso,** or **Seuss,** Heinrich, also called **Seint Amandus**, 1300-1366, N.S. Büchlein von der ewigen Weisheit. (In his Leben und Schriften, ed. by M. Diepenbrock, 2 A. Leipzig, 1852, 8°.)

Kap. XI. und XII. pp. 210-218, transl. "Vom unvergänglichen Weg der Böll, and "Von umarmenden Wörtern der Erholung." Also: 


3307. **Stoico,** or **Scus,** Heinrich. In his Liber de circuitu de Deo, ad Christianos, de circitulobis, a parte in Hagenbach's Hist. of Christ. Doctrines, 219, 220. Eng. translation.

3308. **Gobius,** Joh., 14th cent. De spiritu

3356. Coret, Jacques. La maison de l'Éternité ouverte aux vertueux et aux pecheurs. ... Tome I.-IV. Liége, 1703-07, 1°. The text contains the Errances of the author for the years 1662 to 1707, inclusive. For the contents, which are curious, see Backer, L. 214-216.


3359. Boston, Thomas. Human Nature in its Physical and Metaphysical Aspects, or the Unchangeable and Immutable Depravation, Begun Recovery, and Consummate Happiness or Misery ... In several Practical Discourses. ... The 25th Ed. ... Edinburgh, (1st ed. 1729,) 1773, 12°. Pp. 347. H. II.

3360. Young, R. A Serious and Pathetical Description of Heaven and Hell. London, 1731, 12°.

3361. Ewald, Wilh. Ernst. XXII Betrachtungen der Seele und Hölle ... Bremen, 1731, 8°. (76 sq.)


3363. Minor, Melchior Gottlieb. Stimmen der Ewigkeit, in acht Predigten ... Breslau, 1751, 4°, (50 sq.)


The author is a follower of Schwenkfeld and Dipper.


3368. Hereafter; or a Philosophical Inquiry into the Place and Nature of Heaven and Hell. Manchester, 1781, 12°.
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3371. Waterhouse, Thomas. Four Sermons; the third first on the Necessity for and Nature of a Future State of Rewards and Punishments; the last a Funeral Sermon. London, 1717. 8v.


An English translation of Swedenborg's treatise concerning Heaven and Hell, with a Preface by Thomas Hartley, was pubd. in 1728: reprinted for the Swedish Society, London, 1850, 8v. There are English trans. of Swedenborg's works by Samuel Noble (reprinted, New York, 1857), and by Samuel Rowe (1857). An American ed. of Coelos's translation, revised and corrected, was pubd. in 1855; more thoroughly revised, and one third translated anew, Boston, 1871, 12v.—A German translation, by J. C. Lez., Leipzig, 1775, 8v.; by L. Hlokser, Gottenberg, 1830, 8v.; "erstmals wortgetragen," by J. F. Tolich, Tubingen, 1851, 8v.—French, by A. J. Perroy, Berlin, 172-8v.; by J. P. Miet, Paris, 1819, 8v.—Swedish, Upp. 2, Stockholm, 1814, 8v.


3374. Collett, J. Three Discourses on the several Estates of Man, on Earth, in Heaven, and Hell; deduced from Reason and Revelation. London, 1741, 8v.


3378. Whiteley, Joseph. [Prize] Essays on the Advantages of Revelation, the Rewards of Eternity ... [etc.]. London, 1816, 8v.


3382. Hudson, Charles. A Series of Letters, addressed to Rev. Hosea Ballon, of Boston; being a Vindication of the Doctrine of a Future Retribution, against the Principal Arguments used by him, Mr. Balfour, and others. ... Woodstock, Vt. 1827, 12v. pp. 698. II.


3384. Hudson, Charles. A Reply to Mr. Balfour's Essays, touching the State of the Dead, and a Future Retribution. ... Woodstock, Vt. 1829, 12v. or 24v. pp. iv., 299. II.


3386. Montgomery, Robert. A Universal Prayer; Death; a Vision of Heaven; and a Vision of Hell. ... London, 1828, 4v. — From the London Ed. Boston, 1829, 12v. pp. xviii., 7-122. II.

On Mr. Robert Montgomery's Poems, see Macanney's Essay.

3387. Hofacker, Ludw. Der Himmel mit seinen Wundererscheinungen und die Hölle. Tübingen, 1830, 8v.

3388. [Peabody, William Bourn Oliver]. Retribution. (Christian Exam. for July, 1830; V. 21, Nov., 1831.)

3389. Ballon, Hosea. The Scripture Doctrine of Punishment, considered with reference to Future Retribution. (Universalist Expos. for May, 1852; II. 325-360.) II.

3390. — A Candid Examination of Dr. Channing's Discourse on the Evil of Sin. Boston, 1833, 12v. pp. 38. II.

For the Discourse referred to, see Channing's Theology, Boston, 1841, 12v. IV. 131-167. II.

3391. Ballon, Hosea, and Smith, Daniel D. Report of a Public Discussion ... on the Question, "Do the Holy Scriptures teach the Doctrine, that Men will be punished ... after Death, for the Deeds done in this Life?" Washington, 1833, 8v. II.

3392. Moleman, D. Het gewisse verband tusschen het tegenwoordige en toekomende leven, en het onderwijs van onzen Heer, aangaande den staat der afgescheidenheid onder de drie leven, namelijk van de onder de hemel, der ongekweekten van Lazarus en den rijken man. ... s' Hage, 1845, 8v. II. o. 50.

3393. [Palfrey, Cazneau]. Retribution. (Christian Exam. for March, 1816; XIII. 224-233.) II.


3401. Spurgeon, Charles Haddon. Heaven
2. Happiness of the Future Life; Paradise; Heaven.

a. General Anarchists.

Note.—The term "paradise" is often used by the older writers to denote the abode of the righteous in the intermediate state. Respecting its locality, in this sense, there was a great diversity of opinion.


3404. Isaiah. Ascension Ioanne Vatis, Opusculum pseudepigraphum ... publice Juris factum a Ricardo Laurence. Lond. ... Etios, Lat. and Eng. Oxon. 1519, 8°, pp. viii., 150. II.

The first five chapters, in their primitive form, are probably as old as, and the latter part of the second century; the remainder is at least a hundred years later. Both portions describe the capture of the prophet, in vision, to the seventh heaven.—A German translation, with notes, by H. Holweitz, Leipzig, 1649, 8°, pp. viii., 94.


In most editions of the works of Laetantius; well edited in Weidner's Poetar Lat. Hæresi. III. 287-322. (II.) It deserves notice here, however, principally for the Anglo-Saxon poem founded on it, published by Thorpe, with an English translation, in his Codex Eras mianus, pp. 197-242 (see No. 324, above), also in Klipstein's Anthologia Anglo-Saxonica. II. 153-194. The first part of the sewer is appended to Wright's St. Patrick's Purgatory, pp. 181-190, under the title of "Anglo-Saxon Description of Paradise."


Also in La Rige's Bibl. Patrum, Par. 1575, fol., VI. 237-356. (II.) and other collections. In Part I. e. 18 of this treatise, the author maintains that the territiral paradise is the abode of the souls of the righteous till the day of the general resurrection, after which, he says, there will be no further use for it and it will be left vacant. Comp. Assenammi Bibl. Orient. I. 139.

3409. Kadmerus, fl. A.D. 1211. Liber de Beatitude Coelestis Patricii. (In his Opera, appended to Anselmi Opera, 1721, fol., pp. 140-153.) II.

3410. Cart (La) de Paradis. (In Barbazan's Fabulx, etc. ed. Meun, Paris, 1818, 8°, III. 128-148.) II.


3411. Houdain, or Houdan, Raoul de, 15th cent. Le voie de Paradis. (Appended to Oeuvres complètes de Ruebeuf, ed. by A. Jullien, Paris, 1859, 8°, 11. 227-264.) II.

See Lit. de la France, XVIII. 258. seqq.

3412. Routbeuf or Routbief, fl. A.D. 1250? La voie de Paradis. (Etceures, Paris, 1859, 8°, II. 24-55.) II.


3414. Bradford, John, d. 1555. A Fruitfull Treatise, full of Heauenly Consolation against the Feare of Death; whereunto are annexed, Certaine Sweet Meditations of the Knowledge of Christ, of Life Euerlasting, and of the Blessed State and Felicity of the Same, n. b. [London, printed by Hugh Singleton,] 8°. The passages were reprinted by the Parler Society in 1849 and 1854.


3416. —. Tractus de Gauditi Vite aeterna, et quomodo Sacramentarii nobis Gaudia dictae Vite imminuant. Erph. 1585, 8°.


Other eds. 1603, 1705, 1738. A Latin translation, Lipsiae, 1598.

3418. Preuens, Christoph. Spiegel dess ewi- gen Lebens ... Ursel, 1599, 4°.


3425. Gretser, Jac. De varis Coelis Luther- anis, Zwinglianis, Ubiquitariis, Calvinianis ... etc. Ingolstadt, 1612, 4°. Also in his Opera. V. I. 260-360.

3426. Herberger, Valerius. Dasshimhliche Jerusalem ... Leipzig, 1613, 8°.


3427. Bellowino, Roberto, Carle. De aeter- na Felicitate Sanctorum Libri quinque ... Antwerpiae, 1616, 8°, pp. 298 +. —
— Pittsburgh, 1824, 12mo. G.—London, 1839, 8vo. BL.

This writer represents the saints as "overflowed in beholding the Vengeance of God." In the round-nosed hands and Scepters inscribed on it, he seems, though he naively adds, speaking in the name of the glorified saints, "as much as the Vengeance of the Wrath of our God did we, with exceeding Joy, behold, when we lived within Times," mentioning particularly destructive impositions, fires, earthquakes, war, pestilence, famine, and special judgments on individuals. See p. 152; also pp. 109-109, where, among other things, he speaks of the body of the victim; "the beholding of the Smoke of their Torment is a passing Delight to the Saints." The author was also a Seelower; a good specimen of the class described by Mr. Buckle in the second volume of his History of Civilization.


3462. Spener, Philipp Jac. Der Glänzigen ewigen Leben. Frankfurt, 1671, 1687, 4to. (10th ed.)

3463. Powell, Yavasor. Description of the Threefold Estate of an Elect Person, viz. of the Kingdom of Heaven, of the Earth, and of the World. London, 1673, 8vo.


3468. Zesch, Wilh. De formali, et secundum quid consummata Animarum ... separatam ... Beatiulitatem. Jena, 1680, 4to.


3471. Baltzer, Johann, the elder. De Praestituta Vita eterna vera Sententia declaratur, ca vero quam G. Kelthus, ex Quakeris unus, proponat, refutatur. Jene, 1694, 4to. 6 gr.

3472. — Disputatio de Statu pie Defunctorum pauci, ex Essa xxvi. 20. Jenea, 1695, 4to. li. 16.


3475. Francisci, Erasmus. Ehr- und freundschaftliches Wohl der Ewigkeit für die Verächtler der Eitelkeit. Nürnberg, 1691, 8vo. (97th ed.)

3476. Glory (The) and Happiness of the Saints in Heaven ... London, 1692, 8vo. — BL.

3476. Nothwanger, Johann. Heinr. De glorioso Animarum Coeli, contra Noetericos potentissimum ... Sub Presidio ... Casparis Loescheri ... Wittenbergae, (1692), 1715, 4to. pp. 94. II.

3477. Hanneken, Phil. Ludw. De Vita acterna. Wittebergae, 1693, 4to. 3 gr.


3481. Félicité (De la) de la vie à venir et de moyens pour y parvenir. 2 pt. Amsterdam, 1700, 8vo. — BL. "Pen estime." — Barbeur.

3482. Fessler, Conrad. Celestis Gloriae Admiratione, sive de Zimmuno Eo eo futurum Dominii Beatiulitum ... Libri quinque. Constantiniae, [also Ulmne? 1704, 4to. (63 shr.)


349. Ons Arbeit und Foundation. "Der Himmel auf Erde, oder eine kurze und klare Beschreibung der wahren und buitendigen Freude," etc. Amst. 1706, 8vo. — On the contrary excited by this remarkable book, and for the numerous publications which it occasioned, see Welch, Bibl. Theol. 1. 693, 129-132, and the authorities to which he refers.


349. Lucius, Johann Gottlieb. De Cohabitatione et Conglorificatione Fidelium cum Christo acterna ... Lipsiae, 1708, 6 gr.


349. Fern, Robert. A Treatise of the Celestial Work and Worship; or, the Sacred Employments and Services of the Blessed Spirits in the Kingdom of God. London, 1720, 4to.

349. Pfaff, Christoph Matthias. Diaconis theologiae de Ceelo Beatiorum. Tubingae, 1722, 4to.


349. [Mather, Cotton]. Celestinus. A Conversation in Heaven, quickened and as- sisted by the discovery of things in the Heaven- eny World. ... Introduced by ... an Essay on the Ministry of the Holy Angels. ... Boston, 1723, 12mo. pp. 27, 11, 162. II.


349. Erörterung der Frage: Ob die Seligen
in Himmel für ihre Hinterlassenschaften auf Erden insgesamt und insondere beteu? Leipzig, 1721, 4°. 2 gr.

3494. [Rowe, Mrs. Elizabeth (Singer)]. Freundshup in Death, in Twenty Letters from the Head to the Living. To which are added, Thoughts on Death: translated from the Moral Essays of the Messieurs du Port Royal. ... The 3d Ed. London, (1728), 1733, 8°. pp. 74. H.

"The drift of these Letters is, to impress the notion of the soul's immortality."—Preface. They are poor.


3498. Ralestriner, Ortsmeister. L'ultimo e beato fine dell' uomo, ossia Il Paradiso proposito a considerarsi per ciascun giorno del mezzo. Firenze, 1738, 12°.


"Natur und Gnade bey dem Tode" was first publ. in 1741.

3503. Villette, C. L. de. Essai sur la félicité de la vie à venir, en dialogues. ... Dublin, 1748, 8°. pp. 440. See the Bibliothèque raisonnée, etc. for 1748, XLII. 534-571. (H.) The author appears to have been either an Anabaptist or a Universalist.


3507. Venzky, Georg. Die Herrlichkeit der verklärten menschlichen Körpfr in jener Welt, und die Wohnungen, welche für uns zubereitet werden... Breslau, 1752, 8°. 17 sh. pp. 4-4-4-4. (H.)


A Scotchman's prize poem.

3513. Plazza, Benedetto. Dissertatio anagogica, theologica, paraenetica de Paradiso, Opus posthumum ... Panormi, 1762, 4°. PP. 170-179. H.

"Le P. Plazzo commenza ce travail à l'âge de 50 ans. Le P. Jos. M. Gravina S. J. l'acheva et le livre au public: son travail commence à la page 404, Caput II. de Adjunctio Resurrectionis, jusqu'à la fin ..."

"Un decret de l'index du 22 Mai 1772 condanna..."


3518. Gespräche vom Zustande der Heiligen im Himmel, zwischen den Schatten Luther's und Moses'. Hamburg, 1770, 8°. 41 sh.


3521. [Barsanti, Pier Vincenzo]. Della futura rinovazione del cielo e della terra e de' suoi abitatori libri tre. [Leghorn,] 1780, 4°. PP. viii., 200. H.

"Curiosissima opera."—Gallensi Notizie. The author maintains that the renovated earth will be the eternal abode of the righteous. In Lib. III. Cap. ii. pp. 192-209 he discusses the future state of unapptigated infants, maintaining that it will be a happy one, though they will not share the glory of the righteous. The work is learned and ingenious.


Also in his Opuscul. Acad. II. 73-119. (H.) A Ger- man translation, by W. E. Schott, Tubingen, 1793. — This dissertation treats only of the state between death and the resurrection.


"The poem annexed to this work, 'Zelt und Ewig- keit', is excellent."—Friedr.

3525. Evvald, Joh. Ludv. Uber die Erbar- tung des Christen in jener Welt. Longo,

3577. Tyler, James Endell. The Christian's Hope; or, a Short Series of Sermons on the Burial Service of the Church of England. London, 1852, 8°. 6d.


3580. Dodworth, J. The Better Land; or, Biblical Sketches of the Paradise of God. 1853, 12°.

3581. Willmott, Robert. Paradise: the Home of Happy Souls after Death. 1853, 8°. 2s. 6d.

3582. Carlyle, James, D. D. The Station and Destiny of the Saints in their Final Glory, 1854 8°. 3s.


3584. Thompson, Augustus C. The Better Land; or, The Believer's Journey and Future Home. ... Boston, 1854, 12°. pp. 244. II.


3592. —. The Nest and the Heavenly Horizons ... Edinburgh, 1861, 8°. pp. iv, 306. F.


3598. Here and There: or, Earth and Heaven contrasted. ... New York, 1860, 16°. pp. 41. I.

A reprint of an English work. I do not know the date of the original publication.


A Dutch translation, Apeldoorn, 1861, 16°.
DOCTRINE.—THE BEATIFIC VISION.

1401-1404. De Visione Dei. (Opera, Basil. 1555, fol., i. 181, et seq.)


1406. Spark, Robert. The Saint's Everlasting Joy; or, a Treatise, discovering the Presence of God to be the Saint's Fullness of Joy and Eternal Pleasure. London, 1659, 12°.


1411. Forbes (Lat. Forbesius a Corse), John, Dissertatione de Visione Beatificae. (Opera, Amst. 1703, fol. i. 282-289.)

1412. Marin, Juan. Tratados de Visione et Beatitudine. 2 Impressio ... Mutrini, (1670.) 1714, 12°. pp. 625.


1417. Meyer, Johann. Das verherrlichte Angew in des seligen Anschauen Gottes, oder Erörterung der Frage: Ob die Auserwählten im Himmel, nach seinem Wesen schauen werden. Breslau, 1714 (Mensel) or 1745 (Georgii), 4°.


1421. Schuhert, Johann Ernst. De Visione Dei, etc. 1750. See No, 2568.


See, further, various sermons referred to by Darling, Cyclopaedia Bibliographica, Subjects, on Ps. xvii, 12, Matt. v. 8, I Cor. xiii, 2, and I John iii. 2.
3. Hell.

Note.—On purgatory, see above, Sect. III. C. 4.
Several works on the original anecdotes translated "hell" will be found below, under § 4. Compare also § 1, "Rewards and Punishments of the Future Life," throughout.


See further, No. 2364, Wright, and the other works referred to under P. 1. 1. No. 3703, Rusca; 3704, Meyfart; 3734, Swinden; 3735, Radd; 3756, Carle; 3759, Collet; 3757, Petan; 3756, Graesse; 4333, Sawyer.

3689. Thomas, the Apostle. (3d or 4th cent.) Acta S. Thomae Apostoli ex Cod. Paris. prima edidit et Annotationibus illustravit Joannes Carolus Titius ... Lipsiae, 1823, 8o. pp. vi., cxviii, 199, B.

See also in Tischendorf's Acta Apost. Apoc. Lips. 1851, 8o. pp. 184-204. Capp. 52-64 contain a curious description of hell.


See also the Amb. de La Rue's Historiae literariennes sur les Barbares, 113, 139-142.


See the Histoire Lit. de la France, XVIII, 787-792.


See the analysis in Le Grand d'Aucy's Fabliaux, 3e éd., pp. 240-250, or Wright's St. Patrick's Purgatory, pp. 17-49.

3703. Salut (Le) d'Enfer, 13th cent.? (In A. Jambin's Jouglers et Trouvères, Paris, 1853, 8o. pp. 43-45.) II.


"Ouvrage curieux et singulier. Cest le premier et si paru, en France, sur cette matière."—De Bure.

3705. Examples how mortall synne maketh the synner imembodye to hacue manye paynes and dulours within the fire of Hell. [London, Robert Wyer, 1535, or 1541-2?] 12o.

See Diddin's Typ. Add. II. 189, 190.

3706. Infrenus, Christoph. Spiegel der Höllein und der Erbfechten. Utrecht, 1588, 4o. (61 sh.)


"For the most part of the facts, the least day of justification," pp. 1-82; "Purifying Togeth, or a terrible description of hell," in tr. xxx, 33, pp. 235-238.


3710. Rusca, Antonio. ... De Inferno, et Statu Damnunm ante Mundii Exitum, Libri quinque. In quibus Tartarum Cenobii Genera, Ethnorum etiam de his Opinions, Damnum: Condicio non ad magnum Judicii Diem, variar: Eruditione descripturam ... Mediolani, 1621, 4o. pp. 16, 97. 7, 4o. 7, 4o. 7.

With many engravings of Hell, Purgatory, and Limbo. "— De Buco. For an account of the work, see Wright's St. Patrick's Purgatory, pp. 100, 101.

3711. Meyfart, Joh. Matth. Das höllische Sodeniel ... aus den inbunstreichsten Contemplationen, sowohl als neuer, doch gedetheiter Vater und Manner beschrieben. Coburg, 1629, 8o. — Also Nürnberg, 1630, 1640, 1661, 1671, (48 sh.)


3713. Hortigas, or Ortigas, Manuel. Llama eterna ... Zaragoza, 1641, 4o.

3714. Albrecht, Georg. Von noebis: Ach und Weh, das ist, von der ewigen Höllein-Pein neun und dreissig Predigten. Ue., [1687], 1698, 4o. (102 sh.)

3715. Murschel, Israel. Vespern, oder Vor- schmack dess ewigen Todes. Frankfurt, 1650, 8o. (15 sh.)


3718. Brandis, Christoph. Geheimnogia, das ist, sieben Hölleinpredigten [on Matt., xxv. 11]. ... Frankfurt am Main, 1661, 4o. — Also Schmalkalden, 1668, 4o, and Frankfurt, 1669, 4o. (71 sh.)

3719. Manni, Gio. Battista. La prigione eterna dell Infern Venezia, 1669, 1688, 8o.

3720. — Everw Höllein-Pein in Figures für- gestellt ... Nürnberg, 1671, 1672, 12o.

3721. Stöcken, Christian von. Anima damnata Lamuzta et Tormenta (der Verdammen Selchen Ring und Plag). Rhymins non incomprehensiblem, de amnoyelriz Ante x XX, XX ... Frankfurt am Main, 1661, 4o. — Also Schmalkalden, 1668, 4o, and Frankfurt, 1669, 4o. (71 sh.)

3722. — Everw Höllein-Pein in Figures für- gestellt ... Nürnberg, 1671, 1672, 12o.

The first poem is the "Dialogue Inter Carpasus et Animus" described No. 3279. The German version is praised, and the Latin is said to be learned. See Section LI. "Abhandlung über Literatur," 1769.


3715. Knöpf, Joh. Theatrum infernale, oder höllischer Schanplatz . . . Frankfurt, 1673, 4°. (74 sh.)


3717. Schottel, Justus Georg. Grausame Beschreibung und Vorstellung der Hülle und höllischen QuaS. Braunschweig, 1676, 8°. (21 sh.)


3719. Fecht, Joh. Consideratio Status Damnationis, de mediasti et paterni intercessionis, concinnat. Spire, 1683, 4°. — Also Rostochi, 1708, 1727, 8°. (24 sh.)

See Acta Erud., 1683, pp. 159-163. H.

3720. Griebner, or Gribner, Daniel. Betrachtung des H. Hell gepriesen Todes, darinnen nach Anleitung XXIV. höllischer Sprache sowohl die ausführliche Höllen-Beschreibung, als auch die klagliche Höllen-Erfahrung . . . Ferrariis, 1683, 8°. — Also 1689, 8°. (56 sh.)


3722. Francisci Erasmus, Das unfehlbare Weib der Ewigkeit für die Verkehrten der Gnadenzucht. Nürnberg, 1681, 8°. (74 sh.) — Ibid. 1691, 8°.


"With engravings, terrible as they are rude, of hell torments."" 4°.


Numerous editions. A Latina translation, Menach, 1720, 8°, entitled "Hell expounded to Christians." Also, 1615, 12°; French, by F. J. Deuoy, Paris, 1575, 32°. Also translated into Spanish, Portuguese, and German. Comp. No. 4272.

3725. Pasquini, The Visions of Pasquini; or a Character of the Roman Court, Religion and Practices . . . also an Exact Description of Purgatory and Hell: in a Dialogue between Pasquini and Marfioro; translated out of Italian. London, 1689, 4°.

Compare Nos. 3280-3311.


See No. 3754.

3727. Sonntag, Christoph. De Ineae Inferni proprio non metaphorico, ex Diceto Caesio Mat. xxxv. 41, [Resp. J. Steinhäuser.] Altorf, 1700, 4°. 3 gr.


3732. Sonntag, Christoph. De Pice et Sulphure Infernali dissilque auctiinentiae materiae, ex Ps. xx. 11, 15. Alterit, 1706, 4°. 4 gr.


3734. Swinden, Tobias, An Enquiry into the Nature and Place of Hell. Shewing I. The Place of Sinners or the Place of the Punishments of the next Life. II. The several Opinions concerning the Place of Hell. IV. That the Fire of Hell is not metaphorical, but real, and the Improbability of that Fire being, or about the Center of the Earth. VI. The Probability of the Sun's being the Local Hell . . . The 2nd Ed. With a Supplement, wherein the Notions of Abp. Tillott- son, Dr. Lupton, and Others, as to the Exist- ence of Hell Torments, are impartially repre- sented. . . . London, (1714, 8°. pp. 232-242. H.) 1727, 8°. pp. (16), 412, 417. (MNH.)


3736. Lewis, John. The Nature of Hell. 1729. See No. 3897.


An abridged translation in No. 277 of the Tracts of the Amer. Tract Society, New York.


3740. **Doctrine (The) of Hell-Torments, etc.** 1738. *See No. 3912.*

3741. **Balestriero, Ottensio.** L'Inferno proposato a considerarsi per ciascun giorno del mese. Firenze, 1710, 12°.


3743. **Éloge de l'Enfer.** Ouvrage critique, historique, et moral. 2 tom. La Haye, 1759, 12°. Asembled to a certain M. Bénard.—*Barbier.*


3746. *[Beckford, William.]* Les caprices et les malheurs du calife Vathek ... Paris, 1792, 12°. For other editions see *Quercard. An English translation, with notes. Lond. 1786, sm. 8°.* Other editions, 1793, 1795, 1796, 1799, 1803, 1807, 1816, 34, 53. Though not strictly belonging to this class, the work is noticed here for its powerful description of the Hall of Elys and the punishment of the wicked.

3747. **Tessler de Sainte-Marie, —.** Discours sur l'enfer. ... Amsterdam, 1788, 12°.


3749. **Emery, Jacques André.** 1782-1811. Éclairissement sur la mitigation des peines de l'enfer. Published anonymously, with his "Pardons de Lébouza," 2 vol. Paris, 1804, 8°, but soon after suppressed by the author, so that the original edition is not known. It has, however, been reprinted as an appendix to the Abbé Carle's work. "Du dogme catholique sur l'enfer," Paris, 1842, 8°. See below, Nos. 3750, 3758.

3750. **Dialogue et entretien d'un solitaire et d'une âme damnée sur les vérités éclairantes de l'éternité malheureuse et de ses tourments. [By Father G. M. C.]" Nantes, 1808, 12pp. pp. 47. — Ibid. 1827, 12°; Rennes, 1829, 12°.


3752. **Rad (Das) der ewigen Höllequal. (In the *Curiositäten der physisch-literarisch-artistisch-historischen Vor- und Mittelalter.* Ed. VI. 8t. 2. [Weimar, 1817, 8°.])" Among the "peculiar conceptions prevailing at different periods regarding the torment of hell."—*Dretech.*

3753. **Balfour, Walter.** An Inquiry, etc. 1821. See No. 4174.


3755. **Carle, P. J., the Abbé.** Du dogme catholique sur l'enfer; suivi de la dissertation de M. Emery ... sur la mitigation des peines des damnés. Paris, 1842, 8°. (31 rh.) 7 fr.

3756. **Angels? Lament (The) over Lost Souls. [A Poem.]" (New Englander for April, 1843; 1833.)

3757. **[Rogers, George.]** Adventures of Elder Triptolemus Tab; comprising Important and Startling Disclosures concerning Hell: its Magnitude,Morals,Employments, Climate, &c.; with which is added, The Old Man of the Hill-Side. Boston, 1856 [cop. 1846], 18 pp. 197. II.

3758. **Ariza, Juan de.** Un viaje al infierno. 4 tom. Madrid, 1818, 8°.

3759. **Weaver, George S.** Lectures on the Future Life and State, or the Bible View of Hell ... Madison, 1825, 192, 8p. 54. Universalist.


3761. **Collet, Auguste.** L'enfer. ... Paris, 1841, 8pp. 344. "A universalist is an unbeliever."


3763. **Brownson, Orestes Augustus.** The Punishment of the Reprobate. (Brownson's Quotations for Jan. 1852, pp. 85-131.) H. Compare the same review for July, 1861, pp. 299 (where Gibboni is quoted), 371, 372, and for Oct., 1861, especially pp. 430-432, 432-436. The present article contains letters from two of the author's Catholic friends in opposition to his views, with replies. In the October number of his Review (p. 456 Brownson asks:—1. Are the wicked eternally punished because they are eternally sinning? 2. Is their punishment vindictive or simply expiative? 3. Does it necessarily include any more than is implied in the loss of heaven or supernatural good? 4. Does necessarily ... exclude the repudiate from all di minimus share in the same suffering under the exposition usually going on, or from gradually attaining to that degree of imperfect good foreshadowed in what theologians call the "state of pure nature?" and says, "We knew nothing in the definitions of the Church that forbids us to hold the milder view indicated in those questions."

4. Duration of Future Punishment. *Note.—* Compare the preceding section; also Class III. Sect. III. A, 1, E, and F. I.

3764. **Pettan (Lat. Petavium), Denis.** On the opinions of the Fathers concerning the nature and eternity of hell torments, see his *Theod. Dogm. Physico-theol. Lib. III. ex. 3-8 in Tom. II. 570-575 and 165-186 of his *Opus de Theol. Dogm.* Antwerp, 1894, etc. 170, 90, 35.


3767. **Cotta, Joh. Friedr.** Historia svecieciuct Domini in Poenitentiam infernalium Dura- tions, Tubingae, 1714, 4°.


480. **Fire in the Bush, the Spirit burning, not consuming, but purging, mankind. ...** London, 1650, sm. 8°, pp. 14, 77.


482. **Copin**, Richard. The Glorious Mysteries of the Sacred Joynings between God Christ and the Saints. The First Part. | Anti-christ in Man opposed Emmanvel, or God in vs. ... | The Second Part. ... | The Advancement of All Things in Christ, and of Christ in All Things. ... | The Third Part. ... 3 pt. London, [165-?]. 4°.

483. **The Advancement of All Things in Christ, and of Christ in All Things. ...** The 2d Ed. ... London, [1763], 8°, pp. 71. U.

484. — A Blow at the Serpent: or a Gentle Answer from Maidstone Prison to appease Wrath. ... London: printed in the Year 1636. 8°, pp. 11, 12. The doctrine to a heathen source.

485. **Thayer**, Thomas Baldwin. The Origen, or History and Doctrine of the Endless Punishment. ... Stereotype Edition. Boston, 1856, 12° or 18°, pp. 551. Traces the doctrine to a heathen source.


491. **Recupito**, Giulio Cesare. Sacraminiu de stupenda horrendaque Suppliciuidum apud Inferos Eternitate: Homque Sacraeiformabilis de Multitudine Reprobusorum et Electorum in Aeternitate. ... This work is ascribed to Recupito by Baudena, in his *Praetextum zu Jouer's allegia. Geklooten*... (Not mentioned by Bucer under his name. It seems to have been pub. anonymously; see Lepianus, Bibl. Reduci Theol., II. 98.)
with eternal punishment, "he keeps the right of punishment in his own hand," and may remit the penalty. See Nos. 3823, 5282.

3757. [Stoehl, Friedr. Wilh. von], Concordia Religionis et Libertatis, sive Iurisprudenciae Moralis et Religionis Christianae. Anstolstadt [Guben and Berlin], 1692, 8°, pp. 124, besides Preface, pp. 16, and Appendices, pp. 56. This treatise maintains the materiality of the soul, and denies the doctrine of endless punishment. The book was condemned by several governments, and caused the author much trouble. See Baumgarten's Nachrichten von merkli. Bechern, II. 124-126. (H.

3758. [Stafford, Richard], Some Thoughts of the Principles of the Law; on the Right of a Count. An Account of the State of Religion as it is now in the World. London, 1693, 8°. Stafford was a Universalist. See Whittome's Hist. of Kirchenrecht, ed. 125, 126.


3761. Viscioles, par la restitution universelle [or générale] de la création ... [reporting to be a conference betweenDosithëus and Theophilius]. Cologne, 1697, 8°.

3762. Jerome White, in his Preface to his "Restoration of all Things," London, 1712, 8°, represents this as "an ingenious piece written in French by a noble eminent Lord and Master of the court of the King of Prussia." The work is mentioned by Welch, Bibl. Theol. II. 841, under the title of "Ein Gespräch in Reich der zwischen Theophili Leibniz und Dosithëo Kleisen von der allgemeinen Erlösung des ganzen menschlichen Geschlechts." Afterwards in Amst., 1712, seems to have been a translation of it.


Also in J. W. Petersen's Mustermann us pseustostoc, etc. 1701, etc. Col. I. 1-22. Fabricius, Delphinae, etc. 1706, etc. I. 2, note. A German version of this, and a translation of the work by Jane Leade, mentioned above, and given 1698 as the date of its publication.


3768. [Klein-Nicolai, Georg], Das von Jesu Christo ... allen Createden zu predigen ... Evangelium von einem der allgemeinen Wiedergleichung der Createden ... den erwähnten ewigen Erlösung ... verkündigt von Georg Paul Siegvolck ... Magdeburg,
the above Doctrine. . . London, (1st ed. 1712.)
1715, 8°, pp. xiii., 246. H.

This work was published without the author's name.
Plan American ed., Philad. 1844, 8°.— Fourth Eng-
lish ed., with an Introductory Essay of 84 pages by

3840. Evidens Demonstratio Restitutitionis
Rerum omnium ad Deum, per quam dannat
oues post suprani Judicii Diem tandem
liberabuntur. . . . Hague-Comity, 1715.

This work was written in Dutch. The author only
give the title in Latin from Patuzzi, De futuro Im-

3841. Glass, Christian Friedrich. Entdeck-
er Atheismus, aus der bekannten Lehre von
der Wiederbringung aller Dinge, auch der
gefallenen Engel. Von C. F. Lipise, 1714,
8°.

3842. Fischlin, Ludvig Melchior. Vollige
Ueberzeugung, dass das so genannte Ewige
Evangelium falsch sey. Ulm, 1715, 8°. (10 sh.)
A rejoinder to Petersen. See No. 3839.

Clerum Luminum, ad Matth. xxv. 46 et 2
Cor. i. 12; in quibus Pecunam gehennaliun
Eternitas asseritur, et Conscientia vindica-

3844. Jüger, Johann Wolfgang. Nova Purgatio
Aniimae post Mortem, exoecta in Cerebro
Mad. Bourignon et Petri Poireti, extracta ex
Funo Infernal. Tubingen, 1716, 4°. pp. 54.

3845. Horch, Heinrich. Die Philadelphische
Versuchung-Stunde, in Anseheu des ewi-
gen Evangeliums. Marburg, 1715, 4°. (33
sh.)
In this work Horch, who had been a follower of
Petersen, renounces the doctrine of restoration.

3846. Petersen, Johann Wilhelm. Bekräftigung
des ewigen Evangelii von der Wiederbring-
ger aller Dinge, dem Schriftte der Philadelphischen
Versuchung-Stunde . . . entgegengesetzt . . .
Frankurt, 1716? 4°. (24 sh.)
The date given by Roemer is 1726.

3847. Horch, Heinrich. Gegensatz des ewi-
er Lichts und der ewigen Finsternis.
[Against Petersen.] Marburg, 1716, 4°.

3848. Petersen, Johann Wilhelm. Bekräftigter
Origenes contra den entkräfteteren Origenen,
von der Wiederbringung aller Dinge. Frank-
furt, 1716, 4°. (30 sh.)

3849. Pichia [Pedagio? or Georgi and
Roden Brand; or Petagia?]; oder neueröffnete
Bibel, darinnen Christus durch und durch zu
finden. Frankfurt, 1716, 4°. (107 sh.)

3850. The Walch, Einleitung in die Rolig. Streit, etc. 6°.

3851. Gaudin, Alexis. Traité sur l'éternité
du bonheur et du malheur après la mort, et
la nécessité de la religion. (In the Recueil de
pièces fugitives, publ. by the Abbé Archam-
bault, Paris, 1717, 8°, Tome I.)

3852. [Klein-Nicola, Georg.] Kurze und
gründliche Vorstellung, was nach den wahren
Sinn des heiligen Geistes durch die in der
Apologesch. iii. 21. erwähnte Wiederbring-
ger aller Dinge und durch die Offenbahr.
xiv. 6. bemerkte ewige Evangelium verstan-
den werden muss. 1717.

3853. Hœchelich, der unter dem Zu-

3854. Die über alle ihre Feinde und Las-
ter triumpilrende and ewige Liebe Gottes. Frankfurt, 1718, 4°. (27 shr.)
A collection of tracts by Petersen, Klein-Nicolai, and others, containing a discussion on the doctrine of resurrection. See Walsh, Einleitung, etc., as above, II. 648, 649.


In answer to Sam. Richardson's tract of The Torment of Hell, etc. See No. 3754.


See Nos. 3851, 3873, 3874.

3861. Portizig, Zacharias. Triumphhrende Wahrheit; oder unmößlicher Beweis, dass der Hellenepin umleidet sey. Altmbrg, 1722, 8°. (12 shr.)


First pub. as an Appendix to his Heilige Reden, 1° Thelil, Hamburg, 1725, 8°.

Schäfer also published a Latin translation of this work, with the title, "Doctrina de Regno Millenaria Christiani," etc.

Published under the pseudonym of Theophilus, or perhaps Theophilus von Hamburg.; comp. Nos. 3603, 3874. Walsh (Bibl. Theol. II. 872, and Index) ascribes this work to Theophilus Hirschfeld. Grose (Bibl. mag., p. 117) ascribes it to Geo. Mich. Theophilus. Schender (Lec. der hamburg. Schriftsteller, III. 214) attributes to Herdt a work with the following title: — "Die Erklärung der Irrungen und verkehrten Lehre G. M. Hirschfeldes," Humb. 1725, 8°, which is probably the same book with the above. Grose (Bibl. mag., p. 147) ascribes it to Georg Mich. Hirschfeld a work with the title "Irrige Lehre von der Zerich- tung aller Dinge." Humb. 1725, 8°, which seems to be really an anonymous work. written (perhaps by Her- dt) against Hirschfeld. For the probable erica of the mistake, see Georg's Europ. Bücher-Lexicon, II. 368.


3869. [Hertel, Jakob]. Sonnemarker Beweis, dass die Lehre von der Wiederbringung der Verdamnten und Teufel in der heiligen Schrift gegründe und keiner widerlegt sey. Frankfurt, 1726, 8°. This work is under the name J oh. Wilh. Petersen herausgegebene Bewährung des ewigen Evangeli- ums fur die Teufel. Von Theophilie in Hamb. 1725, 8°. (1 shr.)
Walsh (Bibl. Theol. II. 872) erroneously ascribes this book to Theophilus Hirschfeld. Compare No. 3859.


See No. 3862.


3875. Gespräch (Ein) im Reich der Wahrheit zwischen orthodoxo Glaubent. und Grothoffius, in welchem der aufgewärmte ch'ristliches Lehratz Ostheil . . . or die völlige Wiederbringung aller Creationen wiederlegt wird. [About 1727.]
See Nos. 3853, 3860.

See Nos. 3851, 3860.


3878. Spricht, Christoph, Gnedene Rose, der ein Zeugnites der Wahrheit von der uns nun so nahe vorrückenden gnedenen Zeit. In drei Theilen. 2d Ed. (1737). 1731, 8°.

This book was suppressed by public authority. For a full account of it, and of the numerous works which appeared by proposition to it, see Walsh, Einleitung in die Relig., Stadt. der Prov. Luth. Kirche, 112. 259- 274, and his Bibl. Theol. II. 870-871. See also Flugge, Gesch. des Glaubens an Unverkörpertheit, II. 325- 328.


3881. Ludwig Gerhards . . . Hamburg, 1727, 4°. 5 gr.

3882. Gebhard, Brandan Heinrich. Amica Desipissima de Diabolorum ac omnium Damma- torum Salute ac Restitutione, ex Verbo Dei
inter Scinum et Photonum instituta a M. Ludovicii Gerhardi Systemati \( \alpha \pi \kappa \sigma \kappa \alpha \tau \sigma \sigma \tau \alpha \sigma \varepsilon \) opposita. Gryph. 1725, 9. (9 sh.)

3892. Gerhard, Ludwig. Supplementa, das eigentliche Recht von der Verheißung seines vollständigen Lehrbegriffs von der Wiederbringung aller Dinge ... Hamburg, 1728, 4. (19 sh.)

3893. Wiederlegung der von Ludovico Gerhardi neulich herausgegebenen ... Supplementorum. [Ascribed to Sebastian Edzardi.] Hamburg, 1728, 4. (4 sh.)


3895. Götze, Georg Heim. Observationum sacrarum Specimen, M. Ludovicii Gerhardi, Auctori Systematis \( \alpha \pi \kappa \sigma \kappa \alpha \tau \sigma \sigma \tau \alpha \sigma \varepsilon \) opposita ... Lubece, 1728, 4.


3897. Jänicke, Joh. Friedr. Gründlicher Beweis, dass der Spruch Rom. v. 13. nicht von der Rechtfertigung durch den Glauben an Christum hänckte und die Wiederbringung aller Dinge ... mit dem allergrätesten TäufA nicht daraus zu erweisen stehe ... nebst einer Vorrede, worin die Unendlichkeit der Quelle des Verherrlachtwerden und M. Ludwigs Gerhards herbeigebachten Argumenten ... beantwortet werden ... Parchim, 1728, 4. (32 sh.)


3900. Möller, Jacob. ... Poema Dammaturum numquam finienda, ex Esaiac. Ixiv. vers. xxiv. aliusque Scripturac. Locis contra M. Ludovicii Gerhardii Systema \( \alpha \pi \kappa \sigma \kappa \alpha \tau \sigma \sigma \tau \alpha \sigma \varepsilon \). Dissertatio Academica adserata. ... [With a preface by the Dreeser, J. F. Buddens.] Jenaac, 1728, 4. pp. (28.) 76. H.

3901. Epinuus, Franz Albert. Dissertatio die Evangelio Etioico, \( \alpha \pi \kappa \sigma \kappa \alpha \tau \sigma \sigma \tau \alpha \sigma \varepsilon \) Adeumante, cum Eccles. Luth. Symbolicos Libris irreconciliable. [Resp. Joh. Hieron Edzardi.] ... Rostock, 1729, 4. pp. 102.

3902. Stockmann, Joh. Christian. Beschreiben und schriftmästige Wiederlegung des so genannten Systematis \( \alpha \pi \kappa \sigma \kappa \alpha \tau \sigma \sigma \tau \alpha \sigma \varepsilon \) M. Ludovicii Gerhardi. Hamburg, 1729, 4. (13 sh.)

3903. Gerhard, Ludwig. Kurzer Begriff des ewigen Evangelii von der Wiederbringung aller Dinge ... auf eine demonstrativische Art aufgesetzt. Altona, 1729, 8°. (25 sh.)

In the preface to this work Gerhard reviews his acquaintance, particularly Guden, Budden, Lampé, Gehrd, Jennke, Stockmann, and the divines of the University faculty, Rostock, who had published a tract against him.—Bolck.

3904. Neumeister, Ernemann. Gründliche 838

Wiederlegung des von M. Ludewig Gerhard neulich herausgegebenen Kurzen Begriffs von der Wiederbringung aller Dinge. Hamburg, 1730, 4. (9 sh.)

3905. Sibeth, Carl Joachim. Tractatus theologicus, sistens Exegetica et Vincentiis Dictii Paulini, Rom. v. 19, inprinis contra M. Ludovicum Gerhardum ... Gryph. 1730, 4. (28 sh.)


See p. 321.

3907. [Klein-Nicolai, Georg]. Erörterung einiger der wichtigsten Fragen von dem Reich Christi. 1729, (8.)

3908. [—]. Georg Paul Siegvolcks gründliche und bescheidene Gedanken, die er über des Herrn Johann Lorenz Moschese ... seine umgebrachten Gedanken von der Ewigkeit der Höllen-straffen, ... eröffnet hat ... de neun der Bekränzung hinzu gefügt: 1. Der vergeblichen Stür der Wahrheit und Unternehmen. 2. Belacht-hügel. Dem in seinem ... Tractat, Widerlegung des ederlichen Ewigen Evangelii genannt, ... angefangen hat; 11. Eine gründliche Vorstellung, was durch die Archi- kation der erwehrten Wiederbringung aller Dinge: und durch das Ophoff, Joh. xiv. 6, bemeldete Ewige Evangelium, verstanden werden müsste ... III. Verschiedene wichtige derselben, das laufend-jährige Reich Jesus Christi, und die ... Wiederzweckbringung aller Geschöpfe betreffend ... [with extracts from Luther's writings, in proof that he believed both.]

Freystatt, 1729, 8°. (25 sh.) U. Also p. 56.

The copy before me contains only the first two treatises, ending with p. 312.


3910. [—] ——. The World Unmask'd, or, The Philo- sopher the Greatest Cheat ... To which is added, The State of Souls separated from their Bodies: being an Epistolary Treatise, wherein is proved by ... Arguments, deduced from Holy Scripture, that the Punishments of the Wicked will not be Eternal ... In Answer to a Treatise, entitled, An Enquiry into Origem. Together with a Large Intro- duction, advicing the same Truth from the Principles of Natural Religion. Translated from the French. London, 1756, 8°, pp. viii., 446. H., F.—2 vol. ibid. 1745, 12. F.— ... and the Works of the. ... 1745, 12. F.— ... In a letter to the Author. 1745, 8°. p. 262. We have the half-title:—"The Sequel of the Fourteen Letters." ...
3902. [Huber, Marie]. The State of Souls, separated from their Bodies. ... Translated from the French. First American, from the second London Ed. in 1719. By Nathaniel Stacy. Cooperstown, 1719, 12mo. pp. 203. B.

3903. [—] Natural and Revealed Religion explaining each other. In two Essays. The Fifth of the four Essays, where Religion is reducible to Man. The Second, the state of Souls after Death, as discovered by Revelation. MS. Never before published. (Harleian Miscel., 1748, 4to. VI. 29-51. II.)

This is translated and abridged from two anonymous works of Marie Huber, viz.: "Lettres sur la relation de l'esprit à l'homme." Amst., 1734, translated into English, the same year; and "Le système des idées et modernes," etc. described above. See also No. 457. For a notice of the Letters on religion, etc. see Baumgarten's Nachrichten von merkw. Buchern. I. 101-113. B.

3904. Cooper, William. Three Discourses concerning the Reality, the Extremity, and the Absolute Eternity of Hell Punishments. Published by Desire of many of the Hearers. ... Boston, 1732, 12mo. pp. 114. II. W. Cooper was "one of the Factors of the Church in Brattle Street, Boston."

3905. Cuppe, Pierre. Le ciel ouvert à tous les hommes; ou Traité théologique, dans lequel, sans rien déparer des pratiques de la religion chrétienne, il est prouvé solidement, par l'Exercice de la Sainte et la raison, que tous les hommes seront sauvés. ... (1747). 4to. MS.


3907. [Ruchat, Abraham]. Examen de l'Origine des états des âmes séparées des corps. Lausanne, 1733, 12mo.

See Nos. 3899, 3913.


3911. Reinhard, Lorenz. Die unendliche Ewigkeit der Höllenstraßen. ... 5th Aufl. 6th Aufl. 8vo. Darmstadt, 1754, 8vo. (4 sh.)

3912. Onkes, Abraham. The Doctrine of Hell-Torments distinctly and impartially discussed. The 2d Ed. To which is prefixed, a Preface inscribed to the Rev. William Whiston, MLA concerning his Eternity of Hell-Torments considered. ... London, (1739,) 1740, 8vo. pp. (4), viii., 72. II.

The first edition was anonymous.

3913. [Huber, Marie]. Suite du livre des XIII lettres sur l'état des âmes séparées des corps, servant de réponse au livre du professeur R. [Ruchat]. Londres, 1739, 12mo. — Also in French.

3914. Burten, Thomas. Hell Torments not eternal, argumentatively proved from the Authority of Divine Mercy. London, 1739, 8vo. II.

3915. Voss, Jacob. Ein Bekenntiss der Liebe Gottes nach der Wahrheit bey der Lehre von unendlichen Stränen. ... Stettin, 1739, 8vo. II.

3916. Wöllner, ——. Die heilige Lehre von der Wiederbringung aller Dinge, aus dem Worte Gottes, den Einfältigen zu Gute, in Fragment und Antwort ... vorgestellt. 1739? 8vo. (Sh.)


See nieuwssche Narrative, IV. 1-39. H.

3918. Eternal misery the necessary consequence of infinite mercy abused. [A Sermon on Psalm lxxvi. 12.] To which is prefixed, a Preface, containing a full but answer to Mr. Whiston's late Treatise against the Eternity of Hell-torments. London, 1740, 8vo.

3919. Povey, Charles. ... The Torments after Death. London, 1740, 8vo. pp. 22, 15. H.

3920. Venn, Richard. The Eternity of Hell-Torments asserted. 1740. 8vo. pp. 301. D.


3925. Scripture Account (The) of the Eternity, etc. ——. Joys in Heaven, and the Torments of Hell, stated, explained, and vindicated. By way of Reply to Mr. W. Whiston's late Book, entitled, The Eternity of Hell Torments considered, &c. ... London, 1742, 8vo. pp. 92 +. 8vo. 389

Doddwell, William. The Eternity of Future Punishment asserted and vindicated. In Answer to Mr. Whiston's late Treatise on that Subject. In Two Sermons preached before the University of Oxford, ... March 21, 1741, ... Oxford, 1743, 8°, pp. 88 + 7. U.


Krauter, Philipp David. Disputatio in verba de aeterna Poenam Infernalium Duraentiae. Jenae, 1743, 4°, (8 sh.).

Scott, Joseph Nicol. Sermons, preached in Defence of all Religion, whether Natural or Revealed ... 2 vol. London, 1743, 8°, 17.

Serm. XVII. and XVIII. In Vol. II., pp. 229-379, maintain the doctrine of the destruction of the wicked. These sermons were entitled, "The Natural Types of the Occasion by some late Writings, and particularly Mr. Whiston's Discourse of Hell-Terrors ... London, 1741, 4°, pp. xii., 315. U. See Beattie's Works, Vol. II.


Böldiecke maintains that the eternal torments of the damned spring from pure benediction in the Devil, because the happiness of the elect will be so greatly heightened and intensified by the contemplation of their sufferings! The sin of happiness in the universe thus becomes greater than could be produced in any other way. It is but fair to state that he regards the number of the elect as immensely larger than that of the Damned.


[George, ———.] Urgemachte Dinge in einer Schrift zweckmässiger Vornehmer Wiedergutmachung, die sie wider die heilige Rede des Herrn Abt Moscheim von der ewigen Verdamm- niss der Gottlosen, aus Licht gestellt haben ... Frankfurt und Leipzig, 1717, 8°, (11 sh.).

Beantwortung auf die ungereimten Dinge, so ein Geistlicher wider die Wieder- bringungsfremde ausgesteuert ... 1717, 4°.


Hauptsatz in philosophischer Hinsicht." — Fregelius, 1740.


Schütz-Schrift für die Ewigkeit der Höllenstrafen, wider die Schrift- und ver- fassungsmäßige Ueberlegung der beydefzeitigen Gründe ... Frankfurt und Leipzig, 1747, 8°, (18 sh.). See Kraus's New Theol. Bibl., III., 863-862. H.


Böldiecke, Joachim. Auflösung wichtiger Zweifelsnoten, welche seiner Erklärung vom Ursprung und Bestrafung des Bösen ent- gegen gesetzt worden. Berlin, 1718, 8°, (9 sh.).


Pfaffi, Christoph Matthiäus. De Perpetuæ Poenarum Infernalis ex Ratione necostabilis nec demonstrabilis Thub- riging, 1715, 4°, pp. 127-147. H.

Ramsay, Andrew Michael, the Chervier. The Philosophical Principles of Natural and Revealed Religion. Unfolded in Geometrical Order ... 2 pt. Glasgow, 1715-18, 4°, U.

The author maintains the doctrines of pre-existence and of universal restoration.


Stein, Joachim Ernst. ... Vermaunt- und schrifthässiger Beweis, dass die Lehre der Wiederbringung aller Dinge in der Ver- mund- und Schrift nicht den allergeringsten Grund habe ... Wolfenbüttel, 1718, 8°, (6 sh.).


3953. Rittersdorf, Daniel. Ein Blick in die Ewigkeit ... Elbing, 1749, 8vo. (4 sh.)

3954. Gedanken von der Unendlichkeit der Höllenstraßen ... Frankfurt. und Leipzig, 1710, 8vo. (7 sh.)

3955. Clear, Daniel. Distinction (A) between True and False Religion ... by which the Truth of Eternal Punishment is asserted and proved, and the Doctrine of Eternal Torment confuted, and condemned, as not merely Atheistical, but the blasphemous Doctrine of Incurable Devils. Birmingham, 1750, 8vo.


3960. Candid Examination (A) of that celebrated Piece of Sophistry [by P. Cuppè], entitled, Heavenly Open to All Men. ... London, 1752, 8vo. pp. 80. See No. 3305.


3962. Great Love (The) and Tenderness of God to his Creature Man: or, The Scripture Account of the Redemption, and Salvation of All Mankind. Wherewith is discovered, that ... the Rational Soul or Spirit of Every Sinner, after suffering in Proportion to his Deserts, will be converted, delivered out of Torment, and be finally saved, in a Low Degree. And that, the Whole of the Man right ... will be sanctified wholly, both in Spirit, in Soul, and in Body ... By a Searcher after Religious Truth. London, N.d. [1753?], 8vo. pp. xxii., 344. U.


3968. Griffin, Rev. — Rector of Dingley. The Scripture Account of a Future State considered. Occasionally by reading a late Pamphlet, bearing the same Title, by an Anon. London, 1755, 8vo. 15.

3969. Herbst, Nicolaus. Fortgesetzte Prüfung der Göttlichen Lehrrätther ... Halle, 1755, 8vo. (22 sh.)


3973. Considerations upon War, upon Cruelty in general, and Religious Cruelty in particular. Also, an Attempt to prove that Everlasting Punishments are inconsistent with the Divine Attributes. In several Letters and Essays, To which are added, Essays on other Subjects, and an Oration in Praise of deceit and Lying. The 2d Ed. London, (1755.) 1761, 8vo. pp. xxvii., 195, 4. U.

3974. Upon Everlasting Punishments occupies pp. 317-400. The author of this volume also pub- lish'd his observations on False Religion, and "Essays and Letters on Various Subjects." U.

3975. Specimen (A) of True Theology, or Bible Divinity ... By a Searcher after Religious Truth; and A well-wisher to All Mankind. London, 1758, 8vo. pp. xvi., 175, D. 11.

3976. Maintains the doctrine of Universalism.


3978. Kelly, James. Union: or, A Treatise of the Consanguinity and Affinity between Christ and his Church. ... London, 1759, 4to. pp. xxviii., 133, 4. U. In the same, 1779; Providence. 1781; Paris, Me. 1793; Philad. 1812, 8vo. Maintains Universalism on Calvinistic principles.

würfe gegen die Offenbarung. 3 Theile. Bern, 1715—17, 8.

4005. Letters in Part II. maintain the eternity of future punishment.


4008. Crosswell, A. Mr. Murray Cunask'd. In which ... is shown, that the Doctrine of Universal Redemption is ... of ... with ... the Address of Mr. Chandler of Gloucester, to the People of his Charge, with regard to Mr. Murray.... The 2d Ed. greatly enlarged. Boston, 1776, 8°. Pp. 26. B. A.

4009. Cleveland, John. An Attempt to nip in the Bud, the Unscriptural Doctrine of Universal Salvation ... which a certain Stranger, who calls himself John Murray, has, of late, been endeavoring to spread in the First Parish of Gloucester ... Salem, N.E. 1776, 8°. pp. 44.


4012. Servetus, Mordecai. pseud. The Mystery's Plea for Universal Redemption, as ... preached by Mr. Elhanan Winchester ... in a New Series of Letters to the Rev. William Rogers, &c. By Mordecai Servetus. ... Philad. 1781, 8°. pp. 16. A.


4017. Chauncy, Charles? Salvation for All Men, illustrated and vindicated as a Scripture Doctrine, in Numerous Extracts from a Variety of Pious and Learned Men, who have publicly written upon the Subject, by One who wishes well to all Mankind. The 2d Ed. Boston, 1783, 4°. pp. iii., 25. B. A., H.


4019. [Clarke, Rev. John, D.D.]. A Letter to Doctor Mather. Occasioned by his Divinengrams of Dr. Mather's Universal Salvation, entitled, Salvation for All Men. By One who wishes well to him in common with Mankind. ... Boston, 1782, 4°. pp. 9. B.A., MHS.

4020. Author (To the) of a Letter to Dr. Mather. By One of the Readers. Boston, 1783, 4°. pp. 6. B. A.

4021. Townsend, Shippie. Some Remarks on a Pamphlet intituled, All Men will not be saved for ever; wrote by Samuel Mathier ... in reply to a late Pamphlet, intituled, Salvation for All Men ... Boston, N.E. 1783, 8°. pp. 32.


4023. Divine Glory brought to View in the Final Salvation of All Men. A Letter to the Friend to Truth. By One who wishes well to all Mankind. ... Boston, 1783, 4°. pp. 19. B. A.

4024. [Eckley, Joseph. ] Appendix, in Answer to a late Letter, entitled Divine Glory brought to View, in the Final Salvation of All Men. ... [Boston, 1783,] 8°. pp. 8. B. A.

4025. Letter (A) to the Author of Divine Glory brought to View, in the Condemnation of the Ungodly, with the Appendix. [Boston, 1783,] 4°. pp. 10. B. A.

4026. Townsend, Shippie. Repentance and Restoration of Sinners considered, in Answer to a Pamphlet intituled, "Divine Glory in the Condemnation of the Ungodly." Boston, 1784, 4°.

4027. Presbyterian Church in the First Presbytery of the Eastward. Bath-Kol. A Voice from the Wilderness. Being an Humble Attempt to support the sinking Truths of God, against some of the Principal Errors, arising from this Time. By the Ministers of the Eastward. ... Boston, 1783. 1°. pp. xli., 590. +. MHS.

4028. Thacher, Peter. That the Punishment of the finally Impenitent shall be Eternal: or, That all Men shall not be saved; attempted to be proved and illustrated in Three Sermons, preached at Maiden, October, 1782. ... Salem, 1783, sm. 4°. pp. 31. H.


4031. Gordon, William. The Doctrine of Final Salvation examined and shown to be Unscriptural; in Answer to a Pamphlet entitled Salvation for All Men. ... Boston, 1783, 4°. pp. ii., 96. B. A.

4032. Hopkins, Samuel. An Inquiry concerning the Future State of those who die in their Sins; wherein the Dictates of Scripture and Reason, upon this important Subject, are carefully considered; and whether Endless Punishment be consistent with Divine Justice, Wisdom and Goodness; in which also Objections are stated and answered. ... Newport, Rhode-Island, 1783, 4°. pp. vi., 194. B. Also in his Works, 1854, 8°. II. 367-599. H.


4034. See Nos. 3906, 4016.
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4655. [Schwartz, Christian August]. Zusä-
liche zu den Versuchen eines Ungeheuren [i.e.
J. F.] Beyer] über die Straffen der Ver-
Straffen der Verdammten und deren Dauer.
Fortgesetzter Versuch . . . Leipzig, 1784,
8°. pp. 8), 263. C.

4657. [Chauney, Charles]. The Mystery hid
from Ages and Generations, made manifest by
the Gospel-Revolution: or, The Salvation
of All Men the Grand Thing aimed at in the
Scheme of God . . . In Three Chapters . . .
By One who wishes well to the whole Human
Race . . . London, 1784, 8°, pp. xxxvi., 436. H.
A Dutch translation of the above (as I suppose), by
P. van Hemert, with the title:—De eindiglijke zel-
zoekigheid aller menschen, voornamelijk bedoeld in het
plan van God," etc. 2 deelen, Leidenwarden, 1787, 8°.

4658. Predigten über die falsche Lehre von
eigenen Höllenstrafen. 2Theile. Berlin, 1784,
8°.

4659. Purves, James. An Humble Attempt
to investigate and find the Scripture-Doct-
rine concerning the Father, the Son, and the
Holy Spirit; to which is now added, Observa-
tions concerning the Mediation of Jesus Christ,
and the Final Atonement of his Mission. With an
Appendix . . . The 2d Ed., revised and greatly enlarged.
Edinburgh, 1784, 12°, pp. xvi., 376. U.
A book against a Calvinist and a Restorationist.

for Prop. the Gospel in Foreign Parts. The
Restoration [Restitution? au iial?] of all
Things; an Essay on the Important Subject of
the Universal Redeemer's Destination.
London, 1785, 8°, pp. xiii., 60. See No. 487.

4661. Corrodi, Heinr]. Über die Ewigkeit der
Höllenstrafen. (Betrachtungen z. F. B. d. Bekennt.
Bekennts, etc., 1785, Heft 7, pp.
41-72.) F.

John Tyler, concerning the Possibility of
Eternal Punishments, and the Improbability of
Universal Salvation. London, 1785, 8°. H.
See No. 481.

4663. Smallley, John. Eternal Salvation on
no Account a Matter of Just Debt . . . A
Sermon, delivered at Wallingford, . . . with special
reference to the Murrays' Dissertation . . .
Hartford, 1785, 8°. pp. 39. U.

4664. — The Law in all respects satisfied by
our Saviour, in regard to those only who be-
long to him; or, None but Believers saved . . .
A Second Sermon, preached at Wallingford,
with a View to the Universalists. . .
Hartford, 1784, 8°, pp. 32. U.

4665. Adelos, pseud. New Sentiments, dif-
ferent from any yet published, upon the Doc-
trine of Universal Salvation . . . By Adelos.
Providences, 1786, 8°. pp. 64. BA.

4666. Against the doctrine.

4667. Crouch, Isaac. The Eternity of Future
Punishments. A Sermon preach'd before the
University of Oxford . . . April 9, 1786, from

4668. Evans, David. General Election, or,
Salvation for All Men illustrated and proved.
A Sermon preach'd at the Meeting of the United
Brethren, in New Britain in Pennsylvania,
November — 1785, x.p. 1786, 8°. pp. 57. U.

4669. Johnson, Stephen. The Everlasting
Punishment of those guilty; and vindicated to
be a Scripture Doctrine: and the Salvation of All
Men, as taught in several

Late Publications, confuted, . . . New-London, [Church], 1787, 8°, pp. xviii., 257, H.

4670. Leicester, Francis. Christ glorified in
the Salvation and final Restoration of all
Mankind; set forth in two Sermons on 1 Tim.

4671. Matthews, William. The Miscellaneous
Essays of Vol. III. Containing Dis-
sertations . . . and Dialogues in the World of
U.

4672. — Thoughts on the Divine Goodness, re-
tative to the Government of Moral Agents,
particularly as displayed in Future Rewards and
Punishments. Translated from the French . . .
Bath [Eng.], 1786, 8°. — Also Hartford [Conn.],
1794, 12°: Montpellier [Fr.], 1825, 12° (D.);
Philadelphia, 1845, 8°.

4673. Smith, William Pitt. The Universalist.
In Seven Letters to Anyntor . . . New-York,
1795, 12°, pp. 206. U.

4674. Thomson, B. The Eternity of Hell-
Torments vindicated. London? 1788, 8°.

4675. Whitaker, Edward W. A Serious Ad-
dress on the Scripture Doctrine of Future
Punishment. About 1787 8°.

4676. Winchester, Ehasman. The Universal
Redemption exhibited in Four Dialogues be-
tween a Minister and his Friend . . . The
2d Ed., with Additions. To this Edition is prefixed
. . . some Sketches of [the Au-
thor's] Life . . . London, 1785, 8°; 1792, 8°.
Ph. IX., 202. H.

4677. Fourth edition, with Notes by W. Vidler, London,
1799. — Reprinted at Worcester, Mass. 1805, 12. (H.);
Baltimore Falls, 1816, 12. (H.); Boston, 1821, 8°.
Philadelphia, 1843, 8°.

4678. Clarke, George. Vindication of the
Honour of God, and of the Rights of Man; in a
Letter to Mr. De Candolfin, occasioned by the
Publication of Edwards' Sermon on the
Eternity of Hell-Torments. 1789, 8°.

4679. Taylor, Daniel. The Eternity of Future
Punishment, asserted and improved; a Discourse
on Matthew, xxxv. 46. London, 1789,
8°. pp. 45.

4680. — The Eternity of Future Punishment
re-asserted. 8°.

4681. Winchester, Ehasman. A Course of
Lectures on the Prophecies that remain to be
Walpole, 1800, 8°. H.

4682. Pragmatische Abhandlung über die
Dauer der Höllenstrafen. Frankfurt und
Leipz., 1759, 8°, pp. 263 +. U.

4683. [Cooper, Samuel, D.D., of Great Yarm-
outh], d. 1800. Four Dissertations. I. On
Eternal Punishments. In which the Design of
Punishment in general is placed in a New
Light. II. On Christ's cursing the Fig-Tree . . .
III. On Mistranslations in the New-Testa-
ment . . . IV. On Christ's Temptation . . .
London, x.p. 59, pp. xxv., 201. U.
With the Preface:— Explanations of some Diffi-
cult Texts in the New Testament. In Four Disserta-
tions,}

4684. Edwards, Jonathan, the younger. The
Salvation of All Men strictly examined; and
the Endless Punishment of those who die im-
penitent, argued and defended against the

**Boston,** intended Par being in Loudon, 1790. 406."

**4064.** **4068.**

**4067.**

**4065.>**

**4073.**

**Objections by Grafen.**

**Poenaruni ratione.**

**La Vita.**

**Maintains the destruction of the wicked.**

**Grafen.**

**Rom.**

**Vita.**

**Grafen.**

**Lastron.**

**Very Smith.**

**Grafen.**

**An Antichristian Discourse.**

**M.**

**Poenaruni vibadion.**

**Friends.**

**John.**

**Of Friends.**

**Poenaruni vibadion.**

**Final Salvation of All Mankind.**

**Young, Joseph, M.D.**

**Weaver, James.**

**Ammon, Christoph Friedr. von.**

**Marson, John.**

**Marsom, John.**

**Young, Joseph.**

**Townsend, Shippie.**

**Murray, John.**

**Wright, Richard.**

**Edwards, Jonathan, the elder.**

**Huntington, Joseph.**

Men. A Posthumous Work **. . . . New-Lon-

**of Friends.**

**Huntington, William.**

**Strong, Nathaniel.**

**Ballou, Hosea.**

**Vidler, William.**

**Fishler.**

**Foster, Joel, and Ballou, Hosea.**

**Foster, Joel.**

**Vidler, William.**


4099. **Douglas**, Neil. *An Antidote against Deism.* In a Series of Letters to the Editor of "The Universalist" on the Universal Redemption of All Men, and the Death and Nature of Attonement; and its Glorious Consequences, in the Final Reconciliation of All Men to Holiness and Happiness. . . . Randolph (Ver.), 1803, 8o. pp. 218. II.


4101. **Smith**, Elias. *The Doctrine of the Prince of Peace and his Servants, concerning the kind of the Wicked . . . proving that the Doctrines of the Universalists and Calvinists are not the Doctrine of Jesus Christ and the Apostles. . . .* Boston, 1805, 12o. pp. 71. I.

4102. **Spaulding**, Josiah. Universalism confusion and destroys itself: or, Letters to a Friend in Four Parts. Part I. Dr. Huntington's and Mr. Belk's Scheme, which supposes all Future Punishment, shown to be made up of Contradictions. Part II. Dr. Chauncy's, Mr. Winchester's, Pettipierre's, and Ned Dr. Young's Scheme, which supposes a Limited Punishment hereafter, shown to be made up of Contradictions. Part III. Everlasting, forever, and forever and naturally and originally, mean Duration without End. Part IV. The Sufficiency of the Atonement, for the Salvation of All, consistent with the Final Destruction of a Part of Mankind. Also the Sermon on Peace explained. Interposed with direct Arguments in Proof of the Endless Misery of the Damned. . . . Northampton, Massachusetts, 1806, 8o. pp. 529. I.


4111. [—]. *A Defence of Restoration . . .* By Philanthropic Philalethes. . . . Glasgow, 1807, 8o. pp. 64.


4115. **Bailon**, Hossen. *A Treatise on Atonement: in which, the Finite Nature of Sin is argued, its Cause and Consequences as such; the Eternity of the Sin, and Nature of Attonement; and its Glorious Consequences, in the Final Reconciliation of All Men to Holiness and Happiness. . . .* Randolph (Ver.), 1805, 8o. pp. 216. II.


4119. **Lacey, William B.** A Sermon against Universalism. ... Utica, 1811, 12°, pp. 24. U.


4120. **Murray, John.** Letters, and Sketches of the Progress of the Universalists, ... 3 vol. Boston, 1812, 8°.

4121. **Baker, Samuel.** A Letter from Samuel Baker, formerly Senior Pastor of the Baptist Church in Thomaston, to his Brethren in that Place, after he became a Universalist. Boston, 1816, 12°. pp. 25. H.

4122. **Ballou, Hosea.** An Attempt, with a Soft Answer, to turn away Wrath, in Letters addressed to Mr. George Forrester ... In Reply to his Strictures on several works of Mr. Ballou ... Portsmouth, N.H. 1813, 18°. pp. 250. D.12.


4125. **Grundy, John.** Evangelical Christianity Considered, and shown to be Synonymous with Unitarianism ... 2 vol. Lond. 1815-16, 8°.

4126. **Baker, Samuel.** A Solemn Address to all Christians ... in which are shewn the Harmony of the Christian System with the Doctrine of Universal Salvation, and the Objections and Difficulties that arise in the Way of believing it; together with a Few Thoughts on the Un condemnable Sin. ... Hallowell, 1814, 8°. pp. 72. H.

4127. **Burt, Jephthah.** A Treatise, on the Universal Godliness of God, in the Salvation of All Men. ... N.P. [Vermont], 1811, 12°. pp. 78.

4128. **Dutton, Salmon.** Thoughts on God, related to his Moral Character, in Comparison with the Character, which reputed Divines have given him. ... Weathersfield, Vt, 1811, 12°. pp. 102. U.

4129. **[Parvus, James.]** The Reconciliation and Restoration of All Things by Jesus Christ. ... Glasgow, 1811, 8°. pp. 43. U.

4130. **[Tyler, Rev. John.]** Universal Damnation and Salvation, clearly proved by the Scriptures of the Old and New Testament. To which are added a Few Preliminary Observations ... Boston, 1826, 12°. pp. 100. B.

In 1815 an edition was published in Norwich, Connecticut, under the title: — 'The Law and the Gospel clearly demonstrated in Six Sermons,' etc. Two small editions had previously appeared, one published in Boston, the other in Salem. See R. O. William's Hist. Sketch of Universalism in Norwich, Conn., 1844, 8°. pp. 53. C.16.

4131. **Kelly, John.** Solemn and Important Reasons against becoming a Universalist. ... Haverhill, Mass, 1815, 8°. pp. 24. H.

4132. **Ballou, Hosea.** Divine Benevolence: being a Reply to a Pamphlet, entitled, Solemn and Important Reasons ... Haverhill, Mass. 1815, 8°. pp. 40. H.

4133. **Kelly, John.** Additional Reasons against Universalism ... Containing Strictures on the Writings of Hosea Ballou ... Haverhill, Mass. 1816, 8°. pp. 49. H.

4134. **Wood, Jacob.** A Letter to the Rev. John Kelly ... containing Remarks on his Pamphlet, entitled, Solemn and Important Reasons; also, Additional Reasons, &c. ... Haverhill, Mass. 1816, 8°. pp. 52. H.


4136. **Wright, Richard.** Essay on the Universal Restoration; intended to show that the Final Happiness of All Men is a Doctrine of Divine Revelation. London, 1816, 12°.


4138. **Letter (A),** addressed to the Andover Institution in particular, and the Calvinistic Preachers and People in general. In Answer to a Letter signed 'B. Dale.' By a Friend to Truth, Boston, 1816, 8°. pp. 20. H.

4139. **Smith, Thomas Southwood.** Illustrations of the Divine Government; tending to shew, that Every Thing is under the Direction of Infinite Wisdom and Goodness, and will terminate in the Production of Universal Purity and Happiness. ... 2d Ed., considerably enlarged. ... (1st ed., Glasgow, 1816) London, 1817, 8°. pp. 365. H.

A list of works relating to the subject is appended to this volume, pp. 300-303. — 4th American ed., New York, 1855, 12°. To this edition is added John Foster's Letter on Endless Punishment.

4140. **Streeter, Russell.** The Universal Friend ... being a Candid Reply to a Sermon, entitled, "A Solemn Protest against the Doctrine of Universal Salvation," by Stephen Farley." ... Keene (N.H.), July, 1816, 8°. pp. 48. H.

4141. **Eternal Punishment proved to be not Suffering but Privation; and Immortality dependent on Spiritual Regeneration: the Whole Founded on the Words and Order of Scripture, and embracing every Text bearing on the Subject. ... By a Member of the Church of England. ... London, 1817, 8°. pp. xxiv., 249. D.13.

4142. **Wood, Jacob.** A Brief Essay on the Doctrine of Future Eternity. To which is added, An Appendix, containing Extracts of Letters from most of the Principal Universalists.
salian Ministers in New-England, on the Sub-
ject of Future Misery. ... Worcester, Sept. 1817, pp. 7.

4141. Wood, Jacob. Universal Restoration de-
defended: being an Examination of a Sermon, entitled The Future Punishment of the Wicked Certain and Endless ... by Cyrus Mann, M.A. ... Worcester, April, 1818, 80. pp. 32.

4142. Kneeland, Abner. A Series of Lectures on the Doctrine of Universal Benevo-
ence: delivered in the Universalist Church, ... Philadelphia, in ... 1818 ... 2d Ed., with Additional Notes. Philadelphia, [1818], pp. 129, 232.

4143. Universalist Magazine (The), ... [Weekly. July 3, 1818–June 14, 1828.] 9 vol. Boston, 1819-29, 4v. H. Edited at first by Hosea Ballou, with whom were afterwards associated Hosea Ballou 2d and Thomas Whittemore. Continued under the following title:—

4144. Trumpet and Universalist Magazine. ... New Series. Vol. 1. – XXXIII. July 5, 1829, to the present time (1861?), 33 vol. Boston, 1829-61, 4v. H. Edited, for the first 18 nos., by Russell Streeter and Thomas Whittemore; afterwards by the latter alone, till the issue in 1840. A representative of that form of Universalism which rejects the doctrine of punish-
ment to the future life.

4145. Dutton, Salmon. An Examination of the Modern Doctrine of Future Punishment: together with a Short History of the Author's Life. ... Boston, 1819, 80. pp. 64. B.A. Against the doctrine of future punishment.


4147. Edgar, William. Remarks on a Late Pamphlet, entitled "The Endless Duration of Future Punishment considered and de-
defended, &c. By W. Smith, A.M." ... Glasgow, 1819, 80. pp. 64 +.


4149. A Short Series of Letters to Mr. Neil Douglas, in which the Endless Union and Final Equality of the Elect and Non-Elect is controverted by a Divine Authority ... Together with an Inquiry into the Nature and Situation of Hell; also, if Despair will prevail in that Region. ... Glasgow, 1819, 80. pp. 12.


In this periodical, of which no more was published, Mr. Smith advocated the doctrines of universal sal-
vation, and of no punishment after this life; he had before been a destructionist.

4151. Isaac, Daniel. The Doctrine of Uni-
iversal Restoration examined and refuted; ... being a Reply to the most Important Partic-
ulars contained in the "Endless Duration of Future Punishment," by Thomas West-


4153. Balfour, Walter. Letters to Rev. Moses Stuart [first published in the Universal-
ist Magazine in 1820 and 1821, and signed 'An Inquirer after Truth'] ... Boston, 1833, 18v. 148.

4154. Crowell, Seth. Strictures on the Doc-
trine of Universal Salvation; wherein the Doctrians of Mr. Balfour is exposed. In the Principal of the Moral Government of God ... New-York, 1821, 80. pp. 144. U.


4156. [Keirnich, Enoch B.]. A Final Restor-	ationist. ... Extracted from the Scriptures of Truth ... . Also, the Main Objections ref-	uted. ... By Philo-Benecons ... Boston, 1821, 12v. pp. 68. H.

4157. Wuner, Julius Fried. De公交车

4158. Essay (An) on the Doctrine of Eternal Punishments. Now first translated from the French of D'Alemont ... Part I. A Critical Dissertation on the Torments of Hell, in which the Foundations of this Doctrine are examined and destroyed ... Now first translated from the French. [Part II.] Lon-
don, 1821, 80. pp. 384. B.

In the copy before me the first sentence of the title, as originally printed, has been expunged, and the word "Busse" above it substituted in manuscript. The first Part is said to be "the avowed production of the author of "Christian Religion."" Comp. Nos. 3874, 3. For the original of the second Part, see No. 3714; comp. also No. 3889.

4159. Gospel Communicator (The) or Philan-
thropist's Journal. Edited by William Wor-

4160. Hudson, Charles. The Doctrine of the Immediate Happiness of All Men at the Article of Death, examined in a Letter to a Friend ... Boston, 1825, 80. pp. 19. B.A.

4161. Ruffner, Henry. A Discourse upon the Duration of Future Punishment. ... Rich-
mond, 1823, 80. pp. 47. Against Universalism.

4162. Sctson, Seth. Six Sermons, containing some of the principal arguments used by Mr. Andrew Fuller's Ex-
ponents for believing that the Future Punishment of the Wicked will be Endless. ... Plymouth, Mass. 1823, 80. pp. 88. B.

4163. [Tidd, Jacob]. ... A Correspondence, in part attempted to be suppressed by Hosea Ballon ... Boston, 1823, 80. pp. 56. B.A.


Perhaps the same work as No. 4040.


Against the doctrine.

4167. Kneeland, Abner, and M'Calla, W. L. A Discourse on a Discussion on the Question "Is the Punishment of the Wicked absolutely Eternal? or is it only a Temporal Punishment in this World, for their Good, and to be suc-
ceeded by Eternal Happiness after Death?" ... [Philadelphia.] 1824, 8v. pp. 324. B.A.


4176. Sabine, James. Universal Salvation Indispensable to Mr. Balfour's Ground. A Reply to "An Inquiry into the Scriptural Import of the Words Sheol, Hades ... [etc.]." By Walter Balfour. In a Series of Lectures delivered in the Universalist Church, Charleston ... Boston, 1825, 8vo, pp. 132. II.


4178. Empie, Adam. Remarks on the distinguishing Doctrine of Modern Universalism, which teaches that there is No Hell and No Punishment for the Wicked after Death. New-York, 1825, 8vo, pp. 139. B.

4179. Kneeland, Abner. Ancient Universalism, as taught by Christ and his Apostles; in the light of the Pauline Epistles, entitling the Author to marks on the distinguishing Doctrine of Modern Universalism ... By Adam Empie ... " New-York, 1825, 8vo, pp. 64.


4182. Three Inquiries on the following Scriptural Subjects: I. The Personality of the Devil. II. The Duration of the Punishment expressed by the Words Ever, Everlasting, Eternal, &c. III. Demoniacal Possessions. Revised, with Essays and Notes, by Otis A. Skinner. Boston, 1834, 12mo, pp. 386. II.

Part II. was first added in the third ed., Providence, 1840, 12mo, pp. 139. II.


— Also published as No. 24 of the Tracts of the American Tract Society, New York, 12mo, pp. 60, and in another form. N.s. 1838, pp. 135.


4186. Caroey, Friedr. Wilhelm. Uber alleinseeligmachende Kirche. ... [Abth. 1.] 2d and letzte Abtheilung. 2 Abth. Frankfurt am Main, 1826; Göttingen, 1827, 8vo. II.

Maintains the doctrine of universal salvation. The author (or was) a Catholic.

4188. Ferriss, Edwin. The Plain Restorationist. ... Montrose, Pa., 1827, 12mo, pp. 230. U.

4189. Hutchinson, Samuel. An Apology for believing in Universal Reconciliation. ... Also, a Reply to the Book of Inercation ... Norwich, Me., 1827, 12mo, pp. 200.


4192. Balfour, Walter. A Letter to Dr. Allen, President of Bowdoin College, in reply to his Lecture on the Doctrine of Universal Salvation ... Charleston (Ms.), 1828, 12mo, pp. 72.


4194. ——. Meaning of Aion and Aetem. [In answer to Prof. Stuart's Remarks on the above.] (Christian Exam. for Sept. 1830; IX. 20-46.) II.

— Prof. Stuart's remarks were pub. in the Spirit of the Pilgrim for August, 1839, Comp. No. 414.

4195. Hutchinson, Samuel. A Scriptural Exhibition of the Mighty Conquest, and Glorious Triumph of Jesus Christ, over Sin, Death, and Hell ... Norwich, Me., 1828, 12mo, pp. 144. II.

4196. Notes, on Religious, Moral, and Metaphysical Subjects. ... Aberdeen, 1828, 8vo, pp. 274.

— Pages 81-106 oppose the doctrine of eternal punishment.


4198. Read, Nathan. An Essay on Creation and Annihilation, the Future Existence and Final State of all Sentient Beings. ... Belfast [Maine], 1845, 8vo, pp. 14. F.

— First published anonymously at Belfast, Maine, in 1838, 8vo, pp. 74, with the title:—"A Disquisition on Creation, Annihilation, the Future Existence, and Final Happiness of all Sentient Beings." F.


— Maintains the doctrine of the extinction of the wicked.


4201. Bacher, Origin. The Universalist Bible, according to the Translations and Explanations of Ballon, Balfour and others. ...
Answer Universalism according to itself. Boston, 1829, 48p.


419. Knowlton, Charles, M.D. Elements of Modern Materialism: including the Idea of a Future State, in which all will be more happy. Tripp: John, Strange circumstances, or, whether circumstances they may be placed, than if they experienced no misery in this life. Adams, Mass., 1829, 8p., pp. 48.


See No. 432.

422. Stuart, Moses. Exegetical Essays on several Words relating to Future Punishment, in the Year 1830, 12p., pp. 155. Also Edin-burgh, 18+12.

First published, in part, in the Spirit of the Pil-grim for Aug. 1829; II. 39-492. H.


These articles aim to exhibit all the passages in which salvation and absence occur in Homer, Hesiod, Ovid, Pindar, Sophocles, Empedocles, Aristotle, Plato, Cicero, St. Augustine, Theseus. There are also remarks, Illustrations of the use and meaning of these words in ancient Greek, whatever may be thought of the universalist doctrines that have been advanced in ancient Greek and in the N.T. and absence often signify "spirit" and "spiritual." Comp. Nos. 419, 461.

436. Meaning of "Universalism." (Christian Era, for Nov. 1832, and May 1833; XII. 253-255; XIV. 246-267. H.


(Whether the Doctrine of endless misery is revealed in the Scriptures.) . . [Whittemore's ed.] 2d Ed. Boston, [1835], 18p., pp. 96. F.


The first treatise is by Samuel Richardson, see No. 370, and the article by W. Haver (who is a butcher has never, so far as I am aware, been pointed out), see No. 300. For Hartrey, see No. 352.
**4238 SECT. III. F. 4.—CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.—DURATION OF PUNISHMENT. 4257**

4238. Paige, Lucas Robinson. Selections from Eminent Commentators, who have believed in Punishment after Death; wherein they have agreed with Universalists, in their Interpretation of Scriptures relating to Punishment. Revised Ed. Boston, (1835, 40), 1536, 12v. pp. 336. H.


4242. Thom, David. The Assurance of Faith, or Calvinism identified with Universalism. . . 2 vol. London, 1833, 8v. H.

4243. Universalism. (Quarterly Christ. Spectator for June, 1833; V. 296-298.) H.


4247. Cooke, Parsons. Modern Universalism expos'd; in an Examination of the Writings of the Late Walter Balfour . . . Lowell, 1834, 12. pp. 218. B.A.


4250. Todd, Lewis C. A Defence, containing the Author's Renunciation of Universalism, explained and enlarged . . . Erie, Pa., 1834, 12. pp. 549.

4251. Christ our Life; or the Scripture Testimony concerning Immortality. By a Clergyman of the Church of Ireland. Dublin, 1855.


In Chap. XIV. "Le malheur futur," the author denies the eternity of future punishment.

4255. Pine, Thomas. Reflections on the Principles and Evidences of Christianity; in which the Resurrection of our Saviour to Everlasting Life is shown to be the Pattern of a Corresponding Blessing to be extended to Mankind, according to the Order of their Moral Proficiency . . . [London, 1853] 12v. pp. viii, 219.

4256. Roe, B. A Short Help and Incentive to an Unbiased Inquiry into the Scripture Truth of Universalism, or the Final Restoration of All Things . . . Dublin, 1836, 8v. pp. 75. U.


4258. Balfour's Enquiry [reviewed]. (Bibl. Repert. for July 1836; VIII. 327-343.) AB.


4266. Baader, Franz (Xavier) von. Uber den paulinischen Begriff des Verschensehens des Menschen im Namen Jesu vor der Welt Schopfung . . . [Three Letters, the first and second to Prof. Moltier, the third to Prof. Hoffmann.] Würzburg, 1857, 8v. (41 st.)

Also in his Stammliche Werke, IV. 323-422. (H.)

In these letters Baader opposes the doctrine of endless punishment. "Eternal Punishment" he understands to mean punishment in the eternal world, as distinguishing the world of space and time, punishment in hell as distinguished from purgatory.

4267. [Ballou, Adin]. The Touchstone, exhibiting Universalism and Restorationism as they are, Moral Contraries. By a Consistent Restorationist. Providence, 1837, 12v. pp. 32. H.


851
4290. **Williamson**, Isaac D. An Exposition and Defence of Universalism, in a Series of Sermons delivered in the Universalist Church, Baltimore, Md. ... New York, 1810, 18, pp. 216. H.


4292. **Hatfield**, Edwin F. Universalism as it is ... a View of Modern Universalism in America. New York, 1841, 12*, pp. 301. Against the doctrine. See No. 4591.

4293. **Sawyer**, Thomas Jefferson. Review of E. F. Hatfield's Universalism as it is. ... New York, 1841, 18, pp. xii., 220.

4294. **Moore**, Asher. Universalist Belief. ... 2d Ed. (Philad. 1841), Boston, 1846, 18*, pp. 216. H.


4298. **Frenche**, Calvin. Immortality the Gift of God through Jesus Christ; to be given to those only who have Part in the First Resurrection. Boston, Ms., 1842, 18*, pp. 54.


4302. **Thom**, David. Divine Inversion; or a View of the Character of God as in all respects Opposed to the Character of Man. ... London, 1842, 8*, pp. xx., 297. U.


4305. **Bible Examiner (The).** Edited by George Storrs. Philadelphia, afterwards New York, large 8°. A periodical, "devoted," to use the words of the editor, "almost entirely to the topic of "No Immortality," and to the Universalism of the Bible alone." ... Published occasionally since 43 or 44, and almost weekly since 1847, first monthly, then semi-monthly. Discontinued Dec. 1857. Publication resumed Jan. 1860, in monthly parts of 32 pages.


4309. **Quiñby**, George W. The Salvation of Christ, or a Brief Exposition and Defence of Universalism ... Sauco, Me., 1843, 10* or 32*, pp. 80. BA.

4310. **Power**, John H. An Exposition of Universalism (opposition to the doctrine) ... Cincinnati, pubd. for the M. Thosian Episcopal Church, 1846 [cop. 1843], 12*, pp. 311.


4319. **Cowan**, Thomas Conolly. Thoughts on the Popular Opinions of Eternal Punishment, being synonymous with Eternal Torment, and whether this Latter Doctrine be or he not Consistent with the Scriptures of God ... London, 1842, 12*, pp. 64 -. U.


4324. **Storrs, George. An Inquiry: Are the Wicked Immortal? in Six Sermons. Also, Have the Dead Knowledge? To which is prefixed an Extract on 'the Second Death.'** By Archbishop Whately. 21st Ed. New York, 1852 (cop. 1848). 18°, pp. 126. D.

4325. **Lafon, Benj. J. Sabbath Evening Lectures on the Refuge of Lies and the Cover from the Storm:** being a Series of Thirteen Lectures on the Doctrine of Future Punishment. ... Troy, N.Y., 1841, 12°. pp. 551.


4328. [Galloway, George]. The Errors of Modern Theology, more especially of the Moravian System; shown in a Letter to Mr. John Robertson, St. Ninians, near Stirling. By a Christian Observer. Glasgow, 1855, 12°. pp. 36. U.


These two tracts are in defence of Universalism.

4332. **Pinege, Enoch Merrill, and Rice, N. L. A Debate on the Doctrine of Universal Salvation:** Held in Cincinnati, O., from March 24, to April 1, 1848. ... Cincinnati, 1855, 12°. pp. 429. H.

4333. **Pinege, Enoch Merrill, and Waller, John L. A Debate on Universalism:** held in Warsaw, Kentucky, May, 1844. ... Cincinnati, 1855, 12°. pp. 317. H.

4334. Sawyer, Thomas Jefferson. Endless Punishment: its Origin and Grounds examined; with other Discourses. ... New-York, 1845, 18° or 24°. pp. 252. H.


4336. **Todd, Lewis C. Moral Justice of Universalism.** To which is prefixed a Brief Sketch of the Author's Life. ... Erie, 1845, 18°. pp. 192. H.

4337. [Forbes, Darius]. The Universalist's Assistant; or an Examination of the Principal Objections, commonly urged against Universalism. ... Boston, 1846, 18°. pp. 234. H.


4341. White, Edward. Life in Christ. Four Discourses upon the Scripture Doctrine that Immortality is the Peculiar Privilege of the Elect, wherefore the Substance of Lectures delivered at Hereford in the Year 1845. ... London, 1856, 8°. pp. xvi., 257 +. ... See Eclectic Rev. for Jan. 1847; 4th Ser. XXI. 29-30. See No. 4399.

4342. Wilson, James Victor. Reasons for our Hope: comprising upwards of a Thousand Scriptural Evidences ... of the Doctrine of the Final Salvation of all the Human Family ... Boston, 1846, 12°. pp. 515. H.

4343. Hall, Alexander. Universalism against Itself, or an Examination and Refutation of the Principal Arguments claimed in Support of the Final Holiness and Happiness of All Mankind. ... St. Clairsville, O., 1846, 12°. pp. 186. — Reprinted, Nottingham (Eng.), 1848, 8°.

See No. 4360.


4345. Britton, Samuel Byron. An Illustration and Defence of Universalism as an Idea, in a Series of Philosophical and Scriptural Discourses. ... Albany, 1847, 12°. pp. 188 +. ... See No. 4361.


4347. Hamilton, Richard Winter. The Revealed Doctrine, etc. 1847. See No. 3393.


4350. Skinner, Otis Alnsworth. Seven Sermons ... in Reply to Reverend F. Hartfield's Adventures of an Universalist and Universalism. ... New-York, 1847, 18°. pp. 175. ... See No. 4392.


4353. Williamson, Isaac D. An Examination of the Doctrine of Endless Punishment. ... Cincinnati, 1848, 12., pp. 251-5.


4358. Holmes, David, and Austin, John. A Debate on the Doctrines of Atone- ment, Universal Salvation, and Endless Punishment, held in Genoa, Cayuga Co., N.Y., from December 28th, 1847, to January 5th, 1848, ... revised by the Parties. Auburn, N.Y., 1848, 12., pp. 823.

4359. Is the Doctrine of Endless Punishment True or False? Dialogues between a Calvinist, an Arminian, a Baptist, and a Bercon, London, 1851, 12., pp. 29.


4365. Foster, John. A Letter of the Celebrated John Foster to a Young Minister on the Duration of Future Punishment: with an Introduction and Notes, consisting chiefly of Extracts from Orthdox Writers, and an Earnest Appeal to the American Tract Society in regard to the Character of its Publications. [By Alpheus Crosby.] Boston, 1849, 12., pp. 119.

4366. [Hallam, R. A.]. John Foster on Future Punishment. (Church Rev. for Oct. 1849; II. 359-369.) B.A.


4368. Morris, W. Doctrine according to Godli ness. The Moral and Spiritual Tendencies of the Doctrine, that Life and Immortality are, and can be, possessed only in Christ. A Sermon on "What is Spiritual Life?" London, 1849, 12., pp. 48.


4371. [Storrs, George]. The Unity of Man; or, Life and Death Realities. A Reply to Luther Lee. By Antithesis ... Philadelphia, 1850, 18., pp. 122. G.


4374. Coovens, J. Athenasia. La mort seconde et les paixies eternelles Deux sermons ... Paris, 1850, 12. or 15., pp. 72. F.

4375. [Coon, Rennia]. The Doctrine of Future and Endless Punishment, logically proved, in a Critical Examination of such Passages of Scripture as relate to the Final Destiny of Man. ... Cincinnati, 1851, 12, pp. 308. G.


4380. [Pierce, Lovick, and Sheehane, C. F. R.]. A Theological Discussion held in America, Georgia, on the 14th, 15th, and 16th of March, 1850. ... [On the question of Endless Punishment.] Notanaga, Ala., (1850,) 8, or large 16, pp. 73.


4382. [LeGardeur, John]. Endless Punishment, a Result of Character. (New Englander for May, 1851; IX. 167-176.) H.

4383. Tillotson, Obadiah Hosford. The Destiny of Man: or, What do the Scriptures
teach respecting the Final Condition of the Human Family?... Boston, 1851, 10°. pp. 169. 4383.


4387. Campbell, Zenas. The Age of Gospel Light: or, The Immortality of Man, only through Jesus Christ. ... Hartford, 1854, 32°. pp. 64.


4391. Hanson, John Wesley. Witnesses to the Truth: containing Passages from Distinguished Authors, developing the Great Truth of Universal Salvation; with an Appendix, exhibiting the Enormity of the Doctrine of Endless Misery. ... Boston, 1854, 12° or 13°. pp. 195.


4394. Eliice, James. Eternal Life, etc. See No. 1821.

4395. [Noyes, George Rapall]. Professor Maurie and his Heresy. (Christian Exam. for March, 1851; LVII, 260-257.) H. Pages 275-297 of this able article treat of the word Eternal and the Punishment of the Wicked.


4397. Reynaud, Jean (Ernst). 1854. See No. 498.


4399. Shehane, C. F. R. A Key to Universalism [explaining the meaning of various terms used in Scripture]. ... Griffin, 1851, 18°. pp. 180. E.


4401. Duration (On the) of Evil. An Essay. ... London, Simkin, Marshall, and Co. 1855, 8°. pp. xii. 145. D.

4402. The author maintains the destruction of the incorrigibly wicked. The subject is treated with learning and ability.

4413. **Lake**, Edwin H. Key to Truth; or, Expository Remarks on Biblical Phrase, and Passages: together with Brief Essays... comprising Arguments in favor of Universalism, and Objections to Endless Punishment. Boston, [1857], 12o. pp. 311.

4414. **Martin**, Thomas Henri. See No. 2322.


4417. **Blain**, Jacob. A Review, giving the Main Ideas in Dr. E. Beecher's Conflict of Ages and a Reply to them, and to his many Reviewers. To which is added, the Bible Meaning of the Word Hell. Also, Two Hundred Texts quoted, to show the Nature of Future Punishment. ... Buffalo, 1856, 16o. pp. 51, iii. II.

4418. **George**, Nathan D. Universalism not of the Bibles: being an Examination of more than One Hundred and Twenty Texts of Scriptures, in Controversy between Evangelical Christians and Universalists.... with a General and Scriptural Index. ... New York, 1857, 12o. pp. 123.


4429. **Hudson**, Charles Fred. Debt and Grace, as related to the Doctrine of a Future Life. ... Boston, [1857], 12o. pp. viii., 472. II. — 4th Thousand [with a copious Index]. New York, 1861, 12o. pp. viii., 489. This is probably the ablest, the most learned, and the most extensive treatise which has yet appeared in support of the doctrine of the extinction of the wicked. Ch. III. contains an analysis and criticism of the several different systems of the subject, by which it has been attempted to reconcile the doctrine of eternal misery with the perfection of God. (Ch. VIII., pp. 355–356, is devoted to "the Historical Argument."


4431. **Adams**, Nehemiah. — The Reasonableness of Future, Endless Punishment. ... Boston, 1858, 12o. pp. 55. II.

4432. **King**, Thomas Starr. The Doctrine of Eternal Punishment for the Sin of Original Sin, Unchristian and Unreasonable. Two Discourses, delivered in Holland Street Church. ... Boston, 1858, 8o. pp. 66.

4433. **Adams**, Nehemiah. — God is Love. A Sermon, in which the Author's Discourse on the Reasonableness of Future, Endless Punishment, with a Brief Notice of Rev. T. S. King's Two Discourses in Reply to said Discourse. ... Boston, 1858, 12o. pp. 48. II.

4434. — — — — — — — — A Scriptural Argument for Future, Endless Punishment. ... Boston, 1858, 12o. pp. 58. II. Published originally in the Christian Freeman (a Universalist newspaper) for Dec. 10, 1856, and replied to by the Rev. Sylvanus Cobb, the editor, in the same Journal. See No. 4410.


4441. **Griggs**, Leverett. Man Mortal and Immortal.—The Doctrine of Annihilation and of the Unchangeable State of the Dead refuted,
tracts from the Epipolage to "Essays in Eccle-
180, sm. 4. pp. 22.

4475. Thompson, Joseph Parrish. Love and
Penalty; or, Eternal Punishment consistent
with the Fatherhood of God. New
York, (1861, 12o. pp. 358.
See a review by the Rev. Edward C. Towne in the
Christian Expositor, for March, 1861; LXX, 160-163. II.

4476. Warren, Israel P. Salvationism: a
Handbook for the Defence of the Final Annih-
literation of the Wicked. Boston, American
Tract Society, (1860, 32o. pp. 66.

4477. Calvert, George. Universal Restoration:
a Poem in Ten Epistles, divided into
8o. 12o. 6t.

4478. [Clarke, James Freeman]. The Ortho
doctrine of Everlasting Punishment. Re-
view of Dr. Nekhiini Adams's Tract... .
[Monthly Jour. of the American Asso-
ciation, for March, 1861; II. 97-130.] II.

4479. [—]. The same. No. II. Review of Dr.
Joseph [P.] Thompson's Book on "Love and
Penalty...
" (Abrid. April, 1861; 11. 145-
157.)

4480. [Hudson, Charles Fred.]. Eternal Death in
the Liberal Sense is Eternal Punishment.

4481. Nye, James. The Doctrine of the Inter-
view of the Final Restitution explained and defended, and
shown to be essential to Universal Frater-
nity. London, (1861, 12o.

4482. Patton, W. W. Annihilation. (Method-
istical Quar. Rev. for Jan. 1861; XLIII. 31-49.) II.

4483. Pond, Enoch. Annihilation. (American
Theol. Rev. for April, 1861; 111. 215-231.) A.B.

4484. Universalismus (Der) das heilig; Gott Alles in
Allern. Schriftmässige Lehre von der Wiederbringung aller Dinge, vermehr
mit Anzeigen von Schriftzetteln aus alter
und neuer Zeit... in einem Entwurf
sehr deutlich von J. Messner in Stammheim. [In

4485. Hastings, Horace Lorenzo. Retribu-
Bion: or, The Doom of the Ungodly, after the
Resurrection of the Dead, Just and Unjust...
Providence, R.I., 1861, 12o. pp. 156.

4486. Reed, H. V., and Hull, V. A Discussion
upon the Doctrine of Future Punishment
held at Harvard, McHenry Co., III.,
September and October, 1860. Geneva, Ill.,
1861, 1o. pp. 136.
Mr. Reed, destructionist; Mr. Hull, "orthodox."

4487. Shepard, William, and Brooks, The-
dore. An Examination of the Doctrine of the
Immutability of the Soul; and the Annihil-
literation of the Wicked: in a Debate... .
held in the Village of Viroqua, Wisconsin. .
August, 1860. ... Viroqua, 1861, 8o. pp. 134.
Mr. Shepard, destructionist; Mr. Brooks, "ortho-
dex."

4488. Adams, John Greenleaf. Lectures on
Universalism [in defence of the doctrine]...
Philadelphia, (1861, 12o.

4489. Woodbridge, John. Olshaven on a
for Jan. 1861; II. 95-123.) A.B.

4490. Sort (On) du méchants dans l'autre vie,
d'après l'écriture. Lyon, 1861, 8o. pp. 32.

4491. Steere, Martin J. Footprints heaven-
ward; or, Universalism the more Excellent Way... .
Boston, 1862, 12o. pp. 492.

4492. Brownson, O. A. The Punishment of
the Reprobate. 1862. See No. 3750.

4493. Love, William De Lass. Is the Doctrine
of Annihilation taught in the Scriptures? (V. Wexblanger for April, 1862; XXI. 248-
263.) II.
In opposition to Mr. Hudson. See No. 4492, etc.

4494. [Hudson, Charles Fred.]. The Silence of the Scriptures respecting the Immortality of the Wicked of the Race, or of the Lost. [New York, 1862, 12o. or 18o. pp. 24.

4495. [Reiner, Louis]. Das zukünftige
Schicksal der Cottosien. [Philadelphiia, 1862?] 1o. pp. 16.
Making an end of the destruction of the wicked.

4496. [Hudson, Charles Fred.]. Immortality
through Christ Alone. The Doctrine Safe and
Salutary. [New York, 1862, 12o.

4498. Thayer, Thomas Baldwin. Theology of
Universalism; being an Exposition of its
Doctrines and Principles in their Moral and
Eternal Relations; including a Criticism of the
Texts, cited in Proof of the Trinity, Vicarious
Atonement, Natural Depravity, a General
Judgment and Eternal Punishment. Boston,
1861 [1862, 8o. pp. 432.

5. Comparative Number of the Saved and the
Lost. 
Note. — Compare also §§ 4, 6, and 7, under Class III.
sect. F. 

4499. [Foggini, Pietro Francesco], Patrum
Ecclesiae de pacitate adulteriorum Fidelium
salvandorum, si cum reprobatis Fidelibus
conjurant, mira Consensus... Rome, 1752, 8o.

[See Zacaria, Storia del Italia, VI. 332, 335. (R.)
A French translation, "Traité sur le petit nombre des
12o.

4500. Andreasi, Marsilio, De Amplitudine
Miserericordiae Dei absolutissimi Oratto... .
Italico et Latine breviter translat. ... et
ex plana... . Romae, 1719, 8o.

4501. Curioni (Lat. Curio), Celso Secundo.
... De Amplitudine beati Regni Dei Dialogi,
sive Libri Duo... . [Basel, 1543, 8o.
... — Ed. 2da, Geneva, 1544, 8o. pp. 190. Also
Francforti, 1547, 8o. pp. 245.

In this book Curioni maintains that the number of
the saved, in which he includes various heathens,
will far exceed that of the lost. This doctrine was
deemed so dangerous that the Senate of Basel re-
solved to ban him from publishing the work, and the first
edition was printed surreptitiously. For a full
account of the book and of the troubles of Curioni in
consequence of its publication, see Schelhorn, d'Amo-
Zett, XII, 592-627, and, for the life of the author, XIV.
325-402. (H.) See also Clement, Bibli. curiosa, VII.
655, on the life of Curioni; and the like in Carbonari,
Curioni Nomine in Iucum enissi. Oxonii, 1627, 4o.

4502. Recupito, Giulio Cesare. Sacraminum
formabile de Multitudine Reprobatorum et
Electorum Pecuniae. 1620. See No. 5756.

4503. Vicars, Thomas. Fussilus Gex: Refut-
tatio cujus-vul Libelli de Amplitudine Regni
Cecubis sub causis de Cecili Secundii Curioni
Nomine in Iucum enissi. Oxonii, 1627, 4o.

4504. Recupito, Giulio Cesare. Opusculum
de Signis Praedestinationis et Reproductionis
de Numero Praedestinationarum et Reprobatorum.
Neuipoli, 1642, 4o. pp. 516, 56-4. — Also Parisii, 1654, 4o; Lugduni, 1651, 4o.
A Spanish translation, Barcelona, 1687; German,
Berlin, 1719, 8o.

4505. Alford, Joseph. The Church Trium-

From the Christian Examiner for June, Aug., and Dec. 1828; V. 229-231; 310-314; 506-531. This volume is a collection of discussions and communications to show the nature of which it treats. Dr. Beecher attempted a re-joinder in the Spirit of the Pilgrims for Jan., Feb., and April, 1830; III. 17-25, 72-86, and 151-193. H.

4513. [Waite, Josiah K.]. Calvinistic Views on the Subject of Infant Damnation presented. [Boston, 1830?] 12°, pp. 4.

4514. Hayden, William B. On the History of the Dogma of Infant Damnation, to which is added a Brief Statement of the Doctrine taught in the New Jerusalem concerning Infant Salvation. A Lecture delivered in ... Portland, ... January 10, 1835 ... Portland, 1835, 8°, pp. 56. H.

For the doctrine of the Catholic and Protestant symbols concerning the necessity of baptism to salvation, see Winer's Comparative Darstellung, etc. § 16, pp. 130-131. But its necessity is maintained in the Catholic symbols (see Conc. Trident. Sess. vii. can. 5, Act. Rom. 11. b. 31, c. 34) and the Lutheran Confessions, but is denied by Calvin, by the Arminians, and by Arminians generally. For the history of opinions on the general subject, see, further, No. 4545. Grancolas; 4547. Gaeleni Napione; 4557. Smyth; 4587. Norton; 4589. Collins.


On the doctrine of the aures poiter infantum reprobatorum, subject, see Denys, etc., 1753, p. 41; and De Sess. 15, 17-25. H.


For the dogmas at the consummation of all things, the "new earth" will be the abode of unbaptized infants, see the discourses of John Calvin.


On this rare and curious book see Bayle, articles Cornelles and Michel. De Bure, Bibl. instruct. I. 272-274, and particulierly in Clericus, Bibl. curiosa. VII. 392-393, who gives copious extracts. It reminds one of Wagstaffe's "Day of Doom." The good Father Garnaise is so shocked at the plea for unbaptized infants, that he calls the author an "avorton d'Enfer," and in his rejoinder is by a difficult judgment, reduced to poverty in consequence of having printed the book.


4518. Naoneorgens (Crm. Kirchmair), Thomas. De Infantum ac Parvorum Salute; 860

ment: or, A Comfortable Treatise of the Amplitude and Largeness of Christ's Kingdom; wherein is proved by Scripture and Reason that the Number of the Damned is Inferior to that of the Elect. ... London, (1641), 1649, 8°.

See the Preface to Jeremy White's Restoration of All Things.


An earlier edition the same year in French, with the title: "... Pensées sur le nombre des cœufs." Appended to the English translation is an "Advertisement of the Author," in which he defends himself against the objections of the subscribers of the first edition who had "taxed him" for not excluding all Papists from the doctrine. "I would not," says he, "condemn St. Bernard to Hell for having believed the doctrine of Purgatory."

4520. [Desbarres des Doires, Olivier]. La lettre inédite de M. le cardinal à deux paroles: Pueci eleci, Il y a pen d'eliten; on Traité dogmatique sur le nombre des cœufs. Par M. d'Amﬁécourt prêtre [pseud.]. 2 toms. Rouen, 1732, 12°, pp. 249-274.

See Journal des Sçavans July 31, 1732.

4521. Kraus, Joh. Antwort auf die Fraz, wessen Yschein halber der meiste Häuf der Menschen zur Holle fahre. Frag, 1722, 12°.

4522. Gude, Gottlob Fried. Dissertationum exegeticae-historicarum Tras ... Lipusine, 1746, 4°. (10 st.)

The second dissertation, "pasticcatam salvatorum a C. S. Curiosis objectionibus videscebat." 860

4523. Sembach, Joh. Gottlob Lorenz, ... Verzeich, etc. 1739, Soc. No. 2174.


See No. 3333, note.

4525. Luchitto, Atlamo. Son mas los que se salvan que los que se condenan; a sean razones en que se fundan los católicos que defienden esta opinio ... Madrid, also Paris, 1800, 8°, pp. x+r, 402.

For various sermons on the small number of the elect, see the references in Darlings Cyclopaedia, Bibliotheca, Subjectæ (Scriptures), on Matt. xx. 16, xxii. 14.


These letters were published in reply to an article In the (Boston) Christian Examiner for October, 1827, Vol. IV. pp. 141-148. That article, written by the editor, the Rev. William Jenius, was dismissed by a remarkable note to the seventh edition of Dr. Beecher's sc-

Note. — The history of religious persecution illustrates the prevalence of the opinion among professed Christians, that errors in belief on such subjects as church government, the Trinity, transubstantiation, original sin, and predestination, expose those who hold them to eternal punishment.

4584. Pfannier, Tobias. De Salvation Gentilium. (Appendix to his Systema Ticcol. Gentilis porioris, Basil. 1673, 4to, pp. 669--74.) I. Gives a brief history of opinions on the subject, with the arguments on both sides, quoting among others the "in state of the heathen, those of Lister concerning Cicero. — I hope your dear God will be merciful to him, and to others like him.


4586. Weichmann, Joseph Sam. Explanatio antiqua Doctrinarum Christianorum Sen-. tentia de sempiterna Geniitrum prophaniorum Felicitas. Vitaebergiae, 1714, 4to, 5 gr.

4587. Zwingle (Lat. Zwinglius), Huldreich or Ulrich, 1484-1531. Zwingle maintained the salvation of virtuous heathens who do not live according to their works. (Op. III. 672, IV. 63.) In Gesner's Church Hist., 4th Period. § 33, n. 104. The latter part of the 11th book of his De Bethle., 493, 494, 495, 496. This work was published in the name of Zwinglius. See also No. 543.

4588. Sepulveda, Juan Ginez. 1591-1672. ... Opera ... omnia. ... Coloniae Agrippiniae, 1602, 4to, pp. 654 +. H. In his Epistle to P. Serrano (Ep. xiii.), pp. 256-260, Sepulveda maintains the salvation of the ancient heathen philosophers, particularly Aristotle.

4589. Collins (Bell. Collio, Franciscus ... De Animabib Morum Paganorum Libri quinque. In quibus de illis qui veteri Seculo in atrocissimae suae celeritatem fuere disputatur, ac de eorum sermonum praemitt, aut Suppl iciorum, pro eum quam de Robus Divinum huanus esse cognosse, & pro quibus Vide Instituti Moris, ex Sanctorum precipuorum Patrum ... Decretis ... copiosissimo disseritur. Edidit secunda ... Pars alia. In qua de rebus celerrimis ... Emblicissimo ... disputatur. Quoscaum ipsis Liber necessitas continuo continuo ... Questionem. De primo Mortalitate Parentis, nonnullissimae alis, quibus aut Amenti, aut Novi Sacerdotis Suri Vitissit Illustri. 2 pt. Mediolani, 1622 & 35, 1628, 4to, pp. 5, 397, (31); (32), 394, F. For bibliographical details respecting this rare and very valuable work, see De Rore, Biblioth. Univers., L. 296-298, n. 148, and Clément, Bibli. curiosa, VII. 211-244. For a copious analysis of its contents, see Du Pin, Nouv. biblioth. savante, etc., 2d ed., XVII. 108-116, Du Pin says, among other things, "It has been much abused by the early fathers in the light of nature."

4590. [Wilson, Matthias, under the pseud. of Edward Knott]. Indelicat Unmasked ... [In answer to Chillingworth.] Gant, 1652, 4°, pp. 949 ff.


4603. Dallusius, John Herman. The Salvation of Protestants asserted and defended, in opposition to the ... Uncharitable Sentence of their Eternal Damnation pronounc'd against them by the Romish Church. ... Newly done into English. London, 1659, 4°, pp. (18), 64. 521.


4606. In Unechuldige Nachrichten. 1709, p. 533.

4609. [Boyle, Pierre]. Janua colorum reserata cunctis Religionibus, a celeberrimo Viro Domino Petro Jurio ... Amstelodami, 1692, 4°. Also in his Oeuvres Divises, II. 921-962, (R.). Published under the name of Carus Larcommon. See Barbier, n. 2095.

4609. Letter (A) to George Keith, concerning the Salvability of the Heathen. London, 1700, 4°.


4609. Poiret, Pierre ... Posthuma. Amstelodami, 1721, 4°. (123 sh.). In one of the works in this volume, Vinchonius Veri- tatis et Theologie, Lib. IV. c. 7, Poiret earnestly maintains the salvation of virtuous heathen, in opposition to J. A. Egenoer's Examen Theologiae, etc. See Acta Erud., 1721, pp. 420, 421. Compare No. 3833.


4612. Schnurb, Joh. Ernst. Predigt über den Leherras: Dass noch heut zu Tage alle Heiden können erleuchtet werden ... Jena, 1717, 4°. (35 sh.)


4618. Numerous editions and translations. The doctrine of the salvation of virtuous heathen is maintained in Ch. XV.


4619. Eberhard, Joh. August. Neue Apologie des Sokrates, etc. 1772. See No. 3957.


4624. Walter, Ernst Joh. Conr. Was hat die geoffentliche Religions für ein Verhülniss zur Seligkeit derer, die zu ihrer Erkenntnis nicht gelangen können? (In his Pfaffung wichtiger Erkenntnisse, II, 1782, pp. 41-106.)


4628. — Fortsetzung der Widerlegung der Mohnawerischen Schrift ... Hamburg, 1784, 4°.


4630. Goeze, auf account of his paganasche zeal for Ortho- doxy is well styled by his contemporaries "the Hamburg Pope."


4631. Gebhard, Carl Martin Franz. Dissert- atio, qua expenditur Estudio eorum, qui
non stant a Partibus Christianorum. Erfurdae, 1791, 4o. 4 gr.

4652. Emes, P. De Beatitudine cœrum qui Christiani non sunt. Erfurdae, 1792, 4o. 6 gr.


4656. Hawarden, Edward. Charity and Truth, or Catholic not Uncharitable in saying that None are saved out of the Catholic Church. Dublin, 1809, 8o. — Also Philadelphia, 1800, 12o. pp. 293.

Comp. Brownson’s Quar. Rev. for April, 1861, pp. 267-289.


4658. Burder, John. The Final State of the Heathen; an Essay ... London, 1824, 8o. BL.


Maintains the salubrity of the heathen.


4663. Emmons, Nathaniel, 1715-1810. The Hopeless State of the Heathen. (Works, 1842, 8o. VI. 294-297.) D. Maintains that "all the heathen will finally perish. Emmons also informs us that "it is absolutely necessary to approve of the doctrine of reprobation, in order to be saved." ( Works, IV. 336.) Arminians, therefore, must share the fate of the heathen.


4667. Heathen (The) Inexusable for their Idolatry. (Bullen’s Report, and Princeton Rev. for July, 1859; XXXII. 427-418.) A.B.


Note. — See also the preceding section, and particularly the work of Collins, No. 4509.

Adam and Eve.


primi Hominis. (Opera, 1621, fol., pp. 345-360.)

4669. in Migne’s PatroL Tom. CCIII. 8.

4678. Andreæ, Sum. Disputatio de Salute Adam. [Resp. F. Posthuius.] Marburgi, (1673), 189, 4o. 4 gr.


Solomon, King of Israel.


4652. Dalechamp, Caleb. Vindiciae Salomonis: sive Disputatio bipartita de Lapsu Statisque aeterna Regis Salomonis; qua ejus et omnium Sanctorum Perseverantia in Fide defendentur. Londini, 1822, 4o. BL.

Pythagoras, fl. b.c. 550.


4654. [Securus, Nicolai, formerly Hieronymus Leuciuss.]. Plato beatius, sive de Salute Platonis, sive Contemplatio, Vene- tiae, 1668, 12o. pp. 295, -.

See Freytag, Analecta, etc. pp. 841, 815. An earlier edition, still move rare, was publ. without signification of place or date.

Aristoteles, b.c. 344-322.

4655. Monte, Lambertus de. Questio magistralis ... ostendens per autoritates scripturae divinam quid uixta saniorum doc- torum sentimentum probabilius dicemus possit de salvatis Aristotele. ... N. p. [Or. Co- logne? 1817?] fol. (11 leaves, 62 lines to a page, double col.)

See Hain, n. 1166; Freytag, Analecta, etc. p. 815.

4656. Scquiveda, Juan Ginez. See No. 4588.

4657. Liceti, Fortunio. De Pictate Aristotelicarum Deum et Homines Libri II. Utinam, 1813, 4o. pp. 225, -.

In this work Liceti gives several reasons for believing that Aristotle is not damned.

4658. Salute Animae. De Salute Animae Aristotelis Epistola. (In his Respuit de septimo quosquis per Epistolas, Utinam, 1650, 4o. p. 245.)

4659. Bayle, Pierre. See his Dict., art. Aristote, note R.

4660. Miller, Gerhard. Disputatio de Aristotelis Salute. Hamburgh, 1698, 4o.

Seneca, Lucius Annaeus, d. A.D. 65.


4670. Chacon (Lat. Ciaconis or Cia- conius), Alfonso. Historia cœvs verisimilis a Calumnia mulorum vindicata, quae refert M. Vili Traiani Avغيرisti Ani- malibus Prebeatibus Dini Gregori Pontificis Romani a Tartareis Creaciones eripit. ... Venetis, 1583, 4o. - Also Regi Leguli, 1555, 4o. pp. 50.

Provide as an Appendix to his Historia utrius- que Belli Ducali, Romae, 1576, and 1585, fol. — An Italian translation, Sevena, 1595, 4o; French, by F. V. F. Cayet, Paris, 1697, 8o.

4666. — Recueil de dissertations anciennes et modernes, sur les apparitions, les visions et les songes. Avec une préface historique. . . . 2 tom. in 4 pt. Avignon, also Paris, 1758, 12°. B.


4671. Apocatastasis (The): or Progress backward. A New "Tract for the Times." By the Author. . . . Burlington, Chauncey Goddich, 1834, 8°, pp. 236. B.A.


4674. Swedenborg, Emanuel. 1758, See No. 5572.


APPENDIX

I. MODERN "SPIRITUALISM" OR SPIRITISM; GHOSTS, ETC.

Note. — Only a few of the more remarkable works relating to this subject are here noticed.
Young, Robert. The Entranced Female; or, the Remarkable Disclosures of a Lady, concerning another World. London, 1811, 3d.

5. Neale, John Mason. The Unseen World: Communications with it, Read or Imaginary. London, 1817, 8vo. 3d.


5. Davis, Andrew Jackson, the Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse; being an Explanation of Modern Mysteries. ... New York, 1831, 8vo. 12mo. 3d.


A new edition, enlarged, was published under the author’s name with the following title:— "Spiritualism, tested; or, the Facts and History of Spiritualism in Nature verified from Ancient and Modern Testimonies." ... Boston, 1839, 12mo. pp. 185.


Abridges them to Satanical agency.


First published in the Spiritual Telegraph.


5. — A Discussion of the Automatic Powers of the Brain: being a Defence against Rev. Charles Beecher’s Attack upon the Philosophy of Mysterious Agents, and his Review of "Spiritual Manifestations." ... Boston, 1853, 12mo. pp. 64. B.1.

5. Tuttle, Hudson. ... Scenes in the Spirit World: or, Life in the Spheres. ... New York, 1855 (cop. 1853), 12mo. pp. 143. H.


A selection of papers from the Spiritual Telegraph, a weekly newspaper published in New York.


5. Gridley, Joseph A. Astonishing Facts from the Spiritual World. Witnessed at the House of Mr. A. Gridley, ... Southhampton, Mass., 1854, 12mo. pp. 257. H.

5. Mahan, Asa. Modern Mysteries explained and exposed. In Four Parts. I. Clairvoyant Revelations of A. J. Davis. II. Phenomena of spiritualism explained and exposed. III. Evidence that the Bible is given by inspiration in the spirit of God. ... IV. Clairvoyant Revelations of Emanuel Swedenborg. ... Boston, 1855, 12mo. pp. xxv, 460. H.


5. Revue spiritiste ... Publié par Z. Piéart ... Paris, 1856, et seqq. 8vo. 10 fr. par annum.

There is also a Revue spiritique published by Allan Kardec, Paris, 1836, et seqq. 8vo.

5. [Zaahlberg, J. C.]. De oesterliefde van den mensch natuurkundig wijzigge- been op grond van het magnetisme in ver- band met biologie, fatahians, klopgeesten, enz. ... 's Hage, 1856, 8vo. pp. 84.


5. Siemlink, —. Geest-openbaringen, etc. 1856. See No. 1264. B.4.

5. Kardec, Allan, pseudon. Qu’est-ce que le spiritisme? ... Saint-Germain en Laye, 1850, 189, pp. 100.

5. — Philosophie spiritiste. — Le livre des esprits, contenant les principes de la doctrine spiritiste sur l’immortalité de l’âme, la nature des esprits et leurs rapports avec les hommes ... 2d ed., entièrement refondue ... Paris, 1860, 199, pp. xlviii, 474.— 8vo ed., Ibid. 1862, 146.


II. NATURE, ORIGIN AND DESTINY OF THE SOULS OF BRUTES.

Note.—For the bibliography of the subject, see particularly G. R. Boehmer’s Biblioth. Script. Hist. Nat., Pars II. Vol. I. pp. 90-106, Lips. 1760, 8° (II.), where will be found the titles of some works, mostly aca-
demic dissertations, not included in the present catalogue. See also Herrich’s Syllage, etc., recorded above, No. 551, and W. Engelmann’s Bibliotheca Historico-Naturalis, Bd. I., Leipzig, 1846, 8°, with the Supple-
ment-Band by Carus and Engelmann, in 2 parts, ibid. 1851, 8°. II.


4708. Pereira, Jorge Gomez. Antoniana Marc-
garia. 1554. See No. 551.


4711. Sennert, Daniel. De Origine et Natura Animarum in Bruttis. Sententiae clariss. Tho-
logrum in aliquot Germaniae Academias, qui-
bus simul Daniel Sennertus a Crimine Blas-
phemiae & Heresiae a D. Joanne Freitago ipsi intentata absolutur. Francofor. 1657, 8°.


4713. — De l’instinct et de la connaissance des animaux. ... La Rochelle, 1648, 8°. BM. Defending his former work against the criticisms of M. Cureau de la Chambre in his Les characters des passions.

4714. Cureau de la Chambre, Marin. Traité de la connaissance des animaux, où tout ce qui a esté dict pour et contre le raisonne-

4715. — A Discourse of the Knowledge of Beasts, translated into English by a Person of Quality. London, 1657, 8°. 868

4716. Rosarius, Hieronymus. ... Quod Ani-
malia Brittva serpe Ratione vtantvr melius Ho-
polythea. ..Quo receivit Dissertationihistorico-philosophica de Anima Bruttorum Ad-


4719. Willis, Thomas, De Anima Bruttorum, quae non vivit et sensiva est. Exerci-
tiones đầu. ... Oxonii, also Londini, 1672, 4°. Also Amst. 1674, 12°, pp. 552, and Genev. 1676, 4°.

4720. Drecshler, Joh. Gabr. Dissertation histori-


4722. Crocuis, Joh. Henr. Dissertation philo-
sophica de Anima Bruttorum. Brunca, 1676, 4°. Maintains that the souls of brutes are immortal.

4723. Cyprianus, Joh. De Sensu et Cogni-

4724. [Dilly, or 'Dilly, Antoine]. De l’âme des biestes, ou, après avoir démontré la spiri-
tualité de l’âme de l’homme, l’on explique par la seule machine les actions les plus surpren-
dantes des animaux. Par A. D., Lyon, 1676, 12°. — Ibid. 1680, 12°. Also with the title — "Traité de l’âme et la connaissance des biestes,” etc. La Haye, 1656, and Amst. 1681, 12°.


A curious collection of narratives of apparitions, hauntings, presences, and the like. The author is disposed to believe in the reality of "occasional spiritual interference." — Pp. 478-506 treat of the change at death.

4705. — Le spiritisme à sa plus simple ex-
4758. Reclussions sur l'âme des bêtes, en forme d'un sermon philosophique. [Paris?] 1710, 8v.

4759. Hildrop, John. Free Thoughts upon the Brute-Creation: wherein Father Bon- goat's Philosophical Amusement, &c., is examined. ... The 3d Ed. London, 1742, 1745, 1765, pp. 15-31. Also in his Misc. Works, 1734, 4th, Vol. I. Maintains the immortality of the souls of brute. See p. 109, note. The first edition seems to have been anonymous.


4762. — The same. Altera edition, cum Additibus et Notis [by Father Zaccchet], quasi illud omne complectitur quod hac buctem in Editione Lugdunensi in Philosophiæ ex officiniis est. Lucid, 1763, 8v.


4766. Barbierlé, Lodovico, Count. Novo sistema intorno all'anima delle bestie con Il redegno del sistemi sinora proposto. Vicenza, 1750, 8v. pp. 122. See Nova Acta Erud., 1750, 606, 607: also the note in the Italian edition, p. 141. See also a letter from Barbierlé in reply, which is also to be found in the Novelle let. pub. in Bordeaux, 1752, 8v. pp. 91.

4767. [Tralles, Balt. Ludwig.]. Critique d'un médecin du parti des spiritualistes sur la pièce intitulée: Les Animaux plus que machines. (Breslau, 1751), La Haye, 1752, 8v.


4769. Buffon, Georges Louis Leclerc, Count de. Discours sur la nature des ani-


4771. CondiLece, Étienne Bonnot de. Traité des animaux, où, après avoir fait des observations critiques sur le sentiment de Descartes et sur celui de M. de Buffon, on entreprend de disposer leurs principaux fauteurs. Amsterdam, 1755-1756, 8v.


4777. [Monti, Giov. Filippo]. Risposta ad una lettera sopra il sermon quinto di S. Bernardo allegato per l'immaterialità dell'anima’ de bruti [by the Abate D. Nivardo del Riccio]. Firenze, 1762, 8v.

4778. «Le 60° discouerse of St. Bernard on Conticles is the one referred to.

4779. Pino, Domenico. Trattato sopra l'essenza dell'anima delle bestie. Milano, 1766, 8v.


4783. Joannett, Claude, the Abd. Les bêtes mieux connues, on le pour et contre l'âme des bêtes. ... 2 tom. Paris, 1770, 12v.

4784. Maintenans, in opposition to Bossut; that brutes are machines. See Golgrap, Ancienç, 1771, pp. 717-719, 937, 938. 8v.
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4784

4785. **Hennings, Justus Christian. 1771.** See No. 259.

4786. **Hupel, August Will.** Anmerkungen, etc. See No. 292.

4787. **Paroni, Carlo.** Anima delle bestie impugnata spiritualmente e principi della metafisica, e provata matematica con quelli della fisica. ... Udine, 1771, 8vo. pp. 254.


4789. **Soldini, Francesco Maria. De Anima Brutorum Commentaria ... [Florence, 1775], 1780, 8°. pp. 259. B.**

4790. **Aus, W. A.** See [etc.]. 4791. **4790.**


4792. **Bergmann, Joseph.** Inauguralfrage: Was die Thiere gewiss nicht und was sie am wahrscheinlichsten seyn. Mainz, 1781, 8vo.


4799. **A Swedish translation, abridget, Stockholm, 1799, 8vo. The author maintains the immortality of the lower animals. See Allgm. Lit. Zeit. 1791, 1. 324-326. B.**


4801. **On instinct. see I. 186-205.**


4803. **Carnud, introductory. 2 vol. Milano, 1833, 18°;** Portuguese, Paris, 1845, 16°.

4804. **Sönnerberg, Jac, and Rossander, Carl Pet. Omgifnata de Instinctu Animalium. [Uppsala, 1817, 4°. pp. x. 84.**


4806. **Wenzel, Gottfr. Imman.** Die neuesten Bedachtungen und Erfahrungen über die Verstandes- und Körperkräfte der Thiere in einem wunderlichen Schabernick, ... Wien, 1801, 8vo. 12 gr.


4808. **Sanzio, Antonio.** Speculations, in a series of letters, to a friend on the nature of man. ... 2d Ed. Leipzig, 1810, 18. See also his Memoirs of British Quadrupeds. Lond. 1829, 8vo.

4809. **Wenzel, Gottfr. Imman.** Der Staat der Thiere, oder Lehenswalt, Beschäftigungen, Künste und Handwerke in der Thierwelt. 2d Aufl. Linz, (1804), 1822, 8vo. 8 gr.

4810. **Thierseelenkunde, auf Thatsachen begründet oder 136 höchst merkwürdige Anekdoten von Thieren. 2 Theile. Berlin, 1804-05, 8vo.

4811. **Mewes, or Meves, W.** Ob die Thiere denken? an der Selbstheilung eines Kranken Hunde geprüft. (Wiedemann's Archiv f. Zool., 1803, IV. ii. 175-178.)

4812. **Orphal, Wilt. Christian.** Der philosophisch-theologische Grund zu freimüthigen Untersuchungen über die Seeckenkräfte der sogenannten ver- mnunftlosen Thiere. Hamburg, 1807, 8vo. I th. Also with the title:— „Wir müssen Thier- und Menschen-Seelenfähigkeiten verglichen ... wenden?“ etc.

4813. **See also? — Sind die Thiere bloß sinnliche Geschöpfe, oder sind sie auch mit Fähigkeiten versehen, die eine Seecke bei ihnen voraussetzen [or vermutlich] lassen?“ Leipzig, 1811, 8vo. I th.


4817. **Chivert, Luigi.** Essai d'une ana- lyste scientifique sur les principes des capteurs organiques et physiologiques de l'intelligence et de l'instinct. Paris, 1815, 8°. 11 fr.

4818. **Hildebrand, J. P. U.** Iets over het stelsel van de onsterfelijkheid der dieren, als een onderwerp in het beoordeelen der grund- waarheden van de christelijke godsdienst. Amsterdam, 1816, 8vo. 6 pp. 288.

4819. **[Balland, Eugène, under the pseud. of B. Allent].** Les animaux industrioux, on description des ruses qu'ils mettent en œuvre pour saisir leur proie ou fuir leurs enemi- mes ... (etc.) 10 ed. Paris (1 ed. 1824), 1862, 18 pp.

4820. **Cuvier, Frédéric.** Art. Instinct in the Dic. des sciences naturelles, XXIII. 528-544, Strasbourg, 1822, 8vo.


4823. **Cuvier, Frédéric.** Examen de quelques observations de M. Dugald Stewart, qui tendent à détruire l'analogue des phénomènes de l'instinct, avec ceux de l'habitude. (Mémoires du Museum d'Hist. nat., X. 241-260, Paris, 1822, 4°. I II.

4824. **French, John Oliver.** An Inquiry respecting the true Nature of Instinct and of 871
the Mental Distinction between Brute Animals and Man. An Introduction to a Series of Essays, Explanatory of the various Faculties and Actions of the Former, which have been considered to result from a Degree of Moral Feeling and Reason, in the Human Intellect. (Zoological Journal, 1824, I. 1–133, 153–174, 246–267; 1825, II. 71–95, 164–182.)

"Holds that the actions of the inferior animals are produced by passion and will spirits."


4834. — Biographical Sketches ... of Horses .... Edinburgh, 1830, 18°. 16s. ed.

4835. Fleming, Carl Fr. von. 1830, See No. 267.


4843. — For a somewhat different theory of instinct, see Kirby and Spence's Introduction to Entomology, where Mr. Spence's view is presented. — A German translation. Stuttgart, 1838, 8°.

4844. Delatrate, Ch. Les bêtes savantes, on Animaux et récits curieux sur l'intelligence, l'industrie ... [etc.] de certains animaux ... Limoges and Paris, (1836) 1850, 32 pp., 12th.


4848. Schmidt, C. G. De Mente homana a Bestiarum Animabus recte distinguenda. Stuttgart, 1837, 872


4851. — On the mental operations of animals compared with those of man, see I. 392–512.


4853. Bingley, Thomas. Instinct of Animals. 2d Ed. London, (1839, 16s. fs.)

4854. — Stories about Birds, New Ed. London, (1839, 16p. pp. 204. 4s.)

4855. — Stories about Dogs .... 5th Ed. London, (1839, 16s. 4s.)

4856. — Stories about Horses. London, 1839, 16s. 4s.

4857. Floureus, (Marie Jean) Pierre. De l'instinct et de l'intelligence des animaux .... 4°, entièrement refondue et considérablement augmentée. Paris, (1841, 45, 537 pp.) 1841, 8°. This work is in many respects a curiosity, but the author has exhibited great diligence in the collection of materials. He ascribes understanding and reason to brutes. — Henninger.


4862. — Includes a critical survey of the literature of the subject.


4869. Also inbis Works, London, 1856, sm. 8°. VI. 115–361. H.

4870. Cabocche-Decemvile, J. Les ani-
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Based on the work of Schmarda, No. 4859.


4853. Animal Instinct and Intelligence. (Chamber's Papers for the People, XI. n.s. 82, Edinb., 1852, 12.). H.


4856. FéCé, Antoine Léopold Apollinaire. Études philosophiques sur l'instinct et l'intelligence des animaux. ... Strasbourg, also Paris, 1855, 12°. pp. xii., 208 +. H.


4858. Kemp, Thomas Lindley. Indications of Instinct. ... London, 1854, 8°. pp. 144. B.


4863. Gerlach, A. C. Die Sedeentältigkeit der Thiere an sich und im Vergleich zu denen der Menschen. ... Berlin, 1859, 8°. pp. 44. From the Magazin für Tierkunde.


4865. Weinland, (Christoph) David Friedr. Some Principles of Animal Psychology. (Stil- mail's Amer. Journal of Science for May, 1859; 2d Ser., XXVII. 1-5.) H.

4866. [Jones, Leonard Augustus], Instinct. (American Monthly for May, 1860; V. 615-625.) H.

4867. Ware, John. The Philosophy of Natural History. ... Boston, 1860, 12.°. pp. viii., 448. H.


4869. Bowen, Francis. On Instinct. (Proceedings of the Amer. Acad. of Arts and Sciences, December, 1861, V. 88.) H.


4871. Friedrich, Fr. Das Sedeelenleben der Thiere. (Dir Natur, von O. Ule u. K. Müller, 1861, 8°, Nr. 15, 17, 18, 20, 26.)

ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

Note.—The numbers here prefixed to the additional titles are those which they would receive if inserted in the body of the catalogue.

18. Bouëdron, P. ... Quid senserit de Natura Animae Tertullianus ... Nautes, 1631, 8vo. pp. 121.


26. Germil. Note. In Germil's Opera, Rom, 1806, (t. 4° (B.), Vol. II. and III., will be found other pieces relating to this subject.

29. François de Neufchâteau. Note. This title does not belong here. The poem is founded on the "Dialogus inter Corpora et Animam." See No. 3729.


30. Burnett, C. M. The Philosophy of Spirits in relation to Matter: shewing the real existence of two very distinct kinds of Entity which unite to form the different Bodies that compose the Universe ... London, 1850, 8vo. pp. xx., 312. B, D.


33. Barrier, —. Considérations sur la question du vitalisme et de l'animitisme, à propos du livre de M. le professeur Bouiller, intitulé: Du principe vital et de l'âme pensante ... Lyon, 1802, 8vo. pp. 16.

4894. Rumball, James Quitter. Instinct and Reason; or, The Intellectual Difference between Man and Animals. (Medical Orific and Psychological Journal, for Jan. 1852 : II. 12-57.) H. See No. 4888, of which this article is the sequel.

See, further, C. F. Hudson's Debt and Grace, p. 230, note, who refers to Duns Scotus, the Chev. Ramsay, John Wesley (Sermon. Rom. viii. 19-22), Adam Clarke (Comm. on 46), Tennyson (In Memoriam, III., iv.), T. Parker (Theos, p. 117), and Agassiz (Nat. Hist. of the U. S. I. 84-66) as accepting the doctrine that the souls of brutes are immortal. To these the name of Leibnitz may be added. See Max Müller's Lectures on the Science of Language, pp. 350, 351. Amer. edition.
Forgiveness Possible?


Cloquet, —— the Abbé. Le mois libérateur des âmes du purgatoire, contenant pour chaque jour du mois de septembre ou de tout autre mois : texte de l'Écriture, lectures intercalées sur le purgatoire, trait historique ou révélé, prêtre, pratique et aspiration indulgence. ... Bourges, Lyon, etc. 1862, 32o. pp. 217.


Colenso, John William. Bp. of Natal. St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans, newly translated and explained from a Missionary Point of View. ... Cambridge, Eng. 1861, sm. 8o. pp. 310.— Also New York, 1863, 12o. pp. 201. II.

Opposes the doctrine of endless punishment. See particularly the note on Rom. viii. 21.


Eternal Punishment. (National Review for Jan. 1863; XVI. 88–116.) II.

Parsons, William L. The Doctrine of the Annihilation of the Wicked. (Biblioth. Sacra for Jan. 1863; XX. 181–217.) II.

Rendu, Victor. L'intelligence des bêtes ... Paris, 1892, 18o. pp. iv, 318. II.
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Avendaño, Sebastiano de, 2846.
Aveda, 1581, 1586–84.
Avidor, See Solomon Ibn Gebir.
Avignona (Arab. Ibn Siná), 1917, n., 1908.
Ayala Faxardo, Juan de, 270, Agen Abbey, 1475.
Azevedo, Manoel de, 2580.
B., C. D. D., 70.
B., C. H., 3112.
B., J. F., 4655.
B., L., 2258.
B., M., 885.
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Banier, F. (X.), von, 2270, 4254.
Bar, G. H., 3288.
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Beck, L. G., 929.
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Belinatt, Mat. See Belinatt.
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Wexel, W. A., 2701, 2702.
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